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President Orders First Film Buying Investigation

644 FEATURES IN 1933-IMPORTS DROPPED 30^
Twickenham Studio Tripling Space; 36 Films Planned
RKO, Universal and G-B
Pictures Among 17
Already Set

Moviegoers
. . are they human beings?
By DON CARLE GILLETTE —
AMONG the latest group of booklets on
the so-called scientific findings of the
Motion Picture Research Council is one
labeled "The Social Conduct and Attitudes
of Movie Fans."
It is doubtful
that the authors
either
1. 1 gained for or covered as much ground
their broad title indicates.
I How could it in view of the admitted
v ;t that movies have become a basic part
or the national life and about 96 per cent
o' the people are moviegoers?
, And this being the case, why make
microscopic studies of movie fans any more
than of people who ride automobiles or
men who wear suspenders or women who
don't wear corsets or folks who

eat spin-

London — Construction work begins this week on expansion of the
Twickenham Studio facilities that
will result in tripling the available
production space, according to Julius Hagen. The improvements are
(Continued

questions are pointed, and not

' impertinent, because in conducting, and
widely publicizing, a campaign to dissect
the behavior of "movie fans" the sponsors
convey the implication that said "movie
fans" are something fearful and apart from
ordinary people.
No amount of protestation to the contrary will change that impression.
The manner in which the Council's findings have been handled in the newspapers,
with the alleged "bad" aspects of the
movies headlined, tells its own story.
Why should they stress deductions in a
discreditable vein and deny recognition of
the screen's many

C INCE
j

the

findings

in

studies

of

this

kind depend so much on the angle of
•broach, it seems that a very good way
industry to counteract the damage
Ithe
lid be to conduct an opposition survey
*■« social conduct and attitudes of peowho do NOT go to movies.
^> * \hat class will be found most of the
n >nV agnostics, failures and dregs — pers'| wjom a little moviegoing might have
hJ ed nn awful lot.

2)

A new fully-financed producing
Despite a multitude of obstructions, legislative and otherwise, company for the making of features
America continues to supply a ma- of the "non-conventional" and
jority of the pictures shown outside "reigning social standard" type is
the United States, according to a now
being formed with plans for
(Continued on Page 2)
survey
made
in behalf
of The
on Page

2)

Hoot to Make Western'
For Warners in England
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM

DAILY

Trade Commission Handled
Only One
'33
Bureau Film
of THE Case
FILM in
DAILY

Washington

Hollywood — Irving Asher, head of
Washington — Only -one film case,
Warner production in Teddington, a complaint charging misrepresennear London, has signed Hoot Gibtation in advertising of "Ingagi,"
son to make "The Cowboy of Lon- was handled by the Federal Trade
Commission
last year, according to
don" in Great Britain, with an op(Continued
on Page 2)
tion for a second picture.

NRA Asks Kuykendall to Probe
First Film Buying Complaint
B\
FILM

merits?

rage

The past production year had a lot of
tight in it, it is revealed in tabulating
the 1933 releases for the new Film Daily
Vear Book. Among the scrappy titles
were: "The Fighting President," "The
Fighting Parson," "The Fighting Champ,"
"The Fighting Cowboy," "Fighting Texans," "Men Must Fight," etc. And the
Ifear Book already contains 63 feature
titles starting with "Fighting" employed
over the past 15 years.

GLASS PRODUCTIONS
U. S. FILMS HOLD
FOREIGN MARKET PLANNED BY NEW FIRM

(Continued

THESE

on

A Fighting Year

WILLIAM
SPIICI1T
DAILY
Staff Correspondent

New Orleans — In what is believed
to be the first investigation of its
kind under the NRA code, Ed Kuykendall arrived here Friday to look
into a complaint sent to President
Roosevelt by Al Yoeman, manager
of the Temple, Meridian, Miss.,
charging that RKO had taken product away from him and sold it to
Saenger. Following his appeal to the
President, Yoeman received a wire
from Division Administrator Sol A.
Rosenblatt stating that, while he
I did not interfere locally, he was

asking Kuykendall to investigate.
! Yoeman also obtained an injunction
to restrain Saenger's Strand from
-(
showing "Little Women," but on
Kuykendall's advice he did not
serve it.
On Saturday, Kuykendall went
over accounts of Saenger and Yoeman. While he would not talk for
publication, it was authoritatively
learned that he discovered reluctance to sell uncontracted product
to Yoeman's Temple. It was also
discovered that Yoeman had refused
some available pictures. Kuykendall
(Continued

on

Page

2)

^

American Firms Released
507 Last Year Against
478 in 1932
American companies released 507
features in 1933, an increase of 29
over the 478 distributed in 1932,
while imported pictures declined 30
per cent to 137, compared with 196
the year before, it is shown in the
compilation
the past year's
releases justofcompleted
for THE
FILM DAILY YEAR BOOK.
German pictures suffered the most
in the decline of imports, being down
(Continued

on Page

2)

HOPKINS SAYS SCREEN
WILL MAINTAIN STAGE
Film producers have built a machine that will keep the stage running, in the opinion of Arthur Hopkins, stage producer, who with Eddie
Dowling recently filmed the Paramount release,
Double Young.
Life,"
with Lillian
Gish "His
and Roland
Hopkins (Continued
sees a possibility
that
the
on Page 2)

Sperry Co. to Represent
U. S. Air Conditioning Co,
U. S. Air Conditioning Co. of
Minneapolis has closed contracts
with Sperry Products Co. of Brooklyn to act as exclusive distributors
of all U. S. Air products including
Kooleraire and Arctic Nu-Air in the
(Continued

on Page

2)

They Have to Be Good
Although it would seem that any
picture getting the vote of more than
100 entitled
of the nation's
be
to rate leading
as one critics
of theshould
best
of the year, two productions at present having 108 and 112 votes, respectively, to their credit, will be forced
out of causethis
year's
"Ten polling
Best" list
of other
pictures
evenbe-a
higher score. Voting is now near the
deadline and the interesting results will
be announced to an anxiously waiting
world very shortly.

DAILY
644 Features in 1933;
Twickenham Studios
Imports Decline 30%
Expanding Facilities
(Continued
from Page 1)
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legit field can obtain enough funds is said to have advised Yoeman to
from the picture business, not only decide what he wants and ordered
to keep theaters and people active, exchanges to decide whether the rebut also to repay the screen by the
maining product is for sale or not.
development of new talent for pic- It is understood there was no evitures.
dence that Saenger had overbought.
Silent film technique is still
cramping pictures too much, says
S. Films Hold
Hopkins, and full advantage of dialogue and voice remains to be realForeign Market
ized. He thinks that stage pro{Continued from Page 1)
ducers who know writing, casting Film Daily Year Book, soon to be
and direction have nothing to fear placed in distribution. Although
in making a picture. Additional American domination is substantially
productions are planned by Hopkins
off as compared with the pre-sound
and Dowling.
period, it nevertheless runs as high
as 95 per cent in some countries.
Greatest competition for AmeriSperry Co. to Represent
can-made product is found in three
U. S. Air Conditioning Co. major European
countries, namely,
(Continued from Page 1)
Great Britain, France and Germany.
following territories: Maine, New In Germany, for example, 258 picHampshire, Massachusetts, Rhode
tures were distributed during 1932Island, Connecticut, New York, New 33. Of this total, 148 were domestic
Jersey, Delaware, Washington, D. films while the United States conC, Maryland and the eastern half
tributed the greatest number of imof Pennsylvania. Sperry will have
ported
films.
representatives in all key cities and

I All chc wise men of Hollywood
are agog over BORZAGE'S
1 ^masterpiece for Columbia,

will take complete contracts including servicing and installation. Sperry also is world distributor of Kooleraire units.

Class Productions
Planned
by New Firm
(Continual from Pane 1)

Only Commission Handled
Trade
One Film
(Continued
from Case
Page 1) in '33

the production of at least two films
during 1934. Negotiations are under way which will give the company the choice of all plays produced by the Theater Union, which
is presenting the anti-war preachment play,week
"Peaceat the
on former
Earth," Civic
now
in its sixth

I this as one of the top-notchers of
i the New Year.

Joins Castle Films
Castle Films, producers of business motion pictures, announce the
appointment of George F. Lord, nationally known advertising and sales
executive, to their New York staff.

Yesterday's headlines brought to
vivid life by modern casts of today. "MARCH
OF THE YEARS"
is short
— but
"make"
any
show.big enough to

'J- lumbia's
"LET'S new
FALL entertainment
IN LOVE," code
Co-

Repertory theater. H. William Fitelson of Fitelson & Mayers is counsel for both the film company and
the Theater Union.

J for movie fans brought to life with
I song and love by Edmund Lowe,
. Ann Sothern, Miriam Jordan and

ComiColor Series Sold Abroad
Deals have been closed by Charles
J. Giegerich, sales manager of Celebrity Productions, with Captain
Vandal of Paris for the foreign distribution of the Powers "ComiColor
Cartoon" series in France, Belgium,
Switzerland, Egypt, Syria, Palestine
and Italy. Contracts were also consummated for Japan, India, Burma
and Ceylon.
New Brockton House Opens
Brockton, Mass.— The New Modern opened Dec. 30. Morris Perlstein is manager.
The Strand is opening with a new
policy of vaude-filnis. Robert P.
Sheehan will manage it temporarily
until Joseph J. Cahill takes charge.

latest
based

1 on the world famous novel by
Ferenc Molnar. They have tabbed

u.

1 1/2
1

ford ot ten

from

Hopkins Says Screen
First Over-Buying Probe
Will Maintain Stage
Is Ordered by President
(Continued from Page 1)

its annual report just issued. A
"cease and desist" order was issued
in this case, the Commission ruling
that a picture was not to be repreWarner's
6s39
.... 43 1/2 41 Vi
43 '/2 + 1%
N. Y. PRODUCE
EXCHANGE SECURITIES
sented as an authentic expedition
Para.
Publix
1%
1%
1%
unless actually made in the country
claimed.
Film on Sweden at 55th St.
Garland S. Ferguson, Jr., has
"Sweden, Land of the Vikings," taken office as chairman of the Comentirely in color, will have its world
premiere tomorrow at the 55th St. H. March.mission for 1934, succeeding Charles
Playhouse. It was produced by John
W. Boyle and has English narrative
Allied Unit 100% Under Code
with music.
Baltimore — The Allied unit in
Maryland is operating 100 per cent
"Gallant Lady" for Rivoli
Ann Harding in "Gallant Lady," under the code, regardless of the
the 20th Century production, follows attitude of the national organiza"Roman Scandals" at the Rivoli.
tion, says Tommy Goldberg, in taking exception to a story last week
in which it was said none of the
"Most compelling motion picture this reporter affiliated Allied units had announced
can recall, bar none." — N. Y. Herald-Tribune.
signing the code.
Keith
A-0
6s 46.. 52i/2
Loew
6s 41 ww
.... 85%
Paramount 6s 47 ctfs. 30

(Continue!

to be completed by April. Hagen
estimates that 36 features will be
made at Twickenham this year,
against 25 last year. He says he is
starting the new year with contracts for 17 films, including productions for EKO Radio Pictures,
Universal and one for GaumontBritish.

Gregory Ratoff.
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IN THE STORM

FOR HOURS

Thousands of men, 'women and
children stood in line at the RIVOLI,
braving the worst storm New York
had known for years, clamoring to see
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HOLLYWOOD

\WORTHINGTON MINOR'S option has been taken up by RKO.
He recently was assigned to codirect "The Devil's Disciple," starring John Barrymore and scheduled
to go in work March 1.
Columbia's "Murder at Rexford
Arms," now in production with
Ralph Bellamy and Shirley Grey
playing the feature roles, has been
renamed "One Is Guilty."
*
*
*
Edward Ludwig has been assigned by Carl Laemmle, Jr., to direct
"If I Was Rich," by William Anthony McGuire. It will serve as the
first starring vehicle for Roger
Pryor.
Ginger Rogers' next RKO role
will be in "Finishing School." Wanda Tuchock and George Nicholls, Jr.,
are to co-direct.
*
*
*
Carl Laemmle, Jr., has made a
switch in directoral plans and also
in assignment of associate producers. When "Countess of Monte
Cristo" goes into production the
second week in January, it will be
under the direction of Harry Lachman. Kurt Neumann will direct
"The Return of Frankenstein,"
which Philip MacDonald is furnishing with a new treatment. The associate producer of "Countess of
Monte Cristo" will be Stanley Bergerman.
H. L. Woodard, scientist and research chemist, has joined his
brother Stacy, biologist, who has
been producing some of the most
interesting camera studies of insect
life in Educational's "Battle for
Life" series.

Coming and Going
LYNN FARNOL, personal representative for
Samuel Goldwyn, left Monday for the Middle
West in connection with the exploiting of
"Roman
Scandals."
GRACE MOORE, Metropolitan Opera star
signed by Columbia, returns to Hollywood
cbout
Jan. 10 to start work.
IRVING ASHER leaves the coast in about a
week to return to London, where he is production chief for Warners.
ERIK CHARELL, international impresario
signed by Fox, arrives tomorrow on Ihe lie de
France and proceeds to Hollywood to begin
work.
BEN BERK, west coast representative for
Blue Seal sound equipment, has arrived in New
fork from the coast.
FREDRIC MARCH and his wife, FLORENCE
ELDRIDGE, sailed from the coast yesterday for
New
York.

fHAi^F0

PHIL
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NEWS of the DAY

Washington, la. — The State, gutted by fire Nov. 7, has been reopened with all new equipment. Ralph
Pratt is manager.

• THERE SHOULD BE A LAW limiting the publicity lads to appellations and palindromes that
are understandable
without resorting to a perusal of
the lexicon
or sumphin'
We don't know who is
responsible for this latest fall from grace
but Zeb Epstein, who manages the Strand, is smarting under the sting of
this phrase
"The Grand
PANJANDRUM
of Musical
Films"
which is plastered all over the front of his theater, in anticipation
of the
coming Zeb"Wonder
Bar," he Warner
musical
We tried
to console
but
admits
he can't take it

Des Moines — The Orpheum has
been reopened following installation
of a new sound system.

• • • FROM DAVE BADER, our old pal, who is doing
a swell job in England for Universal, we learn the following
via mail
Charles Bickford received high praise from
Royal Patronage, for his work in the British film, "Red Wagon"
Joe Rock, one of the ace film and sound ginks from Hollywood,
has been offered several contracts to remain in British territory and is wondering what to do
Sam Eckman
of M-G-M has all the movie men talking about his firm's stand
against programs that last more than three hours
And,
that one of John Bull's psychics has tipped Dave off to adding
an "A" to his name for mysterious reasons
Thanks for
all the dope, David A. Bader

agers.
Chicago — The Karlov theater,
completely remodeled, has reopened.

«

•

• • • BECAUSE A BEVY of those beautiful heartbreakers is leaving "Murder at the Vanities" to appear in Paramount's screen production of the piece, on the coast
Earl Carroll will hold forth at noon today, at the Majestic, to
pick eleven specimens of feminine pulchritude, to fill the ranks
and if we're missing at lunch time
you'll have
a fair idea of where we might be
Leslie Howard, now
on the coast for RKO, will be heard on the radio, Thursday
night
with Rudy Vallee
as guest star on the
Fleischman broadcast Howard will offer a scene from
Galsworthy's play, "Escape."

• The Broadway Parade o
Picture

Distributor

Theater

Dinner at Eight*
Design
for Living!
Lady Killer
Son of Kong
A Man's Castle
Smoky
Flying Down
to Rio (2nd week)
Roman Scandals
(2nd week)
Emperor Jones
(2nd week)!
Little Women
(4th week)§
House on 56th Street (5th week I
Havana Widows§
.
Counsellor
at Law§
Reunion
in Vienna!
Cock-Eyed
World!
Taming of the Shrew!
.
I'm No Angel§

M-G-M
Paramount
Warner Bros
RKO
Columbia
Fox
RKO
United Artists
United Artists
RKO
Warner Bros
Warner Bros
Universal
M-G-M
Fox
United Artists
Paramount

Capitol
Paramount
Strand
Roxy
Rialto
Mayfair
Music Hall
Rivoli
Criterion
Center
Hollywood
Palace
Cameo
Little Carnegie
Globe
5th Ave. Playhouse
55th St. Playhouse

* Follows Astor two-a-day run.
t Follows Criterion two-a-day run.
Queen

Christina

Mirages

de

Paris

♦

♦ FOREIGN

♦ FUTURE

PICTURE

♦

OPENINGS

♦

Harold Auten

Redding, Cal.— T. & D., Jr., Enater here. terprises, Inc., may erect a new theFirebaugh Cal. — Rex has
under new management.

opened

Williams, Cal.— The Williams Theater
ford has
and been
A. J. leased
Rude. to C. W. HartAuburn, Cal. — The Auburn is to
remain closed as the result of an
agreement with the State Theater.
Feature Added at Carnegie
M-G-M's "Reunion in Vienna" has
been added to the current Little
Carnegie Playhouse program, which
for the first few days consisted of
"Dawn to Dawn" and other independent shorts.
Butterfield Reopens One
Lansing, Mich. — The Gladmer,
Butterfield house which closed with
others of the circuit on Dec. 1, has
resumed operations, playing "Myrt
and Marge," followed by "Alice in
Wonderland."

Acme

Sweden, Land of the Vikings (Jan. 3) John W. Boyle
If I Were Free (Jan. 4)
RKO
Flying Down
to Rio (Jan. 4)*
RKO
Eight Girls in a Boat (Jan. 5)
Paramount
Women
in His Life (Jan. 5)
M-G-M
By Candlelight
(Jan. 5)
Universal
Gallant
Lady1*
United Artists
Subsequent run.

Dunnellon, Fla. — The Lyric is reopening with A. Manassa and H. L.
Tison, both of Sanford, as man-

Astor

(2nd week)

(2nd week)

Montgomery, Ala. — The Strand,
Wilby house, has adopted a new
scale of 15 and 20 cents.

! Revivals.
§ Subsequent runs.

4 TWO-A-DAY-RUN
M-G-M

!

Follows

55th St. Playhouse
Music Hall
Center
Paramount
Capitol
Roxy
Rivoli
Roman

Scandals.

MH

William
William
Charles

January J. 1-2
Don Alexander
William
Koenig

Fox
Haines
Bickford

W.
Mark RayA. Johnston
Luescher

HEDDA HOPPER is en route from Hollywood
to New
York for a stage offer.

^Jt

mm"
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Al

Martin

Walter

Futter

Moe

Silver

Features Reviewed in Film Daily May 20 to Dec. 30
i an
Reviewed
Above The Clouds-COL. 12-19-33
Ace of Aces-RKO
11-11-33
Advice To The LovelornUA
12-14-33
After Tonight-RKO
10-26-33
Aggie Appleby,
Maker
of
Men-RKO
10-19-33
Alice in Wonderland-PAR
12-11-33
Almas Encontradas-XX ..7-7-33
An Hour
with Chekhov-AM
9-6-33
Ann Carver's Profession-COL
6-9-33
Another Language-MGM . .8-5-33
Ann Vickers-RKO
9-29-33
Arizona
to Broadwav-F- 7-22-33
As the Devil Comraands-COL
9-1-33
Avenger,
The-MOP
10-4-33
6-24-33
Baby Face-WA
Beauty for Sale-MGM .. .9-13-33
Bed of Roses-RKO
7-1-33
Before Dawn-RKO
10-17-33
Before Morning-GRB ... 10-19-33
Below the Sea-COL
6-3-33
Berkeley Square-F
9-15-33
Best of Enemies-F
7-17-33
Big Attraction (Grosse
Attraktion)-B A V
7-25-33
8-5-33
Big Brain-RKO
The-GRB . .8-30-33
Big Chance,
Big Executive-PAR
10-19-33
Bitter Sweet-UA
8-25-33
Black Beauty-MOP
8-23-33
Blarney
Kiss-PRI
8-19-33
B'ind Adventure-RKO. .10-31-33
Blonde
Bombshell-MGM.
See
Bombshell
10-11-33
Blood
Money-UA
11-11-33
Bomben Auf Monte Carlo
XX.. 9-28-33
Born Anew-AM
7-25-33
10-7-33
The-UA
Bowery.
Brief Moment-COL
8-31-33
Broadway
Thru a Keyhole
UA.. 11-2-33
Broadway
to Hol'.ywood-MGM
9-2-33
Broken Dreams-MOP. .. 11-8-33
Bureau of Missing Persons-FN
9-2-33
Bv Appointment
Onlv-INV
RKO
Chance at Heaven. 12-23-33
7-22-53
Trail-COL
California
7-12-'Captured-WA
8-19-33
Carnival Lady-GOP
11-29-33
Cascarrabias-PAR
.....10-31-33
Charlie
Chan's Greatest
Case-F
10-7-33
Deceiver-MAJ. 12-9-33
Charming
Cheating Blondes-CAP . . . 5-20-33
rvwnr-p
TOM-'RKO
7-13-33
12-2-33
Chief, The-MGM
Bean-MGM . 11-22-33
Christopher
6-3-33
Cocktail Hour-COL
11-10-33
Coach-WA
College
6-14-33
PAR
College HumorConquerors of the NightAM.. 8-1-3 •
Constant
Woman,
The-WW
5-23-33
6-21-33
Corrup^n-IMP
11-28-33
Counsellor at Law-U.
12-14-33
City-FN
Convention
11-18-33
Cradle Song-PAR
12-20-33
EL.
Criminal At Large-H
8-15-33
C'ossfire-RKO
Dance.
Girl, Dance
INV. .10-26-33
Dance
Ha'l Hostess-MAY
8-26-33
Dancing
Lady-MGM
12-2-33
Das Schicksal der Renate
Langen-XX
11-6-33
Day of Reckoning-MGM. 11-4-33
6-6-33
Pass-FR
Deadwood
Delude. The-RKO
10-7-33
Der Hellseher-XX
9-13-33
D-=r Liobling von Wien-XX
6-14-33
Der Sohn der Weissen
Berge
XX-10-28-33
Design for Living-PAR . 11-17-33
De-Ts
Brother-MGM
6-1 0-33
Devil's in Love-F
7-28-33
TWil's Mate-MOP
. .9-23-33
Die Galavorstellung — XX
12-11-33
Die Grosse AttraktionBAV.. 7-25-33
Dinner at Eight-MGM . .8-25-33
Disgraced l-PAR
7-17-33
Doctor Bull-F
8-31-33
Don't Bet on Love-U
7-29-33
Double
Harness-RKO. . .7-13-33
Drums
of Doom-MAF . .10 4-33
Duck
Soup-PAR
11-17-33
n.,de Ba-Jit-AT.D
6-21-33
East of First Avenue — COL
11-28-33
Easy Millions-FR
9-6-33
Eat 'Em
Alive-AUS
11-4-33
Eisenstein in Mexico
PRI..1 1-2-33
Elmer the Great-FN
5-26-33
El Precio De Un BesoF. .8-1-3-

7 tttt

KEY TO DISTRIBUTORS
ABC — Arkay Film Exch.
AE — Aeolian Pictures
AG — Agfa
ALU — Allied Pictures
ALX — William Alexander
AM — Amkino
AMR — American
Roumanian
Film Corp.
ARL — Arthur Lee
AST — Astor Pictures
AU — Capt. Harold Auten
AUS — Harold Austin
BAV— Bavaria Film A-G
BEE — Beekman Film Corp.
BRO — Broadway-Ho.lywood
CAP — Capitol
Film
Exchange
CHA— Chadwick
V-iih. — L-hesterneld
COL — Columbia
COM — Compagnie Universelle
Cinematographique
EOU — Equitab e Pictures
EXP — Exploitation
Pictures
F — Fox
FAI — Faith Pictures Corp.
FAM — Foreign American Films
FD — First Division
FOR — Foremco Pictures
FR — Freuler Film Associates
FN — First National
FX— The Film Exchange
/ xtte
Revteu-ed
El Principe Gondolero-PAR
9-13-33
Emergency
Call-RKO
6-24-33
Emperor
Jones-UA
9-16-33
Enlighten
Thy DaughterEXP
12-27-33
Eskimo-MGM
11-16-33
Ever in My Heart-WA. 10-13-33
Faithful Heart-HEL
8-15-33
Female-FN
11-4-33
FiddKn'
Buckaroo-U . . . 12-20-33
Figaro e la Sua Gran
Giornata-XX
10-30-33
Fighting Parson-ALD
8-2-3:
Fighting Texans-MOP
..7-26-33
Film
Paradc-GEN
12-20-33
Flying Devils-RKO
8-26-33
Flying Down
To Rio-RKO
12-20-33
Footlight Parade-WA
9-30-33
Forgotten-INV
5-20-33
Found
Alive-IDE
11-8-33
Flaming
Guns-U
6-17-33
Flaming Signal-INV
5-25-33
F. P. 1-F
9-16-33
Frau Lehmann's
Toechter
XX-10-28-33
From
Headquarters-FN. 11-16-33
fugitive, The-MOP
9-13-33
3allant
Fool-MOP
8-9-33
Gallant Lady-UA
12-7-33
Ga'loping
Romeo-MOP. . 1 1-2-33
Gamblin?
ShiD-PAR
7-13-33
Ghoul.
The-GB
11-25-33
Gigolettes of Paris-EOU
7-19-33
Girl in 419-PAR
5-20-33
Girl Without a Room-PAR
12-7-33
Going Hollywood-MGM. 12-22-33
Gold Diggers of 1933WA.. 5-25-33
Go'den Goal (Das Lockende
Ziel)-BAV
,
6-20-33
Golden
Harvest-PAR
11-8-33
Goldie Gets Along-RKO . .6-3-33
Goodbye Again-FN
9-2-33
Good
Companions,
The-F
10-10-33
Gow-FX
12-2-33
Gun
Law-MAT
7-13-33
Havana
Widows-FN
11-25-33
Headline
Shooter-RKO . 10-21-33
He-AST
12-28-33
He Couldn't Take It— MOP
12-13-33
Hell's Holidav-SUP
7-19-33
Heroes
for Sale-FN
7-22-33
Her
Bodyguard-PAR
8-5-33
Her First Mate-U
9-2-33
Her Forgotten Past
MAY. . 10-31-33
Her Resale Va'ue-MAY . .6-21-33
Her Splendid FoMy
PRO. .10-28-3'
Her Secret-IDE
12-19-33
Her Sweetheart-MGM,
See:
Christopher Bean
11-22-33
Her Unborn Child-WIN . 10-1 0-33
Hell and High Water-PAR
12-16-33
Heute Nacht-Eventuell-XX
His Double Life-PAR. 12-16-33
His Private Secretary-SHO 7-7
6-6-33
'?
Mold Me Tight-F
S-20-??
Hold the Press-COL... 12-1-33
Mold Yo.ir Man MGM... 7-1-31
Hoopla-F
12-2-33

G B — Gaumont-British
GFF — General Foreign Films
UEN — General Films
GRB — Arthur Greenblatt
GOL — Ken Goldsmith
GOP — Goldsmith
Productions
URF — Garrison Films
HEL — Helber Pictures
HER— Charles B. Herrlitz
HOL — Hollywood
HOF— J. H. HofFberg Co.
ICE — Int. Cinema Exch.
IDE— Ideal
IMP — Imperial Dist.
INA — Inter-Americas
Films
INT — Interworld Prod.
INV — Invincible Pictures
JAFA—
JafaProductions
JE — Jewell
JEW — Jewish Talking
Pictures
JRW— J. R. Whitney
KIN — Kinematrade
KRE — Sherman S. Krellberg
LEV — Nat Levine
MAD — Madison Pictures
MAF — Mayflower
MAT — Majestic Pictures
MAY — Mayfair Pictures
MO — Monopole Pictures
MGM — Metro-Goldwyn- Mayer
MOP — Monogram
Pictures
Txtlt
Revxewea
House on 56th Street-WA
12-2-33
I Have
Lived-CHE
7-19-33
Ich
Glaub
Nie Mehr
An
Eine Frau-BAV
10-13-33
If I Were Free-RKO
12-8-33
I Loved a Woman-FN . .9-21-33
I Love That Man-PAR. . .7-8-33
I Loved
You Wednesday-F
6-16-33

I'm No Angel-PAR
10-14-33
Important Witness-TOW. .9-6-33
International House-PAR. 5-27-33
Invisible
Man-U
11-18-33
Island of Doom-AM ... .7-20-33
It's Great to Be Alive-F. .7-8-33
Jennie Gerhardt-PAR
6-9-33
Jimmy
And Sally-F
12-16-33
Kazdemu
Wolng
Kochac-XX
5-24-33
Kennel Murder Case
WA. . 10-28-35
King For a Night-U
12-9-33
King of the Arena-U
8-23-33
La Cancion Del Dia-XX .8-28-33
Ladies Must Love-U. .. 11-16-33
Lady for a Day-COL
8-9-33
Lady
Killer-WA
12-28-33
La Femme
Nue-XX
8-28-33
La Ley del Haren-XX .. .6-20-33
La Melodia Prohibida-F. 10-10-33
Last Trail-F
12-1-33
Laubenkolonie-GEN
6-9-33
Laughing at Life-LEV .. 7-12-33
Laughter
Through
Tears
WOK. .11-16-33
La Vuida Romantica-F.
. .9-6-33
Le Noche
del Pecado-COL
12-29-33
Le Sang D'un Poete
XX. .11-13-33
Les Trois Mousquetaires-

PA R — Paramount
PO — Powers
Pictures
POL — Bud Pollard Productions
POR — Portola Pictures
PRI — Principal Dist. Corp
PRO — Protex
Progressive
Pictures
PRX—
Dist. Corp.
REG — Regent Pictures
REM — Remmgton Pictures
RKO — RKO-Radio
Pictures
ROY — Fanchon Royer
SCA — Scandinavian
Pictures
SCO— Lester F. Scott
SHO — Showmen's Pictures
SNO— Sidney Snow.
SUP— Superb Pictures
SYA — Synchro Art Pictures
SYN— Syndicate
TF — Tobis Foreign Film
TOW
— Tower Prods.
U — Universal
UA — United Artistt
UFA— Ufa
WA — Warner
Bros
WEL— Carveth Wells
WIN — Windsor
Pictures
WK— Willis Kent
WOK— Worldkino
WW— World
Wide
XX — No distributor set
ZBY
Polish-American
Film— Zbyszko
Co.

Titlt
Krvirii'
Man's
Castle-COL
12-28-33
Marriage
on Approval-FR
12-27-33
Mirages
de Paris-AU. . 12-29-33
Wilady-GFF
9-13-33
Money
Talks-SYN
8-12-33
Monkey's Paw, TheRKO.. 6-1-33
Moonlight
and Pretzels-U 8-23-33
Morning G'ory-RKO
8-16-33
Mr. Broadway-BRO
9-15-33
Mr. Skitch-F
12-23-33
My Lips Betray-F
11-4-33
Mysterious Rider — PAR... 6-1-33
My
Weakness-F
9-22-33
My Woman-COL
10-17-33
Narrsw Corner. The-WA. 6-20-33
Neighbors' Wives-ROY
..9-20-33
Night and Day-GS
5-27-33
Night Flight-MGM
10-4-33
Night
of
Terror-COL
No Dejes la Puerta Abierta6-7-33
F. .11-13-33
No Marriage Ties-RKO. . .8-4-33
Noc Listopadowa-PRX — 5-1-33
Notorious but Nice-CHE. 8-23-33
Nuisance, The-MGM ...5-27-33
On Demande un Compagnon-

CHE. .11-16-33
Mary Stevens. M.D.-WA
.7-28-33
Master of Men-COL
11-28-33
Mayor
of
Hell-WA
6-23-33
Maz-Zelle
Nitouche
PRO. ...11-18-33
Meet the Baron-MGM
10-28-33
Melodv Cruise-RKO ...6-16-33
Melodia de Arraba'-PAR . .8-9-33
Midnight
Club-PAR
7-29-33
Midnight
Marv-MGM
.7-17-33
Midshipman
Jack-RKO . 1 1-17-33

MOP.... 10-26-33
Take a Chance-PAR.
11-25-33
Taming the Jungle-INV. .6-6-33
Tarzan the Fearless-PRI. 8-1 2-33
Terror
Abroad-PAR
7-3-33
This Day and Age-PAR. 8-16-33
This Is America-BEE... 6-23-33
8-8-33
Three-Cornered
Moon-PAR
Three
Thieves-AM
10-31-33
Thrill Hunter-COL
10-4-33
Throne
of the Gods-IMP12-22-33
Thunder

Over

Mexico-PRI
9-20-33

Tillie and Gus-PAR
11-11-33
Toda Una Vida-PAR 10-28-33
Tod Uber Shanghai-MO. 12-19-33
Too
Much
Harmony-PAR9-23-33

XX.. 6-3-33
Trick for Trick-F
6-10-33
Trouble Busters-MAJ .... 8-30-33
8-23-33
Tugboat
Annie-MGM
8-12-33
Turn Back the Clock-MGM

Passion

Ulan I Dziewczyna-XX. 10-10-33
Under
Secret 6rders-PRO
12-6-33
7-19-33
Under the Tonto Rim-PAR

of Joan

of

Arc-KRE

Prizefighter and the Lady

Lucky
Madame Dog-U
Wuenscht
Kinder-XX
6-3-33
Mad
Game-F
...11-11-33
Mama-F
7-20-33
Mama
Loves Papa-PAR
7-22-33
Man from Monterev-WA .8-16-33
Man of Action-COL
6-6-33
Man of the Forest-PAR . .8-25-33
Man
Who
Dared-F
9-9-33
Man
of Sentiment

Sitting
Pretty-PAR
11-22-33
Skyway-MOP
10-18-33
Sleepless Nights-REM
..7-22-33
Solitaire Man-MGM
9-23-33
Somewhere in Sonora-WA. 6-7-33
Son of a Sailor-FN
12-1-33
Son of Kong-RKO
12-30-33
Son of the Border-RKO. .8-2-3:
Song of Songs-PAR
7-22-33
S. O. S. Iceberg-U... 11-28-33
Sphinx. The-MOP
8-16-33
Smoky-F
12-23-33
Stage Mother-MGM
9-30-33
Storm
at Daybreak-MGM
7-22-33
Strange People-CHE
6-17-33
Stranger's Return-MGM. .7-29-3?
Strawberry
Roan-U
...12-6-33
Study in Scarlet-WW
5-26-33
Sundown
Rider-COL
6-9-33
Sunset Pass-PAR
10-28-33
Sweetheart
of Sigma
Chi

One Year Later-ALD .. 11-16-33
Only
Yesterday-U
Over the
Seven Seas-XX 11-10-33
. 5-24-33
Paddy the Next Best Thing-F
8-25-33
9-9-33

Lo
Y Ella-F
Love Tu Honor
and

12-11-33
Baby!
U-10-28-33
..8-30-33
Keine

Silent
Men-QOL
11-8-33
Silk Express-WA
6-23-33
Sing, Sinner, Sing-MAJ. .8-12-33
Sin of Nora Moran-MAJ 12-14-33

XX. .6-9-33
One Man's Journey-RKO
.9-1-33
One Sunday
Afternoon-PAR9-2-33

6-15-33
Lilly Turner-FN
11-16-3?
Litt'e Woman-RKO
12-8-33
Live and Laugh-JEW
6-30-33
Lone Aven?er-WW
L'Opera
De Quat Sous-WA
12-11-33
Oh.

FAI.. 8-8-33
Ship of Wanted
Men-SHO
Should Ladies Behave ?-MGM
12-6-33
7-22-33
Shriek in the Night. A-ALD

Tomorrow
at Seven-RKO
7-12-33
Torch
Singer-PAR
10-7-33
To the Last Man-PAR. 10-26-33
Traum von Schoenbruhnn

Patriots,
The-AM
9-25-33
Peg O' My Heart-MGM.. 5-20-33
Penthouse-MGM
9-9-33
Phantom
Thunderbo't-WW6-14-33
Pilgrimage-F
7-17-33
Pol;ce Call-HOL
8-23-33
Police Car 17-COL
11-6-33
Power
and the Glory. The-F
Primavera en Otono-F. . .5-24-33
8-18-33
Private Detective 62-WA. .7-8-33
9-21-33
Private Life of Henry VIII-UA

5-1-33
Life in the Raw F COM..10-19-33
Life of Jimmy
Dolan-WA6-14-33

Reviewen

Saturday's Millions-U ... 10-14-33
Savage
Gold-A U
5-23-33
Scarlet
River-RKO
5-24-33
Secret Sinners-MAY ..12-13-33
Secret ot the Blue Room-U
« 9-13-33
Secrets
of Hollywood-SCO
8-30-33
Shanghai
Madness-F
9-23-33
She Had to Say Yes-FN 7-28-33
9-9-33
Shepherd
of the Seven
Hills

MGM. .114-33
SweetheartRKO.. 5-27-33
Ouartorre Tuille'-PRX . 10-21 -33
Queen Christina-MGM. . 12-28-33
Quick. Koenig
Der KlownsUFA
12-11-33
Rainbow
Over BroadwayCHE
12-27-33
Rainbow
Ranch-MOP. . . 10-18-33
Raneers' Code-MOP
9-20-3?
Rebel, The-U
7-27-33
Return
of Casey JonesMOP
Professional

Riders of Destiny-MOP. 11-29-33
6-30-3?
Right to Romance
Rict Squad-MAY RKO. .11-22-3?
7-26-3?
Roman
Scandals-UA
12-14-33
o.issia
T"day-WEL
10-21-33
Rustlers' Roundup-U ...9-16-33
Pustv Rides AIone-COL. in-1 n-3?
Sagebrush Trail-MOP ..12-8-33
Sagebrush Trail-MOP. . 12-27-33
Saison in Kairo-UFA . .12-29-33

Unknown Valley-COL. . .8-18-33
Victims of Persecution-POL
6-17-33
Vi

Som

Gar

Koksvagen

SCA..
10-10-33
Volga,
...12-19-33
Voltaire-WVolga-KIN
A
7-28-33
Walls of Gold-F
10-21-33
Waltz
Time-GB
9-29-33
Wandering
Jew, The
War of the Range-FR.
11-22-33
JAFA. ..10-21-33
Way
11-11-33
Wenn toDie Love-PAR
Liebe Mode Macht
6-24-33
XX.. 10-30-33
What
Price Innocence-COL
When

Ladies

When

Strangers

Meet-MGM 6-24-33
Marry-

Whirlwind.
The-COLCOL..
...7-29-33
5-25-33
White
Face-HEL
11-22-33
White
Woman-PAR
11-18-33
Wild Boys of the Road
Wine. Women and SongFN.. 9-22-33
CHA
12-16-33
Woman I Stole-COL. . .6-30-33
Women
in His Life-MGM
12-9-33
World
Worst Changes-FN
Woman
in Paris? 10-28-33
Wrecker.

The-COL

8-5-33
F. .11-25-33
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Film Code Did Not Become Effective Until Dec. 11

AMUSEMENT STOCKS ENHEAR WITH PLUS SIGNS
More Paring of Capital Setups Needed, Says Powers
Sees Industry Required to
Finance Its Own
Activities

Exit for Tough Film Heroes, Says Glazer
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Tough heroes who were ushered into the film scene by the gangster cycle
have seen their heydey and soon will be entirely replaced by more genteel types, in
the opinion of Barney Glazer, Paramount producing executive. The life of these
gangland specimens was prolonged by the insistence of one or two casting directors
who regarded them as unusual types, says Glazer, but exhibitor squawks and boxoffice returns have now put a definite veto on them.

Notwithstanding the several major slashes already made in the film
industry's capital structure, the operating results in 1934 will depend
a great deal upon how expeditiously
various film companies which avoided receiverships are able to disentangle themselves from the load of
obligations accumulated in recent
years, says P. A. Powers in a statement to The Film Daily following
his recent return from the coast.
Columbus — At the first meeting
"With these difficulties behind of the board of directors of the
(.Continued on Page 9)
M. P. T. O. of Ohio since the recent
annual convention, a resolution was
adopted to affiliate with the M. P.
T. O. A. The Ohio association has
not been affiliated with the national

M. P. T. 0. OF OHIO MICHIGAN ALLIED UNIT
JOINS M. P. T. 0. A. NOT SIGNING IN FULL

DRAM. STOCK HOUSES
DOWN TO 29 FROM 200

Only 29 theaters are playing stock
in competition with picture houses,
as compared with nearly 200 in
1929, according to a survey made in
behalf of The Film Daily. Stock
companies are now located as follows:
Boston,
Peabody;
Baltimore,
Auditorium;
Bridgeport, Mosque;
Cincinnati, Cox; Cleve(Continued on Page 8)

Three St. Louis Houses
Going on Sale Shortly
St. Louis — Date for the foreclosure sale of the Ambassador,
Missouri and Grand Central theater
buildings and the furnishings of the
three theaters by Nelson Cunliff,
special master appointed by U. S.
(Continued

Union

Upheld

on Page

8)

Under Code

Supreme Court Justice Collins yesterday enjoined the Independent Theater Owners Association from hiring
operators from their own "company
union," Allied Motion Picture Operators, pending hearing Jan. 29. Plaintiff
in the action
is Local 306.

(Continued on Page

8)

Officers Are Elected
By Ohio Valley Ass'n
Cincinnati — Newly elected officers

of the Ohio Valley Independent Exhibitors' League are: president, Willis Vance; vice-president, Frank
Huss, Jr.; secretary, Harold Bernstein; treasurer, Harold O. Krent.
Directors are: Harold Bernstein,
Frank Huss, Jr., Henry Levy, Leo
Stephany, William Gerves, Willis
Vance, Charles Fine, Sam Turk, H.
0. Krent. Offices have been opened
at 1635 Central Parkway.

Detroit — Signing of the code only
with reservations, if at all, has been
recommended by Allied Theaters of
Michigan to its membership, according to E. S. Kinney. Full protection of legal rights was the first
(Continued

on Page

9)

LeRoy-Warner Wedding
Attended by Over 150

More than 150 persons, mostly
identified with the film industry,
were present at the wedding of
Doris Warner, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Harry M. Warner, and Mervyn
LeRoy last evening at the Waldorf.
The ceremony was performed by
Rabbi Solomon A. Fineberg.
The couple will sail on the Empress of Britain in a few days for
a world trip, returning in June.
Among guests at the wedding were:
Mr. and Mrs. Mervyn LeRoy, Gwen Heller,
(Continued on Page 11)

Four-Day Extension Granted
On Effective Date of Code
The motion picture code did not
become effective on Dec. 7, last, as
generally understood, but on Monday, Dec. 11, The Film Daily
Famous Theaters Corp., Parayesterday. President Roosemount subsidiary yesterday com- learned
velt
is understood to have granted
pleted a deal with William Jenkins
and Arthur Lucas of Atlanta for a four-day leeway, after affixing
his signature, owing to the fact
the operation of four theaters now that
some of the time intervening
operated siby
various
Famous
subhis approval
and the natdiaries in Atlanta.
The deal is between (Continued
on Page 9)

Jenkins-Lucas to Operate
4 Publix Atlanta Houses

(Continued

on Page

8)

Nearly All Film Shares
Advanced
in Year
Better 1934
Seen —
Amusement stocks generally made
a fair recovery in 1933, all but a
handful winding up the year with
appreciably plus signs as against
1932 in spite of the fact that they
hit new lows in the early part of
the year. The percentage gain for
the entire group was roughly about
50 per cent, whereas at the end of
1932 the list showed a 30 per cent
decline from the previous year. Volume of (Continued
trading onwasPage considerably
J5)

ROCKY ML EXHIBS
POOL
FORJROTECTION
Denver — Six well-known theater
men of the Rocky Mountain territory, together with a former exchange manager, have organized
Gibraltar Enterprises, Inc., in a
move to consolidate six corporations
owning 13 theaters into one holding
corporation, organized as a protective idea, and to effect economies in
(Continued

on Page

8)

Sol Rosenblatt to Attend
All Code Authority Meets

Divisional Administrator Sol A.
Rosenblatt, now in New York, will
attend all Code Authority meetings,
the next being scheduled for tomorrow afternoon at the Bar Association Building. He did not attend the
meetings (Continued
of the committees
named
on Page 9)
Code Analysis
A comprehensive analysis of the motion picture code prepared by Attorney
Louis Nizer will be published in installments in THE FILM DAILY beginning tomorrow. The analysis presents
in practical business language the full
meaning of the code and will prove
dustry.
valuable to all branches of the in-
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FINANCIAL
NEW

YORK

STOCK

MARKET

High
Con. Fm. Ind
2'/2
Con.
Fm. Ind. pfd.. 103,4
East. Kodak
82'/2
East. Kodak pfd
125
Fox Fm. "A"
Loew's,
Inc
do pfd
Paramount
ctfs.
Pathe

...

13%
29Va
72
1%

Exch

\*k

do "A"

liy4

RKO
Warner

Bros
NEW

Technicolor
NEW

Low
2</2
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30'/4
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30
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86%

5y2s51 ....

30

86l/2

Warner's
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Publix
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Paramount 6s 47
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EXCHANGE
1%

+

42—1
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1%

1/4
%
1%
%

1%
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Today:

First annual meeting of Theater Owners of Oklahoma, Oklahoma Baltimore Hotel,
Oklahoma
City, 10 A. M.
Jan. 4: Meeting of Code Authority, New
York.
Jan. 10:
A.

D.

Hearings on theatrical poster exchange code, under Division Administrator
Whiteside,
Washington,
D. C.

Plans are under way for the formation of a Canadian company to
distribute U. S. Air Conditioning
Co. products, including Kooler-Aire
and Arctic Nu-Air. Sperry Products Co. of Brooklyn recently signed
contracts to handle various eastern
territories, in the theater line, and
also to act as world distributor of
Kooler-Aire units for railroads,
buses and other transportation lines.
Roy Chandler Co. is export distributor of Kooler-Aire throughout the
world.

New Independent Co.
Pinnacle Productions has been
formed by J. D. Trop and Randolph
Crossley with plans for distributing
both features and shorts. The company will release a series of onereel Stan Laurel revivals, synchronized with sound and music, and also
a feature, "Chloe," which Marshall
Neilan directed. Additional production is planned. Crossley will have
headquarters at the Coast and Trop
remains in New York.

Denver — Promotions in the Fox
West Coast Intermountain division,
mad^ because of the resignation of
Charles U. Yaeger as district manager, are announced by Rick Ricketson, division manager, as follows:
Harry Ashton, manager of the Mayan here, made district manager;
Gerald Whitney, city manager at
Boulder, comes here as manager of
the Mayan; Ray Davis of the Rialto,
Sterling, goes to Boulder; Fred
Glass rejoins the organization as
manager at Sterling. Yaeger resigned to sell his "Bank Night" idea
to theaters.
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Engravers

"CITY"

ENGRAVING
LL—
CAPHOTO
(Day and Night Service)

250 W. 54th St.,

Mother of Cohn Boys Dies

Mrs. Bella Cohn, 69, mother of
Harry, Jack and Nat Cohn of Columbia, and Maxwell Cohn of Weldon Pictures, died Saturday night.
A daughter, Mrs. Anna Fraum, also
survives. Funeral services will be
held tomorrow at 1 P. M. in the
West End Funeral Chapel, 115 West
79th St., with interment in Old Mt.
Carmel
Cemetery,
Cypress
Hills.

Seeking Another Newsreel House
Following the closing of the Embassy as a newsreel theater on Monday due to inability of Movietonews,
Inc., operators of the house, to obtain a satisfactory adjustment of
rental terms on expiration of lease,
new locations are being considered
for a continuance of the shorts policy, which originated at this house.
Rent demanded at the Embassy was
"Fugitive Lovers" Date Advanced
Following a special screening for excessive, according to Truman H.
Talley, general manager of Moviehome office executives yesterday, tone.
M-G-M advanced the releas° date of
"Fugitive Lovers" from February
Einfeld, Brown on Ball Committee
to Jan. 5. It goes into the Capitoi
Jan. 12. Robert Montgomery and
At the invitation of Henry L.
Madge Evans head the cast.
Doherty, natonal chairman of the
Birthday Ball for the President, S.
Charles Einfeld, Warner advertising
Final Talk on Code by Nizer
The second and final lecture on and publicity head, and George
the motion picture code will be Brown, Columbia's advertising and
given by Attorney Louis Nizer at a publicity director, have joined the
meeting of exchangemen tomorrow Stage and Screen Division Publicity Committee for the ball, which
in the Grand Ballroom of the Hotel
takes place Jan. 30.
Edison at 3:15 P. M.
Cincy Exbibs to Meet on Code
Cincinnati — All exhibitors in
greater Cincinnati, whether affiliated or not, are to attend a meeting
on Friday at the offices of the new
Ohio
Valley
Exhibitors'to
League,
1635Independent
Central Parkway,
hear an analysis of the film code
before its final acceptance.

Farewell Party for Schooler
Roxy Claims New Year Record
Howard S. Cullman and the enThe Roxy claims it had the great- time staff of the Roxy will tender
est attendance of any house on the a farewell party to Dave Schooler,
street for its New Year's Eve show, tomorrow night, when that popular
despite the fact that its admission master of ceremonies concludes his
prices were greater than most other record run of 51 weeks at that
deluxe houses.
playhouse. Mr. Schooler plans to
leave early next week for Florida
for a brief vacation.
Bandits Kill One, Injure Two
Lynn, Mass. — Fred Sumner, billSet Carnival Code Hearing
poster, was killed, while another employe, Harry Condon, was shot, and Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
a third, James McBrine, was slugged
Washington — Hearings on the
in a holdup of the Paramount the- code for the carnival industry will
be
held Jan. 17 in the Ambassador
ater by three bandits yesterday siding.
morning. The robbers got $200. Hotel, with Sol A. Rosenblatt preSeveral thousand dollars had been
banked the night before.
Mabel Jaffe With 20th Century
N. J. Allied Talks Code
Mabel Jaffe, recently back from
The code was discussed at a the coast, has joined 20th Century
meeting of Allied Theaters of New as assistant to Frank Underwood,
eastern story editor.
Jersey yesterday afternoon.
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Equipment

USED
EQUIPMENT
BOUGHT AND SOLD
LARGEST

CLEARING
HOUSE
BUSINESS

IN

SHOW

S. O. S. CORP.
1600 BROADWAY,

NEW

YORK

Tel. CHickering 4-1717

J

Floor Mats

IMPROVE YOUR LOBBY
WITH

COLORFUL— ATTRACTIVE

TTL-A-MATS

Send for Booklet
O. W. JACKSON & CO., INC.
"The World's Largest Mat House"

IZS-14\

WEST 34th
LAckawanna

ST., NEW
4-9182

YORK

Foreign

)
AMERANGLO
CORPORATION
EXPORTERS— IMPORTERS
Cable: Chronophon

226 WEST 42ND STREET
NEW YORK CITY
LONDON

PARIS

BERLIN

ring •

|

Hand Colo

HAND

COLORING

of POSITIVE PRINTS
528 Riverside Drive
New York City

Printing

UNiversity 4-2073

1

PRINTING
Service — Quality — Price
Modern — Economical — Accurate
BARNES PRINTING CO., Inc.
229 W. 28th Street, New York
Telephone, PEnnsylvania 6-4740
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TWO WEEKS AT RADIO CITY
to Top Money and hold-out crowds dur
ing New York's biggest snow storm
and coldest weather in ten years
NOW PLAYING IN A HUNDRED KEY
SPOTS THRUOUT THE COUNTRY..
BACKED BY ANOTHER GREAT NATIONAL
NEWSPAPER ADVERTISING CAMPAIGN!
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DEL RIO

GENE RAYMOND
•
RAUL ROULIEN
GINGER ROGERS
•
FRED ASTAIRE
and 200 Beautiful Girls Picked from 10,000
Music
by VINCENT
YOUMANS
Lyrics by Edward Eliscu and Gus Kahn
Staged in Fabulous Beauty by Louis Brock
Stunningly Directed by Thornton Freeland

MERIAN
Executive

C. COOPER,
Producer

A Paramount

Picture

Direct

IN

A

by Richard Wallace

BOAT
A Charles R. Rogers Production.
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heavier, stocks showing a turnover
of approximately 23,673,000 shares,
against about 17,000,000 in 1932,
while turnover in bonds was $22,643,000, against about $17,500,000
the year before.
Major gains for the year among
stocks included Columbia, up more
than 150 per cent on the Big Board
and about 200 per cent on the curb;
Pathe "A," about 500 per cent;
Eastman, up 50 per cent; Loew common, up 50 per cent; Loew preferred, up about 25 per cent; Warner common, up 100 per cent; Warner preferred, up 150 per cent;
Technicolor, up 200 per cent, and
others in smaller amounts. Bonds
showing the most gains included
Keith, Paramount, Pathe, Warner
and American Seating.
Minus signs, most of them small,
are shown by RKO, Keith-AlbeeOrpheum preferred, Paramount certificates, Universal and Sentry Safety Control.
In a survey of the 1934 outlook
published yesterday, Dow-Jones declared that prospects seem better
than in a number of years. Advance in foreign exchange is expected to increase the industry's receipts from abroad by about $12,000,000 to $15,000,000. Inventories
of practically all companies are running around $10,000,000 to $15,000,000 compared with $25,000,000 and
more in former years, and companies like Warner and Fox, after going through difficult times, are again
operating in the black, while Paramount is gradually straightening
out its affairs.

Dramatic Stock Houses
Down to 29 From 200
(Continued from Page 1)
land, Playhouse; Detroit, Fisher, Civic; Edmonton, New Empire: Hollywood. Playhouse,
El Capitan; Huston, Tent; Hartford, Club;
Irvington, Elk's; Indianapolis, English; Kansas City, Shubert; Lincoln. Temple; Milwaukee, Davidson; Mineola, Bandho*; Montreal.
His Majesty's; Montgomery. Grand; Plainfield, Temple; Portland, American; Pittsburgh.
Civic Playhouse; St. Louis, Shubert; San
Francisco, Geary; Summit. Lyric; Trenton.
State; Upper Darby, Playhouse; Utica, Majestic.

Three St. Louis Houses
Going on Sale Shortly
(Continued from Page

1)

District Judge Charles B. Davis last
week, will probably be set for late
this month. Under the law the special master must advertise for four
weeks prior to the sale. Action of
the Court in directing the foreclosure sale is expected to hasten
reorganization of St. Louis Properties Corp., now in receivership.

65/g

7>/8

Amusement

Stocks in 1933
13/4
13/4

Stock and
Dividend
Rate
American Seating
Bruns.-Balke-Col
Columbia Vtc
Con. Film Ind
do Cum.
Part pfd
Eastman Kodak
(3)....
do Pfd.
(6)
K-A-0 Film Pfd"A"
Fox
Loew's,
Inc.
(1 1
do Pfd. (6l/2 )
Metro-Gold. Pfd. (1.89)
Paramount
ctfs
Pathe

650,800
635,000
114,000
2,860

4,650
1,541,700
26,505

Rcxy

Th.

units. . . .

Roxy

Th.

Pfd.

NEW

10-6

4-5
4-4
3-27
3-1
2-23
2-28
2-28
2-25
3-31
4-24

MARKET

81
21/4
51/4
16 1/4
72
20
25
11
151/2
271/4
18238
121/2

2-7
6
Vs
3-16

Vs

Vs

%
14

9
521/2
1
BONDS

4
STOCK

3-30

EXCHANGE
1-19
91/4 7-19
1
1-27
3-23
73/i 7-18
1
61
7-19
291/2
6-5
89
8-24
48
3-17
40
7-19
25
4-20
38
8-2
271/2
3-24
11-24
4-13
341/2 8-2
IO1/2
1-26
35
8-2
41/2
35
8-2
71/2
ES2-24
353/s 8-3
53/4
1-30
87
7-19
471/2
30
7-13
81/2
48
9-18
12
PRODUCE EXCHANGE SECURITI
23/8
l/8
CURB BONDS
51
22
OVER
THE COUNTER

$2,181,000
$1,267,000
$149,000

$551,000
$3,181,000
$897,000
$5,706,000
$604,000
$134,000
$1,376,000
NEW
YORK

321,000

%

Vl
STRICKEN
FROM
LIST

4%

300

55,600
RIGHTS
62,415

THAT

3
3

301/s
85
301/2
15
30
30
30

1%
l/8
LIST
1/4

471/2
30
431/2

60

3-30

50

+
—
+

23/8
713/4

—

7

Wyo. atThe
corporation
plans to bu'ld another
house
Silver
City soon.
One of the main objects of the holding
corporation is the protection of each mem+ 1-16
ber's territory against invasion by either circuits or individuals. If anyone announces a
3
new theater in any of /4 the above locations,
the group plans to build another house, even
+ 6'/s if the move would far overseat that spot. No
1/4
1%
own will be entered unless
all houses can
-V4
++ 1%5/e be bought.
A fund of $250,000 has been
+221/4
ilaced in the bank and can be touched for
+ 11/4
no other
-1/ purpose than to build new houses.
4
—
V7 Running
issessments.expenses will be taken care of by
Each separate group of houses is organized
in its own state, and Gilmour is vice-president and a member of the board in each instance. Headquarters will be maintained
here, where all booking and buying will be
lone. Fred L. Knill, formerly with Gilmour
-it Warner Bros., will be booker and office
manager.

31/4+ 165/8

+ 5

—

1%

—

20
+387/8
+ 17

-27

Vs

2-23

55
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Hollywood — Eileen Pringle, Theodor von Eltz, Gertrude Messinger
and Phyllis Barry are among the
name players signed for "Love Past
Thirty," Monarch release which Vin
Moore has been signed to direct.
Supporting
cast includes Dot FarCantor at Brooklyn Paramount
ley, Francis Ford, Robert Fraser,
Eddie Cantor will appear in per- Gaylord Pendleton, John Marston,
son at the Brooklyn Paramount Ben Hall, Pat O'Malley, Mary Carr
and others.
starting Friday.

(Continued

from

Page

1)

association for about six years. It
was believed that better results
Vs could be obtained by the national
affiliation, especially in view of the
code developments.
A resolution was also adopted to
restrict the giving of information or
other association services only to
members in good standing.
The meeting was held in the offices of Business Manager P. J.
Wood.

Gets Foreign Rights to Shorts
Sparks Circuit Changes
Arnocinema Export has secured
Miami, Fla. — John L. Crovo, for
the exclusive foreign rights to
many years connected with Jack"Broadway Gossips" and "American
sonville theaters, has been transferExplorer," series of shorts produced
red to Miami and named manager
by United Newsreel Corp. Both
series will be re-synchronized in of Sparks Paramount theater. He
Spanish for Spanish speaking coun- succeeds Vernon D. Hunter, who
tries.
goes to Tampa to become district
locality. of Sparks interests in that
manager
Names for "Love Past Thirty"

West

M.P.T.O. of Ohio Set
To Join M.P.T.O.A.

+ 13/8
Vl
+

6

Z

LIST
3/s
LIST

Charles R. Gilmour, former manager of the
exchange, president; E. J.
Schulte, owner of four theaters in Casper
+261/4
+
41/4 and Wheatland, Wyo., vice-president; Nathan
Salmon, owner of theaters in Santa Fe, N. M.,
treasurer; W. H. Ostenberg, owner of houses
+ 5i/8 in Scottsbluff, Neb., chairman of the board
+ —1 V/s of directors; Everett Cole, owner of houses
+ 9i/2
in Alamosa and Del Norte, Colo., treasurer;
Thomas F. Murphy, owner of theaters in
+ 2!/g
Raton. N. M., and Edward W. Ward, owner
+ IVs of the Silver City, N. M., theater. All of
the above are members
of the board.
+ 91/4
Theaters included, with a valuation of over
$1,250,000, their location and seating capacity,
+ 13/8 are: Rialto, 590, Alamosa, Colo.; Princess,
+
+ 1471/2
420, Del Norte Colo.; America, 826, Rex.
800. and Rialto, 840, Casper, Wyo.; El Raton.
700, and the Schuler, 800, Raton. N. M.;
+ 6313/
/24 Lensic, 1,150 and Paris, 800, Santa Fe,
N. M.; Egyptian, 1,046, and the Orpheum,
+ 1V2
+ 175/8
604,
Scottsbluff, Neb.; Silco, 800, Silver City.'
's" M.;
and the Ramona, 400. Wheatland,
+ 93/8 i-N.
—1-16

+ H3/4
- Vslocal Warner

+ 241/2

3/

1)

other tionways.
include: Those in the corpora-

IVs
6+
%
+Net43/4

1-30
3-29

2

7-16
1-16
EXPIRED DURING
1933
2
7-25
i/4

(Continued from Page
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3

5

1
8534

%
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7
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36,000
21/2

...

4-4
1-26
10-21
3-22

24
1241/8
283/4

%

$4,123,000
$1,143,000
$1,010,000

Ccnsol. Theaters .
Educ. Pict. 8% Pfd.
cash
D. "A"
W. Griffith,
Inc

6 1/2

17

YORK

496,500

3-21
1-4

133

2,500
26,600
293,100
700
94,700

STOCKS

F. P. 6s41

CURB

1%
133/4
1571%

1
25/8
1051/4

6-8

33/4

5,900
6,300
80,000

"A'

Fox
Film Th. "A"
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6s42

YORK

3-27
3-3
Date

3

1
IVs

179,900

Fox Film "A" old
Orpheum
Circuit
Para. Publix

Radio

41/4
Vs

5-31
7-8
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6-13

271/4

523,900
(6s36)

35
131/4

1/2
4240H/4
35
27
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Last

5-2
1-25

7-8
12-11

3,110
3,748,050
12,400

Seating

8

7-10
9-1
6-6

426,600

Pfd

Para.-Publix
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7-19

22

13,100
621,118

NEW
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3-20
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(7s37)
RKO
(6s41)
Warner
Bros. (6s39)
..

Forest
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8 1/2

Vs

Date

5-29
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Columbia
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Universal
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Warner Bros
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AMUSEMENT STOCKS
ADVANCED IN 1933
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"Little Women" Companion Film
RKO, having registered prior
claim with the Hays Office on Jane
Austin's "Pride and Prejudice," is
considering a production of this
classic as a companion picture to
"Little Women," with a likelihood
of
same used.
quartette of feminine
starsthebeing

Jenkins-Lucas to Operate
4 Publix Atlanta Houses
(Continued from Page

1)

for a period of eight months and is
on a salary and percentage basis.
Jenkins and Lucas are partners with
Famous in other Georgia theater
operations.
"Gallant Lady" Showing Today
National trade showing of "Gallant Lady," Ann Harding vehicle
oroduced by 20th Century for U. A.,
takes place today, with the New
York preview scheduled for 11 A.
M. at the Astor Theater.
Arthur Frudenfeld Loses Father
Cincinnati — The father of Arthur
Frudenfeld, RKO division manager,
died in Milwaukee last week.
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WESLEY RUGGLES and his wife, ARLINE
JUDGE, arrived in New York yesterday from
Hollywood.
J. J. ALLEN is in New York from Toronto
and will look after the Weldon Pictures offices
for a few days while Maxwell Cohn is away
due to the death of his mother.
CLAIRE TREVOR, Fox player, is scheduled to
leave Friday for the coast.
BERT WHEELER, who recently finished work
with Robert Woolsey in RKO's "Hips Hips
Hooray," is in New York to conclude arrangements for a short vaudeville tour and a radio
appearance.
GEORGE
the coast.

O'BRIEN

leaves New

York today for

HOWARD S. CULLMAN of the Roxy ,s back
from a brief visit to Washington.
JOHNNY JOSEPHS, RKO publicity director
with headquarters at the Palace, Chicago, is
in New York for a brief stay.
DR. A. H. GIANNINI expects to leave New
York on his return to the coast this week.
PAUL MUNI, who sails Saturday with Mrs.
Muni on the Rex for a visit to Italy, Austria,
Russia, Denmark and England, returns in Mirch
to resume work at the Warner studios.
AL MERTZ, RKO short subject sales manager, returns today from a tour of exchange.
in Cincinnati, Cleveland, Indianapolis, Detroit
Pittsburgh
and Buffalo.
LOUIS NIZER returned to
day after a holiday trip to
GEORGE BROWN resumed
lumbia yesterday following a
bean.

WITH

(Continued from Page
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them, they can concentrate on the
principal work of the business, the
production of pictures that will entertain the public," declares Powers.
He believes that, with financial worries on their mind, producers cannot devote untroubled attention to
their work and consequently the
quality of pictures suffers.
"Future finances must come from
the business itself," Powers also
states, "as motion picture securities
cannot be immediately marketed.
Foreign competition is another thing
which American producers will have
to reckon with."
Declaring that too many pictures
are being turned out, Powers advocates a drastic cut in production.
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CODE EFFECTIVE DATE
CHANGED TO DEC. 11

MORE WRITE-OFFS
ESSENTIAL-POWERS
(Continued from Page
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New York yesterNassau.
his duties at Cotrip to the Carib-

ARTHUR HORNBLOW, JR., leaves New York
today for the Coast.
SOL A. ROSENBLATT will return to Washington on Friday from
New
York.
TIM McCOY, after a flying trip East to visit
New York and spend Christmas with his father
in Saginaw, has returned west to resume work
at Columbia
in "Storm
at Midnight."
GIFFORD
A.
COCHRAN,
co-producer
of
"Emperor
Jones,"
has sailed on the Neriss
for the West Indies.
He plans to study manuscripts for a future production.
FRANK
BUCK arrives tomorrow on the Rex
MIKE JACKSON, formerly contact man for the
M-G-M publicity department, leaves for tincoast tomorrow.
SAM
JAFFE,
Broadway
player,
after completing work in Paramount's
"Catherine
th
Great,"
with
Marlene
Dietrich,
has sailed for
New York with his wife, Lilian Taiz.
CYRIL CHADWICK has arrived in New York
from the Coast after appearing in "The Cat
and the Fiddle."
AILEEN ST. JOHN BRENON of the Paramount publicity department left New York
yesterday for a Coast trip.

PHIL

M. DALY

• •
• NOW THAT the merry-making is over and we have
Itried out all the Christmas ties that don't match our complexion
..... it seems fitting to reflect on the tremendous part this
industry played in enhancing the glamour, smiles and happiness
of the festive season
The most noticeable aspect was
in the toy departments, where Mickey and Minnie Mouse supplanted to a surprising degree, the attraction of Santa Claus
The kids were satisfied to shake hands with old St.
Nick
but they followed the laughable mice around the
stores in droves
Literally millions of toys representing
cartoon characters were sold
The latest to crash the
merchandise fields is Soglow's "Little King," now being made
by Van Beuren
and distributed by RKO
the Royal
Comic's funny form was to be seen on compacts
book
covers
greeting
cards
and, both
Macy's
and
Bloomingdale's
featured window
displays of "Little King"
liquor glasses
Camera shops chalked up their greatest
sales in 16 mm. films, and disposed of thousand of small movie
cameras. .... and the feature of all trans- Atlantic holiday
trips was a specially booked screen show
Opportunities
for merchandise and other tie-ups are limitless with 1934
offering a more extensive field than ever before in the history
of the movies
#
*
#
*
•

• • THROUGH THE development of a portable electric pipe organ
that can be set up in playing order in
a half -hour.
local recording studios can now include
Organ Music in their brochures
which means pamphlets
to you
Emil Velazco who recently produced and distributed the "Organette" series of shorts is the inventor
The contraption comes in three parts a console with two
keyboards
the motor
and the cabinet of pipes which,
sez Emil, can't go sour
because of a secret gadget
And jumping from the ears to the eyes, comes the information
that Aaron Singer, research editor of "Amusement Age"
is so interested in what can be done to relieve the Visual Fatigue of Motion Pictures
that he is going to Europe
soon to glean further data for his new 400 page book which
comes out in the spring
#
*
*
*
• • • THOSE PARAMOUNT lads over in fog-smitten
London staged a swell stunt when they had Mrs. Reginald Hargreaves, the original Alice of "Alice in Wonderland," attend a
special preview of the feature
Lewis Carroll wrote the
immortal classic for Mrs. Hargreaves over 50 years ago
and her statement, following the screening, was sent out over
every available British news service ....... reaching millions
of homes via press and radio
Which reminds us of the
publicity now being given another lovable old-timer
Carrie Jacobs Bond, whose melodies are in the heart of everyone
and whose beautiful songs are now being transposed
to the screen by Master Art
Only last week Louella
Parsons, writing from the coast, hailed the dope that the Bond
melodies MIGHT reach the screen
to which E. Schwartz
of Master Art wired Louella that they ARE and have been
booked by the Capitol
And, talking about old-timers
have you heard Eddie Cantor's shadow
or stoogre
or whatever he is
Rubinoff
play his
$100,000 Stradivarius at the Palace this week?
It reminds us of "I Love You Truly" and the other Bond songs
the older that fiddle becomes, the more it thrills the heart
#
*
#
*
• •
• IF YOU'RE interested in "Theater Arts in Soviet
Russia"
and you should be
you'll have a chance
to cover the subject to great satisfaction on Jan. 14
when the latest films on the Soviet taken by Julian Bryan
will be shown at the New School for Social Research
Bryan will handle the descriptive talk and Lee Simonson will discuss current Soviet theater problems
And,
before they take it down, be sure to look in at the lobby of the
Roxy
and see Morris Kinzler's display on RKO's "Son
of Kong"
it's real bait

1)

ural effective date was occupied by
his conference with major company
executives at Washington. Under
the code, as originally scheduled
and as in the instance of other NRA
codes, the effective date was to have
been 10 days after Presidential okay.
In view of the deferred effective
date, contracts made from Dec. 7
to Dec. 11 do not come under the
code.

Michigan Allied Unit
Not Signing in Full
(Continued from Page

1)

objective of the reservations, which
followed a standard form sent to all
members. Essential points covered
were :
"1. Refusal of agreement to arbitrate controversies .on clearance and/or zoning before
boards or the code authority as prescribed by
the code.
"2. The Executive Order is to be carried
out according to its plain meaning, and is
not to be interpreted so as to destroy the
protection against arbitrary or oppressive action afforded thereby.
"3. This does not constitute a waiver of
any rights now enjoyed under any law, deci
sion, judgment, or decree, and does not preclude the undersigned from seeking additions
to or modifications of said code, or bar m
from taking any legal action necessary to
protect

my

rights or interests."

Sol Rosenblatt to Attend
All Code Authority Meets
(Continued from Page 1)

to recommend a headquarters location for the Code Authority, to devise means of financing the code
and to make recommendations for
memberships in the local zoning and
grievance boards, held last night at
the Union League Club.
Fire at Mt. Vernon House
Mount Vernon, N. Y. — Fire originating from a short circuit New
Year's Eve caused injury to about
a dozen persons at the Plaza, independent house. Stanley Klein, manager, was among those treated at
the hospital for burns.
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SHORT SHOTS from
EASTERN STUDIOS

m "LOTS"
A LITTLE fro
Day.
By RALPH

■ By CHAS. ALICOATE
pURHAVEN
PRODUCTIONS
LTD., newly formed organization with H. H. Rogers, Jr. at the
head and William Alexander as
vice-president and general manager,
will soon start activities in the east.
The company plans to produce special attractions, both features and
shorts, on subjects of international
appeal. Several pictures already
have been acquired and world distribution isnow being negotiated.
The Jack Good family is represented in East and west coast comedies for RKO Radio. Jack has just
completed a lead with Lillian Miles
in "The Knife of the Party," made
by the Van Beuren-Meyer Davis
unit, while Mrs. Good, better known
as Florence Lake of the Edgar Kennedy comedies, is completing another of the two-reelers at RKO's
Hollywood studios.
In "What Does 1934 Hold?" Educational's current release in its
"Treasure Chest" series recently
completed at the West Coast Service studio, Wynn the astrologer
predicts
"shakeups,
changes
and even
new
combinations
that will
startle
the good guessers in film and dramatic circles," and the guessers are
now working overtime.

HOLLYWOOD

WILK

pendectomy performed on Christmas

JRVING

CUMMINGS will next direct "Grand Canary," the Fox
film version of the best seller by A.
"Little Miss Marker," a forthcoming B. P. Schulberg production
J. Cronin, adapted to the screen by
Gladys Unger and Emmie Gallo- for Paramount, will not be a Sylvia
way. Warner Baxter will play the Sidney vehicle, Schulberg announces.
starring role.
The Damon Runyon story, being
prepared by William Lipman and
Jack Harvey and Milton Raison Frank Partos, will be an all-star
will do the script of "Strictly Dyna- production.
mite," in which Jimmy Durante
will appear for RKO.
Richard Arlen, Jr., is the newest baby star of Hollywood. He
Charles Wilson and Harry Todd has been signed for his first screen
are additions to Columbia's "It Hap- role in Charles R. Rogers' "Baby
in the Ice Box." Arlen, Sr., also is
pened One Night."
*
*
*
in it.
♦
*
#
Fox has awarded Hugh Williams,
newly signed English player, the
Columbia has signed Greta Meyer
coveted role of the leading part in
for "The Line-Up," with Marian
Richard Aldington's "All Men are Nixon and William Gargan.
#
*
*
Enemies," which Al Rockett is producing for Fox. Screen play is by
Frank Borzage's second Columbia
Samuel Hoffenstein and Lenore Coffee.
picture, formerly called " No Greater Glory," has been retitled "Men of
Other recent Fox cast assign- Tomorrow."
ments include Evelyn Venable for
Adele Thomas, blonde beauty from
"David Harum," with Will Rogers, the New York musical stage, takes
and Rosemary Ames and Rochelle
her place among" the girls who have
Hudson
for "Odd Thursday," with made good in Hollywood, her conWarner Baxter.
tract with RKO having been re*
*
*
newed.
*
*
*
Jesse Lasky, Jr., son of the producer and collaborator on the serin*
Simile — As unmolested as a casting director walking on Hollywood
of Fox's "Coming Out Party," is
recovering from an emergency ap- boulevard.

Leigh Jason, director of musicals
and comedies for the Van BeurenThird Soviet Film Program
Meyer Davis unit for RKO Radio,
Third program of film showings
is pleased that destiny has brought
him from Hollywood to New York of the Film & Photo League series
for he is a, native New Yorker and on the "History of the Soviet Film"
likes working in the vicinity of the will be presented Saturday at the
New School for Social Research. The
one and only Broadway.
program will consist of "Forest
People," "Jews on Soil," and "UnBen Blue completes work tomor- cartoon. lucky Truck," an animated sound
row in "Mush," his fourth tworeeler to be made at the Vitaphone
Studio. Supporting Blue in this
Frank Elliott for Play
"Big V" comedy are Dorothy Dare,
Frank
Elliott, screen and stage
Shemp Howard, Russell Hicks, Joe
Downing and Hugh Cameron. Ralph actor, has been cast for "Dodsworth," whioh Sidn°v Howard has
Staub is directing.
adapted and in which Walter Huston will play the lead when the show
opens
on Broadway soon.
Meyer Davis, the millionaire maestro of the orchestra world, ivill have
Universal Buys Play
the leading role in a. two-reel musical comedy which he will produce
"The Human Side," play by Christine Ames produced in Los Angeles,
in association with Van Bcuren Pictures the week of Jan. 8. Monroe has been acquired by Universal. It
Shaff will supervise production and may be produced on Broadway by
Leigh Jason will direct. Picture "U" in addition to being slated for
will be filmed at the Fox Neiv York filming next month.
Studios.
Shea's Century Back to Duals
Buffalo — Shea's Century has returned to double features.
Garbo Advance Sale Big
"Queen Christina," Greta Garbo picture, has the biggest advance sale at
the Astor, New York, since "Grand
Hotel," which opened at that house
in April, 1932, it was stated at M-G-M
yesterday.
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Ralph Budd Takes Office as Mayor
Ralph Budd, Warner personnel director, was officially inducted into
office as Mayor of Wycoff on Mon-

with

SUBJECTS

"Not
Tonight, Josephine"
Frank McHugh, Kitty Kelly,

Robert Barrat
Vitaphone
Above Average

21 mins.

In cast and production values this
two-reeler belongs to the exceptional class. Filmed in Technicolor, it
is a burlesque on Napoleon and his
neglect of Josephine in favor of
other dames, principally Marie
Louise. Frank McHugh plays the
part of Napoleon. Worked into the
action are several flash musical
numbers and a lot of dancing beauties. All in all, it makes a satisfying dessert for any film program.
Eddie Cline directed.
"Jack Denny and Band"
with Minor and Root, and Paul Small
Vitaphone
10 mins.
Good
Besides the pleasing music of
Jack Denny and his aggregation,
this Melody Master subject, directed
by Joseph Henabery, features a
eraceful team of ballroom dancers,
Minor and Root, and the vocalist,
Paul Small. Routine is nicely varied and balanced, with performance taking place in an attractive
night club setting.
Snappy
"Sitting
a Backyard
Fence"
(Merrie on Melody
Cartoon)
Vitaphone
7 mins.

A fast and funny animated comedy produced by Leon Schlesinger.
Action occurs in a backyard and
deals mostly with cats and their
Warners Sign Stage Actress
night-time meanderings, with four
Helen Lowell, stage actress, has of
them involved in a romantic affair
been signed by Warners and will
leave in a week or so for the coast. that has a funny finish. A lively
Her first film role will probably be musical accompaniment adds to the
short's entertainment value.
in "Fur Coats."
"Commercial
Medley"
Arliss Film to Have Color Scene
Lewis Jacobs
7 mins.
West Coast Bureau
of THE FILM DAILY
Satirizing Trailers
A compilation of trailer material
Hollywood — One scene in 'The
House of Rothschild." first George assembled in such a way as to poke
Arliss picture for 20th Century, will
fun at the dynamic methods embe filmedcident
in where
Technicolor.
the in-a
ployed in advance screen announceArliss is It's
created
ments. Subject is just a curio of
baron.
no particular value as entertainment.
Theater Manager Gets Film Test
Cary Grant Laid Up
Buffalo — James F. Collins. Jr.,
London — -Cary Grant. Paramount
former house manager of the Hollywood, has srone to New
York to olayer, who recently underwent an
take a test for Fox films.
operation,
hastreatment
been ordered
remain under
here tountil
Jan. 15 at least. On his return to
Sparks Circuit Staff Changes
Hollywood
he is to aonear with SylClearwater, Fla. — Del Padgett of
via Sidney in "Thirty Day PrinJacksonville has taken over management of the Capital and Ritz
succeeding Jack Fitzwater, transferred to Palm Beach by Sparks.
Emanuel Cohen Resting

M-G-M Buys Broadway Play
M-G-M
is understood
to have
bought screen rights to "All Good
Americans," Broadway play, yesterday.day.
I

West Coast Bur., THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Advised by his physician
to take a short rest, Emanuel Cohen,
chief production executive at Paramount, has left Hollywood to spend a
a nearby
resort.

cess." at
week
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"FUGITIVE

Robert
Montgomery,
Madge
Evans,
Ted
Healy, Nat Pendleton
M-G-M
84 mins.
tXCiTING AND SUSPENSEFUL DRAMA

OF

EVENTFUL
NENTAL BUS.

TRIP

"SENSATION

LOVERS"

with

IN

TRANSCONTI-

with

Arline

Judge,
Kenneth

Monogram
FAIRLY

DIVERTING

BACKSTAGE

TYPE

Ken

HUNTERS"
Preston
Foster
MacKenna

and

LAID

IN

11

in

DRIVE"

Universal

73 mins.

SEMI-MUSICAL

Maynard

"TRAIL

'

FAIR

OF

PANAMA

j

60 mins.
WESTERN

SLIGHT
USUAL

TIMELY
OUTDOOR

GIVEN
TOUCH

WITH
AND

A
THE

ROUTINE.

Much credit should be given director
Boleslavsky for his snappy handling of this

DIVE.

good all-around picture. He has not been
tempted to fill the feature with beautiful
scenic shots of the country at large, but
tather has packed the film with action.
The bus starts from New York with passengers of various types, among whom are
Madge Evans, a chorine who is trying to

Proving that a girl of good upb~ingin^
who wants to go on the stage and uses
a notorious Psnama dive for her debut can

Actually the old tale cf attempted fraud
in cattle transactions, this one is given some
timeliness by having the herders accept

:till have her virtue and breeding recognized and respected at almost all times
snd find honest men to woo her, this

payment in scrip for their steers when
buyers fail to appear at the annual sale.
In this film the local cattle potentate
known as Honest John turns out to be the

shake Nat Pendleton, a gangster who won't
be shaken; Ted Healy, a wise-cracking

quips, cracks and antics of Arline Judge
as a dumbbell dancer who likes sailors.

traveling man who is always 'mellow," and
many other interesting folks. While passing through a Pennsylvania town, there is
a prison break and Robert Montgomery,
one cf the escaping prisoners, hitches on
to the bus. He meets Madge and more
than a mere friendship springs up between

Several production numbers are highlights.
Marion Burns is the girl. On board ship
en route to Panama with troupe she meets
Preston Foster, who leaves her in a clouded

them.

The trail is very hot for Montgomery, until, in a blinding blizzard, he
saves a bus-load of school children from
freezing in their stalled vehicle. Many
of the opening sequences a,e mc edibie,
but the picture soon settles down to a
b;isk pace, and
holds it.
Cast: Robert Montgomery, Madge Evans,
Ted

Healy, Nat Pendleton, C. Henry Gordon, Ruth Selvvyn, Larry Fine, Moe Howard, Jerry Howard.
Director, Richard Bolesiavsky; Authors,
Ferdinand Reyher, Frank Wead; Adaptors,
Albert Hackett, Frances Goodrich, George
B. Seitz, Editor, William S. Gray; Cameraman, Ted Tetzlaff; Recording Engineer,
Douglas Shearer.
Direction,
Fine.
Photography,
Excellent

LeRoy-Warner Wedding
Attended by Over 150
{Continued from Page 1)
Lester Krieger, Herbert Copelan, Betty Warner, Mr. and Mrs. Leon Greenbaum, Mr.
and Mrs. Arnold Goldstein, Mr. and Mrs.
Edwin Morris, Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Siegel,
Mr. and Mrs. Jack L. Warner.
Mr. and Mrs. Harry M. Warner, Mr. and
Mrs. Perce Teeple, Rabbi and Mrs. Solomon,
A; Fineberg. Major and Mrs. Albert Warner,
Mrs. Benjamin Wolf, Al Manheimer, Mr. and
Mrs. Dave" Bobbins, Mr. and Mrs. Lou J.
Halper, Mr. and Mrs. Harry L. Charnas, Mr.
and Mrs. Robert Nisenson, Mr. and Mrs.
Moe Levy.
Mrs. Kate Goldman, Mrs. Sam Feld, Lou
Krieger, Philip Simon, Miss Celia Krieger,
Mrs. Sadie Rosenthal, Mr. and Mrs. Meyer
Lesser, Miss Fritzi Nisenson, Milton Charnas,
Miss Irene Heller, Joseph Rosenthal, Mr. and
Mrs. Jules Brulatour, Mr. and Mrs. Leon
Schlesinger, Mr. and Mrs Arthur Rapf, Mr.
and Mrs. Paul Muni.
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Bernhard, Mr. and
Mrs. Alexander Levy, Mr. and Mrs. Moe
Rosenberg, Mr. and Mrs. Lou Metzer, Mr.
and Mrs. Bertram Halberstadt, Mr. and Mrs.
Adolph Zukor. Mr. and Mrs. Will H. Hays.
Mr and Mrs. Morris Wolf, Mr. and Mrs.
Stanleigh Friedman, Mr. and Mrs. Henry
A. Rutkin.
Mr. and Mrs. Waldo Mork, Mr. and Mrs.

Broadway Holdovers
Good business over the week-end will
result in several Broadway holdovers
for next week. M-G-M's "Dinner at
Eight" will continue for another week
at the Capitol, Columbia's "Man's
Castle" is being retained at the Rialto
and Warner's James Cagney film, "Lady
Killer," holds at the Strand. Another
W'rner picture, "House ;n 56th Street,"
holds the current BroaH- "v run record,
being in its fifth week at the Hollywood, while "Little Women" has gone
four weeks at the RKO Center after
doing three weeks at the Music Hall.

picture derives its chief entertainment
from the backstage atmosphere and the

misunderstanding. Then Jim Crcsby (Kenleth MacKenna I, wealthy flyer, falls in
loye with her. He commits suicide when
wife refuses to divorce him. Unable to return to the cabaret, Marion and Arline
take jcbs in a terrible dive where Arline
is stabbed. About to turn prostitute to
provide hospitalization for Arline, Marion
is saved by appearance of Foster.
Cast: Arline Judge, Marion Burns, Preston Foster, Kenneth MacKenna. Juanita
Hansen, Creighton Hale, Cyril Chadwick,
Nella Walker, Harcld Minjir and Finis
Barton.
Director, Charles Vidcr; Author, Whitman
Chambers; Adaptor, Paul Schofield; Dialogues Albert DeMond; Editor, Carl Pierson; Cameraman, Sid Hickox; Recording Engineer, John A. Stransky, Jr.
Direction,
Okay.
Photography,
Good.

Hertz a Lehman Partner
John D. Hertz, who for a time was
chairman of the finance committee of
Paramount Publix, has taken up his
duties as a partner in the firm of
Lehman Bros., bankers who have handled a good deal of film company
financing. The step was first reported
some
days ago.

Isidore Levy, Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Levy,
Mr. and Mrs. Harry M. Goetz, Mr. and Mrs.
Louis Laskin, Mr. and Mrs. George O'Brien,
Mr. and Mrs. Edgar Moses, Mr. and Mrs.
James H. Holahan, Mrs. Ad Shulberg and
Chester Erskine, Irving Asher and B.ob Goldstein, Mr. and Mrs. Ed. Sullivan.
Mr. and Mrs. Sidney Goldstein, Mr. and
Mrs. Bernard Rosenberg, Mr. and Mrs. Herb
Harris, Mr. and Mrs. Charles Einfeld, Mr.
and Mrs. Jack Pearl Ralph Adler and Leonard
Goldstein, Mr. and Mrs. Paul Berger, Mr.
and Mrs. Jack Goetz, Mr. and Mrs. Arthur
Stebbins, Mr. and Mrs. Al Lichtman, Mr.
and Mrs. Eddie Cantor, Mr. and Mrs. Sam
Schneider, Louis D'Arclay and Miss Ruth
Br ithal, Dr. and Mrs. Jonas J. linger,
Lu_„ Shurr and Miss Minna Wallis, Mack
Levy and Miss Ann Weiss.
Miss Shirley Warner and Albert Manheimer, Courtland Mark and Miss Ruth
Nathan, Walter Goetz and Miss Edna Goetz,
Herbert Frank and Miss Elaine Whitelaw,
Buddy Shulberg and Miss Hope Burger, Carl
Siegel and Miss Ruth Wilk, Morris Levison,
Miss Lucy Thomas, Miss Ethel Thomas, Abel
Cary Thomas, Mr. and Mrs. Harold Bareford, Mr. and Mrs. Herman Starr, Max
Milder and Mrs. Leon Forbstein.
Mr. and Mrs. Sam Sax, Mr. and Mrs.
Sam E. Morris, Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Jacobs,
Mr. and Mrs. Moe Silver, Lou Golder, and
Mrs. Elsa Mark, Mr. and Mrs. Larry Hyman, Mr. and Mrs. Herman Schwartz, Mr.
and Mrs. Lloyd Weil, Mr. and Mrs. Samuel
Ungerleider, Mr. and Mrs. Max Michel, Mr.
and Mrs. GradvvelJ Sears, Mr. and Mrs.
Andy W. Smith. Jr., Mr. and Mrs. Tsidnre
J. Hoffman, Mr. and Mrs. Jacob Wilk, Mr.
and Mrs. Harold Rodner.

villain who is trying to rob the entire
community. John has scared away all
cattle buyers and when the local bank
refuses to extend credit to the herders
en

their steers, John

announces

that he

will buy all the cattle, issue scrip that
will be redeemable at all local stores and
pay off everyone after he sells the longhorns in a neighboring state. Because
Ken Maynard is Honest John's foreman
and promises to see that all get paid, the
cattle herders agree to take scrip. Both
Maynard and the herders learn of Honest
John's duplicity and there follows a series
cf action highspots, including a stampede of
the herd, leading to the death of John
but not before he has paid off the herders.
A slight romance and several comedy bits
are interwoven.
Cast: Ken Maynard, Cecelia Parker, William Gould, Bcb Kortman, Jack Rockwell,
Rice and Lafe McKee.

Hank

Director,

Alan

James;

Author,

Alan

James; Dialoguer, Alan James; Cameraman, Ted McCord; other credits not obtainable.
Direction,

Fair

Photography,

Good

Release Dates Are Set
On 10 M-G-M Features
M-G-M has set release dates on
10 more features, covering distribution plans to Mar. 2. Schedule is
now as follows: Jan. 5, "Fugitive
Lovers"; Jan. 12, "Dinner at Eight";
Jan. 19, "Eskimo"; Feb. 9 (tentative), "The Cat and the Fiddle";
Jan. 26, "Old Hannibal"; Feb. 2,
"It Happened One Day"; Feb. 9
(tentative), "Laughing Boy"; Feb.
16, "Men in White"; Feb. 23, "Viva
Villa"; March 2, "Mystery of the
Dead Police."
Gene Laymon Starting Two
West Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Gene Laymon, head
of Triumph Pictures, back from New
York where he closed release on the
12 two-reelers in his "Fatty Laymon Comedy" series, starts work
next week on the second of the series. Laymon also made a releasing
deal in New York on eight six-reel
melodramas, the first of which,
"Twisted Rails," by I. V. Jefferson
and featuring Jack Donovan, goes
in work this week with Al Herman
directing.
Mancall With Majestic
Boone Mancall has been engaged
by Mannie Goldstein, executive vicepresident of Majestic Pictures, to
handle the advertising and publicity
for the company, replacing Bert
Ennis, who resigned last week.
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Saenger Gives Up 206 Film Buys in First Code Case

NRA TO BE PERMANENT, PRESIDENT INDICATES
Joseph M. Schenck Outlines British Cooperation Plans
Interchange of Talent to
Start with Arliss and
Buchanan

Sh owmen
...
=

or concessionaires^

By DON

CARLE

GILLETTE

—

DISPARAGEMENT of the "free turkey"
" policy which recently came in for a
bit of attention here has brought some
rejoinders from exhibitors.
In defense of the give-away practice,
one theater man reports that with a program consisting of an independent firstrun and an old second-run feature, plus a
couple of free turkeys, he did S. R. 0.
business, while his de luxe competitor
played the outstanding picture of the day
to a half empty house.

1 IF THIS is true, theaters don't need good
pictures in order to get business.
If they don't need good pictures, why
is there continual crying for them?
Or put it this way:
If exhibitors find that free turkeys, or
towels or chinaware or gold pieces, have
a stronger drawing power than the best
picture, it seems that these exhibitors
would derive more profit with less trouble
by turning their houses into concession
stands and conducting games exclusively.

•

DROTAGONISTS

of the give-away idea

'

contend that they are entitled to employ any legitimate means to get patronage.
And so they are.
But with Hollywood making motion pictures and theaters giving top exploitation
to free merchandise it creates a situation
of cross-purposes that's bound to hurt both
in the long run.

•

"THE argument that it is no different
' for an independent theater to give
away loads of merchandise than for a major house to offer a big stage show with
its picture is not analogous.
A stage show is entertainment, the same
as a picture; merchandise belongs to another business entirely.
If exhibitors took their give-away money
and spent it on more "show" and more
advertising and exploitation they would
probably get even better results.
Andof they'd
be keeping within their own
field
business.

London — Plans for a closer working
alliance between United Artists, British & Dominions and London Films,
involving more interchange of talent
between England and Hollywood,
were outlined by Joseph M. Schenck,
head of U. A., following his arrival
here. Among the early developments will be the filming by B. & D.
of the Broadway
(Continued onmusical,
Page 11) "Sons o'

M.P.FEDERATION MAPS
PLAN OF FINANCING
A financing plan, under which producer members will be assessed on
the basis of negative footage and
distributors on the basis of positive
footage, (Continued
was devised
by the execuon Page 9)

Testimonial to Yamins
Boston — Nathan Yamins, New England
exhibitor leader and a member of the
Code Authority, will be tendered a
testimonial dinner by the Independent
Exhibitors of New England at the Copley Plaza Hotel next Tuesday at 7
P. M. Yamins also is vice-president
of the Independent unit. Max L. Levenson, vice-president, is on the arrangements committee.

SIGN CODE 100%
TO DERIVE BENEFITS
Industry leaders identified with
the Code Authority yesterday were
generally inclined to the opinion
that exhibitor units and other
groups which approve the motion
picture code only in part will not
be entitled(Continucd
to participate
on Page in
9) its bene-

Recovery Act Powers May
be Enacted Into Permanent Legislation
B\
FILM

WILLIAM SILBERBERG
DAILY
Staff Correspondent

Washington — A continuation of
the powers of the Recovery Act and
their enactment into permanent national legislation appeared yesterday as the
tration as purpose
brought of
outthein adminisone of
the
high topoints
of thePromising
President'sa
message
congress.
government supervision with no arbitrary dictation to industry, the
(Continued

on Page

9)

PARA. COMPLETES
NEW THEATER SETUP

At a holders
meeting
of stockof Theateryesterday
Management
Co.,
Educational Signs Keaton whose stock is owned by the TrusBankruptcy of Paramount
For Series of Comedies Publix,tees in the
name of the company
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
was changed to Paramount Theaters
Hollywood — Buster Keaton has Service Corp., with the following
More "Commercial" Films been
signed by Educational for its officers: president, Ralph A. Kohn;
Urged by Wesley Ruggles Star Comedy
Series. First subject vice-president, Sam Dembow; viceLower production costs and more
will be placed in work by E. H.
Frank onFreeman;
treasPage 11)
pictures of "commercial" value are Allen, production manager, about president, (Continucd
the two essentials that will give
Ernest Pagano now preadded impetus to the return of pros- Feb. 1, with
paring it.
(Continucd on Page 11)
Non-Theatrical Company

206 Features Are Relinquished
By Saenger Circuit in Code Case
Hornblow Sees Repeal
Hurting Class Films
With repeal resulting in reduced
picture theater attendance on the
part of sophisticated persons, producers must cease making films for
this type of individual and instead
produce stories with mass appeal,
declared Arthur Hornblow, Paramount associate producer, before
leaving New York for the Coast to
assume his
new duties.
People clas(Continued
on Page 9)

With the Saenger circuit relinquishing 206 features of its seasonal buys, Al Yoeman of the Temple, Meridian, Miss., now has enough
pictures for a four-changes-a-week
policy for a year under an adjustment effected by Ed Kuykendall,
member of the Code Authority, commissioned byDivisional Administrator Sol A. Rosenblatt to handle the
initial case under the motion picture code. In addition to the 206
(.Continued on -Page

11)

Organized by Sol Lesser
(Vest Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Sol Lesser has formed a new company, Principal NonTheatrical Pictures Corp., to produce and distribute features and
(Continued

When

on Page

8)

Max Meets West

If negotiations now under way materialize, a new team of socko boxoffice potentialities will result. Paramount, which had the sagacity to realize on Mae West, is now reported
working on another smart move — the
teaming of Miss West with Max Bier,
whose first picture won him the sobriquet of "the male Mae West." Th?
Leo Morrison office is handling negotiations for Baer.
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Resuming Wage Parleys
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South Looks Up
Business conditions in the South are
better than they have been during the
past year and a half. This is the word
brought to New York yesterday by Ed
Kuykendall, who, in addition to being
president of the M.P.T.O.A. and a member of the Code Authority, is NRA State
Administrator for Mississippi. Kuykendall yesterday told THE FILM DAILY
that Southern holiday business was the
greatest in three years, according to his
observations.

Herbert K. Somborn Dead
West Coast Bureau of THE
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Nick Schenck Laid Up

Nicholas M. Schenck was confined
to his home yesterday by illness.
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Temporary injunction granted by
the Supreme Court on Tuesday in
the action brought by Local 306
against the Independent Theater
Owners Ass'n, because of the latter's employment of "company
union" operators, does not affect the
exhibitor in his employment, but
merely reiterates the necessity of
compliance with the NRA code, according to a statement yesterday by
Weisman, Quinn, Allan & Spett, attorneys for the exhibitor unit.
The attorneys point out that the
court did not grant the request of
Local 306 to stop the indie group
from continuation of its contracts,
from excluding members of Local
306 or from employing fewer men
at lower wages than on July 15,
1933, and they claim the ruling is
of advantage to the exhibitor since
it indicates the court will enforce
the code of fair competition. If
this policy is sustained by the higher courts, it will enable exhibitors
to apply to the State Supreme Court
for enforcement of all rights granted in the code as against distributors and producers and in favor of
exhibitors. The indie exhibitor
group contends that it has at all
times
ments. complied with NRA requireHearing scheduled for yesterday
before the NRA protesting against
the Independent Theater Owners
engaging operators from their
own "company union" was postponed until tomorrow. Meeting of
the exhibitor association is understood to have been also deferred until tomorrow to await outcome of
the hearing. Case involved parallels
pending in Supreme Court before
Justice Collins and which is scheduled for hearing Jan. 29.
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Hollywood — Herbert K. Somborn,
53, pioneer producer and second husband of Gloria Swanson, died Tuesday. He was owner of the Brown
Derby restaurants.
Mrs. Louis C. Hehl Dies
St. Louis — Mrs. Louis C. Hehl,
72, wife of the secretary-treasurer
of the regional M.P.T.O., died this
week.

With Division Administrator Sol
A. Rosenblatt sitting in at the conference, efforts to arrive at an operators' wage scale for the New
York territory will be resumed,
probably today, at a meeting at the
offices of the I. A. T. S. E. Attending will be President Harry
Brandt of the Independent Theater
Owners; Harry Sherman, President
of Local 306, and Fred J. Dempsey, I. A. T. S. E. official.

Jpot'Tiewl

Fanchon & Marco Get
Fox Theater, St. Louis
St. Louis — Fanchon & Marco, as
predicted, are acquiring the Fox,
largest local movie house. Orchestro and stage shows will be dropped,
with house going to double features.
Next F. & M. step is expected to
be in the acquisition of the Missouri, now one of the Skouras group.
F. & M. also have the St. Louis,
which is playing stage units.

When you laugh at the antics of
"SCRAPPY"— the world laughs
with you. Here's a one reel cartoon
comic known and enjoyed from
Pole to Pole and everywhere else
that English is spoken!

New Distributing" Firm
Formed by M. A. Marks

A new distributing firm, Marcy
Pictures Corp., has been organized
by M. A. Marks with headquarters
in the Film Center. Product already
acquired, for distribution in the1
metropolitan territory, includes the
Showmens Pictures releases, 'Public
Stenographer,"
Race"willandhandle
"The
Moth." Charlie"Big
Gould
sales in the New York territory.

Schine Aopoints Tom Olsen
Bellefontaine, O. — Tom Olsen succeeds George Riester as manager
for Schine Enterprises here and in
nearby smaller towns. Riester accepted a district post for Skouras
in the Philadelphia area.
Jay Emanuel to Coast
Philadelphia — Jay Emanuel, publisher, and Mrs. Emanuel leave Philadelphia Jan. 12 for a combination
business and pleasure trip to the
coast. They will be away three
weeks.
Paramount Meeting Tomorrow
Another meeting of Paramount
Publix creditors is on the calendar
for tomorrow at 10 A. M. in the
office of Referee Henry K. Davis.
Nothing on the program so far.

Everyone will be singing the hit
songs from "LET'S FALL IN
LOVE," gay musical romance featuring Edmund Lowe, Ann Sothern; Miriam Jordan and Gregory
Ratoff.

Reginald Denny seek the romance
in this mystery and also the mystery in this romance known as
"FOG", which thrilled two and
a half million Saturday Evening
Post readers.

Sam Morris on Ball Committee
New Orleans Union Head Dies
New Orleans — Arthur X. Chateau,
Sam E. Morris, vice-president of
Sr., 44, president of the operators' Warner Bros., has accepted the inunion, Local 293, died Monday at
vitation of Henry L. Doherty, nahis home. Vice-president Edward
tional chairman of the Birthday Ball
Buras will succeed him.
try.
for the President, to act on the
committee of the amusement indusFire Razes Okmulgee House
Okmulgee, Okla. — Fire destroyed
the Hippodrome on New Year's Eve,
with damage estimated at $75,000.
Russian Film at 5th Ave.
"The Patriots," Russian talker
which had its New York premiere
recently, goes into the Fifth Ave.
Playhouse today.

Win Fire Prevention Honors
First place in the 1933 nationwide
fire prevention activities went to the
Cleveland Film Board of Trade, with
the St. Louis Board second and
Charlotte third, according to announcement by the National Fire
Protection Ass'n.

"ONCE TO EVERY WOMAN."
What
a box-office title! Ralph

*
|

Bellamy, Fay Wray and Walter
Connolly head the cast of this pic-

|
I

curizan'on of A. I. Cronin's famous
Cosmopolitan Magazine story.
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FOX

WITH A BANG
has the money pictures

coming . . . and going strong!
Hire extra ushers . . . arrange for extra shows . . . when these
three crowd-pullers reach your house. One a current key-city
clean-up . . . another starting in a great big way. . . a third you'll
be setting in for extra playing time. It's pleasant dreams for
showmen when they date in hits like these!

WILL

ROGERS
in

Mr. Sk itch
ZASU
ROCHELLE
FLORENCE

PITTS
HUDSON
DESMOND

HARRY° GREEN
EUGENE PALLETTE
Based on Anne Cameron's
story "Green Dice"

Directed by James Gruze
Your patrons always

like

FOX MOVIETONE NEWS

NOW PILING UP outstanding grosses in the: State
Theatre, Los Angeles; Stuart Theatre, Lincoln;
Alabama Theatre, Birmingham; Roxy Theatre, New
York; Apollo Theatre, Indianapolis; Fox Theatre,
Detroit; Warfield Theatre. San Francisco; Orpheum
Theatre, Denver ... everywhere. The verdict:
Rogers' best in years!

INTO '34 WITH TWO SMASHES!
STARTING

OFF at a ter-

rific pace in pre-release run
at the Four -Star Theatre,
Los Angeles. Smash business building daily, hourly
. . . with unparalleled wordof-mouth and newspaper
raves. Management anticipates sensational fourweek run.

Am Suzanne
with

LILIAN HARVEY
GENE RAYMOND
LESLIE BANKS
Podrecca's Piccoli Marionettes. Story and screen
play by Edwin Justus Mayer and Rowland V.
Lee. Directed by Rowland V. Lee.
JESSE

L. LASKY

Production

JANET

GAY NOR
lionel BARRYMORE

Carolina
COMING UP. A cast ablaze with talent . . . a story
alive with love, drama, music, laughter. ..a wisp of a
girl who bursts into sleepy Carolina, upsets tradition,
awakens romance, stirs up excitement everywhere.
Look for "State Fair" grosses ... or better!

ROBERT YOUNG
RICHARD CROMWELL
HENRIETTA CROSMAN
MONA BARRIE
STEPIN FETCHIT
From "The House of Connelly" by
Paul Green

Directed by Henry King
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ANALYSIS OF
MOTION PICTURE CODE

•

By LOUIS NIZER

A PRACTICAL
COMPREHENSIVE . . .
AND EASILY
UNDERSTOOD
ANALYSIS OF
THE CODE OF
MOTION PICTURES . .
BY

.

LOUIS NIZER
WILL APPEAR IN . . .
REGULAR
INSTALLMENTS
IN THE
FILM DAILY

•

*

*

Note: The actual paragraphs of the Code
will not be reprinted in this analysis. — nor
will the actual wording of the Code be
used. Instead, the analysis will endeavor to
translate the legal terms into laymen's langauge and for this purpose will subdivide the
articles of the Code into different sections in
order to make their content clear. The artic es and section numbers of the Code will.
however, be cited in each instance so that
refe ence can at all times be had to the
original language
of the Code.

PREAMBLE
This Code is binding on all those
engaged in the Motion Picture Industry.
ARTICLE I— DEFINITIONS
1. Motion Picture Industry
The Industry includes, without
limitation, the production, distribution or exhibition of motion pictures
and all activities normally related
thereto.
2. Producer
Any person, partnership or corporation who makes a contract to
engage in or engages in the producducer. tion of motion pictures, is a Pro3. Distributor
Any person, partnership or corporation who makes a contract to engage in or engages in the distribution of motion pictures, is a Distributor.
4. Exhibitor
Any person, partnership or corporation who owns or operates a
theater for the exhibition of motion
pictures, is an Exhibitor.
5. Legitimate Production
A theatrical performance of dramatic or musical plays performed
on the stage by living persons, is a
Legitimate production.
6. Employee
Every person employed by a Producer, Distributor or Exhibitor, is
an Employee.
7. Clearance
Clearance is the period of time
between the end of an exhibition
which has been licensed ahead of
another theater and the beginning
of an exhibition at such other theater.
8. Zone
A zone is any defined area over
which a local clearance and zoning
board has jurisdiction.
9. Non-Theatrical Account
A non-theatrical account is a
church, school or any other place
where motion pictures are shown
not in the usual or ordinary course
of the business of operating a theater. ,
10. Affiliated Exhibitor
There are two tests to determine
whether an Exhibitor is "affiliated."
He is an affiliated Exhibitor if he
operates a theater, and if
(a) His theater is owned, con-

trolled or managed by a Producer
or Distributor; or if
(b) A Producer or Distributor
has a financial interest in the
ownership,
control
or management of his theater.
If a Producer or Distributor merely owns a theater and leases it to
an Exhibitor, such Exhibitor is not
an affiliated Exhibitor.
11. Unaffiliated Exhibitor
There are two tests to determine
whether an Exhibitor is "unaffiliated." He is an unaffiliated Exhibitor if he operates a theater, and if
(a) His theater is not owned,
controlled or managed by any
Producer or Distributor; or if
(b) No Producer or Distributor
has an interest in the ownership,
control or management of his
theater.
12. Outside or Associated Producer
There are two tests for this definition. A Producer of features,
short subjects or cartoons is an
outside or associated Producer if
(a) Heductionoperates
his own prounit; and
(b) Does so in conjunction with
another Producer or Distributor
whose trade name or trade mark
appears on the productions.
13. Administrator
This term refers to the National
Recovery Administrator appointed
by the President under the National
Industrial Recovery Act. The present Administrator is Gen. Hugh S.
Johnson.
14. Effective Date
The Code becomes effective ten
days
dent. after the approval of the Presi15. Population
Population is determined by the
1930 Federal Census.
{To

be

continued)

NOTE: Complete text of the Motion Picture
Code as signed by President Roosevelt appeared
in the Dec. 1 issue of THE FILM DAILY. Additional copies of the
issue
are
available.

Coming and Going
Authority.
ED KUYKENDALL arrived in New York yesterday to attend today's meeting of the Code
ENRIQUE BAEZ, Brazilian distribution head
tor United Artists, arrives in New York today
after a vacation in Havana. He will confer
with Arthur Kelly, due to arrive in New York
the end of this month. Kelly is now in
London.

BEN BLUMENTHAL
for Paris.
Majestic

sailed last night on the

BRYAN FOY and BEN STOLOFF are in New
York from the coast and putting up at the
Warwick. Foy is understood to be planning
nudist picture.
another
AL ROSEN left New York yesterday for the
coast to start "Mad
Dog of Europe."
JACK COHN and family returned to New
York Roma.
yesterday from a West Indies cruise on
the
ARMIDA
the coast.

has returned to New

York

from

BILLIE BURKE arrives in New York today
from the coast for the premiere of the "ZiegCOWARD
feldNOEL
Follies."
jestic for London.

sailed yesterday on the Ma-

ARTHUR SHEEKMAN and NAT PERRIN are
in town from the coast to confer with Eddie
Cantor on the story for the latter's next
picture under the Samuel
Goldwyn
banner.
MARY PICKFORD, who left this week for
Chicago to make personal appearances, returns
about the middle of the month to appear
at the Brooklyn
Paramount.
York.
FRANK

ORSATTI,

coast agent, is in New

JOE RIVKIN of the Leo Morrison office leaves
tomorrow for Washington to spend the weekend with Max Baer, who is appearing at the
Fox Theater in the capital, with other Loew
houses
to follow.
ROBERJ GILLHAM, Paramount director of
publicity and advertising, leaves New York
in a few
days for the Coast.
JERRY WALD, who has been on the coast
writing under contract to Warners, arrived
in New
York
by plane yesterday.
ORRY-KELLY, studio stylist for Warners is
days.
leaving Hollywood for New York in a few

on

MAX MILDER, managing director for Warners in England, sailed for London yesterday
the Manhattan.

AL CHRISTIE, who flew to the coast for
the New Year's holiday, leaves today for New
York to start preparations on the second Educational Star Comedy Special, "Expectant
Father,"
with Ernest Truex.
NATHAN YAMINS has arrived in New York
to attend
the Code
Authority
meeting
today.

N. E. Unit to Act on Code
Boston — Recommendations for
membership in local grievance and
zoning boards will be made by the
Non-Theatrical Company
Independent Theater Owners of New
England on Tuesday, at its headOrganized
by
Sol
Lesser
{Continued from Page 1)
quarters here. The unit will also
shorts in 16mm. The new firm is indicate its acceptance or rejection
chartered in New York state and of the code. It is expected that
Alfred Cohen has been appointed partial approval will be given.
general manager with headquarters
in the RKO Building, New York.
Lesser, as president, will be in
One for the Code
charge of western affiliations. About
The first problem which Publix will
70 branch offices are to be estabprobably submit to the Code Authority
l'shed throughout the country for
for adjustment devolves around a Boston situation in which theater furnace
distribution, while both British and
tenders have demanded classification as
French affiliations were arranged by
engineers under the motion picture
Lesser on his recent trip abroad.
code. Furnace men in the circuit's
The organization already has a
houses in that city have made this demand, with the circuit anticipating tha
library of more than 200 subjects,
idea may spread to other theaters.
including adventure, historical, exploration, etc.
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NRA TO BE PERMANENT,
PRESIDENT INDICATES
(Continued from Page

chief executive
changes in their
purposes would
were taught by
necessary. This
permanent NRA.

said only those
administration or
be sought, which
experience to be
augurs well for a

M. P. Federation Maps
Plan of Financing
(Continued from Page

1)

tive board and finance committee of
the Federation of the M. P. Industry yesterday at the office of President Harry Thomas of First Division. According to a preliminary
estimate, operation costs will range
from $40,000 to $50,000 annually.
Temporary offices will be opened
today at 723 Seventh Ave., with
Alex Moss in charge as acting secretary. The Federation's board of
standards will meet today or tomorrow to develop codes governing
production and advertising ethics.

Hornblow Sees Repeal
Hurting Class Films
(Continued from Page

MGSthe

1)

1)

sified as sophisticated are now
lingering around dinner tables, said
Hornblow. With these people, particularly inthe big centers of population, paying more attention to
liquor, the idea is bound to be adopted throughout the country, he asserted.
The only exception to the rule
laid down by Hornblow are sophisticated subjects big enough to dei mand widespread attention. The
producer views as encouraging the
revival of the Broadway legitimate
stage as it serves to develop all
sorts of talent for the studios.
"A non-productive theater is certain to inadvertently harm the
screen," he declared. Hornblow expressed gratification over Paramount's story buys.
Boston Union Re-elects Barrows
Boston — Thad Barrows has been
re-elected president of the Boston
operators' local, receiving his biggest vote so far. Jim Burke has
again been named business agent.
These two officials, with John Fullick, have been selected as the local's
representatives at the next I. A. T.
S. E. convention.

Booking the "Bests"

With many film critics now announcing their "Ten Best" pictures of the
year,
some
the FILM
lists being
critics'
entries
in of
THE
DAILYthe national
poll, the Little Carnegie playhouse has
arranged to play a repertory of the
cited pictures. "Reunion in Vienna"
is now playing, to be followed by "Only
Yesterday," "Cavalcade," "Berkeley
Square"
and others.
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• •
• IT MAY BE just a coincidence
and yet it's
possibly another example of Leo Brecher's quick thinking
For years the Little Carnegie Playhouse hasn't dignified any
neighborhood theater as being "competition"
but starting Sunday a strong attraction will open a two-week run
right across the street from Leo's arty palestra
in the
person of Billy Sunday. ....... the human evangelistic dynamo
And what has this Brecher man done?
Why,
starting day and date, he's booked Fox's "Cavalcade"
.......
For sure
Noel Coward's masterpiece played a lengthy
roadshow engagement on Broadway
set a record at the
Music Hall ... and helped thousands of exhibitors to balance the budget
and also
for sure
.... the
last time Billy Sunday crashed this burg he had his own tabernacle. ...... a whole roadshow crew
preached to hundreds of thousands
claimed 90,000 converts
but
now ...... he's booked for a few-hundred seater
and
his entire staff is "Ma" Sunday
so the odds are even
but our dough
Leo's :£
showmanship
sjsis on
sf: ,
$
• •
• IF THE SAILING today of Mr. and Mrs. Mervyn
LeRoy
on the Empress of Britain
equals in the
'nth degree the glamour and brilliance of their wedding Tuesday night at the Waldorf
it'll be SOME departure
According to newspaper col'ms
and there were plenty
the ceremony that made Doris Warner the bride of one
of Hollywood's ace directors
was the dream-come-true
of any girl, whether she be pauper or princess
..... shopgirl
or society deb
and so
we extend a sincere "Bon
Voyage" to the happy pair
smooth sailing over a friendly sea
joy and comfort
and a safe return
• • •
rendezvous

THE

HOT SPOTS and also the dazzling dance
are catching on in leaps, bounds and wiggles tothe Carioca
the new terpsichorean strut
introduced for the first time in RKO's "Flying Down
to Rio"
by Ginger Rogers and Fred Astaire
it
is pronounced Kar-e-o-ka
and it's performed according
to instructions now being sent to 2,000 public ballrooms by
Leon Bamberger of the Arkayo sales promotion staff
Throughout this tete-a-tete tango, the foreheads of the dancers
are supposed to touch
thereby making class distinction
an important factor
because highbrows won't dare dance
with lowbrows .... for fear of getting hair in their eyes.
• • • ARMIDA, the dainty Latin-American stage and
screen star, breezed in from California yesterday, where she
has held forth for quite some time
and pronto, she was
invited to be guest of honor at tonight's after-theater party in
the Continental Grill of the Hotel St. Moritz
and at the
Casino de Paree's midnight doin's
this evening
Fannie Brice and all the principals of the new "Ziegfeld Follies" will be guests of Billy Rose

TRENDS, CYCLES OUT,
SAYS JACK L. WARNER
There is no present trend or any
recognizable cycle in pictures, says
Jack L. Warner, who came east to
attend the marriage of Doris Warner to Mervyn LeRoy. Most often
the so-called trend is just an illusion created by those who imitate,
Warher declares.
Pictures with world appeal will
dominate the stories launched by
Warners in the new year, Warner
stated, because the foreign opportunities for American films are on
the upswing and the market is too
big to be ignored. Among corning
Warner-First National pictures in
this category are "Napoleon," "Anthony Adverse," "Madame Du Barry," "British Agent," "The Key"
and "Wonder Bar."
In the first six months of its production year, Warner-First National
has finished 36 features out of 60
planned.

Must Sign Code 100%
To Derive Benefits
(Continued from Page

Cullman Says Roxy Intake
Shows Happy Days Ahead

In a memorandum submitted to
the NRA as evidence that better
times are on the way, Howard S.
Cullman of the Roxy states that
receipts of this house on Dec. 31
were the best for any single day in
the past three years. Paid attendance totaled 20,000 for the day,
against 14,000 on the same day a
year ago, says Cullman.
Evelyn Koch Leaves Majestic
Evelyn Lee Koch yesterday resigned from the publicity department of Majestic Pictures.

• • • THE VIAREGGIO PRIZES
medals given by
the Italian Art Commission
for the best picture exhibited in Italy during the past year
have been handed
to Frances Marion and King Vidor
for writing and directing M-G-M's "The Champ"
the presentation
was
made by the Marquis De La Rosa, Italian Consul in Los Angeles and while we're on the subject of Continental
matters
we learn that Dave Rubinoff has been commissioned by the Robbins Music Corp
to compile a folio
to be known as "The Rubinoff Collection of Famous Russian
Folk Songs and Dances"
The joy and merrymaking that
is to be heard coming from the United Artists offices
is because the girls and boys have been officially notified, that
effective as of Jan. 6
salary cuts will be restored

«

«

«

»

»

»

1)

fits, such as provided by local grievance and zoning boards. According
to their views, only 100 per cent
endorsement will entitle signatories
io become participants.
A number of exhibitor units have
indicated their approval of the code
in certain provisions. Efforts to
reach Division Administrator Sol A.
Rosenblatt last night for an opinion
were unavailing.
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SAENGER GIVES UP
FILMS IN CODE CASE
(Continued from Page

1)

features from major companies,
Yoeman will supplement his list
with independently-made pictures.
When Kuykendall brought the situation to the attention of E. V.
Richards, receiver for the Saenger
circuit, he received "100 per cent
cooperation," the Code Authority
member stated in New York yesterday.

More "Commercial" Films
Urged by Wesley Ruggles
(.Continued from Page

1)

perity in the industry, Wesley
Ruggles, Paramount director, told
Film Daily yesterday upon his arrival from the coast with his wife,
Arline Judge. "The cost of pictures
must come down without in any
manner affecting the quality of
productions," said Ruggles. "I also
believe it would be of great value
to producers and directors alike to
permit directors to visit New York
once each year, for the purpose of
seeing legitimate plays, studying
technique, and watching for talent.
Companies with studios both East
and West could easily arrange to
have directors switch from coast to
coast during the year."
Ruggles will be in New York for
about ten days. Upon his return to
the coast he will start production
on "Shoe the Wild Horse" an adaptation of Gene Fowler's novel.
Ruggles' second picture for 1934
will be the Texas epic, "Yonder Lies
Jericho."
Fox Bowlers Beat Paramount
Fox's bowling team on Tuesday
defeated the leading Paramount
bowling organization 2 games out
of 3. Paramount still holds first
place in the league, with Fox running a close second. The latter
organization is the only team to take
a series from Paramount. Next
Tuesday Fox will play RKO's aggregation. Fox's team consists of W.
Wyckoff, G. Cosmos, A. Goodman,
George Eisele, R. B. Simonson and
Mbe Krane.

300 Exhibs at Preview
More than 300 circuit buyers and
exhibitors in the Metropolitan area
were among those who attended the
national trade showing of "Gallant
Lady," 20th Century production, at
:he Astor Theater yesterday.
Young Leading Men Scarce
West Coast Bur., THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Young leading men — especially one who photographs well, has
acting ability and a singing voice — are
a rather scarce article these days, according to Clarence Brown, M-G-M director. He says he is having a hard
time finding an aspirant with these
qualifications to play opposite Joan
Crawford
in "Pretty Sadie McKee."

//

A LITTLE from "LOTS
By RALPH

HOLLYWOOD

SGHENCK OUTLINES
NEW BRITISH PLANS

WILK

Ralph Bellamy has bought a ranch
near Salem, Conn. Bellamy is now
J-JELEN TWELVETREES will appear opposite Hugh Williams in working with Irene Dunne in RKO's
"Transient Love."
Fox's "All Men
* are* Enemies."
#

(Continued from Page

1)

Guns," with Jack Buchanan and Lili
Damita. Busby Berkeley will come
from Hollywood to direct the ensembles. Darryl Zanuck, associated
with Schenck in 20th Century PicFrank Borzage and Edwin G. RobRecent RKO writing assignments
tures, also is expected to come over
inson will go to France to make se- include Joseph Moncure March to in April or May to confer with Herquences for First National's "Napo- do the screen play of "Dance of ture. bert Wilcox on the American point
Desire" and H. W. Hannemann to do of view in connection with this pic* *
*
a treatment *
of "Hide
* in* the Dark."
Gregory
Ratoff
has
been
engaged
leon."
Schenck also said George Arliss
by Fox to appear with Jimmy
Complete cast for Fox's "David may appear in a London Films proDurante in the George White "Scan- Harum" includes, in support of Will
duction under Alexander Korda's direction, and it is likely that BuchRogers, Louise Dresser, Evelyn Ven* *
*
anan
will
make one film a year for
able, Kent Taylor, Irene Bentley,
Irene Dunne, instead of Katharine Charles Middleton, Noah Beery, Zanuck in Hollywood. Other stars,
dals."
Hepburn, will star in "Age of In- Ralph Morgan, Frank Melton, Roger as well as directors and technicians,
nocence"*
for RKO.&
Imhof and Stepin Fetchit. James are to be interchanged.
#
Cruze is directing.
Douglas Fairbanks, also identified
Bette Davis and Ricardo Cortez
with London Films, is not giving up
his American interests entirely, said
are to be co-starred by First NaSchenck.
tional in "Hit Me Again," with
Damon
Runyon's
story,
"The
Old
Glenda Farrell and Frank McHugh Doll's House," will be produced by
in support.
Warners with Helen Lowell, new ac- Paramount Completes
* * *
quisition from the stage, in the cast.
New Theater Setup
Our Passing Show: Jesse L.
(Continued from Page
1)
Lasky, Charles R. Rogers, M. C. Leurer, Walter B. Cokell ; secretary,
vee, J. I. Schnitzer, George McEarl Baldwin, Warner Bros. J.
D. Van Wagoner.
Manus, Monte Brice, George Fitz- scenarist, who is one of the most
Kohn explained that the reason
maurice, George Archainbaud, Ralph prolific writers on the Coast, is writBlock, Theda Bara, Dave Butler,
ing an untitled musical comedy, for the change of name was that
which
will be made by Warners. Paramount's present management is
Wesley Ruggles, Stanley Bergerdefinitely committed to decentraliz?
man. Buster Collier, H. N. Swanson,
His recent originals include "Hav- theater operation, so the name TheMajor O'Heron, Albert Eschner, Edana Widows" and "Blondie Johnater Management Co. was a mismund Lowe, Dolores Del Rio, Harry
son." He also wrote the screen plays
nomer because under the present
Chandlee, Martha Schley and George -ad dialogue for "Wonder Bar,"
Marshall of Washington, D. C, at 'Wild Boys of the Road" and "Hon- set-up its functions are strictly of
a service nature to assist the manColleen Moore's party.
agers in the field, it doing no manorable Guy."
aging of theaters from New York.
He also stated that in the election
of Sam Dembow and Frank Freeman as vice-presidents the top personnel in the theater department of
Paramount had been completed.
Freeman will supervise contact with
the
field in those matters pertainOklahoma City — Pat McGee, genCleveland — Sandor Klinger, circuit
ing to leases, real estate, deals, pooleral manager of Standard Theater owner, has returned from Florida
ing agreements, fixed charges, inCorp., gave three preview showings where he took his wife to recuperate
surance, purchasing, maintenance
with stage shows in addition to the after an operation.
and building operation. Dembow
pictures on New Year's Eve. All
will supervise the contacts with the
did big business.
Birmingham — The Norwood, su- field pertaining to actual theater
burban house, has been taken over operations and maintain the contacts with the distributing compaWorcester, Mass. — John E. Hau- by Joe Steed.
nies and have charge of the bookser has been re-elected president of
the I. A. T. S. E. local for his 15th
ing of artists for stage appearances
Decatur, Ala. — Closed since the
term. William J. Sullivan was advent of talking pictures, the De- in so far as either of these were
named vice-president; John Murphy, lite is being wired and reopened by done in New York.
secretary; John Staff, recording sec- Crescent Amusement Co.
Columbia Film at B'klyn Para.
retary, and Charles S. McKie, treasColumbia's "Fog" will have its
Sanford, Fla. — Frank Evans has metropolitan premiere
tomorrow at
acquired possession of the Milane
the Brooklyn Paramount.
Boston — Morey Goldstein of M-G- Theater Building, also sole owner
M here has merged with Bertha of the Milane Amusement Co.
Nathan of the E. M. Loew office.
Manager Sues Under NRA
St. Petersburg, Fla. — Suit has
Bucyrus, O.— Test of the NRA constitutionality, isscheduled in common
Boston — Harry Brown, Jr., is now brought by F. Drew Lewis, receiver,
pleas
court here with the filing of a
to
foreclose
the
99-year
lease
held
directing publicity at the M. & P.suit by Wallace Beck, resigned manPublix Modern, Scollay, and Beacon by St. Petersburg Theaters, Inc., on
ager of the State, against John Settos of
theaters.
the property. Lewis also asks an
Marion, owner, for $240 alleged to be
due on salary under the NRA proviinjunction to prevent the amusesions. Beck charges he worked longer
ment company from operating furBoston — E. Harold Stoneman and
hours than those specified by the NRA
Edward Ansin of Interstate will there at the theater.
and that he should have received $560
instead of $320 for a specified time of
give a stag dinner for their popuemployment.
lar employee, Ted Fleisher, on Jan.
Saginaw, Mich. — The Franklin has
been closed.
18, at the Copley Plaza.
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Adela Rogers St. John, authoress of "Woman's Man" (The
Great God Fourflush), has interviewed every big star in
Hollywood

including Hepburn, Pickford, Garbo, Harlow and

dozens of others. Her fiction stories about the movie capitol
are featured by Liberty, Cosmopolitan

and other national

publications. "Woman's Man" is one of the best yarns ever
written about the World's own land of make-believe.
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150 W.Pa.-W. Va. Exhibs Disapprove of Film Code

DRIVE FORJILM CODE SIGNATURES STARTS TODAY
Paramount is Starting 13 Productions Within a Month
"full

12 Other Features Now in
Work or in the Cutting Rooms
West

Coast Bureau

of THE

FILM

"The Scarlet Empress," starring Marlene
Dietrich, and being directed by Josef von
Sternberg; "Bolero," featuring George Raft,
Sally Rand and Carole Lombard ; "No More
Women," Edmund Lowe- Victor McLaglen
(.Continued on Page 8)

8 NEW RKO PICTURES
STARTING DY FEB. 1
Coast

Bureau

of THE

FILM

Sol Rosenblatts Busy Day
Division
Wednesday.
theater

and

^dministrator

Rosenblatt

has

what

His schedul e calls for attendance
film codes.

might
be termed
a burlesque,
at meetings on the

for
legitimate

DAILY

Hollywood — In addition to having
12 pictures now in work or being
edited, Paramount will start 13 new
productions within the month, the
studio announces. The pictures at
present before the camera are:

West

ca

DAILY

WARNER-F.N.STARTING SEE ANTI-MONOPOLY
SEVEN PRODUCTIONS BACK IN FORCE SOON
endar'

West

Coast

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Seven productions are
in preparation for early filming at
the Warner-First National studios,
in addition to two just completed
and five pictures now before the
cameras. The seven include "Fortune Teller," starring Enrico Caruso, Jr.; "Fur Coats," with Aline
MacMahon;(Continued
"Dames,"
Dick
on Page with
8)

Hollywood — RKO plans to put
eight pictures into production be- Series of Russian Shorts
fore Feb. 1, which, with the three
Is Acquired by Imperial
now in work, will total 11 features
Imperial Distributing Corporation
on the stages this month. In production are "Success Story," "Tran- through William M. Pizor, has signed a contract for world distribution
sient Love" and "So You Won't Sing,
Eh?" The eight stories ready for on three three-reelers and shorts on
Russia with James Stuart, an Amerthe cameras
are "Finishing
(.Continued
on Page 8) School"
ican engineer, under contract with
the Soviet Government since 1927
International Movie Week and who has just returned with 25,000 feet of negative with more to

Set for Vienna in June

Vienna — Plans have been completed for International Motion Picture Week to be held here June 16
to July 2. Under the title of Forty
Years of Motion Pictures, three international contests will be held, one
for producers, a second for managers and a third to be a film exhibit.
Must Publicize Board Names
Fullest possible publicity must be
given to nominees for memberships in
the local grievance and zoning boards
under the code. Division Administrator
Sol A. Rosenblatt told the Code Authority yesterday at its second meeting. Object is to allow all industry
elements to register disapproval or approval, as the case may be.

(Continued

on

Page .8)

Washington Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — Action by President
Roosevelt to put anti-trust regulations back into effect is expected
within the next few days, according
to informed sources here yesterday.
The Sherman act has been practically suspended since the NRA
came into effect, but pressure from
consumer groups and liberals in
Congress for better protection of
the interests of the little independents has become so strong that action is regarded as inevitable.

Pubiix Managers to Meet
In Atlanta and Dallas
George J. Schaefer, Paramount
general manager, and Stanley B.
Waite, divisional sales manager,
leave New York today to attend
Pubiix theater
(Continued managers'
on Page 8) meetings

Code Makeup Assailed by 150
At Exhib Meet in Pittsburgh
Pittsburgh — Although the purposes
of the NRA were lauded and full
support of its program was pledged,
New offices of Universal Pictures the makeup of the motion picture
in Rockefeller Center will be ready code was assailed by 150 members
for occupancy the latter part of of the M. W. T. O. of Western
March. Three entire floors have Penna. and W. Va., at a meeting in
been leased for 10 years. The floors the Hotel Schenley yesterday. They
code jeopardizes the inare being connected by special stair- claimed the
terests of small theater owners.
ways and offices built according to
U's own specifications to accommo- Block booking and forced specified
date the 300 employes connected playing dates were condemned as
harmful to exhibitor and public.
with the home office.

'U' Shift to Radio City
Set for End of March

Deadline on Code Approval
Is Extended to Jan. 31 —
Nominations by Jan. 20
By ARTHUR W. EDDY
The Code Authority's drive to obtain signatures indicating compliance with the motion picture code
and nominations for the local zoning and grievance boards begins today, when 20,000 copies of both
forms are mailed to exhibitors, producers and distributors throughout
the country. Deadlines for approval of the code has been set back
from Jan. 11 to Jan. 31, and that
for filing(Continued
nominations
has
been
on Page 2)

LABOR BOARD CALLED
IN DUBINSKY DISPUTE
Kansas City — Ed Dubinsky has
asked the National Labor Board to
arbitrate the union trouble at the
Dubinsky Bros, houses in St. Joseph. Several weeks ago operators
from a local union replaced regular
(Continued on Page

10)

Theater Workers Joining
New Union for More Pay
Ushers and other movie workers
are being organized into a new
union called the Theater & Amusement Employes Union, Local 118, of
(Continued on Page

Critics Getting

10)

Better

Number of critics who picked a majority of the pictures voted the Ten
Best of 1933 was greater than in any
previous national poll conducted by THE
FILM DAILY. A great many of the
nearly 400 newspaper scribes were right
on six or seven of the pictures, while
a fairly good number named eight of
them and one even scored with nine.
Complete story of the poll will appear
next Wednesday in THE FILM DAILY
and Aout 500 newspapers throughout
the country.
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Drive for Code Signatures Opens;
Approval Deadline is Extended
(Continued from Page

fixed as Jan. 20, it was announced
following the second meeting of the
body yesterday afternoon at the
Bar Association Building.
Decision was made to establish
headquarters in the RKO Building
within two weeks. Only 100 per
cent approval of the code will entitle signators to participate in its
benefits, Executive Secretary John
C. Flinn stated following the meeting, confirming an exclusive story
in yesterday's Film Daily. Forms
must be addressed to the Code AuBuilding. thority at Room 1204, Paramount

1)

Bareford for Warner, Jack Cohn for
Cochrane. Other alternates will be
later named.

Appointment
of approved
Flinn as by
executive secretary was
the
body. The headquarters in which
he will locate will comprise a hearing room, Flinn's office and space
for permanent
Division who
Administrator Solfiles.
A. Rosenblatt,
attended the meeting, will also
headquarters in the suite in handling motion picture code matters.
Means of financing the code ma■hinery were discussed following a
report from the committee assigned
;o the task. The subject will be
Attending the meeting were: Sid- further discussed at the third sesney R. Kent, who presided as chairsion of the Code Authority which
man; Harry M. Warner, George J. will take place Wednesday night at
Schaefer, R. H. Cochrane, J. Rob- 7 o'clock at the office of Harry M.
ert Rubin as alternate for Nicholas Warner. Kuykendall was added to
M. Schenck, W. Ray Johnston, the committee concerned with board
Charles L. O'Reilly, Ed Kuykendall nominations.
and Nathan Yamins. M. H. Aylesworth was an absentee, without an
Union Group Wants to Sit In
alternate pinch-hitting for him.
The National Theatrical Federation Union wants to sit in at Code
Harold S. Bareford, Warner Bros,
attorney, accompanied H. M. War- Authority meetings to observe the
ner. Neither Eddie Cantor or Marie proceedings. Application for this
Dressier, supplementary members of permission was sought by Attorney
the Authority, was in attendance.
Louis Grilihas, counsel for the
The Authority confirmed appoint- union, yesterday at a Code Authorment of alternates as follows: W. C.
ity meeting in the Bar Association
Michel for Kent, Austin C. Keough Building. He was instructed to put
for Schaefer, Rubin for Schenck, his request in writing.

Confer on Operator Scale

FRANK BUCK
day on the Rex.
for

J. R. McDONOUGH
the coast.

Europe yester-

of RKO

leaves today

TESS GARDELLA (Aunt Jemima) returns to
New York this week from the coast after
finishing her role in "Fox
Follies."
SILVANO BALBONI, director, is back in
Hollywood as American delegate of the International Cinematographical Institute affiliated with the League
of Nations.
ROBERT WOOLSEY and DOROTHY LEE arrived in New York last night from Hollywood
to join BERT WHEELER, who came on ahead,
for a brief vaudeville four and some radio
appearances.
WILLIAM ROWLAND
today
by plane.
TERRY
from the

TURNER
Coast.

arrives from the coast

has returned to New

York

IRVING ASHER, production head of Warners' Studios in Teddington, near London, sails
aboard
the Mauretania
for London.

today

EUGENE V. BREWSTER arrives in New York
today
from
Hollywood
on the Santa
Teresa.
MRS.
B. P. SCHULBERG
leavse New
York
today
for the coast
accompanied by Bianca
Stroock,
stylist and head
of the Jay-Thorpe
theatrical
department.
DOUGLAS MONTGOMERY leaves for the
coast in about two weeks to appear in Universale "Little Man,
What
Now?"

400 at Bella Cohn Rites
About 400 persons, many of them
film executives, attended funeral
services held yesterday for Mrs.
Bella Cohn, mother of Harry, Jack,
Max and Nat Cohn. Services were
at the Park West Funeral Chapel,
with interment in Mt. Carmel Cemeterm, Cyprus Hills. Joe Brandt,
Sam Katz, Jules Levy and Sam
Dembow were among the film executives present.
Charles Chrisdie Dead
Charles H. Chrisdie, veteran theatrical costumer, died this week at
his home in Kew Gardens.
Louis Marcus
Improved
Salt Lake City— Louis Marcus,
Mayor of Salt Lake City and head
of Marcus Enterprises, has returned
from California, improved in health.

Chas. Yaeger Resigns

Denver — Charles U. Yaeger has
Conferences
operators'
basic
wage scale on
for an
the New
York resigned as district manager for
territory were resumed yesterday at Fox in the Intermountain division
a meeting held at I. A. T. S. E. and organized Affiliated Enterprises,
headquarters, with no definite agree- which will market the "Bank Night"
ment understood to have resulted. idea to theaters. C. C. Ezell, forDivision Administrator Rosenblatt, manager.merly of Warner Bros., is sales
"Disraeli" Held Over
eported to attend, did not, although
Buffalo — Warner's revival of
"Disraeli" was held over for a sec- he arranged the meeting.
"Design for Living" Holds Over
ond week at the Buffalo Theater.
Staging Warshawsky Play
Paramount's "Design for Living"
"The Woman of Destiny," by Sam is being held for a second week at
the
New York Paramount, together
Warshawsky,
will
be
presented
by
Decentralization Benefit
the stage show headed by Joe
The Civic Repertory Theater, Syra- with
Penner.
Hartford, Conn.— Several Connecticut
cuse, N. Y., the week of Jan. 29.
cities have been somewhat enriched as
Brace Conning, executive director,
a result of the filing of papers recording the transfer of the Fox New Engis staging it.
land circuit back to the Poli interests.
Para. Plans "Alice" Follow-Up
The fee for the recording here was
As a result of the reception ac"Disraeli" Returns Wednesday
$650, the highest on record for a single
transaction. Similar records also are
corded "Alice in Wonderland," ParBroadway
revival
showing
of
amount plans to make another
to be filed in New Haven, Bridgeport,
Waterbury, Meriden, and in Worcester
Christmas
picture for 1934. It will
Warner's "Disraeli," starring
and Springfield,
Mass.
George Arliss, opens Wednesday at
probably
be "Cinderella,"
the Hollywood.
Charlotte Henry
in the lead. with

arrived from

Neil Pratt Dead
West

Coast Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Neil Pratt, screen and
stage actor, died here this week.
He was 44 years old.

BOOK
THEDATE
INDUSTRY'S
Jan. 9: Testimonial dinner to Nathan Yamins
tendered by Independent Exhibitors of New
P. M.
England,
Copley Plaza Hotel, Boston. 7
Jan. 10:

Hearings on theatrical poster exchange code, under Division Administrator
A. D. Whiteside,
Washington,
D. C.
Jan. 19: Meeting of S.M.P.E. board of directors, Hotel Pennsylvania,
New
York.
Jan. 20: Fifth Annual Banquet and Ball of the
Warner Club, Inc., Waldorf-Astoria Hotel,
New
York.
June 16-July 2: International Motion Picture
Week,
Vienna.
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miracle of dancing

HARVEY, dream of beauty
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grace, in a romance
1i 1 1

as tenderly appealing as "7th

Heaven." Spiced with sparkling spectacle, /^pjcuddlesome
anies,, Romd.9

orf striking

«^

effects, unique

sur-

prise and laughter in the^dKPiccoli Marionettes. Brightened

with gay, bewitching mdodies.

A Jesse L. Lasky

^v Everything for everybody

Production

I Am Suzanne !
Your patrons
always like

FOX
MOVIETONE
NEWS

Gene Raymond
Leslie Banks
Story and screen play by
Edwin Justus Mayer and Rowland V. Lee

Podrecca's Piccoli Marionettes
Directed by Rowland V. Lee
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TIMELY TOPICS

EXPLOITETTES
Elaborate Girl Tableaux
Ballys "Footlight Parade"
WARNERS
"Footlight Parade" was accorded one of
the biggest advance exploitation
campaigns ever pulled in Houston, where it played the Metropolitan Theater. The smash
stunt of the campaign, which
was handled by Allen Glenn,
Warner exploiteer in that territory, and Manager E. E. Collins, consisted of a huge turntable erected on a marquee opposite the Metropolitan. At certain times throughout the opening day, a group of scantily
clad girls formed tableaux on
this turntable. Above the front,
in flittered letters, was the title
of the picture. At night, the
scene was illuminated with a
group of spotlights from the
Met marquee. The ballyhoo
could be seen for blocks. In
addition to the above, arrangements were made with the local
French Apparel Shop for a window display consisting of a parade of girl models. All but the
lower part of the window was
screened and carried the following copy: "Parade to 'Footlight Parade' in chic Van
Raalte Hose." The girls, sans
skirts, paraded behind the curtain, which was covered with
stills and copy on the picture.
A huge lobby stretcher was
placed above the main exit
doors of the theater, announcing the picture's title and cast.
The stretcher was backlighted,
with spotlighted portrait enlargements of the stars placed
at either end. Ten mounted
cut-out figures of the chorus
girls were arranged along the
ramp walls, each figure on a
pedestal bearing copy on the
show. The town was also thoroughly covered by paper on the
attraction and by the distribution of over 30,000 heralds.
Three local music shops tied-in
for window displays on the sheet
music from the musical. The
Houston Press ran a "Pick
Your
Star"
contest,
the
readers
were
askedin which
to select
most attractive girls from a layout of five photographs.
— Metropolitan, Houston, Tex.

High Fidelity Puts on Dog
Hitting a new high in de luxe promotional brochures, the 1934 Photophone High Fidelity Presentation Book
is now being distributed with the New
Year compliments of E. 0. Heyl, manager of the Photophone Division of the
RCA Victor Co. The book, a gorgeous
and impressive conception measuring
about 12 x 16, with hard covers, in
silver and striking colors, contains
essential facts, helpful charts and other
informative data regarding High Fidelity
sound, together with facsimile testimonials from prominent circuit owners
and other exhibitors on the merits of
the product.
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• FAN MAGAZINES and the daily newspaper sob
writers are wont to bring to the reader
a raft of highly
colored stories of how small town lads and lassies arrive in
Hollywood
and
according to parental predictions
they crash the gates and slowly rise to stardom
but, from Fox Movietone Studios we receive the following yarn
which we've checked ....... and found the real McCoy
Last week a sprightly young gal from Alabama pulled
a swell faint in the reception room of the Administration building ,. doctors rushed in and claimed she was really out
no f oolin'
exhaustion
starvation
'n
everything
Up steps Jesse L. Lasky and orders the girl
fed and given work in "I Am Suzanne!" Then came the
pay-off
in less than a day the gal had so upset the film
apple cart
with a concentrated sales talk to the director
leading players
cameramen and technicians
that she was fired out on her little Southern ear
and
Lasky has ordered the medical department to discover a new
faint-test
for pretty, slender
and fragile little
gals
who select the reception room
to pull a
brodie
• •
• CREDIT THE
SHOWMANSHIP
of Walt Disney
with another master move
He's changed the title of his
next Silly Symphony
from "Little Red Riding Hood"
-to "The Big Bad Wolf"
The famous story has
been altered a bit
to include the three little pigs
two of them, careless little snooters
and the other a
practical grunter
And are we lookin' forward to goin'
to the movies!
Cartoon shorts will take another technical step forward with the release of Amos V Andy in "The
Wrastlin' Match" which goes into most of the RKO
circuit
houses starting Saturday
it was made by Van Beuren
and brings to life the radio characters
the Kingfish,
Brother Crawford, Madam Queen
and the others
with the actual voices of the two blackface comics carefully
synchronized with the
* lip movements
*
* of the* cartoon characters.
• •
• ADDED PRESTIGE was heaped upon the A.M.P.A.
yesterday
by the attendance at the weekly luncheon of a
score of outstanding personalities
In the absence of president John C. Flinn
the gavel was capably wielded b*
Lou Goldberg, of Columbia
the association's severest
critic
and most staunch supporter The dais was
dignified and graced by the presence of Mrs. Helen Ogden Reid
who charmed the members and guests with a sincere speech of
greeting
Dudley Field Malone
with a slight trace
of Killarney in his voice, came prepared to eulogize George
Cohan. ....... who was erroneously reported to have been guest
of honor
and although he made a valiant attempt
Mister Malone couldn't make his prepared speech fit George
Bancroft who was seated in the next pew
After a humorous introduction by Julius Cohen
Bernard H. Bidder,
publisher of the "Staats Zeitung" and "Journal of Commerce,"
addressed the assemblage on his papers' stand regarding the
Hitler controversy
Hector Fuller, war correspondent,
read a prepared talk on improper advertising of motion pictures
,. but as the gent didn't cite any glaring examples
nor offer some gems of constructive criticism
nobody felt
hard hit
• •
• MARSHALL NEILAN
B. T. Butterworth of
the "Times"
Walter Young of the "Post"
Bill
Williams of the "Brooklyn Times Union"
Eddie Peabody
with his magic banjo
Charles Judels and Harry Herschfield with laughs galore, were all there
and glad to be
invited
and as a wind-up to the Relief Fund campaign
so gloriously aided by the A.M.P.A.
the Vincent
Trotta-Cliff Lewis book "Screen Personalities"
autographed by every Hollywood star
which was won last
week in the raffle by Arnold Van Leer and Lou Goldberg
and donated back to the club
was raffled off by Judels
with George Bancroft as the lucky bidder

Exhibs Rap Publication
of Box-Office Figures
WTHEREAS the Theater Owners Association of North
and South Carolina, in its session at the Hotel Charlotte,
Charlotte, North Carolina for
its regular meeting, wishes to
go on record, and WHEREAS,
the publication of high priced
stars' salaries and the publication of motion picture theater
box office figures have been extremely detrimental to the motion picture industry, because
these excessive amounts exceed
the salary of the President of
the United States, and these
large sums of money tend to influence the public and legislators' opinion of the ability of
the industry to pay taxes and
absorb other adverse legislation
to an exorbitant degree, and
WHEREAS, in many cases
these figures are fictitious, and,
WHEREAS, the publication of
these figures creates much illwill toward the industry for
these reasons, NOW THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED that
the North and South Carolina
Theaters Association in convention duly assembled go on record as severely critizing and
condemning the publication of
these figures, and furthermore,
that they request the producers,
studio heads, publicity men and
trade publications to immediately desist and discontinue any
further publication of star salaries or theater box office figures, and BE IT RESOLVED
FURTHER that a copy of this
resolution be mailed to the heads
of all producing companies, the
distributors and all the motion
picture trade papers.
— Theater Owners of North
and South Carolina, Inc.

January 5
Edward Sutherland
Jack Ackroyd
George Magrill
Alfred C. Goldreyer
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PARAMOUNT STARTING
13 FILMS IN A MONTH
(Continued from Page 1)
story; "Good Dame," co-starring Sylvia Sidney and Fredric March;
and "Baby in the
Icebox."
Editing are: "Four Frightened People," directed by Cecil B. DeMille, with Claudette
Colbert in the lead role; "All of Me," featuring George Raft and Miriam Hopkins;
"The Last Round-Up"; "Miss Fane's Baby
Is Stolen," Dorothea Wieck's second Paramount film; "Search for Beauty"; "Six of a
Kind";
and "Death
Takes a Holiday."
Starting during the month are "Melody iri
Spring," in which Lanny Ross makes his
screen debut; "We're Not Dressing," featuring Bing Crosby, Ethel Merman and
others; "The Trumpet Blows," with George
Raft; "It Ain't No Sin," starring Mae West;
"Murder at the Vanities"; "Honor Bright";
"Come On Marines"; and "The Man Who
Broke His Heart."
Scheduled for the first of February are
"Double Door"; "Often a Bridegroom," a
Burns and Allen vehicle; "Thirty Day Princess": and "Little Miss Marker."

ANALYSIS OF
MOTION PICTURE CODE

Friday, Jan. 5, 1934

8 NEW RKO PICTURES
STARTINGJJY FEB. 1
(Continued from

Page

1)

with a juvenile star cast; "Strictly
Dynamite" starring Jimmv Durante,
By LOUIS NIZER
(Continued)
with Elliott Nugent directing; Clive
he represents; for example, if
Brook
in "Family Man," Richard
Article II — Administration
a Producer goes out of the production business or if an Ex- Dix in "The Crime Doctor," "I
1. Code Authority
hibitor gives up his theater and Loved an Actress," with Gregory
The agency to administer the
does not operate any theaters. Ratoff; "Three Stand Alone," "EsCode is the Code Authority which
There may be other cases of Sal," acape musical.
to Paradise," and "My Gal
shall have such powers as shall be
ineligibility.
necessary for this purpose and shall
also have such powers as are given
4. Incapacity of the regular memto it in the Code.
ness. ber. This is usually due to ill- Warner-F. N. Starting
2. Composition of Code Authority
Seven Productions
In any of these four cases, the
(a) Definite Appointees
(Continued from Page 1)
regular member designates an alThere are ten definite appointernate to act temporarily in his
Powell and Ruby Keeler; "Goin' to
tees. The five representing affiplace. Such alternate must be of Town,"
with James Cagney; "Britliated Producers, Distributors and
ish Agent," with Leslie Howard;
the same general class of the InExhibitors are:
dustry, and an actual executive of "Hit Me Again," with Bette Davis
Merlin H. Aylesworth
the distribution or production de- and Ricardo Cortez, and "Du BarSeries of Russian Shorts
Sidney R. Kent
partment if he represents that
ry," with Kay Francis. In work
George
J.
Schaefer
Is Acquired
by
Imperial
class, or an actual operating Ex- are "Hot Air," "Merry Wives of
Nicholas
M.
Schenck
(Continued from Page 1)
hibitor ifhe represents that class. Reno," "A Very Honorable Guy,"
Harry M. Warner
The Code Authority has the right "Upper World" and "Harold Teen."
follow. M. Goussev, the cameraman
The five representing unaffiliatto reject such temporary alternate The two completed this week are "A
who is credited with the photograed Producers, Distributors
and
and if it does so, the regular Modern Hero," with Richard Barphy, is now head of the motion picExhibitors are:
^helmess and "Gambling Lady,"
member
must designate another.
ture department of the Soviet Govwith Barbara Stanwyck.
Robert H. Cochrane
ernment. The first subject is being
W. Ray Johnston
nate
edited by Nathan Cy Braunstein
(e) Choosing
a Permanent AlterEd Kuykendall
under the title of "My First Five
Permanent alternates are chosen
Charles
O'Reilly
Years in Russia."
Nathan L.
Yamnis
in the same manner as temporary Publix Managers to Meet
alternates. A permanent alternate
Bluck Acquires 2 Houses
In Atlanta and Dallas
(b) Employee Representatives
must be approved not only by the
Denver — Edwin Bluck, former
(Continued from Page 1)
When any question arises which
Code Authority but by the Ad- in Atlanta and Dallas. Ralph A.
part owner of the Hiawatha theater
ministrator.
affects
a
class
of
employees
enhere, has taken a long time lease
Kohn will also participate in the
thority
gaged in the
Industry,
repreon the Cover and the U. S. A. thesentative of that
class ashall
be
(f ) Alternate Chosen by Code Au- Atlanta meeting, which will be ataters at Fort Morgan from John
added to the Code Authority, with
tended by E. J. Sparks, W. C. KinAnderson, owner.
the right to vote. Such represenIf for any reason the regular cey, Robert Wilby and E. V. Richtative is chosen in the following
ards as well as their house manmember is unable to designate
manner:
agers. At the Dallas gathering athis alternate, the Code Authority
tendance will include Karl HoblitThe class of employees involved
may do so. Its designation must
zelle
and
Bob O'Donnell.
suggests a list of representatives
be made, however, from the same
which are chosen in a manner
On the Art and Business
general class as that of the reguprescribed by the Administrator.
lar member and is subject to the
The Administrator then chooses a
End Salt Lake Orpheum Receiver
of Motion Pictures
approval of the Administrator.
representative from the nominaSalt Lake City — An order termitions thus made.
nating the receivership held by the
(g) Representation Limited
Motion Pictures and Youth. The
No employer in the Industry Walker Bank and Trust Co. over
(c)
Government
Representatives
"Motion Picproperties of the Orpheum theater
Studies.
Fund
Payne tures
may have more than one repre- was
and the
Social Attitude of
The Administrator may desigsigned this week by District
sentative at any time upon the
nate three additional persons
Children." By Ruth C. Peterson
Code Authority. For example, a Judge Thurman here on petition of
without vote to sit on the Code
and L. I. Thurstone, Department of
Producer may not have two of its the Marshall Square Building Co.
Authority. These representatives
Psychology, University of Chicago,
executives sitting upon the Code of California.
Authority.
of
the
Administration
must
not
combined with "The Social Conduct
have
any
direct,
personal
interest
and Attitudes of Movie Fans," by
in the Motion Picture Industry
Mark A. May and Frank L. Shut(h) Vacancy
Tabloid Reviews of
nor represent any interest optleworth, Institute of Human RelaWhen
a
regular
member
ceases
"Movies,
posed
to
those
engaged
in
the
Industry.
tions, Yale University.
to be an actual executive of a
HerCrime,"M. by
and Philip
Delinquency
Producer or Distributor, or an
bert Blumer and
Hauser,
(d) ternate
Choosing
of Temporary
Alactual operating Exhibitor, a
Department of Sociology, University
"LUEGEN AUF RUEGEN' ("Isle of
vacancy is created on the Code
of Chicago. The Macmillan ComThere are four situations in
pany, New York.
$1.50 each.
Authority. In such case, the reg- Lies"), in German, produced by Aafa; diular member does not select his
which a temporary alternate may
rected by Viktor Janson; with Maria Solalternate. The Code Authority veg, Otto Walburg, R. A. Roberts, Olga
take the place of the regular
The Educational Talking Picture.
selects the alternate from the Limburg, Kenneth Rive, Heinz Wagner,
member of the Code Authority, —
By Frederick L. Devereux and Col1. Absence of the regular member.
same general class and subject Paul Hoerbiger, Julius Falkenstein, Paul
laborators. University of Chicago
2. Resignation of the regular
tor.the approval of the Administra- Vincenti, Karl Neisser, Aenne Goerling. At
Press, Chicago.
$2.
to
the 79th St. Theater.
member.

NEW

BOOKS

FOREIGN

The Sound Motion Picture in
Science Teaching. By Philip Justin
Rulon. Harvard Studies in Education. Vol. 20. Harvard University
Press, Cambridge, Mass.
$2.50.

3. Ineligibility of the regular
member. A member becomes
ineligible if he ceases to be associated with the class which

(To

be

continued)

NOTE; Complete text of the Motion Picture
Code as signed by President Roosevelt appeared
in the Dec. 1 issue of THE FILM DAILY. Additional copies of the
issue
are
available.

FILMS

Entertaining comedy with music about
a girl who wins a contest conducted by a
toothpaste firm and later is mistaken for
an American heiress at a beach resort
where a romance culminates.

OWN

VOICES

IN ANIMATED

CARTOONS

"Undisconnected wid de Fresh Air Taxicab Co. of America, Incorpulated," Andrew
H. Brown, President, Andrew H. Brown , Director, Andrew H. Brown, Author,
Andrew H. Brown, Cameraman and Amos Jones, Property Man, announce the first
super-supreme-colossahde luxe production of "The Great Animater Pitcher Co. of
America, Incorpulated" Entitled

"THE RASSLIN'
FIRST OF THE LONG
FOR

RADIO'S
GREAT

THE

GREATEST STARS!
ELECTRIC-LIGHT

VAN

ANTICIPATED

MATCH"

SERIES BRINGING

TO THE SCREEN

FIRST TIME "AMOS AND ANDY," THEIR FRIENDS, ASSOCIATES AND FELLOW LODGE BRETHREN, JUST AS THEIR MILLIONS
OF RADIO FANS IMAGINE THEM!

RECORD-BREAKERS
IN PERSONAL APPEARANCES!
NOW A
ATTRACTION
FOR
YOU
IN ANIMATED
CARTOONS!

PRODUCED

BEUREN

E
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A "LITTLE" from HOLLYWOOD
//

By RALPH WILK

Dietrich Film Reritled

PDGAR SELWYN completed shooting yesterday on M-G-M's "The
Mystery of the Dead Police," an
adaptation of the Crime Club novel
bv Philip MacDonald, with Robert
Montgomery starred, and Elizabeth
Allan,
Lewis
Stone
and
Ralph
Forbes in leading roles.
*
*
*
Judith Wood, Broadway actress,
has been signed for "Looking for
Trouble," 20th Century production
for United Artists release. Spencer
Tracy, Jack Oakie, Constance Cummings and Arline Judge head the
cast.
*
*
*
Chic Sale has been engaged to
appear in two
* M-G-M
♦
♦shorts.

Marlene Dietrich's forthcoming production for Paramount, known during
these last few weeks as "Catherine the
Great," will be released under the title
"The Scarlet Empress." The change
was made to avoid conflicting with a
British production to be released shortly under the title, "Catherine the
Great." "The Scarlet Empress" is expected to be ready for release early in
March.

"LOTS

Milton Raison and Jack Harvey
are working on the story of "Strictly Dynamite," the Jimmy Durante
picture, that will be made by RKO.
The writers are represented by
Ralph Farnum.
Dorothy Wilson has been signed
to a seven-year contract by the
Paramount producer, Charles R.
Rogers.
*
*
%

Harrison Wiley has designed the
sets
"Are WewillCivilized,"
Edwinfor Carewe
direct atwhich
the
Metropolitan studio. Wiley was also
the art director on "Cross Country
Cruise," for Universal.

Harry Segal, who has joined M-GM's scenario staff, has written three
plays that will be produced on
Broadway this season. Laurence
Rivers, producerd of "Green Pastures," has contracted for Segal's
"Lost Horizon," while Crosby Gaige
Frank Melton is busy, to say the
will do his "Thanks and Goodbye."
least. He is working in "Fox Fol- Albert Bannister will be the sponlies" and "David Harum," at Fox.
sor of "The ^;
Perilous
Halo."
Helen Westley, director of the He first attracted attention by his
$z
sje
New York Theater Guild will apSam
W.
B.
Cohn,
Boswell for
work in "State
Fair."
*
*
*
Hal Roach, has one secret. He repear in "House of Rothschild," 20th
Century production starring George
Leon Shamroy, ace cameraman,
Arliss.
stand fusesfor.
to tell what his initials "W.B."
*
*
*
has completed his work on "Good
*
*
#
Dame," a Schulberg-Feldman proNelson Eddy has signed a new
duction. He also did the camera
Maurice Hanline, formerly with
long-term M-G-M contract and may work on "Jennie Gerhardt" and M-G-M and Paramount, has sold his
next be seen in the forthcoming "Three-Cornered Moon."
novel, "Years of Indiscretion," to
*
*
*
"Prisoner of *Zenda."
Macauley's.
The book deals with
*
*
Ed Chodorov, Warner Bros., scen- international *publishing.
*
*
arist, has returned from a long leave
George Nicholls, Jr., has a busy
To enable Lew Ayres to star in
of absence in New York, and will
co-direct "Finyear ahead. Hein will
January. In March write the screen play of "Madame "If I Was Rich," he has relinquished
ishing School"
which
will star Kay the role of Pinneberg in "Little
Francis.
he will co-direct "The Devil's Dis- DuBarry,"
Man, What Now?" and will have
ciple," starring
Barrymore.
*
♦
*
* John
*
*
the star part in the William Anthony McGuire play when it goes
Little Dorothy Gray, who has fin"The Crosby Murder Case" is the
into production around Jan. 18.
along engagement in "As the Douglas Montgomery, now in New
new title of Universal's production Earth ishedTurns"
at Warner Bros., has York, has been engaged to play the
called "Special Investigaformerly
tor." It features Wynne Gibson and been signed to play in "Men in role of Pinneberg.
White," at M-G-M.
Onslow Stevens.

The

STANDARD
REFERENCE
BOOK OF
MOTIO N
PICTURES
for

15 YEARS
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Covers Everything
Goes Everywhere
Out In February
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Theater Workers Joining Expect Decision Soon
Labor Board Called
Union for More Pay
In Erpi-Warner Action
In Dubinsky Dispute New (Continued
from Page 1)
(Continued

from

Page

1)

the Building Service Employes
union men in Dubinsky's Missouri, Union, affiliated with the A. F. of
Electric, Crystal, etc., at St. Joseph, L., with the main idea of getting
with one man instead of two to each
Charles C. Levey is secbooth. Since then the regular union more pay.
retary of the group.
has picketed the houses, and on
Third Week for Cantor Film
New Year's Eve stench bombs and
tear gas was let loose in the houses.
Eddie Cantor in "Roman Scandals" will start its third week at the
Rivoli tomorrow. Next picture is
Educational Signs Montague Love
Harding
'Gallant Lady."
Montague Love has been signed Ann
Both are
U. A. inreleases.
by Educational for "The Expectant
"Rio" Moves to RKO Center
Father," comedy to be made in the
east with Ernest Truex in the title
After two weeks at the Radio
role and Al Christie directing.
City Music Hall, RKO's "Flying
Down to
Rio" opens at the RKO
Center
tomorrow.
Reopening Royal, Kansas City
Kansas City — Royal Theater Co.,
new holding company, is reopening
the downtown Royal tomorrow with
second-run double features. Thomas
Howie will manage, with George F.
Baker supervising.

"Roman Scandals" in Dual Date
New Haven — "Roman Scandals,"
Goldwyn production released by
United Artists, playing at both the
Poli and Bijou theater here, still
did S.R.O.

K. C. Pantages May Open
Robert George Burns Funeral Today
Funeral services for Robert
Kansas City — Rumor has it that
the Pantages, long dark, will be re- George Burns, who was connected
ing. the Radio City Music Hall art
opened within the next few weeks with
with a combination vaudeville and department, will be held this mornpicture program.

Decision in the jurisdictional dispute in connection with the Warner
Bros, suit against Electrical Research Products over royalty payments is expected in two weeks from
the Supreme Court of Delaware.
The defendants claim the case should
be arbitrated rather than tried in
court, citing a contract covering the
original deal.
"Bombay Mail" at Palace

Universal's "Bombay Mail" will
have its New York premiere today
at the Palace. It stars Edmund
Lowe.
Picks Ten

Best Songs

Since nearly everybody is now picking
"Ten Bests" of one kind or another,
Bing Crosby has made his selection of
the ten best popular songs introduced
during 1933. Paramount's crooning star
picked the following: "The Three Little
Pigs," "The Last Roundup," "The Day
You Came Along," "Did You Ever See
a Dream Walking?", "Night and Day,"
"Thanks," "Talk of the Town," "Smoke
Gets in Your Eyes," "Lazy
"Stormy Weather."

Bones,"

A Question

ANSWERED
big picture today does not include backgrounds that call for composite photography? The answer is obvious.
. . . The really vital point is: what medium
to use in photographing these important
WHAT

backgrounds ? . . . Eastman has answered that
question. Eastman Background Negative,
with its remarkably fine grain, its surprising
speed, and its excellent processing characteristics, completely solves the film problem of the composite shot. Eastman Kodak
Company. (J. E. Brulatour, Inc., Distributors, New York, Chicago, Hollywood.)

EASTMAN
Background Negative

1. $200 in prizes for best promotion campaign
on "Fugitive Lovers." lbt prize, $100; 2nd
prize, $50; 3rd prize, $30; 4th prize, $20.
2. In case of ties, duplicate prizes will
be awarded.
3. Campaigns must be fully documented with
proofs of activities, not merely a list of
them.
. ends March 5th, 1934.
4. Contest
5. Send your campaign to "Fugitive Lovers
Contest," M-G-M, 1540 B'way, N. Y. C.
6. The
are;A."Chick"
Lewis,M.Showmen's
Roundjudges
Table;
Mike Vogel,
P. Herald;
W. R. Ferguson, M-G-M.

WHAT

CAPITOL, N. Y. IS DOING

1 — Teaser ad
advance.

campaign in newspapers

8 days in

<X urvva.

2— N.Y. Daily Mirror stunt: "FIND THE FUGITIVE
LOVERS."
3— Teaser tack cards, teaser 1 -sheets and three sheets.
4 — Special dodger for mailing and giveaway purposes.
5— Radio sketch WOR, Mon., Wed. & Fri.
6 — Tie-up with Greyhound Bus Lines.
7 — Special teaser 24-sheet block posters.
8— Parade of busses with banners to Capitol opening
day.
9 — Camera on truck perambulator looking for
"Fugitive Lovers" in N. Y.
10 — Special press stunts. Increased advertising budget.
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All Code Authorities to Meet in Wash 'nNext Month

GENERAHHEATERS REORGANIZATION PLAN nLED
Zukor Chairman, Kohn
Officers Appointed by New
Unit Which Acquired
Publix Assets
In the election of officers yesterday by the board of directors of
Famous Theaters Co., new company
which took over the assets of Publix Enterprises at a bankruptcy
sale, Adolph Zukor was elected
chairman of the board. Other officers appointed include: president,
Kalph
A.(Continued
Kohn; on Page
vice-president,
3)

PARA. DECENTRALIZES
EXPLOITATION FORGE

President or Famous Theaters

Two Senate Bills Ask Industry Control
Washington Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — Advance brigade of measures affecting the film industry made its appearance yesterday, when two bills recommending federal regulation of motion pictures
were filed in the Senate. One is sponsored by the Prebyterian Alliance and the other
by the Holy Name Society. The measures were referred to the Interstate Commerce
Commission.

Wilmington, Del. — A proposed
compromise agreement with the
Chase National Bank of New York
was filed in Chancery Court here
yesterday by U. S. Senator Daniel
0. Hastings, receiver for General
Theaters Equipment. Hastings petitioned the court for authority to
enter into the agreement and for
Injection of charges against the its approval. Hearing was fixed for
Feb. 23. The Chase Bank has filed
(Continued on Page 7)
Independent Theater Owners Ass'n,
alleging discrimination against operators who are members of Local
30G, yesterday led to postponement
until Tuesday of the hearing on the
local's attack on the "company
union," Allied Motion Picture Operators. With this new phase of the
dispute, it was decided to ask Division Administrator Sol A. RosenHoldovers on Broadway this week
blatt to participate in the hearing.
establishes something of a record,
with nearly a dozen houses playing
NRA Intervention Sought films in their second week or longer. "Dinner at Eight" at the CapIn Chi. Operator Trouble
itol and "Design for Living" at the
With indications last night that a Paramount
are both holding over in
walkout of Chicago operators has
first showing after two-a-day
been averted, temporarily, at least, their
runs. "Man's
Castle"
continues at
(Continued
on Page 7)
Jack Miller, president of the Exhibitors Ass'n of Chicago, is expected(Continucd
to arrive in
New 3)York im- Five Detroit First-Runs
on Page

The M. P. T. O. of Virginia, affiliated with the M. P. T. O. A., has
been reorganized, according to word
received yesterday by President Ed
Kuykendall of the national exhibitor
association, who will remain in New
(Continued on Page

2)

HOLDOVER RECORD
IN B'WAY HOUSES

Now Playing Stage Shows

Gen. Johnson Calls Meeting
Of All NRA Code Authorities

Jackson, Miss. — One of the bills to
be introduced in the new session of the
Legislature, now in session, provides for
the repeal of the 10 per cent amusement tax and the introduction of a
companion bill placing a 2 per cent
tax on amusements. This state has a
2 per cent retail tax and exhibitors
feel they are being treated unfairly.

By NORMAN M. MacLEOD
FILM
DAILY
Staff Correspondent

VIRGINIA M. P. T. 0. ROSENBLATT ASKED
BEING REORGANIZED TO AID IN UNION JAM

Under a decentralization plan for British Ticket Machine
the Paramount exploitation department, various exploiteers will be as- Being Put on U. S. Market
signed to headquarters in the field.
London — Percy Phillipson, manJimmy Ashcraft will locate in Chiaging director of Automaticket Engcago, covering that city, Detroit, Inland and president of Automaticket
dianapolis, St. Louis, Minneapolis, America, sailed this week on the
Des Moines, Omaha, Milwaukee and
for New York to reorSt. Paul. Ed Corcoran will work Aquitania ganize
the Automaticket Co.
(Continued on Page 2)
throughout America. He will remain
in the U. S. from three to six
Kohn, Dembow to Confer months. Phillipson is responsible
of this ticket isWith Theater Partners for thesuinginstallation
machine in all parts of EngConference planned by Ralph A. land.
Kohn and Sam Dembow, Jr., with
company partners Tuesday in Atlanta will be the first of a series of
similar meetings to work out problems and co-operative plans between
affiliates and Paramount Theater
Service Corp. Kohn and Dembow
leave New York tomorrow.
Seek to Cut Miss. Tax

Chase Bank Compromise
on G.T.E. Submitted
to Court

Six More Roadshows
Christina"
For is"Queen
M-G-M
scheduling at least six

roadshow engagements, besides the
Broadway run, for "Queen Christina." Picture will open at the
Nixon, Pittsburgh, Jan. 15, and in
Cleveland and Boston on Jan. 20.
Three other dates are now being
selected.

Washington

Bureau

of THE

FILM

Detroit — Addition of stage shows
at the Mayfair, managed by Lew
Kane, and the State, run by Thomas
D. Moule, makes five local first-runs
now on such a policy.-

DAILY

Washington — A combined meeting
of the code authorities of all codes
so far approved, about 195 in number, will be held here early next
month to discuss violations and administrative problems. General Hugh
S. Johnson indicated yesterday.
Every nature of problem will be
taken up at this meeting. At present there are active controversies in
only six or eight codes, Johnson
said.

Nizer

Code

Analysis

a Hit!

Analysis of the motion picture code
prepared by Louis Nizer, attorney, and
being published serially in THE FILM
DAILY has made a great hit with distributors, exhibitors and other interested parties, judging from the number of requests received for additional
copies of issues containing these installments. Nizer is being handed all
kinds of bouquets for his fine job.

THE

-a&n
DAILY
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This doesn't, obviously, mean that the "movies" have suddenly and universally
either gone highbrow or communist, or that ballroom sequences, Wild West six-gun
dramas or Marie Dressier comedies are to disappear. Heaven forfend that any of these,
especially the last, ever should! It would merely seem to indicate that Hollywood is
in some measure aware of the interests of the times and at least willing to make a
gesture in the direction of maturity and serious endeavor.

1% —
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10%
10%—
2l/2
21/2
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5
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MARKET
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out of Philadelphia, handling Washington, Charlotte, Pittsburgh, Columbus, Cleveland and Cincinnati.
Gerald Westergren will make his
headquarters in Dallas and will
cover San Antonio, Kansas City, Oklahoma City, New Orleans, Houston and Atlanta.
In the absence of Robert Gillham, advertising director, who, with
john Hammell, left New York yesterday for a Coast trip, Al Wilkie
will be in complete charge of the
publicity
and advertising department.
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Washingtonas— aSol.Kentucky
A. Rosenblatt's
commission
Colonel
arrived yesterday from Governor
Ruby Laffoon of that state.
Continue Confabs on Union Scale
Conferences toward an agreement
on a basic operators' wage scale for
the New York metropolitan territory
continued last night at the office of
Milton C. Weisman, attorney for the
Independent Theater Owners Association. Attending were five members of Local 306, headed by President Harry Sherman, and five members of the exhibitors' unit led by
President Harry Brandt.

York until next Thursday in order
to attend the Code Authority meeting Wednesday night. Elmer H.
Briant of Richmond is secretary of
the unit.

Reade Adds Jersey House

held Monday, 2 P. M., at the New York
headquarters, with others as follows:
Jan. 16, Screening room of the Stacy
theater, Trenton, 12:30 P. M.; Jan. 23,
New York headquarters, 2 P. M., and
Jan. 30, New York headquarters, 2 P. M.

With

Addresses
and Phone
Numbers
Recognized
Industry Concerns
What To Buy And
Where To Buy It

Ft. Worth Hollywood Lifts Scale
Fort Worth — Having undergone
about $10,000 in improvements since
N. Edward Beck became manager,
the Hollywood has raised its scale
to 50 cents top, against 35 cents
formerly. Business is picking up,
according to Beck.
For the opening of "Dancing
Lady," Beck staged a regular Hollywood premiere, with Florine McKinney, local girl who is now in
pictures, making a personal appearance.

George W. Laskey Dead
Brownville, Pa. — George W. Laskey, well known theater manager
here, died this week at Mt. Pocono
Sanitarium, Stroudsburg.

Springer-Cocalis Out of I.T.O.A.
The Independent Theater Owners'
Ass'n yesterday announced that the
Springer-Cocalis circuit is no longer
a member of the association.

of

• Engravers •

"CITY"

ENGRAVING
LL—
CAPHOTO
(Day and Night Service)
250 W. 54th St.,
N. Y. C.
Tel. COIumbus 5-6741

Equipment
USED EQUIPMENT
BOUGHT

LARGEST

AND SOLD

CLEARING
HOUSE
BUSINESS

IN SHOW

S. O. S. CORP.
1600 BROADWAY,

NEW

YORK

Tel. CHickering 4-1717

Englewood, N. J. — Walter Reade
has added the Englewood Theater
to his circuit. Purchase was made
from Frederick Brown, realtor.

11 "Eskimo" Pre-Releases Set
Eleven pre-release showings of
"Eskimo" are planned by M-G-M
this month. Dates are as follows:
Trans-Lux
3
2%
3
+
i/4
Jan. 12 — Loew's Grand, Atlanta;
NEW YORK
BOND
MARKET
Loew's State, Houston; Loew's VenGen. Th. Eq. 6s40...
3%
3%
33/8
Gen. Th. Eq. 6s40 ctfs.
3
3
3
dome, Nashville; Loew's State, Norfolk; Loew's Richmond, Olympia,
Loew 6s 41 ww
86 1/2 86%
86% +
'/4
Miami; Jan. 11 — "Loew's State, New
Par. 5'/2s50 ctfs.... 29l/2
29y2
29 Vi +
Vi
Orleans; Jan. 9— Community, Miami
Columbia Gets "Fighting Priest"
Pathe
7s37
88
88
88
+3
Chicago — B. C. Fassio, president Beach; Jan. 19 — Paramount, Palm
Warner's 6s39
42
41
41 Vi +
Vi of Shamrock Pictures, Detroit, in
Beach; Jan. 23— Kettler, West Palm
N. Y. PRODUCE EXCHANGE SECURITIES
Chicago on business, states that dis- Beach; Jan. 25 — Oakley, Lake
Worth,
Fla.
Para. Publix
1%
1%
V/a
tribution of Shamrock's picture,
"The Fighting Priest," based on the
work of the radio crusader, Father
Laurel-Hardy Feature Opens
Pre-Releases for "Fashions"
Coughlin, has been taken over by
First Metropolitan engagement of Columbia
Pre-release dates in key city spots
Pictures.
throughout the country, each prethe Laurel and Hardy feature, "Sons
ceded by a big campaign, will be
of the Desert," opened yesterday at
$8,000,000
Poli
Policy
Annulled
Loew's Metropolitan, Brooklyn.
given
Warner's
"Fashions of 1934,"
Hartford— An $8,000,000 fire in- musical with William Powell and
surance policy of Poli New England Bette Davis. A big national camTheaters, made by receivers of the
paign on the picture is now being
N. J. Allied Sets 4 Meetings
properties, has been set aside by a mapped out by the advertising and
Four weekly meetings have been set
decision of Federal Judge Edwin S. publicity department under S.
for this month by Allied Theater OwnThomas.
Charles Einfeld.
ers of New Jersey. The first will be
Vs

Ready Reference Directory

Virginia MPTO Resumes
Para. Decentralizes
As an MPTOA Affiliate
Exploitation Forces
(Continued from Page 1)
(Continued from Page 1)

Rosenblatt a Colonel

MARKET

High

(Editorial in New York "Herald-Tribune")
Despite the circumstance that trends and cycles in the world of motion pictures
are usually discernible only to those seers and prophets anxious to observe them, it
would seem that a certain broader scope and appeal are being sought, at least by
progressive producers. Films have hitherto been confined to those types meeting the
limited approval of American audiences even when designed to carry foreign-language
sound tracks, so that in the celluloid palaces of South America and cinema Taj Mahals
of the Continent the romantic, adventurous and cultural ideals of Main Street and
Broadway have been predominant. Now, however, a single production corporation
announces the impending screening of such various scripts as Emil Ludwig's "Napoleon";
the comprehensive romance of "Anthony Adverse"; Bruce Lockhart's best seller of the
Russian revolution, "British Agent," and "The Key," a story of the Sinn Fein revolt
in Ireland. Add to these several impending films of contemporary life in Russia,
deriving, no doubt, from interest in the recognition of the U. S. S. R., and the varied
programs of other studios, and it is apparent that the stereotyped tragedy and gayety
of Hollywood are undergoing a sea change.

Saturday, Jan. 6, 1934
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14 FILMS UNDER WAY
AT THE NX STUDIOS
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Hollywood — Fox now has four
pictures in work, five others in the
cutting room and another five slated
to start this month.
In work are "Fox Follies," "Scandals" and "Bottoms Up," all musicals, and "David Harum." Those in
the cutting room include "Carolina,"
"Coming Out Party," "Ever Since
Eve," "Hold That Girl" and "Disillusion." In preparation are "Wife
for Sale," "All Men are Enemies,"
"Murder in Trinidad," "Three on a
Honeymoon" and "Odd Thursday."
Paramount Promotes Two
Paramount has promoted two
Washington exchange employees.
Gerald Westergren, ad sales manager, has been placed on the home
office exploitation force and Stanley
R. Chase, Washington ad sales clerk
and Westergren's former assistant,
has moved up to the vacated post.
"Before Midnight" at Mayfair
"Before Midnight," Columbia feature with Ralph Bellamy and June
Collyer, opens Monday with a 6
P. M. preview at the Mayfair.

Coming and Going
JULES DEMARIA, honorary president of the
French Cinema Syndicate, sails today on the
Lafayette for Paris after a New York visit.
CARLYLE BLACKWELL, star of the silent
days, sailed last night on the Europa for the
other side.
CLAIRE TREVOR, Fox player, sailed yesterday on the Saint Paulina for California.
JESSE L. LASKY is expected in New
this week from the coast.

York

MITZI MAYFAIR sails on the Lafayette tod^y for London to appear at Dorchester House.
She is accompanied by her mother, MRS. NINA
PIQUE.
C. C. MOSKOWITZ of M-G-M
day on a West Indies cruise.
HERBERT T. SILVERBERG
New York for a brief visit.

sailed yester-

of Buffalo is in

IKE LIBSON, theater operator in Cincinnati,
was a visitor at the Warner home office yesterday.
ROBERT
New York

GILLHAM
yesterday

WILLIAM
York Monday
EUGENE
Coast.

and JOHN HAMMELL
for the Coast.

left

FERGUSON arrives back in New
from a brief Southern
trip.
O'BRIEN

JACK MILLER
York immediately

is in New

York from the

is scheduled to arrive in New
from Chicago.

GARRETT FORT has arrived in New
following the death of his father.

York

MAX ARNOW is en route to the Coast after
a visit to the Warner home office.
STANLEY B. WA1TE will visit Paramount's
San An'onio and Oklahoma City branches following the meetings being held next week in
Atlanta and Dallas. GEORGE J. SCHAEFER
will return to New York after the Dallas confab Tuesday.
SAM DEMBOW and RALPH A. KOHN
New
York tomorrow
for Atlanta.

leave

RIAtTO

PHIL M. DALY
• • • FRANK BUCK'S arrival Thursday from Ceylon,
Johore, Nepal, Sumatra, Northern India and the Malay Peninsulawhere he filmed his second adventure pix, "Wild
Cargo"
was the signal for much rejoicing feedAs the good ing craft Rex quenching
swungandup "glad-ter-meet-chers"
the Hudson
a score
of newspapermen fired vollies of questions
while quickon-the-trigger
Frank
returned answers, shot for shot
Every ten minutes the ship's surgeon dashed in the
stateroom to examine a nasty dig on Frank's shin
presented by a very grizzly bear
as something to remember him by
• • • AFTER TEN and a half months in the jungle . . .
the intrepid gent had a swell array of hair-raising tales to tell
the folks who dined him at luncheon at the Tavern
Seated around the large table with their ears sticking out
were J. P. McEvoy, Will Du^ant, Ursula Parrott. Joseph Connolly, Bugs Baer, Delight Dixon, Charles Colebough. R. L.
Simon and M. L. Shuster, George Bye, Ned Depinet, Clayton
Heermance, Harry Hansen, Frank Snell. Fred McConnell, Sam
Jacobson, Mrs. Frank Buck
and Amedee J. Van Beuren
who financed the trip
and paid for the luncheon
• • • ARRIVING IN San Francisco today is the technical
crew of the Buck expedition headed by Armand Dennis
and with them are several rare animals captured by
Buck during the filming of the pix
a male baby rhino, an
orang-outang, two black leopards, a white water buffalo and a
couple of cages of monkeys
The new film will be devoid
of animal fights
but Frank's encounter with a badtempered python
the capture of rare beasts of the jungle,
and many exciting and interesting episodes make what
the adventurer claims*to be *
a sure bet
year's Ten Best.
* for next
*
• •
• AMONG
BITS of the day's news
Jules
Demaria, honorary president of the French Cinema Syndicate
leaves today for France aboard the Lafayette
after what he terms a beaucoup visit
part of which
was spent as the guest of H. R. Kossman of the Andre DeBrie
Co
Listen in
if you're home Tuesday night at
8:30
over WOR
and you'll hear Roger Bauer interview Ham Fisher, cartoonist of "Joe Palooka" which has been
made into a swell pix by Harry Goetz and Edward Small of
Reliance Productions
for United Artists release
Up at the County Center in White Plains, today
there
will be six showings of the Walt Disney program of shorts
which recently played a run at Carnegie Hall under the sponsorship of Mrs. Joseph Sonneborn
in connection with
the United Parents Association
many prominent folks
attended the New York showings, among them were Mr. and
Mrs. Walter Winchell, Mr. and Mrs. Vincent Astor, Dr. Walter
Damrosch, Rabbi Stephen Wise and Ernest Schilling

*

•

•

*

• THE
OPENING
Wednesday
evening

*

ZUKOR IS CHAIRMAN
OF FAMOUS THEATERS
(Continued

from Page

1)

Frank Freeman ; vice-president,
Sam Dembow, Jr.; treasurer, Walter B. Cokell; assistant treasurer,
Paultin C.A.Keough.
Raibourn; secretary, Aus-

NRA Intervention Sought
Operator Trouble
In Chi.
(Continued from Page 1)
mediately to seek aid of Division
Administrator Sol A. Rosenblatt in
adjusting the dispute. Difficulties
are understood
back-pay
dispute. to be based on a
Joins Gettinger Legal Firm
Charles Horowitz has resigned as
first assistant and acting corporation counsel of the city of New
York to resume private practice as
a member of the firm of Gettinger
& Gettinger, which will continue
under the name of Gettinger, Horowitz & Gettinger.
Sixth Showmens Release Ready
print of "The
Moth,"
sixth for
of
theA Showmens
Pictures
releases
this season, was received yesterday
from the coa,st by Dave Mountan,
president, and release is set for
Jan. 15.
Sally O'Neil and Paul Page
head
the cast.
Davies Joins Detroit Exchange
Detroit — Charles Davies, former
city salesman for Universal and
later Omaha manager, has joined
Excellent Pictures, being handled by
William Flemion while S. K. Decker is in Hollywood.
Walter Huston in Toronto
Chicago — Walter Huston and his
wife stopped over in Chicago this
week on their way to Toronto, where
they
to visit
brother,planned
Alex, before
goingHuston's
on to
New York, where Huston will rehearse for "Dodsworth."

*

of

"Disraeli" at the Hollywood
is being handled by the
under Charles Einfeld's superlads
exploitation
Warnervision
just as though it were a brand new release
Jeane Kelly, a new film discovery from Costa Rica, has just
reached our shores
Jeane's mother is half Spanish and
and her father is Irish so your guess
half English
is as good as any, when it comes to figuring what the publicity
it seems to be
Well
gents are going to do about it
. that David Graves George of Richmond,
finally settled
of the Old
is NOT the author of the folk ballad "The Wreck
George sued the Victor Talking Machine Co. and
97"
but the U. S. Circuit
won, in the U. S. District Court
suggesting
Court of Appeals has set aside the claim
that George had obtained the words of the song from an old
record made by Victor. .......

Tom
Ruth

January 6-7

Mix
Hiatt

Fred Young
Niblo
Loretta

Ludwig

Berger

Adolph

Zukor
Ernest
Kenneth
Thomson

Stanley

Smith

L. Robbins
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FOX

WITH A BANG
has the money pictures

coming . . . and going strong!
Hire extra ushers ... arrange for extra shows... when these
three crowd-pullers reach your house. One a current key-city
clean-up. . . another starting in a great big way. . . a third you'll
be setting in for extra playing time. It's pleasant dreams for
showmen when they date in hits like these!

ur patrons always like

)X MOVIETONE NEWS

NOW PILING UP outstanding grosses in the: State
Theatre, Los Angeles; Stuart Theatre, Lincoln;
Alabama Theatre, Birmingham; Roxy Theatre, New
York; Apollo Theatre, Indianapolis; Fox Theatre,
Detroit; Wat-field Theatre, San Francisco; Orpheum
Theatre, Denver ..* everywhere. The verdict:
Rogers' best in years!

INTO '34 WITH TWO SMASHES!
STARTING

OFF at a ter-

rific pace in pre-release run
at the Four-Star Theatre,
Los Angeles. Smash business building daily, hourly
. . . with unparalleled wordof-mouth and newspaper
raves. Management anticipates sensational fourweek run.

i Am Suzanne!
with

LILIAN HARVEY
GENE RAYMOND
LESLIE BANKS
Podrecca's P iccoli Marionettes. Story and screen
play by Edwin Justus Mayer and Rowland V.
Lee. Directed by Rowland V. Lee.
JESSE

L.LASKY

Production

JANET
H

- G A Y N O R
lionel BARRYMORE

Carolina
►MING UP. A cast ablaze with talent . . . a story
altve with love, drama, music, laughter ... a wisp of a
girl who bursts into sleepy Carolina, upsets tradition,
awakens romance, stirs up excitement everywhere.
Look for "State Fair" grosses . . . or better!

ROBERT YOUNG
RICHARD CROMWELL
HENRIETTA CROSMAN
MONA BARRIE
STEPIN FETCHIT
From "The House of Connelly" by
Paul Green

Directed by Henry King

THE

Edmund

"BOMBAY
with

Low°

in

Grey, Onslow
Ralph Forbes
Universal

with

Stevens,
68 mins.

MURDER MYSTERY ABOARD TRAIN
IN ORIENT IS VERY WELL DONE ALLAROUND AND SHOULD PLEASE THE
MELODRAMA
FANS.
On an express train traveling through
India toward Bombay a couple of murde-s
take place, with suspicion falling on various persons who had both motive and
means to do the deeds. So the audience
is given plenty of material on which to
exercise its guessing ability. One of the
victims is a Bengal Governor and another
is a Maharajah who knew some important
state information and was on the verge
of spilling it. The sleuthing activities are
led by Edmund Lowe, in the role of a
Scotland Yard agent, and suspense is kept
alive in very good fashion until the final
solution is reached, with the least suspected person turning out to be the guilty.
Love interest does not figure very strongly
in the proceedings, although there is a
touch of it between an American actress,
and one of the suspected men.
Cast: Edmund Lowe, Shirley Grey, Onslow Stevens, Ralph Forbes, Ferdinand
Gottschalk, Jchn Davidson, Hedda Hopper,
Tom Moore, John Wray, Brandon Hurst,
Jameson Thomas, Georges Renavent, Gary
Owen, Huntley Gordon, Herbert Corthell,
Walter Armitage, Douglas Gerrard, Harry
Allen.
Director, Edwin L. Marin; Author, L.
G Blochman; Adaptor, Tom Reed; Cameraman, Charles Stumar; Recording Engineer, C. Roy Hunter; Editor, Doris Drought.
Direction, Fine Photography, Fine.

Donald Cook, Mary Brian,
Reginald Denny
Columbia
69 mins.
GOOD MURDER MYSTERY WITH FAIR
SHARE OF SUSPENSE, STAGED ABOARD
OCEAN
LINER.
The director and author have held closely to the original plot and continuity of
this story which recently appeared in a
weekly publication. It concerns three murders on the high seas while a blanket of
fog envelops the huge ship. The first murder is that of a grouchy old multi-millionaire. No clues are left by the murderer,
and in addition to the ship's detective,
Donald Cook, in the role of a scientific
criminologist, takes up the trail. Before
the ship's surgeon can perform an autopsy
on the body, he is also murdered. Then
is staged in the dining salon, a seance,
during which a medium is about to name
the murderer but she too is killed before
she can divulge the name. Considerable
footage is consumed with the taking of
testimony at the inquest held by the ship's
captain. Through a ruse, Cook exposes
the guilty one. The romance between
Cook and Mary Brian is secondary to the
mystery angle. The film has been staged
well and photographed in fine fashion.
Cast: Donald Cook, Mary Brian, Reginald
Denny, Robert McWade, Helen Freeman,
Samuel Hinds, G. Pat Collins, Edwin Maxwell, Maude Eburne, Marjorie Gateson.
Director, Albert Rogell; Authors, Valentine Williams, Dorothy Rice Sims; Adaptors, Ethel Hill, Dcre Schary; Dialoguers,
same; Editor, Richard Cahoon; Cameraman,
Benjamin Kline; Recording Engineer, Edward Bernds.
Direction, Satisfactory. Photography, Fine.

"SWEDEN, LAND OF THE

PLAZA

John

W.

VERY

Boyle

VIKINGS"

INTERESTING

TRAVEL

FILMED IN COLOR, WITH
NARRATIVE AND
MUSIC.

77

$2.50 up, Single
$3.00 up, Double
Special weekly and monthly rates

The Plaza is near everything to see and do in
Hollywood. Ideal for business or pleasure.
Every room has private
dressing room, bath and
shower. Beds "built for
rest." Every venience.
modern
Fine foodscon-at
reasonable prices. Convenient parking for your car.
Cbas. Danziger, Mgr.
Eugene Stern, Pres.
The "Doorway of Hospitality'
Vine at Hollywood
Blvd.
HOLLYWOOD

Universal
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mins.

PICTURE,
SPOKEN

is one of Hollywood's chief cinematographers, made the picture entirely on his
own resources and he did a painstaking
job in rounding up the beautiful and most
interesting features of Nordic country. The
picture starts with the sailing from New
York, and upon arriving at the harbor of
Gothenburg the camera starts right in to
catch the activity at the docks, then goes
on a thorough tour of the country, taking
in everything from busy cities to the
charming fields, mountains, rivers, playgrounds, natives engaged in their various
occupations and enjoying relaxation, festivals, etc. Sweden is revealed as a very
tidy and industrious nation, with more
beauties than might be suspected by persons who are not acquainted with the country, and its historical spots will interest
any race.
As Boyle did all the camera work himself, the production carries ho other credits
outside of Wilfred Lucas as narrator. The
photography, using the Multicolor process,
is all of fine quality, and Boyle used some
good technique in his composition scenes.

Stan

"BY CANDLELIGHT"
69

mins.

ENJOYABLE ROMANTIC
COMEDY
ABOUT
TWO SERVANTS
POSING
AS
ARISTOCRATS WITH
AMUSING
COMPLICATIONS.
Though the basic idea is not so very
new or original, this is one of those yarns
that adult audiences in general enjoy seeing every once in a while. On a train
bound for Monte Carlo, Elissa Landi and
Paul Lukas meet for the first time, concealing their identities as servants by pretending they are aristocrats. Elissa thinks
Paul is a Prince, and Paul takes her for a
society girl. At Monte Carlo, Paul takes
Elissa to the home of his employer, Nils
Asther, who walks in on them unexpectedly
and, grasping the situation, assumes the
role of Paul's butler, much to the discomfiture of Paul. In due course the complications are untangled, with Paul eventually
winning Elissa despite her pique when she
learns of the deception. Miss Landi, Lukas
and Asther do good work in the chief
roles, and the remainder of the cast is
fine.
Cast: Elissa Landi, Paul Lukas, Nils
Asther, Dorothy Revier, Lawrence Grant,
January.
Esther Ralston, Warburton Gamble, Lois
Director, James Whale; Author, Siegfried Geyer; Adaptors, Hans Kraly, F. Hugh
Herbert, Karen de Wolf and Ruth CumBerg.
mings; Cameraman, John Mescall; Recording Engineer, Gilbert Kurland; Editor, David
Direction,

Fine.

"IN THE

Photographed in natural color, and provided with an informative running commentary spoken by Wilfred Lucas, together with appropriate musical accompaniment, this travelogue is a distinctive and
enjoyable affair, with both educational and
entertainment value. John W. Boyle, who

MOST CONVENIENT
Hotel in Hollywood

DAILY

Elissa Landi and Paul Lukas in

'FOG"

MAIL"

Shirley

-2&»i

Photography,

Fine.

MONEY"

with Skeets Gallagher and Lois Wilson
Chesterfield-Invincible 66 mins.
AMUSING COMEDY OF A NUTTY
FAMILY CAUGHT
IN FINANCIAL
STRAITS SHOULD PLEASE IN THE POP
HOUSES.
This Maury Cohen produciton is a nonsensical concoction, created for no other
reason than to entertain in its modest way,
and considered on that basis it should
prove satisfying in the popular price houses.
Story concerns a motherless family whose
members are all more or less bugs, with
the exception of Lois Wilson, the elder
daughter, who looks after the tribe. Father
is a screwy scientist, one sister is goofy
on art and has a husband living on the
family; another girl, Sally Starr, has a biological complex over a prize-fighter, Warren Hymer, who in turn is daffy about
Shakespeare, and so forth. Suddenly the
family income stops, due to receivership
for the company in which the father had
an interest, and the panic is on. Arrival of
Skeets Gallagher, the fighter's manager,
who eventually eggs the pug into going
through with a championship fight and
then sees to it that he wins, leads to a
solution of the family's worries. At the
same time, Lois gets Skeets for a husband.
Cast: Skeets Gallagher, Lois Wilson,
Warren Hymer, Sally Starr, Arthur Hoyt,
Junior Coghlan, Erin La Bissonier, Harold
Waldrige,
Louise Beavers.
Director, Frank Strayer; Author, Robert
Ellis; Adaptor, same; Cameraman, M. A.
Anderson; Recording Engineer, L. E. Clark;
Editor, Roland Reed.
Direction, Good.
Photography, Good.

Laurel

and

Oliver

Hardy

in

"SONSwithOFCharley
THE Chase
DESERT"
M-G-M
GOOD

COMEDY

THAT

69 mins.
SHOULD

CLICK

ESPECIALLY WITH THE LAUREL-HARDY
AND CHARLEY CHASE FANS.
With

Laurel and Hardy supported by

Charley Chase and other topnotch funmakers, this Hal Roach production is more
than just an elongated two-reeler. It is
typical Laurel-Hardy tomfoolery, of course,
but with a plot that sustains interest very
nicely to the finish. And for those who
want laughs, it is a generous feast. Notwithstanding its title, the picture has
nothing to do with deserts. The Sons of
the Desert is the name of a lodge to which
the boys belong, and one of the by-laws
is that they must attend the organization's annual convention. Having trouble
getting away from their domineering wives,
one of the lads pretends to be sick and
gets a doctor to urge a trip to Honolulu.
Instead they go to the convention. Returning home, they find the wives are wise,
heaving learned from newspapers that the
boat on which the boys supposedly returned
had sunk, with the rescue ship being a
day late.
So there is the dickens to pay.
Cast: Stan Laurel, Oliver Hardy, Charley
Chase,
Mae Busch, Dorothy Christy, Lucien
Littlefield.
Director, William A. Seiter; Authors,
Frank Craven, Byron Morgan; Adaptors,
same; Cameraman, Kenneth Peach; Editor,
Bert Jordan.
Direction, A-l.

Photography, Fine

John Wayne

in

"THE LUCKY TEXAN"
Monogram
SMASH-BANG
TY OF FAST

WESTERN
ACTION,

56 mins.
WITH

THRILLS,

PLENMYS-

TERY AND HARD RIDIN'.
Audiences that favor westerns will eat
this one up, because it is full of pep.
The story breaks away from the general
run of outdoor pictures and permits a character actor to share honors with the star.
The character man is George Hayes, who
plays the part of a ranch owner who, with
Wayne, discovers a streak of gold in a
hidden creek. They cash in from time
to time, always keeping secret the location of their unrecorded claim. The sheriff's
son commits robbery and murder, and fastens the blame on Hayes. Wayne soon discovers the real murderer and frees the old
man but trouble lies ahead. While Hayes
is out on the plains, he is blackjacked
and left to die, but his faithful dog "Friday" brings Wayne and soon all is cleared
up. The romance between Wayne and
Barbara Sheldon, in the part of Hayes'
granddaughter, is small but adequate. The
film introduces new stunts and thrills, and
winds up with a laugh surprise.
Cast: John Wayne, Barbara Sheldon,
George Hayes, Lloyd Whitlock, Yakima
Canutt, Gordon DeMaine, Edward Parker,
Earl Dwire.
Director, R. N. Bradbury; Author, same;
Dialoguer, same; Editor, Carl Pierson; Cameraman, Archie Stout; Recording Engineer,
Dave Stoner.
Direction, Box-office.

Photography, Good.
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REORGANIZATION PLAN
FOR GEN'L THEATERS
(Continued from

Page

1)
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ANALYSIS OF
MOTION PICTURE CODE

daims against the corporation in exBy LOUIS
cess of $20,000,000. To secure this
indebtedness there are pledged with
Third Installment
;he bank various securities, includARTICLE
II— ADMINISTRATION
ing the preferred stock of Film
(Cont.)
Securities Corp., pledged in connection with a loan of $9,700,000. This 3. Rules of Code Authority
preferred stock, according to the
The Code Authority makes its
Petition, has been or is about to be own rules concerning meetings and
[rendered valueless by the sale of procedure.
assets of Film Securities, consisting
M 660,900 shares of Loew common 4. Appointment of Committees
Istock which had been pledged to
(a) The Code Authority may
appoint committees to carry out
,5ecure notes of Film Securities, now
;.n default.
the purposes of the Code.
Under the proposed plan. Chase Bank is
(b) The persons upon such com'ro reduce its claim against General Theaters
mittees may be persons other than
'■>y $5,000,000. The receiver is to consent to
the allowance of the claim in the reduced
members of the Code Authority.
amount, to confirm the pledge with the bank
(c) The Code Authority may
Df the securities now held by it to secure
give to any committee any power
;the said indebtedness and to release from all
:laims which General Theaters or its receive:
and authority which it has under
may have against Chase Bank, the Chase
the Code.
Corp., Chase-Harris-Forbes Corp., Halsey,
(d) The Code Authority may at
:3tuart & Co., Pynchon & Co., West & Co.,
Imd W. S. Hammons & Co., who were assoany time remove any member
ciated in certain financing of General Thefrom a committee appointed by it.
iters.
(e) Any action taken by any
' In connection with such proposed agreement, Chase Bank has made an agreement
of the committees must be rev'th the consolidated protective committee
viewed by the Code Authority.
for ten-year 6% convertible gold debentures
due April 1, 1940, of General Theaters, the
Tiore important features of such proposed
igreement being that the bank is to participate in a reorganization of General Theaters,
>rovided the details of the plan of reorganizaiion are worked out in a manner satisfactory
:o the bank, and to turn over to the reorganized company its secured claims, accomoanied by collateral securing them, in exchange for shares of common stock of the
reorganized company, to be issued on the
same pro rata basis as to debenture holders
and other unsecured creditors. It is also
provided that Chase will give to the reorganized company an option to purchase at
$15 a share approximately 325,000 shares of
rlass A common stock of Fox Film, such
Dption to be good for one year, and further to
end to the reorganized company a reasonable
imount to cover the expenses of reorganiza:ion and working capital.

Sammy Cohen Held Up
Chicago — Sammy Cohen, film actor, and his wife were robbed of
iewelry worth several thousand dolars while in a cab returning home
from the Marbro Theater where
3ohen is appearing.
Detroit Paramount Dark Again
Detroit — After only two weeks of
>peration by A. J. Cooper, the Paranount closed suddenly this week.
Loew Shifts Kraska
Canton, O. — George Kraska, who
:ame here several months ago as
nanager of Loew's, has been transferred to Loew's Paradise in New
fork.

Tri-Ergon Trial Set Back
Trial of the infringement suit brought
by American Tri-Ergon Corp., William
Fox Company, against various exhibitors represented by Attorney Louis
Nizer has been postponed until Jan.
25 in the Appellate Division, upon request of Attorney David A. Podel,
counsel for the plaintiff.

HOLDOVER RECORD
IN B'WAY HOUSES

5. Gathering Statistics and Investigations
(a) 1. Statistics
The Code Authority shall collect from members of the Industry, such statistics as are
required by the President or
which are necessary to effect
the purposes of the National
Recovery Act.
2. After compiling this data, the
Code Authority may give
summaries of it to the various members of the Industry
without identifying the individual statistics. All this shall
be done in such form and
such manner as the Code
Authority or Administrator
shall direct.
3. No statistics or information
of one member of the Industry shall be revealed to any
other member. But the giving of summaries of such information shall not be considered a violation of this
provision.
(b) Investigations
The Code Authority has the
right to make independent investigations ofviolations of the
Code by any branch of the Industry or by any person, firm
or corporation engaged in the
Industry.
6. Administering the Code
(a) The Code Authority assists the
Administrator in administering
the Provisions of the Code.
(b) It assists him in making investigations as to whether the Code
is being lived up to. Such investigations may be made at its
own instance or on the complaint of any person engaged

(Continued from Page 1)

the Rialto, "Smoky" at the Mayfair,
"Lady Killer" at the Strand, "Housa
in the Industry. The Code Au- on 56th St." at the Hollywood. "Rothority reports to the Adminman Scandals" at the Rivoli, and
istrator on all such matters.
the two-a-day "Queen Christina" at
(c) The Code Authority considers
recommendations and interpre- the Astor. "Flying Down to Rio,"
tations including those which 'Jter two weeks at the Music Hall,
refer to trade practices. It may moved to the RKO Center to continue its Radio City run. "Emdo so of its own volition or upon
peror Jones" remains a third week
the recommendations of others.
in its return engagement at the
7. Additional Rules
(a) The Code Authority may pre- Criterion. Down at the Acme "Mirde Paris" is playing a third
scribe additional rules for the week. agesThe
Palace, usually booking
conduct of Producers, Distribu- subsequent runs, this week has a
tors and Exhibitors among
themselves, with each other and first-run, "Bombay Mail." Two
"Sons of the Deswith their employees. Such rules other ert"pictures,
and "Fog," are having their
may be made only after notice metropolitan premiere in Brooklyn
and hearing to all parties in- houses.
terested.
NIZER

(b) Such new rules must be submitted to the Administrator
and if they are approved also
by the President after such notice and hearing to all as the
President shall think necessary,
— they become rules of fair
practice for the Industry. Only
then do violations of these rules
constitute violation of the Code.
(To

be

Boyle to Film Other Countries
John W. Boyle, cameraman who
made the feature, "Sweden, Land of
the Vikings," now playing at the
55th Street Playhouse, plans to produce similar pictures in color dealing with Italy, Russia and other
countries. Boyle is now in New
York dickering for national distribu-

continued)

tion of "Sweden."

The Striking Advantages of
NATIONAL

COPPER

COATED HIGH INTENSITY A.C.
PROJECTOR CARBONS
Neighborhood
are

Theatre

Greatly Increased Illumination
Snow White
for theLight

The new

lamps designed specifically for these carbons,
available now, include:

12-in. carbons in both holders
Dependable arc control
Correct feed ratio
Properly designed transformer
New optical system giving
ONE-THIRD MORE LIGHT
High Intensity quality and
brilliancy in the neighborhood

v^-

theatre at negligible added cost.

NATION/

PROJECTOR

CARBONS
Sold exclusively through Distributors and Dealers
NATIONAL
Carbon

CARBON

COMPANY,

INC.

Sales Division, Cleveland, Ohio

Unit of Union Carbide |MH N and Carbon Corporation
Branch Sales Offices:
New York

Pittsburgh

Chicago

San Francisco
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A LITTLE from "LOTS"
By RALPH

Hollywood
pREDRIC
MARCH'S
first Pictures
starring
vehicle for
20th Century
will be entitled "The Firebrand," instead of "The Affairs of Cellini,"
thus reverting back to the title of
the successful stage comedy by Edwin Justus Mayer on which the picture is based. March is now en
route to New York by way of Panama, with his wife, Florence Eldridge,
and after a short vacation will return to Hollywood
*
* to #begin work.

WILK

NEWS

OF THE D-A-Y

Guilty," featuring Ralph Bellamy
and Shirley Grey, and has been replaced by Lambert
* * Hillyer.
*

Grand Rapids, Mich. — Fulton theater has started a new policy, advertising admissions never over 15
cents for adults.

Gingerplayers,
Rogers, is one
of Hollywood's
busiest
currently
at work
in two pictures at the Warner-First
National .studios. These are "Hot
Air," with Dick Powell and Pat
O'Brien also in the cast and "Upper
World," with Warren William and
Mary Astor. *
*
*

Buffalo — The Circle theater which
was closed for a few days for repairs has reopened.
Sault Ste. Marie, Mich.— The Dorlexa Bldg. Corp. is now operating
the Soo theater here with E. R.
Saether as manager.

St. Louis — The Congress was rement opened
Co. recently by St. Louis AmuseCharleston, 111. — The Lincoln has
been transferred by Fox West Coast
Theaters to Frisina Amusement Co.
Highland, 111. — Orchard Theater
Corp. has taken over the Alcyon,
formerly operated by J. H. Jones.

Kincaid, 111. — The Kincaid has re"Hot Air," the new musical picWisconsin Dells, Wis. — Richard
ture with Dick Powell, Pat O'Brien Moran is the new owner of the Mis- opened.
"Hold That Girl!" is the new title Ginger
Rogers, Allen Jenkins and
East St. Louis, III.— The Washof "Every Girl For Herself," the others, started production yesterday
sion, formerly operated by G. C.
ington has reopened under the manFox production featuring James
Olson.
agement of George Jackson, who at
Dunn and Claire Trevor. Hamilton at the Warner studios under the direction of Ray Enright, with Busby
one time operated the Waverly.
MacFadden directed.
Berkeley in charge of the musical
Cobb, Wis. — The Arcadia, manAnother member of the
aged by R. K. Lang, has been closed
Orrville, O.— F. D. Krichbaum of
Edwin Maxwell and Sidney Bracy numbers.
until
March 1.
cast is Joan Wheeler.
Cincinnati has purchased the Grand
here.
"The
*
*
*
in
roles
allotted
have been
Ninth Guest," Columbia feature in
Flint, Mich. — The Savoy has been
Edward Everett Horton has been
wh'ch Donald Cook and Genevieve
reopened by Sunlin Amusement Enthe leading parts.
Meadville, Pa. — The New Victor,
chosen
by
First
National
as
the
secTobin will have
*
#
*
terprises. William DuBarry is man- formerly the Strand, reopened reond male lead in "Hit Me Again."
ager.
The
Regent,
Butterfield
Florey.
cently under the management of
Tay Garnett and Ernst Lubitsch It will be directed
* * by Robert
*
house, was also recently reopened. David Victor.
have exchange offices. Garnett is
"Ready for Love," a story by Roy
occupying Lubitsch's former offices
Maple Rapids, Mich. — The Elmac,
at Paramount, while Lubitsch is Flannagan and Eulalie Spence, has only
Millington, Mich. — The Capitol
house here, has been taken
been
using the offices formerly assigned ruary. purchased by Paramount and over by Robert Hunter from Floyd has been reopened under the manto Garnett at M-G-M. Lubitsch slated for production during Feb- Wadlow.
agement of J. C. Cuddabeck.
plans to have his picture completed
Clare, Mich. — The Ideal, only
in time for Garnett to follow him
Detroit Notes
Nudie Posters Seized
house here, has been sold to W. J.
into the M-G-M suite.
Detroit — In a drive against nudie Olson by Mrs. John Asline.
Detroit — C. A. Garner and Paul
pictures. 82 pieces of poster matter
Chick Chandler's holiday guests Laveque of Foreign Films have sub- were
seized last month.
leased the Rivoli and reopened it
held a target practice with his new
Sawyer, Mich. — The Flynn has
for foreign pictures.
Christhis
Daransoll
in East Liberty
been
reopened
under the manage"denuded"
and
air gun
ment
of Louis Lipovsky.
mas trees with
Trans-Lux's Modern will be closed
* B * B shot.
*
East Liberty, Pa. — George Daranfor a period while seating capacity
soll, last with Publix in Hazleton,
is increased to 600 from 300.
Villa Grove. 111.— The Star is givJoe May, Viennese, who is Columhas been named manager of the
Closings
this
week
included
the
Gerbuilt
r,
directo
newest
bia's
ing regular shows once more.
Cameranhone here. He succeeds
Library,
recently
reopened
by
R.
many's "Hollywood," the first film- G. Taylor; Doric, managed by Frank Harry Frazee, Jr.
He is creditcity on the continent.
RKO Books 2 Educationals
ed with the discovery of Jan Kiepura Scheuer, and Empress, owned by
Publix Meeting Postponed
Louis Chapoton, who is going to
and has directed Emil Jannings,
Meeting of Paramount Publix
"Poppin' The Cork," Educational's
Conrad Veidt, Lya De Putti and Hollywood.
creditors scheduled for yesterday at three-reel Musical Comedy starring
Jake
Sullivan
has
succeeded
Wal"The
,
others. His latest picture
Milton
Berle, and Chest
"Song series,
of Vienna,"
ter Gunn as temporary manager of the office of Referee Henry K. Davis in
its Treasure
have
Private Secretary," the Your theater, owned by Fred was postponed until next Friday.
g ofin the
Weddin
was
made
France.
been
booked
to
play
over
the
entire
* *
*
De Lodder Circuit.
RKO Metropolitan Circuit from Jan.
Lewis E. Botzum Dies
James Wickert, former assistant
Jean Frontai is no more! Ben
6 to 9 inclusive.
Akron,
O.
—
Lewis
E.
Botzum.
54,
manager
at
the
Michigan,
has
been
dozen
a
in
her
Holmes, who directed
an executive of the Botzum Bros.
Straub Joins Radio Station
pictures at RKO, has changed her made manager of the Madison, Theaters, died this week in Arizona,
where
Weldon
Pictures
is
presenting
name to Jean Fontaine. The direcwhere he had been several weeks in
Buffalo
— Herbert L. Straub, fortor declares it has nothing to do "Damaged Lives."
an effort to regain his health.
with numerology or occult sciences,
F. E. North, appointed Warnermer music director of Shea's BufFirst National division manager,
falo, will become general music dibut that the new label is the deduc- will
rector of the Buffalo Broadcasting
Ralph Kemper In East Liverpool
also retain his duties as Detroit
tion of common sense. She is Mrs.
East Liverpool, O. — Ralph Kem- corporation.
branch manager.
Chick Chandler
in
private
life.
*
#
*
per former manager of the Capitol.
Cantor Film May Run 4 Weeks
Wheeling, W. Va„ has been named
Saxe Houses Add Matinees
Due to an attack of grippe which
manager of the State here.
Milwaukee
—
Saxe
Amusement
Philadelphia — Having set a new
has confined him to his home, Eddie
record at the Aldine in its first
Management, Inc.. is offering daily
withdrawto
Keith
Chambers
Promoted
forced
Cahn has been
matinees at its Garfield and Modin "Roman
Scan"One is jeska theaters, both neighborhood
as director of Columbia's
Canton, O.— Keith Chambers, who week, Eddie
dals," U. A.Cantor
release,
will probably
houses. Shows are continuous with came here recently as assistant run four weeks there.
admission at 15 cents until 6 o'clock manager of the Palace, has been advanced to resident manager by A.
and 25 cents thereafter.
Tom Mix in Circus Merger
G. Constant.
West Coast Bur., THE FILM DAILY
167- Seat House Opens
George Delis in New Post
Hollywood— Tom Mix is expected to
Williamstown, Mich. — Seating only
combine his circus with one operated by
Columbia Sets Release
Canton.
O.
—
George
A.
Delis,
un167 and believed to be the smallest
Sam B. Dill for a joint tour starting
til recently manager of the Palace,
house built in this state since talkers,
Columbia has set Jan. 15 as the
in April. Mix probably will be starred
the Williamstown theater opened this
in a feature before the circus season
Lockport, N. Y.. has been made di- release date for "Once to Every
week with Jay Butters as manager.
rector of exploitation of the A. G. Woman," with Ralph Bellamy and
cpens.
Fay Wray.
Constant houses in this territory.
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Rosenblatt Grants First Exception on 40-Hr. Week

'33
IN
2J00
TOTALED
FEATURES
OF
OUTPUT
WORLD
Exhibs Laying Down on Showmanship, Says Ray Moon
Inclination is to Wait for
"Naturals", Says Booking
Executive

The Future
. . . as we see it
;By JACK
A ND

what of the future of this great

** industry? Conditions generally are
better all along the line. There is also a
rather definite feeling, in most key spots,
that the business is well on the way back
to prosperity. Its economic and artistic
position, challenged during the past few
years, is again firmly established. The
quality of product, surely, is as good as
could be expected. Exhibitors, due to the
code, feel their position assured. Those
of our great companies that were in difficulty are again headed toward financial
stability and independence. It is our
modest guess then that the fall of 1934
will see this important and far reaching
industry once more well on its way toward
its place in the sun.

\A/E

have recently had occasion to scan

''"'the lists of important stars and directors of a few years back. It is startling
to find how many who were in the big
money at that time are now completely
out of the picture. The career of most
stars, at best, is a short and merry one,
compared to activities in other fields. They
seldom if ever, come back. Like "Grand
Hotel," they come and go, and nothing
ever happens.
\A/E

sat in an important picture house

"'''the other day and heard the company,
management, and everyone
connected with
the outfit severely razzed by a half dozen
patrons for advertising in marquee lights
the name of a celebrated stage star whom
these patrons expected to see in person,
and who was there only in celluloid in the
form of a short subject. This, obviously,
is a problem for only the de luxers, but
one that can cause criticism plenty, if not
watched.

THE

wolves

are

at it again.

Some

are

' big and bad and some are slick and
cunning.
We refer to the bad boy movie
promoters
who
are glib of tongue
and
{Continued on Paqe 2)

Approximate
number
duced throughout
the
United States
England
France

ofworldfeatures
proin 1933:
510
190
140

1,590 Pictures Turned Out
Last Year by Combined
Foreign Countries

MUSICIANS DEMAND FILM PRODUCTION
SUNDAY LEGIT SHOWS PLANNED BY STOLL

World output of features in 1933
totalled approximately 2,100, according to statistics gathered by
The Film Daily, supplemented by
data from the Motion Picture Division of the Department of Commerce. Of this number, foreign
countries combined turned out in
the neighborhood of 1,590, compared
with about 510 made in the U. S.,
but whereas the product of most of
the respective foreign nations was
distributed exclusively within their
own borders,
American
con(Continued
on Pagepictures
7)

London — That
Stoll Theaters
Corp., important British circuit, is
planning to enter film production
was revealed by Sir Oswald
Stoll
at the
company's
He
outlined
a schemeannual
which meeting.
he said

OKLAHOMA EXHIBITORS
ENDORSE FILM CODE

FILM

ALICOATE-

Features By Countries

By H. F. REVES
DAILY
Staff Correspondent

Detroit — That too many exhibitors
are laying down on the job when it
comes to showmanship, and °~st wait
for "naturals" to come along once
in a while, is the charge made by
Ray Moon, manager of Mid-States
(Continued

on

Page

Other

European

India
China
Other Far East, etc
Total

175
76
60
54
2,100

7)

A move to force Actors' Equity
to drop its stand against Sunday
closing of legit theaters has been
started by the Musicians'
Union,
Local 802, with a view to providing
jobs for more of their members.
A
contingent of the union held a meeting last week and voted to strike
against Equity shows unless the association changes its attitude.

would net a profit of about $1,250,000.
A leading producer now tied
up by another has agreed to join
the Stoll venture by next fall or
sooner if he can get his release,
Stoll said.

Oklahoma City — Full endorsement
of the motion picture code was
given by the Oklahoma Theater
Owners Ass'n at its convention here
last week, with about 200 in attendance. A committee
ap(Continued
on Page 7) was

Nebraska-Iowa M.P.T.O.
Meet This Week on Code Indies Get Ultimatum
Omaha — Invitations to the 2^ independent exhibitors in this terriFrom Operator Local 306 Chas. Ernst Now Handling
tory have been sent out hy M. P.
J. J. Goodstein Circuit
President Harry Sherman of LoT. 0. of Nebraska and Western Iowa
cal 306, operators' union, has delivto attend a meeting at the Loyal
ered an ultimatum to the IndepenHotel Jan. 9-10.
Purpose
of the
dent Theater Owners
Association
convention is to discuss the code and that unless the New
York exhib
make recommendations
to the zon- unit substantiates
its membership
ing board. Charles
E. Williams, claims by Thursday, when the next
veteran M. P. T. 0. president, will conference takes place on the subject
(.Continued on Page 7)
preside.

Boston Operato rs Are Granted
First Exception on 40-Hr. Week
$10 "Fashions" Premiere

Warners
plan a $10 premiere
for
"Fashions of 1934" at the New York
Strand on Jan. 18. The opening will be
backed by one of the biggest campaigns
ever launched by the company, according to S. Charles Einfeld, head of advertising and publicity.

Boston — ■ Division Administrator
Sol A. Rosenblatt is understood to
have
Local in182,
operators'
union, granted
an exception
observing
the
40-hour week specified by the motion picture code, owing to statements (Continued
of the local onthat
Page all7) its mem-

Denver — Chas. Ernst, formerly
with Foxwesco, is now general manthe J. J. Goodstein theaters
in thisager ofstate.

Real35"Ten
Best"
Out The
of some
lists of
"Ten Best
Pictures announced
of 1933" picked
by critics
and
already
in their
respective
publications, not one contains all the
picturesas that
comprise
real "Tenof
Best"
elected
by thetheconsensus
opinion
of about In400
of no
the published
nation's
leading critics.
fact,
list contains even eight of the genuine
"Ten Best." Although fairly close
unanimity exists with regard to the
first five or six outstanding pictures,
when it comes to the remainder of list
the balancing of comparative merits is
so necessary in arriving at a fair appraisal that only extensive canvassing
of critical opinion could achieve that result.
Wednesday's Film Daily for
the whole See story.
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Dinner at Eight (2nd week)*
Design for Living (2nd week ) t
Lady
Killer (2nd week)
By Candlelight
A Man's Castle (2nd week)
Smoky
(2nd week)
If I Were Free
Roman Scandals
(3rd week)
Emperor Jones
(3rd week)|
Flying Down
to Rio§
House on 56th St. (6th week)
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* Follows Astor two-a-day run...
t Follows Criterion two-a-day run
Queen

Christina

M-G-M
Paramount
Warner Bros
Universal
Columbia
Fox
RKO
United Artists
United Artists
RKO..
Warner Bros
Universal
RKO
Fox
Amkino
John W. Boyle
i Revivals.

§ Subsequent runs.

♦ TWO-A-DAY-RUN
M-G-M

Mirages

de

«

Astor

(3rd week) .

♦ FOREIGN
Paris

(3rd week)

PICTURE
OPENINGS

Roman

- $%*

^j%^^^&^M

-V'

Can this cock-eyed world take it?
I Listen to the howls of your audiI ences when John P. Medbury docs
the ribbing in "LAUGHING

Acme

1 WITH MEDBURY". One
| long and one long laugh.

♦

Before Midnight
(Opens ton'ght) .... Columbia
Disraeli (Jan. 10) %
Warner Bros
Man of Two Worlds (Jan. 11)
RKO
Eight Girls in a Boat (Jan. 12)
Paramount
Fugitive Lovers
(Jan. 12)
M-G-M
I Was a Spy (Jan. 12)
Gaumont
Gallant
Lady**
United Artists
Follows

■%■

♦

Harold Auten

♦ FUTURE

JpoihUewl

Theater
Capitol
Paramount
Strand
Roxy
Rialto
Mayfair
Music Hall
Rivoli
Criterion
Center
Hollywood
Palace
Cameo
Little Carnegie
5th Ave. Playhouse
55th St. Playhouse

reel

Mayfair
Hollywood
Music Hall
Paramount
Capitol
Roxy
Rivoli

Scandals.
% Revival

FINANCIAL

Gaumont-British Studios
Busy on Four Productions

The Future
... as we see it

NEW

YORK

(QUOTATIONS

STOCK

MARKET

(Continued from Page

AS OF SATURDAY)
High

Low

Net
Chg.

Close

Columbia
Picts. vtc. . 23
23
23
Con. Fm. Ind
3l/4
3'/4 3l/4
Con. Fm. Ind. pfd.. 11% 113/8 113/8
East. Kodak
79l/2 79 ^ 79y2

—
+
+
—

Vz
Va
l/4
Vl

Loew's,
Inc
Paramount ctfs

+

Va

Pathe
RKO
Warner

Exch.
Bros
NEW

26y4
1%

26
1%

10% 10l/2
10%
21/z
2l/2
2l/2
5
4%
4% —
YORK CURB MARKET

YORK

8l/2
3
BOND

8l/2 8'/2 —
2%
2% —
MARKET

Va
%
Va

Gen.
Th.
Eq. 6s40.
3%
3l/2 3% +
i/2
Gen. Th. Eq. 6s40 ctfs.
3%
3'/2 3%+
%
Loew
6s 41ww
87
86% 87
+
%
Par. By. 5y2s51
.... 30i/2 30% 30% —
l/2
Par. 5%s50
filed... 29% 29y2 29y2 — 1
Warner's 6s39
41 % 41 %
41 %
N. Y. PRODUCE EXCHANGE SECURITIES
Para.
Publix
1%
1%
1%

"Catherine" Premiere Set
London — "Catherine the Great,"
London Films production for United
Artists release, will have its premiere at the Prince Edward theater
Jan. 16.
Tax Bills in Four States
Admission tax bills are now pending
in four State Legislatures, including
Colorado, Iowa, West Virginia and Montana. The first three legislatures resumed their sessions soon following recesses while Montana is currently in session.
A 3 per cent sales tax measure is on
the calendar in the Ohio Legislature,
where exhibitors are hoping to repeal
the current state admission tax. The
Missouri Legislature has under consideration a sales tax bill which has passed
the Senate
and is now
in the House.

in motion

returns for money

picture production.

invested

Usually it

is a short subject idea that is to revolutionize the business. We know of several
who

were

caught, who

but too well, and who

listened not wisely
came

sound, practical advice.

"A"..

Technicolor
Trans-Lux
NEW

25%
1%

offer enormous

1)

No

too late for
business

Four features are currently under
way at the two Gaumont-British
studios in London, according to word
received by Arthur A. Lee, operating head of G-B in America. The
group
is headed
by "Jew
which will
be released
underSuss,"
the

Jt

* Set your dates now for "LET'S i
I FALL IN LOVE," musical romance *
I fc-aturing Edmund Lowe, Ann Sothern, Miriam Jordan and Gregory I Ratoff. Opened at Lafayette, Buf- !
I falo', to S. R. O. business despite |
raging blizzard.

title of "Power." Others are "Princess Charming," with Evelyn Laye;
"Turkey Time," with Tom Walls and
Ralph the
Lynn,
andand
"Wild
Boy,"
with
Mick
Miller
Sonnie
Hale.

*c

on

Amity Forms New Exchange
A new combine headed by Ben
Schwartz, Henry Horowitz and Sol
H. Kravitz, is announced by John
To Broadcast
"Fugitive Lovers"
Arrangements were completed M. Crinnion, head of Amity Pictures, as distributors of the comSaturday for the broadcasting over
product through the New York
Station WOR of the serialization of Amity pany
exchange. Among the product
M-G-M's "Fugitive Lovers," which is the Will Rogers series, "Puss in
opens Friday at the Capitol. The Boots" and the entire new program
of features, the first of which is
story will be dramatized in three scheduled
for release March 15.
episodes of five minutes each, and Schwartz, Horowitz and Kravitz are
will be heard tonight, Wednesday incorporated as the New York
Amity Exchange.
and Friday at 6:45 P. M.

earth is as alluring to the sucker as pictures.

*M,Nek

TWO LITTLE WORDS THAT MEAN A
GOLD
MINE
FROM
WARNER
BROS.

Colleen Moore at her sparkling
best in a delightful comedy
drama, "SOCIAL REGISTER,"
and superbly supported by a cast
of Broadway favorites. Directed
by Marshall Neilan.

j[ 1
I ,
1 *

"A MAN'S CASTLE," did such a
tremendous business at the Rialto
Theatre on Broadway it is now

I

I I

being

j

held

for a second

week!

i jf Spencer Tracy and Loretta Young
j head a superb cast.

J
y '
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TIMELY TOPICS

EXPLOITETTES

Arthur Hopkins Says
Screen May Save Stage

Series of Stunts Used
On "The Emperor Jones"

'T'HE motion picture, long regarded as the greatest menace to the .stage, may yet prove
its salvation. It strikes me as
extremely possible that the picture producers have built a machine which will keep the stage
running. It may be that from
the picture business the theater
producer can obtain sufficient
funds not only to keep the theater and its people active, but
also to repay pictures by the
development of new talent for
screen use. I have held this
theory for some time and that
is one of the main reasons why
I have become a picture producer. Iam going to make films
as I believe they should be
made. Under my arrangement,
I am not restricted by any set
studio methods nor by any preconceived ideas. From the brief
experience I have had, I feel
that no theatrical producer who
knows writing, casting and direction, has anything to fear in
producing a picture. The direction of my first film was by
much the same method as I
would have used in directing a
stage play, making allowances
for the smaller playing area
and adding sufficient "business"
to give the picture movement.
I have felt that talking pictures
are still more or less bound by
the technique of the silent film
and that full advantage of dialogue and voice has not been
taken. Close-ups and camera
angles tend to interfere with
the flow of the story, to distract the mind from the narrative which, after all, is the main
thing.
— Arthur Hopkins

Coming and Going
JAMES R. GRAINGER, general manager of
distribution for Universal, arrives in New York
this morning from an extensive trip.
CHARLIE EINFELD, Warner advertising and
publicity head, and CARL LESSERMAN, assistant
to Grad Sears, Warner executive in charge of
Southern and Western distribution, leave today
for a business trip to Dallas. They will return
next Monday.
SAMUEL GOLDWYN arrives in New
from the coast this week.

York

E. H. GRIFFITH and FRANCIS EDWARDS
FARAGOH have returned to Hollywood after a
brief sojourn in the east.
H. M. WARENR sailed Saturday on the California for the coast.
JOE RIVKIN has returned from Washington,
where he went in connection with Max Baer's
personal
appearance
engagement.
SIDNEY SINGERMAN, assistant western sales
manager in
for Palm
Universal,
on will
a two
weeks'
vacation
Beach.is He
return
on
Jan. 19.
JACK ROBBINS, head of Robbins Music Corp.,
leaves the middle of this month with Mrs.
Robbins for a short rest in the Southland.

PHIL

M DALY

• • • FIGURING THAT if a gent can't expect courtesy
on the auto highways
he sure won't get it on the byways and crooked alleys of the road to success
the Postmaster General of London who was recently presented with a
cinematograph department
will produce a series of short
films for the education
and edification
of pedestrians and automobile drivers
the pictures will
show in interesting fashion, the right
and wrong way
to cross streets
overtaking
turning corners
hand signals
and other rules of the road
So, the
reason we're passing this dope on
is that after reading
the 1933 list of deaths and accidents caused by the ignorance
or indifference
of motorists
we figure
that any producer
whether it is a Government department
or individual
who helps to cut down the
appalling number of casualties of the road
will be rendering to the American people
through the screen
a service that can not
in greenbacks
* be measured
*
*
*
• •
• OLD TIMERS who remember the Keaton family
of acrobats
who played every big time house
and town hall
in the country
a coupla decades
ago
should get a kick out of hearing that Joe Keaton's
two kids
Buster and Louise
have finally managed to get together on the screen
Louise, who they
tell us, is as "dead pan" as her brother
is now a regular
player for Educational
where Buster is also holding
forth
and so, the Keaton name is again in the plural
it's an old Keaton
custom *
*
*
*
•

•

• GEORGE ARLISS was reported to have been offered a Title
by King George
shortly after his
filming of "Disraeli"
but declined the honor
but
Cedric Hardwicke
Gaumont-British star who plays the
lead in "The Ghoul"
which opens soon at the Rialto
is one of the few players who have been knighted
and if our dope is correct ........ Sir Cedric will soon
be seen on the Broadway stage
and won't Park Avenue
be tickled
The Actors' Betterment Association has elected Eddie Cantor honorary president
and Bobby Clark
president
and has also selected two screen players as
members of the council
they are Charles Judels and El
Brendel
and it is actors like those
that MAKE
associations like that
•

•

•

FOR

THE

BENEFIT

of directors who have to

present an alibi with every high cost picture
we're recording how a $4.98 canary added $1,000 to the cost of RKO's
"Trigger"
Big-hearted Katharine Hepburn, star in the
pix
saw a fly swimming in the canary's water cup
and not knowing that drowned flies are like boiled squabs to
canaries
Katharine removed the cup
leaving a
swell opening for the bird
For over an hour, players,
technicians and stage crew chased the elusive warbler
and finally
after several hours delay a new canary was
brought from Hollywood
to the location site
in
the
San
Jacinto
Mountains
and
was
Katharine's
face
crimson ?
•

JN EXPLOITING the opening
of Eugene O'Neill's famous
screen version of "Emperor
Jones," produced by Krimsky
and Cochran and released by
United Artists, the manager of
the Palace theater, Canton, 0.,
put over a series of stunts which
attracted the attention of the
entire city. A few days before
the opening, the advertising
budget was increased 25 per
cent. This was followed up by
imprinting 3,500 stock heralds
which contained the "Liberty
Magazine" review -on the picture. These heralds were inserted is the latest copy of the
publication and distributed by
their agents. Three thousand
book marks, containing ad copy
on the picture, were placed in
all local libraries. Announcement of the picture's opening
was made in the English classes
of all local schools. Plenty of
paper was used in this campaign; 600 stock sheets were
sniped throughout the city with
special concentration in the
Negro sections. A special half
sheet was used announcing that
the balcony of the theater would
be exclusively set aside for colored patrons. In addition 12
24-sheet stands were spotted in
principal sections of the city.
In lining up local merchants for
tie-ups, more than 300 specially
printed 11x14s were used in
many local windows besides 47
neon light displays mentioning
the picture. Each window contained stills of Paul Robeson,
star in the picture, and other
theater billing. Local radio stations aided the campaign. Radio
Station WHBC and WADC
daily mentioned the picture and
theater on their programs. All
interurban trolleys and bus
lines carried special half-sheets
announcing the opening of "Emperor Jones." For a street ballyhoo a truck, bannered with six
sheets, was paraded around
town.
— Palace, Canton, O.

•

• FOLKS OFTEN WONDER how ... and why
various unaccountable
things happen
in Hollywood
and if our info is correct . . p.. ... all questions will be
plainly answered in Don Henderson Clarke's new novel "AlaDon tells us that he's tired of r,apping producers
bam"
that he's still
a meahie".
f ^o-.J of
and'theis really
tellinggood
secrets forbut
a living
Edwin
CareWeYene
old time directors
is back-in harness, v.
. and has
started filming "Are We Civilized?" for Raspin Productions
on the coast
.With Carewe on the set are Ed
Raschbaum and Sid Pink who make up the Ras-pin
and
Harold Sherman who authored the yarn ....

«

«

«

»

»
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"Roamin' Thru the Roses"
with Art Jarrett
Columbia
20 mins.
Pleasing

N-E-W-S OF T-H-E D-A-Y

Denver — Al Poulten, former bookEtna, Cal. — Rupe & Hiland have
er for Paramount, has moved over reopened the Etna K. P. theater.
to Columbia in the same job. Howard Crane, formerly at Paramount,
Williams, Cal.— The H. & R. TheA romantic skit, acted entirely in
here. ater Co. has reopened the Williams
lyrical form with the vocalizing led is back on the Paramount booking
by Art Jarrett, popular radio singer, and a few attractive girly num- job.
Palo Alto, Cal.— The California
bers. It starts with Jarret and his
Salt Lake City — Eddie Diamond theater
has reopened.
sweetheart visiting a supposedly is now active house manager at the
ideal couple and looking to them Orpheum.
Napa, Cal. — J. N. Tocchini anas their model of marital felicity.
nounces he is discontinuing his
When the latter get into a scrap,
Salt Lake City — Double features State theater.
Jarrett and his girl depart and in have been inaugurated at the new
arguing over which of their friends Stadium.
Milwaukee — Two local neighborwas to blame they work up a fight
hood houses, the Elite and the Rainthemselves. Eventually the romance
Chicago — After four weeks of
bow, suffered slight loss from fires
is patched for a musical wedding acoustical work, sound engineers
the
evening
of New Year's Day.
finale. It's a somewhat different have completed refinishing the audiaffair and should be enjoyed by
torium of the Pantheon, making the
Oconto, Wis. — A. L. Merritt, operaaudiences generally. Among mem- house one of the best in the city
tor of the Princess, was married rebers of the supporting cast are Bob- from a sound standpoint.
Oconto. cently to Miss Roxane Weber of
by Watson, Neely Edwards and
Carol Wines.
Kansas City — The La Salle, formerly the Broadmour opened ChristChicago — Bradley & Jerome, dancmas day with new RCA high fidelity
Krazy Kat in
ers who appear in Paramount's
sound equipment.
"Bolero," arrived in Chicago a few
"Whacks Museum"
days ago on a tour of key cities.
Columbia
7 mins.
East Hampton, Conn. — The East The tour is being directed by Jack
Hampton, operated by Nathan Lam- Dailey of Paramount's publicity deFair Animated
bert, was swept by fire this week, partment.
This one ranks just so-so among with loss estimated at $3,000.
animated cartoon comedies. Action
Port Huron, Mich. — The Griswold,
takes place in a wax museum, where
Denver — J. J. Goods tein, owner of suburban house, has closed.
of course the exhibits come to life theaters in Pueblo, Colo., and Philaand engage in various antics. NothEcorse, Mich. — The Ecorse, only
delphia, Pa., has remodeled the Opera House at Alamosa, Colo., back local house, has reopened under the
ing very exciting is developed, however, and action is a bit slow until into a theater, and renamed it the ownership of Steve Russ, with Andrew Bzovi as manager.
it is pepped up by a fire seauence Palm.
in which some of the ugly figures
are melted down into more shapely
New York Paramount Sets
and attractive exhibits. Some of the RKO Radio Releasing
figures are famous film stars, such
7
Shorts
This
Month
Seven Advance Bookings
as Jimmy Durante, Mae West, Joe
Seven
short
subjects
are
being
reAfter "Design for Living," now
E. Brown and others.
leased by RKO Radio Pictures this in its second week, bookings of the
month. Pictures just placed in re- New York Paramount have been set
lease are "On Approval," with Julia in the following order: "Eight Girls
"Double-Crossing the Rattler"
Sanderson and Frank Crumit, di- in a Boat," "All of Me," "Miss
Tom White
10 mins.
rected by Kenneth Webb; Ethel
Fane's Baby Is Stolen," "Four
Interesting Novelty
Waters in "Bubbling Over," an Frightened People," "The Search
RKO-Van Beuren musical comedy. for Beauty," "Six of a Kind" and
A very engrossing snake hunt, With her are Hamtree Harrington, "Bolero."
showing how rattlesnakes are lo- the Southernaires quartet and the
cated in their nests, caught by hand Rosamond Johnson choir, all popular
To Discuss Baer-Carnera Fight
with the aid of a forked stick, radio names, directed by Leigh Ja- Washington
Bureau
of THE FILM DAILY
milked of their venom, deprived of
Washington — Jack Dempsey arson, and the first of a series of cartheir fangs, etc. Accompanying the
toons, featuring the voices of Amos
rives here today to meet other proaction is an informative running
moters for a discussion of a match
'n' Andy is "The Rasslin' Match."
next
summer
between Max Baer and
talk. Although the narrator is not
Two shorts are being released Jan.
credited, the voice sounds like that 12, "Moorish Spain," a Vagabond Primo Camera, the champ. Baer is
of Lowell Thomas.
Adventure, and Clark and McCul- now making personal appearances
lough's latest, "Hey Nanny, Nanny," here, going over big, and will play
directed by Ben Holmes. "Jest of Brooklyn next week. Camera and
Honor," one of the Soglow "Little Baer appeared together in the picKing" cartoons is scheduled for Jan.
ture, "Prizefighter and the Lady,"
19, and the latest C"bbv the Bear and negotiations
for another Baer
picture
are now under way.
Aesop's Fable, "Sinister Stuff," will
be presented on Jan. 26.
Ushers' Group to Meet
A meeting of theater ushers,
Helen Morgan in Educ'l Subject
Helen Morgan has been assigned ticket takers, janitors and others orthe starring role in a new Educaganized last week by the Theater
tional-Song Hit Story which will be and Amusement Employees' Union
placed in production next week. She will take place tomorrow night in
will introduce a new song by Gene Bryant Hall to protest against theRenew
your state and city licenses
aters which are said to have cut
Buck and Dr. Hugo Riesenfeld, "One
now.
wages from $15 to $10 since the
LittletureSmile,"
from
which
the
picderives its title.
code was signed.
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SHORT SHOTS from
EASTERN STUDIOS
■ By CHAS. ALICOATE
£AB in CALLOWAY
will be
a musical short
to featured
be produced by Paramount and released in
their "Headliner" series. Production is scheduled to get under way
Wednesday at the West Coast Service studio under the direction of
Fred Wahler. Lester Roush will assist Wahler with William Steiner
doing the camera
work.
Leigh Jason, upon completion of
directing his next short for Meyer
Davis-Van Beuren, scheduled to get
under way next week, will leave for
the coast to fulfill a previous contract with Hal Roach to direct two
comedies, after which Jason will return east to resume his directing activities for Meyer Davis-Van Beuren.
Cutting
on "TheandInventors"
in
which
Stoopnagle
Budd, radio
zanies, makes their debut in Educational's Coronet Comedies, has
been completed at the Eastern Service studio in Astoria. Olive Borden
appears as leading lady in "The InChristie. ventors" which was produced by Al

•
Another production unit has been
added to the staff of Gem Productions for the making of GoofyTonc
News Reels, which is being released
by Universal Pictures.

•

Charles Judels and George Givot
start work today at the Vitaphone
studio in a two-reel comedy entitled
"Salted Seanuts." The comedians
are supported by Monty Colin, Lionel Stander, Hugh Cameron and
rects. Rathbun. Ralph Staub diJanet

•
Production on "Expectant Father,"
with Ei-nest Truex, to be produced
by Al Christie for Educational release, starts Jan. 15 at the Eastern
Service studio in Astoria.

•
"The Camera Speaks," one-reel
"Pepper Pot" novelty, started production Saturday at the Brooklyn
Vitaphone studio. The short will feature memorable flashes of the old
silent
BIG films.

NEWS

SHOW-

MAN'S

REMINDER

AS
SEEN
BY
THE PRESS
AGENT

"Edward

Everett Horton, at the close

of 1933, still held his title as Hollywood's champion string-saver."
—RKO
RADIO
PICTURES.
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RAY MOON SAYS EXHIBS
LACK SHOWMANSHIP
(Continued from Page

1)

ANALYSIS OF
MOTION PICTURE CODE

2,100 FEATURES
'33 WORLD OUTPUT
(Continued from Page

1)

tinue to enjoy the widest circulation
throughout the world. England, the
Theaters. Commenting on business
By LOUIS NIZER
leading market for U. S. films, is
reports from representative suburfourth Installment
ban houses in this entire area,
alternate from the same general still showing a good 70 per cent of
II— ADMINISTRATION
Moon says most exhibitors, when ARTICLE
class. Such alternate must not American films despite the increased
(Continued)
they see other houses drawing more
be connected with the company production activity there, and in
or theater of the ineligible many other countries the people
go in for price-cutting 8. Use of Trade Associations
patronage,
instead
of exploitation.
The Code Authority may, to such
member.
prefer dubbed versions of Hollyextent and in such manner as it 10. Appointment and Expenses
wood features to their native prod"They don't even try showman- thinks most useful, utilize the faciliuct, the data shows.
(a)
The
Code
Authority
may
apship," declares Moon. "If they did,
ties of:
point, remove and fix the salary
everyone could make money. The
American exports of motion pic(a) National trade associations;
of all persons it employs tc
trouble with grosses is low admistures to foreign markets for the
(b)
Regional
trade
associations;
assist it in administering the first 11 months of 1933 showed a
sion prices. Attendance itself is genCode.
(c)
Local
trade
associations;
erally satisfactory, but grosses are
small but encouraging increase over
(d) kind;
Boards of any kind;
too low. The public is getting too
the same period in 1932, according
(b)
The
expenses
of
the
Code
Aumuch show for too little money.
(e) Institutes or groups of any
thority in administering the to figures compiled by N. D. Golden,
The result is a surfeit for the pubCode must be budgeted and chief of the Motion Picture Section
(f) Organizations in the Industry.
lic, and distaste for the theater, tofairly allocated amongst the of the Bureau of Foreign & DomesIneligibility and Selecting Altergether with red figures and head- 9. nate
tic Commerce. Total was 148,142,099
Producers, Distributors and Exaches for the exhibs."
hibitors. The expenses are as- linear feet of negative and positive,
(a) No member of the Code Ausessed against the members of valued at $3,251,149, against 146,thority may sit on any matter
each branch of the Industry 921,205 feet valued at $3,780,823 in
Grant Boston Operators
the corresponding 11 months of
involving his company's or his
who accept the benefits or as- 1932.
own interest directly. If it insent to the Code. The manner
Exception on 40-Hr. Week
(Continued from Page 1)
of
assessment
is
determined
by
volves his company's interest
A concise tabulation of the 1933
merely as a class, for example
the Code Authority.
bers are employed and therefore it
features by various countries apmerely as Producers, Distribu- (c) If any person fails to pay any
lacks licensed operators to work adpears on page 1.
tors or Exhibitors, then he is
ditional hours required under its
assessments put on as an exnot disqualified.
pense in administering the Code,
contract with exhibitors. Average
week runs 49 hours. The local has (b) If a member is ineligible, the
he may not file any complaint Oklahoma Exhibitors
under any article of this Code.
Code Authority including the ina membership of 180 projectionists.
Endorse Film Code
(To Be Continued)
eligible member designates an
(Continued from Page 1)
This is the first known exception
granted in connection with the code.
Will Rogers Signs Again
pointed to negotiate cheaper power
R. E. Griffith Moves to Dallas
and light charges for members of
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Denver — R. E. Griffith, executive
the
unit. Recommendations for code
Hollywood — Will Rogers has signIndies Get Ultimatum
of the Westland Theaters, Inc., Denauthority
appointments include Zip
ed
another
contract
with
Fox,
markand the Griffith Amusement
ing his fifth year with the company. Payne, Sol Davis, Pat McGee, A. B.
From Operator Local 306 ment ver,
Company, Oklahoma City, has
Ralph Talbot and Morris
(Continued from Page 1)
moved his family to Dallas, where He is now working in "David Momand,
Loewenstein for the clearance and
of a basic wage scale for the New he will make his home.
zoning board, and William Zolfner,
York metropolitan territory, he will
Len Stocker, R. M. Clark and Fred
Armida
Signed
at
St.
Moritz
Grill
Transamerica
Declares
Dividend
begin negotiations with individual
Harum."
B. Pickrel for the grievance board.
Following her appearance as guest
exhibitors. The I. T. O. A. has a
San Francisco — Transamerica
meeting scheduled for Wednesday, of honor at the St. Moritz Grill last controlled by the Giannini interests,
when the wage scale proposals made Thursday night, Armida has been has declared a dividend of 12^2
Fox to Make Army Air Film
engaged by S. Gregory Taylor as a cents, payable Jan. 31. It is the West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
by Local 306 will be considered.
first dividend by the company since
Hollywood — The Army Flying
permanent
tertainment. feature of the Grill's en- 1931.
School at San Antonio, the West
Point of the air, will serve as a
Football Film for Strand
Agnes
Ayres
for
Stage
"■ THEDATE
INDUSTRY'S
""
background
for "Fledglings," which
BOOK
Pictures of the Rose Bowl footChicago — Agnes Ayres, screen ac- Fox will produce with Lew Ayres in
ball game won by Columbia Unitress now making personal appear- the leading role. It will be made
versity will be shown by Warners
ances in Chicago theaters, is soon for Fox by Al Rockett and will be
at the New York Strand starting to have the leading role in a legiti- the first directorial vehicle for Lee
Today: Allied Theater Owners of New Jersey
Garmes,
cameraman.
Thursday night.
meeting at New York headquarters, 358
mate production on Broadway.
W.

44th

St., 2

P.

M.

Jan.

9: Testimonial dinner to Nathan Yamins
tendered by Independent Exhibitors of New
England,
Copley
Plaza
Hotel, Boston.
7
~ P. M.

Buyers gasp

Jan. 9-10: M.P.T.O. of Nebraska and Western
Iowa meet at Loyal Hotel, Omaha.
Jan. 10:
A.

D.

Hearings on theatrical poster exchange code, under Division Administrator
Whiteside,
Washington.
D. C.

Users sigh

Jan. 16: Allied Theater Owners of New Jersey
meeting in screening room of Stacy theater,
Trenton, N. J., 12:30 P. M.
Jan. 19: Meeting of S.M.P.E. board of directors, Hotel Pennsylvania.
New
York.
Jan. 20: Fifth Annual Banquet and Ball of the
Warner Club, Inc., Waldorf-Astoria Hotel,
New
York.

Competitors gasp,

Jan. 23: Allied Theater Owners of New Jersey
meeting at New York headquarters, 2 P. M.
Jan. 30: Allied Theater Owners of New Jersey
meeting at New York headquarters, 2 P. M.
June 16-July 2: International Motion
Week,
Vienna.

Picture

ENGINEERING

*MLL

CANGNIZEE)

IT

A TITTLE" from HOLLYWOOD
t-TOWARD

HAWKS has been engaged by Columbia to direct
"Twentieth Century," for which the
company recently signed John Barrymore as the male lead. Production is scheduled to start Jan. 15.
Joe E. Brown's latest starring
picture, "A Very Honorable Guy,"
from the story by Damon Runyon,
will be completed tomorrow at First
National studios. The Runyon story
was adapted to the screen by Earl
Baldwin, and directed by Lloyd Bacon. Brown's supporting cast includes Alice White in the leading
feminine role. Robert Barrat, Irene
Franklin, Alan Dinehart, Hobart
Cavanaugh, Arthur Vinton, George
Pat Collins, James Donlan, Harold
Huber, Harry Seymour, Al Dubin,
Harry Warren and Joseph Cawthorn.
#
*
#
Arthur Caesar started yesterday
on the screen play of "Elizabeth
and Mary," which Lowell Sherman
will direct and will play the role
of Black Douglas.

so that Hall may be available for
another important picture to which
he earlier had devoted special study.
Victor McLaglen, whose travels have
led him to almost every port on the
globe, has been signed for a leading
role. He will share honors with
Preston Foster.
"Five

Fragments"

(temporary

title), by George Dwyer, has been
purchased by Warners. William
Dieterle will direct and Pat O'Brien
has the male lead.

*

*

*

James Tinling, director of "Jimmy
and Sally," in which James Dunn
and Claire Trevor are starred, has
been assigned to do as much for "3
on a Honeymoon," the screen adap-

TOTS";

tation of Ishbel Ross's "Promenade
cast.
Deck." ZaSu Pitts will be in the

*

*

Joan Blondell and George Barnes,
her husband, have returned from a
vacation of a few days spent in
Death Valley as the final stage in
the star's convalescence from her
recent operation for appendicitis.

RE YOU DRIVING AWAY THE TRADE
t; YOU WANT TO BRING IN O

"Merry Wives of Reno" has gone
into production at Warners, with
H. Bruce Humberstone directing. It
is a comedy with cast headed by
Donald Woods, Glenda Farrell, Margaret Lindsay, Frank McHugh,
Hugh Herbert, Guy Kibbee, Ruth
Donnelly and Hobart Cavanaugh.

*

*

*

Willard Robertson, who is featured in Columbia's "One Is Guilty,"
was the late David Belasco's stage
manager for several years. He was
present in Belasco's office when the
name Gladys Smith was changed to
Mary Pickford. In fact, he was the
first person to write the new name.
%

♦

^

Complete cast of Warner's "Upper
World" includes Warren William,
Mary Astor, Ginger Rogers, Theodore Newton, William Gargan,
Andy Devine, Dickie Moore, J. Carroll Naish, Robert Barrat, Robert
Greig, Ferdinand Gottschalk, Frank
Sheridan, Mickey Rooney and John
Qualen.
Roy Del Ruth is directing.
Columbia has signed Rita LaRoy
for "One is Guilty" which is now in
work under the guidance of Lambert
Hillyer. Ralph Bellamy and Shirley
Grey have the leading parts.
Roy Del Ruth
to 20th Century
tract. He will
man in "Bulldog
Back."

goes from Warners
on a long term condirect Ronald ColDrummond Strikes

William Cameron Menzies and
George Somnes have been assigned
to direct Paramount's "The Man
Who Broke His Heart," an assignment previously scheduled for Alexander Hall. The change was made

ASK

US,

'How can I reseat my
theatre economically?

• Community patronage can be regained and
retained by many theatres if owners will provide
comfort and ease for audiences while seated.

American Seating Company
Makers of Dependable

Seating for Theatres and Auditoriums

General Offices: Grand Rapids, Michigan
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Jp Duties at Radio City Music Hall

300 NOMINATIONS RECEIVED FOR FILM CODE POSTS

Gov't Expected to Make No More Code Appointments
Rosenblatt Urges Names

Scarcity
of
Applicants
With Qualifications
Among Reasons
By
FILM

WILLIAM
SILBERBERG
DAILY
Staff Correspondent

Washington — No, further nominations as government representatives
on the motion picture code authority are expected, for the time being.
Difficulty in finding suitable applicants who are familiar enough with
the required duties of such membership is believed to preclude possibilities of any immediate appointments. There is also a general administrative policy to decide upon
(.Continued

on Page

6)

40-HOUR WEEK HITS
UNION WAGE SCALES
Motivated by the opinion that,
under the film industry code, operators' localsmen
must who
pay fill
the out
wages
of
additional
weeks
beyond the 40-hour limit imposed by
the NRA agreement, local unions
throughout the country are protesting to both Gen. Hugh S. Johnson
and Division Administrator Sol A.
Rosenblatt.
Claim is made that the situation
(Continued

on

Page

6)

Eight Roadshows Set
On "Roman Scandals"

Eight roadshow openings on
"Roman Scandals" has been set by
Lynn Farnol. Premieres of the
Samuel Goldwyn picture on Jan. 12
are scheduled as follows: Loew's
Penn,
Pittsburgh;
Loew's
State,
(Continued on Page 6)
Pigs is Pigs
New Orleans — The third little pig
was given away here last week. Garden
Theater, unable to book "Three Little
Pigs" for a return run, advertised the
most serious porker as a premium along
with turkeys
and the like.

Birmingham

to Have

Drastic Censorship

Birmingham — As a result of sexy advertising matter used by a vaudeville troupe
for a special midnight show last week, a new censorship war has broken out here
and the city attorney's office is writing up new regulations that are expected to be
the most drastic in the country in the matter of censoring films and stage shows.
Mrs. H. B. Adams is the city inspector.

G0ASTT0 COAST TRAIN CHI. UNION WARNED
AGAINST STRIKING
"MOULIN ROUGE" Invoking the labor provisions of
FOR
As an exploitation stunt for
"Moulin Rouge," United Artists and
20th Century have made a tieup
with Socony Vacuum Oil Co., of
New York whereby about 15 stars
will join in a "Moulin Rouge Caravan" leaving Feb. 1 from New York
and visiting the various key cities
for the opening of the picture. The
trip will be made by train from city
to city, with buses used for transportation at each stopover point. In
(Continued

on Page

6)

National Exchange Setup
Completed by Majestic

Upon closing of contracts this
week between Majestic Pictures and
Lee Goldberg and Colonel Fred Levy
of Louisville, giving the latter two
the Majestic franchise for the Indianapolis territory, Majestic will
(Continued on Page

8)

the motion picture code, Division
Administrator Sol A. Rosenblatt has

warned
the Chicago
not to strike
without operators'
submittinglocal
its
wage dispute to arbitration. Differences involve back-pay claimed by
the union, which, it is understood,
alleges that only one of its two wage
cuts has (Continued
been restored,
thus violaton Page 6)

Meet Today to Discuss
M.P.T.O.A. Financing

More than 300 nominations for
members and secretaries of the local
zoning and grievance boards had
been received by Division Administrator Sol A. Rosenblatt, the NRA
and the Code Authority up to last
night. Representing every territory
the nominees are indentified with
both dent
major
interests.company and indepenDeadline
Jan. 20.
sent the
Paramount

for filing nominations is
All suggestions must be
Code Authority in the
Building, New York, not

(Continued

on Page

8)

6 floridThIses
resume^ activity

Jacksonville, Fla. — Six theaters in
the state have reopened in the last
few days. They include the Dreka,
Financing problems of the M. P. DeLand, handled by Frank H. Bell;
T. 0. A. will be considered today Paramount, Palm Beach; Palace,
when members of its committees, en- Lakeland, managed by Bolivar
trusted with the tasks of handling Hyed; Florida, Daytona Beach, manits budget and re-drafting by-laws
aged by James L. Cartwright; Aladof the exhibitor association meet at
din, Cocoa; and Park, in the Flaminits office (Continued
at 1600 Broadway.
Presigo section of Palm Beach.
on Page 6)

Rothafel Taking a Vacation
Before Announcing New Plans
Ken Goldsmith to Produce
4 Jackie Searl Features

Be Forwarded to
Flinn in N..Y.

Resignation
of Samuel ofL. the
"Roxy"
Rothafel
as impresario
Radio City Music Hall was accepted
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
yesterday by J. R. McDonough, genHollywood — A new series of four
eral manager of RKO and presioutdoor pictures starring Jackie
dent of Radio City Theaters. AlSearl, juvenile actor, is announced
though Roxy has already ceased acby Ken Goldsmith, president of
tivity at the theater, the resignaGoldsmith Productions. The first
will start March 10. In addition to 16th. tion officially becomes effective Feb.
Searl, it will feature two animal
Contrary to many reports which
actors, Lobo, the wolf dog, and placed
the salary question as being
Bingo, a horse. Each picture will paramount in the controversy, Roxy
(Continued on Page 8)
be a full six-reel feature.

Arbitrators Award Fox
"Lola Montez" Title
Right to the title "Lola Montez,"
announced for production by M-GM, with Fox owning complete world
rights tez"toby aAdolph
play called
Paul,- "Lolo
has Monbeen
(Continued

on Page

6)

Gene Raymond Week in K. C.
Kansas City — Local fans can take their
choice this week between seeing "The
House on 56th Street" with Gene Raymond at theRaymond
Newman;at "I
Suzanne"
with Gene
the Am
Uptown,
and
"Flying Down To Rio" with Gene Raymond at the Mainstreet. There is one
other first run movie in town — but Mr.
Raymond
does not play in that.
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"Fur Coats," starring Aline MacMahon, will go into production tomorrow at the
Warner studios. Alfred E. Green will direct the picture, which is Miss MacMahon's
first starring vehicle. The leading masculine role will be played by Paul Kelly.
Approximately $100,000 worth of furs, sables and ermine is being worn and displayed
in the picture, which is based on a story written by Ann Garrick and adapted by
Manuel Seff.
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Hugh L. Dunn Dead
Baltimore — Hugh L. Dunn, connected with Ford's Theater in various capacities since the house was
built in 1871, died Saturday night.
Robbers Get $400
Two holdup men got $400 at the
Hopkinson Theater, Brooklyn, Sunday
night. They approached Oscar Green,
manager and Irving Richmond, treasurer,
as the latter were counting up the day's
receipts.

N. Y. Film Trade Board
Two Subjects Completed
Installs Slate Tomorrow
In New Tom Terriss Series
First two subjects have been completed in the new .series of 13 onereel travel romances being made by
Tom Terriss under the general title
of "Quest of the Perfect Woman."
The initial shorts comprise material
gathered in Morocco and Algeria, including the tomb of King Tut-ankhAmen which has recently been coming in for new publicity. Natural
sound and dialogue, together with
music, are part of each reel. A
national release is now being negotiated, after which Terriss will sail
to do some more filming. Hammer
Pictures^, Inc., with Arthur Hammer
as president, is the company producing the shorts.

Installation dinner and exercises
of the New York Film Board of
Trade is now definitely set for tomorrow night at the Motion Picture
Club, with Attorney Louis Nizer as
toastmaster. Guests, including past
presidents and former members,
have been invited as follows: Jules
Levy, Charles Rosenzweig, I. E.
Chadwick, Louis Rosenbluh, Joe
Unger, Milton Kusell, Tom Murray,
Earl Sweigert, William Raynor, Hal
Hodes, Dave Rosengarten, George
Balsdon, M. Van Praag, Phil Meyer,
Lester Adler, Arthur Greenblatt,
Harry Thomas, Herman Gluckman,
Harry Buxbaum and William Scully.

Randforce Takes Over
Two Steinman Houses

Cameramen Elect

Officers of the International
Randforce has acquired two Photographers of the Motion Picture
Brooklyn houses from Charles Stein- Industries, Local 644, for the ensuing year were elected at a general
man. They are the National and
Terminal. Steinman has closed his meeting last week. They are: F.
Walter Strenge, president; Harry
third theater, the new Atlantic.
W. Smith, vice-president; Frank G.
Kirby, treasurer; Tom Hogan, secretary; Frank Landi, sergeant-atGoldwyn to Visit Russia arms; Ray
Foster, trustee (three
Samuel Goldwyn, who arrives in
New York tomorrow morning with years); O. V. Johnson, business
a print of Anna Sten's first Amer- representative.
ican picture, "Nana," will sail in a
few weeks for Moscow, where he
New Warner Merchandising Plan
will probably see the Russian preA "Showman's Corner" has been
miere of Miss Sten's picture. He
also will be in London for the open- inaugurated in the Warner press
ing of "Roman Scandals." Before books, which are edited under the
leaving the coast, Goldwyn signed supervision of Charlie Einfeld, pubRouben Mamoulien to direct Miss;
licity and advertising chief. This
new feature is devoted to a resume
Sten in "Ressurrection."
of exploitation stunts which have
Film on Mexican Oil Fields
proven successful in past performances bv exhibitors over the counWashington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
try. First of the Warner merWashington — "Through The Oil
chandising plans which include the
Fields of Mexico," three-reel silent
educational film, has been prepared new "Showman's Corner" are those
under the supervision of the U. S. on "The Big Shakedown," "Easy To
Bureau of Mines in cooperation with Love" and "Massacre."
an oil producing company. The film
comprises the latest addition to the
Lobby Tieup
on "Fashions"
Bureau's comprehensive library of $5,000
An elaborate
display
of ostrich
films visualizing the mineral and
feathers and plumes valued at $5,allied industries.
000 will be one of the lobby exploitation tieups in connection with
Rube Wolf at Roxy
Warner's "Fashions of 1934," which
Rube Wolf, master of ceremonies, is to have a $10 top Broadway openmakes his Broadway debut on Fri- ater. ing Jan. 18 at the Hollywood Theday at the Roxy, succeeding Dave
Schooler.
William Slater a Father
A daughter was born last week to
Mr. and Mrs. William Slater. The
father at one time was connected
with the advertising and publicity
departments of United Artists, Paramount and Mascot, and now is editor of Naborhood Theater Guides.

Map Fight on Daylight Time
Pittsburgh — Theater owners and
operators here are working on a
plan to combat daylight saving in
Western Pennsylvania, which is in
effect during the summer months.
Several meetings have been held by
local exhibitors to devise ways and
means of eliminating the practice.

MAURICE CHEVALIER, HARPO MARX; ERIK I
CHARRELL, foreign producer signed by FoxMARCEL VALLEE and CHARLES BOYER, French
players, and ABRAM FRANKEL, French distributor, arrive in New York today on the lie
de France.
SAMUEL
Wednesday
DOLORES

GOLDWYN arrives in New York on
from the coast en route to Moscow.

DEL RIO reaches New York today
after
vacation
a brief
for
Hollywood
from
for RKO.
Mansions"
finishing "Green
BEN BERINSTEIN, Los Angeles exhib leader,
arrives in New York today to discuss motion
picture code matters and transact other business.
JOSEPH I. SCHNITZER is due in New York
this week from the coast to conclude arrangefeatures.ments for his production plans calling for 24
JESSE L. LASKY has delayed his departure
from the coast for New York.
terday.
AL CHRISTIE returned from California yesHOWARD

HAWKS,

engaged

last week

by

Columbia to direct "Twentieth Century," arrives in New York this morning in search of
a leading lady to play opposite John Barrymore.
SOL EDWARDS, assistant sales manager for
Educational Pictures, left last night on a tour
of the Fox exchanges in Cleveland, Cincinnati,
Indianapolis, St. Louis, Kansas City, Omaha,
Des Moines,
Minneapolis and Chicago.
M. E. COMERFORD arrives in New York
today from Scranton to attend the M.P.T.O.A.
committee
meeting.
FRED JACK, Warner district manager in
Dallas, leaves New York today on his return
home.
CHARLOTTE STIFER, new assistant designer
for Warners, leaves New York today for the
Coast to assume her duties.
CARL BRISSON, foreign player signed by
Paramount, arrives in New York today on the
Aquitania and leaves the latter part of the
week for Hollywood. HERBERT T. SILVERBERG
returned to Buffalo last night from New York.
MONTE BRICE and DORIS HILL are among
the week's arrivals at the Hotel Warwick from
Hollywood.
W. RAY JOHNSTON leaves today for Boston
to attend the testimonial dinner to Nathan
Yamins.

Whalen Quits NRA

Grover A. Whalen has resigned
as local NRA Administrator in New
York. He has also quit Wanamaker's and is joining a liquor
tions.
group, Schenley Affiliated CorporaReviving

French

Film

"Blood of a Poet" ("Le Sang d'n
Poete"),
picked by
theof National
Board of Review,
as one
the best
foreign films of the year, will have
a return showing at the Fifth Ave.
Playhouse starting Thursday.
Musicians

Push

Drive

In their drive for more employment,
to be achieved partly by requiring all
theaters to employ musicians regardless
of the nature of the show, members
of the musicians' union organized under
an emergency council of seven held another meeting yesterday at the Yorkville Casino. Former Magistrate Charles
A. Oberwager is representing the group,
which is seeking to have Equity okay
Sunday performances of legit shows. A
plea has been sent to Governor Lehman,
asking
his cooperation.
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Paper Sponsors Warner
Stars' Caricature Contest
A SERIES of 12 caricatures of
Warner Bros. -First National players, sketched by Abner
Dean, well-known artist whose
works have appeared in the
"New Yorker," "College Humor," "Common Sense" and other
magazines, was made the basis
of a "Know Your Stars" contest
sponsored by the Chattanooga
"Times." The unusual angle of
the stunt is that the newspaper
ran the contest unsolicited, the
caricatures having been sent
them by the Warner home office
publicity department for publicity purposes. Realizing the
reader interest in a contest of
this sort and the prominence of
Abner Dean, the "Times" adapted the sketches for use in the
contest. According to the details of the contest, the 12 Abner Dean caricatures appeared
in the Sunday (Dec. 10) issue
of the Chattanooga "Times" and
the readers were invited to
guess the identity of the stars
and write a 100-word essay on
"Which of These Players I Like
Best and Why." Passes for
three local houses, the Tivoli,
State and Rialto, were awarded
the winners of the contest. By
Wednesday evening, the closing
time of the contest, over 4,500
replies were received by the
paper.

THEDATE
INDUSTRY'S
BOOK
Today: Testimonial dinner to Nathan Yamins
tendered by Independent Exhibitors of New
England, Copley Plaza Hotel, Boston. 7
P. M.
Jan. 9-10: M.P.T.O. of Nebraska and Western
Iowa meet at Loyal Hotel, Omaha.
Jan. 10:
A.

D.

Hearings on theatrical poster exchange code, under Division Administrator
Whiteside,
Washington,
D. C.

Jan. 16: Allied Theater Owners of New Jersey
meeting in screening room of Stacy theater,
Trenton, N. J., 12:30 P. M.
Jan. 19: Meeting of S.M.P.E. board of directors, Hotel Pennsylvania,
New
York.
Jan. 20: Fifth Annual Banquet and Ball of the
Warner Club, Inc., Waldorf-Astoria Hotel,
New
York.
Jan. 23: Allied Theater Owners of New Jersey
meeting at New York headquarters, 2 P. M.

• •
• TEN YEARS AGO
when they opened the
inner shrine of Tut-ankh-Amen
fifteen men were present
of that group
eleven have since joined Tut
all in mysterious
and violent ways
and of the
four who still remain in our midst
Tom Terriss, the
Vagabond Director, is one
All of which gives us the
creeping jitters
because Tom is a swell gent
a
fine director
and should hang around for at least 50
years more
*
*
*
*
•
and
ups
his

•
• BUT INSTEAD of shivering in his sandals
avoiding a mention of this eerie reckoning
Terriss
and uses the grim foreboding
as the leading topic in
lecture literature
and to add defiance to indifference
if you ask him to translate the Egyptian hieroglyphics
inscribed around the neck of a vase unearthed by the
late Lord Carnarvon
while he and Terris ,stood in the
darkened tomb
Tom will smiling reply
"Death
shall come with swift wings to him who toucheth the tomb of
a Pharaoh"
Omygosh!
*
*
*
*
• • • ALL OF WHICH reminds us that Messmore and
Damon's "World a Million Years Ago".
which did plenty
business at the Century of Progress in Chicago
starts
an indefinite run at the Warner on Broadway
Jan. 18
.....
and is being exploited by A. P. Waxman as "Bigger
than Barnum's Biggest and Better than Barnum's Best"
which we claim is the boldest ballyhoo bludgeon that any bombastic blade has ever bandied

*

*

*

*

• •
• WE'RE
IN FAVOR
of a thorough
investigation
and summary prosecution
of the nit-wits
who call themselves college men
who crashed the door
of the Nemo on upper Broadway
Sunday night
wrecked the balcony
yelled "Fire"
and caused a
veritable riot in which several women patrons were injured
and hundreds thrown into panic
Just because
newsreel pictures of the recent Stanford-Columbia football contest were being shown
the rattlepates
several
hundred strong
or weak
rushed the doorman and
took possession
It's lucky no one was trampled to death
in the disorder that followed
and we hope the fathers
of the nincompoops, who have been arrested for disorderly conduct will realize how much more serious the charges
might have been

*

*

*

#

• • • ALWAYS A SHOWMAN
Eddie Cantor pulled
a fast one Sunday
by making four trips
via subway
from the Brooklyn Paramount, to the NBC studios in the RCA
Building
fully made up
and
with the conventional towel around his neck
Benny Holzman
that, ......
as much
as the
comedian
likesCantor's
to ride manager
in his ownexplained
automobile.
.he had
to
hand it to the underground
and upkeep

*

*

for speed

*

Picture

^NIMATED
have
changed the cartoons
entire psychology of human comedies. The
mechanical tricks which, for
many years, had been an integral part of motion picture
comedies, have been almost completely taken over by the cartoons, and since it is true that
the cartoon animals have a quality of appeal that no human can
compete with, the only logical
thing was to withdraw in their
favor. Gag comedies are, therefore, now quite obsolete, and in
their wake comes the personality comedy, stronger now than
ever. I wouldn't attempt, in the
new order of things, to make a
comedy without a strong comedy personality. Because I share
this opinion with the executives
of the company with which I am
affiliated, Educational Pictures
embarked on a talent hunt
which has resulted in the most
impressive line-up of top-notch
names ever corralled by a short
subjects company. Stoopnagle
and Budd, Ernest Truex, Bob
Hope, Moran and Mack, Andy
Clyde, Lillian Roth, Eddie Craven, Charles Judels, Tom Patricola, are among the personalities Educational has signed for
its current program of two-reel
comedies. Showing the extent
to which we attach importance
to the presence of names in our
comedies, Educational has moved
half of its current production
activities to the east to insure
availability of first rank talent.
With the Broadway stage and
the radio keeping a number of
the topnotchers in New York,
we did the equivalent of bringing the mountain to
Mohammed.
— Al
Christie.

and service

*

• • • BERT WHEELER and Bobby Woolsey jumped to
Washington
yesterday for a week of personal appearances
and will return next week for appearances at the RKO
Albee, Brooklyn
and on Jan. 21 over WEAF
the lads will be heard on the "Hall of Fame" program
inaugurated Sunday night by Katharine Hepburn
who
with Douglas
Montgomery
rendered the "Romeo
and
Juliet" balcony scene
And, jumping the other way
from personal appearances to the screen
will be Sophie
Tucker
now at. the Hollywood night club ... who will
sign contracts this week to appear in a musical film farce with
Leon Errol and George Givot
Sophie will also grab a
.swell part in the screen version of a revue which is now on
Broadway

January 9
Vilma

Jan. 30: Allied Theater Owners of New Jersey
meeting at New York headquarters, 2 P. M.
June 16-July 2: International Motion
Week,
Vienna.

Says Animated Cartoons
Change Comedy Psychology

«

«

«

»

»

»
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MAKE YOUR SCREEN AN ARENA OF WHIRLWIND
THRILLS WITH DICK AS A FIGHTING RED
MAN
HURLING
DEFIANCE AT HIS WHITE FOES
Warner Bros, exploitation crew is coming thru with
a grand rush for "Massacre". Dozens of practical show
ideas, flash street stunts, two-fisted ads and stories
will be found in the big merchandizing campaign,
soon available at all Warner Bros — First National
Exchanges— all emphasizing the showy Indian atmosphere and smashing action of this unusual attraction.
ilagraph. Inc., Distributor!
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EXPECT NO MORE
GOV'T NOMINEES
{.Continued from Page 1)

A LITTLE from "LOTS
By RALPH

WILK

Samuel Goldwyn is all smiles.
Irving Thalberg, Darryl Zanuck,
dent E. Kuykendall, who has been Richard Barthelmess and others who
in New York since last week, has attended the preview of "Nana,"
prepared a budget which he will agreed that Anna Sten is a great
submit for approval of the com- screen bet. Many believe her American screen debut is more auspicious
mittee.
Kuykendall yesterday stated he than that of any other foreign star
since the inception of talking pichas not as yet made up his mind as tures.
to whether or not he will call a
* *
*
meeting of the M. P. T. 0. A. board.
Robert
Florey
is
losing
little time
He is busy with organization work
pending the next meeting of the between pictures. He had no soonCode Authority, of which he is a
er finished "Registered Nurse" under schedule than he started shootmember, tomorrow night.
ing on "Hit Me Again" three days
later. He is under contract to WarChi. Union Warned
ner Bros. He directed "The House
Against Striking "Ex-Lady."
on 56th Street," "Girl Missing" and
(Continued from Page 1)

FOR "MOULIN ROUGE"
(Continued from Page 1)

HOLLYWOOD

Harold Minter, production manwhich in the opinion of General
ager, and Edward Kull, cameraman,
^/TLL
ROGERS
will
appear
in
Johnson would necessitate no more
"Merry Andrew," adapted by for Goldsmith Productions, will get
than one government representative Kubec Glasmon from the play by a break as co-directors of the new
on a code authority. Division Ad- Lewis Beach. Sol Wurtzel will pro- series of four Jackie Searl outdoor
ministrator Sol A. Rosenblatt is the
duce it for Fox.
pictures. The first picture will go
* *
*
single government member at this
into production
* March
■*
*10.
writing.
"Stars on Stripes," all-color short,
Norman Houston has been signed
is in work at M-G-M. Cast includes
Shirley Ross, Dorothy Appleby, Mu- by Trem Carr to write the screen
40-Hour Week Hits
riel Evans, Moe Howard, Agnes An- play of E. Phillipps Oppenheim's
Union Wage Scales
derson and Ruth Channing. Al story, "Numbers of Monte Carlo."
(Continued from Page 1)
is directing under super- It goes in work within two weeks
caused by the shortening of work- Boasbervisiong of Jack
vern. the supervision of Paul MalCummings.
under
ing hours and assumption of the
* *
*
obligation, under existing contracts
*
#
#
Roger Imhof has been assigned
signed by locals, to furnish operaBobby Watson is appearing in
tors for theaters' regular operating a role in Fox's "Murder in Triniweeks, projectionists will sustain
dad," with Nigel Bruce and Heather M-G-M's "It Happened One Day,"
Angel, under the direction of Louis being produced by John Considine
wage reductions ranging from $7 to King.
with William K. Howard directing.
$11 per week per man, in many
* *
*
towns.
First National has made two
Jack Cummings is directing as
well
as
producing
"Cowman's
Loss,"
Eight Roadshows Set
changes
in the cast of "Hit Me
first of two shorts in which Chic Again," and
has set back the beginSale
will
appear
for
M-G-M.
ning
of
production
on the picture for
On
"Roman Scandals"
* *
*
(Continued from Page 1)
one more week. The first replacement is that of Joan Blondell for
Cleveland; Albee, Cincinnati; PalHarry Oliver, art director for
ace, Indianapolis; State, St. Louis M-G-M on
Bette
Davis, who will be given a
"Viva
Villa,"
will not
and United Artists, Chicago. On have time to take his souvenirs
from role in another picture. Claire Dodd
Jan. 19 the picture will premiere at Mexico City to his desert hacienda replaces Glenda Farrell, whose work
the Palace, Washington, and Great in Borego Valley. He starts work
in "Merry Wives of Reno" overlaps
Lakes, Buffalo. Farnol will person- immediately on the sets and back- on the production schedule. Addially supervise the last two openings.
grounds for "The Cat's Paw," Har- Arthur.tions are Henry O'Neill and Johnny
old Lloyd's new
* *
*
* comedy.
*
*

Meet Today to Discuss
M.P.T.O.A. Financing

COAST TO COAST TRAIN

Leslie Howard, noted English
stage and screen star, has arrived
in Hollywood to resume his American film career, interrupted a few
months ago when he journeyed to
London to appear in a stage play
there. The actor was accompanied
by Mrs. Howard. He will be .starred
in Somerset Maugham's novel, "Of
Human Bondage," soon to be produced by RKO Radio.

*

*

*

Harry Wilcoxon, English player,
has been picked by Cecil B. De Mille
for the role of Marc Anthony in
"Cleopatra," with Claudette Colbert.

addition to picture and broadcasting
facilities, the 15 stars who have
agreed to make the trip include Leo
Carrillo, Jimmie Gleason, Mr,s. Gleason, Russell Gleason, Raymond Hatton, Creighton Hale, Anna Q. Neilson, Mary Carlisle, Johnnie Mack
Brown, Mary Brian, Ben Turpin,
Sally O'Neil, Sally Blane, Arline
Judge, Patsy Ruth Miller and Nancy
Welford. John Hundley will act as
master of ceremonies.
Costumes designed at the coast
studios, will be worn by the 12
Moulin Rouge girls, consisting of
blue coats, silver hats with silver
arm bands, typical Russian Cossack
First stop will be Philadelphia,
type.
where a series of luncheons, broadcasts and personal interviews with
the press will take place. The stars
will have the opportunity to be interviewed byvarious key city newspapers which in itself will result in
unlimited columns of publicity.
In addtion to theater appearances
by the stars, arrangements will be
made in different key cities to have
the entire show broadcast over one
of the local stations and in each
broadcast mention will be made of
the engagement of the picture in
that particular city.
Among other cities to be visited
are Washington, Baltimore, Hartford, Boston, Albany, Rochester,
Buffalo Clevleahd, Detroit, Chicago,
Milwaukee, Indianapolis, St. Louis,
Kansas City, Los Angeles and San
Francisco.

Arbitrators Award Fox
"Lola Montez" Title
(Continued from Page 1)
awarded priority on the title by an
arbitration committee composed of
Teanne Dressier, Columbia; Irene F.
Scott, Paramount; J. J. Nolan,
RKO; Robert Harris, Universal,
and A. S. Howson, Warners. Fox
vill produce the picture soon.

Rosco Ates, minus his stutter, has
been assigned a comedy role in War23 More "Wonder Bar" Dates
(Continued from Page 1)
ner's "Merry Wives of Reno," based
* *
*
on the story by Robert Lord. The
Twenty-three more simultaneous
ing an agreement.
Rosenblatt will
meet with the operators and exhibiPatsy Kelly, under contract to Hal cast of this comedy includes Donald key city roadshow openings have
Woods,
Glenda
Farrell,
Margaret
tors at Chicago Jan. 20 in an effort Roach, will play the featured combeen set on Warner's forthcoming
to iron out differences.
edienne role in "The Countess of Lindsay, Frank McHugh, Hugh Her- all-star musical "Wonder Bar,"
Under the code Rosenblatt has the
bert, Guy Kibbee, Ruth Donnelly which will have its world premiere
Monte Cristo," for Universal, with and Hobart
Cavanaugh.
authority to call a hearing on labor Kurt
on Broadway at two-a-day. This
Neumann directing. Miss Kelly
* *
*
disputes in an effort to adjust diffi- is represented by Ralph G. Farnum.
iets the figure of day-and-date
culties. Jack Miller, president of
* *
*
Joseph P. Santley has been signed "Wonder Bar" openings throughout
the Exhibitor Association of Chithe country at 123, with further
Aileen Carlyle, who has attracted by Trem Carr to direct "The Loud- dates anticipated. These showings,
cago, has temporarily, at least, de- much
attention
by
her
work
in
the
speaker," Ray Walker's fourth starferred his trip east to confer with
ring vehicle for Monogram. William which will take place early in Febthe Division Administrator on the screen version of "The Cat and the
ruary, will be preceded in each inNigh
has
been signed by Lou Ossubject.
Fiddle," has signed an exclusive
management contract with Jack trow to direct "Numbers of Monte campaign.stance by a special exploitation
Gardner, the agent.
* *
*
Columbia Signs Roland Pertwee
Monogram has closed a deal for
Roland Pertwee, eminent English
N. O. House May Reopen
Wallace Ford is appearing in "Sing Sing Nights," the published
author, playwright and contributor
New
Orleans — Separation of the
to American magazines, has been "Men in White," with Clark Gable novel
Carlo." by Harry Stephen Keeler, Ideal theater, Pontchatoula, from
engaged by Columbia for its writing and Myrna Loy. Richard Boleslav- which will go on next year's pro- the remainder of the Anthony bankgram. The purchase was made by
staff and will sail for America with- sky is directing and Monta Bell is Lou Ostrow.
ruptcy may cause the house to rein the next few weeks.
the producer of this M-G-M picture.
open soon.
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SHORT

SUBJECTS

Powell

in

"BEFORE MIDNIGHT"

"FASHIONS OF 1934"
with

Ethel Waters in

"Bubblin' Over"

with Hamtree Harrington, Southern
Airs
; RKO
17 mins.
Okay Musical
A Van Beuren-Meyer Davis release that stands up well for snappy
entertainment and tuneful songs.
The short is built around a fairly
interesting story of several Harlem
folks who in the most part, are lazy
bones sitting around and waiting
for dinner. Ethel Waters, as the
wife of a good for nothing janitor,
handles her part very well and sings
three numbers. One is exceptionally good. "Southern Airs", an unusually good quartette and Hamtree Harrington, help to carry the
short through to a laugh finish.
Amos 'n' Andy in

"The Rasslin* Match"

RKO
10 mins.
Cartoon-Voice Combination
This cartoon brings a hew technique to the screen insofar as the
actual voices of Amos and Andy
have been synchronized with the
drawn characters. It has been fairly well accomplished and should
prove a good laugh number, especially for the followers of the two
radio comedians. "The Kingfish"
and "Bullneck Mooseface" are the
only other characters included in
the film. The story is taken from
the radio episode where Andy and
"Bullneck Mooseface" meet on the
canvas and wrestle for the championship of "sumphin' ".

Bette

Davis,

Frank

Hugh

Herbert

McHugh

and

First National
78 mins.
CLASSY SEMI-MUSICAL PACKED
WITH FLASH ENTERTAINMENT AND
BIG EXPLOITATION POSSIBILITIES.
Though it has a serviceable story, presenting William Powell in one of those
big-time promoter roles at which he is
so adept, the chief strength of this picture is in its smartly handled production
and its extensive angles of tie-up with
the clothing trade. The plot background
concerns the activities of Powell and his
aides, Bette Davis and Frank McHugh, in
pilfering exclusive Paris styles and selling
them to New York shops. Triangle interest enters the scene when Powell runs
across an old girl friend, Verree Teasdale,
posing as a Russian princess about to
marry Reginald Owen, the most famous
style shop owner in Paris. When Powell
is about to be jailed on complaint of Owen,
he threatens to expose Verree and make
her husband a laughing stock unless the
charges are withdrawn. Style sequences
entertain as do the girly displays.
Cast: William Powell, Bette Davis, Frank
McHugh, Verree Teasdale, Reginald Owen,

"DER

FILMS

FRECHDACHS"

("The

Fresh

marry the millionaire's ward against the old
man's wishes. Following a hunch, the detective learns that the murdered man is
not the millionaire at all, but had been
made to pose as such by the man, who in
turn took the part of secretary. He says
he did this because the girl is his illegitimate daughter and he wanted to protect
her from the disgrace. Also, the dead man
had planned to kill the millionaire and get
his money, so the latter had acted in selfdefense. Then, to spare the girl further
scandal, he commits suicide. Good cast and
able direction help the story.

F. Hugh Herbert, Carl Erickson, Gene Markey, Kathryn Scola; Cameraman, William
Rees; Editor, Jack Kiliifer.
Direction, Smart. Photography, A-l.

Quigley; Adaptor, Same; Cameraman, John
Stumar; Recording Engineer, George
Cooper; Editor, Otto Meyer.
Direction, Good.
Photography, Good.

"OLSEN'S BIG MOMENT"
with El Brendel
and
Fox

Walter

Catlett
66 mins.

CONGLOMERATION OF SLAPSTICK
COMEDY, GANGSTERISM, ETC., RATES
BELOW
AVERAGE.

neither harmonize nor make for very satisfying entertainment despite occasional
laughs. El Brendel and Walter Catlett are
the main supports of the picture. Brendel,
in the role of a janitor in an apartment

•

•

•

Kept suspenseful by a well complicated
plot, this murder mystery answers its purpose very adequately as fare for the melodrama fans. A detective, called to the
home of an eccentric millionaire who is
afraid for his life, arrives in time to see
the murder committed in his presence.
There is no defnite clue, so suspicion
falls on the various members of the household and on a young man who wants to

Cast: Ralph Bellamy, June Collyer,
Claude Gillingwater, Betty Blythe, Arthur
Pierson, George Cooper, Bradley Page, Otto
Yanaoka,
Joseph Crehan, William
Jeffrey.
Director, Lambert Hillyer; Author, Robert

Lacking sufficient story structure, this

FOREIGN

MURDER MYSTERY, THICK WITH
COMPLICATIONS, SHOULD BE ENJOYED
BY THOSE WHO LIKE THIS TYPE OF
MELODRAMA.

Hobart Cavanaugh, Henry O'Neill, Phillip
Reed, Hugh Herbert, Gordon Westcott,
Dorothy Burgess, Etienne Girardot, William
Burress, Nella Walker, Spencer Charters,
George Humbert, Frank Darien, Harry
Beresford.
Director, William Dieterle; Authors,
Warren Duff, Harry Collins; Adaptors,

yarn is padded out with all sorts of slapstick and other action devices, all of which

Tabloid Reviews of

with Ralph Bellamy and June Collyer
Columbia
62 mins.

"RAFTER

ROMANCE"

with Ginger Rogers and
RKO

Norman

Foster
72 mins-

ROOMING HOUSE ROMANCE MAKES
AGREEABLE LIGHT ENTERTAINMENT
SUITABLE
FOR
FAMILY
AUDIENCES.
Nothing of a pretentious nature about
this picture, but it makes pleasing entertainment for the family trade. Locale is
a Greenwich Village rooming house, where
Ginger Rogers and Norman Foster, one
working during the day and the other at
night, occupy the same attic without ever
having met each other. It's an amusing
situation, with Ginger trying to figure out
what her co-roomer is like, and Norman
doing likewise, and following out their
respective conceptions they pull gags on
each other that provide a good deal
of fun. In due course the two get acquainted away from the boarding house,

Imp"), in German; produced by Ufa; directed by Carl Boose and Heinz Hille; house, gets mixed up with all sorts of
with Willy Fritsch, Camilla Horn, Ralph
trouble, principally through Catlett, a bibuArthur Roberts, Else Elster, Anton Pointlous playboy. Barbara Weeks, at the inner; at the Yorkville Theater.
sistence of her mother, is about to marry
Fairly entertaining romantic comedy, in
Catlett for his money, although she really
French setting, about a cheeky cut-up loves John Arledge. Brendel manages to
still not knowing who they are, and it's
who tries to win the hand of a young wife.
prevent the mis-match, with Catlett also a case of love with its expected conseProduction has a pleasing musical accom- escaping a marriage with the sister of a
quences. Besides the likeable performpaniment, and as a whole it should satisfy
ances given by Miss Rogers and Foster,
gangster who mistook him for her boy
the clientele that understands German.
there
are
a
couple
of good characterizations
friend. The action is pretty far-fetched at
times, even for nonsense, and Mai St. by George Sidney and Laura Hope Crews.
Seiter's direction is in appropriate
Clair's efforts to help the script by direc- William
vein.
torial handling had too much to buck.
"LA SOMBRA DE PANCHO VILLA,"
Cast: Ginger Rogers, Norman Foster,
Spanish-dialogue production made in MexCast: El Brendel, Walter Catlett, Barico; directed by Miguel Contreras Torres;
bara Weeks, Susan Fleming, John Arledge, George Sidney, Laura Hope Crews, Robert
with Luis G. Barreiro, Carmen Guerrero Maidel Turner, Edward Pawley, Joseph Benchley, Guinn Williams, Sidney Miller
and Ferike Boros.
and Manuel Telez. Distributed by Colum- Sauers.
bia. At the Teatro Variedades.
Director, William Seiter; Author, John
Director, Malcolm St. Clair; Author,
Good native picture dealing with the George Marshall; Adaptors, Henry John- Wells; Adaptors, H. W. Hannemann, Sam
son and James Tynan; Cameraman, L. Mintz, Glenn Tryon; Cameraman, David
Mexican revolution in the years just before the world war. Has very interesting O'Connell; Recording Engineer, Pat Cos- Abel; Recording Engineer, Hugh McDowell,
tello.
local color, action, and bits of romance and
Jr.; Editor, James Morley.
Direction, Good.
Photography, Good.
comedy.
Direction, Fair. Photography,
Fair.

HOLD YOUR HORSES ! .
WE ARE WORKING . . .
NIGHT & DAY ON THE
1934 FILM DAILY...
YEAR BOOK
ORDERS ARE PILING . .
UP BY HUNDREDS . . .
FOR THIS BOOK THAT .
WILL BE BIGGER AND .
MORE IMPORTANT . . .
THAN EVER BEFORE . .
IT WILL BE READY . . .
FOR DISTRIBUTION . . .
IN FEBRUARY AND ON
TIME AS USUAL ....

*

*

*

THE
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■ROXY' WINDS UP
AT MUSIC HALL
(Continued from Page 1)

stated to Film Daily yesterday
to Rosenblatt, the Division Adminthat his resignation was brought
By LOUIS NIZER
istrator emphasized to The Film
about solely through differences on
Daily yesterday in Washington.
(d) Notice of substitutions.
Fifth Installment
Thirteen nominations have been
1. Where the Distributor may policy.
ARTICLE V—
"I want to make it clear that I
submitted in connection with the
substitute for any author,
UNFAIR
PRACTICES
book or play another author, have nothing but the highest regard
New York metropolitan zone, as folNote: Articles III and IV deal
lows:
book or play and does so, no- for Mr. Rockefeller, Jr., Mr. AlyesLeo Brecher. Rudolph Sanders. Leo Justin, with general provisions and labor
tice of substitution must be worht, Mr. McDonough and all other
Jack Haddem. Maurice Brown, Hyman Rach- provisions and will be treated subseRKO executives, and our association
mill. Fred Small, Louis F. Blumenthal, Harry
has always been a happy one for
Schiffman, Harry Brandt, Lawrence S.
2. Such
notice
shall
be
in
the
quently. In analyzing Article V —
given.
Bclignino, Joseph Suder, A. H. Schwartz.
Unfair Practices — there will be
said
"In a few days I
form of a paid advertisement me,"
shall leave Roxy.
Chicaeo — Edward Grossman, Edwin Silverfor a five-we
ek vacation
omitted
at
this
point
and
subseof not less than one-quarter in Florida and
man, Aaron Saperstein, James Coston, Walter
upon my return I
quently treated General subdivisions
Immerman, Nate Wolf. Lou Reinheimer,
page in at least one issue of
S:mon Simansky. Chas. Reagan, Phil Dunas, and provisions concerning Producers.
a national trade publication. shall have an important announceFelix Mendelssohn.
J. Rubens. Jack Rose.
ment to make regarding my future
3.
Such notice must be given
Philadelphia — Milton Rogasner, P. Mortimer
D.— DISTRIBUTORS
before the release date of a
Lewis, Charles Segal, Herbert J. Elliott.
The official announcement from
David Barrist. Tay Emanuel, Lew-en Pizor. Part 1. Threatening
to Build
picture tution
inwas which
made. the substiMichael J. O'Toole, Joe Willing. Philip (a) No Distributor may, in order to
Sherling, M. B. Comerford.
McDonough
in part:
Leonidofi\ whosaid,
produced
all "Leon
Music
obtain a contract from an Ex- 4. Non-Theatrical Accounts
Kansas City, Mo. — Arthur Cole, F. C.
Hensler. Harry Taylor. Wm. Benjamin, Elhibitor
or
in
order
to
obtain
(a)
Power
to
Prohibit
mer Rhoden, A. F. Baker, Ed Dubinsky, C.
shows months,
during will
'Roxy's'
llness stage
of several
conhigher film rentals, threaten
Upon the complaint of an Hall
V. McVey, Lawrence Lehman. Rov Roberts.
Exhibitor a Local Grievance
tinue as producer. All the features
W. J. Kubitzki, T. R. Thompson, Robert
the Exhibitor by committing a
plans."
Withers, Jay Means, Fred Meyer, E. E.
Board may decide that the ~>i the theater's stage shows will be
definite act showing an intenWebber, Mrs. A. Baier, George Baker, Fred
showing of pictures by a com- retained and augmented, with speMevn.
tion to build or acquire a comSalt Lake City, U. — Charles Walker,
peting non-theatrical account
peting theater.
Maurice Saffle. Wm. F. Gordon, Robert Hill.
cial attractions."
is an unfair practice. The
(b) A Producer or Distributor has
Rav Hendry, C. E. Huish. Joseph Lawrence.
Grievance Board may either
the right, however, in good
John Gillette, Stan Robbins.
San Francisco — Cliff Work. Georse M.
prohibit such exhibitions en- Charles Griswold Resigns
faith, to build or acquire a theMann, George Ballentine, L. E. Tillman,
tirely or merely restrict or
ater in any location.
Aaron Goldberg, Irving C. Ackerman. George
limit
them in a certain way. As Manager of Music Hall
Nasser.
Part
2.
Distributor's
Employee
HavNo Distributor may license its
Charles Griswold, manager of the
Albanv — William
Benton, Chris. Buckley.
ing Interest in Theater
Atlanta— R. B. Wilby, O. C. Lam. Roy
pictures to a non-theatrical Radio City Music Hall and formerly
Le Craw, Wm. K. Jenkins, Mitchell Wolfson.
(a) aIf direct
a Distributor's
employee
account contrary to the deci- manager of the Roxy during the
Louis Bach. Ike Katz. Alhert G. Maxwell.
or indirect
interest hasin
sion of the Local Grievance Samuel L. Rothafel regime, resignBoston — Phillio Smith. Ed Farrell. Edward
Board.
a theater, he may not use his
Ausin, Walter B. Littlefield, Max L. Levened yesterday. Herman Whitman,
position with the Distributor to
son.
(b) No Power to Prohibit
of the RKO Palace and
Buffalo — Jules H. Michael. J. Meyer
interfere with the licensing of
Even a Grievance Board manager
former manager of the RKO AlSchine. Dr. Peter Cornell. Thomas J. Hanpictures
by
a
competing
theater.
may
not
make
a
decision
that
rahan. Phil Cadoret, Ned Komblike.
bee, has succeeded Griswold at the
(b) An employee of a Distributor
it is an unfair practice to Music Hall. Ray Connors, manager
Cincinnati — Charles Fine, H. O. Krent.
Frank W. Huss, J. Meyer Schine, R. E.
has no interest in a theater belicense pictures to:
of the RKO Fordham has been
Myers. Willis Vance. Elmer
Shard.
cause his Distributor operates
1. Navy.
Army posts or camps.
transferred to replace Whitman.
C'eveland — P. E. Essick. Dan Robins. John
theaters.
D. Kalafat. Frank Gross, M. S. Fine. M. B.
2. Ships of the United States
Horwitz. Henry Greenberger, E. C. Flanigon.
Paul Gusdanovic, Nat Lafton, Nat Holt, J Part 3. Substitutions
3. Ships carrying passengers National Exchange Setup
Himmelein, I. J. Schmertz, F. D. Drew. M
(a) mitted.
Where substitutions not perto foreign or domestic
A. Mooney. Matt Goodman. Herb Greenblatt.
H. C. Bi=sel, J. Meyer Schine.
Completed by Majestic
Denver — Toe Ashby, Jim Morrison, Jack
4. Educational institutions.
The Distributor may not sub(Continued from Page 1)
Laneran, Wayne Ball, Rick Ricketson. L. J.
stitute if the contract —
5. Religious institutions.
Finske. H. E. Huffman. Henrv Fredel. Earl
ports.
1. Names a star or stars,
complete its national distribution
Bell. Louis Hellborn, Ed Schulte.
6. Institutions housing "shut- setup, it was stated yesterday to
2. Xames a director,
Milwaukee — H. J. Fitzgerald. Fred S
ins,"
such
as
prisons,
hosMeyer, C. W. Trampe, Sam Shurman, D. E.
Film Daily by E. H. Goldstein,
3. Names well-known author,
pitals and orphanages.
We=hner. Thomas E. Saxe. J. S. Grauman,
vice-president. Last week Herman
4. Play,
Names well-known book or
(To be Continued)
W. L. Ainsworth, A. N. Schmetz, George L.
Levine.
Gluckman, president of Majestic
Dallas — Don C. Douglas.
and holder of the New York fran5. Has the words "no substiDetroit — Geo. W. Trendle.
chise, changed the name of his local
K. C. Legit House Closes
Omaha — D. V. McLucas, H. J. Chapman.
tute" next to any picture.
exchange from Capital to Majestic.
Pa'nh Branton. Geo. F. Monroe. Jr.. August
Kansas
City—
Due
to
lack
of
legit
(b) Where
substitutions permitted.
Herman. Sam Enestein, H. A. Taylor. Gordor
are now 28 Majestic distriIf the contract does not name shows, the Shubert has closed tem- There butors
Ruth. W. W. Troxell, Chas. Prokop. Harrv
in the U. S. and six in CanDay. Walter Creal, A. M. Avery. M. J.
a star, director, author, book or porarily.
ada, with Goldberg-Levy making 29.
Stern. Morgan Ames, Geo. O. Monroe. Sr..
Miss Regina Molseed, Thomas Burke, H. F.
Latter also have the Louisville area
play and has not the words "no
Changing to Dramatic Stock
Kennedy.
substitute," then the Distributor
franchise. Majestic
production
PHtsburgh — A. M. Bowles. H. V. Harvey.
Birmingham — The Jefferson re- schedule for 1934 is one-third finmay1. For
substitute
—
Aaron Goldburg, Morgan A. Walsh. G. C
turns
to
dramatic
stock
at
40
cents
any story, book or play
Parsons. Barney
Rose.
ished, according to Goldstein.
another story, book or play. top starting Jan. 20. The theater
Portland. Ore. — Homer Gill. Andrew Sasso,
2. For any director, cast or is run co-operatively by local theGeorge Jackson, Oscar Phelps, Ted Gamble.
atrical unions.
member of a cast any
William
" Cutts. Mo. — Clarence Kaiman, Albert
"Moulin Rouge" Showing Today
St Louis.
other
director,
cast
or
Evans
Harold
Espey,
S.
Critchlow, Collin
member of a cast.
George Thyson, H. H. Hnrman, George Eigel.
Trade showing of "Moulin Rouge",
N. O. Liberty Reopens
Fred Wehrenberg. Lito Hill, Oscar Lehr, Lor
20th Century production for United
Cox. Charles Goldman.
S. E. Pirtle.
(c) Changes
of title and adaptaNew Orleans — Redecorated and Artists, will take place at 11 A. M.
tions.
Oklahoma City — R. I. Payne. Sol Davis.
with new Western Electric equip- today at the Astor Theater.
Pat McGee. Ralnh Talbot. M. Lowenstem.
Whether substitutions are perment, the Liberty has reopened.
A B Momand. W. B. Zoellner. L. F. StockNew
Publicity Director
er, R. M. Clark, Fred Pickrel, Chas. R
mitted or not, the Distributor House is operated by Liberty
Zears.
Seattle—
H.
B. Shaffer has just
may
change
the
title
of
any
Amusement
Corporation,
L.
M.
Ashe,
Portland. Me. — M. J. Garriety.
Los Angeles — Carroll Peacock, Howard
picture and make changes, al- President; J. M. Wittenberg, vice- been appointed publicity director of
Stubhins. Jack Sullivan, Rullsell Rogers.
terations and adaptations of nresident; Mrs. L. M. Ashe, secre- the local Monogram exchange, where
George Hanes, Harry H:cks.
any story, book or play upon
tary-treasurer; J. S. Carrigan, he will make his headquarters in
Minneapolis — Al Anson, Henry Green. Jos.
house manager.
future, replacing H. B. Sobottka.
which the picture is based.
Friedman, Frank C. Brickley, Roy McMinn.

New Records Set in 12th Critics' Poll on Ten Best'
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Reopening of Film Code is Urged by NRA

Official

"C
AVALCA
DE" HEA
TENby BE
STAuthority
FILMS
100 More
Nominations
are DS
Received
Code
Names Proposed for Code
Posts Reach Total
of 400
More than 100 additional nominations for members and .secretaries
of the local grievance and zoning
boards were announced by the Code
Authority in New York yesterday,
bringing the announced total of suggestions to more than 400. Yesterday's batch of nominations proposed
the following names:
Boston — George A. Giles, E. M. Fay, Stanley Sumner, George Ramsdell, Martin J. Mullin.
Buffalo— W. H. Cadoret, John Reed, Sidney Samson, Jack Berkowitz, Vincent J.
McFaul, Charles Hayman, Leon Shafer, H.
T. Sixon, Dave Miller.
Chicago — Henry Herbel.
Cincinnati — Maurice White, Paul Krieger,
(Continued on Parjc A)

NEB.-I0WAM.P.T.0.
VOTES PREMIUM BAN
FILM

By L. W.
DAILY

YOU N CM AN
Staff Correspondent

Omaha — Out-state members of the
M. P. T. O. of Nebraska and Western Iowa, in conference yesterday,
went on record as definitely opposed
declared themto premiums, but give
up double
selves unwilling to
features until they are relinquished
by city exhibitors.
The meeting was unable to agree
(Continued

on Page

4)

THE

scribes appended a mention of "Three
Little Pigs" in addition to naming their
10 features, some adding a note to the
effect th.it they would have included
the short as one of the "Ten" if it had
been
permit

1933
You

Cavalcade
42nd Street

Distributor:
Fox

209
304

Warner Bros.

Private Life of Henry VIII
Lady for a Day
State Fair
Farewell to Arms

;

United Artists 187
173
Columbia
.
169
Fox
167
158
Paramount
.

156

She Done Him Wrong
Paramount
.
I Am a Fugitive from a Chain Gang. Warner Bros.
Maedchen in Uniform
Filmchoice
.
Rasputin and the Empress

M-G-M

137
128

....

With number of voters topping all previous records by a
wide
margin,
"Cavalcade"
was
acclaimed
leader
of the parade
of the Ten Best Pictures of
1933 in the twelfth annual poll
conducted by The Film Daily
with the cooperation of the nation's leading motion picture
critics.
The other nine winning pictures
were: "42nd Street," "Private Life
of Henry (Continued
VIII," "Lady
on Page for
5) a Day,"

BIG CROWD ATTENDS
YAMINS TESTIMONIAL

Boston — A large turnout of exhibitors and other film people was
on hand at the Copley-Plaza Hotel
last night for the testimonial dinner tendered to Nathan Yamins by
the Independent Exhibitors of New
England. Those coming from out
Reopening of hearings on the film statement in connection with a hear- of town included Ed Kuykendall,
industry code was urged by James
ing on the complaint of Local 306,
F. Myers, Charles L. O'ReilF. Hodgson, regional NRA com- operators' union, that 55 of its mem- Abram
ly, Sidney Samuelson, W. Ray Johnbers have been discharged by the
pliance board chairman, who yesterston, Joseph McConville and Abe
day declared that the document suf- Independent Theater Owners Asso- Montague, and others.
fers from loosely-drawn clauses and
ciation and replaced with 25 operaneeds tightening.
He made
the
(Continucd on Page 4)

Code Labor Clauses Too Loose,
Says NRA Compliance Official

18 Vote for "3 Pigs"

tures of 1933 in The Film Daily's 12th
annual nationwide poll. Several other

Voting on Best Films
of 1933 Tops All
Former Marks

Picture:

Critics Did Fine Job In Picking

Though realizing it would not count
i the official results of the poll, 18
critics included Walt Disney's animated
short, "Three Little Pigs." as one of
their selections for the Ten Best Pic-

TEN BEST
PICTURES

Best

//

Bigger Each Year

In addition to setting a new record
for the number of critics participating
the 1933 vote on the Ten Best Pic-

. . . each of ten winners a distinctively meritorious film
==^^=-^

By

DON

CARLE

GILLETTE

===

/""CONSIDERING what a difficult task it was to single out the 10 most deserving
^■^ productions from among the unusually strong and colorful crop of 1933, the 400
critics who voted in the annual FILM DAILY poll deserve a nice big wreath for the
excellent job they turned in.
Individually, a "ten best" list can be very much subject to dispute — especially one
compiled by a scribe with such pronounced artistic or highbrow inclinations that he
includes

from

five

to

seven

foreign

pictures

(Continued

on

among

Page

his

5)

selections — but

when

several

tures of the year, 1 1 ballot, were received after the poll had closed and
the story sent out for release today.
*dded to the 384 critics officially
counted in. the grand total of criti
taking part in the selection of the out
standing 1933 pictures is 395, compared
with the previous high mark of 368
established
last year.

:
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Today: M.P.T.O. of Nebraska and
Iowa meet at Loyal Hotel, Omaha.
Today:
A.

Southern California seems likely
to be the first territory to abolish
premiums under provisions of the
motion picture code which says the
policy can be eliminated in zones
where 75 per cent of active independent theaters and 75 per cent of
active affiliated houses vote against
it.

Lima, O. — As the highspot of a
three-cornered price war here between Warners, George Ritzier and
F. C. Focht, the latter, who operates the Rialto and Quilna, offered
four features for 10 cents. It was
a Saturday night show, with the
regular dual bill supplemented by
a
preview of the incoming dual proIn a poll now substantially under
Ritzier, operating the Fauway, 206 out of 215 independent rot, Lyricgram.and
Majestic, is reported
houses have voted to ban the prac- to have started cutting prices to 15
tice, stated Ben Bernstein, Los An- and 20 cents at the Faurot for firstgeles exhibitor leader, upon his ar- run pictures and three acts of vaurival in New York yestefday from
deville; 10 cents at the Lyric for
the Coast. There are approximately duals, both first-runs, and the same
400 independent houses in the terri- at the Majestic. Warners dropped
tory, stated Bernstein. Circuit the- the price at the Ohio, ace house, to
aters, which number about 100, are 15 and 25 cents, tax included, and
expected to attack the practice 100 15 cents at the Sigma, and 10 cents
per cent, said Bernstein. He antici- for matinees at the State.
pates the poll will be completed by
the end of January.
Bernstein plans to remain in New
York about three weeks, attending
NoSays
DealHoward
on WithS. 'Roxy',
to code and product matters.
Cullman
Answering rumors that S. L.
"Roxy" Rothafel might rejoin the
original Roxy now that he has left
Radio City, Howard S. Cullman, re
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — M-G-M has made a ceiver of Roxy Theaters Corp., relong-term contract with Pete Smith
iterated yesterday that "there is no
whereby he will devote his time ex- change of any kind whatever conclusively to short subject work,
templated inthe management or opwith the company increasing its outeration of the Roxy Theater." He
put of shorts for the season. The said the present arrangement had
move is a result of response to proved successful for 13 months
shorts which Smith has been mak- and no change is desired.
ing on the side. Howard Dietz, at
present visiting the studio, has appointed Frank Whitbeck as head of
the studio advertising department, Cincy Exhibs Adopt Code
succeeding Smith. Whitbeck start
With Some Reservations
ed yesterday. The studio publicity
Cincinnati
— Fifty exhibitors atdepartment continues as a separate
tending a meeting for code analysis
unit headed by Howard Strickling.
at Ohio Valley Independent Exhibitor's League headquarters voted for
Named on Poster Hearings adoption
of the code with reservaWashington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
tions, says Willis Vance, president.
Washington — John Manning and
Joel Berrall yesterday were appointed labor and consumers advisors,
respectively, for the theatrical pos- Pay Questionnaire Ready
ter exchange code hearings.
Washington
Bureau of THE FILM DAILY

Unanimously conceded by press,
i public and exhibitors to be greater
I

than his "7th Heaven," Frank Borzage's "A MAN'S CASTLE" featurI ing Spencer Tracy and Lorefra

|

Young
continues to cover itself
with glory at the box-office.

M-G-M Adding Shorts,
Pete Smith Producing

FINANCIAL
NEW

Jp&t'TiiWdL

Price 5 Cents

Editor and Publisher
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Western

Hearings on theatrical poster exchange code, under Division Administrator
Whiteside,
Washington,
D. C.

D.

Jan. 16: Allied Theater Owners of New Jersey
meeting in screening room of Stacy theater,
Trenton, N. J., 12:30 P. M.
Jan. 19: Meeting of S.M.P.E. board of directors, Hotel Pennsylvania,
New
York.

Washington — Salary questionnaire
blanks are believed to be ready for
mailing
at the end of the week
J. G. Bachman, president of Preferred Pictures, is laid up at the St. here, where returns also are to be
Moritz Hotel by an attack of in- made. This inquiry will have nothfluenza.
ing to do with the Code Authority.

J. G. Bachman Laid Up

Vi./iA
TWO
GOLD

LITTLE WORDS THAT MEAN A
MINE
FROM
WARNER
BROS.

Over ten million readers of daily
■ newspapers get a laugh out of
I George Herriman's comic strip,
I "KRAZY KAT", but many more
millions get a hundred laughs out
I

of each "Krazy" on the screen!

<e

] Tongues are buzzing in Hollywood
| about Frank Borzage's "Men Of
■ Tomorrow," based on Ferenc Molnar's world famous novel. They're

I all saying that it's one of the bigI gest things he's ever done. Keep
, your eye on this one !

You re in for one of the most dc
' j lightful surprises of the year when
I j , you hear Ann Sothern sing the hit
j j ' songs in "LET'S FALL IN LOVE,"
, I a sparkling musical romance featuri j ing Edmund Lowe, with Miriam
/ Jordan and Gregory Ratoff. •

where these FOX pictures are playing
»
MELD OV

,jHBMMMHBgTaaaMk*-"BBaBRf818H

I AM
SUZANNE !
nsoith

LILIAN HARVEY
.

„f REM-1"

,,(,<

SE1S \."-»

e(,.c1o«ES°f

GENE RAYMOND
LESLIE BANKS

„ ,«( f0«|

Podrecca's Piccoli Marionettes
Directed by Rowland V. Lee
i—

■

JESSEProduction
L. LASKY

i
Janet

GAYNOR

Booked

into

Lionel

BARRYMORE

^

uary
for Jan

in

CAROLINA
Robert Young • Richard Cromwell
Henrietta Crosman • MonaBarrie
Stepin Fetchit
Front Paul Green's "The House of Connelly'
Directed by Henry King

story so rich in drama
romance . > . humanness . . . and
humor . . . that two of the screen's
outstanding stars have every
opportunity to give fully of their
inspired genius.

2nd WEEK

SMOKY
at the

MAYFAIR, N. Y.
Unstinted critics' praise
r
fomost
(Daily News:
-kick)
human
horse
everas born
moves capacity crowds to
laughs and tears.

Your patrons always like

FOX MOVIETONE NEWS

THE
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daily;

URGES REOPENING
OF THE FILM CODE

100 MORE NOMINATED
FOR FILM CODE POSTS
(Continued from Page 1)
I. Libson, J. Real Neth, Stanley Jacques, Allan Moritz, W. A. Finney, William
Keyes,
Harold Bernstein.
Cleveland— Martin G. Smith, Nat Wolf,
John Kumler,
Charles Burton.
Dallas— H. H. Cluck, O. A. Englebrecht,
Roy L. Walker, L. C. Tidball.
Detroit — Lester Stum, J. L. Saxe, E. C.
Beatty, Ed Kirchner, J. E. Flynn, Carl H.
Shalis, Robert Peltier, Charles A. Komer,
James
C. Ritter.
Kansas City — Clarence Schultz. Ward Scott,
William Troog, William Warner.
Los Angeles— Jake Milstein, Al O Keef,
Lou Halper, Ben Berinstein.
Memphis— Paul Wilson, Jimmy Rogers,
Howard Waugh, Bill Ruffin, Page Baker. W.
E. Sipe, Cecil Vogel, M. A. Lightman, T. W.
Sharp, A. J. Suzore.
Milwaukee — A. 1). Kvool.
New Orleans — Harry McLeod, Joe Barce
Shields,
lona, J. Alsino, C. J. Briant, Will Conner.
Maurice F. Barr, Bert Kiern, Luke
Huston Duvall. Rodney Touts.
North and South Carolina — Ira Eurman.
H. E. Everett, H. F. Kincey, Charles W
J. F. Kirby. R. J. Ingram, MontPicquet, gomery
Hill, Albert Sotille, Murphy Gregg
Sam Craver.
Omaha— A. Mendenhall. C. M. Parkhurst.
Mort SingHarryer. Weinberg,
Nathan Dax. C. E. Williams,
Philadelphia — Robert Mochrie. M. S. Landow,' Morris Wax. Leon Schlesinger, Robert
Lvnch, Harry Bodkin.
'Portland, Ore.— Miss Ruth Doyle.
Washington — A. J. Brylawski, Herman A
Blum, Robert Smeltzer, Sam Galanty, J. J.
Walter Coulter, Louis Carman, WilPayette,
liam S. Wilder.

Neb.-Iowa M.P.T.O.
Votes Premium Ban
(Continued from Page

1)

on a plan for zoning and clearance
A committee was named to formulate action for consideration today.
More than 60 exhibitors came for
the conference despite snow and bad
roads. President Charles E. Williams presided.

Coming and Going
FELIX F. FEIST has left New
tour of M-G-M
exchanges.

York on

2

HALPER1N of Warner Bros. Coast theaters left New York yesterday on his return
to the Coast.
WILLIAM POWELL, BETTE DAVIS, FRANK
McHUGH and VERREE TEASDALE. principals 11
First National's "Fashions of 1934," are expected to be in New York for the premiere
next Thursday
at the Hollywood
Theater.
RUTH ETTING, after appearing in "Roman
Scandals" and "Hips Hips Hooray," arrives today from the coast to resume her radio singing.
EUGENE O'BRIEN sailed for Europe last night
the Franconia of the Cunard
Line.

MR. and MRS. IRVING BROWNING left
yesterday aboard the Queen of Bermuda for
a short vacation
in Bermuda
and Nassau.
HUSSEIN SHIMI, Egyptian movie
sails today on the Roma.
J. R. McDONOUGH
coast Saturday.
JULES

LEVY

left

last

of RKO
night

(Continued from Page

• •
• BEING HARNESSED day in and day out
along the rialto
we city slickers have little opportunity
to reap benefit from the ideas
and viewpoints
of
out-of-towners
who, after all
have ideas and
viewpoints
that are interesting
and constructive
. One of the best
and most intimate sources on
this score
is the info gleaned from movie critics
who
when sending their ballots to the Film Daily Ten
Best poll
include a word or two of constructive criticism
a dash of complimentary phraseology or both.
*
*
*
#
•

• • "H.C.E."
columnist of the Ohio State Journal, Columbus
challenges the sponsor of the Ten Best
because Walt Disney's "Three Little Pigs" was not
placed on the ballot of feature pictures he writes "Please
Editor Jack Alicoate, grant Mr. Disney and his co-workers a
newly created award of 'honorable mention' "
and so
in response to "H.C.E."
and a score of other
critics who requested virtually the same thing
we have
been
delegated
to
hand
"most
honorable
mention"
to
Walt
and
his clan
for the outstanding screen cartoon in history
which has played over 100 return engagements in New
York alone
played the Music Hall
followed with
five weeks at the Eoxy
eight weeks at the Trans Lux
and has been shown in about 7,000 theaters in the
country
it IS the Avhole ten best shorts subjects wrapped
into one

*

*

producer

leaves for the
for Dallas.

N. L. NATHANSON left yesterday for a three
week's vacation in Florida.
WILLIAM K. HOWARD is sailing from the
coast en route to visit his mother
in Ohio.
DOUGLAS FAIRBANKS, JR., is due east
shortly from the coast en route to England.

*

*

• •
• THE POLL is swell "copy" for the critics
and therefore good reading for millions from coast-tocoast
Here's evidence from Julius Gius of the Tacoma
"It's not the ballotwho writes
(Wash.) Times
ing that I'm worrying about
but I do want to crack a
good yarn when the selections are made"
.
well, it's
YOUR turn today, Julius
let 'em have it
strong!
•

•

• FROM A. S. KANY of the Dayton Ohio Journal
comes a slant that is filled with friendliness
is
paradoxical
and a bit confusing
Kany writes,
"comparatively few pictures have been of that exceptionally
fine caliber which should entitle them to the high honor"
and ten
thenfeatures
A. S. goes on toincludes
hand what
he terms
ribbon"
to
a second
ten the "blueand
then
lists 45 mores films from which he "reaped enjoyment"
Okay, Mister Kany
the caliber is improving
next
year we hope you list a hundred

*
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*

*

*

• •
• A. ALFRED
MARCELLO,
of the News-Tribune,
Providence
is a close guesser
he wagered that
every major studio would be represented in the final outcome
well, sir
six out of eight Hollywood studios get
the nod
Alberta Pike of the Denver Rocky Mountain
News
divulges what she considers the three essentials
in making the selections first, the films should entertain
second, make sense
and third, take advantage
of every opportunity offered for "good theater" in the medium
of the screen alone,*as' distinct
from
*
* the # legitimate medium.
• •
•
AND
SO EACH
YEAR
we learn
from
scores of our city and country brothers
laymen's viewpoints that are of inestimable value
all the while regretting that limited space prevents passing every word on to the
powers that be in Hollywood
because the critics who
vote
and the theatergoers who ballot in the many local
polls
are the meat
drink
and entire sustenance which feeds the bloodstream
of production
through hungry box-office mouths
to the gizzard
of the industry

«

«

«

»

»

»

1)

tors affiliated with Allied M. P. Operators. Hodgson said he could do
nothing about the situation as the
code was too losely-drawn to grant
him authority to act.
Hodgson urged the exhibitors to
comply with the spirit of the code
instead of the letter.
Fred Scholem, attorney for Local
118
the Theater
Union,of asserted
ushers Employees'
have been
cut to $10 a week and janitors to
16 cents an hour in some instances.
He charged that the janitors are
forced to work 84 hours per week.
Another charge instituted by Scholem was to the effect that four
Brooklyn and Queens theaters owe
$800 in back pay to members of the
union. Hodgson promised to investigate the back pay matter and adjust the matter, if charges are
proven true.

Universal Studios Reopen;
Laemmle, Jr., Delays Trip
W est Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Universal studios resumed activity yesterday with
"Countess of Monte Cristo" as the
first production to start. Carl Laemmle, Jr., has postponed his trip east
for several weeks in order to be on
hand for the launching of several
productions. Those to follow include "If I Was Rich," "Glamour,"
"United Press," "American Scotland
Yard," "The Human Side," "Little
Man, What Now?", "Elizabeth and
Mary," "Today We Live," "The
Practical Joker."
Closes Film Center Deals
Erwin S. Wolfson, agent, has sold
office space in the Film Center to
Martin Gottlieb and Charles L.
Welsh. Wolfson also has renewed
leases with Morris Kleinerman, Exhibitors Pictures Corp. and Herman
Ross Enterprises.
Amity
Gets Browning
Film
"Men of Ships," produced by Irving Browning, has been acquired by
Amity Pictures, John M. Crinnion
announces. It is a narrative of
New York's water front.

January 10
Francis X. Bushman
Pauline
Starke

Douglas MacLean
Dan Silbert
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Annual "Ten Best" Poll Sets

Foreign Films in Winning
List for First Time
Since Talkers
(Continued from Page

1)

"Farewell to Arms," "State Fair,"
"She Done Him Wrong," "I Am a
Fugitive from a Chain Gang,"
"Maedchen in Uniform" and "Rasputin and the
Empress."
Number
of critics
participating in
this poll went to a new high of 384,
against the previous high of 368 set
last year, and in addition more than
a dozen ballots were received after
the poll had closed.
Number of votes received by the
picture heading the Ten Best list
also was the greatest in the history
of this annual poll, "Cavalcade" getting 304 votes against the previous
record of 296 held by "Grand Hotel."
2 Foreign Films Win
Among several unusually interesting aspects of the 1933 poll was
the fact that two foreign pictures,
"Maedchen in Uniform" and "Henry
VIII," were among the winners.
In the 12 years' history of this annual event only two pictures from
abroad had previously won places
among the Ten Best. This was the
first time that two made the grade
in a single year, and also the first
foreign films to win since the coming of talking pictures.
A total of 167 films received votes
in the poll, and 41 made the grade
for the Honor List.
No Two Alike
In range of subject matter, no
two pictures in the winning list were
of identical type.
"Cavalcade" was a historical epic
in a British setting.
"Forty-Second Street," an outstanding musical, blazed the trail
for the return of this class of picture, besides presenting Warner
Baxter in his best role since "In Old
Arizona."
"Private Life of Henry VIII" commanded attention principally by the
compelling performance of Charles
Laughton, backed by an elaborate
production.
"Lady for a Day" was a strong
down-to-earth human interest story,
with May Robson making the most
of a grand role for her.
"State Fair" hit home because of
its imaginative handling of a story
dealing with ordinary folks and
their dreams.
"Farewell to Arms" was a tender
love tragedy, enhanced by the fine
work of Helen Hayes and Gary
Cooper.
"She Done Him Wrong," in addi167 Pictures Nominated
Counting
167 pictures
in the 1933
the largest
any poll to

final ballots, a total of
received votes from critics
"Ten Best" poll. This is
number of nominations for
date.

New
Picking

Picture

Picture

Votes

Animal
Kingdom— RKO
Tugboat Annie— M-G-M
Wnen
Ladies
Meet— M-G-M
Morning Glory— RKO
Reunion
in Vienna — M-G-M
Gabriel Over the White House — M-G-M
Sign of the Cross — Paramount
The
Bowery — United
Artists
Strange
Interlude— M-G-M
Footlight
Parade — Warner
Bros
Power and the Glory — Fox
Another
Language — M-G-M
Be Mine
Tonight — Universal
Voltaire — Warner
Bros
King Kong— RKO
Topaze— RKO
Zoo
in Budapest — Fox
Gold Diggers of 1933 — Warner Bros...
Stranger's
Return — M-G-M
Emperor Jones — United Artists
Silver
Dollar — Warner
Bros

121
102
94
86
74
71
71
69
64
59
59
50
48
48
44
40
39
38
33
32
33

Votes

I'm
No Angel — Paramount
If I Had a Million — Paramount
Night
Flight— M-G-M
Doctor
Bull— Fox
The Masquerader — United
Artists ...
Warrior's
Husband — Fox
White
Sister— M-G-M
One
Man's
Journey — RKO
Blonde
Bombshell— M-G-M
Three-Cornered
Moon — Paramount
Hell
Below— M-G-M
Poil de Carotte — Capt. Harold Auten.
Ann
Vickers— RKO
Bitter Tea of General Yen — -Columbia
I Cover the Waterfront — United Artists
One
Sunday
Afternoon — Paramount..
Pilgrimage — Fox
Song
of Songs — Paramount
A
Nous,
La
Liberte — Capt.
Harold
Auten
Jennie
Gerhardt — Paramount

Records

Screen Leaders of
Last Season Was No
Easy Task

THE 1933 ROLL OF HONOR
29
29
28
25
25
25
24
20
19
19
17
14
12
12
12
12
12
12

ery," "Another Language," "Topaze" and
sicals
werevarious
others. crackerjack muThe pictures on which the balloting took place included those nationally released in the fiscal year
ending Nov. 1, 1933. Pictures like
"Berkeley Square," which received
showings in only a few key cities
up to this date, will be included in
the 1934 ballot.

Represents Consensus
Although the selections of some
critics varied widely with others,
especially in the case of a few
"arty" scribes who put down as
tion to establishing Mae West as a Ethel, John and Lionel Barrymore, many as five, six and seven foreign
dynamic new screen personality, was a distinguished production and
among their ten best the
broke down a lot of sham prudish so gripping in melodramatic content pictures
large vote polled by each picture
barriers and poked fun at sex in a that it could not help but impress a in
the Ten Best group and by the
way that was disarming, refreshing great many Hard
persons.
first few in the Honor List reflects
to Pick
and great fun.
the overwhelming opinion as to
Picking the Ten Best for the past which
"I Am a Fugitive from a Chain
were the truly outstanding
season
was
quite
a
problem
for
most
Gang" had an exceptionally fine perof the year. Though a few
formance by Paul Muni in a tense critics because of the necessity of pictures
of opinion are inevitable,
drama with strong human interest leaving out worthy pictures which extremes
the extensive national scope of this
plus a timely sociological angle.
they would have liked to include.
as compared with local polls
"Maedchen in Uniform" was an "Animal Kingdom" and "Tugboat poll,
or the tastes of an individual critic
expertly handled study, a bit in the Annie," for example, were among or committee whose tastes are likely
class line, yet possessing such clar- the topnotchers in entertainment to be specialized out of tune with
ity and tensity that it appealed to a that could not make the list. "When
the great general public, results in
wide circle.
Ladies Meet," "Morning Glory," the most representative consensus
"Reunion
in
Vienna"
and
"The
Bow"Rasputin and the Empress," with
that it is possible to attain.
More Producers Represented
In contrast to last year, when one
producing company garnered five of
the Ten Best, the list was more
Critics Did Fine
Job
In
Picking
Best
'
(Continued from Page 1)
widely distributed this time and no
producer came in with more than
two winners. Paramount, Fox and
hundred of the country's best critical minds register their collective opinion, it results
in a consensus that leaves no loophole for dispute.
Warner-First National each had
•
two, while M-G-M, United Artists,
P^IVERSITY and distinctive merits were plentiful in the pictures that were voted the
Columbia and Filmchoice, Inc., had
■^ "Ten Best" for the past year.
one apiece.
Every production represented a type of its own, several of them were the foreIn the honor list, M-G-M walked
runners of new cycles, and all of them made money at the box-office.
away with the biggest number, getOf particular and perhaps significant interest was the inclusion of "She Done Him
ting 11 as compared with 7 for
Wrong" in the winning list.
Paramount, 5 each for RKO and Fox
Although this picture was the subject of much censorial attention in squeamish
and 4 each for Warner-First National and United Artists.
quarters, the critics showed commendable fair-mindedness in ignoring these criticisms
of the picture and evaluating it on its undoubted entertainment merits.
Increasing Interest in Poll
•
Continually increasing interest in
CLASS

and arty pictures, as a whole, received fewer votes from

any poll
tic lines.

since

the

screen

started

seriously

to

experiment

10
10

the critics than

along

the

more

in

artis-

"Maedchen in Uniform," the nearest thing to a class attraction in the "Ten Best"
list, had a tense theme handled with such clarity and directness that, despite the
foreign origin of the picture, it was easily understood and appreciated even without
the aid of English talk.
In proportion to its cost, "Maedchen" was very successful financially despite the
fact that it did not get the same kind of distribution accorded an American production.

•

BESIDES the ten leading pictures, the "Roil of Honor" contains at least half a dozen
Best" caliber but unable to squeeze into that classification
productions of "Ten
because of the numerical limitation.

In some former years, such exceptional entertainment as "Tugboat Annie," "Animal
Kingdom," "When Ladies Meet," "Reunion in Vienna," "Morning Glory," "Topaze,"
"Gabriel Over the White House" and others would have been sure things for a "Ten
Best" list.
. • ii
j
progress was made, creatively and technically and
But in the past year so much
it came to final selecartistically, that special considerations played a big part when
tion of the best output.
.
their
For showing this vast improvement in film quality, the critics have recorded
salutes to the studios.
two is a
And the evidences of better understanding and cooperation between the

very gratifying augury for the future.

the picking
of the "Ten
tures" was evidenced
by atBest
leastPic36
local polls conducted at the year-end.
Many of these local polls were held
at the suggestion of The Film
Daily, and motion picture critics
who adopted the idea reported very
keen interest among their readers.
Amount of newspaper space given
to the "Ten Best" this year also was
greater than ever, indicating the
news value which editors placed on
the stories.
Dozen Ballots Too Late
More
than a dozen
ballots were
received from critics after the poll had
closed
and
therefore
could
not
be
counted
in with
the
voting
totals.
Counting these late returns, number of
critics
participating
crossed
the
400
mark,
another new
record.
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400

of Nation's

Film

Critics

K

Participate in Po

Greatest Number of Film
Scribes Pick the Topnotchers of 1933
Although 384 is the official number of critics whose ballots elected
the Ten Best Pictures of 1933, additional votes received after the poll
had closed brought the total of
critics participating up to approximately 400, the greatest number to
take part in the poll since it was
launched 12 years ago.
Names of the critics and their
publications appear below, listed in
alphabetical order according to
states and cities:

?;

:
!r

ALABAMA

"CAVALCADE"
•

•

•

Producer

Winfield

Director
Stars
Assistant Director
Author
Adaptor
and Dialoguer
Continuity Edited by
Film Editor . .•
Photographer
Recording
Engineer
Art Director
Costumes (Ladies')
Costumes
(Men's)
War Scenes
Technical Advisor
Dialogue Director
Unit Manager
Publicity Director

'.

'

— •—

Produced in ...Fox
Recording System
Premiere
General Release

BIRMINGHAM: "News-Age-Herald" — Patterson Marzoni; "Posta" — Ray E. Glenn.
DOTHAN:

P.

Hall.

HUNTSVILLE:
"Daily Register"— Roy O'Neal.
MOBILE:
"Register"— Merlin
N. Hanson.

Sheehan

Frank Lloyd
Cltve Brook, Diana Wynyard
William Tummel
Noel Coward
Reginald
Berkeley
Sonya Levien
Margaret Clancy
Ernest Palmer
J. E. Aiken
William Darling

ARKANSAS

CAMDEN:
HOT
bell.
PINE

"News"— Altred

SPRINGS:
BLUFF:

"New
Daily

W.

Rose.

Era"— Leo
Graphic" — Ed

D.

Martin

L. Camp-

CALIFORNIA

Earl Luick
A. McDonald
William Cameron Menzies
Lance Baxter
George Hadden
Charles Woolstenhulme
Charles E. McCarthy

ALHAMBRA:
Ward.

"Post-Advocate" — Clayton

BAKERSFIELD:
FULLERTON:
berg.

"Californian" — Ross C.
"News-Tribune"

Wilber.
INGLEWOOD:
GLENDALE

Movietone Studio,

Movietone City, Cal.
Western
Electric
Gaiety Theater, N. Y., Jan. 5, 1933
April 15, 1933

Kackley.
LONG

Cast
Cl'rve Brook, Diana Wynyard, Herbert Mundin, Ursula Jeans, Una O'Connor,
Irene Browne, Beryl Mercer, John Warburton, Temple Piggott, Frank Lawton,
Merle Tottenham, Frank Atkinson, Billy Bevan, Margaret Lindsay, Desmond
Roberts, Ann Shaw, Adele Crane, Will Stanton, Stuart Hall, Mary Forbes, Brandon Hurst, Lionel Belmore, Dick Henderson, Jr., Douglas Scott, Sheila MacGill,
Bonita Granville

A

"Eagle"— Harry

Fox Picture

"Daily

News" — J.

News-Press" — F.
BEACH

—

I.

Miller.

Harry

L.

Lee

Rosen-

Graham

Run-

"Press-Telegram" — Vera

LOS ANGELES: "Illustrated Daily News"—
Eleanor Barnes; "Evening Herald & Express" —
Jimmy Starr; "Hollywood Citizen-News" — Elizayon. beth Yeaman; "Times" — Edwin Schallert; "PostRecord" — George Lewis.
OAKLAND:
PASADENA:
kin.
POMONA:

"Tribune" — Wood

Soanes.

"Star-News"— Alice Haines Bas"Progress-Bulletin"— Okey

King.

SACRAMENTO:
"Bee"—(Set).
Roy V. Bailey; "Union"— I. Hubert
Sefton
SAN DIEGO: "Evening Tribune" — Don Short;
"Sun" — Willis Werner;
"Union" — Myron
Lustig.

2

.Ills
iu
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urn Daily Poll Of Critics
Covering The Entire United States

No director, author, player or other
Figured
Two than
of "Best'
artist
figured in
in more
two of the
"Ten Best" pictures ot 1933. Among
players who appeared in two casts were
Diana Wynyard, Ned Sparks, Jean Parker, Guy Kibbee, Oscar Apfel, Glenda
Farrell, Mary Forbes, Reginald Barlow,
Jack LaRue, Allen Jenkins, Dewey Robinson, David Landau, Brandon Hurst, C.
Henry Gordon and Edward Arnold. Sonya
Levien was co-adaptor on two pictures.
Charles Lang and Sol Polito each did
the camera work on two pictures, while
Jack Okay is credited with art direction
and Orry-Kelly designed the costumes
for two pictures each.

Dl
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No Two Pictures Alike in List of the "Ten Best
SAN
Varren;

FRANCISCO: "Chronicle"— George
"Examiner" — Lloyd S. Thompson.

C.

SAN JOSE: "Evening News"— Stanley J. Wallorf; "Mercury
Herald" — Josephine
Hughston.
SANTA
'aulding.

BARBARA:

STOCKTON:

"Daily

"Record" — Melvin

I WILMINGTON:

News"— Litti
Bennett.

"Daily Journal"— R. F. Bowers.

COLORADO
i
il DENVER:
"Post"— Fred W. Speers; "Post"—
Jetty
News" — Alberta
>ike. Craig; "Rocky Mountain
■■ FORT
McCain.

COLLINS:

"Express-Courier" — James A.

Walker. JUNCTION:
er GRAND
PUEBLO:

"Daily Sentinel"— Wal-

"Star-Journal"— Hazel A.

TRINIDAD:

"Chronicle-News"— F.

Smith.
E. Winsor.

CONNECTICUT
BRIDGEPORT: "Herald"— Leo Miller; "Post
jnd Telegram" — Benjamin D. Kornfield; "TimesStar" — Edward
Maum.
DANBURY: "News-Times"— Curtiss A. Wilson.
SOUTH
Doulens.

NORWALK:

TORRINGTON:
Tompson.

"Sentinel"— Humphrey

"Evening Register"— John H.

WATERBURY:
Vosburgh,
Jr.

"Republican"— William

W.

DELAWARE
WILMINGTON:
Samonisky.

"Evening

DISTRICT

OF

Journal"— Harris

COLUMBIA

"Polk County Record"— Cleone FraBEACH:

JACKSONVILLE:
Jean
Henderson;
MIAMI:
"Daily
Edgar Hay.
PENSACOLA:

"Sun

Record"— August

"Florida
Times
"Floridian" — H. W.
News" — Ben Prout;
"News"— Niki

Union"—
Schaefer.
"Herald"

Shipp.

ST.
PETERSBURG:
"Evening
Independent" —
A. R. Dunlap;
"Times" — T. C. Harris, Jr.
TAMPA:
"Morning
Tribune" — E.
D.
Lambright.
WEST PAlM
BEACH:
Vernon
L. Smith.

;;

"Palm

•

•

Director
Lloyd Bacon
Stars. .Warner Baxter, Bebe Daniels, Ruby Keeler, Dick Powell
AssistantAuthor

Director

Gordon

Adaptors and Dialoguers
Film Editor

Hollingshead
Bradford
Ropes

James Seymour, Rian James
Thomas
Pratt

Beach Times"—

Star Films
Majorit" of the winning pictures in
the 1933 poll had definite star value.
In "She Done Him Wrong", Mae West
was the big attraction. Ditto for
Charles Laughton's "Henry Vill". "Rasputin" had the three Barrymores. "I
Am a Fugitive" was dominated by Paul
Muni. In "State Fair" Janet Gaynor,
Will Rogers, Sally Eilers and Lew Ayres
headed the cast. Helen Hayes, Gary
Cooper and Adolphe Menjou were in
"Farewell to Arms". Warner Baxter
and a host of other names gave weight
to "42nd Street". May Robson's performance was the big thing in "Lady
for a Day", which also had Warren
William. Clive Brook headed the "Cavalcade" cast.

Sol

Costumes
Art Director
Musical
Dances
General

Polito

Orry-Kelly
Jack Okey

Numbers

Al

Press Agent

Dubin,

Harry Warren
Busby Berkeley
S. Charles Einfeld

— • —
Producer in

FLORIDA

DAYTONA
-Burghard.

•

Photographer

WASHINGTON: "Post"— Nelson B. Bell;
'Star" — E. de S. Melcher; "Times" — Andrew
R
Kelley.

BARTOW:
zier.

"42nd STREET"

Recording System
Premiere
General

Warner Bros. Studios, Burbank, Cal.
Western Electric.
Strand Theater, N. Y., March 8, 1933

Release

March

11,

1933

Cast
Warner Baxter, Bebe Daniels, George Brent, Una Merkel, Ruby Keeler, Guy
Kibbee, Ned Sparks, Dick Powell, Ginger Rogers, George E. Stone, Eddie
Nugent, Allen Jenkins, Robert McWade, Harry Axt, Clarence Nordstrom,
Henry B. Waithall

A Warner Bros. Picture

iiil
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CJfie producers who discovered and

rouqk KATHARINE

HEPBURN

to triumphant stardom confidents offer the j
screen debut of a btazina new star
....DESTINED

FOR

GREATNESS!

PREVIEW

COMMENTS:*!

Stands out like an Orangeman in
a St. Patrick's Day celebration.
Variety (Hollywood)
May be well served as a promise
of Nectar and Ambrosia to come
from Lederer.

M. P. Daily

WORLD PREMIERE
THURSDAY, JAN. 11
RADIO
CITY
MUSIC
HALL

FRANCIS LEDERER
ELISSA
LANDI
in

99
with 3ienru Stephenson

. . . . J^. ^Tarred Jnac'Donald

....

Mirected by rf. OYalt

• •'

':■ '■ •■•'■

/Mi

iuben

....

Of Jranoro S. Jjerman Proa action

BABY
directed
A

LE
by

ROY

Alexander

Paramount

Hall

Picture

"Previewed 'Miss Fane's Baby' privately with about
thirty people in attendance. Everybody enthusiastic and positive it will be excellent box office
attraction." — Charles D. Skouras, Fox West Coast Theatre
"Miss Fane's Baby' fine entertainment."
— Martin J. Mullin, M. & P. Theatres

"Everyone connected with this picture should take
bows for a grand entertainment. The picture is
one of those often talked of but rarely produced.
A combination of suspense and feminine appeal
— with the stress on the former."
— Hollywood Variety
—probably one of the
most timely and impressive stories ever brought
to the screen. Packed with
emotion-stirring value.
Poignantly realistic, it is
the type of thrilling, sympathyarousing entertainment
that should be tremens
dously popular with all

classes of patrons."
— Motion Picture Herald

/

;

/

"Paramount has a hit in 'Fane's Baby Is Stolen'.
A picture that is timely, universal and appealing.
Preview audience sobbed

unrestrainedly through

the whole thing and burst out with whole-hearted
applause at the end when kidnappers are caught.
Authentic, human and dramatic."
— Hollywood Reporter

"Thrilling entertainment that leans heavily on the
heart side. This production is an ideal combination of up-to-the-minute sentiment with tense heart
interest and a suspense that holds
all Picture
the way."
— Motion
Daily

if

it's

a

PARAMOUNT

PICTURE

it's

the

best

show

in

town

THE
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Total of 167 Films Nominated

in "fen Best" Pol
GEORGIA
ATLANTA:
MACON:
graph"— A.

"Journal" — Frank
"News" — Paul
B. Bernd.

R. THOMASVILLE:
Jerger.

Daniel.

M.

Conway;

"Tele-

"Times-Enterprise" —

Emily

ILLINOIS

L.

BELLEVILLE:
Kern.

EVANSTON:
FREEPORT:
Barnett.

"News-Democrat"— Mrs. Robert
"News-Index"— G. W. Barrette.
"Journal-Standard" — Grace Leone

MOLINE:

"Dispatch" — Clarence

F. SPRINGFIELD:
Dagon.

L.

Lucas.

"Illinois State Journal"— W.

PEORIA: "Journal-Transcript" — Max V. Bosler and Robert M. Shepherdson; "Star" — J. K.

"THE PRIVATE LIFE
OF HENRY VIII"
•

Produced by
Director

•

London Film

Productions, Inc.
Alexander
Korda
Charles

Dialoguers. . . Lajos

Photographer
Costumes
Art Director

Laughton

Biro, Arthur Wimperis
Hal Young
George
Perinal
John Armstrong
Vincent Korda

Historical
Expert
General Press Agent

Philip Lindsay
Hal Home

Recording

London

Film

System

Premiere (U. S.)
General Release

"News-Sun"— E.

J.

Macklin.

INDIANA
ANDERSON:
Jewett.
ELKHART:

Productions Studio, London
Western

Electric

"Herald" — Charles

"Daily

Truth"— Dan

Cast

John Loder, Everley Gregg, Laurence Hanray, William Austin, John Turn-bull,
Frederick Cully, Gibb McLaughlin, Sam Livesey

A United Artists Release

LOGANSPORT:
Sauers.

"Pharos-Tribune"

"Chronicle"— W.

W.

—

Allen

Durbin.

NEW CASTLE— "Courier-Times"— Helen Castle.
"Tribune"—
W. W. "News-Times"—
Dunkle.
SOUTH BEND:
Neda Bush;
TERRE

HAUTE:

"Star"— Mabel

McKee.

IOWA
A. COUNCIL
Wallace.

BLUFFS:

BURLINGTON:
Walter
E. Kohrs.
FORT

"Daily Nonpareil"— LeRoy

"Daily Hawk-Eye

MADISON:

Gazette"—

"Democrat"— S. W. Mitchell.

DAVENPORT: "Democrat"— John
nell; "Times" — Rex J. Ballard.

E. O'Don-

DUBUQUE: "Telegraph-Herald"— S. A. Mahuran; "Catholic Daily Tribune" — Lucy Meuer.
non Pope.
DES MOINES: "Register and Tribune" — VerOTTUMWA:
Efner.

"Daily

— W.
FORTL. Hamilton,
DODGE:
OSKALOOSA:

Film Daily Poll Of Critic
Covering The Entire United States

Albrecht.

INDIANAPOLIS: "Commercial"— Mark R.
Gray; "News" — Barbara Wright; "Star" — Corbin Patrick;
"Times" — Walter
D. Hickman.
KOKOMO: "Tribune-Dispatch" — Maurice C.
Tull.

Keith's Theater, Boston, Oct. 7, 1933
Oct. 12, 1933

Charles Laughton, Robert Donat, Lady Tree, Binnie Barnes, Elsa Lanchester,
Merle Oberon, Franklin Dyall, Miles Mander, Wendy Barrie, Claud AHister,

Timothy

EVANSVILLE: "Courier and Journal"— Frederick J. Topping; "Press" — Ed Klinger.
FORT WAYNE: "Journal-Gazette"— Robert
Baral; "News-Sentinel" — Helene Fceiiinger.
GOSHEN: "Daily Democrat"— H. D. Mellinger.

MARION:

— • —
Produced in

WAUKEGAN:

•

Star
Authors, Adaptors,
Film Editor

ROCK ISLAND: "Argus"— Richard E. Jeanes,
Jr.
Quinn.
ROCKFORD: "Morning Star"— C. Hal Nelson;
"Register-Republic" — R. C. Trank.

Courier"— Albert

Jr.
"Messenger

"Oskaloosa

and

M.

Chronicle"

Herald".

Honor Roll Drops
Due to the bigger votes piled up by
the winning "Ten", number ot pictures
in the Honor List for 1933 dropped to
41, compared with 47 the year before.
The pictures heading the Honor Roll,
however, had many more votes than the
pictures in corresponding positions in
previous years, with "Animal Kingdom"
getting the vote of 121 critics; "Tugboat Annie", 102; "When Ladies
Meet", 94; "Morning Glory", 86, and
"Reunion
in Vienna",
74.
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fen Best Pictures

Keener

Than Ever

KANSAS
DODGE

CITY:

EMPORIA:
Clough.

"Daily

Globe"— Jay

"Emporia

HUTCHINSON:

B.

Baugh.

Gazette" — Frank

C.

"Herald"— E. Lawson May.

KENTUCKY
LOUISVILLE:
"Times"
'Courier-Journal" — Boyd

—
Dan
Martin.

Thompson;

LOUISIANA
ALEXANDRIA:

"Town Talk"— Hunter Jarreau.

NEW ORLEANS:
P. Jones.
SHREVEPORT:

"Times-Picayune"— Charles

"Times"— Ralph

N.

Swanson.

"LADY

MAINE
LEWISTON:

"Journal"— E.

B. Whitney.

PORTLAND: "Evening Express" — Kenneth W.
Berry; "Evening News" — Harold L. Cail; "Press
Herald" — Alice
E. Modes.

FOR A DAY"
•

•

•

Director

Frank

Assistant Director

MARYLAND

Author
ANNAPOLIS:
Jackson,
Jr.

"Evening

Capital"— Elmer

M.

BALTIMORE: "American" — Carroll Dulaney;
"Post" — George Browning; "News" — Norman
Clark; "Sun" — Donald
Kirkley.
HAGERSTOWN: "Daily Mail"— J. Richard
Rauth.

Film Editor

Gene Havlick
Joseph
E. L.

Costumes
Art

"Eagle-Tribune"— Timothy

Runyon

Robert

Recording Engineer

Director

General

BOSTON: "American" — Harleigh Schultz;
"Globe" — Marjory L. Adams; "Herald" — Elinor
Hughes; "Transcript" — E. F. Melvin; "Newton
Journal" — Brad Algier; "Traveler" — Helen Eager; "Daily Record" — Gordon Hillman; "Christian Science Monitor" — Ernest C. Sherbourne.
LAWRENCE:
O'Hearn.

Damon

Adaptor

Photographer

MASSACHUSETTS

Capra

Charles C. Coleman

Press Agent

Riskin

Walker
Bernds

Robert

Kalloch

Stephen

Gooson

George Brown

_#_
Produced in
Recording

F.

Columbia

Premiere
General Release

LOWELL:
"Sun" — Georgiana
S. Paquette.
LYNN
"Daiily
Evening
Item" — Harold
Day
Valpey.
NORTH
ATTLEBORO
"Evening
Chronicle" —
Charles F. Martin.

Pictures Studios,

System

Hollywood, Cal.
Western

Electric

Radio City Music Hall, Sept. 7, 1933
Sept. 13, 1933

Cast
Warren

SALEM: "Evening News" — Peter G. Ingoldsby.
SOUTHBRIDGE:
"News"— Joe M. Clark.
SPRINGFIELD: "Republican" — Louise Mace;
"Union"— A. L. S. Wood.
WAKEFIELD:
"Daily
Item" — Gardner
Campbell.

William, May

Robson, Guy Kibbee, Glenda Farrell, Ned

Sparks,

Jean Parker, Walter Connolly, Barry Norton, Nat Pendleton, Hobart Bosworth,
Wallis

Clark,

Robert

E. O'Connor..

A Columbia Picture

WORCESTER:
"Evening
Gazette" — Clarence
L. Moody; "Evening Post" — Ernest W. Brockway.

MICHIGAN
kin.ADRIAN:
ANN

"Daily Telegram" — Madge A. Milli-

ARBOR:

"Daily

News"— Allison

Ind.

Directed "Ten Best"
Directors of the 1933 "Ten Best"
were: "Cavalcade", Frank Lloyd; "42nd
Street", Lloyd Bacon; "Private Life of
Henry VIM", Alexander Korda; "Lady
for a Day", Frank Capra; "State Fair",
Henry King; "Farewell to Arms", Frank
Borzage; "She Done Him Wrong", Lowell Sherman; "1 Am a Fugitive", Mervyn
LeRoy; "Maedchen in Uniform", Leontine Sagan; "Rasputin and the Empress",
Richard
Boleslavsky.
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DETROIT:
Press"—
Mrs.
FLINT:

Films

"News"—
Harold
Heffernan;
Ella H. McCormick.

"Journal"— Ralph

GRAND
strom.

RAPIDS:

J. ISHPEMING:
Neugebauer.
LANSING:
NILES:

"State

ROYAL
OAK:
Adams.
WYANDOTTE:

Byers.

"Herald"— Russell C. Land-

"Daily

"Daily

N.

"Free

Mining

Journal"— Chas.

Journal"— H.

R.

Star"— Durlin
"Daily

N.

Palmer.
Wheeler.

Tribune"— Marion

Eby.

Record"— Geo.

M.

"Daily

MINNESOTA

AUSTIN:

"Daily Herald" — Geraldine Rasmussin.

DULUTH:

"News-Tribune" — Prevost

MANKATO:

a

STATE

FAIR

11

"Free

Press" — Lucy

MINNEAPOLIS: "Star"— James
land; "Journal" — Merle
Potter.
ROCHESTER:
ST. PAUL:

Coulter.

Pope Taylor.
M.

Suther-

"Post-Bulletin"— Miss M. Schnorr.
"Daily News"— J. 0. Meyers.

MISSISSIPPI
Producer

Winfield

Sheehan

Director
;
Henry King
Stars .....Janet Gaynor, Will Rogers, Lew Ayres, Sally Eilers
Assistant
Director
Ray Fly nn
Author
Phil Stong
Adaptors and Dialoguers
Sonya Levien, Paul Green
Film Editor
L. W. Bischoff
Photographer
Recording Engineer
Art Director
Costume Director

Hal Mohr
A. L. Von Kirbach
Duncan Cramer
Rita Kaufman

Publicity Director

Charles E. McCarthy

BILOXI-GULFPORT:
Eisendrath.
Ernest
Smith.
GREENVILLE:
GREENWOOD:
lespie.

"Daily Herald"— Cosman

"Daily

Democrat-Times"

—

"Commonwealth" — Sumter Gil-

JACKSON: "Daily Clarion-Ledger" —
Hewitt;
"Daily
News" — Earl C. Magee.

Purser

MISSOURI

CAPE
"Southeast Missourian"—
Bert
W. GIRARDEAU:
Masterson.
A. Page.
CHILLICOTHE: "Constitution-Tribune" — V.
KANSAS
CITY:
— Lowell Lawrence; "Star"
— Jack "Journal-Post"
Moffitt.
MOBERLY:

"Monitor-Index" — Goetze

Jeter.

Produced in
Fox Movietone Studio, Movieland City, Cal.
Recording System
Western
Electric

ST. LOUIS: "Post-Dispatch"— H. H. Niemeyer.
SEDALIA:
"Capitol"— Jack Taylor.

Premiere

ST.

General

Radio City
Release

Music Hall, Jan. 26, 1933
February

10,

JOSEPH:

"Gazette" — Dean

1933

Wilde.

MONTANA

Cast
Janet Gaynor, Will Rogers, Lew Ayres, Sally Eilers, Norman
Dresser, Frank Craven, Victor Jory, Frank Melton

Foster, Louise

A Fox Picture

GREAT
FALLS:
"Tribune"— P. B. Snelson.
HELENA:
"Record-Herald"— Roy Roberts.

NEBRASKA
FREMONT:
hart.
"Star".
LINCOLN:

"Evening Tribune" — Florence Swi"State-Journal" — Barney Oldfield;

NEVADA
RENO:

J

Film Daily Poll Of Critics -,
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"State-Journal" — Nick

On

Bourne.

1934 Ballot

A few critics voted for "Berkeley
Square", "Little Women" and some
other pictures which were not included
in The Film Daily ballot because they
had not been nationally released in
time. The list of films submitted for
vote on the 1933 "Ten Best" comprised releases to Nov. 1, 1933. Pictures that were generally released
shortly thereafter will be included in
the 1934 ballot.
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41 Productions Accorded
NEW
ASBURY

FARK:

ATLANTIC
Dimon.

CITY:

Place on 1933 Honor Roll

JERSEY

"Press-Union"— Howard

HACKENSACK:
"Bergen
Kenneth
L. Demarest.
JERSEY

17

"Press".

CITY:

P.

Evening Record" —

"Journal"— Arthur

MORRISTOWN:
Tomlinson.

DAILY

D.

Mackie.

"Daily Record"— Norman

B.

NEWARK: "Sunday Call"— Robert C. Ring;
"Advocate" — Hazel Kirk; "Star-Eagle" — Richard
Murray.
BRUNSWICK:
WillNEW
Baltin.
PATERSON:
vine.

"Daily Home

"Evening

News"—

News" — Jules C. Le-

TRENTON: "Times-Advertiser"— Albert B.
Thompson; "State Gazette" — Alex Y. Burslem.

NEW
ALBUQUERQUE:

MEXICO

ii

"Journal"— Harold Burroughs.

NEW

YORK

ALBANY: "Knickerbocker
News"— William
H. Haskell.

Press &

Evening

BROOKLYN: "Citizen"— Edgar Price; "TimesUnion" — Chas. E. Hastings; "Daily Eagle" —
Martin
Dickstein;
"Home
Talk" — Larry Mason.
BUFFALO: "Courier-Express"— W. E. J. Martin; "Evening News" — E. H. Gooding.
DUNKIRK:
Toomey.

"Evening Observer" — Margaret L.

ELMIRA: "Star-Gazette" — George
"Reporter" — J. Maxwell
Beers.

McCann;

GENEVA:
"Daily
Times" — A. Glenn
Rogers.
"Leader-Republican"— Walter
F. GLOVERSVILLE:
Hine.
ITHACA:

"Journal-News"— William J. Waters.

JAMESTOWN:
E. LONG
Parks.

"Post"— Waite

ISLAND

LYNBROOK:
Freeman.
NEWBURGH:

A FAREWELL TO ARMS

11

Forsyth.

CITY:

"Daily Star"— Albert

"Nassau

Daily Star"— Howard

"News"— Calvin

D.

Director
Stars

:
.Helen

Assistant Directors
Author

Lou

Hayes,

Borzage, Art Jacobson
Ernest Hemingway

Adaptors and Dialoguers. Benjamin Glazer, Oliver H. P. Garrett
Film Editor
Otho Lovering
Photographer
Recording Engineer
Costumes
Technical

Charles Lang
Harold C. Lewis
Travis
Banton

Director — war

sequences

Technical Director — hospital
Art Director
General

Press

Produced in
Premiere

sequences

Agent

YORK CITY: "Daily News"— Kate Cameron; "Journal of Commerce" — Julius Cohen;
"Evening Journal" — Rose Pelswick; "Morning
Telegraph" — Al Sherman.

Charles

Griffin

Dr. Jardini
Roland Anderson
R. M.

Gil! ham

Paramount Studios, Hollywood, Cal.
Criterion Theater, N. Y., Dec. 8, 1932

General Release

Myers.

Frank
Borzage
Gary Cooper

January 6, 1933

NEW

SCHENECTADY: "Gazette"— Helen
"Union Star" — Everett L. Finch.

Clinton;

Cast
Helen Hayes, Gary Cooper, Adolphe Menjou, Mary Philips, Jack La Rue,
Blanche Friderici, Henry Armetta, George, Humbert, Fred Malatesta, Mary

ROCHESTER: "Times-Union" — Arthur D.
Goodman;
"Democrat and Chronicle" — George
L.
David.
SYRACUSE: "American" — E. R. Vadeboncoeur;
"Herald" — Chester B. Bahn; "Journal" — Franklin H. Chase; "Post-Standard" — Helen Tait
Walker.

Forbes, Tom

Ricketts, Robert Cauterio, Gilbert Emery

A Paramount Picture

TROY:
"Observer-Budget" — E. R. Collins.
UTICA:
"Daily Press" — Vincent S. Jones.
WATERTOWN:
"Daily Times"— Ken Fober.

NORTH
CHARLOTTE:
ham.

CAROLINA

"Observer"— Mary

11 M-G-Ms

Brooks

in Honor List

M-G-M walked away with the Honor
List, getting 11 pictures against 7 for
Paramount, 5 for RKO, 5 for Fox, 4 for
United Artists, 4 for Warners, one each
for Universal and Columbia, and two
foreigns. In points (total votes received by all pictures) M-G-M also
led the parade.

Par-
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Seven Producers Represented in Winning Pictures
ELIZABETH
Boyce.

CITY:
"Daily

HICKORY:

Advance" — Nellie

"Daily Record"— L. C. Gifford.

HIGH POINT: "Enterprise"— John Mebane.
RALEIGH:
"Times"— Wade H. Lucas.

OHIO
-w.
ton.ASHLAND:
ATHENS:

"Times-Gazette" — Marceil Hous"Messenger"— G.

CANTON:

E.

Mitchell.

"Repository" — Dennis

CHILLICOTHE:
Zurcher.

R.

"Post"
— Max
Sien."Enquirer" — Herman
CINCINNATI:
feld; "Times-Star" — William G.
CLEVELAND:
Marsh.

SHE DONE HIM WRONG
•

•

Assistant
Author

Lowell
Director

Adaptors and
Film Editor

Dialoguers

Harvey

Photographer
Recording Engineer
Costumes
Art Director

Sherman
Mae West

HalCOSHOCTON.
Jenkins.

if

Premiere

Tribune"—

DAYTON: "Daily News" — James Muir; "Daily
Herald" — Joe Keller; "Journal" — A. S. Kany.
LORDIN:

"Journal-Herald"— Maurice R. Mer-

PAINESVILLE: "Telegraph"— Thurse F. Sigman.
SALEM:
"News" — Mary
Louise
Layden.

Charles
Lang
Harry M. Lindgren
Edith Head

SANDUSKY:

"Star-Journal"— E. F. Walrath.

SPRINGFIELD:

Paramount Theater, N. Y., Feb. 9, 1933
Jan. 27, 1933

"Daily News" — Ina M. Karson.

STEUBENVILLE:
"Herald Star"— Mary Berger.
TOLEDO: "News-Bee" — Allen Saunders;
"Times"—
Richards. Mitchell Woodbury; "Blade"— V. K.
'Tribune-Chronicle" — Joseph

WARREN:
Leddy.
Snelus.

Paramount Studio, Hollywood, Cal.
Western Electric

eM

YOUNGSTOWN:

XENIA:

"Telegram" —

"Gazette"— R. A.

YOUNGSTOWN:
Rook.

Noah Beery, Gilbert Roland, David
Rochelle Hudson, Tammany Young,
La Rue, Louise Beavers, James C.
McGuire, Wade Bateler

Higgins.

"Times-Signal" —

LE: "Daily
BARTLESVIL
— Ruth
"Examiner"
Hamlin;

MUSKOGEE:

Harry

L.
T.

"Daily

Enterprise"— A.
Welty.

Leader" — Virginia

B.

Willson.

"Times-Democrat"— W. T. Huff.

OKLAHOMA CITY: "Daily Oklahoman"— Jack
Stinnett.
"Tribune"
Meyer,
Jr. — Faith Hieronymus;
TULSA:— Joe
"Daily
World"

IIIIIIIIIIIIllllll

OREGON
MEDFORD:

iFilm Daily Poll Of Critics
) ICovering The Entire United States

A.

OKLAHOMA

GUTHRIE:

A Paramount Picture

Charles

"Vindicator" — William

ZANESVILLE:
Basehart.

Cast
Mae West, Cary Grant, Owen Moore,
Landau, Rafaela Ottiano, Dewey Robinson,
Fuzzy Knight, Robert E. Homans, Grace
Eagle, Tom Kennedy, Harry Wallace, Tom

Sunday

Thew, John Bright
Alexander Hall

R. M. Gillham

General Release

"Daily &

ryfield.
MANSFIELD:
"News-Journal"— Jane Williams.
MARION:
"Star"— Hallie Houck.

— • —
Produced in
Recording System

Ward

Dealer'

James
Dugan
Mae West

Bob Usher

General Press Agent

"Plain

J. BernStiegler;

COLUMBUS: "Citizen"— William S. Cunningham; "Dispatch" — H. E. Cherrington; "Ohio
State Journal" — Harrold C. Eckert.

•

Director
Star

Smith.

"News-Advertiser"— Alvin C.

"Mail-Tribune"— Herbert

Grey.

PORTLAND: "Oregon Journal" — Harold Hunt;
—Fred
M. White. — Larry Warren; "Oregonian"
"News-Telegram"

4 Played Music Hall
Four of the Ten Best Pictures of 1933
played the Radio City Music Hall.
"Cavalcade" was shown there following
its two-a-day run at the Gaiety, while
"Private Life of Henry VIII", "Lady for
Radio
City.and "State Fair" opened in
a Day"

■
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Two Foreign

Productions Win

Places

in "Ten Best

PENNSYLVANIA
AMBRIDGE:
hesney.

"Daily Citizen"— Robert C. Mac-

B. BRADDOCK:
Ball.

"Daily News-Herald"

BRADFORD:
Yvo Flanigan.
BUTLER:
ERIE:

"Star-Record";

—

James

"Era"— Mary

"Eagle"— Wilbur H. Baldinger.

"Dispatch-Herald"— J. A.

Wurzbach.

GETTYSBURG:

"Times"— G. R. Wolff.

HARRISBURG:

"Telegraph"— L. U. Kay.

KITTANNING: "Simpson's Daily Leader-Times"
Denton
R. Merwin.
LANSFORD:
kins.
LATROBE:

"Evening Record"— Wm.

D. Wat-

"Bulletin".

LEBANON:

"Daily

News" — Ted

Gress.

"I AM A FUGITIVE
FROM A CHAIN GANG"

PHILADELPHIA: "Inquirer" — Mildred Martin;
"Gazette"— William H. Voltz; "Public Ledger"
—Eric M. Knight; "Evening Ledger"— Henry T.
Murdoch; "Evening Star" — Sallie B. Haas;
"Record" — Elsie Finn.
MEADVILLE:
Irving Bates.

"Tribune-Republican"— Walter

•

PITTSBURGH: "Press"— Kasper Monahan;
"Sun-Telegraph" — William J. Lewis; "PostStandard" — Harold W. Cohen.
PHILADELPHIA:
F. Gleason.
READING:

"Times"— W.

Earle Homan.

"Scrantonian".

SHAMOKIN:

"Dispatch"— Clyde

STROUDSBURG:
TARENTUM:
Julia
Rishel.

"Valley

UNIONTOWN:
Kennedy.
YORK:

F.

"Record"— Colley

"News

Daily

S.

Mervyn
LeRoy
Paul Muni
Al Alfaorn

Author

Robert E. Burns

Adaptors and Dialoguers
Film Editor

Ketner.
Baker.

Howard Green,

Photographer

News"— Mrs.

Standard"— O'Neil

General
"Sun"— J.

M.

NEWPORT:
man.

"Daily

Press Agent

S. Charles Einfeld

— • —

Good.

ISLAND
News"— Edward

Cast
Paul Muni, Gfenda Farrell, Helen Vinson, Preston Foster, David Landau, Sally
Blane, Noel Francis, Berton Churchill, Edward J. McNamara, Robert Warwick,
Oscar Apfel, Roscoe Karns, Sheila Terry, Russell Simpson, Allen Jenkins, Louise
Carter, John Marston, James Bell, Charles Middleton, Spencer Charters, Harry
Holman, John Wray, William Janney, Hale Hamilton, Jack LaRue, Morgan
Wallace, Reginald Barlow, C. Henry Gordon, Charles Sellon, George Collins,
Will Pawley, Lew Kelly, Edward Arnold, Sam Baker, Dewey Robinson, Ed Eilis,
William LeMaire

WESTERLY:
"Daily
Sun"— Edward
J. Butler.
WOONSOCKET:
"Call"— Mrs. Elinor V. Arnold.

FLORENCE:
Harper.

CAROLINA

"Morning

SOUTH
ABERDEEN:
Patten.

Bros. Studios, Burbank, Cal.

Strand Theater, N. Y„ Nov. 10, 1932
Nov. 19, 1932

Sher-

PROVIDENCE:
"News-Tribune" — A.
Alfred
Marcello;
"Sunday Journal" — Paul B. Howland.

SOUTH

Warner

Premiere
General Release
A.

Polito

Orry-Kelly
Jack Okey

Produced in
RHODE

Brown Holmes
Bill Holmes
Sot

Costumes
Art Director

"York Dispatch"— Wilbert L. Haare.

WILLIAMSPORT:

•

Director
Star
Assistant Director

"Evening Bulletin"— William

SCRANTON:

•

News"— Willis

H.

A

DAKOTA

"American-News" — Francis

C.
H.

RAPID
Dibble.

CITY:

"Daily Journal"— Redford

S. SIOUX
Brown.

FALLS:

"Daily Argus-Leader"— Roger

Well Divided
For the first time in the 12 years'
history of the "Ten Best" poll, no
producing organization had more than
two of the winning pictures. Seven
companies are represented in the 1933
"Ten", with three of them, Fox, Warners
and Paramount, getting two pictures
each, while M-G-M, United Artists,
Columbia and Filmchoice (KrimskyCochran)
have one apiece.

Warner

Bros. Picture

I1III!I!1I!!!IIIII
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Cavalcade' Vote

is Biggest for Any

Film to Datets
TENNESSEE
"Times"
— N. Key
CHATTANOOGA:

Hart.
"News"— Murray E. Wyche;

MEMPHIS:
"Commercial
Appeal" — Harry
Martin;
"Press-Scimitar" — Jack
Bryan.
NASHVILLE:

"Banner"— J. W.

West,

L.

Jr.

TEXAS
BEAUMONT:
FORT

"Journal"— Martha

WORTH:

"Press"— Jack

E.

Frasher.

Gordon.

HOUSTON: "Press" — Grace Calvin; "Post"—
Bess Whitehead Scott; "Chronicle" — Lecta
Rider.
LONGVIEW:

"Daily News"— Duke Wellington.

PALESTINE:

"Daily Herald"— H. V. Hamilton.

PARIS:

"■"AEDCHEN

IN

"Evening

News" — Elizabeth

Duwal.

SAN ANTONIO: "Evening News" — Mary
Louise Walliser; "Light" — Samuel W. Woolford.
WICHITA

FALLS: "Daily Times"— J. A. Wray.

VERMONT

UNIFORM"
Producer and Supervisor

BARRE:

"Daily

Times".

VIRGINIA

Carl Froelich

Director

DANVILLE:
"Register"— H.
LYNCHBURG
Wright.

Leontine Sagan

Stars

Dorothea

Wieck,

Hertha

Thiele

Author, Adaptor and Dialoguer

Christa Winsloe

Film

Leontine Sagan

Editor

Larson.
NORFOLK:

David
Trundle.

B

Wayne
K.
T.

"Virginian-Pilot" — Ralph
Advance" —

PETERSBURG

: "Progress-Index" — H.

ner.
RICHMOND:

"Times-Dispatch"

—

G.

Tur-

Clarence

Boykin.
E. STAUNTON:
W. Opie.

Produced at
Recording

Bild und Ton Studio,

System

Berlin, Germany, January,
( U. S. )

"Leader

WINCHESTER:

and

"Star"— R.

News-Leader"-

S.

BELLINGHAM:

"Herald"— Vernon

V.

Vine.

LONGVIEW:
"Daily
News"— W. H. Taylor.
Richard
E. Hays.
SEATTLE:
"Star"— Harry B. Mills; "Times"—

Cast
Dorothea Wieck, Hertha Thiele, Fraulein von Bernburg, Manuela von Meinhardis, Frau Oberin, Fraulein von Kesten, Use von Westhagen, Emilia Linda,
Hedwig, Schlichter, Ellen Schwannecke

SPOKANE: "Daily Chronicle" — Ray
"Spokesman -Review" — Margaret
Bean.
TACOMA:
"Times" — Paul
Busselle.
tie.WALLA

WALLA:

"Daily

5
t
IK
Fl

it.UI

vCIH(o
ft,

1931

November, 1932

D

IN
fl!

Fausler.

WASHINGTON

Tobis-Klangfilm

Premiere
General Release

Berlin, Germany

IK

Budwin;

Bulletin"— Iris

Lit-

NE
M
Ite
NE
CI
ui
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Hi
PH
III
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SCI

WEST

A Filmchoice, Inc. Release

VIRGINIA

BECKLEY:
"Post-Herald"— Ted McDowell.
CHARLESTON: "Gazette"— Clyde H. East;
"Daily
Mail" — Robert
Bull.

ilUIIIIIH

CLARKSBURG:
MORGANTOWN:

"Telegram"— Gene Collett.
"Post"— Brooks
Cottle.

Shaw.
MOUNDSVILLE:

"Daily

Echo"— Alexandra

"News" — Morris Berman.
WHEELING: "Intelligencer" — Charles L. Long;

syj

ily PoU Of Critics
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36 Local Polls
Local "Ten Best" polls coming to the
attention of The Film Daily this year
numbered 36, with a possibility that
there may have been others. This set
a new high for such polls and is regarded as an indication of the great
interest that has developed in this annual event originated, fostered and conducted nationally by The Film Daily.
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Newspapers Everywhere Run

Ten Best

Story Today

WISCONSIN
"Daily News" — Laurence A. Raymer.

BEL01T:

JANESVILLE: "Daily Gazette"— Peg O'Brien.
KENOSHA "Evening News" — Chester M. Zeff.
MILWAUKEE: "Journal"— Nancy Lee; "SenO'Dea.
ael" — Dawn
H.

Times" — Clarence

"Daily

WATERTOWN:
itter.

"Record-Herald" — John Loomis.

, WAUSAU:

WYOMING
"Tribune-Herald"— Jack

CASPER:

BILLBOARD— Len

Smith.

Her-

Edition)— Calvin

(Central

OFFICE

"RASPUTIN

Morgan.

BUREAU— Lester

NEWS

BOSTON

BOX
ier.

AND

b TRADE PUBLICATIONS
SYNDICATES

FAN

Sellers.

G.

BOX OFFICE (Mideast Edition)— Elsie Loeb.
BOX OFFICE— Jesse Shlxen.
OFFICE
erBOX
Southwell.
CANADIAN
ewis.

THE

England Edition)— G. Les-

(New

PICTURE

MOVING

CINELANDIA— John

J.

Moreno.

Film

' FAMILY
CIRCLE AND
LIFE— Harry
Evans.
HARRISON'S
REPORTS— P. S. Harrison.
Beaton.
SPECTATOR— Welford
HOLLYWOOD
PROJECTIONIST— James J.
INTERNATIONAL
linn.

Produced in
Recording System
Premiere
General Release

MAGAZINE— Yukio Aoyama.

MODERN
MOOSE
MOTION
MOTION
MOTION
:LASSIC,
NEW
link.

M.

YORK

HUMOR— Laurence

NEWS

BUREAU

NEW
YORKER— John Chapin
NEWSPAPER
ENTERPRISE
nomas.

Dan

PHOTOPLAY
MAGAZINE— William T. Walsh.
PICTURE PLAY MAGAZINE— Norbert Lusk.
SCREEN BOOK— Carl A. Schroeder.
SCREENLAND
MAGAZINE— Delight Evans.
SPECTATOR— Vincent L. Powers.
TIME— Noel Bosch.
VOICE OF THE SCREEN— E. M. Friedman.
ZIT'S — Leon

G.

Tom

Held

,

William
Daniels
Douglas Shearer
Adrian
Cedric Gibbons, Alexander Toluboff
Hubert
Stothart
Howard Dietz

— • —

M-G-M

Studios, Culver City, Cal.
Western Electric
Astor Theater, N. Y., Dec. 23, 1932
March 24, 1933

Seyffertitz, Jean Parker, Dawn O'Day, Helen Robinson, Mary Marden, Purnell
Pratt, Louise Closser Hale, Dale Fuller, Sarah Padden, Brandon Hurst, Nigel
de Brulier, Frank Leigh, Carol Wines, Otto Lederer, Clarence Wilson, Francesca
Braggioti, Max Barwyn, Charlotte Henry, Eily Malyon, Carey Harrison, Emile
Chautard, Mary Alden, Evelyn Selbie, Ruth Renick, Robert Anderson, Robert
Cain, Frank Reicher, George Irving, Oscar Apfel, Jean Del Val, Clay Clement,
Jane Mercer, Reginald Barlow
,

Reid.

—

Richard
Boleslavsky
Barrymore, Lionel Barrymore
Charles MacArthur
.Cullen Tate

John Barrymore, Ethel Barrymore, Lionel Barrymore, Ralph Morgan, Diana
Wynyard, Tad Alexander, C. Henry Gordon, Edward Arnold, Gustav von

ASS'N— Louis A.
Mosher.
ASSN.

•

Cast

SCREEN— Ernest V. Heyn.
MAGAZINE— A. D. Williams.
PICTURE
HERALD— Terry Ramsaye.
PICTURE
MAGAZINE— Jack Grant.
PICTURE
MAGAZINE,
MOVIE
COLLEGE

•

Editor

Photographer
Recording Engineer
Costumes
Art Directors
Musical
Score
General Press Agent

Carle
Don

JAPANESE MOVIE
JAY
EMANUEL
PUBLICATIONS— Herbert
(tiller.

•

Director
Stars ....John Barrymore, Ethel
Author, Adaptor, Dialoguer
Assistant Director

DIGEST— Ray

CINEMA— L. F. Guimond.
1 EXTRA— Sam
Black.
FILM
CURB — Tom
Hamlin.
FILM
DAILY— J. W.
Alicoate,
Don
iillette, Arthur W.
Eddy, Don
Hancock,
A. Mersereau, Jack Harrower.

AND
EMPRESS"

A Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Picture

Davis.

More Newspaper Space
Selection of the "Ten Best" for 1933
has already received more newspaper
space than in any previous year. This
was due primarily to the greater number
of critics conducting local polls. From
the number of requests received for
this year's "Ten Best" release, indications are that the story will be given
more representation than ever by newspapers everywhere, as well as by trade
and fan magazines,
radio stations, etc.

r- Film Daily Poll Of Critics -y
) Covering The Entire United States (
'
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Constance

with

"MOULIN

Franchot

Lew

Bennett in

Tone

ROUGE"

and

Tullio

Carminati

United Artists-20th Century
70 mins.
SMART AND LIVELY MUSICAL WITH
BETTER THAN USUAL STORY, SOME
CATCHY NUMBERS AND GORGEOUS
GIRLS.
Though it belongs to the backstage
school, there are enough individual merits
in this production to put it over for the
count with any audience that wants musical romance. Story is somewhat in the
sophisticated class and stronger than the
average musical plot. Constance Bennett
plays a dual role, representing two members of a sister act, one of whom went
to Paris and became famous under a
foreign name, while the other married
Franchot Tone, whose refusal to let her
go on the stage again results in their
separation. Franchot and Tullio Carminati,
a producer, engage the foreign star for
their show. On her arrival, she lets Connie take her place, after having her transformed so her friends won't recognize her,
and thus she proves her talent to her
husband — in addition to keeping him and
others in hot water for a while as she
tests his fidelity by vamping him in her
guise as the foreign star. Miss Bennett,
Tone and Carminati give swell performances. Music is very good and the girl
ensembles are a treat.
Cast: Constance Bennett, Franchot Tone,
Tullio Carminati, Helen Westley, Andrew
Tombes, Russ Brown, Hobart Cavanaugh,
Georges Renavent, Fuzzy Knight, Russ Cclumbo, Boswell Sisters.
Director, Sidney Lanfield; Authors, Nunnally Johnson, Henry Lehrman; Adaptors,
same; Cameraman, Charles Rosher; Editor,
Floyd Ncsier.
Direction, Sparkling.
Photography, Aces.
Buck

Jones

"FIGHTING

in

with

June

Ayres

Lola Lane and William Collier, Jr., in

in

COUNTRY

Knight, Alice
Dinehart

CRUISE"

White,

Alan

"PUBLIC STENOGRAPHER"
Mal-cy

Universal

72 mins.
JUST
FAIR
ENTERTAINMENT,
WITH
GOOD
CAST, THAT
NEVER HITS HIGH
GEAR.
There is not enough story in this transcontinental bus story to satisfactorily fill
out to feature length. It starts in low
and not until the last few sequences does
it really develop action and speed. The
story concerns a bus load of passengers
bound from New York to San Francisco.
Lew Ayres plays the part of a rich man's
son being sent to a lumber camp for his
health and character. Lew becomes acquainted with June Knight, engaged to
Alan Dinehart, but who discovers that he
is a married man, and that his wife is
also on the bus. The other passengers
are moderately interesting. The pay-off
comes when Dinehart murders his wife in
a Denver department store while the bus
is making a two-hour stop. Police overtake the bus, by airplane and hold an investigation inan Indian school house. June
is accused, but through the clever sleuthing of Lew, is cleared. The film ends
with Alan escaping in the bus with June
as his captive. A smashup paves the way
for the final clinch.
Cast: Lew Ayres, June Knight, Alice
White, Alan Dinehart, Minna Gombell,
Eugene Pallette, Robert McWade, Henry
Armetta, Arthur Vinton, James Conlan, Ara
Haswell, Dick Stevena, Peggy Terry, Herta
Lind, Jean Fenwick, Kay La Velle.
Director, Eddie Buzzell; Authors, Elmer
Harris, Stanley Raugh; Dialoguers, same;
Editor, Philip Cahn; Cameraman, George
Robinson; Recording Engineer, Gilbert Kurland.
Direction, Far

FAIRLY

65 mins.

ACE WESTERN WITH MYSTERY TIED
IN AND CORKING ROMANTIC ANGLE
BASED ON ASSUMED IDENTITY.
Expertly acted and directed, fast-moving and telling a tale that smoothly blends
romance, mystery and plentiful, exciting
action this picture will make Western fans
happy. The film finds Buck Jones assuming
the identity of the long-missing brother
of the attractive Diane Sinclair after he has
picked up a letter exhorting the wanderer
to return and arrives at her ranch at a
moment when he must pose as her brother
to help her. Jones learns that his supposed father died as a suspected thief and
alleged suicide under mysterious circumstances. He finds himself marked for death
by a power which shoots in the back and
from ambush. How Jones manages to evade
the death traps set for him and piecemeal
unravel the mystery of his father's death
and the attempts to kill him is skillfully
and thrillingly told with a romantic windup.
Cast: Buck Jones, Diane Sinclair, Ward
Bond, Dick Alexander, Louis Natheux, Alf
James, Erville Alderson,- Niles Welch, Gertrude Howard, Bob Kortman, Charles Brinley and Buck Moulton.
Director, Lambert Hillyer; Author, Lambert Hillyer; Cameraman, Al Siegler; Recording Engineer, George Cooper; Film
Editor, Clarence Kolster.
Direction, First-rate
Photography, Fine

ENTERTAINING

64 mins.
COMEDY

DRAMA. THIN AND RAMBLING
PRINCIPAL WEAKNESS.

STORY

Lola Lane does the title role, playing a
girl who attracts the attention of the son
a construction company executive.
Eventually she falls in love with the flip
youth. Dark moments descend upon her
when she learns via a newspaper that he
of

has suddenly left town to marry a Cincinnati heiress. Her roommate, hard-boiled
hotel telephone operator, sells the young
man's valuable construction notes to an
opposition firm dealing in dirty work as
well as dams and bridges. Then the young
feller returns to wed Lola and explains that
he hied off to Cincy to call off his previous
engagement.

Lola recovers the notes and

all ends happily. The picture has been
given a good production job and its players do well enough with their respective
roles. Dialogue is bright. Produced by
Screencraft Productions.
Cast: Lola Lane, William Collier, Jr.,
Esther Muir, Jason Robards, Duncan Renaldo, Richard Tucker, Bryant Washburn, Al
St. John and Al Bridge.
Director, Lew Collins; Supervisor, Al Alt;
Author, Ellwood Ullman; Adaptors and ConCollins. tinuity Writers, Joe O'Donnell and Lev/

Photography, Good.

REVIEWING

CODE"

with Diane Sinclair
Columbia

"CROSS

Direction,

Okay.

Photography,

Good.

THE SHORT

Junior, who had been bitten while
"Manhattan Lullaby'
small, is afraid of dogs and runs
with Helen Morgan
mins. away from home. Just outside of
Educational
town he hears the whining of a dog
Pleasing Songalog
and investigates. Finding the dog
A fairly pleasing- song hit story hurt, he carries it back home, where
in which Helen Morgan, assisted by
he gives it a bath and becomes attached to it, but his dad objects to
Henry King's Hotel Pierre Orchestra, features the "Stork Song." The the mongrel. Story ends up with
story opens with Miss Morgan lookdog being in the boy's room with
ing at New York from her apart- the
ment balcony, which brings in some the owner finding him there and
unusual shots of the city at night. starting a fight with Junior. During
The scenes then cut back and forth the fight, pups are born. Many
funny situations are worked in.
from Miss Morgan in her apartment to various descriptive scenes.
Stoopnagle
and Bud in
The story is well acted and directed,
but loses interest with too much dou"The
Inventors"
ble exposing.
with Olive Borden
Educational
19 mins.
Excellent Comedy
"Pardon My Pups"
with Junior Coghlan and Shirley
Produced and directed by Al
Temple
Christie, this enjoyable comedy
Educational
17 mins. shows Stoopnagle and Bud at their
Good Skit
best as the nutty inventors. Opening with Stoopnagle and Bud reSuggested by the story, "Mild
Oats," by Florence Ryerson and
ceiving their diploma in their labColin Clements, and directed by
the com-A
mitteeoratory,
some they
of then
their show
inventions.
Charles Lamont, this enjoyable com;
edy starts with Junior Coghlan and school for girls, being taught by
his sister waking up on the morn- Olive Borden, vote Stoopnagle and
ing of his birthday. He wants a Bud as the outstanding inventors
motorcycle but his father insists of the year. As a result they are
upon giving him a pup from a hunt- invited to the school to give a talk.
ing dog owned by a friend of his. The girls want them to demonstrate

"BIG TIME OR BUST"

with Regis Toomey and Gloria Shea
Tower
62 mins.
INTERESTING,
SEMI-MUSICAL
MARITAL
UPS

WELL

PRODUCED

OF CARNIVAL
AND
DOWNS.

COUPLE'S

A familiar story, but well-developed,
this semi-musical develops its chief punch
from the situation where the bread-winning high-diver who was going to make
the big time or bust finds himself supported by his wife who became the Broadway star instead and his humiliation fanned
further by the attentions to her of a wellknown playboy. Denouement with all three
present finds him hurrying off to an intended suicide while doing his stunt, to
abandon the idea when his wife appears
and sacrifices her career to satisfy his
vanity. Story starts in carnival to progress
to point where both are starving after
show folds. She gets a job in a night
club, attracts the eye of a playboy who
gets a producer to hear her and give her
a job. Stardom follows. The wife (Gloria
Shea) is attractive and befits the role.
Cast, production and direction are good —
fine for pop houses.
Cast: Regis Toomey, Gloria Shea, Walter Byron, Nat Carr, Charles Delaney, Edwin Maxwell and Hooper Atchley.
Director, Sam Neufield; Author, George
Wallace Sayre; Art Direction, Ralph DeLacey; Cameraman, Harry Forbes; Recording Engineer, L E Tope; Film Editor, Al |
Clarke.
Direction, Good
Photography, Good.

SUBJECTS
their ability as inventors, but
ing no equipment they send the
out to get it, which results in
very funny situations. They

havgirls
some
wind

up byscares
building
a 'Stupenstein"
which
everyone
in the place,
turning the School into an asylum
from the result of phone calls to
the authorities. If you are looking
for belly laughs this has them.
Scrappy

in

"Hollywood
Babies" 7 mins.
Columbia
Good Cartoon
A rather cute and at the same
time very comical idea is back of
this animated subject turned out by
the Charles B. Mintz forces. Scrappy
and his helper, trying to make a
picture, go around to the homes of
the various stars and round up the
latter's baby counterpai-ts for the
cast. Among them are a baby Durante, ababy Cantor, and ditto for
Joe E. Brown, Will Rogers, LaurelHardy, Greta Garbo, Marie Dressier,
Ben Turpin, Charlie Chaplin Four
Marx Brothers, etc. Dancing around
with their adult heads but baby
bodies, they make quite an amusing
sight.
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'UNIVERSAL SETS 36
FOR 1934-35 LINEUP
ESI

Universal
has set plans for the
production of 36 features for 193435.
Several stories have already
been purchased
for the new pro, i gram.
On the present program, 19
'films have been completed, with 10
^•■ready for production and seven set
ip to start April 1. Release dates have
j.l.|been set to May 20.

No Complaints Received
By Labor Board Since Aug.
Washington

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — The National Labor
Board said yesterday
that it had
not received any complaints
since
i,last August regarding disputes involving theatrical unions, and that
' it will decline to take further ac1 tion on any jurisdictional fights unt til the A. F. of L. first attempts
0a settlement itself.

,West
FoxCoast
Adding
Sound Stage
Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Construction of another sound stage has been started
at the Fox studios as part of the
company's
expansion of facilities.
6 Pre-Releases Set on "Fashions"
Six pre-release showings on
"Fashions of 1934" have already
been set by Warners. Following
the $10 top premiere at the Hollywood on Jan. 18, the picture opens
at the Stanley, Philadelphia, Jan.
25; Earle, Washington, Stanley,
Pittsburgh Metropolitan, Boston,
and Keith's,
eral release Cincinnati,
date is Feb.Feb.
17. 2. Gen-

Patterson, La. — The Arcade here,
closed for almost a year, will reopen under J. H. Wise management.
Salem, Mass. — The Salem, an M.
& P. Publix house under the management of Leonard Dunn, has
doubled its vaudeville policy and also
is showing one first-run a week.

Fred Waring at Paramount
Fred Waring and His Pennsylvanians will be the headline stage
attraction at the Paramount theater
beginning Friday.
Marquee Humor
Kansas City — Sign noted on the front
of the Rockhill Theater, double-feature
house:
"FAMILY NIGHT — NO MARRIAGE
TIES— DISGRACED".

Carazoza,
N. M. — The Lyric
being reopened by J. C. Burton,

is

Denver — The musicians' union exColumbus, Ohio — Bob Harmon of
pects to put the stagger work plan
the Knickerbocker theater is taking into effect
here by Feb. 1. At the
his annual Florida vacation.
annual election most of the old officers were re-elected.
Arcadia, O. — Chancellor Bros, have
reopened the Ritz.
Fort Morgan, Colo. — John C. Anderson, owner of the Cover and
Bradford, O.— Dr. F. E. Hart will
U. S. A. theaters, has taken his
manage the reopened Strand.
family to .southern California. Anderson has leased his theaters to
Jeffersonville, O. — The Opera Edwin Bluck.
House, reopened, will be managed
by George Combs.
Omaha — Paramount
has levelled
Cincinnati — C. R. Spenser, former its evening scale to 40 cents all ove
the house.
Balcony was boosted a
booker, is now salesman for Para- dime
and the main floor trimmed
mount.
the same amount.
Omaha — Complete modernization
Cincinnati — Prices at RKO Palace,
of the stage of the Brandeis theater has been authorized by Mort formerly 40 and 60 cents, have been
Singer, operator of the house, in reduced to 30 and 44 cents. Chilpreparation for a season of road
dren's admittance reduced from 20
to 15 cents.
show bookings.

Set To Drop Double Bills
Public Petitions Mayor
Los Angeles Territory
For Reopening of Theaters WestIn Coast
Bureau of THE FILM DAILY

Manhattan, Kan. — About 175
business and professional men, a9
well as other residents, have petitioned Mayor Griffith in an effort
to effect the reopening of three lo"Sweden" is Held Over
cal theaters which were closed reJohn W. Boyle's travel feature in
cently in protest against an unfav- color, "Sweden,
Land of the Vikorable vote on Sunday opening.
! ings," i,s being held for a second
■ week at the 55th Street Playhouse.
First week of the engagement set
a two-year admission record for the
Tax Bill in Virginia
house, according to the management.
Richmond — State Senator John W.
Rust of Fairfax and Delegate Wilbur
Party for Charrell and Boyer
Erik Charrell, producer, and C. Hall of Leesburg are reported
Charles Boyer, player, who arrived working in behalf of a bill to place
this week from abroad under con- a 10 per cent tax on admissions. It
tract to Fox, will be guests of honor is expected that the newly revived
of Virginia, headed by M.
at a reception from 4:30 to 7 o'clock M.P.T.O.
this afternoon at the Waldorf-As- G. Thalhimer, will map a fight
toria Hotel.
against such a levy.
Columbia Musical for Rialto
Columbia's musical "Let's Fall in
Love,"
opens Jan.
for
an indefinite
run.17 at the Rialto

Rocky Ford, Colo.— Chas. A. Muloch, recently manager of the Grand
here, has leased a garage and is remodeling itinto a 700-seat theater
with RCA high fidelity sound.

Busy Schedule for Hawks
Howard Hawks, who arrived in
New York yesterday on business in
connection with "Twentieth Century," which he is to direct for Columbia with John Barrymore in the
chief role, will have a busy time
while here. First he will take a
brief course in railroading under
the tutelage of New York Central
officials. Then he must confer with
Ben Hecht and Charles MacArthur,
authors of the play. Another of
his tasks is to search for a leading
woman. In addition, he has a series
of conferences scheduled with home
office executives.

Los Angeles — Elimination of double features from this territory is in
prospect following setting up of the
local grievance and zoning boards
under the industry code. West
Coast Theaters are understood set
to go along on the ban after the
boards begin to function. Estimate
is made that 75 per cent of the theaters in the territory are now playing dual bills.

Release Dates on Five
Are Set by Paramount
Paramount has set feature release
dates to March, with the schedule as
follows: Feb. 2, "Search for Beauty"; Feb. 9, "Six of a Kind"; Feb.
16, "No More Women"; Feb. 23,
"Bolero" and "Baby in the lee Box"
(tentative title).

M-G-M Finishes Three
West

Coast Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — M-G-M has completed production on "It Happened One
Day," "Old Hannibal" and "LaughBachmann
Firm Leases Space
ing Boy."
Preferred Pictures, Inc., with J.
G. Bachmann as president and J.
Schlein as treasurer, has leased
space on the seventh floor of the
RKO Building in Rockefeller Center. Headquarters of the company
are at the Talisman studio in Hollywood.

THIS BOOK
CARRIES MORE

ADVERTISING
Than Any

PUBLICATION
in the

INDUSTRY
*

Covers Everything
Goes Everywhere
Out
In February
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SHORT SHOTS /ro/n
EASTERN STUDIOS
1 By CHAS. ALICOATE

ROBERT SNODY will complete
Social Register"
thiscutting
week on
at "The
the Eastern
Service
studio in Astoria. The feature,
which stars Colleen Moore, was produced and directed by Marshall Neilan for Columbia release.

•

"Enlighten Thy Daughter," produced at the Photocolor studio, Irvington, by Exploitation Pictures under the supervision of Louis Weiss,
will be released soon for a Broadway run by Arthur Greenblatt, Inc.
George H. Dalrymple will handle
the exploitation.

•

Jack Daly will complete casting
this week for "Dance Hall Dames,"
a feature to be made by Bud Pollard Productions, with work scheduled to get under way the later part
of the month in Grantwood, N. J.

•

Production on the musical short
featuring Cab Calloway and his orchestra is under 2vay at the West
Coast Service studio under the direction of Fred Wahler. The short
is being produced by Paramount for
release in their "Headline)-" Series.

•

"So You Won't Talk" (tentative
title), being produced by the Meyer
Davis unit of Van Beuren for RKO
release, goes into production today
at the Fox studio. Featured in the
short, which is being directed by
Leigh Jason, are Donald Novis,
Irene Taylor, Mrs. Pennyfeather,
Meyer Davis and his orchestra and
Shemp Howard, supported by a bevy
of Broadway beauties. Monty Shaff
will supervise, with Joel Nadel in
charge of production. H. 0. Ku&ell
and Art Jarrett are credited with
the story.

•

Temple Ezrath Israel, known as
the Jewish Actors' Temple, will hold
its annual benefit at the Majestic
theater on Jan. 14. Among the many
stage and screen stars scheduled to
appear are George Jessel, Bert Lahr,
Jack Benny and Mary Livingston,
Pat Roon'ey, Willie and Eugene
Howard, Yacht Club Boys, Solly
Ward, George Givot and Jack Ross.
"Why Am I in Love," the song hit
number of "The Knife of the
Party," produced by Meyer DavisVan Beuren for RKO release, is being featured by Ethel Shutta over
the NBC network. The number,
published by Irving Berlin, was
written by Johnny Burke and Harold Spina.

11th Week

for "3 Pigs"

Cincinnati — Walt Disney's porcine
stars go into their 11th consecutive
week
at the Terminal
Theater
here.

ANALYSIS OF
MOTION PICTURE CODE
By LOUIS NIZER
Sixth Installment
hibitor requires at his theter 300 short subjects during
ARTICLE V— UNFAIR PRACTICES— (Cont.)
the year. In such a case the
Distributor may require, as a
5. Short
Subjects Proportionate to
Features
condition for licensing the
features, that the Exhibitor
(a) Proportionate Limitation
As a condition for licensing
contract for one-third or 33
features the Distributor may
1-3% of the short subjects
require that the Exhibitor
needed by the Exhibitor, —
also license short subjects.
that is 100 short subjects.
There is a limitation, however,
(c) Voluntary
License
The limitation above is
upon this condition: The Exhibitor need not contract for a
against the "forcing" of short
greater percentage of short
subjects. It does not prohibit
subjects required by it than
the Exhibitor from genuinely
the percentage of the Disand voluntarily licensing more
tributor's feature pictures rethan the percentage of picquired by it. In other woixh
tures above described.
if the Exhibitor is contracting
(b) News Reels Excluded
for one-third of the features
News reels are not includneeded by the Exhibitor at his
ed in the term "short subtheater, he may be required
jects" and, therefore, do not
to contract for one-third of
come
within the above limithe short subjects needed by
tation.
the Exhibitor at his theater.
Checking Receipts Confidential
(b) Example
(a) Information received in the
Suppose that the Exhibitor
requires 150 features at his
checking of receipts must not
theater during the year. He
be divulged by the Exhibitor
or
its checker.
is negotiating for 50 features
of the Distributor. In other
(b) Such information may be diwords, he is about to contract
vulged in an arbitration or
for one-third or 33 1-3% of
grievance proceeding or, if
the number of features renecessary in any Code Authority or Government report.
quired by him.
(To be Continued)
Suppose, also, that the Ex"Easy to Love" At Strand
250 Exhibs Preview "Moulin"
More than 250 circuit buyers and
"Easy to Love," with Genevieve
leading exhibitors in the Metropoli- Tobin, Adolphe Menjou, Mary Astor
tan area, were among those who and other well known players featured, will open tomorrow night at
attended the national trade showing
the New York Strand. Also on the
of "Moulin Rouge," a 20th Centm-y
Production, at the Astor theater program will be a film showing the
yesterday. The feature will shortly visit of the Columbia University
football team to the Warner studios
be released by United Artists.
in Hollywood following their victory
over Stanford at the Pasadena Rose
Music Society Files Suits
Shreveport, La. — Representatives Bowl on New Year's Day.
of the American Society of Compos"Massacre"
Serialized
ers, Authors and Publishers filed
A ten-chanter serialization based
copyright violation suits in federal
district court here against the Crys- on First National's "Massacre,"
tal theater, Shreveport; the South- starring Richard Barthelmess. is being made available to exhibitors
land, Bossier, Walter Kirkland, manager; Strand theater, West Monroe, through the company's merchandisJos. M. Heard, the Blossom Heath
ing plan on the picture.
Club.
Pinched for Sunday Benefit
Richmond
— For attempting to
Buys Product for India
give a Sunday show for the benefit
Exhibitors Pictures Corp. has acthe Crippled
Children's
Hospital,
quired the following product for of
Walter
J. Coulter
and several
of
India: four Mascot serials; Prin- his employees at the Byrd Theater
cipal's "Tarzan the Fearless" ser- were served with warrants charging
ial, Celebrity's series of color car- violation of the ancient Sabbath
law.
toons, and two features, "Eat 'Em
Alive" and "Found Alive."
Cleve. Unit to Install Officers
John W. Boyle to Speak on Color
Cleveland — Officers of the Cleveland Motion Picture Exhibitors AsJohn W. Boyle, cinematographer
sociation, elected at a recent meetwho made "Sweden, Land of the
ing, will be installed at a general
Vikings," color feature, will speak
>n color photography this afternoon meeting of the organization on Jan.
18. Ernest Schwartz is president.
at 5 o'clock from station WOR.
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A Little
—

HOLLYWOOD
ts"
"Lo
from WILK

By RALPH

JOSEPH SCHILDKRAUT, recently
J signed by Columbia, will be co-.L_
starred with
Carole Lombard
in
rect.
"Sonata."
David Burton is to di- Y

At a district dinner in San Jose,
Will Rogers was proposed as a candidate for Governor of California.
Wedding bells having tolled in
Phoenix this week for Ricardo Cortez and Mrs. Christine Lee, word
now comes from London that Cary
Grant and Virginia Cherrill will do
likewise in that city.
Ted Fiorito and his Orchestra
have been signed by Warners for
"Hot Air," with the Four Mills
Brothers also expected to join the
cast headed by Dick Powell, Pat
O'Brien,
Jenkins. Ginger Rogers and Allen
*

$

*

Joan Marsh has been given a longterm contract by Paramount and
will have the feminine lead in "Murder at the Vanities."
Next Wheeler and Woolsey comedy for RKO will be "Frat Heads."
Louis Brock is preparing the production, an original by Edward
Kaufman and Mark Sandrich. Dorin it. othy Lee and Thelma Todd will be
Paramount launches its new talent-developing experiment on Friday with the presentation of a stock
company
Door"
beforeproduction
an audienceof of "Double
critics,
stars, directors and other studio
workers at the studio theater. Phyllis Laughton is the coach.
Universal has changed the title of
"The Crosby Murder Case" to "The

*

*

*

Crosby Case."
Three song-writing teams have
been
assigned
to They
Paramount's
"We're Not
Dressing."
include
Arthur Johnston and Sam Coslow,
Mack Gordon and Harry Revel, and
Ralph Rainger and Lee Robin. Norman Taurog will direct.
Henrietta Crosman will be in
Fox's "Three On a Honeymoon,"
with ZaSu Pitts.
Rockefeller Report Denied
"The Rockefellers have no interest in
film production," it was stated to
FILM DAILY yesterday by Nelson Rockefeller, who has charge of the Rockefeller theatrical holdings in Radio City,
in reply to a report that his family
contemplated motion picture production.
The report had the Rockefellers interested to assure a supply of firstrun films for both Radio City theaters
and to halt such censure of the movie
industry as that of Dr. Lawrence Lowell
against block booking.
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Ohio M.P. T. O. Appealing to NRA

FILM CODEAUTHORITY FINANCING PLAN TOSTPONED
Blumenthal, Nathanson, Halsey- Stuart After the Roxy
Much Ado
. . about nothing much
—By JACK ALICOATE^^
REELING rich and having had an expensive dinner last evening we visited the
Auto Show in progress at the Grand Central Palace and spent the greater part of
our time behind the wheels of the most
expensive cars. That, however, is not
important. What is important, however,
is the fact that this year the New York
i Auto Show has a greater number of exhibits than ever before, and to date all
previous attendance records have been
shattered. How do you like that as an
indication of returning prosperity? We
are on our way back. The exhibitor —
distributor — producer — showman — exporter
— builder — and-what-not who does not take
advantage of this fact and keeps at least
a step ahead of the parade deserves to be
left behind in the march of progress.

NOW

that the smoke of the bombshell of the official announcement of

the Radio City-Roxy divorce has cleared
away, the situation becomes easier. The
parting has been in the cards for some
time and those in the know felt it was
only a question of when. Radio City is
big and important enough to get along
without Roxy. Roxy, in turn, is big and
important enough to get along without
Radio City. To us it looks like a Mexican
standoff.

•

COMEHOW
or other all this journalistic
*^ comment about the screen and its
advertising cleaning itself up is so much
tripe. We have been with this industry
since its romper days and at no time in its
romantic and interesting career has it been
one-half as naughty in presentation or suggestiveness as the stage, books, newspapers
or day and date advertising of other lines.
We firmly believe the screen should always be kept clean. There can be no
compromise on that score. Let's, however,
keep the record clear. The motion picture
industry can well hold its head high when
comparisons are in order.

Deal for Seventh Avenue
House Reported Ready
for Signatures
A. C. Blumenthal, N. L. Nathanson and Halsey, Stuart & Co. are
understood to be set to take over
the Roxy on Seventh Ave. under a
deal now ready for signing. The
house at present is operated under
supervision of Howard S. Cullman
as receiver.
The new management is understood to be scheduled to get part
(Continued

on Page

A MILLION-GOLDWYN
Conditions imposed by the motion
picture code are increasing overhead
of big studios by $1,000,000 a year,
declared Samuel Goldwyn upon his
arrival in New York yesterday from
the Coast. He reiterated his stafeon Page

COPYRIGHT HEARING
LIKELY TO BE GALLED

7)

CODE UPS STUDIO NUT

(Continued

F. N. Case Put Off
Anti-trust suit brought by the Federal
Government against Warner-First National, based on the merger of the two
companies several years ago, has been
postponed for 60 days. Case was on the
U. S. District Court calendar in New
York yesterday.

7)

Need Experience on Code,
Declares General Johnson

Washington Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — Calling of a special
meeting of the House Committee on
Patents and Copyrights at an early
date to hear testimony regarding
the copyright law's effect on the film
industry is being urged by from 40
to 60 members of the House, Congressman Sirovich said yesterday.
Sirovich, who is chairman of the
committee,
said many
complaints
(Continued

on Page

7)

Warner-Coca-Cola Make
2-Yr. $1,000,000 Tieup

In one of the biggest national
tieups ever made by a film company
Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY with a manufacturer, arrangements
have been concluded by S. Charles
Washington — There will be no appointments to the motion picture Einfeld, Warner advei-tising and
code authority in the near future, publicity chief, whereby Warnerstars and product
General Johnson told newspapermen First National
(Continued
on Page 6)
(Continued

on Page

8)

Distributors Won't Cancel 10%
On Contracts Made Before Code
Bo' Dowling May Get
RKO Post in Europe
Ambrose Dowling, RKO foreign
department executive, is expected to
become resident manager of the
company for Europe soon, headluartering in Paris. Dowling is understood planning to go abroad with
Phil Reisman, head of the departnent.

Columbus — As a result of replies
to letters sent to leading distributors, who said that the 10 per cent
cancellation clause could not be enforced on contracts signed prior to
the effective date of the code, P. J.
Wood, business manager of the M.
P.T.O. of Ohio will lodge a complaint with Division Administrator
Sol A. Rosenblatt. Wood says the
(Continued on Page

8)

Code Authority Will Base
System Upon Actual
Experience

A plan for financing the motion
picture code machinery ha,s been indefinitely deferred in order to allow
the code authorities to base the arrangement upon actual experience
and to bring about "the utmost economy," it was stated late last night
after a Code Authority meeting held
at Warner Bros. A touiinittes v<a&
draft a manual covappointed
ering theto
operation of the local
grievance(Continued
and zoning
boards.
Comon Page
8)

CODE DELINQUENTS
CAN'T SIGN LATER
Individuals and companies in the
industry which fail to indicate compliance with the motion picture code
by Jan. 31, the deadline, will have
no later opportunity to approve the
document and thereby participate in
its benefits, it was pointed out yesterday(Continued
in behalf onof Page
the 8)Code Au-

Adolph Zukor Westbound
For Production Confabs
Adolph Zukor, Paramount president, left yesterday on his seasonal
trip to Hollywood. He will spend
about 10 days at the studios, discussing Spring production plans
with Emanuel Cohen, chief of production.
RKO Grooming New Star
West Coast Bur., THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — RKO considers Ada Cavell
its best bet since Katharine Hepburn,
and accordingly is at work on plans to
make a star out of her. Miss Cavell is
to appear
with Richard
in "The
Crime
Doctor."
She is Dix
an American
girl who scored on the stage abroad and
recently was discovered playing in stock
by Francis Faragoh, writer.
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THEDATE
INDUSTRY'S
BOOK
Jan. 16: Allied Theater Owners of New Jersey
meeting in screening room of Stacy theater,
Trenton, N. J., 12:30 P. M.
Jan. 19: Meeting of S.M.P.E. board of directors, Hotel Pennsylvania.
New
York.
Jan. 20: Fifth Annual Banquet and Ball of the
Warner Club, Inc., Waldorf-Astoria Hotel,
New
York.

Laurence Reid, of "Motion Picture Magazine," "Movie Classic" and "College
Humor," picked the greatest number of winners in THE FILM DAILY'S 1933 "Ten
Best" poll, results of which were announced yesterday. Reid was right on nine pictures. Nine other critics picked eight of the winners. These critics were Edwin
Schallter, Los Angeles "Times"; Elinor Hughes, Boston "Herald"; Charles P. Jones,
New Orleans "Times-Picayune"; Fred Speers, Denver "Post"; James B. Ball, Braddock,
Pa., "Daily News-Herald"; Arthur D. Mackie, Jersey City "Journal"; Lester Smith,
Boston News Bureau; Alexandra Shaw, Moundsville, W. Va., "Daily Echo"; Goetze
Jeter, Moberly,
Mo., "Monitor-Index"; Wilbur H. Baldinger,
Butler, Pa., "Eagle."

Chesterfield Completes
Chase Bank Improves
Its Interest in Fox
Half of 1933-34 Lineup

Interest of the Chase National
Bank in Fox Film, General Theaters Equipment and associated
companies was further protected
and improved in the past year, said
Winthrop W. Aldrich, president of
the bank, in addressing stockholders
at the annual meeting. He pointed
out that Fox Film Corp. has been
recapitalized and new shares have
been issued in lieu of most of its
debt, thereby avoiding receivership
or bankruptcy. "We are advised,"
Mr. Aldrich stated, "that the Fox
Film Corp. is at present operating

Production has been finished on
half of the Chesterfield program of
18 features for current season release. The tenth picture goes into
work Jan. 15, based on a story by
Robert Ellis. The program will be
completed by July 1. Chesterfield
has moved from the ninth to the
eighteenth floor of 1540 Broadway.

General Theaters Hearing
Is Moved Up to Feb. 13
Wilmington, Del. — Hearing on the
application of U. S. Senator Daniel
O. Hastings, receiver for General
theaters equipment, for authority to
compromise claims filed against the
corporation by the Chase National
Bank of New York, originally fixed
for Feb. 23, was set yesterday by
Chancery Court for Feb. 13, ten
days in advance of the original
date.

HERMAN STARR, vice-president of Warner
Bros., and GRAD SEARS, in charge of Southern
and Western distribution, leave this afternoon
for a short vacation in Miami. Each is accompanied by his wife.
ABEN KANDEL, writer, is due in New
this week from the coast.
JANET
tion.

GAYNOR

York

is coming east for a vaca-

BARBARA STANWYCK arrives in New York
this week and may appear in a play before
returning to Hollywood.
GRACE POGGI, dancer who appeared in
"Roman Scandals" and "Kid from Spain," has
returned from a vacation abroad.
DOUGLAS

FAIRBANKS,

JR., who

to New York after finishing
cess Story" for RKO, sails
lie de France for London.
another member of the cast,

is en route

his role in "SucSaturday on the
ALLEN VINCENT,
accompanies him.

MAURICE CHEVALIER leaves New York in
a few days for the coast to start work at
M-G-M
in "The Merry Widow."
HARRY COHN left New York yesterday on
his return to the Coast.
HELEN

GWYNNE

leaves New

York Monday

by plane for the Coast.
EDDIE DOWLING returned to New York last
night from
Washington.
ADOLPH ZUKOR left New York yesterday
for the coast.

Progress has been made, Aldrich
profitably."
said in rearranging the affairs of
the principal subsidiary theaters
corporations of the Wesco Corp.,
which went into bankruptcy early in
Sam Cohn Declines Post
1933. Reconstruction of the Fox
As President of Wampas
Film Corp. has cleared the way in
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
large measure for reorganization of
General Theaters Equipment, Inc.,
Hollywood — Giving pressure of
he said. The defaulted two-year
work as his reason, Sam W. B. Cohn
secured gold notes of the Film Securities Corp., of which the bank Rosenblatt Has New Duties has declined the nomination for
held $5,003,000, have been foreclosed Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY president of Wampas.
Washington — Due to resignation
and the bank has received its prorata share of Loew's, Inc., stock, of Division Administrator Malcolm
Reformers Back Patman Bill
which was the principal collateral. Muir to return to the Mc-Graw-Hill
Washington
Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Publishing Co., all transportation
Columbus Exhibs Dicker
codes are being assigned to Division
Washington — A petition urging
Sol A. Rosenblatt as
With Independent Union Administrator
part
of
his
division.
This includes support of the Patman bill for a fedColumbus — Local exhibitors coneral movie probe was received yescodes
for
all
forms
of
transportatrolling subsequent run houses are
tion except railroads. Due to the
terday from the W.C.T.U. of Nornegotiating with the Ohio Motion
tonville, Kas. It was referred to the
Picture Projectionists, independent increased
staff,
the
Administrator's
offices are being moved to Rooms House Interstate Commerce Comunion, for a scale for operators in 4221 to 4225.
mittee.
that class of houses. The scale submitted by the union runs from $22
Dolores Del Rio, Hawks at Ampa
a week for houses with less than
Discuss Advertising Code
In addition to editors of the var200 seats to $40 for houses with 1,Major
circuit executives and ad000 seats. Only one man in a booth
ious fan magazines, today's guests
vertising and publicity heads met
is provided and the hours are 40 at the Ampa luncheon in Sardi's
will include Dolores Del Rio, RKO
a week.
Office yesterday to disstar just arrived from the coast for at thecuss Hays
the completed advertising code
a vacation, and Howard Hawks, who
3 Signed by Morrison Office
Weldon Heyburn, just back from is to direct "Twentieth Century" for and its interpretation. A separate
meeting of advertising executives
making a picture abroad, has been Columbia. President John C. Flinn will
take place today.
placed under management by the will preside.
Leo Morrison office and a deal negotiated with Sam Sax of Vitaphone
Studio for Heyburn to appear oppoTASHMAN
ZiJB
site Lillian Roth in a short that goes
in work today. The actor leaves
Wednesday for the coast to resume
feature work.
AND
Gus Shy leaves Saturday for California, while Erin O'Brien Moore is
now on her way to the coast, both
to appear
rison deals.in pictures through MorA HERBERT BRENON PRODUCTION
Distributed Thru Independent Exchanges
By
Columbus Variety Party Jan. 21
Columbus — Third annual banquet
Chadwick Productions, Inc.
and entertainment of the Variety
6080 9unset Bvld., Hollywood, Calif.
Club of Columbus will be held Jan.
21 at the Deshler-Wallick.

N Wine, Women
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EXPLOITETTES

THE

Worcester Paper Plugs
Vitaphone Musical
(")NE of the most
ploitation effective
tie-ups ever exarranged for a short subject is
that handled by Warner Bros.
in conjunction with the release
of their Vitaphone two-reel musical entitled "Yeast Is Yeast."
The Worcester "Telegram-Gazette," one of Paul Block's papers, with over 100,000 daily
circulation devoted a column in
a recent issue in heralding the
short and advising its readers
to "look up the picture in their
own communities if they want
to spend an amusing evening
at the movies." In addition to
the above, the Fleischmann organization, makers of yeast
cakes, which supplied the yeast
used in the short at the Brooklyn Vitaphone plant, are cooperating with displays in their
dealers' windows over the country. Exhibitors playing "Yeast
Is Yeast" are thus offered a
corking tie-up for their showings of this two-reeler, which
stars Tom Patricola. The short
is released in Vitaphone's series
of "Broadway Brevities."
Coulter Exonerated
Richmond — Walter J. Coulter and
his Byrd Theater employees, served
with papers Sunday in connection
with the staging of a benefit show,
were completely exonerated at the
hearing in police court. A bill to
repeal the state's ancient blue laws
will be filed in the General Assembly by Vivian L. Page of Norfolk.
Other measures coming up at the
session include an admission tax and
a bill to give the censorship division more powers over film advertising.
Attorneys Wind Up Publix Work
Attorneys on the Irving Trust Co.
staff handling the Publix Enterprises receivership expect to wind
up their work at the Paramount
building this week. Work of reorganization of the company under
name of Famous Theaters Corp. is
now under way.

Teaser on "Hi, Nellie"
A teaser campaign designed to make
a national byword of "Hi, Nellie," title
of the new Paul Muni picture, has been
started by the Warner advertising and
publicity staff. Telephone operators
in all Warner exchanges have been instructed to answer their daily telephone
calls with the cryptic, "Hi, Nellie," and
Warner salesmen will greet exhibs in the
same manner. Other stunts likewise
are being worked, out.

tjjaaftiEiBiaflfe
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• •
• A PUBLICITY and exploitation campaign. .,
that is just about topping anything seen along the rialto in eons
is being followed through with hefty drives
by
Charlie Einf eld and his man-sized crew of go-gettems
for First National's latest pix, "Fashions of 1934"
that
will have its world premiere at the Hollywood on Broadway ....
Jan. 18
with the fortunate first nighters shelling out
a top of ten smackers a seat

*

*

*

*

• •
• IN ADDITION to the display of scintillating gowns
that undoubtedly will adorn the host of society matrons who
will grace the theater's orchestra chairs
what is claimed
to be the most elaborate fashion show ever staged
anywhere will be held in the lobby
with 40 stately,
dimpled mannequins from Russek's on Fifth Avenue
doing their stuff
The models will glide around in the
actual gowns worn in the pix
that were created by
Orry-Kelly
the Hollywood stylist
and also draped
in other 1934 advance fixin's
And then
displayed
around the foyer
will be $5,000 worth of ostrich feathers
and plumes

*

•

*

*

*

•

• WHAT A COME-ON for women
and MEN
What a chance for the gals to sniff with envy
or go into ecstasies of admiration
What an opportunity
for the gents to get an eyeful
What swell stunts to
make 'em WANT to see the film
and to make it unanimous .,
Mister Einf eld will duplicate the exploitation in
every key city
It'll be some premiere
with bright
lights
a hand-picked audience
and a picture that
more than backs up its outstanding campaign
• •
• AND SPEAKING of stunts that emanate from the
craniums of seasoned showmen
those "Fugitive Lovers"
cards
that Billy Ferguson of M-G-M has had slapped
pasted
nailed
and hung in every nook
and corner of the metropolis
are doing a job that can
only be measured by the sheckels that will pour into the Capitol Theater box-offices
starting tomorrow
or we
miss our guess
M-G-M is offering exhibitors $200 in prizes
for the best promotion campaign on the pix
and as most
exhibitors are down to about two bucks
it's a safe bet
that returns will be plentiful
*
#
*
*
• •
• IT SEEMS THAT Christian A. Volf, Jr., is finally
getting somewhere with his marvelous resonator
which
we predict will eventually make the old "baffle" loud speakers
obsolete
but like all who have a spark of genius
in any profession
invention
or calling
Volf's
road to proper recognition is not without many detours
This speaker, which fires the sound through resonators and over
a tank of water
to give each tone
high or low
its proper value
and properly distribute the
waves throughout the theater
is being installed today in
both Trans-Lux houses
after being put to the severest
test by Sam Rubenstein who operates the Miles Projection
rooms
• •
• FOR US GENTS who have to see
and lissen
to several hundred pictures each year
Volf's resonator
is a godsend
no more thin voices
background
noises
and overtone rushes
but ACTUAL reproduction with every instrument clearly heard in proper
volume
It won't make bad sound good
but it
does make good sound so much better, that in a demonstration
yesterday the critical guests were astounded
Keep your
eye on this chap Volf
he'll have 'em on radios next
by demand

TIMELYTOPICS
Two-Reelers Have
Best Subject Range
TWO

reelers have the greatest subject field in the motion picture industry. Unlike
their big brothers, the feature
subjects, which always need a
detailed story with a plot,
short subjects can be on any
topic of current interest. Sometimes, they contain a story or a
plot, but this is not essential.
An unusual travelogue, an oddity, or some current topic of
interest serves as a good subject. In the past subjects have
ranged from microscopic mysteries in the sea, rare bird life,
bull fighting in Mexico, to modern stage revues, Indian football, and other interesting happenings throughout the world.
This gives an insight on the
potentialities of the short subject from an entertaining standpoint. Although nearly any
subject under the sun may be
developed into a "top drawing" short, it should not be misunderstood that a short subject
is put out in the easiest way or
in a haphazard manner. All
the painstaking care that goes
into a feature production is used
on the short subject. The best
subject, direction, photography
and technical workmanship are
used. This insures only successful results.
— Jack Cummings.
Film Board Re-elects Frank Drew
Cleveland — For the ninth consecutive year, Frank Drew of M-G-M
has been re-elected president of the
Cleveland Film Board of Trade.
Other officers, likewise unanimously
re-elected, were I. J. Schmertz, Fox,
vice-president; Holbrook C. Bissell,
Columbia, treasurer. The secretary
is Mrs. Georgia Moffett. The annual
dinner dance to raise the film relief
fund will be held Feb. 12.
Rawlinson in Educational Short
Herbert Rawlinson will be seen
opposite Helen Morgan in the Educational
Song HitLove
Story,
tor."
Montagu
also"The
is inDocit,
with Johnnie Walker directing.

January 11
Chester Conklin
Monte Blue

Porter H. Evans
Ernest Pascal

«

«

«

»

»

»

Earl

Baldwin

CLARK

GABLE
and

CLAUDETTE

COLBERT
IT HAPPENED
ONE NIGHT

MM

From the Cosmopolitan Magazine
story by Samuel Hopkins Adams
Screen play by Robert Riskin

A FRANK

C APR

A Production

MEN OF
TOMORROW
From the world-famous novel by
FERENC MOLNAR
Screen play by

JO
FRANK

ONCE
with

RALPH

TO

EVERY
BELLAMY

SWERLING
BORZ AGE

WOMAN
*

FAY

WRAY

Walter Connolly • Mary Carlisle— -From 'the'Cosmopolitan Magazine story by A. J. Cronin

Screen play by Jo Swerltng : —

Directed

by Lambert Hillyer

product

JOHN
BARRYMORE
in.
20th CENTURY
From the sensational Broadway Success
By Ben Hecht and Charles MacArthur
with

Carole Lombard
Screen play by Arthur Kober

Directed by

HOWARD

■ "
HAWKS

COLLEEN

MOORE
in

SOCIAL
REGISTER
Charles

Winninger

Pauline

Frederick

Kirkland

Robert

Benchley

Alexander

Margaret

Livingston

Alexander
Ross

From the play by John Emerson and Anita Loos

Supervised

and Directed

by Marshall

Neilan

Associate producer — William C. De Mille

'LET'S
Ann

FALL

INLOWE LOVE"

with EDMUND
Sothern

•

Miriam

Story and screen play by Herbert Fields.

Jordan

•

Gregory

Ratoff

Music and lyrics by Harold Arleri and Ted Koebler

Directed by David Burton
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A "LITTLE77 from HOLLYWOOD
By RALPH WILK
CTACY WOODWARD, co-producer
with his brother, H. L., of Educational's Battle For Life Series, has
just returned to Los Angeles from
a six months sojourn in New Zealand, where he gathered considerable rare material for this series.
"The Waxen City," a study of bee
life, will be the next Battle For Life
release.

*

*

*

*

"West Point of the Air," an original story by Philip Dunne dealing with the education of army aviators for service, is announced for
production by M-G-M. Monta Bell
will produce it.

*

*

*

The next short subject in which
Ted Healy and his stooges will appear for M-G-M is "Employment
Agency
Timberg. for Stooges," by Herman

pi HOLLYWOOD

PLAZA

MOST CONVENIENT
Hotel in Hollywood
S2.50
$3.00

up. Single
up, Double

Special weekly and monthly rates

The Plaza is near everything to see and do in
Hollywood. Ideal for business or pleasure.
Every room has private
dressing room, bath and
shower. Beds "built for
rest." Every venience.
modern
Fine foodscon-at
reasonable prices. Convenient parking for your car.
Chas. Danziger, Mgr.
Eugene Stern, Pres.
The "Doorway

Vine

at

finest of production materials."

*

George O'Brien, who cancelled his
New York visit to rush back to Hollywood, is understood to be sought
by Cecil B. De Mille for the role of
Marc Anthony in "Cleopatra." M-GM also is reported negotiating for
O'Brien's services, while Fox, to
whom he was under contract for
several years until recently, may get
him back on a new deal.

*

De Mille Celebrates 20th Year in Films
Cecil B. De Mille this week celebrates his twentieth year in motion pictures. In a
statement on the occasion, the Paramount director sees a continuation of the screen's
progress, and adds:
"The end of the carelessly made picture is in sight. The coming year will undoubtedly see a greater decline in the 'program' picture in favor of films carefully
designed along every line of good taste. Every year a new lesson is learned, but the
one precept that never fails to be true is that a good picture will always be well
received by the public. During the past year particularly, the public has shown
shrewd taste in supporting pictures which have been produced with great care and the

or Hospitality"

Hollywood

HOLLYWOOD

Blvd.

ig

Loretta Young, now finishing in
the George Arliss picture, "House of
Rothschild," has been assigned roles
in two further productions to be
made this winter by 20th Century.
She is to play the feminine lead opposite Ronald Colman in "Bulldog
Drummond Strikes Back," and will
also be seen in "The Firebrand," in
which Constance Bennett and Fredric March will be co-starred. Frank
Morgan, who scored in the stage
presentation of "The Firebrand,"
will likewise appear in the picturization of the comedy. Another addition to the cast that has been announced by Darryl F. Zanuck is
Frances Dee.
"The Little Red Hen," second subject in the P. A. Powers "ComiColor
Cartoon" series, was completed this
week by Ub Iwerks at the Animated
Pictures Corp. studio. Arrangements
are being made for simultaneous
first showings of this new color cartoon in New York and Los Angeles.

A chorus in which beauty won't
figure is being assembled by Norman McLeod for the forthcoming
Paramount production "Melody in
Spring," which he will direct. The
production will feature a "Milkmaid's Chorus," in which voice and
not pulchritude will be of major
importance. Charlie Ruggles, Mary
Boland and Lanny Ross, newly
signed radio tenor, will have the
leading roles.

*

*

*

Fourteen additional players were
added to the already unusually large
cast of Paramount's story of the
Barbary Coast, "The Man Who
Broke His Heart," as the picture
went into production this week. In
the featured roles are Preston Foster, Victor McLaglen, Dorothy Dell
and Alison Skipworth. Additions to
che cast included James Burke, Don
Wilson, John Northpole, Max Wagner, Frank Rice, Russell Powell, Jil
Dennett, Marie Green, Charles Brinley, Al Hill, Ivan Linow, Alice Lake,
Mimi Alvarez and Florence Dudley.

"LOTS
Una Merkel has been picked by
Harold Lloyd as the first member- of
his "Cat's-Paw" cast. Fox will release the picture.
//.
*
*
*
Benn W. Levy is preparing the
screen play of his stage production,
"Springtime for Henry," which Jesse
L. Lasky will film for Fox, and
Dudley Nichols is at work on the
continuity of "Grand Canary," anLasky picture starring Warner other
Baxter.

*

*

*

Eight new players have joined the
cast
They ofareGeorge
GeorgeWhite's
Irving, "Scandals."
Phil Tead,
Booth Howard, Irving Bacon, Dewey
Robinson, Creighton Hale Jessie
Perry and Ernie Alexander.
*
*
*
It pays to look like a movie star,
Don Wilson will tell you. Three
months ago the six-foot cowhand
from Camp Verde, Arizona, was
chosen from a group, of would-be
gate crashers outside the Paramount
studios to "stand in" for Gary
Cooper
"One been
Sunday
Afternoon."
He
has innow
selected
for a
role in "The Man Who Broke His
Heart," with
screen
credit of
andthea
contract
for the
duration
dim. Gary Cooper started in almost
the same manner — so Wilson is
highly jubilant.

*

*

*

Trem Carr, vice president in
charge of production at the MonoBen Stoloff May Direct
gram studios, has made arrangeWarner-Coca-Cola Make
ments to start work immediately on
2-Yr. $1,000,000 Tieup Picture at Biograph Plant •'Numbers of Monte Carlo" and will
(Continued from Page 1)
hold off filming of the two westerns
Ben Palooka"
Stoloff, director
of Reliance's
for United
Artists scheduled to start this week until
will receive exploitation involving "Joe
special advertising expenditures of release, stated yesterday that his next month. Ben Verschleiser's next
$1,000,000 over a period of two next picture may be made in the
"Jane Eyre," and "Manyears. Local tieups with exhibitors east with the Biograph studios as production,
hattan Lovedirect,
Song" are
which
are included in the deal.
bothLeonard
ready
che likely location. Stoloff is to Fields will
visit the studios with Harry Goetz for the cameras.
Starring Gloria Stuart
today, when negotiations will be
opened. The director expects to
IV est Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Wallis Clark, Harry Bradley,
Hollywood — Gloria Stuart, Uni- produce
liance. two films this year for Re- Charles Brown and Harry Holman,
versal contract player, is being elewere this week added to the cast
vated to stardom. General Manager
Carl Laemmle, Jr., announces that
selected for Columbia's "It HapIndianapolis
Keith's Closes
an original story by Lew Foster,
pened One Night," formerly titled
Indianapolis— Keith's closed this
Bus." Clark Gable and
"Campus Queen," had been pur- week after three months of resumed "Night
Claudette
Colbert are the stars. It
chased as Miss Stuart's first stellar operation. I. M. Halperin, general
vehicle. James R. Grainger, 'U' manager of the Indiana and Circle, is being directed by Frank Capra.
sales chief, pronounced Miss Stuart has adopted a split-week policy at Those already signed include Roscoe
excellent star material.
the former house.
Karns, Walter Connolly, Henry
Wadsworth, Ward Bond, Theodore
Robinson, Frank Halliday, Claire
Gets Astor Franchise
Saul Resnick to Rest in Florida
Alan Hale, George BreakFlax Bros, have taken over the
Cleveland — Saul Resnick Univers- McDowell,
ston, Irving Bacon, Arthur Hoyt,
franchise for all product produced
al branch manager, who has been Charles Wilson and Harry Todd.
by Astor Pictures Corp. for distri- laid up with a bronchial cold, leaves
bution in Maryland, District of Co- with Mrs. Resnick for a two weeks'
lumbia, Delaware and Virginia thru rest cure at Miami Beach. Art
Hunt Leading Ladies
Liberty
Film Exchange, Washing- Young, office manager, will be in
ton.
Directors Norman Taurog and Norman
charge during Resnick's absence.
McLeod are having girl trouble at Paramount. Taurog needs a leading lady to
Karty at St. Louis Auditorium Hal Roach After Donald Novis
St.

Louis — Julius

L.

Karty,

man-

ager of the Shubert-Rialto, has been
appointed assistant manager of the
new Municipal Auditorium under
James E. Darst.

West Coast Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

j Hollywood — Hal Roach will nego. tiate with Donald Novis to play the
i romantic lead in "Babes in Toyland."

play
oppositeand
BingMcLeod
Crosby is
in "We're
Dressing,"
looking Not
for
a damsel to appear with Lanny Ross,
radio star making his screen debut in
"Melody in Spring." Both pictures are
ready to go into production.

-. &m
OAILV
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CODE UPS STUDIO NUT

BLUMENTHAL GROUP
AFTER ROXY THEATER
(Continued from Page 1)

of the M-G-M program. HalseyStuart has heen identified with considerable film financing. Deal may
be closed today or tomorrow. S. L.
("Roxy") Rothafel, who has been
reported from time to time as acquiring the house, will not be connected with the project.

Copyright Hearing
Likely to be Called
(Continued from Page 1)

had been received from exhibitors
regarding the film code. His resolution for a film probe, still on the
House calendar, is receiving added
support this session, Sirovich said.

Bondholders Lose Suit
Over Fox B'klyn House

Application of Jennis Wiand for
an order compelling Continental
Bank & Trust to account for moneys received in connection with the
management of the Fox Theater
building in Brooklyn was denied
yesterday by Supreme Court Justice Paul Bonynge, Brooklyn.
The petitioner contended the
bank had no right to carry on a
theater business. She alleged that
the Fox Theater Corp. executed a
32-year lease in September, 1926,
amounting to $17,700,000, and quit
the theater January 1, 1932. No
action has been taken to recover
from the Fox organization, - she
said.

ly starts in to break up everything
that isn't nailed down. Finally they
return the boy to the asylum, but
have become so used to having the
kid around the house that they take
This is another Meyer Davis-Van him back as a household pet, or pest.
Beuren musical comedy and it The film has a swell ending. The
scores with a goodly portion of gen- radio couple sings one or two short
uine entertainment.- Many of the
sequences have been made in rhythm, numbers which seem a lean sei-ving.
with catchy melody and snappy lyr"Moorish
Okay Spain"
ics. Edwards plays the part of a
(Vagabond Adventure)
nut who escapes from the asylum RKO
7 mins.
and masquerades as Silo Dance, a
famous detective. He gets away
The beauties of Southern Spain
with the disguise until the real Silo
shows up. There is a bit of uke are shown in this reel, with Alois
playing, some tuneful ensemble Havrilla handling the narrative in
numbers, a bit of suspense and a interesting fashion. Methods of agriculture, large herds of goats, the
wealth of laughs in this one.
production of cork from bark, the
Alhambra, and some Gypsy dances
Clark and McCullough in
complete the reel. It is a very satis"Hey Nanny Nanny"21 mins.
factory travelogue.
RKO
Same Old Stuff
This series needs a change of pace
"Canyon
Of Romance"
in the way of stories that do not
with Claud
Fleming
9 mins.
always have these comedians mas- Educational
querading as someone else. On this
Fine Scenic in Color
occasion they take the place of a
Produced by Harry C. Brown
masseur who is away on a vacation, and Curtis F. Nagel and photoand after mistaking a bottle of
graphed by Harry Perry, this one
horse liniment for alcohol, they de- presents Claud Fleming in a trip
cide to become magicians. At a through the Grand Canyon showing
swell pai'ty, Clark manages to make the interesting spots of the historic
a mess of every trick he attempts
will find it inand with the help of a goat puts country. Audiences
teresting as well as entertaining.
over a few laughs, but too few for a
two-reeler.
The Little King in
"The Strange Case of Hennessy"
with Cliff Edwards
RKO
22 mins.
A Nifty

"In Venice"
(Terry-Toon)
Educational
6 mins.
Fair Animated
Martin Starr Gets Contract
An average number of cartoon
The Martin Starr office has been comedies go. Action takes place in
assigned the contract to stage and Venice, where the characters in
publicize the Monster Guest Reunion their gondolas keep time with an
of the 500 Sullivan County Hotels. operatic music background, going to
The event is sponsored by the Fed- welcome the return of Balboa. A
eration of Hotelmen Association, and big car escorted by police races to
it is the first time that all the sum- the scene and Will Rogers in caricature decorates Bolboa. During
mer resorts have united together in
he ceremony a call for help is heard
such a reunion. One of the considerations insisted upon by Starr is ;n the water and the little hero
that the greater part of the profits ^oes to the rescue of his sweetheart, who is pulled to the bottom
of this huge undertaking, be diverted to worthy New York chari- by a devil-fish after which the scene
ties, including the Milk Fund, Jew- centers around the hero rescuing
ish Sufferers of Germany and the the girl.
Film Daily Relief Fund. Rudy
Vallee has been contracted to play
all evening.
with "On
Julia Approval"
Sanderson and
Frank Crumit
Closing St. Louis Fox Deal
RKO
17 mins.
St. Louis — -Receivers for the Fox'
Swell
Theater have gone to New York to
This
"Headliner
Comedy"
will
close the deal for Fanchon & Marco prove
an attraction wherever played
and whether or not the audience is
to operate the house.
composed of Sanderson-Crumit radio
fans.
The story is cleverly woi-ked
out for laughs, action, suspense and
Giving Photoplay Course
all too few musical numbers.
The
An evening course in photoplay comcouple decide to adopt a child, and
position isto be held at Columbia Uniafter an interesting and humorous
versity from Feb. 12 to May 21. Mrs.
Frances Taylor Patterson is the instrucsequence
which works
up to the
tor.
adoption, they take the little lad
to their home.
The boy immediate-

"Jest of Honor"

(Soglow Cartoon)
RKO
8 mins.
Not So Good
This animated portrayal of the
strip cartoon character loses considerable humor in its transposition
to the screen. It lacks gags and
pep. This story concerns the King,
who is discovered riding a surf
board in the wake of the royal
yacht. He dives overboard for a
rendezvous with a mermaid. Later,
in port, he is welcomed by a roaring
populace and introduced by the
mayor. His disrespect to that civic
official forces the King to escape
back to the yacht and while en route
is hailed by the mermaid who premaids. sents him with six little baby mer-

A MILLION— GOLDWYN
(Continued from Page 1)

ments to the effect that admission
prices must be gradually raised to
offset enlarged production and other
costs.
"Twenty-five cents is too low an
admission price for houses in large
cities," asserted the producer.
Goldwyn assailed double featuring, especially in situations in which
such bills are supplemented by 10
acts of vaudeville, all for 25 cents.
He
code.has not signed the film industry
After several weeks in New York,
working on arrangements for the
premiere of "Nana" and also the
next Eddie Cantor story, Goldwyn
will sail for Russia. Before his departure he plans to set, tentatively
at least, his 1934-35 schedule, which
will include one Cantor picture.
Dietrich Sets Record in Sydney
Hurdling a censorship barrier
which for some time appeared insuperable, Marlene Dietrich's "Song
of
Songs" has
broken
four-year
attendance
record
at athe
Prince
Edward Theater in Sydney, Australia, according to cable advices received yesterday by John W. Hicks,
Jr., vice president of Paramount
International Corp. The message
stated that in addition to "Song of
Songs,"tures five
other
Paramount
pichad first
releases
in Sydney
theaters
during
the
Christmas
show
week.
Wilmer & Vincent in Deals
Richmond — Wilmer & Vincent
have just acquired the land occupied
by the Colonial Theater, one of the
W. & V. circuit. They also have
sold the Old Strand to Associated
Builders, Inc.
Terry-Toon at Music Hall
Another Educational Terry-Toon,
"Sunny South," has been booked by
the Radio City Music Hall starting:
today. "The Village Blacksmith,"
also a Terry-Toon, has been booked
to play the entire RKO metropolitan
circuit starting Saturday.
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FINANCING PLAN
OF CODE_POSTPONED
(Continued from Page

1)

posing this committee are Charles
L. O'Reilly, Nathan Yamins, H. F.
Bareford and J. Robert Rubin.
Code Authority headquarters will
be opened on the twenty-third floor
of the RKO Building. Seven of the
ten regular members of the Code
Authority attended the meeting.
Austin C. Keough represented
George J. Schaefer as alternate, J.
Robert Rubin represented Nicholas
M. Schenck and Bareford pinch-hit
for Harry M. Warner. Col. E. A.
Schiller also attended in anticipation
that code finances would be discussed.
Under an agreement reached, persons signing compliance blanks before Jan. 31, which is the deadline,
may also submit nominations for
local zoning and grievance boards
to be received not later than that
date.
Next meeting of the Code Authority will be held Jan. 23 at 2 p. m.
with R. H. Cochrane presiding as
chairman.

ANALYSIS OF
MOTION PICTURE CODE
By LOUIS NIZER
Exhibitor may still apply to
Seventh
Installment
the Local Grievance Board
ARTICLE V— UNFAIR PRACfor relief under this clause.
TICES—(Cont.)
2. The only ground for the
7. Fraudulent
Transfer by Distributor.
relief is that the subject
No Distributor may transfer its
and character of the picture are unsuitable for exassets for the purpose of avoiding
hibition on the day desigthe delivery of any feature picture
nated.
to any Exhibitor.
3. The claim of the Exhibitor
8. Adjustment
of Average
Price
must be made within three
Contract

Thursday, Jan. 11,1934

APPEALING TO NRA
ON CANCELLATIONS
(Continued from Page

1)

attitude of the distributors is unfair to exhibitors, especially those
who signed their 1933-34 contracts
oromptly. Those who delayed signing, thereby entailing a bigger selling cost, are given the advantage
of the 10 per cent cancellation
clause, he points out.

Code Delinquents
Can't Sign Later
(Continued from Page 1)

thority. No provision is made in
days after receipt of the he code for delinquents to sign afnotice of availability of the
ter the given period has expired.
Tn an effort to facilitate comparticular picture. If the
Distributor requests it, a
pliance the Code Authority in scores
Grievance Board must de- of instances is returning signed
cide the matter upon forty- blanks in which the signatories have
approved the code in part. Emphaeight hours'
notice.
reason
for this
speedTheis
sis was again made yesterday that
that the rights of subse- only 100 tier cent compliance makes
a signature valid.
tected. quent runs must be proPersons or companies which en2. This fact is stated in the
4. The Local Grievance Board
ter the industry after Jan. 31 must
contract; and,
3. The Exhibitor has fully
"ndicate
approval of the code withmay decide
that
the
Distributor shall relieve the
in 45 days after their entrance if
performed all the terms of
the contract.
Exhibitor from the obliga- hey wish to derive code benefits.
tion of playing the picture
(b) If there is a dispute concernupon the day designated. Need Experience on Code,
ing the adjustment, the mat(c) Procedure if Relief Granted
ter shall be determined by the
Declares General Johnson
If the Local Grievance
Local Grievance Board. The
(Continued from Page 1)
Board
upholds
the
claim
of
Board
has
power
to
determine
Receivers' Claims Delay
vesterday.
"We've got to have some
the Exhibitor and relieves
whether the Exhibitor is enWest Coast Reorganization
sxperience
on that
he
him
from
playing
the
picture
titled to an adjustment and if
5aid. Johnson
has code
decidedfirst,"
to call
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM. DAILY
so. how much it should be.
on a designated date, the pro- ill code authorities here by Feb. 15
Los Angeles — Reorganization of
cedure is as follows:
West Coast Theaters, now in re- 9. Designating Special Days of the
1. The Distributor has the to consider means of reducing work
Week
hours in all industries, if possible.
ceivership, isexpected to be effected
right to designate for the He also wants oveidapping codes
within four or five weeks. Progress
(a) When Not Permitted
same date another picture consolidated.
The Distributor may not
is being blocked at present due to
upon a percentage basis.
require a specific day of the
compensation claims filed by the reThis substituted picture
W. E.-New Zealand Deal
ceivers and which will be again takweek for exhibition of a cermust be one under contract
In one of the biggest equipment
en up at a hearing scheduled for
tain picture or class of picupon the same or similar deals recorded in New Zealand, M.
Feb. 10. Skouras Bros, are underterms as the picture ruled Moodabe, managing director of
1. Thetures if— contract does not
stood set to operate the circuit, as
Amalgamated Theaters, has signed
grant this special right to
at present, under the reorganization.
2. out.
The Distributor has the for Western Electric sound system
the Distributor by its very
terms ; or,
right to designate the pic- n seven new theaters and for Wide
"Gallant Lady" at Rivoli Jan. 20
ture which has been ob- Range modification in 13 houses al2. If the contract is a flat
ready having W. E. equipment.
jected to and ruled out for
rental contract.
Ann Harding in "Gallant Lady,"
20th Century production, opens Jan.
a later date, but upon an(b)
Relief
to
Exhibitor
20 at the Rivoli. Eddie Cantor in
other day of the week than
55 Prints on "Beanstalk"
1. If the Exhibitor has a perthat for which it was origTo supply metropolitan area book"Roman Scandals" starts its fourth
centage
contract,
and
there
week at the house on Saturday.
inally designated.
ings on "Jack and the Beanstalk,"
is a clause in it which per3. The decision of the Local irst of the ComiColor Cartoons promits the designation of a
Grievance
Board
does
not
duced by P. A. Powers' Celebrity
2,000 Theater Workers Join
certain picture upon cerapply to any other theater. Pictures, a total of 55 prints were
tain days of the week, the
More than 2,000 theater workers,
used
by
Principal, it is stated.
(To be Continued)
including ushers, janitors, etc., have
Skouras, Century, Randforce and
Two
Stories
Acquired
by
M-G-M
Dual Bill at 5th Ave.
been enrolled so far in the new The- West Coast Bureau ef THE FILM DAILY
Trans-Lux houses are now playing
ater and Amusement Employes
Eibenstein's "Thunder Over Mex- the cartoon short.
Hollywood
—
Two
more
stories
Union, Local 113, affiliated with the
ico" will double with "Le Sang d'un
been added to M-G-M's list of
A. F. of L., according to Charles C. have
900 Exhibs at Screening
assembled properties. They are Poete" at the Fifth Ave. Playhouse
Levey, secretary-treasurer. The r'Calm Yourself," by Edward Hope starting today.
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
group held two mass meetings this
Hollywood — About 900 Southern
Coffey, soon to appear in the "Amerweek in Bryant Hall.
California exhibitors attended the
ican Magazine," and "Roundhouse
"Dancing Lady" Big in London
local trade showing of 20th CenMeg," an original story for the
screen written by Stuart Paton.
London — Two-week run of "Danctury's "Moulin Rouge."
Lady," M-G-M
with
"Little Women"
Push On
Joan ingCrawford
and picture
Clark Gable,
Riskin's Contract
Renewed
Seattle — "Little Women" ran for a
M-G-M
Finishes Two
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
topped all showings at the Empire
total of four weeks and three days, at
West Coast Bur., THE FILM DAILY
John Hamrick's Blue Mouse theater. It
Hollywood — Robert Riskin, author for the past year.
broke house records on a raised admisHollywood — Shooting on "Laughing
and scenai-ist, has been given a new
sion at the Avalon in Olympia, broke
Boy," and "A Rich Widow," May RobAlex Gray Finishes Short
'ong-term contract by Columbia. He
records at the Tower theater in Bremson starring vehicle dealing with the
career of a feminine Titan of Wall
erton, and did good business at Enumdid the screen treatment of "Lady
Educational has completed shootclaw and Kent.
Street, has been completed at M-G-M.
for a Day" and more recently "It
ing "Trav'ling the Road," Song Hit
Story starring Alexander Gray.
Happened One Night."
(a) If the number of feature pictures contracted for is not
delivered by the Distributor,
the Exhibitor is entitled to a
fair adjustment of the license
fees only if—
1. The pictures were licensed
and,a group for a specified,
in
average sum per picture;
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Paramount Forms Nat'l Theater Advisory Board

CHICAGOJNION STRIKElVERTED BY C0¥ CLAUSE
Musical Sequences for Nearly Half of Warner Lineup
Jack Warner Says Public
Demands More Gayety
in Pictures

All- Industry Meet Proposed by Kuykendall
President Ed Kuykendall of the M.P.T.O.A. is considering plans for a national allindustry meeting to be held probably in February under auspices of his association. No
locale has as yet been definitely decided upon, although Los Angeles is making a strong
bid for the gathering and major companies stand ready to cooperate.

Believing that the public is in the
mood for more gayety in pictures,
as evidenced by the reception accorded recent musical productions,
Warner-First National is providing
' musical sequences for about half of
the films now in work or being
edited at the studios, according to
] Jack L. Warner, production chief.
A ban on all contests has been
"Fashions of 1934," which opens
' soon, will(Continued
be the first
William
Pow- proposed as a feature of the adveron Page
4)
tising code to be observed by major
companies. M-G-M is understood to
have suggested the idea on the
grounds that such a move would be
in keeping(Continned
with theon spirit
of the moPage 7)

Arbitration
of Operator
Trouble in Windy City
is Successful
Washington Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — Settlement of a
projected operators' strike in Chicago by means of the arbitration
:alled for under the code was announced yesterday by the NRA in
the following statement:
"The Motion Picture Industry
Code calls for arbitration of labor
Under a deal now approaching lisputes and provides that pending
completion, A. C. Blumenthal, N. L. such arbitration there shall be no
Nathanson and Halsey, Stuart & trikes or lock-outs. Early on JanCo. are understood likely to take
uary 4 Division Administrator Sol
was advised that the
over the Fox in Brooklyn, now con- A. Rosenblatt
(Continued on Page 4)
trolled by a bondholders committtee.
The same group was exclusively reported in The Film Daily yesterday as taking over the Roxy on
Seventh Ave., New York.
As in the deal covering the Roxy,

SEEK CONTESTS BAN BLUMENTHAL GROUP
IN ADVERTISING CODE
AFTER FOX B'KLYN

EXPECT ZONE BOARDS

TO START IN FEB'Y
Operation of the local zoning and

, grievance boards shortly after Feb.
1 is anticipated by the Code Authority, which has fixed a deadline
of Jan. 31 for compliance signatures
and Jan. 20 for nominations for
board memberships.
The committee appointed at the
Code Authority's meeting Wesnesday night to draft a manual gov(Continued

on Page

7)

Giveaways Not Lottery,
Milwaukee Court Rules
Milwaukee — A municipal court
jury acquitted Charles Washicheck,
operator of the Pearl charged with
operating a lottery. The deputy district attorney charged that Washicheck'sweek
system
of "free a food
shows"of
each
constituted
violation
the lottery laws and provided unfair
competition.

Switch to One of "Best"

Instead of the revival originally scheduled for the first half of next week,
the Little Carnegie Playhouse has
switched to M-G-M's "Rasputin and
the Empress," which was voted one of
the best pictures of 1933 in THE FILM
DAILY'S national poll of critics.

Myers Denies Advocating
Partial Signing of Code
Allied has never advised its unit
nembers to approve the motion picture code only in part but instead
iointed out several courses which
exhibitors might follow in acting on
he matter, declared Abram F.
counsel of the assoMyers, general
ciation, in New York yesterday.
Asked if anything was to be gained by not complying 100 per cent
(Continued

on Page

7)

(Continued

on Page

8)

Wm. Doherty Appointed
Assistant Administrator
Washington

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — William Doherty,
former newspaperman here, later
with Universal Service, and who recently joined the NRA, yesterday
was officially installed as assistant
deputy administrator of the amusement division under Sol A. Rosenblatt.

Nat9 1 Theater Advisory Board
Is Being Formed by Paramount

STUDIO CODTGROUPS
ANNOUNCED BY NRA
Washington

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — Following appointments to the Code Authority studio
labor committee were announced
yesterday by the NRA:
Pat Casey, producers labor representative; Al Berres, representing
International Unions, and Dick
L'Strange
of the California Federation of Labor.
Following
appointees
(Continued
on Page to4) the Code

Reorganization Completed
At St. Petersburg Studios

rg, Fla. — ReorganizaSt.tionPetersbu
of Sun Haven
Studios, Inc., has
the naming of
with
d
complete
been
Formation by Paramount of a
Financial Survey Sees
as chief studio
Beecroft
Chester
National Advisory Committee, memzed
Beecrofton has
Page reorgani
5)
Improvement in Outlook
bers of which will be chosen terri- executive. (Continued
torially by the partners of ParaFurther improvement in the outmount in the theater business in
look for motion picture business is
various
parts
of the country, was
noted by Standard Statistics Co., announced yesterday
by Ralph A.
Urged for Code Post
Tnc, in its latest survey of this
Buffalo — Representatives from this
the
company's
decenfield. "A revival of artistry and Kohn. Under
section in Congress have endorsed and
tralized theater operation plan, the
showmanship appears already un- committee is for the purposes of exare urging the appointment of Dr. Peter
C Cornell, University of Buffalo, as
ier way," the summary states,
changing information, confirming
a member of the film code authority to
adding that "these two factors are
Lowell.
take the place of Dr. A. Lawrence
maintaining closer conthe prerequisites
for successful mo- policies and
(Continued on Page 8)
(Continued on Page 4)
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THEDATE
INDUSTRY'S
BOOK
Jan. 16: Allied Theater Owners of New Jersey
meeting in screening room of Stacy theater
Trenton, N. J., 12:30 P. M.
Jan. 19: Meeting of S.M.P.E. board of directors, Hotel Pennsylvania,
New
York.
Jan. 20: Fifth Annual Banquet and Ball of the
Warner Club, Inc., Waldorf-Astoria Hotel,
York.
New

Bills for $15,000 additional compensation for Dan Michalove, who
served as special assistant to the
trustees of Publix Enterprises during part of its period of receivership, and for $176,000 for various
Paramount Publix departments for
various services, will be submitted
at a meeting of Publix Enterprises
creditors Jan. 27 at the office of
Henry
K. Davis.
bill
is
in addition
to his Michalove's
regular salary.
The Paramount Publix claim is
from its accounting, real estate and
other departments.
First adjourned meeting of Publix Enterprises creditors scheduled
for today has been adjourned sine
die.

7~

Omaha — After arguing the plan
of action on zoning and clearance
here this week, the Nebraska-Iowa
M.P.T.O. failed to reach a decision
and postponed further discussion until permanent code committees are
named. While all exhibitors have
signed the code, President Charles
E. Williams indicated that the
grievance committee will have plenty
of work.

Jpof~TieukL

Boston
Union
DeniesOperators'
40-Hr. Exception

Boston — Denial is made by the
Operators Union, Local 182, that it
has been granted an exception by
Division Administrator Sol A. Rosenblatt from observing the 40-hour
New Company Producing week. Report had it that the exception was made due to an insuffiAir Travelogue Series
cient number of licensed members
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
in the local to enable observance
Hollywood — Norris Bros. Co., of the 40-hour week.
newly formed company with headquarters in the Moviola Building, is
producing a series of sight-seeing Finn Declares Unions
trips through the U. S. by airplane.
Have Kicked to NRA
The shorts will be called "America
James J. Finn, editor of "Intei"from the Air." First of the subProjectionist," yesterday
jects, a three-reeler on California, national
took issue with Division Adminishas been completed.
trator Sol A. Rosenblatt's denial
hat he has received no complaints
A. H. Blank Acquires
from operators' locals concerning
cuts brought about by the film
Publix-Nebraska Assets wage
industry code. He stated that he
Omaha — Settlement of assets of
carbon copies of "many comPublix-Nebraska, Inc., was revealed has
olaints mailed to Rosenblatt" in his
this week in the sale of fixtures of file.
the World and State theaters to A.
H. Blank, along with the repudia- Paramount to Hold
tion of the lease on the houses by
J. W. Denman, trustee. Sale price
Short Subject Week
is said to be $14,000, which includes
Paramount will stage a "Nationthe Capitol, Grand Island; oneal Short Subject Week" for the
fourth interest in the Bonham, seven-day
period beginning Feb. 11,
Fairbury, and other property.
Neil Agnew,
nounced today. sales manager, anFrench
Pictures Previewed
Wm. Hunt on State Committee
A preview screening of two
William Hunt, operator of 14
French pictures, "Madame Bovary" houses
in New Jersey, has been
and "Jeunesse," was held yesterday
afternoon on the He de France. The made a member of the appropriations committee of the House of
showing was arranged by John S.
Tapernoux, importer of French Representatives of that state. His
films.
headquarters are in Wildwood, N. J.

' Millions arc waiting to sec CLARK.
i GABLE
j BERT

Blank Creditors Accept Offer
Omaha — Creditors of A. H. Blank
Theater Co. of Nebraska have voted

COL-

in "It Happened One Night," CosMagazine story by Samj uel Hopkins Adams and directed
by Frank Capra.

Ij mopolitan
x

Here's real news

of reel folks !

How they act when they're not
acting! Intimate, humorous, novel
— "SCREEN SNAPSHOTS" satisfies the curiosity of millions of fans
about

<e

Brill Group
May Get Casino
Sol Brill interests are understood
likely to take over the Casino theater, Seventh Ave. at 50th St. Theater formerly housed Earl Carroll
shows.

and CLAUDETTE

together for the first time

I Opening
I at the

Hollywood's

to

private

sensational

lives.

business j

Lafayette, Buffalo, "LET'S

,

I FALL IN LOVE," musical romance
featuring Edmund Love, Ann Soth-

'

' cm, Miriam Jordan and Oregon
I Ratoff — stood them in line for

i

j A story for women

and everyone

j

| who ever loved a woman ! That's
, "ONCE TO EVERY WOMAN."
from A.J. Cronin's Cosmopolitan
' Magazine story — featuring Ralph

I
!I
i
j

to accept the bankrupt's offer to setlar. tle claims at 20 cents on the dol-

m.Hek

TWO LITTLE WORDS THAT MEAN A
GOLD
MINE
FROM WARNER
BROS.

/ Bellamy,

Fay

W'rav

and

Walter /

-and FOX will lead in 1934.
Here are a few of the big
ones soon to be released:

IHS

TEN BEST

PICTURES

1222

Picture :

Distributor :

Cavalcade
42nd Street

Fox
304
Warner Bros. . 209

Private Life of Henry VIM
Lady for a Day
State Fair
Farewell to Arms

Votes :

United Artists 173
187
Columbia
169
Fox
16V
Paramount
158
She Done Him Wrong
Paramount
156
I Am a Fugitive from a Chain Gang. Warner Bros
137
Maedchen in Uniform
Fiimchoice
128
Rasputin and the Empress
M-G-M . .

CAROLINA
DEVIL

TIGER

ITE'S
GEOR
ANDAWHLS
SCGE
FOX

FOLLIES

BOTTOMS
Your patrons always

like

FOX MOVIETONE NEWS

UP

THE

-gfr*

DAILY

MUSICAL SEQUENCES
FOR WARNER PICTURES

CODE CLAUSE AVERTS
CHI. UNION STRIKE
(Continued from Page 1)

{Continued from Page 1)

ell film with musical interludes.
Even Joe E. Brown's "A Very Honorable Guy" will contain a song and
dance sequence. Kay Francis will
sing in "Mandalay." A musical
number appears in Ruth Chatterton's "Journal of a Crime." "Harold Teen," "Hot Air" and "Upper
World" are others with musical interpolations.
"Wonder Bar," with Al Jolson,
Kay Francis, Dolores Del Rio, Dick
Powell and Ricardo Cortez, is another elaborate musical production.

Studio Code Groups
Announced by NRA
{Continued from Page 1)

Authority
standing
committee
on
"extras" also were announced:
Dr. A. H. Giannini, B. Mabel Kinney, Mrs. Una H. Hopkins, Fred
Peltman, Dave Werner, M. H. Hoffman, B. B. Kahane, Pat Casey,
Charles Miller, Larry Steer, Lee
Phelps, Allen Garcia, Fred D. Burns.
Kinney, Hoffman, Kahane, Miller
and Steers also will be executive
committee of the standing committee ^f extras.

oing

^omsng an

d G

PEDRO CONZALEZ BUENO, general manager
of the Sociedad Iberica De Construcciones
Electricas (S.I.C.E.), general distributors in
Spain for RKO pictures and RCA Photophone,
has arrived in New York and is stopping at
the Ritz Carlton Hotel. After a series of
conferences with RKO officials, Bueno will return to Spain on the Rex, sailing about Feb. 4.
FREDRIC MARCH, Paramount player, with
his wife, FLORENCE ELDRIDGE, and their
adopted daughter, arrive in New York on Monday morning aboard the Virginia from Hollywood. Part of their vacation will be spent
in New York, the remainder in Madison, Wis.,
March's family home. SAM JAFFEE, who played
in Paramount's "Scarlet Empress", returns to
New York on the same boat.
RICHARD BRADY, sales manager for Eastman Kodak, and HERMAN C. SIEVERS, New
York manager for the company, sail tonight
on the Columbus for a West
Indies cruise.
LEON SCHLESINGER, producer of "Looney
Tunes" and "Merrie Melodies" cartoons, released through Vitaphone, is in town, stopping
at the Hotel Astor. He will return to Hollywood in about a week.
KAY FRANCIS is en route to Hollywood after
a New York vacation. She may play the role
of the Empress Josephine opposite Edward
G. Robinson in first national's "Napoleon: His
Life and Loves."
RAY LONG is returning to New York from
the coast in company with Roy Howard.
on

ED KUYKENDALL left New York last night
his return to Columbus,
Miss.

GEORGE J. SCHAEFER returns to New
Tuesday
from
the South.
WILLIAM
SAM

PIZOR

KRELLBERG

York

leaves for the coast today.
leaves for the

coast

today.

WILLIAM BARNETT of Massce and Co. will
fly to the coast Monday.
IAN KEITH
the Coast.

has returned to New

York from
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• •
• THOSE HOLLYWOOD panners
who think
that stars and feature players have nothing solid beneath the
make-up .,
should take a slant at the results of a recent
poll
held on the M-G-M stages. .,
for the most popular pieces of reading matter
consumed by the players.

*

*

*

*

• •
• OUT OF 52 ballots
"Anthony Adverse"
the 1,200 page tome by Hervey Allen
received 44 first
choice
votes
with
Aldous
Huxley's
"Brave
New
World"
taking second honors
and to prove that
our
idols are notgiven
"becoming
too philosophical
third
placescreen
was invariably
a murder
mystery
*
#
*
*
•

•

• MANY SURPRISE VOTES added spice to the poll
Ted Healy the gagster, chose "The Epic of America"
and "Van Loon's Geography"
Madge
Evans, who is
curr-azy about dogs
selected Virginia Woolf's "Flush"
Wallace Ford likes "Mansions of Philosophy"
Jean Harlow and Norma Shearer included in their favorites,
Ring Lardner's "Round Up"
and Nat Pendleton
former amateur champion wrestler and now a nasty screen villain Further
gave the
nod to Jules brought
Romaine's
investigation
to "Men
light of
the Good
fact Will"
that
detective novels and books of the lighter sort
are perused
at the studios
while the heavier stuff is absorbed at the
fireside
$
$
%
$
• • • BING CROSBY, the Paramount crooner, has started
the new year most auspiciously
Bing and his brother-manager Everett received word this week
that out in the
Ventura oil fields
a well
in which they hold major interest
has "come in"
and promises to pay
big coin
whereupon Bing called up his lawyer
and now his share of the profits will be credited to the account
of his young son, Gary Evan

*

*

*

*

• •
• LOCAL SCREEN TEST directors are plenty busy
these days
with eyes focused on the new editions of
show girl pulchritude
now stalking along the rialto
Edith Roark, one of the tantalizing Ziegf eld "Follies"
beauts, is awaiting official word of her recent screen try-out
and Kay Cameron,
gorgeous
daughter
of the actor,
Hugh Cameron
made her debut last night with Billy
Rose's Casino de Paree revue
. and is also slated for the
flickers
Producers are also after a couple of Nat Dorfman's new plays
especially "The Errant Lady"
which is causing plenty bidding
Nat has also completed
"The Gag Man"
a swell story with a radio background.

*

*

*

*

• •
• JOHN C. FLINN held forth at the A. M. P. A.
luncheon yesterday
with a large attendance
and
another gathering of important guests
Dolores Del Rio
looking more lovely than ever
Cedric Gibbons,
who has just finished "Tarzan and his Mate" for M-G-M
his first directorial assignment
Julius Tannen, a surprise
guest, who was discovered by prexy Flinn trying to hide behind abelated luncheon
A. J. Powers the big press man
and a group of fan magazine folks including Evelyn Ballarine, Mortimer Franklin, Carl Schroeder, James Reid, Virginia Maxwell and Radie Harris
they were introduced
by the association's stuttering secretary Al Sherman
Important announcements included the appointment of Milton
Silver as chairman of the A.M. P. A. publicity department
the Press Photographers' Ass'n dinner
Feb. 2 at the
Commodore
the Catholic Actors' Guild big show at the
Majestic Feb. 4
and the outfit's board of directors' meet
....... .today
at Sardi's

Motion Picture Machine Operators
had disagreed with the Exhibitors
Association of Chicago and that a
strike had been ordered effective at
9 A. M., January 4. Immediate
communication with Thos. E. Maloy, representing the union, and direction of his attention to the provisions of the code, resulted in
withdrawal
of the strike order and
ately.
an agreement to arbitrate immedi"The NRA has just been advised
that on Jan. 10 the arbitration was
entirely successful and satisfactory
to all parties concerned. The administration has expressed its gratification to Mr. Maloy and to the
Chicago Exhibitors Ass'n for their
cooperation and entire compliance
with the code."

Financial Survey Sees
Improvement
in Outlook
(Continued from Page 1)

tion picture production and exhibiBox-office receipts in the last quarter of 1933 climbed back to the same
level as in the corresponding 1932
period after having dropped 20 per
cent earlier in the year, says the report, and the foreign exchange siteconomies and increased
tion." uation,
attendance
are among the favorable
factors, along with liquidation of
the real estate and financial difficulties being nearly completed. The
code will add only about 5 per cent
to studio and circuit overhead and
about 15 per cent to independent
theaters, the survey estimates.

Louisiana Allied Signing
With Some Reservations
New Orleans — Allied of Louisiana
will sign the code with some exceptions, Henry Lazarus, board chairman, told Film Daily.
Paramount Buys Play
Paramount has bought the screen
rights tostage
"Her hit.
Master's Voice," Max
Gordon

January 12
Lew Collins

«

«

«

»

»

»

Eddie

Setzer

Marvin Schenck
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A LITTLE from "LOTS
By RALPH

North Platte, Neb. — Fox is reHOLLYWOOD
opening the Paramount, closed for
a year. This gives them two houses LINCOLN QUARBERG has completed his original story,
here. Dave Davis will manage both
"'Wnere's Brown," which will be
houses.
made by Universal with Dale Van
Alamosa, Colo. — J. J. Goodstein is mvery as the producer. The story
installing Western Electric sound in deals with newspaper life and should
the remodeled opera house and oe authentic, as yuarberg and Van
plans to reopen by Jan. 26. Calls Every are former newspapermen,
it the Palm.
yuarberg is now at work on another original, which will also be
Van Every.
Pueblo, Colo. — Westland Theaters, supervised by
*.
*
*
Inc., has leased the Palm theater
and have closed it temporarily.
Harpo Marx's trip to Moscow
for a single appearance can hardly
Fond du Lac, Wis. — W. L. Ains- oe described as "a sleeper jump."
worth, operator of the Garrick and
Edwin Corle, husband of Helen
secretary of the M.P.T.O. of Wisconsin and Upper Michigan, has been Freeman, screen actress, is the
re-appointed a member of the park author of "Mojave", a series of
short stories dealing with the desert,
board here to Jan. 1, 1939.
that will be *
published
in
*
* book form.
Milwaukee — Articles of incorporaGeorge Stevens has completed the
tion have been filed by Paden Theaters. Incorporators are L. J. Den- direction of "Undie-World," a comedy, at RKO, with Lou Brock as the
nison, R. J. Patterson and Cyrus D.
) Shabaz.
producer.
$
$
$
Youngsters are certainly interested in "Harold Teen." While on
location at Van Nuys the "Harold
Teen" company, directed by Murray
2 Pontchatoula, La. — The Ideal will Roth, had three motorcycle cops
i reopen Jan. 13.
busy, so that "shooting" could be
done.
*
*
*
Seattle — Local Film Board of
j Trade recently re-elected H. Neal
Sally Filers will have the leading
East of Paramount as president and
role
Fox's "3 On A Honeymoon."
gave a special vote of commenda- Miss in Filers
completes the cast in
the
production
which James Tinling
' tion for his services during the past
year. E. A. Lamb of RKO is vice- will direct. The others scheduled
president and Mrs. Roberta Lynch, for the film include Henrietta Crosexecutive secretary. Trustees in- man, ZaSu
Pitts, Irene Bentley,
clude: L. J. McGinley of Universal, Howard Lally and Cornelius Keefe.
* *
*
Al Oxtoby of Warner and H. Edmond of Fox.
Having appeared to such advantage in the forthcoming "Fox FolTampa, Fla. — The Victory theater
lies," four-year-old Shirley Temple,
, is being opened on a three-day-a- heretofore
the star of Educational
' week basis.
comedies, has been signed to a long
term contract* by * Fox %executives.
Mt. Dora, Fla. — Mount Dora Theater is being opened and will operThe Four Mills Brothers are the
ate on a four-day-a-week basis.
latest radio stars to be signed by
Aldine, Atlantic City, Closed
Warners for "Hot Air," the musical
Atlantic City — The Aldine, one of radio romance which Ray Enright
r the city's oldest, an indie playing is now directing. Dick Powell, Pat
' "flesh" and films, has closed by O'Brien, Ginger Rogers, Allen Jenorder of the building department.
kins, Hugh Herbert, Grant Mitchell,
Manager Milton Russell, who took Joan Wheeler, Ted Fiorito and his
e of the house when it was band and many other prominent figures of screen and air will be seen
remodeled
and reopened
Dec. 25,
1932. by the late Harry
Savage, and heard in the picture, which will
says inspectors for the building de- have musical numbers created and
partment found several flaws in the
by Busby Berkeley. "Hot
walls which it is alleged would have directed
Air" is based on an original story
in time become
dangerous
to pa- by Paul Finder Moss and Jerry
trons. Contractors estimated
it Wald, the screen play having been
would cost $8,000 to make necessary written by Warren Duff and Harry
repairs.
Sauber.
Harry Warren and Al Dubin are the authors of the songs.
Buffalo — The Operators Union has
settled the strike at the Palace after
some three weeks.

Makes

Denver Sit Up

Denver — "Roman Scandals" is the first
film to be held a second week at the
Denver, running up a gross three times
average the opening week and topping
anything in the past three years.

WILK

Dorothy Dell, Ziegfeld Follies star
recently signed by Paramount, has
been assigned the feminine lead in
The Man Who Broke His Heart."
Earlier slated for a role in "Come
On Marines," Miss Dell gets the
better assignment as result of additional screen tests. She will appear
with Preston Foster, Victor McL<aglen and Alison Skipworth in the
waterfront picture.
Latest additions to the cast of
Columbia's "The Line-Up", which
Howard Higgin is directing, are
Frank Reicher, Jessie Parry, John
Bleifer and Joseph Crehan. Marion
Nixon and William Gargan play the
romantic leads in this melodrama,
which was written by George Waggner. Others already signed include Greta Meyer, Paul Hurst, John
Miljan and Harold
Huber.
Sid
Rogell is associate
* ■# producer.
*
Randolph Scott has returned to
Paramount's Hollywood studios following a six-weeks sojourn in
Europe. With Cary Grant, who remained in England because of illness, Scott toured London and its
environs. En route back to Hollywood Scott visited his parents in
Charlotte, N. C.

*

*

*

Seven singers of popular songs
are now under contract to Paramount. Bing Crosby was the first
of the lot, and Lanny Ross, Joe Morrison, Carl Brisson, Kitty Carlisle,
Dorothy Dell and Ethel Merman recently have been added.

Reorganization Completed
At St.{Continued
Petersburg
Studios
from Page 1)

his local studio personnel preparatory to starting major production
around Jan. 22.
The permanent studio personnel
as named by Beecroft follows:
Frank Gatteri, assistant to the chief
studio executive; Fred V. Blair,
general manager; Harry G. Smith,
scenario editor; William A. Dawson and Richard Harrity, assistant
scenario editors; Rondo Hatton,
publicity director; Emma Braley, assistant publicity director; Walter
Keller, technical director; Pat Hurst,
property master; Charles Trissell,
second assistant, production; Percy
Glenn, sound engineer; Fred Guard,
scenic artist; James Hanley, chief
electrician.
James F. Sammon has been
named to represent the studio in
New York.
The studio plant was built last
year by J. C. Parker, Jr., who remains as president, and Fred V.
* *
*
Blair, secretary, treasurer and general manager.
Another famous fairy tale, "The
Beecroft's first production is now
Brave Tin Soldier," has been selected and put into production as the n preparation and the film story
third subject in the P. A. Powers tory.
will be based upon the romantic in"ComiColor" series, distributed by
cidents of Florida's rich early hisCelebrity Productions.
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EXPECT ZONE BOARDS
TO START IN FEB'Y
(Continued from Page 1)

erning operations of the local boards
meets at 11 o'clock this morning at
the office of J. Robert Rubin, member of the committee and alternate
for Nicholas M. Schenck.
No count, official or otherwise, has
been made up to late last night on
the number of compliance blanks
returned to the Code Authority.
Additional board nominations
announced yesterday follow:
Albany— R. C. Halligan, C. G. Eastman,
Ray Smith, Charles Johnson, Nate Sanbar,
Lou Lazar, Wm. C. Smalley, Mr. Harrington, Charles Wilson, Morris Silverman,
Bernie Mills, Jack Beck, A. Stone.
Boston — M. M. Jeffrey, R. C. Cropper,
Tom Bailey, Maurice Wolf, Tim O'Toole,
Herman Rifkin, John Dervln, Tom Meighan.
Joseph Brennan, Max Melincoff, Harold
Stoneman, Ralph Snyder, Frank Lydon,
Joseph Levenson,
Martha W. Ferris.
Buffalo — Kenneth Robinson, Harry Dixon,
E. K. O'Shea, Jacob Berkowitz. James
Holden, Ralph Crabill, Erwin Price, Sol
Raives, J. A. Reid, Willis Sargent, Albert
A Fenyiessy, Chester Fenyiessy, E. Wm.
Tis^koff. R. P. Merriman,
G. N. King.
Chicago — Felix Mendelsohn, Jack Osserman, Phil Dunas, B. N. Sudell, James
Coston, Verne Langdon, E. W. Haferkamp,
S. H. Selig, Benj. Lasker, Ben Bartelstein.
Cincinnati— S. D. Lee.
Cleveland— I. J. Schwartz, F. D. Drew.
M. A. Mooney, Matt Goodman, H. C. Bissel,
E. C. Flanigon, M. B. Horwitz, Henry
Greenleiger.
Dallas — Claude Ezell. Bob Mclllheran,
Leaman Marshall, A. W. Lilly, Paul Scott,
I. B. Adelman.
Des Moines— S. J. Mayer, E. J. Tilton,
Joe Lery, Louis Patz, H. M. Wemberg,
Ralph Branton, Leo F. Wolcott. C. L. Niles,
E. D. Ellsworth, Don Thornlney, Wayne
Dutton, F. R. Puffer.
^
Detroit— Fred North. Otto W. Bolle. Sam
Sepo!:n, Harlan Starr, G. W. Freudle, James
Minter, Ray Brauch, Roy Taylor.
Indianapolis— Jack Flex, Kenneth Collins.
Henry Burton, Ace Berry, F. B. Saunders.
M. Marcus, Earl Cunnyham, A. C. Zaring,
Louis Markun, Charles O'son, L. B. Soulden,
R. R. Bair, W. J. Bradley, Harry Mirkvtn.
Kansas City, Mo.— A. F. Baker, C. L.
McVey.
,
Milwaukee — J. E. O'Toole, Jack Frackman, Jack Yeo, John Adler, Chas. Washicheck,
F. J. Harry
McW"lliams,
William Ainsworth,
Ed Maertz,
Parlenitz.
Minneapolis— Al Steffes, Sidney Blackmore, Bennie Berger, W. R. Frank, A. A.
Kaplan, O. A. Lee.
New Haven — Kathryn T. Sullivan.
New Orleans — Guy Brown, Richard Frank,
Fred Goodrow, Lee Schexnayder, E. V.
Richards, Henry Lazarus, W. J. Salles, Mrs.
E. Junqua, I. J. Hanelson, Jos. Akina, Jack
Dischany.
.
New York — Harry Sclrffman, Joseph Seider,
Jack Hattein, Maurice
Brown.
Omaha — A. M. Avery, Thomas Burke,
Morgan Ames, Geo. F. Monroe, Sr., Calvin
Bard.
„ _
Pittsburgh— John J. Maloney, B. M. Stearn,
Lew Lefton, James H. Alexander, M. J.
Cullen, Harry L. Kalmine, John H. Harris,
Alex S. Moore, Wm. D. Davis, Dr. C. E.
Herman.
Portland — Ted Gambe,
Bob White.
St. Louis— Litto Hill, Lon Cox, S. E.
Pirtle.
San Francisco — G. C. Parsons, Barney Rise,
A. M. Bowles, H. V. Harvey, Morgan A.
Walsh.
Seattle — Neal East, Al. Oxtoly, L. J.
: McGinley, L. N. Walton, Albert Finkelstein,
Al. Rosenburg, John Hamrick, Hugh Bruen,
L. O. Lukan, Leroy Johnson.
Washington,
D. C. — Willard Silverberg.

A 1934 Barnum Gets a Break
The following was received yesterday — by telegram, too — from A. P. Waxman, apparently after he had spent a night going back over the exploits of P. T. Barnum:
"Dinah the Dinosaur sore as a pup hits town next Thursday stop Preceded by Wee
Willie Wow Wow peerless potentate of all pachyderms who is so colossal contrary and
cussed that he makes Barnums white elephant of blessed memory look like a desk
o.ii ment stop Guarding the two to keep them out of the zoo is Pansy prehistoric
predecessor of us all stop Twenty two feet of gorilla and two grains of brains stop Disci intul.y dubbed Pansy because he was the midget of his tribe stop Contradicting the
bible the log of Noahs Ark common sense and your eye sight never the less here they
are stop Bigger than Barnums biggest and better than Barnums best gives you just a
rough idea stop And whats more they challenge Billy Sunday or any other good old pulpit
pounder from the bible belt to talk back to them stop. Dinah the Dinosaur Wee Willie
Wow Wow and Pansy are costarring in Messmore and Damons World a Million Years Ago
which opens next Thursday at Warner Bros Theater stop They come from Chicago where
they were the sensation of the Worlds Fair stop And they are not a motion picture stop
Each resents publicity like Mae West resents male callers and thats why Im tipping you
off to their arrival stop If the language herein seems stuttering and stammering
its only because of an inborn horror of superlatives and an inbred dread of adjectives
stop Please disregard the reticence and diffidence and brevity of this little inside story
and accept my solemn assurance that Barnum in his palmiest days never had a show
like this and oh what the hell III send around a couple of my men with Dinah and
Wee

Willie Wow

Wow

and Pansy and you

Seek Contests Ban
In Advertising Code
(Continued from Page 1)
tion picture code. Advertising and
publicity code angles were discussed
at a meeting of department heads at
the Hays Office last night.

Three Clauses Hinge
On Rosenblatt Report
The fate of three production
clauses incorporated in the motion
picture code, including the proviions for control of "unreasonable
salaries," is contingent upon the report which Division Administrator
3ol A. Rosenblatt makes to Presilent Roosevelt after his California
investigation late this month. Roenblatt is expected to stop in Chi:ago, Jan. 20, enroute to the Coast,
,o try to adjust a back-pay dispute
between Chicago theaters and the
iperators' union there.
In addition to the salary control
clause, the provisions which prolibit contract offers until 30 days
prior to the expiration of a current
agreement has been partially sussnded by the President pending examination of the matter. Whether
or not these code clauses are chang3d, modified or permanenlty suspended will be decided following
receipt of Rosenblatt's report.

Pizor to Start Production
William Pizor, head of Imperial
Distributing Co., leaves for the coast
today to start production on the
first three two-reelers in a series of
12 and also to arrange production
on the first feature in Imperial's
schedule of eight for 1934-35 release. Pizor will be gone six weeks.
Altering Loew's New York
Loew's New York, Broadway landmark, is being renovated and modernized coincident with the new
policy at the house starting today
and calling for three weekly changes
of double-feature bills. House formerly changed daily and ran duals on
Tuesday.

British Guiana Quota
Thomas A. Kelly in Brockton
Trinidad, B. W. I.— A bill that
would require theaters in British
Brockton, Mass. — Thomas A. KelGuiana to show at least 25 per cent ley, manager of Publix houses in
British films has been drafted by Woonsocket, Salem and Boston, has
the Colonial Government for pres- been appointed manager of the
Strand here.
entation to the Legislature.

I.T.O.A. WALKS OUT
ON UNION CONFABS

Relations between the Independent
Theater Owners Association and
Local 306, operators' union, were
split wide open yesterday when the
exhibitor association cancelled the
scheduled meeting called to resume
discussions on a basic wage scale for
the territory. Withdrawal from the
meeting was described by Attorney
Samuel M. Birnbaum counsel for
306, as "an obvious attempt on the
part of the I. T. O. A. to cover up
its inherent weaknesses and its fear
can judge for yourself."
to disclose the fact that it is not representative ofmore than a handful
of Presiden
New York
City Sherman
exhibitors."
Myers Denies Advocating
t Harry
of the
local had notified the unit that it
Partial
Signing
of
Code
(Continued from Page 1)
must substantiate its membership
with the code, as requested by the claims
ference. at yesterday's scheduled conCode Authority as only complete ap"The I. T. O. A. for weeks has sought by
oroval entitles signatories persons
or organizations to the benefits of every means to procrastinate and to becloud
real issues involved," said B'.rnbaum.
the
the code,Myers said:
"At our last joint meeting President Harry
of Local 306 very properly requestSherman
"It is possible that even the Code
ed that, because of widespread reports of the
withdrawal from I. T. O. A. of A. H.
Authority
can
be
mistaken."
He declined to comment on the Schwartz, Springer and other important mempossibility of Allied instituting a
bers, he be furnished with written authorizations from those exhibitors whom the I.T.O.A.
court action to test the power of
committee claimed to represent. This rethe Code Authority in the matter.
quest was unanimously agreed to, and was
Myers yesterday conferred at the so reported in the trade press.
"Early this week I was advised by counHotel Warwick, New York, with Nasel for I.T.O.A. that because of these 'disthan Yamins, Allied leader and
trade press stories, he was unable
member of the Code Authority, and to secureturbing'
the promised authorizations. He
was
informed
that neither President Sherman
Sidney E. Samuelson, Allied viceany other authorized representative of
president and president of Allied nor
306 had issued these stories, and that the
Theaters of New Jersey.
stories made absolutely no difference in the

Four More Players Join
"Moulin
Rouge
West
Coast Bureau
of THE Caravan"
FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Four more names,
Eddie Quillan, Sterling Holloway,
Hoot Gibson and Jack Mulhall, have
joined the 15 stars previously announced for the cross-country "Moulin Rouge Caravan" arranged by
20th Century in conjunction with
Socony Vacuum Oil Co. and designated to leaves
exploit New
"Moulin
The train
York Rouge."
on Feb.
1, with Philadelphia as first stop.

agreement reached or in the arrangements
made for the meeting. Being unable to obtain the written authorizations as promised.
President Sherman of 306 refused to meet
with the I.T.O.A. committee.
"This flimsy pretext will fool nobody, but
at least it will serve notice that the I.T.O.A.
just
make goodPresident
on its Sherman
promise ofis
writtencouldn't
authorizations.
determined that Local 306 will not be balked
in its efforts to do business with New York
City exhibitors by reason of this failure of
the I.T.O.A. to produce the proof that it is
a

representative

body."

Roach Signs Radio Expert
For Work on Musical Film
West Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — John W. Swallow, ra10 More Cantor Film Dates wood-on-the-Air
dio expert and producer of Hollyand other NBC proEddie Cantor in "Roman Scangrams, has been signed by Hal
dals," Samuel Goldwyn production
released by United Artists, has been Roach to serve as technical director
dated in ten more situations for for the musical side of "Babes in
openings between now and March Toyland." Roach also has engaged
8. The bookings include: Palace, Harry Jackson's orchestra for the
will employ the
adYoungstown; Denver, Denver; Pal- picture, which
vancement in concentrated
musical
ace, Long Beach, Cal.; Plaza, San entertainment developed by radio.
Diego; Shea's Great Lakes, Buffalo; Production is to start early next
State, Manchester; Mayfair and month, according to Henry Ginsberg,
Plaza, Miami Beach; Grand, West vice-president and general manager
Palm Beach, and Rialto, Williams- of the Roach studios.
port, Pa.
Stars to be at Premiere
President Sees "Son of Sailor"
Among stars who already are Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington— A special screening
definitely scheduled to be on hand
of First National's "Son of a Sailpremiere of Warner's "Fashfor the
or," starring Joe E. Brown, was
ions of 1934" at the Hollywood The- held this
week for President Rooseater on Jan. 18 are Adolphe Menjou,
velt in the White House projection
Verree Teasdale, Barbara Stanwyck
and Dolores Del Rio. Orry-Kelly, room. The program also included
The Gob," a Vitaphone
stylist, also will be in New York "Buddy
"Looney Tune" cartoon.
for the opening.

THE

NATIONAL ADVISORS
FOR PARA. THEATERS
(Continued from Page 1)

tact between Paramount theater
partners and associates and the
home office. Members of the committee will be in constant communication with one another and with
the home office and will meet at least
once every three months with executives of Paramount's theater department.
Present plans of the committee
call for six members, each committeeman representing one of the several territories in the United States
and one representing Canada. E.
V. Richards of New Orleans, representing the Paramount partners in
the southeast, was chosen by them
as the first member of this committee at the recent meeting of theater operators associated with Paramount, held in Atlanta earlier this
week. Additional members will be
chosen by Paramount associates in
the southwest, the Chicago territory,
New England territory, the territory
west of Chicago and Canada. It is expected that the southwestern representative will be chosen at the meeting to be held at Dallas on Jan. 19 by
Paramount associates and the other
members will be elected as quickly
thereafter as possible. The committee will begin to function immediately following the election of
the individual members.
"Hi, Nellie" Premiere in Wash'n

Washington

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — Warner's "Hi, Nellie," starring Paul Muni, will have
its world premiere tonight at the
Earle here. New York showing will
follow shortly, and national release
date is Jan. 20.
Greenblatt Leases Space
Arthur Greenblatt has signed a
lease for space on the sixth floor
of the Film Center Building, where
his exchange will have headquarters.
Erwin S. Wolfson was agent in making the lease.
"Ninth Guest" Release Set
Columbia's "Ninth Guest," from
the Owen Davis play, has been set
for national release Jan. 25. Donald
Cook and Genevieve Tobin head the
cast.
Paramount Meeting Put Oft
Meeting of Paramount Publix
creditors scheduled for today at the
office of Referee Henry K. Davis will
be put off for one week.
S.R.O. at Trans-Luxers
The two Trans-Lux theaters, one at
Broadway and 49th Street and the other
at Madison Avenue at 60th Street, now
the only houses in New York that
present a news reel and short subject
program, report that business is capacity
both afternoon and evening since the
closing of the Embassy News Reel Theater. Programs last a little over an
hour.

mm
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ANALYSIS OF
MOTION PICTURE CODE

RLUMENTHAL GROUP
AFTER _F0X R'KLYN
(Continued from Page 1)

Loew interests are expected to furnish product. Cost of renovating
By LOUIS NIZER
the Roxy is estimated at $50,000.
12. Fire Regulations
Eighth Installment
In connection with yesterday's
Wherever the Distributor Film
ARTICLE V— DISTRIBUTORS
maintains an exchange, he HowardDaily story about the Roxy,
S. Cullman of the Roxy
(Cont.)
must abide by the regula- Theaters Corp. said:
tions of the Code Authority, — (d) Subsequent-Run Play Dates
"Any authoritative statements as
(a) For the prevention of fire,
If a proceeding to rule out
to a reorganization of the Roxy
(b)
For
the
holding of fire drills,
a designated picture is pendTheaters Corp. will be issued by the
(c) Monthly
inspections,
ing before a Local Grievance
terial,
Board or an award is made by
Corpor
TheatersCommit
Roxy lders
ation'
s First
(d) Storing of inflammable ma- Bondho
tee,
Louis
H.
the Local Board ruling out the
Pounds
,
chairm
an,
or
by
that
com(e)
Inspection
of
prints,
picture and, therefore, it bemittee's attorneys, White & Case,
(f) Maintenance and testing of
comes impractical to serve
when, as and if any plan meets with
sprinkler
subsequent-run Exhibitors in
tinguishers,systems and fire ex- their approval. The Committee has
compliance with any notice of
no statement to make with respect
availability or confirmed play
(g) Avoidance of smoking,
(h) Other methods to protect the thereto on any plan of reorganizadates given to them, the Dislives of employees and the
tributor has the right to
tion at this time."
change such play dates. This
right exists even though the
ARTICLE
V—
E.
EXHIBITORS
Para. Adds Three Writers
public.
play date has actually been 1. Rejection Under
IV est Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Selective
Contract.
confirmed.
Hollywood — Vincent Lawrence,
If an Exhibitor enters into Harry Hervey and Jane Hinton
10. Withholding
Features
Because
of Breach of Shorts
a selective contract which per- joined the Paramount studio writing
mits him to reject more than staff. Lawrence is engaged on the
If an Exhibitor has agreed
15 per cent of the pictures screen play of "Cleopatra," which
to arbitration under all existlicensed,
he shall reject as fol- Cecil B. DeMille will direct with
ing contracts between the
lows:
Claudette Colbert. Hervey, author
Distributor and himself, then
(a) He must give written notice of "Shanghai Express," will develop
the Distributor may not reto the Distributor of his re- an original story. Miss Hinton will
jection; and
adapt ration
"Loverswithin Harry
Quarant
ine" in
(a) To deliver
a
feature
picture
fuse—
(b) Such notice must be given collabo
Ruskin.
because of the Exhibitor's dewithin 21 days after the availfault on a short subject conability of that picture in the
tract; or
exchange territory where the
(b) To deliver a short subject beExhibitor's theater is located.
cause of the default of the
If the Exhibitor does not
Exhibitor on the feature concomply with this method of
tract.
rejection, the picture is considered to have been selected
11. Offer of Additional Feature
(a) If the Distributor during a
by him.
2. Over-Buying
certain season generally releases afeature picture in ad(a) Prohibition
No Exhibitor may contract
dition to the number of picfor more pictures than he
tures announced for release
reasonably requires if he does
during that season, he must
so with the intent and effect
first offer such additional picof depriving: a competitor
ture to the Exhibitor if: —
from obtaining such excess
1. The Exhibitor has contacted for more than 50
per cent of the Distribu(b) pictures.
Reasonable
0'">--Buyinff
An Exhibito- may contract
tor's pictures announced
for
a
reasonable
number of
for release during that season; and,
pictures in excess of those
actually required in order to
2. The Exhibitor is not in default under any existing
reasonably protect himself
aeainst non-delivery by the
contract
with the Distributor.
Distributor.
(b) If, in thehibitors
above
case,contracted
two Exhave each
for 50 per cent of the Distributor's pictures, the Distributor may, in his own discretion,
decide which of the two Exhibitors he will offer the picture to first.
(c) The requirement that the
Distributor offer the additional picture to the Exhibitor
means that he offer to the
Exhibitor an opportunity to
negotiate for this picture. It
does not bind the Distributor
or Exhibitor in advance to
any special terms.

(To

be

Continued)

John Eldredge Signed by Warners
John Eldredge. formerlv of the
Eva Le Gallienne Civic Repei'torv
Theater and now rehearsing: in the
new Philip Barry play which will be
nroduced on Broadway by Arthur
Hopkins in the near future, has iust
been signed for the screen by Warner Bros. Eldredee will not leave
for the Coast until after the play
opens.
W. E. Sound for Athletic Club
Western Electric sound has been
installed in the New York Athletic
Club.

Joins in the Unanimous
Praise for

"Dawn to Dawn"
Directed

by

Josef

Berne

outstanding
example of the power
of "An
simplicity
. . .
Picture is sure entertainment . . .
Will hold up its end in any house
which plays it . . .
Dramatically potent story . . .
The girl is unusually well played by
Julie Hayden. She is certain to get attention from the majors on th= strength
of

this

performance." — VARIETY.
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Rotating Chairman for Zoning, Grievance Boards

SALARIES FROM $150 WEEKLY EMBRACED! PROBE
Vaudeville Producers Seek Revision of Code Clauses
Rosenblatt to Hear Case
of Stage Talent Group
Next Tuesday

Hollywood's 1933 Overhead $135,000,000

West Coast Bureau of THE
FILM
DAILY
Hollywood — Expenditures
by the film industry
in Los Angeles
County
for 1933
totalled $135,000,000,
it is estimated
by Fred W. Beetson
of the M. P. Producers
Assn.
The sum, Beetson says, was divided as follows: payrolls, $76,500,000; supplies,
$28,350,000;
studio maintenance
and advertising,
$30,150,000.

C. B. Maddock, Marty Forkins
and Alex Gerber, representing 35
vaudeville producers who employ
3,500 people annually in vaudeville
acts and units, will appear Tuesday
in Washington before Division Administrator Sol A. Rosenblatt to request that Part 2 of the movie Code
In the face of adverse business
dealing with stage talent be recodi- conditions, theaters in the New York
fied on the ground that its opera- metropolitan territory increased
tion will result in loss of work to
slightly in number last year, the to(Continued on Page 3)
tal reaching 1,119 as compared with
1,102 in 1933, it is shown by the
annual theater directory compiled by
the New York Film Board of Trade
under supervision of Attorney
Louis Nizer, secretary.
Aggregate

N. y. Area Houses Increased in '33

PARA. OPERATIONS
CONTINUE IN BLACK

Operations of Paramount have continued in the black since getting out
of the red several months ago, and
progress is being made in adjusting
claims, against the company preparatory to drawing up a reorganization plan, the trustees reported yesterday. In view of the many claims
(Continued

on

Page

3)

Aylesworth Announces
Radio City Officers
Officers and directors of Radio
City Theaters, controlling and operating the two Radio City houses,
were announced yesterday by M. H.
Aylesworth, as follows: M. H.
Aylesworth, chairman of the board;
J. R. McDonough, president; W. G.
Van Schmus, vice-president and
comptroller; L. E. Thompson, vice
(.Continued

on

Page

3)

Charles Mack Killed
Mesa, Ariz. — Charles E. Mack, chief
humorist of the team of Moran and
Mack, who lately have been appearing
in Educational comedies, was killed
here yesterday in an auto crash. With
him, in addition to his wife and daughter, were George Moran and Mack Sennett, the latter also suffering injuries.
They were en route to Hollywood.

High

Tax

Measures

seating capacity of the zone is now
1,290,644, against 1,260,844 last
year. Affiliated theaters have dropped from 215 to 196. Independent
houses, individual or in circuits,
numbered 923, compared with 887
last year with a total of 831,502
seats. There are 4.087 wired houses,
32 theaters are silent and 125 are
dark, the report shows.

are Avoided

Jefferson, Mo. — Several stiff taxation bills affecting the film industry were eliminated yesterday with
the passage by the Senate and
House of a general state sales tax
of one-half of one per cent. The
measure now goes to Governor Park
for signature. Alternative bills include a straight 10 per cent tax on
admissions, another specifying a
levy of lJ/2 cents on admissions up

in Missouri

to 25 cents and 10 per cent above
that figure, and a tax on film footage. The situation in this state was
likened by industry representatives
to that which existed in Ohio last
year, except that in Missouri the
various factions worked together
and were successful. The legislature adjourned late yesterday. For
the film industry, this was one of
the stiffest tax fights it has had in
any state.

Adopt Rotating Chairman Plan
For Zoning, Grievance Boards

2000 Questionnaires Mailed
Industry
Last Night
to Film
By WILLIAM
SILBERBERG
FILM
DAILY
Staff Correspondent
Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY

Washington — Approximately 2,000
salary investigation questionnaires
covering every class of company employee from directors of companies,
executives, supervisors and actors
down to studio mechanical help, with
a detailed provision for all employees earning over $150 a week,
were sent out last night to all producers, distributors and circuit operators in the nation, pursuant to the
Executive Order of Nov. 27.
The questionnaires
are voluminous
(Continued on Page 3)

CODE BOARD MEMBERS
NOT TO RECEIVE PAY
"No provision is being made to
pay fees or salaries to any member
of local boards appointed from the
industry or from outside the industry with the exception of the paid
secretary," John C. Flinn, executive
secretary of the Code Authority,
(Continued

sires exhibitor and distributor suggestions for rules which must be
submitted before the next Code Authority meeting in New York, Jan.
23. Principles of procedure adopted will be used both for the local
boards and the Authority. Attending yesterday's committee meeting
were: Rubin, Charles L. O'Reilly,
Nathan Yamins, H. S. Bareford and
John C. Flinn, executive secretary.

3)

Gabe Yorke, Arch Reeve
Exchanging Fox Ad Posts
In a move by Charles E. McCarthy, Fox advertising and publicity
chief, to effect closer cooperation between the New York and coast publicity departments, G. S. Yorke,
(Continued

The system of rotating chairman
will be used in connection with the
local grievance and zoning boards,
as in the instance of the Code Authority, itwas decided yesterday at
a meeting of the Code Authority
committee appointed to draw up a
manual covering procedure of the
hoards. The committee, which met
in the office of J. Robert Rubin, de-

on Page

Para.

Buys

on

Page

Music

3)

Interest

Paramount has bought out Warner's
50 per cent interest in Famous Music
Corp., thus acquiring complete control
of the music publishing company. The
Warner interest has been held by
Harms, music publishing house, which
it controls. Famous Music was organized six years ago.
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Publix

Branch Managers

Paramount has named four new branch managers, as follows:
Salt Lake manager transferred to Minneapolis, replacing Chester A.
charge of the San Francisco exchange; Harold E. Pickett, Oklahoma
is assigned to Dallas, succeeding Phil Longdon, resigned; Charles G.
connected with the Salt Lake City office, named manager of the
ney R. Simpson,
Dallas salesman,
appointed
manager in Oklahoma

James J. Donohue,
Roeder, who takes
City manager who
Epperson, salesman
same branch; SidCity.
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Define Ban on Contests
An interpretation of the Hays office
advertising code agreed upon by advertising and publicity department heads
finds that the proposed ban on contests, reportedisexclusively
in contests
yesterday's
FILM DAILY,
confined to
in
which persons are required to purchase
tickets in order to participate. Only
such contests produce an effect of
price-cutting, according to the agreement.

3/4

St. Louis Theaters
Senator Wagner to Hear
New Orleans Labor Case
Are Restoring Prices
Washington

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — Senator Robert F.
Wagner of the National Labor
Board yesterday stated that the
labor dispute between Loew's State,
New Orleans, and the local union
involving the alleged unjust discharge of four men, will take place
here at 10 A. M. on Tuesday.

Would Foreclose 5 Houses
Manufacturers Trust Co., as trustee of a $9,000,000 mortgage issue
by Allied Owners Corp., yesterday
applied to Federal Judge Inch in
Brooklyn for foreclosure of the
mortgage, which involves five theaters, the Pitkin, Kings and Paramount in Brooklyn, Valencia in Jamaica and a house in Alabama. In
opposing the move, John L. Flynn,
attorney for Allied Owners trustees, said a contract called for purchase of the Valencia, Pitkin and
Kings by Loew for $11,000,000, to
be paid in 10 years, and that foreclosure -would nullify the contract.
Argument on the motion is set for
Jan. 19.

St. Louis — With Fanchon & Marco's deal for the Fox Theater practically set, giving them control of
both this house and the St. Louis,
end of the price war here is seen.
The Fox already has advanced its
early matinee prices from 20 to 25
cents, and general evening scale
from 35 to 40 cents. The St. Louis
is scheduled to boost prices Feb. 2,
going from 25 to 35 cents in the
afternoon, and 55 cents at night.

Cleve. Exhibs Sign in Part
Cleveland — Members of the Cleveland M. P. Exhibitors Ass'n at a
meeting yesterday overwhelmingly
voted in favor of signing the film
code with reservations.

« CITY "
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Send for Booklet
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Dog Racing Bill Killed

Mary Pickford Booked in Boston
Fort Worth Bars Nudist Film
Boston — Mary Pickford will appear in person at the Metropolitan
Fort Worth, Tex.— After a pri- for a week beginning Jan. 19.
vate showing to the censor board,
the nudist film, "Elysia," was turnNew Boston City Censor
ed down. This is only the second
Boston — Herbert J. McNary has
movie ever banned outright by the
been appointed city censor by Mayor
present censor board.
Frederick W. Mansfield, to succeed
Stanton White.
"Social Register" Release Set
M-G-M Acquires Play
Columbia's "The Social Register,"
made in New York under the supervision and direction of Marshall
"All Good Americans," recent
play by S. J. and Laura
Neilan, with cast headed by Colleen Broadway
Moore, will be nationally released G-M.
Perelman, has been acquired by MJan. 29.

COIumbus

Floor Mats

& CO., INC.

World's Largest Mat House"
WEST 34th ST., NEW
LAckawanna
4-9182

YORK

Foreign

Seattle— A bill to legalize dog
racing in the state of Washington
has been killed in the House. Movie
interests fought the measure because
of the competition involved.

Taxation Looms in Kentucky
Frankfort, Ky. — Tax program
outlined yesterday by Governor Laffoon will include a state levy on
amusements unless that portion of
the plan is defeated.

ENGRAVING

(Day and Night Service)
250 W.

225-241

Lew Preston on Trip for Health
Lew Preston, managing director
of the Academy of Music and formerly Skouras district manager in
Sistrom Gets "Crooked Circle"
Distribution rights for the World Wisconsin, has resigned, effective
immediately, and leaves today on
Wide feature, "Crooked Circle," have
been re-assigned by Fox to William an extended sea trip. Preston has
been in ill health for several weeks
Sistrom,
settlement
law
suit inagainst
Fox ofandSistrom's
World and the vacation was suggested by
Wide, H. William Fitelson of Fitel- his physician.
son & Mayers, attorneys for Sistrom, announced yesterday.
Paris Premiere for "Catherine"
London — "Catherine the Great,"
New Better Films Council
London Films production with Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., will have its preEast St. Louis, 111. — With repremiere Jan. 19 at the Lord Byron
sentatives of 34 organizations at- Theater in Paris. Fairbanks will attending, the East St. Louis Better
tend the opening. He then returns
Films Council was formed at a
for several more pictures,
meeting in the Y.W.C.A. this week. here
which United Artists will distribute.
Elsie Clannahan is chairman.
"Henry" in 5th Month in Paris
Paris — "The Private Life of Henry VIII," the London Film Production released by United Artists and
starring Charles Laughton, is now
in its fifth month here and still going strong.
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VAUDE PRODUCERS
SEEK CODE CHANGES

(Continued from Page 1)

(Continued from Page 1)

actors

already employed
and
vent employment of others.

pre-

Haddock, chairman of the committee, said
that contemplated production of a number of
units and vaudeville acts was being held up
because of the code. He asserted that clauses
in the code make cost of production and
presentation prohibitive citing the clauses
stipulating that performers be paid during
layoffs, and the fixing of a $35 weekly minimum for line people. He said that uneven
opening dates of theaters made layoffs a
necessity and producers feel it is unfair that
they be required to pay $35 weekly to a girl
just out of dancing school. He added that
the code took no cognizance of the custom
whereby units and acts are paid half-salaries
(luring the first two weeks of breaking-in.
The vaudeville producers will hold an organization meeting this afternoon at the
Playhouse Theater. Among those affiliated
with the group are Bobby Connolly, Gus Edwards, Anatole Friedland, Harry Delmar.
Tom Kennedy, Earl Lindsay, Chas. Mosconi.
Billy Jackson, George Choos, Louis Hooper.
Lester Lee, Nick Agneta, Harry Krivitt.
Morris Golden, Harry Norman, John Hickey
anl others.

Code Board Members
Not to Receive Pay
(Continued from Page 1)

yesterday wired the Theater Owners
of Oklahoma in response to a telegram protesting against the rumored paying of some board members. The Oklahoma wire contended
that "this is responsible work and
members should receive remuneration." Flinn replied:

"The Code Authority has placed itself
on record as unanimously approving the policy
of performing its duties and supervising the
duties and functions of local clearance and
zoning and local grievance boards at the
very minimum of expense to the three
branches of the industry from which under
the code the expense of operation will be
obtained. Members of the Code Authority
are devoting unlimited time and effort without remuneration but are prompted by a
desire to render unselfish and earnest service
to the industry at large in support of the
administration's
national
recoverythe act."
_
A subsequent telegram
from
exhibitor
unit stated that "Oklahoma exhibitors with
you in your attitude. Position taken simply
to urge uniform treatment of all members
of boards."

Coming and Going
JERRY SUSSMAN of the Paramount foreign
department is back in New York from Mexico.
SOL
within

A. ROSENBLATT
10 days.

leaves for the Coast

NATHAN YAMINS returned to Fall River
yesterday from New York.
COLLEEN MOORE, who recently finished
work in RKO's "Success Story," leaves Hollywood tonight for San Francisco to make a
radio appearance Monday night on the Shell
program. She then returns to Hollywood and
leaves Wednesday
for New
York.
DOUGLAS FAIRBANKS, JR., going abroad to
resume work for London Films, and J. CARLOS
8AVETTA, Fox's director general in France,
sail today on the He de France.
JANET GAYNOR, en route east for a vacation, is stopping over in Chicago and arrives
in New York early next week.
MAURICE

CHEVALIER

the coast to start work
Widow."

leaves tomorrow
in M-G-M's

ArlONG THE

SALARIES FROM $150
EMBRACED IN PROBE

for

"Merry

PHIL M.DALY
• •
• IN CASE you get all het-up as we did
over Madeleine Carroll Star of the British-Gaumont pix "I
Was A Spy"
now at the Roxy
we're passing on the
sad
or glad
news
that the gal is married
and to one of the wealthiest men in England
none other
than Captain Phillip Astley
scion of the family which
formerly owned "Chequers"
.... the country villa given to the
prime ministers of England
#
*
*
*
• •
• MISS
CARROLL who .sips tea with the nobility
dances with the Prince of Wales
and includes the
King and Queen in her New Year's calls
scorns "high
hat" and is a regular feller
they tell us
which
should be swell news for the folks in Hollywood
where
the star will soon make a pix for Fox
and where those
who count
are human
and those who aren't human
don't count
• •
• SINCE WE printed that item about Buster and
Louise Keaton. ...... we have had a number of phone calls
for Buster's address
from filmandfolkmessages
who want to asking
send congratulations
to the great
comedian who was lost in the shuffle of sound
and whose comeback should be hailed by exhibitors
So
here's the dope
Buster has been signed for a series of
shorts
to be made by Educational on the coast
and that's where to send your wires
All of which reminds
us
that the producers who are in crying need for box-office
stars
should bend over a bit
and see who is sitting on the doorstep

Paramount Operations
Aylesworth Announces
Continue Profitable
Radio City Officers

and detailed in content and instructions, covering gross receipts for
each year from 1931 to 1933, cost
of supplies, total capital investment,
surplus and reserves, net profit or
loss, number of company directors,
as well as compensation, number
of executives, supervisors, clerical
office and service, actors and actresses, extras, motion picture directors,
musical directors, writers, authors,
composers on down to laboratory
workers. Compensation in each class
is called for. A separate detailed
sheet requires the listing of all employees whose aggregate compensation totals more than $150 weekly.
Provision in one of the questionnaires calls for listing of the amount
of cash bonuses, commissions, and
other cash compensation in capital
stock, bonds or other securities,
amount of subscription rights and
gifts. All parts of the survey are
from 1931 to 1933 inclusive.
Division Administrator Sol A.
Rosenblatt said no time limit has
yet been set for their return here,
but it is figured that it will take
about 30 days. All replies, which
must be certified to, he said, will
be held in strictest secrecy, the
formation
being for the governn alone.

While the questionnaires are not
identical with those sent out recently by the Federal Trade Commission,
(Continued from Page 1)
(Continued from Page 1)
the latter was consulted in their
ahead, totalling about $260,000,000, president and acting general manalthough compilation of
action to end the bankruptcy is not
ager; Herman Zohbel, treasurer; preparation,
all data obtained will be done at
an early possibility, it was stated. William Mallard, secretary.
The claims will have to be cut down
by the statistical diviThe foregoing and Webster B. NRA sionitself,
of that administration. This
drastically for a settlement, the trus- Todd, Joseph O. Brown and Francis investigation, itself, has nothing to
tees said. All Paramount issues on T. Christy comprise the board of
do with the one conducted by the
the stock exchanges were usually directors.
Trade Commission pursuant to the
strong yesterday.
Costigan resolution of the Senate.
Doctors View Film
Gabe Yorke, Arch Reeve
Regular Loew Preferred Divided
Richmond— Dr. W. B. Foster, director of the local Department of Exchanging Fox Ad Posts
Regular quarterly dividend of
(Continued from Page 1)
Public Welfare, and Dr. R. K. Flan$1.62;<^ has been declared on
advertising
manager
in
New
York,
Loew's preferred stock, payable
nagan of the State Department of
Health were among the physicians leaves for the coast next week to Feb. 15 to stockholders of record
Jan. 31.
attending the examination of "En- trade places with Arch Reeve, head
of
the
Hollywood
publicity
departlighten Thy Daughter," which was ment.
praised as teaching an object lesson. There are to be special showonly. ings for men only and for women
"Carolina" Premiere in South
Charlotte,
N. C. — Janet Gaynor
"Ariane" to Open This Month
Lionel
Barrymore
in "Carolina,"
"Ariane," made abroad with and
directed by Henry King
and based
Elisabeth Bergner heading the cast, on Paul Green's "House of Connelwill open the latter part of this
ly," will have its world premiere
month at the 55th St. Playhouse. performance
at the Carolina theater
Though made in France, the picture here Jan. 24, according to word from
has English dialogue.
Fox. The governors of North and
South Carolina have been invited to
4 Warners Booked in 2 Weeks
attend
the event, which is to be formal.
Pittsburgh — During the two weeks
beginning Jan. 19, four will play
January
13-14
Herbert
Brenon
First National pictures
Edwin
Styles
Louis Payne
WarnerKay Francis
M. P. Federation Meets
Stanley ;
first run theaters here, 'The
Big
General
business
was
transacted
The bookClara
Beranger
Bebe
Daniels
ings are: "Hi, Nellie," "Easy to by the executive committee of the
"Massacre," Warner; '
Edward P. Curtin
Major
Edward
Bowes
Federation of the M. P. Industry
Shakedown," Davis, and
at a meeting yesterday in New York.
Love," Warner.
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Francis Lederer and

"MAN

OF TWO

Elissa Landi

Henry Stephenson,
MacDonald, Walter
RKO

■gfr*

in

WORLDS"

with

J. Farrell
Byron
92 mins.

DISAPPOINTING VEHICLE FOR INTRODUCTION OF LEDERER WHO DISPLAYS FINE SCREEN PERSONALITY.
Francis Lederer, foreign stage star who
scored last season on Broadway, doesn't
get a favorable screen sendoff in this
Eskimo story, but he proves nevertheless
that he is a personality with substantial
cinema possibilities. Given the right character and setting, he will go places. In
the present case he is obliged to wade
through a rather strange concoction. As
the most famous hunter in his arctic region, Francis is taken in hand by a noted
British explorer who grants the boy's request to take him to the white man's
country. Francis has seen a photo of
the explorer's daughter, Elissa Landi, and
is all worked up about her being his kindred spirit. When he arrives in London
and meets Elissa, the Eskimo is rebuffed
and disillusioned by the white girl, and
eventually he returns to his own people.
There are some bits of simple humor in
the action, but the yarn as a whole doesn't
register very strongly.
Cast: Francis Lederer, Elissa Landi,
Henry Stephenson, J. Farrell MacDonald,
Walter Byron, Forrester Harvey, Ivan Simpson, Lumsden Hare, Steffi Duna, Sarah
Padden, Christian Rub, Emil Chautard,
Gertrude Wise.
Director, J. Walter Ruben; Author, Ainsworth Morgan; Adaptors, Howard J. Green,
Ainsworth Morgan; Cameraman, Henry W.
Gerrard; Recording Engineer, George Tribby; Editor, Jack Hively.
Direction, Good.
Photography, Good.
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"EASY TO LOVE"
with

Genevieve
Tobin, Adolphe
Menjou,
Mary Astor, Edward Everett Horton
Warner
Bros.
65 mins.
SOPHISTICATED MARITAL COMEDY
HELD UP CHIEFLY BY THE EARNEST
WORK OF FINE CAST.
Lacking anything of an unfamiliar or
substantial nature in the way of plot, this
rather unconventional comedy has to rely
largely on its cast and direction, both of
which happen to be very good. The sto^y
is just one of those creampuff affairs.
Adolphe Menjou, married to Genevieve Tobin, neglects her to share a love nest
with Mary Astor. At the same time, a
mutual friend, Edward Everett Horton, is
making a play for the wife, but she wants
only her husband. So she hires a detective
to trail him, then crashes the love nest,
makes some sharp thrusts at Mary, and
follows it up by inviting her to dinner,
where an all-around showdown takes place.
When Adolphe suspects his wife is likely
to run off with Ed he realizes that he
wants his wife more than the other woman.
The actual denouement and reconciliation
is forced, however, by their daughter, Patricia Ellis, who threatens to live with her
sweetheart sans benefit of a wedding unless the parents make up.
Cast: Genevieve Tobin, Adolphe Menjou,
Mary Astor, Guy Kibbee, Edward Everett
Horton, Patricia Ellis, Hugh Herbert, Robert
Greig, Paul Kaye, Hcbart Cavanaugh, Harold Waldridge.
Director, William Keighley; Author,
Thompson Buchanan; Adaptors, Carl Erickson, Manuel Seff; Cameraman, Ernest Mailer; Editor, William Clemens.
Direction, Lively.
Photography,
Fine.

SHORT

"I WAS A SPY"

"EIGHT GIRLS IN A BOAT"

with Dorothy Wilson, Douglass Montgomery,
Kay Johnson, Walter Connolly
Paramount
85 mins.
WELL
THE

HANDLED STORY OF ADOLESCENT GIRLS WILL APPEAL BEST TO
FEMININE CLIENTELE.

Essentially a woman's story, because the
dominating theme is the problem that engulfs a girl. Dorothy Wilson, who becomes an unwed mother while attending a
Swiss finishing school, this production has
been worked out in a sympathetic manner
that should make it quite engrossing to
men as well. It is basically a "study" of
its kind, rather than being just entertainment, and audiences that can see it from
this viewpoint will enjoy it most. Action
shows how the school attempts to educate
the young girls so as to fortify them
against life, but when the girl gets into
trouble her predicament overshadows all
the studies, sports, gayeties, etc. The chap
in the case, a student not in a position
to marry unless he sacrifices his career,
is admirably portrayed by Douglass Montgomery. Richard Wallace's direction has
genuine feeling in it.
- Cast: Dorothy Wilson, Douglass Montgomery, Kay Johnson, Barbara Barondess,
Ferike Boros, Walter Connolly, James
Bush, Colin Campbell, Peggy Montgomery,
Margaret Marquis, Marjorie Cavalier, Virginia Hall, Kay Hammond.
Director, Richard Wallace; Author, Helmut Brandis; Adaptors, Lewis Foster,
Casey Robinson; Cameraman, Gilbert Warren ton.
Direction,

Fine

Photography,

A-l.

with

Madeleine Carroll, Herbert Marshall
Conrad Veidt, Gerald Du Maurier

Fox-Gaumont-British
SUSPENSEFUL

SPY DRAMA

BY FINE PERFORMANCES
RUNNING ACTION.

85 mins.

ENHANCED

AND SMOOTH-

This one belongs to the better grade of
English pictures as far as international appeal is concerned. Though it never works
up to any great dramatic highlights, the
story is consistently interesting and maintains a nice level of suspense. The fine
work of an expert cast, plus intelligently
restrained direction, are helpful factors to
this end. Story revolves around Madeleine
Carroll, a Belgian girl whom the invading
Germans induct into service as a nurse
and who turns spy against them. Herbert
Marshall, a doctor, is one of her confederates. To gain certain information, Madeleine submits to the advances of Conrad
Veidt, German commandant, who subsequently detects the girl's activities and demands the customary death sentence. Marshall comes forth and claims the blame in
order to save Madeleine from the firing
Cast: Madeleine Carroll, Herbert Marsquad.
shall, Conrad Veidt, Gerald Du Maurier,
Edmund Gwenn, Donald Calthrop, Eva
Moore, Nigel Bruce, May Agate, Martita
Hunt, George Merritt, Anthony Bushell.
Director, Victor Saville; Author, Martha
McKenna; Adaptor, W. P. Lipscomb; Additional Dialogue, Ian Hay; Cameraman, C
Van Enger; Recording Engineer, William
Salter.

Direction, Smooth

Photography, Fine.

SUBJECT REVIEWS

"WEST OF THE DIVIDE"
with John Wayne, Virginia
Monogram
GREAT STUFF
WITH THRILLS
FROM

START

Brown

Faire
54 mins.

FOR WESTERN FANS
GALORE AND SPEED

TO FINISH.

You'll go a long way before seeing a
better western than this exciting film
which is about the best yet turned out by
Monogram. It is spotted with some ace
riding, a couple of very real fist fights and
some surprise thrills that are breath-taking.
The story concerns Wayne, who as a cowhand, returns to the scenes of his boyhood
after an absence of 12 years. He is set
on discovering the murderer of his father
and also in locating his little brother whom
he has not seen since the killing. Wayne
gets in with the gang that is out to steal
a ranch and kidnap the rancher's daughter.
Before the final pay-off when he saves the
ranch, wins the girl and finds his brother,
he battles his way through many barriers
and provides a wealth of good snappy entertainment. George Hayes again comes
in for mention for his characterization of
Wayne's pal in good times and bad, and
little
O'Brien is fine as the kid of the
ranch Billy
house.
Cast: John Wayne, Virginia Brown Faire,
Lloyd Whitlock, George Hayes, Yakima
Canutt, Billy O'Brien, Lafe McKee, Blackie
Whiteford, Earl Dwire, Dick Dickinson.
Director, R. N. Bradbury; Author, same;
Dialoguer, same; Editor, Carl Pierson; Cameraman, Archie Stout; Recording Engineer,
John Stransky, Jr.
Direction, Swell.
Photography, Excellent.

i_

Tom Terriss in

"Quest of the Perfect Woman"
Hammer Pictures
10 mins.

Unusual and Swell
Tom Terriss, long identified as the
vagabond adventurer and director,
has hit upon a different and dandy
idea in this new series. It is not
a travelogue, but rather a "romantic quest" from place to place in
search of "the perfect woman." The
subjects
"short foreign
story"
in them, have
acted a insorttheof actual
surroundings, and the usual offstage
narrative is replaced by dialogue
between Terriss and his aides. The
first two in the series are "The
Vampire of Marrakesh," showing
Terriss in a spicy incident with a
Moroccan beauty in a Sultan's palace, and "The Veiled Dancer of
Eloued," in which Terriss trails another dusky charmer whom he first
glimpsed dancing in the streets. The
subjects havei story interest, natural
scenic interest, a dash of piquant
sex that is handled with good taste
and yet has a kick in it, nice musical accompaniment and even an occasional comedy touch. They ought
to go over fine.
Roy

Turk

"Song Hits"

Vitaphone
Pleasing

in
11 mins.

A sort of song-o-logue bringing
in various numbers written by Roy

Turk. Scene is Turk's offices in his
publishing house. A girl comes in
and wishes to be shown the course
followed by a song from the time
it is submitted until it becomes a
hit. So Turk shows her around,
with a vocalist interpolating bits
from various of his hits.

"Buddy's
Boat"
(Merrie Show
Melody)
Vitaphone
7 mins.
Good
Buddy and his sweetie have a
showboat and stop along the river
to give a performance. Fii \st comes
the street parade, then the show
aboard the boat, where a rough
deckhand villain does some dirt to
the girl but is promptly squelched
by a walrus. Action is lively and
there is a tuneful accompaniment.
Okay
Hal Le Roy in
"Picture Palace"

Vitaphone

17 mins.

Dancing occupied a good deal of
the footage in this Broadway Brevity. Hal Le Roy, an usher, meets a
girl, a member of the chorus in the
same theater, each thinking the
other is a somebody. When they
come face to face in the theater,
they forget their work and are fired.
So they frame a dancing act together, become a big hit, and return
to the theater to show the hardhearted manager.

PLAZA

gi HOLLYWOOD

MOST CONVENIENT
Hotel in Hollywood
$2. SO up, Single
$3.00 up. Double

Special weekly and monthly rates

The Plaza is near everything to see and do in
Hollywood.
Ideal for business or pleasure.
Every room has private
dressing room, bath and
shower. Beds "built for
rest." Every venience.
modern
Fine foodscon-at
reasonable prices. Convenient parking for your car.
Chas. Danziger, Mgr.
Eugene Stem, Pres.
The "Doorway of Hospitality"
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Reopenings Spurt in N. W. .Pennsylvania, Oklahoma

2,500 THEATERS CHANGED HANDS IN m

YEAR

160 More Nominations Are Made for Code Board Posts
The Cinema
. . . on-a-string
— By JACK ALICOATE =
KJO one is BETTER copy for the boys
' ^ than SAM goldwyn ... If you think
the paying customers are TIRED of going
places you should have seen the crowd at
the pro tennis matches at the GARDEN
. . . An official HIGH in government circles just told us that NO industry was
more CONSTRUCTIVE in its NRA cooperation than motion pictures . . . LITTLE
WOMEN can't miss making the TEN BEST
of 1934 . . . And speaking of the TEN
BEST of 1933 the amount of interest created in the NEWSPAPERS of the country
in this year's ballot was a record breaker
. . . All is well with ARTHUR loew and
MRS. on that round-the-world jaunt . . .
SID kent is planning a month with the
SUNSHINE in Florida.

THAT fan dance of FANNY brice in the
Follies is a TORNADO ... ED schiller
who knows tells us that biz is on the UPcurve . . . The COMEBACK of Paramount
can well be hailed as a MAJOR achievement . . . NICK schenck is coming along
nicely after being a pretty sick man . . .
Repeal has NOT hurt pictures . . . COURTLAND smith has a new lens that does
everything but TALK . . . That LOWELL
thomas personality SHOULD be in pictures
. . . ENGLAND is having OVERSEATING
indigestion ... J. J. McCarthy is doing a
swell job over on 44th Street . . . that
SAM katz person is about ready to TALK
. . . TOM moore, Washington exhib, has
circuit aspirations.
IT is BREAKING the hearts of some of
1 the iCHRONIC monkey-wrenchers to find
that this code business is ON-THE-LEVEL
. . . BIZ-Barometer — Florida is having the
best season since the big CRACK-UP . . .
Looks like another THEATER cycle is on
the way . . . BROADWAY looks more like
Coney Island every day . . . We MISS the
Embassy as a REGULAR visitor to the
NEWS flickers . . . Just a wee bit MORE
prosperity and you'll see several important
industry MOVES under way . . . Have you
a little SALARY questionnaire in your
home?

Additional Names Proposed
for Members and
Secretaries
One hundred and sixty more nominations for members and secretaries of local clearance and zoning
boards were announced Saturday by
the Code Authority in New York.
The latest list of recommendations
follows:
Albany — William Raynor, Morris Shulman,
Harry Hellman, Jacob Rosenthal, B. H. Mills,
{Continued on Page 4)

11 NEW RKO FILMS
SLATED TO START

"10 Best" Dramatized
The

Ten

Best Pictures of 1933, as

determined
by critics,
The Film
Daily's
nationwide poll of
were
impressively
dramatized by "Time Magazine" in its
March of Time program Friday night
over a national WABC network. A descriptive bit was presented on each picture. Lowell Thomas, the ace news
commentator of the air, also spoke on
the poll over WJZ's

nationwide hookup.

$300,000 NEGATIVE
ON KORDA'S NEXT 6
London — Following completion of

Changes in Ownership of
Theaters Averaged
200 a Month
Approximately 2,500 theaters,
about one-fifth of the active houses
in the U. S., underwent a change
of ownership in 1933, it is shown in
a recapitulation of the monthly reports of theater changes published
in The Film Daily. High mark
for transfers occurred in September, which had 264 houses shifting
to new owners, while in April there
were 262. Low month was August,
with 149. For the year as a whole,
the average was a little more than
200 a month.

CREAM OF NEW FACES

"Kongo Raid" and "Exit Don Juan,"
London Films, under the direction
of Alexander Korda and producing
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY for United Artists release, plans six
Hollywood — In addition to pic- more quality pictures costing not
tures now in work, RKO has prepa- less than $300,000 each, according to
rations under way on 11 other pro- Korda. This was the cost of "Henry
VIII," which Korda says could not West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
ductions. They oninclude
{Continued
Page 4) "Strictly have been made in Hollywood for
Hollywood — After a four-week
less than $750,000. London Films
also has another completed picture, fruitless seai'ch in the east for new
to cast in "Alien Corn," Ann
Hal Roach Completes
"Catherine the Great," with Doug- faces
Harding vehicle which he is to dilas Fairbanks, Jr.
rect for RKO, Edward H. Griffith
Half of '33-34 Lineup
returned here convinced that the
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
cream of new faces as well as actHollywood — Hal Roach has com- Exhibitor Wins Action
pleted approximately half of his
ing talent is right here in Holly1933-34 short subject program for
Involving Theater Lease in New wood.
Even artists' representatives
York admitted this, Griffith
M-G-M, with 20 out of 52 pictures
A theater lease which begins at
now finished. The second of his the expiration of a prior lease is an says. He urged less hesitancy on
scheduled two features entitled extension of the first agreement and the part of producers in choosing
from the extra ranks.
"Babes in Toyland" is currently in can be terminated by breach of the
production. Roach begins work on first lease, according to a decision
(Continued on Page 7)
his 1934-35 program in June.
Reductions Expected

ON COAST-GRIFFITH

Northwest, Penn. and Okla.
Report Spurt in Reopenings
"Moulin Rouge" Caravan
Starting from Capital
Due to a change in plans, the
20th Century-S\ocony Vacuum "Moulin Rouge Caravan" originally scheduled to start its cross-country tour
from New York will shift its starting point(Continued
to Washington
where aron Page 4)

Reopening of 18 theaters, against
only one closing, in the Northwest
territory was the highlight of theater activities for December as reported by the Film Boards of Trade.
In Pennsylvania there were 17 reopenings and four closings for the
month, while the Oklahoma Film
Board reported nine openings and
only one closing.

In Shorts Programs
Substantial reductions in the total number of short subjects to be
produced for the 1934-35 season are
indicated owing to the fact that
the motion(Continued
pictureon Page
code 4)generally

Two Houses Split Time
Middlebury, Vt. — Two houses here are
working for their mutual benefit with
the Opera House staying dark Mondays
and Fridays and the Hardwick closing its
doors Wednesdays and Thursdays.
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Picture
Eight Girls in a Boat
1 Was a Spy...
Fugitive
Lovers
Man of Two Worlds
Easy to Love
Sons of the Desert

Distributor
Paramount
Fox
M-G-M
RKO
Warner Bros
M-G-M

Myrt
and
Marge (4th week)
Roman
Scandals
Disraeli (revival)
Emperor Jones (3rd week; revival)
Flying Down to Rio*
Rasputin and the Empress
(revival) ..
If I Were Free
Little Women
(2nd week)*
Sweden, Land of the Vikings (2nd week)

RKO.
United ..'.Artists
Warner Bros
United Artists
RKO
.M-G-M
RKO
RKO
John W. Boyle

* Subsequent

Christina

Jan. 16: Allied Theater Owners of New Jersey
meeting in screening room of Stacy theater,
Trenton, N. J.. 12:30 P. M.
Jan. 18: Western Michigan exhibitors meet to.
discuss code, Hotel Pantlind, Grand Rapids,
Mich.

Mayfair
Rivoli
Hollywood
Criterion
Center
Little Carnegie
Palace
Cameo
55th St. Playhouse

Jan. 19:

Meeting of S.M.P.E. board of directors, Hotel Pennsylvania,
New York.
Jan. 20: Fifth Annual Banquet and Bali of the
Warner
Club, Inc., Waldorf-Astoria Hotel,
New York.

New York University
Adopts Film Course
A course devoted to consideration

runs.

♦ TWO-A-DAY-RUN
Queen

BOOK
THEDATE
INDUSTRY'S

Theater
Paramount
Roxy
Capitol
Music Hall
Strand
.Rialto

(4th week)

M-G-M

♦ FOREIGN
Thunder Over Mexico
Le Sang d'un Poete

(revival)
(revival)

♦

PICTURES

Astor

Principal
Protex

♦ FUTURE

OPENINGS

Let's Fall in Love (Jan. 17)
Columbia
I Am Suzanne
(Jan. 18)
Fox
Fashions of 1934 (Jan. 18)
First National
Massacre
(Jan. 18)
First National
Miss Fane's Baby Is Stolen (Jan. 19) . Paramount
Cross Country
Cruise
(Jan. 19)
Universal
Eskimo
(Jan. 19)*
M-G-M
Gallant Lady
(Jan. 20)
United Artists

of the screen from the standpoint
of its social and educational importance will be given at New York
University for the academic year of
1934-35. Course to be directed by
Dr. Frederic M. Thrasher under the
joint auspices
the SchoolBoard
of Education and theof National
of
Review, will include lectures by film
executives, directors, stars, etc., visits to studios and theaters, a study
of
exhibitor
problems, and other activities.

♦
5th Ave. Playhouse
5th Ave. Playhouse

♦
Rialto
Music Hall
Hollywood
Strand
Paramount
Roxy
Capitol
Rivoli

K"

After Astor two-a-day run.

Holding Code Meeting
Not Selecting Secretaries
For Western Michigan
Until Code Boards are Set

FINANCIAL
NEW

YORK

{QUOTATIONS

STOCK

MARKET

AS OF SATURDAY)
High

Low

Close

Con. Fm. Ind
Con. Fm. Ind. pfd...
East. Kodak
Fox Fm. "A"
Loew's,
Inc
Metro-Goldwyn
pfd.
Paramount
ctfs
Pathe
Exch
do "A"
RKO

3%
13Vg
80 Vi
133A
27 1/4
21 V2
2%
1%
UVi
21/2

3l/4
13
80%
13l/2
265/8
21 Vi
2%
1%
ioy8
21/z

Univ. Pier, pfd
Warner Bros
NEW
YORK

19}4
51/2
CURB

19%
193/4 +
5y4
5Vi
MARKET

Net

Chg.

31,4 —
13
—
80y8 —
13l/r—
26% —
21 1/2
2% —
15/s
10%—
2% +

V4
V4
%
V4
Vs
Vs
Vz
%
2%

Paid secretaries of local zoning
and grievance boards will not be
selected until the boards themselves
are named and set up shortly after
the first of next month, the Code
Authority has decided. Appointments will be made by the Code Authority upon recommendations of
the boards. The Code Authority office in the Paramount building is
being- flooded with applications for
board secretarial posts.

Series of Color Shorts
For New Para. Program

Paramount's 1934-35 short subiect program
include known
a new series of colorwill
cartoons
as
NEW
YORK
"Color
Classics,"
produced
by
Max
Gen. Th. Eq. 6s40 ctfs.
+
%
Fleischer. A minimum of six subGen. Th.
Eq. 6s40. . 5
5
5 —
Vi
jects is planned and the group may
Keith
A-0
6s 46.. 523,4
52Vi
52Vi —
%
run as high as 12 pictures. Lou
Loew 6s 41 ww
89'/8
87%
89% + 1%
Diamond, in charee of short subParamount 6s 47 ctfs. 35
33%
35
+ 1
ject production, will go to the Coast
Par. By. 5Vis51 . . . . 35%
34%
34% +
%
late this month to confer with
Par. By. 5%s51
ctfs. 34
34
34+1
Emanuel Cohen, company's producPar. 5%s50
ctfs.... 35%
34S/8
35% + 1%
tion head, on next year's shorts proWarner's
6s39
43%
42%
43%—
%
N. Y. PRODUCE EXCHANGE SECURITIES
gram.
New Accessory
Para.
Publix
23/4
2%
234
Frey Mayer, accessory manager
Increase Seating Capacity
of the Big U Exchange, announces
Waterville Me. —The State has his first personal accessory. He was
been rebuilt by H. H. Paul and its born yesterday in the Park West
seating capacity increased to 800.
Hospital. Weighs six pounds.
Mother and baby doing nicely, thank
vou. Will be called Jon Stephen
Citzens to Rate Films
Mayer.
Technicolor

8
BOND
5

8
8
MARKET
5
5

—

Minneapolis, Minn. — A Citizens' Film
Board has been formed to let the public
know what pictures are worth seeing
and to rate them for adults or children or both. Dr. Ray Knight, physician,
is president. Neighborhood theater operators will be urged to show the better pictures.

%

Eddie Bonns
Improved
Edward Bonns, Universal's short
subiect sales manager, is expected
back at his desk today after being
laid up on account of a bad cold contracted on a tour of exchanges.

Grand Rapids — Allied Theater
Owners of Michigan is sponsoring
a meeting at the Pantlind Hotel
here, Jan. 18, to discuss the code
and members of its zoning and
grievance boards. H. M. Richey,
Allied general manager, will be
present. Meeting is open to all
exhibitors, whether or not they are
members of Allied. Similar confabs
were set for Detroit and Flint.

Cleveland Managers Club
Cleveland — Local theater managers met last week to form a Managers- Club. It is to be a social organization exclusively. The following officers were elected: Louis Swee,
Knickerbocker, president; Stuart
Cagney, Windameer, vice-president;
Dave Polster, Lyric, treasurer; Julius Lamm, Uptown, secretary.
"Beast of Borneo" Booked
West Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — "Beast of Borneo,"
jungle picture made by Far East
New Virginia Theater Unit
Productions, has been booked for an
Salem, Va. — Virginia Theater indefinite run at the Strand, San
Management Corp., a Maryland cor- Francisco, starting next Saturday,
poration, has just been domesticated
by Donald K. Lawin Virginia to do a theater and it is yer,announced
of exploitation. Cast
amusement business. Principal office includesin charge
Mae Stuart, John Preston,
of the corporation in this state is Eugene Sigaloff, Doris Brook and
to be located here, with Bernard natives
of Borneo.
Depkin, Jr., in charge of business.
N. Y. Theater Directory Ready
First Holdover in Years
Copies of the annual theater diGrand Rapids — Mae West in "I'm
rectory of the New York metropoliNo Angel"
was the
firstOurpicture
run
a full week
at the
theaterto
tan territory, compiled by the New
York
Film
Board of Trade, are now
since "All Quiet." Business was up
40 person,cent,
according
to
Allen
Johnoffice. for distribution at the board's
ready
manager.

,NTASHMAN
Wine, WLomen
i=zzJ£9 LEW CODY
With Hit Songs by

CONRAD,
MITCHELL ANDExchanges
GOTTLER
Distributed Thru Independent
By
Ghadwick Productions, Inc.
6080 Sunset Bvld., Hollywood,

Calif.
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and all America will
welcome your genius!

Erik Charell, producer of international fame! Charles Boyer, outstanding dramatic figure of France! Joining their genius under the
FOX banner ... to g^ve America a glorious new entertainment
thrill. Two more brilliant personalities added to the resplendent
FOX roster. Further evidence that FOX is ever alert to add
glamour to your box office!

To appear in Erik Charell's first American production . . . which will bring to
the fore all the mysterious glamour that
radiates from this magnetic personality.

(0

Foremost romantic and dramatic personality of
the French stage and screen. Starred in the French
stage success: "Le Bonheur"; "Melo"; "Le Venier";
"La Gallerie des Glaces". Starred in many motion
picture hits . . . among others: Erich Pommer's
epochal "Liliom" in French.

Here to make productions typical of the
amazing vitality, originality and appeal
which characterize his sensational Continental successes.

Producer of "White Horse Inn", current hit of
all Europe (now in its 3rd year in Paris, its 2nd
in London). Max Reinhardt's associate in "The
Miracle". Successfully produced "The Merry
Widow", "The Three Musketeers", "Madame
Pompadour", many other hits, in Berlin's Grosses
Schauspielhaus.

t\c
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160 MORE NOMINATED
FORM. P. CODE BOARDS
(Continued from Page
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LAURA LA PLANTE leaves the coast this week
for New York en route to London to work in
a Warner
picture.
JUNE KNIGHT, Universal player, is going to
Miami from the coast for a brief vacation.
K.

JOHN W. CONSIDINE, SR., and WILLIAM
HOWARD
are in the east.

JOHN
York.

BLYSTONE

is having a vacation in New

CARL LESSERMAN, assistant to Grad Sears,
Warner sales executive, and CHARLIE EINFELD,
advertising and publicity head, return today
from a business trip to Dallas.
J. R. McDONOUGH
yesterday.

of RKO

THE

RftA£F0

1)

Henry Frieder, Maurice Kronick; Atlanta —
M. C. Howard, W. T. Murray, Adolph Samuels, Captain James A. Rebb, A. C. Bromberg, Fred Weis, L. D. Joel, Charles Hughes ;
Boston — Nathan Yamins, Al Somerby, Martin
Tuohey; Buffalo — M. E. Comerford, John Osborne, Nicholas Basil, Stanley Kozenowski,
Byron Inderbitzen; Charlotte — E. L. Hearne,
L. C. Sipe, J. E. Simpson, T. A. Little, Mrs.
Marian Wrenn; Chicago — Henri Elman, M.
Rubin, Andrew Cuser, I. W. Mandel, S.
Schlaes, Harry
Foster, Mrs. Paley.
Cleveland — Julius Schwartz, Jerry Steele,
Maurice Kaplan, I. J. Schmertz; Cincinnati —
William Onie, Sam Lind, Andy Hettesheimer,
William Chesborough, Allen Moritz, Wesley
Huss, Jr.; Dallas — Eph Charninsky, Leon
Lewis, Jack Lilly, B. Legg, Rubin Frels,
William Shields Tyler, W. G. Underwood;
Denver — James R. Keitz, H. A. Goodridge,
P. H. Hoppen, Harry Marcus, Earl Kerr,
Burns Ellison ; Detroit — Henry Zapp, David
Idzal, Dan Thompson, Lester Matt, George
Wilbur; Indianapolis — M. Mazur, L. W. Marriott; Kansas City — Ray M. Wilson, Earl
Blackman, John McManus, Harry McClure ;
Little
Rock —Augustine,
James Rodgers,
V. McG'nnis, James
T. W. R.
Sharp,
W. E.
Sipe, L. F. Haven, J. M. Ensor, W. M.
Reeves; Los Angeles — William Rider, Joe
Leo, George Bromley, Lou Metzger, Robert
Whitson, W. W. Wimquist.
Milwaukee — ■ W. Weinshenker, Martin
Thomas, John Homthaner, W. Silcock; Minneapolis— C. O. Roeder, H. O. Mugridge. J.
Stern, Louis Rubenstein, L. E. Goldhammer.
Gilbert Nathanson, John J. Friedl, Eddie
Ruben; New Haven — Leo Bonoff, Martin Kelleher. Jack Fishman, R. W. Cobe, Arthur
Lockwood, Morris Jacobson, Leo Ricci: New
York — J. C. Kroesen, Jack Bellman, Harry
Pear, Harry H. Thomas, Leon Rosenblatt.
Sol Saphire; Oklahoma City — Sam Caporal.
H. J. Buchanan, Orville Enloe, P. R. Isley.
E. G. Kadane, W. P. Moran; Philadelphia —
Al Boyd, A. J. DiFiori, Al Blofson. George
Gravenstine; Pittsburgh — A. H. Schnitzer.
Sen Frank Harris .Harry Fleishman, Wil'inm
Lipsie; Portland, Ore. — Howard Mapes. John
Hamrick, Andrew Sasso, Harry Aiken, dear
Seltzer, C. J. Fames, Ray Stumbo, George
Appleby.
St. Louis — Francis R. Stout, Barney Rosenthal. Harry Greenman, Nat E. Steinberg.
Dave Nelson ; San Francisco — Floyd St. John.
Henry Goldenberg, M. L. Markowitz, Morris
Gallos, Mel Hulling, Herman Cohen, R.
Harvey; Seattle — Paul Aust, A. H. Huot.
Harry Black; Tampa — Arthur C. Bromber«.
Mitchel Wolfson, L. D. Joel, Ben Stein, M.
C. Moore; Washington — Harry Brown, I.
Rappaport. William Hicks, A. Lichtman.
George Gill, Mr. Bendheim, Herman Hable.
Max Cluster.

left for the coast

SAMUEL L. "ROXY" ROTHAFEL'S proposed
trip to Florida has been postponed until later
this week.
P E ESSICK. A. KRAMER, H. RIEFF and M.
A. LEBENSBURGER of Cleveland arrived in New
York a few days ago.

HOWARD HUGHES has gone to Miami from
New York by plane to take over personal direction of the night air show.
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Iflg, M DALY
• •
• "TELECINEMATOGRAPHY" ....... ...is the snooty
cognomen
that our British brothers have tacked on to
what we gents call Television
and according to reports
from deah ol' Lunnon
talkies by telecinematography are
no longer a scientist's dream
J. L. Baird
Scottish
pioneer television expert
recently held a demonstration
over there
for eight selected guests
among
them two British Broadcasting
Company
technicians
From
one building
to another a few blocks
away
without the aid of wires
A Mickey Mouse
cartoon
and the feature "I Was a Spy"
were
transmitted and according to advices
the results
were amazing
all of which adds to our conviction
that right in our midst
are scientists . . who if they
wanted to spill what they know
would tell us that locked
up in a snooper-proof vault .,
in the shadow of Broadway
is a television cabinet
that when released to
eager eyes
will answer a million questions
very
definitely

*

• •
films

*

*

*

MUSIC
as an allied attraction
for
and stage presentations
is showing a decided increase in popularity
Starting yesterday
and continuing every Sunday indefinitely
at 2:15 P. M.
Hal Beckett, staff organist of the Roxy
will
broadcast a half -hour organ recital
At the RKO Palace
at which Leon Belasco and his Hotel St. Moritz orchestra played last week
Reggie Childs and his musical lads
are now holding forth
and on Thursday night
at 10 o'clock
over WEAF
Paul Whiteman and
his orchestra
will render the first broadcast of "Beloved" from the Universal picture of the same title
Victor Schertzinger directed the pix
and also composed
the music
which
is
some
doin's
*
*
*
*
•

•

•

• THOSE FRANCIS LEDERER clubs are increasing
in sweeping leaps
When RKO's "Man of Two
Worlds" had its world premiere at the Music Hall last week
the new screen luminary received telegrams from Lederer Clubs in Paris, Prague, Berlin, London, New York, Chicago,
Boston and St. Louis
several wires were in foreign languages and by previous arrangement all contained the same congratulatory wording
Here's a "Natural" for everyone who walks the rialto
the Criterion
is ballyhooing the United Artists feature "Emperor Jones" by
playing "Who's Afraid of the Big Bad Wolf" on the amplifiers.
• •
• CRASHING the front pages again
in royal
style
Eddie Cantor grabbed
more than ten thousand
lines of space
in the Boston dailies
following his
speech last week
for the Massachusetts Emergency Relief Drive
. It sure was a flattering tribute to this tireless worker
. who can put over the vital
as well
as the comic
John McGeehan of United Artists, was in
advance of the Roman Scandaler
who opens Thursday
in person
with his own big revue
at the
New York Paramount
*
*
#
#
• • • FLOYD CROSBY
the cameraman who was
responsible for the glorious photography in that never-to-beforgotten "Tabu"
has been engaged by Leonie Knoedler
Sterner to shoot the feature "Pueblo"
originally titled
"The American"
which will be made this spring ......
in New Mexico
with an entire native cast
the
story is by Philip Stevenson
an expert on American Indian life
and the adaptation by Harry Behn
who
has a swell rep in that line
H. William Fitelson, attorney for Mrs. Knoedler
has signed a director for the pix
but as the gent is now working for one of the big
Hollywood outfits
we'll have to wait for the dope

«

«

«

»

»

»

11 NEW RKO FILMS
SLATED TO START
(Continued from Page

1)

Dynamite," "Finishing School,"
"Family Man," "Crime Doctor," "I
Love an Actress," "Three Stand
Alone," "Of Human Bondage," "Age
of Innocence," "Alien Corn," "Green
Mansions" and "Devil's Disciple."
Among completed pictures soon to
be in general release are: "Lost Patrol," "Trigger," "Keep 'Em Rolling" (formerly "Rodney"), "Two
Alone," "Hips Hips Hooray," "Success Story" and "Man of Two
Worlds." "Transient Love" and "So
You Won't Sing, Eh?" also will join
the completed list shortly.

"Moulin Rouge" Caravan
Starting
from Capital
(Continued from Page 1)

rangements are being made by
United Artists to give the caravan
a Presidential sendoff. The tour
starts from the capital Feb. 2, with
arrival in other cities as follows:
Baltimore, Feb. 3; Philadelphia, Feb.
5; New York, Feb. 6-7; Boston and
Providence, Feb. 9-10; Albany and
Syracuse, Feb. 12; Rochester and
Buffalo, Feb. 13-14; Cleveland, Feb.
15; Detroit, Feb. 16-17; Chicago,
Feb. 19-20; Milwaukee, Feb. 21-22;
Indianapolis, Feb. 23; St. Louis,
Feb. 24-25-26; Kansas City, Feb. 2728, and later to San Francisco and
Los Angeles.

Reductions Expected
In Shorts Programs
(Continued from Page

1)

prohibits 100 per cent tying in of
shorts. The document specifies that
a distributor can force only as many
shorts as
hibitor in features
the deal. sold to the exWithin a few weeks major companies will begin to lay out their
programs for the new season, with
conferences both in New York and
at the coast.
Dorothy Gish in New Play
Dorothy Gish appears in "By Your
Leave," which opens in New York
Jan. 24 at the Morosco theater and
begins a tryout today in Philadel-

phia.

January 15
William
Charles

Beaudine
Chauncey
King
Karl
Dorothy
Gould

Brown
Freund

f
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A BIG TIME

I
A WOW !
Says the Press
Funny

Bone Gets Workout
"In the Money"
By MAE TINEE
(Chicago Tribune)

CALL

"In the Money"

anything but

a bundle of nonsense and you'd be
stretching half a dozen points. But
characterize it as ingratiatingly amusing
idiocy and you'll be telling the truth, the
whole truth and nothing but the truth.
"In the Money" is the story of the
iHigginbotham family — a collection of
nuttier nuts than the Marx boys ever
dreamed of being.
Maybe all of this doesn't look funny
written, but if the movie itself doesn't
reduce you to a state of helpless laughter, I miss a guess.
Warren Hymer is swell as Gunboat. All
the other acting is just as it should be
and direction is perfect. Apparently
everybody connected with the piece took
it in the spirit in which it was written —
and the result is an hour of simple enjoyment for the observer. HOW simple
you couldn't fathom without beholding "In
the Money" for yourselves.

PICTURE!

State-Lake Crowd Roars as

"In the Money" Shows
Antics of Family
By ROB REEL
(Chicago American)
!
Like another shot of "Three Cornered Moon"?
"In the Money"
is your prescription.
The State-Lake screen offering unfolds a plot very similar to
the Rimplegar family's ups and downs.
Another screwy menage, motherless this
time, featuring an inventor father who
occasionally blows up the house by mistake, and a motley assortment of brothers, sisters, and in-laws, shepherded by
Lambie, the big sister.
Little sister goes in for nudism and
eugenics and shows up one eventful day
with a prize fighter for a prospective
husband. Warren Hymer is the title
challenger who decides to give up the
manly art in favor of Shakespearean histrionics. His manager, played by Skeets
Gallagher, doesn't take too kindly to this
proposition and starts a campaign to
change his pug's mind, if any.
The situation is further complicated by
a sister who has artistic leanings and a
yen for the Left Bank, and who is married
to a third-rate actor. Also by a young
brother who takes joy in risking his neck
on a motorcycle.

//

The family finances fall suddenly and
Lambie tries to make the others realize
their plight. In an effort to bring home
a little bacon, young brother, played
rather self-consciously by Junior Coghlan,
gets himself badly hurt in a motorcycle
race. Five figured money then becomes
a grim necessity if buddy is to have the
important operation, which will restore
the use of his legs.
The only source of some quick cash is
the championship boxing bout, which will

Gunboat's new-formed prejudice against
fisticuffs. Smart manager Skeets finally
takes care of that, just in the nick of
time. Then Skeets and the good sister
(Lois Wilson) — well, you know the rest.
"In the Money" is amusing ... in
fairness it must be chronicled that the
State-Lake audience roared.

IN THE MONEY
Produced by

AN

M. COHEN

INVINCIBLE PICTURE
Directed by Frank Strayer
Story by Robert Ellis
CAST:
Warren

Says the Critics
THE NEW

FILMS

"In the Money"

net prize fighter "Gunboat" $65,000, win
or lose. All that stands in the way is

//

MAURY

A RIOT!

Skeets
Gallagher,
Lois Wilson,
Hymer, Sally Starr, Arthur Hoyt.

Distributed by

CHESTERFIELD MOTION PICTURES CORP,
1540 BROADWAY,

N. Y. C.

By

CLARK
RODENBACH
(Chicago Daily News)

'\ N THE MONEY" is the story of th*
financial straits of a screwy family — much
the same sort of folks you meet in "Three
Cornered Moon," the Mary Boland,
Claudette Colbert picture — and the manner in which they are solved by a yet
screwierwittedprize
manager. fighter and his quickIt is, of course, comedy, with just a
dash of near-tragedy for flavor. It concerns the household of the wealthy but
woefully absent-minded scientist, Prof.
Higginbotham; his daughter, Lambie, the
eldest, who mothers the widely assorted
sack of nuts; Babs, whose interest in
biology is centered about a man with a
capital M; Genie, whose head is in the
clouds in art; her husband (who lives on
the family), Lionel, whose motto is "Down
With Capitalists"; Dick, a sane youngster
in military school.
Although
this onea is
picture,
it packs
lotanof"independent"
laughs, with
every one of the family contributing his
share, and with just enough romance between Mr. Gallagher
and Miss Wilson.

Features Reviewed in Film Daily June 6 to Jan. 13
*
Title

1 itit
Reviewed
Above The Clouds-COL. 12-19-33
Ace of Aces-RKO
11-11-33
Advice
To The
LovelornUA
12-14-33
After
Tonight-RKO
1 0-26-33
Aggie
Appleby,
Maker of
Men-RKO
10-19-33
Alice
in Wonderland-PAR
12-11-33
Almas Encontradas-XX ..7-7-33
An
Hour
with
Chekhov-AM
9-6-33
Ann

Carver's

KEY TO DISTRIBUTORS
ABC— Arkay Film
Exch.
AE — Aeolian
Pictures
AG— Agfa
ALD — Allied
Pictures
ALX — William Alexander
AM — Amkino
AMR — American
Roumanian
Film
Corp.
ARL — Arthur Lee
AST — Astor Pictures
AU — Capt. Harold Auten
AUS — Harold
Austin
BAV— Bavaria Film A-G
BEE— Beekman Film Corp.
BO— John
W.
Boyle
B RO — Broadway-Ho.lywood
CAP — Capitol
Film
Exchange
CHA— Chadwick
(,rlK — Chesterfield
C O L — Columbia
COM — Compagnie
Universelle
Cinematographique
EOU — Equitab e Pictures
EXP
— Exploitation
Pictures
F — Fox

Profession- COL
6-9-33

Another Language-MGM . .8-5-33
Ann Vickers-RKO
9-29-33
Arizona
to Broadwav-F. 7-22-33
As the Devil Commands-COL
9-1-33
Avenger,
The-MOP
10-4-33
Baby
Face-WA
6-24-33
Beauty for Sale-MGM. . .9-13-33
Bed
of Roses-RKO
7-1-33
Before
Dawn-RKO
10-17-33
Before
Morning-GRB . . . 10-19-33
Before
Midnight-COL
1-9-34
Berkeley Square-F
9-15-33
Best of Enemies-F
7-17-33
Big Attraction
(Grosse
Attraktion)-BAV
7-25-33
Big Brain-RKO
8-5-33
Big
Chance,
The-GRB. .8-30-33
Big
Executive-PAR
10-19-33
Big Time or Bust-TOW. 1-10-34
Bitter Sweet-UA
8-25-33
Black
Beauty-MOP
8-23-33
Blarney
Kiss-PRI
8-19-33
Blind
Adventure-RKO . .10-31-33
Blonde
Bombshell-MGM.
See
Bombshell
10-11-33
Blood
Money-UA
11-11-33
Bomben Auf Monte Carlo
XX.. 9-28-33
Bombay
Mail-U
1-6-34
Born Anew-AM
7-25-33
Bowery,
The-UA
10-7-33
Brief Moment-COL
8-31-33
Broadway
Thru
a Keyhole
UA. .11-2-33
Broadway
to Hollywood-MGM
9-2-33
Broken Dreams-MOP ... 11-8-33
Bureau of Missing Persons-FN
9-2-33
By

Appointment

Onlv-INV

7-12-"
By
Candlelight-U
1 -6-34
Chance at Heaven-RKO . 12-23-33
Ca ifornia
Trail-GOL
7-22-33
Captnred-WA
8-19-33
Carnival
Lady-GOP
1 1-29-33
Cascarrabias-PAR
10-31-33
Charlie
Chan's
Greatest
Case-F
10-7-3'
Charming
Deceiver-MAJ. 12-9-33
Oevenne
K"'
'KO
7-13 * <
Chief, The-MGM
12-2-33
Christopher Bean-MGM . 11-22-33
College
Coach-WA
11-10-33
CnPese
Humor-PAR
6-14-33
Conquerors of the NightAM.. 8-1-33
Corruptt'on-IMP
6-71-33
Counsellor at Law-U. .. 11-28-33
Convention
City-FN
12-14-33
Cradle
Song-PAR
11-18-33
Criminal At Large-HEL. 12-20-33
Cross
Country
Cruise-U . 1-10-34
Crossfire-RKO
8-15-33
Dance.
Girl, Dance
INV. .10-26-33
Dance
Ha'l
Hostess-MAY
8-26-33
Dancing
Lady-MGM
12-2-33
Das Schic^a' der Renate
Langen-XX
11-6-33
Day of Reckoning-MGM. 11-4-33
Deadwood
Pass-FR
6-6-33
Deluge.
The-RKO
10-7-33
Der Hellseher-XX
9-13-33
Der Frechdachs-UFA
1-9-34
Der Liebling von Wien-XX
6-14-33
Der

Sohn

der

Weissen
Berge
XX-10-28-33
Design for Living-PAR. 11-17-33
Devil's Brother-MGM
6-10-33
Devil's in Love-F
7-28-33
Devil's
Mate-MOP
9-23-33
Die Galavorstellung — XX
12-11-33
Die Grosse AttraktionBAV.. 7-25-33
Dinner
at Eight-MGM. .8-25-33
Disgraced l-PAR
7-17-33
Doctor
Bull-F
8-31-33
Don't Bet on Love-U
7-29-33
Double
Harness-RKO. . .7-13-33
Drums
of Doom-MAF. . 10-4-33
Duck
Soup-PAR
11-17-33
Dude Bandit-ALD
6-21-33
East of First Avenue — COL
11-28-33
Easy
Millions-FR
9-6-33
Easy to Love-WA
1-13-34
Eat
'Em
Alive-AUS
11-4-33
Eight Girls in a Boat-PAR
1-13-34

FA I — Faith Pictures Corp.
FAM — Foreign American Films
FD — First Division
FOR — Foremco
Pictures
FR — Freuler Film Associates
FN — First National
FX— The
Film
Exchange
litle
Eisenstein in Mexico
El Precio De
El

Un

Keviewed

PRI.. 11-2-33
Beso-

F.. 8-1-33
Gondolero-PAR
9-13-33

Principe

Emergency
Call-RKO
0-^4-33
Emperor
Jones-UA
9-16-33
Enugnten
Thy DaughterEXP
12-27-33
Eskimo-MGM
n-io-ij
Ever in My Heart- W A. 10-13-33
Faithful rieart-HEL
8-15-33
Fashions of 1934-FN
1-9-34
Female-FN
11-4-33
Fiddhn'
Buckaroo-U. .. 12-20-33
Figaro
e la Sua
Gran
uiornata-XX
10-30-33
Fighting
Code-COL
1-10-34
Fighting Parson-ALD
8-2-3;
Fighting
Texans-MOP
..7-26-33
Film
Parade-GEN
12-20-33
Flying Devils-KKO
8-2b-33
Flying
Down
To
Rio-RKO
12-20-33
Fog-COL
1-6-34
Footiight
Parade-WA
9-30-33
Found
Aiive-IDE
11-8-33
blaming
uuns-U
6-1/-33
F. P. 1-F
9-16-33
Frau
Lehmann's
Toechter
XX-10-28-33
From Headquarters-FN. 11-1 6-33
Fugitive
Lovers-MGM ... .1-3-34
fugitive, The-MOP
9-13-33
Jallant
Fool-MOP
8-9-33
Gallant
Lady-UA
12-7-33
Galloping
Romeo-MOP. .11-2-33
Gambling
Ship-PAR
7-13-33
Ghoul,
The-GB
11-25-33
Gigolettes
of Paris-EOU 7-19-33
Girl Without

a Room-PAR
12-7-33
Going Hollywood-MGM. 12-22-33
Goiden
Goal
(.Das Lockende
Ziel)-BAV
6-20-33
Golden
Harvest-PAR
11-8-33
Goodbye Again-FN
9-2-33
Good
Companions,
The-F
10-10-33
Gow-FX
12-2-33
Gun
Law-MAJ
7-13-33
Havana Widows-FN. .. .11-25-33
Headline
Shooter-RKO . 10-21-33
He-AST
12-28-33
He Couldn't Take It— MOP
12-13-33
Hell's Holidav-SUP
7-19-33
Heroes
for
Sale-FN
7-22-33
Her
Bodyguard-PAR
8-5-33
Her First Mate-U
9-2-33
Her Forgotten Past
MAY.. 10-31-33
Her Resale Value-M AY. .6-21-33
Her Splendid Folly
PRO. .10-28-33
Her
Secret-IDE
12-19-33
Her
Sweetheart-MGM,
See:
Christopher Bean
11-22-33
Her Unborn Child-WIN. 10-10-33
Hell and
High
Water-PAR
Heute

Nacht-Eventuell-XX 7-7-33

His
His

Double
Private

Hold

the

Life-PAR. 12-16-33
Secretary-SHO 6-6-33
Press-COL..

.12-1-33

GB — Gaumont-British
GFF — General Foreign Films
GEN — General Films
GRB— Arthur Greenblatt
GOL — Ken Goldsmith
GOP — Goldsmith
Productions
GKF — Garrison Films
HEL — Helber Pictures
HER— Charles B. Herrlitz
HOI
Hollywood
HOF— J. H. Hoffberg Co.
ICE — Int. Cinema Exch.
IDE— Ideal
IMP — imperial Dist.
INA — Inter-Americas
Films
INT — Interworld Prod.
INV — Invincible Pictures
J A FA— Jafa
JE — Jewell Productions
JEW — Jewish
Talking
Pictures
JRW— J. R. Whitney
KIN — Kinematrade
KRE — Sherman S. Krellberg
LEV — Nat
Levine
MAD — Madison Pictures
MAF — Mayflower
MAJ
MAR —— Majestic
Marcy Pictures
MAY
MO —
MGM
MOP

— Mayfair Pictures
Monopole Pictures
— Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
— Monogram
Pictures

/ >tle
Reviewed
Hold Your Man-MGM
7-1-33
Hoopla-F
12-2-33
House on 56th Street-WA
12-2-33
I Have
Lived-CHE
7-19-33
Ich
Glaub
Nie
Mehr
An
Eine Frau-BAV
10-13-33
If I Were Free-RKO
12-8-33
1 Loved a Woman-FN . .9-21-33
I Love That Man-PAR. . .7-8-33
6-16-33
I Loved
You
Wednesday-F
I'm No
Angel-PAR
10-14-33
Important
Witness-TOW. .9-6-33
Invisible
Man-U
11-18-33
In the Money-CHE
1-6-34
Island of Doom-AM .... 7-20-33
Tt'= Great to Be Alive-F. . 7-8-33
I Was a Spy-F
1-13-34
lennie
Gerhardt-PAR
6-9-33
Jimmy
And
Sally-F
12-16-33
Kennel Murder Case
King For a Night-U
12-9-33
Kins: of the Arena-U ... .8-23-33
La Cancion Del Dia-XX
.8-28-33
28-3''
WA. .10Ladies Must Love-U. .. 11-16-33
Lady
for a Dav-COL .... 8-9-33
Lady
Killer-WA
12-28-33
La
Femme
Nue-XX
8-28-33
La Lev del Haren-XX .. .6-20-33
La Melodia Prohibida-F. 1 0-10-33
La Sombra de Pancho Villa
Last
Trail-F
COL. 12-1-33
.1-9-34
Laubenkolonie-GEN
6-9-33
Laughing at Life-LEV .. 7-12-33
Laughter
Through
Tears
WOK. .11-16-33
Romantica-F.
. .9-6-33
del Pecado-COL
.12-29-33
Le
Sang
D'un
Poete
XX. .11-13-33
Life in the Raw-F
10-19-33
Life of Jimmy
Dolan-WA6-14-33

La
Le

Vuida
Noche

Lil'v Turner-FN
6-15-33
Litt'e Woman-RKO
11-16-33
Live and Laugh-JEW
12-8-33
Long
Avenger-WW
6-30-33
L'Opera
De
Quat
Sous-WA
12-11-33
Lo Tu Y Ella-F
12-11-33
Love,
Honor
and Oh, U-10-28-33
Baby!
Luegen
Auf
Ruegen-XX. 1-5-34
Lucky
Dog-U
8-30-33
Lucky
Texan-MOP
1-6-34
Mad
Game-F
11-11-33
Mama-F
7-20-33
Mama
Loves
Papa-PAR
7-22-33
Man from Monterey-WA. 8-1 6-33
Man
of Action-COL
6-6-33
Man of the Forest-PAR. .8-25-33
Man of Two Worlds-RKO 1-13-34
Man
Man

Who
Dared-F
of Sentiment

9-9-33

CHE. .11-16-33
Mary Stevens, M.D.-WA. 7-28-33
Master of Men-COL
11-28-33
Mayor of Hell-WA
6-23-33
Maz-Zelle
Nitouche
PRO. .11-18-33
Meet the Baron-MGM. . 10-28-33
Melody
Cruise-RKO
6-16-33
Melodia de Arrabal-PAR. .8-9-33

PA R — Paramount
PO — Powers
Pictures
POL — Bud Pollard Productions
POR — Portola Pictures
PRI — Principal Dist. Corp.
PRO — Progressive
Pictures
PRX — Protex Dist. Corp.
REG — Regent Pictures
REM — Remington
Pictures
RKO— RKO-Radio
Pictures
ROY — Fanchon Royer
SCA — Scandinavian 'Pictures
SCO — Lester F. Scott
SHO — Showmen's Pictures
SNO— Sidney
Snow.
SUP — Superb
Pictures
SYA
—
Synchro
SYN — Syndicate Art Pictures
TF — Tobis Foreign Film
TOW
— Tower Prods.
U — Universal

distributor

ZBY
Film— Zbyszko
Co.

set

Polish-American

Title

KH/iewo

Midnight Club-PAR
7-29-33
Midnight
Mary-MGM. . .7-17-33
Midshipman
Jack-RKO . 1 1-17-33
Man's
Castle-COL
12-28-33
Marriage
on Appro val-FR
12-27-33
Mirages
de Paris-AU. . 12-29-33
Milady-GFF
9-13-33
Money
Talks-SYN
8-12-33
Moon.ight
and
Pretzels-U 8-23-33
Morning G'ory-RKO
8-16-33
Moulin
Rouge-UA
1-10-34
Mr. Broadway-BRO
9-15-33
Mr.
Skitch-F
12-23-33
My
Lips
Betray-F
11-4-33
My
Weakness- F
9-22-33
My
Woman-COL
10-17-33
Narrow Corner. The-W A .6-20-33
Neighbors' Wives-ROY
..9-20-33
Night Flight-MGM
10-4-33
l\inm
of lerror-COL
6-7-33
No
Dejes
la Puerta
Abierta
F. .11-13-33
No Marriage Ties-RKO
.. .8-4-33
Notorious but Nice-CHE .8-23-33
Oman's Big Moment-F. .. 1-9-34
Un Demanue un CompagnonOne
One

XX. .6-9-33
Man's Journey-RKO. 9-1-33
9-2-33
Sunday
Afternoon-PAR

One
Year
Later-ALD. . 11-16-33
Only
Yesterday-U
11-10-33
8-25-33
Paddy the Next Best Thing-F
9-9-33
Passion
of Joan
of Arc-KRE
Patriots,
The-AM
9-25-33
Penthouse-MGM
9-9-33
Puantom
Xhunderbo.t-vV W
Pilgrimage-F
Pol.ce Call-HOL
Police
Car
17-COL
Power
and the Glory,
Private
Private

7-17-33
8-23-33
11-6-33
6-14-33 "
8-18-33
The-F

Detective 62-WA. 9-21-33
.7-8-33
Life of Henry
VIII-UA

Prizefighter and the Lady
MGM.. 114-33
Public Stenographer
MAR.. 1-10-34
Quartorze Juillet-PRX. 10-21-33
Queen Christina-MGM . . 12-28-33
Quick,
Koenig
Der
KlownsUFA
12-11-33
Rafter Romance-RKO .... 1-9-34
Rainbow
Over
BroadwayCHE
12-27-33
Rainbow
Ranch-MOP. .. 10-18-33
Rangers' Code-MOP
9-20-33
Rebel, The-U
7-27-33
Return
of Casey
JonesMOP
6-30-33
Riders of Destiny-MOP.
Right
to Romance

of the

Secrets

of

Blue

8-30-33
Hollywood-SCO

Sensation

Hunters-MOP.

.1-3-34

Shanghai
Madness-F
9-23-33
She Had to Say Yes-FN 7-28-33
Shepherd

of

the

9-9-33
Hills

Seven

FAI.. 8-8-33
Ship
of Wanted
Men-SHO
Should Ladies Behave?-MGM
Shriek

in the

Night.

12-6-33
7-22-33
A-ALD

Silent
Men-QOL
11-8-33
Silk Express-WA
6-23-33
Sing, Sinner, Sing-MAJ. .8-12-33
Sin of Nora Moran-MAJ
12-14-33
Sitting
Pretty-PAR
11-22-33
Skyway-MOP
10-18-33
S eepless
Nights-REM
..7-22-33
Solitaire
Man-MGM
9-23-33
Somewhere in Sonora-WA. 6-7-33
Son of a Sailor-FN
12-1-33
Son of Kong-RKO
12-30-33
Son of the Border-RKO. .8-2-33

UA — United Artistf
UFA— Ufa
WA— Warner
Bros.
WEL— Carveth Wells
WIN — Windsor
Pictures
WK— Willis Kent
WOK—
Worldkino
WW— World
Wide
XX — No

Secret

Reviewed
9-13-33
Room-U

11-29-33

Riot Squad-MAY RKO. .11-22-33
7-26-33
Roman
Scandals-UA. .. .12-14-33
Russia
Today-WEL
10-21-33
Rustlers' Roundup-U ...9-16-33
Rusty Rides Alone-COL. 10-10-33
Sagebrush Trail-MOP ..12-8-33
Sagebrush Trail-MOP. .12-27-33
Saison in Kairo-UF A. .12-29-33
Saturday's Millions-U. .. 10-14-33
Secret
Sinners-MAY
..12-13-33

Song
of Songs-PAR
7-22-33
S. O. S. Iceberg-U... 11-28-33
Sons of the Desert-MGM. 1-6-34
Sphinx. The-MOP
8-16-33
Smoky-F
12-23-33
Stage
Mother-MGM
9-30-33
Storm
at Davbreak-MGM
7-22-33
Strange People-CHE
6-17-33
Stranger's Return-MGM. .7-29-3?
Strawberry
Roan-U
...12-6-33
Sundown
Rider-COL
6-9-33
Sunset
Pass-PAR
1 0-28-33
Sweden,
Land of the Vikings
Sweetheart

Chi
BO.. 1-6-34
MOP..
10-26-33
Take a Chance-PAR. .. 11-25-33
Taming the Jungle-INV. .6-6-33
Tarzan the Fearless-PRI. 8-12-33
Terror
Abroad-PAR
7-3-33
This Day and Age-PAR. 8-16-33
8-8-33
This Is America-BEE. ..6-23-33
Three- Cornered
Moon-PAR
Three
Thrill
Throne

of

Sigma

Thieves-AM
10-31-33
Hunter-COL
10-4-33
of the Gods-IMP12-22-33

Thunder

9-20-33
Mexico-PRI

Over

Til'ie and Gus-PAR
11-11-33
Toda Una Vida-PAR 10-28-33
Tod Uber Shanghai-MO. 12-19-33
Too
Much
Harmony-PAR9-23-33
Tomorrow

at

Seven-RKO

7-12-33
Torch
Singer-PAR
10-7-33
To the Last Man-PAR. 10-26-33
Trail Drive-U
1-3-34
Trick
for Trick-F
6-10-33
Trouble
Busters-MAJ
8-30-33
Tugboat
Annie-MGM
8-12-33
8-23-33
Turn
Back
the C'ock-MGM
Ulan I Dziewczvna-XX. 10-10-33
Under
Secret
Orders-PRO
12-6-33
Rim-PAR
7-19-33
Unknown Valley-COL ... 8-18-33
Victims
of Persecution-POL
6-17-33
Vi Som
Gar
Koksvagen

Under

the

Tonto

.10-10-33
Volga.
Volga-KIN SCA....12-19-33
Voltaire-WA
7-28-33
Walls
of Gold-F
Waltz
Time-GB
Wandering
Jew,
The

10-21-33
9-29-33

War of the Range-FR.
JAFA.. .11-22-33
10-21-33
Way
11-11-33
Wenn toDie Love-PAR
Liebe Mode Macht
1-13-34
West of the Divide XX.
— MOP
.10-30-33
6-24-33
What
Price
Innocence-COL
When

Ladies

Meet-MGM 6-24-33

Whirlwind,
The-COL
White
Face-HEL
White
Woman-PAR
Wild
Boys
of the
Wine. Women

...7-29-33
11-22-33
11-18-33
Road

CHA
Woman
Women

SongFN.. 9-22-33
12-16-33
Iin Stole-COL.
. .6-30-33
His
Life-MGM

World
Worst

12-9-33
Changes-FN
Woman
in Paris? 1 0-28-33

Wrecker,

and

The-COL

.8-5-33
F V. 11-25-33
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SHORT SHOTS front
EASTERN STUDIOS
=

By CHAS. ALICOATE

====

ANALYSIS OF
MOTION PICTURE CODE

J ILLIAN ROTH is starred in a
By LOUIS
three-reel musical comedy which
Vas put into production on Friday
Ninth Installment
^t the Vitaphone studio. She is
ARTICLE V— UNFAIR PRACSupported by Queenie Smith, George
TICES—EXHIBITORS— (cont.)
Houston, Weldon Heyburn, Jack
3. Rebates
3oode, Pat West and others.
•
1. Price of Admission
Cutting on "Broadway Varieties,"
(a) Lowering Admission Prices
Wentone production for Universal,
No Exhibitor may lower the
las been completed by Milton
admission price which he
Schwarzwald. In the cast are Slim
publicly announces or adverTimlin, Warren Boyd, Mosconi
tises by giving rebates in the
?>ros., Dorothy Van Alst, Murray
form of
Wood, Jim Wong Troupe, Three
1.
Lotteries
Irirl Friends and Adelaide Hall,
2. Prizes
3. Reduced script books
'''rank
did
the Zucker
camera and
work.Bergi Contner
4. Coupons
5. Throw-away tickets
i Sound tests of the newly recon6. Two-for-one admissions
structed Biograph studio, on both
7. Any similar method which
(Stages, have been completed by
is unfair to a competitor
(RCA engineers and studio officials
or which deceives the pubi With reports returned as highly
atisfactory.
public. Admission Price
(b) Minimum
The
Exhibitor must, at all
i Shooting was completed Saturday
times, maintain the minimum
'it the Fox studio on the short in
admission price specified in
ivhich Meyer Davis "doubles in
his contract. Except as set
brass" both as a star and associate
forth
above,
the Exhibitor
Producer of the Van Beuren musical
Comedy for RKO release. Heading
ithe cast of this political satire, as Exhibitor Wins Action
\yet untitled, are Irene Taylor, DonInvolving Theater Code
hid Novis, Mrs. Pennyfeather and
{Continued from Page 1)
Shemp Howard. Leigh Jason di- of the New York State Supreme
rected the short from an original
Court just issued in Albany. Deci
by Bob Kusell and Art Jarrett, with sion
was made in the case of Louis
Joel Nadel in charge of production. Rosen, exhibitor, against John
Monty Shaff handled the supervi- Chesnius, Brooklyn landlord, reprerion, while Joe Ruttenberg was in
sented by Attorney Louis Nizer. The
charge of the cameras.
court, which heard the case after it
•
had been appealed, refused specific
i Cutting on "Traveling the Road," performance of the contract, as
lourth subject in Educational's Song sought by Nizer, and granted the
Hit Stories series, has been com petitioner damages
of $12,000.
pleted under the direction of Wiliam Watson. Alexander Gray, star
12 Houses Install Tyl-A-Mats
jf many stage and screen musicals,
Installation of Tyl-A-Mats in 12
ntroduces a new song, from which theaters within the last few weeks
;he subject takes its name, by Sam has been made by 0. W. Jackson &
Oerner and Gerald Marks. Those Co. Houses include the Park, Newvho have heard the song claim that burgh; Suffolk, Riverhead; Skouras
Crotona, Midtown and Yorktown, all
'Traveling the Road" has the dy- in
Manhattan; RKO Palace and
namic power and emotional sway of
'Brother Can You Spare a Dime," Strand, Rochester; Oceana, Brighton Beach; Southern, Columbus;
ilthough its theme is an entirely
RKO Albee, Providence; Palace,
lew one.
•
Orange, N. J., and Shawnee, Shawnee, Pa.
'
"Expectant Father," featuring
Two Actor Groups Chartered
Ernest Tniex, to be produced and
Actors'
Betterment
Ass'n
and the
lirected by Al Christie for Educaional release, goes into production Burlesque Artists' Ass'n are now affiliated with the A. F. of L. through
oday at the Eastern Service stuthe granting to them of charters
lio in Astoria.
by the Associated Actors and Artists
of America, which has jurisdiction
over the entertainment field under
"Chu Chin" in Color Maybe
the A. F. of L. Frank Gillmore,
"Chu Chin Chow," a picturization of
the perennial musical extravaganza, will
be done in color if a suitable process
can be secured in England, states Arthur
A. Lee, executive vice-president of
Gaumont-British Picture Corp. of America. Otherwise, it will be done in
black and white. Walter Forde is to
produce the picture at the Shepherd's
Bush studios of Gaumont-British with
Anna
May
Wong starred.

¥

*

NIZER
may reduce or increase his admission prices at his own
discretion.
2. Premiums
(a) Nothing in Section 1 prohibits the Exhibitor from giving rebates such as premiums
in the form of gifts.
(b) Even gifts, however, shall be
prohibited if 75 per cent of
the Exhibitors in an area defined by each Local Clearance
and Zoning Board, express in
writing their desire to prohibit this practice.
(c) The 75 per cent vote above
mentioned must be at least 75
per cent
of the
affiliated
aters in the
territory
andtheat
tory. 75 per cent of the unleast
affiliated theaters in the terri(d) Each Exhibitor is entitled to
one vote for each theater
which is actively and continously bitoroperated
by that Exhiin that territory.
(To

be

WE KNOW THAT
BUSINESS IS ON . . .
THE UP-CURVE
BY THE NUMBER OF..
GALLS RECEIVED . .
EVERY DAY BY THE . .

Continued)

A. C. Blumenthal Loses
Suit Over Fox Stock Sale
Philadelphia
— A. C.M.Blumenthal's
suit
against Albert
Greenfield,
seeking $151,575 as commissions in
connection with the sale of William
Fox's stock holdings a few years
ago, has been dismissed by the U. S.
Circuit Court of Appeals. Greenfield was cleared of charges.
Sam Thall Dead
Sam Thall, RKO transportation
manager, died Friday of heart trouble at his home 640 Washington
Ave. after an illness of three weeks.
Thall had been transportation manager for RKO for 30 years and prior
to that was with the Orpheum Circuit. He was in his seventies. Wife
and daughter survive.

Cleveland Benefit Show
Cleveland — Under auspices of the
Cleveland Film Board of Trade, a
dinner dance to raise a local relief
fund, will be held Feb. 12. Committee on arrangements consists of I. J.
Schmertz, Fox; John Himmelein,
Paramount, and H. C. Bissell, Columbia. for Brooklyn
New House
A new theater, seating 500, is under construction at Ave. N and
Schnectady Ave., Brooklyn, and has
been leased by Sid Grover of Pelham. House, constructed by the
Weingarten interests, will be open
president of Actors' Equity, also is in
March.
president of the A. A. A. A.

Win. Smythe Joins Radio Company
William Smythe, formerly with
RKO, will manage a branch office
in Cleveland of the Paramount Radio Productions of Chicago to be
opened late in February.

¥

Herb Jennings
at Fordham
Herb Jennings has been named
manager of the RKO Fordham, succeeding Arthur Connor, who was
appointed manager of the RKO Palace.

INFORMATION DEP'T..
OF THE FILM DAILY . .
IF YOU CANNOT . . .
FIND IT IN THE ... .
YEAR BOOK
WRITE, PHONE OR . .
CALL CIRCLE 7-4736
AND WE WILL DO . .
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¥

¥

¥
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A LITTLE from "LOTS"
By RALPH

HOLLYWOOD
(^ OUVERNEUR
MORRIS,
novelist and screen writer,noted
has
been signed to write the screen
play ture
for which
"The
Sea Girl,"
RKO picis slated
for production
early in March.
Shirley Burden is
associate producer.
*
*
*
Harry Green is the father of a
seven-pound *
boy. *
*

N-E-W-S OF THE DAY

WILK

will also
in Toyland,"
"Babes
, be
by Roach.which
produced

Boston — Robert Nunes has been
appointed western Massachusetts
and Connecticut sales manager for
First Division.

Anderson Lawler has been assigned to an important role in "Rip
Donora, Pa. — Irwin Weiss, until
Tide," starring Norma Shearer.
Lawler is represented by .Ralph G. recently in the Philadelphia district
Farnum.
for Warner Bros., has been named
* *
*
manager of the Harris here, replacing Bill Decker, promoted to city
W. F. "Bill" Crouch, former movie
critic, is now publicity director for manager of Warner houses in Johnsthe Agua Caliente Broadcasting Co. town.
company's
station,
XEAC,
went
William Wellman is reading the The
on the
air Jan.
6$
for the
first time.
Canton, 0. — L. Ward Farrar has
9fi
$
script of "Stingaree," RKO vehicle
assumed his duties as manager of
for Irene Dunne, and may start diHarry Segall, Broadway play- Loew's, replacing George Kraska,
recting it about the middle of Febwright, now under contract to M- who has gone to New York to beruary. *
David Lewis
will
supervise.
*
*
G-M, is writing an original story
managerfrom
of Loew's
Paradise.
Farrar come
comes
Columbus.
Twelve of the mannequins of for Wallace Beery. His play, "The
"Fashions of 1934," First National Strange Behaviour of Mrs. Crane,"
Providence — The Columbia, directpicture starring William Powell will be picturized by Universal uned by Henry Iannotti, will close Jan.
which will have its world premiere
der the title *of "Bachelor
*
* Wife."
16, according to present plans.
in New York on Thursday evening,
Gordon Douglas, Hal Roach writer,
will fly to New York in order to be
Boston — Bert Mackenzie, New
is versatile, to say the least. When
present that evening. Orry-Kelly, there
is a lull in his writing duties, England exploitation manager for
fashion creator, is expected to go
he does acting. He was a member M-G-M, is recuperating from an illeast by the same
ness at the Hotel Bradford.
* *plane.*
of the Roach casting department for
several years.%
%
£
"Flirtation Walk," a story by Delmar Daves, has been bought by
Harold M. Sherman, whose origWarners and the adaptation is now
story, "Are We Civilized," is
being prepared. It will have a mu- being inal
directed by Edwin Carewe for
sical comedy sequence.
3|?
jjf
j£
Raspin Productions, is the author
of 40 published novels. His plays,
"Two Alone" is definitely announced as the final release title for "Her Supporting Cast" and "The
RKO Radio Pictures screen version Little Black Book," were produced
on Broadway. He is regarded as
of Dan Totheroh's play, "Wild the most prolific writer of novels
Birds." Jean Parker and Tom dealing with boys and sports.
Brown are featured in the produc* * *
tion, which was directed by Elliott
"Take the Stand," suggested by
Nugent.
* *
*
the Earl Derr Biggers story, "Deuce
of Hearts," has been selected for
Richard Barthelmess's next for the
third production in the series of
Warners will be "One Man Woman."
eight special features to be proAlan Crosland will be the director.
* *
*
duced by Liberty Pictures. It will
Production of the Stuart Palmer so into production shortly at the
Pathe Studios, Culver City, under
mystery thriller, "Murder on the the direction of Phil Rosen. A cast
Blackboard," as a sequel to "Pen- of well known cinema names is beguin Pool
in preping assembled by M. H. Hoffman,
arationMurder
at RKO. Case,"
Willisis Goldbeck
has been signed to write the screen president of Liberty. Screen adaptation is by Albert DeMond.
play and George Archainbaud will
* *
*
probably direct. Kenneth Macgowan
Elissa Landi, placed under conis associate producer.
* *
*
tract by Columbia Pictures several
Charles Lamont will direct the months ago, has been assigned to
role for the comnext Educational-Andy Clyde Com- her firstpany. starring
She has been selected to play
edy shortly to go into production.
A departure for this series, this com- opposite Joseph Schildkraut in "Sotaking the place of Carole
edy, as yet untitled, will have orig- Lombard,nata,"who
was recently signed
inal songs with music by Alfonse for this part, but
because of work
Corelli. Story is by Ewart Adam- on other productions is unable to
son.
meet the shooting schedule. Production on "Sonata," an original by
Kenneth Peach, ace cameraman Jo Swerling,
will start this week
who photographed Hal Roach's fea- under David Burton's direction.
*
*
*
ture, "Sons of the Desert," has been
assigned to do. the camera work on
"Gimme My Quarterback," college
satire in Education
Baby Burlesk series, has just al's
Old and New
been completed,
and
prints
are
being
rushed
to the
try.
On the same evening that First NaFox exchanges throughout the countional's "Fashions of 1934" has its premiere at the Hollywood theater, next
Thursday, the Warner theater across
the street will present the opening of
"The World a Million Years Ago," recent World's Fair attraction.

m

Monday, Jan. 15,1934

*

*

*

Willard Robertson and Vincent
Sherman are working in Columbia's
"One Is Guilty."

Orangeburg, S. C. — Edisto Theater Corp. has reopened the old Bluebird under the new name of Ritz
with H. L. Frazier as manager.
Cowpens, S. C. — Sam Reevin is
operating the Cowpens, recently reopened.
Mocksville, N. C. — The Princess,
under the management of H. F.
Moore, is open again.
Akron, O. — Warner's Strand has
definitely decided to continue previews and the Colonial will follow.
Detroit — A. J. Norris, owner of
the Michigan Film Library, has
taken over the Ritz, East Side
house, from A. Stanley Janiszewski.
Detroit — The Madison, which reopened recently after being closed
four years, is to be taken over by
United Detroit Theaters, which owns
the building. James Wickert is
managing the house.
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Companies to Cooperate on Salary Questionnaires

71 PER JNT OF WORLDTTHEATERS §W WIRED
Will

H.

Hays Sees 1934 as Year

Predicts Many Significant
Films Among Output
in Coming Months

of

Walt Disney Joins Hays Association
Walt Disney, producer of "Mickey Mouse" and "Silly Symphony" animated
cartoons released through United Artists, has become a member of the Hays
organization.

That 1934 will see more pictures
of "big caliber" than any previous
year was predicted by Will H. Hays
in an NBC radio talk Sunday night
in a symposium that also included
expressions by Daniel Frohman, H.
L. Mencken, Dr. Harry Emerson
Fosdick, Richard C. Patterson and
others. Pointing to the numerous
A proposed national organization
historical and dramatic spectacles
being produced, Hays said that this of vaudeville prodacji., and theater
dance directors, tentatively known
year's crop
of films
prove as the United Producers and Direc(Continued
on Pagewould
4)
tors Association, has been launched
following a meeting of interested
parties at the Playhouse Theater on
Saturday.
C. B. Maddock,
chairman
of a

'

STAGE TALENT GROUP VAUDE. EMPLOYMENT
FORMS ORGANIZATION
HIT BY FILM CODE

STEP UP ACTIVITY
AT M-G-M STUDIOS
West

Coast Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood— Activity at the M-G-M
studios is being stepped up, with
seven pictures now in preparation
for early production, in addition to
seven at present in work. The group
being readied includes "Marie Antoinette," "The Good Earth," "Livirg in a Big
Way," on"The
of
(Continued
Page Duchess
4)

Lou Brock Producing
3 More RKO Features
West

Coast

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Two more musicals
and a comedy-drama have been assigned to Lou Brock by Merian C.
Cooper for production this season.
This is in addition to Brock's supervision of RKO shorts.
The mu(Continued on Page 4)
Theater and Church
Boston — Church services are being held
Sundays in the new Coolidge Corner
Theater, Brookline, built on the former
site of the Beacon Universalist Church.
Morris Sharaf, head of the theater company, allows the church to use the
theater free on the Sabbath.

(Continued

on Page

8;

The Interstate Circuit will abandon its plan
give 20unless
weeks'the work
to some
1,500to actors
film
Code Authority modifies certain
clauses, particularly the one requiring that actors be paid during layoffs, Charles Freeman, local booking
representative for Interstate, has
informed vaudeville producers. Freeman, who
says he succeeded in in(Continued on Page 8)

Intermountain Exhibs
Abiding by Film Code Paramount Theater Men
Salt Lake City — Members of the
Meet in Dallas Friday

Intermountain Theaters Ass'n, convening here last week, decided to
abide by the NRA film code and not
formulate a state code, says Beverly S. Clendenin, secretary and
counsel. C. E. Huish was re-elected
president; J. J. Gillette, vice-president; John Rugar, treasurer. Board
of directors includes these three officers and I. H. Harris, Stanley Rich,
Albert Stetson and A. F. Johnson.

Work of organizing a national
theater advisory board for Paramount houses will be continued on
Friday when another zone meeting
is held in Dallas. Officials present
will be: Ralph A. Kohn, Sam Dembow, Jr., Y. Frank Freeman and
Paul Raibourn, in addition to Paraterritory.mount officials and partners in the

Big7 Pictures

Dept. of Commerce Figures
Number of Theaters in
World as 57,347
Out of 57,347 theaters throughout the world, 41,822 or about 71
per cent are now wired for sound,
according to the 1933 survey of the
Department of Commerce. Total
houses in the U. S. is given as 19,000, including 15,000 wired. This
does not allow for closed theaters,
which amount to about 25 per cent
of the total.
In Europe
vh*.. r. .beaters nurrber 29,533,
of which 20,933 are wired, the totals for principal countries are given in the survey as
follows
(wired
houses onin Page
parentheses
; Ger(Continued
8)

10 MORE NOMINATED
FOR FILMCODE POSTS
Ten more nominations for members and secretaries of local clearance and zoning boards and local
grievance boards were announced
yesterday by the Code Authority.
The list follows:
Buffalo, Nikitas Dipson; Chicago,
Emma Abplanalp;
Detroit, Audrey
(Continued

on Page

8)

Ed Kuykendall Holding
New Orleans Code Meet

New Orleans — First meeting of
affiliated and independent exhibitors
tc discuss code matters and possibly
to effect code organization has been
called here at the Jung for Jan. 21
by Ed Kuykendall. Exhibitors from
Despite rumored rumblings of the entire territory will be present.
Southern Calif. Unit
dissatisfaction with the salary quessubmitted by the Federal
Joining M. P. T. O. A. Governmenttionnaire
pursuant to the ExecuGreece, Rumania All Wired
Next exhibitor unit to affiliate
tive Order seeking to find out about
Movie theaters in Rumania and Greece
with the M. P. T. 0. A. will be the allegedly excessive compensation
are all wired, according to the 1933
Independent Theater Owners of paid within the film industry, indisurvey of the Department of Commerce.
The former country has 350 houses, and
Southern California. Ben Berincations yesterday were that major
the latter 100. Russia is down on the
stein, official of the association and companies would not raise any serichart for only 2,000 theaters, also all
who generally sided with the M. P.
wired, but some classes of cinemas have
objections butspirit.
would "go along"
not been taken into account in this
T. 0. A. faction during the code- in a ouscooperative
figure.
drafting days in Washington, is now
As one executive put it, any rein New York.
(Continued on Page 4)

No Resistance Encountered
By Salary Questionnaires
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Tax Bills Now Pending
In Six Legislatures

With the introduction of 10 per
Denver — The Orpheum has boosted admission at night for the main :-ent admission tax bills in the Kenfloor and loges from 40 cents to 50
tucky and Virginia legislatures,
cents, including tax. Balcony re- number of such measures now total
mains 40 cents. This is the first in- six. Tax bills are under consideracrease in prices in this territory in ion in Colorado, Iowa, Missouri,
many months.
West Virginia. Ohio exhibitors are
optimistic regarding their changes
May Drop Chorus Girls
>f
persuading
of their state's
tdmission
tax repeal
law.

As a Result of Code

Code regulations requiring that
chorus girls be given a day off
weekly are causing a great deal of
trouble to Panchon & Marco at the
Roxy and may result in dropping
of the line girls if a satisfactory
formula cannot be worked out, according to Jack Partington. Partington said that because four girls are
left off daily an entire new line is on
the stage each day and this requires
rehearsals before each performance.
Conferences may be held shortly
with the Capitol and Music Hall
heads, who have similar problems.

Pizor Sells Six Films

Tuesday, Jan. 16, 1934

Jpof~7Uw±

Nine more legislatures are scheduled to go into session soon. They
are Wash., Mass., Miss., N. J., N. Y.,
R. I. and South Carolina, with
Louisiana beginning May 14 and
Delaware on March 6.

'Bo' Dowling Will Make
Headquarters in London
Ambrose "Bo" Dowling, whose appointment as European representa
tive for RKO was confirmed yesterday by Ned E. Depinet, vicepresident, will make his headquarters in London. Dowldng and Phil
Reisman, general foreign sales manager, sail Saturday on the Conte di
Savoia.

William Pizor has closed with
Haul a*n
Nat Cherin, president of Principal
Film Exchange, for the New York
and Northern New Jersey territory
Check on Consent Decree
on "Polynesian Follies," three-reel
musical made in New England; Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington — Filing of a memo"Voice of Syama," four-reel elerandum by the Federal Trade Comphant
hunt
expedition
in
Siam;
l'/s
mission with the NRA regarding alNEW YORK STOCK MARKET
"Sweetest Story Ever Told," oneNet
leged unfair trade practices of Fox
reel colored musical, and three other
Chg.
West Coast Theaters is understood
High
Low Close
one-reelers, "New York Daze," "A to have been simply the bringing up
Am.
Seat
33,4 334 3% +
Musical Review" and "The Wrong
Columbia Picts. vtc. 25% 25
25% +
V4 Bedroom," marionette
to date of their information regardnovelty.
Con. Fm. Ind
3'/2 3%
3i/4
.
ing conformance to consent decree
Con. Fm. Ind. pfd. . . 13
12% 13
obtained in August 1930. Division
Theaters Win Sunday Fight
East. Kodak
82V2 81
82
+
Manhattan, Kan. — After being Administrator Rosenblatt, while adFox Fm. "A"
14
135/8 14
+
mitting he had the information turnclosed since Dec. 14 because of a
Loew's, Inc
27% 27i/4 2734 -f
ed over to him by the Commission,
fight over the results of an election
Metro-Go!dwyn,
pfd. 213,4 2134 2134 -f
not comment. Neither -would
Paramount
ctfs.
...
2%
2%
2% +
on Sunday performances, local the- would
aters have reopened under a com- the Department of Justice.
Pathe Exch
1 34 1 5/B 1 3^ _|_
promise whereby they will run seven
do "A"
121/2 1 1 1/4 I21/4 +
RKO
25/8 2i/2 2% +
days a week but submit Sunday bills West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hecht Adapting "Zenda"
Warner
Bros
6
5y2 5%
+
to the Parent-Teacher Ass'n for apHollywood — Ben Hecht is adaptNEW YORK
CURB
MARKET
proval.
ing the talker version of "Prisoner
Technicolor
8%
8%
8% +
of Zenda," which M-G-M plans to
Trans-Lux
234 2%
2% —
2%
place in production shortly with
NEW YORK
BOND
MARKET
Poor
Richard Club Honors Disney' Nelson Eddy in the chief role.
Philade
lphia — Walt Disney will be
Gen. Th. Eq. 6s40. .5
5
5
Vs
Va honored by the Poor Richard Club
Gen. Th. Eq. 6s40 ctfs.
43,4 434 434 _
Submit Reorganization Plans
tomorrow, when he is awarded that
Loew 6s 41ww
90 89 90
+
Paramount 6s47 ctfs. 37% 3534 37y8
organization's gold medal for the
Reorganization plans for Para+ IV2
outstanding achievement of 1933 at
3
mount Publix will be submitted for
Par. By. 5'/2s51
37'/2 36
37'/2 +
a banquet in the Benjamin Franklin approval at a hearing to be held
Par. By. 5'/2s51 ctfs. 37
35
37
-f 3
Hotel.
Eddie
Cantor will act as tomorrow at 10:30 a. m. in the bankPar. 5'/2s50 ctfs
38
3534 373/8 +
% Disney
's proxy in receiving the
Warner's 6s39
44
43y4 44
-f
trict ruptcy
Court. division of the U. S. Dismedal.
N. Y. PRODUCE
EXCHANGE SECURITIES

(.ollecn Moore is more dynamic
than ever in a gay romantic
comedy with music, "SOCIAL
REGISTER," featuring a superb
cast. Directed by Marshall Neilan.
Associate producer William
De Mille.

C.

FINANCIAL

Para-

Pub'ix

27/8

25/8

27/8 +

Edmund Lowe, Ann Sothern, Miriam Jordan and Gregory Ratoff.

<e
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THEDATE
INDUSTRY'S
BOOK
Today:
Allied Theater Owners of New Jersey
meeting in screening room of Stacy
theater
Trenton,
N. J.. 12:30 P. M.
Jan. 18:
Western
Michigan
exhibitors
meet to
discuss
code, Hotel Pantlind, Grand Rapids
Mich.
Jan. 19:

Top notch entertainment tor anybody's theatre," says Daily Variety.
"LET'S FALL IN LOVE," romantic musical comedy featuring

Meeting of S.M.P.E. board of direcNew York.
tors, Hotel Pennsylvania,
Jan. 20: Fifth Annual Banquet and Ball of the
Waldorf-Ast
Inc.,
CJub,
Warner
oria Hotel,
New York.

mtMe£&
TWO
GOLD

LITTLE WORDS THAT MEAN A
MINE
FROM
WARNER
BROS.

man and Arthur Jarrert are making good shows better shows in
Columbia's 2-reel MUSICAL
COMEDIES.

J

FLASH

BULLETIN

FROM

WARNER

BROS. TO EVERY

EXHIBITOR

IN AMERICA:

h
V

HOUSE

MANAGERS:

ADVERTISING,
PROJECTION

— Paul Muni in "Hi, Nellie" soon will sweep America to the roar
of record grosses • Tune up your staff • Start your campaign now !

PUBLICITY AND EXPLOITATION MEN: -Here's a chance to do your
stuff • You can absolutely shoot the works — the show will back you up.
OPERATORS: — Gear machines to the last point of perfection. Muni gives the
GREATEST PERFORMANCE IN TALKING PICTURE HISTORY!

TICKET SELLERS: — Limber up your fingers • "Hi, Nellie" will pull like a billion-volt dynamo
if properly sold
USHERS: — Snap into it like real showmen

• Start telling 'em now about "Hi, Nellie"

BILL POSTERS: — Drape the town with the sensational line of Muni paper — a two week flash
in advance won't be too much
SIGN

ARTISTS: — Get the situation stills and character shots of Muni • Here's your chance
to spread yourself

With Glenda FarrellNed Sparks— Directed by
MervynLeRoy
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FIRMS TO COOPERATE
ON QUESTIONNAIRES

WILL HAYS SEES 1934
AS YEAR OF BIG FILMS
WITH'■-!*?">»■*>•
sSsMJipU*
(Continued from Page 1)

among the most educational as well
as entertaining ever produced. There
will also be many pictures reflecting currents of interest in modern
life, Hays stated.
Speaking on types of films, Hays
declared that every ticket bought by
a moviegoer is a ballot for that kind
of picture, hence the situation is
almost entirely in the public's
hands.

Step Up Activity
At M-G-M Studios
(Continued from Page 1)

Delmonico's," "The Merry Widow,"
"Stealing Through Life" and "Prisoner of Zenda." At nresent in work
are "Hollywood Party," "Viva Villa," "Mystery of the Dead Police,"
"Men in White," "Operator 13,"
"Rip Tide" and "Tarzan and His
Mate." In addition to these, "The
Cat and the Fiddle," "Laughing
Boy" and "It Happened One Day"
were completed recently and are
being prepared for release.
Chi. Union to Average 35-40 Hours
Chicago — Under the new contract
signed by the operators' union and
theater owners, operators will average from 35 to 40 hours a week
from now on, with wages remaining
at about $75 to $100 a week.
Ohio Valley Exhibs to Meet
Cincinnati — A final meeting before accepting the film code will be
held Jan. 23 by the Ohio Valley Independent Exhibitors' League, of
which Willis Vance is president.
Meetings of the organization hereafter will be for members only.
Frank Shay Joins Agency
Frank Shay, former publisher for
noted authors, has joined the Kennaday & & Livingston literary and
dramatic agency as an associate.

Coming and Going
MARY

PICKFORD

is back east from Chicago.

LENORE ULRIC arrives in New York this
week from the coast, having failed to reach
an agreement on a picture.
HARRY GOLD of U. A. is expected in New
Orleans this week regarding subsequent rule
deals.
RUDY VALLEE
from Hollywood.

returns to New York this week

FREDRIC MARCH and his wife, FLORENCE
ELDRIDGE, have arrived in New York from the
coast.
PRIMO CARNERA arrives from Italy tomorrow on the Conte di Savoia.
R. H. BRUCE LOCKHART, author of "British
Agent," which will serve Leslie Howard as
his next First National picture, arrives in New
York Jan. 30 on the Aquitania.
AMBROSE DOWLING and PHIL REISMAN sail
for Europe on Saturday aboard the Conte de
Savoia.
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(Continued from Page 1)
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•
•
• IF THE secret plans
for 1934
of
practically every independent producer
were known
the news col'ms would be blasting plenty of headlines on the
subject
however
it IS known
that radical
changes in production costs
stouter timber in talent
added financing and greater distribution coverage
are not only contemplated but are, in part, all set for the
new season
Executives who have heretofore been identified with only major outfits
will join the better indies
money
that
has
been
out
of
reach
will be available
•

•

• AND IT IS not a breach of confidence to announce
that two or three indie producers
are aiming to
have at least one film
in next year's Ten Best
The extensive 1934-35 plans of Monogram will soon be announced by its president, W. Ray Johnston
who never
has been satisfied to leave good enough alone
and never
will be content until his company's output rates with ANY
product
Herman Gluckman
head man at Majestic
is another genial gent who will never become smug
the outlook for his company is heart-warming
• •
• JOHN R. FREULER and his film associates
with their new set-up
are going "great guns" right now
and have plenty of practical ideas
that are in
the process of being worked out
and that will attract
attention from the industry and public alike

*

*

*

*

O
•
• CHESTERFIELD AND INVINCIBLE
with
George R. Batcheller and Maury M. Cohen at the helms
are
headin' into the future of greater achievements
with
unquestioned vigor
and a class of current pix that plainly fortells their advanced views
Aeolian, Mayf air, Principal, Fanchon Royer, Louis Weiss and others are planning ambitious programs
*
*
*
$
• •
• ADVERTISING
and publicity campaigns
house organs
and exploitation stunts
are an intregal part of the indies' march forward
with such seasoned specialists as Charles Reed Jones, Ed Finney, Helen Harrison, Boone Mancall, Harold Flavin
the George Harvey
group
and others
handling their particular lines
in masterful style

*

*

*

*

• •
• ACTING UNDER the green spot
must be
gloating glee for that mysterious gent Bela Lugosi
This
stage and screen diabolist
has just removed
himself
from "Murder at the Vanities"
"Pagan Fury"
... a sweet little out-throat tome to
by that peaceful
citizen Sam J. Warshawsky
who learned playwriting
in the RKO publicity department
Sam's play opens in
Chicago soon
and as we read his first dittie "The Woman of Destiny"
we predict that much will be left on
the
after the screen adaptations are
madecutting room floor
• HAVE
YOU
heard about the Marionette
Guild
which holds forth down at the Provincetown Playhouse?
Rl&nt n°w they re playing the original marionette version
of Eugene O'Neill's "The Emperor Jones"
a hundred
puppet characters
two acts. .... seven scenes.
It is the forerunner of other expressionistic plays that the director Jerome Magon will produce
in this unique fashion
......
What a break for a director
no temperamental
outbursts no salary arguments
no delays
tea
...... just a cast of block-heads that HAVE to doforwhat
they re told
if you pull the right string.

sistanee on the part of the industry
could be counteracted by the Department of Justice, which could
subpoena any books and records it
desires, without the aid of any speial act or legislation.

Leu Brock Producing
3 More RKO Features
(Continued from Page 1)

sicals are "Frat Heads," now in
work with Wheeler and Woolsey,
Thelma Todd and Dorothy Lee, and
"Down to Their Last Yacht," original by Herbert Fields. The other
is "Blarney Stone," a gob yarn by
Hubert Osborne, with William Gargan in the lead.

Krimsky-Cochran to Make
2 or 3 Films Next Season
John Krimsky and Gifford Cochran, distributors of "Maedchen ki
Uniform" and producers of "Emperor Jones," plan to make two or
three features for 1934-35 release,
Krimsky stated yesterday in New
York. The company will place in
distribution within two weeks an
English version on "Maedchen

N. O. Union Case Settled

Uniform."
New against
Orleans the
— local
Appeallabor
of Loew's
State
board
decision to restore union operators,
scheduled to be heard by the National Labor Board in Washington today, may union
be postponed
as Loew's
and the
have reached
an
agreement to restore union men
Feb. 1.
RKO Theater Assignments
Herbert Jennings has been appointed manager of the Fordham,
replacing Ray Connor, transferred
to the management of the Palace.
Joseph C. Greenfield, formerly manager of the Franklin, has replaced
John H. Patterson at the Greenpoint, with Lou Golden taking the
management of the Franklin. Abe
Vallet, formerly assistant managertreasurer of the Bushwick, has replaced Hubert Camp as manager of
the Shore Road, Brooklyn.

•
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A" "LITTLE" from HOLLYWOOD
By RALPH

WILK

"LJOWARD J. GREEN, the scenarist, has made an auspicious
start as a producer. He brought
his initial production, "So You Won't
Sing, Eh?" in two days ahead of
schedule and $20,000 under the bud#
#
*
get.
Our Passing Show: Jean Harlow,
Wynne Gibson, Hal Rosson, Joe Reddy, H. E. Edington, Charles Kenyon,
Dore Senary, Maxwell Shane at
"Sailor, Beware."

Added to Committee on Extras
The Code Authority has appointed two more members to the
extras to function on the Coast under the code. They are J.
M. Friedman, casting director at Fox. Division Administrator
approved the selections.
So far 15 members of the committee

mount's "The Man Who Broke His
Cecil B. De Mille has postponed
Heart."
the start of "Cleopatra" until early
February, due to elaborate preparations entailed. Claudette Colbert
will have the title role in this Paramount release.

"Isolation," an original story with
a new background, written by Arthur T. Horman and Reginald Callow, is attracting much attention
among story editors of the major
studios. Horman wrote "The Meanest Gal in Town," for RKO, and
"The Big Shot" for Warner Bros
Callow was formerly with Howard
Hughes.

RKO has assigned Nils Asther
and Wynne Gibson to "The Crime
Doctor," Richard Dix picture which
John Robertson will direct under
the supervision of David Lewis.
Billie Burke and Mitzi Green have
been signed by the same company
for "Finishing School," with Ginger
Rogers and Frances Dee. Wanda
Tuchock and George Nicholls, Jr.,
will direct.

The sound recorders on "A Very
Honorable Guy," starring Joe E.
Brown, will never look another
chicken in the face. Five hundred
chickens were used in the comedy
for two days and furnished a wide
and varied assortment of noises.

Starring Charles Grapewin, veteran character actor, and with Emma Dunn appearing opposite him,
"The Understanding Heart" will be
produced by George R. Batcheller
on his next for Chesterfield release.
Story is an original by Robert Ellis.
Richard Thorpe will direct. Production starts today at Universal
studios, with Andy Anderson at the
camera and Melville Shyer as assistant director.

Elliott Nugent, who directed "Two
Alone," "If I Were Free" and
"Three-Cornered Moon," is preparing to direct "Strictly Dynamite,"
"Three-Cornered Moon"
RKO.
for
was chosen as one of the ten best
pictures of 1933 by the National
Board of Review.

#

*

*

More Passing Show: Gloria Swanson, Herbert Marshall, Bessie Love,
William Hawks, Darryl Zanuck, Bill
Goetz, Ray Griffith, Graham Baker,
Gene Towne, Henry Lehrman, Bess
Meredyth, Margaret Ettinger at the
party tendered Ronald Colman by
Twentieth Century Pictures.
Stephen Goosson, art director, has
married Mrs. Janet McCormick.
Alice Lake,
days, has an

a star in the silent
extra role in Para-

BIG
NEWS
AS

SEEN
BY
THE PRESS
AGENT

"More than 200 pieces of original
statuary are being used by Director
Josef von Sternberg in Marlene Dietrich's new picture."
—PARAMOUNT.

standing committee on
Buckley Russell, and P.
Sol A. Rosenblatt has
have been named.

LeRoy Prinz, Paramount dance director, has been assigned to Bing
Crosby's next picture, "We're Not
Dressing." Prinz is to arrange some
specialty numbers for Crosby, Ethel
Merman and other featured players
in
the musical. Norman Taurog will
direct.
"Fragments," forthcoming Warner picture with Bette Davis, Margaret Lindsay and Pat O'Brien, has
been retitled •"The* Golden
Gate."
*
Ann Sothern, who has the feminine lead in Columbia's "Let's Fall
in Love," has been placed under a
long-term contract.
Columbia has selected "Don't Fall
in Love," a play by Charles Beahan
and Dorothy Speare as the first starring vehicle for Grace Moore. Victor Schertzinger will have charge
of production.

*

*

*

Lynn Riggs will write the script
of "Family Man," RKO production
to be supervised by Myles Connolly.

Adele Comandini had to suspend
work on the script for "Jane Eyre,"
which she is preparing from Charlotte Bronte's story for Monogram
Pictures for one week. Miss Com*
*
*
andini was injured in an automobile
Hobart Cavanaugh, comedian, is accident last week and was confined
Hospital in Hollysimultaneously at work in three pic- to thewoodWilshire
for several days.
tures at the Warner-First National
♦ #
*
studios. These are "Merry Wives
Virginia Cherrill, featuring in
of Reno," "Hot Air" and "A Very
Monogram's "He Couldn't Take It,"
Honorable
Guy," starring Joe E. has
Brown.
deferred her marriage to Cary

"LOTS
Grant until they both return from
London to the United States.

//.

"The Loudspeaker" starring Ray
Walker with Joseph Santley directing will be the first of four Monogram features to go into production
within the next four weeks, according to Trem Carr, who tentatively
scheduled the radio story to start
Wednesday. The other three features are "Jane Eyre," "Manhattan
Love Song," and "Numbers of
Montebe Carlo."
Loudspeaker"
will
made by "The
the W.
T. Lackey
unit, which produced "The Sweetheart of Sigma Chi."
Paramount Signs Stage Comic
Paul Gerrits, roller skating comedian of Earl Carroll's stage production of "Murder at the Vanities,"
has been signed by Paramount and
is expected to leave for Hollywood
within the next two months.
Howard Hughes Wins Air Race
Miami — Howard Hughes, the producer, came in first on the closingday
at Miami's
AU-American program
Air Meet.
He flew
185.707
miles an hour.
Finger Painting Exhibit at Roxy
Starting next Sunday the Roxy
will present the first comprehensive
exhibit of finger painting ever displayed in this city. Proceeds from
the sale
fare work.of pictures will go to wel4 More "Fashions" Bookings
Four more pre-release bookings
of "Fashions of 1934" have been
made by Warners, as follows: Grand,
Columbus; Capitol, Salt Lake City;
Victory, Dayton, all on Feb. 15, and
Stacey, Trenton, Feb. 18.
Stern Directing Mexican Film
Seymour Stern has been engaged
by Leonie Knoedler Sterner to direct the American Indian feature,
"Pueblo," which is being produced
on location in New Mexico.

Tampa, Fla. — Jesse L. Clark, for
several years manager of the Gulf
Theaters interests here, has been
transferred to Orlando as manager
of the Peninsular circuit. Vernon
D. Hunter is being transferred from
Miami to Tampa in Clark's place.
Jack Fitzwater, formerly manager
of the Tampa and recently in Clearwater, goes to West Palm Beach,
and John L. Crove of Jacksonville
was sent to Miami.
Salt Lake City — Ernie Gibson is
back on the United Artists sales
staff, covering Utah.
Ashland, N. H. — The Ashland,
owned y E. A. Sheppard, has closed.
Louisville — The Studio theater
will open shortly.
It seats 300.

Louisville — Tom Norman has
changed his policy at the National
from split week to full week with
vaudeville and pictures.
Irving, Ky.— The Strand, W. R.
Shafer, manager, has opened with
RCA Photophone High Fidelity
sound.
Detroit — Doric theater, West Side,
is being dismantled and converted
into
steadt.a beer garden by Charles SeeDetroit — Shamrock Pictures, new
producing unit, is working on its
second release, "A Life for a Pint."
Gloucester, Mass. — The Union Hill
theater, formerly owned by Edward
Klein, has been transferred to Jack
Riff.

Albert Wolf Dead
Milwaukee — Albert Wolf, 35,
house manager of the Garden, died
last week. He came here about
three months ago from Gary, Ind.,
where he managed the Family theater.

FACTS
ABOUT
FILMS
Movie theaters in U. S. Army posts,
camps and stations around the country
now total 76, against 72 a year ago.
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SHORT SHOTS from
EASTERN STUDIOS
• By CHAS. ALICOATE

A LEXANDER GRAY, who recently completed "Trav'ling the
Road," a Song Hit Story, for Educational, gave his recital Sunday at
Town Hall and was warmly received.

•

As a result of a specialty dance
by Billie Stiles in a recent Vitasvhone short subject, the company's office has been surprised
with numerous fan requests for her
photographs. The dancer is 18 years
old and a newcomer to Broadway.
iShe is currently featured in a ballet at the Paradise Club. Her first
Vitaphone short, "Gypsy Caravan,"
has been given a return booking at
the Hollywood theater on the program with "Disraeli."
•
Eastern Service Studios will discontinue their activities at the Bronx
studio and will center all work at
the company's Astoria plant. The
Bronx studio, it is understood, will
be taken over by E. R.P.I, to be used
as an experimental station.

•

With Helen Morgan and Lillian
Tashman signed for leading parts
in "Frankie and Johnie," selection
of the rest of the cast is expected
to be completed within the next ten
days. Production on the feature is
Ho get under way about the first
'week in February tinder the di'rection of Chester Erskin at the
Biograph Studio. •

McCoy

and

Sue

Carol

in

"STRAIGHTAWAY"
Columbia
60 mins.
GOOD ACTION DRAMA OF AUTO
RACERS THAT SHOULD SATISFY THE
OUTDOOR PICTURE FANS.
The action of this film starts with the
auto races at Altoona, and follows the speed
fiends to Providence, Elgin, and finally the
annual event at Indianapolis. The story
concerns McCoy and Billy Bakewell who
plays his inbrother.
Billy
as refuse
Tim's
mechanic
all races.
Therides
racers
to ride a crooked race and leave their employer to join a straight shooter, whose
daughter, Sue Carol, is in love with Tim.
At all tracks there is much intrigue, but
the real thrills come at Indianapolis where
smash-ups, cars burning, and some red hot
racing keep the action at top speed. At
Elgin, Tim crashes with another car to
clear the track for his kid brother who
drives another machine. Later before the
big race, he is warned to have his brother
lose the race, or Tim will face prosecution
for the Elgin affair. The kid learns of the
threat and deliberately tries to lose but
when he brings his car to the pits, Tim replaces the mechanic and forces the boy to
cross the line first.
Cast: Tim McCoy, Sue Carol, William
Bakewell, Ward Bond, Lafe McKee, Francis
McDonald, Samuel Hinds, Arthur Rankin,
Charles Sullivan.
Director, Otto Brower; Author, Lambert
Hillyer; Dialoguer, same; Editor, Otto
Meyer; Cameraman, Dan Clark; Recording
Engineer, Glenn Rominger.
Direction, Speedy.
Photography, Good.

SHORT

"MYRT

AND

MARGE'

Tabloid Reviews of

Universal
BACKSTAGE STORY WITH MUSIC
RATES FAIR AS ENTERTAINMENT FOR
THE
POPULAR
PRICE
HOUSES.
Unpretentious from a production standpoint and lacking name value unless the
radio following of Myrt and Marge can
be considered substantial enough to mean
something, this picture should just about
get by as a programmer. It is another
backstage yarn, thereby providing the opportunity for some singing and dancing,
gags, etc. Plot revolves around a show
that runs into trouble on the road. So one
of the girls, Myrt, gets hold of an angel,
Thomas E. Jackson, who promptly takes a
liking to Marge, the sweetheart of Eddie
Foy, Jr., one of the boys in the show. The
romantic tangle leads to Jackson being
beaten up by Foy, whereupon the angel
pulls out of the show, which is saved once
more by the arrival of Myrt's mother, Trixie
Friganza, who puts up the dough to enable
the production to open on Broadway, where
it makes a hit. Ted Healy and his stooges
provide some of their familiar comedy.
Cast: Myrtle Vail, Donna Damerel, Eddie
Fey, Jr., Thomas E Jackson, Ray Hedge,
Grace Hayes, Trixie Friganza, J. Farrell
MacDonald; Howard, Fine and Howard,
Bonnie Bonnell.
Director, Al Bcasberg; Author, Beatrice
Banyard; Dialoguer, Al Boasberg; Cameraman, J, A. Valentine; Songs, M. K. Jerome,
Jean Jasmyn; Dances, Jack Haskell.
Direction, Okay.
Photography, Good.

SUBJECT REVIEWS

FOREIGN

FILMS

"ENEMIES OF PROGRESS," in Russian
with English titles; producer by Rosfilm;
directed by Nickolai Beresnyef; with
Livanov, Gardin, Taskin, Kostrichkin, Youdjn, Trakhtina.
At the Acme Theater.
Historical melodrama depicting the "white
army's" last stand against the Bolshevists
ending.
has plenty of action, adventure and a happy

"FRAEULEIN - FALSCH VERBUNDEN"
("Wrong Number, Miss"), in german; produced by German-Italian Films; directed by
E. W. Emo; with Magda Schneider, Johannes
Reimann, Trude Berliner, Jose Wedorn, et
al. At the 79th St. Theater.
Pleasing musical comedy about two
couples who make blind dates over the
phone and have their dates crossed. Lively
music, good
hearted
gaiety. singing and general light"DER

HOCHTOURIST" ("The Mountaineer"), in German; produced by Ufa;
directed by Alfred Zeisler; with Trude Berliner, Otto Wallburg, Maria Solveg, Theo
Shall, Eugen Rex, et al. At the Yorkville
Theater.
Romantic comedy in Alpine setting holds
plenty of good entertainment for those who
understand German.

Permits Trustee to Sue
Wisconsin Theater Units
Milwaukee— As the result of a
ruling Jan. 13 by Federal Judge
Ferd Geiger, Clarence Benton, trustee in bankruptcy for the Statewide
Theater Corp., can bring suit
against the Wisconsin Amusement
Enterprises Corp. and Fox-Wisconsin Co., both of which have been
enjoined
from disposing of their assets.

"Notre Dame Glee Club"
with Charles Coleman
Vitaphone
10 mins.
Entertaining
About half a dozen nicely varied
numbers are sung by the Notre
In this subject Edwin C. "Hill pays Dame boys in this one-reeler. After
Fourth Soviet Program
a visit to Carrie Jacobs-Bond, au- an
introductory piece where the
thor of numerous sentimental songs boys march into formation, there is
Film
League's fourth
that have remained popular for a levee bit, a nautical number, an- program &of Photo
•
the series of film showother straight piece, and a football
many years. Glimpses are shown
ings on the "History of the Soviet
John Krimsky and Gifford Coch- of the composer, who is now past sequence in which the vocalizing by Film" will take place Jan. 27 at the
the
rooting
squad
is
accompanied
by
New
School for Social Research.
i-o?i have just completed the dub- 71 but still an active woman, at her
process action.
'Shanghai Document" is the feature
bing in English on "Maedchen in
etc. Musical into be shown, representing an antiUniform ' at the West Coast Service piano, out walking,
terpolations, with vocals by Ralph
studio.
imperialist program, with Donald
Takes Space in Film Center
Kirbery and organ accompaniment
State Film Service Corp. has Henderson, ex-professor at Columby Lew White, are pictorially ilas guest lecturer. Performances
Charles E. Mack Buried
office space in the Film Cen- will bia,
ter Building.
lustrated byshadowy scenes in keep- leased
be given at 7 and 9:30 P. M.
ing
with
the
mood
of
the
subject.
Newhall, Cal. — Funeral services
for Charles E. Mack of Moran and
Mack were held yesterday at the
Mack ranch here. William S. Hart,
"Samoan Memories"
Journey)
Noah Beery, Harry Carey and nu(E. M. Newman
Musical World
merous other film personalities were
imong the mourners.
Vitaphone
10 mins.
Good
Aided by an excellent musical
Contest Ban Put to Circuits
score, this E. M. Newman visit to

Production on the musical short
^featuring Cab Calloway and his orchestra, for release in Paramount'?
"Headliner" series, has been completed at the West Coast Service
istudio. Fred Wahler directed, with
William Steiner and George Weber
doing the camera work.

"Carrie Jacobs-Bond"
(Edwin C. Hill Series)
Master Art
10 mins.
Interesting

it's the

V-8

Interpretation of the anti-contest provision of the advertising code, sponsored by the Hays office, has been submitted to major theater circuit heads
for their approval. Under the interpretation, made by advertising and publicity department chieftains last week,
only contests banned would be those involving purchase of tickets which would
amount
to price-cutting,
in effect.

the Samoan group is an entertaining travelogue. The picturesqueness of the islands is revealed, and
in addition to the usual scenes of
natives at work and play the short
includes views of the house where
Somerset
Maugham
and the place
where wrote
Robert "Rain"
Louis
Stevenson is buried.
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THEATERS IN WORLD
71 PER CENT WIRED
(Continued from Page r)
many. 5,100 (4.000;) England, 4,672 (4,414);
France, 3,900 (2,550); Spain, 2,600 (1,500);
Italy, 2,500 (1,079); Czechoslovakia, 2.024
(818); Russia, 2,000 (2,000); Sweden, 1.100
(750); Austria, 850 (570); Poland, 759
(353); Belgium, 650 (400); Hungary, 633
(267) ; Rumania, 350 (350) ; Denmark, 350
(303); Yugoslavia, 338 (184); Switzerland,
310 (302); Netherlands, 255 (240); Portugal,
250 (107); Norway, 220 (175); Finland.
220
(120).
Latin-America is listed for 5,270 theaters,
including 2,208 wired, with the principal distribution as follows: Argentina, 1.634 (542);
Brazil, 1,125 (525); Mexico. 701 (265):
Cuba, 400 (131); Columbia, 385 (60); Chile.
215 (160); Venezuela, 134 (44); Uruguay.
127 (110).
Africa and the Near East has 645 houses,
with 432 wired; Canada, 1,100. including 710
wired, and the Far East, 4,639 houses, with
2,539 wired and principally located as follows: Japan, 1,669 (450); Australia, 1.050
(990) ; India, 685 (340) ; Philippines. 300
(105); China, 2'38 (120).

Ten More Nominated
For Film Code Posts
(Continued from Page

1)

Littell; Indianapolis, Mrs. Helen
Keeler and Marian M. Hull; Philadelphia, Oscar Neufeld and Jack H.
Greenberg; Pittsburgh, Emaline
Fineberg; Milwaukee, George Fischer and B. K. Fischer.

CWA Grants $28,000
To Provide Stage Jobs
In the first instance of its kind
in the history of the American stage,
a Government appropriation to
finance stage activities has been
made through the granting of $28,000 by the Civil Works Administration to give immediate work to 150
actors. Actors' Equity and the Board
of Education are cooperating in the
project, which calls for the staging
of 12 plays in schools, hospitals,
auditoriums, museums, etc., for free
performances. First production will
open Jan. 30. If successful here, the
plan will be extended to other communities. Authors of "clean" plays
will be asked to waive royalty, while
some prominent directors are to
stage productions without pay.

ANALYSIS OF
MOTION PICTURE CODE
By LOUIS
Tenth Installment
ARTICLE V— UNFAIR PRACTICES—EXHIBITORS— (cont.)
3. Violations by Exhibitors
(a) If a Local Grievance Board
decides that an Exhibitor has
violated any of the rules concerning rebates and premiums, it may decide that the
Exhibitor shall not be permitted to contract for any
motion pictures unless he
stops his violations.
(b) In such a case the Local
Grievance Board may direct
the Distributors to refuse to
contract with the Exhibitor
and to refuse to deliver pictures under existing contracts
made after the Code went into effect.
4. Ninety
Days' Time to Dispose
of Premiums
If 75 per cent of the Exhibitors in the territory prohibit
Form Better Films Council
Fond du Lac, Wis. — A Better
Films Council has been organized
here with Mrs. J. P. Connell as president; Mrs. G. F. Brown, vice-president; Mrs. D. E. Sullivan, secretary,
and Mrs. Frank Spillman, treasurer.
Brooklyn Century Closes
The Century theater, Brooklyn,
which had been playing vaudeville
and pictures, closed Friday. The
house was dark for a long time prior
to reopening
over a month ago.

i
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STAGE TALENT GROUP
FORMS ORGANIZATION
■
(Continued from Page

1)

committee of three members of thtW
NIZER
association, who will have a hear-j
ing before Division Administrator, __
the giving of rebates in the
form of premiums or gifts, Sol A. Rosenblatt
in Washington =
the rule does not take effect on Thursday at 10 o'clock, instead ^
their requests forjp
until ninety days after such of Tuesday, on
of the stage
talent ,
vote so that any premiums or modification
gifts on hand may be disposed clauses in the film code, was elected
of in the meantime.
temporary chairman of the new or-l
4. Fraudulent Transfer by Exhibitor ganization.
It was decided at the meeting- that Rosento permit a sliding scale 01
(a) No Exhibitor may transfer wages blattforbe asked
traveling chorus girls from $25 to
ownership or possession of $35, instead of the minimum wage of $35
fixed in the code. This prohis theater to avoid uncom- weekly posalnow
is certain to be opposed by Chorus
pleted contracts.
Equity. The committee will also ask perl I
to pay new acts half-pay during the
(b) If any dispute arises con- mission
two weeks of break-in.
cerning such a transfer, it firstClarification
of the questions of whether
may be submitted to the Lo- an act or unit may work on percentage without a guarantee and on whom responsibility
cal
Grievance
Board
for
decision.
shall rest where an act is postponed for a
(c) The findings of the Local
Grievance Board are binding
upon all parties concerned;
that is, the Distributor, the
Exhibitor who operated the
theater and the new operator.
(To

be

Continued)

Dolores Del Rio on Air
Dolores Del Rio will be heard over
the NBC network at 9:30 P. M.
Wednesday, singing a number from
First National's
which
she appears."Wonder Bar," in
Reagon Joins Colonels
Louisville — C. M. Reagon, district
manager for the Paramount Company of Chicago, has been appointed
a Kentucky Colonel.
84% of Territory Sold
Celebrity's "ComiColor Cartoons"
are now being served in 84 per cent
of the U. S. territory, according to
Charles J. Giegerich, sales manager.
Vera Van at Roxy
Vera Van, radio singer, has been
added to the stage bill opening Friday at the Roxy. Trixie Friganza
also is on it, and Mickey Mouse in
"Steeplechase" will be an added
screen attraction.

Jossey and Lefton Home-Bound
Cleveland — J. S. Jossey and Nat
L. Lefton of the local Monogram
exchange, are driving home from
the coast where they have been since
the first of the year looking over
production.
Twin Run in Lowell
Lowell, Mass. — "Enlighten Thy
Daughter," distributed in New EngWarner Stars on 6 Covers
land by American Pictures of Boston, has set precedent here by playWarners take top honors on the
Robson Film Re-named
ing day and date at the Victory and
first six fan magazines to reach the Lowell
"You Can't Buy Everything" is
theaters.
newsstands for February, with all
announced by M-G-M as the final
covers devoted to Warner-First Natitle for the May Robson starring
Louis Marcus to Rest
tional players. Both Photoplay and
Salt Lake City — Louis Marcus, lo- vehicle, formerly known as "Old
Picture Play carry covers on Kay
cal mayor and head of Marcus EnFrancis; Ruby Keeler is represented
s, isreturning to California Hannibal."
on Movie Mirror and Silver Screen; to continue terprisehis
Amity Gets Siam Film
vacation until he has
Patricia Ellis' picture is on the fully regained his health.
John M. Crinnion has acquired "I
cover of Motion Picture Classic, and
Am from Siam" for distribution by
Amity Pictures.
Screen World's cover is given over
Denver Exchange Fire
to Rickey Newell.
Denver — Fire starting from rubFox Closes Louisiana Deals
bish in the furnace room burned a
New Orleans — Fox has closed with
hole in the floor and did $500 dam- out-of-town runs controlled by Afage to the M-G-M exchange. Firefiliated and Rupert Richards.
"Fortune
Teller"
in
Spanish
men extinguished the flames before
West Coast Bur., THE FILM DAILY
any films were burned.
Hollywood — A Spanish version of "The
Stage Shows at Cincy Strand
Fortune Teller," the famous Victor
Cincinnati — Asher Mayer of
Herbert operetta, is being produced at
Strand Enterprises, New York, has
Warners under the direction of WilAdvance "Massacre" Opening
liam McGann, with Enrico Caruso, Jr., in
a new policy of presentaOpening of First National's "Mas- installed
the leading role.
sacre" at the New York Strand has here. tions with pictures at the Strand
moved up to tomorrow morning.

week,betwo
matters on which the code is stent,
will
sought.

Among the 25 present at the meeting were h
Jack Partington of Fanchon & Marco, Ealph M
Whitehead, head of the new union of vaudeville actors, and Henry
Chesterfield of the
N.V.A., all three contributed to the association's plea for funds.
At
Thursday's
meeting
in Washington.
Rosenblatt will be asked to intercede with thellIan'
railroads
for a restoration
of the formerly
party rate for theatrical troupes of over 20 (f:
persons.
The committee will point out thai bit
Charles
Freeman
of the Interstate Circuitjijfc
has succeeded in obtaining concessions from I
Southern
railroads and
on the
plea that rail
will
be increased
employment
aided.traffic' BK

,011:

Vaude. Employment
(Continued from Page

1)

Hit by Circuit
Film toCode0
ducing the Interstate
raise r
its vaudeville budget from $1,800 to i
the Codeweekly,
is modified
$3,500
asserts the
that cost
unlessoff'
installing stage shows will be pro
hibitive for his circuit.

7 Productions in Work
At Warner-First
Nat'l
FILM DAILY1

West Coast Bureau of THE

Hollywood — Seven features are
currently in work at Warner-First
National, an increase of two in the
past week, while five more are in
preparation. Those before the cameras include "Hot Air," "Merry
Wives of Reno," "Upper World," "A
Very Honorable Guy," "Hit Me
Again," "Fur Coats" and "The Fortune Teller." In preparatory stages
are "Dames," "Goin' to Town,"
"British Agent," "The Key" and
"Madam Du Barry."

Er

Raphaelson,
Vollmer at M-G-M
Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Samson Raphaelson
and
Vollmer
M-G-MLuluwriting
staff.have joined thefr
West

Whitehead on Labor Board
Betterment
Association,
appointed
Ralph Whitehead,
head was
of the
Actors'
yesterday to the NRA Labor Board and
leaves today for Washington.
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76 Cases Already Settled Under Code— Rosenblatt

ACTIVE FS. THEATERSJP 320 FROMJEAR AGO
Major Warner Reports
Says Both Exhibition and
Distribution Grosses
Continue Upward
"A distinct national upturn in
business is evidenced by both exhibition and distribution receipts,"
leclared Major Albert Warner yesterday in New York. His statenent coincides with those of vari)us other industry executives, both
n exhibition and distribution, who
)bserve a substantial improvement
„>ver conditions of a year ago.
"The impetus received by grosses
jjluring the
holiday period has been
(Continued on Page 6)

;NRA W0?TTAKE UP
DUBINSKY UNION ROW
The NRA will not take a hand
'n the operators' situation in St.
Joseph, Mo., as the dispute with the
.heatermen there is based on a concract which expired Dec. 1, or 11
'lays before the motion picture code
'oecame effective, Ed Dubinsky, exhibitor leader, told
The
Film
tDaily yesterday in New York. Division Administrator Sol A. Rosen(Continued

on

Page

6)

Erpi is Again Upheld
In Aleograph Action
In a decision handed down this
week, the Second Circuit Court of
Appeals in New York upheld Western Electric in the Aleograph infringement suit on sound equipment.
The court sustained the ruling of
(Continued

on

Page

8)

5% Tax Looms in Virginia
Richmond — Governor George C. Peery,
who assumed office yesterday, will
recommend a 5 per cent tax on admissions, it was learned yesterday. Exhibitors had been anticipating something of the kind, and delegations of
the newly formed M.P.T.O. of Virginia
have already visited the legislative halls
to combat the measure.

Distinct Upturn in Business

Circuit First to Return Salary Questionnaire
Washington

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — First complete return of a salary questionnaire was acknowledged yesterday by Division Administrator Sol A. Rosenblatt.
It was from an exhibitor circuit
the identity of which he declined to reveal.

//

13,736 Houses Now Open
in This Country —
4,635 Closed

There were 320 more theaters in
operation throughout the U. S. at
the beginning of this year than on
the corresponding day a year ago,
according to the annual compilation
of Film Board of Trade reports. Total number of houses at present is
given as 18,371, against 19,311 a
year ago, or an elimination of 940.
With film interests viewing the Closed theaters at the start of 1934
Rosenblatt to Address
move as likely to offer substantial total 4,635, compared with 5,895.
National Review Board competition,
actual reopening of 1,260
a plan bearing the ap- This is an(Continued
on Page 4)
Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
proval of Henry F. Wolff, local
Washington — Division Adminis- NRA administrator, whereby 600
trator Sol A. Rosenblatt, who theaters, now dark, would be openleaves Friday for the coast, returns
ed with "flesh" entertainment to rein about 10 days and will address
duce unemployment among actors
the National Board of Review at the will be laid before Civil Works Administrator Harry Hopkins in
Pennsylvania Hotel, New Yoi-k, Feb.
9. Rosenblatt will stop at the Bev- Washington
this week
by Ralph
(Continued on Page 8)
erly Wilshire in Los Angeles.

Gov't Backing of 600
Flesh Houses
Is Viewed as Competition (or Movies

ERPI-VITA. RULING
BEING FILED FEB. 6
FILM

40 More Names Submitted
Virtually every national and
regional exhibitor association has
submitted recommendations for the
local protection and grievance
boards and their secretaries, it was
stated yesterday in announcing another batch of membership suggestions which comprised 40 names.
A meeting of the Code Authority
(Continued on Page

10)

for Code Boards

12 Productions Planned
By Al Alt for 1934-35

Production plans of Al Alt for
1934-35 tentatively call for 12 features. Alt arrives in New York
this week from the coast to make
distribution arrangements for the
series.

33 Exhibitor Labor Disputes
Among 76 Settled Under Code
Working on Credit Plan
For Indep't Producers
Preliminary steps have been taken

By WILLIAM SILBERBERG
FILM DAILY Staff Correspondent

Washington — Commenting on the
film code's administration to date,
by Ben Berke for the organization Division Administrator Sol A. Rosaid yesterday that 43 exof a credit expansion plan for inde- sonblatt hibitor
compliance cases involving
pendent producers. Under the project as planned, laboratories would unfair trade practices have been
function as trustees for a group of settled thus far, and 33 exhibitor
four major creditors involved in pro- labor disputes have likewise been
duction. The setup would include adjusted. (Continued
There are
now 8) three aron Page
(Continued on Page 6)

By iV. M. MacLEOD
DAILY
Staff Correspondent

Wilmington, Del.— The State Supreme Court announced yesterday
that it will file an opinion Feb. 6th
in the appeal case of Electrical Research Products from a decree filed
against it in Chancery Court here
in litigation
filed onagainst
(Continued
Page 10)it by Vi-

Wm. Fox Notifies Exhibs
On Flywheel Patent Ruling

Formal notification of the U. S.
District Court decision recently
handed down in Scranton, Pa., by
Judge Johnson, finding infringements on the flywheel patents controlled by American-Tri-Ergon
Corp. has been sent to 16,000 exhibitors by the William
com(Continued
on Page 4)Fox
Will

Hays to the Coast

Following an executive meeting of
the Hays organization yesterday, Will
H. Hays left on his twelfth January
trip to the coast. At yesterday's confab the new membership of Walt Disney in the association was confirmed,
and the matter of closer cooperation between east and west was discussed.
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FINANCIAL
NEW

YORK

Am.
Seat
Columbia Picts. vtc.
Con. Fm. Ind
Con. Fm. Ind. pfd...
East. Kodak
Fox Fm. "A"
Loew's,
Inc
do pfd
Metro-Goldwyn,
Paramount
ctfs.
Pathe
Exch.
do "A"
RKO
Warner

Bros
NEW

YORK

Trans-Lux
Gen.

High
43/8
25
33/8
13%
84%

14%
28%
7934
pfd. 22
...
2%
2

Technicolor
NEW
Th. Eq.

STOCK

YORK
6s40.

12i/4
23/4
6%
CURB

MARKET

Net
Chg.
+
%
—
%

Low
4
25
3%
12'/8
83l/2

Close
43/8
25
31/4
12%
84y2

14
27%
793,4
22
t-3h
1%

14
27% —
793/4 +
22
+
2%
2
+

12
12
25/g
2%
53/4
6
MARKET

—
+

+

%

8%

8%

8%

+

%

2%
BOND
5%

2%
2%
MARKET
5
5%

—

%

5y2 +
543^
90
39
+

Par. By. 5%s51 . . . . 3734
Par. 5%s50 ctfs
39
Pathe 7s37
88%

37%
38
88

37%
38%
88%

Para.

Publix

i/4
1/4

5%
54l/2
88%
37%

6s39
PRODUCE

%
5%
%

—

Gen. Th. Eq. 6s40 ctfs.
5%
Keith A-0
6s46. . . . 543^
Loew 6s 41 ww
90
Paramount 6s47 ctfs. 39

Warner's
N. Y.

3/s
2%

+
+
+

45%
44%
45
+
EXCHANGE SECURITIES
2%

2%

3/4

1
Va
%
%
%

23^

THEDATE
INDUSTRY'S
BOOK
Jan. 18: Western Michigan exhibitors meet to
discuss code, Hotel Pantlind, Grand Rapids,
Mich.
Jan. 19:

Meeting of S.M.P.E. board of directors, Hotel Pennsylvania,
New York.
Jan. 20: Fifth Annual Banquet and Ball of the
Warner Club, Inc., Waldorf-Astoria Hotel,
New York.

Coming and Going

After all the fuss that's been made about the movies having to be held down to
the mentality of a 12-year-old, the myth is exploded in a statement by Dr. David
Segel, test specialist in the Federal Office of Education, Washington, declaring that
the average mental age of men and women from 17 to 50 has been found to be 17.7. That
line about an average 12-year-old mentality arose from Army tests during the war
and later was found to be a mistake, according to Dr. Segel. But the movie hecklers
never stopped using it.

BEN
coast.

At a meeting of the Association
Samuel
Goldwyn's
ring Anna
Sten and"Nana,"
releasedstarby
of Assistant Directors, held Monday night, Fred Scheld was elected U. A., has been booked to play the
president for the ensuing year. Radio City Music Hall starting
Other officers elected were: George Feb. 1. It is likely that an extensive advertising and publicity camCline, vice-president; Dan Nadel,
paign will be waged locally.
recording secretary; Saul Harrison,
financial secretary; Joe Nadel,
chairman of the board of directors.
Others elected to the board of di- Two More Are Appointed
rectors are: Ben Schwab, Jack DeOn Extras' Committee
lancy, Joe Brannon and Walter Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Sheridan. Joe Holtou is chairman
Washington — J. Bentley Russell
of the board of trustees, with Wara Hollywood
supporting
players'
ren Murray and Herbert Heyman of
association
and P.
M. Friedman
of
as other trustees.
the Fox casting department have
been appointed to the Committee on
Sol A. Rosenblatt announcPara. Takes Up 3 Options Extras,
ed yesterday.
FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Paramount has exerLoew's Annual Meet Put Off
cised options on the contracts of
Charles Ruggles, Sir Guy Standing,
Annual meeting of Loew's scheduled for yesterday was deferred unand Mitchell Leisen, the latter a ditil Feb. 16. The reason is underrector. Ruggles next will be "Melstood to be because Film Securities
ody in Spring," with Lanny Ross
to vote, but the stock transand Mary Boland. Sir Guy Stand- wanted
fer involved had not been effected.
.ng goes into "Double Door," with
Evelyn Venable. Leisen's next ass'gnment is "Murder at the VaniFaster Transmission by RCA
ties."
Two imnortant new radio developments, a multiplex transmission
making possible the simultaneous
sending of three different radiograms on one wave length, and the
practical use of ultra high frequencies or very short waves, are about
to be introduced by RCA, it was
announced yesterday by David Sarnoff, president. Applications for
permission to construct the first of
these advanced type radio stations
at New York, New Brunswick,
Trenton and Philadelphia, and additional stations at Chicago, New Orleans, Washington and Boston, have
been approved by the Federal Radio
Commission.
Max Baer on Air, Then West
After closing his series of personal appearances in Baltimore,
Max Baer leaves next week for
Florida, where he is to appear on
the Ben Bernie radio program the
night of Jan. 30. He will then proceed to Hollywood. The radio appearance was arranged for Baer by
Joe Rivkin of the Leo Morrison office.
Abe Montague a Colonel
Abe Montague, Columbia exec,
has been commissioned a Colonel on
the
staff of Gov. Ruby Laffoon of
Kentucky.

BERKE

leaves New

ARTHUR ALEXANDER
wood from New York.

Ass't Directors Elect
"Nana"
Goldwyn
Hall
Music
for 's
Booked
Fred Scheld President Samuel

West Coast Bureau of THE
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BILLY WILKERSON
from New York.
ALT
theALcoast.

York today for Hie

is en route to Holly-

is en route to the coast

arrives in New

York this week from

WILLIAM K. HOWARD arrived in New York
yesterday
Santa Paula.from Hollywood on the Grace liner
AL JOLSON is expected to leave the coast
this week for New York via the Panama Canal
to resume
radio work.
VINCE

McFAUL

of Buffalo

is in New

York.

J. REAL NETH of Columbus, Ohio, has arrived in New
York.
LAURA LA PLANTE leaves Hollywood today
en route to London to make pictures at the
Warner
studios
in Teddington.
B. C. FASSIO, president of Shamrock Pictures, Detroit, and producer of "The Fighting Priest," arrived
in New
York yesterday.

Arthur Loew Shifts Plans
Instead of going around the world
and returning by way of Europe as
originally planned, Arthur Loew,
with Mrs. Loew and Mi-, and Mrs.
Joe Vogel, now in the Orient, will
return via the Pacific. Upon arrival
on the west coast, Loew's party will
proceed to New York, with a trip
to Europe slated to follow.

"Gallant

Lady"

is a

great show! Already
have a great campaign
laid out for it I

Ralph Goldberg
City Manager for
Paramount, Orpheum
World Theatres
Omaha,

Neb.

&

yO/v=

Clark
Gable

^ssIi

d&jo'Jb S Orvvi J&/v\a /

WATCH !
NOVARRO

«nJ

Jeanette

MacDONALD

]eanet
MacDonald

m

"Cat and the Fiddle

MONTGOMERY.
"Fugitive Lovers"

GABLE in
"Men in White"

WEISSMULLER
"Tarzan and
His Mate"
BEERY

SHEARER m

Vfe/

e "ESKIMO"
"Rip Tide"
It's a hit

exploited at
popular prices
"You Can't
Buy i
MAY
ROBSON

"HOLLYWOOD
in

Everything"
Unique!
And Plenty

m

"."Viva Villa"

SmilingM-G-M
Hits!
More
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in the U. S. as of JAN., 1934
65

CIRCUIT
TOTAL
Territory

Number
453
612
. 1 ,072
462

Atlanta
Boston
Buffalo
Charlotte

S eat'g Capacity
270,012
342,091
790,657
334,732
183,956
663,845

382
915

Chicago
Cincinnati
Cleveland
Dallas
Des

THEATERS

.

Moines

...

577
235

Minneapolis
...
New Haven
...
New Orleans
..
New York
.
Oklahoma
City.
Omaha
...

527,724
373,140
443,645

373
512
624
686

Indianapolis
...
Kansas City . . .
Los Angeles . . .
Memphis
Milwaukee
....

Philadelphia
Pittsburgh
Portland
St. Louis

1 ,346
555
936
390

15
22
51
92

38,082
28,376
110,019

350,949
443,345

97
134
75
43
11

94,611
172,788

1,119
410

1 ,290,644
197,367
204,996
663,169

582
768

372,783
104,586
269,590
203,173

720
195
484

Salt Lake City.
San
Francisco. .
Seattle

548
418
268

329,008
145,838

Washington

672

357,681

. 18,371

11,028,950

...

TOTAL
Totals at Jan.
1933

35
3
196
23
46
181
68
7
45
22
54
20
66
1,954

11,161,193

"GALLANT
LADY"

is

Ann Harding's
best picture
in years!

Morris Stutinaky
In wood Theatre
Forest Hills, L. I.

2,266

78
95
39
61
21
44
38
45
468

9,582
51 ,950
67 ,009
48 ,389
7,299
419,639
35,169
29,075
246,250

29
90

81 ,269

19
62
52
41

11,178
1 8 ,009

2,586,643

I
. 19,311

163
126
116
222
20
99
47
39

15,460

75,104
59,613
28,817
85,523

2,937,644

103,816
75,009
159,235
129,909

76,878

187,133
163,657
372,617
296,323

213,484

125
No.
130
23
147
135

47,618
205,811

61,118
14,590

357,268
170,817

THEATERS
UNAFFILIATED
Capacity

66,437
39
123
56
69
16
36

112,839
291,881

541
863
176
477

AFFILIATED
No.
Capacity
32
50,938
120
119,407
157
210,635

"

69
111
92

13,443
154,194
85,920
106,362
174,197
16,002
22,562
42,281
88,062
46,310
65,084
21,746
22,050
23,474
51,588
75,097
545,162
31,763
16,077
96,161
37,058
14,982
39,480
23,465
107,671
44,288
60,934
2,493,382

INDEPENDENT
THEATERS
291
Capacity
No.
115,258
147,675
768
367
420,787
138,386
288
303
629
303,840
364,926
403
1,151
698
319
373

205,660
254,858
133,049
122,895'
112,719

312

220,317
192,801

365
510
185
528
477

210,028
205,473

744
455
103
379

217,881
81,511
266,785
70,840
131,088

179
514
13,571

159,844
320,758
254,456
78,426
170,497
161,699
146,233
72,733

482
589
175

5

446
230
832
361
390
1,087
433
768
606
187
461
404
390
268

211,224
5,948,925

2,846

15,652

1
116
32
31
20
149
0
114
8
23
158
14
0
103

13,796

2,656

4,635

3,725

5,895

58

2,719

569
2,561,726

3,189

502

95
10
158
95
97

466

325,843
130,435
319
530
497
600
169
485
368
262

THEATERS
CLOSED
Total
Sound
Si lent
152
74
78
17
87
104
218
404
186
91
147
28
65
73
86
229
95
121
26
18
48
63
81
144
35.
56
143
75
37
289
224
642
521
39
44
47
10
42
158
63
221
97
34
122
219
130
38
5
146
31
102
133
14
1
19
125
18
116
168
93
32
71
34
67
149
216
45
52
1550
62
20
28
. 114
208
76
21
97
178
52
82
237
147
14
72
27
0
27
102

THEATERS
845
Sound
Silent
83
17
595
370
227
93
28
354
369
771
144
35
807
225
18
474
81
355
539
711
355

52

1,979

'5,585,830
15,231

4,080
Active U. S. Houses
2,170
Wm.
Fox Notifies
Exhibs
Up 320 in Past Year On Flywheel Patent Ruling

(Continued from Page 1)

(Continued from Page 1)

houses, but due to the 940 that were
dismantled or converted to other
purposes the net gain is only 320.
Affiliated circuit houses dropped
to 1,954 from 2,266, or a loss of
312, while unaffiliated circuit houses
declined to 2,846 from 3,189, a drop
of 343.

pany.
Notice of appeal has been
filed in connection
with the decision.

Due to the uncertainty created' by
the ruling, some exhibitors and
producers are understood to have
been withholding payments on sound
until they find out definitely who
is entitled to the money. NumerAlthough independent theaters
ous inquiries on the point have been
decreased by 225, totalling 13,571 at received from exhibs by the Amerpresent against 13,796 a year ago,
ican Society for the Protection of
seating capacity for the indie group retary.
the Motion Picture Theater, accordincreased from 5,585,830 to 5,948,ing to Robert Robin, executive sec925, a gain of 363,095 seats, against
a, loss of 351,001 seats for affiliated
circuits and 68,344 for unaffiliated.
Wired theaters increased by 421
in the year. Silent houses now are
down to 2,719, of which 1,979 are
reported closed.
Detailed figures, divided into Film
Board
regions, appear elsewhere on
this page.
Hudson Theater Goes Radio
Columbia Broadcasting System
has taken a one-year lease on the
Hudson Theater, legitimate house,
and will use it as a broadcasting
studio along the same lines as National Broadcasting Company's
studio atop the New Amsterdam
Theater.

January 11Noah

Carl Laemmle
Grant Withers
Nils Asther

Eugene A.

Beery

Patsy Ruth Miller
Mack Sennett
Lauste

CV he will inawiedialely become a
tremendous

oo3c=ojjice

attraction.
RALPH Daily
WILK
Film

-. asft*
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MAJ. WARNER SEES
'DISTINCT UPTURN'
(.Continued from Page

1)

ANALYSIS OF
MOTION PICTURE CODE

perpetuated," said Major Warner.
By LOUIS NIZER
"The recovery efforts of the AdEleventh
Installment
ministration are now beginning to
Exhibitor may not advertise or issue a statement
ARTICLE V— UNFAIR PRACtangibly show although progress
TICES—EXHIBITORS— (cont.)
that his prices will be less
along this uphill road is naturally
than the prices of the prior
slow. Coupled with this improve- 5. Advertising by Exhibitor
Exhibitor.
ment is a deeper feeling of opti(a) Prohibition
on
Subsequent
mism and confidence which is bound
(c)
Relief
Where
Subsequent
Run
Run is Within Seven Days
to foster recovery.
Wherever another Exhibitor
"Convinced that these improveIf the complaining Exhibihas a prior run, the Exhibiments will prove permanent and the
tor's run is within seven days
tor having a subsequent run
start of better business conditions,
after
the prior run, the Local
may not advertise the picture
Grievance Board may, in
we are putting every effort back of
before or during the exhibigranting relief, permit tha
our big pictures, particularly 'Wonbitor. tion of any prior run Exhider Bar,' 'Fashions of 1934,' 'ManExhibitor to: —
1. Advertise on the screen of
dalay,' 'Dark Hazard' and 'As the
(b) Relief by Grievance Board
his theater.
Earth Turns.' "
If an Exhibitor complains
2.
Distribute printed proSubstantial improvement of busithat this rule works an unness in the Kansas City territory
gram in his theater.
fair hardship on him, the Lo
3. Mail printed program to
was reported by Ed Dubinsky in
cal Grievance Board can deNew York yesterday.
a list of regular patrons, —
cide the complaint and may
such program to be limited
give such Exhibitor relief
to announcement of pictures to be shown during a
Another U Horror Film
1. Such relief must be limperiod of not more than
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
but— ited to advertising during
seven days thereafter.
the prior run. The Local
Hollywood — In addition to "The
Grievance Board has no
(d)
General
Advertising
Return of Frankenstein," Carl
The Exhibitor may at all
Laemmle, Jr. announces that Uniauthority to grant permistimes advertise generally as
sion to advertise before
versal will make still another horthe beginning of the prior
a group the pictures to be exror picture, "The Black Cat," based
run.
hibited by him. Such general
on the Edgar Allan Poe work. Ed2.
Such
relief
must
be
limited
advertising
must not refer to
gar Ullmer will direct and Boris
any one picture at any time
so that the complaining
Karloff may star in it.
before its exhibition by a
prior run. It may only refer to the class of product
^
by mentioning
the Distributor's name.

Class

A

entertainment
from
start to
finish.

r

"Gallant Lady" is a
production of the
highest
quality

Interfering with Exhibitor's Lease
No person engaged in the
Motion Picture Industry may
intentionally interfere —
(a) With
negotiations
between
an Exhibitor and
anyone else concerning
the possession, operation or occupancy of the
theater actually operated by such Exhibitor;
or
(b) With
any
modification,
renewal or extension of
any agreement affecting
the
. possession
of the
theater.
The purpose of this section is
to prevent interference with
negotiations which an Exhibitor is carrying on with his
landlord or anyone
else for
the continued
possession
or
occupancy of his theater.
Exhibition Before Dawn
No Exhibitor may exhibit a
picture previous to dawn of
the first date booked without
obtaining written permission
under
showing.the contract for such
(To

be

Continued)

Fifth Ave. Holds Dual Bill
"Thunder Over Mexico" and
"Blood of a Poet" are being held
for a second week at the Fifth Avenue Playhouse.

Wednesday, Jan. 17, i>3-t

NRA WON'T TAKE UP
DUBINSKY UNION ROW
(Continued from Page

1)

blatt informed him to this effect at
a Washington conference Monday.
The case has been referred by Ro--^blart to the St. Louis regional
labor board.
When the exhibitor group hired
members of the Independent Motion
Picture Operators, dropping projectionists affiliated with the I. A. T.
S. E. local, the latter claimed that
the Dubinsky group was violating
the code. Lou Krouse, Washington
representative of the union, represented it at the conference with
Rosenblatt.
Hearing on the case involving
Loew's State, New Orleans, was
postponed by the Labor Board in
Washington yesterday by mutual
agreement by all parties in view
of a local settlement of the issue.

Working on Credit Plan
For(Continued
Indep't
Producers
from Page
1)
raw stock manufacturers, laboratories, studios and sound recording
companies.
Berke has contacted Eastman Kodak, as well as a number of laboratories, on the proposal. On his trip
to coast this week he will further
develop the plan.
Berke is to be associated with
the Alexander Bros, studio on the
coast.
He will install Blue Seal
sound recording.
Hoffberg Gets 3 Pictures
Two Willis Kent features, "Battling Buckaroo" and "Texas Tornado," both with Lane Chandler,
and a Charles Hutchinson drama,
"Mystic Hour," have been acquired
for foreign distribution by J. H.
Hoffberg & Co.
Compliance Boards Continue

Washington Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — All local voluntary
and compliance boards will continue
to function pending organization of
permanent agencies of the National
Emergency Council, as a result of
an executive order issued yesterday.
Mary Pickford to Boston Friday
Boston — Mary Pickford will open
in a personal appearance engagement at the Metropolitan on Friday.

SHOW-

REMINDER
MAN'S

Have you
about Lent?

started

making

your

plans

The Biggest Names
e Biggest Laughs
in

short subjects

rOLl<$

'"PARDON
OUTH

A comedy of youth, its fights and
its frolics, that will keep any audience institches of laughter, and
then leave a pleasant memory.

MY PUPS'7

MM

"I pledged the Fox sales force
best comedies on the market for
1934, both in name strength and
entertainment value. I believe

JUNIOR
SHIRLEY

show that'Educational is going to
deliver on that pledge. They wi

that good old belt-line laughter

with OLIVE

that pays you such handsome
profits. I recommend

"Excellent comedy ... shows
Stoopnagle and Budd at their
best as the nutty inventors ... If
you are looking for belly laughs,
this has them/'

TEMPLE

"Altogether delightful."
Rob.
Script
"FurnWagner's
ishes plent
y

give you the treat of again hearing your audiences rocking with

"THE INVENTORS"
BORDEN

COGHLAN

and

these new two-reel laugh pictures

STOOPNAGLE
and BUDD in

with

of laughs.
ley ShirTemple
M. P. DAILY
is great."

that you see

them both right now/'
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More Big Names
To the long list of big names in
Educational Pictures is now added

V

BUSTER

KEATON

coming

(TAR

soon

in a new

COMEDY

Distributed

in
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A LITTLE from "LOTS
By RALPH WILK

HOLLYWOOD

bitrations of labor disputes in prog- 7V/fETRO has completed production
ress.
plans for the new picture tenOn the extra situation he said
tatively known as "In Old Louisiana." George Seitz is to direct,
that every extra complaint received
thus far, has been given immediate Lucien Hubbard is the producer and
attention and been taken care of, the cast will include Lupe Velez,
(hanks to the excellent cooperation Warner Oland, Jean Parker, Robert
Young, Nat Pendleton, Raymond
of the producers.
Hatton, Ted Healy and Isabel Jewell.
The story is an original by Lucien
Hubbard.

Erpi Is Again Upheld
In Aleograph Action

"Sterling's Aunts" is the title of
Sterling Holloway's latest Warren
Doane comedy for Universal. Also
in it are Otis Harlan, Fern Emmett,
Virginia Howell, Gloria Shea, Herbert Corthell, Brooks Benedict,
Mickey Daniels and Olive Cooper.
Story is by James W. Home and Al
Austin. It will go into production
this week under the direction of
Home.

*

*

*

"All Men Are Enemies" was
placed in production at Fox this
(.Continued from Page 1)
Esther Ralston has been added to week, with Hugh Williams, Helen
Twelvetree sand Mona Barrie in the
Judge Inch of the District Court the cast of "Sadie McKee," new
leading
roles. George Fitzmaurice
starring
film
for
Joan
Crawford
is
directing.
that W. E. equipment does not in* *
*
fringe on the Aleograph patent. based on Vina Delmar's serialized
Similar decisions were previously novel of the same name. Clarence
On
Monday
Universal
will place
handed down by courts in Dallas Brown will direct at the Metro stuin production the fourth of its five
and New Orleans in a correspond- dios.
serials. This one js entitled "The
ing case brought against Electrical
Research
Products.
Vanishing Shadow," by Ella O'Neill.
With the scenario of "The Love It will be produced under the supervision of Henry MacRae by Louis
Life of a Crooner" uncompleted, pro- Friedlander.
Onslow Stevens will be
duction has been postponed for the
No Further Probing
time being. When it is eventually starred with Ada Ince, William DesInto Film Finances made,
mond, Walter Miller, James Durkin,
Russ Columbo and June
Washington
Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Cobb.
Knight will star in it. For the time Sidney Bracey* and # Edmund
*
, Washington — No further inquiries being, the team has been broken up.
Victor Jory will have one of the
into motion picture finances are Columbo will star in "The Bachelor
contemplated, according to Senator Wife," a play by Henry Segall, three leading roles in Fox's "MurFletcher, chairman of the Senate which Eddie Buzzell will probably
der in Trinidad," for which Nigel
Banking and Currency Committee, direct, and Miss Knight has been Bruce and Heather Angel already
which is also conducting the Wall booked for two weeks at the Miami have been announced. Louis King
Beach and Tennis Club, Miami, Fla. is to direct.
Street quiz.

*

Excellent

"Gallant Lady" is a
great production

entertainment.

headed for a great

Great

public

too .

cast,

*

*

"I Believed In You" is the new
title of the Fox film previously
known as "Disillusion," featuring
John Boles, Victor Jory and Rosemary Ames.
"Gallant Lady" in Song
In, connection with the opening
of "Gallant Lady," 20th Century
production, at the Rivoli on Saturday, Irving Berlin, Inc., music publishers, have put out a new song
entitled "Gallant Lady." The song
will be heard for the first time on
the air during the Helen Morgan
program over Station WABC and
Sunday.
coast-to-coast Columbia network on
Step Up Sound Service
All Electrical Research Products
service engineers are now equipped
with new and improved testing apparatus to facilitate the making of
measurements to determine quantitatively the actual response at various frequencies of Western Electric Sound
Systems.
Suchbeen
measurements have
heretofore
made
as needed.
2 New Houses for Egypt
Cairo — Newest additions to the
theater list in Egypt are the 700seat Empire in this city and the
Kursal, seating -600,- in Port Said.

Russell teddy,
Oriental
Theatre, Milwaukee, Wis.

i '
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MOVIE COMPETITION

1)

reception!

B— I—

DA1LV

Johnny Milwaukee,
Jones, Tower
Wis.Theatre

Third Week for "Sweden"
John W. Boyle's travel feature in
color, "Sweden, Land of the Vikstarts Playhouse.
its third week
at the ings,"
55thtodayStreet

SEEN IN 'FLESH' PLAN
(Continued from Page 1)

Whitehead,terment
headAssociation,
of the according
Actors' Betto
William Charlton, local NRA publicity chief.
The plan provides for the establishment of circuits reaching
out
from New York to provide the public with four — varieties
"flesh"
entertainment
vaudeville of revues,
musical
comedies,
dramas
and
farces — possibly on the rotary stock
plan.
The government
would be
asked to pay the code scale of wages
and provide transportation for the
tors.
The sponsors of the plan,
who include the heads of the local
theatrical unions, expect that the
iroject will become self-supporting
n view of the publicity and the
romise of support received from
country.
_h ambers
of commerce
over
the
According to Charlton, the committee behind the plan, should it go
into effect, will not rush pell-mell
into a town, but will consider
whether the locality already has
more entertainment than necessary.
Local movie theater owners will be
consulted and will be induced, wherever possible,tertainment,
to play
"flesh" enCharlton declared.
It was originally the purpose of
the local NRA administration to
presenttionthe
planCommittee,
to the ReconstrucFinance
but the
grant this week of $28,000 to Actors' Equity by the CWA, and the
appointment of Whitehead to the
NRA Labor Board and his departure for Washington, led to the belief that quicker action could be obtained from the CWA.
Danny Rosenblatt Dined
A bachelor dinner was tendered
Danny Rosenblatt. William Fox attorney, at the Hofbrau House last
night. Picture
attending
cluded Hermanpeople
Gluckman,
S. inS.
Krellberg, Al Krellberg and others.
Lowell Sherman to Direct at U
West Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Lowell Sherman has
accepted
offer Rice
to direct
"The LeftUniversal's
Bank," Elmer
play.
Gloria Stuart will be featured in it.

BIG
NEWS
AS
SEEN
BY
THE PRESS
AGENT

"Lloyd Bacon admits he is no expert
at tennis, golf or bridge, but he is a
champion mumblety-peg
player."
—DAVE
EPSTEIN.

-. &&*l
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REVIEWING
"What's To Do?"

(Frolics of Youth Series)
Educational
20 mins.
Very Good Comedy
A very enjoyable affair. It's a
'amily comedy, with the principal
ole played by Sonny, whose mother
nakes him do housework while the
ither boys and girls are out having
i good time. Sent to bed early,
sonny sees his pals outside his winlow playing ball. His team is get;ing the worst of it, so they come to
;he window and urge Sonny to come
>ut and help them. He does so, in
lis nightgown, and after batting
i. home run he dives back through
;he window into his bed, where
nother finds him panting hard and
iuspects he is sick. So a doctor is
:alled, and Sonny's gang ring in a
bhony, who is unmasked by the
)oy's baby sister, but things finally
[vork out to Sonny's liking. Lots
>f really amusing action and good
:lean fun for any audience.
Our Gang in
"Bedtime Worries"
M-G-M
20 mins.
Fine
: Plenty of swell entertainment for
•;he kids in this Hal Roach comedy.
The action revolves around a burgar invading the home of one of the
kids and being taken for Santa
Claus, in which guise he proceeds
•;o gather up the silverware, etc.
:But the arrival of the rest of the
?ang of kids intercepts him. Though
ohe young folks will get the most
enjoyment out of it, the comedy will
n-ove good entertainment for grov/n.ips as well.
"Isham Jones and His Orchestra"
with Gypsy Nina and The Boylans
(Melody Master)
(Vitaphone
10 mins.
Good Musical
1 Jones and his musicians are first
.shown broadcasting at a radio stulio. The picture moves to the inferior of the "Toyland Club" where
;he dancing Boylans display their
ixceptional talents and Nina renders two numbers assisted by her
jiccordion. The reel ends with the
Jones orchestra playing Rachmaninoff's "Prelude" while inspirational

SUNSHIN€
IN

DAILV

THE SHORT

pictures are superimposed at the
top of the screen. Scenes at the
club are very well handled. The
orchestra plays seven numbers and
can be classed as one of the leading musical organizations heard
around these parts.
Ben Blue in

"Nervous Hands"

with Loretta Sayers and Billy
Halligan
(Big V Comedy)
Vitaphone
20 mins.
Good Gags
This short is written around the
old triangle theme but plenty of
gags that are sure to capture
laughs, have been worked into the
action. Ben Blue introduces his
famous burlesque Russian dance
which is always included in his vaudeville sketches. It is a wow. The
story tells of a couple who have the
usual domestic battles which are
enhanced by the unexpected appearance of Blue. Some of the situations are hilariously suspenseful.
It is okay.
Easy Aces in

"Isn't That Awful"
Vitaphone
10 mins.
Pretty Good
This is the story of a woman
who answers every radio contest announcement and gathers several
lundred empty cartons so as to be
prepared for any contests which require carton backs. To cure her
over-enthusiasm, her husband decides to try everything that his wife
sends for, as a result of the broadcasts. All goes well until he drinks
a glass of a certain product which
winds up the reel with disastrous
results, for him.
Hal LeRoy in
"Private Lessons"
with Dawn
O'Day, Dorothy
Dare,
Barbara MacDonald, Jack Fago
Vitaphone
22 mins.
Fast Dancing
Regardless of the plot of this
short, LeRoy 's dancing alone can
carry any single reel. He is just
about the nimblest-footed performer
on stage or screen. The story is
enough to carry the dance sequences
which are many, and all costumed
and staged well. There is a bit of
love interest and plenty of pretty
girls to catch the eye. The reel
winds up with some unusual dance
girls to catch the eye. The reel
flakes are described by the ensemble.

SUBJECTS

produced in many months and despite it's highly artistic treatment
by director Roy Mack it cannot fail
to please all types of audiences. The
mood of the Mississippi has been
woven into the pictures which move
with classic finesse from Indians to
Huckleberry Finn, from steamboat
darkies dancing to plantation
scenes. It is restful yet entertaining, enjoyable and impressive.

"Morocco Nights"
with Fuzzy Knight, George Blackwood, Shirley Ross, Dewey Robinson,
Francis MacDonald, Fletcher Norton
(in Technicolor)
Vitaphone
18 mins.
Grand Entertainment
Director Eddie Cline has made a
pretentious production of this comedy, which opens in a night club
with Fuzzy directing the orchestra.
He stages a fake mind-reading
stunt in which he appears to tell
what tunes the dancers desires rendered. Two Arabs see his stunt and
engage him to go to Morocco to
play for the Sheik who has forgotten the tune best liked by his late
wife. The lads fail to discover the
mysterious song until a parrot that
Fuzzy purchased sings a few bars
of "Who's Afraid of the Big Bad
Wolf?"
The orchestra takes up the

I've

tune and as it is the one the Shiek
has been waiting for, all are saved
from death. Knight is extremely
funny in some sequences and the
whole film has been well handled.
Five musical numbers are included.
The scenes in Morocco carry a
wealth of atmosphere.
"Italy"
with E. M- Newman
(Musical World Journey)
Fine
Vitaphone
11 mins.
Opening with some very beautiful shots of Venice, this interesting
travel short moves to many famous
places in the city of canals. The
ancient and new parts of Venice,
glass blowers at work, natives of
Alberobello and their mediaeval
methods of industry, such as rug
making and agriculture, are all
shown and described by Newman in
excellent style. The entire reel is
backed up by a series of tuneful
Italian melodies.
Paramount Meeting Put Off
Meeting of Paramount Publix
creditors slated for this morning at
the office of Henry K. Davis, referee,
has been put off until Jan. 25 at 11
a.m. Matters to be considered include the West Coast and Walter
Reid settlements.

never

heard

more

I enjoyed it imHarding
mensely. Ann

favorable
comments
on a pic

marvelousa
gives

ture!

Ir finperf oance!con20thCENTURY
gratu
late

THE
DAY'S
NEWS

Unusual
number
of "big"
pictures
in 1934 predicted by Will H. Hays.

"The Mississippi"
(Pepper Pot Series)
Vitaphone
10 mins.
Unusually Beautiful
This is classed as a "tone journey" with Ferde Grofe's tuneful
composition "Mississippi Suite"
employed as the inspiration. It is
one of the most delightful shorts

Robert Kimmelman
Harris Amusement
Companies,
Pittsburgh, Penn.

WILLIAM
WEISS
Theatres,
Capitol & Liberty
McKeespor(,Penn..
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Short Shots from Eastern Studios

FOR P0ST$_0N CODE

— —

By CHAS. ALICOATE ■
Irene Taylor, who plays the roPHARLES (Buddy) Rogers, who
mantic lead opposite Donald Novis
committee
on procedure
for local
opens at the Paradise restau- in the latest RKO Van Beuren musboards will be held later this week,
rant on Jan. 26, will also appear
ical comedy film, which stars Meyer
prior to the next Code Authority in a series of two-reelers toi be produced in an eastern studio. Rogers Davis, noted maestro who is also
session Tuesday at 2 p. m.
producer, started her cary's list of recommenda- will be cast in the role of an ath- associate
Yesterda
eer as a singer when she was nine
tions follow:
lete, similar to the old "Leather
years old. Her cai"eer includes barnAlbany — Miss Jane Halloran.
Pusher" series. •
storming with an orchestra and top
Atlanta — Lionel H. Keone, Tony Sudekem,
Sherwood L. Astin, Mrs. Alonzo
Evans,
John
spots
with
Lou Forbe's and Jack
Richardson.
Recording studios and projection
Gardner's orchestras, appearances
Chicago — Alex Manta, J. Goldberg. James rooms formerly operated by the At- with Paul Ash and Vincent Lopez,
Fushanes,
V. U. Young.
las Sound Recording Studios have and other well known orchestras.
Indianapolis— I. M. Halpern, Alex Manta,
been taken over and will continue This is her second film appearance,
Ross Carver, George Heliotes, Arthur How- operation under the J. Bergi Contard. Sam W. TSTeall. Frank Carey, Roy Harthe first having been Walter Winrold, H. P. Vonderschmitt, Maurice Rubin, ner Enterprises, Inc.
chell's "I Know Everybody And
•
Robert Scherer, Oscar Fine, Arthur Bennett.
(Continued from Page 1)

Walter
Easley, Ernest Miller.
City, Mo.— Robert V. Marchbank.
Kansas
Memphis — L. F. Haven, Cecil Cupp, Jack
Arnold.
Minneapolis — Mabel M. Dietz.
New Orleans — Mrs. J. B. Heinie.
Omaha— Henry
Monsky,
Dean Martin.
San Francisco — Miss Rowena Foley.
Seattle — Roberta B. Lynch.
Washington — Samuel Wheeler, Samuel Flax,
L. C. Garman, Walter Pacy, Samuel Soltz,
Thomas
Goldberg.

A series of comedy one-reelers,
produced on an entirely new angle,
will be made by the Novelty Pictures, Inc. Production on the first
of the' series is scheduled to get under way Friday at the Hayes &
Beal studios, Oceanside, Long Island.

New St. Louis Company
St. Louis — Judy Amusement Co.
has been incorporated by Herman
Goldman, Jake Leventhal and Gertrude Goldman to carry on a general
moving picture and amusement business.

Ralph Staub, after completing
direction on the George GivotCharles Judels comedy short at the
Vitaphone studio, started work immediately on a two-reeler featuring
Harry Gribbon and Shemp Howard,
from a story by Jack Henley and
Dolph Singer.

"Gallant Lady" is one of
the finest pictures United
Artists has ever released.
Congratulations
Darryl F.
Zanuck

to

•

A swell audience
picture! Ann
Harding at her best

Everybody's Racket."

Empress Theatres
SL Louit, Mo.

C. Evens
Manager
Loew's State
St. Lours, Mo.

(.Continued from Page

1)

taphone. Chancery Court overruled the plea of ERPI that the
matters involved in the litigation
should be submitted to arbitration.
ERPI contended that the agreements between it and Vitaphone
prevented the latter from bringing
the litigation. Chief Justice Pennewill, since retired, held that Vitaphone could prosecute the action in
this jurisdiction. ERPI then appealed to the Supreme Court.
In the Supreme Court, former
Federal Judge Hugh M. Morris,
counsel for Vitaphone argued that
ERPI could not take an appeal because no final decree in the litigation had been entered. It is not

Joe Nadel, Monty Collins, Bert
Granet, Buddy Kusell and Sam Lev- known whether the Supreme Court's
itt, of the Meyer Davis-Van Beuren opinion will be limited to the quesProduction unit, will leave by motor
tion of whether an appeal may be
tomorrow for Florida, where a ser- taken before a final decree is enies of story conferences will be held.
tered, or whether the opinion will go
into the merits of the entire suit.
At the request of counsel, Chief
A musical short for release in
Paramount's "Headliner" series Justice Daniel J. Layton, who succeeded Chief Justice Pennewill, sat
goes into production today under
the1 direction of Fred Wahler at the in the Supreme Court. In the event
West Coast Service studio. William the litigation goes back to Chancery
Court, Layton will sit, Chancellor
Steiner is doing the camera work.
J. O. Wolcott being disqualified to
sit by reason of the fact that he is
Jack Aichele, formerly in charge tures.
a stockholder in Warner Bros. Picof Eastern Service studio's Bronx
Counsel, it was stated, requested
plant, now closed, has taken up his
new duties as purchasing agent for that Chief Justice Layton sit so
the company with headquarters at that he might become fully acquaintthe Astoria studio.
ed with the case.
Shooting on "The Expectant
Father," starring Ernest Truex,
supported by Mary Jane Barrett
snd Montagu Love, will be completed tomorrow at the Eastern
Service studio in Astoria. William
Watson has completed exteriors on
the short, which is being directed
by Al Christie for Educational release.

•

Lou Anseil
General Manager

ERPI-VITA. RULING
BEING FILED FEB. 6

Australian Gov't Offers
Prizes for Best Pictures
Sydney — As a means of stimulating nativeernmentfilm
production,
Gov-a
of Australia
willthegive
first prize of $12,500 for the best
sound film produced in Australia between July 1, 1933, and Dec. 1, 1934.
The sepond prize will be $6,250 and
the third prize $3,750. The film must
not be less than 5,000 feet long or
more than 8,000 feet, and 75 per
cent of the scenes must be photoAustralia
or producing
its territories.graphedTheincapital
of the

Lillian Roth completes work tomorroiv in "Mardi-Gras," threereel musical comedy being produced
at the Vitaphone studio. Miss Roth
is supported by a roster of' prominent supporting players including company must be substantially British, and approximately 50 per cent
Oveenie Smith, George Houston. of the
acting and the production
Weldov Heyburn, Jack Goode, and
work must be done by British subPat West.
jects who have lived for at least the
two preceding years in Australia.
A prize of $1,250 will be given
Transfer "Alice" Suit
for the best feature sound film
Samuel Kantrowich's suit to re- scenario containing Australian senstrain Paramount from distributingtiment and written in Australia. The
and showing "Alice in Wonderland," scenario must be written between
on the ground that he owns the
1, 1933, and. Dec. 12, 1934, by a
right to the use of the title for film July
person who is a British subject and
purposes, has been transferred from
lived continuously in Austhe Supreme Court to the Federal who hastralia
since July 1, 1932. The
Court. Kantrowich says an "Alice" scenario must provide for a film not
picture was originally made in 1914 less than 5,000 feet long, or more
by William M. Young, and that in than 8,000 feet.
1916 he acquired the sole right to
The competition is being handled
use the name for films.
by the Chief Film Censor.
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• • • PSYCHOLOGY teaches us that the failure of many
a success
is in not being able to improve on the ultimate
achievement Vaudeville reached its height with five
headliners on every bill
and then
it being an economic impossibility to have six
vaudeville flopped
The same goes for all-star pictures which are okay right now
ii ..... . but when a company produces a pix that is REALLY
all-star
with EVERY
part played by a star
then what?
But what we started out to report was
that the Cheese Club had better apply some of that psychology
to its meetings
* they're
* getting
* too * good
• •
• TAKE
FOR
instance yesterday's luncheon
which was the first we had attended since the outfit was reorganized Leone's food was aces
the guest were
"At the head of their class," to quote prexy Harry Hershfield
the humor was convulsive
and the speeches
were incomparable
The highlight of the meet was the
'appearance of "Roxy," who opened his heart
with great
sincerity
and not without emotion
and told the
"inside story" of his recent differences with the Radio City
crowd
All newspaper representatives were sworn to
secrecy
but we feel privileged to repeat six words which
he delivered
and which he had told us last week at his
home
"I'm out
but I'm coming back!"
• • • THE REMAINDER of the card included Frank
"Prince"
of jungle gags
a couple his
withdefended
who sparredwho
Buck,
Mike Romanoff,
title
Julius Tannen,
who insists on being invited
Wee Willie Robyn, Ferde
Grofe, Marek Windheim of the Metropolitan who gagged as
well as he sang
and Paul Lewis
If next week's
meeting tops yesterday's
we claim it'll be dangerous
business
• •
• BITS OF GOSSIP
along the Rialto
Hank Linet's growing
a mustache
'neath his Roman
beak
getting it on the installment plan
a little
"down"
each week
Attending today's premiere of First
National's "Massacre" at the Strand
will be the board of
directors of the Gallery of American Indian Art
among
the recognized authorities will be Hon. Charles Curtis
Frank Crowinshield
Philip B. Goetz
and Mrs. Moris
Burge
Arriving in New York harbor next Tuesday
will be Frank Buck's wild
aboard the S. S. Steel Navigator
cargo from India
and the jungles of Malay. .... In the
prize shipment is that young male rhino
which goes to
the St. Louis zoo
A few days later
the S. S.
Tweedbank will bring another menagerie
and also Ali
Bin Bahoio
Buck's
faithful
lackey on* all his expeditions.
*
*
*
• • • LIONEL ATWILL, who is back east after a long
session on the coast
may make some personal appearances around these parts
in connection with the showing
of Sam Goldwyn's "Nana"
....... .in which Atwill appears with
Anna Sten
First pix made in three years by that laughable chap Bert Lahr
will have its premiere Saturday
it's the two-reeler, "Hizzoner" a Van
at the Rivoli
Beuren-Meyer Davis production
for RKO release
And tomorrow night in the Continental Grill of the Hotel StMoritz
Evelyn Herbert and Robert Halliday prince
and princess of operettas will be guests of honor
at the after-theater Gala

*

*

■•;-■ *

STILL talking about the First Division
• THEY'RE
• •
at the company's
held last Saturday
house-warming
It was a sincere tribute
new lay-out in the RKO Building
We sat at the
Harry H. Thomas
to that swell gent
and, take it from
side-lines and clocked the entries
this elbow-bender
some of the most important men in
and
to congratulate H. H
this industry were there
that has
and the capable crew
Al Friendlander
into a safe harbor
brought the good ship First Division
.and if you think THAT'S poetic
you should have
heard us at the party!

yOU
no doubt have read of my resignation
from Radio City. Because I am leaving for
a brief rest it has been impossible to communicate with many of my friends in the motion picture industry.

Therefore, I am taking this means of expressing
to them my very great appreciation for the loyalty and the warm personal friendship shown
me.

To my staff, to the executives in the industry
and to all the other fine men and women in this
business whom

I am proud to call my friends, I

write this note of thanks and gratitude for the
pleasant relations which have been my good fortune to enjoy, and which I am sure will continue.

For the present all communications

should be

addressed to me at 115 Central Park West, New
York City.
Sincerely,

: ■■: ■■■■-: ;
§iiiiii:^
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"So well acted by Mr. Lederer
that it tickled the risibles of
the audience . . . spectators
applauded this film"
—Hall, N. Y. Times

mm

"His Hollywood entrance can
be definitely set down as a
success"
—Watts, N. Y. Herald-Tribune
"Broadway's most exciting
matinee idol"
—Bland Johaneson, N. Y. Mirror

lip

"Has both talent and personality"
—Regina Crewe, N. Y. American
"An excellently true and sympathetic performance"
—Boehnel, N. Y. World- Telegram
"An
and
any
with

actor of sufficient skill
personal charm to endow
character he portrays
the love-glow"
—Delehanty, N. Y. Post

"Charming"
—JohhS. Cohen, N.Y. Eve. Suit

FRANCIS LEDERER
LAND I
ELISSA
ffl

MAN OF TWO WORLDS
with Henry Stephenson . . J. Farrell MacDonald

RKO-RADIO PICTURE

MEM AN C. COOPER, exec. prod.

Directed by J. Walter Ruben.. ..APandro

S. Berman

Production

..

The Daily Newspaper
Of Motion Pictures
Now Sixteen Years Old

Intimate in Character
Internationa! in Scope
Independent in Thought
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Take It or Leave It— Goldwyn 's Reply on Percentage

10% CANCELLATIONS RETROACTIVE, NJA RULES
23 Denver Theaters Compete in Giving Away
Free Flivver Stunt Begun
by Huffman is Topped
by Rival Houses

Pictures
... on Parade
■By JACK ALICOATE;

FILM

T is encouraging and an industry stimulant to find over 300 more picture
louses in operation than at this time last
ear. The fact that there are about
4,000 motion picture theaters in the counry, open and still doing business, should
illay the fears of these chronic industry
)icke:s-to-pieces regarding the ability of
this business to prosper and carry on
«
of old. There was nothing
he matter with pictures that was not the
natter with every other business, most
:very individual, and these good old United
States. It suffered from depressionitis,
)lenty. And so did everybody else. No
ndustry has a brighter future than that of
applying the peoples of the world with
:creen entertainment.

THE
present tax irritations in Virginia
and Missouri are a sign of the times.
This tax situation in the several states is
a serious matter. It calls for close co:peraticn and

energetic action.

No

indi-

By J. A. ROSE
DAILY Staff Correspondent

Denver — Wide interest has been
aroused by a fight between
eight
Harry Huffman houses and a group
of 15 others over the giving away
of autos.
Huffman started by announcing afree car every two weeks
{Continued

on Page

8)

THREATEN TO STRIKE
UNLESS DEMANDS MET
Fifteen hundred members of the
Building Service Employes Union,
following a meeting Tuesday night
at Bryant Hall, have voted to demand from circuits a 40-hour, sixday week, the hours to run consecutively, closed shop, and minimum
wages
of 45 cents an hour for
(Continued on Page

8)

Sixth House is Opened
By Varbalow Brothers

Ohio

Bars

Nudist Films

Columbus — Setting a precedent as to
future action of the Ohio censor board,
several nudist films, including "Back to
Nature" and "Nearly Naked," have
been barred
in this state.

50 PROTESTS FILED
AGAINST CODE NAMES

Reacting to published lists of
nominations for members and secretaries of local zoning and grievWith a present membership of
ance boards, approximately 50 protests to some of the suggestions
about 2,500, the Screen Actors' Guild
will have nearly 5,000 on its roster have been received at Code Authority headquarters in New York.
by 1935, Fredric March stated to
Deadline for nominations is SaturFilm Daily yesterday in New day.
York. Future plans for the Guild
Matter of establishing zone headinclude serious consideration of per(Continued
on Page 6)
centage agreements between actors
and producers and discussions on G-B Sets $200,000
the salary control question, he said.
Minimum Film Cost
"Our leaving the Academy was
brought
about through
our belief
Believing
the available market
(.Continued on Page 6)
now warrants an increase in production budget,
will hereafter
allot Gaumont-British
a minimum of

5,000 in Actors' Guild
By '35, Says Fred March

\A/E

B. O. Films Worth High Rental,
GoldzvynTells ITOA Boy cotters

yes-

"
terday to take a verbal sock, right
out in the open, at an upstart industry
sxecutive, for his views on newspaper men
and women. No class, as a whole, are
more

understanding, tolerant and less complaining, than the members of the fourth
estate. There is something akin in the
newspaper and the screen. Their problems are somewhat alike. This industry
is fortunate in having such a fine bunch
of newspaper folk as its contacts. Their
power to make or break a given situation
should not be underestimated.

Exhibition Board Proposed
In Massachusetts Measure

By WILLIAM
SILBERBERG
FILM DAILY Staff Correspondent

N.LNATHANSON JOINS
PAR, THEATER COUNCIL

Palmyra, N. J. — Joseph and Samuel Varbalow reopened the Broadway here Tuesday as the sixth house
in their circuit. They also operate
the Walt Whitman, Pennsauken;
Broadway, Pitman; Auditorium and
Victoria, East Camden, and Apollo,
Gloucester City.

glad of the opportunity

Films Bought for Showing
After Dec. 7 Come
Under Code

Washington — Any exhibitor who
has fully lived up to the requisites
of the elimination clause in the code
will be entitled to the full benefits
of the 10 per cent cancellation privilege on all pictures scheduled to
run after Dec. 7, regardless of
whether they were contracted prior
co that day, according to an official
N. L. Nathanson, president of NRA ruling announced last night
Famous Players-Canadain Corp., by Division Administrator
Sol A.
(Continued
on Page 6)
has accepted an invitation to act as
a member of the theater operating
advisory committee of the Paramount theater interests, Ralph A.
Kohn announced yesterday. This is
the second appointment to the committee. The first was E. V. Richards.

vidual in the world is more harassed by
raxes, both from the standpoint of variety,
is well as size and amount, than the theater owner. Legislators look for taxes
where they think the pickings the softest.
The publishing of telephone number salaries and bushels of box-office dollar marks
only adds fuel to an already troublesome
fire.

were

Autos

Declaring
"an 40exhibitor
better
off in that
paying
or 50 peris
cent for a great picture than 15
Boston — A bill to establish a mocent for a turkey," Samuel
tion picture board for supervision of per
Goldwyn, addressing a luncheon
exhibition was introduced in the meeting of the I.T.O.A., which had
Massachusetts legislature yesterday issued a boycott on his pictures,
by Rep. Dolan. The board would yesterday defended his right to set
consist of five members, including his own price on what he had to
(Continued on Page 6)
a woman and a clergyman.

(Continued

on

Page

6)

Television fearer — Sarnoff

In addition to a new transmission
system making it possible to send three
messages over one wave length, each
at the rate of 180 words a minute,
recent RCA developments bring television considerably nearer, said David
Sarnoff in an address this week before
the Advertising Club of New York.
Sending 16 pictures a minute in rotation, which constitutes television, is
easy under the new system, declared
Sarnoff.
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Mono. Leases Studio Space Legit Managers Reject
Clause on Film Rights
For Spurt in Production

Jp&hlimkL 1

Legitimate managers signatory to
the basic agreement with the Dramatists Guild have rejected the
clause in the legit theater code
dealing with sale of film rights. The
clause would have permitted managers to share in the sale of picture
rights even when a play fails to
run three weeks on Broadway but
would require that at least $500 advance royalties be paid on contracting for any play, to be returned under no conditions. The current
agreement stipulates that the managers can share equally with the
dramatist in the sale of picture
rights only when the play runs for
S.M.P.E. Cuts Fees
three weeks on Broadway and fixes
In Membership Drive no minimum advance royalty. The
Coincidental with a national drive alternative action of the managers
for new members, the S. M. P. E. was rejected by the board of the
Guild.
board of directors, at a meeting Dramatists
scheduled for tomorrow at the Hotel
Pennsylvania, will reduce memberPayette Names Sub-Committees
ship fees. Two classes of member- Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
ships will be supplemented by a
Washington — J. J. Payette, chairthird. Under the revised plan, the
man of the theater owners committee of the District of Columbia for
new class will be known as "fellows," with a fee of $20 annually. the Celebration of the President's
Active members will pay $10 and as- birthday, has appointed a sub-comsociate members $6. E. R. Geib of mitee on production consisting of
National Carbon is chairman of the Carter Barron and Guy Wonders,
membership committee.
and another on publicity including
Hardie Meakin, RKO; Lou Browne,
The
society's
projection
practices
committee will meet Jan. 24 with Loew's; Frank La Falce, Warners,
Harry Rubin, chairman, in charge. and Rodney Collier, Universal. A
benefit show will be given at the
Fox
theater, with proceeds going to
Colin Clive Under New Management the fund
to establish an infantile
Colin Clive, now appearing with paralysis sanitarium at Warm
Katharine Hepburn in 'The Lake,"
Broadway play, has been placed Springs, Ga.
under management of the Leo Mor- Diamond
Heads Para. Music Unit
rison office by Joe Rivkin. After the
Famous
Music Corp., now wholly
show closes, CHve will go to Hollywood for pictures.
owned by Paramount as the result
of negotiations recently concluded
Warners, elected the following
Fox Releasing Jungle Film Feb. 16 with
officers: president, Lou Diamond;
"Devil Tiger," made by Clyde E. vice-president, Walter B. Cokell;
Elliott in the Far East jungles, will secretary, Norman Collyer; assistant
be nationally released Feb. 16 by secretary, James S. Polk. Board of
Fox. Marion Burns, Kane Richmona directors includes Lou Diamond,
and Harry Woods head the cast. James S. Polk, Walter B. Cokell
James O. Spearing wrote the story and Sidney Justin.
and Truman Talley edited the picture.
Sam Silver Opening New House
Sam Silver, real estate operator
Ruth Roland in Publicity Agency
who controls the Edison Theater at
West Coast Bureau
of THE FILM DAILY
107th St. and Broadway, is opening
Hollywood — ■ Ruth Roland and a new de luxe house, the Sutton
David Arlen have organized Inter- Playhouse, 205 East 57th St., in the
national Publicists, Ltd., to repre- fashionable residential district. Silsent screen personalities. Offices
ver has arranged with RCA Victor
have been opened in the Pantages for installation of Photophone High
Theater Building.
Fidelity sound equipment.
West Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — To accommodate the
four Monogram productions being
Vol.LXy, No. 15 Thurs., Jan. 18, 1934
Price 5 Gents placed in work this month, Trem
Carr has closed a deal with the
JOHN W. ALICOATE
;
Editor and Publisher Metropolitan Studios for extra
space. With the resumption of proPublished daily except Sundays and Holidays
duction activity yesterday, Monoit 1650 Broadway, New York, N. Y.,
gram
started "The Loud-speaker,"
by Wid's Films and Film Folk, Inc. J. W. a W. T. Lackey
picture directed by
Alicoate, President, Editor and Publisher;
Donald M. Mersereau, Secretary-Treasurer Joseph Santley and featuring Ray
ind General Manager; Arthur W. Eddy, Asso- Walker. The other three to start
ciate Editor; Don Carle Gillette, Managing
Editor. Entered as second class matter, soon are "Numbers of Monte CarMay 21, 1918, at the post-office at New York,
lo," "Manhattan Love Song" and
N. Y., under the act of March 3, 1879.
Terms (Postage free) United Statei outside "Jane Eyre."
of Greater New York $10.00 one year; 6
monthf, $5.00; 3 months, $3.00. Foreign,
$15.00. Subscriber should remit with order.
Address all communications to THE FILM
DAILY, 1650 Broadway, New York, N. Y.,
Phone, Circle 7-4736, 7-4737, 7-4738, 7-4739.
Cable Address: Filmday, New York. Hollywood, California — Ralph Wilk, 6425 Hollywood Blvd., Phone Granite 6607. London —
Ernest W. Fredman, The Film Renter, 89-91
Wardour St., W. I. Berlin— Lichtbildbuehne,
Friedrichstrasse, 225. Paris — P. A. Harle, La
Cinematographic Francaise, Rue de la CourHe«-Nouei, 19.

FINANCIAL
NEW

YORK

STOCK

Am.
Seat
Columbia Picts. vtc.
Con. Fm. ind
Con. Fm. Ind. pfd..
East. Kodak

High
4%
25
3%
1278
86

Low
4V4
24i/2
3y4
12Vz
84%

Close
Chg.
4%
24 Vi —
Vi
314
123,4 +
i/8
85 y4 +
%

Fox Fm. "A"
Loew's,
Inc
Paramount ctfs
Pathe Exch

14i/8
275/8
3%
2

13%
26%
2%
1%

14
27i/4
3y8 -41% —

do "A"
RKO
Warner

Bros
NEW

121/4
234
6V4
YORK CURB

Technicolor
Trans-Lux
NEW

YORK

Gen. Th. Eq. 6s40...
Gen. Th. Eq. 6s40 ctfs.

MARKET

Net

12
12
2%
25/8
5%
6
MARKET

9%
2%
BOND

9
9% +
2]A.
2l/2 —
MARKET

%
i/g

5%
5%

5%
5Vi

Vi
l/4

Keith A-0 6s46

56y2

Loew
6s 41ww
Paramount 6s47

8934
ctfs. 40

5%
5%

4+

56

56

+ \l/4

88%
39

89
39

—

Par. By. 5'/2s51 . . . . 40
373/8 39 +
Par. By. 5i/2s51 cHs.. 37l/2 37l/2 37'/2 +
Par. 5V2s50
ctfs.... 40
38
39
+

Warner's
6s39
N. Y. PRODUCE
Para. Publix

14
1/4

47
45
EXCHANGE
314

27/8

1
VA
ll/2
34

46 y2 + 1 1/2
SECURITIES
3

+

y4

Walter Connolly Loses Mother
Mother of Walter Connolly, stage
and screen actor, is dead.
Jersey Exhibs to Fight Tax
Trenton — New Jersey independent exhibitors under leadership of Allied Theaters of New Jersey are organizing to
protect their interests in connection
with the general sales tax pending in
the Legislature. The matter was discussed at a meeting of the Allied unit
at the Stacey
Theater on Tuesday.

Vi.ftek
TWO LITTLE WORDS THAT MEAN A
GOLD
MINE
FROM WARNER
BROS.

. Add thrills to your program with
Columbia's
"A WORLD
OF
! SPORTS", featuring all the zest,
■ action, color and excitement of
modern sport — gathered from the
I four corners of the earth.

:
• "Big returns for the theatres. Swell
pieceof entertainment, "says Hollv-

• wood

Reporter.

"LET'S FALL

I IN LOVF,"
romantic
musical
• comedy featuring Edmund Lowe,
Am* Sothcrn, Miriam Jordan and
J

Gregory Ratoff.

<e
I A fine picture that shoulc click,
•says Daily Variety about "ONCE
J TO EVERY WOMAN.
A. J.
I Cronin's Cosmopolitan Magazine
story with Ralph Bellamy, Fay
I i Wray and Walter Connolly.

j 1 Thrilled Broadway
playgoers
to
1 i the core and now ready to thrill
,j I millions more!
, j GUEST,"
, /melodrama
I

"THE

1

NINTH

a romantic
mystery
by Owen Davis with

I
I
J,

Donald Cook and Genevieve Tobin.y A

Cy he is the most beautiful creature
that Qy

have ever seen on the screen.
JIMMY FIOLER
Screen

la nd

STARRING
DIRECTED

WILLIAM
by

DIETERLE

POWEftl
• DAM

■■fflifa

/ramWARNER
(ASHION

EXTRAVAGANZA— WITH

BROS.!

SONGS

AND

MUSIC!

r
ETTE DAVIS
TAGED

MM

• VEREE TEASDALE

and DIRECTED by BUSBY

• FRANK

McHUGH

BERKELEY • SONGS

• HUGH

by KAHAL

HERBERT

• REGINALD

and FAIN • GOWNS

by ORRY

OWEN
KELLY

well k&u u>* <vu atxtittJ*

■ -SfT R E E T" •■ "GOLD

DIGGERS"

• "FOOTLIG

HT

PARADE

DAILV

10% CANCELLATIONS
RULED RETROACTIVE

MGfrm

5,000 in Actors' Guild
SaysfromFred
By '35,
(Continued
Page 1)March
that we could have more individuality as actors. Everything _ was
amicable and now we are gaining
strength that will have a lasting
and healthy effect on our profession," declared March.
On his return west in about two
weeks, March will appear in 20th
Century's "The Firebrand." He
will then be starred by Samuel
Goldwyn in "Resurrection." He
also appear in "Prisoner of
may
Zenda" for M-G-M.

13-Week Radio Tieup on "Fashions"
A 13-week radio tieup on "Fashions of 1934" has been arranged by
Warners with Lehn & Fink for the
Pebeco Toothpaste Hour. Broadcasts take place Wednesday nights
over WOR.
Fire in Wilmington, O.
Wilmington, O. — About $25,000
damage was caused by fire Sunday
at the Murphy theater. An audience
of close to 700 walked to safety.
47 Per Cent Replacements
With Western Electric sound installations now approximately 5.300 in the
United States, current installation business is figured by Erpi to be 47 per
cent replacements. The company's
world installations total are now estimated at 8,800. Estimate is made that
less than 25 independent sound equipment firms, beyond Erpi and RCA Victor, are now actively engaged in selling devices.

GOLDWYN DELIVERS
RENTALULTIMATUM
(Continued from Page 1)

(Continued from Page 1)

Rosenblatt. Specifically, this applies to the proportion of the total
bloc of pictures scheduled to run
after that date. Regarding hearings before any of the boards now
being formed throughout the industry, the Deputy said there is no
class of hearings in which the board
might sit without the services of a
non-industry member in attendance
at all sessions.
General Johnson said yesterday
that he has changed his mind about
having Deputy Administrators sitting as Government observers on
code authorities and instead was
seeking the services of persons outside the NRA who were qualified to
represent the Government. Johnson
said they would be paid about $10
a day plus traveling expenses. He
said he did not care what industry
members were paid.
He denied that Eddie Dowling's
appointment to the radio code authority was at the suggestion of the
White House in answer to a pointed
question on this point.
Senators Borah and Nye are expected to make an attack today
from the Senate floor upon various
phases of NRA administration dealthe relations of indepening dents
with under
codes.
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PHIL M. BALY
•
•
• ASIDE FROM the more serious problems of the industry that were discussed yesterday
by Fredric
March
the admirable
young 20th Century
star
who has just arrived from the coast
was the actors'
slant on recent censorship rules
and regulations
which tend to amuse the Hollywood colonists
rather than
annoy them
Rushing up stairs
in a scene
in his last pix
March was supposed to yell "The cops!"
but "Cops" was taboo
so after the usual delay
he yelled "The bulls!"
A feller can no longer sit on a bed
with a girl that is not his wife
(that is, in pictures) and . . if little Nellie is going to fall for the
traveling man
hereafter
she will have to fall before the initial fade in
or she'll be prevented
by the
censors .... from bringing home the chee-ild for the pay-off
It may be a haw-haw to the players
but we're
betting that the producers
don't die
*
*
* laughin'
*
• •
• THERE'S PLENTY of proof that this yarn is the
real McCoy
so we're passing it on
as a piece of
human interest
to tell the folks at home
It's a
play within a play
with the main stage set by Educational
over at the Fox studios on Tenth Ave
the pix
is "The Doctor"
based on Sir Luke Fildes' famous
painting
the director is Johnnie Walker
the star
is Helen Morgan
and
the little "sick" girl is a snip
of a child actress whose sole duty was to lie quiet for two
minutes
but who went temperamental at the last minute
and, not withstanding the pleadings of her mother
the director
Miss Morgan
and Jack Skirball the
supervisor
she "Just wouldn't" be still
all the
while tempus was fugiting
and
*
♦
% costs* mounting
• •
• THE FADE IN comes with Skirball out on Tent'
Avenoo
in the heart of Hell's Kitchen
trying to
coax dirty-faced four-year-old Dorothy Werner to leave her
mud pies
and become a movie actress
Dorothy's
seven-year-old sister decided Skirball looked like a kidnapper
and wanted to call the cops
The scene shifts to
Jack and the kids up in the squalid Werner tenement flat
with the wondering family of five
standing wide-eyed
and open mounted
at SkirbalPs strange offer
The
final fade-out comes with Dorothy lying peacefully quiet
in the rickety old cradle
in place of the hired child
"actress"
with Miss Morgan singing "One Little Smile"
the cameras merrily grinding
and Skirball and
Dorothy's proud father on the side-lines
figuring out a
future for the urchin who was "kidnapped"
held captive
by kindness
and released with a substantial ransom
clutched tightly in her dirty little baby fingers.

*

*

*

*

• •
• THAT
SWELL
gent
Gabe Yorke
who leaves tomorrow for the coast
to head the Fox west
coast publicity and advertising depai'tment. ...... was paid a
signal tribute last night
by nearly 50 of the lads who have
called him their chief
their confidant
their friend
and honored
him with a sumptuous
banquet
at
Cavanagh's
It's a tough break for those of us who have
enjoyed having Gabe around
and a great break for our
brothers on the coast
where a warm welcome awaits
him
$

^

$

$

• •
• AMONG
THE
gents who broke breadsticks and
sipped red ink with the departing Gabe
were
Charles E. McCarthy, Earl Wingart, Carl Mos, Joel Swenson,
Al Margolies, Louis Shanfield, Kenneth Fagg, Leonard Gaynor,
C. N. Odell, Morris Helprin, Elliott McManus, Abe Goodman,
Charles Goldie, Arthur Dickson, Jim Clark, Roger Ferri, Lee
Balsly, Harold Gutman, Davis Sorokin. Arnold Cohen, Gordon
White, M. L. Ahem, Jan Hogenbyl, William Freedman, Jules
Smolen, Dan Dougherty, Harry Spitzer, Ben Haber and Fred
Bullock. ...... And while we're on the subject
we extend
the greeting of the east
to Arch Reeve
who comes
on from the coast
to carry-on
where Gabe left off.

sell and said exhibitors could "take
it or leave it." To the assembled
independent theater men, Goldwyn
explained his own independence.
He told how he scrapped his first
results with "Nana," with a fortune spent on it, because he considered them bad, and had invested
another fortune to make a good
production. The producer declared
he wasn't afraid of anyone's ban,
declaring
he would
"Nana"
until
it was
seen, not
andsellexhibitors
can then decide if they want to buy
it. Goldwyn attended the luncheon
as the guest of Hai*ry Brandt, president of the association.

50 Protests Filed
Against Code Names
(Continued from Page 1)
quarters will be left to the local
boards for determination. Rules
for procedure to be followed by the
regional groups will be submitted
for ratification at the Code Authority meeting scheduled for Tuesday.
The Code Authority is sending
assent blanks to theaters in all U.
S. territories as well as in the U. S.
proper. Adequate time for filing
compliances will be allowed in
these cases.
In tion
compiling
data with
and proposed
informain connection
rules covering operations of local
boards the Code Authority has
learned that approximately 35 states
have arbitration laws under which
decisions arrived at are as binding
as court decisions.

G-B Sets $200,000
Minimum Film Cost
(Continued from Page 1)

$200,000 for each picture, says Arthur A. Lee, executive vice-president of the American G-B subsidiary. Everyday life plots will characterize the product designed for
the U. S. market, said Lee. Coming productions in this category include "Magnolia Street," "Brown
on Resolution," "Rhodes," "Men
Without Work" and "Covent GarPowell-Francis
West Coast Bureau of THE

Teamed
FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — William Powell and
Kay Francis will be co-starred in
Warner's "The Key."
Cleve.
den."

Exhib Unit Chartered

Cleveland — The Cleveland Motion Picture Exhibitors Association, which has
been functioning for a number of years,
has been chartered under Ohio laws
with no capital stock for the purpose
of promoting harmonious conditions
among ment
exhibitors,
opposeto the
enactof inimical tolaws,
encourage

wise and useful legislation and to generally look after the interests of its
members. Incorporators are M. B. Horwitz, John D. Kalafat and S. H. Stecker. George W. Erdmann is agent for
the association.

600.00

$

IN CASH PRIZES
FOR SHOWMEN!!!

CONTEST OPEN TO ALL U. $. AND CANADIAN
The biggest prize money
contest in years. Open to all exhibitors in the
U, S. and Canada . . . regardless of the size of
theatre operated.

Its aim: to get your ideas,..
as a practical showman ... on how to advertise,
exploit, publicize the three FOX smash musical
productions now being filmed for spring release...
FOX FOLLIES, BOTTOMS UP, GEORGE
WHITE'S

SCANDALS.

All three are musicals. But
all three are different. Bear this in mind when
preparing your campaigns. Each campaign should
be distinctive and different from the other.

READ THESE RULES*
The contest will begin on receipt of this letter and will
close February 17th. All campaigns must be in the office of
1Charles E. McCarthy, Fox Film Corporation, 444 West 56th
'<Street, New York City, not later than that date.
jL The contest will be open to all theatre managers and
their employees.
3

Each contestant must submit complete advertising, exploitation and publicity campaigns on each of the three pictures
in order to qualify for any prize.

EXHIBITORS

9 DIFFERENT AWARDS
FOR CAMPAIGNS ON:

FOX
FOLLIES
BOTTOMS
UP

S
E'
IT
WH
GE
GEOR
SCANDALS
3 Prizes on EACH of the above:
|L. $100 for the best complete campaign including
outdoor, advertising, exploitation, publicity.
JL* #50 for the best newspaper advertisingcampaign.
3. 00 for the best outdoor and exploitation
campaign.
* REMEMBER, that in order to qualify for any of
these prizes, each contestant must submit a complete
campaign on all three pictures!
THE PRIZES will be distributed as soon as possible
after the winners have been determined. In case of a
tie, duplicate prizes will be awarded.
WATCH

for a letter addressed to you containing

£9 Contestants who are not equipped to submit drawings or
layouts of their ideas may describe them in writing and be
assured of equal consideration by the judges.

everything you need to know for the contest.

3 No employees of the Fox Film Corporation will be eligible
to compete in this contest.

your campaigns now.

O The Advertising and Publicity department of the Fox
Film Corporation under the direction of Charles E. McCarthy
will be the sole and only judge of the contest. Its decision
as to the winners will be final.

SHOW

your mettle as a showman.

Start laying out

Don't wait!

Send themjtlong at once to:
CHARLES E. McCARTHY
Director, Advertising and Publicity
Fox Film Corporation, 444 W. 56th St., New York City

m The Fox Film Corporation shall have all rights to use
all or any part of the campaigns submitted.
In case of ties, duplicate prizes will be awarded.
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ANALYSIS of
FILM CODE
LOUIS

NIZER;

Twelfth. Installment
ARTICLE V— UNFAIR PRACTICES—DISTRIBUTORS— EXHIBITORS—(Cont.)
1. Standard Optional Contract

mm
in

"FLAMING

"MASSACRE"
with Ann
First

with

Dvorak

National

74 mins.

ENTERTAINING INDIAN MELODRAMA
SHOULD PROVE VERY SATISFYING TO
THE
ACTION
FANS.
Though

By

Barthelmess

produced

on

too
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elaborate

a

scale to be classed as a "western," the
appeal of this picture is primarily to the
outdoor action clientele. Basically it is
scod old-fashioned melodrama, distinguished
by the performance of Richard Barthelmess as well as fine work by his supporting cast. Dick plays the role of an educated Indian, in school since his early
days and now a star performer at the

Bill

Boyd,

GOLD"

Mae

Clarke

and

Pat O'Brien
RKO
DRAMA-ROMANCE
FIELD
PROGRAM

LOCALE

IN

MAKES

53 mins.
MEXICAN
FAIRLY

Because of its unusually short length,
this production is destined largely for
double feature bills, and it should serve
that purpose very nicely. It's an average
good programmer in which oil drilling and
romance are combined against 3 Mexican
background. Bill Boyd and Pat O'Brien
are a couple of independent prospectors
whom a big monopolistic combine is trying
to squeeze out. After their well has
been blown up, Boyd goes to New York

(b) The Exhibitor and Distributor may mutually agree to
use a different form of license
agreement in any case.

being on the point of death, Dick arrives
to find his people being mistreated, and
politically exploited by white men.
In
opposing the oppressors, he gets himself
into a series of troubles, winding up with

to get some dough so they can resume
activity. In the big city he meets Mae
Clarke, a woman with a past, marries her
ind brings her back to Mexico with him.
Pat distrusts Mae and there is conflict

his escape from

between them, but eventually she convinces him that she is on the level. So

(To

be

Continued)

Coming and Going

Cast: Richard Barthelmess, Ann Dvorak
Dudley Digges, Wallis Clark, Clair Dodd,
George Blackwood, Clarence Muse, Robert
Barrat, William V. Mong, Tully Marshall,
Arthur Hohl, Agnes Naicho, James Eagles
Samuel Hinds, Charles Middleton, Sidne\
Toler, Frank McGIynn.
Director, Alan Crosland; Authors, Robert
Gessner, Ralph Block; Adaptors, Ralph
Block, Sheridan Gibney; Cameraman,
George Barnes;
Editor, Terry Morse.
Direction,

T. P. KENNEDY of Paramount Studios, France,
sailed on the George
Washington
yesterday.
DALE

VAN EVERY, Universal associate producer, arrives in New York tomorrow from
Hollywood for work on "Where is Brown?"
newspaper story by Lincoln Quarberg.
DOUGLAS MONTGOMERY leaves New York
on Saturday for the coast to appear in Universal^ "Little Man, What Now?" to be directed by Frank Borzage.
J. H. SEIDELMAN, Columbia's foreign manager, sails tomorrow on the Olympic to attend
the first convention of the company's new organization in England. He will also visit the
continent.
S. A. LYNCH leaves today for a few weeks'
vacation
in Florida.
LOUIS CALHERN leaves New York next week
for the coast to play in "The Firebrand" for
20th Century.
J. H. BARKER, JR., managing director for
Erpi in Australia, arrives in New York tomorrow
from Sydney.
BEN BERINSTEIN, Los Angeles exhibitor leader, left New York last night on his return to
the Coast.
GEORGE
Coast.

BANCROFT

left last night for the

GEORGE J. SCHAEFER has delayed his return
to New York from the South until today.
BILL KUNZMAN of National Carbon arrives
in New York today from the Coast.
ROLAND PERTWEE, author signed by Columbia, arrived from England yesterday on the
Olympic.
ERNEST STERN, art director; DUDLEY WILKINSON, American actor; THOMAS C. GIBBS,
English actor, and LUCIEN COEDEL and VICTOR
HENKINE, French actors, arrived from abroad
yesterday
on the Champlain.
MAX SCHMELING
row on the Bremen

arrives in New York tomorfrom Germany.

HARRY BRANDT leaves New
for a vacation in Florida.

York tomorrow

jail, beating it to Wash-

Action

Photography,

Fine.

Pat becomes friendly with her, but this
eventually leads to Bill getting jealous,
lust 2S triangle trouble threatens to get
bad, their oil well hits the paying fluid
ind the situation winds up in general mer■iment. Action is well paced and there
are some spectacular touches in the way
f oil fires.
Cast: Bill Boyd, Mae Clarke, Pat O'Brien,
^ollo Lloyd, Helen Ware.
Director, Ralph

I nee;

Author,

Houston

Branch; Adaptors, Malcolm Stuart Bcylan
^nd John Goodrich; Cameraman. Charles
Bosher; Recording Engineer, Earl V/olcott;
Editor, George

Crone.

Direction, Good

Photography,

Good.

23 Denver Houses
Threaten to Strike
Unless Demands Met
Giving
Away
Autos
(Continued from Page 1)
for 12 weeks, with his four first-runs,
two downtown insubsequents
and'After
two
neighborhoods
on the deal.
he had given away three cars, 15
other exhibitors banded to meet the
competition by giving away a car
weekly. Both groups are using
Tuesday as the giveaway night.
Huffman's houses are the Denver,
Orpheum, Paramount, Aladdin, Rialto, Tabor, Bluebird and Bideawee.
The opposition group includes the
Denham, Alpine, Federal, Hiawaha, Isis, Jewel, Ogden, Mayan, Rex,
Santa Fe, State, Victory, Webber,
Egyptian and Granada. Almost
every local house is on giveaways
ranging from chinaware silverware
and mattresses up to flivvers.
Amity Gets "Hell on Earth"
Ben Schwartz, Sol Kravitz and
Henry Horowitz of the New York
Amity Exchange have acquired New
York and New Jersey distribution
rights from Aeolian Pictures to the
first international talkie, "Hell on
Earth," war film in four languages.
Negotiations are now under way for
a New York showing. Mollie B.
Steinberg is in charge of publicity
and exploitation.
"Christina" Release Set
"Queen Christina" will be released
nationally by M-G-M on Feb. 9.

By

RALPH

WILK
HOLLYWOOD

GOOD

OFFERING.

World's Fair, where a white girl is on
the make for him. Called back to the
Sioux reservation due to his chieftain father

ington and bringing about a Governmen'.
probe of Indian affairs, after which he
is given charge of the reservation and
takes Ann Dvorak, an educated girl of his
own race, as bride.

—

OIL

(a) The 1933 Optional Standard
License Agreement shall he
the standard contract used by
Distributors.

(c) If there is a conflict between
the Optional Contract and the
provisions of the Code, the
Code provisions shall govern.
(d) The Distributor may insert in
the schedule of the contract
any provisions with reference
to its individual sales policy
which are not contradictory
of the other terms of the contract.

A Little
from "Lots

(Continued from Page 1)

ushers and 60 cents an hour for
janitors, doormen, watchmen, fire
prevention workers, cleaners and
maintenance men. A general strike
is threatened if the demands are not
The film code provides a minimum wage
granted.
of 25 cents an hour for u=hers and 35 cents
an hour for janitors and all others. Accordins; to Charles C. Levey, secretary of the
union, contracts will be presented to all film
theater circuits in about a week. No deadline
has been set for signing.
Late Tuesday afternoon, Levey appeared
before William Farnsworth of the NRA
Washington bureau in the Customs House
and made complaint that many circuits were
classifying janitors, cleaners and other employes as utilitarian workers who, under the
code,bearerequested
rated astoskilled
hence
can
work workers
60 hours "and
if necessary. Levey asserted that these men were
not skilled workers and that the code was
being violated. Farnsworth promised a ruling
on this point by next Tuesday, and will rule
also on the question of whether sub-contracts
for cleaning theaters entered into before the
code appeared, under which many men are
working beyond the 40-hour code limit, are
a violation of the code. Many claims for back
pay rest on this latter ruling.
Yesterday, Levey filed a batch of complaints
with James F. Hodgson, head of the local
NRA compliance board, charging most of the
major circuits and a number of the lesser
ones with working men beyond the Code
hours.
Levey said that a local circuit had been
notified by the NRA compliance board that
it must not hold meetings of its employes
on nights when the Building Service Employes Union had previously scheduled a
meeting. Levey added that on Tuesday night
another circuit dined its employes to prevent
their attendance at Brvant Hall.

CHESTER
sixth y picture
of theFIELD'S
season tentativel
called
"The Understanding Heart," by
Robert Ellis, has been started by
George R. Batcheller, with Richard
Thorpe directing. Cast includes
Emma Dunn, Charley Grapewin,
Billy Bakewell, Barbara Weeks,
Hale Hamilton, Mary Kornman, Ed
Le Saint, Jane Keckley, Lafe McKee,
Ben Boles and Aggie Herring.
*
*
*
Donald Cook and Maxine Lewis
were married this week.

*

*

*

*

*

*

Walter Futter is completing plans
for the production of "Mutiny,"
which was originally titled "Windjammer." Background scenes have
already been photographed. The
story Moss.
was written by Futter and
Alec
Our Passing Show: Sid Grauman,
Joan Crawford, Franchot Tone,
Lloyd Bacon, Lyle Talbot, Jack Sherrill, B. P. Schulberg, Sylvia Sidney,
Edmund Breese, Dore Schary, Ralph
Rainger, Don Hartman at opening of
"Autumn Crocus" at the El Capitan.
* *
*
"The Family
Scandal" is announced as the final
title for the
M-G-M picture formerly known as
"It Happened One Day." Lionel
Barrymore and Fay Bainter have
leading roles.

*

*

*

M-G-M has signed new contracts
with Irene Hervey and Earl Oxford,
writer.
D'avers, as well as Clare Kummer,

*

*

*

Paul Lukas has been assigned a
featured role in the next B. F. Zeidman production for Universal, Edna
Ferber's "Glamour". William Wyler
will direct.

"Maedchen" in English at Rialto
English dialogue version of
"Maedchen in Uniform" will be presented by Krimsky & Cochran at
the Rialto on Jan. 24 for a run.
Celebs for "Let's Love" Premiere
A host of stage and screen stars
and other celebrities will attend the
premiere of Columbia's "Let's Fall
in Love," at the Rialto tomorrow
night.
Would Regulate Agencies
Albany — A bill calling for state
regulation of theatrical employment
agencies has been introduced by
Senator Albert Wald.
I.T.O.A. Ball Feb. 21
First annual ball of the I. T. 0. A.
will be held Feb. 21 at the Waldorf
Astoria. Program will include a dinner
and stage show. William Brandt is in
charge
of arrangements.

^fcU-

Michigan Allied to Hold Monthly Meets on Code

NRA ANDTlROVICH TO CONFER ON COPYRIGHT LW
Decentralizing Entire Industry Urged
Advocates
Making
Each
Community Center of
Its Activity
FILM

Bv ANN BRADSHAW
DAILY Staff Correspondent

by Hoblitzelle

RCA Stockholders Nearly Tripled in Year
RCA shareholders numbered 287,813 on Dec. 30, a gain of 180,731 in a year, and
indicates that most shareholders who received stock through the distribution made by
the General Electric and Westinghouse on Feb. 20, 1933, have retained that stock
in their possession. The number of shareholders after this distribution was approximately 294,000. Five years ago RCA had only 25,000 stockholders.

Film Probe Bill Not to be
Pushed by Congressman
Pending Parleys
By
FILM

WILLIAM
SILBERBERG
DAILY
Staff Correspondent

Washington — Following a midDallas — Decentralizing of the
night telephone conference Wedneswhole amusement industry, making
day night between Administrator
each community in which it operHugh S. Johnson and Congressman
ates the center of its activity, was
William I. Sirovich, regarding secadvocated by Karl Hoblitzelle in a
tions of the copyright law and their
statement this week in connection
Major circuit heads are under- Legendre Accompanying
applicability to the film industry,
with the convention of Interstate
stood to have generally approved
said yesterday that JohnRosenblatt to the Coast Sirovich
Circuit officials. Personalized show- the interpretation of the Hays adson had suggested the advisability
manship, the kind that builds and
vertising code clause covering con- Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY of possible amendments to the ex(Continued
on Page 6)
(Continued on Page 6)
tests agreed to by advertising and
Washington — Morris Legendre,
publicity department executives. movie expert, yesterday was apThe clause bans contests in which
pointed as assistant and technical
patrons are required to purchase advisor to Division Administrator
tickets in order to participate. Such Sol A. Rosneblatt to accompany
(Continued on Page 6)
him on his west coast trip today.

Circuit Heads Approve Ban onContests

CONN. OKAYS CODE,
MAKES NOMINATIONS

Monthly Meetings on Code
Planned by Michigan Allied

Notice of unanimous approval of
the motion picture code by the M.
P. T. 0. of Connecticut was received
yesterday by John C. Flinn, executive secretary of the Code Authority.
By R. G. SILBAR
The unit also sent its recommenda- George Weeks to Handle
FILM
DAILY
Staff Correspondent
tions for the local zoning and grieGrand
Rapids
—
To keep exhibiG-B
Los
Angeles
Office
vance boards. Accompanying the
tors in close touch with code decommunication, from President John
George W. Weeks will be in
velopments, Allied Theater Owners
Fishman, were compliance blanks
charge of a branch office to be of Michigan has decided to hold
signed by members of the associamonthly meetings in this city, Detion.
Recommendations, which in- opened shortly in Los Angeles by
troit and either Flint or Bay City,
(Continucd on Page 6)
Gaumont-British Picture Corp. of it was stated following a confab
America, it is announced by Arthur here yesterday. Regional meetings
A. Lee, G-B operating head in this for Western Michigan will be held
56 More Nominated
second Thursday each month.
For Posts Under Code country. The new branch will han- theGeneral
Manager H. M. Richey
dle
the
company's
pictures
that
are
(Continued on Page 6)
Fifty-six additional nominations released direct to exhibitors.
for local zoning and grievance
boards and their secretaries were
made public by the Code Authority
yesterday. Following are the
Uncle Sam as Entertainment Sponsor
names
s'^gested:
Albany — M. J. Kallett; Boston — J. J. Mc. . . stage beats the screen to it in getting subsidy
Cuinness, John J. Ford, Thomas J. Meehan,
Victor
J. Morris,
Franklin
F. Plimpton ;
By DON
CARLE GILLETTE
Charlotte— Mrs.
Walter
Griffith;
Dallas —
AFTER
having done more
than any other branch
of the amusement
business
in
(Continued on Page 2)
furthering the cause of the New Deal, the movies are about to be left at the
tail end of the parade of those who are going to benefit under the recovery program.
That is, unless the movies wake up to themselves, and pronto.
Add Naturals
The legitimate stage already has asked and obtained an initial subsidy through the
On the marquee at the Little Carnegie
CWA to put some of its people to work giving free shows in schools, auditoriums, etc.
Playhouse:
"Rasputin and the Empress"
It's going to be a bit of movie competition that may grow to disturbing propor"She Done Him Wrong"
tions if CWA activity is extended, as it is likely to be.
(Continued on Page 2)

NEW FIRWMAKE
12 FILMSIN CANADA

J. R. Booth of Ottawa, president
of several Canadian enterprises and
part owner of the Film Laboratories of Canada, Ltd., is forming a
producing company which will make
12 features for British film quota,
the Film Daily learns. Plans for
construction of an elaborate studio
in Ottawa have been drawn up and
building will start April 1. Arthur
Gottlieb of DuArt is U. S. representative for Booth in connection
with the studio and the films.

Independent Union Denied
Charter in Pennsylvania
Harrisburg — Application of the
Independent Moving Picture Machine Operators' union for a charter in Pennsylvania was refused
this week. Three officials of the
union are under indictment for violating a state statute by operating
an out of the state corporation here
without authority from the state.
Sunday Bill Filed in Albany
Albany — A bill to permit dramatic
and musical performances on Sunday
has been introduced in the Senate by
Julius S. Berg of the Bronx. The measure applies to legitimate shows.
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Uncle Sam as Entertainment Sponsor

Coming and Going

. . . stage beats the screen to it in getting subsidy
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Another
theaters
More

THE

group

of

stage

people

are

now

1)

working

on

a

plan

to

reopen

some

600

with various forms of "flesh" entertainment.
competition
for picture
houses.

•

Government

is

■ purpose,
namely,
needed entertainment
for shows.

countenancing

these

projects

NAT LEVINE is returning to the coast this
week-end
after a short New York visit.
because

they

provide
work
for a number
of unemployed
to many
persons who at the moment
have

will

serve

a

dual

artists
and
bring
little or no money

Movies, too, can serve these ends, and very
well.
With Government assistance, hundreds of motion picture theaters now closed could
be put into operation with programs of the type that are not ordinarily profitable
on a commercial basis but are desirable from the standpoint of promoting good
citizenship.

•

IF

the Government

is to become

* constructive entertainment
than
the screen.

paternally interested

in the matter

for the nation, there is no better medium

of supplying
at its disposal

The resources of Hollywood's studios are unequalled by anything, anywhere, any time.
But the film industry is not likely to receive the consideration it deserves at ths
hands of Uncle Sam unless it takes the initiative in going after it.

B. C. Fassio Closes Deals Loew's 68 Houses Lead
Metropolitan Circuits
For Handling of Shorts
B. C. Fassio, president of Shamrock Pictures, Detroit, has sold
world's rights to "The Fighting
Priest," produced by Golden Arrow
Productions, to Inter-Americans
Film Corp. The deal is exclusive of
Michigan, where Powers Pictures is
handling the subject.
Fassio also has sold to KinemaSTOCK MARKET
Net
trade the world rights, exclusive of
High
Low Close
Cha
V/2
43/g 4'/2 +
Vb
Michigan, to 13 one-reelers, "Ye
25 Vi
247/8 25V2 + 1
Olde Time Illustrated Songs," and
3V8
3y8 3V8 —
VS> 13 "News from the Dailies," both
1278
12l/2 12V2 —
V4 [series being made by Mirror Pro85V4
&%
84% —
Vi
ductions. Shamrock is opening its
14 V8
HVs HVs +
Vb [own exchange for the Michigan distribution of these shorts.
273/4
25V4
27l/4
After a week in New York, where
8oy4 8oy4 8oy4 + '/?
3Vs 3
3
—
Vb among
other things he arranged
1%
1%
1%
finances for future production, Fas12l/8 115/8 11% —
%
jsio left last night for Chicago and
2% 2% 23/4 +
Vp then to Detroit to resume work.
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Amity Closes Atlanta Deal
Atlanta — M. C. Howard Distributing Co. has closed a deal to distribute Amity releases in this territory.
Walker Quits Political Post
Presidential announcement yesterday
disclosed the fact that Frank C. Walker,
identified with the M. E. Comerford
interests, resigned last November as
treasurer of the Democratic National
Committee. Press of his official duties
as executive secretary of the President's
Emergency Economic Council was given
as the reason.

Loew's, with a total of 68 houses,
is the largest circuit operating in
the New York metropolitan territory, according to the latest theater
compilation. Stanley-Fabian, comprising 55 houses, is second, with
others as follows: RKO, 53; Skouras,
52; Randforce, 45; Prudential,
and Playhouse, 31; Springer & Cocalis, 23; Walter Reade and Century,
21 each; Consolidated and Manhattan, 19 each; Brandt Theaters, 16;
Isle Theatrical Corp., 14; Paramount, 12; Warner, four.
Non-Theatrical Ass'n Meets Feb. 7
Next regular monthly meeting of
the Eastern Ass'n of Non-Theatrical
Film Producers, Inc., will be held
Feb. 7, it is announced by Clinton
F. Ivans, secretary-treasurer. At
the last meeting a revised form for
the non-theatrical code was approved
and forwarded to Washington. Mason Wadsworth was elected to
membership in the association.

Zirn Appeal Up Next Month
Attorney Samuel Zirn's action
against the transfer of 23 Para[mount negatives to Film Productions Corp. as bank preferences will
be heard by the Appelate Division
Herrick Subject at Music Hall
about Feb. io or 15. The action also
"Moorish
Spain," one of the Vagainvolves the company's sale of its
Adventure series made by F.
half interest in Columbia Broadcast- HerrickbondHerrick
for RKO-Van Beuring System and various phases of
its theater decentralization. Brief en, has been put on the current bill
at the Radio City Music Hall.
filed by Zirn runs 50 pages.
New Warner Argentine Sales Head
Following the death of Henrique
Blunt, Brazilian distribution head
for Warner Bros., William Fait, in
charge of sales for that company in
the Argentine, has succeeded to
Blunt's post. Guido Buscaglia,
branch manager for Warners in
Buenos Aires, has been promoted to
fill the position vacated by Fait.
Thomas Gets "Wine, Women, Song"
Harry Thomas of First Division
has acquired Chadwick's "Wine, Women and Song" for distribution in
the Buffalo, Pittsburgh, Cleveland,
Cincinnati and Louisville areas

KATHERINE BRUSH, author, sails from New
York today on the Grace Liner Santa Lucia
for California.

THREE

GOOD

JOE HUMMELL, Warner foreign department
executive, is now en route to Australia from
New Zealand, His itinerary later takes him
to South
Africa,
Singapore
and
India.
BROCK WILLIAMS, Warner writer, sails for
England today on the Olympic to resume work
at the firm's Teddington
studio.
EARL CARROLL leaves Tuesday for Hollywood with 11 beauties for Paramount's "Murder at the Vanities."

56 More Nominated
For(Continued
PostsfromUnder
Code
Page 1)

S. G. Howell; Denver — Duke W. Dunbar;
Des Moines — Abe Frankel, John Anderson,
Joe Weaver, Jake Cohen, George Weigman,
Wesley Mansfield ; Columbus — Max Steam ;
Indianapolis — Alex Manter, J. Goldberg,
Junius Fushaneas, U. V. Young; Milwaukee
— L. F. Thurwachter, A. C. Gutenberg, R. J.
Baldwin, R. S. Guiterman, R. T. Smith;
New Haven — I. J. Hoffman, George Cruzen,
Fdward G. Levy, Prof. Wesley A. Sturges,
B. E. Hoffman, Louis M. Sagal, Samuel
Weiss, Adolph Johnson, William J. Brennan,
Albert Piekus, J. L. Shulman ; Omaha — B.
B. Holdridge, I. N Kuhl, Ray Felker; Philadelphia— George P. Aarons, Reese B. Harrington; Los Angeles— Arnold Schaak; St.
Louis — Steven Farrar, Mrs. Grace Rodgers,
Leo F. Keiler; Washington — Carl Schwartz,
J. B. Dashiel, E. A. Plummer, Hardie Meakin, Carter Barron, Wm. P. Herbst, Sidney
Lust, A. Lichtman, John Hiser, Rudolph
Berger, Harry Hunter.

Indies to Decide on Ad Censoring
Whether or not the Federation of
the M. P. Industry will accept the
Hays association offer of its facilities to censor advertising and publicity copy will be decided at a meeting of its board of directors this
afternoon at the office of President
Harry Thomas. Report of the committee on standards will be presented.
English Version for Mexican Film
"Juarez and Maxmilian," which
Columbia is making in Mexico in
conjunction with Miguel Contreras
Torres for distribution in Spanish
speaking countries, will later be
made in English. This is the second
film made by Columbia in Mexico,
with others planned.
Haring-Blumenthal Add House
Haring & Blumenthal have added
the Embassy, Dobbs Ferry, N. Y., to
their circuit.

JOBS ARE OPEN

An experienced man to act as an assistant foreign sales manager, preferably one
with actual sales and supervisory experience in the foreign field.
A capable statistician who can handle complete tabulations of figures In the
foreign sales depaitment.
Must have previous experience.
Wanted, a girl who is an excellent typist, can take dictation and be generally
helpful as a secretary to the above-rrentioned foreign sales manager. Previous
experience
in the foreign sales department
is not essential, but is preferred.

you believe that you are capable of filling any one of the three mentioned
New Yorkkindly
City. write a letter to A. M. P. A., Box 100, Film Daily, 1650 B'way,
positions,

So rich in every
human emotion that
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Drama . . • romance . . • humanness . . . humor . . . abound
in this completely appealing picture. A wisp of a
girl bursts like a ray of sunshine into a sleepy Carolina
plantation « . • tumbles cobwebby tradition ... awakens a
new joyous spirit . . • stirs up excitement. Into-theheart entertainment ♦ . . bigger than "State Fair"!
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NRA AND SIROVICH
TO TALK COPYRIGHT

'JaaaidBaaiJ^JttBig^^ B*"'B*tf55t

(Continued from Page 1)

isting law to remedy alleged practices within the industry and suggested early conferences with officials of the NRA and the congressman to air specific points of the
law as they pertain to the movies.
Johnson stated some time ago that
the copyright laws were responsible
for block booking. Sirovich agreed
to the proposed conferences, he said,
at which Johnson said he would delegate Division Administrator Sol A.
Rosenblatt as his representative to
begin as soon as the deputy returns
from his coast trip.
Pending the outcome of the conferences, Sirovich said he would
withhold pressing of his investigation resolution before the House.

Urges Decentralization
Of the Entire Industry
(Continued from Page

1)

holds steady trade, is the order of
the day, he declared.
Representatives of 86 theaters in
30 cities and New York executives
of film companies attended the meeting. Other speakers included R. J.
O'Donnell, Interstate general manager, and Clarence E. Linz, receiver
for Southern Enterprises, the circuit that will combine with Hoblitzelle's interests on termination of
the receivership.
Pinnacle Gets "Hired Wife"
Pinnacle Productions, J. D. Trop,
president, has acquired "Hired
Wife" for world distribution. Feature was made in Florida, with
Greta Nissen, Molly O'Day and
James Kirkwood heading the cast.
"Chloe" will be Pinnacle's second
release.
Acquire Jersey Theater
Arthur Siegel, Warner Newark
booker, and Dan Weinberg, formerly Skouras booker for New Jersey, have acquired the Ramsey,
Ramsey, N. J.
Tarzan, Police Dog, for Shorts
Superior Talking Pictures, Inc.,
will place in production this month
a series of 12 featurettes with Tarzan, the Police Dog.
Ampa

Moves

Meeting

Place

Starting Thursday, the weekly Ampa
luncheons will be held in the Paramount
Hotel grill. Next Thursday will be RKO
day with Rutgers Neilson as chairman
and Roger Baldwin as guest of honor,
speaking on censorship. The following
meeting
be women's
Tess
Michaels will
of United
Artistsday,
as with
chairman.
An Eddie Dowling meeting and a meeting headed by trade paper members
will follow. President John C. Flinn
announced that ballots concerning proposed changes in constitution will be
mailed to all members within the next
30 days.
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• • • IF THERE are many more World Premiere nights
that compare with last evening's display
at the Hollywood
where the First National pix "Fashions of 1934"
opened its run
west coast folks will soon be billing their
initial showings
as
"A Real New
York
Premiere."

*

•

*

*

*

•

•
UNDER
A battery of blazing chalk-white lights
the elite of screen, stage, Wall Street, and Park Avenue
passed under the glistening marquee
into the
lobby, where most amazing fashion displays held their enraptured attention
Women smacked their rouged lips in
anticipation of coveted gowns
while men held tightly to
anaemic
checkbooks
Alluring
mannequins
draped
in
breath-taking apparel created by Orry-Kelly the F. N. stylist
and Russek's Fifth Ave
the newest Dupont rayon lingerie unmentionables
Miss Margit Nilson with a
tricky exhibition of her soap figures garbed in the latest fluffies
Traphagen School of Fashion Design students showing
the proper technique of style illustration
Silk dodads
from Mallinson's
Loose-Wiles
booklets
on Fashions,
Foods and Frocks
Philip Morris cigarettes to all
and a tie-up with General Motors to transport to Hollywood
models from the Transcontinental Western Airplane terminal to
the theater
all of these features
and more
ushered the first-nighters to the main auditorium

*

*

*

*

• • • AFTER CHARLIE EINFELD and his indefatigable
assistants had been shown the feature
and were satisfied it could back up the 'nth degree of flattery
They got
busy
very busy
and last night was the answer
and WHAT an answer
• • • OUR OWN welcoming committee extends greetings
to the new issue of "Experimental Cinema," which has just hit
the news stands with articles by Rene Clair, Vertoff and Dovjenko
Lewis Jacobs hereafter will be sole editor
with publication in New York
The glad hand also is
out to Mark Vance
whose "N. V. A. Theatrical News"
will first be seen Feb. 2
with stage, screen, vaudeville
and night club dope
And we also give the nod to the
Rehman-De Bella American Legion Post 1,114 of the M. P.
Projection Operators
which was formed last week
with Arthur Costigan as its cr.mmander
The post plans
extensive entertainment activities
and good fellowship
meetings
with Charles
Baer handling
the publicity.

*

*

*

*

• •
• GOINGS ON tonight include the premiere at the
Rialto of Columbia's musical "Let's Fall in Love"
with
first night invitations accepted by Mayor LaGuardia, Langdon
Post, Dr. Carlton Simon, Tito Schipa, Mario Chamlee, Irving
Berlin, Fredric March, Dolores Del Rio and many more celebrities and at the Waldorf-Astoria
the Beaux Arts
Ball will be whirled
and if you miss it
watch
for "Bud" Pollard's short subject
which he will film
there tonight
in the midst of
and at the heighth
of
the gala festivities

*

*

*

CIRCUITS APPROVE
BAN ON CONTESTS
(Continued from Page 1)

tieups, according to the interpretation, amount to admission pricecutting. Proposal has also been
made that the giving of passes ir
connection with contests be bahnec
as this practice also constitute;
price-reducing.

Conn. Okays Code,
Makes Nominations
(Continued from Page 1)
elude Edward G. Levy, M.P.T.O.A.
general counsel, who is suggested
as secretary of the New Haven
zoning and grievance boards, follow:

GRIEVANCE BOARD: Affiliated exhibi
tor, I. J. Hoffman, Warner Bros.; alternate,
George Cruzen, Paramount; unaffiliated exhibitor, Dr. J. B. Fishman, Dixwell Theater,
ilamden; alternate, Arthur H. Lockwood
.Middlesex Theater, Middletown; secretary
Edward G. Levy, 152 Temple Street, New
Haven; non-industry member, Prof. Wesle>
A. Sturges, Yale University Law School.
CLEARANCE AND ZONING BOARD:
Affiliated exhibitor, B. E. Hoffman, Warner
Bros.; alternate, George Cruzen, Paramount:
unaffiliated first run, Louis M. Sagal, Poli
Theaters, New Haven; alternate, Samuel
Weiss, Stamford Theater, Stamford; unaffili
ated subsequent runs, Adolph Johnson, Gar
den Theater, New Haven, William J. Bren
nan. Strand Theater, Winsted; first alternates, Martin Kelleher, Princess Theater,
Hartford, Leo Bonoff, Bonoff Theater, Madison ; second alternates, Albert Pickus, Stratford Theater, Stratford, J. L. Shulman
Rivoli, Hartford; secretary, Edward G. Levy

Michigan Allied Plans
Monthly
Code Meetings
(Continued from Page 1)
explained code actions at yesterday's
meeting. The association's direc
tors have approved approximately
25 exhibs for code board nomina
tions, he said, and approval by out
lying groups is expected.
A new rule was adopted to give
service only to paid up members.
Picking "Miss Fashion" in N. E
As part of the campaign for
Warner's "Fashions of 1934," the
M. & P. circuit in New England will
conduct a contest in that territory
to select "Miss Fashion of 1934."
The winner will make personal appearances with the picture.

*

• •
• INTERESTING INCIDENTS
David Sarnoff
has been elected a director of the Metropolitan Opera Association
The Edgar Guest-Ferde Grofe song "Count Your
Blessings"
which is plugged in United Artists' "Joe Palooka"
will be the theme song at the 5,000 President
Roosevelt birthday parties Jan. 30
Maxson F. Judell will
direct the radio broadcasts of the number
and
that thrilling southern melody, "Chloe"
published by
Villa Moret
will be re-released along with the Marshall
Neilan feature of the same name
which will be distributed by Jack Trop, president of Pinnacle Productions

January 1 9
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SUBJECTS

"Mickey Shanghaied"
(Mickey Mouse Cartoon)
United Artists
8 mins.
A Nifty
Another sure-fire release filled with
gags and packed with laughs.
Mickey and Minnie are in the clutches of grizzly Capt. Peg-leg Pete.
While a motley crew swabs the
decks, the blood-thirsty skipper
gloats with glee as Mickey and Minnie try to struggle free from their
bindings. Finally Mickey breaks
away, releases Minnie and then the
chase begins. It takes Minnie to the
top of the mast, while Mickey fires
the ship's cannon at the crew and
skipper. It's fast, and plenty funny.

"I AM

Harvey

in

Joe Linz Joins Interstate
Pigs."
Dallas — After spending a year as
amusement editor of the "TimesHerald," Joe Linz has joined Interstate Circuit. He will be associated
with the Melba theater.

DEEP"

Old reliable heavy melodrama of the sea
is given plenty of sway in this yarn dealing with the occupation of sponge-fishing.
For audiences that like action and those
who want something a bit different in the
way of natural locale, the picture should
prove amply pleasing. Creighton Chaney,
son of the famous Lon Chaney, is seen in
the role of a young lad who wants to make
"erne dough by going after a sponge cargo.
With borrowed money he embarks on his
expedition, which runs into all sorts of
dangers and troubles ranging from storms
and other expected perils of the deep to
physical encounters involving various forms
f villainy, mutiny, piracy and whatnot.
The events work up to the point where
the hero looks doomed to perish away
Jcwn at the bottom of the sea, and then
comes the big rescue scene for a happy
finale. Although the sea action is the
predominating element in the production,
some romance also is supplied with Sally
O'Neil as the heart interest.

zanne's dishonest manager who walks out
en her when she breaks her leg but returns when she has recovered and trie:

cruel stepmother is unfolded. Amusing, suspenseful and ending happily,
this one will win the plaudits of all
who cheered the "Three Little

FATHOMS

with Sally O'Neil and Creighton Chaney
Monogram
57 mins.
GOOD SEA MELODRAMA WITH ACTION AND THRILLS AS ITS CHIEF
ELEMENTS OF ENTERTAINMENT.

with Gene
Raymond
and Leslie Banks
Fcx
98 mins.
DELIGHTFUL ROMANTIC FANTASY
FILLED WITH NOVELTY AND CHARM
FOR YOUNG AND OLD.
With a wide diversity of entertainment
elements, this Jesse L. Lasky production
is something out of the ordinary and generally enjoyable though a bit long. Primarily the romance of Lilian Harvey, a
famous Parisian dancer, and Gene Raymend, who is wrapped up heart and soul
in the marionette business which has been
:n his family for generations, the story
Iks been imaginatively handled in the contrasts between the living persons and thei
puppet counterparts. There are occasional
Tiusical and dancing interludes. Also a
grand performance by Leslie Banks, whe
steals a big chunk of the show as Su-

"The China Shop"
o take her away from Gene, her bene(Silly Symphony)
factor. The romance is kept in susp3nsUnited Artists
10 mins.
by Gene's backwardness because he feels
Swell
Excellent entertainment. Colorful, he is unworthy of the dancing star, while
restful, pleasing and humorous. Suzanne
has a fight to win Gene's interest away from his puppets, whom he likes
Story concerns the old keeper of a
more than most humans, but love finally
china shop, who locks up for the
night, believing that all his precious conquers.
Cast: Lilian Harvev, Gene Raymond
china pieces are safe. After he has
gone, all the objects come to life and !ie Banks, Georgia Cane, Geneva M'have a merry party which is spoiled Halliwell Hobbos, Murray Kinnell, Edward
f
by a villainous centaur who steals a Keane, Lionel Belmote, Podrec:
Marionettes.
beautiful dancing lady. The batDirector, Rowland V. Lee; Authors, Rowtle that follows breaks up most of
land V Lee, Edwin Justus Mayer; Camthe chinaware. In the morning the
eraman, Lee Garmes; Recording Engineer,
old store keeper finds a way out
E.
C.
Ward.
of his troubles by marking the
Direction, Fine
Photography,
Fine.
broken china pieces "antiques" and
doubling the prices on all.
Hirshfield, gag-teller and m. c; EdRichard Talmadge in
d'e
banjoist;
the Krinny,
Alberina Peabody,
Rasch girls,
and Sybil
"Pirate Treasure"
kid
dancer.
Entertaining
and
will
with Lucille Lund, Walter Miller,
-atisfv almost anywhere.
Pat O'Malley
(Serial)
Universal
Approx. 18 mins"Strange As It Seems" No. 5
First-Rate
Universal
10 mins.
If the achievement
of the first
Very Interesting
three episodes of this new serial are
Such items as the bare-breasted
continued,
exhibitors
will rejoice Balinese women in one of their more
and the kid customers gloat.
Ro- picturesque religious fetes, the Mexmance, thrills, action,
adventure ican drug-doctors,
eighty-year
old
and glamour mark the first install- Mrs. Vickery who has developed into
ments. The plot concerns
Dick a successful mural painter, unusual
Moreland (Richard Talmadge), who Mexico City fisheries and the rock
Indians are
is shown completing a solo round- baths of the Siwash
the first-rate
clips which
the-world flight. He has won a $25,- among
000 prize and with the money pro- comprise this reel.
poses to seek the pirate gold buried
Oswald in
by a buccaneer uncle whose map he
possesses.
Relating his plan at the
"The
Candy House" 9 mins.
exclusive Aero Club he is over- Universal
heard by Walter Miller.
The first
Exceptional
three issues are devoted to the atThis is an exceptional achievement, worthy of ranking with the
tempts to steal the map.
Romantic
interest and the narrative are well- best animated cartoons. In rhyme
and with pleasant lilting music, the
developed.
tale of Hansel and Gretel and their
"Vaudeville On Parade"
Universal
20 mins.
Good Entertainment
Run off like a vaudeville show
and on a theater stage, this Mentone short starts with a shot of
Harold Stern and the windup of an
overture. Then follow successively
De Dio's animal circus, dog act;
Jack McLallen, comedian; Charles
Collins, dancer; Hal Forde, m. c;
Gypsy
Nina,
songstress;
Harry

"SIXTEEN

SUZANNE"

Cast:

—— «■

By

RALPH

WILK

— -==-,
HOLLYWOOD

from "Lots"

T^ARREN
WILLIAM
instead of
Ricardo Cortez, who is honeyTmooning, will have the male lead in
! First National's
Me
* "Hit
*
* Again."
Monarch's
"Love
Past
Thirty,"
with Aileen Pringle, Theodor
von
] Eltz,lis Gertrude
Messinger
and PhylBarry, has been
completed.

*

*

*

"Strange Holiday" is the release
title set by Paramount for "Death
Takes a Holiday," with Fredric
March.
Charles R. Rogers has bought
"Canal Boy," by Forest Halsey and
Clara Beranger, for Dorothy Wilson's next film. Casey Robinson is
adapting it. Rogers also has bought
"In Conference," by Vera Caspary
and Bruce Manning. Bryan Marlowe
is doing the screen treatment.

*

*

*

O'Neil,
Creighton
Chaney,
Maurice
Black, Jack Keni Ingram, George Nash, Robert
■ s, Constantine Romanoff.
Alexander, Russell Simpson,
Philip

M-G-M has acquired film rights
to two
Rudyard
Kipling
stories,
"Kim" and "Captains
Courageous."
* *
*

Kiefer, Jean Gehrung,
Raul Figarcla.
Director, Armand Schaefer; Author,
Eustace L. Adams; Adaptors, B. A. Barringer, Ncrman Houston; Cameraman, Ai Phillips.
chie
Strut; Recording Engineer, Balsley b

Katharine Hepburn's next RKO
vehicle, screen version of Lulu Vollmer's play, "Trigger," will be released under the title "Spitfire." The
supporting
cast
includes
Robert
Young and Ralph Bellamy.

Richard

Sally

A Little

Direction,

with

Action.

Photography,

"A WOMAN'S

Unusual

MAN"

John
Halliday,
Marguerite
de la
Motte, Wallace
Ford, Kitty Kelly
Monogram
70 mins.
SCREEN

STAR

PEAL FOR POP

- PRIZEFIGHTER
MANCE-DRAMA WITH MODERATE
AUDIENCES.

ROAP-

\

The highlights of this film include the
brilliant performance of John Halliday,
I seme backstage scenes in a movie studio,
jand the fact that a new ending has been
|given a much-repeated theme. The story
! is slow to start, with much film being
consumed registering the temperament of
a movie star, played by Miss de la Motte.
Her director, John Halliday, does his best
to set her straight and finally decides to
humor her whims. In doing so, he introduces her to Ford, a prizefighter who is
training for a championship battle. Ford
falls for the girl and breaks training time
and again. He accidentally overhears her
tell another suitor that her friendship with
the pug is merely a publicity stunt. At
the big fight, the kid is well ahead, when
he remembers her remarks. He deliberately
throws the fight. Later all ends well. The
film exposes the method of dubbing a song.
Halliday does a convincing job.
Cast: John Halliday, Marguerite de la
Motte, Wallace Ford. Kitty Kelly, Jameson Thomas, Tommy Dugan, Wallis Clark,
Don Douglas. Leigh Allen. George Mayc.
Harry Green. Jack Perry, Billie van Everv
Director, Edward Ludwig; Author, Adele
Roaers St. John; Adaptor, Frances Hvland:
Dialoguer, same; Editor, Carl Pierson; Cameraman, Joseph Valentine; Recording Engineer, John A. Stransky, Jr.
Direction, Good.
Photography,
Fair

*

*

*

B. P. Schulberg, producing for
Paramount, has signed Preston
Sturges to write the screen play for
Sylvia Sidney's "Thirty-Day Princess" and Sam Hellman to work on
* Miss
* Marker."
dialogue for *"Little
Herbert Mundin has been cast by
Fox for "All *Men * Are *Enemies."
"No Greater Glory" has
cided upon as the definite
Frank Borzage's second
production, formerly known
of Tomorrow."

been detitle for
Columbia
as "Men

Leo McCarey, Paramount contract director, will direct Mae West
in her next picture, "It Ain't No
Lyle Talbot is the latest to join
the
cast of "Golden
picturization
of the Gate,"
story Warner's
formerly
called

"Fragments."
*
*
*
Carole Lombard will have the rol
opposite Bing Crosby in his next
Sin."
Paramount
musical,
"We're
Not

*

*

*

Dressing."
will direct "Sea
Brower
OttoRKO
Girl,"
picture, with Joel McCrea.

*

*

*

"Jail Birds of Paradise" is the
new title for "Reformania," an M
G-M comedy short, which was di
rected by Al" Boasberg. The comedy
was supei-vised by Sam Baerwitz,
instead of Jack Cummings, as or
iginally reported .
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$105,752 Profit in First Quarter for Warners

ALLIED BOARD HOLDINGJJODE MEET NEXT WEEK
Upholds

Producers' Right Under the Copyright
Law
Important
Developments

Attorney Says Block Booking Not Related to
Copyright Laws
By WILLIAM SILBERBERG
FILM DAILY Staff Correspondent

Washington — Producers have the
same right under the copyright law
to control their product as the American Society of Composers, Authors
& Publishers have to charge theaters, orchestras and others for
playing their music, in the opinion
of Fulton Brylawski, nationally
known copyright attorney and counsel in that capacity here for producers. Block booking has nothing
to do with the copyright laws, Bry(Continued

on Page

2)

MPTOA UNIT IN LA.
IS BELIEVED NEAR
FILM

By

WILLIAM SPECHT
DAILY Staff Correspondent

New Orleans — In line with reports
that attempts to organize a Louisiana unit of the M.P.T.O.A. will be
made after the exhibitor meeting
! being held Jan. 21 at the Hotel
Jung with Ed Kuykendall as speaker, H. S. McLeod, a leading independent exhibitor here, declares that
(Continued on Page 3)

Five New Productions
Started at Paramount
West Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Coincident with the
arrival of Adolph Zukor, Paramount
has put five features in work. They
uclude "Melody in Spring," "Man
Tio Broke His Heart," "Baby in the
ice Box," "We're Not Dressing" and
"Trumpet Blows."
Review Board Conference
Tenth annual conference of the National Board of Review at the Hotel
Pennsylvania will be a three-day affair,
Feb. 8-10. General topic of the confab will be "Times and the Films."
Sol A. Rosenblatt is to be one of the
special speakers.

Double-Story

Warners have bought two Arthur Somers Roche magazine stories, "Lady Dick"
and "Roadhouse," for welding into one picture. The company doesn't say
whether it will be billed as a dual.

POST OFFICE STOPS NEW MOVE IN DETROIT
ADS ON GIVEAWAYS TO RAISE ADMISSIONS
Denver — As a result of the epidemic of "free" stuff given away by
local theaters, the Post Office Department has notified newspapers
here that hereafter no papers will
be permitted through the mails if
they carry ads with the slightest
reference to giveaways involving an
element of
chance that may be con(Contvnued on Page 3)

Detroit — A new move to raise admission prices here has been started
by Allied Theaters of Michigan.
Matter has been referred to a committee headed by J. C. Ritter, national president of Allied, and including Lew Wisper, Fred DeLodder, Sam Brown and Frank A. Wetsam. Necessity of higher prices is
based on
operating costs
under
the increased
code.

Ohio Exhibitor Units
In United Move on Tax S.M.P.E. Spring Meet
Cleveland — P. J. Wood and Max
Set for Atlantic City
Stearn of Columbus conferred this

Expected from Allied
Confab Here
Important steps relating to the
motion picture code will be taken
at a meeting of the Allied board of
directors Wednesday at the Hotel
Warwick, New York. The session,
which takes place the day following the next meeting of the Code
Authority, is expected to pay much
attention to membership nominations for local zoning and grievance
boards, in which it is vitally interested. Speculation continues as to
whether or not the exhibitor association will move to legally obstruct
the code.

CONFER NEXT WEEK
ON MUSIC AGREEMENT

Conferences in connection with a
music agreement between film companies and music publishers will be
week with M. B. Horwitz and Henry
Spring meeting of the S.M.P.E. resumed next week, probably on
Greenberger of Cleveland and Nat has been tentatively set for April Tuesday, in New York. Delay in
Charnas of Toledo regarding a pro- 23, 24, 25 and 26 at Atlantic City. drafting the contract has been due
gram whereby the M.P.T.O. of Ohio Plans in connection with the con- to distraction of the NRA codes.
vention were made by its board of Representing the producing firms is
and Independent Theater Owners
(Continued on Page 3)
of Ohio may join forces to fight directors at a meeting yesterday at
the state 10 per cent tax. The in- the Hotel Pennsylvania. Re-classification of memberships, together
dustry wants to present a united
2 Regional Sales Meets
front before the state legislature with a reduction of fees, was agreed
which convenes Jan. 30.
Being Held by Columbia
upon.
First of two regional sales meetings being held by Columbia takes
place today in New York with Abe
Montague presiding. Distribution
and merchandising plans on several special pictures will be discussed. A similar confab will be
34 Additional Names
Net operating profit of $105,- held for the western division in Chi752.86, after all charges, is reported
cago on (Continucd
Jan. 29, on
under
SafSubmitted to C. A. by
Page Jerry
3)
Warner Bros, for the 13 weeks
With today the deadline for filing ended Nov. 25, marking the first
nominations for local grievance and quarter since 1930 that the company
zoning boards and their secretaries has reported in the black. In the
Through Fire for Mae
with the Code Authority, announce- same period the year before the
Boston — Because Mae West was on
ment was made yesterday of 34 ad- company had a loss of $1,746,761.95.
the screen, an audience of 600 refused
ditional membership suggestions, as
to vacate the Egyptian Theater during
Net profit before amortization, defollows :
a fire the other day. The blaze did
about
$400
damage.
preciation, etc., was $1,933,356.52,
Atlanta— George E. Fuller, Willis J. Davis,
Geo. W. West, Ralph Smith, W. Anderson,
plus
a
profit
of
$655,262.54
from
re(Continued on Page 2)
(Continued on Page 2)

Profit of $105,752 in Quarter
First for Warners Since 1 930
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What To Buy And

PHIL M. DALY
•

• A GREAT TRIBUTE to the popularity of the annual dinner-dance
held by the Columbian Club
of Columbia Pictures
is that this year .... the demand
for reservations is already so heavy
that the lads and
lassies have engaged the Grand Ballroom of the Waldorf-Astoria
to accommodate the guests .,
the date is March 10
and if you're the sort of a gent who likes to take a
gal to a really swell affair
'phone Jeanne Dressier, president of the Club
at Columbia right away!
*
*
*
>;-.
• •
•
CONGRATS to Paul Moss
brother of B. S.
for being appointed the new License Commissioner
by Mayor La Guardia
Moss, who has built and operated
theaters
and
produced
knows make
what his
it's new
all
about
and when he saidplays
that he would

of

J

* Engravers *

•

office "a humane part of a humane administration"
we're tellin' you
he meant it
Paul F. Stacy, for
13 years a very active and important gent with the N. W. Ayer
agency
has joined the Eugene W. Castle outfit
in
the New York office
Monday night will be an old-home reunion for Minnesota-ites
at the 55th St. Playhouse
it'll be Swedish Celebrity Night
with plenty of notables
present
and John W. Boyle, producer of "Sweden, Land
of the Vikings," telling
* how *he made
* the pix
*
• •
• IF THERE is to be a Russ-Jap war
and we
pray not
Universal Newsreel will be prepared for the
fray
Carl Laemmle has ordered organization of units
to accompany both armies
when the trouble breaks
And if you're interested in "*h* movies from a professional woman's slant"
read "Why They Marry" in the current
"Psychology Mag"
the tome is by Barbara Kent, now featured in Monarch's "Marriage on Apprvoal."

Upholds the Producers
Warner Bros. Reports
Under Copyright Law
(ContinuedProfit
from PageSince
1)
First
'30
(Continued from Page 1)
lawski declared. Congressman Sirovich, long active in copyright matters, is alleged to have stated some
time ago that the copyright laws
could not control the amount of
royalty or seat tax charged by the
Society. Brylawski said Sirovich
admitted the law's inability to control this practice.

I.T.O.A. Plans Appeal
Against Too Many Unions

"CITY"

ENGRAVING
LL—
CAPHOTO
(Day and Night Service)
250 W.

54th St.,
Tel.

COIumbus

N. Y.

5-6741

i

Floor Mats
IMPROVE YOUR LOBBY
WITH

COLORFUL— ATTRACTIVE

TyL-A-HATS
Send for Booklet

O. W. JACKSON

b CO., INC.

"The World's Largest Mat House"
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Hand Coloring

tirement of debentures and bonds.
Current assets at the end of the
period totaled $15,141,463.07, an increase of $1,132,305.65, while current liabilities stood at $12,506,165.38. an increase of $37,725.03.

34 Additional Names
Submitted to C. A.

(Continued from Page 1)
Jimmie Hanlon, John Mangham Bromberg,
Ernest Morrison, Alpha Fowler, Dave Prince,
Sam Moscow, John Ezell; Boston — Wm. Erbb,
J. M. Casey, Merton Carr; Chicago — John J.
Jones; Cleveland — Mrs. Georgia Moffitt; Cincinnati— Prof. E. V. Hollis; Des Moines- —
Frank D. Rubel, Harry Hiersteiner, Julius
Geertz; Los Angeles — Milton B. Arthur, Hobart Swan, Ray Peterson, Robert Gumbiner,
H. J. Siler; Minneapolis— Fred V. Holzapf el ; New Orleans — George E. Fuller; New
York — Harry Friedman, Joseph Vergesslich;
Pittsburgh— J. Horvitz; Salt Lake City —
Harry David, Charles Epperson, Irving
Schlank.

Alarmed by the organization of
various new unions, the I.T.O.A. of
New York is planning to appeal to
Divisional Administrator Sol A. Rosenblatt to protect them from any
overhead burdens they may attempt to impose upon theaters, officials of the exhibitor unit said yesterday. With impetus furnished by
the code, steam engineers, ushers
Indies to Consider Hays Ad Plan
and other classes of workers conOffer of the Hays organization to
ing.
nected with exhibition are unioniz- censor advertising and publicity of
independent companies as well as
its own members will be submitted
Lovelace Starts at Fox Feb. 1
to a general membership meeting
Hunter Lovelace, Hollywood agent of the Federation of the M. P. Industry next week for decision, it
signed as head of the Fox story department in New York, starts Feb. was decided at a meeting of its
1. John Mock also comes east as board of directors yesterday in the
head of the reading department and office of President Harry Thomas,
William Crawford as general studio following a report by the committee
representative. Joseph Pincus con- on standards. The code was also
tinues as. talent scout.
discussed.
.

HAND

COLORING

of POSITIVE PRINTS
528 Riverside Drive
New York City
UNiversity 4-2073
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Dorothea

A Little
"Lot—s"
om WILK
frRALPH
_— ,
By
— —
HOLLYWOOD
T>HIL L. RYAN, producing comedies for Paramount, starts
shooting Monday on the second Chic
Sale picture in his present series.
Del Lord is directing. Little Lamar
Watson, who made a hit with Sale
in "Oil's Well," again appears opposite him. Ryan and Sale are now
discussing contract and option for
future shorts.

*

*

*

"This Side of Heaven" is the final
title of M-G-M's picture formerly
called "It Happened One Day."
Lionel Barrymore and Fay Bainter
head the cast.

*

*

*

Mrs. Leslie Carter has been picked
by Director Lowell Sherman for the
Queen Elizabeth role in Universal's
"Elizabeth and Mary." Margaret
Sullavan will play Mary. Russ Columbo is an addition to U's "GlaAnn Sothern, borrowed from Columbia, and Helen Lynd have joined
the cast of Paramount's "Melody in
Spring," which includes Lanny Ross,
Charlie Ruggles, Mary Boland and
Wade Boteler, with Norman McLeod
directing. Ross will next appear in
Clare
Kummer's
"Her
Master's
oice," with Elmer Harris now writing the screen* play.
*
*
ia Ellis, Mayo Methot, Helen
Lowell, Dorothy Peterson, Henry
O'Neill, Philip Faversham and Marjorie Gateson are additions to Warner's "Fur Coats."
* *
*
Buddy Coleman will direct Tim
McCoy
Columbia.in "Storm at Midnight" for

COMING & GOING
LOU BLUMENTHAL and JACK SHAPIRO leave
Sunday on a West Indies cruise.
JESSE L. LASKY and JESSE, JR., are en route
from the coast to Havana on a vacation trip.
From Cuba they go to Palm Beach, then back
to Hollywood, where Lasky resumes production
for Fox.
WILLIAM F. BARRETT, president of AmerAnglo, sails on the Bremen tonight on his
annual trip to Europe and the continent.
ERIK CHARELL has left New York for the
coast to start work at Fox.
MR. and MRS. THOMAS MEIGHAN sail tonight on the Bremen for Europe.
CAPT. W. H. FAWCETT of the Fawcett
Publications sails for Bermuda today on the
Monarch of Bermuda.
PHIL REISMAN and AMBROSE
sail for Europe today.

S. DOWLING

CARL LAEMMLE, JR., sails Feb. 3 on the
He de France for Europe. He will be away
about six weeks.
JOHN R. FREULER, president of Monarch
Productions, is in New York from the coast.
DOLORES DEL RIO, accompanied by CEDRIC
GIBBONS, leaves today for the coast to resume work at RKO.
JULES LEVY returns to New York today from
a four of RKO southern exchanges.
FRANK BUCK leaves today for St. Louis.
HARRY WILCOXON arrives Tuesday on the
Majestic from England to appear in Paramount's "Cleopatra."

Wieck

and

Alice

Brady

in

"MISS FANE'S BABY IS STOLEN"

with Baby Le Roy
Paramount
70 mins.
KIDNAP DRAMA WITH PLENTY OF
SOBS AND SUSPENSE. WILL APPEAL
MOSTLY
TO FEMME
PATRONS.
Written around a sensational theme and
undoubtedly inspired by the Lindbergh
kidnaping, this drama gets off to a slow
start, gradually speeds up and ends with
a series of suspenseful situations that will
have them yelling. The story concerns
Dorothea Wieck, a movie star, who fairly
worships her fatherless child, Baby Le
Roy. The boy is kidnaped, and after much
hesitation the police are called in. No
clues develop until the film is about half
over, then the mother receives a letter
from the kidnapers. The baby is held by
a trio of gangsters whose hideaway is a
hut near one occupied by Alice Brady,
wife of a truck farmer. Alice has three
children of her own, and being the snoopy
kind she soon suspects the gang of being
the fugitives. The film ends with an exciting chase and a surprise finish. Little
"Spanky" McFarland shares honors with
Baby Le Roy and Alice Brady as being
the best attractions in the pix.
Cast: Dorothea Wieck, Alice Brady,
Baby Le Roy, William Frawley, George
Barbier, Alan Hale, Jack LaRue, Dorothy
Burgess, Florence Roberts, Irving Bacon,
George "Spanky" McFarland, Edwin Maxwell, Charles Wilson, Adrian Rosley,
Charles McAvoy, Harrison Greene, Leslie
Palmer, Marcel le Corday, Louis Natheaux,
Cullen Johnson, Carmencita Johnson, Kay
Lou Barnes.
Director, Alexander Hall; Author, Rupert Hughes; Adaptor, Adela Rogers St.
Johns; Dialoguer, same; Editor, James
Smith; Cameraman, Alfred Gilks; Recording Engineer, Arthur W. Singley.
Direction, Fine.
Photography, Excellent.

2 Regional Sales Meets
Being
Held by Columbia
{Continued from Page 1)
ron. The New York meeting will
be attended by Jack Cohn, Montague, Rube Jackter, Louis Weinberg, J. W. McFarland, Lou Astor,
Milton Hannock, Maurice Grad, Sam
Moscow, Nat Cohn, Ed Schnitzer,
C. N. Johnston, T. F. O'Toole, Joe
Miller, I. H. Rogovin, H. E. Weiner,
A. H. Levy and S. A. Galanty.

Confer Next Week
On Music Agreement
{Continued from Page 1)

the following committee: Edward
Kilroe, chairman; Major Edward
Bowes, Loew's; Morris Ebenstein,
Warners. John Gregg Paine heads
the group representing the music
people.
Defeat Censorship Ordinance
Birmingham — A proposed ordinance which would have private
previews of films and stage shows
by the city censor, if deemed necessary, has been killed following a
conference between theater managers and city officials.

"LET'S FALL IN LOVE"
with

Ann

Sothern,
Edmund

Gregory
Lowe

Ratoff,

Columbia

NEWS of the DAY

64 mins.

DANDY COMEDY DRAMA WITH MUSIC, STRONG ON OUTSTANDING PERFORMANCES AND GENERAL ENTERTAINMENT VALUES.
Taking a formula story that has proved
sure-fire time and again, Director David
Burton has whipped up a piece of entertainment that goes over for the full count.
Besides his astute direction, the picture
has the advantage of an unusually efficient
script, several noteworthy performances
and a song number that should become
quite popular. Ann Sothern, who recently
changed her name from Harriet Lake,
emerges as a new screen find in this picture. She's got the goods to put her
across big with the fans. Miss Sothern
plays the part of a circus artiste who is
picked to play the lead in a film when
the real star, Tala Birell, walks out. Edmund Lowe, as the director, finds Ann
and builds her up, sells her to Gregory
Ratoff, the producer, and of course the
little girl makes good despite the fact
that the jealous Miriam Jordan exposes
her circus origin. Ratoff and Lowe also give
grand performances, with Lowe supplying
the romance opposite Miss Sothern.
Cast: Ann Sothern, Edmund Lowe, Gregory Ratoff, Miriam Jordan, Tala Birell, Art
Jarrett, Ruth Warren, Greta Meyer, Betty
Furness, Kane Richmond, John Qualen, Selmer Jackson, Niles Welch, Consuelo Baker,
Marjorie Gateson, Sven Borg.
Director, David Burton; Author, Herbert
Fields; Adaptor, Herbert Fields; Music, Ted
Koehler, Harold Arlen; Cameraman, Benjamin Kline; Recording Engineer, George
Cooper;
Editor, Gene
Melford.
Direction, Aces. Photography,
Fine.

Canton, O. — Young & Ri
have leased the Lyceum, da <
several years, and will reopei
the State after improvement
Alliance, O. — Alliance Th ■<
Inc., new firm composed of J 1
Shilling, Helen Reese and
L. Geiger, will reopen the Col .
largest local house.
New Philadelphia, O. — For
Bowers, several years mana. the Union here and Bexley in Dover,
has been moved
to Zanesville as
house.
manager
of the Weller, another Shea
Dover, O. — Bill Reiss is planni
to reopen the Ohio, dark all - niter.
Southington, Conn. — A. M. Schuman and associates have taken a
five-year lease on the former Coleman, now known as the Colonial.
Schuman has been operating the
house for some time.
Franklin, Mass. — The Morse Opdark. era House, run by M. Litchard, is
"Fashions"

Set

Opening

Recoi

First
National's
"Fashions
1934" set a new opening night e
tendance record at the Hollywo*
on Thursday, with 5,436 attendir*
the first evening's
performances.
This made the second Warner hit in
two
days a on strong
Broadway,
"Massacre"
getting
sendoff
at the
Strand the day before.

MPTOA

Unit in La.
Is Believed Near
(Continued from Page 1)

Lebensburger
Opens Exchange
Cleveland — Maurice Lebensburger,
until recently manager of the Maa strong
state
organization
is
jestic exchange, has gone on his
urgently needed.
In a Film Daily own, acquiring Ohio and Kentucky
interview, McLeod said:
rights toonstoas a Powers'
Car"With indications that the code boards maystarter. ComiColor
He has opened
prefer to deal with what approximates trade
associations than with the lone individual, an office in the Film Bldg. Physical
the need for organization becomes great. distribution
Exchanges. will be through Fischer
Particularly is it great for the small, remote

exhibitor. When he is in trouble, he often
has no one to turn to. Whatever legal advice he can get is often by those not familiar
with the problems peculiar to the film business. Ihave not only code problems in mind
but all the problems which confront the exhibitor. An exhibitors' organization can give
him the benefit of experience, it can give him
legal help even."

Post Office Stops
Ads on Giveaways
(Continued from Page 1)

strued as a lottery.
Even the use
of a mere phase such as "Auto
Week," if it refers to giving away
autos, is taboo.

"Nana" Trade Showings Jan. 23
Samuel Goldwyn's
"Nana"
will be
nationally
trade shown
on Jan.
23
in all key cities except New York,
where it opens Feb. 1 at the Radio
City Music Hall.
Lionel Barrymore in Person
Lionel Barrymore comes East
next week to appear at the Century,
Baltimore, in connection with "This

Side of Heaven."
Siegel Not in Theater Deal
Demonstrating Advanced Sound
Newark, N. J. — Arthur Siegel,
First New York presentation of Warner booker, reported associated
with Dan Weinberg in acquisition
Bell Telephone's transmission and
reproduction of speech and music in of the Ramsey, Ramsey, N. J., says
auditority perspective, originally he is not a party in the deal.
demonstrated in Philadelphia last
Rebuilds Webb City House
April, will take place Wednesday
RKO Signs Mitzi Green
evening at the winter convention of
Webb
City, Mo.— L. D. Wineland
Mitzi Green has been signed by the
American Institute of Electrical of Picher,
Okla., has rebuilt his
RKO for "Finishing School." She Engineers at the Engineering Audi- house here. It burned down last
torium.
leaves
New
York
today
for
the
coast.
year.

A Question

ANSWERED
big picture today does not include backgrounds that call for composite photography? The answer is obvious.
. . . The really vital point is: what medium
to use in photographing these important
WHAT

backgrounds? . . . Eastman has answered that
question. Eastman Background Negative,
with its remarkably fine grain, its surprising
speed, and its excellent processing characteristics, completely solves the film problem of the composite shot. Eastman Kodak
Company. (J. E. Brulatour, Inc., Distributors, New York, Chicago, Hollywood.)

EASTMAN

Background Negative
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Midwest Theater Activity is Liveliest in Six Years

CODE AUTHORITY IS SUED IN ALLIED HT CASE
7,000 Assents fromTheaters Expected by Code Authority
About

5,000 Compliance
Signatures Are
Already In

Anticipation that approximately
7,000 theaters of the active and regularly-operated houses in the country, will assent to the code was expressed at Code Authority headquarters Saturday. Out of about 13,500
theaters now open, estimate was
made that 10,500 may be classed as
regular film
accounts.
Up to Sat(Continued
on Page 7)

FOX RELEASE DATES
SET UP TO JUNE 1

Heavy Trading in Loew Shares
Trading in Loew shares on Friday and Saturday was the heaviest of any stock
on the Big Board, with the stock moving up from a low of 25% on Thursday to 30^
on Saturday, finally closing at 29%. Turnover on Friday was 128,000 shares, and on
Saturday 81,200 shares, more than double the figure for the next
most active stock.

In a test case sponsored by Allied
States Ass'n, suit was filed Saturday in the U. S. District Court in
New York by Congress Theater
Inc., Newark, N. J., against Sol A
Rosenblatt, Divisional Administrator of the NRA, and the members
and secretary of the Code Authority
for the motion picture industry, to
John R. Freuler, president of
London — As part of an intensive enjoin the defendants from refusing
Monarch Productions, now in New program of expansion, Associated to accept a qualified assent to the
York, is arranging finances for four Talking Pictures is doubling the ca- code tendered by the Congress Theater, under which the latter reserved
$100,000 specials to be produced by
pacity of its Ealing Studio in prepNational Players, Ltd., and released
the Sherman
aration for a program of 12 fea- its rights
trust Lawunder
and other
statutes Antiand
tures and other increased activity
with 10 other features on Monarch's
1933-34 lineup. A 25 per cent bud- in prospect, it is announced by Basil laws, or, in the alternative, to adget increase on the latter pictures Dean. A. T. P. and its affiliated
judge the motion picture code conalso is intimated. Freuler returns companies have safely overcome
trary to the National Recovery Act
of onthePage
Fifth8; Amendto Hollywood in a few days to re- what might be called the "teething and in violation
(Continued
(Continued
on Page 8)
sume production activity.

4 $100,000 SPECIALS A. LP. LAUNCHES
PLANNED BY MONARCH EXPANSION PROGRAM

Fox has now set its releasing
schedule to June 1. Starting with
"Frontier Marshal," released Saturday includes: Jan. 26, "Sleepers East"; Feb. 2, "Carolina"; Feb. Launch New Move in Miss.
9, "Ever Since Eve"; Feb. 16, "Hold
To Bring Down 10% Tax
That Girl"; Feb. 23, "Disillusion";
Jackson, Miss. — With the present
Mar. 2, "Coming Out Party"; Mar.
tax law expiring soon, a bill
9, "David Harum"; Mar. 16, "Mur- sales
der in Trinidad"; Mar. 23, "3 on a has been introduced in the House
Honeymoon"
and
"Constant to make the tax permanent. Amusements, now paying the highest sales
tax of any business, are trying to
have the rate cut from 10 per nent
55 More Nominations
to 2 per cent. Louisiana and Alabama have their eye on a similar
For Film Code Posts sales tax.
Fifty-five more nominations for
members of board and secretaries of
the local grievance and zoning
boards were announced Saturday by
the Code Authority.
They include:

E. M. Loew Takes Over
2 Massachusetts Houses
Boston — E. M. Loew Circuit has
taken over the Richmond theater,
North Adams, from Ben Taylor.
Ownership of the Strand, Peabody,
has passed from Marcel Mekleberg
and Harry Sperling to E. M. Loew
and G. Schwartz. Consolidated
Amusement Co. remains as the operating firm.

Theater Openings in Midwest
Exceed the Last Six Years

Atlanta — Love B. Harrell; Charlotte — J. J.
Grady, H. H. Everett, Albert Sottille, J. F.
Kirby, R. J. Ingram, M. S. Hill; ChicagoJack Miller, M. Saperstein, John Dittman,
Cincinnati — Floyd D. Morrow;
Dallas — R.
J. O'Donnell,
Ed. Rowley,
P. K. Johnson;
Des Moines — Leone
Matthews;
Detroit — Joe
Dennison,
Harvey
Campbell,
Henry
Zapp;
(Continued on Page 8)

Put Fern Appeal in Title
Birmingham — M-G-M's "Prize Fighter
and Lady" has been re-titled "The Conquering Sex" for the entire run of Wilby
houses, starting at the Alabama here
this week.

Seek to Enjoin Authority
From Refusing Qualified Code Assents

Annual Poster Convention
Is Slated for St. Louis

Bv KENNETH
DAILY
Staff

FORCE
Correspondent

HEAVY SCHEDULE SET
BY HAL ROACH STUDIO
West Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Hal Roach Studio will
set a new record for activity in the
next six months, when at least 24
short comedies and two features are
slated for production, it is announced by Henry Ginsberg, vicepresident and general manager. The
features
are "Babes
one starring
Laurel inandToyland"
Hardy. and

Sam Katzman Organizes
Own Producing Company
West Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Sam Katzman, formerly vice-president of Screencraft,
Kansas City — More houses are being opened and reopened in the has formed his own producing comAnnual convention of the Nationpany and will leave for New York
small towns in this territory than in
al Poster Service Ass'n, comprising
this week to arrange for distribuindependent poster firms, will take the past six or seven years.
tion. He has opened office at 6048
F. M. Malone is opening a new
place at St. Louis in March, with
election of officers as one of its house at Boonville, Mo. A new one Sunset Boulevard.
features. No code will be drafted is going into Turon, Kan. Dawker
Admitting It
to cover this business, it was indi- is opening a new one at Lexington,
cated Saturday. All members of the Mo. One is planned for Brookfield,
Kansas City — Sign noted on a local
Mo.
Definite
word
is
about
that
association, which claims to repre- there will be two or three new ones
theater marquee: "Our Betters" — "Three
sent 88 per cent of all poster comin St. Joseph, Mo.
Louis Gates is
have signed it
thewasPresident's
Little Pigs."
(Continued on Page 7)
blanket panies,
agreement,
stated.
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JEWEL PROD. Inc., 723 7th Ave., N. Y.

Paramount
United Artists
M-G-M
Columbia
Fox

Paramount
Rivoli
Capitol
Rialto
Music Hall

Sitting Pretty**
Fashions of 1934
Cross County Cruise
16 Fathoms
Deep
Massacre
Sitting Pretty**
Design
for Living**
She Done
Him Wrong
(revival)
Sweden, Land of the Vikings (3rd week) ....

Paramount
Warner Bros
Universal
Monogram
Warner Bros
Paramount
Paramount
Paramount
John W. Boyle

Center
Hollywood
Roxy
Mayfair
Strand
Cameo
Palace
Little Carnegie
F5th St. Playhouse

* After Astor two-a-day run.

**Subsequent runs.

* TWO-A-DAY-RUN
Queen

Christina

(5th

week)

<j> FOREIGN
Thunder

Over

Mexico

Le Sang d'un Poete
Enemies of Progress

(2nd

week;

(2nd week;
(2nd week)

♦
.Astor

M-G-M

PICTURES

♦

revival) .. Principal

5th Ave. Playhouse

revival) .... Edward T. Ricci. ... 5th Ave. Playhouse
Amkino
Acme

♦ FUTURE

Girls in Uniform
(Jan. 24)
White
Woman
(Jan. 24)
As Husbands
Go (Jan. 25)
Four Frightened People (Jan. 26)
Women in His Life (Jan. 26)...
Beloved
(Jan. 26)
Picture Brides (Jan. 26)
Nana
(Feb. 1 )

OPENINGS

♦

Krimsky-Cochran . . . Criterion
Paramount
Center
Fox
Music Hall
Paramount
Paramount
M-G-M
Capitol
Universal
Roxy
Allied
Mayfair
United Artists
Music Hal

JOHN BARRYMORE in "20TH
CENTURY" with Carole Lombard.

|

A Howard Hawks production from I
the Broadway success by Ben Hecht 1
and Charles MacArthur.
One of •
the prize plums of any year!

Geo. Schaefer Finds
Improvement in South

FILM DAILY
A general improvement in business in the south, evident in virtuWashington — The Motion Picture
ally all lines, is perceptible in that
Code Authority, at its meeting tomorrow in New York, will apoint territory, George J. Schaefer, Paraa committee to examine demands of
mount general manager, told The
a vaudeville group that code provi- Film Daily Saturday following his
return
to
New York. Business in
sions affecting them be modified.
This faction objects to certain pro- that area, he stated, is better than
visions incorporated in Act. 4, Part in the north.
2, of the document. Some agitation
for a vaudeville representative on
the Code Authority has been heard, Visual Instruction Group
but no such addition is expected to
be made.

Meets in Cleve. Feb. 26-27
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Miss Fane's Baby Is Stolen
Gallant
Lady
Eskimo"
Let's Fall in Love
I Am Suzanne

Appointing Committee
On Vaudeville Demands
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Dick Powell for Radio Series
West Coast Bureau of THE

FILM' DAILY

Hollywood — Dick Powell has received permission from Warners,
who have him under contract, for
13 weekly appearances on the Old
Gold radio program over WABC.
Warners Get "Dark Tower"
Warners have acquired "Dark
Tower," Broadway play by Alexanman. der Woollcott and George S. Kauf-

Cleveland — -Winter meeting of the
National Education Association's
visual instruction department will
be held at the Carter Hotel here
Feb. 26-27.
cationalSubjects
Influence of include
Motion "EduPictures Upon Children and Youth," by
Dr. W.siveW.Program
Charters;
"A Teaching
Comprehen-of
for the
Motion Picture Appreciation," by
Dr. Edgar
Dale; "Popularizing
Critical Appreciation
of Photoplays

j Almost ready! Frank Borzage's
' production "NO GREATER
I GLORY," based on FerencMoInar's
t world famous novel is hailed by
*• dramatic
Hollywoodtriumph.
as the screen's supreme

Among
Adolescents,"
Dr. William R. Lewin,
and otherby topics.

Ui.Mek k
TWO LITTLE WORDS THAT MEAN A
GOLD
MINE
FROM
WARNER
BROS.

.} 'production, "RED SQUARE," »
,ji adapted by Laurence Stallings from j
. " J a great Russian novel. A treinen- J
. / dously moving kaleidoscope of life t
I and love.
/^
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This is a front page

spread from the Sunday

section of the December

10, 1933, issue of the St. Louis Post Dispatch, with the largest circulation
of any paper in the Mississippi Valley. That a newspaper should run
this unsolicited is an indication of the great public interest in this picture.

s andEVE
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Hollywood 's Newest v -n
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UNT'S
PARAMOPICTURE
SHOW
FOR
SHOWMEN
Directed
with
LARRY
IDA LUPINO
JAMES
TOBY

GLEASON
WING

by Erie Kenton
"BUSTER"
CRABBE
ROBERT ARMSTRONG
ROSCOE

KARNS

and the 30 International

"Search for Beauty" Contest Winners,
Flower of the world's feminine beauty and
stalwart youth.
FOR BEAUTY" was participated in by 900 theatres in the United
States, 36 theatres in Great Britain, 40
theatres in Australia, 45 theatres in New
Zealand, 15 theatres in South Africa, and
the Canadian Legion of the British Empire
Service League.
The publicity and exploitation attendant to
this "Search" has pre-sold this picture to the
thousands of people who are interested in
those who entered the contest.
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m "LOTS"
A LITTLE fro
Wheeler-Woolsey picture
By RALPH

is looking after his adopted baby,
HOLLYWOOD
Sterling Holloway in
pushing the sleeping child around WALTER CONNOLLY has been
signed to play the famous
"Meeting Mazie" 20 mins. in a carriage, and he destroys everyUniversal
Oriental detective, Charlie Chan, in
thing he comes across that makes the next Fox productions dealing
Plenty Funny
It took some time for Hollywood any noise likely to wake the kid, with his adventures. Screen play
- who sleeps on while skyscrapers fall is being written by Seton I. Miller
to wake up to the comedyy, possibili
but in but finally wakes at the drop of a and it will be produced by John
ties of Sterling Hollowa
Stone.
this Warren Doane production he safety pin.
* *
*
comes to front. The two-reeler is
one of the funniest seen lately, and
Dore Schary, author of the original screen story from which Monothe laughs are attained with much
"Goofytone Newsreef
No. 3
less than usual forcing. Sterling is Universal
gram's "He Couldn't Take It" was
10
mins.
made, has been engaged to write the
the roommate of Eddie Nugent, who
Good Fun
has a date with his girl but learns
continuity for* Columbia's
* * "Hell Cat."
Such items as prosperity, the gold
over the phone that her cousin is
Warner's
"A
Gentleman
from San
along
going to call. So Sterling goes
standard, the classic "Belmont Francisco" unit leaves today for
as partner for the cousin, who Downs" race, an interview with a San
Francisco to make location
doesnt turn up, whereupon Eddie famous botanist, and a heart balm
grabs the first handy dame, a giddy litigant are cleverly spoofed. The scenes. William Dieterle is directing. Cast includes Bette Davis, Pat
trick who turns out to be the wife reel is smartly conceived, splendidO'Brien, Margaret Lindsay, Lyle
of Bert Roach. Plenty doing all the
ly executed and funny.
Talbot, Hugh Herbert, Henry
time, and it's all highly amusing.
O'Neill, Douglas Dumbrille and
others. This is the production for"Little Jack Little"
merly known as "Golden Gate."
"Hollywood on Parade"
Paramount
11 mins.
(Pepper Pot Series)
Okay
Notes from the RKO lot: Ginger
Vitaphone
9 mins.
As the background for this Louis
Rogers assigned by Lou Brock opSong Repertory
Lewyn fan reel, Shipwreck Kelly,
William Gargan in "Blarney
Seven numbers written by Little Smith," posite
the flagpole sitter, takes a bunch of
with Jane Murfin writing it
.
.
.
J.
Walter
Ruben will direct
are
plugged
in
this
one.
The
frontthe "Sitting Pretty" chorines up to
ispiece of each song sheet is shown Clive Brook in "Family Man" . . .
pole and lets them gaze through
a telescope at various film stars in with Little interposed in a small Richard Dix and Irene Dunne to covarious places around Hollywood. frame. Action and additional mel- star in "Stingaree" . . . Ralph
ody are added by Lester Cole, Gloria Spence doing screen play for Jimmy
Among those sighted are El Brendel, Joe E. Brown, Charlie Chaplin, Taimer, George Taps, Virginia Mc- Durante's "Strictly Dynamite" . . .
Robert Montgomery, Harold Lloyd, Maughton and Vercell and Sinnott. Bruce Cabot, Beulah Bondi, Howard
Richard Barthelmess, Lupe Velez, Because of the diversification oi Wilson, Helen Freeman and Sarah
Johnny Weissmuller, William Pow- song numbers and a few scenic Hayden added to "Finishing School"
all, Bing Crosby, Viola Dana, John shots, the reel should provide satis- . . . Will Jason and Val Burton to
Barrymore and others. There are
factory entertainment.
do the music for "Frat Heats,"
comic touches here and there.
"Sea Killers"
Television Productions 32 mins.
Adventure and Thrills
Very interesting expedition combining deep-sea fishing thrills with
a quest for sunken treasure, and
winding up with an unusual scene in
which the undersea camera shows a
diver crushed to death by a giant
octopus. Early part of the film is
devoted to catching giant fish, turtles, porpoise, etc., including many
thrilling incidents, and then to the
exploration on the ocean bottom for
more thrills and rare photographic
catches. An interesting running
comment and musical score add to
the entertainment values of the picture.
Popeye the Sailor in
"Sock-a-Bye"
Paramount
6 mins.
Swell Cartoon
In this animated subject Popeye
New

Frisco

House

for Para.

San Francisco — Louis R. Lurie has
bought the St. Francis and leased it
to Paramount Publix, who indicate that
a modern new theater building will be
erected
on the site.

"

' .ulu.

N-E-W-S OF THE D-A-Y
Kansas City —
Bill Ranke and
terested in the
of the Pantages

Rumor has it that
Jack Truitt are inproposed reopening
theater.

Clementon, N. J. — Full week
showings have been inaugurated by
Warners at the Clementon theater.
Kansas City — Double features at
15 cents have gone over so well at
the Royal that George Baker has
decided to retain the policy, which
was put in as an experiment.
Woonsocket, R. I. — Frank Murphy, chief usher at the Brockton
(Mass.) theater, has been transferred to the Stadium here as house
manager. Ben Greenberg is managing director.

,,.

has been
and Verfor First
Crawford.

. . . "Of
Human
Bondage,"
with
Leslie
ard and Irene Dunne, goes to Howwork
Feb. 10 . . . Dolores Del Rio, on her
return from New York this week,
starts work in "Green Mansions" . . .
George Nicholls back from New
York with exteriors for "Finishing
In a last-minute switch, Trem
Carr is starting "House of Doom"
School."
instead
of "Numbers of Monte Carlo" as the next Monogram production. William Nigh will direct. Lou
Ostrow is preparing to film "City
Limits," starring
Walker.
* Ray
*
*
A number of players have been
added to "The Countess of Montesal
Cristo,"
production
at Univer-of
Picturesin under
the direction
Karl Freund. Stanley Bergerman,
associate producer, announced the
inclusion of Paul Page, Carmel
Myers, Frank Reicher, Richard
Tucker Matthew Betz, Dewey Robinson, Rollo Lloyd and Harvey Clarke.
Frank Morgan is appearing in Columbia's "Sisters Under the Skin,"
Jo Swerling story, being directed by
David Burton.
Elissa Landi and
Joseph Schildkraut head the cast.

*

*

*

Jack La Rue and Thelma Todd
have been signed to head the cast in
"Take the Stand," Liberty Special,
new in production at the Pathe studios under the direction of Phil Rosen. In support of the leads will
be Gail Patrick, Russell Hopton,
Paul Hurst, Berton Churchill, Leslie
Fenton, Vince Barnett, Bradley
Page, Jason Robards, Sheila Terry,
Arnold Gray, DeWitt Jennings, Edward Kane, Bryant Washburn, Oscar Apfel, Richard Tucker, Edward
Le Saint, Al Hill, Judith Vosselli.

dad. The Circle, Sioux City, la.,
Verree Teasdale has been placed
and the Egyptian, Denver, also have
put in High Fidelity.
ners. long term contract by Warunder
Madera, Cal.— Safe of the Madera
was cracked the other day and
taken.

$

sfc

^

Francis X. Bushman, Jr., is an addition to the cast of M-G-M's "Viva

*

*

*

Grass Valley, Cal. — Legion theater has been sold to William Esterly
lett.by J. E. Ricard and L. A. Bart-

Joe E. Brown's next First National pictureand
will Harry
be "Sawdust,"
by
Eert Kalmar
Ruby.

Reno, Nev. — The Reno theater, recently damaged by fire, has been
reopened by Sol Lachman.

Paramount has changed the title
Villa."
of "Baby in the Ice Box," Charles
R. Rogers production, to "She Made

San Jose, Cal. — Hester Theater
Corp. has discontinued the Willow
Glen theater, Willow Glen.

Leon Errol has been assigned by
Her Bed."
Paramount to "We're Not Dress-

*

Providence — Abraham E. Kroll
has been installed as president of
Local No. 23, I. A. T. S. E., with
Ralph P. McDermott, vice-president;
Fred W. Newcomb, recording secretary; Frank H. Walker, financial
Kansas City — Jay Means is installing new RCA Victor High Fi- secretary and treasurer, and Joseph
A.
Prew,
business agent.
delity sound equipment in his Bag-

Boston — Joseph Schmu^k
appointed New Hampshi
mont sales representatn
Division by Manager Can

WILK

*

*

*

*

*

Adults Like Laurel-Hardy
Fifty-nine
per adults,
cent of
the LaurelHardy
fans are
according
to a
Hal Roach analysis of fan mail reaching
his office. Sexes are evenly divided in
the correspondents.

ing."
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MIDWEST ACTIVITY
LIVELIEST IN YEARS

7,000 THEATERS
EXPECTED TO SIGN

(Continued from Page

(Continued from Page 1)

iirday between 4,000 and 5,000 signad compliance blanks had been received at headquarters, with the
deadline for assents set for Jan. 31.
All companies in the industry can
and will be assessed in connection
with financing
of the code,
it was'
pointed
out, regardless
of whether
or not they indicate compliance,
which entitles them to benefits of
the local boards.
At the Code Authority meeting
scheduled for tomorrow at 2 o'clock
at the Hotel Astor, nominations for
local boards and secretaries will be
discussed, but selections will not be
made until a later date. Whether or
not the 10 per cent cancellation
clauses embraced in the code is retroactive to apply before effective
date of the code will not be determined until a case involving this
subject reaches the Code Authority
on appeal.

Fox Release Schedule
Is Set Up to June 1
(Continued from Page 1)

Nymph"; Mar. 30, "Fox Follies";
April 6, "Countesses"; April 13,
"Bottoms Up"; April 20, horse race
story; "April 27, "George White's
Scandals"; May 4, spy story; May
11, "First Love"; May 18, "Gold
Rush of 1933," and May 25, "Odd
Thursday."

Detroit Notes
Detroit — S. Kalinski has returned
to exhibition by acquiring the Zellah, East Side house, from H. B.
Krzymanski and H. A. Fowser.
Rivoli, only first-run showing foreign and class films, has closed.
RKO Downtown went back to
duals last week, making the only
first-run on that policy.
Ramona, East Side, has resumed
stage shows. It is the only Publix
neighborhood house with flesh.
Suspended sentence of 90 days
was imposed on James Keough,
manager of the Adams, for alleged
indecent posters on "Elysia." Court
put him on a year's probation. Willis
Kinnear of the Rivoli pleaded guilty
to a similar charge.

Coming and Going
WILLIAM K. HOWARD, director, arrives from
the coast tomorrow on the Grace liner Santa
Paula.
MAJOR and MRS. ALBERT WARNER sailed
Saturday on the Virginia for California.
PROF. ERNEST STERN, European scenic designer, leaves New York today for Hollywood
to create the sets for Erik Charell's first Fox
production.
SYLVIA SIDNEY, accompanied by MRS.
MARION GERING, wife of the Paramount director, arrive in New York on Wednesday morning
from Hollywood.
NED DEPINET left yesterday for the coast.
PANDRO BERMAN leaves tonight for the
coast.

• •
• CALL THE COPS if you've heard this one
"They do say that Roxy will again become impresario of the
original Roxy Theater
that is.
if present negotiations Culhnan-ate"
All right
call the cops anyway.
• •

•

WHILE HUNDREDS will spend thousands this year
to go to Oberammergau
f < ; the world-famous
"Passion Play"
of us who can
fare
will not bethose
abashed
as barely dig
on up
Feb.ferry
18
will start the 30-day run of the twentieth revival of "Veronica's
Veil"
at St. Joseph's Auditorium, Union City, N. J.
it is America's own passion play
with two casts
of 300
Every member of this Biblical drama performs
his or her part sans compensation
doctors, lawyers, professional men of every calling, electricians, clerks, etc., all gladly contribute their time, services and talents
We recommend it as a refreshing interlude
from our hectic everyday turmoil
• • • WE'LL SOON see the revival of "four-minute men"
if the offer of the I. T. O. A. is accepted by President Roosevelt members have offered their theater stages as the
platforms upon which the Government bond-selling campaign
may be waged
*
H*
*
*
• •
• OVER AT the Rialto
.Friday night
Arthur Mayer staged his own gala opening
for Columbia's "Let's Fall in Love"
the pix was preceded by the
introduction of celebs in the audience
with the indefatigable Julius Tannen as m. c.
those taking the nod included Rudy Vallee, Mae Murray, Ona Munson, Ted Husing,
Eddie Peabody, Marjorie Gaceson, Harry Hershfield, Jack Cohn,
and several Columbia University football stars
ife ^
s&
♦
• •
• LAST MINUTE
FLASHES
Mr. and Mrs.
Jack Pearl are at the Warwick for the Winter
Stanley
Cortez , cameraman for M-G-M, and brother of Ricardo Cortez,
the flicker fashion flaunter, is in town
The Friars Club
is now located at 1657 Broadway, with a swell lay-out including
a spacious gym and
. .of all things
a penthouse
That entrancing blonde, Pearl A. Katzman,
general
director of the international Francis Lederer Clubs, copped second prize in the N. Y. U. national advertising copy contest.
conducted by Vapex
Senior students of the Feagin School
of Dramatic Arts will present themselves in Shakespeare's
"Twelfth Night" at the school's theater on 57th Street the
first three days in Feb.
%!
&
*
♦
• • • COLUMBIA'S "Lady for a Day" received first
place in the Ten Best poll conducted in London by the "Sunday
Chronicle"
the list included five American films, three
British pix, one French, and one German
Clayton P.
Sheehan, Sol Wurtzel, John Stone, F. Ortega and F. Ariza
have been named judges in the scenario contest for the best tome
written by a Spanish-speaking
person
for production
at Fox Movietone City
the stunt is a tie-up between Fox
and the Spanish magazine,
"Cine-Mundial."
*
!fc
#
% .

1)

opening a house at Hutchinson. Several others are planned or contemplated, according to reports from
film men traveling the territory.
Clarence Schultz, head of Commonwealth Theaters, Inc., also reports country business has returned
almost to normal again. There has
been some improvement in the city
houses likewise, Schultz said, but it
does not yet compare with that
shown by houses in smaller towns.

Meet This Week to Draft
Music Publishing Codes
Committee meetings on drafting
a code for popular music publishers
will be held in Washington this
week when clauses proposed in an
independent
code inwill
be
considered. publishers'
A code is also
work
for standard publishers. Sheet music publishers are included in the
retail code.

Merchandising Problem
Holding Up Television
Rochester — Television has been
brought down to within six months
of practical application, according to
Ray H. Manson, chief engineer of
Stromberg Carlson Telephone Manufacturing Co. Merchandising of the
apparatus is the sole remaining
concern, he declared.
Regular Loew's Boston Dividend
Boston — Loew's Boston Theaters
has declared regular quarterly dividend of 15 cents, payable Feb. 1 to
stock of record Jan. 20.
Jimenez Joins Sack
San Antonio — J. J. Jimenez, former importer of Mexican films, has
been made manager of the Spanish
department of Sack Amusement Enterprises. "Almas
made by Jimenez
in Encontradas,"
Mexico, has
been
turned
over
to
Sack for distribution.
Maurice Barr's Father Dead
New Orleans — Robert Patrick
Barr, 76, father of Maurice F. Barr,
Saenger executive, died at his home
here after a two months' illness.

• • • AT TWO O'CLOCK on Wednesday
the entire cast of Ziegfeld "Follies" will gather at Loew's Ziegfeld
theater
to pay tribute to the memory
of the great
"glorifier"
a scroll pledging themselves to carry on the
Ziegfeld traditions
will be presented by the entire cast
to Loew officials
and will subsequently be placed in the
Ziegfeld Museum on the mezzanine floor
*
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• • at •the TALK
ABOUT its own
"Naturals".
the marquee
sign
Cohan tells
little tal ' in scenario
form
here 'tis
"NIGHT
CLUB
i^ADY
PUTS
ON
THE SPOT ADOLPHE MENJOU."
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CODE AUTHORITY SUED
IN ALLIED TEST CASE
(Continued from Page 1)

merit to the Constitution and to enjoin its enforcement against the complainant. Complaint is signed by
Abram F. Myers, Allied States Ass'n
chairman as counsel, and verified by
Reuben L. Haas, president of the
complaining theater, and Sidney E.
Samuelson, president of Allied Theater Owners of New Jersey.
Included among the twelve defendants are Merlin H. Aylesworth, head
of RKO; Sidney R. Kent, president
of Fox; George J. Schaefer, vicepresident of Paramount; Nicholas
M. Schenck, president of Loew's,
Inc.; Harry M. Warner, president
of Warner Bros., and Robert H.
Cochrane, vice-president of Universal. Administrator Hugh S. Johnson is not made a party defendant
for the reason that he can not be
found in the Southern District of
New York, the complaint states.
The bill of complaint alleges that
the motion picture code is contrary
to the Recovery Act for the reasons
that (a) it was not applied for by
any representative group of the entire industry; (b) that by its terms
and necessary effect the code is designed to promote monopolies and to
eliminate and oppress small enterprises and that it will operate to discriminate against them; and (c)
that the code does in fact permit
monopolies and monopolistic practices.
In support of this charge it is alleged that the code confers on the
Code Authority, dominated by major
producers, the power to injure and
drive out of business the independent
theaters competitive with the theaters owned and operated by such
producers, and that in doing so the
code attempts to authorize a practice that has been condemned by
the courts as monopolistic in various
suits and proceedings by private
parties and by the Government of
the United States.
The bill of complaint further re-

STRY'S
INDUBOOK
THEDATE
Jan. 23: Ohio Valley Independent Exhibitors'
League meeting to discuss code, Cincinnati.
Jan. 23: Allied Theater Owners of New Jersey
meeting at New York headquarters, 2 P. M.
Jan. 29: Columbia regional sales meeting, Chicago.
Jan. 30: Allied Theater Owners of New Jersey
meeting at New York headquarters, 2 P. M.
Feb. 4: Ball of the New Orleans Theatrical
Crafts. Municipal Auditorium, New Orleans,
8 P. M.
Feb. 7: Monthly meeting of Eastern Ass'n
of Non-Theatrical Film Producers, Inc.,
New
York.
Feb. 8-10: Tenth annual conference of National
Board of Review, Hotel Pennsylvania, New
York.
Feb. 21 : First annual ball of Independent
Theater Owners Ass'ji, Waldorf-Astoria,
New
York.
Feb. 26-27: Winter meeting of Visual Instruction Department, National Education Association, Carter Hotel, Cleveland.

_i_

asm

Attending Allied Meeting
Allied leaders expected to attend the board of directors' meeting Wednesday at the
Hotel Warwick, New York, include: Abram F. Myers, Sidney E. Samuelson, H. M.
Richey, Al Steffes, James C. Ritter, Fred Herrington, Aaron Saperstein and Nathan
Yamins.

To Pass on Publix Fees
55 More Nominations
For Film Code Posts
at Creditor's Meeting
(Continued from Page 1)
Allowances for services rendered
in connection with the Publix Enterprises bankruptcy will be passed
upon at a meeting of creditors
this morning at 10 o'clock at the
office of Referee Henry K. Davis.
Dan Michalove seeks $15,000 in addition to $7,950 already paid him
by the trustees. Irving Trust Co.,
as trustee, asks $76,171.53.

Monday, Jan. 22, 1934

PABLV

Maine — Howard
Duff}-, William
Freiday, J.
T. Howard.
Memphis — Paul Zerilla, T. A. Ballas. John
Eaton, H. L. Cohen, J. F. Willingham, T. W.
Young-, W. B. Fulton, \V. S. Tyson; Minneapolis— Ben Blotcky, Frank Manske, James
Donahue. Leo Blank, Everett Dilley, William
Glasor, Frank Watske, L. Rubenstein, Henry
Green, Jack Lorentz.
New Haven — Jack Fishman, Arthur H.
Lockwood; New York — Thomas J. Valentino,
Leo Abrams, Sam Rinzler, Jack Steinman;
Omaha — W. W. Troxell; Pittsburgh — George
H. Sallows, Carl R. Mapel.
St. Louis — W. A. Horsefield; San Francisco— Miss Claire Foley, R. A. McNeil;
Washington — Louis Schneider, J. Louis Rome,
Robert Kanter, Philip Miller.

A. T. P. LAUNCHES
EXPANSION PROGRAM
(Continued from Page 1)

stage"
Dean
at the
of the

and are ready to branch out,
said. Among improvements
studio will be the installation
most modern equipment, including RCA High Fidelity sound
recording. As soon as the company's pictures have established ?
sound reputation here, international
distribution will be considered, according to Dean.
With additional independent producers negotiating for space at the
Ealing studios, Dean believes that
A. B. F. D., the A. T. P. renting
organization, may come to be regarded as a sort of "United Artists"
of this country.

Mary Pickford in Demand
Boston — Following her successful
engagements both in New York and
Chicago, Mary Pickford is being
Refuse Tax Reductions
flooded with offers for bookings in
Sixth —Suit
"Fugitive"damLake Charles, La. — Attempts by
various parts of the country. Her
Atlanta
Suit Over
for $100,000
Amusement Co., operlatest batch of requests for personal
ages, charging defamation of char- the Southern
ators of theaters here and in Jenappearances come from exhibitors
acter by "I Am a Fugitive from a
nings, to compel these cities to acin Detroit, Seattle, Vancouver, San Chain Gang," has been filed in Fulcept tax reduction by the Louisiana
Francisco, Portland, Spokane, St.
ton Superior Court by Vivian StanLouis, Buffalo and Brooklyn.
ley, member of the Georgia Prison Tax Commission from $66,180 to
Commission, against Warners, et al. $37,210 failed when the courts ruled
This makes a total of six suits based no cause for action. Southern ap"Gallant Lady" Breaks Records
on the film to date.
Philadelphia — "Gallant Lady,"
opening Friday at the Aldine, broke
pealed.
the records previously established
by "The Bowery" and "Henry VIII."
No Liquor in Loew House
Reflecting the attitude of major
circuits, Col. E. A. Schiller on Saturday declared that no liquor will
be served in any Loew theater.
cites that the defendants, composing the Code Authority, are seeking
to induce, persuade and coerce independent exhibitors to waive all
rights under the anti-trust and other
laws by executing unqualified assents
to the code on a form devised by
them as a condition to the right of
such independent exhibitors to participate in the benefits of the code
or to file complaints thereunder.
Statements by John C. Flinn, executive secretary of the Code Authority, as to time and manner in
which assents to the code must be
executed, are charged with being
unwarranted and misleading, and
the Jan. 31 deadline for code assents
is attacked. A temporary injunction is asked, with permanent relief
to follow.
General Johnson's interpretation
of the President's Executive Order
also is challenged as illegal. The
complaint charges that Johnson
emasculated certain provisions to
the disadvantage of the independents.
Alleged major company control of
clearance and zoning likewise is the
target of complaint.
The National Recovery Act is not
attacked, the complaint says.
Washington — By executive order
issued Saturday, the President
ruled that where a complainant is
dissatisfied with the handling of his
case under the code he may appeal
to the Federal Trade Commission or
the Department of Justice.
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Shortage of Production Execs Seen by LeBaron

ED
KUYKENDALL
ATTACKSALLIED'S
ABVJCEON
CODE
Hope to Keep Code Authority Nut Down to $250, Oi
Musicals
. . no longer a "cycle"
By DON CARLE GILLETTE =
IN SUMMING up what the song-and' dance pictures have done this season,
it is apparent that anybody who still looks
upon screen musicals as a "cycle" has
fallen out of step with the times.
Judging by the consistently favorable
public reception of these pictures for nearly a year, musical productions may now be
considered definitely established as a permanent and substantial part of screen entertainment.
The only annoying factor in the situation
is the persistence of some cinema commentators inharping on what they call a
"musical cycle" and an "epidemic cf musicals."
•
THIS

audible minority needs to be set

'

straight.
When the legitimate theater flourished,
nobody ever heard dramatic critics or anybody else complaining about an epidemic
of musicals just because a good portion of
the stage offerings were musical comedies,
operettas and revues.
Musicals always were a large part of
theater entertainment, expected and accepted.
Now that theater entertainment has
become more than 90 per cent movies, it is
inevitable that a generous part of screen
fare should be musical.

THE

misguided attitude toward this type

' of film is partly due to the false start
made by musicals a few years ago.
But the studios have since learned how
to make them; the cream of the necessary
talent is at their command because this
talent now has found the screen its best
outlet; and finally, musicals have maintained patronage because, on the basis of
entertainment values, these pictures as a
whole have surpassed all other types.
So let no producer allow himself to be
fooled about musicals being a "cycle."
They are here to stay; the time is ripe
for more of them, of more different varieties, and as a type they will be more
widely profitable than any other productions.

A

Definite Appropriation
Is Being Withheld
Pending Study

Major company executives who
are members of the Code Authority
are understood to be hopeful that
the costs of administrating the film
industry code can be kept down to
$250,000 (Continued
annually. on No
definite apPage 4)

No Trust Law
Wash. Bureau of THE

Letup
FILM

DAILY

Washington — Coincident with the executive order issued Saturday by the
President establishing the Federal Trade
Commission and the Department of
Justice as direct appeal agencies for
small independents who are not satisfied with the way their cases are handled by code boards, Donald R. Richberg, NRA general counsel, stated that
the provisions of the anti-trust laws
are still in force and no monopolistic
practices are permitted under codes.
The President's order emphasized that
codes cannot be used for discrimination
or price-fixing.

Only
Unqualified
Code
Assents Count, Says
MPTOA Head
Terming alleged Allied statements
to the effect that exhibitors are not
required to sign the code in order
to protest to local clearance boards
and the Code Authority as a "brazen
lie," President Ed Kuykendall, in a
statement yesterday, declared that
the NRA administration has never
made a ruling on the matter. Only
unqualified assents count in indicating compliance with the code, he
asserted.

H. S. McLEODlEADS
LOUISIANAMPTOAUNIT CODE AUTHORITY GETS He cracked out at "false and mis62 ADDITIONAL NAMES HERSCHEL STUART
New Orleans — In a stormy session
involving clashes between President
Sixty-two more nominations for
Ed Kuykendall
of the M.P.T.O.A.
local zone boards and secretaries,
and Henry Lazarus of Allied TheJOINING F. & M.
ater Owners of Louisiana, a tem- including 29 for the New York metropolitan territory, were announced
(Continued on Page
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WILLIAM
SPBCHT
DAILY
Staff Correspondent

porary organization
the M.P.T.O.A. was
with H. S. McLeod
Higgenbotham,
Joe

to affiliate with
Herschel Stuart, former general
effected Sunday yesterday by the Code Authority.
as president. S. Today's
list, T.which
mem- manager of the RKO circuit and for
bers of the
O. C.embraces
C. and Allied
the past six months connected with
Barceloni
and
(.Continued on Page 7)
Theaters of New Jersey, is as fol- Paramount theater operations, has
lows:
been granted a leave of absence by
Albany — (Continued
Tony Ryan, onVictor
Page Bunz
8) ; Buffalo
Ralph A. Kohn starting Feb. 10 and
Glazer Urges Soft Pedal
May 1. Meanwhile Stuart
On Educational Values Board Named to Arbitrate ending
will make his headquarters at the
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Fanchon & Marco offices in the Bond
(Continued on Page 7)
Hollywood — A general warning to
St. Louis Operator Scale
the industry, to stop stressing to the Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
public that the screen is educationWashington — A special arbitration board is understood to have Robert Wyler Organizes
al as well as entertaining, is issued
been
set up for St. Louis operator
Own Producing Company
by Ben Glazer, writer-producer.
scale
controversy. Oscar
Propaganda of this kind, unless held wage
(Continued on Page 7)
(Continued on Page 7)
Robert Wyler, former Universal
director, has organized Wyler Productions, Inc., a New York corporation, to produce pictures. Wyler is
president of the company, with the
board of directors also including
Murray Garson,
John Wexley, whose
(Continued on Page 8)

Gradual Drift to Indie Field
Predicted by William LeBaron

Studio Routine Upset
By Code, Says Selwyn

West Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — A marked change in
production methods within the next
five years, resulting in an acute
Production routine at the studios shortage of production executives at
has been upset by the code, says major studios, is predicted by WilEdgar Selwyn, M-G-M director, who
liam Le Baron, producing exec now
arrived Sunday from the coast for a associated with Paramount.
rest and to look around for story
"The independent
field offers such
(Continued
on Page 4)
(Continued on Page 4)

Walker May Succeed Farley
Wash. Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — Likelihood of Frank C.
Walker succeeding Postmaster General
Farley
terday. as chairman of the Domocratic
National Committee was reported yes-
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Publix Service Claims Approved
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Without a ripple of opposition, claims for services submitted by the Irving Trust
Co. and Dan Michalove in connection with the Publix Enterprises bankruptcy were
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THEDATE
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Today: Ohio Valley Independent Exhibitors'
League meeting to discuss code, Cincinnati.
Today: Allied Theater Owners of New Jersey
meeting at New York headquarters, 2 P. M.
Jan. 29: Columbia regional sales meeting, Chicago.
Jan. 30: Allied Theater Owners of New Jersey
meeting at New York headquarters, 2 P. M.

approved by Referee Henry K. Davis at a creditors' meeting in his office yesterday.
Attorney Allan T. Klots, representing Irving Trust, trustees, explained the items, which
included $76,171.53 for the trustees and $15,000 additional for Michalove. Creditors'
meetings will be held tomorrow and Thursday at Davis' office to act on other claims
against the theaters.
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Coming and Going
SAM KATZMAN arrives in New York this
week to arrange distribution on a series of 12
pictures
he plans to produce.
RUTH
vacation.

Phillipson Reorganizes
Employes' Union
General Register Corp. Service
Filing Demands Tomorrow
General Register Corp., manufacturers and distributors of ticket issuing machines, has been completely
reorganized under the personal supervision of Percy Phillipson, president, with new spacious office and
showrooms located on the 15th floor
of the Loew State building. C. Foster has been named vice-president
and treasurer, with W. L. Tenney
as general manager in charge of
sales. Ray Duport will head the
Pennsylvania district with headquarters in Philadelphia.
A new register that will revolutionize the ticket issuing machine
is now in process of manufacture,
according to Phillipson, with marketing expected to start in a few
weeks.

Building Service Employes Union,
composed of ushers, ticket takers,
janitors, matrons, maintenance men
and others, will present its demands
for a new wage scale and working
conditions to major circuits tomorrow morning, according to Charles
C. Levey, secretary of the union.
Levey said that if the circuits refused to deal with him, he would call
a meeting of his members within
10 days to vote a general strike.
Levey expects rulings today from
.he NRA on numerous complaints
•nade last week, including one that
a circuit had discharged an employe because he had joined the
union.

Al Greason Funeral Today

DONNELLY

is en

route east for a

ROBERT S. GILLHAM, Paramount's <hief of
advertising and publicity, returns this week
from the coast. BILL PINE, who is to be the
studio contact man in New York, comes east
early next month.
HARRY WILCOXON, English player signed
for Paramount's "Cleopatra," arrives tomorrow
on the Mauretania, instead of trie Majestic,
and leaves immediately for Hollywood.
EDMUND GOULDING is on a rush trip to
New York from the coast to see his wife,
MARJORIE
MOSS, who is ill.
EDGAR SELWYN, M-G-M director, arrived
Sunday
at the Warwick
from
the coast.
WALTER CONNOLLY, who recently finished
his role in Columbia's "It Happened One
Night," arrived in New York yesterday from
the coast for a brief vacation.
SOPHIE TUCKER has left for Hollywood, Fla.,
to appear at the Hollywood Club for four
weeks, after which she goes to the coast for
picture work.
WERNER RICHARD HEYMANN, composer of
music for "Congress Dances," has arrived from
abroad and leaves tomorrow for Hollywood to
write the score for Erik Charell's first Fox
picture.
JOSEPH M. SCHENCK and ARTHUR W.
KELLY are due in New York on Thursday
from abroad.

Funeral services for Alfred Rushton Greason,
staffbe memdied "Variety"
Sunday will
held
May Robson for Capitol; at 11ber who
JAY EMANUEL and MRS. EMANUEL reo'clock this morning at the
turn to New York on Feb. 12 by boat from
Lionel Barrymore Follows Riverside Memorial Chapel. Greason, the Coast.
who wrote under the signature of
May Robson will appear in per- "Rush," suffered a stroke New
son at the Capitol the week of Feb.
Year's Day and had been fighting NRA Not Yet Served
2 in conjunction with "You Can't kidney trouble ever since. He was
Buy Everything," her latest M-G-M
picture. The following week Lionel 52 years old and had been with
In Allied's Code Su;t
Barrymore will appear with the "Variety" almost since it started. Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington
— NRA officials up to
Besides his rating as the paper's
showing of "This Side of Heaven."
leading theatrical critic, Greason last night had not been notified or
wrote a weekly analysis on amuse- served with notice of the suit
ment stocks.
Vaude Hearing Today
brought in New York on Saturday
United Producers & Directors
against the Code Authority and Division Administrator Sol A. RosenParamount Memphis Changes
Ass'n, newly-formed organization of
blatt. All comment was withheld
vaudeville producers, will be given
Memphis — William F. Burgie has
a hearing today before the Code Au- been named Paramount branch man- pending official notification here.
thority in the Bar Association Buildager, succeeding Paul Wilson, reing on their requests for revision
Burgie, who has been a
"Fighting Priest" Booked
of the Code. After the hearing a salesman signed.
connected with that office
Inter-Americas Film Corp., headcommittee composed of all interestfor
the
past
six
years,
has
been
suced parties, including theater owners,
ed by M. David Strong, who recentceeded by W. Grover Wray, head
acquireda "The
Fighting
Chorus Equity, Actors' Betterment booker. Gary Hammond, assistant has lyclosed
deal with
RKO Priest,"
for the
Ass'n and the N. V. A., will be
showing of the picture with opening
Wray's
duties.
named to study and report on the booker, assumes
scheduled for Jan. 31 at the Center.
suggested changes.
H. G. Wells to Make Film of Future
London — A picture depicting what
Pine to Handle Exploitation
RKO Signs Sidney Fox
civilization will be like 150 years
Bill Pine, Paramount studio ad- from now is to be made by H. G. West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
vertising manager, will take charge Wells in collaboration with AlexanHollywood — Sidney Fox has been
der Korda at the Elstree studios. signed by Lou Brock for RKO's
of Paramount exploitation in addition to his other duties, succeeding
It is tentatively titled "Whither "Down to Their Last Yacht," .... ..,■
John C. Flinn in this post. Pine ar- Mankind?"
and will cost about
rives in New York next month and
will spend part of his time in the $300,000.
Philly MPTO Elects Today
East and part at the Coast. At
Philadelphia — Re-election of Lewen
the studio his assistant, William Maine Premiere for "Earth Turns"!
Pizor as president and Dave Barrist as
chairman of the board of the M. P. T.
Thomas, will handle advertising unWorld premiere of Warner's "As
O. of Eastern Pennsylvania is expected
der Pine's supervision. Flinn is the Earth Turns" will be held in
at today's meeting at the Broadwood
when the annual election is held. The
now executive secretary of the Code either Portland or Bangor, Maine,
Authority.
where the action of the story takes
unit is expected
to approve the code.
Amelia Summerville Dead
place. "Massacre" Holding Over
Amelia Shaw Summerville, 71,
stage and screen actress, died SunRichard Barthelmess in "Massaday at her home, 340 West 55th St.
cre," First National release, is being
Funeral services will be held tomor- held over at the Strand. "Hi, Nellie!" will be the next attraction.
row at the Church of the Strangers.

Percentage demands, including those
of United Artists, will be considered.
The operators' situation will also be acted upon and information provided concerning the letter sent exhibitors by
American Tri-Ergon Corp. concerning its
sound
patent.
court decision
protecting its flywheel
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LILIAN HARVEY

^j

GENE RAYMOND
LESLIE BANKS

i
And "Cavalcade" holds
the Radio City Music Hall
attendance record

I Am Suzanne!

Podrecca's Piccoli Marionettes. Story and screen
play by Edwin Justus Mayer and Rowland V.
Lee.
Directed by Rowland V. Lee.

DAILY

LeBARON SEES DEARTH
OF PRODUCTION EXECS
(.Continued from Page

7 of Canton's 8 Houses
On Double Feature Plan
Canton, 0. — Dual Programs now
dominate the local field. Mozart,
Valentine, Strand, Windsor and McKinley, all second-runs, are offering
duals daily, while Palace, first-run,
switches to doubles for the last half
change. Alhambra, Warner firstrun, offers regular film and preview of Saturday opening film every
Friday night, with business for that
night greatly improved. Loew's is
the only house in eight here sticking to first-run single showings.
Philly Benefit Show
Philadelphia— The Film Board of
Trade will run a benefit show Feb.
4 for the industry's needy in this
territory. Benefit will be given at
the Stanley.
Harry Butler Married
Harry Butler, director, was married Saturday in New York to Ann
Bowden of Cleveland.
Music

Hall Promotions

Twenty-eight promotions in the staff
of the Radio City Music Hall were
made Saturday by Herman Whitman,
manager. George Hannaford, chief
of service, and Lief Gorgensborg, head
doorman, were made assistant managers
under Kirk McGee, first assistant to
Whitman.

-

$250,000 CODE NUT
BELIEVED POSSIBLE

,i>>*>* .'j*r-w.*i.

1)

latitude for the capable executive
to reap a harvest that a drift in this
direction is inevitable," says Le
Baron. "Far-sighted financiers are
aware of this and are biding their
time before stepping into the production game.
"Hollywood will shortly be confronted with the fact that the associate producers of today are the
independent producers of tomorrow. Sound financial backing will
enable them to make entertaining
pictures without the accrued tremendous overhead before they start
production. Competition will find
increased salaries for stars and featured players who will be paid by
the picture. Interchange of players
will be the dominant keynote as a
result, since the producer having the
story most suitable will go after
the players who typify the story
characters, thus eliminating the
present practice of fitting the story
to the star," Le Baron insists.
"The unit system now in vogue at
the major studios is but a step forward in this direction. Each associate producer has practically an independent organization of his own.
However, as the cycle slowly turns
to the point I predict, it will bring
with it a common ground on which
production will be leveled with the
inevitable survival of the fittest."

28
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• A FEW MONTHS ago when Merlin H. Aylesworth
coaxed J. R. McDonough away from the presidency of RCAVictor
Merlin H.
or "Deac" as he is familiarly
(known
had plenty of explaining to do to David Sarnoff
. . . who wasn't over-anxious to have J. R. move over
but the "Deac" evidently knew what he was aiming at
for today
J. R. is slowly
and intelligently
DOING things that count
over at RK0
• •
• FOR TWO YEARS it has been interesting to watch
RKO work itself out of plenty trouble
and now
benefitted by whole-hearted co-operation
constructive receivership and J. R. himself
the outlook bears
watching
We're overlooking the fact that McDonough
abhors publicity
and has been "Out" whenever we've
called for tea
the fact remains that the trade papers
have a way of f erreting out the unf erretable
and from
our snooping we learn that the gent is careful on expense
a good listener
who does his own thinking
who believes in a strong executive line-up
and
has faith
in mankind

propriation, however, will be set until the various code agencies are
placed in motion and opportunity is
had to study their costs. The Code
Authority meets today at 2 p. m.
at the Hotel Astor.

Studio Routine Upset
By(Continued
Code, fromSays
Selwyn
Page 1)
material.
the code's
effect on theSpeaking
studios, of
Selwyn
said:
"The code doesn't benefit the stars and highly paid executives directly. It restricts the
number of hours electricians, script clerks,
stage hands, secretaries, etc., can work. Nor
are they pleased with the results, since in
many cases their earnings have been cut.
Speaking from the point of view of the
director, I can say that the details of the
code have not been very well worked out.
Just when we get the set all arranged we
often find that the whole crew of technicians
have to be relieved. That means a new crew
must come on, which has to be instructed
from the beginning. It's enough to make
me

• lem
• • and
THE soMUSIC before
HALL heis left
McDonough's
biggest probfor the coast
he
brightened the corner
by arranging for Goldwyn's "Nana"
Fox's "Carolina" RKO's "Lost Patrol"
Columbia's "It Happened One Night" starring Gable and Colbert RKO's "Spitfire" with Hepburn and
RKO's
"Alien Corn"
to take care of the big auditorium
until other pix of that calibre show up
Nope
we're
not sloppin' over .
but this gent is putting over a fine
job
for which#we're #
always *
glad to* give the nod
• •
ladies

•

A BALLROOM resplendent with gorgeously gowned
a banquet designed by the famous Oscar, himself
snap-bang entertainment
and a great evening
and morning
THAT was what the 1,500 guests were
treated to, at the fifth annual Warner Ball. . ... .at the Waldorf
Saturday night
Just about the time we were seein'
pink elephants
we sneaked out
and went
of all
places to look at those queer prehistoric golloywogs
that A. P. Waxman is so very efficiently ballyhooing at the
Warner
It's a great show
if you're sober
•

• • BECAUSE OF it's unique appeal
the exhibition of "Finger Paintings" over at the Roxy
is commanding a surprising lot of space in the local dailies The
collection numbers over 100 pictures
from the work of
4-year-old kiddies to masterpieces by famous artists
proceeds of the sale will go to the Children's Fund for Unemployed Artists and there are plenty
and starting Friday at the theater
the Three X Sisters
NBC
radio favorites will make their stage debut
with
Rube Wolf holding over for a third week as m. c
•

1)

tear

my

hair."

Eight for Rugoff & Becker
Rugoff & Becker will add the
eighth house to their circuit Thursday when they open the new Oceana
at Brighton Beach. House seats
New Manager at RKO Victory
Providence — H. Green, formerly
assistant manager at the RKO Victory, has been made manager, replacing H. R. Hughes.
2,176.'Vaude at RKO Madison
only.
Effective Saturday, the RKO Madison will include vaudeville on its
programs
Saturdays
and Sundays
Marcy Gets Willis Kent Film
Willis Kent's "The Woman Condemned" will be released in the
tures Corp. territory by Marcy PicNew York
"Hell on Earth" for Acme
"Hell on Earth," war film in four
languages, opens Jan. 27 at the
Acme. Film
Pictures
Corp. is released by Aeolian

•

• THAT IMITATION of George Arliss being interviewed by Mae West
which Sheila Barrett is doing at Billy
Rose's Casino de Paree Revue
is a wow
and shouldn't
be passed up
Patricia Bowman will dance her prettiest
at the President's birthday party at the Waldorf a week from
today
and tomorrow night at 7.30
over WOR
Radie Harris will interview Tullio Carminati
who is in
"Gallant Lady"
# now *at the*Rivoli#
• •
• FOR "ROMAN SCANDALS" the U. A. lads tied up
with Chase and Sanborn's coffee .
for "Moulin Rouge"
it'll be a tie-up with Maxwell House
and for "Joe Palooka"
they're figurin' on the cream and sugar
This week marks
the twentieth anniversary of "V. Ray Johnston in the motion
picture biz
and the Monogramites are keeping the telegraph companies dot-ing and dash-ing

«

«

«

»

»

»

January 23
Ben Bard
William
Desmond
Ralph Graves
Franklin Pangborn
Humphrey
Bogart
Sally Starr
Olive Hasbrouck
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A "LITTLE" from HOLLYWOOD
By RALPH

WILK

T EO BIRINSKI, who directed
*" "Mating Time" for Salient Pictures, and who recently returned to
M-G-M, is writing an original story,
' "Soviet."
Our Passing Show: Sol Wurtzel,
Bebe Daniels, Ben Lyon, M. H. Hoffman, Sam H. Harris, Peter Arno,
Eph Asher, Al Rosen, Arch Reeve,
Paul Snell at the party Harry Green
gave in honor of the birth of his
I son.

*

*

*

Oregon or Arizona will be the
second state photographed in "America From the Air" series being produced by Norris Bros., with Alfred
A. Grasso. James Palmer will photograph the entire series. California is the initial subject of the sei ries.

*

*

*

James P. Hogan, veteran director,
has been made production manager
for "The Mad Dog of Europe,"
which will be made by Al Rosen.
*
*
#
Maurice
Hanline
is writing an
! original story, "The Criminal Within," for Columbia.
He was formerly
with M-G-M.

"LOTS"

Monogram has bought "Million the P. A. Powers "ComiColor Cartoon" series, will have about 25 per
Dollar Baby," original by Joseph cent more
scenes in it than the
Santley, it is announced by Lou Ostrow, executive producer.
average subject of its kind, the animators claim.
*
*
#
Roy Turk and Harry Akst will do
Ainsworth Morgan, who wrote the
an original musical score for Monogram's "The Loudspeaker," starring novel "Men of Two Worlds," which
Ray Walker, with Joseph Santley di- served as the screen vehicle which
recting.
will introduce Francis Lederer to the
* *
*
American screen public, has been
LeRoy Prinz, Paramount dance assigned by RKO to write the next
director, though he has six picture Lederer story.
* * *
assignments in the immediate future, is donating an occasional quart
Maude Eburne and Warner Oland
of blood to Eddie Sutherland, di- have been added to the cast of Mrector, who is
hospital. G-M's "In Old Louisiana," going in
* ill in
* a local
*
production this week under Georgs
"Love Birds" is the new title of Seitz's direction. Lucien Hubbard
Universal's Summerville-Pitts pic- is the producer, and the players inture formerly
Clucks."
clude Lupe Velez, Jean Parker, Rob* called
* "Two
*
Healy.
ert Young, Nat Pendleton and Ted
Ken Maynard has started his
seventh production for Universal. It
is entitled "Honor of the West," by
Recent RKO cast assignments inNate Gatzert, and will be directed
clude Dorothy Lee and Thelma Todd
by Alan James. Cecilia Parker will
again be the feminine appeal. Cast for "Frat Heads," Wheeler-Woolnext; Eugene Pallette, Nydia
includes Fred Kohler, Frank Hag- sey's
Westman and Four Mills Brothers
ney, Jack Rockwell, Jack Marcus,
Slim Whittaker and Franklyn Far- for "Strictly Dynamite."

Joan Gale, one of the four Gale
Lambert Hillyer's next directorial sisters who were featured in George
* ♦
*
assignment for Columbia will be White's "Melody," has been signed
"The Most Precious Thing in Life," to a long-term contract by M-G-M.
"You must have rubber legs," said on
which he will start immediately
Will Rogers, after watching young
Carole Lombard will play opposite
Mickey Rooney, featured player in on completion of "One is Guilty,"
Larry Darmour's Mickey McGuire featuring Ralph Bellamy and Shir- John Barrymore in Columbia's
ley Grey, which
he* is now
directing. "Twentieth Century." The same
comedies, do his celebrated tap
*
*
dance at a recent benefit show held
company has signed Harry Todd for
in Los Angeles.
"The Brave Tin Soldier," third of "It Happened
One Night."

N-E-W-S O-F T-H-E D-A-Y
Jacksonville, Fla. — John N.
Thomas has arrived from Orlando
to assume the post of manager of
two local Sparks houses, replacing
John L. Crovo, who was transferred
to Miami.

Emaus, Pa. — The Penlo, of which
Wm. H. Knaake is manager, has
been equipped with Photophone
High
ratus. Fidelity reproducing appa-

Hillsboro, and Colonial at Danville.

Quincy, Mass. — The Lincoln, operated by Charles Masebuca, has
closed.

Stanton, Ky. — Dr. Klagg and
Henry Holman have opened an new
theater here.

Seattle — In change of policies, the
Orpheum has dropped vaudeville in
favor of dual first-runs and the ParN. H. — The Colonial
amount will play one first-run and hasRochester,
been reopened by Interstate
one subsequent run, plus stage show Theater
Corp.
and orchestra.
Suisun,
has been

Cal. — Arlington
theater
temporarily discontinued.

Anniston, Ala. — The Rialto, closed
for three years, has been reopened
with the installation of new Photophone High Fidelity sound. Nash
Weil is the new manager of the
house, which is operated by Alabama Theaters, Inc., an R. B. Wilby
unit.
Miners Mills, Pa. — The New Crystal, operated jointly by Joseph Simone and Dominic Oliver, has arranged for the installation of RCA
Victor High Fidelity sound equipment.

Olney, 111. — Phil Heyde is remodeling the Elks theater and will reopen it soon.

Springfield, O. — Ralph Kreitzer,
house manager, suffered burns when
the Princess caught fire.

•

*

IN 1926
IN 1928

IN 1927
IN 1929

IN 1930
IN 1932

IN 1931
IN 1933

AND AGAIN IN 1934
THE FILM DAILY . .
YEAR BOOK OF . . .
MOTION PIGTORES .
LEADS ALL INDUSTRY
PUBLICATIONS IN . .
THE TOTAL VOLUME
OF ADVERTISING . .
PAGES CARRIED . .
THERE MUST BE . .

Alliance, O. — With the receiver
Providence — Reopening of the
for the Columbia theater discharged,
Metropolitan is set for Jan. 24.
the house now is a link in the TriTheaters circuit operated by Ray
Springfield, Mass. — Following im- Wallace.
provements, the Majestic in West
Springfield reopens next week.
Youngstown, O — William C. GilDenver — The Egyptian, a former lam, who has been temporarily directing a theater in Bradford, Pa.,
Fox theater now operated by E. A.
Archer, president, and J. H. Dek- for Feiber & Shea, has returned
ker, secretary, recently installed an here to resume his post as assistant
RCA Victor High Fidelity sound to Manager Joseph Shagrin of the
system and followed it up with a Paramount.
successful campaign of merchandising the new sound.
Buffalo — E. K. O'Shea, retiring *
president of the Buffalo Film Board
Centralia, 111. — The Playhouse is of Trade, was presented with a
now under the management of N. fountain pen set by his fellow members of the board.
Frey, who also owns the Grand,
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Closings

ALABAMA
Closings
LINDEN— Linden;

New

REPORTED

CHANGES

THEATER

ISLE — Town

Openings

MOBILE— Empire.

Theater

AND
ace. ALUSI A— Fox ; GREENVILLE

Hall.

— Pal-

CALIFORNIA
Change in Ownership
GRASS VALLEY — Strand, transferred tc
V. Tamblyn
by W. Williams
(deceased)

Closings

AUBURN— Auburn; ARBUCKLE — Arbuckle; BERKELEY— U. C.;: MARTINEZ—
Avalon; MT. SHASTA— Shastona: NAP,*
—State; PORT CHICAGO— Port Chicago:
SAN MATEO— Regent; SUISUN— Arlington; WILLOW GLEN— Willow Glen;
Grove.
GROVE — Walnut
WALNUT

COLORADO
Change in Ownership

PUEBLO — Palm, transferred to Westland
Theaters, Inc.

Openings

ADRIAN— New;
ELLSWORTH— Majestic ;
HALSTAD— Majestic; ST. PAUL— Gem;
Beaux Arts; SPRING
GROVE— Princess.

MISSISSIPPI
Change in Ownership

BL'DE — Amusu, transferred to Mrs. Mary
McGehee by S. Closings
F. Ewing.
■ — Palace.
CRYSTAL SPRINGS— State; LUCEDALE

New

Theater

NEBRASKA
Changes in Ownership

BROWNVILLE— Opera House, transferred
to Thomas Bros, by Bert P. Thorn; LAUREL— Auditorium, transferred to H. C.
Cherry by Mrs. H. F. Voter; WINSIDE—
Brunada, transferred to Charles G. Meyers
by W. H. Brune.
Closings

DELAWARE
Change in Ownership

Change

MIDDLETOWN — Everett, transferred to
Middletown Theater Co., Inc., by E. Roy
Bourgeois.

Closings

CARRIZOZO — Lyric, transferred to J. C.
Burton by R. A. Walker.

Openings

CARRIZOZO— Lyric.

NEW JERSEY
Changes in Ownership

WILMINGTON— Arcadia.

IDAHO
Closings

WINCHESTER— Winchester.

IOWA
Changes in Ownership

PANORA — Royal,
transferred
Hooper by E. C. Brown.

to

M.

W.

Closings

BELLE
Opera

PLAINE— Rivola; CINCINNATI—
House; DAYTON— Grand.

KENTUCKY
Change in Name
LONDON— London (formerly Southland).
LOUISIANA
Changes in Ownership

BAYONNE — Opera House, transferred to
Bayonne Feiber & Shea Corp.; BLACKWOOD— Blackwood, transferred to Blackwood Theater Co. by Richard Bache &
Claude Undercoffler ; CAMDEN— Broadway, transferred to Broadway Amusement
Co.; ENGLEWOOD— Englewood, transferred to Walter Reade by Fraxam Amusement Corp.; LODI — American, transferred
to Bergen-Lodi Amusement Corp. by Pauline Bacile; WOODCLIFF — Broadway,
transferred to Broadcliff Amusement, Inc.,
by J. & M. Amusement
Closings Corp.

NEW ORLEANS — Gentilly, transferred to
Coates & Harrison by R. A. Kelly.

ASBURY
PARK— Lyric; ATLANTIC
HIGHLANDS — Atlantic; HASBROUCK
HEIGHTS — Strand; HIGHLANDS —
Highlands Auditorium; RED
BANK
Hunting.

NEW

IBERIA— Elks; RAYVILLE— Shea.

C A M D EN— B roadway.

NEW

ORLEANS— Gentilly.

Closings
Opening

LAKE CHARLES— Palace; GRAND POST
—Foster;
SHREVEPORT— Glendwood.

MASSACHUSETTS
Change in Ownership

NORTH
E. M.

ADAMS — Richmond, transferred to
Loew Circuit by B. Taylor.

Closings

FRANKLIN — Morse

Opera

House.

Openings
BROOKLINE— Coolidge.
MICHIGAN
Changes in Ownership
BELLEVILLE — Martin, transferred to W. L.
Streeter by H. A. McDonald; DETROIT—
Cooley, transferred to Arthur Baehr by
R. A. Philbrook; PORT HURON— Gri=wold, transferred to Wm. Ort by C. E.
Runkle

Change of Name

DETROIT — Art (formerly Ritz) ; Lincoln
(formerly Lincoln Square).

Closings

DETROIT— Doric; Library; Paramount;
Rivoli; Translux; PENTWATER— Miracle; SAWYER— Flynn.

Openings
SAWYER— Flynn.
New Theater

FLINT— Savoy;

WILLIAMSTON— Williamston.

MINNESOTA
Changes in Ownership

ADRIAN — New, transferred to Helen Gil
lette by Garrigan & Fischenbach; JANES
VILLE — Century (formerly Princess)
transferred to R. W. Sonnen by Allen Bro
berg; LANESBORO— New State, trans
f erred to Stenehjem Burt by P. E. DeVil
Hers; ST. PAUL — Roxy (formerly Forest)
transferred to Irving Gilman by H. M
Jensen; Beaux Arts (formerly Summit)
transferred to Mustard & Rowe by H. M
Jensen.

force Amusement Corp. by Degraw Amusement Corp.; Terminal, 47 Fourth Avenue,
transferred to Randforce Amusement . Corp.
by Terminal Associate, Inc. ; Quentin, East
35th St. & Quentin Road, transferred to
Quentin
Corp. by Sommer & Sommer,
Inc. TheaterClosings
Blake, 838 Blake Avenue; Broadway Park,
837 Broadway; Globe, 7 Sumter Street:
Hendrix, 22'45 Pitkin Avenue; Liberty, 61
L'berty
Avenue; Nostrand,
New Atlantic,
Flatbush Avenue;
276 205
Nostrand
Avenue; Smith, Smith & 3rd Streets.
LONG ISLAND
RICHMOND HILL— Garden, transferred to
Screen Theater, Inc. by Mondrich Theater
Corp. ; Jerome, transferred to H. J. B.
Theaters by Richmond
Hill Operating Corp.
Closings
HAMPTON BAYS— Little; 9EA CLIFF
Cliff; WEST
BAYSIDE— Victory.

Openings
NEW
YORK
Change in Ownership

Levy.
NEWBURGH— Ritz, transferred to Eugene

Closings

—

Openings

RIVERHEAD— Suffolk.

NORTH CAROLINA
Changes in Ownership

—

in Ownership

Change

in Ownership

McVILLE — Hollywood, transferred to Lyle
McMillan
by George McMillian.

Openings

GRENORA—
Orpheum; KILDEER — Audi— Grand.
torium; MINTO— Strand; NORTHWOOD

Change

OHIO
in Ownership

CINCINNATI — Evanston, transferred to A.
J. Niedenthal byClosings
Waite & Jorfes.
COLUMBUS— Ogden; ST. MARYS— Regent.
— Rainbow.
Openings
CALDWELL— Lyric ; MECHANICSBURG

OKLAHOMA
Closings
WEBB

CITY— Liberty.

BISBY— Liberty; Openings
COWETA— Palace; CUSTER— Rex;
DEWEY— Paramount;
HASKELL— Orpheum;
HOOKER
— Mission;
. MUSKOGEE— Grand;
WANETTE— Cortez; WRIGHT CITY— Choctaw.

Caruso (formerly President), 247 West 48th
St., transferred to Zenoel Realty Corp. by
Jerome Real Estate Corp.; Gramercy, 310
First Avenue, transferred to Adolph Weiss
by Doray Amusement Corp. ; Lincoln, 58
W. 135th St., transferred to Lefrak Amusement Corp. (Leo Brecher) ; New Madison,
1714 Madison Avenue, transferred to Benard Amusement Corp. by Reece & FortClosings
gang.
Belmore. 2028 Third Avenue; New Broadway.
558 West 125th Street; New Stand. 78
East Broadway; Yorkville Casino, 210 East
86th Street.
BRONX

CLATSKANIE — Roxy, transferred to H. L.
Percy & K. A. Spears by B. E. Bvers;
PORTLAND — Bagdad, transferred to
Hudson.
Brama Co., by Joe Bedt to Mrs. C. B.

Change

in Ownership

Boston Road. 1472 Boston Road, transferred
to Rnad Theater Co., Inc., by Josle Holding Co.

Closings

Melrose.

417 East 161st Street.
BROOKLYN

Changes in Ownership

Alhambra. 214 Fifth Avenue, transferred to
Louis Page by Leon Tashian; Armorv.
419 Seventh Avenue, transferred to Louisiana Amusement Corp. by Samuel CalvinBay, 2001 Bath Avenue, transferred to
Charles Tenlak by Theodore Jelenk ; Century, 850 Monroe Street, transferred tr
Amusement Presentations, Inc.; National.
720 Washington Ave., transferred to Rand-

Eiler; MIDDLETOWN— Majestic, transferred to A. N. Palmer; MINERS MILLS
Crystal (formerly Crvstal), transferred to J. Simone & D. Oliver by S.
Dzenis; PHILADELPHIA— Erlen. transferred to Erlen Theater Co. by Charles
G. Erny & James A. Nolen; Eureka, transferred to New Eureka Amusement Co. by
Edward Wolk; Unique, transferred to Star
Holding Co., Inc. by Joseph Schwartz:
PITTSBURGH— Washington, transferred
to Stephen Santa by E. Barrett; ROSCOE
— Roscoe, transferred to M. Zopetti & A.
Battison by J. A. Martin; SOUDERTON
— Broad, transferred to Quality Amusement
Co. by C. Folk Kline & Joseph Suskin:
TOPTON — Palace, transferred to Nathan
Klein by Edmund T. Gajewski; VANDERGRIFT — Bandbox (formerly Moon), transferred to Monessen Amusement Co. and A.
Askounes by Indiana County Theaters,
Inc.; WEST TARENTUM— Grand, transferred to M. Steinberg by W. W. Clark;
Closings by J. W. Richley
YORK— York, transferred
by Warner
Bros.
— New

BROWNSVILLE
—
Bison;
VILLE— Savoy; NANTICOKE
VALLEY
VIEW— Midland.

HOOVERS— Globe;

Openings
ASHEVILLE— Strand, transferred to C L
ALLENTOWN— Hamilton (formerly Lindv) :
& W Theaters by Publix-Bamford; BLADENBORO — Lyric, transferred to J. L.
Lvric; BETHLEHEM— State; COLUMCaudell by Amusement Operating Co. ;
BIA—Alto; ERIE— Columbia; HERMINIE
CONCORD — State, transferred to Boyd D.
— Covi; MANOR— Elite; MIDDLETOWN
Norton by Concord Amusement Co. ; N.
—Majestic; MINERS MILLS— New CryWILKESBORO — Liberty, transferred to
stal (formerly Crystal); NAZARETH —
C. G. Toindexter by Foley & Paquette.
Royal; NU MINUES— NuMines; PARKNew Theater
ERS LANDING — Parker; SHARON —
Gable: TOPTON— Palace; WEST TARAYDEN— New;
BELMONT— New.
ENTUM—Grand; YORK— York.
Openings
ST. PAUL — Carolina.
O'Dowd.
SOUTH
CAROLINA
NORTH DAKOTA

CALICOON
CENTER— Tumble
Inn; CARMEL— Memorial
Hall; NEWBURGH
—
Park;
OTISVLLLE— Mitchell ; ROSENDALE— Bijou;
YONKERS— St. Josephs.
NEW
YORK CITY
MANHATTAN

Changes in Ownership

OF TRADE

BY FILM BOARDS

Changes in Ownership

CLARKSDALE— Globe.

AULT— Princess; BERTHOUD— Moon; CO- CAMPBELL — Community; MILFORD
Auditorium.
LUMBINE— Columbine; EATON— Eaton :
PLATTEVILLE,
Rex.
NEW MEXICO

Tuesday, Jan. 23, 1934

OREGON
Changes in Ownership
Closings

BEAVERTON — Roseway; JUNCTION
CITY— Rialto; PORTLAND — Nob Hill;
WASHOUGAL— Liberty

PENNSYLVANIA
Changes in Ownership

ALLENTOWN — Park, transferred to Charles
L. Sprague by H. V. Long & M. A. Edwards; Hamilton (formerly Lindy), transferred to H. M. Meeker; Lyric, transferred to Lyric Theaters Corp.; BETHLEHEM— State, transferred to M. J. Kline
by Colonial Bethlehem Corp.; CATASAUQUA — Savoy (formerly Majestic), transferred to Catasauqua Amusement Corp. by
William H. Wentz ; FINLEYVILLE _ —
Olympic, transferred to Mrs. Hazel Christy
by A. ferred
Yernon;
State,
transto CaeserLIBRARY
Dolfi by — W.
Mathias;
LITTLESTOWN — Regent, transferred to
C. W. Hicks by C. K. Kneale; MANOR—
Elite, transferred to M. Zopetti & A. Battison by Rose Beretta; MARCUS HOOK
— Globe, transferred to William J. McClure
& Chris Nacrelli by George B. Wilson;
MASONTOWN — Liberty, transferred to
David Trimble by Foote & Trimble:
MEADVILLE— Victor (formerly Strand),
transferred to David Victor by Mrs. Mae

Changes in Ownership

FLORENCE—
Carolina
transferred to
M. F. (formerly
Schnibben O'Dowd'sl.
by J. M.

SOUTH DAKOTA
Changes in Ownership
SIOUX FALLS — Granada, transferred to
Wentworth Amusement Co. Harold Ruben
hy Berger Amusement Co. ; WESSINGTON SPRINGS— Rialto, transferred to
W. H. Burten by L. W. Hulbert.

Openings

DESEMT— Ritz; HECLA— Star; HURLEY
Star (occasionally); MENNO— Rex; ONEIDA—Crystal; VERMILLION— Coyote.

TEXAS
Changes in Owenrship
DALLAS — Bell; Bijou, transferred to R. P.
Condon ; Burntex, transferred to Tom
White; Capito, transferred to Mrs. R. N.
Atmar; Claire (formerly Dorbandt), transferred to East Texas Theaters. Inc. ; Corrigan, transferred to C. E. Bergman; Park,
transferred to J. J. Healey; Princess:
Queen, transferred to C. E. Hunt; Rex.
transferred to A. L. Smith; San Juan,
transferred to E.Closings
F. Collins; Trinity, transferred to W. M. Taylor.
DALLAS— New;

Ritz.

Openings

DALLAS— Bailey; Leedja (formerly Melvin) ; wick;
Midway:
Paramount; PickRitz; Venus;New;White.

WASHINGTON
Changes in Ownership
SPOKANE— Unique, transferred to
Mitchell by Mrs. Closings
Z. L. Kay.

A. P.

BREWSTER— Brewster; COULEE CITY —
Coulee; EPHRATA— Kam; NEPPELL —
Neppell; ODESSA— Empress; SEATTLE
—Rex; SEWARD, ALASKA— Empress;
SOAP LAKE— Sunset.

WEST VIRGINIA
Changes in Ownership
CASSAWAY — Lyric, transferred to Ray E.
Thayer by C. F. Bonde.

Openings

CASSAWAY— Lyric;

GLIDDEN—

PENNSBORO— Penn.

WISCONSIN
Rex; Openings
MENOMONIE—
Closings
WYOMING

PINEBLUFFS— Pastime.

Grand.

THE
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HERSGHEL STUART
Short Shots from Eastern Studios
JOINING F. & M.
By CHAS.

ALICOATE

according to
PRODUCTION on the first of a from WJZ and WOR
series of new shorts being made pre-opening arrangements.
Building. It is likely that Stuart
•
will soon sign contracts whereby he by the Novelty Picture Corp. ha?
will take over operation of certain been completed at the Hayes & Beal
Harry Gribbon completed producFanchon & Marco western houses in studio, Oceanside.
•
tion yesterday in "The Nude Deal,"
association with Harry Arthur and
his third Vitaphone short. SupportLouis N. Cohen.
With shooting completed on the
ing Gribbon in this two-reeler are
new Star Comedy Special, "The Ex- Shemp Howard, Don Tompkins,
pectant Father," with Ernest Truex, Jimmy Stewart and Lily Stengel. It
Board Named to Arbitrate Al Christie
is supervising the cut- was directed by Ralph Staub.
•
ting and editing of the short, which
St. Louis Operator Scale is scheduled
for release Feb. 16.
(Continued from Page 1)
•
Kleintops, business agent for the
Otto Soglow, fresh from his triTentative plans for the opening
umphs of impersonating his own
local in St. Louis, will act as arbiter
for the operators, while Fred Wehr- of Charles "Buddy" Rogers and his pen creation, the "Little King," at
enberg, M.P.T.O. president, is to act orchestra at the Paradise Restau- society's Peacock ball, is now in the
rant, Jan. 26, assures one of the midst of creating gags for the sixth
for the theaters. If an agreement
cannot be reached, Division Admin- most elaborate demonstrations ever of his RKO Van Beuren series of
istrator Sol A. Rosenblatt will name accorded a band leader on his de- animated cartoon shorts featuring
but. Rogers music will be heard the antics of the merry monarch.
a third man.
(Continued from Page

1)

"Vanities" Girls Off for Coast
Earl Carroll and 11 picked beauties who are to appear in Paramount's screen version of "Murder
at the Vanities" will depart today
for the coast. As a send-off they
will be given a farewell breakfast
in the Savarin Restaurant at Penn
Station, with music and various
Broadway celebrities on hand.
New Virginia Censor
Richmond — Mrs. Elizabeth
Churchill Chalkley, widow of the
late State Senator John W. Chalkley, has succeeded Mrs. Emma
Speed Sampson as a member of the
state division of motion picture
censorship.
RKO Cameo Sub-Leased
RKO yesterday sub-leased the
Cameo to Harry Schiffman and Jack
Shapiro. The house will continue
with a straight picture policy.
George Trilling will replace Norman
Ek as manager.
Frank Winninger
Dead
Wausau, Wis. — Frank Winninger,
58, of the five Winningers who for
years have been identified with various forms of show business, died
at his home here Sunday after a
long illness.
New Contracts for Emerson-Loos
West Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — New writing contacts with John Emerson and Anita
Loos are announced by M-G-M. They
ire now working on an original for
lean Harlow and Lionel Barrymore.
Duals at Shea's Lafayette
Buffalo — The Lafayette, formerly
vaudeville and pictures, has inauguures. rated a policy of two first-run feaPrincipal Buys "Dawn to Dawn"
Archie Mayer of Du-World Picures has sold to Nat Cherin, presilent of Principal Film Exchange,
.nd New York and northern New
ersey rights to "Dawn to Dawn."

H. S. McLEOD HEADS
LOUISIANA MPTOA UNIT

Cleveland Code Meet
Zanuck Sets Next Two
Scheduled for Jan. 30
For Twentieth Century

(Continued from Page

1)

Charles Lauve are vice-presidents,
and the board consists of the officers and Ed Myrick, Joe Alsina and
Phil Sliman. A meeting will be
held tomorrow to complete a permanent organization including all the
territory
exchanges. served by New Orleans
Saenger Circuit was represented
at the meeting but could not be
committed until the receiver had
been consulted. Howard McCoy
spoke on how the organization can
benefit the independents affiliated
in legislative fights.

Glazer Urges Soft Pedal
On Educational Values
(Continued from Page

1)

in check, will keep many people
from the theater, declares Glazer,
West
Coast
Bureau
of
THE
FILM
DAILY
Cleveland — A special meeting of
because the public goes to shows to
Hollywood
—
After
finishing
the
the Cleveland M. P. Exhibitors'
be entertained and they don't want
Ass'n, to which all members of the George Arliss picture, "House of education mixed with their amusenew Independent M. P. Exhibitors Rothschild," Darryl F. Zanuck will
If films are instructive, let
of Ohio are invited, will be held Jan. start "The Firebrand," with Con- them bement.that
way without making
stance Bennett and Fredric March,
30 to discuss signing of the code.
capital of it, Glazer suggests, and
The local group last week installed and "Bulldog Drummond Strikes
the following officers: Ernest Back," with Ronald Colman and the moviegoers won't mind.
Schwartz, president; A. E. Ptak, Loretta Young, as the next 20th
Denver Operators
Elect
vice-president; John Kalafat, treas- Century productions for United
urer, and G. W. Erdmann, secretary. Artists. Shooting on the first beDenver
—
Local
Operators'
Union
gins about Feb. 10.
has elected the following officers
At a luncheon attended by state legfor this year: Ralph E. Sturdevant,
islators, reasons for repeal of the
Smoot Sells 2 Houses to Schine
present 10 per cent tax in favor of a
president; Harold M. LeHew, vicegeneral sales tax were set forth. It
Mount Vernon, Ga. — Harry Smoot president; Edward A. Roegner,
was pointed out that movies in Ohio has sold the Vine and Memorial the- financial secretary; R. E. Waller,
aters to Schine Enterprises. Smoot corresponding secretary; Allen E.
now pay 11 different taxes, more
than any other industry.
has gone to Florida for the winter. Wilson, business agent.
New Dubbing Method on 'Maedchen'
A new method of synchronization
called "phonetage," perfected in
France and said to be a decided advance over other methods of dubbing, will make its American debut
in connection with the English dialogue version of "Maedchen in Uniform" at the Criterion tomorrow
night. Ernest Dilley was brought
over here by Krimsky & Cochran
to "phonetage" the picture.
Harry Arthur in St. Louis
St. Louis — Final details of the
deal under which Fanchon & Marco
will take over the Fox theater will
probably be worked out this week
with the arrival of Harry Arthur,
who is to confer with the receivers.
Eighth House for Martina
Buffalo — Martina Circuit will add
its eighth house Feb. 1, when it
takes over the Geiter in Silver
Creek.
Wide Range for South America
Western Electric Wide Range
sound has been installed in the
Movies theater, Kingston, Jamaica,
and the Paramount, Sao Paulo, Bi'azil. These mark the first wide range
installations in the West Indies and
South America.

00>^
I OR 1 PERSONS

Above
and the
up 8th
Floor $6.00
Enjoy the comforts of a
parlor and bedroom suite. . . .
All rooms equipped with
combination tub and shower
bath, and running ice water.
Ideal location — adjacent to
shopping,
business and theatre districts.
SWIMMING POOL
AND GYMNASIUM
FREE
TO
GUESTS

ED KUYKENDALL RAPS
ALLIED CODE ADVICE
(Continued from Page

1)

leading propaganda, half-baked
opinions and advice about the code"
uttered in connection with "trick
reservations." He charged that "Aliied-prepared reservations make a
futile attempt to (1) withhold as""t to parts of the NRA code relating to unreasonable clearance
and at the same time give qualified
assent to other parts, (2) tie the
hanfs of President Roosevelt in administering the code, (3) reverse
and amend the Act of Congress creating the NRA and (4) at the same
time agree to comply with all of
the act."
"Affiliated theaters are dues paying members of Allied units, just
the same as they are in the M. P.
T. 0. A. and the T. 0. C. C," declared Kuykendall. "We are not
criticizing this policy in any way
as we believe that all theater owners should belong to and support
their local trade associations."
Revive Spanish Film Council
Madrid — The Spanish Motion Picture Council, formed some time ago
but never really active, is now to
be definitely attached to the Section of Hispano-American relations
in the international labor bureau of
the Ministry of Labor and will handle various film matters, including
preparations for the second Hispano-American Motion Picture Congress.
Establishment of film quotas, as
soon as native production is sufficient, looms as a possibility.

ANALYSIS
MOTION

OF

PICTURE CODE

CODE AUTHORITY GETS
62 ADDITIONAL NAMES
(Continued from Page 1)
— Milton Guggenheimer, Henry Seilheimer.
Emma Abplanalp; Boston — A. D. Rudenstein,
Francis Lydon; Dallas — Miss Laura Roberts.
G. A. Luchesse, Raymond Willie; Des Moines
— Lester F. Martin, N. C. Rice; Detroit — E.
S. Kinney; Indianapolis — Monty Salomon;
Kansas City — June Medcalf; New York City
— Robert Wolff; Arthur Mayer, David Loew.
Win. Scully,
Schnitzer,
C. C.J.Moskowitz,
Walter Edward
Reade, Harry
Arthur,
Louis
Geller. William A. Landau, Lee A. Ochs
Leon Rosenblatt, Edward Rugoff, George
Skouras. Charles Steiner, Harmon Yaffa, F.
Thomas Murray, Arthur Abeles, Sidney E.
Samuelson, Lee Newbury, David Snaper,
Reuben L. Haas, I. A. Roth, Harry K.
Hecht. Fred W. Falkner. Julius Charnow.
Miss Lillian Silver, Charles Moses. Irving
Doll'nger; Omaha — A. W. Person; Pittsburgh
—Harry Goldstein, Robert F. Klingensmith;
Philadelphia — Earl W. Sweigert, William
Heenan; San Francisco — Charles A. Caballero; St. Louis — M. Schweitzer, Ben Cammack, Tos. Garrison, C. T. Lynch, Lou Elman, C. D. Hill, Miss Lila B. Schofield;
Hable.
Seattle — John Danz, Ed Lamb, George Endert; Washington — Jerome Cohan, Herman

By LOUIS NIZER
reveal box office receipts for pubThirteenth Installment
ARTICLE V— UNFAIR PRAClication except —
TICES—DISTRIBUTORS— EX(a) Necessary reports to stockHIBITORS—(Cont.)
holders
2. Arbitration Under Contract
(b) To credit and governmental
(a) hibitor
If the agree
Distributor
and Exagencies
to arbitration
in j
|
the exhibition contract, the j (c) To other like bodies.
No Exhibitor or Distributor shall
arbitration shall be in accordance with the arbitration be responsible for disclosures made
clause of the Optional License by agencies not authorized to do so.
6. Ten Percent Cancellation
Agreement.
(b) Where the contract provides
(a) To Whattion Applies
Contracts Cancellafor arbitration, the parties
may stipulate
one arbiThe right of the Exhibitor to
trator shall be that
appointed
by
cancel ten per cent of the feaeach and if the two appointed
ture pictures arises only if —
cannot agree, they shall ap1. The Exhibitor has conpoint an umpire.
tracted for all of the pictures offered at one time Robert Wyler Organizes
3. Inducing Breach of Contract
by the Distributor; and,
No Exhibitor or Distributor shall
Own Producing Company
induce another to breach a contract
2.
The average license fee is
(Continued from Page 1)
for the exhibition of film.
not more than $250.00.
atest play has just been accepted by
4. Obtaining Advantage by Gifts
No Exhibitor or Distributor shall
he Theater Guild, Dick Krakeur,
(b) Conditions of Cancellation
give or offer to give a gift for the
If the ten per cent cancella- producer, and C. R. Caley. Wyler
tion applies to a contract, weaves in a few days for Paris and
purpose
of —
there are two conditions upon Vienna
(a) Obtaining
advantages that
to secure material for several plays.
would not otherwise be obthe
right
to
cancel:
—
tainable, or
1. The Exhibitor must not be
(b) Influencing a Distributor or
in default
tract; and, under the conExhibitor not to deal with any
other Exhibitor or Distribu2. The Exhibitor must have
tor.
lived up to the terms of the
HOLLYWOOD
5. Disclosing Box Office Receipts for
contract requiring exhibiPublication
tion at certain intervals.
No Exhibitor or Distributor shall
(To be Continued)

Sparks Host on Fishing Trip
Italian Gov't Approves Exposition
Week of for
WestFashion
Coast Bureau
THE"Fashions"
FILM DAILY
Rome — Official approval has been
Jacksonville,
— E. J. Sparks is
Los
Angeles
—
As
part
of the exgiven by the Italian Government on host on a fishingFla.expedition
to Jules
ploitation campaign on First Nathe general program of the Second
Levy
of
RKO,
Grad
Sears
of
WarExhibition of Cinematographic Art
tional's "Fashions of 1934," which
ners, J. D. Clark of Fox, Fred Jack
to be held in Venice, Aug. 1-20. of Warners, E. C. Peppiatt of War- will have its dual premiere at the
Hollywood and Downtown theaters
Films from various nations will be
ners, C. E. Kessnich of M-G-M, Wil- here on Feb. 17. Mayor Frank L.
shown in original version, with
liam
Richards
of
Universal,
and
Erprizes to be given for the best. A
nest Morrison and William A. Kraus Shaw will proclaim a Fashion Week.
congress for writers and directors of the Sparks theaters.
The local campaign on "Fashions"
also will be part of the event.
:s being handled by Harry Maizlish,
Warner theater advertising man"Catherine the Great" Opens
ager in this territory, and will in"Nana" in Chicago Feb. 1
Paris — "Catherine the Great,"
clude the cooperation of all neighUnited Artists expects to open London
Films production for United
boring communities in this Fashion
"Nana" at the United Artists, Chi- Artists, had its woi'ld premiere Fri- Week.
cago, Feb. 1, day and date with the
day night at the Miracles theater
New York premiere at the Music before a gala audience that included
Kids' Cartoon Matinee Clicks
Hall. Expectations are that the
Douglas Fairbanks, Senior and JunCanton, O. — L. Ward Farrar, new
ior; Alexander Korda, Paul Czinner,
company will roadshow "Catherine
the Great."
L. Toeplitz, Elizabeth Bergner, manager
Loew's, theaters
sprung a when
surorise on of
downtown
George Grossmith and others.
Joe Koehler Loses Mother
he announced a 10 o'clock Saturday
morning cartoon show for kids.
Twin Falls, Ida. — Joe Koehler, opB. I. P. Extends Activities
erator of the Roxy, is mourning the
London — Besides its activities at House was capacity, despite the
death of his mother in the east.
quarter admission, highest yet here
Elstree, British International Pic- for a kid show.
tures is embarking on a series of
big productions at the Welwyn stuTom Olsen Gets Schine Post
dio, now under the managership of
Theater Manager Is Hero
Bellefontaine,
O. — Tom Olsen has
Douglas
Murray.
Brighton, Colo. — Glen W. Miller,
been named district manager for
manager of the Rialto, by climbing a
telephone pole and directing firemen
Schine Enterprises with jurisdiction
Louis Marcus Under Knife
where to turn the water, probably
sived the town from destruction. Fire
Salt Lake City — Mayor Louis over the Holland here and the cirMarcus, head of Marcus Enterprises,
cuit's house in Piqua. He succeeds
started in the old Opera House building. Damage was held to $500.
is convalescing in a local hospital George Reister, who has joined
Skouras.
following an operation for goitre.

PLAZA

MOST CONVENIENT
Hotel in Hollywood
$2. SO up, Single
$3.00 up, Double
Special weekly and monthly rates

The Plaza is near everything to see and do in
Ideal for busHollywood.
iness or pleasure.
Every room has private
dressing room, bath and
shower. Beds "built for
rest." Every modern convenience. Fine foods at
Convenreasonable prices.
ient parking for your car.
Chas. Daaziger, Mgr.
Eugene Stern, Pres.
The "Doorway of Hoipitality"
Vine at Hollywood
Blvd.
HOLLYWOOD
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Salary Probe "Secondary", Rosenblatt Tells Coast

CODE MACHINERY SOON SET TO START FUNCTIONING

Photophone to Protect Licensees in Tri- Ergon Action
RCA Expects High Court
to Rule Favorably
on Patent

NRA Still in Dark on Allied's Suit

Washington
Washington — General
of a suit filed against
likewise had no notice
of all Code Authorities

Bureau

of THE

Johnson
up to last
the Code Authority
of it. No comment
here late next month

In answer to inquiries from exhibitors regarding the letter sent
them by American Tri-Ergon Corp.
as a result of the Scranton district
court decision upholding its flywheel
patent, the Photophone Division of
RCA Victor Co. has written all its
licensees assuring them that they
wi'l be protected under their sound
contracts, and intimating that TriPhiladelphia — At a meeting at
Ergon is unlikely to be upheld in which
Lewen Pizor was re-elected
{Continued on Page 7)
president, the M.P.T.O. of Eastern
Penna., Southern N. J. and Del.
yesterday urged its members to sign
code assents without qualifications.
Other officers for the ensuing year
were named
as follows:
vice-presi(Continued
011 Page 6)

FILM

DAILY

night had received no official notification
by Allied, he stated.
Other NRA officials
was made.
Definite plans for the meeting
are now being worked out, Johnson stated.

PHILLY MPTO URGES HOBLITZELLE JOINS
FULL ASSENT ON CODE PARA. THEATER BOARD

ERPI LICENSEES
ALSO PROTECTED

Electrical Research Products is
re-assuring its exhibitor licensees
that it will protect them, up to the
amount of their investment, in event
appeals taken from the Scranton
U. S. District Court decision, finding infringement upon flywheel patents controlled by American TriErgon Corp., are lost. Exceptions
to this protection occur in a number of recently-made Erpi contracts
in which exhibitors, in consideration
(.Continued

on Page

7)

Business 10% Improved
On A. E. Lichtman Circuit
Business over the Lichtman circuit in the District of Columbia and
Virginia this month is between 10
and 15 per cent better than a year
ago, A. E. Lichtman told The Film
Daily yesterday in New York.
He
(Continued on Page

7)

Lobby Singers Click
Chicago — Management of the Southtown, Balaban & Katz house, has found
lobby singers a popular feature with
patrons. They have a popular singing
team, Allison and Fields, appearing in
the lobby and they have made such a
hit the policy has been adopted as a
permanent one.

M.P.T.O.A. Convention
Scheduled for April 10

Karl Hoblitzelle is the third appointee on Paramount's theater operating advisory committee, it was
announced yesterday by Ralph A.
Kohn. Hoblitzelle, who joins
E. V. Richards and N. L. Nathanson, was chosen at last week's
Dallas meeting which also was attended by Joe Clemmons, Saul Gordon, John Fannin, M. A. Lightman,
W. J. Lvtle, M. S. McCord, Harry
Nace, ards,Bob
O'Donnell,
V. RichH. B. Robb
and EdE.Rowley.

4,502 Exhibitor
Assents
Already in, Says Code
Authority at Meet
Work of setting up the motion
picture code machinery went forward at a meeting of the Code Authority yesterday when announcement was made that unqualified assents received so far from exhibitors total 4,502. Sixty distributors
have returned unqualified notices of
compliance and 29 producers, virtually including all major companies, have also signified complete
assent, it was stated. Deadline for
filing assents is Jan. 31.
Nominations received for local
zoning and grievance boards and
secretaries(Continued
total 930.
Posts to be
on Page 8)

ALLIED GOT RULING
ON QUALIFIED ASSENT

Tentative date for opening of the
annual M. P. T. 0. A. convention in
In a retort to the statement of
Los Angeles has been set as April Lighting Firms Merge;
Ed Kuykendall, M.P.T.O.A. presi10, President Ed Kuykendall stated
Charles Ross as President
yesterday upon his arrival in New
dent, that Allied had been misleading exhibitors with advice that they
York from the South. The gatherCharles Ross, president of the Motion Picture Service Co., largest could appeal to code boards even
ing, which will run four days, will
take the form of an industry con- lighting equipment company in the though they did not sign 100 per
assents,on Sidney
vention, at which various problems east, announces the consolidation of cent code(Continued
Page 8) E. Samarising from the code will be con- his firm with Motion Picture Lightsidered by members of all groups,
ing Co. of Long Island City, con- Firnkoess Joins Warners
trolled by M. W. Palmer and H. D.
and ways determined for more effec(Continued on Page 6)
tive compliance with the NRA.
In District Manager Post
Washington Bureau

Study of Producer Practices
Rosenblatt's Chief Aim on Coast
ITOA Wage Scale Issue
Expected to Go to NRA
Belief that the negotiations for a
basic wage scale between Local 306
and the Independent Theater Owners Ass'n will be thrown into the
lap of the NRA Labor Board in ten
days because of the hopelessness of
reaching any satisfactory agreement was expressed yesterday at the
(Continued on Page

7)

By RALPH WILK
West Coast Manager of THE FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Division Administrator Sol A. with
Rosenblatt
concerned
what isare"primarily
fair or
unfair methods of competition between producers in obtaining the
services of stars and other valuable
employes," he declared yesterday on
his arrival from the east. The matter of allegedly excessive salaries
is "of secondary
he
(Continued on importance,"
Page 8)

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — John Firnkoess,
formerly with RKO as division manager in Ohio, has joined the Warner circuit as district manager for
Virginia and Maryland, it is announced by John J. Payette, general zone manager here.

NRA Orders 6 Rehired
Reinstatement of six discharged theater employes was ordered yesterday
by Ben Golden, executive secretary of
the NRA Regional Labor Board, after
hearing complaints by the Theater &
Amusement Employes Union charging
that circuits were discriminating against
employes who joined the union.
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THEDATE
INDUSTRY'S
BOOK
Jan. 29: Columbia regional sales meeting, Chicago.
Jan. 30: Allied Theater Owners of New Jersey
meeting at New York headquarters, 2 P. M.
Feb. 4: Ball of the New Orleans Theatrical
Crafts, Municipal Auditorium, New Orleans,
8 P. M.
Feb. 7: Monthly meeting of Eastern Ass'n
of Non-Theatrical Film Producers, Inc.,
New York.
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Form "Finer Films" Group in New Jersey

East Orange, N. J.— At a meeting held in the Central Brick Presbyterian Church
here, the Finer Films Federation of New Jersey was formed Monday. About 75 women
leaders of the state were present. Mrs. Leon H. Mc In tyre of Whippany was elected
chairman of the new organization, which will form film study groups, interchange
information and engage in other activities to raise screen standards.
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Charles Rogers Sets
Quittner's Attorney
Attacks Film Code
Remainder of Lineup
West

Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Charles R. Rogers,
having already finished six pictures
for the 1933-34 season, has completed selection of his remaining four
films which Paramount will release
this year.
They include:
"Green Gold," Rex Beach romance of the tropical fruit industry, to be filmed soon in Honduras
with Harry Joe Brown directing.
The script is being completed by
Howard Estabrook.
"It's a Pleasure to Lose," gambling story by Gene Towne and Graham Baker, starring George Raft.
"In Conference," murder mystery
by Vera Caspary and Bruce Manning, with screen play by Brian
Marlow, Agnes Christine Johnson
and Joseph Gollomb.
"Canal Boy," original by Forrest
Halsey and Clara Beranger which
Casey Robinson is scenarizing, with
Dorothy Wilson and Douglas Montgomery heading the cast.

Shoestringers of Stage
Benefit Movies — Shipman

In a letter to Dr. A. Lawrence
Lowell, congratulating him on his
declination to serve on the motion
picture Code Authority, Attorney
Arthur Butler Graham, counsel for
Joseph P. Quittner in the QuittnerParamount anti-trust suit, attacks
the code on the ground that it fails
to eliminate
blind
buying. block booking and

I Frank Borzage achieves greater

"It is a matter of concern to impartial observers that a so-called
'code of fair competition' should
have been approved for the motion
picture industry, the effect of which
is to perpetrate and give legal sanction to the monopolistic practices
that have been condemned repeatedly by courts of law and by the court
of
opinion," declares
in public
his communication
made Graham
public
yesterday.

I fame with the great emotional
triumph,

GREATER

I GLORY," based on Ferenc Mol1 nar's world famous novel.

27 More Nominations
Received by Authority
Another batch of 27 names, proposed for members and secretaries
of local clearance and zoning boards
and local grievance boards, was announced yesterday by the Code Authority. They include:

• Frank Copra produced one of the

m.Nek
LITTLE WORDS THAT MEAN A
MINE
FROM
WARNER
BROS.

J

. ten best pictures of 1933, "Lady

— A. G. Constant; Des Moines —
From the standpoint of legitimate R. Cleveland
M. Copeland; W. E. Banford; D. V. Mctheater competition, Broadway pic- Lucas, Hale Cavanaugh, Tom Brown. A. J.
ture theaters are benefitting from Diehold, Grace Gannon; Detroit — Ray Branch.
R. Beechler, William London, Lew Wisper,
policy of many stage producers who C.
Sam Brown, Fred DeLodder, Alex Schreiber,
try to do shows on a shoestring William Hurlbut, Sam Decker, W. S. McLaren, Miss P. M. Sprott, Miss Priscilla
basis, declared Sam Shipman, veteran dramatist, yesterday. Lacking Ackerman, Miss Louise Miller; Los Angeles —
Arthur, Sr., John Redmond; Miladequate financing, these stage pro- Harry waukee—C.Ben
Koenig; Omaha — Will Singer.
ducers fail to give a show a fair G. F. Nye, Richard Koch.
trial, backed by enough plugging,
RKO Branch Mgrs. Switch
he said. As a consequence many
Jules
Levy, RKO general sales
shows which would "build" if they
had a chance to stay on Broadway, manager, yesterday announced the
do a flop instead, asserted Ship- transfer of Branch Manager C. W.
man.
Allen from Atlanta to Jacksonville,
with H. M. Lyons, formerly of Jacksonville replacing Allen at Atlanta.
130 Advance Dates on "Wonder Bar"
T. X. Jones Shifted to Paris
More than 130 simultaneous prerelease dates have been set by WarT. X. Jones, head of Publix theaters accounting department, leaves
ners on "Wonder Bar," which will
have its world premiere on Broad- next week for Paris, where he will
continue
his association with the
way in April at $2 top. Picture is
a musical extravaganza with Al Jol- company. He will be given a farewell dinner Monday night.
son heading the cast.

TWO
GOLD

"NO

■ For A Day." It's a cinch he'll equal
I that record with CLARK GABLE

I

I and.CLAUDETTE

j

COLBERT

<e

in

"It Happened One Night."

I Howard

Hawks

is preparing

.»

an-

I other box-office onslaught— JOHN
* BARRYMORE in "20th Century"
I with Carole Lombard, from the
I Broadway success by Ben
• and Charles MacArthur.

/ 1 Lewis Milestone reaches

Hecht

his most

• j important milestone in picture his! . tory with "RED SQUARE" which
I
Laurence Stallings adapted-. Now
I

in the production stage.

*
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BARTHELMESS
•*•

MASSACRES
N. Y. CRITICS
Slays Watts, Pelswick, Boehnel, Delehanty,
All Others, With Wham Redskin Role!
rri^=> ("Variety Daily" please note!) c=7^-i

"The one important picture of the current season."

Eve. Post

O-i^^^L

0$*<** 3^V

'One of the few really worth-while films in
weeks."
World-Telegram
"Magnificent. Here's a lulu. Abounds in rousing
action. First-rate thriller."
Daily Mirror
'Easily the best Barthelmess has had in several
seasons."
Eve. Journal
"Most vigorous since 'I Am A Fugitive.'
"
Herald-Tribune
"Excitingly melodramatic.
action.

Richard
Barthelmess in "Massacre"
with Ann Dvorak, Dudley Digges, Claire Dodd,
Henry O'Neill, Robert Barrat . . Directed by
Alan Crosland ... A First National
Picture

HELD

OVER

2nd WEEK!

Vitagraph, Inc., Dittributort

Scenes brim with
N- Y- American

"Packed with exciting events. Moves with speed
and force."
Daily News
"Grand melodrama. A new setting and a new viewEve. Sun
point for the talkies."

anship.

^
^
M
M
(
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if Box-office
REPRODUCING
9 CITIES' FULL CAMPAIGNS!
history was made in Atlanta, Richmond, Norfolk, Miami and five

other prerelease "Eskimo" engagements. The press book gives photos, facts and figures that will
help you get the same thrilling results.

" TIE-UPS!
"ESKIMO
L banners,
30 BIG
if Special
window NATIONA
cards, streamers,
etc., available for marvelous

merchant tie-ups
on Lipton's Tea, Norge Refrigerator, Remington Typewriter, Lucky Strike, Atwater Kent,
Eskimo Pie and 22 more equally big.

if 15 SMASHING

ADVERTISING

PAGES!

Thrill ads successfully used in pre-release engagements. The greatest variety, covering
every angle of this epic picture, including "Strange Moral Code of Eskimo." FULL PAGE
CO-OP. ADVERTISING lay-out.

^

NEWSPAPER

SERIAL, RADIO, PRESS SECTION!

"Eskimo" serial story in 12 nerve-tingling, illustrated chapters. Also newspaper cartoon
strips. Complete Radio Thrill Continuity. Full-page Educational Plan. Publicity covers
every conceivable angle of picture.

^

ADDED

ACCESSORIES

IN FULL COLORS!

Giant Pictorial cut-out letters, combination marquee hangers and door-knob novelties,
Circus Heralds. Jumbo Display Cards. And 100 other exploitation devices in addition
to full line of posters and accessories.

PAILV
Wheeler and Woolsey in

^
otPmtH le "Lots
r
f
i
ByL RAL
WILK
—
E
HOLLYWOOD
"VTEWLY appointed ways and
^ means committee of the Academy of Motion Picture Arts and
Sciences is reported making progress toward reestablishing the association as a service institution. A
new plan of financing is being
worked out, and the annual awards
banquet is expected to take place
in March. Donald Gledhill continues
as acting executive
* * secretary.
*
James Cagney's next Warner picture, "Goin' to Town," goes in work
Jan. 30. Script is by Gene Markey
and Kathryn Scola.

*

*

*

Pioneer Pictures, financed by John
Hay Whitney, will make the "Last
Days of Pompeii" which RKO is to
release. It will be filmed in Technicolor.

*

*

*

Constance Cummings has been
given the role in Universal's "Glamour" formerly intended for Gloria
Stuart, who is busy on "Where's
* *
*
Brown?"
Otto Kruger will play the lead
in RKO's "Crime Doctor/' originally scheduled as a Richard Dix
vehicle. John Robertson will direct.
Cast also includes Wynne Gibson,
Nils Asther and Ada Cavell, with
screen play by Jane Murfin from
the Israel Zangwill story.

SHORT SHOTS from
EASTERN STUDIOS
By CHAS. ALICOATE

(^HESTER MORRIS has been
signed for a leading part with
Helen Morgan and Lilyan Tashman
in "Frankie and Johnie," to be put
in work by Chester Erskin on Feb.
12 at the Biograph Studio.

•

A musical comedy featuring Bob
Hope and Lillian Roth will get under way Monday at the Eastern
Service studio in Astoria. Al Christie will produce and direct it for
Educational.
Irving Berlin Publishing Co. has
closed a deal with the Meyer Davis-Van Beuren production unit
whereby they will publish all tunes
from the pictures made by Meyer
Davis. Tunes from the Cliff Edwards and Ethel Waters shorts are
now being printed.

•

"HIPS, HIPS,
with Dorothy Lee,

HOORAY"
Ruth Etting and

Thelma
Todd
RKO
68 mins.
ABOUT THE BEST AND CLEANEST OF
THE WHEELER-WOOLSEY SERIES. PLENTY LAUGHS AND ACTION PLUS MUSICAL TRIMMINGS.
Latest of the Wheeler and Woolsey fun
fests is first-rate entertainment for the
mass audience. It is free of the risque
burlesque gags that dotted some of their
previous efforts, and consequently is more
acceptable as family amusement. The
musical side of the picture, though not on
a lavish scale, is of good quality and contains one song that will surely be a hit.
For story basis, Wheeler and Woolsey, as
a couple of pitchmen selling flavored lipsticks, pose as big business men and merge
with Thelma Todd's classy beauty parlor
after Wheeler has been attracted by Dorothy Lee, who works in the place. One
of the male executives, rebuffed by Dot,
who knows he is double-crossing the shop
in favor of a rival establishment, sets out
to expose the two lads and then frames it
for Thelma to lose a cross-country auto
race in which she has entered a car for
publicity results, but Wheeler and Woolsey
stumble on the plot and save the day in
a fast and amusing finish. Ruth Etting
sings a nice number at the start of the
picture.
Cast: Bert Wheeler, Robert Woolsey,
Ruth Etting, Thelma Todd, Dorothy Lee,
George Meeker, James Burtis, Matt Briggs,
Spencer Charters.
Director, Mark Sandrich; Authors, Harry
Ruby, Bert Kalmar, Edward Kaufman; Mu-;
sic and lyrics, Harry Ruby, Bert Kalmar;
Dances, Dave Gould; Cameraman, David
Abel; Recording Engineer, P. J. Faulkner,
Jr.; Editor, Basil Wrangell.
Direction, Lively. Photography,
A-l.

Wednesday, Jan. 24, !Vi4

"SIX OF A KIND"
with Charlie Ruggles, Mary Boland, W. C.
Fields, Alison Skipworth, Burns and Allen
Paramount
HILARIOUS

FARCE

62 mins.

COMEDY

PLOT SECONDARY TO GAGS
PROVIDE LOADS OF LAUGHS.
Having
plenty of
what the
haw stuff

WITH
WHICH

three comedy teams, each with
good material, this concoction is
laugh fans ordered. It is hawfrom start to finish, and although

the pace of deep laughs is so fast at the
start that a letdown is inevitable before
the finish, it
any audience
that time.
framework on

doesn't matter much because
should have had its fill by
Plot is unimportant — just a
which to hang the quips and

gags. Charlie and Mary are taking an
auto trip to California for their second
honeymoon. As an economical measure,
she advertises for a second couple to go
along and share expenses. George Burns
and Gracie Allen answer the ad, and then
the goofy stuff begins for fair. At the
same time a crooked cashier at Charlie's
bank stuffs a load of bills in the latter's
suitcase, with the intention of following
him and getting the dough. On finding
the money gone, bank officials suspect
Charlie. Climax comes at a stopover hotel
run by Alison Skipworth, with W. C.
Fields as the local sheriff.
Cast: Charlie Ruggles, Mary Boland,
W. C. Fields, Alison Skipworth, George
Burns, Gracie Allen, Bradley Page, Grace
Bradley, William J. Kelly, Tammany Young.
Director, Leo McCarey; Authors, Keene
Thompson, Douglas MacLean; Adaptors,
Walter DeLeon, Harry Ruskin; Cameraman,
Henry Sharp; Recording Engineer, Eugene
Merritt;
Editor, LeRoy
Stone.
Direction, Snappy,

Photogarphy,

Good.

Lighting Firms Merge;
Philly M P T 0 Urges
Full Assent on Code Charles Ross as President
Continued from Page 1)

dent, Michael Egnal; treasurer,
George Lessy; secretary, George
Aarons. Vacancies in the board of
managers were filled by the selection
of Milton Rogasner, Ben Fertle, Joe
Conway and Ed Jeffries. Advisory
board members were named as follows: Charles Goodwin, Jay Emanuel, A. B. Smith, Morris Spiers, Morris Tax, George Kline, Herbert
Elliott, Izzy Hirschblond, Charles
Segal, Sam Somerson, John Bagley,
Elliott Goldman, S. Myers, Luke
Gring, Norman Lewis, Jack Brown,
I. Borowsky, Fred Leopold and Dave
Milgram.
Opposition to the United Artists
sales
policy in
on a "Roman
was recorded
resolution Scandals"
adopted,
and the unit expressed willingness
to discuss the matter with distribution company officials. The association pledged its cooperation to aid
the President's ball and discussed
effects of the code cancellation
clause. One hundred members attended the meeting.

Continued from Page

tures. House is charging 40 cents ''-'
Akron, O. — Vaudeville will be
dropped by Loew's on Jan. 26.
St. Petersburg, Fla. — The Ritz,
recently leased by E. J. Sparks Enterprises, has been opened with
Harry G. Griffin as manager. House
was first known as the Patio then
the Reno.
Buffalo — Herman J. Endres, manager of the Little German theater,
who inaugurated a policy of running
four days a week as an experiment,
has adopted
that schedule as a permanent policy.
Kissimmee, Fla
F. 0. Mullins,
formerly of Dade City, has purchased
Arcade here and has assumedthecharge.
St. Louis — Lee Theater Co. has
been formed with Clarence H. Kaimann, W. J. Kaimann, Thomas M.
Curley and Marie Curley as incorporators.
Springfield, Mass. — The Broadway,
dark since early in December, reopens Jan. 27 under management
of Nathan L. Goldstein.

Tabloid Reviews of

FOREIGN

FILMS

1)

Clark. The new company, to be
called Motion Picture Lighting and
Equipment Corp., will be the largest organization of its kind in the
world, handling incandescent and
arc lights for sound and talking pictures. Ross will be president of the
combined units, with Palmer as vicepresident, Clark as treasurer, William Engelhardt as assistant treasurer and Harry Kleindeinst as secretary. Headquarters will be at 318
West 48th St.
M-G-M to Make "Copperfield"

West Coast Bureau, of THE

Philadelphia — Comerford's Fay is
now clicking with a policy calling
top. eight acts of vaudeville and picfor

FILM
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Hollywood — David Selznick and
George Cukor, producer and director, respectively, of "Dinner at
Eight," will join talents again in
making Dickens' "David Copperfield" for M-G-M.
Skouras Books Astor Lineup
Skouras circuit has booked Astor
Pictures' entire series of 12 threereelers for immediate booking.
"Arizona Nights," second in the
series, is complete and ready for release.

Mariam Hopkins in Person
Inez Courtney begins work today
Miriam
Hopkins will appear in
at the Vitaphone studio in "Alibi
Baby,'' two-reel musical. Support- person at the New York Paramount
M-G-M Buys "The Thin Man"
ing cast includes Roscoe Ails, Lil- for the week starting Friday. She
lian Gordon, Gene Lockhart, Sally will do a scene from "Affairs of
"The Thin Man," detective story
Starr, Don Tomkins, Jack Good her.
Anatol," with Rollo Peters opposite by Dashiell Hammett, has been acand Kathleen Lockhart.
quired by M-G-M.

"ES WIRD SCHON WIEDER BESSER"
("It's Getting Better Again"), in German;
produced by Ufa; directed by Kurt Gerron;
with Dolly Haas, Heinz Ruehmann, Paul
Otto, Ernst Verebes, Fritz Gruenbaum; at
the Yorkville Theater.
Very amusing German comedy involving
a romance between a poor young engineer
and the winsome daughter of an automobile magnate. The chap is run down by
the girl and injured, so she marries him
to prevent his testifying against her.
"WIE SAG' ICH'S MEINNEM MANN?"
("How Shall I Tell My Husband?"), in
German; produced by Ufa; directed by
Reinhold Schuenzel; with Renate Mueller,
Georg Alexander, Ida Wuest, Paul Westermeier, Georgia Lind, Otto Wallburg; at
the 79th St. Theater.
Fairly enjoyable matrimonial comedy
with the performances of Renate Mueller
and other able players as the outstanding
merits.
"SAGRARIO",

in Spanish; produced by

Aspa; directed by Ramon Peon; with Julio
Villarreal, Adriana Lamar, Ramon Pereda,
Maria Luisa Zea; at the Teatro Variedades.
Mexican-made domestic drama, mostly
in a serious vein, dealing with the struggles of a family through various vicissitudes,
should prove moderately satisfying to the
Latin clientele.
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ERPI LICENSEES
ALSO PROTECTED

PHOTOPHONE USERS
ASSURED PROTECTION

Continued from Page 1)

Continued from Page 1)

the higher court.
ter follows:

The complete let-

"Many exhibitors and others licensed to
use RCA Photophone and RCA Victor sound
film reproducing apparatus have recently received from the American Tri-Ergou Corp.
a letter which refers to the decision of the
U. S. District Court for the Middle District
of Pennsylvania in a patent suit between
the American Tri-Ergon Corp., plaintiff, and
Altoona Publix Theaters and Wilmer & Vincent Corp., defendants, concerning sound film
reproducing
apparatus.
"These suits were defended by RCA Photophone, Inc. on behalf of the defendants, in
.view of the provisions for patent protection
contained in contracts with the defendants
covering the sound film reproducing apparatus
furnished thereunder.
"All proceedings in the District Court,
including injunctions, have been stayed. An
appeal
fromto the
lower
Court's
has
been taken
U. S.
Circuit
Courtdecision
of Appeals
and is being promptly prosecuted by RCA
Photophone, Inc., on behalf of the defendants.
We have been advised by counsel that the
decision of the lower Court is, in their opinion, unsound, that the patent involved is
invalid upon several grounds, and that the
Court of Appeals should so decide.
"Exhibitors and others licensed to use
RCA Photophone and RCA Victor sound film
reproducing
equipment
should
not be con' cerned about
relating
such _ apparatus or any patents
statement
of theto American
• Tri-Ergon Corp. with reference to such matters. We will protect customers and lessees
in accordance with the obligations assumed
under any contracts
involved."
I

I T 0 A Wage Scale Issue
Expected to Go to N R A
Continued from Page 1)

offices of Local 306. Both sides were
as far apart as the poles, it was
said.
Similar pessimism was expressed
on the outlook for an agreement
with burlesque theater owners at a
meeting today in the offices of the
I.A.T.S.E.

Coming and Going
, ED KUYKENDALL, who arrived in New York
yesterday to attend a Code Authority meeting, will remain
indefinitely.
NATHAN YAMINS arrived in New
terday from Fall River, Mass.
ED ANSIN
yesterday.

York yes-

of Boston arrived in New

York

A. E. LICHTMAN, Washington circuit operator, left New York last night for Richmond,
Va.
MR.
at the

and MRS. LIONEL BARRYMORE
Warwick
today from
the coast.

arrive

MARJORIE LYTELL, stage actress signed by
RKO,
is en route to Hollywood.
VICTOR J. SCHOCHET, following a visit of
several weeks in New York, has sailed to
resume his duties as managing director for
Fox Film in the Argentine
and Uruguay.
JACK COHN leaves this morning on a hurried trip to California.
TOM SPRY, Warner branch manager in Boston, arrived in New York yesterday for conferences with Andy Smith.
KITTY CARLISLE, stage player under contract to Paramount, left yesterday for the

coast.

JULES LEVY returned yesterday from a tour
of RKO southern exchanges.

•
« i • ONE DOESN'T have to be a Socrates to know that
all picture production
whether shorts or features
should be aimed at 100 per cent of the audience
and that
such alibis as "Well, the women will like it"
or "It's not
a Broadway picture, but, etc."
never get past the third
cuticle of those in the know
The inspiration for this
muse is brought about through the reading of a page from the
"Syracuse Herald"
in which Chester B. Bahn
movie
critic
the seventh birthday of the Herald's
Cinema Criticsannounces
Club

*

*

*

*

• •
• IN 1927
prompted by the Film Daily's Ten
Best poll
Bahn conceived the idea of organizing a group
of amateur critics
to have their own Ten Best vote
and to meet occasionally to discuss current photoplays
The club is important
not only to Syracuse exhibitors but should be, to all producers who are not
blind to the voice of the people
for
other similar
groups are bound to branch out
and the power of each
will be great
*

•

"¥

*

*

•

• AND SO
tonight . .... at the Hotel Onondaga roof
these faithful fans will meet
and be
entertained by Anita Page, Charles King, Joe Smith, Charlie
Dale, Eleanor Powell, Cardini
and others
sent
through the generosity
and interest
of Billy
Rose, the artists' manager
and Harry F. Shaw, managing director of the local Loew house
We're giving the
nod to Bahn in the hopes that the Club's successful record of
achievement continues
and is emulated by others who
are supported indirectly
or directly
by this industry
%

*

"¥

*

•

•
• ROGER BALDWIN
secretary of the American Civil Liberties Union
and Frank Buck, famous snakeand-adder man, with "Ali," his grinning man Friday, will be
the headliners tomorrow
at the A.M.P.A. luncheon, which
has moved over to the Hotel Paramount grill
Baldwin is
expected to pan censorship in general
and Buck will tell
the ladsadventure
about that nasty Other
python attractions
and will
how be
it hissed
Buck's
recent
Ruth Etting,
Walter Huston and Tullio Carminati
*
*
#
♦
• •
• WITH GREAT BRITAIN finally catching on to the
method of making "ace" pictures.
and America waking
up to the infact
there and
is noticeable
activity
these product
shores
the.'.,exploitation
distribution
of theon alien
We
of "Selected
idea
who knows
press sheets
plenty room
released

have just received the Gaumont-British press folder
Attractions".
and it's a honey
a swell
conceived and executed by Charlie Hynes
his stuff
This folder includes five 4-page
each complete and concise
with
for others
that may be added as the pix are

*

*

*

*

of the right to drop serving at the
end of a two-year period, waive
right to litigation protection from
the sound company. Considerable
exhibitor apprehension has been
caused by notifications sent them
by the William Fox organization
concerning the court ruling on its

Business
10% Improved
patent.
On A. Continued
E. Lichtman
Circuit
from Page 1)
expects further improvement, indicated by public optimism concerning
the future. Lichtman left New York
last night for Richmond, where he
will aid in the exhibitor fight
against a proposed 5 per cent state
admission tax.
Colorado Realty Co. Settles
Pueblo, Colo. — Creditors of the
bankrupt Colorado Realty Co., of
which J. J. Goodstein is president,
have accepted settlement of claims
at 25 cents on the dollar, payable in
installments. Mortgages on the
Rialto here and on projection equipment in the Palm, Alamosa, and the
lease of the Rialto here have been
put up as security.
Extend Lease on Criterion
John
ran haveKrimsky
renewed and
theirGifford
lease onCochthe
Criterion for four more weeks, with
an option for another four weeks.
Under the deal, made with receivers
of this Broadway house, the rental
is $1,000. English dialogue version
of "Maedchan in Uniform" opens
there tonight.
Zimmerman Joins NeVins
Lester Zimmerman, formerly with
the press department of the Fox
Brooklyn Theater, has joined the
Bert Nevins publicity offices. Zimmerman is acting as contact man
for the Nevins outfit and is also in
charge of the photo department.
"He" Booked for Cameo
"He— King of Virtue," French
farce recently shown at the 55th St.
Playhouse, opens Saturday at the
Cameo.

• •
• CATHERINE DOUCET fans will have much to be
excited about this week
with the star playing the lead
in Fox's "As Husbands Go"
which starts at the Music
Hall tomorrow
and also appearing in the stage play,
"Whatever Possessed Her," which opens tomorrow night at the
Mansfield
and speaking of the legit
some of the
film lads are going literati
or trying to
the latest
dope is that Bertram Bloch
M-G-M play editor
with Sidney Phillips
is progressing with his plans to
produce two legits
and will offer the first next month
the project is not identified with M-G-M
and
then we hear that Howard Smith, story editor for Twentieth
Century
is seriously considering an original screen play
by Karl Krug and Monte Proser
of the U. A. publicity
department
*
*
*
*
•

•

• MAURICE RAPF
son of the M-G-M producer
has been commissioned to write and direct a short
subject dealing with winter sports at Dartmouth of which
he is a student

Paul

Fejos

Jack

Hoxie

January 24
Zuelch
Jack A. Lustberg
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SALARIES SECONDARY,
SAYS SOL ROSENBLATT
Continued from Page

1)

said, adding that he does not plan
to establish any maximum
salary
scale.
Rosenblatt was accompanied by
Morris Legendre, his assistant and
technical advisor, and Mrs. Rosenblatt. The Division Administrator
is to make a report to President
Roosevelt, he stated.
Representatives of the Cameramen's Union held, an informal meeting with Rosenblatt last night to
discuss the spread of employment
and limitation of hours. About 400
cameramen, which is 50 per cent of
the union membership, are unemployed. If the plans suggested by
the union are carried out, 200 more
members would be given work.
Union claims the studios have failed
to carry out agreement to reemploy
without prejudice men who went on
strike last Summer. About 125
cameramen were refused their own
jobs, with one major studio keeping
out 28 old employees, the union
claims. Members of the sound men's
union will meet with Rosenblatt.
They are members of the I.A.T.S.E.
and claim the I.B.E.W. sound men
should not be recognized.
Rosenblatt spent several hours
yesterday in conference with Henry
Ginsberg, general manager of Hal
Roach Studios. Rosenblatt is expected to hold daily conferences
with studio heads and also to meet
with labor organization representatives.

Allied Got Ruling
On Qualified Assent
Continued from Page 1)

uelson of the Allied board of directors yesterday made known a ruling on this point obtained by Allied. On Dec. 10, Samuelson stated,
the question was submitted to General Counsel Donald Richberg of
the NRA, and on Dec. 13 Allied
received the following opinion from
L.M.C. Smith, assistant counsel of
NRA:
"Individual assent to the code is
not required as a condition of appearance before and review of the
action of clearance and zoning
boards. By reason of the particular functions of grievance boards
such assent has been required in
their case."
Paramount
Hearing
Friday
A hearing in connection with protests against claims of Paramount
Publix trustees is understood scheduled for Friday, possibly at the Bar
Association Building. Judge Knox
of the U. S. District Court has
turned the case over to Judge Woolsey.
Peggy Fears Joins Fox in March
Peggy Fears, actress - producer
signed by Fox to a long-term contract as an actress, will go to Hollywood in March to start work.

ANALYSIS OF
MOTION PICTURE CODE
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MACHINERY OF CODE
SOON SET TO START
Continued from Page 1)

filled, including five members of each
grievance board, seven members of
By LOUIS NIZER
each zoning board and a secretary
Fourteenth Installment
itor must pay to the Dis- for each zone, number 416.
tributor
at
the
time
of
canARTICLE V— UNFAIR PRACR. H. Cochrane presided at the
cellation.
TICES—DISTRIBUTORS— EXmeeting, held at the Hotel Astor.
HIBITORS—(Cont.)
Example: Suppose that the The committee assigned to the job
Exhibitor wishes to cancel
(c) Manner of Cancellation
of preparing a manual covering loThe Exhibitor must live up
the fifth picture to be decal boards' functions will have its
to the following
terms
in
livered to him. Since he report
ready for presentation at the
order to cancel: —
has not yet paid for nine next Code Authority session. Mat1. Notice
pictures of that group of
of preparing Code Authority
The Exhibitor must give
ten, he can only cancel by rules,ters code
budget and financing
written notice of cancellapaying the license fee of were deferred until a later date.
tion to the Distributor
the picture cancelled.
within fourteen days after
As provided for under the code,
If the license fee under
the general release date of
the contract is a $50.00 a committee was named to compile
guarantee plus twenty per a set of fire regulations covering
the picture in that territory. Under the Standard
cent of the gross receipts, exchanges. Its membership consists
Optional Contract, a picthe sum to be paid to the of W. Ray Johnston, George J.
ture is generally released
Distributor is computed as Schaefer and Felix F. Feist. It will
follows :
in a territory if it has been
report back to the Code Authority.
exhibited three consecutive
Pursuant to a communication
Suppose
that
three
of
days at a theater in the
from Division Administrator Sol A.
the Distributor's feature Rosenblatt, who is on the Coast,
territory in which the expictures were exhibited at
change is located which
this theater during ninety Cochrane, as chairman of yesterserves the Exhibitor and at
admission prices usually
days prior to the notice of
day's meeting, will appoint a comcancellation, and suppose
mittee of seven members to invescharged at such theater.
tigate protests of a vaudeville
that the total gross reSubsequently, he is credited
with this sum when he
ceipts of these three pic- group concerning vaudeville labor
tures were $900.00. The provisions incorporated in the code.
plays the tenth picture.
average gross receipts per The committee will have at hand
If the picture to be canpicture were, therefore, minutes of the recent Washington
celled is on a percentage
$300.00. The percentage conference on the subject. In the
contract, how is the license
terms of the contract must absence of Rosenblatt, Deputy Adfee to be paid at the time
ministrator William P. Farnsworth
be applied to this sum.
of cancellation, computed?
The method is as follows:
Twenty per cent of $300.00 represented him.
is $60.00. Under the con1. Prior Distributor's Pictures
Appointment of five members of
tract this sum must be
Average the gross receipts
the Coast agency committee was depaid
in
addition
to
the
of the Distributor's feature
ferred pending the return of Ropictures exhibited at the
$50.00 guarantee. Theresenblatt. The committee on local
fore, the Exhibitor, in board recommendations will immedtheater during ninety days
order to cancel the fifth
prior to the notice of caniately begin study of the nominapicture, must pay $110.00
cellation. Apply to this
and will meet on Friday to
to the Distributor at the discusstionsthem.
Its members are:
average sum the percenttime that written cancellaage terms of the contract.
tion
is
sent.
Charles
L.
O'Reilly,
Sidney R. Kent,
The sum thus computed is
George J. Schaefer, W. Ray John{To be Continued)
the amount that the Exhibkendall.ston, Nathan Yamins and Ed KuyTaking
Fight Pictures
Columbus Club Hears Hays, Johnson
Date of the next Code Authority
Pictures of the Ross-Petrolle
Columbus — Will H. Hays and
General Hugh S. Johnson, speaking fight, to be held tonight in Madison meeting has been tentatively set for
2 p. m. at the Hotel Asover the Columbia network, felici- Square Garden, will be made by Feb. 9 tor.atIf the
on board
tated the local Variety club at its Royalty Pictwes Corp. and released recommendationscommittee
completes its work
annual party this week. Nearly 450 tomorrow to the Rialto and Centra'
attended. William M. James was theaters for first run showings. earlier, the date may be moved forward. Yamins is scheduled to pretoastmaster, with John H. Harris, Fourteen RKO circuit houses will
side as chairman.
Jr. of Pittsburgh and Senator Har- play the films on subsequent run.
Charlie Chaplin's assent was reris also among those present.
Howard Gould Joins Midwest
ceived yesterday by the Code Authority. Although United Artists
Kansas City — Howard Gould has
"Devil Tiger" for Rialto
has signed as a distributing comtaken
over
the
Nebraska
territory
"Devil Tiger," the Clyde E. Elliott
pany, Twentieth Century and Samjungle picture for Fox, will have its for the Midwest Film Distributors
uel Goldwyn have not as yet indiat Omaha, Robert Withers anBroadway premiere at the Rialto. nounces.
cated compliance.
Opening date has not been set.
M. H. Aylesworth, who is in Flo-,
rida, was an absentee, without alClosed for Repairs
RKO Signs Stage Actress
ternate. Joe Bernhard represented
Charlottesville, Va. — The ParaMarjorie Lytell, Broadway actress. H. M. Warner and J. Robert Rubin
mount, one of the Hunter Perry
has been signed by Kenneth Mac- was alternate for Nicholas M.
houses, is closed for repairs. It growan,
RKO associate producer, for Schenck.
was damaged by fire recently. Marsh
"Finishing School."
Gellner is manager.
Acquires Goldstone Film
File Sales Tax Bill in N. J.
American Film Exchange has ac
"Fashions" Holding Over
Trenton — A general retail tax of quired "The Mystic Power,"
First National's "Fashions of
produced by Phil Goldstone, for distri1934" is being held over for a sec- 2 per cent on gross sales is proposed
bution
in
New
York
and
Northern
in
a
bill
introduced
Monday
night
ond
week
at
the
Hollywood,
starting
New Jersey.
today.
in the state legislature.
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Government to Defend Code Authority in Test Case

NEW NRAMANUALTO SPEEDACTION ON COMPLAINTS
Paramount Set for 1934-35 Stride With
Good Signs
. . along the film highway
By DON CARLE GILLETTE —
TEACHING

of motion picture apprecia-

' tion in schools, colleges, civic forums,
etc., is developing a momentum that bids
fair to have far-reaching, beneficial results.
Scattered institutions of varying importance have been doing work of this kind
for some years, but it is just lately that
the realm of higher learning, such as New
York University, took definite steps to include a cinema course in its academic program.
It is a significant step, not only because
it means recognition of the movies by
classes which long have held themselves
aloof from it, but also because this kind
of education, instead of continual slamming
and fault-finding, is the right avenue of
approach by those who are interested in
making the screen better.

A NOTHER good sign of the times is the
** sudden increase in the number of matinees for kids being given around the country, usually on Saturday mornings, and in
many cases at an admission price as high
as 25 cents!
The interesting angle here is that practically all of these programs are composed
of animated cartoon comedies, or cartoons
and other shorts.
Impetus behind this turn of events, as
anyone might guess, was "Three Little
Pigs" and other creations of the Walt Disney shops.
Which goes to show what a succession
of beneficial results can come from a
little seven-minute cartoon comedy.

THIS flocking of youngsters to perform' ances designed particularly for them,
incidentally, brings up once more the point
that sooner or later producers must make
a certain number of pictures for each of
various classes of audiences.
It is taking the studios a long time to
realize that every picture can't be made
to appeal to every age and every turn of
mind, but there is no reason to lose all
hope that they will eventually wake up.

Decentralized
Theater
Setup Planned as
Permanent
By ARTHUR W. EDDY
With a program of 60 features
scheduled for the 1934-35 season,
and with 14 of the "ace" showmen
in the country among its partners,
Paramount is now definitely set to
continue its work of rehabilitation
with a spirit of utmost confidence.
Under the guidance of Adolph Zukor
as president, George J. Schaefer as
general manager and other able ex(Continued

on

Page

6)

52 FEATURES SLATED
COLUMBIA FOR '35
BY
Columbia's program for 1934-35

will comprise approximately 52 features, the same as this season's
quota. Jack Cohn, who is now en
route to the Coast, will confer with
Harry Cohn on matters in connection with the schedule.

Didn't Intend 10% Clause
To Disturb Existing Deals
Hullabaloo raised in certain quarters over a reported demand that the
10 per cent cancellation clause in the
code be made retroactive as of the
effective date of the code drew state(Continued

on Page

6)

Seek End of Virginia Censors
Richmond — A bill to abolish the state
censorship division has been introduced
in the legislature by Representative A.
E. S. Stephens. Wilbur C. Hall, chairman of the House finance committee,
has announced he will move to strike

60 Features
Independents Are Assured
Fair Hearing in Code
Controversies
Washington Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — Small independents
are assured a fair hearing of their
out of the state budget "all provisions
for the State Division of Motion Piccomplaints according to the rules
contained in a newly issued NRA
ture Censorship."
manual designed to expedite the
handling of code disputes. The
manual is for the guidance of all
code authorities and for the newly
appointed state directors.
New rulos on the handling of
complaints provide three avenues to
insure official review of charges and
A great extension in the use of to expedite action. The manual declares that even where a code autalking pictures by industrial comthority or other industrial agency
panies in the year ahead is predicted by W. A. Bach, president of has been authorized to handle complaints, the complainant can insist
Audo Productions, Inc.
(Continued
on Page 6)
"Under the NRA, merchandising
becomes of extreme importance as
costs are up and unfair competition
is gradually being eliminated," says
Bach. "Sales and dealer training is
being eliminated. Sales and dealer
training (Continued
is also of
greater
imporon Page
8)

BIG EXPANSION SEEN
IN INDUSTRIAL FILMS

ROSENBLATT, ZANUCK
TALK ON STAR RAIDS

Code Authority Names
Vaudeville Committee
A Code Authority committee appointed yesterday by R. H. Cochrane to investigate vaudeville provisons of the code will meet at 2 p.m.
today at the Hotel Astor. The committee consists of: E. A. Schiller,
(Continued

on Page

6)

FILM

By RALPH
WILK
DAILY Staff Correspondent

Hollywood — Division Administrator Sol A. Rosenblatt held a conference yesterday with Darryl F.
Zanuck, production chief of 20th
Century. Rosenblatt did not broach'
the question of star raiding with
the producer, but the latter finally
brought (Continued
up the onquestion
Page 8) himself.

Wilby Signs With Union

Defense of C. A. Test Case
At Higher Wage Scale
Birmingham — In signing contracts
with Wilby houses to run for an't
Gov
by
other
year,restoration
the operators'
union cuts
obBeing Undertaken
tained
of the wage
The Federal Government, through
Dermody Officially Named
*U' New England Manager

J. F. Dermody, for some time
acting New England district manager for Universal, has been officially named to the post by James
R. Grainger, distribution chief.
Dermody's headquarters will be in
Boston.

the NRA, will undertake the defense
of members of the Code Authority
in connection with the test case filed
in behalf
of Allied
seeking
to "enjoin
the
body from
refusing
qualified
assents to the code. Suit is pending
in the U. S. District Court, New
York. As answers to the complaint
(Continued on Page 8)

made during the bank holiday and
also received some increases.
From
RKO

Negative
Radio

to Positive

Pictures has

changed

the title of "So You Won't Sing, Eh?"
to "Sing and Like It."
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Preparing Rules Covering Allied Board Meeting
Code Board Alternates
Is Continuing Todaj
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Am.
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Columbia Picts. vtc.
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Fm.

Ind
Ind.

pfd..
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Owing to the fact that the motion
picture code makes no provisions for
appointment of alternates for members of local zoning and grievance
boards, this matter will be taken
care of in rules now being prepared
to cover board procedure. The code,
however, provides for the naming of
alternates for Code Authority members. A meeting of the committee
is tentatively scheduled for tomor-

Pierre Levy Handling
Fort Worth Theaters

Discussions of local zoning and
grievance board appointments and
its pending test case against the
motion picture code are understood
:o have taken place at a meeting of
the Allied board of directors yesterday at the Hotel Warwick. The session will continue today.
Attending the meeting are:
Abram F. Myers, Sidney E. Samuelson, Nathan Yamins, James C. Ritter, Al Steffes, H. M. Richey, Aaron
Saperstein, Ray Branch, Abram
Stone, Fred Herrington, Moe Horoconsin.witz, Fred Strief and Adler of Wis-

Fort Worth, Tex. — Pierre Levy,
Singing Sam for Three Shorts
who owned the Hippodrome, Palace,
Detroit — -B. C. Fassio, president
and Strand here until 1919, when he
sold out to United Amusement Co. of Shamrock Pictures, has signed
with the agreement he would not Singing Sam, the Barbasol Man, to
open a competing theater for five make three shorts in the "Ye Old
years, is back in show business as Time Illustrated Song Series."
city manager of the local Interstate These shorts, together with the
theaters, the Worth, Hollywood, Pal- series called "News from the
ace and Majestic. The appointment Dailies," are being distributed
was made by Karl Hoblitzelle.
throughout the world, with exception of Michigan, by Kinematrade,
Inc., New York.
St. Louis Fox Deal Up to Court
St. Louis — Fanchon & Marco's
proposal for the Fox theater was 'I've Got Your Number' Pre-Release
After a home office preview of
submitted to Circuit Judge O'Neill
Ryan yesterday by receivers of the "I've Got Your Number," Warner
theater. The court probably will ac- executives yesterday decided to rush
cept or reject the proposition today. the picture through for a special
It provides for weekly payment of pre-release world premiere on
$1,350 for ground rent, taxes and Broadway within two weeks. Joan
Blondell and Pat O'Brien head the
insurance, F. & M. to pay all oper- cast.
ating expenses, and any net profits
to be split 50-50.
Adapting Colman Film
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Circuits Book Roosevelt Reel
Hollywood — Nunnally Johnson and
As a result of interest aroused Henry
Lehrman have been signed
in the President's Birthday, the Ed- by Darryl F. Zanuck to make the
win C. Hill reel titled "Story of the screen version for 20th Century's
Roosevelt Family in America", one "Bulldog Drummond Strikes Back,"
of the Master Art "Human Side of in which Ronald Colman and Loretthe News" series, has been booked ta Young will be seen.
by the Loew, Warner, Poli, Skouras
and Century circuits in the east and
Publix Colorado Staff Shifts
numerous other theaters around the
country.
Denver — Walter B. Shuttee, manager of the Denver theater, has resigned to take the city managership
"Knife of Party" Finished
at Pueblo, Colo., for Paramount"Knife of the Party," starrng Publix. He succeeds Jerry Zigmond,
Lillian Miles and Jack Good, and who is being moved to Lincoln, Neb.,
produced by Meyer Davis-Van where he will be city manager for
Beuren for RKO release, has been the same company.
completed.
Milwaukee
Theater
Help Unionize
New Brighton Beach House Opens
Milwaukee — Cashing in on the
First big theater erected in Brook- code, local labor leaders have organized ushers, cashiers and doormen.
lyn in several years, the Oceana at
Brighton Beach, opens today with
M-G-M's "Dancing Lady."
"Hi, Nellie" Opens Jan. 31
Warner's "Hi, Nellie," starring
Paramount
Meeting Adjourned
Paul Muni, opens Jan. 31 at the
Meeting of Paramount Publix Strand.
creditors scheduled for yesterday
Cyril Chadwick in Play
morning
was
adjourned
for one
week.
Cyril Chadwick has been cast for
"Richard of Bordeaux," Broadway
show starring Dennis King.
"Wonder Bar" Premiere in Month
World premiere of Warner's
"Wonder Bar" will take place at a
Virgina Bars "Road to Ruin"
Broadway house about Washington's
Richmond
— ""Road
submitted a second
timeto toRuin,"
the state
Birthday. Campaign on the picture
will be conducted for a month in censorship after a first rejection,
advance.
was again turned down in toto.
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Coming and Goiru
RICARDO CORTEZ, having finished his role
in First National's "Wonder Bar," is en route
to New
York
with
his bride.
ARTHUR LOEW leaves Shanghai Saturday on
his return to New York.
ROBERT COLLIER of Fanchon & Marco
arrived in New York from the Coast.
G. BACHMAN
theJ. Coast.

leaves New

has

York today for

JOSEPH M. SCHENCK and ARTHUR
KELLY arrive in New York tonight on
Europa from abroad.
SYLVIA SIDNEY has arrived in New
from the coast for a short visit.

W.
the
York

HARRY WILCOXON, English actor who arrived in New York yesterday to play the role
of Marc Anthony in Paramount's "Cleopatra,"
departs by plane at noon today for Hollywood.

New Florida Incorporations
Jacksonville, Fla. — Two new corporation have taken out charters
involving the Grand and Rialto,
Sparks houses, in Orlando. Southeastern Theaters Corp., with J. G.
Sims, L. P. Coffield and M. B. Huffaker, directors, is a reorganization
of the Sparks group, while Central
Florida Theaters, Inc., is formed on
behalf of Universal Pictures Corp.,
to deed property to the Southeastern
Corp. and take back a mortgage.
Directors of the latter are G. W.
Milam,
L. E. Braddock, P. A. Myrick.
Burns Ellison a Father
Denver — Burns Ellison, manager
of the Federal theater, has an addition to the family.
It's a boy.
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THE FUNNIEST
THEY'VE
EVER

MUSIC LYRICS AND SCREEN PLAY BY
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MERIAN

BERT KALMAR

C. COOPER
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Directed by Mark Sandrich
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FOR "STATE FAIR

crosses.. 0£ 6eft&A.
% An appeal as wide as the range of
human emotions... as deep as the human
heart. Laughter and tears . . . romance,
music and hard-hitting drama. With Janet
Gaynor and Lionel Barrymore giving unsparingly oftheir brilliant talents.
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NRA RULES TO SPEED
ACTION IN DISPUTES
(Continued from Page

1)

on an independent NRA review
either in Washington or by the state
director.
If the complainant goes to officials
and charges the code authority with
being hostile or monopolistically
dominated, the case will not be referred to the code authority.
Whenever a code authority fails
to satisfy a complainant he has full
right to demand a personal hearing
before it, and failing satisfaction to
take the case up with NRA.
The new rules were required to
meet the change being made in the
country-wide compliance organization, now being transferred to
agencies under the national emergency council set-up.
The manual fm-ther states that
while many codes state that the
code authority is authorized or required to adjust complaints of various kinds within an industry, such
statements are not in themselves an
authorization to the code authority
to proceed to adjust complaints. Approval by the deputy administrator
is necessary in order to authorize it
to receive complaints "in the first
instance" or to handle complaints
"on reference." It emphasizes the
fact that the government has the
final say, and must assume that
responsibility.
The various rights of appeal and
restatement of the ultimate power
of the code authorities, is applicable,
it was stated here, to all members
of an industry whether they have
signed the code or not.
From now on the various state
and regional units of the National
Emergency Council will fill the gaps
in all code authority machinery replacing the local compliance boards
who will handle only NRA matters.
General Johnson had a lengthy
conference with Senator Nye yesterday regarding further administrative steps for protection of "the
little man."
Evelyn Laye Resumes Work
London — Evelyn Laye has resumed work in "Princess Charming"
at the Islington studios of GaumontBritish following recovery from an
accident.

ANALYSIS OF
MOTION PICTURE CODE
By LOUIS NIZER
EDITOR'S NOTE: Due to a mixup in
continuity of the installment of the analysis published yesterday, part of it is
being repeated. Exhibitors may ignore
yesterday's
installment
and let
follow
the sections
published
Jan. today's
23.

Fourteenth Installment
ARTICLE V— UNFAIR PRACTICES—DISTRIBUTORS— EXHIBITORS—(Cont.)
(c) Manner
of Cancellation
The Exhibitor must live up
to the following terms in
order to cancel :—
1. Notice
The Exhibitor must give
written notice of cancellation to the Distributor
within fourteen days after
the general release date of
the picture in that territory. Under the Standard
Optional Contract, a picture is generally released
in a territory if it has been
exhibited three consecutive
days at a theater in the
territory in which the exchange is located which
serves the Exhibitor and at
admission prices usually
charged at such theater.
2. Cancellation Without Payment
If the Exhibitor has paid
for nine feature pictures,
he may cancel the tenth
feature picture without
payment for it. This is
true of each subsequent
group of ten.
3. Cancellation With Payment
If the Exhibitor wishes to
cancel a picture prior to
having paid for the other

Code Authority Names
Vaudeville Committee

nine of the group, he may
do so by paying the license
fee of the cancelled picture
at the time the notice of
cancellation is sent. In
such a case the payment is
credited against the tenth
picture when he exhibits it.

1)

PARAMOUNT SETS
60 FORJ 934-35

Continued from Page

1)

ecutives the company is benefiting
from tangible recovery efforts.
Paramount's theater setup under
its decentralization plan launched
some months ago is planned as
permanent. Its partners generally
dominate the tei-ritories in which
they operate. In addition to their
expertness in their fields, their rating as leaders of their respective
communities makes them invaluable
adjuncts to Paramount in particular
and the industry in general.
The Paramount partnership roster
includes such exhibition names as
Barney Balaban, A. H. Blank, Mike
Kincey, Robert Wilby, E. J. Sparks,
E. V. Richards, Karl Hoblitzelle,
Robert O'Donnell, William Jenkins,
M. E. Comerford, M. J. Mullen, Sam
Pinanski,
Trendle. Arthur Lucas and George

4. Groups Less Than Ten and
More Than Five
If the only group licensed
or if the last group under
the contract is less than
ten pictures but more than
five, the Exhibitor is still
entitled to cancel one. In
such ease he need not pay
for nine pictures before
having the right to cancel.
He must pay for all of that
group except one. In other
Paramount's distributing force is
words, if the last group,
for example, is composed bringing in more than sufficient
of eight pictures, he must revenue to take care of the comproduction
as well
other
pay for seven before he costs. pany's
While
a policy
of as
economy
may cancel the eighth.
is being rigidly practiced in all de(d) Loss of Cancellation Privilege
partments, quality of negatives or
and Refund
efficiency will not be impaired, company executives state.
If the Exhibitor fails or refuses to comply with any
term of the contract or with
Didn't Intend 10% Clause
any arbitration award rendered under it, two things hap- To Disturb Existing Deals
Continued from Page

1. The privilege of cancellation is revoked so that the
Exhibitor may not cancel
any more pictures under
the pen:—contract.
2. The Exhibitor must pay to
the Distributor the license
fees of all pictures previously cancelled.
(To be Continued)

Grownups Swamp
Kiddie Matinees

Kiddie matinees being conducted
extensively in Loew houses, with
Loew's; Sam Dembow, Jr., Publix; programs consisting of Walt Disney
Major L. E. Thompson, RKO; Jo- cartoon shorts, have shown surprisseph Bernhard, Warner Bros.;
ing results in drawing out the
George Skouras, Skouras Theaters;
Jack Partington, Fanchon & Marco; grownups as well. Outstanding instance occurred at Loew's Parkway,
Henry Chesterfield, N. V. A.; Ralph Wilmington,
Eddie Schelsi Marries
Del., on Saturday,
Whitehead, Actors Betterment when 1,500 kids and adults were
New Orleans — Eddie Schelsi, assoCharles B. Maddock and turned away by Manager George A.
ciated with the Inter-city film deliv- Ass'n;
Marty Forkins, vaudeville produc- Jones. Though the show was arery service, and Florence Betzer of ers.
Bromberg Attractions were married
ranged for children only, about 600
this week.
It is expected that a hearing will adults sought admission, but adults
be arranged in order to give all without children were barred. With
vaudeville elements an opportunity doors scheduled to open at 10 A.M.,
to submit their proposals.
by 8 o'clock there was a line four
Anxious to Tell
Another Code Authority commit- deep and five blocks long. There
Minneapolis — Merle Potter, motion
tee, named to prepare fire regula- was so much crying among the kids
picture critic of the "Minneapolis
tions for exchanges, will meet this turned away that Jones will repeat
Journal," was so enthusiastic over
"Eskimo," which he saw at a preview,
morning
at 10 o'clock at the Para- the performance this week. He also
that he printed his review in the Sunmount Building. W. Ray Johnston, is considering a Walt Disney show
day edition a whole week before the
George J. Schaefer and Felix F. for adults. Before the Parkway was
film's premiere here. The picture was
Feist comprise the committee. As taken over by Loew under Jones'
awarded an AAAAA (extraordinary)
rating by Potter.
Feist is on the Coast, J. S. Mac- management, it was a "white eleLeod of M-G-M will serve for him.
phant" for years.
(Continued from Page
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ments yesterday from several industry leaders, who helped draft the
document, to the effect that the intent was that its provisions become
operative simultaneous with the code
effective date but not so as to disturb existing contracts.
The Code Authority has not appealed to the NRA for a ruling in
the matter, the Executive Secretary
of the body said yesterday, and
denied that it has intention of such
an action.
New House for Swampscott
Boston — If members of the annual
town meeting in Swampscott vote
to rezone one section of Humphrey
Street, a new theater may be erected on a vacant site by Charles
Wong. Hub architects have already
drawn plans for a house to seat
1,500 persons.
Movies Expanding in China
Shanghai — An era of expansion for
movies is seen for China. New theaters
are opening up at a rapid rate and there
is a good demand for production. Warner Bros., having opened its own office
here, tures
plans
to release
in this eventually
country within
30 to pic60
days after U. S. release. In Hongkong
the Theater Equipment Co., subsidiary
of Hongkong Amusement Co., has bought
$100,000 in RCA Photophone equipment,
and it is expected that within three
years that this country can make picuct. tures almost as good as American prod-

THE
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"Eskimo" Press Book
M-G-M's Best in 10 Years
TN recognition of the unusual
showmanship possibilties of
"Eskimo," and its ability to respond to special merchandising
effort as demonstrated in prerelease engagements, M-G-M is
backing up this picture with the
largest and most complete press
book it has put out in 10 years.
With more than triple the usual
number of big national tie-ups,
including manufacturers of 29
nationally known products, and
educational hook-ups whereby
150,000 grade schools may avail
themselves of material such as
water-color contests and children's tests of their knowledge
of Arctic life, enterprising
showmen have been provided
with a campaign brochure that
spells money for them in many
ways.
Additional tie-ups include local distributors of mackinaws,
stoves, underwear, ulsters, comforters and blankets, skates and
skating outfits, weather devices
for houses and automobile necessities like No Freeze.
Exhibitors all over the country have been supplied with
some of the most comprehensive
and useful accessories ever distributed in connection with the
national release of a feature
production. Complete information is given as to just how
"Eskimo" was put over in nine
special pre-release engagements.
A 15-minute radio dramatization is available on request.
Publicity material supplied in
advance of the film's release includes 35 feature stories of all
sorts with an unusual selection
of large and small stills. A 12chapter serial, specially illutrated, has also been prepared
for country-wide distribution.
Special trailers have been sent
out, and exhibitors have the advantage of one of the most unusual and extensive national advertising campaigns ever undertaken by M-G-M.
The press book presents a detailed survey of all national tieups and of all the special stunts,
such as the dog train and trained penguins, recommended to
exhibitors.
Corinne Griffith
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West Coast Bur., THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Corine Griffith is set to
return to the screen in RKO's "The
Crime Doctor." She will be co-starred
with Otto Kruger. John Robertson will
direct.

PHIL M DALY
•
• ABSOLUTE FAITH in your product whether
is automobiles
tea-balls. ....... .or motion
pictures
is the greatest selling asset one may possess.
Fortunately the film salesmen of today are disposing of their
wares in the modern, intelligent manner
and that goes
for the advertising and publicity departments
.... that sell
directly to the consumer
*
*
*
*
• •
• IN FOX'S "CAROLINA".
the company has
a pix authored and directed by the specialists who did the same
job for "State Fair"
which came in number five in the
Ten Best poll
the gents are Paul Green and Henry King,
respectively
and Reginald Berkeley, adaptor of "Cavalcade" first place winner
wrote the scenario
Janet Gaynor and Lionel Barrymore head the six-star cast
and the production cost plenty
*

Hfc

^

%

• • • THEREFORE
because they have faith in
the pix
because those who have seen it say it's a knockout
and because they spared no cash to make it good entertainment the home office boys have been told to put
ALL THEY HAVE behind it
in effort talent
and expense
Under the direction of Charles E. McCarthy,
the press book and extensive campaigns have been issued
Publicity by Earl Wh.gart
Press book by Carl Mos, Joel
Swenson, Al Margolis, and Russ Moon
Advertising campagns by Gabe Yorke
Art by Louis Shanfield and HanffMetzger and
all in all
SOMETHING for which
the Fox executives should be proud
The pix opens early in
February at the Music Hall
and with the added imoetus of
Bob Sisk's local campaign
you'll get an idea of what we
mean by MERITORIOUS
*
*
*
*
• •
• WARNER'S
IDEA
of holding world premieres
in the actual city which provided the background for
the pix
has become a set policy
and we hear from
Charlie Einf eld
that a gala pre-release of "As The
Earth Turns"
will soon be staged in either Bangor or
Portland, Maine
where the action of the story takes place
They're planting the slogan "As Maine goes for 'As The
Earth Turns' — so will the nation"
"Silver Dollar" was
first presented in Denver
"I Am a Fugitive from A
Chain Gang" first saw the public screen in Atlanta
and
Charlie's worried
for fear they'll make a pix with "Little
America" as the locale
*
*
#
*
• •
• ACCORDING TO a note from Greta Meyer
the character actress who is appearing in Columbia's
"The
Line Up"
European producers don't pull talent "out of
space"
nor because certain players have "It"
make them stars in no time
Pupils of Max Reinhardt
and other Continental directors, must be grounded in
rhetoric, diction, gestures, make-up, ensemble, dancing and fencing
and MUST have human understanding of
and
be in sympathy with the characters he or she portrays
it's a swell formula
and we pass it on
as a constructive thought

*

*

*

TIMELY TOPICS
Timing Greatest Factor
in Filming Comedy
ion, "gags"toorpopular
clever opinlines
(CONTRARY
are not of the most importance
in filming a screen comedy, but
timing. Humorous lines are, of
course, indispensable to a comedy. But it is the director's
job to go on from there. In
filming a comedy I can think
of no one element more essential than timing. The funniest
stage play I ever saw, was one
in which the comedy scene was
played in rhythm to the beating of a metronome, one of
those instruments used by beginners in piano playing. It
was frankly ludicrous, the actors nodding
"yes" or
or
delivering
sentences
in "no"
one-syllable words to the swinging of
the pendulum. The audience, I
remember, all but fell out of
their seats. Yet, upon analyit wasn't
the dialoguefunny,
that
was sis, so
excrutiatingly
but the fact that every movement, every word was done in
rhythm. Although less pointed, the same spirit must be behind any successful comedy. The
actor's lines must be spaced
and their movements controlled
to the beating of an imaginary
metronome. It is the director's
duty to see that this is done.
His success in a large measure
rises or falls with this ability.
We had not spoken dialogue or
musical accompaniments to aid
a weak scene then. Either a
comedy sequence was perfectly
timed or it was a complete flop.
And the same thing goes for
slapstick as for the most subtle
type of humor.
— Harry
Beaumont.
Warners

Lead

in Pittsburgh

Pittsburgh — Warner-First National lead in Pittsburgh this week, with
three of the company's pictures
playing simultaneous first run theaters here. These are "Hi, Nellie,"
at the Stanley; "Massacre," at the
Warner
and "The Big Shakedown,"
at the Davis.

*

• •
• WE GOT a kick out of reading about Al Sindlinger's
tabloid stunt
up in Appleton, Wisconsin
last week
Al dispatched several lads
with good lungs
throughout the city's streets
each with a bundle of the
tabloids
and each yelling "Extrie! Miss Fane's Baby is
Stolen!"
Gals left petting parties to grab a copy
Bridge games were abandoned to read the news
according to Al, folks came out of their houses like flies
with
the result that the Paramount pix
about the snatch racket
did a bumper week at the Appleton Theater ...... The
stunt cost a pittance
but reaped a harvest of coin
and good will
A display of gowns
valued at $3,000
representing six eras in American history
from
and worn in Universal's "Beloved"
1840 to 1934
has been installed in the show windows of Macy's
the pix
opens at the Roxy tomorrow
and should be a sure bet
for the gals
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WARNER-F.N. STUDIOS
PREPARETO START 7
West

Coast

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — In addition to six productons now before the cameras,
the Warner-First National studios
have seven other stories in preparation for early filming. They include
"Du Barry," with Kay Francis;
"Goin' to Town," for James Cagney;
"The Happy Family," starring Aline
MacMahon; "Sawdust," Joe E.
Brown's next; "Napoleon," with Edward G. Robinson; "Dames," for
Ruby Keeler and Dick Powell, and
"British
Howard. Agent," starring Leslie
The six in work are "Golden
Gate," "Hit Me Again," "The Key,"
"Fur Coats," "Hot Air" and "Fortune Teller."

Government Will Defend
Code Authority Test Sirt
Continued from Page

1)

must be filed withn 20 days from
date of service, the hearing is not
likely to take place until after Lincoln's Birthday, Feb. 12.

Rosenblatt, Zanuck
Talk on Star Raids
'Continued from Page 1)

Zanuck said last night that his session with the administrator was entirely harmonious.
Representatives of the I.A.T.S.E.
sound men's union will ask Rosenblatt to have the code scale of $175
a week placed in effect. Although
the scale is supposed to be retroactive to Dec. 1, it has not been put
in effect yet. Sound and camera men
now working on a weekly basis are
not required to take a layoff and
this hinders the spread of employment. Union men want every six
hours over 36 a week considered a
day, and the workers laid off without pay, to give work to fellow
workers. It is understood Rosenblatt will refer this problem to the
studio labor board consisting of Pat
Casey, A. J. Berres, Richard Le
Strange, Edward Smith and a fifth
member to be named by Rosenblatt.
Half of the 700 union sound men
are now unemployed.

Lone holdout against the dual bills
era on the East Side of New York is
Loew's Delancy. All other theaters in
that area are playing double features
throughout
the week.

►//

A LITTLE from "LOTS
By RALPH

WILK

Animated Pictures Studio, prothe "Powers ComiColor" and
^RTHUR BLOCH and George Sea- "Willie ducingWhopper"
cartoon series,
ton, members of the M-G-M
scenario staff, have written an orig- has completed the re-arrangement
inal, tentatively titled "And Old of its working forces according to
plans agreed upon by Ub Iwerks
Port." They have also written the and
P. A. Powers. Under the new
screen play and dialogue for their
story.^ They are now working on set-up, the force of 40 animators is
"High School," which will be super- divided into four separate producvised by Hunt
tion units, headed by two key ani* Stromberg.
*
*
mators and a gag man. These units
By the way, Bloch was a member are on a competitive basis for a
of Professor Baker's famous "Work- prize that has been set up for the
shop 47" at Yale, while Seaton at- production of the best cartoon of
tended the University of Michigan. the season. This competitive ar* * &
rangement, it is believed, will reFrank Albertson played the lead
sult in maintaining the highest possible quality in both series of picin "The Love Detective," a Columbia
musical short directed by Archie
tures being produced under the su*
%
pervision5,'
of Ub Iwerks.
Gottler. Other principals were Betty Grable, Armand Kaliz, Gloria
Irene Franklin is an addition to
Warner and *"Red"# Stanley.
*
the cast of M-G-M's "In Old LouisiLloyd French will direct an unana," with Warner Oland, Jean
titled "All-Star" comedy at Hal Parker, Robert Young, Isabel Jewell
Roach's. The cast will include Eddie and Maude Eburne. It goes in work
Foy, Jr., Douglas Wakefield, Billy soon under direction of George Seitz.
*
*
*
Nelson, Jack Barty, Billy Gilbert,
Don Barclay and others.
Adolphe Menjou and Verree Teasdale have set their wedding for next
fall.
Howard J. Green, who recently
completed his contract at RKO, is
writing the screen play for "The
On President's Ball Committee
Great Magoo," which Albert Lewis
will supervise* for *Paramount.
New Orleans — Theater managers
*
appointed to the theatrical commitCliff Reid has been assigned by
tee of the Roosevelt Birthday Ball
RKO as producer of "Fugitive from to be given here Jan. 30 include
Maurice F. Barr, chairman; Robert
Charles Blair, Joe Estes, Rodney
Glory."
Toups, H. S. McLeod and Victor
Jack Miller Must Testify Again
Meyer.
Chicago — Jack Miller, head of the
Exhibitors Ass'n here, has been
threatened with contempt of court
by Federal Judge John P. Barnes,
who has directed him to reappear
before the grand jury and reply
again to questions on which he gave
unsatisfactory testimony last October when he was a witness in the
income tax probe of Thomas Maloy,
who controls the operators' union.
Miller was questioned specifically
concerning mysterious gifts amounting to $97,000 which the government contends were made to Maloy.
HOLLYWOOD

Arrigoni-Warner Suit Settled
Middletown, Conn.— The $100,000
suit of Frank Arrigoni & Sons, Inc.,
against Warner Theaters, in which
breach of contract was alleged, has
been settled.

More Film Folk Insuring
St. Louis — Last month's survey
of insurance by the American Life
Convention showed 43 policies taken
out by theater managers, producers,
McLeod as Permanent Prexy
players, etc., out of each 10,164 buyNew Orleans — H. S. McLeod, temers of policies. This compared with
porary president of the new Allied
28 each in similar surveys made in
Theater Owners of Louisiana, is exDecember, 1932, and July 1933.
pected to permanently fill this office.
Sole Survivor
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Holding Over Again
"Sweden, Land of the Vikings" is
being held for a fourth week at the
55th St. Playhouse, and "Blood of a
Poet" and "Thunder Over Mexico"
will continue for a third week at the
Fifth Ave. Playhouse.

BIG EXPANSION SEEN
IN INDUSTRIAL FILMS
Continued

from

Page

1)

tance than ever before, and it has
been demonstrated that even small
improvements in the technique in
these branches means a great increase in sales volume and efficiency.
"Manufacturers are realizing that
to train and teach, any pictures they
make must be of the same general
quality as theatrical subjects. Otherwise, they do not sell the idea to
the audiences they are appealing to.
and furthermore, the audiences are
able to make comparisons with the
product they are ordinarily seeing.
"It is more difficult to train and
sell an idea than it is to entertain,
and if high class quality is necessary for entertainment, it is even
more necessary for training.
"Manufacturers are now realizing
that they have hidden in their businesses fascinating stories of inventions, processes or history that the
public is anxious to see and hear.
In other words, scenes behind the
industry are of utmost interest to
the average person in everyday life.
There is every indication that the
volume output of the pictures from
industrial companies this year will
be tremendously increased over last
Repeating Kiddies' Show
Kansas City — Special Saturday
matinee for kids staged by Manager drew
John such
McManus
of Loew's
land
a crowd
that it Midwill
be repeated. Disney cartoons commission. prised the program, at 25 cents ad
year."
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20 British Productions Set by Joseph M. Schenck

STAGE SEEKS FILM AID AGAINST FREE RADIO SHOWS
Chase Bank Sells 165,000 Loew Shares in Open Market
Big Block Disposed of in
10 Days With Stock
Going Up

C. A. Members Seek Advice on Suit
Several members of the Code Authority are taking
Government will defend them in suits brought against
tion picture code. One has written to the office
Rosenblatt in Washington while another will seek
ecutive Secretary John C. Flinn.

Complete liquidation by the Chase
National Bank of its holdings of
165,000 shares of Loew's, Inc., common stock, received recently as the
bank's proportion of the collateral
securing the $20,000,000 notes of
Film Securities Corp., became
known yesterday. Sale of the shares Paramount and Reade
was accomplished largely in the Withdraw Counter Claims
past week, when turnover of Loew
Counter claims filed by Parastock was 280,400 shares, compared
mount and Walter Reade, circuit opwith 12,100 the week before, and it
erator, were withdrawn by mutual
was done without depressing the
price of the stock, which, 6n the agreement at a meeting of Paramount Publix creditors yesterday at
contrary, gained about three points
the office of Referee Henry K. Defor the period.
The operation was timed to start vis. Representatives of the Allied
(Continued on Page 6)
Owners' (Continued
bondholders
filed
on Page* group
12)

Vaudeville

PARA. WILTfTnISH
ITS LINEUP IN APRIL
West Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Indications are that
Paramount will finish work on its
1933-34 program late in April. The
company has already acquired nearly 40 stories for its 1934-35 list.

Censorship is Attacked
By Liberties Union Head
Declaring that "the shadow, of
professional censorship beclouds the
manuscript of every scenario writer," Roger Baldwin, head of the
Civil Liberties Union, launched an
attack on the New York censor
board before the A.M.P.A. regular
weekly
meeting
yesterday.
The
(Continued

Tri-Ergon

on Page

6)

Hearing Feb. 2

Sound patent infringement case
brought by American Tri-Ergon Corp.
against various New York independent
exhibitors and distributors has now been
scheduled for hearing on Feb. 2 in the
Appellate Division of the New York
State Supreme Court.

Elect

Sidney

(Continued on Page

12)

in Film

Code

(Continued on Page 12)

Samuelson

Sidney E. Samuelson was elected
president of Allied yesterday at the
.second day of its board of directors'
meeting at the Hotel Warwick.
Samuelson, who is president of Allied in New Jersey, succeeds James
C. Ritter.
Abram S, Myers was re-elected
general counsel and chairman of the
board and Herman Blum of Balti-

Non-Paying Audiences at
Broadcasts
Develop
Into Competition

As a result of a motion by Paul
Dullzell, executive secretary of Actors' Equity Ass'n, at a meeting of
the Legitimate Theater Code Authority, a committee has been appointed to confer with members of
the
Motion
Picture Code Authority
Unanimously of the opinion that
vaudeville should remain a part of and seek the latter's cooperation in
the motion picture code and should approaching the Radio Code Authority with a view to curbing the
not be covered by a separate code,
a committee appointed by the Code growing competition resulting from
Authority to investigate vaudeville free admissions to radio broadcasts. The committee includes
labor clauses yesterday decided to
hold a hearing Jan. 31 at 2 p. m. Frank Gillmore, president of Equin the East Ballroom of the Hotel
ity; William C. Elliott, president of
Astor to hear recommendations. In the I.A.T.S.E., and Marcus Heievent the committee finds that this man. William P. Farnsworth, NRA

to Stay

E.

steps to determine if the Federal
that governing body for the moof Division Administrator Sol A.
advice in the matter from Ex-

Allied

President

Code Authority Approves
Fire Prevention Rules
Fire prevention regulations, approved by a Code Authority committee at a meeting yesterday for
recommendation to the parent body
for formal adoption, constitute a revision(Continued
of the rulesonnow
Page used
12) by dis-

Schenck Makes Arrangements
For 20 Features in England

(Continued

on Page

6)

UNITED ARTISTS OPEN
14 FOREIGN BRANCHE.
Under a distribution expansion
plan which gives United Artists
representation in various small foreign countries, 14 branches have
been opened, Arthur W. Kelley, in
charge of foreign distribution, told
The Film Daily last night as he
disembarked from the Europa after
(Continued on Page

12)

Kennebeck is Appointed
Para. Chief in Far East

Appointment of John E. KennePresident Joseph Schenck of
beck as managing director of ParaUnited Artists, as he landed last
mount Film Service Lir^ted of Ausnight from the Europa after several
tralia, New Zealanr'
and
Straits
Settlements
w«*.v Java
announced
weeks
abroad,
told
The
Film
Daily
Paramount's plan for developing
(Continued
on
Page
12)
that
he
has
arranged
for
production
future stars by training a group of
promising new players through the of 20 features in England. Twelve
medium of stage productions put on will be made by British & Domin"Catherine" 2-a-Day
ions, while London Films, with
at its coast studio is working out
very favorably. Robert Gillham, which Alexander Korda is identified,
"Catherine the Great," London Films
will make eight.
production starring Douglas Fairbanks,
director of publicity and advertisJr., and Elizabeth Bergner, and released
ing, said yesterday upon his return
Schenck also arranged for exby United Artists, has been set to open
to New York from the Coast.
change of players between the two
Feb. 14 at the Astor for a two-a-day
English
companies
and
United
Play properties
(Continued on Page 12)
(Continued on which
Page 12)the com-

Para. Star-Training Plan
Clicking, Says Gillham

THE
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Roxy Theater Net Profits
Continue Up — Cullman

Net profits of the Roxy Theater
continue to show betterment and the
next financial statement is expected
iVol.LXV, No. 22
Fri., Jan. 26. 1934
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"Carolina" Premiere Shines
Charlotte, N. C. — World premiere
of Fox's "Carolina" at the Carolina
Theater here Wednesday night drew
the Governors of both North and
South Carolina as well as celebrities
and prominent citizens from miles
around. Eugene W. Street, manager of the Carolina, said this was
the biggest film event ever held in
the south. Russell Moon of the New
York Fox office handled the opening.
Fredric March Returns to Work
Fredric March is cutting short his
New York vacation and will leave
tomorrow for the coast to start
work in "The Firebrand," his first
picture for 20th Century. It starts
production Feb. 1.
West

Warners
"Firebird'
Coast
Bureau Buy
of THE
FILM DAILY

Pickup in Business
Reported by Giannini
"Business is showing a pickup."
declared Dr. A. H. Giannini last
night in New York, following his
arrival to address the savings division of the American Banking Association at a banquet in the Hotel
Waldorf-Astoria.
"What we need is more good pictures," he observed.
Dr. within
Gianninia
will return
to the Coast
few days.

Texas Unit Plans Meeting
A meeting of Southwestern exhibitors is being planned for Dallas
early next month by the Theater
Owners Protection Association of
Texas. The code in general is on
the program being arranged by
President Roy Walker. Ed Kuykendall, M. P. T. O. A., has been invited to attend and speak.
Hear Quittner Motion Tuesday
Hearing on a motion to allow appeal of the J. P. Quittner anti-trust
case without necessity of printing
the records of the U. S. District
Court trial last Spring has been
postponed from today until Tuesday
at 4:30 o'clock before Judge Caffey in his chambers at 233 Broadway. Defendant in the action is
Paramount.

Hollywood — "Firebird," by adway
Lajos
Miller
Zilahy, produced by Gilbert ed
Rembusch Hearing Feb. 5
by
,
NEW YORK STOCK
MARKET
at
the
Empire
Theater
on
Bro
Net
Frank Rembusch's anti-trust suit
season, has been acquir
High
Low
Close
Chg. last
Warners.
Ralph Block and Doris against the Hays organization and
'Am. Sear
5'/2 ' 5</8
5V8 —
'/4
are preparing
the screen major distributors is scheduled for
tolumbia Picts. vtc. 2614
26
26'/4 +
Va Malloy
in the hearing in the U. S. District Court,
Con. Fm. Ind
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l/4 play and shooting will start
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14
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Kodak
87%
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Court Dismisses
Counterclaim
fused to sell him film. Graham &
Fox Fm. "A"
15%
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%
Defense and counterclaim in the Reynolds, counsel for J. P. Quittner
Loew's, Inc
29%
285/8 29% +
V*
answer of Foreign Language Photo- in his current anti-trust case, is asMetro-Goldwyn,
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Paramount ctfs
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"Beyond Bengal," animal picture
made in Siam and Malaya, was anElliott on New Expedition
Technicolor
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10%
nounced yesterday by Harry
Trans-Lux
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Clyde E. Elliott, who returned reNEW
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cently from the Far East where he Schenck and Phra Abhaivongc. Arrangements are now being made for
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distribution of the feature.
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soon
on
another
film
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New York premiere engagement Lion of the M. P. Industry for toPara. Publix
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%
day has been put off until next
of Warner's "I've Got Your NumRoxy. ber" will take place Feb. 2 at the week. Pres:dent Hsn-ry Thomas
:ef>ves
tomorrow for Florida.
Releasing Lenten Short
■ "The Holy Land," a Van Beuren
Vagabond Adventure subject, is being released immediately by RKO as
a specially suitable booking for the
Lenten season.
Code Authority Busy
Executive Secretary John C. Flinn of
the Code Authority has a force of 15
girls at work in the Paramount- building
handling nominations for local boards
and assents. Personnel will be reduced
when these two major tasks are completed. Flinn will move his force
into the new Code Authority headquarters in Radio City on Feb. 13.
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TWO LITTLE WORDS THAT MEAN A
GOLD
MINE
FROM
WARNER
BROS.

CLARK

GABLE

and CLAUDETTE

COLBERT— in "It Happened One
Night." A Frank Capra production

i

MM 1t iTVi

I Hailed by Hollywood as the
,: screen 'sgreatestemotional triumph,
I "NO GREATER GLORY" is
I destined to add greater fame to
■ Frank Borzage's career. Based on
Ferenc-Molnar's famous novel.

<€

| Howard Hawks all set to start on
| "20th Century," starring JOHN

Carole
1J BARRYMORE — with
■i Lombard as the feminine lead. From
I the Broadway smash hit by Ben
i Hecht and Charles MacArthur.

f | when

you laugh at the antics of

|| "SCRAPPY"— the world laughs
I j I with you. Here's a one reel cartoon
I I comic known and enjoyed from
j / Pole to Pole and everywhere else ,
/ that English is spoken!
s

ASIA'S FIERCEST JUNGLE BEASTS
CLASH IN MO
COMBAT!!!
CLYDE E.
ELLIOTT

DEVIL
TIGER

director of
eyes like balls of
fire . . . fangs like
murderous daggers
. . . powerful, crafty,

"BRING
BACK

'EM
ALIVE"

surpasses himself in
this roaring torrent
of sensational excitement!

terror-inspiring . . .
mad with thirst for
human blood.

ACTUAL
SIGHTS . . . ACTUAL
SOUNDS . . . UNPARALLELED
THRILLS... HITHERTO UNWITNESSED BY ANY LIVING MAN
15 TREMENDOUS
THRILLS

REAL!!!!!
GENUINE!!
AUTHENTIC!

Three lone humans. ..in
Asia's darkest jungles
. . . pitting their puny
strength against a
maelstrom of ferocious
beasts. Snarling tigers
...breath-crushing
pythons . . . steel -jawed
crocodiles . . . lions . . .
hyenas ... bears . . . giant
lizards . . . leopards . . .
other animals... knowing one law; Kill or be
killed!

THE RAVES BEGIN:
"This travel film is a pip for
thrilling animal combats in the
jungle. There are so many exploitation angles that IT'S A
CINCH TO CORRAL THE
CUSTOMERS with just a little
smash. Clyde Elliott made this
film in the heart of tropical
Asia. IT'S A SWELL FILM
AND ONE OF THE BEST OF
ITS KIND."
says M. P. DAILY

CIRCUS
IT
FOR A SMASH
CLEAN-UP!
Plaster the town with posters!
Smack the newspapers with
big ads! Flood the dailies with
publicity! Turn your front into
a jungle! Daze the town with
stunts! FOR HERE YOU
HAVE THE GREATEST
ANIMAL SENSATION YET
MADE...AN UNSTOPPABLE
MOP-UP!

From the black heart
of Asia's impenetrable
jungles comes this
amazing saga of beasts
at death grips in the
struggle for life. You
hear their actual
battle cries re-echo
through the forest . . .
sounds that haunt you
for days!

Directed by

CLYDE E.
ELLIOTT
director of

"BRING

Talley
ALIVE"
BACK
Story by James O. Spearing

Edited by Truman

F0*

produc
production

'EM
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TIMELY TOPICS

EXPLOITETTES

Director Tells Three
Attributes to Success

Providence Merchants

aartisticc appreci
(TJ.OOD
instinct,
and dramati
tion taste,
in the order named, are the prerequisites to success in motion
picture directing. Good taste
comes first because a violation
of it is the most censorable
element in a picture, and also
because bad taste is certainly
not entertaining. Critics and
the public will often forgive a
director's other faults, but not
the lack of good taste. Artistic appreciation is next since
the picture's entire balance depends on it. Under the head of
artistic appreciation comes the
director's appraisal of the talent about him. He may not be
able to act but he must know
just whom he wants for certain
roles and how they are to portray them. Dramatic instinct
is the last of the director's
three main obligations. He gets
here the benefit of the performer's knowledge of the art
along with the performer's individuality and popularity.
Whatever isn't done right in a
portrayal, the director must
correct. This amounts to dramatic instinct or sure perspective and it is something that
must be borne in a person.
— James Flood.
Peace Advocate Sponsors Film
Grace Allen Bangs, producer of
the peace film, "The Cry of the
World," and Campaign Secretary of
World Peace Ways, announces herself as actively sponsoring "Hell on
Earth," the first film to be produced specifically for an international audience, with dialogue in
several languages. This picture
will make its American debut at
the Acme Theater on Saturday
night.
Booklet on Selling Via Movies
How to sell commodities and services by the use of talking motion
pictures is discussed in an illustrated folder just issued by Bell &
Howell. The company has developed
a portable 16 mm. sound-on-film
projecting outfit, the Filmosound,
particularly for sales work.

Exploit "Roman Scandals"
A WIDE

• • • WE SEE BY the papers that Mrs. Frances
Taucher
who inherited 100,000,000 lire from an 88-yearold macaroni
manufacturer
intends to produce a series
of talking pictures with each leading character speaking a different language
and in that manner
knit together
more closely
all nations of the earth The idea is good
but now new
as down at the Acme Theater in Union
Square
on Saturday
Aeolian's "Hell on Earth"
the first "international talkie"
will start an indefinite
•
•
• FOUR LANGUAGES are spoken in the film, which
was taken in the four different countries covered in the story
The idea blazes a way for much expansion along these
lines
especially for those who advocate a universal tongue
but
what a chance it is for producers of comedies
Take for instance a scene outside a theater
with
the four leading characters chatting
the dialogue MIGHT
go like this
"Comment ca va?"
"I'm Swell"
"Wie ist den geschaeft?"
"SMAZIL DIR!"
• • • HERE'S AN ANGLE on the unlimited benefits
there are to be derived
from taking advantage of the national interest shown in the Film Daily's annual Ten Best Poll
On Sept. 17, Dave Jones of the Strand and Senate theaters
in Springfield, 111
placed an ad in the "State
Journal"
that
onlyandthethen
best photoplays
would
be shown toatthe
hiseffect
auditoriums
on Jan.
14
simultaneously with the announcement of the Ten Best
and a three column article by Dagon, the movie critic
Jones ran a heavy ad with the theme line "9 out of 10
of the year's best played our theaters. A Proven Pledge"
Jones sets a swell example for exhibitors whose interest in this
national poll begins and ends with the reading of the final
results
and who don't realize that even now
it is not too early to plant the seed
that will mean an increased box-office harvest next fall
•

•

• FROM
S. J. KAUFMAN, the scrivener, we learn
that Mitzi Mayfair scored a tremendous success in Felix
Ferry's "Monte Carlo Follies" which opened Thursday in London Forty members of the company
including some
of Broadway's
were chosen by Ferry
when he most
was inviting
in New beauts
York last November
Eddie
Miller, the baritone
who sang his way out of the chorus of
Elsie Janis' "Fair. Co-ed" back in 1908
to a most interesting stage, screen and radio career
is one of the features
of the Capitol stage show, starting today
Next week, Leo
Brecher will celebrate the fourth anniversary of the opening of the Plaza
on 58th St
With the assistance of
his most genial manager, Milton Chamberlain .:.... Brecher has
made the theater a veritable rendezvous for the elect of society stage
and screen
It's been an up-hill road
but no movie boasts a more distinguished clientele
today

*

"Girls in Uniform"
Though a good job of dubbing was
done, "Girls In Uniform", the Englishspeaking version of "Maedchen In Uniform" which opened Wednesday night
at the Criterion Theater, unavoidably
loses some distinction as a result of
trying to harmonize English dialogue
with the Teutonic atmosphere. The
language sometimes interferes with the
emotion that the acting originally
evoked. However, it remains a satisfactory and fairly moving job of storytelling and, in the current version, the
sex interest is more apparent, due to
the exigencies of translation. This and
the exploitation value should make it
good
box-office
property.

•

*

*

assortment of effective tie-ups with many
leading merchants were among
the outstanding highlights of
the exploitation campaign waged
by Manager H. H. Maloney for
"Roman Scandals," at Loew's
State Theater. Through the cooperation of Standard Brands,
Inc., sales agents for Chase
and Sanborn, arrangements
were made for an entire window display in the Biltmore
Market. In addition to a special 40 x 60 sign, pennants and
cut-outs of Eddie Cantor were
prominently displayed in their
window and in the store. Two
hundred pennants were distributed to other stores in the city.
The F & W Grant stores gave
an entire window to a display of
lipstick, music sheets, cosmetics, cellophane ribbons, clocks
and cards with the center of
the attraction being stills and
cue-outs of Eddie Cantor. The
song hits in "Roman Scandals"
were plugged over radio stations WJAR and WEAN. At
the local NBC station, WJAR,
sheet music covers and cut-outs
of Cantor and Ruth Etting were
displayed in a street store.
Other merchant tie-ups were
put over with florists, beauty
parlors, pet shops, fashion fur
coats, art supplies, furniture
and toys. In each case mention was made of the picture.
More than 10,000 tabloids were
distributed and 500 one sheets
posted. Forty of the local
Thrift stores used 3,500 pricelist broadsides with the center
of the display advertising the

picture.
— Loew's State, Providence.

*

•

• AMPA-ITES turned out in goodly style yesterday
for the outfit's first luncheon in the Hotel Paramount
Grill
In the absense of Prexy Flinn Vice-Pres. Rutgers Neilson turned the rattle over to Harry Hershfield, who
commutes between the Cheese Club and the A.M.P.A.
At
the dais were petite Dorothy Lee
apple-eating Bert Wheeler, who used Hershfield as his stooge ... Wee Willie Robyn
Frank Buck, who told a shivery story
and Roger
Baldwin who seemed to be mad at the censors Don't fornext week's
be the gals' own day
with getTess
Michaelsmeeting
of U. A. at it'll
the helm

«

«

«

»

»

»

January 26
Hugo
Riesenfeld
Abe
Meyer
Norman Burnstine
Elise Damereaux
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CHASE BANK SELLS
BLOCK OF LOEWS
(Continued from Page

1)

immediately on the issuance of the
Warner Bros, financial statement
for the first quarter, showing Warner's first net profit since 1930. This
statement went over the ticker last
Friday at 2 p.m., and a few minutes thereafter" the big activity in
Loew trading got under way. With
prices running from under 28 to
30 y2, the sale brought Chase close
to $5,000,000.
Under the national banking laws,
the Chase bank could have retained
the stock for only a reasonable
length of time. Among purchasers
of the shares are understood to have
been several interests who already
were large stockholders.
Western Electric, which also has
a block of about 135,000 shares of
Loew as its share in the division
among Film Securities noteholders, is
understood to be planning to retain
all of the stock for the present.

Censorship is Attacked
By Liberties Union Head
(Continued from Page

1)

speaker said that a bill to abolish
New York state censorship would
come before the state legislature
next week and that, with the support of many women's clubs and
ether influential organizations, the
chances for its approval were great.
"The movies need no control by
the stupid minds of censors," said
Baldwin. "There is no sense in
censorship. Control should be left
to the U. S. District Attorney, a
judge and, if wanted, a jury. Leave
the movies' morals to them."
Major Bowes M. C. at Ball
Major Edward Bowes, managing
director of the Capitol, will be
toastmaster and master of ceremonies at President Roosevelt's
Birthday Ball to be held next Tuesday evening at the Astor Hotel.
189 "Fashions"
Day-and-Dates
First National's "Fashions of
1934" has been booked to play simultaneously in 189 cities the week
of Feb. 17, Warners announced yesterday.

ANALYSIS OF
MOTION PICTURE CODE
By LOUIS NIZER
Fifteenth Installment
ARTICLE V— UNFAIR PRACTICES—DISTRIBUTORS— EXHIBITORS—(Cont.)
License
Average
(e) Computing
Fee
The ten per cent cancellation
to conprivilegetractsapplies
where theonly average
license fee is not more than
$250.00. If the contract is on
a percentage basis, how can
it be determined in advance
whether the average license
fee is more
or less than
$250.00? The method used is
as follows:
1. Distributor's Prior Pictures
Average the license fees of
the Distributor's
all of pictures
feature
exhibited
on a percentage basis at
the Exhibitor's theater during one year prior to the
present contract.
Example One: Suppose
that during the preceding
year five of the Distributor's pictures were exhibited upon a percentage
basis. Suppose that the
total license fees for the
five pictures according to
the percentage terms were
$1,500.00. The average
license fee per picture was,
therefore, $300.00. This is
computed by dividing the
total license fees of $1,500.00 by the number of
pictures exhibited, which is
five. The average license
fee is, therefore, more than
$250.00 and the Exhibitor
is not entitled to any cancellation under the existing
contract.
Example Two: If, on the
other hand, the total license
fees of the five pictures
played during the prior
year were $1,000.00, the
average license fee per picture would be $200.00.
Since this amount is less
than $250.00, the Exhibitor
is entitled to ten per cent
cancellation under the pres-

HARRY SCHENCK & PHRA ABHAIVONGC
Announce
All controversies and disputes have been settled to complete satisfaction of both parties, over Animal Picture
Produced by Harry Schenck in Siam and Malaya. Titled
"Beyond Bengal." They may be reached at 'Phone, Circle
7-2641 for distribution arrangements.

ent contract.
turesPrior Distributors' Pic
2. No
If none of the Distributor's
feature pictures were exhibited
on a percentage
basis during the prior year,
average the license fees of
all other
Distributors'
fea-a
ture
pictures
exhibited on
percentage
basis at this
theater during that year.
If the average is not more
than $250.00, the Exhibitor
is entitled to cancellation
under the present contract.
Example
One:
Suppose
that none of the Distributor's feature pictures were
exhibited on a percentage
basis during the year prior
to the contract.
But suppose that eight
feature
pictures oftributors
three
other
were exhibitedDison
a percentage basis during
that period.
If the total
license fees of those eight
pictures were $4,000.00, the
license fee per picture was
$500.00.
This is computed
by dividing the total license
fees of $4,000.00 by the
number
of pictures
exhibited., which is eight.
Since the average license
fee was more than $250.00,
the Exhibitor
is not entitled to any cancellation
under the present contract.
Example Two:
If, on the
other hand, the total license
fees for the eight pictures
were $1,200.00, the average
per
picture
would
be
$150.00.
This sum is less
than $250.00 and, therefore, the Exhibitor is entitled to ten per cent cancellation under the present
contract.
(f) Computing
Payment
Made
with Cancellation
If the Exhibitor is entitled
to ten per cent cancellation
and he desires to cancel a picture before he has paid for
nine others, he may do so provided he pays the license fee
of the cancelled picture.
Subsequently, he is credited
with this sum
when
he
plays the tenth picture.
If the picture to be cancelled is on a percentage
contract, how is the license
fee to be paid at the time
of cancellation, computed?
The method is as follows:
1. Prior Distributor's Pictures
Average the gross receipts
of the Distributor's feature
pictures exhibited at the
theater during ninety days
prior to the notice of cancellation. Apply to this
average sum the percent-
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SEEK AID OF FILMS
IN FIGHT ON RADIO
(Continued from Page

1)

deputy administrator for the entertainment industry, is an ex officio
member of the committee.
Action on the encroachment of
"radio shows" in the field of the
theater was spurred by the recent
leasing of the Hudson Theater as
! a studio by the Columbia Broadj
casting System. Number of persons
now attending broadcasts of various
j programs at the WEAF, WJZ,
WOR and other studios is
j WABC,
a day.
estimated
to be as high as 20,000 in
I
age terms of the contract.
The sum thus computed is
the amount that the Exhibitor must pay to the Distributor at the time of cancellation.
Example: Suppose that the
Exhibitor wishes to cancel
the fifthliveredpicture
be deto him. toSince
he
has not yet paid for nine
pictures of that group of
ten, he can only cancel by
paying the license fee of
the picture cancelled.
If the license fee under
the contract is a $50.00
guarantee plus twenty per
cent of the gross receipts,
the sum to be paid to the
Distributor is computed as
follows :
Suppose that three of
the Distributor's feature
pictures were exhibited at
this theater during ninety
days prior to the notice of
cancellation, and suppose
that the total gross receipts of these three pictures were $900.00. The
average gross receipts per
picture were, therefore,
$300.00. The percentage
terms of the contract must
be applied to this sum.
Twenty per cent of $300.00
is $60.00.
the contract this Under
sum must
be
paid in addition to the
$50.00 guarantee. Therefore, the Exhibitor, in
order to cancel the fifth
picture, must pay $110.00
to the Distributor at the
time tionthat
is sent.written cancella(To be Continued)

\

FACTS
ABOUT
FILMS
Wired theaters throughout the world
number 41,822, according to the Dept.
of Commerce's 1933 internatoinal survey, which showed a total of 60,347
theaters.
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WILLIAM POWELL
FASHIONS OF 1934
With Bette Davis, VereeTeasdale,
Hugh

Herbert, Hobart

Frank McHugh,

Cavanaugh.

Directed

by William Dieterle. Numbers directed and created by Busby Berkeley. A First National Picture.

Features Reviewed in Film Daily June 13 to Jan. 24
Titlt
I ,ti.
Reviewed
Above The Clouds-COL. 12-19-33
11-11-33
KO
Aces-R
Ace of
Advice
To The
Lovelorn12-14-33
UA
10-26-33
Tonight-RKO
After
Aggie
Appleby,
Maker
of
10-19-33
Men-RKO
Alice
in Wonderland-PAR
12-11-33
Almas Encontradas-XX ..7-7-33
Chekhov-AM
with
Hour
An
9-6-33
Another Language-MGM. .8-5-33
9-29-33
Ann Vickers-RKO
to Broadwav-F. 7-22-33
Arizona
As the Devil Commands-COL
9-1-33

10-4-33
The-MOP
Avenger,
Man-MOP. 1-19-34
Woman's
A
6-24-33
Face-WA
Baby
for Sale-MGM. . .9-13-33
Beauty
7-1-33
of Roses-RKO
Bed
10-17-33
Dawn-RKO
Before
Morning-GRB .. .10-19-33
Before
1-9-34
Midnight-COL
Before
9-15-33
Berkeley Square-F
7-17-33
F
Best of EnemiesBig Attraction
(Grosse
7-25-33
Attraktion)-BAV
8-5-33
KO
Big Brain-R
The-GRB. .8-30-33
Chance,
Big
10-19-33
Executive-PAR
Big
Bi" Time or Bust-TOW. 1-10-34
8-25-33
Bitter Sweet-UA
Black
Beauty-MOP
8-23-33
Blarney
Kiss-PRI
8-19-33
Blind
Adventure-RKO
. 10-31-33
Blonde
Bombshell-MGM,
See
Bombshell
10-11-33
Blood
Money-UA
11-11-33
Bomben Auf Monte Carlo
XX.. 9-28-33
Bombay
Mail-U
j, . .1-6-34
Born Anew-AM
7-25-33
Bowery,
The-UA
10-7-33
Brief Moment-COL
8-31-33
Broadway
Thru
a Keyhole
UA. .11-2-33
Broadway
to Hollywood-MGM
9-2-33
Broken Dreams-MOP ... 11-8-33
Bureau of Missing Persons-FN
9-2-33
Bv

Appointment

OnlvTNV
7-12-31
1-6-34
.12-23-33
7-22-33
8-19-33
1 1-29-33
10-31-33

Candlelight-U
By
Chance at Heaven-RKO
Ca.itornia
Trail-l-OL
Captnred-WA
Carnival
Lady-GOP
Cascarrabias-PAR
Charlie
Chan's
Greatest
Case-F
10-7-33
Charming
Deceiver-MAJ. 12-9-33
Chevenne
K^^KO
7-13-33
Chief, The-MGM
12-2-33
Christopher
Bean-MGM . 11-22-33
11-10-33
A
Coach-W
College
College
Humor-PAR
6-14-33
Conquerors of the NightAM.. 8-1-33
Corrup';on-IMP
6-21-33
Counsellor
at Law-U. . . 11-28-33
Convention
City-FN
12-14-33
Cradle
Song-PAR
11-18-33
Criminal At Large-HEL. 12-20-33
Cross
Country
Cruise-U . 1-10-34
Crossfire-RKO
8-15-33
Dance.
Girl, Dance
INV.. 10-26-33
Dance
Hall
Hostess-MAY
8-26-33
Dancing
Lady-MGM
12-2-33
Das Schicksal der Renate
Langen-XX
11-6-33
Day of Reckoning-MGM. 11-4-33
Deluge,
The-RKO
10-7-33
Der Hellseher-XX
9-13-33
Der Frechdachs-UFA
1-9-34
Der Liebling von Wien-XX
6-14-33
Der Sohn
der Weissen
Berge
XX-10-28-33
Design for Living-PAR. 11-17-33
Devil's Brother-MGM
6-10-33
Devil's in Love-F
7-28-33
Devil's
Mate-MOP
9-23-33
Die Galavorstellung — XX
12-11-33
Die Grosse AttraktionBAV.. 7-25-33
Dinner
at Eight-MGM . .8-25-33
Disgraced l-PAR
7-17-33
Doctor
Bull-F
8-31-33
Don't Bet on Love-U. .. .7-29-33
Double Harness-RKO. ..7-13-33
Drums
of Doom-MAF. .10-4-33
Duck
Soup-PAR
11-17-33
r>.,de Ra"->it-ALD
fi-21-33
East of First Avenue — COL
11-28-33
Fasv
Mi'lions-FR
9-6-33
Easy to Love-WA
1-13-34
Fat
'Em
Alive-AUS
1*1 -4-33
Eight Girls in a Boat-PAR
1-13-34
Eisenstein in Mexico
PRI.. 11-2-33

KEY TO DISTRIBUTORS
ABC — Arkay Film Exch.
AE — Aeolian
Pictures
AG— Agfa
ALD — Allied Pictures
ALX — William Alexander
AM — Amkino
A M R — American
Roumanian
Film
Corp.
ARL — Arthur Lee
AST — Astor Pictures
AU — Capt. Harold
Auten
AUS — Harold Austin
BAV — Bavaria Film A-G
BEE — Beekman Film Corp.
BO— John W.
Boyle
BRO — Broadway-HoJywood
CAP — Capitol
Film
Exchange
CHA — Chadwick
C H E — Cheaterneld
COL — Columbia
COM — Compagnie
Universelle
Cinema tographique
EOU — Eauitab e Pictures
EXP
— Exploitation
Pictures
F — Fox
FAI — Faith Pictures Corp.
FAM — Foreign American Films
FD — First Division
FOR — Foremco
Pictures
FR — Freuler Film Associates
FN — First National
FX — The
Film
Exchange

GB — Gaumont-British
GFF — General Foreign Films
GEN — General Films
GRB — Arthur Greenblatt
GOL — Ken Goldsmith
GOP — Goldsmith
Productions
GKF — Garrison Films
HEL — Helber Pictures
HER— Charles B. Herrlitz
HOL — Hollywood
HOF— J. H. Hoffberg Co.
ICE — Int. Cinema Exch.
IDE— Ideal
IMP — Imperial Dist.
IN A — Inter-Americas
Films
INT — Interworld Prod.
INV — Invincible Pictures
JAFA—
JafaProductions
JE
— Jewell
JEW— Jewish
Talking
Pictures
JRW— J. R. Whitney
K I N — Kinema trade
KRE — Sherman S. Krellberg
LEV — Nat
Levine
MAD — Madison Pictures
M A F — M ayf lower
MAJ — Maiestic Pictures
MAR — Marcy
MAY — Mayfair Pictures
MO — Monopole Pictures
MGM — Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
MOP — Monogram
Pictures

PA R — Paramount
PO— Powers
Pictures
POL — Bud Pollard Productions
POR — Portola Pictures
PRI — Principal Dist. Corp.
PRO — Progressive Pictures
PRX— Protex Dist. Corp.

Reviewed
Beso-

F.. 8-1 -33
El Principe
Gondolero-PAR
9-13-33
Emergency
Call-RKO
6-24-33
Emperor
Jones-UA
9-16-33
Enemies of Progress-XX. 1-16-34
En.ighten
Thy
DaughterEXP
12-27-33
Eskxmo-MGM
11-16-33
Es Wird
Schon Wieder
Besser-UFA
1-24-34
Ever in My
Heart-WA. 10-13-33
Faithful Heart-HEL
8-15-33
Fashions of 1934-FN
1-9-34
Female-FN
11-4-33
Fiddlin'
Buckaroo-U . . . 12-20-33
' Figaro
e la Sua
Gran
Uiornata-XX
10-30-33
Fighting
Code-COL
1-10-34
Fighting
Parson-ALD
8-2-3;
Fighting
Texans-MOP
..7-26-33
Film
Parade-GEN
12-20-33
Flaming
Goid-RKO
1-18-34
i-laming
Uuns-U
6-1/-33
Flying Devils-RKO
8-26-33
Flying
Down
To
Rio-RKO
12-20-33
Fog-COL
1-6-34
Footlight
Parade-WA
9-30-33
Found
Alive-IDE
11-8-33
F. P. 1-F
9-16-33
Fraoulein-Falsch
VerbudenXX.. 1-1 6-34
Frau
Lehmann's
Toechter
XX-10-28-33
From Headquarters-FN. 11-16-33
Fugitive
Lovers-MGM. . .1-3-34
fugitive,
The-MOP
9-13-33
oallant
Fool-MOP
8-9-33
GaUant
Lady-UA
12-7-33
Galoping
Romeo-MOP. .11-2-33
Gambling
Ship-PAR
7-13-33
Ghoul,
The-GB
11-25-33
Gigolettes
of Paris-EQU 7-19-33
Girl Without

a Room-PAR
12-7-33
Going Hollywood-MGM. 12-22-33
Golden
Goal
(Das
Lockende
Ziel) -B A V
6-20-33
Golden
Harvest-PAR
11-8-33
Goodbye Again-FN
9-2-33
Good
Companions,
The-F
10-10-33
Gow-FX
12-2-33
Gun
Law-MAJ
7-13-33
Havana Widows-FN
11-25-33
Headline
Shooter-RKO. 10-21-33
He-AST
12-28-33
He Couldn't Tak» It — MOP
12-13-33
Hell's Holidav-SUr
...7-19-33
Heroes
for
Sale-FN
7-22-33
Her
Bodyguard-PAP
8-5-33
Her First Mate-U
9-2-33
Her Forgotten Past
MAY.. 10-31-33
Her Resale Value-MAY .6-21-33
Her Splendid Folly
PRO.. 10-28-33
Her
Secret-IDE
12-19-33
Her
Sweetheart-MGM,
See:
Christopher Bean
11-22-33
Her Unborn Child-WIN . 10-10-33
Hell and
High
Water-PAR
12-16-33
Heute
Nacht-Eventuell-XX 7-7-33
Hips,

Hips,

Hooray-RKO 1-24-34

Title

Eine
Frau-BAV
10-13-33
If I Were Free-RKO
12-8-33
1 Loved a Woman-FN . .9-21-33
I Love That Man-PAR. . .7-8-33
6-16-33
I Loved
You
Wednesday-F
I'm No
Angel-PAR
10-14-33
Important
Witness-TOW. .9-6-33
Invisible
Man-U
11-18-33
In the Money-CHE
1-6-34
Island
of Doom-AM
7-20-33
It's Great to Be Alive-F. .7-8-33
I Was a Spy-F
1-13-34
Jimmy
12-16-33
Kennel And
MurderSally-F
Case
WA.. 10-28-33
King For a Night-U . . . . 12-t-33
King of the Arena-U ... .8-23-33
La Cancion Del Dia-XX. 8-28-33
Ladies Must
Love-U. .. 11-16-33
Lady
for a Day-COL
8-9-33
Lady
Killer-WA
12-28-33
La
Femme
Nue-XX
8-28-33
La Lev del Haren-XX .. .6-20-33
La Melodia Prohibida-F. 10-10-33
La Sombra de Pancho Villa
COL.. 12-1-33
1-9-34
Last
Trail-F
Laughing at Life-LEV. .7-12-33
Laughter Through
Tears
WOK.. 11-16-33
Romantica-F.
. .9-6-33
del Pecado-COL
12-29-33
Le
Sang
D'un
Poete
XX.. 11-13-33
Let's Fall in Love-COL. 1-20-34
Life in the Raw-F
10-19-33
Life of Jimmy
Dolan-WA6-14-33
La
Le

Vuida
Noche

Lilly Turner-FN
6-15-33
Litt'e Woraan-RfO
11-16-33
Live and Laugh-JEW
12-8-33
Long
Avenger-WW
fi-30-33
L'Opera De Quat Sous-WA
12-11-33
Lo Tu Y Ella-F
12-11-33
Love,
Honor and Oh, Baby!
U-l 0-28-33
Luegen
Auf
Ruegen-XX. 1-5-34
Lucky Dog-U
8-30-33
Lucky
Texan-M OP
1 -6-34
Mad
Game-F
11-11-33
Mama-F
7-20-33
Mama
Loves
Papa-PAR
7-22-33
Man trom Monterev-WA. 8-1 6-33
Man
of Action-COL
6-6-33
Man of the Fo-e-Jt-PAT? 8-25-33
1-13-34
Man of Two Worlds-RKO
Man
Man

Who
Dared-F
of Sentiment

9-9-33

Man's
Castle-COL CHE. .11-16-33
12-28-33
Marriage
on
Approval-FR
12-27-33
Mary Stevens, M.D.-WA. 7-28-33
Massacre-FN
.
1-18-34
Master of Men-COL
11-28-33
Mayor of Hell-WA
6-23-33
Meet the Baron-MGM. .10-28-33

Maz-Zelle

Morning G'ory-RKO
Moulin
Rouge-UA
Mr. Broadway-BRO
Mr.
Skitch-F

8-16-33
1-10-34
9-15-33
12-23-33

My
Lips
Betray-F
11-4-33
Myrt
and
Marge-U
1-16-34
My
Weakness-F
9-22-33
My
Woman-COL
10-17-33
Narrow Corner. The-WA. 6-20-33
Neighbors' Wives-ROY ..9-20-33
Night Flight-MGM
10-4-33
No
Dejes la Puerta Abierta
F.. 11-13-33
No Marriage Ties-RKO.
. .8-4-33
Notorious but Nice-CHE. 8-23-33
Olsen's Big Moment-F. .. 1-9-34
One Man's Journey-RKO. 9-2-33
9-1-33
One
Sunday
Afternoon-PAR
One Year Later-ALD. .11-16-33
Only Yesterday-U
11-10-33
8-25-33
Paddy the Next Best Thing-F
of

.1-3-34

of

Wanted

FAI
8-8-33
Men-SHO

Ladies

MOP. .1-19-34
Skyway-MOP
10-18-33
Sleepless
Nights-REM
..7-22-33
Solitaire
Man-MGM
9-23-33
Son of a Sailor-FN
12-1-33
Son of Kong-RKO
12-30-33
Son of the Border-RKO. .8-2-3;
Song
of Songs-PAR
7-22-33
S. O. S. Iceberg-U... 11-28-33
Sons of the Desert-MGM. 1-6-34
Sphinx. The-MOP
8-16-33
Smoky-F
12-23-33
Stage
Mother-MGM
9-30-33
Storm
at Davbreak-MGM

Reviewed

Stolen-PAR
1-20-34
Money
Talks-SYN
8-12-33
Moonlight
and Pretzels-U 8-23-33

Joan

Hollywood-SCO8-30-33

Behave?- MGM
12-6-33
Shriek in the Night, A-ALD
7-22-33
Silent
Men-QOL
11-8-33
Silk Express-WA
6-23-33
Sing, Sinner, Sing-MAJ. .8-12-33
Sin of Nora Moran-MAJ
12-14-33
Sitting
Pretty-PAR
11-22-33
Six of a King-PAR
1-24-34
Sixteen
Fathoms
Deep-

Polish-American

Nitouche

of

Reviewed
9-13-33
Blue Room-U

Hunters-MOP.

Should

PRO.. 11-18-33
Melody
Cruise-RKO
6-16-33
Melodia de Arrabal-PAR. .8-9-33
Midnight Club-PAR
7-29-33
Midmgnt Marv-MGM .. .7-17-33
Midshipman Jack-RKO. 11-17-33
Mirages
de Paris- AU. .12-29-33
Milady-GFF
9-13-33
Miss
Fane's Baby is

Passion

of

Ship

UA — United Artists
UFA— Ufa
WA — Warner
Bros.
WEL — Carveth Wells
WIN — Windsor
Pictures
WK— Willis Kent
WOK— Worldkino
WW— World
Wide
XX — No
distributor
set

Reviewed

His Double LUe-PAR. 12-16-33
Hold
the
Press-COL... 12-1-33
hold
Your Man-MoM
7-1-33
Hoopla-F
12-2-33
House on 56th Street-WA
12-2-33
I Am
Suzanne-F
1-19-34
IIch HaveGlaubLived-CHE
7-19-33
Nie
Mehr
An

Secrets
Sensation

title
I ttte
El Precio De Un

of the

Shanghai
Madness-F
9-23-33
She Had to Say Yes-FN
7-28-33
Shepherd
of the Seven
Hills
9-9-33

REG — Regent Pictures
REM — Remington Pictures
RKO— RKO-Radio
Pictures
ROY — Fanchon Royer
SCA — Scandinavian
Pictures
SCO— Lester F. Scott
SHO — Showmen's Pictures
SNO — Sidney
Snow.
SUP — Superb
Pictures
SYA — Synchro Art Pictures
SYN — Syndicate
TF — Tobis Foreign Film
TOW— Tower Prods.
U — Universal

ZBY
Film— Zbyszko
Co.

Secret

9-9-33
Arc-KRE

Patriots,
The-AM
9-25-33
Penthouse-MGM
.9-9-33
Phantom
Thunderbolt-WW6-14-33
Pilgrimage- F
Police Call-HOL
Police
Car
17-COL
Power
and the Glory,

7-17-33
8-23-33
11-6-33
8-18-33
The-F

Private Detective 62-WA . . 7-8-33
9-21-33
Private Life of Henry VIII-UA
Prizefighter and the Lady
Public StenographerMGM.. 114-33
MAR.. 10-21-33
1-10-34
Quartorze Juillet-PRX.
Queen Christina-MGM. .12-28-33
Quick,
Koenig
Der
KlownsUFA
12-11-33
Rafter
Romance-RKO
1-9-34
Rainbow
Over
BroadwayCHE
12-27-33
Rainbow Ranch-MOP. . .10-18-33
Rangers' Code-MOP
9-20-33
Rebel, The-U
7-27-33
Return
of Casey
JonesMOP
6-30-33
Riders of Destiny-M OP. 11-29-33
Right
to Romance
RKO.. 11-22-33
Riot
Squad-MAY
7-26-33
Roman
Scandals-UA .... 12-14-33
Russia
Today-WEL
10-21-33
Rustlers' Roundup-U ...9-16-33
Rustv Rides Alone-COL. 10-1 0-33
Sagebrush Trail-MOP ..12-8-33
Sagebrush
Trail-MOP. .12-27-33
Sagrario-XX
1-24-34
Saison in Kairo-UFA. .12-29-33
Saturday's Millions- U ... 1 0-14-33
Secret
Sinners-MAY
..12-13-33

Straightaway-COL
1-16 34
Strange
Heople-C HE
6-17-33
Stranger's Return-MGM. .7-29-3?
Strawberry
Roan-U
...12-6-33
7-2?-"
Sunset
Pass-PAR
10-28-33
Sweden,
Land of the Vikings
Sweetheart

of

Sigma

Chi

BO.. 1-6-34
MOP.... 11-25-33
10-26-33
Take a Chance-PAR.
Tarzan the Fearless-PRI .8-12-33
Terror
Abroad-PAR
7-3-33
This Day and Age-PAR. 8-1 6-33
This Is America-BEE.. .6-23-33
8-8-33
Three-Cornered
Moon-PAR
Three
Thrill
Throne

Thieves-AM
10-31-33
Hunter-COL
10-4-33
of the Gods-IMP12-22-33

Thunder

Over

9-20-33
Mexico-PRI

Til'ie and Gus-PAR
11-11-33
Toda Una Vida-PAR 10-28-33
Tod Uber Shanghai-MO. 12-19-33
Too
Much
Harmony-PAR9-23-33
Tomorrow

at

Seven-RKO 7-12-33

Torch
Singer-PAR
10-7-33
To the Last Man-PAR. 10-26-33
Trail Drive-U
1-3-34
Trouble
Busters-M A J
8-30-33
Tugboat
Annie-MGM
8-12-33
8-23-33
Turn
Back
the C!ock-MGM
Ulan I Dziewczvna-XX 10-10-33
Under
Secret
Orders-PRO
12-6-33
7-19-33
Under
the Tonto
Rim-PAR
Unknown
Valley-COI
8-18-33
Victims
of Persecution-POL
6-17-33
Vi

Som

Gar

Koksvagen

10-10-33
Volga,
Volga-KIN SCA..
...12-19-33
Voltaire-WA
7-28-33
Walls
of Gold-F
Waltz
Time-GB
Wandering
Jew,
The

10-21-33
9-29-33

War of the Range-FR. .11-22-33
JAFA.. 10-21-33
Way
to Love-PAR
11-11-33
Wie Sag Ich's Meinnem
Mann?-XX
1-24-34
Wenn Die Liebe Mode Macht
West
What

1-13-34
.10-30-33
of the Divide XX.
— MOP
Price

When

Ladies

Innocence-COL
6-24-33
Meet-MGM 6-24-33

Whirlwind,
The-COL
White
Face-HEL
White
Woman-PAR
Wild
Boys
of the

...7-29-33
11-22-33
11-18-33
Road

Wine. Women and SongFN.. 9-22-33
CHA
12-16-33
Woman
I
Stole-COL.
. .6-30-33
Women
in His Life-MGM
World
Worst
Wrecker,

Changes-FN
Woman
in Paris? 10-28-33
12 9-33
The-COL

8-5-33
F.. 11-25-3J
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CODES
MOTION PICTURE
THE THEATER
RADIO
LABORATORY
Published in full, for permanent
reference, in the coming 1934,
{16th Edition) of The Year Book.
Over 1000 pages of informative and
statistical data compiled by the Film
Daily with the enthusiastic co-operation of every branch of the business.
OUT

IN

FEBRUARY

There is only one Year Book
of Motion Pictures and that is
published annually by Film
Daily. It is comprehensive and complete and is referred
to as the Encyclopedia of the motion picture industry.

THE
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SHORT SHOTS front
EASTERN STUDIOS

By RALPH WILK

■ By CHAS. ALICOATE

pAUL TERRY, co-producer with
Frank Moser of Educational's
Terry-Toons, states that a new technique in cartoon story development
will be introduced in their latest
release, "The Three Bears." Unique
in the cartoon, it approaches more
closely than anything' the "narratage" created by William K. Howard in "Power And The Glory," except that in "The Three Bears,"
which doesn't take itself seriously,
the central character (the father
bear) has a set-to with the narrator
over the manner in which the narrative is being handled.
•
Irene Taylor is polishing the
cadences of a brand new song, "Between You and Me," for presentation on her next weekly Columbia
broadcast. It was written especially for her to sing in the latest
RKO Van Beitren-Meyer Davis musical. This picture, as yet untitled,
stars Miss Taylor together with
Donald Novis and the Meyer Davis
orchestra. It is a political satire
of Washington locale.
Chi. Majestic to Vaude?
Chicago — Rumors are again prevalent that the Majestic, now playing
pictures, will return to a vaudeville
and picture policy soon.
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MOST CONVENIENT
Hotel in Hollywood
$2. SO up, Single
$3. GO up, Double
Special weekly and monthly rates

The Plaza is near everything to see and do in
Hollywood. Ideal for business or pleasure.
Every room has private
dressing room, bath and
shower. Beds "built for
rest." Every venience.
modern
Fine foodscon-at
reasonable prices. Convenient parking for your car.
Chas. Danziger, Mgr.
Eugene Stern, Pres.
The "Doorway

Vine

at

of Hospitality'

Hollywood

HOLLYWOOD

A LITTLE from "LOTS"

Blvd.

HOLLYWOODter of Cecil B. DeMille, is making
her second bid for screen fame in
JANE MURFIN has been given the
J choice writing assignment of Paramount's "The Trumpet Blows,"
starring George Raft with Adolphe
adapting W. H. Hudson's novel, Menjou and Frances Drake. She re"Green Mansions," to the screen.
Dolores Del Rio and Joel McCrea
cently made her film debut in "Viva
will be seen together again in this
RKO production, which will be directed by Ernest B. Schoedsack.
Arthur Byron has been added by
Kenneth MacGowan will be associate Warners to the cast of "A Gentleproducer and shooting will start the Villa."
man from San Francisco," which is
latter part of February.
now being filmed on location in that
city under the direction of William
Dieterle.
Seton I. Miller, having completed
* * *
the screen play for Fox's "Murder
Four musical hits are featured in
in Trinidad," has been assigned the
task of writing the screen play of the Reliance production, "Palooka,"
starring Jimmy Durante, Stuart Er"Charlie Chan's Challenge," in which win
and Lupe Velez and soon to be
Walter Connolly will have the leading role. William Conselman and released by United Artists. Durante
Kubec Glasmon will do the screen sings "Inka Dinka Doo" and Lupe
delivers "Like Me a Little Bit Less."
play of "Merry Andrew," in which The
other two numbers in the picWill Rogers will be starred.
ture are "Palooka" and "Count Your
Norman Foster has been signed
Blessings."
W. William Neill will direct Jack
for a prominent role in RKO Radio's
"Strictly Dynamite." He joins a Holt in his next Columbia picture,
cast which includes Jimmy Durante,
"The Whirlpool."
#
*
*
the star, and the Four Mills Brothers, famous radio and stage stars.
Hugh
Williams,
who
was signed
The production will get under way
Feb. 1, with Elliott Nugent direct- bv Fox and is appearing in "All
ing. Robert L. Colwell and Robert Men Are Enemies," portrays an important role in the British and
A. Simon wrote the story and Maurine Watkins did the screen play. It Dominion production, "Sorrell and
Son." which will soon be released
is an H. N. * Swanson
#
* production.
by United Artists. H. B. Warner
"Birds of a Feather" is the next
picture to be produced by Invincible.
Frank Strayer is directing and
Maury Cohen supervising with production at Universal Studios. The
cast includes John Miljan, Shirley
Grey, Monroe Owsley, Hale Hamilton, Robert Elliot, Maurice Black
and Wilson Benge. This will replace
"The Night Is Ours" on Invincible's
*
*
*
program.

portrays the leading role in "Sorrell and Son."
Robert Tasker, regarded as an
authority on stories having a crime
background, has been signed by
RKO Radio to write some special
scenes
for in"The
Crime Doctor."
He
will work
collaboration
with Jane
Murfin. Judith Wood is an addition
to the cast, headed by Corinne Griffith and Otto Kruger.
*
*
*

John Mack Brown and Charles
Starrett are additions to the cast of
"The Quitter" is the release title
Fox's "3 on *a Honeymoon."
*
*
on the Chesterfield picture featuring Emma Dunn, Charley Grapewin
Henry Hathaway, who has di- and William Bakewell. It was forrected all of Paramount's westerns,
merly known as "The Understandhas been assigned his first straight
*
#
*
dramatic feature, "Come On, Maing Heart."
rines," starring
Richard
Arlen.
Francis
McDonald
has
been en*
*
*
•rae^d by Columbia for "The LineMaidel Turner and Jameson
*
*
*
Thomas are the final additions to
Warners
announce
the
title change
the cast of Columbia's "It Happened
of
James
Cagney's
latest
starring
One Night."
vehicle
from
"Heir
Chaser"
to
Noel Francis and Charles Brown "Blondes and* Bonds."
*
*
have been signed by Columbia for
Ruth Donnelly, who is in New
roles in "The Line-Up," with Marian
Nixon and William Gargan playing York for a month's vacation, has
the romantic leads. Others in the been Up."
awarded a new long term concast include Greta Meyer, Paul
tract by First National. She apHurst, John Miljan, Harold Huber,
Bar."
Wonder
in "The
peared last*
*
*
Frank Reicher, Jessie Parry, John
Bleifer and Joseph Crehan. Howard
Pat O'Brien has been signed by
Higgin is directing with Sid Rogell
Warners to a new long term conas associate producer.
*
*
*
tract following his work in "I've
Got Your Number," "Gambling
Katherine DeMille, young daugh- Lady" and "Hot Air."
^

J^

*
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{Continued from Page 1)

observers of motion picArtists producers. Among those he "A/f ANY ture
progress are pointing to
will bring to Hollywood are Jack the possibility that the vast motion
Buchanan, who will first work in picture public may soon be ready
"Sons o' Guns" with Lily Damita for the treasure house of great combefore sailing, and Elizabeth Bergedy and drama that lies in a possible
ner, who appears in "Catherine the Shakespearean cycle on the screen.
Great," which United Artists will
of great historical specrelease. Schenck has signed a The success
tacles and other outstanding cospromising new player, Edna Reid,
tume pictures recently produced are
who, despite her name, is a Mexican. paving the way for even higher class
Picture business in England is entertainment produced on a popular
"very good," said Schenck. He also
reported an improvement in France. basis."— WILL H. HAYS.

United Artists Opens
14 Foreign Branches
{Continued from Page

1)

aoffices
seven established
months' trip
abroad.
include
thoseNewin
Yugoslavia, Poland, Estonia, Egypt,
Syria, Persia, Palestine and AustriaHungary, he stated.
Kelly leaves within a month on
another trip, this time to Australia.
Ke said that his company's new fad
of holding world premieres of British-made pictures in Paris, is making quite a hit.
New Plan on Para. Stage Units
With no intention of reviving the
Publix presentations unit plan,
which formerly brought stage shows
to key city houses throughout the
country, policy of the company is
now to try out certain acts or shows
in the New York Paramount and
recommend them, if they are suitable, for engagements in big houses
operated by its partners. Under
this system, Miriam Hopkins opens
in a condensed version of "Affairs
of Anatol," at the Paramount
today. If the show clicks, it will
be recommended to various Publix
partners.
"Rio" Held Over
Fort Worth, Tex.— RKO's "Flying
down to Rio" was held over for three
extra days at the Hollywood, managed by N. Edward Beck.

Coming and Going
JOHN MOCK, new head of the Fox story
reading department in New York, arrives in
New York tomorrow by plane.
MAY ROBSON left the Coast last night and
will arrive in New York Sunday morning to
appear
in person for a week
at the Capitol.
FREDRIC MARCH
row for the coast.
HARRY
row.
GENE

THOMAS

leaves New

"In pictures I have not yet learned
to discipline myself to being just an
employee
who does as she is bid." —
HELEN HAYES.

York tomor-

departs for Florida tomor-

RAYMOND returned from abroad yesterday on the Europa.

OTIS SKINNER sailed yesterday on the President Monroe for a trip around the world.
R. H. BRUCE LOCKHARD, author of "British
Agent," to be filmed by First National, arrives in New York Tuesday on the Aquitania
for a lecture tour.

"Hollywood is fine in small doses.'
—MIRIAM HOPKINS.
"A good drama will live without
great personalities to portray it, but
no actor or actress, no matter how
intense his or her popularity, can
survive long without the aid of substantial drama." — CARL LAEMMLE, JR.
"The public demands stories with
punches set to music." — JOHN
HAMRICK.
"Diversification is the surest recipe for successful picture production."—HAL B. WALLIS.

Code Authority Approves
Fire Prevention Rules
{Continued from Page 1)

tributors affiliated
association.

with

the

Hays

!

VAUDEVILLE HEARING
IS SET FOR JAN. 31

!
{Continued from Page 1)
"T AM convinced that all the values
section
of the
code
should
be
of a play or a novel can be
changed, revisions will be urged up- js
put on the screen as effec- on
the Code Authority.
tively as on the stage."— ARTHUR
In the absence
of Col. E. A. ft
HOPKINS.
Schiller, who was ill, Sam Dembow
presided.
In attendance were
"Pictures should not be a play Jr.,
Charles B. Maddock, Marty Forkins
about life. The stage has done that Joe
Bernhard,
Louis
K. Sidney, rep
for centuries. Pictures should be
life itself."— WILLIAM DIETERLE. resenting Loew's; Henry
Chesterfield, Edward Alperson, representing
"Lives are moulded through experiences and mistakes." — WARNER BAXTER.
"The glamour of a star doesn't
interest me."— PAUL MUNI.
"Nothing can conceal from audiences the type of person a motion
picture
COOPER.star is underneath." — GARY

Skouras
Theaters;
Major
L. E.
Thompson and Jack Partington.
Decision that vaudeville provisions should remain in the motion
picture code was based on the fact
that the film industry and the vaudeville and presentation stage are
closely allied. A list of persons /
representative of vaudeville is being compiled in connection with the
hearing. It will include producers, f
agents and booking department
heads.

"If you make up your mind solidly about it, Hollywood makes no
more demand on your privacy than
if you wereMARCH.
a cabinet maker." —
FREDRIC

Elect S. E. Samuelson
President of Allied
{Continued from Page 1)

"If a man is given a screen bid
because he happens to have an exceptional physique he faces the danger of remaining a sort of male sex
appeal prop to be exhibited where
and when convenient." — BUSTER
CRABBE.

more was again named treasurer.
Under a change in executive setup five regional vice presidents will
be selected by Samuelson and Myers.
The various Allied units name members of the board.
The three-day meeting will conclude today after a session which
begins at 2 p. m.

Paramount and Reade
Para. Star-Training Plan
Withdraw Counter Claims
Clicking;,
Says Gillham
{Continued from Page 1)
{Continued from Page 1)
claims against Paramount but Root,
Clark & Buckner, counsel for the
trustees, objected on the grounds
that the claims should be filed
against Allied Owners instead.
Referee Davis recommended that
the matter be taken up with Referee Stitt in Brooklyn for a ruling.
At the next creditors' meeting,
Feb.
15, Paramount's
claim against
Fox Wesco
will be considered.

rriday, Jan. 26, 1934

Erik Charell's First
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Hollywood — Erik Charell's first
pany has acquired are being used. production
for Fox will be known
"Double Door" has been done and
"Gypsy Melody," a musical with
the schedule calls for "Pursuit of as
Charles Boyer, French stage and
Happiness" and "She Loves Me film star, in the leading role. Prof.
Ernest
Stern and Werner Heymann,
Not," among others. Phyllis Loghton, formerly with the Jessie Bom scenic designer and composer, both
stelle stock organization, is direct- of whom worked with Max Reining. It is planned to have the
shows reviewed and the notices hardt, and Charell abroad, will create the settings and musical backprinted, as in the instance of a regularly-presented production.
grounds.
Players which Paramount will
polish up with starring anticipations in mind include Lanny Ross,
Frances Drake, Ida Lupino, Carl
BOOK
THEDATE
INDUSTRY'S
Brisson, Dorothy Dell, Harry Wilcoxon, Barbara Frietche, John
Lodge,
Helen
Mack, Gwenellen Gill
and Colin
Tapley.

Yesterday's meeting was attended by W. Ray Johnston, Neil Agnew, representing George J. Schae- Kennebeck is Appointed
fer; J. S. MacLeod, representing
Para. Chief in Far East
M-G-M, and Arthur Dickinson of
{Continued from Page 1)
the Hays office. The rules will be
submitted to the Code Authority at yesterday by John W. Hicks, Jr.,
its next meeting tentatively sched- vice-president of Paramount Interuled for Feb. 9.
national Corp. Kennebeck succeeds
William J. Clark, resigned. Kennebeck has been with Paramount
Meyer Davis in Vaudeville
for 14 years in various posts.
Meyer Davis, president of Magna
Pictures, producing musical shorts
Vienna Theater Tax Cut
in association with Van Beuren for
RKO release, opens Feb. 2 with his
Vienna — Tax assessment on movie
orchestra and a vaudeville act, at theaters has been cut by 20 per cent
effective July 1.
Loew's, Washington, D. C.

Jan. cago.
29: Columbia

regional sales meeting, Chi-

Jan. 30: Allied Theater Owners of New Jersey
meeting at New York headquarters, 2 P. M.
Jan. 30:
Special meeting of Cleveland
M. P.
Exhibitors
Ass'n
and
Independent
M. P.
Exhibitors
of Ohio
to discuss signing of
code, Cleveland.
Feb. 4: Ball of the New Orleans Theatrical
8Crafts,
P. M. Municipal Auditorium, New Orleans,
Feb. 4: Benefit show under auspices of Film
Board of Trade, Stanley Theater, PhiladelFeb. of7: Non-Theatrical
Monthly meeting
Eastern Ass'n
Film ofProducers,
Inc.,
New
York.
Feb. phia.
8-10: Tenth annual conference of National
York.
Board of Review, Hotel Pennsylvania, New-

'j.'
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Federal Suit Filed to Test Co-operative Buying

IRVING TRUST SEEKS DISCHARGE AS RROlECtlVER
i

Allied Forming President's
Cabinet of Bank
24 Would
Members
Terminate
Expect 800 at First Detroit Variety Party
Regional
to Aid Members'
in NationalBoard
Solidification

With intent of solidifying its aslociation nationally, Allied is estabishing a President's cabinet under
vhich, in addition to a vice-presilent for each of six territories to
|>e mapped out, three committeemen
yill be appointed. They will be
;itled as follows: chairman of
inance committee, chairman of business relations committee and chairman of public relations committee.
With four members of the cabinet
{Continued

on Page

3)

i.a. rritishTineup
!TO COST $4,800,000
Total of $4,800,000 will be expended in the production of 18 features to be made by British & Dominion and London Films for United
Artists, said President Joseph
Schenck in New York yesterday, f ol-

Detroit — First annual frolic of the Detroit Variety Club is set for Feb. 24, with 800
expected to attend the all-night affair. The club's first organization get together
takes place Monday at the Book Cadillac Hotel. Mannie Gottlieb and i. O. Brooks
are chief barkers for the day. J. E. Flynn is president of the club. Annual meetings
of the Variety Clubs of various cities are expected to be held after national organization has been completed.
John Harris of Pittsburgh heads the organization committee.

Equity Receivership
Early in June

Irving Trust Co. will seek its discharge as receiver in equity for
RKO early in June, the Film Daily
learns. One year ago today the
court appointed Irving Trust to
take over the affairs of the RKO
holding company and all subsidiaries. A. H. McCausland was placed
in
charge
company's financial
activities of
as the
representative
of the
Irving
Trust.
Since
that
time
At a meeting Thursday night at- Orpheum Circuit, said to be the
the
tended by 130 agents
and in
artists'
representatives
operating
the heaviest losing
(Continuedsubsidiary,
on Page 3)has been
fields of the stage and screen, Arthur S. Lyons of Lyons & Lyons
was elected president of a new organization called the National Ass'n
of Theatrical
Artists
Representa(Continued
on Page 3)

NEW LOUISIANA UNIT AGENTS ORGANIZE
TO FIGHT LICENSE
GOES INDEPENDENT
New

Orleans — Permanent organizationto include
of a theaterboth
owners'
association
affiliated
and unaffiliated exhibitors in Louisiana and parts of Mississippi, Alabama and Florida was effected this
week from the temporary group
formed Jan. 21 when Ed Kuykendall
was here. The new group, however,
(Continued

on Page

3)

Whitehead Declines Post
On Vaudeville Committee

Invincible to Produce
At Mack Sennett Studio

CODE AUTHORITY
IN LONG SESSION

The Code Authority committee
handling local boards nominations
Hollywood — Maury Cohen, pro- had an all-day session yesterday at
Ralph Whitehead, executive secreducer of Invincible pictures, is the Union League Club, with the
tary of the Actors' Betterment As- switching from the Universal lot
sociation, Inc., an A. F. of L. union,
meeting ending late last night. An(Continued on Page 3)
other session takes place beginning
yesterday notified R. H. Cochrane and will hereafter make his pictures
that he could not serve on the com- at the Mack Sennett studios, ac- at 9:30 o'clock this morning. No
cording to Walter C. Durst, new announcement on the work being acAppeal in Flywheel Case
mittee appointed to consider changes
general
of the Sennett
complished will be made until the
in
the
stage
talent
Code
because
of
Is Delayed Until Spring the presence on the committee of a plant. Jedmanager
Buell is back as execu- Code Authority meeting scheduled
Appeal of Wilmer & Vincent and
tive manager of the Sennett studio for Feb. (Continued
9, when Division
on Page 3) Adminis|Altoona Publix Corp. from the representative of the National VauScranton U. S. District Court deci- devilje Ai-tists' Ass'n, which White- rental department. "Birds of a
Feather" is the next Invincible pichead described as a "company ture.
sion finding infringement upon flyTheater Employees Union
wheel patents controlled by the
Submits Contract Monday
American Tri-Ergon Corp., is not union."
Following written notification to
expected to be heard in the District
theater circuits by Charles C. Levey,
Court of Appeals, Philadelphia, besecretary
of the Building Service
fore spring. Meanwhile the record
of the trial, consisting of 1,500
Employes Union, on Wednesday,
i pages, must be printed.
that he had been empowered to negotiate a new wage scale and working
Detroit — A Federal Court suit,
(Continued on Page 3)
Writers Ask Rosenblatt
looked upon as the first test case
U Sales Confab in Chicago
For Guild Recognition of the right of cooperative buying,
Chicago — Universal branch managers
was filed this week by Frank A.
West
Coast
Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
35 Czech Films in 1933
from 12 midwest exchanges will meet
here Sunday with E. T. Gommersall,
Hollywood — In a three-hour ses- Wetsam on behalf of the Oriole
Prague — Studios in Czechoslovakia
western division sales manager, for a
sion with Division Administrator Theater, one of his circuit of houses,
turned out 35 features in 1933, an Insales conference covering the last half
crease of seven over the previous year.
Sol A. Rosenblatt, representatives against Mid-States Theaters, bookof the company's current schedule.
ing organization headed by Ray
Four were in German. Importations
Gommersall left New York yesterday
of the Screen Writers Guild detotaled
162, including 80 German, 26
for this city and will return Tuesday to
manded that the Guild will be rec- Moon. Suit asks $60,000 damages,
New York.
French, 20 American and 9 British.
alleging
discrimination
in
bookings
ognized
as the onlyon body
represent(.Continued on Page 3)
(Continued
Page 3)
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Archie Laurie Joins Empire Films
Toronto — Archie Laurie has joined
the sales staff of Empire Films,
•Canadian distributors of Monogram
product.
3 for U. A. on Broadway
United
pictures

Artists expects to have three
playing
simultaneously
on

Broadway
early
next
month.
"Nana"
opens
at the Music
Hall on Feb. 1,
"Moulin
Rouge"
goes into the Rivoli
about Feb. 7 and "Catherine the Great"
will land in the Astor about Feb. 14.

Decision was reserved by Judge
John M. Woolsey of the U. S. District Court in the Bar Association
chambers yesterday, when attorneys
opposed to compensation claims for
Paramount Publix receivers registered their objections. Attorney
Saul E. Rogers, representing a
group of bondholders, filed a brief
in which he seeks to prevent the
equity receivers, who served prior
to the current bankruptcy, from receiving any compensation on the
grouncs that the appointments were
invalid as a prior involuntary receivership action had preference
over the voluntary petition filed by
the company itself. All papers
must be submitted by Feb. 14.

Announcement of seven more nominations for local code boards and
secretaries was made by the Code
Authority yesterday, as follows: Atlanta— W. Burton Smith, Charlotte
— Mrs. Kenneth Richardson, Los
Angeles — Lester J. Fountain, Floyd
Rice; Pittsburgh— Jos. S. Skirboll,
Art
Levy, San Francisco — Bruce
Johnson.

Col. Cooper on Dominion Committee
Toronto of— theCol.
John Picture
A". Cooper,
president
Motion
Distributors of Canada, is a member
of an executive committee appointed this week by prominent business
men planning a national tour of
the Dominion to aid the Government
in budget balancing and other constructive work.
Unger Holds Meet in Columbus
Joseph J. Unger, Paramount division manager, conducted a meeting
of Paramount exchange employees
at Columbus, Ohio, yesterday. With
him was Milton Kusell. After a
stop at Pittsburgh they return to
New York Monday.

ROBERT E. SHERWOOD is en route to Hollywriting staff.
wood to join the M-G-M
Universal
City. EVERY
DALE
VAN
has left New
York
fori

MARTHA
SLEEPER.
M-G-M
ing a vacation
in New
York,
days for the coast to appear
for

Cagney-Blondell

to

West Coast Bureau of THE

Co-Star

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — James Cagney and
Joan Blondell will be co-starred by
Warners in "Without Honor," which
goes in work soon under direction
of Lloyd Bacon. Story is an original by Robert Lord, adapted by
Tom Buckingham and Niven Buseh,

Installs DeForest Widerange
Boston — Harold Davidson, diviHarry Rosendorf Buried
sion engineer for the New England
Boston — Funeral sei-vices for
branch office of General Talking Pictures Corp here, has made the first Harry Rosendorf, New England
U. S. installation of the new DeFor- movie pioneer, were held yesterday.
est Superwide Range system in the He died Wednesday.
Grand, Taunton.
Another London House for U. A.
London — United Artists has acquired the London Pavilion, which
is being reconstructed and will reopen in September. The theater
seats 1,200 and supplements another
recent acquisition, the Leicester
Square, which seats 2,000.

Coming and Going

RKO Books "Forgotten Men"
"Forgotten Men," released by
Samuel Cummins of Jewel Productions, has been booked for RKO circuit key spots throughout the country following big business at the
RKO Victory, Providence.
Ann Ronnell on RKO
West Coast Bureau of THE

Musical Film
FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Ann Ronnell, who
turned out the tunes for "Three
Little Pigs," has been signed by Lou
Brock to write the songs for "Down
to Their Last Yacht", new RKO
musical.
Warner

Studio

Dines

West Coast Bureau of THE

Rosenblatt
FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Sol A. Rosenblatt, his
wife and Morris Legendre, his assistant were the guests at a special
luncheon in his honor at the Warner-First National studios on Wednesday. Jack Warner played host.

March Set as Bernie Mills Month
Albany — Standard Film Exchanges, distributors of Monogram
Regular Columbia Pfd. Dividend
pictures, has set the month of
Columbia Pictures has declared March as this year's "Bernie Mills
Month,"
in tribute to the head of
regular quarterly dividend of 75 the
exchange.
cents on the preferred stock, payable March 1 to stock of record
Feb. 15.
Fire Destroys $800 in Films
Lakeview,
Mich. — Fire in the proAntonio Moreno Joins Caravan
jection room of the Liberty deWest Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
stroyed $800 worth of film. An audience of about 200 filed out to safety,
Hollywood — Antonio Moreno has
joined the Caravan being sent on but three men in the booth at the
tour by United Artists in a tieup time were severely burned.
on "Moulin Rouge." Members left
Cecil Pace Goes Wet
yesterday for New York to assemble for the cross-country trek.
Denver — Cecil Pace has resigned
after selling Metro pictures for 13
Campaign for "One Night"
years. He is going back into the
Boston — "It Happened One wholesale liquor business.
Night," due here about Feb. 10, will
be given the same sort of attention
"16 Fathoms Deep" Holds Over
as "Lady for a Day," with special
tieups, exploitation stunts, and ex"Sixteen Fathoms Deep," Monogram release, is being held over at
hibitor's luncbeon, according to
Manager Tim O'Toole of Columbia. Walter Reade's Mayfair Theater.

geles stage in "Back Door."
PEGGY
WOOD
sails tonight
the other side.

player, follow-j|
leaves in a fewll
on the Los Anon

the

EuropJI

JOHN B. NATHAN, Paramount's generalll
manager in Central America, with head offices'
at Cristobal, arrives in New York Monday
on the Pennsylvania
for his annual
visit.
ABRAM
last night

F. MYERS
from
New

AL STEFFES
York yesterday

returned to Washington
York.

and H. M. RICHEY left New
on their return to Detroit.

LOUIS CALHERN leaves New
for the Coast.
next week

York

early

SAUL E. ROGERS left New York last night
for Glen Spey in Sullivan County,
N. Y.
MONROE SCHAFF, supervisor of the RKOVan Beuren musical comedies produced by
Meyer Davis, leaves today for a ten-day vacation in Miami, where he will join Joe Nadel,
production
manager
with
the same
company!
E. T. GOMMERSALL, western division sales
manager for Universal, left for Chicago last
night.
JACK GALLAGHER, president of FanchonRoyer,
and Fanchon Royer arrived from
the
coastInc.,yesterday.
CARL
left the

LAEMMLE and CARL LAEMMLE,
coast last night for New York.

JR..

Presnell Starting 3
West Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Robert Presnell, associate producer at Warners, has
placed "The Key" in work. It stars
William Powell and Kay Francis.
He will follow this with "Hit Me
Again," original by F. Hugh Herbert, with Joan Blondell, Warren
William, Edward Everett Horton
and Frank McHugh, and then "British Agent," with Leslie Howard.
Reopening Boston Arty House
Boston — The Fine Arts theatre
reopens soon for the showing of
unique and artistic films, largely of
European origin. George Kraska
again will be in charge.

January 27-28

Irving Talbot
George K. Arthur
Paul S. Berger
George G. De Sylva
Joyce Compton
Robert W. Bisctioff
Florence Dudley

Charles Klein
Paul Malvern

-. &&>l
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ALLIED IS FORMING

MONCthe

PRESIDENT'S CABINET
(Continued from Page

1)

stationed in each zone, total mem0 bership of the body, which will function supplementary to1 the board of
J directors, will be 24.
Appointments of the vice-presidents by President
Sidney
E.
i Samuelson
and Abram
F. Myers,
chairman of the borad, takes place
« in 10 days.
Allied's board completed a . threeday meeting yesterday at the Hotel
Warwick.

U. A. British Lineup
To Cost $4,800,000
(Continued from Page

1)

lowing his return from Europe. He
expects to release in this country
all six of the pictures produced by
(j London Films and at least three of
the British & Dominion films.
London Films will make the following: "Don Juan," with Douglas
Fairbanks, Sr.; an H. G. Wells story,
an African story, a Maurice Chevalier story based on Marshall Nay,
» and two starring Charles Laughton.
British & Dominion's first will be
"Sons o' Guns," which Sidney Lanfield will direct.
Darryl Zanuck, who goes to London in April or May, will lend a
hand in supervising the work.
Schenck plans to leave for the coast
on Tuesday to spend a month at the
studio.

Writers Ask Rosenblatt
For Guild Recognition
(Continued from Page

DAILY

1)

ing writers. They also requested
Rosenblatt to appoint five members
of the Guild to the producers-writers arbitration committee.

(Continued from Page

1)

disposed of, and the majority of unwanted leases throughout the RKO
circuit have been dropped or transferred.
•

•

• IT'LL BE interesting
and possibly enlightening
to hear Katharine
Hepburn's
artificial Southern
drawl
in the star role in RKO's "Spitfire" soon to reach
these parts According to the publicity that is being broadcast Katharine mastered the idioms and dialect of a Carolina mountaineer gal
after only one hour's coaching
It sure is the direct antithesis of the star's cultivated broad
"a's"
Imagine what it would sound like
if she slipped
It might go like this
"Cawn't
you see, deah, Ah
sho does loves' yer, honey."

*

*

*

*

It is known that the next RKO
financial statement will show a definite and marked improvement over
last year's figures. Both the RKO
circuit and Radio Pictures are now
operating "in the black" and the
Music Hall, under the new rental
arrangement, is showing a continued profit.

Federal Suit is Filed
On Cooperative Buying

»
•
• ARMAND DENIS, director of the new Frank Buck
pix, "Wild Cargo"
returns to the coast next week
to meet Mrs. Denis
nee Leila Roosevelt
who so6n arrives in San Francisco from Australia
to complete the
last lap of a motor trip around the world
in a 1% ton
truck
When Denis left with the Buck unit
ten
months ago
the Mrs. started her wanderings
which
took her across Europe and Asia
to Antwerp and Singapore then to Perth with a drive across the Australian
continent to Sydney
and the motor trip from the coast
to New York will wind up the adventure
Mrs. Denis, who
with her husband produced "Goona Goona" in Bali
is the
daughter of another film-explorer
Andre Roosevelt, who
is now tionalinPix Buenos Aires filming "Penitente"
for Excep-

Agents Organize
To Fight License
(Continued from Page 1)

• • • THE LOCAL citizenry out at Lakewood is
being paged for answers to a questionnaire
....... inquiring
whether they'd like a theater to sprout up in their midst
where standard Broadway shows can be booked for try-outs
thereby taking the play away from Atlantic City
the management of the Laurel-In-The-Pines is behind the move
and final results are expected to be tabulated soon
From
our
Hollywood
scout
learn 125
that Gloria
unique
collection of
dolls
morewe than
haveStuart's
been donated

fives, whose main objective is the
defeat of a bill introduced at Albany to regulate activities of agents.
The measure, introduced by Senator Albert Wald, would set up a
license fee of $500 for agents and
bookers, the posting of individual
bonds of $5,000, limiting of commissions to 5 per cent, and creation of
astate.
special division supervised by the

*

*

*

*

by the star
to the little girls in a San Francisco orphanage
and we send congratulations to Gloria
for practical
good sense because
what's the good of baby dolls
after you've growed-up
.
unless they're real?

(Continued from Page

1)

because of non-membership and
charging violation of the Sherman
and Clayton Acts. Actions of a
similar nature, filed by Lew Kane
of the Mayfair and Al Ruttenberg
of the Iris, are pending in lower
courts.

Lyons declared that the passage
of such a bill would put most agents
out of business. He also urged the
members at the meeting to stop
cut-throating each other.

New Louisiana Unit
Code Authority Meets
Goes Independent Theater Employees Union
Here in Long Session
(Continued from Page 1)
Continued from Page 1)
decided
not
to affiliate with M. P.
Submits Contract Monday
trator Sol A. Rosenblatt will have

Dinner for Bill Doyle
Boston — Manager Bill Doyle of
the Strand, South Boston, was given returned from the Coast.
a farewell bachelor dinner this week
Yesterday's procedure had to do
at the Hotel Commander.
with examining of the board and
secretarial recommendations. All
Heads Denver Tourist Bureau
members were present. They are:
Denver — Harry Huffman, man- Sidney R. Kent, Ed Kuykendall,
ager of eight theaters here, has
been elected president of the Denver George J. Schaefer, Charles L.
O'Reilly, W. Ray Johnston and NaConvention and Tourist Bureau.
than Yamins. Executive Secretary
John
C. Flinn attended.
Standard Sales Lineup
Buffalo — Howard Brink is now
Buffalo to Welcome Breese
covering Syracuse; Sam Schoenfeld
is at Rochester, and Nat Sedikman
Buffalo — Monthly dinners for Bufin Buffalo under a new sales line-up
falo theater folks will probably be
of Standard Films.
given as a result of the success of
the feast welcoming Lou Breese, orchestra leader. Bert Lapotina, business manager of the Buffalo theater,
Schenck Urges Open Door
is working on such arrangements.
"We should reciprocate with Great
Britain and welcome its worthwhile
pictures in this country as our theaters
need good screen entertainment regardless of its place of origin," declared
Joseph Schenck yesterday. "Such competition, furthermore, is healthy from
the standpoint of Hollywood as it makes
coast producers 'stop on it.' "

IRVING TRUST SEEKS
END OF RKO RECEIVER

(Continued from Page 1)
T. O. A. or any other national organization, a reversal of original conditions for members of his union,
plans. Al Yoeman, Norman Carter including ushers, ticket takers, matrons and others. Levey plans to
and Rodney Toups were added to
the board. H. S. McLeod is presi- personally deliver contracts embodydent of the unit.
ing the union's demands on Monday.
In addition to a closed shop and
New Camera on View at British Fair a 40-hour, six-day week, Levey is
A new invention, combining in one asking a minimum pay scale of 45
piece both camera and projector for cents an hour for ushers, 60 cents
home movies, improved sound-re- an hour for janitors and intermedcording machines for studio and
iate hour rates for other members of
newsreel work, and a film printing his union.
machine with automatic light control, are among new exhibits to be
shown for the first time in the disInternational
Event
play of optical and scientific instruments at the British Industries Fair,
Through a transatlantic hook-up between London and New York, NBC
which will be held in London and
last night broadcast over their WEAF
Birmingham from Feb. 19 to
national network the ceremony conMarch 2.

E. J. Harvey Changes
St. Louis Stockholders' Meet
St. Louis, Mo. — Annual stockholdDanbury. Conn. — Edward J. Harers' meeting of St. Louis Amuserecently manager
of Warner's
has succeeded
F. W.
ment Co., scheduled for Jan. 23, was Cameo,vey, Bristol,
Barker as manager of the Palace
postponed. The new date was not here.
announced.

nected with the unveiling of a statue

of MaemousWest
in in
Madame
Tussaud's
faWaxworks
the British
capital.
This broadcast was carried on simultaneously with that of the British Broadcasting Company, and as a result was
heard not only throughout all of North
America,
but also throughout
Europe.
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Warner

Baxter

"AS HUSBANDS
with

in

"FOUR

GO"

Helen

Vinson, Warner Oland, Catharine Doucet, G. P. Huntley, Jr.
Fox
80 mins.

PLEASING ROMANTIC COMEDY DONE
WITH CLASS MAKES VERY AGREEABLE
LIGHT
ENTERTAINMENT.

FRIGHTENED

PEOPLE"

with Claudette Colbert, Herbert Marshall,
Mary Boland, William Gargan, Leo Carrillo
Paramount
78 mins.
FAIRLY EXCITING ADVENTURE YARN
IN JUNGLE SETTING WITH SUSPENSE,
COMEDY
AND
ROMANCE
NICELY
BLENDED.

Though this yarn is rather fantastically
conceived, its hokum is sufficiently novel
Taken from the Broadway stage play, and suspenseful to please the average audience. Claudette, Herbert, Mary and Wilthis Jesse L. Lasky production is a smartly
liam, refugees from a ship stricken with
filmed piece of marital fluff that never
goes very deep but is bright enough to bubonic plague, become lost in the Malay
keep its audience entertained from start jungle. Claudette, a school teacher with
to finish. The role accorded Warner Bax- spectacles and other unappealing exteriors
ter, however, is entirely too easy for him. but a yearning for romance underneath, is
regarded as a pest by the two men, until
The fat part is expertly handled by Catharine Doucet as a giddy widow who ex- they spy her taking a shower under a
waterfall. Then both become goofy over her,
periences a revival of romance with Warner Oland, a man of the world. Catharine and she in turn blossoms out, falls in a
big way for Herbert, a reticent chap who
is supposed to be chaperoning Helen Vin- has an unappreciative wife at home, and
son on a visit to Paris, with Helen's hus- eventually gets her man. Most of the
band, Baxter, staying home in Dubuque.
Helen, too, finds a new love in gay Paree, comedy is provided by Miss Boland, a
the lad being G. P. Huntley, Jr., a British flighty widow with a yen to teach birth
writer. The men follow the women to control to the natives. Leo Carrillo appears as a jungle guide. Gargan plays
Dubuque. When Baxter sees how things
role.
stand, he treats his rival as a royal friend a sort of Floyd Gibbons
Cast: Claudette Colbert, Herbert Marand lets him queer his own self with
shall, Mary Boland, William Gargan, Leo
Helen, who at last realizes that her husCarrillo, Nella Walker, Tetsu Komai, Chris
band is the better man.
Pin Martin, Joe De Cruz, Minoru Nisheda,
Cast: Warner Baxter, Helen Vinson,
Shimada, E. R. Jinadas, Delmar CosCatharine Doucet, G. P. Huntley, Jr., Teru
tello.
Frank O'Connor, Eleanor. Lynn, Jay Ward.
Director, Cecil B. DeMille; Author, E.
Director, Hamilton MacFadden; Author, Arnot-Robertson ; Adaptors, Bartlett CorRachel Crothers; Adaptor, Sonya Levien; mack, Lenore Coffee; Cameraman, Karl
Additional dialogue, Sam Behrman; Cam- Struss; Recording Engineer, Harry Linderaman, Hal Mohr; Recording Engineer, gren; Editor, Anne Bauchens.
Eugene Grossman; Editor, Dorothy Spencer.
Direction, Showmanship. Photography,
Direction, Class. Photography, Fine.
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Jackie

"BELOVED"

"LONE

Cooper

with

GREATLY BY JOHN BOLES' EXCELLENT
RENDITION
OF SEVERAL SONGS.

Paramount

The popularity of John Boles will be
greatly enhanced now that he has been
given the opportunity to register himself
as the possessor of an unusually fine singing voice. Boles renders two original numbers and also the old song, "In the Gloaming." One of the originals, "My Beloved,"
is destined to be one of the year's hits.
The story covers several generations, starting in 1845 with the birth of the heir to
the noble house of Houseman, and winding
up in the present decade, Shortly after the
Civil War, the young heir, now grown to
manhood, marries. The story then follows
the careers and loves of the following
generations. Boles, as the leading character, portrays a musician whose love for

in

COWBOY"

with John Boles, Gloria Stuart
Universal
92 mins.
DELIGHTFUL EPIC DRAMA AIDED

Lila Lee, John Wray, J. M. Kerrigan.
Gavin Gordon
71 mins.

BETTER THAN THE USUAL RUN OF
WESTERNS AND ESPECIALLY STRONG
IN APPEAL FOR THE JUVENILES.
Somewhat off the beaten path, as westerns go, this production should prove a
refreshing treat for the outdoor story fans.
Having Jackie Cooper as its hero, the picture's appeal is particularly for the juvenile
trade, although grownups will find enough
in the story to interest them, too. From
the tenement section of a big city, Jackie's
father sends him out west and then commits suicide. Jackie, who always has been
a cowboy star fan, finds the open spaces
not quite as he imagined. His rancher
friend is on the trail of a man who ran

away with the former's wife, and in due
music is inherited by his children's children. course they meet, shots are fired, and
None succeeds until his great grandson defi- Jackie is wounded. For a time it looks
nitely shows a spark of genius. He becomes a great pianist, but leans toward as though he won't pull through, but he
the more modern themes. Boles sticks to finally makes it, and the husband and wife
are reunited as the villain is put out of
his original symphonies,
to the end.
the way.
Cast is strong.
Cast: John Boles, Gloria Stuart, Albert
C nti, Dorothy Peterson, Morgan Farley,
Cast: Jackie Cooper, Lila Lee, John
Ruth Hall, Anderson Lawler, Edmund Wray, Addison Richards, Gavin Gordon.
Breese, Louise Carter, Lester Lee, Mickey
Barton MacLane, J. M. Kerrigan, Del HenRooney, Holmes Herbert, Richard Carle,
derson, Joe Barton, William LeMaire,
Lucille Gleason. Mae Busch, Lucille La George Pearce, Herbert Corthell, Irving
Verne, Eddie Woods, Oscar Apfel, Jane
Bacon, Charles B. Middleton, Lillian HarMercer,
Wallis Clark.
mer, Willie Robyns.
Director, Victor Schertzinger; Author,
Director, Paul Sloane; Authors, Will
Paul Gangelin; Adaptors, Paul Gangelin,
James, Paul Sloane; Adaptors, Agnes Brand
George O'Neill; Editor, Edward Curtis;
Cameraman. Merritt Gerstad; Recording Leahy, Bobby Vernon; Cameraman, Theodor
Sparkuhl; Recording Engineer, Joe Butler;
Engineer, Gilbert Kurland.
Editor, Eda Warren.
Direction, ery Fine. Photography, ExDirection, Good. Photography, Good.
cellent.

A LITTLE from "LOTS"
A-1. '

By RALPH

WILK

HOLLYWOOD

had a very busy year. During the
past 12 months they wrote the muJ^OY DEL RUTH has taken leave
sic for "42nd Street," "Roman
of Warner-First National, where
he had been for 10 years, to join Scandals," "Moulin Rouge," "Hot
20th Century. During his Warner Air," "Wonder Bar" and two numassociation, Del Ruth directed 85
bers for "Footlight
*
* Parade."
&
features, establishing1 something of
Dorothy Dell, the Ziegfeld Follies
a record for money-makers.
singing star brought to Hollywood
* *
*
under contract to Paramount, has
Henry Armetta, signed to a new- been given the leading feminine role
Universal contract, started work this
week in a new Warren Doane com- in B. P. Schulberg's forthcoming
production, *
"Little* Miss* Marker."
edy, "Hot and
* Bothered."
*
#
Mary Boland, currently appearing
Dick Powell, signed by Columbia in Paramount's "Melody in Spring,"
Broadcasting Co. on a 26-week con- has been signed for the leading
tract for the "Old Gold" hour, will comedienne role in "Her Master's
have Ted Fio Rito's orchestra fea- Voice," B. P. Schulberg announced.
tured with him on the same pro- This is the Clare Kummer current
gram. Paul Moss, who, with Jerry Broadway success which will feature
Wald, wrote "Hot Air," for Warner Lanny Ross. Elmer Harris is writing the screen play.
Bros., is writing the material for
*
*
:!=
the air program.
* *
*
Fox Casting Notes: Una O'Connor and Matt Moore for "All Men
Our Passing Show: Herman Wobber, Harold Lloyd, Henry King, Are Enemies"; Ben Bard and MorHenry Herzbrun, J. J. Sullivan,
gan Wallace for "3 On A HoneyGeorge Bancroft, Jerome Beatty,
moon," with Francis Ford, Claude
Jack Oakie, W. R. Fraser, Colonel King, John Davidson and Pat SomJason Joy, J. L. Murphy, Henry
erset for "Murder
* * In Trinidad."
*
Wales at the dinner tendered
Arch
Frances
Drake,
has
been
given the
Reeve.
*
*
*
leading feminine role in "The TrumAl Dubin and Harry Warren have
pet Blows," opposite George Raft.

Louisville — The new Studio Theater. 628 Fourth Street, opened this
week. The Cozy is being remodeled.
Seattle — "House on 56th

Street,"

has been held over
release,
Warner
Box Theater.
the Music
at
Kansas City — The Fox Apollo has
folded again.
Birmingham — N. H. Waters, operator of two suburban houses, is
expected
this
week. to start using union men

| Buffalo — Earl L. Hubbard has
joined the Shea publicity staff, suc|; ceeding
Harry Berman who is now
on the road.
-,-, . »».„.

, t

»„

™.

,».

MuMe -The
Milhnocket,
. ?*8f
has
beenth?atlr'
destroyed
fire.
by J' Mack'
°T"ed
?lclPal
Newport, R. I.— The Strand, operated by Mullen and Pinanski,
closes Feb. 3. Its second-run policy
will shift to the Colonial.
Detroit — Louis Goldberg has become a partner with Gus G. Coplan
in the Columbia, downtown house.

Boston — Ted Fleisher of Interstate married Lillian Ziman this
Denver — Harry Nolan is distributweek. They left immediately for a
ing "ComiColor" cartoons in this
cruise to the West Indies.
territory. He has also taken the
agency for Brenkert lamps.
Bangor, Mich. — The Regent has
been sold to Frank Jacobs bv the
Detroit — The Mayfair, first-run
Sun Theater Co.
with a vaudefilm policy operated by
Lew Kane, closed this week.
Port Huron, Mich. — The Griswold
I is being reopened by William Ort,
Belleville, Mich. — The Martin has
! who took over the house from C. E. been
sold to W. L. Streeter by H.
Runkle.
A. McDonald, former owner.
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N. J. Supreme Court Declares Sunday Tax Invalid

SECONDjDjT IS FILED AGAINST CODE AUTHORITY
Non-Theatrical Film Output Showing Sharp Increase
66

Subjects Are Listed
Among Releases
Last Month

England to Film Shakespeare
London — Plans are under way for the raising of a National Trust Fund, with contributions accepted from the general public, to finance the filming of Shakespearean
plays. Moving spirit behind the project is the Central Information Bureau for Educational Films, with headquarters here. It is intended to show the pictures in regular
theaters here and in the U. S., and then make 16 mm. versions for schools and homes.

A sharp increase in production
of non-theatrical films is indicated
by the current release chart of such
pictures for the month of December
compiled by the Department of
Commerce. The list totals 66 subjects, many of them running three,
four and even five reels. Industrial,
medical and educational subjects
comprise the bulk of the output.
In the news notes accompanying
Kansas CJty — Exhibitors here will
the chart, it is stated that a con- meet today at the Hotel President
(Continued on Page 6)
with a representative from Loew's
Midland theater in an attempt to
get together on admission prices.

K. C. EXHIBITORS MEET SEEK TO CURB ALL
ON ADMISSION PRICES
FREE RADIO SHOWS

BETWEEN 20 AND 25

FOR U. A. IN '34-35

United Artists is expected to announce between 20 and 25 features
for release during the 1934-35 season. Of this number, Reliance will
produce four pictures, supplementing product turned out by Samuel
Goldwyn and 20th Century.

Joe Gilbert to Produce
Series of Kiddie Films
Joe Gilbert, veteran Broadway
manager, has completed pl^us to
produce a series of kiddie pictures
based on famous old-time child
legends and fairy tales in which he
will feature juvenile talent exclusively. The new film concern, which
has established its New York headquarters at 158 West 45th St., has
already begun casting for the first
production. Among the child artists discovered and signed recently
by Gilbert are: Billy Fiddy, Elvi
{Continued

on

Page

6)

200 Times a Sawbones
West Coast Bur.. THE

FILM

Hollywood — Eric
Mayne,
for
a doctor
role
in
Harum,"
has played
200
in the last 12 years.

DAILY

just
signed
Fox's
"David
medico
roles

Equity to Continue Fight
On Sunday Legit. Shows
Actors' Equity Ass'n will oppose
the Berg bill introduced at Albany
to permit Sunday legitimate shows
and is considering whether it shall
oppose the measure sponsored by
Senator Albert Wald of New York
City requiring a $500 license fee and
$5,000 bond for agents and bookers,
Frank Gillmore, president of Equity,
said Saturday.
Gillmore said that the Wald bill
would undoubtedly work a hardship
{Continued

on

Page

2)

Though the action was pi-ecipitated by the proposed use of the
Hudson Theater by CBS as a regular broadcasting studio with free admission to broadcasts, the theater
group seeking to curb this activity
on the grounds of unfair competition
will protest against all classes of
free radio shows when it meets with
the Radio Code Authority,
it was
(Continued

on

Page

8)

More American Pictures
Shown in Austria in '33

Vienna — ■ American pictures ir
Austria last year totaled 90, an in
Tease of 22 over the previous year
Germany was represented with 112
a decrease of 27. France had only
three, compared with 12 the year
before.

Sunday Movie Tax Invalid,
N. J. Supreme Court Rules
Revised Vaude Clauses
Expected in Film Code

Trenton — Imposing of a tax on
motion picture theaters for operating on Sunday is illegal, it has been
The celerity with which a vaude- ruled by the New Jersey Supreme
ville committee was appointed by Court. The case involved the town
the Code Authority and a date set
for a public hearing on possible of Vineland, where the authorities
changes in the vaudeville code is wanted to collect from movies for
understood to be due to the request the privilege of Sunday opening,
of Division Administrator Sol A. which recently was made a matter
Rosenblatt for a report on the of local option throughout the state.
vaudeville situation early in Febru- The decision had been awaited with
ary, apparently in the belief that interest by exhibitors in many other
some revision is necessary.
localities facing a similar condition.

Steffes
and
Herrington
Sponsor New Action on
Allied Behalf

A second Allied-sponsored suit
seeking to enjoin members and the
secretary of the Code Authority
from refusing to accept qualified
assents was instituted Saturday
through Al Steffes of Detroit and
Fred Herrington of Pittsburgh, both
leaders of the exhibitor association.
The complaint is returnable tomorrow in the U. S. District Court,
New York City, Room 235.
Papers {Continued
were served
on Page on 6) members

ROSENBLATT CONFERS
WITH COA!
West Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Following a general
neeting of agents last week with
Division Administrator Sol A. Rosenblatt, a committee was appointed by
he agents to confer again with
Rosenblatt this week. The commitee consists of Ralph Blum, attorley; Myron Selznick, Mike Levee,
Scott Dunlap, Charles Feldman and
Phil Berg. Little was accomplished
it the first meeting.

Klangfilm Compromises
On Sound Patent Suits
Berlin — -In the course of pending
negotiations between the German
Cinema Owners Ass'n and the Klangfilm G.m.b.H. to clear existing patent difficulties and especially to stop
(Continued

"4

on

Page

6)

Fri

heavy
The

Numerical Cycle
title thinker-uppers
for numbers
these

are going in
days.
Paramount
already has "8 Girls in a Boat,"
Kind
ghtened
People"
and
"6 of a
making Fox is making "3 on a HoneyColumbia
has "9th Guest"
as
well
a
"20th
Century."
M-G-M
is
Monog: "Operator
13."
And
there is
am's "16 Fathoms Deep."
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Nominations for membership in
32 local boards and secretaries were
completed by a Code Authority committee Saturday at a meeting at the
Union League Club. The list will
be submitted to the parent body
Feb. 9 for its ratification.

BOOK
THEDATE
INDUSTRY'S

on agents and force many of them
out of business. He added that
Equity might call in Senator Wald Today:
cago. Columbia regional sales meeting, Chiand talk over the bill with him. Gillmore emphasized, however, that Jan. 30: Allied Theater Owners of New Jersey
meeting at New York headquarters, 2 P. M.
Equity was having no trouble with
30:
Special meeting of Cleveland
M. P.
agents in the legitimate field, be- Jan. Exhibitors
Ass'n
and
independent
M. P.
cause
they
were
all
Equity-licensed
Exhibitors
of
Ohio
to
discuss
signing
of
"Moulin Rouge" Troupe in Town
code, Cleveland.
About 20 film names
arrived in In the matter of Sunday shows,
New York yesterday from the coast Gillmore said that Equity would con- Feb. 4: Ball of the New Orleans Theatrical
tinue its past custom of sending a
8Crafts,
P. M. Municipal Auditorium, New Orleans
to embark on United Artists' coast- delegation to Albany to fight the
to-coast trip in behalf of 20th Cen- Sunday bill.
Feb. 4: Benefit show under auspices of Film
Board of Trade, Stanley Theater, Philadeltury's "Moulin Rouge." The arrivals
included George Bancroft, Dorothy
Feist
in
New
Orleans
Dunbar, James, Lucile and Russell
Feb. 7: Monthly meeting of Eastern Ass'n
of Non-Theatrical
Film Producers, Inc.,
New
York.
New Orleans — Felix F. Feist, genGleason, Antonio Moreno, Leo Careral sales manager of M-G-M; A. F. Feb. 8-10: Tenth annual conference of National
rillo, Hoot Gibson, Eddie Quillan
phia.
Jack Mulhall, Creighton Hale, Bei Cummings, manager of exchange
Board of Review, Hotel Pennsylvania, New
operations,
and
E.
E.
Kessnich,
Turpin, Roscoe Ates, Anna Q. Nil" southern district manager, arrived
York.
Feb. 9: Meeting of Code Authority, Hotel
son, Nancy
Welford,
Doris Hall,
Asfor, New York.
2 P. M.
here Friday on a tour of inspection.
Mary
Carlisle and John Hundley
The
caravan
starts
its itinerary They will proceed to the coast. Ben Feb. 21 : First annual ball of Independent
New
York.Owners Ass'n, Waldorf-Astoria.
Theater
Feb. 1 in Washington and will visit Fish, Sam Goldwyn's representative,
also arrived. W. F. Freeman and
Philadelphia, New
York and BosFeb. 26-27: Winter meeting of Visual InstrucLeo Spitz of Publix visited E. V.
tion Department, National Education Assoton before heading west.
ciation, Carter Hotel, Cleveland.
Richards during the week.
March 10: Fourth Annual Dinner-Dance of the
Warner Stars Coming East
Columbian Club of Columbia Pictures, Hotel
Waldorf-Astoria,
New York.
Kay Francis, Dolores Del Rio, Apollo Reopened by Sidney Cohen
City.
Apollo
on
125th
St.,
famous
old
Dick Powell, Hal LeRoy, Al Jolson
April 23-26: S.M.P.E. Spring meeting, Atlantic
and Ruby Keeler, all appearing in burlesque house, has been reopened
with new Photophone High Fidelity June 16-July 2: International Motion Picture
Warner's "Wonder Bar," are exWeek,
Vienna.
pected to come east within the next sound equipment. House is now operated by Stumpf Stores, Inc., of Aug. 1-20: Second Exhibition of Cinematoweek or so to be present at the world
grapn/.
Venice,
Italy.
Sidney Cohen, once president
premiere of the picture. Ruth Don- which
nelly and Ricardo Cortez already of the M. P. T. O. A., is president.
Attend Chicago Sales Confab
have come to New York and will at- Morris Sussman, manager of the
Fox. Brooklyn, and the Empire.
tend the opening.
Bronx, for Cohen, will manage the midwest
Chicagosales
— Attending
conference Columbia's
here Sat125th St. house.
Warners Sign Phil Regan
urday were A. Montague, Joe McWest Coast Bureau- of THE FILM DAILY
ConviJJe, Louis Weinberg, J. W.
Hollywood — Philip Regan, popular
MacFarland,
Lou Astor, Jerry SafOppose
Nazi
Film
radio tenor, has been signed to a
Declaring that the German film. ron, Max Roth, Phil Dunas, A. S.
long term contract by Warner Bros. "S. A. Mann-Brand," planned to be Moritz,
H. C. Bissell, Joe Levy, C.
Regan, who has been spending a va- shown on Broadway soon, is anti- H. Shalit, Harry Taylor, L. George
cation on the coast, left for New semitic and anti-communist, the Ross. B. O. Marcus, H. J. Chapman,
York last week and is due back in Film and Photo League is organHollywood Feb. 5 to start his picizing mass pressure to prevent C. D. Hill.
ture career.
the onening of the picture here.
The film is said to present all its Runyon Writing Quirt-FIagg Story
Fox has signed Damon Runyon
Lockharts Finish Third Short
Nazi characters as snow-white anGene Lockhart, currently appear- erels and all the Jews and Com- to write an original story in which
Edmund Lowe and Victor McLaglen
munists as blackguards.
ing in "Ah, Wilderness," and Kathwill continue their Quirt-FIagg comleen Lockhart have just completed
bination.
their third Vitaphone short, "Alibi
Rerkelev. Merna Kenned v to W"d
West

Coast

Bureau

of THE

FILM

D 4jr V

Hollywood — Marriage of Busbv
Baby." Burton Holmes Lecture
"Rerkelev. Warner-First National
Burton Holmes, who presented his dan^e director, and Merna Kenned'"
will be celebrated here Feb. 10. it
illustrated travel lecture, "Around was
announced Saturday. The counle
the World," at Carnegie Hall last
night, will repeat the program at will so to New York on their honeythe same place this afternoon.

LEW CODY
With Hit Songs by

CONRAD, MITCHELL AND GOTTLER
Distributors in New York and Northern New Jersey

Syndicate Exchanges Jnc.

^M

50 Million
Radio
Fans
are waiting for this film

Kansas Business Mixed, Savs Tayl"'Kansas City — Movie business in
the tank towns of Kansas is not im•nroved. says Harry Taylor, Columbia exchange manager, on his return from a lonq- trir> throughout
the stnte. In the larger towns,
however, business is better, he
states.
Talkers Rea^h Ethioma
Ethiopia recent.lv heard its first
sound tnctm'PS. with the init-ial rn'oeram including a French Pathe feature and an American animated cartoon, it is reported to the TT. S. Department, of Commerce by Vi^e Consul W. S. Fam-ell, Addis Ababa.
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EXPLOiTETTES

March Calls Film Audiences
More Critical Than Stage

Sweetheart Angle Stressed
For Dressier Film
jyLANAGER C. G. Taylor of
Shea's theater, Buffalo,
stressed the "sweetheart" angle
in his campaign on "Her Sweetheart, Christopher Bean" when
the picture was scheduled to
play at his theater. He arranged
a tie-up with the Unterecker
Candy Company, which furnished 5,000 candy kisses which
were placed in envelopes with
copy reading: "Kisses from the
World's Sweetheart — Marie
Dressier." These kisses were
distributed by two girls the day
before the opening of the picture. The A. & P. stores had a
special sale on Sweetheart Soap
and used 300 special window
cards in their Buffalo stores.
Fifteen flower-shop windows
had cards reading: "For your
sweetheart — Flowers — See 'Her
Sweetheart' at Shea's Buffalo."
Star stills were used in seven
jewelry stores with autographed
copy and playdates of the picture and these were placed in
silver frames with the copy:
"Why not give your sweetheart
your photograph for Christmas?" Three thousand heralds
were used as stuffers in laundry packages with the Mbhn
and Hunter and the Quality
Laundry Companies. Ten thousand napkins were distributed
to various restaurants in the
downtown district. With the repeal of prohibition, 20,000
throwaways were printed with
copy reading: "Happy Days Are
Here Again — Laugh with Marie
Dressier, the World's Sweetheart, Serving You a Satisfying
Cocktail of Happiness in her
latest sensation, 'Her Sweetheart.' "
— Shea's, Buffalo.

Coming and Going
ADRiENNE ALLEN arrives from England tomorrow on the Aquitania, which also brings
WILLIAMS and other members of the

DERKE

British "Greater
Than
NORMA TALMADGE
Bremen for Europe.

I" theatrical
company.
sailed Saturday on the

WILL H. HAYS is expected to leave the coast
this week for New York.
J. H. HOFFBERG

left Saturday for Cuba.

J. A. HOPFENBERG of the Max Glucksman
office sailed Saturday on a West Indies cruise.
GEORGE KRASKA has left New York for
Boston to prepare for reopening of the Fine
Arts Theater on Feb. 1 with foreign pictures
booked with the assistance of Roman Rebush
of Kinematrade.

DALY
• • • THERE'S A REASON for the folks out in Hershey, Pa., being content to stay at home for their entertainment par excellence
and it's a $2,000,000 reason
which consists of a community center for the recreational and social life of the natives
M. S. Hershey the
chocolate man is the provider
and from what we learn
it doesn't bow to the Radio City Music Hall for beauty
comfort
or# architecture
* equipment
#
*
• •
• THE BUILDING has just been completed
after three years' work
it is 600 feet wide and 300 feet
deep
and is of Italian Rennaisance architecture
All types of entertainment can be given in the auditorium
from local shows to grand opera
It has an orchestra elevator
a revolving console elevator for the
Aeolian-Skinner organ
and another type of elevator that
raises and lowers the speaker-horns for movie shows
the stage consists of four parts which may also be lowered
individually
and as a matter of fact
the place has more gadgets than can be included in three pages
of type
*
*
*
*
• • • IT IS POSSIBLE that this great project will blaze
the way for other benevolent gents
to answer the question of how small communities and towns can provide for the
increasing leisure time of the inhabitants
It means that
folks will more often patronize their own show-places
without affecting the larger cities
which will always
draw the out-of-towners
for vacations
and honeymoons

*

*

*

*

•

• • EXHIBITORS will do well to pay particular attention to the latest run of press books
that are, to a degree, hitting a new technique
Of course there always
will be squawkers
who holler about the "tremendous
cost"
foura matter
and five ofcolors
and the like lavish displays
when
as
fact
actual costs are far below the estimates of the knockers
the cover splash serves the same purpose as any theater front
ballyhoo
and the contents are devoid of the old style
bunk
that was only read by the author
and his
long-suffering relatives
*
#
%
%
•

•

• EXCELLENT examples of what we're harping on
are the press books on "Little Women," "Footlight Parade," "A Man's Castle," "Beloved," "Design for Living," "Eskimo," "Nana," "Carolina"
and what we consider to be
the last word
to date
the book now being prepared by Bob Sisk, Barret McCormick and the RKO staff
on Frank Buck's "Wild
* Cargo"
*
*
*
• •
• A GOODLY share of personal vanity
is, of
course, essential to our very existence
but from Dave
Eps tein, out in Hollywood
we hear that even the oldest
troupers are astounded
at the inflated ego of some of
the modern generation
Among the aspirants who sought
important roles in M-G-M's "Pretty Sadie McKee"
which
will be directed by Clarence Brown
were lads with lisps
bald-heads with toupees
and other incongruities too numerous to mention here
but the pay-off was a
gink who proved to be an Albino
with pink eyes and
natural platinum blonde hair
who put up an argument
claiming that "everything moves in cycles"
and that since the screen has had its Latin types
Eskimos
French stars
and native American players
the Albino is the next in line
and
although Brown turned the lightweight down
who can
tell
but what he's right?

*

*

■*

A/f ODERN screen audiences are
far more critical of their
entertainment than any stage
audience ever was and for this
reason motion picture actors and
actresses have to watch their
step to a greater extent than
they did in the theater. The
average film fan in America's
hinterland has a far more observant eye and detects flaws
and incongruities more quickly
than his sophisticated Broadway
countryman. The reason seems
to lie in the fact that motion
pictures are essentially intimate. The ability of the camera to pry into life with tis
all - revealing close - ups, which
unmasks every facial expression,
has made its public unusually
discriminating. The stage audience is forced to depend more
or less on suggestion. If we
depict a waterfall on the stage,
we do it by means of an offstage sound of running water
and a reference in the dialogue
to the waterfall's proximity.
Picturegoers,
however, wIfo the
n't
stand
for this deception.
action or background of the
story calls for a waterfall, they
want to see and hear it. The
same applies to other objects
which are shown every day on
the screen but which can only
be suggested on the stage. Thus
it is that the films have constantly set newtertainment.standards
enOn the other of
hand,
filmgoers take their critical
duties more seriously than stage
audiences. They shop not only
for their own entertainment,
but act as arbiters for their
entire neighborhood. If a picture has a false note, it is not
long before everyone knows
about it.
— Fredric March

*

• •
• CONGRATULATIONS to Pauline Frederick
a marvelous actress
a beautiful character
on her
recent marriage to Col. Joseph A. Marmon of the U. S. A.
Arthur Mayer's Rialto is doing record -busting biz with
"The Ghoul"
Nice campaign includes classy front, teaser,
ads, etc

January
Ernst Lubirsch
Albert
Conti

29

Johnnie Cassidy

Arthur ClaytonEarl

G.

Gulick

FEBRUARY
1934

but mark it on your calendar now
as the date

of the Outstanding

Social Event of the Industry in
1934

INDEPENDENT THEATRE OWNERS ASSOCIATION
Annual

Midnite

Supper and

Ball

Waldorf-Astoria

Hotel
Entertainment by

GREATEST

STARS

Dance Music by

of stage and screen

SPECTACULAR

THREE FAMOUS

ACTS

BANDS

from reigning Broadway Hits

oi

TICKETS

TEN

DOLLARS
Wm.

Brandt

Chairman
Entertainment Committee

per

person

mtmsai

NON-THEATRICALFILMS
SHOW SHARPINGREASE

A LITTLE from "LOTS"
By RALPH WILK

{Continued from Page 1)

vention for facilitating international
circulation of educational films will
be held in Geneva, Oct. 5-11, under
auspices of the League of Nations.
Curts T. Everett is the American
delegate.

Joe Gilbert to Produce
Series of Kiddie Films
(Continued from Page 1)

Daniels, Jean Hazlett and Dorothy
Siegel. The company will film "Cinderella," "Little Red Riding Hood,"
"Three Little Bears," "Babes in the
Woods," "Mother Goose," "The Pied
Piper"
"Mother Hubbard" in
the
orderand
named.
9 "Mandalay" Pre-Releases
Nine .special pre-release key city
bookings have been set on Warner's
"Mandalay," starring Kay Francis.
The showings take place the week of
Feb. 2 at the Mary Anderson, Louisville; Strand, Hartford; Grand, Columbus; Roger Sherman, New
Haven; Cameo, Bridgeport; Earle,
Washington; Warner, Memphis;
Stanley, Pittsburgh, and Warner,
Worcester.
New Educational Musical
A new Educational musical comedy, as yet untitled, is being put in
production today by Al Christie at
the Eastern Service Studio in Astoria. A number of special songs
were written for this short by
Johnny Birks and Harold Spina,
who were responsible for the current song hit, "Annie Doesn't Live
Here Any More."
David Sugarmann in New Britain
New Britain, Conn. — David E. Sugarmann of New Haven has succeeded Francis S. Morin as manager
of Warner's Embassy here. Morin,
recently married, has been transferred to D anbury.
New Tim McCoy Release
Columbia's "Speed Wings," starring Tim McCoy, will be released
Feb. 5.

BIG
NEWS
AS SEEN
BY
THE PRESS
AGENT

"Outside her career in the movies,
about the most interesting occupation
to Ann Dvorak is the rearing of pollywogs."— PARAMOUNT.

SECOND SUIT FILED
AGAINSTAUTHORITY

HOLLYWOOD

WARNER
BAXTER'S next Fox
picture, "Odd Thursday," from
the story by Vera Caspary, goes into production this week with James
Flood directing. Rosemary Ames
and Rochelle Hudson are in the supporting cast.
*
*
*
Billie Seward,
former
Ziegfeld
"Follies" beauty, who made her initial appearance for Columbia in
"Once to Every Woman," and as a
result of a sterling performance was
placed under a long term contract,
has been assigned to her first leading role. She will play opposite
Tim McCoy in "Storm at Midnight,"
by Harold Shumate. Charles C.
Coleman is directing.
*
#
*
The title of the M-G-M short formerly known as "Cowman's Loss"
has been changed to "Little Feller."
*
*
*
George Barbier has been selected
by Harold Lloyd for a part in the
comedian's forthcoming "The Cat'sPaw," by Clarence Budington Kelland. Barbier is the only member
of the cast besides Una Merkel so
far selected for the production,
which Fox will release. Edwin H.
Curtis, dialogue director of "State
Fair," will assist Sam Taylor, director of "The *
Cat's *Paw." *
Walter Catlett has been engaged
for the stellar role in the Columbia
two-reel comedy being directed by
Jules White. Anita Garvin is Catlett's leading lady, with
Burtis, Arthur Hausman, Jimmie
Greta
Meyer and Gloria Warner in feature
ley.
parts. The story is by Arthur Rip-

(Continued from Page 1)

Man Woman," and Donald Woods, of the Code Auth
y's local boar
instead of O'Brien, will play the title nominations commorit
ittee and Execu-d
role in "A Gentleman from San
tive Secretary John C. Flinn on Saturday morning as they met at the
Francisco."
Union League Club. Divisional Administrator Sol A. Rosenblatt has
C. Henry Gordon has been added not been served as yet
as he is in
California. The suit involved
is virto the George
cast of Seitz
"In Old
,"
which
will Louisiana
direct for
tually the same in character as the
M-G-M. Cast includes Jean Parker, one filed against
the Code Authority
Isabel Jewell, Maude Eburne and
Irene Franklin.
on Jan. 20 by ■ Congress Theater,
inc., Newark.
Louis Calhern has joined the cast
"Firebrand."
of 20th
's the
Francis
Dee Century
will play
feminine
lead, originally intended for Loretta
who will be tied up with anYoung, other
picture.

Klangfilm Compromises
On (Conti
Sound Patent Suits
nued from Page I)

the further use of sound film production apparatus not entirely protected by patents, Klangfilm has
agreed to the suggestion of the Cinema Owners to bring on the market
a special low-cost apparatus for theaters up to 400 seats, and by purchase of this equipment theaters
that use unpatented sound apparatus without arrangement with
Klangfilm may free themselves from
future breach of patent suits. The
settlement is expected to greatly
benefit German theater trade as well
as clear
ingng.up patent difficulties of
long
standi

RKO cast assignments: J. Farrell
MacDonald, Sam Hinds and Irving
Pichel for "Crime Doctor"; Arnold
Korff and Margaret Hamilton for
"Alien Corn"; Thompson Burtis for
"Speed King."

Archie Mayo has been assigned by
Warners to direct 'The Key," costarrin
Francis.g William Powell and Kay

"The Heir Chaser," James Cagney's forthcoming
, will be
released by Warners picture
under the title
'Blondes and Bonds."

4 Continents in G-B Film Locales
London — Pictures on the 1933-34
schedule of Gaumont-British
will
boast locales filmed on four continents and the high seas.
The list
includes,
in addition
to pictures
filmed in the Shepherd's Bush and
Islington
studios:
"The
Constant
Nymph," filmed in the Austrian Tyrol; "Rhodes," a story of the life of
Cecil Rhodes, to be filmed in South
Africa; "Soldiers Three," which will
be made in India and a Robert J.
Flaherty
picture to be filmed in
Australia.

"Family Man," instead of "Dover
Road," has been definitely set as
the next starring vehicle for Clive
Brook at RKO Radio. Salisbury
Field wrote "Family Man." It will
Trem Carr, vice-president in be produced for RKO Radio by
charge of production for Monogram, Myles Connolly.
announces that filming will start immediately on "City Limits," from
the novel of the same name by Jack
Helen Mack's new contract with
Woodford and starring Ray Walker. Paramou
nt has been signed, and the
George Waggner has just completed young player returned a few days
New M-G-M-Dressler Contract
the script. It will be supervised by ago from
a brief vacation to report
W. T. Lackey.
for work. She will begin preparations West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
immediately for her appearance opHollywood
— Marie
Dressler's
new
M-G-M
contract
becomes
effective
Lou Ostrow has assigned Archie
Pleasa
"It's
in
Raft
posite
George
March
31.
The
company
has
also
Buchanan as production manager on
ure to Lose," a Charles R. Rogers re-signed Pete Smith for two years.
"Manhattan Love Song," Monogram production.
feature.
Leonard Fields will direct.
Guy Kibbee will play his first serious role— and in tact it is said to
be a somewhat sinister one — in
"Without Honor," in which
Cagney and Joan Blondell are James
to be
co-starred. "Without Honor" will be
directed by Lloyd Bacon and will
start production within ten days.

Pat O'Brien, instead of Richard
Barthelmess, will have the principal
masculine
lead in Warner's
"One-

With the complete cast signed for
the timely titled, "Managed Money,"
the fourth comedy in Educational's
Frolics of Youth series, shooting has
just been started in the picturesque
Joshua tree forest near Palmdayl.
Junior Coghlan, Shirley Temple,
Sidney Miller, Harry Myers, Virginia True Boardman and Huntley
Gordon are essaying the principal
roles in this comedy, as yet untitled,
which Charles Lamont is directing
from an original script by Ernest
Pagano and Ewart Adamson.
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likings on a basis
The public rates il s75%
artistry, says
of 25% beauty and
Winfield Sheehan.
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ANALYSIS OF MOTION

PICTURE CODE

By LOUIS NIZER
SIXTEENTH INSTALLMENT
ARTICLE V— UNFAIR PRACTICES—DISTRIBUTORS— EXHIBITORS—(cont.)
2. Notures
Prior Distributor's PicIf no feature pictures of
the Distributor were exhibited at the theater during ninety days prior to
the notice of cancellation,
average the daily gross receipts for the period of
thirty operating days prior
to the written notice. Apply to such average, the
percentage terms of the
contract. The sum thus
computed must be paid by
the Exhibitor to the Distributor with the notice of
cancellation.
Example: Suppose that the
gross receipts of thirty
operating days prior to the
notice of cancellation are
$4,500.00. The average
daily gross receipts are,
therefore, $150.00. The percentage terms of the contract must be applied to
this sum. Assuming that
the percentage terms are
$50.00 guarantee plus
twenty per cent of the
gross receipts, the computation is as follows:
Twenty per cent of $150.00
is $30.00. The guarantee
to be paid in addition to
this sum is $50.00. Therefore, the Exhibitor in order
to cancel must pay $80.00
to the Distributor at the
time that written cancellation is sent.
g) Computing Fractions
In computing the number of
feature pictures which may be
cancelled, fractions of more
than one half are counted as
h) Rights as to Cancelled Picture
When the Exhibitor cancels a
picture, all his rights to it
end and go back to the Distributor.
i) Optional Contract Amended
This Code provides that the
Optional Standard License
Agreement shall after the
effective date of this Code be
the standard contract used by
Distributors. That contract,
however, is amended by substituting for the 5-5-5 cancellation clause the ten per cent
cancellation clause analyzed
in this Article.
ARTICLE VI— GRIEVANCE
ARDS AND ZONING BOARDS
Clearance and Zoning Boards
. Purpose
To prevent clearance of un-

reasonable length and area, fixing the maximum period or area
fair schedules of clearance of clearance, shall consider and give
and zoning may be set up weight to the following six facts:
by a Local Clearance and
(a) Effect on License Fees
Zoning Board created for
each exchange territory.
That clearance to a great extent determines the rental
2. Selection and Composition of
value
of pictures.
Clearance and Zoning Boards
(b) Lowering License Fees
(a) Each Board is appointed by
That inadequate clearance
the Code Authority.
lowers
(b) Each Board is composed of
tures. the rental value of picseven members selected in the
following manner:
(c) Causing
Unemployment
That lower rental values tend
1. Two Distributors; (one
affiliated and one unaffiliated).
to reduce the number of pictures made and thereby cause
2. Two first-run Exhibitors;
unemployment.
(one affiliated and one unaffiliated).
(d) Affects Subsequent-Run Theaters ....
3. Two subsequent-run unThat unreasonable clearance
affiliated Exhibitors.
to a great extent affects the
4. One person having no affiliation with any branch of
value of pictures for subthe Motion Picture Indussequent-run theaters.
try who must be approved
(e)
Income
of
Subsequent-Run
by the Administrator. This
Theaters
person is regarded as the
That unreasonable clearance
impartial representative of
lowers the possible income
the Code Authority and
from pictures to subsequentrun theaters.
votes
only if the Boar-d is
deadlocked.
(f) Income of Distributor
(c) The members of each Board
That unreasonable clearance
shall, by a majority vote,
lowers the possible income tc
select a chairman.
the Distributor from subse(d) If there is a vacancy in the
quent-run Exhibitors.
Board, it shall be filled from
and
the class of members in which Sec. 5. Decision of Clearance
Zoning Boards
the vacancy occurred.
(a The decision shall be reached
3. Duties of Clearance and Zoning
by a majority vote.
Boards
(b) If the Board is evenly di(a) Preparing
Clearance
Schedvided, the impartial represenule
tative of the Code Authority
Prior to January 1st of each
decides.
year, the Board shall formu(c) The decision of the Board
late and publish for its termust be in writing.
ritory a schedule of clearance.
The schedule shall apply for
Sec. 6- Publishing and Filing Schedthe season which follows.
ule
(b) Nature of Schedule
The
Clearance and Zoning Board
The schedule may classify
promptly publish the schedules
theaters by zones or other shall
which it draws up and file a copy
classifications suited to local with
the Code Authority.
conditions. The only purpose
of the schedule shall be:
Sec. 7. Protest
Against
Schedules
1. To fix the maximum clearand Appeals
ance in length of time.
2. To fix maximum clearance
(a) Filing Protest
for area.
Any party aggrieved by the
Clearance and Zoning sched(c) Changing Schedule
ule may file a protest in writEach Board may, after fair
ing with the Clearance and
notice and hearing to interZoning Board not later than
ested parties, change or
30 days after publication of
modify any part of the schedthe schedule.
ule which it has set up. No
such change may, however,
(b) Hearing the Protest
The Clearance and Zoning
affect any contract made pursuant to such prior schedule
Board must promptly convene
without the written consent
and give reasonable notice to
of the parties to such conall parties having an interest,
tract.
and hear them and accept all
papers and evidence. The
Sec. 4. Factors in Setting up ClearBoard has the power to make
ance Schedules
reasonable rules concerning
Each Board
when
making
any
notice of the time, place and
classification of theaters or when
manner of hearing.

(c) Decision
The Clearance and Zoning
Board must make its decision
within 15 days after the protest has been filed, or within
three days after the hearing,
whichever date is sooner.
(d) Appeal
from Clearance
and
Zoning Board Decision
Any person aggrieved by the
decision may appeal to the
Codeity Authority by filing the
appeal or mailing it by registered mail, or delivering in
writing the appeal within five
days after the decision. In
such case all evidence taken
ity.
before the Local Clearance
and Zoning Board shall be
referred to the Code Author(e) Hearing Before Code AuthorAll persons interested in the
decision have the right to appear before the Code Authordence.
ity and present additional evi(f) Decision by Code Authority
After investigating the protest and reviewing the evidence taken before the Local
Board, and considering the
additional evidence, the Code
Authority must make its decision not later than 15 days
after the hearing.
(g) Time of the Essence
The various steps described
above must be strictly followed in every respect in order to give full relief before
the buying season begins.
Sec. 8. Schedules and Decisions Apply to All Exhibitors and Distributors
(a) All Distributors and Exhibitors in the territory to which
the schedules apply are bound
by:
1. The schedules of clearance.
2. Decisions made by any LoBoard.cal Clearance and Zoning
3. Decisions of the Code Authority upon any appeal
to it.
(b) Contracts
in Force During
Season
Pending the decision of ny
dispute all existing contracts
between the Distributor and
Exhibitor must continue to
be performed in every respect.
Sec. 9. Jurisdiction Limited
The jurisdiction of the Local
Clearance and Zoning Board is limited to the matters above set forth
and the Board may hear no questions other than those referring to
clearance and zoning matters.
{To Be Continued)

SHORT SHOTS from
EASTERN STUDIOS
; By CHAS. ALICOATE

"g. begin
A. ROLFE
and inhisa Vitaphone
Orchestra
work today
one-reel short entitled, "A Jolly
Good Fellow." Supporting Rolfe and
his radio orchestra are the "Men
About Town," Dolly Arden, Bert
Matthews, Beverly Phalon and Sally
Woodall. Short is being directed by
Joseph Henabery.

@ The Broadway Parade •
picture

Theater

Distributor

Women in His Life week)
M-.G-M:Artists
■ y:
United
(2nd
Lady
Gallant
Warner Bros
Fashions of 1934 (2nd week)
Bros
Warner
week)
(2nd
Massacre
First Division
He, King of Virtue
Universal
Beloved
Paramount
People
Four Frightened
Fox
Go
As Husbands
Gaumont-Bntish
The Ghoul
Monogram
16 Fathoms Deep (2nd week)
Krimsky-Cochran
Girls in Uniform
Paramount
for Living*
Design
Sweden Land of the Vikings (4th week) John W. Boyle
RKO
Bill of Divorcement (revival)
RKO
Flying Down to Rio

■^?"',*Pl
Rivoli
Hollywood
Strand
Cameo
Roxy
Paramount
Music Hall
Rialto
Mayfair
Criterion
Center
55th St. Playhouse
Little Carnegie
Palace

Subsequent run.

Jefferson Machamer, known for
his syndicated comic strip and magazine covers, will produce and star
in a series of six one-reel comedies
based on his "Gags and Gals" page
in the New York Sunday Mirror.
The first of the series is scheduled
to be put into production the first of
this week at the Photocolor Studios,
Irvington-oh-the-Hudson. D. L. Carter, formerly publicity man with
Universal and Paramount, is associted with Machamer in the company, which will be known as the
Cartcr-Machamer
Productions,
Inc.
Production on a commercial picture for the Abbott Dairy Co. has
been started by the Ruby Film Co
Shooting is being done at the com
pany's Philadelphia plant under th'
supervision of Aaron Friedman
with Edward Ruby, assisted by Ber
Wetzel, doing the camera work.
Inez Courtney, stage and screen
player who last appeared on Broad
way in "Hold Your Horses," completed work Saturday at the Vitaphone
studio
"Alibi Baby," a tworeel musical in
comedy.
William Watson, Art Jarrett and
Royal Foster have put the final
touches on their original stor?
serve as Bob Hope's firs'
which willvehicle
starring
for Educational. A
Christie will start shooting on the
two-reeler, to be released as the
third in Educational's Musical Com
edy series, today at the Astoria
studios, where sets depicting the
South American background, are
now being erected. Leah Ray will
play the feminine lead for which
Lillian Roth was originally cast.

MAN'S

REMINDER
of

Boy

♦

M-G-M

♦ FOREIGN
« FUTURE

OPENINGS

Warner Bros
(Jan. 31 )(Jan. 31)
Hi, Nellie Marshal
.Fox........
Frontier
United Artists
(Febl)
Nana
f.arim.0.unt
All of Me (Feb. 2)
M-G-M
..
2)
(Feb.
You Can't Buy Everything
Warner Bros
Number (Feb. 2)
Your(Feb.
I've Got
Devil
Tiger
5)
. ..Fox
Catherine the Great
United Artists
(Feb 14)
Paramount
Take a Chance*...
Subsequent run.

Seek to Curb All
Free Radio Shows
(Continued from Page 1)

stated Saturday by Marcus Heiman,
me of the committee appointed by
he legit group last week to act in
he matter. Heiman said the Moion Picture Code Authority today
vill be asked to join the legit in the
ity.
■omplaint to the Radio Code Author-

Warner February Releases
Four Warner-First National pictures will be nationally released in
February. They are "Dark Hazard," starring Edward G. Robinson,
with Genevieve Tobin and Glenda
Farrell featured, Feb. 3; "Manda^y," starring Kay Francis, supported by Ricardo Cortez, Lyle Talbot and Warner Oland, Feb. 10;
"Fashions of 1934," with William
Powell, Bette Davis, Frank McHugh and Verree Teasdale, Feb. 17,
and "I've Got Your Number," featuring Joan Blondell,
Pat O'Brien,
A.llen Jenkins
and Glenda
Farrell,
Feb. 24.
"Bedside," another F. N. picture,
was nationally released Saturday.

Lawrence Lehman Laid Up
Kansas City — Lawrence Lehman,
manager of the Mainstreet, went to
the hospital last week for a minor
operation. Jack Gross is substitute
ing for him.

Astor

PICTURES

Aeolian
Hell on Earth
Edward T. Ricci
week) (revival) Principal
Le Sang d'un
Mexico
OverPoete'(3rd
Thunder

Pass Anti-Marathon Bill
Des Moines — Backed by exhibitor
interests, a bill prohibiting marathon dances has been passed by the
Iowa legislature.

SHOW-

. Prepare
to take
advantage
Scout Week in February.

♦ TWO-A-DAY-RUN
Queen Christina

♦ Acme
Playhouse
Ave. Playhouse
5th Ave.
5th

♦
St«nd
Mayfair
Mus.c Hall
Paramount
Capitol
Roxy
Rialto
Astor
Center

Kansas City — Three local theatei
have installed RCA Victor Hig
Fidelity sound within a short timi
They are the Bagdad, operated b
Jay Means, president of the loci
exhibitors' association; the Wes'
port, operated by James F. Rigne;
and the Admiral, operated by Cha
H. Potter.
Kansas City — Arthur Cole <
Paramount is on the general con
mittee in charge of arrangemenl
for the President's Ball to be hel
here.
Pittsburgh — RKO Distribute
Corp. has arranged for the immed
ate installation of Photophone Hig
Fidelity sound reproducing appars
tus in the RKO screening room hen
Boston — Day-and-date showing c
"Enlighten Thy Daughter" at th
Modern and Scollay Square, Publi
houses, was arranged by Harr
Asher, president of American Pic
tures, New England distributor o
the picture.
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Exhibs Top Producers in Profits, Tax Figures Show
0

OFF
TO BT"PUT
PECTED
SUIT~EX
tCODE
Errors AUTHOR
Claimed ITY
in Labor
Action
Against
Indie Exhibs
J.T.O.A. Says Absence of
Prevailing Scale Obviated Violation

Meet the Duchess!
Paramount yesterday announced the signing of the Grand Duchess Maria Pavlovna of
Russia, first cousin of the late Czar, to act as technical advisor on "Thirty Day
Princess," which B. P. Schulberg will produce with Sylvia Sidney starred. The Grand
Duchess leaves New York today for Hollywood. Sylvia Sidney, who has been on vacation in the east, may accompany her.

Pending decision by Supreme
Court Justice Collins on a motion
for re-argument made several days
ago by the I.T.O.A., the hearing
scheduled for yesterday on the temporary injunction obtained Jan. 2
from Justice Collins to restrain the
I.T.O.A. from employing members
of the Allied Motion Picture Operators union is indefinitely postWilliam Rowland and Monte
poned.
Brice,
whose eastern production acIn applying for a re-argument,
tivities this season included several
{Continued on Page 7)
shorts as well as two musical features, "Moonlight and Pretzels," released by Universal, and "Take a
Chance," made in association with
Lawrence Schwab for Paramount,
have dissolved partnership. Each
expects to announce new plans in
-he near future.
In line with similar action taken
by RCA Protophone and Western Laemmles Here to Confer ;
Electric, General Talking Pictures
May Call off Trip Abroad
(DeForest), through Vice-President
J. Stark, has assured its sound
If conferences in New York are
licensees that they will be protect- satisfactorily concluded, Carl Laemed under any outcome of the fly- mle, Jr., who arrives in New York
(Continued on Page 6)
today with Carl Laemmle to discuss
pictures for 1934-35, will return to
the studios in several weeks instead
Grosses Up Everywhere,
of going to Europe. Laemmle, Jr.,
Says Harry Gold on Trip had intended to go abroad in connection with European production
New Orleans — United Artists
for Universal. Facilities are already
grosses "are rising everywhere," available for a certain number of
said Harry Gold of the home office
while here on a tour of exchanges. pictures scheduled to be made in
Conditions throughout the south, London and Paris, the company an(Continued on Page 7)
especially Texas, are very good, he
said. Felix F. Feist of M-G-M, who
also arrived here last week en route
to the coast, made similar observations about improvement in the
south.

Hearing of Allied Action
Set for Today Likely
To be Postponed

Hearing on the second suit filed
in behalf of Allied against members of the Code Authority is expected to be adjourned when the
case is called this morning at 10:30
o'clock in the U. S. District Court,
New York, with Judge William
Bondy presiding. Counsel fwi defendants will ask that the case be
over until Division AdministraPersonnel of local boards in five put tor
Sol A. Rosenblatt returns from
key cities, not yet finally determined the Coast just before the next Code
by the Code Authority committee Authority session, scheduled for
handling the job of making recom- Feb. 9.
mendations, will be decided upon at
Attorneys will also point out that,
a meeting of the group Feb. 8, the
(Continued on Page 8)
day prior to the next session of the
Code Authority. Membership makeup of boards in Boston, Detroit,
Cleveland and Chicago were not
agreed upon at the committee meeting which concluded last Saturday

ROWLAND AND BRIGE LAST FIVE BOARDS
TO BE SET FEB.
PARTNERSHIP ENDED

DcFORESfliCENSEES
ASSUREDPROTECTION

(Continued on Page

7)

Redrafting Measure
To Regulate Agents

expect mato grant
assentjxtension

That the NRA would grant an
extension of the period for filing
code assents to Feb. 28 was virtually certain last night, following
formal petition of the Code Author(Continued
on Page 6) Execuity seeking
this permission.

Ralph Whitehead of the Actors'
Betterment Ass'n has arranged for
a conference with State Senator Albert Wald for the purpose of redrafting the latter's bill for the licensing of artists' representatives. Resuming Operation
Whitehead is opposed to the measure in its present form and declares
Of B'klyn Paramount
that the original draft was intended
Paramount on Friday takes over
to cover only such attractions as operation of the Brooklyn Paracome under the jurisdiction of the
mount from Allied Owners. The
A. B. A. (Continued
Actors'on Equity
Page 7) Ass'n al- policy of pictures and stage shows
will be retained. William Raynor
will continue in charge of the de
luxer under supervision of Boris
Morros.

Tax Figures Show Exhibitors
Fared Better Than Producers

Sheehan in Credits
Second Tax Bill in Kentucky
Louisville — In addition to the bill
for a gross sales tax of 1 cent there
is being introduced into the Kentucky
Legislature another bill calling for a
tax of 5 cents on every 25 cent-ticket.
Theaters are fighting both bills with
hopes of success.

Motion picture exhibition is the
Toledo Long-Run Record
most profitable branch of the
Set By "Little Women" amusement business according to
Toledo, O.-^Tohn Kumler of the income tax data just released by the
Pantheon claims to hold the city^s federal government. For the year
record engagement. He recently 1931, out of 2,314 exhibitor returns
played "Little
reportedon aPage
profit
secutive days. Women" for 25 con- filed 1,167(Continued
8) and 1,-

West Coast Bur., THE
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DAILY

Hollywood
Winfield
will
appear — in
screen Sheehan's
credits forname
the
first time when the main title of
"Carolina" shows him as producer of
the picture.
This inaugurates
new
policy of identifying
producersFox's
of
its pictures. Forthcoming Sheehan productions will include "David Harum"
and "Fox Follies."
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Lee Hugunin Urges Shorts Harry Cohen Will Handle
Eastern End on Cartoons
Keep Step With Features
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY

Harry Cohen, formerly assistant
Hollywood — Failure of two-reel
general manager for Warcomedy producers to keep in step European
ners, has been appointed eastern
Vol.LXV. No. 25 lues.. Jan. 30, 1934
Price 5 Cents with the progress made by fea- representative by P. A. Powers for
tures is largely responsible for the the M-G-M unit producing Ub
JOHN W. ALICOATE
: ;
Editor and Publisher increase of double-feature programs,
declares H. Lee Hugunin, former Iwerks's "Willie Whopper" and
Published daily except Sundays and Holidays production executive for Mack Sen"Flip the Frog" series. First of
M 1650 Broadway, New York, N. Y., nett.
the
Willie Whoppers, "Davy Jones'
Sy Wid's Films and Film Folk, Inc. I. W.
\licoate, President, Editor and Publisher;
"It is possible to make good two- Locker," was shown at the Capitol
Donald M. Mersereau, Secretary-Treasurer reelers without greatly increasing last week in connection with "Estnd General Manager; Arthur W. Eddy, Asso- expenditures, but the producers of
ciate Editor; Don Carle Gillette, Managing
Editor. Entered as second class matter, shorts must advance in step with
May 21, 1918, at the post-office at New York, the major producers," says Hugunin.
M. Y„ under the act of March 3, 1879
Change in Vaude Clauses
Terms (Postage free) United Statet outside "The two-reel comedy of the future
kimo."
will
be
as
smartly
written
as
any
Opposed
by Chorus Equity
si Greater New York $10.00 one yearj 6
months, $5.00; 3 months, $3.00. Foreign, successful feature. Dh-ection, writContinuance of the vaudeville laH5.00. Subscriber should remit with order.
ing, beautiful sets, talented casts —
\ddress all communications to THE FILM
bor provisions without alterations
DAILY, 1650 Broadway, New York, N. Y., these are the elements of the sucwill
be urged by Doi-othy Bryant,
cessful two-reeler, and for the proPhone, Circle 7-4736, 7-4737, 7-4738, 7-4739.
ducer who understands this there is executive secretary of Chorus EquCable Address: Filmday, New York. Hollyity, when she speaks at the hearing
wood, California— Ralph Wilk, 6425 Hollya throne and a crown and a proswood Blvd., Phone Granite 6607. London —
to be held by the vaudeville comErnest W. Fredman, The Film Renter, 89-91
perous reign waiting."
mittee of the Code Authority toWardour St., W. I. Berlin— Lichtbildbuehne,
morrow at 2 p. m. at the Hotel
Friedrichstrasse, 225. Paris — P. A. Harle, La Add
Four
Cartoon
Celebs
Astor.
Cinematographie Francaise, Rue de la CourWest Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
let-Nouei. 19.
"The code hasn't had a fair
Hollywood — Emil Off eman, general manager of Animated Pictures chance to demonstrate its provisions," Mrs. Bryant told The Film
Corp., producing the new Powers
ComiColor and Willie Whopper Daily yesterday, and declared that
cartoons in color, has made four any effort to revise its clauses is
prominent additions to the produc- premature at the present time.
tion staff. They include Tom Mc- Theaters are generally co-operating
Namara, well-known in the cartoon with Chorus Equity in the observance of the code provisions, she
world and formerly with Roach's stated.
"Our Gang" comedies; Earl Hurd,
who was political cartoonist on the
NEW YORK STOCK MARKET
Kansas City "Post" and later drew
Line Up Next for Arliss
Net
comics for the "Telegram"; William West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
High
Low
Close
Chg. Wheeler, who now has a syndicated
Hollywood — Among supporting
Am.
Seat
55/8
4%
55/8 +
Va
strip, "Kuriosity Kate," and Bob
Columbia Picts. vtc. 25%
25%
25% +
Vl Stokes, formerly in charge of the players ah'eady lined up by DaiTyl
F. Zanuck for "Head of the Family,"
Con. Fm. Ind
4%
4'/8
4'/8 —
Vs Life Drawing Department of the
next George Arliss picture for 20th
Con. Fm. Ind. pfd... 14
13%
14
Chouinart School of Art.
Century-United-Artists, are Janet
East. Kodak
91
88%
893,4 + 2
Beecher and Edna May Oliver.
Criterion Hearing Put Over
Fox Fm. "A"
16%
14l/2
16'/g + 1 1/8
Leonard Praskins is doing the
Loew's, Inc
29%
29%
293/8 +
i/4
A Paramount Publix hearing be- scenario from the story by Catherdo pfd
86%
86
86% + 5%
fore Referee Henry K. Davis on the
ine Clugston.
Paramount ctfs
33/8
3%
3% +
y4 matter of taxes in connection with
Pathe Exch
2%
2'/4
2%
+
% the Criterion Theater, controlled by
do "A"
14i/2
i2i/2
141/4 + 1%
the Seneca Holding Co., yesterday Cresson Smith on Tour of Branches
RKO
3%
2%
3
+
i/4 was put over until next Monday at
Cresson E. Smith, western and
Warnre Bros
7/i
6%
7
+
y4 2 p. m. due to opposition to the
southern sales manager for RKO,
NEW
YORK CURB
MARKET
payment. Objections were regis- left New York Sunday for a tour of
tered by Attorney Milton Kramer mid-west branch offices, where he
Technicolor
10%
10%
10i/4 —
i/4
Trans-Lux
of White & Case, representing will deliver talks to the sales staffs
2'/8
2%
2%
+
%
Bankers Trust Co., Lawyers County and exhibitors on the forthcoming
NEW YORK
BOND
MARKET
Radio product. Among the branches
Gen. Th. Eq. 6s40.
6%
6
6% +
V4 Trust Co. and Manufacturers Trust
Co. Amount involved in the assess- he will visit are Chicago, Des
Gen. Th. Eq. 6s40 ctfs.
6
5Vi
6
+
%
ment runs between $170,000 and Moines, Kansas City, Milwaukee,
Keith A-0 6s46
66
66
66+6
Minneapolis,
Loew 6s 41 ww
92%
91%
92% -f- 1%
$175,000.
Sioux Falls. Omaha, St. Louis and
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I It reaches

the

peak

of great ]

. emotional
drama!
That's Hollywood's advance verdict on "NO
I GREATER GLORY." Frank BorI zage achieves new fame with this

,
«

■ CLARK

GABLE

l

I DETTE

COLBERT

J
j
masterpiece based on Ferenc Mol- '
nar's great novel.

FINANCIAL

Paramount 6s47 ctfs. 36%
Par. By. 5%s51 .... 36

35%
35V4

36%
36

Par.
5'/2s50
Pathe 7s37

35%
87

36i/4 +
88

ctfs... 363/8
88

+
+

1
1

%

Warner's
6s39
.... 523^
5iy2
523/4 + iy2
N. Y. PRODUCE EXCHANGE SECURITIES
Para.

Publix

3l/4

3%

3y4 -f

To Meet on Radio Issue
Following the return here Thursday
of William C. Elliott, president of the
I.A.T.S.E., a meeting of the legit committee seeking to curb the competition of free radio shows will be held
to formulate its demands before asking the Motion Picture Code Authority
to join in the protest to the Radio
Code Authority, it was said yesterday
by Marcus Heiman. Besides Heiman
and Elliott, the legit committee, appointed by the Legitimate Theater Code
Authority, also includes Frank Gillmore
president of Equity.

i/4
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DAILY

Hollywood — Signing of Howard
Estabrook to write the screen play
of Charles Dickens' "David Copperfield," which George Cukor will direct as a David Selznick production
for M-G-M, brings together again
the same trio who made the winning
"Bill of Divorcement" for RKO.
Estabrook has just finished the
screen version and dialogue for
"Green Gold" at Paramount.
MacFarland Succeeds Shea at M. H.
Joseph C. Shea has resigned from
the Radio City Music Hall publicity
department and has been replaced
bv James Hood MacFarland, who
has been at the Rivoli. Shea will
join another major company next
week.

CLAU-

together for \

| the first time in an intoxicating ro- ]
• niance, "It Happened One Night," I
which Frank Capra has made into •
I one of the best ten of 193-i.

Even now

I

they

perfect starring vehicle for JOHN

BARRYMORE! "20th Century,"
• with Carole Lombard in BroadHecht.and Charles MacArtlmr.

Estabrook on "Copperfield"
Coast Bureau of THE

and

McAdoo to Dispatch Caravan
United Artists' "Moulin Rouge
Caravan" will be dispatched on its
way Friday in Washington at a
luncheon in honor of the visiting
Hollywood stars by the Senator
from their home state, William G.
McAdoo, in a private dining room of
the Capitol. The caravan reaches
New York on Feb. 6.
More than ten million readers of

"Palooka" Trade-showings
"Palooka," produced by Harry
Goetz and Edward Small of Reliance for United Artists release, will
be trade-shown in key cities throughout the country on Feb. 6. Jimmy
Durante, Lupe Velez and Stuart Erwin head the cast.

■daily newspapers laugh at George
Herriman's famous comic strip,
"KRAZY KAT." But more than
sixty million roar at his animated
antics in one of the most popular
1-recl cartoon

comedies

now be-

7
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There could be no more convincing tribute to the remarkable success of your stewardship than the prosperty
of the thousands of theatres which are playing these

WARNER

R R 0 S.

Vltggraph. Inc., Distributors

PICTURES

STORY,

CONTINUITY
by ADELE

Suggested by "THE
By FANNY

STORIES BY FAMOUS
MADE BY A VETERAN

and DIALOGUE

BUFFINGTON

M. H.HOFFMAN

PEACOCK
SCREEN"
HEASLIP LEA

Who Gave You MOTHER'! MILLION land MAD PARA!

A polite crook, a society Raffles, loses confidence
in his own confidence game when a moll with a
lurid past breezes into his life . . . and the hardboiled con man turns into a Romantic Romeo. Together they make the hard trek over the right road
to win out. A keen, expertly written story that
combines heartthrobs and hair-raising suspense.

AVAILABLE
//

When

ALAN MOWBRAY
WILLIAM COLLIER, SR.
GUINN WILLIAMS
Phil

Rosen
RECORDED

CONTINUITY
by ADELE

BILL BOYD
Dorothy Mackaill
JUNE COLLYER

by

FEB. 22nd

BY

FOR

PRE-RELEASE

Strangers Meet

STORY,

with this strong cast

Directed

author
PRODUCE!

and DIALOGUE

BUFFINGTON

Suggested by "THE WAY"
By ZONA GALE
A unique picture . . . with an all star cast of great performers . . .
A production interpreted by superlative artists, fine direction . . .
A human, powerful story of elemental emotions . . . Extraordinary
entertainment that the industry and public will acclaim.
with

RICHARD

CROMWELL

- ARLINE

JUDGE

LUCIEN LITTLEFIELD - CHARLES MIDDLETON
HALE HAMILTON -SARAH PADDEN-MAUDE EBURN
BARBARA WEEKS - SHEILA TERRY - RAY WALKER
Directed by CHRISTY CABANNE
RCA-VICTOR

SYSTEM

(

IN

PRODUCTION

TAKE THE STAND

//

Suggested by "THE DEUCE OF HEARTS"
By EARL DERR BIGGERS
Screen Play by ALBERT

DEMOND

Directed by PHIL ROSEN
Coarse, sensuous, unfeeling . . . living by her wits ... a
woman suddenly finds herself the central figure in a murder
mystery that defies solution. Impending disaster brings to her
the realization of a wasted life . . . and a rousing trial scene,
the climax of this mighty drama, finds her a changed woman;
making this an amazingly gripping narrative!

MAD

FOR

THE QUITTER

THE SPRING"

Suggested by "THE

"There's a little bit of bad in every good
little girl"
and instead of a cold shoulder
she got warm embraces when she turned on
her hotcha vamp technique to catch her
man. A merry melee of modern matrimony
. . . with a carload of laughs!
GATES

SCHOOL
Suggested by "OUR

Without

DAUGHTERS"

"Finishing schools . . . and what they finish!
A straight -from -the -hip story of modern
youth . . . including single standards,
double beds, and triple bromides!
a four star finish!"
REGINALD
WRIGHT KAUFFMAN

TWO

And

BIG MITTEN"

Damon Runyon's staggering narrative of a
man's compromise between courage and
cowardice; the sanctity of a pledge catapults a virile he-man into amazing adventures
in a red-blooded, pulsating drama bristling
with electric thrills and hair-raising action.

FOR GIRLS
UNDISCIPLINED

th

JACK LA RUE - THELMA TODD
GAIL PATRICK - RUSSELL HOPTON
BURTON CHURCHILL - VINCE BARNETT
LESLIE
FENTON
- SHEILA
TERRY

HONEYMOON

Suggested by "SEARCH

ELEANOR

Wl

RUNYON

Children

Suggested by "EYES OF YOUTH'
Overwhelming in its sincerity, profound in its
presentation of the truth, this frank, daring
story mirrors dramatically a vital situation
that finds its counterpart in countless homes.
Rich in human interest, with an outspoken
message for every thinking adult in the
land, "Without Children" will prove one of
the greatest screen plays of our time.

HEADS

DAMON

ON

A

PILLOW

Suggested by "THE ETERNAL MASCULINE"
Two hearts, two souls made as one . . . what joys, what sorrows lie on their unchartered course! Here is a truly brilliant
comedy-drama of the first . . . the second . . . the third year; its
chuckles and chagrins, smiles and sighs, triumphs and tears!

czl^ibi
PICTURES
CORPORATION
M. H. HOFFMAN,

Path© Studios

President

CULVER CITY, CALIF.
BUDD 1776
ROGERS,
Gen'lNEW
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Manager
Broadway,
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EXPECT NRA TO GRANT
ASSENT EXTENSION
{Continued from Page 1)

tive Secretary John C. Flinn was
confident that he would be advised
to this effect.
Flinn stated yesterday that the
request was made when two associations, the Federation of the M.
P. Industry and the Independent
Theater Owners Ass'n of New York,
requested more time in which to file
compliances. The latter organization, in its petition, explained that
its members have delayeJ in some
instances as they were awaiting an
NRA interpretation of some phases
of the exhibitor labor clauses.
Big Features Gets Weldon Film
Louisville — Maxwell Cohn, president of Weldon Pictures, was here
last week to arrange with Leo Goldberg of Big Feature Rights to act
as distributor for "Damaged Lives"
in Indiana, Kentucky and Tennessee.
With the recent return of Goldberg to Big Features, headed by Col.
Fred Levy, A. H. Kaufman has
opened an Indianapolis office under
Sol Greenberg, formerly of Warners,
and Sam Haber, who was with Fox
and Warner, has been engaged as
sales representative in Kentucky.
Malkames to Shoot New Series
Don Malkames, who has just completed writing and directing a series
of Goofytones shorts for Gem Pictures, released by Universal, is
starting photography this week on
"Gags and Gals," the series of
shorts based on Jefferson Machamer's newspaper page. Machamer
will appear in the series.
Duke Richards in Richmond Deal
Richmond — Duke Richards, former
technician with Hollywood studios
and with Ufa in Berlin, has arrived
from New York with Mr. and Mrs.
Lawrence Neal to revive legitimate
plays at the Lyric.
Former Censor Now a Columnist
Richmond — Mrs. Emma Speed
Sampson, who was replaced last
week by Mrs. Elizabeth C. Chalkley
as a member of the state censor
board, will become a columnist on
a local newspaper.
Cleve. Exhibs Form Social Club
Cleveland — Local theater manaa Showman's
formedsocial
Club gers
forhavepurely
purposes.
Louis Sweet, manager of the Knickerbocker, is president.
Would End Company Unions
Indianapolis — An NRA amendment
clearly defining "company unions" as
illegal will be demanded by the American Federation of Labor, said President
William Green in addressing convention
of the United Mine Workers of America here yesterday.

A LITTLE from "LOTS
By RALPH WILK

Mary Jordan, sister of Dorothy
Jordan, RKO Radio featured player,
'THE new year is starting off with has been signed to make her film
a bang for Albertina Rasch and
her dancing girls. Miss Rasch will debut in that studio's production
create and direct the musical ensem- of "Finishing School."
bles for "The Merry Widow," at MG-M. Miss Rasch's girls appeared
M-G-M has bought "Gems of
in "Going Hollywood." In Miami,
Fla., another Albertina Rasch en- 1934," an original story by Herman
semble is appearing at the Villa Timberg, and will produce a short
subject based on this material.
Venice,
Florida's
most swank night
club.
HOLLYWOOD

DeFOREST LICENSEES
ASSURED PROTECTION

u

(Continued from Page 1)

wheel patent ruling obtained by
American Tr,i-Ergon Corp. DeForest equipment is not involved in the
original action, but the decision, if
sustained by the higher courts, is
expected to affect all types of sound
equipment. In view of this, Stark
has advised DeForest licensees "not
to be unduly influenced by any misrepresentations relating to our re-

producing apparatus."
Opera at Cosmopolitan
Sterling Holloway has been signed
Popular-priced opera will open
Gene "Fatty" Laymon is produc- by H. N. Swanson, associate pro- soon
the Cosmopolitan, Columbus
ing "Twisted Rails," an action-meloducer for RKO Radio studio, for Circle,at where
C. F. Zittel offered a
drama, with Al Herman directing.
vaudefilm film policy for several
Jack Donovan and Alice Dahl are "Strictly Dynamite."
months last year. The company goco-featured, with Philo McCulIough,
ing in will be under the direction of
Elyn Glyn, Donald Keith, Bob McJackie Boyle, son of the noted F. Cola Santo, who gave opera at
Kenzie, Pat Harmon and others.
stage dancer, Jack Boyle, has been the Broadway for a short time last
* *
*
signed by B. G. DeSylva to make
Maureen O'Sullivan and John his professional debut in Fox Film's year. A Russian opera troupe also
Farrow have announced their en- "Bottoms Up." He will lead a song opens Thursday night at the Casino.
and dance number with Pate PaterReubenson Moves Office
*
*
gagement. *
son and a chorus.
London — R. Reubenson has moved
Little Dorothy Gray, who did exthe offices of his R. R. Films, Ltd.,
cellent work in "As the Earth
to 174 Wardour St. here, where he
Pandro
Berman,
assistant
execuTurns," is one of the busiest youngtive producer to Merian C. Cooper, will continue the selling of product
sters in the film colony. She has
the United Kingdom and the
continent.
started work on his new assignment, for
just completed work in "Men in "Of Human Bondage," which will be
White." Her other recent pictures
Leslie Howard's new RKO starring
Cantor Film Sets New Record
include "Beloved" and "Bedside."
vehicle for RKO Radio. It will be
* *
*
Wilmington, Del. — Eddie Cantor
directed by John Cromwell from an
Mark Sandrich will direct Wheeler
in "Roman Scandals" set a new boxadaptation
of
the
Somerset
Maugand Woolsey in an untitled comedy,
ham story by Lester Cohen.
office record at Loew's Parkway.
now being written by Ben Holmes
*
#
*
Previous record was held by "Tarand Edward Kaufman. Sandrich also
John
Ford
will
direct
"The
World
directed the comedians
in "Hips,
Moves On," original by Reginald
New Virginia Corporation
Berkeley, with Madeleine Carroll.
* *
*
Hips, Hooray."
Richmond — Regent Theater Corp.,
*
*
♦
Columbia has exercised its option
Marion, Va., has been chartered with
on Ethel Hill, the only woman writer
"Let's Be Ritzy" has been chosen Harley Davidson as president.
on its scenario staff. She is now by Universal as the title for the
Virginia Theater Co. has been
writing the screen play and dialogue next Lew Ayres production. It granted a revival of charter, with
for "Whirlpool,"
Jack Holt's next was adapted from the William An- E. Feigner Neal as president.
zan."
thony McGuire Broadway play, "A
* *
*
picture.
Great Little Guy." William LudM-G-M Buys
"Declasse"
"Declasse,"
Zoe Akins
play prowig, the director, will have in the
"Mickey's Medicine Men" is to be cast Frank McHugh, Isabell Jewell,
duced on Broadway in 1919, has
the next story produced in Larry Patricia Ellis, Berton Churchill,
been acquired by M-G-M.
Darmour's "Mickey McGuire" series. Hedda Hopper, Nydia Westman,
Joseph Levering, story editor, and Robert McWade and Addison RichCarlyle Blackwell Buys Estate
other members of the Darmour writ- ards.
*
*
*
Carlyle
Blackwell, star of the silstory-ing department are preparing the
ent days,
has Obtuse
bought District
a 30-acreof
estate
in
* *
*
Clara Blandick, Selmer Jackson, Brookfield, the
Conn.
Samuel Hinds and Howard Hickman
Kitty Carlisle, star of the Broad- were signed a few days ago by CoGertrude Niessen's Fourth Vita.
for "Sisters
Under thetitle
Skin,"
way stage from
hit, "Champagne
has arrived
New York to Sec,"
start which lumbia
bore
the earlier
of
Gertrude Niessen, radio blues
her long term contract with Para- "Sonata." Elissa Landi and Joseph singer, has been signed by Sam Sax
mount. The deal was set by the Schildkraut have the starring roles, for her fourth Vitaphone musical.
Harry Weber office.
with Frank Morgan in chief sup* *
*
port. David Burton is directing Jo
Third National's
Week for "Fashions"
First
"Fashions of
Spencer Tracy will play the title Swerling's adaptation of this story
1934"
will
be held for a third week
by
S.
K.
Lauren.
role in M-G-M's film version of
at the Hollywood.
George Kelly's play, "The ShowOff," under the direction of Charles
Camera work on Universal's "The
Riesner. Supporting cast includes
Countess of Monte Cristo" having
EdAlan
Wilson,
Lois
been finished, Paul Lukas, who was
Madge Evans,
wards, Claude Gillingwater, Sterling working with his arm in splints, will
Sues
'Sunday
Afternoon'on
Suit Over
for more
than $1,000,000
Holloway and* Henry
Wadsworth.
charges of p'-'P'Tism was filed in the
*
move over to the "Glamour" set,
U. S. District Court yesterday by Richwill be featured with Conard Washburn Child against the author
Three newcomers, Pauline True, where he
stance Cummings and Russ Columbo
and the stage and film producers of
Maxine Doyle and Barbara Blair, in this B. F. Zeidman production.
"One Sunday Afternoon." Picture was
released by Paramount.
have been signed by Warners for William Wyler will direct.
attractions.
grooming as screen
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LAST FIVE BOARDS
TO BE SET FEB. 8

THE

RBALT0

(Continued from Page 1)

night, while the tentative personnel
of the New York City boards will
be further studied before it reaches
the recommendation stage.
Executive Secretary John C. Flinn
yesterday described as "harmonious" the committee meetings which
ended Saturday. All board setups
approved were unanimously agreed
upon, he said.

Laemmles Here to Confer ;
May Call off Trip Abroad
(Continued from Page 1)

nounces. Accompanying the Laemmles to New York are Joe Weil, assistant to the president; Jack Ross,
secretary to Laemmle, and Harry
H. Zehner, assistant to Laemmle, Jr.
Robbers Get $2,000 in Green Bay
Green Bay, Wis. — Approximately
$2,000 was stolen from the office of
the Strand when burglars broke into the house over the roof. The
money represented proceeds of the
Strand and Orpheum.

PHIL M. DALY
•
•
• IF PARAMOUNT is depending on the spirit of its
executives and employees
as an intrinsic part of its new
deal program the odds are 100 to 1 in favor of success
A few minutes' chat with executives
department
heads
and others leavse no doubt as to what is in
the offing for this go-gettum bunch
Most of our present
info was gleaned from the home office staff
but a recent
talk with Emanuel Cohen, left us with the same impression
•
•
• HAVING JUST returned from the coast
Bob
Gillham has plenty to spout over
This business of New
York advertising and publicity men being forced to "sell" the
pix
on the say-so of the coast group
has many disadvantages that cannot be logically overcome
So
what does this gent Gillham do
He jumps to the coast
re-organizes the set-up
but not the personnel
appoints Bill Pine as liaison officer
to commute between
here and there
with most of his time there
leaves
Tom Baily in charge of a coast publicity staff of 15
and
six exploitation writers
and forms a contact with the
Hollywood lads
and the New York boys
headed by
Al Wilkie, Lou Smith, Rodney Bush and Don Velde
that
will bring east a true picture of the picture
that the actual
film will back up in its entirety
•
•
aces

Coming and Going
WILL ROGERS, after doing his Sunday broadcast from New York, returned to Washington

•

THE SPIRIT of the sales organization is also
with George J. Schaef er chasing around the country
handing out oral stimulants
and imbuing the men
with the will to win
Right now the sales representatives
are hitting on all cylinders planting in great style the "Victory
Drive"
with National Shorts Week to follow

yesterday
to attendRoosevelt
Vice-President
Garner's
dinner
to President
last night.
MARY
Boston.

PICKFORD

MADELEINE

is back in New

CARROLL,

York from

British star signed

by Fox for "The World Moves On," arrives
in New York today on the He De France,
which also brings ROBERT HUREL, head of
the French
motion
picture syndicate.
JOE MANKIEWICZ, who flew from the coast
to Coral Gables, Fla., to visit his mother last
week,
is returning to Hollywood
this week.
HARRY H. THOMAS, president of First Division Exchanges, is en route to Miami Beach
for a vacation.
AL FRIEDLANDER, general sales manager
and director of advertising and publicity for
First Division returns today from a business
trip through Ohio.
I. A. MAAS, assistant foreign manager for
Fox Film, has left New York on an extended
business trip through Central America. His
first stop is to be Mexico City.
CRESSON E. SMITH, RKO sales executive,
left Sunday on a midwest tour.
HAL LEROY, who recently finished work
in Warner's "Wonder Bar" and "Harold Teen,"
returns to New York tomorrow from the coast.
BLUMENSTOCK, Warner theater executive, returned yesterday from Cleveland,
Pittsburgh,
Washington
and Philadelphia.

•
•
• BUT TO GET right down to the department that
holds the bag
as far as the selection of product
and new talent
is concerned
we find Russell Holman
a gent, if there ever was one
and one who knows his
stuff
His department
never sleeps always on the
look-out for new talent
day and night
then, when
a possibility is discovered
long interviews follow
weeks of rehearsal
and finally the screen test
Lanny
Ross, Dorothy Dell, Kitty Carlisle, Joe Morrison, Eddie Craven,
William Frawley,
Paul Garrits and Grace Bradley
are
among the new screen talent
that has run the Paramount
gauntlet
Thousands
of stories
originals, plays,
scenarios, novels
reach Holman's desk throughout the year
.... all must be carefully read
and considered
•

•

• OUR VISIT to Paramount
was all too short
as is our space for reporting our reactions but we
learned much
and found
in addition to the spirit of
co-workers
between
spirit
FRIENDLY
a
progress
between executive and office worker
and most of all
a certain happiness
that mixes well with hard work
if you know the ingredients

*

MORT

SYLVIA SIDNEY, now in New York, leaves
within a few days for the Coast to work in
"Thirty Day Princess" for Paramount.
AILEEN ST. JOHN BRENON returned to
New York yesterday from the Coast.
to New
RALPH
A.
KOHN
returns
York
tomorrow
from
the Coast.
BARBARA BARONDESS
York from the Coast.

has arrived in New

MIRIAM HOPKINS will depart for the Coast
soon after completing her engagement at the
New York
Paramount.
HELENE
COSTELLO
is in New
York
the object of making a picture or two.

with

*

*

«

«

»

(Continued from Page 1)

Milton C. Weisman, attorney for the
I.T.O.A., asserted that there was
no prevailing wage scale when the
case was originally submitted to
Justice Collins, and that therefore
'he claim of Local 306 that wages
were being cut was incorrect. Weisman stated further that Local 30G
could not legally claim to be representing an employe in the action
because no members of Local 306
had been employed by the I.T.O.A.
"or two months prior to the appearance of a code. Another point
made by Weisman was that Local
306 had failed to heed the code provision calling for arbitration of disputes before instigation of legal
action.

Redrafting Measure
To Regulate Agents
(Continued from Page 1)

ready has a satisfactory bonding
system for the legit field, Whitehead
points out, and the Wald bill's requirements that agents file a detailed statement for each booking, setting forth expense, salaries paid individual artists, transportation,
hardship.
profits, etc., would work a great
Quits Catholic Movie Post
Mrs. Thomas A. McGoldrick,
chairman of the motion picture bureau of the International Federation
of Catholic Alumnae, which she
founded about 10 years ago, has resigned due to ill health. She is succeeded by Mrs. James F. Looram.
Mrs. McGoldrick continues as honorary chairman. Part of the work
of the group is to preview pictures
and circulate approved lists.
Schine Acquires Another
Mt. Vernon, O. — The Vine theater
has been taken over by Schine Theatrical Co. of Gloversville, N. Y.,
from Harry V. Smoots. House remodeling.
opens early in February after re-

*

• •
• WALTER EBERHART'S newest Broadway riddle
is to ask the film lads to guess which one of the Ten
Best of 1933
was the only winner not recorded by Western
"Maedour guess was right
Electric Sound System
chen in Uniform"
made in Germany
where W. E.
doesn't operate
but we're wise to Walt
he's trying
to plant the dope that 9 out of 10 best pix had W. E. sound
Don't forget the A.M.P.A. luncheon at the Hotel Paramount
Thursday
The first headliner to be announced by
Tess Michaels of U. A., chairman
is Tamara
the
Russian temptress
who is now appearing in "Roberta". . . .

«

ERRORS CLAIMED
IN LABOR ACTION

»

»

January 30
Gradwell
C. Burr
Greta
V. Richards
Henry McCarthy

Sean
Nissen

TAX FIGURES SHOW
EXHIBS PROFIT MOST
(Continued from Page 1)

148 showed a loss, while out of 199
producer reports, only 54 indicated
a profit and 145 showed a loss. Of
525 theaters playing stage attractions, 182 reported a profit against
343 in the red;
Toledo Ball Committee
Toledo — Henry Sticklemeir of the
Paramount, Howard Feigley of the
Rivoli, Wally Caldwell of Loew's
Valentine, James Walters of the
Empire and Jack O'Connell of the
Ohio form the entertainment committee for the President's Ball and
Stage Show to be given tonight at
Civic Auditorium. Bernard Lustig
is director of publicity, Jack O'Connell will be master of ceremonies,
with Wally Caldwell as stage manager. The Toledo Federation of
Musicians is cooperating with three
dance bands and the Paramount Orchestra will play the stage show.
Stage employees and operators are
donating the services of their men.
3 New Educational Comedies Booked
Three new Educational comedies
open this week in New York and
Brooklyn. "Get Along Little Wifie,"
a Coronet Comedy with Taylor
Holmes and Natalie Moorhead.
starts today at the Mayfair, New
York; "The Good Bad Man." another in this series, with Charles
Judels and Tom Patricola, opens
Friday at the Roxy, and "The Inventors," starring Stoopnagle and
Budd. starts Friday at the Fox
Brooklyn.
Louis Kaufman Joins Warners
Cleveland — Louis Kaufman, a former vice-president of the defunct
Guardian Bank, has joined Warner
Bros, in charge of code violation
complaints with headquarters in
New York.

WARNING

TO EXHIBITORS

If you have recently received a notice about
alleged infringement of certain sound equipment
patents, we say to you: "DON'T WORRY".
Keep right on operating your theatre and giving
your patrons
the best pictures you can get.

s.
o.
s.
WIDE FIDELITY

is a certain, safe buy for any exhibitor, at anv
time. Priced at one-third to one-fifth the
prices asked by the monopoly.

Don't be Hoodwinked

S.O.S. HAS THE FACTS
and Will Advise You
Under expert legal counsel, S.O.S. will gladly
guide you — if you will write naming the type of
equipment you are using . . .
Just

SERVICE

Address

BOARD

s. o. s. con p.
1600 BROADWAY

N. Y. CITY

ANALYSIS OF
MOTION PICTURE CODE
By LOUIS
Seventeenth
Installment
ARTICLE VI— GRIEVANCE AND
ZONING BOARDS— (cont.)
Part 2. Grievance Boards
Sec. 1. Purposes
(a) The Complaint
Any Exhibitor may .file a
complaint with the Grievance
Board against a competing
Exhibitor on the ground that
the competing Exhibitor has
committed any one of four
acts which have deprived him
of a sufficient number of pictures to operate his theater.
The complaint must be that
the wrong conduct had the
following elements in it:
1. That it was done with the
intention of depriving the
complaining Exhibitor of a
sufficient number of pictures to operate.
2. That it had this effect.
3. That it was done without
just cause.
(b) The Four
Acts
Conferring
Jurisdiction
The complaint must be that
the competing Exhibitor decomplaining
Exhibitor prived
of a thesufficient
number
of
pictures to operate his theater by any one of the following four methods:
1. Over-Buying
Licensing more pictures
than are reasonably required. of Program
2. Change
Adopting an unfair operating competing policy of
unnecessarily and too frequently changing pictures.
3. Preventing Contract with
Complaining Exhibitor
Exacting without just
cause an agreement from
a Distributor as a condition for making a contract
with him that he will not
contract with the complaining Exhibitor.
4. Any Other Similar Act
Committing any other similar act with the intent
and effect of depriving
without just cause the
complaining Exhibitor of a
sufficient number of picater. tures to operate his theSec 2. Hearing
(a) Complaint
Each complaint must be in
writing and must be made
immediately after knowledge
of the wrong committed. If
the wrong is threatened, the
complaint must be made immediately after notice.
(b) Extent of Hearing
A full hearing must be had
of all parties concerned. This

NIZER
includes:
1. Exhibitors directly involv2. edDistributors having contracts with the defending
Exhibitor.
3. Exhibitors having subsequent-runs after the Exhibitors directly involved.
The Grievance Board may, if
it thinks necessary, make an
independent investigation. It
must make a prompt determination of the complaint.
(To be Continued)

8 Vita. Releases in February
Vitaphone will release eight subjects in February, it is announced
by Norman H. Moray, sales executive. They include four two-reelers,
"Nervous Hands," with Ben Blue;
"Picture Parade," with Hal LeRoy,
Dawn O'Day and Jack Fulton;
Harry
in "Mushrooms,"
"Come Gribbon
to Dinner,"
burlesque and
on

CODE AUTHORITY SUIT
EXPECTEDjm GO OVEF \
(Continued from Page 1)

with the extension of the time limit
for filing assents moved
back to
Feb. 28, there is no immediate necessity for action on the matter.
John C. Flinn, executive secretary of the Code Authority, who
was served last Saturday with six
members, will appear in court this
morning, as will Ed Kuykendall, a
member of the body. Other defendants so far served are: Sidney R.
Kent, George J. Schaefer, W. Ray
Johnston, R. H. Cochrane and Nathan Yamins. Felix A. Jenkins of
the Fox legal staff will represent
Kent, Austin C. Keough, Paramount
general counsel, will appear for
Schaefer and W. S. McKay is expected to represent Cochrane.
The Dept. of Justice will handle
the case for Rosenblatt when he is
served.

5 Ross Promotions in Effect
Five promotions made last week
by Ross Federal Service went into
effect yesterday. They included:
Arthur S. Kane, made western division manager with headquarters in
"Dinner at Eight," and four oneWalter I. Brown, apreelers, E. M. Newman's "Spanish Los Angeles;
pointed midwest division manager;
America," Block and Sully in "The Max Ungerman, Denver manager,
Wrong, Wrong Trail," Mills Blue transferred to Atlanta; J. C. Page,
Rhythm Band in a "Melody Master" Indianapolis manager, transferred to
and "Song Hits," by Roy Turk.
Denver; B. E. Jolley, Atlanta manAnti-Walkathon Ordinance
ager, transferred to Indianapolis.
Milwaukee — Walkathons would be
Jane Winton in Opera
prohibited
ordinance under
introduced ainproposed
the common
Jane Winton will appear in the
council. In Madison an application
Feb. 24."La Boheme," at Baltimore
for a walkathon license was denied. opera,
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and the
up 8th
Above
Floor $6.00

Enjoy the comforts of a
parlor and bedroom suite. . . .
All rooms equipped with
combination tub and shower
bath, and running ice water.
Ideal location — adjacent to

atre districts.
shopping,
business and theSWIMMING POOL
AND GYMNASIUM
FREE
TO
GUESTS
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'New Censor Setup for N. Y. State Proposed in Bill

ALLIED AGREES TO DELAYJ CODE AUTHWTY SUIT
'U' May Boost 1934-35 Lineup to 40, Says Consent
Laemmle,
Jr.
to Later Hearing
Current Program
to
Completed Early
in May

be

Ask Johnson for Permission on Give-aways

New Orleans — Charging the film code with driving the small exhibitor to the wall
by ordering abolition of give-aways and the like before machinery is set up to correct
abuses which forced the independents into these policies, Allied Theaters of Louisiana,
together with unaffiliated independents, have petitioned Gen. Hugh Johnson for relief.
The letter also asks permission to continue give-aways until zoning and grievance
boards are established.

Universal's program for 1934-35
may provide as many as 40 features,
with a minimum of 36 certain, Carl
Laemmle Jr., told The Film Daily
in New York yesterday on his arrival from the coast. The company's
current year schedule calls for 36.
Production policy of Universal is
to make unusual themes, away from
the beaten path, such as "The Invisible Man," declared Laemmle. He
In event radio studios throughout
predicts the greatest year ahead the country ignore its appeal to ban
that the industry has ever experi- free broadcasting shows, the M. P.
enced. Laemmle sees tremendous T. O. A. will ask the Motion Picture
(Continued on Page 7)
Code Authority to urge the Radio
Code Authority to take steps to end
he practice, President Ed Kuykendall of the exhibitor association said
yesterday in New York, prior to
leaving last night for his home in
atMiss.on Kuykendall
Columbus,
(Continued
Page 2)

in View of More Time
for Code Assents

Allied agreed to postponement of
the hearing on the Congress Theater
suit against the Code Authority,
seeking to enjoin the body from refusing to accept qualified assents,
in consideration of an extension of
the period for filing assents to Feb.
28. The action, filed by the Newark theater, was on the calendar of
the U. S. District Court yesterday
Bondy approved postComplete reorganization of all but Judge ponement
until Feb. 20, a move
Paramount Publix theater subsid- which was agreeable to the Code
iaries will be completed this spring
attorneys.
with the reorganization of three Authority
The case members'
was on the
calendar of
(Continued on Page 7)
remaining circuits, the Film Daily
learns. Negotiations are now well
under way for the re-vamping of
Olympia Theaters, operating 77 New
England houses, and Minnesota
Amusement Corp. and subsidiaries,
operating 80 theaters. The other
circuit, Atlantic States Co., with

MPTOA JOINS FIGHT PARA.THEATERS SETUP
ON FREE RADIO SHOWS COMPLETED BY SPRING

hwarnerTn.films
ready m release

West

Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Warner-First National studios are maintaining the biggest production activity in their history and now have 14 features finished ahead of release dates, according to Jack L. Warner, production

(Continued

on Page

7)

Stealing Our Stuff
Movie theater marquees aren't the
only places where naturals and other
kinds of combinations occur. Gordon
White of Educational reports the following Church advertisement noted in a
daily paper:
Sermon
Come

YOU
and

KNOW
Hear

WHAT
Our

New

HELL

2)

Creation of a new national distributing organization, embracing
several important independent exchanges, and with the program of
Out of 18 features planned by eight Liberty Pictures releases for
a nucleus, is at present
Chesterfield and Invincible for this 1934-35 as
(Continued on Page 6)
season, 11 have been completed and
the entire program is expected to be
finished by June 1, according to 25 Speakers Scheduled
At Vaudeville Hearing
R. Batcheller, Jr. "The
George
Quitter," (Continued
with Emma
and
Twenty-five speakers are listed to
on Page Dunn
6)
talk at the hearing to be held at
2 p. m. today in the East ballroom
of the Hotel Astor on the vaudeville

Would Take Censorship Duties
Out of Education Department

(Continued on Page 6)

"DO

on Page

CBS Going Right Through Chesterfield-Invincible
With Hudson Radio Show
Complete 11 Out of 18
Columbia Broadcasting System

ntends to use the Hudson Theater
for free broadcasts starting Feb. 3
despite the announced plan of the
ate Theater Code Authority
Legitim
Code Authority Denies
to enlist the support of the Motion
in protestSeparate Zone in N. J. Picture Code AuthorityAuthori
ty on
Radiod Code
ing to the(Continue
on Page 7)
Pointing out that existing film
purcode
for
used
be
will
zones
poses, as specified in the code, the
Code Authority has denied petition
of 52 New Jersey exhibitors seeking to have a separate zone made
(Continued

NEW EXCHANGE GROUP
IS IN FORMULATION

IS?"

Organist.

Albany — Changes in the state
censorship setup, specifying the
comptroller as head of a new motion picture division, to take over
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY the functions at present carried on
Hollywood — Following a conier- by the education department, are
proposed in a bill introduced by
ence yesterday with the independent
M.P.T.O. of Southern California, Assemblyman Neustein and referred
A. Ro- to the Committee on Ways and
Division Administrator Sol get
busy Means. Under the measure it would
senblatt promised he would
(Continued on Page 7)
on the setting up of zoning and
clearance boards for this territory.

Rosenblatt to Hasten
So. California Board

(Continued on Page

6)

Only One Suit

Despite reports to the contrary, a
second suit has not been brought by
Allied against the Code Authority in
an effort to enjoin the code body from
refusing to accept qualified assents,
THE FILM DAILY learned yesterday.
Papers which were served on six members of the Authority and Executive
Secretary John C. Flinn last Saturday
were in connection with affidavits in
support of the suit filed previously by
Allied through the Congress Theater,
Newark.
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Para. Theaters Setup
MPTOA Joins Fight
Completed by Spring
On Free Radio Shows
(Continued from Page 1)
(Continued from Page 1)

tacks the policy as unfair competition to admission-charging theaters.
Vol.LXV, No. 26
Wed., Jan. 31, 1934
Price 5 Cents
Letters complaining of the practice will go out today to 32 staJOHN W. ALICOATE
Editor and Publisher
tions, Kuykendall stated. He described this radio competition, unPublished daily except Sundays and Holidays
der
which
advertisers give away free
at 1650 Broadway, New York, N. Y.,
by Wid's Films and Film Folk, Inc. J. W. tickets, as "ruinous" to thousands
Alicoate, President, Editor and Publisher; of theaters. The M. P. T. O. A.
Donald M. Mersereau, Secretary-Treasurer
and General Manager; Arthur W. Eddy, Associate Editor; Don Carle Gillette, Managing
Editor. Entered as second class matter,
May 21, 1918, at the post-office at New York,
N. Y., under the act of March 3, 1879.
Terms (Postage free) United States outside
of Greater New York $10.00 one year; 6
months, $5.00; 3 months, $3.00. _ Foreign,
$15.00. Subscriber should remit with order.
Address all communications to THE FILM
DAILY, 1650 Broadway, New York, N. Y.,
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Cinematographic Francaise, Rue de la Courdes-Noues, 19.

10 houses in Pennsylvania and
New Jersey, will be the last te
come under the reorganization plan
instituted by S. A. Lynch since he
was chosen last May as chairman of
the reorganization committee for
Paramount properties. Twelve circuits have been sub-leased by Lynch,
not including the Famous Theaters
Corp., which took over all Publix
Enterprises holdings.

has compiled data on the subject
from its theaters in all sections of
the country. Protests have been
Decision Reserved on Lloyd Films
made by New York legitimate theaters against leasing of the HudJudge
Bondy
the U.yesterday
S. Disson Theater on West 44th St. as a
trict Court,
Newin York,
WABC studio in which free broad- reserved decision on a breach of
casts will be staged.
contract suit brought by Pathe
against Embassy Pictures in connection with the distribution of a
4 More Code Nominations
Harold Lloyd shorts series. A
Filed by Ohio M.P.T.O. breach of contract action filed by
The M. P. T. O. of Ohio, through Embassy against Pathe is pending
Pete Wood, has filed four additional in the New York State Supreme
nominations with the Code Author- Court.
ity in connection with the makeup
Miriam Hopkins to Play Chicago
of local boards and secretaries. The
names are: John A. Schwalm of
Following her current personal
Hamilton; Lawrence Burns of Co- appearance at the New York Paramount, Miriam Hopkins will play a
lumbus; B. W. Bickert of Londonville, and Henry Bieberson Jr. of week at the Chicago Theater, ChiDelaware.
cago, starting Feb. 9. Other engagements in Detroit, Buffalo and
New Ticket Register
Boston may follow before she returns to Hollywood in June.
A new ticket register to be marketed under the trade name of AmerNEW YORK STOCK MARKET
Sam E. Morris Improved
ican Silent Ticket Register has
Net
been brought out by the National
Sam E. Morris, vice-president of
High
Low
Close
Chg.
Ticket Register Co. Several out- Warner Bros., yesterday was reAm. Seat
5%
5%
5% —
%
standing features, including silent
ported improving in Sydenham HosColumbia Picts. vtc. 2614 25% 26
+ %
operation, interchangeable units,
Con. Fm. Ind
4%
4%
4% + %
pital,
he underwent an operationwhere
last week.
silver top-plate, one key locking deCon. Fm. Ind. pfd... 14V4 13% 14
vice for entire machine and visible
East. Kodak
90% 89
89% —
ticket numbers under top-plate, are Labor Board Hears Dubinsky Case
Fox Fm. "A"
16% 16
16y4 +
claimed for the machine. Jack EnsLoew's, Ine
29% 29% 29% —
St. Louis — _ The regional labor
len, formerly of World Ticket Sup- board
in executive session yesterday
do pfd
85y4 85i/4 85i/4 +
ply and General Register Corp., is heard the case involving Dubinsky
Metro-Goldwyn,
pfd. 22
22
22
+
general
manager
of
the
company
theaters and the projectionists in
Paramount ctfs
33£
2%
3% —
in charge of sales.
St. Joseph. It was not stated what
Pathe Exch
2%
2% 2% —
action will be taken.
do "A"
143/g 13% 13% —
RKO
3%
3
3
Para. Meeting Today
Warner Bros
7V4
7
7
Examination of Paramount Pub- Form St. Louis Fox Operating Unit
NEW YORK CURB MARKET
Technicolor
10% IO1/4 IOV4
•■■
lix officials will continue this mornSt. Louis — Eden Theater Co. has
Trans-Lux
3
234 Z*h —
ing at a creditors' meeting at 1 ^en organized to operate the Fox
NEW YORK
BOND
MARKET
o'clock at the office of Referee Theater under the new Fanchon &
Gen. Th. Eq. 6s40..
63^
63/8 6% +
Henry K. Davis.
Gen. Th. Eq. 6s40 ctfs.
7
6
7+1
Marco leasing deal. Stock will be
Loew 6s 41ww
92 92 92
—
held by Harry Greenman, Charles
Paramount 6s47 ctfs. 37% 35% 35% — 1
"Nellie"
in
New
York
and
B'klyn
Par. By. 5%s51
.... 36% 36% 36% +
Kurtzman, A. E. Liepold and Elmer
Par. By. 5'/2s51 ctfs. 36% 36% 36% — 1
"Hi, Nellie," Paul Muni's latest G. Samish.
Par. 5V2s50
ctfs.... 37% 36% 36% +
starring vehicle for Warner Bros.,
Pathe 7s37
88
87% 88
opens simultaneously tonight at the "Enlighten Thy Daughter" in Ohio
Warner's 6s39
53i/4 52'/2 53% +
N. Y. PRODUCE EXCHANGE SECURITIES
New York and Brooklyn Strand
First Ohio showing of "Enlighten
Para. Publix
3%
3
3
—
'A theaters.
Thy Daughter" opens this week at
the RKO Palace, Akron. A Cleveland run is being negotiated. Majestic Pictures is handling the film
in
that
state.
TASHMAN d
~ _.

FINANCIAL

N Winef Women
mmmJSWith
*iHit

LEW CODY

Songs by

CONRAD, MITCHELL AND GOTTLER
Distributors
CHA0WICK

in New

England

Century Film
Corporation
BOSTON, MASS.

"Big Shakedown" for Mayfair
"The Big Shakedown," Warner release, will follow "Frontier Marshal"
at the Mayfair next week.
Cincinnati Film Board Re-elects
Cincinnati — All officers of Cincinnati Film Board of Trade have been
unanimously re-elected These are:
Stanley Jacques, president; William
Gehring, vice-president, E. M.
Booth, treasurer, and Alice Juergen,
secretary.

Coming and Going
CHESTER MORRIS, being loaned by
to Chester Erskin for "Frankie and
arrives in New York on Saturday
work in the picture to be made in

Universal
Johnny,"
to start
the east.

ED KUYKENDALL left New York last night
on his return to Columbus, Miss.
MONTE BRICE plans a trip to Florida following completion of an industrial picture
is producing for General
Electric.
MRS. EMIL E. SHAUER and MRS. MILDRED
ZUKOR LOEW sail Wednesday on the Aquitania
for a Mediterranean
cruise.

he

AL JOLSON, who recently completed work
casitng.
in First National's "Wonder Bar," returns to
New York tomorrow to resume his radio broad-

JACK series,
HAYS, isproducer
Educational's
Baby
Burlesk
in New of
York
from the coast
for a brief stay.
He came by auto.
MAURICE FLECKLES arrived in New York
yesterday from the coast in the Laemmle party.
RICARDO CORTEZ
is in New York.
GREGORY RATOFF reaches New York next
week
from
the Coast.
JOHN W. HICKS, JR., vice-president of
Paramount International, sails fro™ New York
today on the Manhattan for his semi-annual
survey of film conditions in Engbnd and the
continent.
He proceeds
first to Paris.

New Radio Station in Chile
Santiago, Chile — Another broadcasting station, with modern equipment, including apparatus for broadcasting of sound from film, has been
added here by Spencer & Vivado,
operators of La Chilena Consolidada.
This makes three stations in Santiago and one in Valparaiso. Spencer & Vivado are represented in
New York by Conquest Alliance Co.
William L. Busby Dead
Cape Girardeau, Mo. — William L.
Busby, president of Busbv Poster
Advertising Co., Quincy, 111., and at
ine time a big theater operator in
*-his territory, was found dead in
his room at the Marquette Hotel
here last week.
Harry Singer to Denver
St. Louis — Harry Singer, Fanchon
^ Marco's general representative
here, has been transferred to Denver. This permits Harry Greenman
fo continue
der F. & M. at the Fox Theater unAustralasian Outlet for Monogram
Al Aronson and Max Ehrenreich
have made a deal with Ritchey Export Corp. to handle Monogram pictures in Australia and New Zealand.
They leave today for Los Angeles
and sail Feb. 7 from San Francisco
to open eight exchanges in the Antipodes.
N. J. Allied Discuss Code
Maintaining its policy of not acting
on the code as a unit, Allied Theaters
of New Jersey yesterday individually advised its members as to what courses
are open to them from the viewpoint of
assents. Results of the Allied board
meeting in New York last week were
reported and the state tax situation
was discussed. Birthday congratulations
were wired President Roosevelt. The
association holds a beefsteak dinner
tomorrow
night atClub.
10.30 o'clock at the
Newark Athletic

\

ARRYMORE
in

it

CAROLINA

ii

ROBERT YOUNG
• HENRIETTA CROSMAK
RICHARD CROMWELL
•
MONA BARRIE
STEPIN FETCHIT
Directed by HENRY

Your patrons

always

like

FOX MOVIETONE NEWS

KING.
From "The House of Connelly"
by Paul Green

liajtfb udhle, ttade, l£d2£s
Carolina" crashes into
top-money brackets
New star combination proves spectacular
success .... as pre-release engagements play to
S. R. O. business. Thundering applause greets
greatest performances of two great stars. The word
is out:
FOX has made another "State Fair."

CHARLOTTE
CAROLINA

Theatre

"Widely enthusiastic
audience packed
theatre for opening.
Throngs crowded
street unable to get
tickets. Laughter and
applause throughout/'

i',

THE
DAILY

\ Little
"Lots"
om WILK
^^
Byfr
RALPH

George O'Brien in

i

YV7. S. VAN DYKE has been asW
signed to direct "The Thin
Man,"
recently
purchased
from
Dashiell Hammett by M-G-M.

*

*

*

Richard Wallace returns this week
from New York with a load of story
material dug up in the course of
his New York visit. While in the
metropolis Wallace recevied plaudits
for his direction of Paramount's
"Eight Girls *in a #Boat."*
Glenda Farrell and Claire Dodd
are additions to Warner's "One
Man's Woman,"
* with
* Pat
* O'Brien.
The Nanking government has denied M-G-M permission to film "The
Good Earth"* in China.
*
*
Edward Lowry, popular master of
ceremonies, will make his film debut
in Monogram's "The Ape," with
Verna Hillie, John Sheehan and
Brandon Hurst. William Nigh directs.

*

•

*

B. P. Schulberg at Paramount has
assigned Gladys Lehman to write
the continuity for "Little Miss
Marker," Damon Runyon story, and
Albert D'Anno to do the comedy
situations for "Cosmetic."
Karen Morley and Richard Cromwell will appear in Columbia's "The
Most Precious* Thing
* in* Life."

MARSHAL"

New Exchange Group
Is in Formulation

Paramount's "Baby in the Ice
(Continued from Page 1)
Box" will be released as "She Made
under way, it was indicated yes*
*
Her Bed." *
terday by Budd Rogers, general
"Snub" Pollard, one of the most sales manager of Liberty Pictures,
popular of the silent day comedians,
was signed for an important com- of which M. H. Hoffman is president. Rogers said that, while he
edy role in RKO Radio's production
of "Stingaree," which will co-star was not in position to reveal the
Richard Dix and Irene Dunne.
names of the units expected to tie
up with the new venture, he had
already closed several important
Code Authority Denies
deals for key territories on the LibJ.
Separate Zone in N.
erty product that will serve as the
basis.
(Continued from Page 1)
out of Southern New Jersey. AlTwo features, "Cheaters," from a
lied Theaters of New Jersey spon- story by Fanny Heaslip Lea, with
sored the plan. At present theaters Bill Boyd, Dorothy Mackaill, June
in this area are served out of Phil- Collyer and William Collier Sr.,
adelphia.
"When Strangers Meet," based
In the Allied letter to the Code and
on a Zona Gale story, with Lucien
Authority accompanying the peti- Littlefield, Hale Hamilton, Barbara
tion, assertion is made that one rea- Weeks and Charles Middleton, already have been finished by Liberty.
son why the exhibitors seek a separate territory is because of "threats A third, "Take the Stand," sugof reprisal" from an association in
gested by Earl Derr Biggers' nara neighboring territory. Conditions
rative, with Jack LaRue, Gail Patin Southern New Jersey differ from
rick, Thelma Todd, Russell Hopton,
those in Eastern Pennsylvania, it Berton Churchill, Vince Barnett
is pointed out, and therefore should and Leslie Fenton, has just been
be handled separately. The letter, placed in work by Hoffman. A
which says that the signatories rep- Damon Runyon story, "The Big Mitresent 90 per cent of independent
ten," will probably follow. Among
exhibitors in the section, seeks a other stories will be one by Reginald
public hearing in event the Code Wright Kaufman and another by
Mrs. Wilson Woodrow.
Authority denies its petition.

k

Lionel Barrymore in

"THIS SIDE OF HEAVEN"

Irene
Bentley,
George
E. Stone, with Fay Bainter, Mae Clarke, Tom Brown,
Una Merkel
Berton Churchill, Alan Edwards
76 mins.
Fox
66 mins. M-G-M
ACE WESTERN WITH STRONGER
SOMEWHAT FRAIL DOMESTIC SOBTHAN USUAL STORY AND PLENTY OF DRAMA HELD TOGETHER BY BARRYMORES
FINE WORK.
ACTION AND SUSPENSE.
There are so many merits in this western
This can be classed as another Individual
production that it should have no trouble success for Lionel Barrymore, who portrays
standing up as a single feature in any pop the father of a modern family, happy with
house. Besides a suspenseful story allowing comfortable conditions that enable them
for plenty of action, the picture has a strong to carry on with ease, but who face near
cast and it has been directed with plenty of tragedy when the old man is accused of
punch by Lew Seiler. George O'Brien embezzling a large sum of money from his
shines in the title role. Arriving in Tomb- firm. The film takes considerable time
stone on the same coach with Irene Bent- to plant the individuality of each member
ley, who has come to meet her father and of the family. Fay Bainter, the mother,
doesn't know that he has been killed in
yet blind to her husband's distress
cold blood by Berton Churchill, the crooked loving,
until it is nearly too late; a son and daughMayor, George immediately shows his
ter home on a college vacation, another
bravery by overpowering a local bad man. daughter about to be married, and a flirtaOn persuasion he accepts appointment as
tious house-maid. Barrymore, previously
Marshal and proceeds to close in on the coaxed into co-signing notes for $40,000,
Mayor. The latter, caught trying to escape finds that the executive who arranged the
with bank funds, frames it on George, who proposed "loan" to another firm has
eventually proves his innocence and brings absconded with the money. He faces arrest and disgrace, but the thief is caught
about the Mayor's finish. A dashing performance isgiven by Alan Edwards, as a and the matter cleared up for a happy
notorious deadshot. George E. Stone does ending. There is considerable suspense
well with the role of a storekeeper and in the pix and plenty for the women to
Wh Gillette is effective a la Mae West. cry over.
Cast: Lionel Barrymore, Fay Bainter, Mae
Berton Churchill registers as the villainous
Clarke, Tom Brown, Una Merkel, Mary
Mavor.
Carlisle, Onslow Stevens, Henry WadsCast: George O'Brien, Irene Bentley,
Eddie Nugent, C. Henry Gordon,
George E. Stone, Alan Edwards, Edward worth,
Dickie Mcore.
LeSaint, Ruth Gillette, Berton Churchill,
Director, William K. Howard; Author,
Frank Conroy, Ward Bond, Russell SimpMarjorie Bartholomew Paradis; Adaptors,
sen, Jerry Foster.
Director, Lew Seiler; Author, Stuart M. Zelda Sears, Eve Greene; Scenarists, Edgar
Lake; Adaptors, William Conselman, Stuart Allan Woolf, Florence Ryerson; Editor,
Frank Hull; Cameraman, Hal Rosson; ReAnthony; Cameraman, Robert Planck; Recording Engineer, Douglas Shearer.
cording Engineer, Bernard Freericks.
Direction, Okay.
Photography, Okay.
Direction, Action.
Photography, Fine.
with
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SHORT SHOTS from
EASTERN STUDIOS
; By CHAS. ALICOATE

PRODUCTION on the musical
comedy, as yet untitled, from the
story by Arthur Jarrett, Royal Foster and William Watson, and now
in work under the direction of Al
Christie at the Eastern Service Stu- b
dio in Astoria, will be completed tomorrow. Bob Hope and Leah Ray
head the cast supported by a bevy
of Broadway beauties. George
Weber is doing the camera work
with Fred Scheld and Warren Mur- 1
ray assisting on the production.
•
Pauline Moore, ingenue lead in
"Murder at the Vanities," and sev- I
girls from
the "Vanities"
ty eral
chorus
are among
those who beauwill

support Jefferson Machamer, who Cc.
will ■produce and play the lead in the it:
first of the series of shorts to be
made at the Photocolor Studio. Pro- trn
duction on the shorts, which will be it
based on Machamer's "Gags and Ea:
Gals"
page intothegetSunday
is
scheduled
under "Mirror,"'
way Friday. Don Malkames will co-direct.

•

The George Jessel program has
been chosen to officially inaugurate
the Hudson theater as a Columbia
Broadcasting System auditorium,
and on Feb. 6 Jessel will present a
special
along with his regular
broadcastshow
continuity.

•

Work on the story, an original by
Bert Granet, titled "Mr. America?'
Chesterfield-Invincible
to be produced into a feature by
Magna Pictures, headed by Meyer
Complete 11 Out of 18 Davis, lias been started, with pro(Continued from Page 1)
duction scheduled to be set in the
Charley Grapewin, and "Birds of a next two weeks. Bert Lahr and Lee
Feather," with John Mil jan, Monroe Tracy have been signed to play the
Owsley and Shirley Grey, have just leading male roles.
been completed. The twelfth picture
goes in work Feb. 15. Chesterfield
produces at the Universal studios, 25 Speakers Scheduled
At (Continued
and Invincible at the Mack Sennett
Vaudeville
Hearing
from Page 1)
actor labor provisions of the motion
plant.
picture code. Chairmen and speakHolding Over Again
ers for the various groups at the
"Sweden, Land of the Vikings" is gathering, which will be held by a
being held for a fifth and final week sub-committee of the Code Authority, are as follows:
at the 55th St. Playhouse, with "La
Frochard et les Deux Orphelines"
Major L. E. Thompson and Joseph Bernhard,
chairmen for the bookers section in
("The Tuesday
Two .Orphans") following it which the
next
following will speak: J. L. Luhin,
Arthur Willi, William Havard, Harry Kal"Blood of a Poet" and "Thunder cheim, Stephen Trillin?, Sidney Piermont
Over Mexico" will continue for a and Charles Freeman; Jack Partington, Sam
Dembow, Jr. and George Skouras for the
fourth
house. week at the Fifth Ave. Play- presentations producers group, speakers on

Strief and Vance in East
Cincinnati— Fred Strief, president
of Kenova Amusement Corp., and
Willis Vance, president of Ohio Valley Indepen
Exhibitors' League,
are on a NewdentYork
trip.

"Shanghai Express" Revival
"Shanghai Express" will be the
week-end revival attraction at the
Little Carnegie Playhouse.

I

which will be Chester Hale, Frank Cambria.
Russell Markert, Florence Rogge, Leon Leonidoff, Boris Morros, Jesse Kay and Arthur
Knorr; Marty Forkins for vaudeville producers, with Irving Yates and C. B. Maddock
as speakers; Louis K. Sidney as chairmen
of the actors and agents' section, with the
following as speakers: Dorothy Bryant, Joe
Laurie, Jr., Arthur Fisher, Fally Markus,
William Lastvogel, Arthur Lyons, Morris
Rose and Norman Mainwaring.
The committee, following the hearing, will
prepare a report containing recommendations
as to whether or not the code should be
revised, to the Code Authority, submitting
it at the meeting scheduled for Feb. 9.
The Code Authority
all probability will
recommend
action. to instudy
name a committee
the report and

!'.'-■
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MAY JUMP TO 40
)N 1934-35 PROGRAM

NCWm

14 Warner-F. N. Films
Ready for Release
(Continued from Page 1)

chief. The pictures, which will have
pre-release bookings in key cities,
include:
Kay Francis in "Mandalay," with Ricardo
Cortez and T-yle Talhot; "I've Got Your
Number." with Toan Blondell. Pat O Bnen
and Allen Tenkins; "Wonder Bar," with Al
Jolson, Kay Francis, Dolores Del R-o, Dick
Powell and other stars; "Heat Lightning,
with Aline MacMahon, Ann Dvorak, Preston
Foster and Lvle Talhot: Joe E. Brown in 'A
Guy": "Merry Wives of
Very Honorable
Windsor," with Donald Woods. Margaret
Lindsay. Hugh Herbert, Frank McHueh and
Upper
Guy Kibbee: Warren William m
World." with Mary Astor and Ginger K°gers:
with
Beebe Dan'els in "Registered Nurse,
Lvle Talbot; Barbara Stanwyck in OamnlinR
Brier,;
O
Pat
and
McCrea
Joel
with
Lady,"
"Harold Teen." with Hal LeRoy, R°chelle
Hudson, Patricia Ellis, Guy Kibbee and Hugh
Richard Barthelmess in ' A Modern
Herbert;
Hero"- Donald Woods and Jean Muir in
Turns"; Ruth Chatterton in
Earth
"As the
"Journal of Crime," with Adolphe Men'ou,;
Cagney in "Blondes and Bonds,
and James
Bette Davis.
with

Jersey Houses Open Sundays
Among suburClementon, N. J.—ern
Jersey now
ban houses in south
Clementhe
are
y
Sunda
on
opening
ton here; Apollo, Gloucester City;
Ritz, Oaklyn; Roxy, Maple Shade;
Ephraim, Mt. Ephraim, and
Mt. and.
Vinel
Duals for Salt Lake House
Salt Lake City— Latest _ local
house to go double feature is the
Gem, managed by W. E. Shipley.
A Laemmle Anniversary
The" fiftieth anniversary of Carl Laernmle's arrival in America occurs Feb. 14.
In hi: memory book are recollections of
his trip on the ship Necker.

HEARING IS POSTPONED
IN SUIT AGAINST G. A.

WITH

{Continued from Page 1)

\ Possibilities in Margaret
Sullavan,
f xloria Stuart and Roger Pryor, who
■.re being developed by Universal.
' Universale
current season proI ;ram will be finished early in May,
. tated Laemmle.
He is immediately
,v leginning story conferences on next
Reason's lineup with Carl Laemmle
., James
R. Grainger,
R. H.
Cochrane, P. D. Cochrane, Charles
*3. Paine, and Robert Harris, eastern story editor, attending. Harris
irrives in New York this morning
rom the Coast.
, Laemmle plans to remain in the
Sast two or three weeks. He is contemplating atrip to Florida before
-eturning to the coast.
n
'will
U's beforeign
also
set at productio
conferencesplans
in New
for
ry
unnecessa
it
making
Fork,
Laemmle Jr. to go abroad. Max
Friedman, European distribution
lead, and Fritz Keller, in charge of
German sales, are in New York to
:-onfer with the Laemmles on the
foreign program, which may run as
high as 20 features, including eight
'to be made in England and between
*9r, and 12 in France.

DAILY

(Continued from Page 1)

PHIL M. DALY
• • • IT IS A pleasure to join the millions in sending
felicitations to Lionel Barrymore
who this year is celebrating his 25th year on the screen
Not only should
Mister Barrymore be proud
but the industry as a whole
should be deeply gratified
Starting at the old Biograph
studios
in 1909
in a "flicker"
Barrymore
has
not only been in films for a quarter of a century
but
has held the spotlight for that time
without a let-down
without ever cheating his public
always giving his
best
always *
"living" *
the character
he
*
* portrayed

of histrionic art has chosen the
• THIS MASTER
• •
during his long record in motion
parts which he liked best
pictures
and we pass the list along
just for the joy
the Colonel in "Peter IbbetThev are
of reflection
son"
. Neri in "The Jest"
Shanks in "The CopperRyder in "The
head" Mouzon in "The Red Robe"
Ashe in "A Free
talkie
Lion and the Mouse," his first
Keane
Soul" for which Barrymore won the Academy Award
and
"Resputin"
Masquerade"
in "Washington
Hotel"
"Grand
in
*
*
*
*
ein
Kringel

the gent who writes and con• PHIL SHEIB
ducts the music for the ever welcome Terry-Toons has
found time away from the regular grind to write a ditty named
"Blue Lullaby" and if you're interested m hearing this
tune in Sunday morning
which is the nertz
melody
when Renee Terrv will sing the number
on WJZ
Good work,
Tucker's Children's Hour
'. during Madgelistnin'
we'll be *
Phil
*
*
*
•

•

Cukor
David Selznick-George
THAT THE
• NOW
• •
the screen can expect many
combination is again a reality
new departures in the way of stories and direction . . It was
as a valuable screen
this team that saw RKO's "Little Women"
property despite much opposition and it is this duo
d", "A Bill of Divorcement
that made "What Price Hollywoo
. . Now the gents are ready to bring
and "Dinner at Eight"
..tor
Charles Dickens' "David Copperfield" to the screen lovers
oi
and
Cast will be chosen this week
M-G-M
are agog
and there are millions
Dickens classic
the
in anticipation

*

*

*

*

Metro
• AND HERE'S another story with the6 feet
• •
2
a gent named Jay Lloyd
lot as the locale
and 194 pounds Toledo was a tire salesinches hiffh
for General Tire Co.
one month aso
man in Texas
at the
Jay happened to be the riffht man
but
a conholds
he
now
and
time
right
at the
rifirht place
and will soon be opening ma'lbags full
tract with M-G-M
of fan nonsense and being blamed for the breaking up of
Oliver Hinsdell head trainer of emhappy homes
and
is supervising Jay s debut
bryo popularity lions
or sumphin
may change his name* to Rollo
*
*
*
and sensible
WELL-CONSTRUCTED
• ANOTHER
• •
book on
Warner's
It is
desk
reached our
book ofhas
press
and from the time the eye first catches
1934"
"Fashions
to the lead page which blasts "This
the striking blue cover
to the back cover. . . . there
is an Exploitation Picture"
for any theater
is enough exhibitor assistance to fill the bill
or a small town arcade
whether it is a de luxe house
Burnet Hershey author of the Van Beuren-Meyer Davis
has just finished a book about midmusical comedy shorts
it should put a
trets called "It's a Small World"
/The Erpi Club
Women"
crimp on the gag about "Little
champions of the
will tender a dinner to its baseball team. .
tonight at Martin's Restaurant
League
Motion Picture
Bert Sanford will be toastmaster

«

«

«

»

»

»

the U. S. District Court, with Judge
Bondy, in whose court the Paramount receivership and bankruptcy
petitions were granted, sitting. John
C. Flinn, executive secretary of the
Code Authority, was present in
court, as well as Ed Kuykendall.
Attorney Austin C. Keough was
there to represent George J. Schaefer and W. S. McKay as counsel
for R. H. Cochrane. Norman Samuel son, brother of Sidney E. Samuelson, represented the plaintiff.

New Censorship Setup
Proposed
for New York
(Continued from Page 1)
be up to the comptroller to appoint
the censorship personnel and designate the necessary offices and bureaus. Newsreels would be exempt
from license, while scientific and
educational films would not be required to pay the license fee of $3
a thousand feet and $2 a thousand
for additional copies.

CBS Going Right Through
With Hudson Radio Show
(Continued from Page 1)

the grounds of unfair competition.
The inaugural program at the Hudson will include practically the entire CBS star roster and a coast-to'coast hookup that will bring in Bing
Crosby, Burns & Allen and Guy
Lombardo. First regular program
at the Hudson will be that of the
Ford Motor Co., which comprises
the Fred Waring orchestra and
guest stars. Other programs for
the Hudson are being worked out,
it was said at CBS.
"U" Moves in March
Universal now plans to move to
its new quarters in the RKO building late in March, when work of
alterations is completed there.
Space embraces the entire 10th,
11th and 12th floors and part of the
ninth.
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Rosenblatt Opposes Gov't Regulation, Censorship

INDEPENDENT CIRCUITSJNCREASED 32 UST YEAR
Borah Puts Allied Complaint In Congressional Record
Sponsors
. . . swallowing up show biz
=

By DON CARLE GILLETTE ^=-

A*"*AN you sit back and visualize a day,
^■^ not too far distant, when the bulk of
the country's biggest and best theaters may
be selling out their performances to sponsors, with the public admitted in the order
of arrival as long as capacity holds out?
You can't?
Then you must be the same guy who,
some years back, couldn't picture the day
when the grand old man of the theater,
George M. Cohan, would be on the air
helping to ballyhoo motor oil, and Maude
Adams would be selling her rare dramatic
art in similar channels to promote cosmetic
sales, and advertising agencies would be
offering clients as big a lineup of stage
and screen stars as you could find on a
film company roster.
So think again.
0
DIG

business has gone showman

in a big

*~ way, and, from indications, it is only
started.
It has found that star personalities are
the most magnetic come-ons for getting
vast audience attention, and that good entertainment isone of the best weapons
for knocking down
sales resistance.
So far the radio has been its working
medium.
But a new trend appears to be manifesting itself.
The enormous growth of audiences attending studio broadcasts without charge,
the long waiting lists for admission to
the favorite programs, and the use of
theaters as studios in order to accommodate more spectators at these broadcasts
are just a couple of straws in the wind.

•

CROM the theater standpoint, this latest
* aggravation from the radio sector, the
competition resulting from the increasing
attendance at free radio shows, may eventually compel defense measures.
The alternative, as intimated in the
opening paragraph, might be to fight free
radio shows along the radio's own sponsorship lines.
In many ways it would give sponsors
more for their money than they get via the
ether.
And for the theaters it would be an
era of S. R. O. such as they never saw
before.

Forcing of Shorts Among
Items Charged in
Communication
By WILLIAM SILBERBERG
FILM DAILY Staff Correspondent

Washington — A telegram from
the Allied States board of directors,
alleging producer violations of the
film code, was entered into the Congressional Record yesterday by Senator Borah as part of his movement for reinstatement of the antitrust laws. The wire alleged that
majors
were forcing shorts with

Cost Holds Back Television
Television transmission is "ready to
come out," but receiving apparatus still
is too expensive for mass distribution,
said Charles A. Wall of NBC in an
address before the Maniius Old Boys
Ass'n
at the Columbia University Club
this week.

VAUDE, PROBLEMS
AIRED AT HEARING

{Continued on Page 4)

Woes and problems arising from
the vaudeville and presentation
actor labor section of the motion
picture were discussed at a hearing
held under the auspices of a Code
Authority committee at the Hotel
Astor yesterday afternoon, with approximately 150 attending. Action
"After observing the operations especially centered on the code wage
of our theater decentralization pol- requirement of $35 a week for
on the road, with stage
icy, I am firmly convinced that more chorus girls
{Continued on Page 8)
satisfactory results can be obtained
by this plan than any other," Ralph
A. Kohn told The Film Daily yes- N R A to Rule Tomorrow
terday,
after arriving in New York
{Continued on Page 8)

KOHN ENTHUSIASTIC
OVER THEATER POLICY

On Restoring Union Men

NRA Regional Compliance Board
is expected to announce its decision
Ruling on Part Assent
At Variance With Code tomorrow on the application of Local 306 for reinstatement of 55 memThe opinion which Sidney E. Sambers of the local dropped from 11
uelson, new Allied president, claims
I.
T.
0. A. houses last August. Dewas given him by I. M. C. Smith,
cision was to have been rendered
assistant counsel of the NRA, to the
Tuesday, but was delayed pending
effect that "individual assent to the presence of the full board personnel.
{Continued on Page 4)

,
to Gov't
edblatt
Oppos
Group
Coastation
Tells Regul
Rosen
International Premieres
For "Wonder Bar" Feb. 21

First National's "Wonder Bar"
will have its world premiere Feb.
21 at the New York Strand and
simultaneously in London, Paris
and Vienna, where the stage play
on which the film is based had successful runs. Shortly after these
150 key city engagements
res,
premie
will start.

RALPHTHEW1LK
West Coast By
Manager,
FILM

Continued
Against decentralization
380 in '32 of
large circuits resulted in 32 new independent groups of four or more
theaters last year, according to figures compiled for the forthcoming
1934 FILM DAILY YEAR BOOK.
The compilation shows 412 circuits
in the United States, Canada and
Alaska operating at least four
houses at the end of 1933, compared
with 380 at the same time in 1932.

MINN. ALLIED SENDS
QUALIFIED ASSENTS
One hundred thirty-seven members of Allied Theaters of Minnesota yesterday unanimously voted to
send qualified assents to the Code
Authority despite insistence of that
body that it would accept only complete compliances. Two exhibitors
who had previously sent unqualified
assents to the NRA wired withdrawing them.

Company Unions Hit
In Johnson Statement
Washington Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — Creation of company unions since the NRA is a
counter device in some part at least,
General Johnson stated yesterday.
His remarks were construed as indicating he would not countenance
such unions, many of which have
been reported started by movie circuits.

DAILY

Hollywood — Division Administrator Sol A. Rosenblatt is opposed to
government regulation and censorship, but feels there is a proper
function of coordination between the
Recovery Act and the industry, he
said in addressing a Wampas gathering. Reformers are finding the
movies a new field to attack, Ro{Continued on Page 4)

Groups of Four or More
Houses Now Total 412

Local Exposition Clicks

-

Oshkosh, Wis. — Five local theaters
co-operated with merchants in staging
a five-day exhibit of Oshkosh products
by 60 local manufacturers. Houses participating included the Rex, Oshkosh,
Strand, Grand and Star theaters. The
exhibit
attracted
thousands
of people.
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Walter Cokell Testifies
Warner-F. N. Releases
Are Set Up to May 1
At Paramount Meeting
More details surrounding the formation of Film Production Corp.,
Paramount subsidiary, focal point
for various creditor attacks during
the bankruptcy proceedings now
current, were provided by Walter B.
Cokell, assistant treasurer of Paramount Publix, at a creditors' meeting held yesterday morning at the
office of Referee Henry K. Davis.
Next creditors' session is scheduled
for Feb. 6 at 2 p. m.

Washington Bureau of THE

MARKET
Low

moves a bit slowly at times, due to Directors Paul Czinner's penchant for lingering
on certain details, but this is a minor affair. There are enough counts on which the
production is entitled to command plenty of attention — and to show that those Britishers
are forging steadily ahead in the making of pictures with more than native boxoffice value.
GILLETTE.

Frank Walker Addresses
State Emergency Heads

FINANCIAL
NEW

Popularity of historical and costume pictures will be elevated somewhat further by
this new arrival from the London Film studios. Produced by the Korda-Toeplitz organization for United Artists release, and with Douglas Fairbanks, Jr. and Elizabeth
Bergner heading the cast, it is a distinguished and impressive production. Because of
its emphasis on the amorous deviations of the Russian Empress who preceded Catherine,
as well as the disgraceful conduct of the half-mad Grand Duke, played by Fairbanks,
the picture's appeal points largely to adult and class trade. But Miss Bergner's portrayal
of the kind and faithful Catherine will win her plaudits from any audience. Story

—
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Washington — Frank Walker, executive director of the National
Emergency Council, yesterday addressed the state directors of the
council who are here for instructions as to their duties. He told them
that in their respective states, they
will be direct representatives of the
National Recovery Administration,
vested with full authority to supervise compliance machinery subject
to the promulgated regulations.
Jacob S. Grauman Buried
Milwaukee — Funeral services were
held this week for Jacob S. Grauman, 48, operator of the Downer
and Shorewood theaters here and
the Brin theater in Menasha and the
Rex in Oshkosh. He died here Jan.
28. Grauman was associated with
the picture business in Wisconsin
for 20 years and formerly represented M-G-M in Chicago. He was a
director of the M. P. T. O. of Wisconsin and Upper Michigan, Inc.,
and is survived by his widow, three
sons and his mother.
RKO Buys "Dover Road" for Brook

Anti-Standing Room Bill in R. I.
Providence — An act introduced into the General Assembly here would
prohibit crowding in the rear of
theaters as a means of lessening
the fire hazard.
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— RKO has bought
Road," A. A. Milne
a starring vehicle for
David Lewis will prowork starting in a few

Alec Moss Joins Paramount
Alec Moss has joined the exploitation department of Paramount. He
will assist Robert M. Gillham, director of publicity and advertising,
and Bill Pine, recently named to
head the east and west coast exploitation departments.

■i

Warner-First National releases
for the next three months were set
yesterday. Thirteen pictures will
be released in this period, as follows: February — -"Dark Hazard,"
"Mandalay," "Fashions of 1934,"
"I've Got Your Number"; March —
"Heat Lightning," "Journal of
Crime," "Blondes and Bonds,"
"Wonder Bar," "Gambling Lady";
April — "Harold Teen," "As the
Earth Turns," "Registered Nurse,"
"A Modern Hero."

Together for the first time! CLARK
! GABLE and CLAUDETTE COLI BERT

are co-starred in a grand ro-

mance, "It Happened One Night,"
( which Frank Capra has made into

M. J. Weisfeldt Moves
M. J. Weisfeldt, now acting as
motion tative,
picture
producers'
represenmoves into
new offices
today
in the Harriman National Bank
Building at 527 Fifth Ave.

I one of 1934's ten best.

"Devil Tiger" at Rialto Feb. 7
"Devil Tiger," the Clyde Elliott
jungle picture released by Fox, will
open Feb. 7 at the Rialto.
Ells Martling Dead
Wichita, Kans. — Ells Martling,
Sr., 70, for 30 years manager of the
old and new Crawford here, died
this week.

|

ma

A great director and great writer, j
Lewis Milestone and Laurence Stal-

I lings— merge their brilliant talents j
| in a kaleidoscope of life and love, i

the auto industry s

"RED
SQUARE," now in pro- j1
•j duction.

nui

igift to the theatre

ana

on view Hotel Astor Feb. 8-9

'

Elissa Landi, Joseph
Schildkrauc
: J and Frank Morgan in "Sisters Un| der The Skin." What a stellar com-

' j bination and what a story! David
' I Burton directing.

M

"
Dog Teams used in many cities! Showmanship gets packed houses for M-G-M's "ESKIMO

WANTED! 5000
DOG TEAMS!
"Eskimo" is the
showman's delight!
Roll up your
sleeves and watch
the dough roll in!

Not since "Trader
Horn" have showmen got such !promotion results
Photos from everywhere tell the most
amazing exploita*
tion story in 10
years!
all
in the They're
press book
with full details!

Get the Giant
Campaign Book.
It's a pleasure to
promote !

M-G-M's ESKIMO
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ROSENBLATT OPPOSES
GOV'T REGULATION

WITH

(Continued from Page 1)

lenblatt declared. He also conferred
this week with representatives of
the Hays organization on supervision of scenarios, presumably with
a view to more careful elimination
of material that is likely to cause
criticism.

Ruling on Part Assent
At Variance With Code
(Continued from Page 1)

code is not required as a condition
of appearance before and review of
the action of clearance and zoning
boards," is in variance with provision of the code itself, according to
major company attorneys yesterday.
They pointed to the grievance
boards section of Article 6 in which
adistributor
paragraph shall
reads:be "No
exhibitor
or
entitled
to file
any complaint under this or any other
article of this code unless such exhibitor or distributor shall have
duly executed this code in its entirety" within the prescribed period.
This clause, they contended, means
that exhibitors must file unqualified
assents in order to benefit from the
local clearance and zoning boards,
as well as the grievance boards.
"Moulin Rouge" at Rivoli Feb. 7
Constance Bennett in "Moulin
Rouge," 20th Century production for
United Artists release, opens Feb. 7
at the Rivoli.
Leases Newark House
Newark, N. J. — Sidney Franklin
has leased the Little theater for
Pearl Realty Co.
C. V. Davis Opens New House
Lenoir, N. C. — The Avon theater
opens today with C. V. Davis as
manager. Davis has other theater
interests in Morganton.
Smoking Permits Refused
Boston — Mayor Mansfield has denied the petition of the RKO Keith
and the Park Theaters for smoking
privileges. The mayor has taken
no action against theaters already
allowed smoking rights.
St. Louis Theater Incorporates
St. Louis — Salisbury Theater,
Inc., has been incorporated by Clarence Kaimann and Edna Dreher.

Coming and Going
HOWARD HAWKS, recently engaged by Columbia to direct "Twentieth Century," has
York for the coast to start work.

left New

ORRY-KELLY, the Warner-First National
studio stylist, will go to Paris after attending
the New York "Wonder Bar" premiere to do
research work on costumes for "Madame Du
Barry."
IRVING MILLS leaves soon for Los Angeles
to arrange theater and club bookings for Duke
Ellington's orchestra, which also is to appear
in Paramount's screen version of "Murder at
the Vanities."

RIAITO

PHIL M. DALY
•

• • SONGWRITERS ARE hailing the increased number of musical pix
as the pulmotor that will revive their
industry
and pocketbooks
Ever since radio took
a definite stand in the entertainment world
these gents
have had to look around
in every nook and cranny of
the amusement biz. .,
to make up for the unbelievable decrease in sheet-music sales
but now
with the
catchiest tunes of the day
being introduced in movies
it looks as though material encouragement
in
the form of fat royalties
and more sheet-music sales
will provide the new inspiration
*
*
*
*
• • • JUST TO GIVE an idea how radio socked the Tin
Pan Alley gents
Lilian Braun has compiled some enlightening statistics
for the January issue of the Bulletin of the Songwriters' Protective Ass'n
In 1922 there
were 60,000 radio sets in use in the U. S.
today the number is nearer 18,000,000
In New York City alone there
and over 1,000,000 "radio families"
and during the past
decade
the number of commercial broadcasting stations
jumped from 382 to nearly 625
No wonder the musical
men are dashing to Hollywood
and they're welcome
provided they have genius to sell
and can keep pace

*
#. .
*
with the progress of*
the films
".
• •
• OUR
LATEST
London
dope-sheet
from
Dave Bader
who is having a heck of a time growing
a moustache
and trying to prevent it from looking a la
Hitler
includes a King Kong joke that can only be told
at the Cheese Club
and the following items
Max
Baer is knocking the Britishers cold in "Every Woman's Man,"
which we know as "The Prizefighter and the Lady"
Universalis "Invisible Man" is packing 'em in at the GaumontBritish Tivoli
while "By Candlelight" is showing the
way at Gaumont's New Gallery
and to quote Dave
the combination makes a James WHALE
of a film season
.."Little Women" is duplicating its American success
and Marian Marsh, who said "Where's the fog" when
she arrived in Lunnon
has been in 16 already
and lost in two

*

*

*

*

• • • THE FIRST real stage revue to be seen at the
Radio City Music Hall
starts today
in conjunction with the premiere of "Nana" starring Anna Sten
Leon Leonidoff has gathered a wealth of typical revue talent
and Russell Markert and Florence Rogge have provided their dancers with some new prances that should be
the talk of the town
Not that they're exactly worried
. . ._
but Broadway producers are closely watching the reaction of the Music Hall audience to this form of entertainment
which sells for a moderate box-office price
and includes fixin's that no other auditorium
can duplicate
And with "Nana"
which has been given one of
the neatest ad campaigns ever seen
it looks like big
profits for the RKO gents
Herb Berg of the U. A. publicity department is laid up at home
apparently couldn't
take the zero weather

*

*

*
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ALLIED COMPLAINT
PUT INTO RECORD
(Continued from Page 1)

features in excess of the number
needed by stamping contracts with
a clause that the exhibitor has
agreed to purchase an excess number of shorts and requiring the exhibitor to initial the clause.
The communication also stated
Allied's stand on the assent blanks
and alleged that the Code Authority was monopolistic and dominated
by major interests.
Para, to Star Helen Mack
West

Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Through a release
agreement with RKO studios, Helen
Mack has been signed to a five-year
Paramount contract, with almost
definite assurance of stardom.
Walter Percival Dead
West Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Walter C. Percival,
stage and screen writer and twin
brother of Mrs. Ralph T. Kettering,
wife of the Chicago theatrical man,
died here this week.
Cantor Film May Go 3 Weeks
Omaha — Eddie Cantor in "Roman
Scandals," set at the World for two
weeks, is doing turn-away business
and may be held a third week. Booking upsets the usual house policy
of double features.
Loew's, Canton, Ups Prices
Canton, O. — Loew's, which dropped
vaude last week for straight pictures, is charging 40 cents nights
and 30 cents afternoons for firstrun
highest admission of seven
localfilms,
theaters.
Split-Week at Youngstown
Youngstown — Park, after two
weeks of full-week vaude-film, has
switched to split-week with new
programs opening Sundays and
Thursdays, according to Manager
Joseph Shagrin.
"Hell on Earth" Held Over
"Hell on Earth," war film, is being held over at the Acme.

*

• •
• INTERESTING INCIDENTS
Mr. and Mrs.
Samuel L. "Roxy" Rothafel celebrated their 25th wedding anniversary yesterday down in Florida
Katherine DeMille
daughter of Cecil B
will soon become one of
the few women
directors in Hollywood
Five crayon
sketches made by Gary Cooper will be exhibited in the St. Paul
Public Library along with drawings by Percy Crosby, Charles
Dana Gibson, Sarg and
* Ripley
*
* Seated
* at the dais today• • Blanche
• AT THE A. M. P. A. Ladies' Day luncheon will be
Yurka, Elizabeth Arden, Tamara, Lyda Roberti,
Florence Desmond, the mimic; Kathryn Dougherty, editor of
"Photoplay"; Carol Stone, daughter of the great Fred; Alice
Hughes and Esther Dale
Tess Michaels, chairman of the
day, promises a couple of surprise guests
so come early
and avoid the rush for front seats
the time is
12:45
Paramount Hotel Grill

February 1
Clark Gable
Harold Rodner
Gene Sheldon

Helen

Chandler

Ernest Hilliard
Maxwell
A. Silver

READ

VARIETY
DAILY
REGULARLY
for terse, dependable reports on coming
pictures!
Take 2 minutes to read these 2 typical examples of
Variety Daily's accurate, expert, on-the-spot analyses of
studio output, and you'll see why you, too, need this
practical, helpful daily news service!

"As The Earth Turns"

"I've Got Your Number"

Warner Bros, production and release. Directed by Al
Green. From the novel by Gladys Hasty Carroll. Supervised by Robert Lord. Cast: Donald Woods, Jean Muir,

Sam Bischoff production for Warners' release. Directed
by Ray Enright. Cast: Joan Blondell, Pat O'Brien,
Glenda Farrell, Allen Jenkins, Eugene Pallette, 11 others.

Russell Hardie, 20 others. Previewed at Warners' Beverly,
Jan. 25. Running time, 72 mins.

Previewed at Warners' Hollywood, Jan. 19. Running time,
67 mins.

"Warners has made an outstanding picture of
Gladys Hasty Carroll's best seller, 'As the Earth
Turns.' It is a triumph for all concerned from the
director and supervisor to the least bit player. And it
has that rare quality of picture-making which combines fine artistry with the universal heart appeal
which is box office insurance. It should make a
barrel of money, despite the fact that it has no draw
names.

"A fast, exciting, robust . . . comedy through
which a cast of pulling names romps for a sustained
laugh fest, is this tale revolving around the adventures of two trouble shooting telephone repair men.
'I've Got Your Number' has money written all over
it. With canny showmanship it stirs together exciting, novel, romantic and melodramatic elements in
just the right proportions with the laugh substance
to get the widest audience appeal.
"Even the melodrama
is played to the hilt
for comedy.

"Greatest contribution to the picture's calibre is
probably
Al Green's
inspiredfrom
direction.
Screen
seldom if ever
seen children,
four years
old has
to
14, handled with such charm and naturalness. Older
players are also piloted for striking results. . . .

"BlondelL O'Brien and Farrell swagger through
the top spots with plenty gusto, leaving a trail of
guffaws, while Allen Jenkins does the best job of
his career. . . .

"Honesty, sincerity, effective simplicity graced
with laughter keynote the production — a design laid
down in Ernest Pascal's excellent adaptation, which
keeps the story close to vital human relationships.

"Lines are racy and toy ludicrously with the
double entendre through the novel use of telephone
and switchboard technical term's commonly understood.

"Jean Muir gives a topping performance, rounded
and mellow, as the simple, maternal girl who reluctantly gives her heart to Donald Woods, who also

"Direction of Ray Enright and screen story treatment by Warren Duff and Sidney Sutherland get
away from the commonplace and usual routines in

plays his part with fine feeling."
— Variety Daily, January 26.

getting laughs and maintain breezy freshness."
— Variety Daily, January 20.
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VAUDE, PROBLEMS
AIRED AT HEARING
(Continued from Page 1)

show and vaudeville producers contending the figure is too high.
Speaking for the recently formed United
Vaudeville Producers and Directors Ass'n,
Charles B. Maddock said his group, comprising 32 members and furnishing employment to approximately 5,000 persons annually, wants revision of the code to accomplish
the following: two weeks' rehearsal gratis, two
weeks break-in period without wages, termination of the clause compelling a producer to
pay $3 per day to chorus girls during layoffs, and modification
of the Alex
chorusGerber,
girls'
minimum
wage provisions.
identified with the same association, supplemented Maddock's remarks by expressing
wonder why the minimum for chorus girls
in presentations and vaudeville should be so
high when burlesque chorus girls have a
minimum of $20 per week.
Executive Secretary John C. Flinn of the
Code Authority opened the meeting by explaining its purpose. He read a telegram
from Eddie Cantor, member of the Authority,
viewing the move to re-consider vaudeville
clauses as "constructive."
Stephen Trilling, booker, declared that small
houses should be allowed to lower the minimum during break-ins. Stating that Interstate Circuit, which he represented, uses
about 40 shows a year under its new policy,
Charles Freeman asserted that producers can't
afford to pay for lay-offs. A minimum wage
of $5 per day was urged by George A. Godfrey. Another recommendation by way of a
revision was suggested by Abe Lastvogel,
who advocated one day layoff for every six
weeks of work.
Other speakers included: Joe Laurie, Jr..
Joe Fanton, Alan Corelli, Frank Cambria,
Jack Partington, Fally Markus, Chester Hale,
Fred Walker and Irving Yates. Included
in the group in the rostrum and in the audience were: Sam Dembow, Jr., Louis K. Sidney, George Skouras, Eddie Alperson, Boris
Morros, Major L. E. Thompson and Joe
Bernhardt

Reorganization Set
For Florida Houses

ANALYSIS OF
MOTION PICTURE CODE
By LOUIS NIZER
2. No Damages
EIGHTEENTH INSTALLMENT
The Grievance Board has
ARTICLE VI— -GRIEVANCE AND
not
the power to award
damages.
ZONING
BOARDS— (cont.)
Sec- 3. The Decision of the Griev(c) Condition For Award in Favor
ance Board
of Exhibitor
No award shall be made in
(a) Findings of Fact
The Grievance Board must
favor of a complaining Exhidecide whether the Exhibitor
bitor unless the Grievance
Board finds as a fact that
against whom the complaint
is brought has committed any
he is ready, able and willing
one of the four acts described
to fully carry out the terms
above. It must make a findfixed by the Grievance Board.
ing of fact on this subject.
These terms must be a condiThis means that the Board
tion for the making of an
award.
must reach a conclusion from
the evidence before it as to
(d) Limitations of Award
whether the Exhibitor comIf the Board makes an award
plained against did or did not
in favor of an Exhibitor, it
must be such that:
do any one of the four acts
described above with the in1. The terms are not less favtention and effect of deprivorable to the Distributor
ing another Exhibitor of
than the contract of the
enough pictures to operate
defending Exhibitor.
his theater.
2.
The terms must make al(b) The Award of the Grievance
lowance to the Distributor
Board
for
his
loss
from any sub1. Nature of Award
sequent-runs as a result of
the
award.
Upon the facts found, the
Grievance Board may make
3. Such other terms and conan award either dismissing
ditions as the Grievance
the complaint or granting
Board may prescribe.
relief.
(To be Continued)

A LITTLE from "LOTS"

Thursday, Feb. 1,1934

KOHN ENTHUSIASTIC
OVER THEATER POLICY
(Continued from Page 1)

from the Coast and previously a
Dallas theater meeting. He was enthusiastic over the workings of the
policy. The next territorial meeting with Paramount partners will
probably be held soon at Omaha,
where another member of the new
management body will be appointed.

4 M-G-M Releases Set
M-G-M release dates to March 9
were announced yesterday. They
are Feb. 16, "The Cat and the Fiddle"; Feb. 23, "Viva Villa"; March
2, "Mystery of the Dead Police,"
and March 9, "Rip Tide."

Tabloid Reviews of

FOREIGN

FILMS

"EIN STADT STEHT KOPF" ("A
Town Standing on Its Head"), in German;
produced by Elite; directed by Gustav
Gruendgens; with Hermann Thimig, Jenny
Jugo, Szoeke Szakall, Berthe Ostyn, Theo
Lingen, Fritz
Kampers, et al. At the
Yorkville
Theater.
Lively and very amusing comedy about
a traveling salesman who gets mixed up in
the affairs of a corrupt municipality and
sets things right with the aid of the
Mayor's daughter.
"UND ES LEUCHTET DIE PUSZTA"
("The Dance of Love"), in German; produced by Ufa; directed by Heinz Hille;
with Rose Barsony, Wolf Albach-Retty,
Magda Kun, Tibor Von Halmay, Karoly
Sugar.
At the 79th St. Theater.

New Orleans — With Federal Court
By RALPH WILK
permission to Saenger Theaters reEnjoyable musical in Hungarian locale
ceivers to accept Central Florida
HOLLYWOOD
made by Universal for 1934-35, will with a good portion of fine singing and
Theaters stock in return for claims
go
in
work
about
June,
with
William
dancing, plus a satisfying romantic story.
the Saengers have against Florida A LICE WHITE has been signed by Wyler probably directing.
* *
*
Peninsula Theaters, Inc., reorganiza- ^x RKO for "Strictly Dynamite,"
"PROFANACION," in Spanish; produced
tion of Peninsula into Central Flor- with Jimmy Durante, Norman FosClaire Dodd and Glenda Farrell
ida is expected shortly. Saengers have
by
Indo- America, directed by Chano Uruter and "others. Elliott Nugent will
also been granted permission to loan direct. Maurine Watkins did the are additions to Warner's "One eta; with Julio Villarreal, Graciela Munoz
Man's Woman," while Alan Hale Peza, Fernando
A. Rivera. At the Teatro
.
Central Florida up to $10,000. Pen- screen play from a story by Robert and George E. Stone have been add- Variedades
Robert A. Smin.
insula Theaters, two-thirds owned L. Colwell and
* *
*
ed to "A Gentleman from San FranFairly entertaining Mexican tragedy dealby Saengers and for which they asing with the malediction that is supposed
* *
*
sumed responsibility on $492,000
Harry Warren and Al Dubin, ace
notes, cover the former Universal songsters, played new roles last
to fall on persons who open the tombs of
Jean
Muir
will
play
a
countess
the ancient Aztecs.
Florida houses.
week. They were pressed into ser- role in First National's "Napoleon,"
vice by Al Jolson and Dick Powell, starring
Edward
G.
Robinson.
cisco."
* ■ *
#
R. A. Cain Resigns
who are to appear on two radio proDu World Moves
grams and each sought the songSalt Lake City— R. A. Cain, forCamplete
on advice on the mu- which
mer Universal sales representative,
George cast
Seitzofwill"Louisiana,"
direct for
Du World Pictures, recently or- writingsicalteam
selections
for
their
respective
M-G-M,
includes
ganized by Archie Mayers and IrvRobert Young, has resigned due to the illness of his
ing Shapiro, moved yesterday from programs. $
Jean Parker, C. Henry Gordon, Ted mother, who lives in Denver, accord$
$
the seventh to the seventeenth floor
Healy, Ruth Channing, Nat Pendleing to Manager Jack Rue.
of 729 Seventh Avenue.
Rupert Hughes and Gouverneur
Maude Eburne, Raymond HatMorris were guests of honor at the ton, ton,
Irene Franklin, Joseph CawMasquers' Revel. Gene Austin, Can- thorn,
Her First Movie
George Lewis and Erville Anderson,
dy and Cocoa, James Cagney, EdVaude in Tough Fix
On
the
special invitation of Samuel
*
*
*
ward Arnold, John Sheehan, FredActors playing presentations and
Goldwyn a little, white-haired, 77-year
erick Santley, Syd Saylor, Eddie Nuvaudeville are in such tough financial
old
woman,
who has never been inside
W. S. Van Dyke will direct M-Ggent, Charles Williams, Jr., Edwin
a movie theater, will attend the first
circumstances that they can't reach
next bookings in their broken-down I Maxwell, and Stanley Fields were M's film version of "The Thin Man,"
showing of "Nana" at the Radio City
Dashiell Hammett mystery story.
automobiles unless the going is downMusic Hall today. She Is Mme. Cathamong the performers. Sam Hardy
hill. This is the way Joe Laurie described
* *
*
erine Branchard, who conducts a roomwas
master
of
ceremonies,
while
things at the Code Authority hearing
ing house in Washington Square, where
on the vaudeville clauses of the mo"Glamour," with Constance CumAdelina Patti, Alan Seeger and other
Purnell
Pratt
was
the
"Jester."
tion picture code yesterday. A New
famous artists have lived. Phillips
*
*
*
mings and Paul Lukas, has gone in
York "showing house," jointly operated
Holmes, who plays opposite Anna Sten
Universal under the direcby the circuits, was urged by Laurie.
in the film, will escort Mme. Branchard.
"Sutter's Gold," epic of California work tionatof William
Wyler.
and first of the big specials to be
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Paul Muni

Jimmy Durante, Lupe Veler and
Stuart Erwin in
with
Warner

"CURTAIN

Greta Nissen in

in

NELLIE!"
Glenda"HI,Farrell
and Ned
Bros.

Thursday, Feb. 1,1934

Sparks
75 mins.

with

"HIRED WIFE"

"PALOOKA"
with Weldon
Heyburn,
James
Kirkwood,
with Marjorie Rambeau, Robert Armstrong,
DANDY NEWSPAPER YARN WITH
Mary Carlisle, William
Cagney and
Molly O'Day
Thelma
Todd
Pinnacle
65 mins.
SWELL PERFORMANCE BY PAUL MUNI
mins.
86
Artists
AND ACE DIRECTION BY MERVYN
United
TRIANGLE
DRAMA
THAT
SHOULD
GOOD PRIZEFIGHTER COMEDY WITH LEROY.
NAME
AND
LAUGHS
ENOUGH
HAVE FAIR APPEAL FOR POP AUDIBetween a good script, efficient direc- ENCES.
STRENGTH TO CLICK GENERALLY.
Produced by Reliance Pictures and based
torial handling and Paul Muni's likeable
Greta Nissen takes full advantage of
on the newspaper comic strip by Ham performance in the chief role, this newspaper story totals up as entertainment
in
enough
has
story
boxing
Fisher, this
every
opportunity offered in this film, but
it to make the grade. Though essentially that should be box-office anywhere. Muni
as the material is not particularly strong
is
seen
in
a
part
that
is
refreshingly
difa man's story, its incidental mother and
ferent from most of his previous roles, to begin with, the star fails to register
sweetheart angles, plus the laughs, should
suffice to satisfy the feminine clientele as and he'll be liked in it. He plays a man- with any degree of emphasis. The story
aging editor who gets demoted for pre- concerns Weldon Heyburn, who, having
well. The story itself doesn't vary from
sumably bungling a big story. Assigned
the familiar formula, but the pace of con- to handle the lovelorn column under the been turned down by his fiancee, enters
tinuity and direction, together with the
wealth of name personalities in principal name of Nellie Nelson, he is tagged "Nel- a contract marriage for one year with
lie" by his associates and takes a good Greta Nissen. In doing so, Heyburn is to
roles, will keep interest maintained
deal of razzing along with the serious
throughout. Jimmy Durante, a fight man- and comic daily events of his job. Then inherit considerable money from his late
ager, picks up a farm boy, Stuart Erwin,
son of a former champ, Robert Armstrong, through one of his advice-seekers, a part grandfather's estate. Greta loves Heyburn,
that is niftily played by Dorothy LeBaire, but he is indifferent to her charm. James
who deserted the mother, Marjorie Rambeau. By conniving, Jimmy makes a champ Paul uncovers a scoop that vindicates him Kirkwood, an artist, coaxes Greta to pose
out of Stuart, who then goes the usual and restores him to his former job. Love
route with Lupe Velez, a gold-digger. In interest is minor, but won't be missed for him, and on account of Greta's many
a return bout, with Jimmy crossing his much in view of sufficient other contents visits to Kirkwood's studio, Heyburn becomes jealous. He finally realizes that
own man on bets, Stuart loses the fight, of the story. Ned Sparks and Glenda
he really loves his wife and the film slowly
but flattens the champ back-scene, then Farrell deliver the outstanding performances
returns to the country and his former in support of Muni, though the entire moves to the final clinch. The majority
cast does its work well.
of the action takes place in St. Peterssweetheart, Mary Carlisle. Fade-out scene
Cast: Paul Muni, Glenda Farrell, Ned
burg, Florida, where the picture was made.
is a wow gag.
Cast: Jimmy Durante, Lupe Velez, Sparks, Robert Barrat, Kathryn Sergava, In the not too discriminating houses, it
satisfying.
Stuart Erwin. Marjorie Rambeau, Robert Hobart Cavanaugh, Berton Churchill, Doug- should prove moderately
Cast: Greta Nissen, Weldon Heyburn,
las Dumbrille, Edward Ellis, Paul Kaye,
Armstrong, Mar,' Carlisle, William Cagney,
Donald Meek, Dorothy LeBaire, Margorie
Thelma Todd, Franklyn Ardell. Tern DuJames Kirkwood, Mollv O'Day, Jane WinGateson, George Meeker, Harold Huber, ton, Blanche Taylor, Carolyn Gales, Evelyn
gan, Guinn Williams, Stanley Fields.
Alien
Vincent,
Pat
Wing,
Frank
Reicher,
Bennett.
*
Director, Benjamin Stoloff; Author, Ham
Director, George Melford; Author, Alma
Chandler,
George
Humbert.
Fisher; Adaptors, Gertrude Purcell, Jack George
Director, Mervyn LeRoy; Author, Roy Sicux Scarberry; Scenarist, same; DialogJevne, Arthur Kober; Additional Dialogue,
Ben Ryan, Murray Roth; Cameraman, Ar- Chanslor; Adaptors, Abem Finkel, Sidney uer, same; Editor, Helene Turner; Camthur Adescn; Recording Engineer, Karl Sutherland; Cameraman, Sol Polite; Edieraman, Mark Stengler; Recording Engitor, Bill Holmes.
neers, Percy Green, T. C. Parker.
Zint; Editor, Grant Whytock.
Direction, Fair. Photography,
Fair.
Direction, Fine
Photography, Fine.
Direction, Snappy
Photography, A-l.

REVIEWING

THE SHORT

doing pretty much the same thing.
"Git Along with
Little Wifie"
The youngsters obviously can do
but they would show up betTaylor Holmes,
Natalie Moorhead things,
ter in smaller doses and with more
Educational
20 mins.
vocal
numbers
between the dancing
Good Comedy
routines. As it stands, the subject
A fine performance by Taylor is a fairly entertaining affair in
Holmes, nicely supported by Natalie which the kids do various kinds of
Moorhead and Lena Malena, lifts dancing, mostly ensemble and team
this domestic comedy somewhat numbers, plus a few impersonations,
above the general run. Taylor is with a juvenile orchestra in a flash
being hounded for alimony by his background supplying the music.
first wife, Lena. She moves in on
him, making things so disagreeable
Andy Clyde in
that Taylor contemplates murder as
the quickest solution. After going
"An Old Gypsy Custom"
through a sweat in the belief that with Lloyd Hamilton, Addie McPhail
20 mins.
he was responsible for her death, Educational
Good Comedy
though the body can't be found,
With Lloyd Hamilton and Addie
Taylor learns that his ex has an- McPhail
among his supporting cast,
other husband and is just out to
shake him down, whereupon the in- Andy Clyde's latest is a generally
enjoyable affair. Andy, who runs a
truder is given the bum's rush.
store, gets smitten with a gypsy
girl from a visiting troupe who are
out to rob him. Complications de"The Dance Parade"
with the Ethel Meglin Kids
velop between Andy and the girl and
Milo Productions
22 mins. her menacing gypsy husband, with
Fair
accidental compromising situations,
This dance revue performed en- chasing, etc., to a climatic riot.
tirely by kiddies is hampei-ed most Hamilton plays the role of a cop in
of the time by having too much his familiar oldtime style that is
talent scattered all over the set, all still good for laughs.

v

Dorothy

AT EIGHT"

Mackaill,
C. Aubrey
Paul
Cavanagh

Majestic
FAIR
GOOD

Smith,
68 mins.

MURDER MYSTERY WITH ROMANTIC AND LARCENOUS TWISTS.
CAST

IS A HELP.

Starting out as the tale of a matinee
idol with three of his cast, including two
sisters, in love with him, the plot of this
story develops with the murder of the actor, a suicide and two other murders thrown
in. As five people are introduced as suspects and a chimpanzee is a possible sixth,
the piece holds fair interest aided by a
musical comedy detective and reporter.
Paul Cavanagh is the matinee idol. His
trouble starts when Marion Shilling, one
of the sisters, discovering his infidelity,
commits suicide. At a farewell party to
Cavanagh, who is going to New York with
Ruthelma Stevens, a local heiress, under
an agreement with his wife, who has been
shown posing as his secretary, that she gets
half of his booty, Cavanagh is shot. Suspicion falls on others but finally rests on
Dorothy Mackaill, sister of the suicide,
who is saved by a kindly detective. The
chimp is blamed. Picture is showing in
New

York under title "Backstage Mys-

Cast: Dorothy Mackaill, C. Aubrey
Smith, Paul Cavanagh, Sam Hardy, Marion
Shilling, Russell Hopton, Natalie Moorhead,
Hale Hamilton, Ruthelma Stevens Jack
Mulhall.
Director, E. Mason Hopper; Author, Edward T. Lowe; Editor, Earl Crain; Cameraman, Ira Morgan.
tery."
Direction,
Fair
Photography, 0. K.

SUBJECTS

A Pip
Mickey Mouse in
"British Guiana"
"Camping Out"
(FitzPatrick TravelTalk)
7 mins.
M-G-M
10 mins. United Artists
Fine
Highlight of this expedition into
The ingenuity back of this latest
the only British possession in South
America is a series of views of the animated comedy is enough to make
highest waterfall in the world, said anybody marvel at how it is posto be several times higher than
sible for the Walt Disney bunch to
Niagara. It is a marvelous sight keep thinking up .so many good
and each of the various angles
shown by the camera is very inter- ideas for making people laugh. Action revolves around a camping
esting. Other views of the country
include Georgetown, the spick and party headed by Mickey and inspan main city, and some striking
cluding all of his familiar pals.
sights along jungle rivers. The run- Their visit is resented by the mosning talk is at all times engrossing.
quitoes, who proceed to organize
Krazy Kat in
their forces and attack the "city
slickers." The various ways in
"The Curio Shop"
Columbia
6 mins. which Mickey's gang meets the atFair Animated
tacks will keep any audience roaring. None of these comedies has
Krazy and his girl friend visit a been funnier
than this one.
curio shop where the characters on
a Chinese tapestry come to life and
enact a little love drama. It tells
Films Only at Canton Lyceum
about a little Chinese girl whose
stern father wants to marry her off
Canton, O. — Policy for Lyceum,
to a decreoit husband, whereupon former vaude house, leased by
& Rinehart, will be straight
the
girlinrebels
and and
beatsherits,young
wit" Young
father
pursuit
weeks. when reopened within a few
pictures
hero coming to the rescue.

INTRODUCING
"the Speaker
of the
Evening
»

EVER sit in on a banquet while a toastmaster, with more
cracks to his line than a syndicated colyumist, introduced
a speaker who was a washout? It happens often.
Think about your theatre the same way. You book a feature,
promote it, stunt it, advertise it to a fare-thee-well. And you
pack them. You're just like the toastmaster. You've got your
customers on edge, waiting for something swell.
And then ... up comes the speaker of the evening — your
sound — the most vital part of your show. And what do your
, customers do?
If you have High Fidelity, they sit thrilled to the most perfect sound that money can buy. They listen to realism unrivalled
by life itself. In short they listen to natural sound, and they go
home, sold on your house, sure to come next week.
But, if you haven't High Fidelity . . . Well, why take the
negative angle? Someday in the interest of your box office, you
will have High Fidelity, and when you do you'll understand
and join in the enthusiasm of the hundreds of ear wise exhibitors
who are making money with their . . .

HIGH FIDELITY
RCA VICTOR
PHOTOPHONE

Stage presentations are on the rebound. If you plan to go in for
them, remember: Stage Sound must now be as good as Screen Sound,
or else . . . Sound Reinforcing is the answer and we M Ri
have a completely standardized proposition to tell you
about. Mail this coupon.

Make them ear happy with HIGH FIDELITY
PHOTOPHONE

DIVISION

RCA VICTOR CO., Inc.
Camden, New Jersey

«

«

«

COUPON

□

I want further information about High Fidelity.

□

I want information about Sound Reinforcing.

Name
Address
City

State.
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its Expected to be Changed

UNQUALIFIED CODE SIGNATURES JUMPJO 6,217
Fox Completing 1933-34 Program by Middle of April
Nine

Features Slated
Start in February
and March

West Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

to

"Nana" for 4 Weeks in Radio City
As a result of a jammed opening at the Music Hall yesterday, with a long line outside in spite of snow and rain, Samuel Goldwyn's "Nana," starring Anna Sten, has
been set for four weeks in Radio City. The United Artists release is to play two weeks
at the Music
Hall and two at the RKO Center.

DAILY

Hollywood — The middle of April
will witness completion of work on
the Fox current season program.
Three features are scheduled to go
into production this month, with
starting dates as follows: Feb. 5,
"Gold and the Woman"; Feb. 12,
"Now I'll Tell," and Feb. 9, "SpringWith plans for its 1934-35 protime for Henry." Six productions
gram now in the making, Warnerbegin in March, five of them being:
First National are expected to offer
"Grand Canary," "Charlie Chan's
Challenge," "Fledglings," a spy 60 features next season, approximately the same as the current
story and a race track story.
year's schedule. Harry M. Warner,
Major Albert Warner and Jack L.
Warner have been conferring on the
schedule at the coast. Major Warner left New York yesterday by
plane for Hollywood. He plans to
be gone three weeks.

31 MORE HOUSES OPEN
FOR WARNER-F. N. IN CANADA THIS YEAR

60 FEATURES AGAIN

DENVER CROWDS GOME
DESPITE PRICE DOOSTS

Denver — The second price boost
in a month at the Orpheum has only
made the crowds more anxious to
get on the inside. Early last month
Harry Huffman boosted the tariff
for the main floor and loges from
40 cents to 50 cents. Grosses increased and Huffman expressed himself as having made a mistake in
{Continued on Page

14)

"Lady for Day" Contest
Winners Are Announced
Winners of the ten prizes in the
national exploitation contest held
by Columbia in connection with
"Lady for a Day," with nearly 400
theaters competing, were announced
yesterday. Ingenuity, showmanship
were the determining
t and coverage
{Continued on Page 14)
Setback

for Detroit

Censors

Detroit — Attempts to set up a special
censorship board here received a setback
this week when Mayor Frank Couzens
issued an order against such appointments. The Mayor said he alone had
the power to name censors and that he
was satisfied with the present system
of police supervision under Lieut. Royal
Baker.

Toronto — There were 31 more theaters open in Canada at the start
of this year than at the beginning
of 1933, it is shown by the periodical compilation of the Canadian
Film Boards of Trade. As of Jan.
1 this year there were 785 wired
houses in the Dominion, including
727 open and 58 closed, compared
with 777 wired houses a year ago,
including 696 open and 81 closed.

Academy to Submit Names Pierson Urges Cooperation
In Gov't Business Survey
For Appointments on Code
Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY

Importance of giving full cooperd — Divisional AdminisHollywoo
ation to federal government enumtrator Sol A. Rosenblatt yesterday
erators assigned tho gather data
instructed the Academy of M. P.
Arts and Sciences to select nominees for the Census of American Business now being conducted is stressed
from its branches. These are to be
Pierson,
supervisor
of
sent to him for consideration for by H. Wayne
{Continued
on Page
2)
code appointments.

A petition for a discharge from
bankruptcy has been filed by attorneys for Publix Theaters in the
Court, New York. AsDistrict
U. S.
sets of the corporation were recently acquired by Famous Theaters
Corp. Date for a hearing on the
petition, at which creditors must
register objections, if they so desire, has not yet been fixed.

Unqualified assents to the motion
picture code have now reached 6,217
in number, it was stated at the Code
Authority office yesterday. Previous
figures announced on Jan. 23 showed a total of 4,502.

GRAND RAPIDS EXHIBS
WIN FIGHT ON BEANOS
Grand
Mich. — Theaters
here
have Rapids,
been victorious
in their
fight against commercial "beano
games,"
Prosecutor
J. beano
Jonkman issuing
an edictBartel
that all
games must be closed tomorrow.
One beano operator has been convicted on a gambling charge and
seven cases are pending. Theater
owners declared that unless beanos
were stopped
theyon would
{Continued
Page 12)be forced

Five 1934-35 Stories
Bought by Monogram

Purchase of five stories for Monogram's 1934-35 program was announced yesterday by President W.
Ray Johnston. They include:
"Heads Up", by Adele Comandini;
"The Right Man", by Albert Payson Terhune; "Women Who I-i.i ,.
by Frederic and Fanny Hatton;
Modification of the vaudeville and "Twenty Years", by Robert F. Ropresentations actor labor clauses in den, and "Sing Sing Nights", by
the motion picture code was indi- Harry Stephen Keeler.
cated yesterday, following the hearing held on the subject the previous
Rosenblatt Back Monday
numAstor.when
Hotel were
thecriticisms
day at erous
aimed at the
Wash. Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington — Division Administrator
provisions by circuit house operators
Sol A. Rosenblatt is expected back in
as well as bookers, agents and acWashington on Monday from the Coast.
Advices from the coast said he left
tors.
Three major provisions are likely
there yesterday afternoon. He will attend the next meeting of the Code
to be modified. Action is expected
Authority in New York on Feb. 9, it is
anticipated.
in connection with producer assertions{Continued
that $35 a onweek
for chorus
Page 12)

Revision of Vaudeville Clauses
Indicated Following Code Confab
Bankruptcy Discharge
Is Asked by Publix

Nearly 2,000 Assents
Received in Past Week
by Code Authority
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NRA Officials Are Mum
Pierson Urges Cooperation
On Cancellation Ruling
In Gov't
Business Stories
(Continued from Page 1)
Washington Bureau of THE
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Washington — Any further state- this activity for New York City.
ments on the 10 per cent cancella- Commenting on the hesitation of
tions rulings in the film code ap- some business men to respond to
parently will have to await the re- the questionnaire, Pierson says that
turn of Division Administrator Sol none of the data collected is to be
A. Rosenblatt, as NRA officials here made public and that the survey has
have declined all comment. Rosen- no bearing whatever on income tax
blatt is due back Monday from the reports.
coast.
Information being compiled from
the amusement field includes amount
of receipts, operating expenses,
"Nellie" to Hold Over
whether theater is a local indepenOpening at the New York Strand
dent or part of a circuit, number
to the best business since the "Foot- employed, and other data of a general nature.
light Parade" premiere, Paul Muni
in "Hi, Nellie" has already been
set to hold over for a second week.
Washington Bureau of THE

FILM

%

36+2
36% —
%
36%

55
53% 53% + 1
EXCHANGE
SECURITIES
.3
3
3

Monogram Exchange for So. Amer.
Stanton H. Wallach has arranged
with Ritchey Export Corp. for the
opening of a new exchange system
to be known as Monogram Limitada
in Buenos Aires. Wallach will distribute Monogram pictures exclusively in Argentine, Uruguay and
Paraguay.

DAlLy

Washington — Arriving last night
from New York, the group of stars
in the 20th Century-United Artists
cross-country stunt on "Moulin
Rouge" were feted, interviewed,
photographed, heard over the radio
and appeared at the Palace's midnight preview of "Moulin Rouge."
Today they make another appearance at the Palace and then their
nationwide trek gets under way. In
the group are John Hundley, Mary
Carlisle, Anna Q. Nilsson, Nancy
Welford, Dorothy Dunbar, Rosco
Ates, Eddie Quillan, Jack Mulhall,
Ben Turpin, Creighton Hale and
Antonio Moreno.
"Drums O'Voodoo" Booked
"Drums O'Voodoo," all-Negro picture produced by Louis Weiss, has
been booked to play four of the
Louis Bernheimer theaters in Washington, D. C, where it opens at the
Raphael. George M. Gatts is handling the special campaign in Washington for International Stageplay
Pictures, with a personal appearance
of Laura Bowman, who plays the
leading role in the feature.
Charles Gartner Promoted by Para.
Charles L. Gartner, long a member of Paramount's foreign publicity department, has been appointed
publicity manager of the foreign
field, John W. Hicks, Jr., vice-president of Paramount International
Corp. announced yesterday. Albert
Deane continues as director of publicity and advertising for the Paramount International.

John W. Boyle has sold distribution rights to his all-color feature,
"Sweden, Land of the Vikings," to
Associated Cinemas of America,
Inc., with the exception of California, Washington and Oregon, which
he will handle personally from Hollywood. He is planning other picture-making expeditions.
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will Roosevelt
be "Public
President
also Relations."
speaks to
the group later in the day.
Ida F. Bloecher Dead
West Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Ida F. Bloecher,
scenarist and former wife of Robert Edeson, the actor, died yesterday of pneumonia.
"Palooka" Trade Showing
trade production
showing of soon
"Palooka,"
theLocal
Reliance
to be
released by United Artists, will be
held at the Astor Theater next Tuesday at 11:00 A. M. Jimmy Durante,
Lupe Velez and Stuart Erwin are
starred.
3-2943
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Washington — Frank Wilson, organization publicity chief of the
NRA, will address the National
Emergency Council state directors,
who are here for instructions. His

J
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BARNUM & BAILEYHOO
BELL-RINGING SMASH I

THIS

Give it all youve got ...it will
get you all you can take!
Your showman's blood will tingle when
you see this box-office clean-up . . .
THE MOST THRILLING ANIMAL
PICTURE EVER MADE . . . a-glitter
with every possible selling angle. Book
it and boost it for an S.R.O. sensation!

MM,

THEY'LL NEVER FORGET
THESE THRILLS:
Q^E*
The lion . . . king of beasts . . . battle the
' tiger . . . monarch of the jungle . . . roaring,
snarling, ferocious . . . vicious teeth rending living
flesh in an unforgettable struggle for supremacy.
Hundreds of mammoth Indian elephants
in fear-crazed stampede . . . crashing giant
trees . . . trampling human life . . . crushing everything before them.
The crocodile and the tiger in a frenzied
fight for life . . . lashing, whirling, churning
the jungle waters into a deadly scarlet foam.

Directed by

CLYDE E.
ELLIOTT
director of

BRING 'EM
BACK ALIVE
Story by James O. Spearing
Edited by Truman Talley

The hero-explorer trapped in the relentless, life-smothering coils of a 40-foot
python . . . and his miraculous escape.
The "Devil Tiger" himself . . . eyes like
balls of fire . . . fangs as sharp as ice-picks
. . . powerful, crafty, terror-inspiring ... his black
heart haunted by the Evil One himself . . . mad with
the thirst for human blood.
These and a score of other sensational
thrills . . . each more amazing than the last
. . . actual sounds and scenes that will burn themselves into your memory forever.
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Dolores Del Rio and Ricardo Cortez.
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Warners' 'Wonder Bar Cast
Sets Multiple Star Record
With the largest cast of stars,
featured players, and chorus beauties ever gathered in the Warner
Bros.-First National studios, "Wonder Bar" stacks up as the most
overwhelming screen spectacle yet
attempted by the company that
stood the industry on its collective

indicative of specially keen business foresight, the trade holding
that the picture's sale to the public
is facilitated for the exhibitor, giving him the greatest opportunity in
film history to use the fine art of
ballyhoo.

"Wonder Bar" WorldFamous as Stage Hit

One

ton of black grease paint was

used by Warner Bros, for the "Goin'
To Heaven On A Mule" number of
"Wonder Bar." Number marks Al
Jolson's return to blackface. As a special accommodation Jolson showed the
lads and lassies how to put it on without getting it in their hair.

New "Wonder Bar" Tango
Hailed as Dance Sensation
"The Gaucho," something new in
the way of dances, is introduced on
the screen in "Wonder Bar," Warner musical, by the stellar team of

Representing a blend of the famous Apache dance of Paris and the
Tango of the Argentine, "The Gaucho" is danced to the "Tango Del
Rio," a Dubin-Warren melody dedicated to the beautiful star. Jose
Fernandez, coach of the ballet for
the Hollywood Bowl's presentation
of Ravel's "Bolero," directed Miss
Del Rio and Cortez. Coast dancing
masters are enthusiastic over the
possibilities of the routine for popular ball-room dancing.

"Wonder Bar," Warner Bros, extravaganza to exceed its own successful extravaganzas, was one of
the most successful of this century's stage plays in this country,
with a two-year road tour, plus a
solid sell-out year in New York, behind it. In Europe, "Wonder Bar"
set enviable records in Vienna, Paris, Berlin, and London.

"WONDER BAR" ADDED
TO BACON'S HIT LIST
Kay

Francis

as She

Appears

in "Wonder

Bar'

Lloyd Bacon's record of "box-office champions" is due for an addition, according to preview reports
on "Wonder Bar" from
Hollywood.
Bacon
directed
"42nd Street,"

ear with "Footlight Parade," "Gold
Diggers," and "42nd Street."
With "make it different" the
studio byword, Warner Bros, started
building box-office values immediately upon purchase of the story.
The studio aimed to break precedent and set records in all departments, as a result of which the
talent division comprises a "Who's
Who" of Hollywood's greatest.
Kay Francis appears as the
glamorous, capricious, amorous Parisian wife; Al Jolson as the night
club entertainer, Dolores Del Rio as
Inez, the exotically alluring nightclub dancer, Ricardo Cortez as
Inez's partner, "matinee" idol and
gigolo, Dick Powell as the young
singing band leader, Hal LeRoy as
the kid hoofing marvel, and Ruth
Donnelly, Guy Kibbee, Hugh Herbert, Fifi d'Orsay, Henry O'Neill,
Merna Kennedy, Henry Kolker, Mia
Ichioka, Pat Wing, Clay Clement
and many others in varying dramatic and comedy parts.
In addition to the marquee personalities, Warners commissioned
Busby Berkeley to double his quota
of beautiful girls for the ensemble
spectacles. Instead of the gorgeous
group of two hundred used in "42nd
Street," "Gold Diggers of 1933,"
"Footlight Parade" and "Fashions
of 1934," Berkeley put four hundred
to work in "Wonder Bar's" imaginative chorus sequences.
Warner's fortification of "Wonder
Bar" with a long list of selected
stars is regarded in Hollywood
as

"Ten
one ofBest"
1933'sin
the FILM
DAILY Poll

LLOYD

BACON

and a champion for two
successive
months in MOTION PICTURE HERALD'S national box - office
survey.

Bacon also directed "Footlight
Parade," which achieved similar
"best b. o." renown. In addition to
directing two of the industry's most
successful musical extravaganzas,
Bacon has directed a half dozen
of
the money-making Joe E. Brown
films.
department decorated the set in
modern style and the furniture was
especially created for the picture,
even to the seventy-five bar chairs.
The night club set was almost
equalled
in size by the sets concafe were constructed in order that
structed for Busby Berkeley's "Gocameras might "pan" around to cover in' To Heaven
the richly dressed patrons as they "Hall of Mirrors" On A Mule" and
ensembles,
the
danced and dined.
sets for the picture coveringall40%
Five weeks were needed for the of the affiliated Warner and First
shooting of the "Wonder Bar" story National studios' stage space.
sequences. Five additional weeks
were taken in filming the elaborateMaterial for
"Bar"
ly imaginative Berkeley spectacles.
A Special
10-day newspaper
fictionization
All phases of such a night club of "Wonder Bar", complete with
as the "Wonder Bar" were built in- illustration, is being made available,
to the set, including fifteen rooms, in mat form by Warners. Orders
main bar, dance floor, orchestra are being accepted at the home office
platform, foyer, kitchens, business now. Also available is a 10, 15, 20
offices and dressing rooms.
TheAdvertisement
art or 30 minute radio sketch.

New High For Magnificence
In 'Wonder Bar9 Settings
Film set construction
reached a
record high during the filming of
"Wonder Bar" at Warner Brothers'
Burbank studios. The
largest indoor
construction yet attempted in Hollywood, covering an area equal to
two city blocks, was built to house
he Busby Berkeley chorus conceptions.

The largest set, representing the
enormous Parisian night club in
which the action of the story transpires, required enough lighting to
illuminate a city of twenty thousand people. All four walls of the

Advertisement
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Dubin- Warren Tunes
Click as Radio Hits

Mills Brothers, and other first-raters
plugging them.
Looking for something different
Al Dubin and Harry Warren, in melodies and lyrics, the writers
writers of the screen's most suc- of the "42nd Street" and "Gold Diggers of 1933" hits produced the title
cessful songs, collaborated again on
number, "Wonder Bar," as well as
the musical score of "Wonder Bar," "Vive La France," "Don't Say Good- "Wonder Bar" Introduces
turning out six hits for Dick Pownight," "Goin' To Heaven On A
New Style in Pictures
ell, Kay Francis, Al Jolson, and the Mule," "Why Do I Dream Those
and "Tango Del Rio," the
"Wonder Bar" is the first screen
Busby Berkeley chorus creations. A Dreams"
latter dedicated to Dolores Del Rio
presentation
of its type, according to
who
dances
the
number
with
Ricarspecially-planned music campaign do Cortez.
Warner Bros.-First National, the prois establishing the numbers in a naIn addition to the studio-created
ducers. The story, described as "intitional advance build-up, with Guy tunes, Jolson sings the famous Rusmate," is said to introduce an enLombardo,
Paul
Whiteman,
the
sian air, "Dark Eyes."
tirely new technique in presentation,
including the theater audience as
participants in the action. With Al
Jolson, master of intimacy, pacing
the show, the

Berkeley's Lavish Spectacles
for Wonder Bar Stress Novelty

Snxxw I

guests atBar",
the
"Wonder
a huge
sian nightPariclub
and popular
rendezvous, sit
in and watch
the story
unfold. It has,
according t o
preview reports, the effect of "takingence
the audiwhere
everything
is
happening.

Going one better on the imagination which created the spectacles
of "42nd Street," "Gold Diggers of
1933," "Footlight Parade" and
"Fashions of 1934," Busby Berkeley's innovations for "Wonder Bar's"
augmented chorus of beautiful girls
will inaugurate another series of
"firsts on the screen."
To tunes by Al Dubin and Harry
Warren, the four hundred girls and
one hundred boys in the Berkeley ensembles, together with the stars, do
a highly unusual rendition of a
modern negro spiritual "Goin' To
Heaven On a Mule" with, the whole
company in blackface. Berkeley
turned out this number, with Al Jolson leading a singing chorus of
two hundred voices, as a fitting climax to the picture and his successful
stage and screen career.
Also featured in this number is
Hal LeRoy, famous young dancer
of the "Ziegfeld Follies" and "Strike
Me Pink" and the lead in WB's coming "Harold Teen."
The "Mule"

dolores del rio

The onstory
"Wonder
Bar" is
based
the of
famous
international
play by Karl Farczas and Geza
Herczeg which played in the leading capitals of Europe and was then
imported, to New York for a long
run. Earl Baldwin, one of Hollywood's top-flight scenarists, wrote
the
screen
adaptation
Bar" for Warner
Bros. of "Wonder

NATIONAL TIE-UPS TO

xfoi &abMfyVmL
WB

Plans Gigantic Easter
Send- Off for 'Wonder Bar9
Week has been definitely arranged for a stage or screen

Easter
set by Warners for nation-wide
pre-release engagements of "Wonder Bar," according to home office
announcement, and selected bookings
for this period are now being accepted. Preceding these dates there
will be simultaneous world premieres in New York, Paris, London
and Vienna on February 21st, as
part of a gigantic plan for an alltime high in pre-release campaigns.
The New York opening at the
Strand Theater will be attended by
the most elaborate ceremonies ever

premiere. The majority of the film's
stars will come East for the occasion and a nation-wide broadcast
from the stage of the Strand will
be participated in by celebrities in
the audience. Formal dress will be
the order and Manhattan's social
and theatrical elite will also particiSeats for the New York openpate.
ing are scaled at $5.00 top, with a
share of the proceeds to charity.

Advertisement

SELL "WONDER" FILM
National exploitation tie - ups
blanketing the country are now in
process of completion by Warner
Bros, as advance aids in selling
"Wonder Bar" to the public. One of
the first big blasts will be via CocaCola and its national coverage in
dozens of large circulation publications. Other tie-ups will cover all
the possibilities for giving exhibitors local coverage through national
plugs. Full details will be included in the special merchandising plan
now in work by Warners.
BY REQUEST!
Kay Francis and Ricardo Cortez, ap"Wonder
Bar,"
are
teamed pearing
for together
the in
third
time in
recent
months. The combine has resulted in
an increase of fan mail for both stars
and has established them as one of
the best-selling duos in pictures. Before "Wonder Bar" Francis and Cortez
were co-starred in "The House on 56th
Street"

and

"Mandalay."

One

of the

Many

Sumptuous

Sets

in

"Wonder

number runs for twelve minutes and
is regarded as a new high for elegance in construc
Bar".
tion and imagination in conception.
Another featured spectacle is
the "Hall of Mirrors," in which the
Berkeley beauties are multiplied
sixteen times in number by the use
of the largest plate glass mirrors
ever constructed on the Coast.
Then there's
the "Pillars of Song"
number,
with endless
rows of huge,
gleaming columns forming a stunningly simple setting for intricate
chorus routines.
Warner Bros, gave Berkeley, carte
blanche on "Wonder Bar" to exceed
all past extravaganzas, and his work
has already won for him his first
solo
directorial
on "Dames,"
costarring
Dick job,
Powell
and Ruby
Keeler.
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EXPLOITETTES
Elaborate Bally Heralded
"Fashions of 1934" Premiere
C")NEballyhoos
of the evermostaccorded
effectivea
Broadway
opening
was
that
given to First National's "Fashions of 1934" at the Hollywood Theater.
The highlights of the campaign
included a magnificent fashion parade staged in the lobby and
rotunda of the theater, with
mannequins
selected from the
city's leading department stores.
One of the lobby displays featured fifty of the original fashion sketches in color, designed
for the picture by Orry-Kelly,
leading Hollywood stylist. The
Russeks
Fifth
Avenue
store
also cooperated on the Hollywood Theater's fashion show,
which was put on at different
intervals all during the first
week of the picture's run.
In
addition, a lingerie show was
also on display, featuring ten
models wearing the latest Dupont rayon creations in more
intimate
ladies'
wear.
Miss
Margot
Nilson
exhibited her
famous soap statuettes, garbed
in the latest in fashions and
was present in the theater lobby opening night to answer
questions relative to the new
styles and means
of creating
her soap figurines. Students of
the Traphagen School of Fashion designing were also at the
theater, illustrating the technique of style illustration. Silk
and rayons from Mallinson's and
Dupont's
respectively,
were
used as a feature of the theater decorations, illustrating
the latest trends in fabrics.
Mallinson's arranged a display
of a huge silken elephant in the
theater lobby.
This gorgeous
silk display was insured for
$7,500.
In addition to the silk
display, the theater lobby and
marquee were decorated with a
colorful array of ostrich plumes
and feathers.
Ostrich feather
pens were
distributed to all
guests
opening
night.
The
Loose-Wiles
Biscuit
company
distributed ten thousand booklets entitled, "Fashions, Foods
and Frocks
of 1934,"
tion with the
first in
and conneclater
showings of "Fashions of 1934."
Radio, newspaper
breaks and
full-page co-operative ads also
figured in the campaign.
— Hollywood Theater, N. Y.
Certified

Jungle

Film

"Devil Tiger," the Fox release which
opens next week at the Rialto, is a
100 per cent pure jungle film, with
"every single episode photographed on
location in the virgin jungles of the
great Asiatic continent," according to
an affidavit sworn to by Clyde E. Elliott,
who
made
the picture.

PHIL M. DALY
• • • TESS MICHAELS of U. A. made good with honors
as chairman of the A.M.P.A. Ladies' Day party held at
the Hotel Paramount yesterday noon
More than 125 members and guests turned out to hear the array of important folks
that Tess gathered for the occasion
A telegram from Mary
Pickford auspiciously started things going. .... Then followed
a bow from Elizabeth Arden, the cosmetic queen
a swell
two
speech by Alice Hughes of the "N. Y. American"
songs by tempting Tamara of "Roberta"
a bow from Carol
Stone, daughter of the immortal Fred, who later addressed the
lads and lassies
and finally a talk of meaning by Blanche
Yurka, a real trouper
Ladies Day at the A.M.P.A. will no
doubt become an annual affair
and the gal who is selected
to head next year's meeting will have to go some
to better
Tess Michael's score
• •
• NEWS
NOTES
Along the Rialto
Now
that the Samuel Goldwyn campaign introducing Anna Sten in
"Nana" has been completed
Lynn Farnol will sail Feb. 28
on the Manhattan
for Ireland
there to plant a kiss
on the Blarney Stone
he may linger over there till sometime in the summer
the lucky mugg
Madeleine Carroll, the Gaumont-British star who charmed us in "I Was a
Spy"
will be tendered one of those typical royal welcomes
for which the Fox gents are famous
at Le Perroquet suite
at the Waldorf-Astoria, this afternoon
* call*it a "The
* Dansant"
*
the engraved invitations
no less.
• • • LAST NIGHT Ham Fisher, producer of the comic
cartoon strip, "Palooka" which was produced by Edward
Small and Harry Goetz of Reliance Pix
was guest to a
host of sports editors and boxing writers
at a private
showing of the film
which will soon be released by United
Artists
Ricardo Cortez has been spotted to go on the ether
soon. . ... on the Fleischman hour
and on Dale Carnegie's
program, "Little Known Facts About Well Known People"
Sunday,
WEAFwill ...
a resume of Frank Buck's career as
an
animalover
trapper
* be broadcast
*
*
*
•

•

• SITTING IN a sweet spot
as the most versatile producer of Broadway revues
and with well-founded
rumors that Hollywood is beckoning
is Billy Rose
the young man who contributed most of the lyrics for the current Follies
the majority of Fannie Brice's hilarious material and at the same time pulled the Casino de Paree
out of the cold into the warmth of success
What with
Hollywood going strong for musicals and girlie screen revues
who can tell but what this embryo Ziegfeld will be in
our midst
shortly

*

*

*

*

• • • WARNER'S "Hi! Nellie!" opened to standee biz at
the Strand Thursday night
Boris Goldreyer has been appointed advertising manager of the "Evening Post" and will
handle the movie stuff
Over at the Roxy . . .,. starting
today
is a Tom Patricola-Charlie Judels two-reeler titled
"The Good Bad Man"
and they say it deserves the feature
billing that Morris Kinzler is giving it ... B. J. Hynes has
moved to Denver, in association with Harry Huffman in the
management of the Denver and Orpheum there
Hynes was
recently personnel chief for Herschel Stuart at Detroit
A slick little miniature press book has been issued by U. A.
on Walt Disney's Silly Symphony "The China Shop"
everything from advance stories to lobby displays is included and if you haven't taken the family to see this new
screen-gem
you're
* neglectful
*
*
*
• •
• TWO ORGANIZATIONS that helped put over the
recent FILM DAILY RELIEF FUND drive
are holding
their annual doin's this week
and we're sayin' that now
is the time for all good men and women to buy tickets for the
Press Photographers' Ball, which takes place tonight at the
Commodore
and for the big show Sunday night at the
Majestic
sponsored by the Catholic Actors' Guild
for the benefit of destitute actors and actresses
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TIMELY TOPICS
Story the Main Thing
On Either Stage or Screen

'"THE story is the main thing,
whether on the stage or the
screen. A young playwright
named Shapespeare had the
same idea some centuries ago.
Any director, to be a success,
should know the story, should
work on the story of his production, should have his own
ideas of what that story is going to be. On the stage the
most important work we do is
before rehearsals when producer and writer strive together.
The picture director is in the
same position. If he knows
stories, if he can work with a
writer and get his story as it
should be, he will succeed. If
he is not competent along those
lines, he loses his value. It is
infinitely more important, I believe, that a director should
know stories than that he should
"know the camera." After all,
knowledge of the camera and
what it can do may be gained
A director
by experie
throughcan-a
looking
not keepnce.
camera without gaining knowledge of its possibilities. But a
story mind is a gift not to be acquired. Iam still at variance
with many ideas advanced by
motion picture directors. I do
not believe that all phases of
what is called picture technique
are essential. Years ago, on
the stage, when an actor wanted
to emphasize a certain line and
make sure he got a laugh, he
turned and delivered that line
straight into the faces of the
audience. I have seen many pictures in which, under similar
conditions, the actor turned to
wrong,
That's
the camera.
face
the illusion
Much of
I believe.
of a scene is lost when that is
done. We have cured that fault
on the stage, and it will be
cured on the screen also. There
is no need, in either medium, to
strain for laughs. Nor do I think
that
needed.many camera angles are
— Arthur Hopkins.
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Bobby North
Frank Albertson
Molly
Malone
Frank Zucker

Benny Rubin
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Sten in

Douglas

"NANA"
Bennett, Mae

George Meyer in
"Those Were the Days"
Vitaphone
10 mins.
Enjoyable Song Novelty
As an opening for revival of some
of his oldtime song hits, George
Meyer is shown in conference with
an income tax man who is trying to
straighten out the composer's accounts. Mention of various popular
songs leads to flashback renditions,
the numbers including "Song of the
Nile," "My Mother's Rosary,"
"Everything is Peaches Down in
Georgia" and others.
Vince Barnett in
"Where's Elmer"
Universal
20 minsPlenty Laughs
Vince finds himself leader of a
gang of racketeers, as soon as the
real leader ducks out to avoid trouble. As the business of hold-ups is
dull, the lads decide to open a hospital and provide patients in a most
unusual manner. Some stand in
doorways and throw banana skins
on the sidewalk, subsequently taking
the victims to the gang's hospital
for repairs. Others drop flower-pots
from high windows, some cause auto accidents.
Soon the hospital is

.ommg

a nd

G cunt?

ANDRE CHALUS, directing head of the Film
Union, S. A., of Paris, has arrived in New
York to confer with RKO executives. The
Film Union distributes RKO product throughout France, Belgium
and Switzerland.
DELBERT GOODMAN, Far East district manager for Fox Film, left New York yesterday
for California. After conferences at the Fox
studio, he will sail to Japan, where he makes
his headquarters.
JESSE L. LASKY and son have left Florida
for Hollywood, following a trip through the
Panama.
DAVID MANNERS, who returnsd this week
from Europe, leaves for Hollywood after a
few days' visit with friends at HasMn^s.
JOSEPH
SEIDER
leaves tomorrow for Florida.
JOE MORRISON, who made "The Last Roundup" famous, leaves tomorrow for Hollywood
to appear in Paramount pictures.
MAJOR ALBERT WARNER
yesterday
for the coast.

left New

York

United

Artists

ANNA

"CATHERINE

Clarke, Muriel Kirkland

89 mins.

STEN EMERGES AS A FASCINATING NEW STAR IN METICULOUSLY HANDLED PARISIAN ROMANCE.

Reflecting the long and careful grooming she received at the hands of Samuel
Goldwyn, the undoubtedly glamorous Anna
Sten comes pretty well up to her billing
in her initial Hollywood picture. With a
pretty face and a graceful command of
histrionics, she moves across the scene in
a style that is at all times a pleasure to
watch. The story chosen for her American
film debut, the Zola novel about the beautiful girl who rose from the streets to be
the toast of Paris and wound up by commiting suicide as an exit from the hopeless tangle of her love affairs, is consistently absorbing even though it strikes few
emotional depths; and the fact that Miss
Sten's work indicates she is capable of
those depths should leave a trail of fans
anxious to see her next picture. Supporting
cast is unusually strong, with particularly
fine work by Richard Bennett, the impresario who makes a star out of Nana;
Phillips Holmes, the young soldier whom
she really loves, and Lionel Atwill, his elder
brother who eventually wants Nana himself. Production qualities are elegant.
Sten, Phillips Holmes,

Lionel

Atwill, Richard Bennett, Mae Clarke, Muriel Kirkland, Reginald Owen, Jessie Ralph,
Lawrence Grant.
Director, Dorothy Arzner; Author, from
novel by Emile Zola; Adaptors, Willard
Mack, Harry Wagstaff Gribble; Cameraman,
Gregg Toland; Recording Engineer, Frank
Maher; Editor, Frank Lawrence.
Direction, Painstaking. Photography,

A-l.

and

Elizabeth

in

THE GREAT"

with
Gerald
Du
Maurier,
Flora
Robson
United Artists
92 mins.
FINE HISTORICAL DRAMA
WITH A
WELCOME
NEW
PERSONALITY
IN
ELIZABETH
BERGNER.
Elizabeth

Bergner

and

her performance

as Catherine, portrayed as a lovable empress who was so misunderstood, unjustly
treated by her swaggering, over-ambitious
and mentally deranged mate, played by
Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., will probably get
the bulk of the praise accorded this London Films production. Miss Bergner is
such an ingratiating personality and gives
such a likeable performance that the picture is satisfying on that account even if
it weren't also a distinguished and generally worthy production. Fairbanks, too,
puts over his unsympathetic role with effective results, and there are many other
fine performances. The incidents depicted
concern the plans of the ageing but still
amorously-addicted Empress to effect a
marriage of the Grand Duke (Fairbanks)
to a foreign Princess (Miss Bergner), with
the Duke wrongly suspecting the Princess
of mercenary motives whereas she is deeply in love with him. How he humiliates
her from the start, has moods of remorse
when they seem real lovers, runs wild
with power on ascending to the throne
and
ruler,

Cast: Anna

Jr.,

Bergner

with Phillips Holmes, Lionel Atwill, Richard

"Business is a Pleasure"
Vitaphone
18 mins.
Dandy Musical
One of the best of the Technicolor
musicals in the "Broadway Brevities" series. It is tuneful, fast-moving, has plenty of eye-filling sights
and is better than usual on the
comedy end. For a sort of plot there
is a department store that is dying
on its feet, whereupon a live-wire
gent sells the managers the idea of
jazzing up the place with musical
touches, installing an orchestra and
crooners to bring in the crowds and
stir up their buying impulses. Idea
works out beautifully, even injecting some hotcha into the staid managerial staff.

Fairbanks,

finally meets

his end, leaving Cath-

erine as the people's beloved
is engrossingly told.

choice

as

Cast: Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., Elizabeth
Bergner, Flora Robson, Gerald du Maurier,
Irene Vanbrugh, Joan Gardner, Dorothy
Hale, Diana Napier, Clifford Jones, Gibb
MacLaughlin, Clifford Heatherley.
Director, Paul Czinner; Authors, Lajcs
Biro, Arthur Wimperis, Melchior Lengyel;
Adaptors, same; Cameraman, Georges Perinal; Recording Engineer, A. W. Watkins;
Editor, S. Harrison.
Direction, Fine. Photography, Fine.

lege follows, and finally a television
doing a rushing business. The cops
get wise and just before they close demonstration that falls flat.
in on the gang, Vince is thrown out
of the head-man's chair and the for"Goofytone News Reel"
(No. 5)
mer leader takes his rightful place.
Universal
8 mins.
Average
In escaping, Vince and his girl Gertie Short, wreck their car and are
returned to the hospital as unwilling
The world's champion string-saver
and a "famous" American woman
patients.
musician are the highlights of this
release. The former is an old man
"Buddy the Gob"
who tells of his prize find, and the
(Looney Tune)
woman delivers some very funny
Vitaphone
6 mins.
material on how she becomes "famGood Animated
ous." Other items are a woman
In the role of a sailor, Buddy is ash-sifter who inherits a fortune,
over in China, where he stumbles on an "authority" on love, and a German-Scotchman who recites a dull
a little almond-eyed maiden in distress. She is about to be sacrificed
in a ceremony for a fiery dragon. speech.
Henry Armetta in
So Buddy goes to the rescue.
"Palsie Walsie"
Universal
19 mins.
"Goofyrone News Reel"
Fair Slapstick
(No. 4)
This one has Armetta as the gesUniversal
9 mins.
ticulating father of Mickey Daniels.
Pretty Good
Armetta tries to tell his son the
This one contains five subjects, facts of life, but the boy continues
and the majority are laugh num- holding clandestine meetings with
bers. First is shown an invention the daughter of a jurist. After
to wipe out unwanted buildings, some funny situations, the lad gets
next comes a wow, it introduces his father in a cabaret, and in the
Mons. Beldome, creator of the most arms of a dizzy French brunette.
modern toupees. His models are a Armetta's wife finds him there and,
scream. A taxi driver who found a riot follows. They all land up in
valuables tells his experience, a court with the girl's father sitting
The finish is punchless.
dancing group from "Worser" Col- as judge.

Mt. Hope, Ohio — Royal theater,
closed over a year, has been reopened by S. Sangdid.

Greenville, Ala.— W. J. Ray, owner of the Frankston, here has opened
a Negro theater also.
Cincinnati — New policy of presentations with films at the Strand is
going over well. Robert Morgan is
manager of the house.
Liberal,
— A.recently.
J. Simmon's Lyric burned Mo.
down
Mebane, N. C— The Carolina has
been reopened under the management of A. L. Purcell. It was formerly operated by Mrs. Martha
Whitesell.
Union, S. C. — Mrs. L. D. Eaves,
owner of the Eaves theater here, is
opening the Rialto.
Omaha — Openings in the territory include the Wolcott theater,
Davenport; Strand, Blue Springs,
and Liberty, Eustis.
Garrison, Wyo. — J. C. Burton has
bought the Lyric from R. A. Walker.
Chicago — B. J. Smelker, resigned
as manager of the Julian, has been
replaced by Albert Kopolos, formerly assistant manager of the Buckingham, where he is succeeded by
B. Grant.
Detroit — The Medbury, east side
house, has been taken over by Pete
McCurdy from Herman Klein. House
ville.
is putting in one and two act vaude-

STRY'S
INDUBOOK
THEDATE
Feb. 4: Ball of the New Orleans Theatrical
8Crafts,
P. M. Municipal Auditorium, New Orleans,
Feb. 4: Benefit show under auspices of Film
Board of Trade, Stanley Theater, PhiladelFeb. of7: Non-Theatrical
Monthly meeting
Eastern Ass'n
Film ofProducers,
Inc.,
New
York.
Feb. phia.
8-10: Tenth annual conference of National
Board of Review, Hotel Pennsylvania, New
York.
Feb. 9: Meeting of Code
Astor, New York.
2 P.
Feb. 21 : First annual ball
New
York.Owners Ass'n,
Theater
Feb. 26-27: Winter

meeting

Authority, Hotel
M.
of Independe
Waldorf-Astori

of Visual

Instruc

tion

Department,
National
Education Association, Carter Hotel, Cleveland.
March 10: Fourth Annual Dinner-Dance of the
Columbian Club of Columbia Pictures, Hotel
City.
Waldorf-Astoria,
New York.
April 23-26: S.M.P.E. Spring meeting, Atlantic
June 16-July 2: International Motion
Week,
Vienna.
Aug. 1-20:

Second Exhibition of
graphy, Venice, Italy.

Picture

Cinemato-
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PICTURE CODE

By LOUIS NIZER
NINETEENTH INSTALLMENT
One impartial representative
dence, must promptly render
of the Code Authority apits decision not later than fifARTICLE VI— GRIEVANCE AND
proved by the Administrator
teen days after the hearing
ZONING BOARDS— (cont.)
on the appeal.
and having no affiliation with
Sec. 4. General Jurisdiction of
the industry.
Sec. 8. Consent to Code
Grievance Boards
(b) Voting
(a) Condition
for Filing
ComIn addition to the four special
The impartial representative
grounds upon which a complaint can
of the Code Authority votes
Noplaint
Exhibitor or Distributor
be brought before the Grievance
only if the Board is deadmay file a complaint under
Board, the Grievance Board has
locked.
any article of this Code ungeneral jurisdiction. In the case of
less he has executed the Code
(c) Chairman — Vacancy
A Chairman shall be selected
the four specific grounds, the Grievin its entirety and thereby
ance Board makes a decision. In
agreed to comply with all the
by majority vote of the memany other case, it does not make a
bers of the Board. A vacancy
requirements of the National
decision, but merely certifies the
shall be filled from the class
Industrial Recovery Act.
matter to the Code Authority for
of members in which the
(b) Time of Assent
decision.
vacancy occurred.
The Code was signed Novem(a) Complaints Under Code or
(d) Disqualification
ber 27, 1933. Such consent
Otherwise
No member shall sit on any
must be executed within
matter involving his own or
All complaints of Exhibitors
forty-five days after the Code
or Distributors concerning
is signed by the President;
his company's interest.
the provisions of the Code or
(e) The Decision
or if the Exhibitor or Disotherwise which are not
The decision shall be detertributor comes into the inmined
by
a
majority
vote.
If
designated to be heard —
dustry later, then forty-five
there is a deadlock, the quesdays after engaging in the
1. Directly by the Code Aution is submitted for decision
thority, or
motion picture industry.
2. By arbitration, or
to the impartial representa(c) Filing Consent
tive.
3. By the Local Clearance
Evidence of the compliance
must
be filed with the Code
and Zoning Board, may be
(f) Time and Manner of Decision
Authority.
brought before the Local
The decision must be in writGrievance Board.
ing. It must be made within Part. 3. Qualifications of Members
fifteen days from the filing
of Clearance and Zoning Boards
(b) Certifying to Code Authority
and of Local Grievance Boards
of the complaint or within
The Grievance Board by mathree days after the hearing,
jority vote may certify the
All persons appointed
to serve
on either of these boards must be
whichever date is earlier.
complaint or grievance to the
Code Authority for decision. Sec. 7- Appeal from Decision of of good repute and of good standing
in the industry.
If the Grievance Board does
Local Grievance Board
not feel that the matter
(a) Taking and Filing Oath
Any party aggrieved by decision
should be referred to the Code of the Local Grievance Board has
The members appointed must
Authority for decision, it may the
right to appeal to the Code Authority.
sign an oath to fairly and imdismiss the complaint or
determineSuch
all matters beforepartially
them.
oath
(a) Time of Appeal
grievance.
y
Authorit
Code
to
The appeal must be filed, or
(c) Appeal
must be filed with the Administrator.
mailed by registered mail, or
If such complaint is dismissed, an appeal may be
delivered in writing not later
(b) Limitation of Membership
taken from the dismissal to
than five days after the deNo more than one representathe Code Authority.
cision of the Local Board.
tive of any Distributor or Ex(d) Hearing and Appeal
hibitor may be upon
one
The complaint and all the eviBoard.
dence is then referred to the
The procedure before the
Code
Authority.
Grievance Board and before
Part 4. Filling Vacancies
the Code Authority and the
(b) Stay Pending Appeal
time within which certain
If a member of either the ClearUntil the appeal is determined
the action or order of the
steps can be taken are the
ance Board
and Zoning
or to
Grievance
ceases Boai-d
to belong
the
same as in ordinary hearings
Grievance Board is stayed.
class
he
represents
on
the
Board,
This
means
that
the
decision
Grievfrom the
and appeals
ance Board as described in
of the Grievance Board does his membership ends. The Code Authority must fill such vacancy with
not go into effect until the
7, analyzed beand
6
Section
low.
Code Authority has made its a representative of the same class.
decision on the appeal.
Sec. 5. Limitation of Jurisdiction
ARTICLE V— UNFAIR
right
the
has
or
Distribut
Every
(c) Hearing Before Code AuthorPRACTICES
ity . a
to license its own pictures to its
Certain sections of this Article dealing
No Grievance
Any party who is aggrieved Note:
affiliated theaters.
with excessive salaries and negotiations for
has the right to appear before
Board has jurisdiction to hear or
artists have been suspended by the Presithe
Code
Authority
and
predent's order pending an investigation by the
determine any complaint by an Exsent
additional
evidence.
Administrator
of conditions. All sections will
the
that
fact
the
hibitor based upon
nevertheless be analyzed below. In each
(d) Decision of Code Authority
Distributor has licensed its pictures
instance, the section suspended will be so
at its affiliated theaters.
designated.
The Code Authority, after inof Grievance
vestigating the complaint, reSec. 6. Appointment
A. GENERAL
Board
viewing the evidence given beCompetitors
fore the Local Board and con- Part 1. Defaming
territory the
In each exchange
It is an unfair trade practice to
sidering the additional eviCode
Authority
shall
appoint
a
e
Local Grievanc Board,
(a) Composition of Board
Production Clauses Analyzed
Each Board shall consist of
five members:
Production clauses in the motion picture code, apparently misunderstood in
Two Distributors (1 affiliated
some quarters, are now dealt with by Attorney Louis Nizer in his analysis which is apand 1 unaffiliated) ;
pearing serially in the FILM DAILY. This part of the analysis is particularly timely
as Division Administrator Sol A. Rosenblatt is at present in Hollywood.
(1 affiliated
Two Exhibitors
and 1 unaffiliated);

defame a competitor by falsely imputing to him:—
Dishonorable
conduct.
Inability to perform contracts.
Questionable credit standing.
Disparagement of the grade
or quality
of his motion pictures or theaters.
ings
(e) Other false representations.
Part 2. Threatening Legal Proceed(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

It is an unfair trade practice to
harass competitors or intimidate
their customers by publishing or
circularizing not in good faith: —
(a) Threats.
(c)
(b) Any
Suits. other legal proceedings.
Part formation
3. Obtaining
Confidential
InIt is an unfair trade practice to
secure confidential information concerning a competitor's business by:
(a) A false statement or representation.
(b) in
A false
impersonation of one
authority.
(c) Bribery.
(d) Any other unfair method.
Part 4. Unreasonably
Excessive
Salaries

(Note: This Part 4 (including Subdivisions
(a), (b), (c) and (d), as analyzed below),
has been suspended by the President pending report from the Administrator after investigation.)

(a) Power to Investigate
To prevent destructive competition by unreasonable payments for personal services,
the Code Authority has the
power, with the approval of
the Administrator, to investigate whether any employer
has agreed to pay an unreasonably excessive inducement
his any
employ.
to
person to enter into
(b) If
Power
Assess
the toCode
Authority finds
that the employer has agreed
to pay cessive
an unreasonably
exinducement, it has the
power, with the approval of
the Administrator, to assess
the employer in the amount
of the unreasonable excess
payment.
Such however,
assessment
must
not exceed,
the
sum of $10,000.00.
(c) Publishing Findings
The Code Authority may also
in such
a case make public
its
findings.
(d) Contracts Not Affected
Regardless of the finding of
the Code Authority or its assessment, the contract of employment isnot affected. The
contract is binding on the employer and employee.
thority
(e) Assessments Paid to Code AuAll assessments
made
must
be paid to the Code Authority
for use by
the administration ofit
theinCode.
(Continued on Page

14)
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STAGE SHOW CLAUSES
LIKELY TOBECHANGED
(Continued from Page 1)

A LITTLE from "LOTS"
By RALPH WILK

*

Harry Brown in New Post
Chicago — Harry Brown, formerly
manager of the State-Lake, has been
made assistant manager of the
American.

MOST CONVENIENT
Hotel in Hollywood
$2.50 up. Single
S3. CO up, Double
Special weekly and monthly rates

The Plaza is near everything to see and do in
Hollywood. Ideal for business or pleasure.
Every room has private
dressing room, bath and
shower. Beds "built for
rest." Every venience.
modern
Fine foodscon-at
reasonable prices. Convenient parking for your car.
Chas. Danzigcr, Mgr.
Eugene Stern, Pres.
The "Doorway of Hospitality"
Vine
at Hollywood
Blvo.
HOLLYVUUD

(Continued from Page 1)

cis McDonald and Joseph Crehan
to resort to "give-away"
tactics
were engaged this week. The story which
in itself is against state laws
J^ARRY
"BUSTER"
CRABBE
and is by Harold Shumate. Billie Se- At one time 58 commercial beano
Joan Marsh
will play
the romanward plays the feminine lead. C. C. games were operating here in the
tic leads in "You're Telling Me,"
which Paramount has just placed in Coleman is $ directing.
past six months,
attracting 5,000:
*
$
work. W. C. Fields heads the cast,
persons daily.
with Earle C. Kenton directing.
Edward I. Ludwig, director of
Screen play is by Paul Jones and J. "Woman's Man," has just been
P. McEvoy.
St. Louis Court Approves
* *
*
signed by Universal to direct "If I
Lease of Fox Theater I
* *
*
Ralph Rainger and Leo Robbin
Rich."
St.
Louis
— Circuit Judge Ryan
have written four musical numbers Were
John Wayne is back from a short
for "The Trumpet Blows," new vacation at Warm Springs and is yesterday approved the agreement
George Raft vehicle for Paramount. now at the Monogram studios pre- under which the Fox Theater re-J
ceiver leased the house for $1,350 a
Adolphe Menjou and Frances Drake
paring to appear in his next for
also are in it.
week to Eden Theater Co., a recent*
#
*
Lone Star Productions, "The Star
ly organized Fanchon & Marco subsidiary. Profit is to be split 50-50.
Fox is making elaborate preparato continue until the presTrem Carr, vice president in The lease
tions for the filming of "Work of
ent receivership is terminated.
Packer."of production for Monogram
Art," the new Sinclair Lewis novel. charge
Work is scheduled
shortly. Pictures, announces that production
* * to start
*
HOLLYWOOD

girls in presentation and vaudeville
units is too much money. There is
a possibility that the minimum will
be cut to $25 a week for certain
classes of girls. The present code
allowance of 40 hours a week for
rehearsals must be extended to 50
hours a week, upon complaint of de
luxe house producers that the present period is inadequate. Modification is also indicated in regard to
the provision that chorus girls be
paid $3 a day for layoffs. These
three code requirements are increasing production costs so high that
their effect is to depress, rather than
stimulate production, objectors
claimed at Wednesday's meeting.
Appearing for the first time unThe Code Authority's committee
der new cognomen of Laya Joy,
which sponsored the hearing will
meet Tuesday night to study its rec- Joyzelle will perform one of her
ords and draft a report containing dances in "The Ape," Monogram
recommendations to its parent body. recting.
feature, which William Nigh is di-

LAZA

GRAND RAPIDS EXHIBS
WIN FIGHT ON BEANOS

2

*

*

June, Jane and Joan Gale have
been added to Paramount's "Melody
in Spring," with Charlie Ruggles,
Mary Boland and Lanny Ross. Norman McLeod*is directing.
*
*
The pion
Chicago
Bears, football
world's champrofessional
team,
headed by "Red" Grange will appear in a short subject produced by
M-G-M. Ray McCarey will direct
and Pete Smith will supply the explanatory
* remarks.*
*
Twentieth Century has signed Fay
Wray for "The Firebrand" and
Charles Butterworth for "Bulldog
Drummond Strikes
*
* Back."
#
Rose Coughlan, the second, granddaughter of the famous star, Rose
Coughlan, is to carry on the traditions of her famous stage family.
Young Rose, 15, is making her film
debut in the RKO picture, "Finishing School," at the same time she
is attending *
Hollywood
*
*High School.

will
Feb. 9century
on Monogram's
new begin
twentieth
romance
with
music,
"Manhattan
Love
Leonard Fields will direct. Song."
Fields
and David Silverstein wrote the
script
of thatfrom
name.Cornell Woolrich's novel

*

*

*

Chicago — The Vendome, South
Side house, has been taken over by
the Essaness circuit. It is under
the management of Dick Kemp.

*

"La Buenaventura" is the Spanish
title of Victor Herbert's operetta
"The Fortune Teller," which is being filmed in Spanish at the Warner studios under the direction of
William McGann. Enrico Caruso.
Jr., son of the celebrated tenor, and
himself possessed of a magnificent
singing voice, plays the leading role,
that of Baroni. Other members of
the cast are: Anita Campillo, Germaine de Neel, Luis Alberni, Antonio
Vidal, Marcella Nivon and Francisco
Moran. Miguel de Zarraga has written the Spanish dialogue, based on
an adaptation of the original book
and lyrics which were the work of
Harry B. Smith.

*

Essaness Gets Vendome

*

Production is rapidly being completed on Monogram's new mystery
thriller, "The Ape," based on the
Adam Hull Shirk's play of the same
name. The cast includes the following players: Ed Lowry, noted radio
entertainer, Verna Hillie, Paramount
contract player, Joyzelle, noted
player, who will be known on
Adlyn Doyle, pretty former stage
the screen as Laya Joy, Fritzi
"stand-in" for Katharine Hepburn, Ridgeway, Clay Clement, popular
has been given a break with her as- Broadway leading man, who starred
signment to a role in RKO's "Fin- in London for two years in "Aloma
ishing School." She joins a cast
the South Seas," George Hayes,
that includes Ginger Rogers, Bruce of
Dale Fuller, Harry Bradley, Irving
Cabot, Frances Dee, Mitzi Green, Bacon, Mary Foy, Sam Godfrey,
Billie Burke,*and * Majorie
Lytell.
*
George Cleveland, Marguerite Warner and Philo McCullough. Albert
Carrie Truesdell Lackey, mother
De Mond wrote the script of "The
of W. T. Lackey, Monogram pro- E.
Ape" for Monogram, and William
ducer, died at her home this week Nigh
is directing.
at the age of
61.
* *
*
Delegatestheto courtesy
See "Catherine"
Frank Craven, Sally Blane and
Through
of United
Ray Walker will have leading roles Artists, about 400 delegates t*> the
national conference of the National
* "City
*
*
in Monogram's
Limits."
Board of Review will attend a private screening of the London Films
Columbia filled four important
roles for "Storm at Midnight," Tim production, "Catherine the Great,"
McCoy's next starring vehicle, when at the New School for Social Research next Thursday evening.
Alphonz Ethier, Ward Bond, Fran-

Stanley Resumes Stage Shows
Pittsburgh — Stage shows will be
resumed by the Stanley on Feb. 16
with the Shubert revue, "Artists
and Models." Loew's Penn returned
to stage shows last week, both
houses will bill stage attractions as
they are available.
Shorts Booked for Run
Chicago— "Poppin' the Cork," Educational^ three-reel musical comedy, starring Milton Berle, and
"Across the Sea," a Romantic Journey, opened for a long-run engagement yesterday at McVicker's.
"Dark
West Robinson
Coast Bureauin of
THE

Tower"
FILM DAILY

Hollywoodplay— recently
"Dark bought
Tower,"
Broadway
by
Warners, will be a starring vehicle
for Edward G. Robinson.
Freddy Rich for Vita. Short
Freddy Rich and His Orchestra
have been signed by Sam Sax for
a Vitaphone one-reeler.
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DENVER CROWDS GOME
DESPITE PRICE BOOSTS
(Continued from Page 1)

not fixing the entire house 50 cents.
He has now done this and for the
past week the gross is one of the
biggest in months. With "Flying
Down to Rio" on the screen and
Leo Carrillo in person the gross Sunday was the biggest since Huffman
took over the theater a year and a
half ago. This boost puts two of
the first runs on the 50 cent top at
night, the Orpheum and Denver.
Other houses are getting 40 cents,
with the Aladdin reserving loges
until 8 p.m. at 50 cents.
Meet to Map NVA Fund Drive
N.V.A. Fund, Inc., will meet today
to consider plans for raising money
immediately to take care of N.V.A.
activities. The annual collection
week in theaters over the country
will again be held this year, Henry
Chesterfield, secretary of the N. V.
A. Fund, said yesterday.

t^m
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Short Shots from Eastern Studios
By CHAS.
'T'HE largest and most elaborate
set ever used in an Educational
two-reeler will be seen in the comedy, as yet untitled, which Al Christie is producing with Bob Hope in
the starring role. The act, representing a complete Latin village, almost entirely occupies the largest
stage, measuring 217 x 120 feet, at
the Eastern Service Studios in Astoria. This is the second largest
stage in existence. This is the most
elaborate comedy Educational has
made this season.

ALICOATE ■
f*rown. Hugh Cameron, Toney
Hughes, Lily an Gordon and Vicki
Cummings. Ralph Staub has been
assigned to direct.

•

Shooting is now under way on
the newest Vitaphone "Melody Masshort, "AandJolly
Fellow."
B. A. ters"
Rolfe
his Good
orchestra
are
starred. The "Men About Town"
trio will appear along with the 22pieee band. Dolly Arden, Bert
Mathews, Beverly Phalon and Sally
Woodall also appear in leading

"The Three Bears,'' latest Educational-Terry-Toon release, has parts.
been booked for a week's engagement, starting today at the Fox in
Brooklyn.

ANALYSIS of
FILM CODE

•

'5

Bill Terry, dapper manager of the
New York Giants, visited the Vita(Cent, from Page 9)
phone studio this week under the
wing of Production Chief Sam Sax.
B. PRODUCERS
"Alibi Baby", the latest musical
short of the "Broadway Brevities" Part 1. Obtaining Dismissal of
series, was shooting at the time, and
Stage Employee
Fox Signs Stage Actress
Manager Terry seemed to take a
Ii:
is an unfair trade practice for
Freya Leigh, stage actress who lively interest in the even livelier any Producer to assist in obtaining
antics
of
the
multitudinous
and
appeared recently on Broadway in
the voluntary release or dismissal
pulchritudinous beauty chorus at of an author, dramatist or actor who
"Dark
Tower,"
has
been
signed
by
work
on
the
sets.
Fox for featured roles and will leave
is rendering exclusive services for a
•
today for Hollywood.
"legitimate" drama or musical comBen Blue has started work on
edy, in order to secure his services
his fifth short at the Vitaphone stu- for motion picture purposes.
Warners Acquire Novel
dio. Cast lined up by Sam Sax,
Warner-First National have ac- studio production chief, to support Part 2. Conspiracy to Prevent Producer from Renting Studio
quired screen rights to "Oil for the the comedian in this comedy, which
It
is
an
unfair trade practice for
is
as
yet
untitled,
includes
Elaine
Lamps Hobart.
of China," novel by Alice
Tisdale
Melchior,
Monty
Collins, Dorothy a number of Producers who ordinarily rent studios to Producers, to
conspire to prevent any responsible
Producer from renting their studios
or studio facilities.

per
t/ay SON *YJ^
I OR 2 PER

S v£

Above the 8th
Floor
and $6.00
up
Enjoy the comforts of a
parlor and bedroom suite. . . .
All rooms equipped with
combination tub and shower
bath, and running ice water.
Ideal location — adjacent to
shopping, business and theatre districts.
SWIMMING POOL
AND GYMNASIUM
FREE
TO
GUESTS

Part 3. Employing Members of the
Family as Extras
It is an unfair trade practice for
a Producer to knowingly employ as
an extra a member of the family of
any employee, or any person who
does
not depend Anupon "extra" work
for livelihood.
exception may be
made lems
to this
rule
if
necessitate it. production probPart 4. Regulations
Concerning
Agents
Sec. 1. The Agency Committee
There shall be organized an
Agency Committee.
(a) How Composed
This Committee shall be comlows: posed of ten members as folFive shall be Producers or
Producers' representatives;
Five shall consist of one
agent, one actor, one writer,
cian. director and one technione
(b) How Selected
1. ity.
The five Producers or Producers' representatives are
named by the Code Author(To

be

"LADY FOR A DAY"
CONTEST WINNERS
(Continued from Page

1)

factors in making the awards.
Prizes went to the following:
(1) Hardie a Meakin,
Keith's,
Washington,
completeRKO
Gibson
golf
set, for the best general exploitation campaign; (2) Manager, Majestic, Reno, Nev., a $50 Hamilton
pocket watch, for the best theater
front and lobby display; (3) Don
iNichols, Broadway, Charlotte, N. C,
$45 Hamilton wrist watch, for the
best newspaper campaign in point
of
(4) Y.,
J. aGolden,
Palr^a originality;
'Pr.phpster. N.
Brunswick
Jr. billiard table, for the best newspaper publicity campaign; (5) Howard Waugh, Warner Theater, Memphis, a Majestic auto radio, for the
best exploitation campaign; (6) R.
D. Walsh, Lafayette, Buffalo, a
Hartmann Tourobe for the best radio tie-up; (7) George Landers, E.
M. Loew's Theater, Hartford, a
Hartmann Tourobe, for the best
outdoor advertising showing; (8)
Manager, Rialto, Atlanta, an RCA
New Model Radio, for the best allaround campaign; (9) Sonny Shepherd, Mayfair, Miami, a new model
radio, for the second best lobby
display; (10) William Leggiero,
Ritz, San Bernardino, Cal., a new
model radio, for the second best
newspaper advertising campaign.
The judges were Epes Winthrop
Sargent, exploitation editor of "Variety"; Jack Harrower, the "Phil M.
Daly" of Film Daily who is at
present laid up at home by illness;
George Brown, director of publicity
and advertising for Columbia, and
Lou Goldberg, exploitation manager
of Columbia.

37 British Producers
Are Active at Present
Thirty-seven producing companies
are now operating in England, according to a survey made in behalf
of the 1934 edition of THE FILM
DAILY YEAR BOOK. British production in 1933 totalled approximately 190 features.
Discarding Vaudeville
Chicago — The Sheridan theater,
Essaness house, has discontinued
vaudeville.
i
f
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Coming: A Fourth Year of

ACHIEVEMENT
SINCE

Eastman Super-sensitive Panchromatic Negative was introduced early in

1 9 3 i , its revolutionary qualities have fulfilled
every hope and prediction of its sponsors. It
has helped cameramen and producers so tremendously. . it has affected the motion picture art so profoundly... it has contributed to
so many cinematic triumphs, that a further
prediction can now be made: In its fourth
year, as heretofore, this Eastman film will
be an important factor in the most conspicuous motion picture achievements. Eastman
Kodak Company. (J. E. Brulatour, Inc., Distributors, New York, Chicago, Hollywood.)

EASTMAN Super-sensitive
Panchromatic Negative

?
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Part of Regional Boards to Start Early in March

MAJOR RELEASES IN '33T0PPED LAST THREE YEARS

Some Circuits Agree to Negotiate With Service Union
Meet Next Week to Vote
on Strike Against Unwilling Theaters
Negotiations are under way between Paramount-Publix, Randforce
circuit, the Rialto and the Roxy
and the newly-organized Building
Service Employes Union which seeks
a closed shop, a 40-hour six-day
week and a higher wage scale for
ushers, ticket takers, janitors, matrons, and others, according to
Charles C. Levy, secretary of the
union. All other circuits which
have received contracts have paid
{Continued

on

Page

3)

tri-ergWhearing
postponed again

Denver Give-away War to Continue
Denver — Competitive giving away of autos will be continued by Harry Huffman's
eight houses and the other 15 that adopted the same policy in opposition. Huffman
started the stunt by announcing six cars to be given away every other week. The
other houses countered with a car weekly. Now Huffman says he will continue his
policy indefinitely.

HAYS OFFICE GROUP WARNER-ERPI RULING
EXPECTED TUESDAY
HOLD CODE CONFAB
Operation of the film code as it
applies to distribution and exhibition was discussed at a meeting of
major company executives at the
Hays office yesterday. About 25
representatives attended the session, which was partly devoted to
definitions of the various clauses
in the document.

Whether or not the Warner Bros.
suit against Electrical Research
Products seeking sound royalties
will be tried in court or settled
through arbitration will be known
Tuesday when the Supreme Court
of Delaware hands down a decision
at Wilmington on an appeal filed
by the defendant from a Chancery
Court decision bringing the case
within jurisdiction of the courts.
Arguments in the case were made
last November.

338 Features
Last Year
From Nine Leading
Companies

Features released by nine major
companies in the calendar year 1933
totalled 338, an increase of 20 over
1932 and 14 more than in 1931, it
is shown in data compiled for the
forthcoming 1934 FILM DAILY
YEAR BOOK. Number released by
each company last year was: Paramount, 58; Warner-First National,
55; Fox, 50; RKO, 48; M-G-M, 42;
Universal,16. 37; Columbia, 32; United
Artists,

JOHNSON URGES NEW
MONOPLY DEFINITION

Sound patent infringement suit Embassy is Reopening
Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
As a Newsreel Theater
ibrought by American Tri-Ergon
Corp., William Fox company, against
Washington — "A new definition
of what constitutes a monopoly or
Reopening of the Embassy as a Reports Better Outlook
various New York independent ex- newsreel
theater
is
scheduled
for
a
monopolistic practice is necessary
hibitors and distributors has again
In
Michigan
and
Illinois
next
Saturday.
Pathe
News
prodnow,"
said General Johnson last
been postponed, with the hearing
Detroit — Movie outlook in Michuct will form the basis of the 45now scheduled for Feb. 13 in the
igan
and
Illinois
is
much
improved,
night in
the laws.
NRA's The
relation toexplaining
the anti-trust
Appellate Division of the New York minute program. Fox Movietone it is reported by Harold C. Robinrecently gave up the house because
NRA has no power to prevent
Supreme Court.
son, manager of Film Truck Ser- monopolies, and in itself violates
of inability to agree on new rental
vice. Many rural houses in Illinois
terms. F. C. Woods, Jr., is managCommittee of 35 to Rate
"restraining trade," thereing director of the new enterprise, have opened recently, and in Mich- them forebythe necessity
for the new defiknown as The Newsreel Theaters,
igan the small town operators rePictures for Children Inc.
nition, he declared.
port increased business, he says.
Pelham, N. Y. — Under a plan
adopted by the Pelham Parent$202,312 Loss in 1933
Teacher Ass'n, a committee of 35
For Keith's Memorial
will preview films to determine suitBoston — Keith Memorial Theater
ability for children. Family pictures would be shown at the PelCorp. reports
a 1933totaled
loss of
$202,ham Theater on Friday nights, and
312.75.
Admissions
$730,563.
Some of the local zoning and
juvenile films at special Saturday H. M. Warner and Morris
matinees.
grievance boards authorized by the
Going Abroad on Survey motion picture code will begin functioning early in March, it was
Claiming its contract entitles it to
A survey of European conditions,
Picking Up
"Nana"
immediately
after "Nana"
its first-run.
Fights for
Loew
including those in Germany, will be stated at the Code Authority office
now
in progress at the Music Hall, the
Buffalo — Pickup in inquiries for new
made by Harry M. Warner and Sam in New York yesterday. The varLoew
circuit
is
understood
to be deious boards will start to operate as
equipment in the last three weeks inmanding delivery of the picture fay
E. Morris on a trip abroad in March
dicates that the tide has turned defiUnited Artists as soon as it finishes
soon
as
they
are
set
up.
Personnitely in the direction of prosperity,
following the former's return to
nels of a number of them will be
its Music Hall engagement instead of
says A. Beck, National Theater Supply
New York from the Coast, where
after playing the scheduled two weeks
manager here. Practically all of the
at the big house and two more weeks
he is now conferring on 1934-35 ratified by the Authority at its next
theaters in Buffalo now are enjoying a
meeting Friday at the New York
at the RKO Center in Radio City. Picmuch better patronage than they have
production plans. Morris is now Athletic
ture is packing them in.
Club, as. the new quarters
had for three years.
recuperating from an operation at
(Continued on Page 3)
the Sydenham Hospital, New York.

First Zoning, Grievance Boards
Expected to Start Next Month
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Denver Exhibs Hesitate
Denver — That the code should not be
signed as it now stands was the feeling
expressed by theater managers at a
meeting here. Most managers think
the code covers too much ground and
takes too much control out of their
hands. Westland Theaters and Fox Intermountain circuit are among those
who
have signed.

Lacy W. Kastner, sales manager
for United Artists in Prance, has
been promoted to managing director
for the company in Continental Europe, with headquarters in Paris,
it is announced by Arthur W. Kelly.
He succeeds J. A. Koerpel, resigned.
Kelly also announced that Emanuel Silverstone, formerly with U. A.
in Panama, has been made special
representative for London Films,
British producing affiliate, and will
make his headquarters in New York.

Circuit heads yesterday indicated
no disposition to adopt suggestion
made by Joe Laurie, Jr., vaudeville
headliner, that they jointly establish a "showing" house in New York
City for acts. They declared they
find no need for such a theater, as
urged by Laurie at the hearing last
Wednesday on the vaudeville and
presentations section of the motion
picture code.

Vs

by

DOROTHY STICKNEY, Broadway actress signed
Paramount,
arrives on the coast tomorrow.

JEFF LAZARUS, chairman of the Paramount
editorial board in Hollywood, arrives in New
York Feb. 12 on the California to look over
material.
WILL H. HAYS is expected back from the
coast in time to attend the NVA Fund meeting
which
has been
put off to Monday.
CLARK GABLE, M-G-M star, arrives in New
York on Monday
for a vacation.
LAURA

LA

PLANTE

sails today on the He

VIEWPOINT

C

!/2

Foreigns for Newark House
Newark, N. J. — Foreign pictures
and shorts will be the policy at the
Little, just leased by the Franklipps Co., with Sidney Franklin as
manager.
Regular Metro-Goldwyn Dividend
Regular quarterly dividend of
47 Vi cents on the preferred stock
has been declared by Metro-Goldwyn
Pictures, payable March 15 to stock
of record Feb. 23.
Sam Wheeler
Dead
St. Louis — Sam Wheeler, 79, veteran actor, playwright and theater
owner and one of the founders of
Actors' Equity, died here this week.
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NATIONAL
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HIGH INTENSITY
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give
Increased
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ONE -THIRD
more light than
that given by the low intensity D.C. arc is projected by the new lamps designed especially for these
carbons. They provide for full
length carbons, correct feed
ratio, dependable arc control
Operate
directly
from
transformer.

NEWage is attracted
patronby the increased brilliancy and snow white quality
of screen illumination provided by this light as compared to that of the low intensity D.C. arc. This greater
box office value adds only two
cents per hour

NATIONAL
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NATIONAL
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Coming and Going

"Catherine" Trade Showing Feb. 14 de France for England to appear in Warner
Amity Enlarges Quarters
films there. Also sailing on the same boat
National trade showings of "Cath- are ROBERT RITCHIE, manager for Jeanette
Larger quarters at 729 Seventh
erine the Great," London Films pro- MacDonald; MAX CONSTANT, actor; JOHN C.
Ave. have been leased by Amity
duction starring Douglas Fairbanks WILSON, manager for Noel Coward, and GARE
director of Paramount Laboratories,
Pictures, of which John M. Crinnion Jr. and Elizabeth Bergner, will be SCHWARTZ,
Paris.
is executive vice-president. Person- held Feb. 14 by United Artists in
MR. and MRS. NICHOLAS M. SCHENCK sail
nel was recently augmented to han- all key cities except New York.
today for California.
dle the company's increasing proJOE SHEA, who recently resigned from the
gram. H. William Fitelson, Amity's
Frank Lynch a Daddy
Radio City publicity staff, left New York yesattorney, also will have quarters at
to joinCoast.
the Fox studio publicity departmentterday
at the
Frank Lynch, short subject bookthe company's
tion to his own home
firm office
office. in addier for the Skouras theaters, passed
out the corona perfectos yesterday
Schaefer Questioned in "M" Suit
in celebration of the arrival of an
State, Rapid City, Reopens
In connection with the suit
eight-pound boy born to Mrs. Lynch brought by Joseph Plunkett and
Rapid City, S. D.— After under- in New Haven on Thursday.
Walter Reade against Paramount
going improvements that converted
1/8
it into one
of the finest theaters of
alleging conspiracy to suppress the
its size 1/8in South Dakota, the State,
Academy Awards March 15th
feature,
"M," through failure to reowned and run by A. L. Brown and West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
lease it, Attorney Saul E. Rogers
Bert Johnson, is open again. House
Hollywood — Academy of Motion has started examination of George
seats 627.
Picture Arts will make its award for J. Schaefer, general manager of
the outstanding screen performances Paramount. The examination will
1
Two /8 Decisions Against Kaplan
from Aug. 1, 1932 to Dec. 1, 1933 at continue at Rogers' office Wednesday at 3 p. m. Damages amounting
Two decisions involving Sam Kap- its
15th.banquet to be held here March
lan, former head of Local 306, were
to |100,000 are asked in the suit.
handed down yesterday by the Appellate Division. The first affirmed
his conviction of coercion, while the
second affirmed a Supreme Court det fAmn-eitti&'u
cision in the removal of Kaplan
that of the
from 306 by the I.A.T.S.E.
rejection Ro
Loew Books "Hi, Nellie!"
"Hi, Nellie," new Paul Muni picture for Warners, has been booked
by Loew's for the circuit's metropolitan "A" houses following its current run at the Strand.

283/4 —

7
MARKET

Circuits Cold to Plan
L. W. Kastner Appointed
For Vaude Tryout House
U. A. Manager in Europe

Chicago
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CIRCUITS DICKERING
WITH SERVICE UNION

■REGIONAL BOARDS
START IN MARCH

{Continued from Page 1)

{Continued from Page 1)

'in the RKO building are not as yet
Iready for occupancy.
Executive Secretary John C. Flinn
will submit to Division Administrator Sol A. Rosenblatt immediately
of nominations for non-induslist
a
'try board members. Approval of
these selections rest with him.
At the Code Authority session
!Friday, Rosenblatt is expected to
ireport concerning his work in setting up code machinery at the Coast.
A meeting of the committee preparing a manual for the local boards
.will be held in New York next week,
prior to the Code Authority session.
"Wonder Bar" Easter Dates
preFollowing its international
miere in New York, Paris, London
and Vienna on Feb. 21, "Wonder
Bar" will be available for special
pre-release playdates during Easter
Week, it is announced by Warners.
It is expected that over 150 key
city theaters will simultaneously
show "Wonder Bar" during this
Holiday week.
Richard P. Penny Dead
Denver — Richard Pendleton Penny, 59, former owner of a string of
theaters in northern Colorado, died
at his home in Denver after a long
illness. After selling his theaters
he spent four years as a booker in
the Bert Levy agency in Dallas.

Releasing "Girls in Uniform"
"Girls in Uniform," English-dialogue version of "Maedchen in Uniform," will end its Criterion run
tomorrow night and will be general
ly released bye.John Krimsky and
Gifford Cochran
Joan Lowell Film on Way
Joan Lowell has cabled Van Beuthat the picren from Guatemala
ture she made of her adventures in
South America is on its way to New
York and that she will arrive in
New York on Feb. 8. The picture
will be released through RKO about
April 1.

Ben Pollock Orchestra for Vita.
Ben Pollock and His orchestra
have been signed by Sam Sax for
a one-reel Vitaphone short.
"He" Held Over at Cameo
of Virtue," First Di"He, King
vision release, is being held for a
the Cameo.
at
week
second

Rest
Kent Taking Monthis'sresting

in
Sidney R. Kent, who
Florida, is expected to remain away from
his office for a month.

DALY
• •
9 IN MANY instances hobbies and fads serve a much
greater purpose than mere self-gratification
One
case in which a fad has proven undeniably useful is the
International Perfume Cabinet which Jeanette MacDonald has
installed in her dressing room
at the M-G-M studios
Perfumes of all nations
fragrance of oriental flowers
scents that carry you far away to distant lands of romance
all are in her collection
to take the place of music
and effects
in the creation of moods

*

*

*

*

has this stunt been for the
• SO SUCCESSFUL
• •
that other stars have followed
titian-haired songstress
suit
and each mail brings small packages
of precious
but Jeanette's cabinet is complete
to Hollywood
oils
she can
and with a couple of dabs behind each ear
and carry the native atmosphere of f emmes from
emulate
Bali to Greenland
anywhere on the globe

is
• • • THE PERSONAL hobby of Leslie Howard
making movies with his portable outfit While waiting to
Bondage" the star is dashing
start work in RKO's "Of Human the
over hill and
ocean
out to
into the mountains
"America
pix
complete
first
own
his
preparing
dale
as seen by an Englishman" It's for the folks back in Lunhe's depriving
because it's a silent
but
non
as they
and nasal twang
them of our peculiar humor
choose to call it

*

*

*

*

is the Moulin
• ARRIVING IN Baltimore today
• •
sponsored by Twentieth Century Pictures
Rouge Caravan
which started a nation wide tour at the Nation's Capitol
Proceedings at Washington included a gala
yesterday
at the Capitol
in a private eats room
luncheon
a ConCaliforni
the
of
members
by
attended
was
which
were broadthe entire proceedingsscore
gressional delegation
of movie
Last evening a
cast over a NBC hook-up
paraded their fleet of cars through
stars in the Caravan
by a 150the principal streets of Washington movingpreceded
automobiles
broadcasts from the
piece band
and plenty ballyhoo turned
flood-lights to blaze the way
the Capitol into a veritable Moulin Rouge

*

*

*

*

• TODAY THE Caravan will be met at the Baltimore
•
•
City Hall by a detachment of Maryland State troopers
and a hundred city policemen Mayor Jackson will greet
newspaper officials will be
. . and at noon
the parade
e Hotel to be folhosts at luncheon at the Lord Baltimor
lowed this evening by a dinner attended by city officials _ .
Tomorrow the Caravan moves to Wilmington, Philadelphia and
.
points en route to New York where they arrive Tuesday
Anna Q.
Stars in the troupe are John Hundley, Mary Carlisle
Nilsson Nancy Welford, Dorothy Dunbar, Roscoe Ates, Eddie
n Hale and Antonio
Quillan, Jack Mulhall, Ben Turpin, Creighto
The New York reception is in preparation^
Moreno
of its kind
predictions are that it will
and date
to
, surpass
. anything
*

OF what some folks may say to
• REGARDLESS
•
•
the contrary
Roxy holds a unique niche in the hall
and shoulders byabove
and stands out head
of showmanship.'. '".. ion
the
ed
This fact isofevidenc
his profess by Paramount
anyone * in^^i-nZ
tl
the impresario
to take charge of stage affairs and appear
York Paramount starting Feb. 23... key
New
fn^persorfaf the
in
and thereafter appearing at the company's de luxe houses
and the reHis remuneration will be large
cities
ceipts will be larger

«

«

«

»

»

»

no attention to them, Levey declared yesterday. He said that if he
received no word from these circuits
by Feb. 12, he intends to take the
matter up with the NRA Regional
Labor Board. Meanwhile the union
will hold a meeting next week, at
which time Levey says he will ask
the membership to vote a general
strike to be called if recognition is
not forthcoming. The union now
has a membership of close to 5,000.
Wesley Barton, Eastern auditor
for the building service Union international, arrived in town yesterBarday. In the event of a strike, negoton will be detailed to handle
tiations, Levey said. Next week the
union will move from Brooklyn to
new headquarters at 145 West 45th
St.
Local 306 Case Ended
An order making the order of the
Court of Appeals the order of the
Supreme Court in a dismissal of an
by three receivers has been
appeal
written by Justice Lydon, thereby
bringing to a close the receivership
Local 306, operaactiontors'involving
union. The receivers not only
were denied commissions of $7,500,
and counsel fees of $3,000, but were
made to bear the outlay of about
$900 in disbursements.
Whitney Bolton on Air
Whitney Bolton, scenarist and
dramatic critic of "The Morning
on the ether via
Telegraph," goes within
two weeks
station WNEW
compris
st
to offerviewsaand broadca
Broadway gags. ing reExtend Film Center Lease
Industrial Pictures Corp. has renewed its lease on the fourth floor
of the Film Center Building.
Hess

Laid Up By Cold
Gabriel L. Hess was confined to
his home yesterday by a severe cold.

—&&*
Joan Blondell in

Janet Gaynor and Lionel Barrymore in

"I'VE GOT YOUR

"CAROLINA"
Fox

with Pat O'Brien, Allen Jenkins,
Glenda Farrell, Eugene Pallette
Warner Bros.
68 mins.
BRIGHT AND SNAPPY COMEDY FULL
OF GOOD LAUGHS PLUS SOME ROMANCE AND DRAMATIC SUSPENSE.

85 mins.

BOX-OFFICE DRAMA OF AN IMPOVERISHED POST-CIVIL WAR
FAMILY.
ENHANCED
ANCES.

BY

CAPABLE

PERFORM-

Here is
amusement
audience.
about the

Paul Green's stage success, "The House
of Connelly," has been transferred to the
screen with charming and satisfying results. Its background is an old Southern
family, impoverished by the Civil War and
struggling to maintain its dignity 40 years
after the conflict. The son falls in love

Photography,

a nice little package of breezy
that will click merrily with any
Besides its lively story, a yarn
telephone business, it gives Pat

O'Brien the opportunity to play one of the
snappiest roles he has had on the screen,
and he mops up with it. Pat is a telephone trouble repair man, with Allen Jenkins as his stooge. Pat has a weakness
for women, while Allen shies from them.
Meeting Joan Blondell, a hotel telephone
operator, just after a crook has put over
a fast one by causing her to switch a telephone message, thereby costing Joan her
job, Pat high-pressures his way into her
favor, gets her a new position in an investment house, only to have the same
crook pull another trick on her, and making it look as though Joan is one of the

with a poor girl who has become a tobacco-raising tenant on the plantation. His
aristocratic mother, clinging to the last
remnants of family pride, tries to break
up the romance, and her failure is related
in a carefully-handled dramatic sequence.
A new prosperity comes to the family as
the story ends. The atmosphere of the
locale has been caught with a large degree of authenticity. Although slow in
getting under way, the story, always wholesome and colorful, develops into interestgripping entertainment. There seems to
be nothing in the picture which will impair Southern audience appreciation.
Cast: Janet Gaynor, Lionel Barrymore,
Robert Young, Richard Cromwell, Henrietta
Crosman, Mona Barrie, Stepin Fetchit, Russell Simpson, Ronnie Cosbey, Jackie Cosbey, Alemda Fowler and Alden Chase.
Director, Henry King; Author, Paul
Green; Adaptor, Reginald Berkeley; Cameraman, Hal Mohr; Recording Engineer, Joseph Aiken; Musical Direction, Louis De
Francesco.
Direction, Splendid.

NUMBER"

racketeer gang. But through Pat's ingenuity the plot is unravelled, the crooks cornered, and the wedding ring slipped around
Joan's finger.
Cast: Joan Blondell, Pat O'Brien, Glenda
Farrell, Allen Jenkins, Eugene. Pallette, Gordon Westcott, Henry O'Neill', Hobart Cavanaugh,
Wall'is
Clark,
Robert Ellis,Renee
DouglasWhitney,
Cosgrove,
Selmer
Jackson,
Louise Beavers, Tom Costello, Charles Wilson, Clay Clement.
Director, Ray Knight; Author, William
Rankin; Adaptors, Warren Duff, Sidney
Sutherland; Cameraman, Arthur Todd; Editor, Clarence Kolster.
Direction, Nifty.
Photography, Fine.

Aces.

►//

A LITTLE from "LOTS
By RALPH

HOLLYWOOD

UERBERT
ALLER
has acquired
rights to "Don't Be That Way,"
which he will produce.

WILK

mosphere shots for "Marie Galante,'
his next Fox production.

Columbia has exercised its option
on the services of Ethel Hill and has
Our Passing Show: Charles R. signed the scenarist to a new term
Rogers, Harry Rapf, Henry Herz- contract.
*
*
*
brun at the Wampas dinner tendered
in honor of Sol A. Rosenblatt;
Ted Healy has been signed to a
Archie Josephson motoring to Uni- new contract by M-G-M. His next
versal.
*
*
Xrole will be in "Louisiana."
Glen Allvine, who supervised
"Midshipman Jack," will also superThe title of M-G-M's golf short,
vise "Let Who Will Be Clever," for
known as "Goofy Golf," is
RKO. Ray Harris is writing the formerly
now "Trick Golf." The football
screen play and dialogue.
short with Red Grange and the Chicago Bears has been titled "Pro
Charles Lamont has completed the Football."
*
*
*
direction of "Managed Money," a
"Frolics of Youth" comedy for Eduof "Sawdust,"
cational.
hisUpon
next completion
starring feature
for First
*
*
*
National, Joe E. Brown will star in
Garrett Fort has been added to "Earthworm Tractor," by William
Hazlitt Upson.
Paramount's writing staff, his first
assignment being the screen play of
"The Pursuit of Happiness." Julius
Edward G. Robinson will make
J.
Epstein
been
added. and Paul Moss have also' "Dark Tower" before "Napoleon,"
First National announces. The latter film is to follow next. Verree
Henry King has gone to New Or- Teasdale may play opposite Robinleans, Florida and Havana to get atson in "Napoleon."

*

*

*
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"YOUwithCANT
Jean

Robson

Saturday, Feb. 3, 1934
Fredric

in

BUY EVERYTHING"
Parker, Lewis Stone,

William Bakewell
M-G-M
80 mins.
VERY GOOD
HUMAN
INTEREST
STORY THAT BUILDS UP TO A TEAR-

March,
Miriam
Hopkins
George Raft in

and

"ALL OF ME"
with Helen
Mack
Paramount

75 mjns

SOPHISTICATED ROMANCE-DRAMA WITH GANGSTER ANJERKER ON
MAY
ROBSON'S FINE
GLE. CAST IS EXCELLENT.
WORK.
This story has suffered considerably in
Nicely handled all around, this tale of
an old feminine Wall Street wizard, whose its transition from the stage play "Chrysalis" to the screen. The first half is very
greed for money cloaks a shattered ro- talkative sans action but
sequences leading
mance, should prove thoroughly satisfying
up to the climax finally gives the film the
entertainment. Despite its miser angle, essential
momentum. The story concerns
Miss Robson's skillful portrayal of the cen- March, who as a college professor, is havtral role grips the sympathy and develops
ing a real love affair with Miriam Hopmuch strong human interest that comes to
kins, a student and daughter of wealthy
a climax in some good old honest-to-goodparents. March wishes to marry but
ness tear-pulling. Jilted on her wedding Miriam fears that wedlock will be the end
day by Lewis Stone because of a financial
of romance. While in a night club, Miragreement demanded by her father, withiam's purse is stolen by Raft, a former
out her knowledge, May Robson marries
criminal, whose girl, Helen Mack, is about
another man, who eventually dies and leaves
her with a son and a mania for hoarding to have a baby. After a fight, Raft is
returned to prison and Helen sent to a
money and securities. When the son, William Bakewell, grows up and shows a dis- girls' home. Miriam engineers their escape
but the law closes in around them, and
like for his mother's greed, her stubborn- the film, with the exception of the final
ness causes a breach that is widened on
clinch, ends tragically. The leading parts
his falling in love with Jean Parker, daughter of Stone. The youngsters marry and are handled in expert fashion but lack of
action in the first three or four reels holds
go away, and in a subsequent financial
crash May puts over a coup that gives her the pix to an average rating.
Cast: Fredric March, Miriam Hopkins,
control of Stone's fortune. Finally she
learns the reason why Stone walked out George Raft, Helen Mack, Nella Walker,
on her, and an all-around reconciliation is William Collier, Sr., Gilbert Emery, Blanche
Frederici, Kitty Kelly, Guy Usher, John
effected as May is on a sick bed — but not
Marston, Jill Dennett, Laura LaMarr, Astrid
through yet by any means.
Cast: May Robson, Jean Parker, Lewis Alwyn, Patricia Farley, Edgar Kennedy, Al
Hill, Leslie Palmer, Lillian West, Jason
Stone, Mary Forbes, Reginald Mason; Wil- Rcbards.
liam Bakewell, Tad Alexander, Walter
Director, James Flood; Author, Rose AlWalker, Reginald Barlow, Claude Gillingbert Porter; Adaptors, Sidney Buchman,
water.
Director, Charles F. Riesner; Authors, Thomas Mitchell; Dialoguer, Thomas Mitchell; Editor, Otho Lovering; Cameraman,
Dudley Nichols, Lamar Trotti; Adaptors,
Victor Milner; Recording Engineer, Martin
Zelda Sears, Eve Green; Cameraman, Len Paggi.
Smith; Editor, Ben Lewis.
Direction, Good. Photography, Excellent.
Direction,
Effective.
Photography,
Fine.

NEWS

SLOW

MOVING

OF THE DAY

Boston— The Apollo at 1050 WashBuffalo — David Miller, Universal
ington St. was greatly damaged by manager and president of the Buffire this week. Front of the house
falo Film Board, has returned from
and the upper balcony were de- a short vacation, while A. Charles
stroyed. The Apollo is run by John Hayman, manager of the Lafayette,
Henes.
is getting ready for his annual rest.

Minneapolis— With Theo. L. Hays
Buffalo — Eugene K. Milton, propas chairman of the Ball and Enterman at Shea's Hippodrome, has
tainment Committee, and Mayor A. just erty
elected president of I. A.
G. Bainbridge as honorary chairman, T. S. been
E. Local No. 10.
the
local
President
Birthday
Ball
was a big success. 's
. Denver — R. E. Griffith Theaters,
its accounting deSarasota, Fla.— Vancilla W. Suth- Inc., has moved
partment back to Oklahoma City.
erland, Punta Gorda, has petitioned
for a receiver for the Venice theater The booking office has been kept
here.
here, and Henry Lockhart of OklaCity has moved here to take
over thehoma job.
Moosup, Conn.— The Best theater
here was destroyed by fire this
Denver— Westland Theaters, Inc.,
week.
has doubled its capital stock to 6,000 shares. Louis L. Dent of Dallas
St. Petersburg, Fla. — La Plaze annual
also wasmeeting.
reelected president at the
theater announces a new policy, according to Manager Harry Griffin.
Frequent showings of big first-run
Colorado Springs, Colo. — A. D.
productions are to be offered with Eichenlaub,
manager of the Rialto,
the
more
important
second-run
pichas
returned to his home in Kansas
tures.
City, for an appendicitis operation.
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Musicals Again to Figure Big on '34-35 Programs

LOEW PROFIT IN FIRSTJjUARTER JUMPS 100*
Labor Board Orders Reinstatement of Local 306 Men
Operators
Dropped
by
I.T.O.A. Must be
Rehired
Ruling that no employer has a
right to discharge employees for
non-valid reasons and make a contract with a union which does not
represent a majority of such employees in his field, the NRA Regional Labor Board has ordered 10
I.T.O.A. theaters to reinstate about
55 members of Local 306 dropped
last August. The theaters had engaged members of the Allied Motion Picture Operators Union, which
Local 306 charged was a company
union.

Nets $1,594,608 in First 12
Weeks of Current
Fiscal Year

Cooper to Make 3 Specials for New RKO Lineup
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY'
Hollywood — Merian C. Cooper, who resigned last week as head of production at
the RKO studios, will make three specials for the new season's lineup of Radio Pictures. The program is expected to total about 52 features. In addition to "Last Days
of Pompeii," the group will include "The Life of Cecil Rhodes." B. B. Kahane, president of Radio Pictures, will continue in general charge of production under the unit
system.

Senator Copeland Writes President
Urging Series of Government Films
Washington Bureau of THE

FILM

Net 12profit
Loew's,
Inc., forfiscal
the
first
weeksof of
the current
year totaled $1,594,608, an increase
of more than 94 per cent over the
$741,910 profit shown in the corresponding period of the previous
year. The latest earnings figure is
equal to, $1.09 a shoreon the common siock, or nearly the annual
dividend of $1 covered in the first

DAILY

Washington — -Possibility of the proAs a member of the Senate Com- quarter.
mittee on Education, Copeland told
duction of a complete series of onereel films depicting the activities of the President that he has been keenthe various Government bureaus is
ly interested in watching the reaction to the series of educational
indicated following an exchange of
correspondence on the subject be- films produced under the supervision
tween Senator Royal S. Copeland, of the Bureau of Mines, these picDivision Administrator Sol A.
who has taken a deep interest in the
tures being made in cooperation
{Continued on Page 8)
matter, and President Roosevelt.
Rosenblatt will step into the New
York metropolitan territory wage
scale dispute between Local 306 and
Fox's program for 1934-35 will
the I. T. O. A. next week and try
offer at least 52 features. The comto adjust the
through
arpany's current season schedule afbitration. Hesituation
has informed
James
fords a similar number. Work on
the new year program begins withHodgson, chairman of the NRA rein a few weeks.
gional compliance committee, of this
Musicals will continue to seek National Board to Review
intent. Conferences held with the
object of deciding upon a basic scale
25 Years of Film Interest for
box-office favor during the 1934-35
16,000 Persons Aided
the zone blew up several weeks
season, it is indicated by preliminary
years of public interFund production plans of both major and Twenty-five
Relief
Coast
est in films will be reviewed at the ago, following the local's demand for
By
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
the membership roster of the assoindependent companies. Although annual conference of the National ciation.
Hollywood — Approximately 4,800 none
of the new year schedules will Board of Review to be held Feb.
cases, representing about 16,000 per- be definitely set before late spring, 8-10 at the Hotel Pennsylvania. Mosons, were aided last year by the
tion picture
study groups from all 301 U. S. Pictures Seen in
plans generally show that
Motion Picture Relief Fund, it is tentative (Continued
(Continued on Page 2)
on Page 8)
Buenos Aires Last Year
presiannounced by Marion Davies,
Buenos Aires — Of 404 features
dent. Expenditures totaled $150,000,
shown here last year, 301 were
including $40,000 worth of food provided to feed about 15,000 people,
American, according to figures compiled by American Vice Consul John
$20,000 paid for rents and public
C. Pool. Germans came next with
. . Showmanship de luxe
utilities, and in any number of cases
saved eviction of families from their
39, followed by French, 31; British,
By DON
CARLE
GILLETTE
homes. About 1,000 people received
13; Italian,
11; Argentine, 6; Spanish, 3.
private medical care, of which 300 WITHIN
the memory of the oldest Broadway settlers, there have been few cam-

ROSENBLATT TO ACT
IN ITOA LABOR JAM

52 MINIMUM PLANNED
BY FOX FOR 1934-35

Success of Musical Pictures
Augurs for Continued Policy

CAMPAIGNS

{Continued

on Page

7)

paigns to compare

Gets Front Page Review
Chicago — "Nana," Goldwyn's U. A.
release, opened to standout business here
with the Chicago "Herald-Tribune'" giving the picture front page review.

with

the

one

that

ushered

in Samuel

Goldwyn's

new

find,

"Nana."
in the
Sten, in
Anna Proof,
form of results, is available to anyone interested by merely dropping
around to the Radio City Music Hall, where folks are waiting in the cold and fighting
to get in to see this new personality who was a stranger to them up to a few days ago.
How all these thousands of film fans were keyed up into that irrepressible desire
to see Anna

Sten so badly would

make

a very useful textbook

(Continued

on Page 2)

for any showman.

Stop
Us Skirball
If You've
Heard tells
It
And Jack
of Educational
about the two exhibs who met on the
street.
"How's business by you?" asked the
first.
"Colossal!" replied the second, "but
I think it will get better soon."
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KjOR was anyone heard to leave the theater disappointed
' ^ had been over-sold.
In fact, both critics and fans free:
Whether or not the story of "Nan.j" met
that Anna Sten did.
And since it was Anna
had any inclination to kick.
have been

some

Earan
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r it was all justified.
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no doubt
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Then a few details began tc appear in type; the star's name, title of her picture,
its coming premiere at the Music Hall, etc.
All this was fed to the public gradually, always with dignified allure, never in a
manner that might give any readers adjectival indigestion.
So by the opening day of the picture the whole town had been worked up to such
a crescendo of curiosity that S.R. O. was a foregone conclusion.

lately that give evidence

of a

1.0 suited ideally to its purpose,

was the very successful teaser stunt by the Warner forces on "Hi, Nellie."
And M-G-M's handling of the return a Greta Garbo was noteworthy.
But this Anna Sten campaign is the on = iliit will linger the longest.
For both the way in which he moulde
.; Sten into a star performer and the
manner employed in making the public accc: er right off the bat, Samuel Goldwyn
will be taking bows for a long time to come

FINANCIAL

Am. Sc-ci
Columb:,
Pi

with perfect fitness of style and

For several days a different fascinating halftone appeared, with continued sparsity
of words, until the public had been piqued into taking a keen, interest and asking itself
questions about the mysterious newcomer.

'

High
Low
5%
5
26% 24%

conceived

method for the particular occasion.
Instead of the customary opening rhetorical blares with 30-inch guns, the initial
ads consisted solely of an alluring halftone of Miss Sten with a single word of reading
matter.

THERE

_,

from start to finish, was

'

Despite progress being made ,„
the reorganization of Paramount
Publix, indications yesterday were
that the new setup will not be functioning completely until May. As
in the case of Publix Theaters, a
new corporation will be formed by
the group now heading Paramount
Publix to acquire its assets.
Small Florida Exhibs Complain
Bartow, Pla. — Eighteen exhibitors
from small cities in central Florida
met at the Ernada theater to discuss problems confronting independent operators. The complaint
among the independents is that they
are being discriminated against and
that the big companies are being
given preference. The exhibitors
agreed to bring these unfair trade
practices to the attention of their
representatives in Washington and
before the public.

I Dame Rumor predicts that "NO
I GREATER GLORY" is headed
for the year's highest honors! The
I screen's mightiest soul-stirring
1 spectacle which Frank Bor?age
I

made from Ferenc Molnar's great

'A fron

parts of the country will participate
in the conference, which marks the
25th anniversary of the founding of
the Board. Sol A. Rosenblatt is to
be among the speakers, and a prominent industry executive will address
the gathering on "The Response of
the Producer to Cooperative Public
Picture it ! Soon you 11 see it !

Contest on "No Greater Glory"
Following up the exploitation conEffort."
test recently held in connection with
"Lady for a Day," Columbia will
distribute $850 in cash prizes for
the best and most effective campaign on "No Greater Glory," Frank
Borzage production. The campaign
adjudged the biggest and best will
net the theater manager a first prize
of $300, with second prize of $200;
third, $100, and next five, $50 each.

Gadsden Gets Strict
Gadsden, Ala. — Under a new ordinance passed by the city commisnothing in the way of nudity
Philadelphia — United Artists' will besion,permitted
in films or stage
"Moulin Rouge" caravan of stars
will be here today following appear- shows. Sunday performances also
ances in Washington and Baltimore must not start before 1 P. M.,
last week. Next stop is New York, and no vaudeville will be permitted
coincident with the opening of on the Sabbath.
"Moulin Rouge" at the Rivoli.
RESPONSIBLE PARTY
Padgett Managing Another
with wide acquaintance and favorably
known in the Film Business desires to
Clearwater, Fla. — The Ritz, closed
for the past few months, is to be
represent a foreign distributor or a producer desirous of securing releases for
reopened. Del Padgett, who is looktheir product in the U. S. A. Address
Box No. 983
c-o Film Daily
ing after the Ritz and Capitol, both'
1650 Broadway
New York, N. Y.
Sparks houses, will serve as man-

JOHN

BARRYMORE

in the

comedy smash of Broadway, "20th
Century," with Carole Lombard.
A Howard Hawks production
from the stage success by Ben
Hecht and Charles MacArthur.

Caravan in Philly Today

ANNOUNCES

The

New

1934- MODEL -N

Silent Automatic Ticket
Register
INTERCHANGEABLE UNITS
Guarantee
You
No Repair Worries
Noiseless in Operation
Special features PROTECT
Your Cash Receipts

Liberal Cash Allowance for old machines
in trade
Write
Immediately for our Special
Introductory Offer
GEORGE MEAD, Gen. Mgr.
l600B'way (CHickering 4-6810-11 > N.Y.

—

ager.

" i Two

great masters, Lewis Mile- f

' | j stone and Laurence Stallings, com- I
• i bine their brilliant talents to give ,
I , you "RED SQUARE," a spark- '
' • ling kaleidoscope of life and Iove_ pj

L

UNDER THE STRAIN OF TRYING
TO WRITE A STRONGER

AD FOR

THE EARTH TURNS

a

THAN THIS "VARIETY DAILY " REVIEW!
Warners has made an outstanding picture of
Gladys Hasty Carroll's best seller. As the Earth
Turns.' It is a triumph for all concerned from the
director and supervisor to the least bit player. And it
has that rare quality of picture making which combines fine artistry with the universal appeal which
is box office insurance It should make a barrel of
money, despite the fact that it has no draw names.

Greatest contribution to the picture's calibre is
Screen has
inspired direction.
probably
from four years old
seen children,
everGreen's
seldom if Al
to 14, handled with such charm and naturalness.
Older players are also piloted for striking results
Honesty, sincerity, effective simplicity graced
with laughter keynote the production — a design
laid down in Ernest Pascal's excellent adaptation,
which keeps the story close to vital human relationships. Wisely, farm activities of the New England scene were not gone into except to point up
character clash.
Drama is built up around three neighboring
Maine farm families, two old settlers, the third
Polish newcomers to the soil from the city. Clash,
heart ease
and ' finally
heartache
sacrifice,
of the neighborly
ambitions
the diverse
fromenvy,
come
undergroups. Tale shows with extraordinary
standing how the land, the frozen and the teeming
soil, splits hearts apart, and joins them again.
Other than this, and the touching love stories of
the "young people, there is no involvement. It
moves like the seasons — the slow turning of the
earth from winter to summer

Jean Muir gives a topping performance, rounded
and mellow, as the simple, maternal girl who reluctantly gives her heart to Donald Woods, the young
Pole, who also plays his part with fine feeling.
Noteworthy too. are William Janney, the boy
who goes to college and Dorothy Appleby, the
feverish discontent with the farm who almost seduces Janney to renunciation of everything for her
Arthur Hohl as the listless farmer, and David
Landau as the dependable landsman, Sarah Padden
and Egon Brecher as the Polish couple. Dorothy
Peterson as a discontented wife, Emily Lowry as
a happy bride, are particularly effective. Among
the children Dorothy Gray stands out in a splendid piece of juvenile work, together with David
Durang as the young Polish son. Other kids are all
remarkably fine.
Watch

Warner

Bros.' New

Stars

JEAN MUIR • DONALD WOODS
heading a cast of 22 Important
Lowry,

Arthur

Hohl, Dorothy

Players including Russell Hardie, Emily
Peterson, David Landau, Clara Blandick.

Directed by Alfred E. Green. From
Another reason why

the best-seller by Gladys Hasty Carroll.

it's \4/ A D M C D

D D fl 0

Vitagraph, Inc., Distributors

' ******* ^^^

Photography is excellent, and the effects of New
England scene and house interiors as provided by
Robert
Haas helpandgreatly.
Forbstein's
music
fits
handsomely,
technicalLeowork
is excellent.

THE

TIMELY TOPICS

EXPLOITETTES
Broadway's Biggest Sign
Exploited "Queen Christina"
^FTER a glittering first night
world premiere at the Astor
Theater, New York, Tuesday
evening, December 26, "Queen
Christina" seems established as
an outstanding new season MG-M special-run hit. The sign
above the theater — the largest
illuminated theatrical sign on
Broadway — carried the single
word Garbo in flashing electric
bulbs over a massive likeness of
the Swedish ,star. The sign is
probably the simplest and yet
most effective used by M-G-M
for an Astor presentation. The
lobby design is done in modernistic style combining the historical appeal of the story with
the modern treatment accorded
it and was highly praised by
persons in the industry. Fashion tie-ups with "Queen Christina" were sought by New
York's leading department
stores and fashion houses. The
result was an exclusive tie-up
with Macy's, publicizing the
type of gowns worn by Greta
Garbo in the film. The store
gave a special window display
to the fashions used in the picture and also devoted page after
page of costly advertising space
in the New Yojrk daily papers
to reproductions of special Garbo silhouette styles. This represented perhaps the most unusual fashion tie-up worked out
in New York on a new screen
production.
— Astor, New York City.

Ftnger and Footprints
Exploited "Missing Persons"
JRVING BLUMBERG, manager of the Stanton, attracted a lot of attention to "Bureau of Missing Persons," by
offering to make finger and foot
prints of all children who were
brought to the theater by their
parents any day between the
hours of 12 and 2 P. M. during
the run of the picture. Blumberg obtained the finger printing apparatus from the Philadelphia Police Department. His
offer was made via the newspapers, on a special lobby easel
in front of the theater and on
the screen. The first day of
his offer, which was on a Saturday, two hundred parents
took
advantage
of the theater's
offer.
— Stanton, Philadelphia.
9 Million Saw Museum

Films

A total of 27,160 pictures were sent
out last year by the Visual Education
Service of the American Museum of Natural History, according to F. Trubee
Davison, president, who estimates that
9,000,000 persons saw the pictures.

—
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• • • WINDING UP last week's social activities with a
couple of tricky receptions the party
fiends found much
to discuss over yesterday's breakfast coffee as they bathed
their pounding temples
Revelry
Friday afternoon
at a nifty little ex-speaky on began
East 38th St.
where Helene Costello, who will soon return to the films
was the gracious hostess
Introductions were made by
Walt Reichenbach
who is ushering Miss Costello's re-entry
■; J*\e p!irty was very informal
and two score important folks of the Fourth Estate partook of the canapes
and cough
syrup

*

*

*

*

• •
• THEN LATER in the afternoon
those who
could trap a taxi
dashed up to the Waldorf-Astoria
where Fox and Gaumont-British were introducing Madeleine
Carroll
to tne lads and lassies
at a distinguished
«mm Leproved
Perr°quet Suite
Genial Earl
Pink ,•"«?*
Wingart again
that when it comes to
not-to-be-forgotten affairs of this type.
he is the ace
putter-onner
*
*
*
*

• • • FESTIVITIES wound up Friday night
with
a gala supper and dance at the Commodore
under the
auspices of the Press Photographers' Association
A swell
bunch of lads
who seldom receive proper or sufficient
recognition for their talents
Their party was a
grand success
both financially
and as the builder
ot good-will and so
having come up for air
we hope we survive the katzenjammer
and are prepared
for future rejoicings

*

*

*

*

• •
• THOSE WHO get a kick out of seeing
faCe
to lace . . ... .titled personages
and others whose names
mean something
should step over to the 55th St Plavhouse tomorrow night
where "La Frochard et Les Deux
Orphelmes"
whatever that means
will be
its American premiere
the film, which was producejriven
d in
France ...and
directed by Maurice
Tourneur
is
Yvette her
Guilbert
celebrated character
actress
'
'
makes
who
debut in movies
Among those who will attend are Count de Fery de Fontnouvelle, French Consul in New
York
Mme Lily Pons.
Mme. Camela Ponselle and
Leon Rothier of the Metropolitan Opera
Mons. Bedard,
director of the French Institute
Princess Matchabelli
Otto Kahn and George Tyler, manager of Miss
*
*
*
* Guilbert

• • • INTERESTING INCIDENTS
Along the Rialto
The
United
Artists
advertisi
ng
lads
g are not
through receiving congrats . : ... for the one page ad
which
appeared in Friday's FILM DAILY
in which no star
n.° Producer . no pix title
or no theater
was mentioned
but which put across . in 36 words
j
an important message to exhibs
which all understood Today, isClemen
moving
for alBenko
Crown Prince Wilhelm
ceau, dayMarech
Foch, Muss0j"n
David i,
of
Windsor and other internationally prominent
folks whose
autographed photographs adorned the walls of Roy Del Ruth's
offices on the coast .. The pix were hung for Douglas Fairbanks, Sr., who formerly occupied the suite
but Rov sez
the display is not in keeping with his ideas of decorati
ons
so either the photos scram
or he moves out with the
common people

*

*

*

Lubitsch Likens Directing
to Generalship in Battle
pOR
every
battle that
defeat
is suffered
by is
thewon,
opposing army because its campaign wasn't planned correctly.
For that
reason the only rule to
be applied to the filming of a
successful motion picture is that
its various parts must harmonize into a well-directed whole.
"In producing
an outstanding
picture, the only thing a director can insist upon is harmony,"
Lubitsch
amplifies his theory.
"Outstanding
performances
on
the screen are irregular for the
same reason that novelists cannot always produce superb novels, horses cannot win every
race, and every man cannot become President of the United
States. By admitting that really exceptional performances are
rare, I do not wish to make it
appear that I concede the average performance to be uninspired. Bad performances are
exceptionally
rare, and generally poor casting is to be blamed
for them.
Only occasionally,
however, do we have the happy
combination
of actors ideally
suited to their parts, the parts
to the performers, the players
to the director, the director to
the
story — all fitted
like a
— Ernst Lubitsch.
Install Crooning Devices
Western Electric crooning attachment, used to give the effect of a
radioglove."
number to individual singing
acts, has been installed or contracted for by 11 theaters, Erpi announces. They are: Winter Garden,
Audubon, Harlem Opera House and
Mt. Morris, New York City; Howard
and Lincoln, Washington; Park and
Howard, Boston; York, Athol, Mass.;
the Ritz, Newburgh, N. Y, and the
Lyric at Fitchburg, Mass.
"Enlighten Thy Daughter" at Fox
Arthur Greenblatt has closed a
booking on "Enlighten Thy Daughter" for the Fox Brooklyn the second week in February.

*

fi ful
r- Girls
, *in the
IHR,?U£?
the Most BeautiWorld" THESE thePortals
famousPass
Earl Carroll inscription .. now hangs over a special
entrance at the Paramount
coast studios where the "Murder at the Vanities" beauts
ente,r ■ Dick Powell and Al Jolson return to the ether this
week
both singing numbers from First National's "Wonder Bar Dick on Wednesday for a cigarette sponsor
and Al the day after for the Kraft Co

«

«

«

»

»

»
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A "LITTLE" from HOLLYWOOD
By RALPH WILK

thorne, Joan Wheeler, Grant Mitchell, Johnny Arthur, Grace Hayle,
WTARNER'S "Dames," new musi" cal comedy picture co-starring Henry
O'Neill,
the
Four
Mills
Ruby Keeler and Dick Powell, will Brothers and* Ted *Fio Rito.
*
two
go into production in about
Almost a year and a half ago
weeks. Powell, who has been kept
Mitzi
Green, child actress and imBar"
"Wonder
in
very busy of late
personator, left Hollywood to take
and "Hot Air," has gone to Delbe- up radio work. At that time she
monte for a fortnight's vacation role.
fore beginning his next screen
had just made a sensation in her
Because of the impending produc- characterization of "Little Orphan
tion of "Dames" Ruby Keeler was Annie," for RKO Radio. Today she
unable to accompany her husband,
Al Jolson, to New York.
The courtly Huntley Gordon, one
of screenland's real veteran actors,
whose career dates back to the old
days of Vitagraph, has appeared in
every type of motion picture ever
made — except a two-reel comedy.
Now he completes the gamut with
an assignment in Educational's new
Frolics of Youth comedy, "Managed
Money."

*

*

"LOTS

is back in the screen capital, a Runyon story which will feature
poised, dignified ingenue, standing Dorothy Dell, Jack LaRue and Cora
on the threshold of young girlhood Sue Collins. Production is slated to
//.
and playing her first semi-grown begin Feb. 12.
up role.
Ralph Rainger and Leo Robin will
write the music and lyrics for
feacurrently
Menjou,
"Cosmetics" it is announced at the
Adolphe
tured in George Raft's "The Trum- Paramount studios. This is the B.
the
handed
pet Blows," has been
P. Schulberg picture to be made
's from the Hungarian stage success.
Schulberg
B. P. the
role in
leading Miss
"Little
Marker,"
Damon

RE YOU DRIVING AWAY THE TRADE
i YOU WANT TO BRING IN O

*

Shooting has been completed on
"Hot Air," the Warner musical film
in which the cast is headed by Dick
Powell, Pat O'Brien and Ginger
Rogers. Ray Enright is the director. The screen play is by Warren
Duff and Harry Sauber, and Harry
Warren and Al Dubin wrote the
musical numbers, which have been
directed by Busby Berkeley. Besides
Dick Powell, Pat O'Brien and Ginger Rogers, the cast of "Hot Air"
includes Allen Jenkins, Joseph Caw-

New Incorporations
NEW

YORK

Extraordinary Films, Inc., Manhattan. Harold
J. Sherman, Max Singer, Anne Kahn. Attorneys, Fitelson & Mayers.
Nelson-Roemer Associates, Inc., Manhattan.
Pictures and vaudeville. Ozzie Nelson, M. Milton Roemer, Joseph J. Jacobs. Attorney, Joseph
J. Jacobs.

Okaybud Corp., Manhattan. Pictures and
vaudeville. Solomon M. Cheser, Nicholas C.
Heyman, Dorothy Jacobson. Attorneys, Weldon &
Weldon.
Malbrook Amusement Corp., Manhattan. Pictures and vaudeville. Creta L. Stratman, Gertrude M. Conroy, Homer Lee. Attorneys, Kelley
& Connolly.
Vixbay Enterprises, Inc., Manhattan. Pictures
and vaudeville. Harry G. Guttman, Alfred Welsstein, Irving W. Weinblatt. Attorney, Harry
G. Guttman.

Apco Theater Corp., Manhattan. Pictures and
vaudeville. Helen Bennett, Jean Stambier, Elsie
Gabay.
Attorneys,
Ernst, Fox & Cane.
vaudeKuan Corp., Manhattan. Pictures andElizabeth
K. Dobson,
Adele
Braun,
Dina
ville.
Raf&
Driscoll
O'Brien,
A. Reilly. Attorneys,
tery.

Belian Productions, Inc., Manhattan. Theatricals, musical productions and vaudeville. Bela
Lugosi, Lillian Lugosi and John Biro. Attorney,
Joseph P. Bickerton.
Wilrom Pictures Corp., Manhattan. Max
J. Sherman and Anne Kahn. AtSinger, Harold
torneys, Fitelson & Mayers.

Atlasta Picture Corp. of New York, Manhattan. Harry J. Pettet, Sherry Freedman and
Attorney, B. Robbins.
Irene G. Dailey.
Periwinkel Players, Inc., Pelham. Theatrical,
Barham R. Gary, William
pictures.
and
musical
Ernest F. Staub. Attorneys, SatScott
C.
terlee
& and
Canfield.

ASK US,
'How can I reseat my
theatre economically?"
WEMOUfi

PART

• Community patronage can be regained and
retained by many theatres if owners will provide
comfort and ease for audiences while seated.

American Seating Company
Auditoriums
Makers of Dependable Seating for Theatres and
an
Michig
Rapids,
General Offices: Grand
BRANCHES

IN

ALL

PRINCIPAL

CITIES

Features Reviewed in Film Daily June 23 to Feb. 3
Titl>

' itt*
Revtewee
Above The Clouds-COL. 12-19-33
Ace of Aces-RKO
11-11-33
Advice To The LovelornUA
12-14-33
After
Tonight-RKO
10-26-33
Aggie Appleby,
Maker
of
Men-RKO
10-19-33
Alice
in Wonderland-PAR
12-11-33
Almas
Encontradas-XX
..7-7-33
All of Me-PAR
2-3-34
An
Hour
with
Chekhov-AM
9-6-33

KEY TO DISTRIBUTORS
ABC— Arkay
Film
Exch.
AE — Aeolian
Pictures
AG— Agfa
ALD — Allied
Pictures
ALX — William Alexander
AM — Amkino
AMR — American
Roumanian
Film
Corp.
ARL— Arthur Lee
AST — Astor Pictures
AU— Capt. Harold
Auten
AUS— Harold
Austin
BAV— Bavaria Film A-G
BEE— Beekman Film Corp
BO— John
W.
Boyle
BRO — Broadway-Ho.lywood
CAP— Capitol
Film
Excnange
CHA— Chadwick
CHE — Chestemeld
COL— Columbia
COM — Compagnie
Universale
Cinematographique
EOU — Equitabe
Pictures
EXP
— Exploitation
Pictures
F— Fox

Another Language-MGM . .8-5-33
Ann Vickers-RKO
9-29-33
Arizona
to Broadwav-F. 7-22-33
As Hussbamds Go-F
1-27-34
As the Devil Commands-COL
9-1-33
Avenger,
The-MOP
10-4-33
A
Woman's
Man-MOP. 1-19-34
Baby
Face-WA
6-24-33
Beauty
for Sale-MGM .. .9-13-33
Bed
of Roses-RKO
7-1-33
Before
Dawn-RKO
10-17-33
Before
Moming-GRB. .. 10-19-33
Beloved-U
1-27-34
Berkeley Square-F
9-15-33
Best of Enemies-F
7-17-33
Big Attraction
(Grosse
Attraktion) -B A V
7-25-33
Big Brain-RKO
...8-5-33
Big
Chance,
The-GRB. .8-30-33
Big
Executive-PAR
10-19-33
Big Time or Bust-TOW. 1-10-34
Bitter Sweet-UA
8-25-33
Black
Beauty-MOP
8-23-33
Blarney
Kiss-PRI
8-19-33
Blind
Adventure-RKO. .10-31-33
Blonde
Bombshell-MGM,
See
Bombshell
10-11-33
Blood
Money-UA
11-11-33
Bomben Auf Monte Carlo
XX. .9-28-33
Bombay
Mail-U
1-6-34
Born Anew-AM
7-25-33
Bowery,
The-UA
10-7-33
Brief Moment-COL
8-31-33
Broadway
Thru
a Keyhole
UA. .11-2-33
Broadway
to Hollywood-MGM
9-2-33
Broken Dreams-MOP. .. 11-8-33
Bureau of Missing Persons-FN
9-2-33
By

Appointment

Onlv-INV

By
Candlelight-U
1-6-34
7-12-3°.
Carolina-F
2-3-34
Catherine
the Great-U A. .2-2-34
Chance at Heaven-RKO. 12-23-33
California
Trail-COL
7-22-33
Captured-WA
8-19-33
Carnival
Lady-GOP
11-29-33
Cascarrabias-PAR
10-31-33
Charlie
Chan's
Greatest
Case-F
10-7-33
Charming
Deceiver-MAJ. 12-9-33
Chevenne
Kid-RKO
7-13-31
Chief,
The-MGM
12-2-33
Christopher Bean-MGM . 11-22-33
College
Coach-WA
11-10-33
Conquerors of the Night8-1-3°
Counsellor at Law-U. AM . 11-28-33
Convention
City-FN
12-14-33
Cradle
Song-PAR
11-18-33
Criminal At Large-HEL. 12-20-33
Cross
Country
Cruise-U. 1-10-34
Crossfire-RKO
8-15-33
Curtain at Eight-MAJ
2-1-34
Dance,
Girl, Dance
INV. .10-26-33
Dance
Hall
Hostess-MAY
8-26-33
Dancing
Lady-MGM
12-2-33
Das Schicksal der Renate
Langen-XX
11-6-33
Day of Reckoning-MGM. 11-4-33
Deluge,
The-RKO
10-7-33
Der Hellseher-XX
9-13-33
Der Frechdachs-UFA
1-9-34
Der Sohn
der Weissen
Berge
XX-10-28-33
Design for Living-PAR. 11-17-33
Devil's in Love-F
7-28-33
Devil's
Mate-MOP
9-23-33
Die Galavorstellung — XX
12-11-33
Die Grosse AttraktionBAV.. 7-25-33
Dinner
at Eight-MGM. .8-25-33
Disgraced 1-PAR
7-17-33
Doctor
Bull-F
8-31-33
Don't Bet on Love-U. .. .7-29-33
Double Harness-RKO. . .7-13-33
of Doom-MAF. . 10-4-33
Drums
Duck
Soud-PAR
11-17-33
East of First Avenue — COL
11-28-33
Easy
Millions-FR
9-6-33
Easy to Love-WA
1-13-34
Eat 'Em Alive-AUS. ... 11-4-33
Eight Girls in a Boat-PAR
. .
1-13-34
Eisenstein
in Mexico
PRI.. 11-2-33

FAI— Faith Pictures Corp.
FAM — Foreign American Films
FD— First Divisior,
Pictures
FOR — Foremco
FR — Freuler Film Associates
FN — First National
FX— The
Film
Exchange

El Precio De

- ■
c-, 1-rincipe

LI

Un

Beso-

F.. 8-1-33

9-13-33
Gondolero-PAR

Emergency
Call-RKO
6-24-33
bmperor
Jones-UA
9-16-33
Enemies of Progress-XX. 1-1 6-34
Enlighten
Thy
DaughterEXP
12-27-33
Eskimo-MGM
.11-16-33
Es Wird
Schon Wieder
Besser-UFA
1-24-34
Ever in My Heart-WA.10-13-3o
Faithful Heart-HEL
8-15-33
Fashions of 1934-FN
1-9-34
Female-FN
11-4-33
Fiddhn'
Buckaroo-U . . . 12-20-33
Gran
e la Sua
Figaro
Uiornata-XX
10-30-33
Fighting
Code-COL
1-10-34
Fighting
Parson-ALD
8-2-3;
Fighting
Texans-MOP
..7-26-33
Film
Parade-GEN
12-20-33
Flaming
Gold-RKO
1-18-34
Flying Devils-RKO
8-26-33
Flying
Down
To
Rio-RKO
Fog-COL
i.6.34
12-20-33
™T
^
Footlight
Parade-WA
9-30-33
Found
Aiive-IDE
11-8-33
4 Frightened People-PAR 1-27-34

Fraoule
£
P- m-Falsc
1-F-- h
_.
frau

Verbuden-9-16-33

. .
Lehmann

XX.. 1-16-34
s Toechter

from
Headquarters-FN.
11-16-33
„
„
XX-10-28-33
Frontier
Marshal-F
1-31-34
Fugitive
Lovers-MGM . . . 1-3-34
Fugitive,
The-MOP
9-13-33
jallant
Fool-MOP
8-9-33
Gallant
Lady-UA
12-7-33
Galloping
Romeo-MOP. .11-2-33
Gambling
Ship-PAR....
7-13-33
Ghoul,
The-GB
11-25-33
Gigolettes
of Paris-EOU 7-19-33
Girl

Without

a

Room-PAR
12-7-33
Going Hollywood-MGM. 12-22-33
Golden
Harvest-PAR. ... 11-8-33
Goodbye Again-FN
9-2-33
Good
Companions,
The-F

G°w-FX
10-10-33
12-2-33
t,«.
o
(-run
Law-MAJ
7-13-33
Havana Widows-FN. .. .11-25-33
Headline
Shooter-RKo! 10-21-33
He-AST
12-28-33
He Couldn't Take It — MOP
Hells
Holidav-SUT
7-19-33
12-13-33
t, ,.
u „.
Heroes
for
Sale-FN
7-22-33
Her
Bodyguard-PAP
8-5-33
Her First Mate-U
9-2-33
Her Forgotten Past
MAY.. 10-31-33
Her Splendid Folly

Her
Secret-I
„
„
PRO.. 12-19-33
10-28-33
DE
Her
Sweetheart-MGMJ
See:
Christopher Bean
11-22-33
Her Unborn Child-WIN . 10-10-33
Hell and
High
Water-PAR
Heute

Nacht-Eventuell-yx

Hi, Nellie- WA
2-1-34
Hips, Hips, Hooray-RKO 1-24-34

GB — Gaumont-British
GFF — General Foreign Films
GEN— General Films
GRB — Arthur Greenblatt
GOL — Ken Goldsmith
GOP — Goldsmith
Productions
IJKF — Garrison Films
HEL — Helber Pictures
HER— Charles B. Herrlitz
HOL — Hollywood
HOF— J. H. Hoffberg Co.
ICE — Int. Cinema
Exch.
IDE— Ideal
IMP— Imperial Dist.
INA — Inter-Americas
Films
INT — Interworld Prod.
INV — Invincible Pictures
JAFA— Jafa
JE — Jewell Productions
JEW — Jewish
Talking
Pictures
JRW— J. R. Whitney
KIN — Kinematrade
KRE — Sherman S. Krellberg
LEV — Nat
Levine
MAD — Madison Pictures
MAF— Mayflower
MAT — Majestic Pictures
MAR — Marcy
MAY— Mayfair
Pictures
MO — Monopole Pictures
MGM — Metro-Goldwyn- Mayer
MOP — Monogram
Pictures

JT'.tle
Revwd
Hired
Wife-PIN
2-1-34
His Double Life-PAR! 12-16-33
Hold the Press-COL... 12-1-33
Ynur Man-MGM. .. .7-1-33
Hold
Hoopla-F
12-2-33
House on 56th
Street-WA
12-2-33
I Am
Suzanne-F
I Have
Lived-CHE.
Ich
Glaub
Nie
Mehr

1-19-34
7-19-33
An

T Eine Frau-BAV
10-13-33
If I Were Free-RKO
12-8-33
1 Loved
a Woman-FN . .9-21-33
1^ Love That Man-PAR. .. 7-8-33
I'm No Angel-PAR. ... 10-I4-33
I've Got Your Number-WA

Important Witness-TOW. .9-6-33
T Man-U
2-3-34
Invisible
11-18-33
In the Money-CHE. .7. ..1-6-34
Inland of Doom-AM .... 7-20-33
It's Great to Be Alive-F.
7-8-33
I Was a Spy-F
1-13-34
Jimmy
And
Sally-F.
...
12-16-33
Kennel Murder Case
King
For
12-9-33
„.
„ a Night-U
WA.. 10-28-3'
Kinq- of the Arena-U. .. .8-23-3
La Cancion Del Dia-XX. 8-28-333
Ladies Must Love-U 11-16-33
L»dv
for a Dav-COL...
8-9-33
Lady
Killer-WA
12-28-33
La
Femme
Nue-XX
8-28-33
La Melodia Prohibida-F. 10-10-33
La Sombra de Pancho
Villa

Last
Trail-F
12-1-33
COL.. 1-9-34
n, g •,Through
T
Laughin
Laughter
at„Life-LEV
Tears"7-12-33
La vuida
Le Noche
Ta v ..

Romantica-F. . .9-6-33
-COL
del Pecado
WOK.. 11-16-33
D

Le Sang
D'un
Poete
12-29-33
~.
t
Lets Fall in Love-COL. 1-20-34
Life in the Raw-F.
..
10-19-33
11-13-33
XX..
t .. t. „ •
Litt'e
Woman-RKO
11-16-33
Live and Laugh-JEW
12-8-33
Lone
Cowboy-PAR
1-27-34
Lone Aven?er-WW... 6-30-33
L'Opera
De Quat
Sous-WA

Lo Tu Y Ella-F
Love,

Honor

and

i£\\H

Oh. U-10-28-33
Baby'

Luegen
Auf
Ruegen-XX. 1-5-34
Lucky
Dog-U
8-30-33
Lucky
Texan-MOP
1-6-34
Mad
Game-F
11-11-33

Mama
Mama-F

Loves

Papa-PAR
" ' 7-22-33
7-20-33

Man from Monterey-WA. 8-16-33
Man of the Forest-PAR 8-25-33
Man of Two Worlds-RKO
Man
Man

of
Who Sentiment
Dared-F
^t-l'lt
CHE.. 11-16-33

Man's
Castle-COL
12-28-33
Marriage
on Approval-FR
12-27-33
Mary Stevens, M.D.-WA. 7-28-33
Massacre-FN
....
i-ig 34
Master of Men-COL
11-28-33
Mayor of Hell-WA
6-23-33
Meet the Baron-MGM. . 10-28-33

Revtewea
9-13-33
Blue Room-U

Secret of the
PA R — Paramount
PIN — Pinnacle
PO — Powers
Pictures
POL— Bud Pollard Productions
POR — Portola
Pictures
PRI — Principal Dist. Corp.
PRO — Progressive
Pictures
PRX— Protex Dist. Corp.
REG — Regent Pictures
REM — Remington
Pictures
RKO— RKO-Radio
Pictures
ROY — Fanchon Royer
SCA — Scandinavian
Pictures
SCO— Lester F. Scott
SHO — Showmen's Pictures
SNO — Sidney
Snow.
SUP — Superb
Pictures
SYA — Synchro Art Pictures
S Y N — Syndicate
TF— Tobis Foreien Film
TOW
— Tower Prods.
U — Universal
UA — United
Artist.
UFA— Ufa
WA — Warner
Bros
WEL— Carveth Wells
WIN — Windsor
Pictures
WK— Willis Kent
WOK— Worldkino
WW— World
Wide
XX — No
distributor
set
Film— Zbyszko
Co.
ZBY
Polish-American

' '"*
Maz-Zelle
Nitouche

Keviemeu

PRO. .11-18-33
Melodia de Arrabal-PAR. .8-9-33
Midnight
Club PAR
7-29-33
Midnight Marv-MGM .. .7-17-33
Midshipman Jack-RKO . 11-17-33
Mirages
de
Paris-AU. . 12-29-33
Wilady-GFF
9-13-33
Miss
Fane's
Baby
is
Stolen-PAR
1-20-34
Money
Talks-SYN
8-12-33
Moonlight
and
Pretzels-U

Morning
Moulin

G'ory-RKO ... 8-16-33
Rouge-UA
1-10-34
Mr. Broadway-BRO
9-15-33
Mr.
Skitch-F
12-23-33
My
Lips
Betray-F....
11-4-33
Myrt
and
Marge-U
! 1-16-34
My
Weakness-F
9-22-33
My
Woman-COL
10-17-33
Nana-UA
2-2-34
Neighbors' Wives-ROY
9-20-33

...'.'.1
Abierta0-4-33

FlightNight Dejes
Puerta
la MGM
No

No Marriage Ties-RKO
.8-4-33
Notorious but Nice-CHE.. . 8-23-33
Olsen's Big
Moment-F
11-13-33
.
F..
..
1-9-34
•
..
nt
One Man's Journey-RKO. 9-2-33
9-1-33
One
Sunday
Afternoon-PAR
One
Year
Later-ALD. . 11-16-33
Only
Yesterday-U
11-10-33
Paddy the Next Best Thing-F
9-9-33
Palooka-UA
2-1-34
Passion
of Joan
of Arc-KRE

D 1 1 Tt.
Patriots,
The-AM
Penthouse-MGM
Pilgrimage-F
Police Call-HOL
Police
Car
17-COL
Power
and the Glory,

8-25-33
9-25-33
9-9-33
7-17-33
8-23-33
11-6-33
The-F

Private Detective 62-WA. 9-21-33
.7-8-33
Private Life of Henry VIII-UA
Prizefighter and the
Public

Lady

Stenographer

MGM.. 114-33
,-,- „ Juillet-PRX.
t,
Quartorze
_
MAR.. 10-21-33
1-10-34
Queen Christina-MGM . . 12-28-33
Quick,
Koenig
Der
KlownsRafter
Romance-RKO
1-9-34
Rainbow
Over
BroadwayDY,FA„
12-11-33
Rainbow
Ranch-MOP. . .10-18-33
n
9?E ■■Code-MOP
12-27-33
Rangers'
9-20-33
Rebel, The-U
7-27-33
Return
of
Casey
JonesM6-30-33
OP
Riders of Destiny-MOP. 11-29-33
Right
to Romance
RKO.. 11-22-33
Riot Squad-MAY
7-26-33
Roman
Scandals-UA. ... 12-14-33
Russia
Today-WEL
10-21-33
Rustlers* Roundup-U ...9-16-33
Rusty Rides Alone-COL. 10-10-33
Sagebrush Trail-MOP ..12-8-33
Trail-MOP. .12-27-33
Sagebrush
Sagrario-XX
1-24-34
Saison in Kairo-UFA. .12-29-33
Saturday's Millions-U. .. 10-14-33
..12-13-33
Sinners-MAY
Secret

secrets

8-30-33
Hollywood-SCO

of

bensation
Hunters-MOP. .1-3-34
Shanghai
Madness- F
9-23-33
She Had to Say Yes-FN 7-28-33
9-9-33
Shepherd
of the Seven
Hills
Ship
of Wanted
Men-SHO
FAI
8-8-33
Should Ladies Behave?-MGM

bhnek

in the

Night.

A-ALD
7-22-33

.,
. , .
12-6-33
Silent
Men-QOL
11-8-33
Silk Express-WA
6-23-33
Sing, Sinner, Sing-MAJ. .8-12-33
Sin of Nora Moran-MAJ

Sitting
-. .
Six
of
Sixteen

Pretty-PAR
11-22-33
_
aFathoms
King-PAR
1-24-34
Deep- 12-14-33

MOP. 1-19-34
Skyway-MOP
10-18-33
Sleepless
Nights-REM
..7-22-33
Solitaire
Man-MGM
9-23-33
Son of a Sailor-FN
12-1-33
Son of Kong-RKO
12-30-33
Son of the Border-RKO. .8-2-32
Song of Songs-PAR. .. .7-22-33
S. O. S. Iceberg-U... 11-28-33
Sons of the Desert-MGM. 1-6-34
Sphinx, The-MOP
8-16-33
Smoky-F
12-23-33
Storm
at Davbreak-MGM
Stage
Mother-MGM.'.
...9-30-33
Straightaway-COL
1-16 34
Stranger's Return-M GM . . 7-29-33
_
. ,
7-22-33
...12-6-33
Roan-U
Strawberry
Sunset
Pass-PAR
10-28-33
Sweden,
Land of the Vikings
Sweetheart

of

Sigma

Chi
BO.. 1-6-34

Take a Chance-PAR. .. 11-25-33
Tarzan
8-12-33
_ , the Fearless-PRI.
MOP. .10-26-33
Terror
Abroad-PAR
7-3-33
1-31-34
This Day and Age-PAR .8-16-33
This
Side of Heaven-MGM 8-8-33
Three-Cornered
Moon-PAR
Three
Thrill
Throne

Thieves-AM
10-31-33
Hunter-COL
10-4-33
of the Gods-IMP12-22-33

Thunder

Over

Mexico-PRI
9-20-33

Til'ie

and Gus-PAR
11-11-33
Toda
Una
Vida-PAR
10-28-33
Tod Uber Shanghai-MO. 12-19-33
Too
Much
Harmony-PAR
Tomorrow
at Seven-RKO
_
9-23-33
Torch
Singer-PAR
10-7-33
To the Last Man-PAR. 10-26-33
t.
,_ Drive-U
o.
7-12-33
Trail
1-3-34
Trouble
Busters-MAJ. .. .8-30-33
Tugboat
Annie-MGM
8-12-33
8-23-33
Turn
Back
the C!ock-MGM
Ulan
Dziewczyna-XX.
10-10-33
Under I Secret
Orders-PRO
Under

the

Tonto

Rim-PAR

Unknown
Valley-COL. . .8-18-33
12-6-33
„ „
Vi Som
Gar
Koksvagen
„ ,
Volga,
Volga-KIN
Voltaire-WA

7-19-33
...12-19-33
7-28-33

Walls
of Gold-F
..10-21-33
SCA.. 10-10-33
Waltz
9-29-33
„,
Wandering
Jew,
The
v 1 Time-GB
War of the Range-FR.
JAFA.. . 11-22-33
10-21-33
Way
to Love-PAR
11-11-33
WieMann?-XX
Sag Ich's Meinnem
1-24-34
Wenn
Die Liebe Mode Macht
1-13-34
West of the Divide XX..
— MOP10-30-33
What

Price

When

Ladies

Innocence-COL
Meet-MGM 6-24-33

Whirlwind,
The-COL
White
Face-HEL
t ,.
White
Woman-PAR.
Wild
Boys
of the
Wine.
.Woman
CHA
Women
World
Worst

Women

...7-29-33
11-22-33
6-24-33
.. .11-18-33
Road

FN.. 9-22-33
and Song-

12-16-33
I Stole-COL.
. .6-30-33
in
His
Life-MGM
Changes-FN
Woman
in Paris? 10-28-33
12-9-33

Wrecker.
The-COL
8-5-33
F.. 11-25-33
You Can't Buy Everything
M-G-M.2-1-34
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SHORT SHOTS from
EASTERN STUDIOS
By CHAS. ALICOATE

'•

A/f ENTONE Productions will start
shooting Wednesday on a new
two-reel musical variety subject at
Fox studio for Universal release.
The short which has been tentatively
titled "The Passing Revue" will feature Ed Sullivan, Daily News
columnist, as Emcee. His entertainers will include George Givot,
Irene Taylor, Block & Sully, Abe
Lyman and his orchestra, Barbara
Blair and Adler & Bradford. Mil-,
ton Schwarzwald will direct, with
Frank Zucker in charge of the cameras.
Production on the industrial made
by Ruby Film Co. for Abbot Dairy
Co., showing the manufacture of
"Popsicles" and which may be used
for theater release, has been completed. Aaron Friedman supervised
the production, with Edward Ruby
in charge of the cameras.

• The Broadway

OAILV

Parade •

Picture

Distributor

Nana
Fashions of 1934
Hi, Nellie

United Artists
Warner Bros
Warner Bros

Theater
Music Hall
Hollywood
Strand

M-G-M
Paramount

Capitol
Paramount

You ofCan't
All
Me

Buy

(3rd week)
Everything

I've Got Your Number
Warner Bros
Gallant Lady (3rd week)
United Artists
The Ghoul (2nd week)
Gaumont-British
Frontier Marshal
Fox
Sweden, Land of the Vikings (5th week) . . . John W. Boyle
He, King of Virtue (2nd week)*
First Division
I Am Suzanne*
Fox
Cross Country Cruise*
Universal
Shanghai Express*
Paramount

* TWO-A-DAY-RUN
Queen Christina
on

Earth

♦
Astor

M-G-M

* FOREIGN
Hell

Roxy
Rivoli
Rialto
Mayfair
55th St. Playhouse
Cameo
Palace
Center
Little Carnegie

(2nd week)

PICTURES

♦

Aeolian

OPENINGS

5th Ave. Playhouse
5th Ave. Playhouse

♦

The Big Shakedown
(Feb. 6)
Warner Bros
Mayfair
La Frochard Et Les Deux Orphelines ( Feb. 6) Blue Ribbon Photo. . . 55th St. Playhouse
Moulin
Rouge
(Feb. 7)
United Artists
Rivoli
Devil Tiger (Feb. 7)
Fox
Rialto
Search for Beauty
(Feb. 9)
Paramount
Paramount
This Side of Heaven
(Feb. 9)
M-G-M
Capitol
Madame Spy (Feb. 9)
Universal
Roxy
Catherine the Great (Feb. 14)
United Artists
Astor
Carolina
(Feb. 15)
Fox
Music
Hall
Wonder
Bar (Feb. 21)
Warner Bros
Strand
* Subsequent run.

Paul Florenz, who devises the
striking dance creations for the tworeel "Broadway Brevities" at the 16,000 Persons Aided
Brooklyn Vitaphone studio, is on the
lookout for six stunning chorus girls
Fund
CoastfromRelief
By(Continued
Page 1)
these days. The demand is due to
the forthcoming musical short, "Hi. were treated in hospitals, sanitariSpy," which requires a chorus of 22
ums, and rest homes. Special nurses
beauties.
were provided in 50 cases and 100
•
major operations were performed.
The social workers of the Fund
An new Educational comedy starring Tom Howard is scheduled to made approximately 1,500 home visits, in addition to about 6,000 office
be put into production tomorrow by
Al Christie at the Eastern Service interviews. During the Christmas
Studio in Astoria. The comedy will holidays the Fund distributed 1,000
be based on an original story by turkey Christmas baskets, and gave
William Watson and Arthur Jar- a ticket for a Christmas turkey dinrett. George Sheldon, who has been
ner good at several of the best Holplaying a strong supporting role in
lywood restaurants to about 600 sinall of the Tom Howard comedies,
gle people.
The Motion Picture Relief Fund
will again support the comedian.
•
is a private charitable organization
supported entirely by members of
Lillian Gordon, the blonde vaude- the motion picture profession, the
ville flash who first appeared before majority of whom pledge 50 cents
the camera in the newly completed out of each $100 of their earnings.
Vitaphone short "Alibi Baby," takes Officers of the Fund, besides Marion
so well to film work that she was
Davies, president, include Fred W.
awarded a role in the latest Ben Beetson,
chairman of the executive
Blue comedy, on which shooting will committee; Ronald Colman, first
be completed today at the Vitaphone
vice-president; Mary Pickford, secstudios in Brooklyn.
ond vice-president; Will H. Hays,
third vice-president; Samuel Goldwyn. fourth vice-president; M. C.
Levee, treasurer; Francis X. Baur,
executive secretary.
Coming and Going
Q
S. N. BEHRMAN and ACHMED ABDULLAH
arrive in New York tomorrow from Hollywood
on the Santa Rosa of the Grace Line.
WILLIAM

HAINES

is en route from the coast

to Europe for a six months'

trip.

SALLY O'NEILL has arrived from Hollywood.
H. WILLIAM FITELSON sailed for Europe Saturday on the He de France. He will return to
New York in three weeks.
LOU DIAMOND,
subject department,
Saturday by plane
independent short
current product.

head of Paramount's short
departed for California on
to confer with Paramount's
subject producers on the

Detroit Openings Shifted
Detroit — Two local theaters shifted opening dates this week. The
United Artists changed to Wednesday, while the RKO Downtown,
which is now the only first run with
a double bill policy, went to Thursday opening.

HOLD YOUR HORSES !.
WE ARE WORKING . . .

Acme

Le Sang d'un Poete (4th week) (revival) . . . Edward T. Ricci
Thunder Over Mexico*
(4th week)
Principal

♦ FUTURE

*

Educational Releasing
10 Subjects This Month
Four two-reel comedies and six
single-reelers are being released by
Educational through Fox this month.
With "The Inventors," the Stoopnagle and Budd starring comedy,
just sent out for national distribution, the following four subjects wilT
be released Feb. 9: "The Super
Snooper," an Andy Clyde comedy;
"Rip Van Winkle," a new TerryToon; "Traveling the Road," a Song
Hit story starring Alexander Grey,
and
"City of Wax," a Battle for Life
release.

NIGHT & DAY ON THE
1934 FILM DAILY...
YEAR BOOK
ORDERS ARE PILING . .
UP BY HUNDREDS . . .
FOR THIS BOOK THAT .
WILL BE BIGGER AND .
MORE IMPORTANT . . .

"The Expectant Father," the second Star Comedy special with
Ernest Truex, will be released Feb.
16. and on Feb. 23, the following
subjects will be released: "Managed
Money." a Frolics of Youth comedy
with Junior Coghlan and Shirley
Temple featured; "Mediterranean
Blues." a Romantic Journey; and
"The Doctor." a Song Hit story starring Helen Morgan.

THAN EVER BEFORE . .

Ft. Worth Union Elects
Fort Worth. Tex.— The local operators' Union has elected the following officers for this year: president,
D. W. Gould; vice-president, J. L.
Hobson; business agent, H. L.
Woods: cori-espondina: secretary, B.
Y. Coffman; financial secretary. R.
L. Morgan; treasurer, Don R. Roberts; writing clei-k, A. L. Bailey.

THIS MONTH ON . . .
TIME AS USUAL . . . .

IT WILL BE READY .. .
FOR DISTRIBUTION . . .

Va. Censorship Agitation Meets
Richmond — Agitation for discontinuance of the state censorship division is subsiding. Mrs. Emma *
Speed Samson, ousted member of
J. J. Collins in Charge
the division, has recommended its
continuance in a plea to the House
Clarksdale, Miss.— The Globe has moral and social welfare commitreopened under management of J. tee.
C. Collins.

*

*

THE

gopeland backs
gov™ series
(Continued from Page 1)

with and financed by American industry. A series of films giving the
public an insight into the setup and
operation of the Government machinery would not only prove of,
great educational value to the nation, but would fit in with the recovery program, said Copeland.
One of the big producing companies is understood to be ready to
undertake the production of the pictures, which are expected to have
appeal for commercial exhibition as
well as for educational purposes.
In the report of the film activities
of the Bureau of Mines for 1933 just
completed by M. L. Leopold, supervising engineer, it is shown that the
bureau has about 3,000 reels in its
library. These were loaned on 53,865 occasions during the year, and
it is estimated that 4.839,497 persons saw them.

Nine RKO Short Subjects
Being Released in Feb'y
Nine shorts

are being released
this month by RKO. The group includes four two-reelers, as follows:
"In the Devil Doghouse," with Clark
and McCullough; "Bridal Bail,"
Blondes and Redheads comedy;a
"Knife of the Party," musical with
Lillian Miles, and "Torc Tango "
musical with Ruth Etting.h The
five
one-reelers are: "The Lion Tamer,"
Amos 'n' Andy cartoon; "Jolly Good
Felons," Soglow cartoon; "Good
Knight
Review.," Aesop Fable, and a Pathe

THE INDUSTRY'S
DATE BOOK

of Non-Theat
York. rical
New

Film

Producers,

Inc..

Feb. 8-10: Tenth annual conference of
National
New
Revlew' Hotel Pennsylvania,
York

Feb

9: Meeting
Authority, Hotel
Astor, New York.of Code
2 P. M.

Feb' Th« JrirS n ""«"'

ball of Independent
** "' Wald°rf-Astoria.
York "
New
Feb. 26-27: Winter meeting of Visual
tion Department, National EducationInstrucAssociation, Carter Hotel, Cleveland.

March 10: Fourth Annual Dinner-Dance
Columbian Club of Columbia Pictures of the
, Hotel
Waldorf-Astoria,
New York.
March 15: Annual awards banquet of the
Acad
emy of Motion Picture Arts and Sciences
Hollywood.
APriCity"26:
S MPE'
Spri"g metting'
Atlantic
June 16- July 2: International Motion Picture
Vienna.
Week,

Aug. 1-20: Second Exhibition of Cinematography, Venice, Italy.

MUSICALS CONTINUE
ON '34-35 PROGRAMS!

ANALYSIS OF
MOTION PICTURE CODE

(Continued from Page 1)

By LOUIS NIZER
Twentieth Installment
tions. prove or modify recommendaARTICLE V— UNFAIR PRACTICES—PRODUCERS
(b) Effect of Recommendations
(Continued)
Upon the approval by the Administrator, the recommendaSec. 1. Agency Committee (Cont.)
tions have the same effect as
the provisions of the Code.
2. The other five representatives are selected by the
Denied
Administrator from nom(c) Hearing
Where
Registration
inations made by each class.
If an agent is denied the right
The manner of selection
of registration he must have
shall be prescribed by the
Administrator.
an opportunity to be heard
and the Administrator must
Sec. 2. Not Dealing
approve the denial.
with Certain
Agents
(d) Existing Agents Qualified
If it is decided to provide for
No producer shall directly or inregistration of agents, all per
directly transact any business relating to motion pictures with an agent
sons regularly transacting
who has been found by the Agency
business as agents at the time
Committee to be guilty of any of
of the decision are entitled to
the following acts:
registration as a matter of
course.
Such persons must,
(a) Giving Gift
Giving, offering or promising
to any employee of a Producer a gift to influence the
employer.e in dealing with the
Produce

there will be no let-up on musicals
during the season ahead.
Continued producer and distributor enthusiasm for this type of picture is based on the fact that virtually every musical brought in
grosses which were at least satisfactory. Warner Bros, in particular
had big success with musicals, turning out several smashes in a row.
however, make application to
the Agency Committee within
thirty days after the decision.
Sec. 4. Rules for Agents
The Agency Committee may set
up rules of fair practice governing
relations between Producers and
agents, writers, actors, directors,
and technicians. Such rules can be
adopted only after notice and hearing and with the approval of the
Administ
rator.
(To Be Continued)

(b) Enticing Employee
Enticing or attempting to entice an employee under a
written contract, from his employment, or enticing or advising an employee to violate
his obligation to perform his
contract,
whether written or
oral.
(c) Misrepresenting
Knowingly to make a materially false representation to
a Producer in negotiations for
employment of the person
represented by the agent.
(d) Violating This Article
Violating, evading or attemptto do so, directly or indirectly,
any of the provisions of Parts
4 and 5 of this Article V
which deal with agents' conand with Producers' eonduct duct
towards one another
in
engaging employees.
Sec. 3. Registration of Agents
The Agency Committee may recommend to the Administrator uniform terms and procedure for registering all agents with whom Producers may deal. These rules may
also provide for the suspension, reistration. vocation or cancellation of such reg(a) Approval of Administrator
The recommendations of the
Agency Committee concerning registration must be submitted in writing to the Administrator who may give
such notice and hearing as
he prescribes and then ap-

THE NEW
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iLoew Lead.? Trading in 5,000,000-Share Day

SOL A. ROSENBLATT MAY_ACT ON ALLIEDJHARGES
Columbia to Sell on Story Value Alone, Says Jacl^Cohn
Many

Musicals
Planned
on Next Season's
Program

Columbia will hereafter sell all
product on story value alone, waiting for actual casting of the pictures to announce the leading players, Jack Cohn, who arrived from
the coast yesterday told Film Daily.
Cohn gave as an example Columbia's current special feature, "It
Happened One Night," which was
sold originally with only the "Frank
Capra Production" billing and subsequently, announced as a co-starring feature for Claudette Colbert
{Continued

on Page

8)

M-G-M SCHEDULES
52 FOR 1934-35
M-G-M's 1934-35 program will
same numcomprise 52 features,forthethe
current
ber as scheduled
year. Nicholas M. Schenck, who is
now en route to the Coast from
New York, will discuss new season
plans with Louis B. Mayer and
other studio officials upon his arrival in Hollywood.

I. T. 0. of Arkansas Meets
Feb. 11-12 in Little Rock
Little Rock, Ark. — First semi-annual meeting of the Independent
Theater Owners of Arkansas will be
held Feb. 11-12 at the Marion Hotel here, it is announced by J. F.
secretary-treasurer. Entire
Norman, {Continue
d on Page 6)
G-B

Increases Shorts

London — An increase in short subjects
to 64 releases, an unusual lineup for a
British company, is announced by Gaumont-British. The new program will include 26 Gaumont-British Miniatures,
pictorial camera studies; 26 GaumontBritish Magazines, formerly the Gaumont-ldeal Cinemagazine, and 12 comedies from Educational in America.

Virginia Governor Favors Non-Commercial Sunday Shows
favor of Sunday amuseRichmond, Va. — Governor Peery has indicated that he is in desirable
by the masses.
ments which are not commercialized and which are considered
seek to have the
which
communities
in
He would give wider latitude to amusements
blue laws modified. Church interests have joined in opposition to efforts being made
to liberalize the Sunday statutes.

717 MORE ASSENTS COMPLIANCE BOARDS
RECEIVED BY C. A. UP TO ROSENBLATT
Unqualified assents to the code
to annow total 6,934, fromaccording
nouncement Code Authority
headquarters yesterday. Previous
announcement last Thursday listed
6,217 signatures.
The Code Authority's committee
on vaudeville labor clauses meets
(Continued

on Page

6)

New La. Exhib Unit
Adopts Gulf States Name
New Orleans — Gulf States Theater Operators of America is the
name selected by the directors of
the new exhibitor group headed by
H. S. McLeod. The directors are
also working on a constitution and
by-laws, a clause of which is reported to restrain the organization
from affiliating with any national
"■roup. With entry of Saengerit Thenow
aters into the G.S.T.O.A.
numbers leading affiliated and independent owners in its membership.

West Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — To obtain facilities
for his more extensive production
plans, Ken Goldsmith has moved
from the Beachwood studios to larger quarters at the Talisman studios.
Program of Goldsmith Productions
(.Continued

on Page

6)

By
FILM

WILLIAM
SILBERBERG
DAILY
Staff Correspondent

Washington — Division Administrator Sol A. Rosenblatt, who returned yesterday morning from the
Coast, in response to a question
about the Allied complaint inserted
in the Congressional Record said
that the charges had not been
called to his attention, but that if
they were he would take action.
Rosenblatt brought with him a

Local compliance boards in the
authorized by a recent
key
NRA cities,
order from Washington, may
(Continued on Page 6)
AdminDivision
be set upistratorprovided
Sol A. Rosenblatt and the
Code Authority decide such steps
should be taken with the object of
fully effectuating the provisions of
the motion picture code.
In event this move is made, a
principal task confronting the boards
will be labor cases which are cerFirst step in the expected move to
trou- require theaters to pay to the city
the most
one onof Page
tain to prove
(Continued
8)
the proportionate salary of firemen
for the part of the day they spend
Lesser Gets Jackie
in protecting audiences was taken
yesterday when Fire Commissioner
For "Peck's Bad Boy" John J. McElligott began receiving
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
reports on theaters where firemen
Hollywood — Sol Lesser has bor- are assigned. Under the city laws,
rowed Jackie Cooper from M-G-M any house having a stage and scenBoy."
ery is required
havePage a fireman
on
in "Peck's
play the
to
Lesser
alsolad will
make Bad
a serial,
(Continuedto on
8)
"Chandu," based on the radio serial
of the same name, with Gayne Whitman. "Lost City" is another pro- May Ask NRA Arbitration
duction by Lesser.
In K.C. Admission Dispute
Kansas City — Inability to reach
an agreement on admission prices
after several conferences with
Loew's Midland representatives has
led exhibitors here to feel that they
will have to demand arbitration
through the NRA.
In a 5,00,000-.share day, reminiscent of 1929, Loew shares led the
activity on the New York Stock Ex"Roxy" Says It Ain't So
change yesterday in a turnover of
publicaStories to
effect
that to
S. L.
"Roxy"in
Rothafel
hasthebeen
signed
appear
102,100 shares, following
tion of the bullish earnings stateParamount theaters were denied yesterTurnquarter.
first
the
for
ment
day by the impresario in a message
over on Saturday also held the
from the south. "Roxy" said he has
not signed with anyone and will not
record for the day, totaling more
do so until he returns to New
York.
than 78,000 shares. On both days
the stock gained two points.

Big Activity in Loew Shares
Following Bullish Report
Ken Goldsmith Moves
Into Larger Studios

Division
Administrator
Returns With
Coast Data

AIM TO MAKE HOUSES

PAY FIREMEN'S WAGES
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Arriving today from Philadelphia,
with a two-hour stopover at the
Bamberger store in Newark, the
"Moulin Rouge" Caravan will be met
by a detachment of motorcycle police
at the Holland Tunnel at 3:30 P. M.
and escorted to City Hall, where the
Hollywood stars participating in the
tour will get the official welcome.
The train will then parade from
City Hall to Columbus Circle in its
specially decorated fleet of autos.
A supper-dance is scheduled for tonight in the Terrace Room of the
Hotel New Yorker, and tomorrow
the stars will appear on the stage
of the Rivoli in conjunction with the
opening of the picture.

Sussman Off to Assume
Central American Post

When the Embassy Pathe News
Theater opens Saturday with a
policy of 45-minute programs of
Pathe News exclusively, the official
"sesame" will be pronounced by
Leon E. Franconi, called "the Father
of theconiAmerican
Newsreel."
was the first
editor ofFranthe
United States release of Pathe
News. F. C. Wood will be managing
director of the Embassy.

Selwyn Urges Attention
To Sales Angles in Films
Selling angles, from the standpoint of the exhibitor, should be
importantly considered in the selection of screen stories, declared Edgar Selwyn in New York yesterday.
Pictures must have a story and a
theme as well, he said, if satisfactory entertainment is to come out
of them.

Jerome P. Sussman sailed Saturday for Panama to take up his new
who leaves Monday on
duties as Paramount's general man- hisSelwyn,
return to the coast, completed
ager for Central America and the
northern republics of South Amer- "Mystery of the Dead Police" for
ica. He succeeds John B. Nathan, M-G-M before his trip East.
who is in New York for a promoGloria Stuart May Take Stage Role
tion.
West Coast Bureau of THE
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94c a Share for Loew
In a typographical mixup, Loew earnings for the first 12 weeks of the current
fiscal year were reported yesterday as
more than 94 per cent over the same
quarter a year ago and equal to $1.09
a share, whereas it should have read 94
cents a share and more than 100 per
cent higher than a year ago, when the
same quarter netted 36 cents a share.
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— Gloria Stuart, who
New Novelty Short Series lastHollywood
week notified Henry Henigson,
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
acting chief executive at Universal,
Hollywood — A series of unusual
short subjects has been started by that she did not care to play the
Entertaining Pictures. The first two, co-staring role in "Where Is
now being prepared for release at Brown?" an original by Dale Van
Every and Lt. Commander Frank
the Davide Laboratories, are "Giants Wead, says she plans to go to New
of the Deep," dealing with big game York to discuss a stage offer which
angling, and "Lights of Mt. Wilson," she has had under consideration.
showing the ascent of the famous
mountain and the work of the obser- Miss Stuart, in addition to demanding
vatories. Camera work is by J. C. better roles, contends Universal refused to loan her to other major
"Doc" Cook. Release arrangements companies while she was on an
are now being negotiated.
eight-week lay-off.
Warners Sign Clive and Gleckler
"Fashions" Title Amplified
Colin Clive, now appearing on
First National's "Fashion of 1934"
Broadway with Katharine Hepburn
in "The Lake," has been signed by will hereafter be billed as "Fashion
of 1934." In three preWarners for "The Key," with Kay Follies release
openings last week, at the
Francis and William Powell. He
Earle
in
Washington,
the Metropolileaves Sunday by plane for the
tan in Boston, and the Detroit in Decoast. Deal was negotiated by Joe
troit, the musical opened to big busRivkin of the Leo Morrison office.
iness despite blizzard weather, the
Robert Gleckler, also signed by War- Warner office reports.
ners through Leo Morrison, left
yesterday for Hollywood.
First Division Gets "Young Eagles"
"Young Eagles," Boy Scouts picture produced by George Stout, will
Skouras Books "Fighting Priest."
released by First Division in the
"The Fighting Priest," short re- be
early spring.
leased by Inter-Americas Film
Corp., has been booked over the
Skouras metropolitan circuit. The
picture is now playing RKO metropolitan houses.
Becker to Address Review Board
John F. Becker of Paramount has
been selected to address the National Board of Review Conference on
Saturday at the Hotel Pennsylvania
on the subject "The Response of
the Producer to Cooperative Public
Effort."Fox Buys "Ace" for Baxter
West

Coast Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — "The Ace," New
York and London stage production,
has been brought by Fox as a vehicle for Warner Baxter.

an d Goi
ROUBEN MAMOULIAN arrives in New York
today to meet Samuel Goldwyn and Maxwell
Anderson for conferences on Anna Sten's second American picture, "Resurrection."
COLLEEN MOORE, who recently finished
"Success Story" for RKO, arrives in New York
today to spend some time with her husband,
Al Scott, before undertaking her next screen
assignment.
JACK COHN returned to New
day from the coast.

York yester-

PHIL ROSEN, director, and his wife, JOYZELLE, have arrived in New York from Hollywood and will stay at the St. Moritz until
they sail Saturday on the Champlain for England, where Rosen
is to direct a picture.
BERT WHEELER, ROBERT WOOLSEY and
DOROTHY LEE, following appearances in the
east, leave today for Hollywood to start work
in RKO's
"Fratheads."
JOE HUMMEL, Warner foreign sales manager,
leaves Australia tomorrow for Johannesburg and
then to Singapore.
MARIA GAMBARELLI is en ruute to Hollywood to appear at Grauman's
Chinese.
WALTER CONNOLLY, now in New York on
vacation, returns to Hollywood this week to
start work in Columbia's 'Whom the Gods
EDGAR SELWYN leaves New York Monday on
his return to the Coast.
Destroy."
ELEANOR PHELPS leaves New York Thursday
for the Coast to make a test for M-G-M.
GRADWELL L. SEARS returned to New York
yesterday from Florida.
ADOLPH ZUKOR is scheduled to return to
New York on Saturday from the Coast.
BILL PINE arrives in New
from
terday. Hollywood.
CLARK

GABLE

York

Thursday

arrived from the coast yes-

LIONEL BARRYMORE will arrive Friday morning from Balitmore to appear at the Capitol
in connection with his latest M-G-M picture,
"This
Side of Heaven."
EUGENE
Chicago.

CASTLE

will return Friday from

J. R. McDONOUGH of RKO
from the coast Feb. 15.

is expected back

Nominations Filed Late
Being Forwarded by Flinn
Although the deadline for filing
nominations for local grievance and
zoning boards is long past, Executive Secretary John C. Flinn will
nevertheless submit to the Code Auwhich that
havetime.
ardaily. rivedthority
at his suggestions
office since
A few nominations were coming in
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EXPLOITETTES

TIMELY TOPICS

Comprehensive N.Y. Campaign
for "Fugitive Lovers" -

Imaginative Cinema
Predicted by Paul Green

A.

COMPREHENSIVE campaign was put over in connection with the first-run showing of "Fugitive Lovers," at
the Capitol, New York. The
story, dealing with the adventures of an escaping prison inmate on a transcontinental
bus, was a natural hook-up
with the Greyhound line. More
than a dozen buses were taken
out of storage by the Greyhound Company in New York
and given to the screen company to use for exploitation
purposes. Some of them carried posters; "Free ride to the
Capitol to see 'Fugitive Lovers'," and ran from many local
stations. A parade of fifteen
buses took place on Broadway
on Friday, Jan. 12, opening day
of the film. Radio tie-ups were
used in one of the most successful campaigns of this type
ever attempted. A novel radio
continuity, detailing highlights
of the adventures in the picture, ran over WOR from 6:45
to 6:50 P. M. three days in advance of the opening, on Monday, Wednesday and Friday.
A steady radio plug was given
the film over Station WHN, and
the WMCA Modern Screen program also featured "Fugitive
Lovers." The New York Mirror ran a ten-day "Fugitive
Lovers" search contest which
turned out to have extraordinary drawing appeal. Each
day the paper plugged the two
"fugitive lovers" adrift in New
York, asking the public to identify them with special prizes
being awarded. The Mirror put
out 5,000 newsstand cards, in
addition to its run-of-paper
publicity, featuring the contest.
Newspaper advertising included
unique front-page teaser ads in
the "Times" and "Herald-Tribune," a special teaser ad campaign in other papers and specially prepared opening day and
run-of-picture advertisements.
Teaser trailers in four styles
were used in the Loew theaters,
and 400 car window posters utilized in Broadway surface lines
prior to and during the engagement. Three special 24-sheet
locations were spotted on Broadway in the Times Square district.
Two hundred thousand special
dodgers were mailed out with
copies of Loew's Weekly, the
news-of-the-week Loew Theater
folder, and 100,000 dodgers distributed through the 70 Greyhound bus stops around New
York and in an organized houseto-house canvass. Two thousand
teaser tack cards were sniped
throughout the city, while seven
thousand one and three sheets
were posted in all parts of New
York.
— Capitol, New York.

- WITH

PHIL

M DALY

•
•
• YOU CAN imagine the joy of Ann Dvorak who has
just discovered her long lost father
whom she had not
seen for 14 years
for Pop has just wired her from Philly
saying that he will come out to Hollywood to see her soon
so Ann will not be a bit surprised if dear ole dad rings
the doorbell any day now
in the next 14 years
it
must be delightful to have such a casual father

•
•
• IT SEEMS to us that Ann
by usin' her li'l
ole bean
can build this Casual Father up into a beaucoup
publicity stunt
by having Dad send her telegrams every
week or so
announcing his plans for visiting her
the first wire reads
"Am still planning to come out to see
you"
the second states
"Something terrible has
happened to delay my visit
will explain in my next wire."
then follows a series of wires every week over a period
of a year or so
short and snappy telegrams
in which
Dad talks vaguely and mysteriously about being prevented from
making that visit
•

•

• NOW IF Ann gets herself a first-class pressagey
he can build her up so that the Mystery of Ann's Father
will become a household topic in every American home. . . .,. for
the next year at least
newspaper editors will write learned
editorials
speculating whether
Dad has been kidnaped,
or got tangled up in one of these extremely puzzling and perplexing NR A codes
mebbe you won't care much for this
Idea of ours
mebbe Ann and her Dad won't
personally, we don't think much of it either
but the fact of the
matter is that Phil M. Daly has just returned from a twomonth's vacashe lying in hospitals
and lying otherwise as
usual
and we haven't had time to pick up anything to
write about
but wot th'ell difference does it make? ......
we're here
and you're there
how are ya, Gang? ....
pleased to meet yuh again
and that's from the Heart
•
•
• BIG DOIN's tomorrow
wit dat tough guy Jimmie Durante
wot tries tuh be a Big Time Romeo
doin' his romancin' and gymnasticks in a "Palooka" pitcher
not dat de pitcher is a palooka ...... only its de name wot
dey give it
so Jimmie trows a trade show today at de
Astor teater
at 11 a.m
an' all der reglars will be
dere to give Jimmie wot you call a royal welcome
for he
shure deserves it
•
•
• IN HIS search for more and better beauts .....
Busby Berkeley will engage in another Beauty Search
when he comes to New York on his honeymoon with Myrna
Kennedy
in time for the world premiere of "Wonder
Bar" at the Strand on Feb. 21
Efrem Kurtz, orchestra
conductor of the Ballet Russe and musical director for "Catherine the Great"
will be guest of honor at the premiere
of this London film at the Astor on Feb. 14

•
•
• AT TODAY'S
luncheon
of the Cheese Club at
Leone's on West 48th St
guests of honor will be Al Jolson, Jack Pearl, Rudy Vallee, George Jessel, Burford Armitage,
Louis Adamic, and Paul Moss
Boss Alicoate of this estimable publication has been havin' a tuff time cruising in the
West Indies
but hopes to recover from the effects of the
hardships by sunnin' hisself on the beach at Miami
along
with some other poor film sufferers such as M. E. Comerford,
Billy Ferguson, N. L. Nathanson, et al
tootle tootle

«

«
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TN the Imaginative Cinema, as
I like to call it, which is soon
to be a power in the world, this
truth will be recognized; namely, thatthe
the art
art ofof the
the theater.
cinema
is not
And conversely the theater —
(that is, the imaginative theater, for no other is really left,
now that the movies have taken
over the professional theater)
— this theater must realize that
its art is not that of the cinema. Each has a nature of its
own, and each must interpret
man and his world in its own
technique. But in each the
poet as a creator shall be supreme. In the cinema he has
a means of universal and infinite power — the camera. In
the theater he likewise has a
means of universal and infinite
richness — the intimate presence. In the former he has an
invention which eradicates all
the material difficulties of depiction which beset the stage
but which projects forth only
shadows of two dimensions and
begins with a certain aloofness
therefor. In the latter he has
the embodied being which projects only itself and in three
dimensions and begins with a
complete and vital closeness
therefor. And as the essential
nature of the camera is expressed in pantomime and accompanying sound, so the essential nature of the intimate presence is expressed in words and
accompanying pantomime. And
in this new cinematic art form
we shall some day find the complete expression of genius. And
that genius we await. Chaplin
is the forerunner of some
Shakespeare-to-be. As yet there
is no forerunner in the imaginative theater for the coming
apostle of the shining word.
But the growing concerted effort of people believing and
working in the art theater
throughout the world is providing the way.
— Paul Green in
"New York Times."
Canton Houses Seek Price Truce
Canton, O. — A move is on foot
among major houses here to put a
standard admission price in effect
on all three first-runs. Loew's has
just cut its scale from 40 to 35
cents top at night and 25 cents for
matinee,
as Warner's
hambra. the
Thesame
Palace
charges Al22
cents afternoons and 33 cents at
night.
More Vaude for Max Baer
Max Baer, before going to the
coast, will return to New York in
three weeks to complete six weeks
of vaudeville contracted by the Leo
Morrison office. Baer is now in the
south.
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ROSENBLATT MAY ACT
ON ALLO CHARGES
(.Continued from Page 1)

suitcase full of data and records
which, he said, he had not sufficiently compiled and digested to reach
any definite conclusion. He said he
found producers and distributors
working entirely in co-operation.

LT.O. of Arkansas Meets
Feb. 11-12 in Little Rock
(Continued from Page

1)

A LITTLE from "LOTS"
By RALPH WILK

HOLLYWOOD
yiCTOR JORY has been borrowed
by Warners for an important
role with James Cagney and Joan
Blondell in "Without Honor," which
is soon to start production. Guy
Kibbee will have another prominent
part. The picture will be directed
by Lloyd Bacon and production will
start in a few days.

Henry B. Walthall has been added
to the cast of "Operator Thirteen,"
in which Marion Davies will be starred by M-G-M. Gary Cooper and
the Mills Brothers have already been
announced for roles in the screen
version of this Robert W. Chambers
story of Civil* War* Days."
*

two days will be devoted to business. The unit was formed Jan. 14
with 32 charter members. It will
not affiliate with any national organization at present, but will work
for the interest of independent exhibitors and cooperate with the
Code Authority and with other industry organization in adjusting
"The Return of the Terror," based
difficulties, fighting adverse legislaon one of the late Edgar Wallace's
tion, etc. T. W. Sharp is president stories,
of the association and Ray Morrow the near will go into production in
future at the Warner stuis vice-president.
dios. The film is to be directed by
Howard Bretherton and Mary Astor
Take Larger Quarters
will have the feminine lead.
Exploitation Pictures, handling
* *
*
"Enlighten Thy Daughter," and SuEdmund Grainger, who supervised
perior Talking Pictures, distributing
the Buddy Roosevelt and Buffalo "Madame Spy," for Universal, is
Bill, Jr., westerns, have moved into busy making plans for "Alias the
" which he will produce for
larger quarters on the seventh floor Deacon,
Universal, with Kurt Neuman
n. Guy
at 729 Sevnth Ave.
Kibbee is expected to play the "DeaEdward Mehesy Dead
* *
*
Salt Lake City — Edward Mehesy,
Sam Taylor, who directed Harold
65, one of the first exhibitors here,
Lloyd
con." in several of the comedian's
has died in Los Angeles according biggest
hits when Lloyd made his
to word received here.
headquarters at the Metropolitan
studio, is again directing Lloyd.
Trinz Reopening Garrick
Chicago — The Garrick is soon to Lloyd's new vehicle is "The Cat'sand the Metropolitan
is
be reopened by Eddie Trinz as a Paw"
again being used by Lloyd plant
after a
grind house.
lapse of a few
years.
*
*
%
"Forgotten Men" at Criterion
Richard Dix is all smiles these
"Forgotten Men," war
is days. He broke a hundred
at the
back on Broadway for a runfilm,
in golf
Criterion.
t'other day. He will soon start work
in "Stingaree," with William Wellman directing.

THE INDUSTRY'S
DATE BOOK
Feb. 7: Monthly meeting of Eastern Ass'n
of Non-Theatrical Film Producers, Inc.
York.
New

Feb. 8-10: Tenth annual conference of National
Board of Review, Hotel Pennsylvania, New
York.

Feb

9: Meeting of Code Authority, Hotel
2 P. M.
Astor, New York.

Feb. 21 : First annual ball of Indepen
dent
Theater
York.Owners Ass% Waldorf-Astoria,
New

Feb. 26-27: Winter meeting of Visual
tion Department, National EducationInstrucAssociation, Carter Hotel, Cleveland.
March 10: Fourth Annual Dinner-Dance
of the
Columbian Club of Columbia
Waldorf-Astoria, New York. Pictures, Hotel
March 15: Annual awards banquet of the
Academy of Motion Picture Arts and Sciences
Hollywood.
'
June 16-July 2: International Motion
Picture
Vienna.
Week,
AUg'J;nft
graphy,

«°"nd
Venice,

,E*hibifi°n of Cinemato-. '
Italy.

«

rect it, is now in New York conferring with Goldwyn and Maxwell Anderson, assigned to adapt the story
Fredric March will play opposite
Miss Sten.

*

*

*

Henry King has signed a new contract as a Fox director. "Marie
Galante"
be his first picture
under the will
new agreement.

*

*

*

717 MORE ASSENTS
RECEIVED BY C. A
(Continued from Page

1)

today at the New York Athletic
Club. Thursday's schedule
a meeting of the committeeprovides
which
has prepared a manual for local
boards and a session of the committee on board nominations. John
D. Clark will act for Sidney R. «
Kent, who is in Florida, at the
latter meeting and also the Code
Authority session Friday.

Ken Goldsmith Moves
RKOs
"Finishing School"
DT?n,Wn„0'Day
theoriginalrole in
ly intended for wiH
MitziPlay
Green. Miss
Into Larger
os
Green, after considering
(Continued from Page Studi
1)
part
considered it unsuitable as the
a role in now includes six features and four
which to return to the screen as a outdoo
r pictures starring Jackie
Searl. "I Hate Women," by Mary
* *
*
McCarthy, goes in work this week
grownup."
Committees named to handle the E.
with Aubrey Scotto directing.
annual awards of the Academy of
M. P. Arts & Sciences on March 15 Integrity
are as follows:
Film Forming
rion Davies, Leslie Howard, DeWitt
C Jen,i„nCn°RS—
AtwiN- Warr|er Baxter,
Manings Mary U?ne}
Pickford,
Lewis Stone; PRODUCERS
Walter E. Disney, B. B. Kahane, Winfield
Shee"
nan, Imng
uTTi".
r 7. Thalberg,
•' Emanue'
Walter Cohen,
Wanger Harry
J L Cohn
War
C B. de Mille, Frank Lloyd, Robert Z.
Leonard
Mervyn
Leroy, Norman Taurog,
C6rB
d RLCM°RSP-V°r^
Bacon' Frank
KingLC^ra
v"dor
Henry
King;
TECHNICIANS
— ' John
Arnold
Robert
Haas, Fredric Hope,
Nathan
RnT? uB3rneSc 5arl Drehe^
HarrisLevinson
Ensfen

itKi— Jack
Cunningham,
Howard
J. Green
Max Parke";
Nickola"*.
'/ M,- j3meS
Van iXp^'p6.
Wilki"-°"; WRU
fL
TERS
Robert
Riskin, r?1356,
Carey tWilson,
Waldemar Young!
RoZI pTS' ^
S' McNutf' Ja"* Murfin,

*

*

*

Own Distribution System

For the release of "Miracle Man of
the Centuries" and other theatrical
and non-theatrical product, Integrity Film Corp. is making franchise
deals whereby each franchise holder
will act as the local exchange and
branch manager for Integrity. Paul
J. Davis, special field man, is now
on a tour of the country to appoint
these representatives. A private
press
Man,"
which showing
is based of
on "Miracle
the life of
St.
Anthony of Padua, will be given
Thursday. Davide Calcagni is president of Integrity Film.

Victor McLaglen, busy on one
Paramount picture, has been signed
by the studio for a second important
Borrows
Bette Davis
role in "Murder at
Vanities." West RKO
Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
•He is scheduled to the
complete his
Hollywo
od — Bette Davis has been
present role in "The Man Who
Broke His Heart" this week, and borrowed by RKO from Warners to
will report for work on the new play opposite Leslie Howard in "Of
Human Bondage." John Cromwell
picture at once.
Others in the cast will
direct from a screen play by
Cohen.
Lester
Jack Oakie and Toby Wing.
rre, W- Brisson> Kitty Carlisle,
Mitzi Green Back to Stage
In his effort to find a Julius West Coast
Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Caesar for his next Paramount picHollywood — Mitzi Green, having
ture,
ra," Cecil B. DeMille
Leigh Jason is directing an un- has resumedCleopat
decided the role in RKO's "Finishing
negotiations with War- School"
was not suited to her,
titled comedy short at Hal Roach's.
reners
for
the
loan
of
Warr
en
turning to New York from the is
Wilcoast
His cast includes Eddie Foy, Jr.,
liam. Twice previously the deal al- and
will
resume stage and radio
Lillian Miles, Eddie Borden, Doris
most went through only to be called work.
Whitney and others. The music was oil
due
to
produ
ction
plans
on
the
written by Val Burton and Will Ja- actors home lot.
Among the alterson.
Bill
O'Donnel
l
is
in
charge
of
the dance numbers.
ren William
on the
its WarV™-,?n
hlsdeal
list fail
should
third
* *
*
attempt DeMille has Clive Brook,
Philip Menvale, Sir Guy Standing
Hollywood's first dog christening and
Lewis Stone.
party was held at the
home of M.
C. Levee in honor of Warren Wil*
*
*
Complete cast of "The Firebrand,"
liam's four wire-haired terrier puppies. More than two score screen which is being put
into production
notables — and their dogs — were in- this week at the
20th Century
vited to attend the novel function. studios, is announced by Darry
l F
Louise Fazenda, Corinne Griffith
Dick Powell and Edward Everett Zanuc
k as Benne
Constance
follott,
ws: Frank
Fredric Morga
March,
n'
Horton were among the celebrities Fay Wray
, Louis Calhern, Jessie
who displayed their dogs at the
party.
John Rutherford. The production is
* *
*
Jayry Eaton and
t«i,P \v™c
e edBarnet
being
Louis Nizer
direct
by t,
Charles S. Goetz
Grego
La Cava
Joseph
P. Kennedy
Samuel Goldwyn's second Anna and the screen adaptation has been
Ben
Lyon
Ramon
Novarro
Marion
Orth
Lupe Velez
Sten picture, "Resurrection," is ex- made by Bess Meredyth.
Release of
Jack Luden
Russell Gleason
William Cary Duncan
pected to get under way by April 1.
Rouben
Mamoulian, who is to di* WiU be throu^h United
AfPt
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ANALYSIS OF MOTION
Twenty-First Installment
ARTICLE V— UNFAIR PRACTICES—PRODUCERS
(Continued)
ec. 5. Decisions
of
the
Agency
Committee
' (a) Recommendations
to Administrator
The Agency Committee shall
make findings of fact concernany dispute and shall make
recommendations to the Administrator, ifthe Committee
is unanimous. If it is not unanimous, separate recommendations may be submitted with
the report that the Committee has disagreed.
(b) Hearing
Notice and full opportunity
must be given to all interested parties to appear and be
heard at any hearing.
(c) Transcript of Testimony
A complete transcript of the
testimony and arguments
must be certified to the Administrator together with the

WORDS
WISDOM.
'TF YOU'VE got something big, ad1 vertise it. Look at Mae West."—
GEORGE JESSEL.
"Screen comedians are paid more
than public officials — because they
,are funnier." — JULIA SANDERSON.
"The chief virtues the critic can
bring to the theater are humility
and enthusiasm. These are the
chief virtues any one can bring to
the theater."— ARTHUR HOPKINS.
'Very soon we shall have on the
one hand the art cinema with its
triumphant beauty and also on the
other hand the art theater with its
triumphant beaut y." — PAUL
GREEN.

ity
recommendations
mittee.

By LOUIS NIZER
of the Com- Sec. Authority
9. Limitation on Power of Code

(d) Administrator's Final AuthorThe

Administrator may approve, reject or modify the
recommendations. He may
conduct further investigations
and hearings. The order of
the Administrator is final.
Sec. 6. Information
Producers

PICTURE CODE

Furnished

by

The Agency Committee, subject to
the approval of the Administrator,
has authority to require all Producers to furnish such information
as it may desire to carry out the
provisions of this Part.
Sec. 7. Rules of Procedure
The Agency Committee may prescribe rules of procedure for determining disputes coming before it.
Sec. 8. Definition of "Agent"
An agent is any person, firm, corporation or association who directly
or indirectly, for consideration, obtains or promises to obtain employment for any person in connection
with the production of motion pictures.
Ask Receiver for Wheeling House
Wheeling, W. Va. — Appointment
of a special receiver for the Capitol,
largest local theater and ace movie
house, is asked in an equity action
instituted in the Ohio County Circuit Court by Cleveland Trust Co.,
which claims default of bonds
amounting to $480,000.
Gamby to Take Screen Test
Maria Gambarelli, who has left
for Hollywood to appear at Grauman's Chinese Theater in conjunction with the showing of "Queen
Christina," will be tested by a major company for a role in a forthcoming musical film.
2 Cleveland Houses Reopening
Cleveland — As a result of better
local conditions, Paul Gusdanovic is
reopening the Moreland for Sunday
shows, while George Israel will reopen the Temple, colored house,
after alterations.
The Allen is reported planning to
change its policy to include stage
appearances.

The power of the Code Authority
to make rules governing the conduct
of Producers with their employees
(Article II, Section 7) does not supersede the powers of the Agency
Committee (Part 4), or the powers
of a special committee for such purpose, set forth in Part 4 (A), analyzed below.
Sec. 10. Disclosing Dual Interest of
Producer and Agent
It is an unfair trade practice for
any Producer or an employee of a
Producer, directly or indirectly,, to
carry on or be financially interested
in the business of an agent without
advising the Agency Committee of
this fact within twenty days from
the effective date of this Code.
(a) Dual
Interest
Subsequently
Acquired
If the interest is acquired
after the effective date of the
Code, then the Agency Committee must be notified within
ten days after such interest
is acquired.
(b) Public Disclosure
The Agency Committee may
require
disclosure
in
such
M-G-M
M-G-M
has
to "Repeal,"
Francis Coe
the "Saturday

Buys "Repeal"
acquired
screen rights
the story by Charles
which ran serially in
Evening Post."

Variety Club for Cleveland
Cleveland — Plans for a local Variety Club will be formed today,
when John Harris, president of the
National Variety Clubs, will meet
with a • group of local film men at
the Statler Hotel.
Warners

able.
manner

as

it

thinks

advis-

(c) Other Requirements
The Agency
Committe
may
make further rules in connection with such disclosure subject to the approval
of the
Administrator.
Part 4 (A). Rules Governing Relations Between Producers
and
Others
(a) Special Committee
The Administrator may determine, upon a fair showing and
after notice, that a special
committee shall be appointed
to adopt rules of fair practice
governing relations between:
1. Producers and writers.
2. Producers and directors.
3. Producers and technicians.
4. Producers and actors.
5. Producers and agents.
In each case the Producers and
the class interested shall be equally
represented on the committee.
(b) Appointment of Committee
The appointment of the special committee and its procedure shall be the same as in
mittee.
the case of the Agency Com(c) Making
Public
Committee's
Report
At the same time that the report of the Committee is sent
to the Administrator, it shall
be made public in such manner as the Administrator decides. (7"° &e Continued)

Tabloid Reviews of

FOREIGN

FILMS

Improve Canton House

Canton, T. — Warner's Alhambra
goes dark Feb. 10 for a week to
permit alterations. It will reopen
Feb. 17 with "Fashion Follies of
1934," according to J. Knox Strachan, manager.

"DER TRAUMENDE MUND"
("The
Dreamy Mouth"), in German, with English titles; produced by Bayerischen; directed by Paul Czinner; with Anton
Edthofor, Elizabeth Bergner, Rudolf Forster, Margarete Hrusy, Saro Fuerth, Peter

Chicago Film Relief Dance
Chicago — Extensive preparations
are being made for the Film Relief
Dinner Dance to be given at the
Medinah Athletic Club on March 4.
Henry Herbel, Jack Miller, Aaron
Saperstein, Emma Abplanalyp of the
Film Board, and Louis Abramson
comprise the committee.

Kroger, At
Hanne
Mann,
Stahl-Nachbauer.
the 79th
St. Ernst
Theater.

Jolson, Paul Moss at Cheese Club
"Compare a hundred business men
Max Mazur Promoted
Al Jolson, just back from the
with a hundred actors in their capaChicago — Max Mazur is the new
coast,
and
Paul
Moss,
new
city
licity as husbands, and you'll find that
cense commissioner, will be the sales manager for B. N. Judell. He
the success average of the actor is
far higher than that of the man who headliners at today's luncheon of the formerly managed Judell's Indianapolis branch.
deals with facts and not with fan- Cheese Club at Leone's Restaurant.
Moss will talk on censorship and
tasy."—RALPH MORGAN.
'Wonder
Bar" Serialized
kindred matters.
A
special
ten-day
fictionization
"I dislocated my shoulder once
when I was a kid and it used to slip
Loew's, Akron, Cuts Scale
based on Warner's forthcoming
"Wonder Bar" has been completed
out of place after that on the slightAkron, O. — Loew's has reduced and made available in mat to exest provocation. Now my mind is admission prices to 36 cents top at hibitors.
like that."— GRACIE
ALLEN.
night and 22 cents in the afternoon.

Engrossing love drama about a wife who
kills herself as the way out of a triangle
involving her husband's best friend, a musician. Fine musical background makes for
added entertainment value. The leading
woman, Elizabeth Bergner, will soon be
seen here in an English picture, "Catherine
the Great," which also was directed by
Paul Czinner.
"LA CRUZ Y LA ESPADA" ("The
Cross and the Sword"), in Spanish; produced by Fox; directed by Frank Strayer;
with Jose Mojica, Anita Campillo, Juan
Torena.
At the Teatro Variedades.
Enjoyable historical romance of early
California with Jose Mojica as a young
priest fighting to resist the lure of gold
and the love of a beautiful girl. Has lots
of action and several good song numbers
sung by Mojica.

THE

COLUMBIA TO SELL
ON STORY VALUES
(Continued from Page

1)

and Clark Gable. A similar policy
was carried out in the coming release, "No Greater Glory," directed
by Frank Borzage, with Lois Wilson
and Ralph Morgan as the featured
players.
"We have bought many plays and
originals for next year's program,"
said Cohn, "but we are giving all
our thought and effort to the completion of this season's schedule.
Arrangements for the New York
opening of the Capra picture are
now under way. We will back the
feature up with a heavy local and
national campaign, with radio playing an important part. The majority of our remaining productions
will receive similar treatment.
"We are not sure as to the total
number of pictures for next year for
Columbia, but the list will include
many musicals. The Grace Moore
picture will soon go in work, and
other musicals will follow as they
are accepted by the production department."
Columbia now has nine completed
productions awaiting release, three
shooting and two ready for production. The films completed are "It
Happened One Night," "No Greater Glory," "The Social Register,"
"The Line Up," "One is Guilty,"
"Speed Wings," "The Lady is Willing," "The Fighting Ranger," and
"The Man Toiler." In work are
"The Most Precious Thing in Life,"
"Sisters Under the Skin" and
"Whirlpool." Ready for the studios are "Twentieth Century" and
an untitled Grace Moore musical to
be directed by Victor Schertzinger.
In preparation are "Whom the Gods
Destroy," "Party's Over," "Black
Moon," "Red Square" and "Take the
Witness."

NEWS

DAILY

OF THE DAY

New Orleans — Mystic and Comas
Carnival balls will be filmed for
national newsreel distribution next
month by Harcol. This makes Comus' screen debut.

Chicago — Henry Herbel, manager
of
the local Universal office is takSalt Lake City — L\ T. Lane, presing a rest in Florida.
ident of the Film Board of Trade in
the Intermountain territory has been
Cleveland — Al DeShetler, exhibappointed president of the Interitor, was rushed to Lakeside Hosmountain Printers Code Board.
pital last week for an emergency
operation.
Bethany, Mo. — Fire destroyed the
Cleveland — The Allen has switchCozy theater last week.
ed its opening day from Wednesday
to Friday.

COMPLIANCE BOARDS
UP TO ROSENBLATT
(Continued from Page 1)

blesome of situations under the code.
A number of communications in reference to interpretations of labor
clauses and other matters have been
received by John C. Flinn, executive
secretary. Flinn today sends to Rosenblatt alist of about 125 names,
proposed as impartial non-industry
members of local grievance and
zoning boards.

Aim to Make Houses
Pay
Firemen's
(Continued
from Page 1)Wages

hand during performances. Movie
Fremont, 0. — Sigmund Gladstone,
houses without full stage and scenwho has been operating the Fremont
Chicago — Jack Miller, president of
ery are inspected nightly. About
under lease, has sold the lease to the Chicago Exhibitors' Ass'n, is 175 theaters in the city are required
Gastro Theaters Corp., Dover.
vacationing in Florida.
to have firemen assigned to them.
"Vanities" Stage Show Unit
Bellman Signs Liberty Releases
Paramount has bought rights to Phelps to Make Series
Jack Bellman of Hollywood Exchange yesterday signed contracts use parts of "Murder at the VaniFor DuWorld Release
with Budd Rogers for the distributies" from Earl Carroll with the obtion of all Liberty productions in
Le Roy Phelps, cameraman for
ject of incorporating them in a stage
Washington, Philadelphia, Buffalo
Frank Buck's "Wild Cargo," has
and New York. Rogers, New York show which will play the New York been
signed by Arche Mayers and
representative for Liberty, is now and Brooklyn Paramount theaters. Irvin Shapiro to produce a series
negotiating for release in other ter- Paramount also is filming "Murder of wild animal shorts for DuWorld
ritories of the entire Liberty 1934release. Phelps left yesterday for
35 schedule of eight productions. at the Vanities."
Florida. His trip will include Texas
First three films are completed.
and Mexico.
They are "Cheaters," "When Strang2 Educationals for RKO Circuit
ers Meet" and "Take the Stand."
"The Good Bad Man," Education- Must File Quittner Briefs by Friday
It is possible that Damon Runyon's
al - Coronet Comedy featuring
Judge Caff ey in the U. S. District
"The Quitter" will be started next
week. Production is at the Pathe Charles Judels and Tom Patricola, Court, New York, has given counsel
and "The Three Bears," a Terry- for Edward Quittner, suing ParaStudios, Culver City.
Toon, have been booked to play the
mount under the anti-trust laws,
RKO
metropolitan circuit.
until Friday to file briefs.
Dembow, Wilby for Re-election
Re-election of Sam Dembow, Jr.
as president and Robert Wilby as
vice-president of North Carolina
Theaters is scheduled to take place
at the annual meeting Feb. 13 in
Greensboro. The corporation is a
Paramount affiliate.

Judge Cox to Hear Rembusch Suit
Judge Cox will hear the Frank
Rembusch anti-trust suit against
major companies and the Hays
association which is scheduled to go
on trial today in the U. S. District
By CHAS. ALICOATE '■
TPHE Ritz Brothers have been Court, New York. Graham & Reynolds is representing the plaintiff.
signed by Educational for a
short subject scheduled to start in
"Hi, Nellie" Equals "Footlight"
three weeks. Joe Rivkin of the Leo
Week-end business for "Hi, NelMorrison office closed the deal.
lie" at the New York Strand

SHORT SHOTS from
EASTERN STUDIOS

G&rtrude Niesen started work
yesterday in a two-reel Vitaphone
musical comedy, "Darling Enemy."
A cast of over 100 bit and extra
players has been assembled to support Miss Niesen in this short.

Chicago — The Parkway, North
Side house, has been closed for remodeling and will be reopened within a few weeks.

Tuesday, Feb. 6, 1934

equalled the receipts for "Footlight
Parade" in the corresponding period,
it was stated by Warners yesterday.
The picture holds over.
Fourth Week for "Fashions"
"Fashions of 1934" will hold for a
fourth week at the Hollywood on
Broadway. The First National picture also opens at the Brooklyn
Strand tomorrow evening.

Joe Ruttenberg has been signed
to handle the cameras on the feaMike Kahn Joins Majestic
ture, "Frankie and Johnnie," which
is scheduled to be put into producChicago — Mike Kahn, formerly
tion by Chester Erskin within the with Fox, has replaced Percy Banas manager of Majestic Pictures
next ten days at the Biograph Stu- here.
dio.
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Average Film Footage Increases Over Year Ago

WTAPHflNHRPI SUIT GIB BACK TO ARBITRATION
Spread of 'Keno'
Competition WorriesDelaware
Exhibitors
Ruling
Denies
Disguised Gambling Games
Censorship

. meeting more

resistance

By DON CARLE GILLETTE =
QV1DENCE of opposition to state censor*— ship of motion pictures is accumulating
at such a rate that those reformers who,
deprived of prohibition as a field of activity, have been looking to the movies as
their next most profitable battleground,
are likely to find the sailing pretty rough.
Though the latest attempt to end censorship in tough old Virginia did not
achieve the desired end, the campaign
resulted in exposing the silliness of censorial activities to such an extent that a
great amount of salutary good was done.
This was accomplished chiefly through
a series of very intelligent front-page
articles by A. B. Clarke and Clarence E.
Boykin in the "Richmond Times-Dispatch"
under the general heading of "Movie
Censors — Why?"
•
WHEN
the Messrs. Clarke and Boykin
point out that, to insist Virginia must
have censorship is either to argue for similar nationwide control or to admit that
citizens in states without censors are being
demoralized or are morally stronger than
Virginians, they put their fingers on the
button that lights up and unmasks the
whole ludicrous situation.
And they might have added: when Virginians wander off, as most of them frequently do, from the shelter of their own
state into adjoining communities having no
legal censorship, what can the home state
moral watchdogs do to prevent their
charges from coming in contact with the
allegedly undesirable elements againsf
which they are guarded at home?

•

PRESUME that certain screen matter
might be injurious to morals in one
state and not in another is too laughable
for words.
Such reasoning comes from censors who
have been appointed on political grounds
regardless of their practical qualifications
for the work.
From any standpoint, public sentiment
and existing laws provide far better protection than the farce now being enacted
by political appointees under the name of
censorship.

TO

Lasky Staying

Become Serious Opposition in Many Cities
Exhibitors throughout the country report an alarming new element
of competition in the form of concession games common to the carnival midway and which are drawing tremendous crowds in some of
the larger cities.
In the Los Angeles district, under the guise of "tango parlors,"
this competition recently flourished
with drastic effects on the theaters,
until local authorities got wise to
the fact that it was a gambling
(Continued on Page

4)

THEA. SERVICE UNION
MODIFYING ITS TERMS

West Coast Bur., THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Reported differences between Jesse L. Lasky and Winfield R.
Sheehan are understood to have been
ironed out and the unit producer is
definitely remaining with Fox. Reports
had him switching to RKO release, but
this was denied by Sidney R. Kent, Fox
president. Laskey returned from the
southeast on Monday to resume work.

FEWER ONE-REELERS
ON
NEW ED'L LINEUP
A reduction of 25 per cent is contemplated in Educational's
er schedule
for 1934-35 one-reelrelease
through Fox, Earle W. Hammons
told early
Film toDaily
too
state yesterday.
any definite "It
plan,is

but it is possible that after a conference with John D. Clark of Fox,
Educational
may provide for 78 oneCircuits which sign with the
for the coming season comBuilding Service Employes Union reelers pared
with 106 for the present
without forcing a recourse to a
Hammons.
twostrike will receive concessions in the year," said
(Continued
on Page "The
4)
matter of wage scales and other
conditions, it was stated yesterday
by Charles C. Levey, secretary of Jam Handy Adds 100 Men
(Continued

on Page

4)

Musicals Ringing B.O. Bell
All Over, Says Jules Levy
More musicals in the new season's
programs will boost business
throughout the country to a great
degree, Jules Levy stated to Film
Daily yesterday on his return from
(Continued

on Page

4)

In Commercial Film Rush

Detroit — A hundred workers have
been added by Jam Handy Picture
Service, producers of commercial
films, according to Jamieson Handy,
president. Total payroll of the comfirms'
auto Handy
With the
amongpany major
clients,
now is 350.
studios have orders on hand to keep
the present staff busy until June.

72'Min. Average Footage Now
Against 67 Minutes a Year Ago
Wm.
On
A
was

Footage of features has shown a
K. Howard Optimistic slight
increase in the past year or
Outlook for Film Code so since exhibitors lodged wide comcomplaints about short-length, and the
new note in Hollywood
ments on the motion picture code average now runs to 72 minutes,
sounded
yesterday
by Wil- compared with 67 minutes more than
who declared that a year ago,
liam K. Howard,
it is onshown
(Continued
Page in
6) a tabu(Continued on Page 6)

Court Jurisdiction in
Royalty Action
FILM

Bv N. M. MacLEOD
DAILY
Staff Correspondent

Wilmington, Del. — Chancery Court
should have refused to assume
jurisdiction in the $40,000,0000 accounting and injunction suit filed
by Vitaphone Corp., subsidiary of
Warner Bros., against Electrical Reterday. search Products, the State Supreme
Court held in an opinion filed yesThe Supreme Court further holds
that former Chief Justice James
Pennewill, sitting in Chancery
Court, committed an error when he
overruled (Continued
ERPI's plea
that6) the maton Page

FILM CODE ASSENTS
PASS 7,000 MARK
Total number of assents filed with
the Code Authority jumped to 7,005
yesterday, showing an increase of
71 over the previous day's announcement. The Authority's committee on
vaudeville and presentations labor
met last night at the New York A.
C. to study
the records
(Continued
on Page of4)the hear-

u.

S. Supreme Court
Upholds Ban on Prizes

Washington Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — Decision of the Supreme Court, upholding the Federal
Trade Commission in its order
against a candy company that had
(Continued on Page

6)

10% Tax Passes Miss. House
Jackson, Miss. — The House of Representatives has passed almost unanimously
a bill re-enacting the 10 per cent
amusement tax. Exhibitors had hoped
to have this tax reduced to 2 per cent
in line with the state retail sales tax.
but with this action of the House little
hope

is seen.
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I.T.O.A. and Local 306
Cokell is Questioned
Told to Adjust Dispute
At Paramount Hearing
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Attorney Saul E. Rogers, counsel
for a group of Paramount Publix
bondholders, questioned Walter B.
Cokell, assistant treasurer, along
lines of relatives of executives on
':he company's payroll, at a meeting
of creditors yesterday at the office
of Referee Henry K. Davis. Cokell
recalled submitting a list of relatives to John Hertz, chairman of the
finance committee, at Hertz's request. He said he did not remember
all the names on the list. S. S.
Isseks, attorney representing the
trustees, also examined. The meeting was adjourned until Feb. 20.
Another meeting of creditors takes
place this afternoon to pass on a
compromise on a claim of Harry K.
Stone in connection with Brockton
4heaters. He originally sought $16.231.25 but the compromise plan offers $7,500.

N?than Yamins Opposes
Code Board Nominations

Granting the I.T.O.A. motion for
re-argument and then affirming his
original decision temporarily enjoining the I.T.O.A. from employing members of the Allied Motion
Picture Operators union in the action brought by Local 306, Supreme
Court Justice Collins, in an opinion
handed down yesterday, advised the
litigants to adjust their disputes
either among themselves or through
the NRA machinery and, failing in
that, to proceed with trial at the
earliest possible moment.

Form Cleve. Variety Club
Cleveland — The Cleveland Variety
Club was organized yesterday at a
meeting in the Statler Hotel attended by John Harris and other members of the national Variety Club.
Officers elected were: J. E. Fontaine,
Pres.; H. M. Addison and Frank
Drew, Vice-Pres.; I. J. Schmertz,
Secretary; M. B. Horwitz, Treasurer. Directors are: George Roberts,
Nat Holt, Nat Wolf, E. F. Flanigon,
Harry Howlett and Fred Meyers.

Opposition by Nathan Yamins,
Allied's representative on the Code
Authority, to membership proposals
for the Boston grievance and zoning Would Probe Code Setups
Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
boards made by major company ofWashington — A senate resolution
ficials is understood to be a princinal reason for delay in finally de- calling for the records of all personnel concerned with the formulaeding upon personnel of the local
tion and enforcement of codes was
bodies. The tangle will again re- offered by Senator Nye yesterday.
ceive consideration at the Code AuMajority leader Robinson asked that
thority meeting scheduled for Fri- it go over for consideration at a
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Henry King to Sail from Florida
tion to Charles E. Kurtzman and
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Paramount
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31/4
Harry Greenman. Koplar is among
333/8 141/8
Henry King, who left New York
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Exch. . . .
147/8
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yesterday for Florida, will embark
143/4 —
l/2 the owners of the St. Louis, taken
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1/4
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the
Fox1/2 as well.
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Warner
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24
directorial
effort, "Carolina," has
do pfd
243,4
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Musicians to Hold Referendum
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—
opened in several out-of-town spots
NEW
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CURB
MARKET
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Technicolor
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to hold a referendum on New York first-run at the Radio
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Trans-Lux
23/4
2V2
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local autonomy
for the Associated
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1/2
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MARKET
Musicians of Greater New York, City Music Hall following "Nana."
Universal Buys Two Stories
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7
7ys +
—
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Federation of Musicians. Aim is to West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
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Loew
6s 41ww
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42
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from Carl Laemmle, Jr.,
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Trumbull on Hays Publicity
Paramount 6s47 ctfs. 42
H/4
in
New
York. The stories are
35
36
35
Par. By. 5i/2s51 .... 39
Walter
Trumbull,
newspaper
man
—
38
who was associated with Col. Louis "Frailty," by Edith and Edward
Par. By. 5y2s51
ctfs. 355/8 393/4
42
+ 2
and "Humbug," by Max
Par. 5l/2s50 ctfs.. .. 42
McHenry Howe, President's aide, in Ellis,
90
90
Marcin,
563/4 563/4 +
Pathe 7s37
90
a series of radio talks, has been free
hand.who will direct it with a
—
assigned publicity duties at the
Warner's 6s39
58i/2
Hays Office in New York.
N. Y. PRODUCE
EXCHANGE SECURITIES
Dick Sutherland
Dead
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Para.
Publix
4l/8
3i/2
4l/8 +
Giving Chair Demonstration
Hollywood — Dick Sutherland,
55,
J. George Fineberg gives a lunch- for years a character actor on the
eon and demonstration of his new screen and the stage, died at his
Millionaire Usher Marries
theater chair tomorrow noon at the home here a few days ago.
Everett, Mass. — William H. Quigley,
Hotel Astor.
local young man who inherited a quarter
Nat Fields Dead
million and still kept his job as usher
in a theater here, has pulled another
"Dark Hazard" for Rialto
Detroit — Nat Fields, brother of
surprise by marrying a New Hampshire
Edward G. Robinson in "Dark Lew Fields and formerly an actor
girl whom he kept in ignorance of his
wealth
until after the ceremony.
Hazard," First National picture, will1 in film comedies with the Sidney
Drews, died here a few days ago.
play the Rialto starting Feb. 21.
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You'll
see it !talking
able to world
soonthebe whole
You'll hear
• soon
|
I about

it!

The screen's

mightiest i

"NO
spectacle,
| soul-stirring
GREATER GLORY," Frank Bor- 1
* zage's masterly production based j
i on Ferenc Molnar's famous novel. ,

FINANCIAL

• Drama with a punch!

Stars with

I pulling power! ELISSA

LANDI

J and JOSEPH SCHILDKRAUT in
i "Sisters Under The Skin," with
Frank Morgan. Directed by David
, Burton. Keep your eyes on this one!/ »
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SPORT CHAMPIONS
M-G-M ODDITIES
GOOFY MOVIES

The Name That Has Won The Greatest
Recognition In Short Subjects During
The Past Year!

Dialogue by

PETE
SMITH

Pete Smith writes his own dialogue and delivers it
himself... in a salty, natural, witty way that has made
him a happy habit with millions of picture-goers. The
*PETE SMITH name on your program adds sparkle to the
complete show. His SPORT CHAMPIONS and ODDITIES

READY
FOR
YOUR LIGHTS!

PETE SMITH

are widely played . . . but we predict his new series
GOOFY MOVIES will be your next Short Subject favorite!
* ''Handlebars" , "Fine Feathers" ,''Menu" got a big hand. "Inflation" was
rated 1933 's best.

SHORTS -M-G-M

■•■

THE

-Z8£&
DAILY

KENO' COMPETITION
WORRIES EXHIBITORS
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MOHGthe

FILM CODE ASSENTS
PASS WOO MARK
(.Continued from Page

(Continued from Page

1)

proposition. Grand Rapids, where
more than 5,000 persons daily were
"beano," the
being attracted
e againstby gambling also
ordinanc
was invoked and the joints closed.^
Another campaign against "keno"
and "bingo" games is now under way
in Columbus, where Business Manager P. J. Wood of the M.P.T.O. of
Ohio is leading the attack. Similar
"corn games"
including
concession
and
others,lottery
propositions, have
been reported from numerous towns.
In most cases the games were set up
by carnival concessionaires who have
had a bad outdoor season in the last
few years and were driven to other
channels of operation.

Theater Service Union
Modifying
Its Terms
(Continued from Page 1)

the union. Levey said he was 99
per cent certain that the Rialto,
Roxy, Randforce Circuit and Paramount Publix would sign the union's
closed shop contracts by Saturday.
He also declared that since last Friday all major circuits have "promised" to deal with the union.

Musicals Ringing B. O. Bell
All Over, Says Jules Levy

PHIL

M

DALY

•
• IT'S A Howling Success
"Palooka" and
you can take that literally
for at the trade show at the
Astor it had hardboiled gents like Harold Franklin laughing
long, loud and wholeheartedly
haven't heard so much spontaneous glee in a theater since Jimmie Durante's schnozzle became a National Institution
and that's a long time, mates.

• • • A BIG radio plug is being given Jerome Kern's
musical numbers for "The Cat and the Fiddle," which
operetta M-G-M releases in film form February 16
the
various song numbers are being featured on eight different programs on as many evenings Didja see that Liggett's drugstore window opposite the Radio City Music Hall?
it
displays 35 stills of the Anna Sten film furore, "Nana"
comes pretty near being a record for a single window display.

•
•
• THE BOYS are still talking about that fishing trip
last month down in Laredo, Texas
where Jack Pickens
was host to a gang that included Sam Dembow, Oules Levy,
George Schaefer, Stanley Waite, E. V. Richards, Karl Hoblitzelle, Harold Robb, Ed Rowley, Herb Mclntyre
it is planned
to make it an annual affair

Coming and Going
MARION GERING, who is to direct "Her
Master's Voice" for Paramount, leaves the coast
next week for New York to see the play, now
current
on Broadway.
HENRY KING
Florida en route

left New York yesterday for
to Panama.

ZASU PITTS will come to New York for a
vacation after finishing her role in Fox's "3
on a Honeymoon." HENRIETTA CROSMAN
also may come east.

•
•
• WE SEE by the public prints that the newspaper
editors are all steamed up
over the comings and goings
of Mister Rouben Mamoulian and Mile. Garbo
was Greta
on board that train with Rouben coming East
the Pennsy
Railroad sez yes
and if so, what of it?
looks to us
like another clever publicity stunt of her pressagey
her
Mystery Atmosphere having fizzled, something else had to be
done to keep her in the limelight she has a lotta tough
competition now
with the Hepburns and Stens grabbing
the limelight

MR. and MRS. DAVID WARFIELD sail today
on
the Queen of Bermuda for a jaunt to Bermuda.
BELA LUGOSI leaves about the end of the
month for the coast to make "The Black Cat"
for Universal, after which he will produce
and star himself on the stage in Sam Warshawsky's "Pagan Fury," probably opening in
Chicago
in April.
CHARLES F. HYNES, publicity director for
Gaumont-British of America, is back from a
trip to Minneapolis.
H. S. BAREFORD has returned to New York
from the Coast.
HARRY M. WARNER, who was expected
back in New York next week from the Coast,
has been delayed owing to the illness of his
father.
MERLIN H. AYLESWORTH left for the coast
yesterday.
He will return in about four days.
SYLVIA SIDNEY left for the coast yesterday
to resume work at Paramount.
CARL-GERHARD WALLMAN, RKO representative in Scandinavia, sails for Europe on the
Saturday.

Bremen

Fewer One-Reelers
On New
Educat'l
(Continued
from Page 1)Lineup

reeler schedule of 52 will continue

• • • THE LAUGH lines come along with the regularity
of surf breaking on the beach
and they have you floundering, gurgling and gasping
trying to get your breath for
the next submersion of hilarity
it must have taken a half
dozen comedy writers to turn out those lines
no one or two
writers could possibly be that good
United Artists have
a Laugh Show that they can tout to the sky limit
and
every cash customer will come out after seeing it and agree
that here is one pix that wasn't Oversold

(Continued from Page 1)

a tour of southern RKO exchanges.
"Box office results being hung up by
our musical releases form the basis
of my contention," said Levy. "In
every key city musicals are hitting
new highs in box office results."

1)

ing held last week at the Hotel
Astor in connection with demands
for modification of various code
clauses. Its report, which is expected to contain recommendations;
for at least three major revisions,
will be presented to the Authority
at its next meeting Friday.

• •
• WE ARE glad to note that Aline MacMahon is the
most popular character actress on the screen
as far as
the Britishers are concerned
for this was the outcome of a
contest held by the London "Daily Mail"
her first starving
vehicle, "Heat Lightning," will open soon on Broadway. . .
we have always thought that Warners had a marvelous bet in
Aline
IF they will have some films built exclusively to fit
her highly original and individualistic style of comedy
*
sfc *
■%.
• •
over in
will be
players

• MEMBERS OF the
New York for two days
interviewed tonite over
are Mary Carlisle, Anna

«

«

«

Moulin Rouge Caravan stopping
on its cross-country tour
WOR by Radie Harris the
Q. Nilsson and Rosco Ates

»

»

»

forHammons
the new season."
expects to leave for
London next month to confer with
Gaumont-British officials regarding
the renewal of Educational's deal
with Ideal Pictures for distribution
in Great Britain. The present ten
year contract expires in September.

Walkathon Contests
Plaguing the South

Birmingham — Walkathon contests
in practically every city of any sfze
in the South are giving theaters
strong competition. With so-called
floor shows and big publicity, the
contests are packing them in nightly. The local contest closed last
week after running nearly four
months and theater business picked
up immediately. Contests are on
at New Orleans, Little Rock, Houston, San Antonio, Nashville, Mobile
and other large cities of the South.

Eddie Cantor Opposes
Change in Chorus Pay
Threatening to resign as a member of the Code Authority if the
proposal to cut the $25 weekly minimum pay for chorus girls is put
through, Eddie Cantor plans to appear at the C. A. meeting on Friday
and protest against the changes demanded by vaudeville interests.
Though he has no vote on the Authority, Cantor says he can holler
loud.
"Carolina" Held Over
Detroit — "Carolina," Fox picture,
is being held for a second week,
moving from the Fox to the Downtown.

A COLD

SNAP!
(2yNAP

yo' fingers, gentlemen, at that

ole davil Winter. It's a snap to do business in the snappiest kind of weather with "Fashion Follies of 1934."
Ask
Mr.

George
Zero

Trendle

at his Detroit

how

he made

a monkey

"Fashions" premiere

out of

last Friday!

Ask the boys at the Washington Earle about their sensational
opening the same day in 8 — count

'em — 8 inches of snow!

Ask anybody at the Metropolitan Boston about the swell opening
they got, with traffic tied up tighter than Houdini in the rope trick!
But don 't ask anybody whether they think any other company
can topWarners at the box-office .. .They'll think you're crazy!

FOR

THOSE

LONG,

COLD

WINTER

EVENINGS

WE

RECOMMEND

WM. POWELL-FASHION FOLLIES OF 1934
OR ALMOST ANY OTHER W A R N E R BROS. SHOW YOU CAN MENTiON
Directed
by
Bette Davis,

William
Dieterle.
Numbers
directed and created
Veree Teasdale,
Frank
McHugh,
Hugh
Herbert.
Vitagraph, Inc., Distributer:

by Busby Berkeley.
With
A First National Picture

I

—JXIfrl
VITAPHONE-ERPI SUIT
BACK TO ARBITRATION
(Continued from Page

1)

ters involved in the suit should be
submitted to arbitration in New
York, and erred in directing the defendant to file an. answer to the bill
of complaint.
The opinion concludes by declaring that the arbitration proceedings involving the claims in the diswhich have been in progpute
ress inandNew York for four years
have not wholly broken down and
failed in their purpose, and that
the complainant was not justified in
repudiating the obligations entered
into bv it and having done so is en'to no relief from the courts
of thistitledstate.
When the litigation was started
ded
early last year, ERPI contenfrom
that Vitaphone was barred
bringing action in Delaware or any
other courts by an arbitration
agreement under the laws of New
York and that the arbitration covenenant entered into was valid,Chief
forceable and irrevocable.
Justice Pennewill, held however,
that the arbitration covenant does
not bar Vitaphone from bringing
the action. From this decision
ERPI appealed to the Supreme
Court.
Vitaphone brought the action to
collect royalties it alleged was due
beit under contracts entered into
tween the two companies in 1927
for the licensing of producers and
exhibitors to use sound recording
and producing apparatus developed
differences beby the two. The
tween the two corporations were
New York for
in
tion
under arbitra
four years and about $750,000 was
expended, but no agreement was
reached. ERPI charged that Vitaphone withdrew from arbitration
and then brought the action here.
Vitaphone charged ERPI with
breach of contract. Chancery Court
had restrained ERPI from attempting to resume arbitration of the dispute.

2 New Kaimann Companies
St. Louis — Among several new
amusement and realty organizations
in which Clarence Kaimann, prominent North St. Louis exhibitor, is
a large stockholder are Kaimann
Bros., Inc., and Hyde Park Amusement Co.
No (Etus^de by Moss
Paul Most, New York's new Commissioner of License!, has no intentions of
launching a drive; against showj as currently given^ in picture anfl legitimate
houses, he told members or the Cheese
Club yesterday at their weekly luncheon.
"The public itself functions as the best
and most competent censors," declared
Moss, who is the brother of B. S.
Moss, former circuit operator. "It will
not tolerate offensive shows."

DAILV
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AVERAGEFILMFOOTAGE
RISES TO 72 MINUTES

A LITTLE from "LOTS
By RALPH WILK

HOLLYWOOD

T ILA LEE has just received two
assignments, one in "Fox Follies" and the other opposite Jack
Holt in Columbia's "Whirlpool."
Barbara (Snoony) Blair will make
her initial First National appearance
in "Sawdust,"* with
* Joe* E. Brown.
Wynne Gibson will have the featured role in |l Gi%jMy Ljrve,"
Vicki Baum story being;i>roducgd by
B. F. Zeidman |or Uni\jj|rsal. M r
Hugh Herbert has been assigned
to Warner's "A Gentleman from San
*
*
Francisco." *
Clara Blandick and Grant Mitchell
are
additions
to M-G-M's
"The

Howard Estabrook, who has just
completed the screen play and dialogue for "Green Gold," a Charles
Rogers-Paramount production,
moved back this week to M-G-M,
where he is under contract, to start
work on the "David Copperfield"
story, which George Cukor will direct.
%
^
*
Clarence Brown, contrary to reports, has made only four tests of
prospective crooners for the lead opposite Joan Crawford in "Pretty
Sadie McKee," the cost of said tests
totalling approximately $1,000. However, it appears that M-G-M is seeking James Dunn on a loan from the
Fox lot for the role.

Francis Edwards Faragoh, who is
* *
*
Showoff."
writing the screen play and dialogue
John Peverell Marley, cameraman,
"Alien Corn," which Edward H.
and Virginia Ruth McAdoo, plan to for
Griffith is to direct for RKO, is bemarry in a few days.
ing sought by Universal to write the
Edward Everett Horton and Gene- screen version for "The Hunchback
vieve Tobin.have the featured roles make
of Notre
"U" plans
to'
intoDame,"
one of which
its biggest
specials
in
"Bachelor
Wife,"
which
goes
in
on
next
year's
program.
work at Universal next week with
5-e

£

%

Lloyd Corrigan directing. "U" also
has borrowed Philip Reed for "GlaIrving Pichel, on completing his
mour."
present assignment in RKO's "The
Crime Doctor," moves to First National to enact the featured charrole in "The
Gate,"
which acter
William
DieterleGolden
will direct.
16mm. Group to Elect in March
Election of officers of the Miniature Movies Institute and 16mm.
Board of Trade will take place in
March. Through the efforts of A.
D. V. Storey, a merger of interests
in this field was recently effected
and luncheon meetings have been
resumed on the third Thursday of
each month at the Hotel Victoria.
M-G-M Buys Star Vehicle
West Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — "Star Express," original by P. J. Wolfson and Allen
Rivkin, has been bought by M-G-M
for early production with a number of stars in it.
Loew Books "Gow"
"Gow," south sea cannibal and
head hunter picture released by The
Film Exchange, has been booked by
the Loew Circuit. It opens Feb. 12.
Cagney Film Retitled
"Always a Gent" is the new title
of James Cagney's latest Warffer
release
previously known as " Stocks
and
Bonds.
a-nA
"R««/lc
»
f; .

"I Was a Spy" for Carnegie
"I Was a Spy," Gaumont-British
picture recently shown at theJRoxy\
opens at the Little CarnegieCftodary
for a run.

Edward H. Griffith has discovered
a neighborhood theater in Los Angeles which features local talent
each month in amateur plays written and directed by high school
pupils.
Two byof Griffith
last week's
were
sought out
and cast
are to
be
given tests for minor roles in "Alien
New Contract for Durante
West

Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Jimmy Durante has
signed
Corn." a new M-G-M contract. He
is now appearing in "Hollywood
Party." The company also has
signed a new contract with Elizabeth Allan, English actress, who has
just finished work in "Mystery of
the Dead Police" and "Men in
RKO Buys "Gay Divorcee"
RKO has purchased screen rights
White."
to "The Gay Divorcee" play by,
Dwight Taylor of the Radio Pictures
writing staff. The play is now proving a success in London with Fred
Astaire, who will also be starred in
the screen production.

"Little Women"

Big in London
London (By Cable)— RKO's "Little Women," which opened at the
Regal last Friday, has broken all
records to date, according to Sol A.
Newman, RKO representative here.
Powers' Cartoon at Roxy
"The Little
Red comedy,
Hen," a Powers'
ComiColor
cartoon
has been
booked by the Roxy on the bill
starting Friday.

Charles Somma a Candidate
Richmond Va. — Charles A. Somma, theater operator, is a candidate
for the common council.

(Continued from Page

1)

lation of 250 late releases. Exclusive of westerns and independent
product, the average would be well
over 80 minutes. Many of the west
eras run under 60 minutes, while
independent pictures hover pretty
much between 60 and 70.

U. S. Supreme Court
Upholds
Ban on Prizes
(Continued from Page 1)
he expects it will work out satisfac
torily. "It won't prove as bad as
many people believe," said the director, who recently completed "Cat
and the Fiddle" and "This Side oi
Heaven" for M-G-M. The latter picture opens at the Capitol on Friday.
Howard foresees a production
tendency toward costume pictures,
following the success of the new
Garbo film and others. He leaves
New York within a few days on his
return to the Coast, making a brief
stop in Ohio to visit his mother.

Wm. K. Howard Optimistic
On Outlook
for Film Code
(Continued from Page 1)
enclosed prizes for "bait" in candy
packages, is seen as likely to have
a bearing on giveaways by theaters
when and if the issue comes to a
test. The prizes were deemed an
unfair practice by the Commission.
This was previously overruled by
the Circuit Court of Appeals.

16 Pictures Under Way
At Fox Film Studios
West Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Between pictures in
work, in the cutting room and in
preparation, 16 films are currently
under way at the Fox studios. Five
are being edited, as follows: "Coming Out Party," "I Believed in You,"
"David Harum," "Bottoms Up," and
a Spanish
production,
"Masquerade." In final
shooting stages
are
"Fox Follies," "All Men Are Enemies," "3 on a Honeymoon," "Murder in Trinidad" and "George
White's Scandals." Those set to
start this month include "Odd Thursday," "Gold Rush," "Now I'll Tell,"
"Manhattan Love Song," "Springtime for Henry" and "The World
Moves Ethel
On." Bergman Resigns
Cleveland — Ethel Epstein Bergman, with the local Fox exchange
for 17 years, mostly as office manager, has resigned.
Rembusch

Suit

Put

Over

The Frank Rembusch conspiracy suit
against major companies and the Hays
office was yesterday put over in the U.
S. District Court, Judge Coxe presiding,
until Feb. 13. Move occurred at request of Max D. Steuer, representing
the defendants.

GET THE JUMP ON THE OTHER FELLOW
DEVILTIGER IS READY FOR YOU NOW!
Enough amazing Animal Fights
for half-a-dozen Thrilling
Features— Packed into halfa-dozen Breathless Reels!!!
SEE IT! Prints NOW

in all Fox exchanges. Beat

the field! Get the jump! Set your dates on "Devil
Tiger" NOW!

ASIA'S FIERCEST JUNGLE BEASTS
CLASH IN MORTAL COMBAT!!!
Directed by CLYDE

E. ELLIOTT

director of "BRING 'EM BACK ALIVE"

And a complete line of
seat-telling accessories
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IT'S HERE!

I

I invite you all to ■attend
£s
the New York Premiere
of the U 16, with Floating
Comfort— "The New Dea>
in
Theatre and
Seating"— or
Thursday
Friday o)
this week, at the Astor
Hotel, Suite 1 58.

Intimate in Character
Internationa! in Scope
Independent in Thought

M3L.

LXV.
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NEW
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fECCtARy

The Daily Newspaper
Of Motion
Pictures
Now Sixteen Years Old

8,

Duals

last- West Indep'ts Join in New Ft

lAJORSmCREASING FEATURE OUTPUT NEXTSEASON
Ready for Arbitration of Vitaphone Action

rpi Now

Sees Way Cleared for the
Resumption of Hearings
in Royalty Issue
Commenting' on the Delaware SuIpreme Court decision in the Vitaphone action for sound royalties,
Electrical Research Products yesterIday stated that it was ready to reIsume arbitration of the issue. The
Istatement said :
"The decision entered by the Delaware Supreme Court yesterday is
{Continued on Page

10)

BRANDT RE-ELECTED
HEAD OF I. T. 0. A.
Harry Brandt was re-elected
President of the I.T.O.A. yesterday
; at a meeting at the Hotel Astor.
I Other new officers are: First Vice.Pres., Leo Justin; Second Vice.-Pres.,
Bernard Barr;'Treas., Hyman Rachmil; Sec, Maurice Brown.
Paul Moss, new License Commissioner, who was a guest, told the
exhibitors that grafting on the part
of some license inspectors must
He appealed to the theaterstop.
(Continucd

on Page

2)

More Studio Expansion
Under Way in England
London — Following announcement
of the new production company
formed by Stanley Lupino, London
Film Productions has taken over the
former Whitehall Studio for six
months from Consolidated Film Studios, headed by J. V. Bryson, who
size and restore
double its
plans to Continued
on Page 11)

on "Gallant Lady"
Sermon
Cleveland — In an arrangement effected
by H. M. Addison of Loew's, "The
Gallant Lady" was used as the title of
a sermon at the First Unitarian Church
here while United Artists' "Gallant
Lady", starring Ann Harding, was having its first-run. The notice was played
up on the church's
bulletin board.

Would Make Survey of Broadcasting
Washington

Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — Authority to create a committee to survey and report on radio
casting will be requested
of President
Roosevelt
by Secretary
of Commerce
learned yesterday.

it was

broadRoper,

I. T. 0. A. TO IGNORE SEE NEWSREEL HOUSES
NRA BOARD RULING A COMING INSTITUTION
The I.T.O.A. will ignore ruling
of the local NRA Compliance Board
ordering exhibitor associations to
reinstate 55 operators released by
eleven houses last fall. This was the
decision reached at a meeting yesterday. The unit intends to carry
the case to the U. S. Supreme Court,
if necessary, it was declared last
night.

380 Pictures Tentatively
Planned by 8 Companies
for 1934-35

Output of features by major companies next season is slated for an
increase, according to the tentative
plans of eight leading producers
showing an aggregate of about 380
pictures contemplated.
Preliminary programs shape up
as follows: Paramount, 60; WarnerFirst National, 60; Fox, 52 (minimum); M-G-M, 52; RKO, 52; Universal, 40; United Artists, 25 (max-'
imum);
Columbia, 32.
>

Newsreel theaters will eventually
become institutions in all cities, with
the public attending them with
much the same eagerness that they
read their newspapers, it was predicted yesterday by Harold Wondsel, vice-president of Newereel Theaters, Inc., new company which is
reopening the Embassy on Saturday with 45-minute programs of
exclusively Pathe News material.
17 Theater Workers Quit
New ideas will be employed in the
Assents to the motion picture
of the Embassy Pathe
In Union Controversy operation
Newsreel Theater, said Wondsel, cede yesterday reached the 7,147
Seventeen employes, members of who has had extensive experience
mark, increasing by 142 okays sine'e
the Building Service Employes
Movietone
and 11)
now is edi- the previous day. Deadline for filon Page
Union, walked out at the Paramount with Fox Continued
ing approvals is Feb. 28.
Theater, Stapleton, S. L, Tuesday
evening after a meeting at which
Kuykendall Reports Exhibs Mountan Makes New Deal
the alleged action of the manage100 Per Cent Behind Code
With Screencraft Prods.
ment in asking the employes to deExhibitors are showing 100 per
stroy their union cards and then
A new contract whereby Screenin the cent disposition to support the mo- craft Productions will produce the
inserting a help wanted "ad"
dewas
"Advance"
Island
Staten
tion picture code, declared Ed Kuy- remainder of the Showmens Picnounced, it was said yesterday by
tures lineup has been closed by
kendall, M. P. T. 0. A. head, followCharles C. Levey, secretary of the
ing his arrival in New York yester- David J. Mountan, president of
day from Mississippi. All believe Showmens. Al Alt, Abe Prell and
union. This action has terminated
difficulties arise un- Sam Katzman, officials of Screen(Continued on Page 2)
negotiations with Paramount-Pub- that whatever
craft, have returned to the coast
lix, Levey added.
from New York following conclusion
of the deal, and production of
"St. Louis Woman" begins Tuesday.

Indep't Associations Join
In Fight for Double Bills

Although the Independent Motion
Virginia Admission Tax
Picture Producers & Distributors
nor
Gover
Ass'n in Hollywood has decided to
Abandoned by
Richmond — Addressing the Legis- retain its own identity, it has agreed
lature yesterday, Governor Peery to work together with the Federation of the M. P. Industry of New
said he had abandoned the proposal
for a 5-cent admission tax in elim- York in dealing with problems confronting independents, particularly
inating $312,000 from recommendations. Opponents of the bill said the in fighting any restrictions on doumovie tax would cause hundreds of
according to a teleble features,
(Continued on Page 10)
small theaters to close.

142 MORE ASSENTS
RECEIVED YESTERDAY

"Devil

Tiger"

Jams

Rialfo

Fox's "Devil Tiger", the Clyde

E.

Elliott jungle picture, h3d them standing up almost from the opening hour
yesterday morning at the Rialto. The
picture came in with a cracker-jack
selling campaign, and from the smiles
on the faces of Arthur Mayer, managing
director, and Ed Lenihan, house manager, as they watched the mobs squirmthe Rialto is headed for
severaling to get
new in,
records.
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Kuykendall Reports Exhibs
Harry Brandt Re-Elected
President of I.T.O.A. 100 Per Cent Behind Code
(Continued from Page
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men to co-operate with him in an
effort to stamp out this practice
and promised to regard the source
of charges as confidential in order
to protect them from reprisals. Moss
urged the association to help the
LaGuardia administration in putting
over its economy program.
It was decided to partly lift the
ban on product buying from RKO.
No members may make deals on a
fiat percentage basis. The association is still opposed to percentage
deals with this distributing company.

der the code can and will be adjusted, he said.
Kuykendall will hold a meeting
of his board of directors or contact
them through the mail in regard to
the exact date of the annual M. P.
T. O. A. convention, scheduled for
Los Angeles in April.

Staging "Queer People" Monday
Legit production of "Queer People," from the book about Hollywood
by Carroll and Garrett Graham,
opens Monday night at the Nationtheater. Hal Skelly heads the
Eddie Bowling at Ampa cast,al which
also includes Nita Naldi,
Eddie Dowling and the cast of his a star of the silent films. Galen
current stage offering, "Big Hearted Bogue is the producer, with Melville
Herbert,"
willthe
be Hotel
at today's
Ampa Burke as director.
luncheon in
Paramount
Grill.
Broadcast from Roxy Studio
Bill on Better Morals
Broadcasting of a program from
Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington — A. petition from the the studio in the Roxy theater buildwill be resumed Sunday for the
Society of Friends of West Ches- first ingtime
in more than a year and
ter, Pa., urging higher moral stand- a half. The program will °o over
ards in films was presented to the WOR from 3 to 3:30 every Sunday
House yesterday by Congressman afternoon in conjunction with F. &
Kinzer of Pennsylvania. It was re- M. Stageshows.
ferred to the House committee on
interstate commerce.

Advance dispatches on Frank Bor- •
■ zage's "NO GREATER GLORY," j
I hail it as the screen's greatest emo- ,
I tional triumph.
Based on Ferenc
Molnar's famous novel, it promises j
to be a sensation !

Ed Levy to Defend Kuykendall
Edward Levy, general counsel of
Hollywood — Alan Dinehart, Grant the M. P. T. O. A., will represent
Mitchell, Nat Pendleton and Warren Ed Kuykendall when the Congress
suit against members of the
Hymer have been signed for "The theater
Cat's Paw," Harold Lloyd's new pic- Code Authority goes to trial Feb. 20
ture which Sam Taylor is directing in the U. S. District Court. Kuykenfor Fox release. Una Merkel and
dall expects to be back in the South
on that date.
George Barbier also are in it.
Harold Lloyd Signs Four
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Fred Frey Joins U. A.
Denver — John Frey of Los Angeles has joined the United Artists
exchange as salesman.
Tough Assignment
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Hollywood — First National's casting
office is making a nationwide search
for a four-year-old counterpart of Joe
E. Brown to appear in the latter's new
picture, "Sawdust". How a kid can
develop a mouth that big in four years
apparently hasn't occurred to Casting
Director Maxwell
Arnow.

DAILY

John Nathan to be Transferred
John Nathan, Paramount distribution executive with headquarters in
Panama, will be given charge of the
Argentine territory upon his recovery from an operation. He is now
a patient in Sydenham Hospital,
New York. Nathan succeeds Fred
Lange, who will be given a new assignment.
Charles Mack Left $50,000

373/4
353/8
37
— 1
40l/4
39%
39% — 2%
56
53
53% — 3%
EXCHANGE SECURITIES
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Hollywood — Charles Mack of the
Moran and Mack team left $50,000
to his widow and daughter, accord"ng to his will filed yesterday.

Send Letters to Radio Stations
Pointing out that the M. P. T. O.
A. is approaching the matter or free
shows given by radio stations along
lines of a "request," not a "demand," Ed Kuykendall yesterday
said that letters to stations throughout the country go in the mails today from Kuykendall.
Final

Soviet

Bill

Film & Photo League's final program of the series on the "History
of the Russian Film," Feb. 17 at the
New School for Social Research.
"Jew at War" is the feature to be
shown on the subject of "The Jew in
Soviet Films."

"Shakedown" at Mayfair Tonight
"The Big Shakedown," First National picture, opens tonight at the
Mayfair. Ricardo Cortez, Bette
Walter
"Frankie"
Walter Kingsford
Kingsford,for legit
player
Davis and Charles Farrell head the
cast.
now appearing in "Pursuit of Happiness," has been
signed
All-Star
Productions
to make
his byfilm
debut
Minnevitch as Ork Pilot
in
"Frankie
and
Johnnie,"
which
Borah Minnevitch will make his
debut as an orchestra leader at the Chester Erskin will make at the BioNew York Paramount tomorrow. graph Studios.
Screen feature is "Search for
Douglas Montgomery In Play
Douglas Montgomery, also known
Beauty."
"Road to Ruin" for Cameo
in films as Kent Douglass, has been
"Road to Ruin," released by First signed for the male lead in "GentleDivision, opens Feb. 17 at the
woman," a new John Howard LawCameo. Picture was made by Mrs. son stage play being produced by
the
Group
theater.
Wallace Reid and Melville Shyer.

1 "CLARK
GABLE and CLAUD- '
| ETTE COLBERT in 'It Happened j
1 One Night,' making swell, human
entertainment which should clean

j

-M. P. Daily j

I up at anybody's box-office... Frank }
| Capra's skilful direction puts box- t
, office foremost!"

j Coming ! America's foremost actor
.starred in Broadway's greatest
comedy! JOHN BARRYMORE in
11i
• "J
i j
/

j
,
j

"20th Century," with Carole Lorn- j
bard. A Howard Hawks Produc|
tion from the play by Ben Hecht/ 1
andL Charles Mac Arthur.
j A
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WARNER-F. N. STUDIOS
WORKING JHH1 FILMS
West Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

Irish Production Looms
Dublin— Production of pictures in
the Irish Free State is now expected
to start soon some time this year,
according to the plans of promoters.
The Dutch company, Ediphon, is reported sending its managing director here to open distribution offices
and inspect studio locations.

FACTS
ABOUT
FILMS
Movie
fan
magazine
readers
about
8,800,000
monthly.
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Hollywood — In addition to the 17
pictures completed and awaiting release dates, 11 productions are currently in various stages at the Warner-First National studios. Six are
in work and five are in preparation,
with all of them designed for mass
appeal.
The six before the cameras are
"The Key," story of the Sinn Fein
Revolt in Ireland, featuring an allstar cast headed by William Powell,
Kay Francis and Warren William;
"The Gentleman From San Francisco," George Dyer's story of a
fast-thinking and fast-acting newspaper reporter, featuring Bette Davis, Donald Woods, Lyle Talbot and
"Hit Me Again,"
MargaretbyLindsay;
comedy
F. Hugh Herbert, with
an all-star cast including Joan Blondell, Warren William, Edward Everett Horton and Frank McHugh;
"Fur Coats," a dramatic .story with
a smart New York shop as the backAline Macground, her
and presenting
Mahon in
first starring role,
supported by Paul Kelly and Ann
Dvorak; "One Man's Woman," a
story of modern life, with the roster
Pat O'Brien,
by Claire
headedand
players
of
Dodd,
Farrell
Glenda
and "Without Honor," a James
Cagney thriller with most of the
scenes to be "shot" on location at
a fishing village off the coast of
California, with Joan Blondell and
Guy Kibbee supporting the star.
In preparation are "Sawdust, a
comedy with a circus background,
which will star Joe E. Brown;
"Dames", a musical romance, to costar Dick Powell and Ruby Keeler;
"The Old Doll's House," one of Damon Runyon's stories; "Napoleon,
which will star Edward G. Robinson, and "British Agent," a story ot
the Bolshevik Revolution in Russiaot
based on the authentic memoirs ng
Lockhart, and starri
R. H. Bruce
Leslie
Howard.
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• • • LOOKS AS if the exhibs throughout the nation who
will be fortunate enough to cop a visit from the "Moulin Rouge
Caravan" are in for one of the greatest gala affairs they
have ever experienced
judging by what happened when
the Caravan
reached
New
York
and the Rivoli theater in particular
• • • THEY HIT the town with a cavalcade of 10 autos
and a gorgeous Greyhound bus
the latter specially outfitted with a cullud portah to serve drinks, no less
Bill Sully is handling the Caravan
and he is doing an ace
job
after a breadcast yesterday, the members of the
"Moulin Rouge" company visited the Cinema Shop at Macy's
they were mobbed for autographs
then the American Legion Band of 30 pieces led a parade from 34th Street
where they arrived in time for the 4 o'clock
the Rivoli
to
show

• AND AT this dead hour the theater was jammed
John Hundley acted as master of the revels and for
30 minutes
his select troupe had the customers clapping
their hands off as one old favorite after another appeared
Dorothy Dunbar appeared as herself, she said, and not as Mrs.
Rosco Ates told the audience he stuttered till
Max Baer
he was 18 years and got nothing for it but embarrassment
then he was cured, but he still stutters having learned how
to turn his stutter into an embarrassment of riches . . Ben
Turpin did a neat exit with a fancy somersault "Pretty
Ben at the audiof sixty-five, eh?" winks
good for an ole boydrew
as did Antonio Moreno,
big hands
ence they all
Welford
Mulhall, Nancy
Hale,
Mary
three
e after
hot favorit
the Jack
Nilsson was
Anna Q.Creighton
... butCarlisle",
wondered if
years absence from the screen she said she
they answered
the fans wanted to see her back again
was so overAnna
e
applaus
of
volley
thunderous
a
with
come she forgot her lines and Mister Hundley had to rush
out to her assistance yezzir, it sure looks as if United
Artists and 20th Century Productions have started a Triumphal
with 2,000 miles and more
Tour right across the continent
yet to go
*
*
*
*
•

•

• • • IT IS quite safe to report to our constant readers
has been justified. . .for "Devil
R. Kent's
that
at the Rialto with a roar like a Smash
openfaith
has blasted
Tieer"Sidney
Mister Kent sent Clyde. Elliott over to Asia to direct
Hit
and has followed every move till
the wild animal special
it was his baby
Clyde returned with the greatest interest
so the Fox lads have wired their chief vacationing in
the show opened at
Florida the following gorgeous news
43rd
9-30 with a line extending clear around Broadway intotill
at
it played continuously to a full house
Street .
3 o'clock it had chalked up 5,742 paid admissions ...... capacity
and still standin' 'em up as they hit into the evening
sweet words, those
hours . success, success,

• THE PIONEER newshouse now plays the pioneer
•
•
newsreel and the Embassy is now the only house sticking
ay
a nice li'l reception yesterd
strictly to newsreels as guest
of Harold Wondse , the present
with Leon Franconi
the first
as
Leon you will recall
editor of Pathe News
the new regime will carry on in
editor of the pioneer reel
Embassy
the traditions of Courtland Smith, who openedthe the
world
orieinallv . the first Newsreel theater in
over
Rutgers Neilson, old Pathe alumnus, helped the boys put
their party to the press

total

«

«

«

»
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REVIEW BOARD MEET
UNDERWAY TODAY
Tenth annual conference of the
National Board of Review will get
under way today at the Hotel Pennsylvania. The morning program includes a 10 A.M. preview at the
Warner headquarters, and the following paners starting at 2:30 P.
M.: "A Quarter of a Century of
Organized Motion Picture Interest,"
Prof. LeRoy E. Bowman; "The National Board of Review — It's FuncToday," WilYesterday and
ton A.tions,
Barrett;
"The Problem of
Motion Picture Reviews — How It
Should Focus in Order to Reflect
Public Opinion and Perform the
Necessary Critical Function," Frances Taylor Patterson; "The Films
and the Community — What Has
Been, and Can Be, Accomplished,
and How to Organize a Community
Purpose," Isabelle
for a Specific Supporting
Church
Kennedy; "The
Interest in Community Motion Picture Organization," Dr. W. M. Tippy; "The Response of the Producer
Effort,"
Public
to
the
evening
Becker. In the
JohntheF. Cooperative
delegates will see an unreleased exceptional film.
The conference runs through Saturday, with tomorrow's program including talks on research, appreciation, writer's viewpoint and visual
annual luncheon
education, also the latt
among the
with Sol A. Rosenb

speakers.
Await Word on Paris Situation
Major companies yesterday were
anxiously awaiting cables from
Paris to learn whether or not the
riots had damaged their exchange
ntly a strict cenoperations. Appare
sorship yesterday was preventing
advices. No word had been received
at the Hays office yesterday on the
Paris situation.
New Sound System for Embassy
An elaborate improved-design
RCA Victor Photophone sound system is being installed in the Embasy. News theater, which opens
Saturda
sy Pathe

February 8
Samuel J. Bnskin
King Vidor
Louis Morrison
Jackson
Howard
Billy Dooley
Hallam Cooley
Lon Pan
ue
Log
A.
Charles
Walter Klinger
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ANALYSIS

OF MOTION
By LOUIS
Production employees rendering services of an artistic,
technical or executive nature
are classified as follows:
(a) Employees
Without
Written
Contract (Class A Employees)
Employees who are not under
written contract, but who receive not less than $250.00 a
week or $2,500.00 per picture.
Whenever this group of employees is referred to, they
will be designated Class A
employees.
(b) Employees with Written Contract For Less Than One
Year — (Class B Employees)
Employees who are under
written contract for a period
of less than one year whose
compensation is not less than
$250.00 a week or $2,500.00
per picture. In measuring
the time of one year, options
should be included. Whenever
this group of employees is
referred to they will be designated Class B employees.
(c) Employees With Written Contract for at Least One Year
— (Class C Employees)
Employees with written contract for at least one year or
for at least three pictures
whose compensation is not
less than $250.00 a week or
$2,500.00 per picture. In measuring the period of one year,
options should be included.
In computing the salary of
$250.00 a week, lay-off periods
should be excluded. Whenever this group of employees
is referred to, they will be
designated Class C employees.

s5

Twenty-Second Installment
ARTICLE V— UNFAIR PRACTICES— PRODUCERS— (cont.)
Part 5. Producers Negotiations
for
Artists
Sec. 1. Interference
with Another
Producer's Contract
No Producer shall directly or indirectly do any of the following
acts:
(a) Entice Employee
Entice employee of another
Producer or advise or induce
employee not to carry out in
good faith his existing contract of employment.
(b) Create Dissatisfaction
Create dissension between an
employee and another Producer with the effect of obtaining the employee's release or
change of terms of the contract or cause the employee
to become dissatisfied with his
existing contract.
(c) Negotiating with Employee
Note: This Subdivision (c) is
suspended by the President's
order pending investigation
and report of the Administrator.
Negotiate with or make any
offer to an employee under
written contract to another
Producer prior to the last 30
days of that contract. The
Producer may not negotiate
with such employee regardless of the compensation he
offers.
Sec. 2. Classification of Employees
Note: This Section 2 (including Subdivisions (a), (b), (c),
(d) and (e), is suspended
pending investigation.
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Above the 8th
Floor
and $6.00
up
Enjoy the comforts of a
parlor and bedroom suite. . . .
All rooms equipped with
combination tub and shower
bath, and running ice water.
Ideal location — adjacent to
shopping, business and theatre districts.
SWIMMING POOL
AND GYMNASIUM
FREE
TO
GUESTS
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NIZER
(d) Free Lance Employees
Not
Included
The Section which forbids
Producers from negotiating
with employees prior to the
last 30 days of their contracts
(Section 1, (c) of this Part
5) and the sections which refer to Class A, B and C employees, do not apply to free
lance players, writers, directors or other employees who
work in one or two pictures
only, — unless the employment
of such employee is intended
to or covers a period of at
least one year.
(e) Definition
of Contract
for
Class B and C Employees
Class B and Class C employees are defined above as
employees under written contract for at least a year. The
word contract shall apply not
only to an existing contract
with the Producer, but any
prior contract with the Producer or with a subsidiary
corporation
or a preceding
corporation of such Producer
if the employment has been
continuous.
In other words,
even though
there may be
several contracts with different corporate names, if they
are the contracts of the Pro:
ducer and interest, they are
measured together to determine whether they are for a
one year period or less.
Sec. 3. Negotiations of Producer for
Employee of Another Producer
Note: This Section 3 (including
Subdivisions (a) to (g) as analyzed
below) is suspended by the President's order pending
investigation
and report of the Administrator.
(a) Notice to Employer
If a Producer wishes to make
an offer to an employee of
another Producer, he must
give notice to the employer.
This notice must be given only
1. The employee falls within
the group described above
as Class A or B or C or
if:—
D employees.
2. The employee has been
registered by his employer
with the Registrar as described below in Section 6.
3. In the case of Class B and
Class C employees (those
having written contracts
as above described), notice need only be given to
the employer if the employer has himself made
an offer to renew or extend the contract before
the last month of the contract and has notified the
Registrar to that effect.
(b) Time of Notice
The notice to the employer
must be given on the same
day that the offer is made to
his employee.
(c) Manner and Contents of Notice
The notice must be in writing and must state the com-

plete terms and conditions of
the offer. It must give the
compensation, the period of
employment
tional special and
terms.any addi(d) Filing Notice with Registrar
At the same time that the
notice is given to the employer, a copy must be delivered
to the Registrar.
(e) Rights of Employer
The employer must then be
given a reasonable opportunity (not exceeding three
days) to negotiate with his
employee
for a continuation
of
the services.
(f) Rights of Employee
The employee has the full
right accept.
to decide which offer he
will
(g) Competing
Producer
Must
Make Firm Offer
The offer which the Producer
makes and reports to the emtionsployer
in it:must have two condi1. The right of the employer
to negotiate for his em2. ployee.
The competing Producer's
offer must remain open until at least 24 hours after
the period permitted to the
employer to negotiate. The
purpose
is that of
if this
the provision
employer
does not renew the contract, the employee has 24
hours' time in which to accept ducer's
the offer.
competing Pro(To be Continued)

Coming and Going
WILLIAM HORNBECK, for 17 years film editor of Mack Sennett comedies, has sailed from
San
for a six weeks' vacation in
Paris Francisco
and London.
LILYAN TASHMAN arrives in New York tomorrow from the coast to appear in "Frankie
Johnnie." CHESTER MORRIS is already
for the same
picture.

and
here

EDNA BEST, actress and wife of Herbert
Marshall,
New toYork
yesterday for Hollywood afterleft
a visit
London.
WATTERSON ROTHACKER is in the WILL
H. HAYS party coming east from Hollywood.
Rothacker will go to Florida.
fromPHILthe ROSEN
coast. arrives in New
RUTH SELWYN
on the Bremen.

York this week

returns from

Europe today

F. WYNNE-JONES has returned to New York
from Florida, after recuperating from a long
illness.
TOM DOUGLAS leaves New York within a
few days for the Coast.
MARION GERING, Paramount director, who
arrived in New York last night to see the
Broadway
Master's
Voice",
will
return production
by plane of
to "Her
the coast
immediately
after seeing the show.
B. G. DeSYLVA, SID SILVERS, HAROLD
ADAMSON and BURTON LANE, who produced
and collaborated on the book and music of
Fox'sNew
"Bottoms
for
York. Up", leave the coast next week
JOAN
LOWELL
returns Thursday from Guatemala aboard
the Plantano.
ED McAVOY, RKO eastern and Canadian sales
manager, returned yesterday from a tour of
eastern exchanges.
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"DEVIL TIGER"

SHORT

SUBJECTS

"Broadway Varieties"20 mins.
Universal
Screen Vaudeville
This is a vaudeville show consisting of six acts. The scene is a stage
with Milt Schwazwald, director of
the pix, directing the orchestra. The
first act is the Jim Wong troupe
of Chinese jugglers, then follows
Murray Wood, a midget singer,
Slim Timblin and his blackface act,
the Three Girl Friends, who harmonize, Mosconi Brothers and Dorothy Van Alst, acrobatic dancers,
and finally Adelaide Hall, the torchsinging Negress who puts over
"Stormy Weather." The bill is well
balanced and should be okay in
communities that do not have vaudeville houses.
"CityforofLife
Wax"
(Battle
Series)
Educational
7 mins.
Busy Bees
Here is one of the best and most
interesting of all bee-life subjects.
Gayne Whitman delivers the
narrative in a very interesting manner and with excellent enunciation.
an inThe film gives the spectator of
the
timate glimpse into the life
bee, dramatizing with great effect,
the toils of the "workers," the life
the "queen bee" and "drones,"
of
and finally the evolution of the bee
from egg to actual hatching.

Popeye the Sailor in
"Let's You and Him Fight"
6 mins.
Paramount
Swell
Popeye is matched to fight Bluto
the champ. After some comical
training stunts they enter the ring,
pummels the sailand the big brute
or all around the ring. But Olive
Oyl comes to Popeye's rescue with
a can of spinach, and after a big
swig of it he flattens the champ.
Lively and hilarious throughout.
Andy Clyde in
"The Super Snooper"
Dix,
Jason Robards, Dorothy
Arthur Hoyt, Addie McPhail
19 mins.
Educational
Just Fair
Not much in this one to arouse
laughter. The weak story bas Andy
as a rich old man, who, to learn the
lowdown about his prospective sonhoin-law, becomes a portermanin istheclerk.
tel at which the young
Andy gets mixed up with some jewel
robbers and lands in jail. He appears in the line-up and is made
to assume many disguises for the
scrutiny of victims who have been
gipped by various con men. He
finally is released and the film ends
with some old-time slap-stick stuff

with

"Paramount Pictorial"
(No. 3-6)
Paramount
6 mins.
Good
Trio of items in this short include
scenes of an amateur mariners' voy-

Fox
60 mins.
THRILLS, ACTION, HUMOR AND ROMANCE WELL BLENDED IN ONE OF
THE
BEST ANIMAL
PICTURES.
Audiences are about ready for another
real exciting animal picture, and this one
should fill the bill very nicely. Produced
by the Clyde E. Elliott expedition to the
Asiatic jungles, it has among other things
the greatest assortment of wild animal battles yet seen in a single picture. They
include thrilling encounters between a
leopard and a python, a lion and a tiger,
a hyena and a bear, a monkey and some
giant crabs, a tiger and a crocodile in the
water, and various other bouts. Some of
them, particularly the chimp who gets all
tangled up in the multiple claws of the
crabs, the tiger who is at a disadvantage
in battling a crocodile under water, and
the bear with a habit of standing on his
hind feet man-like to make an attack on
his adversary, are highly amusing as well
as suspenseful. And those 60-foot pythons,
one of which winds itself around the hero
of the expedition, will give the fans a few
kicks. By way of story, the safari goes
out to hunt a dread man-killing devil tiger,
whom even the natives refuse to hunt. Incidental romantic interest is supplied by
a triangle involving Marion Burns and Kane
Richmond, who develop into a love team,
and Harty Woods, leader of the hunt, who
has been casting eyes of desire on Marion.
Woods is killed in an elephant stampede,
and the lovers eventually find their way out
of the jungle bringing down the devil tiger
for a finale.
Cast: Marion Burns, Kane Richmond,
Harry Woods, Ah Lee.
Director, Clyde E. Ellictt; Author, James
0. Spearing;
Editor, Truman Talley.
Direction, Box-office.
Photography, Fine.

DAILY

"FURY
with

OF THE JUNGLE"

Donald Cook,

Dinehart,

Dudley

Peggy Shannon, Alan
Digges,

Toshia

Columbia

Mori

Tabloid Reviews of

FOREIGN

FILMS

68 mins.

"LA FROCHARD ET LES DEUX ORPHELINES ("The Two Orphans"), in French,
with English titles; produced by PatheCinema; directed by Maurice Tourneur;
with Yvette Guilbert, Gabriel Gabrio, Jean
With its action motivated by the inevitFrancey, Rosine Derean, Renee Saint-Cyr,
able competition between two men over
Pierre Magnier, Emmy Lynn, Jean Martina woman, this latest variation of the all elli, Emile Saulieu, Camille Bert, Martha
At the 55th St. Playhouse.
too familiar tropical yarn is all right for Mellot.
Though its handling is a little out of
the popular price houses. The woman who
becomes the bone of contention is Peggy date for American audiences of today, this
French production of the famous tear-jerkShannon, left more or less helpless in a
ing classic is a generally interesting and
South American jungle when her brother, entertaining affair for French film followers. The work of Yvette Guilbert as the
whom she is accompanying on an exploraold hag is the outstanding portrayal, though
tion trip, is taken down by the fever. In there are other good performances.
a refuge for fugitives, Peggy attracts Donald Cook, an escaped criminal, who desires
to protect her despite his apparent hatred
for women. The heavy part is played by
FAIRLY

SATISFYING TROPICAL MELODRAMA BUILT AROUND THE FAMILIAR TRIANGLE THEME.

Alan Dinehart, who tries all sorts of villainy in order to get Peggy for himself,
but fails and eventually meets his doom
while the lovers make their get away.
Dudley Digges is seen in another of his
tropical doctor roles, and the cast as r
whole
is good.
Cast: Donald Cook, Peggy Shannon, Alan
Dinehart, Harold Huber, Dudley Digges,
Toshia Mori, Clarence Muse, Fredrik
Vogeding, Charlie Stevens.
Director, Roy William Neill; Author,
Horace McCoy; Adaptors, Ethel Hill, Dore
Schary; Cameraman, John Stumar; Editor,
Ray Curtiss.
Direction,

Okay.

Photography,

Good.

DELAY SUGGESTIONS
ON VAUDE. CHANGES

Aware of the complexity of the
vaudeville labor situation, the Code
Authority committee appointed to
handle this matter has decided not
to submit a report embodying proposals for alterations of the code
at the Code Authority meeting tomorrow, but instead will devote further study to the problems confronting it. Only a progress report is to
be made to the Code Authority at
its session tomorrow at the New

" Club.
The Athletic
committee
will acquire addiage to the West Indies, the singing house and starts nagging the old York
tional information on vaudeville and
of "Trees" by Donald Novis with man. The film dissolves to Rip's
illustrated scenic accompaniment in dream that he is high in the Cat- presentation labor. At its meeting
color by Robert Bruce, and two num- skills making merry with the myth- Tuesday night it discussed the varical dwarfs. At the finish he wakes
ious proposals. Expectations are
bers, "What Have We Got to Lose?"
and "St. Louis Blues," sung by Gilda up to find his wife still nagging. that a number of modifications, including perhaps three major ones,
Gray with Lou Alter at the piano. Phil Sheib has written a clever musical score for the short but the gags will eventually be urged in its reAll entertaining.
are few and the action is only fair.
port. Another committee meeting
will be held early next week.
Bing Crosby in
Helen Morgan in
"Just an Echo"
Aeolian Engages Trivas
"The Doctor"
with Mary Kornman and
Vernon Dent
with Montagu Love, Herbert RawVictor Trivas, director of "Hell
linson, Dorothy Werner
on Earth" has been signed by AeoParamount
20 mins.
Pleasing
Educational
8 mins.
lian Pictures to produce an international feature in four languages. It
Sob Stuff
In this latest of the Arvid E. Gillwill be made in this country. Trivas
Starting
with
a
reproduction
of
strom two-reelers, Bing Crosby
the famous painting, this film soon is expected to sail for America withplays the role of an officer in a Govin the next two weeks. Bert Mayernment park reservation where no has Helen Morgan singing "One Liters, of Fitelson and Mayers, counsel
tle
Smile,"
with
plenty
sob
in
her
smoking is allowed. Mary Korn- voice. The narrative, which graph- for Aeolian, handled the deal. Triman and a friend drive through,
vas is a Russian and a graduate of
ically describes a brief history of
with Mary toting a lighted cigarette,
ital.
the
painting,
is
interesting,
but
Miss
the
Art
Theaters of the Soviet Capso Bing takes it from her. Later at
mostly to
Dark headquarters it develops that Morgan's song will Kappeal
e
y
the iemmes who like to cry.
Their Engagement Announced
the
girl is
of Bing's
superior
officer.
Shea niece
has him
assigned
to do
Ernest Truex in
Boston
— The engagement has finthings for her, such as unpacking
ally been confirmed of Sanka Barr,
Expectant
Father"
booker
for
American Pictures here,
her baggage, shining her boots, etc.. with "The
Montagu
Love,
Mary
Jane
while Vernon Dent takes to her girl
and
Hyman
Grossman.
Barrett,
Edward
Acuff,
Kathleen
friend. And so on, with various
comedy results, plus some agreeable Ed
21 mins. Truex manages to get away and
ucat
crooning by Crosby.
Swell
Comedy
ion
al
while waiting in the husbands' suffering room at the hospital, Love
one The
will story
get 'em
start
to This
finish.
tellsfrom
of Truex
walks in and confesses that he too
"Rip Van Winkle"
(Terry Toon)
Educational
7 mins. whose wife is in the hospital await- is to become a father. Their conversation in this scene will wow any
ing a blessed event. He makes sevFair Cartoon
audience. The babies arrive and
eral
efforts
to
ask
his
boss,
MonTin's one shows Farmer Al Falfa
tagu Love, to permit him to take all ends well. Plenty of action,
as Old Rip, sleeping under a shady the afternoon off but Love is gruff
his
at
snappy dialogue, a wealth of laughs,
pup
faithful
tree with his
ready
to discharge
Truex.
Mrs. Rip comes out of the and
feet.
and a good all 'round production.

DAILV
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ERPI READY TO RESUME
VITA. ARBITRATION
{Continued from Page 1)

very gratifying. About a year and
a half ago the Vitaphone Corporation tried to abandon the arbitration proceedings it had started*
against Electrical Research Products, Inc., in New York and to try
in the Delaware courts the matters
which had gone to arbitration and
on which a large part of the evidence had been taken. Yesterday's
decision seems to clear the way for
the resumption of the hearings before the arbitrators. We are ready
to go forward and hope the evidence
remaining to be presented to the
arbitrators can be completed and
issues decided promptly."
Sack Gets Mexican Film
San Antonio — Sack Amusement
Enterprises has closed a deal with
Cultural, S. A., Spanish producers
of Mexico City, for exclusive distribution of the military feature,
"Aguilas de America" in Texas, New
Mexico, Arizona, Colorado, Wyoming, California and Florida.

"Hell
"Hell
film, i3
at the

QJ

on Earth" for Third Week
on Earth," international war
being held for a third week
Acme.

PLAZA

..Wfcfc.

..WW
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A LITTLE from "LOTS
By RALPH WILK

Clyde Beatty, despite the recent
T^UPE VELEZ has been signed by attack on him by one of his lions
RKO
to play opposite Jimmy while giving a performance in Cleveland, has advised Nat Levine that
Durante in "Strictly Dynamite."
he will arive here on schedule Feb.
Leslie Simmonds and Sig Neufeld 22 to start vvork in "The Lost Jungle," Mascot*serial.
have signed Judith Allen, John
#
*
Mack Brown, Lucien Littlefield, Bert
Columbia
has
exercised
its option
Roach, Sarah Padden, Arthur Hoyt,
Virginia Sale, George Grandee, Otto on Donald Cook for another year.
*
*
*
Hoffman, Sid Saylor, Nat Carr and
Gladys Blake for "Marrying WidKathleen Howard, former Metroows," Tower picture, which Sam
politan opera star, has been engaged
Newfield
is
directing
at
the
Sennett
studios.
by Paramount for "You're Telling
Me,"
tured. in which W. C. Fields is fea*
*
*
Ethel Sykes has been signed for
the lead opposite Lou Holtz in
Robert Gleckler, signed this week
"Showmanship," Columbia.
by Warners, has been assigned to
"The Return of the Terror," based
Mary Boland is the latest cast ad- on an Edgar Wallace thriller. Gleckler is now on his way to the Coast
dition to RKO
Radio's
to star
Richard
Dix "Stingaree,"
and Irene from New York. Mary Astor will
Dunne. Henry Stephenson, Andy be the heroine of the picture.
Devine and "Snub" Pollard also are
in
Edmund Breese has been added to
rect.it. William A. Wellman will dithe cast of Paramount's "Come On
Marines," with Richard Arlen, Ida
Paging
O'Brien!
The Lupino, Roscoe Karns and Grace
former
Fox George
star returned
from New
Bradley. Roger Gray also has been
York two weeks ago and has been signed for the picture.
"hiding out" at his Malibu house
*
$
$
ever since — turning down all interParamount has renewed, the opviews and insisting he is working
tion on the contract of William
on a "new *
deal." #
*
Frawley,
former
Broadway
stage

Fox's next Charlie Chan mystery
will be titled "Charlie Chan's Courage" instead of "Charlie Chan's
Challenge,"
and will feature Walter
Connolly.
* • *
*
MOST CONVENIENT
Hotel in Hollywood
$2. SO up, Single
$3.00 up, Double

Special weekly and monthly rates

The Plaza is near everythingto see and do in
Hollywood. Ideal for business or pleasure.
Every room has private
dressing room, bath and
shower. Beds "built for
rest." Every venience.
modern
Fine foodscon-at
reasonable prices. Convenient parking for your car.
Chas. Danziger, Mgr.
Eugene Stern, Pres.
The "Doorway of Hospitality'
Vine
at Hollywood
Blvd
HOLLYWOOD

(Continued from Page 1)

HOLLYWOOD

"Lady Mary's Lover" is announced
as the final title of the M-G-M picture formerly known as "Rip Tide."
Norma Shearer, Robert Montgomery
and Herbert Marshall have the leading roles. Story is an original by
Edmund
recting. Goulding, who is also di*
*
*

Peter Arno, artist-humorist, recently signed by Paramount to
bring his unique ideas to the screen,
will do the elaborate settings for
"Murder at the Vanities," film version of Earl Carroll's current Broadway hit. Arno will work with Ernst
Fegte, under Hans Dreier, head of
Paramount's art department.
Mitchell Leisen directs "Murder at
the Vanities."

EAST-WEST
INDEP'TS
IN NEW DUAL
FIGHT
gram sent this week by Trem Carr,
new president of the coast unit, to
the New York group. Both financial and moral support will be given
the Federation, Carr said. He added
that the coast unit had added many
new members.
Both associations intend to fight
any attempt during the new season
to insert clauses in contracts restricting dual bills and any efforts
by zoning and clearance boards to
place prohibitive clearance on houses
showing duals.
Sam Wolf, attorney for the
IMPPDA, and Jacob Schechter, attorney for the Federation, will have
charge of any joint legal aspects
to be considered.
Talker Shown in L'Opera, Paris
Paris — Western Electric Sound
System was temporarily installed
in L'Opera for the first showing of
a talking picture in the historic
edifice. The occasion was the screening of a Napoleonic drama, "L'Agonie
des Aigles," for the benefit of the
French Legion of Honor. The exhibition was attended by a distinguished list of guests headed by
President Lebrun.
Bernice Claire in Vita. Musical
Bernice Claire has been signed by
Sam Sax for a two-reel Vitaphone
operetta. J. Harold Murray, musical comedy leading man, will appear with her. Cy Woods is writing
the subject and Joseph Henabery
will direct.

*
#
*
player.
Alexander Hall, recently elevated
to a directorship by Paramount, will
direct "Little Miss Marker," B. P.
Schulberg, independent producer,
has announced. Written by Damon
Teaser
Campaign
on "Catherine"
A teaser
advertising
campaign is
Runyon, the picture will feature
being
conducted
by
United
Artists
Adolphe Menjou, Dorothy Dell and
Jack LaRue.
for "Catherine the Great," which
*
*
*
opens two-a-day at the Astor on Feb.
First day's ads contained sevAfter tryout showings in two dif- 14. eral
blank slides, the idea being to
ferent places under the different fill in one of them each day.
names of "Death Takes a Holiday"
Acts Break in at Burly Houses
and "Strange Holiday," Paramount
has decided to retain the former
Vaudeville acts, especially dance
title on the Fredric March picture turns with femme appeal, are using
because it drew a far bigger atburlesque houses for break-ins now
tendance than the second.
that there are so few regular vaude*
*
*
ville break-in houses, and earning
When the new Lew Ayres film, more money than in the regular
"Let's be Ritzy," started this week vaudeville houses, which seek to pay
at Universal, its east was slightly new acts negligible wages.
amended. The support now includes
BIG
Patricia Ellis, Isabel Jewell and
Frank McHugh in the featured
roles. In addition there are Berton
Churchill, Robert McWade, Addison
NEWS
Richards, Adrian Morris, Hedda
Hopper, Betty Lawford, Clay Clement and Lois January. Edward
AS
SEEN
BY
Ludwig is directing.
THE PRESS

Re-election of Louis B. Mayer as
president of the Ass'n of Motion
Picture Producers was something of
an upset for the advance dopesters
who had been predicting a new inDecreases Capitalization
cumbent. Jack L. Warner and Winfield R. Sheehan
also continue as
Norfolk, Va. — An amendment to
the charter of the Gates Theater,
first and second
*
* vice-presidents.
*
Inc., has just been granted decreasing authorized maximum capital
Screen rights to "Oil for the
Lamps of China," new novel by from $50,000 to $15,000. William S.
Alice Tisdale Hobart, have been pur- tion.
Wilder is president of the corporachased by Warners.

AGENT

"Baby LeRoy will eat his spinach every day if it is fed to him by a beau—PARAMOUNT.
tiful girl— but not otherwise."

THE
11
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NEWS

"MOULIN ROUGE CARAVAN"
==
HIGHLIGHTS =====
THE troupe of the 20th Century-United
Artists "Moulin Rouge Caravan" arrived
in town Tuesday and were formally presented
to the members of the local press at a supperdance in the Terrace Room of the Hotel New
Yorker.
In the Hollywood contingent were Antonio
Moreno, Anna Q. Nilsson, Dorothy Dunbar,
Mary Carlisle, Roseo Ates, Creighton Hale,
Jack Mulliall, Nancy Welford, Ben Turpin
and John Hundley.
While the caravan still has a couple of
thousand miles touring before they again
reach Hollywood, they won't forget the swell
party they were given here.
John Hundley was master-of-ceremonics and
introduced the various stars, dishing out
plenty of chatter.
Chester Morris, who is working in "Frankie
and Johnnie," in the East, took a bow — but
that
all. He was finally compelled to
make wasn't
a speech.
Roscoe Ates drew a big hand on his stuttering act. While he didn't say much, he
plenty of time to say it.

took

Abe "Lyman
and his noble henchmen
a big hand from the Hollywood crowd.

got

Janet Beecher and Tullio Carminati, parked
in one corner, were found to be discussing
the swell time they had during the filming
of "Gallant Lady," their latest U. A. release.
Helen Westley, who played roles in "Moulin
Rouge"
Houseplay
of for
Rothschild"
and
is
here and
to do"The
another
the Theater
Guild, was on hand to take a bow.
Nancy Welford, another charming miss on
the Caravan troupe, was introduced to the
gang and obliged with a song.
Jack Mulhall, during one of the intervals
in speech-making, copped some of John Hundley's glory in master-of-ceremonying himself.
Jack is still a favorite here.
Anna Q. Nilsson was
once again renewing many
local newspaper folks. It
if this trip will prove a
come-back.

in all her glory
acquaintances with
■ won't surprise us
real boom in her

Ben Turpin had eyes all over the place.
There was some talk about his ditching his
moustache — but it was only talk.

10 Best Dressed Women for Premiere
First National is inviting the 10
best dressed women in the U. S. to
attend the premiere of "Wonder
Bar" at the New York Strand on
Feb. 21. They include Kay Francis,
Bette Davis, Doris Duke, Whitney
Bourne, Mrs. Harrison Williams,
Mrs. Irene Castle McLaughlin of
Chicago, Charlotte Dorrance of
Philadelphia, Betty Edwards of
Dallas, Marigayle Hopkins of New
Orleans and Mrs. James Garrett
Eddy of Seattle.

SHOWMAN'S

REMINDER
Check your opposition daily; you may
learn something.

OF THE DAY

Miami — Sonny Shepherd put over
a swell campaign on "Roman Scandals," aU. A.here
release,
the result
Mayfair theater
withat the
that the picture was held over for

Cincinnati — Persistent rumors that
vaudeville will be discontinued at
RKO Palace are denied here. However, the office admits the matter is
to be settled definitely within a few
weeks.

Cincinnati — Stanley Jacques, RKO
Boston — The Tremont, which has
branch manager, is taking a short
enforced rest due to ill health at been closed after an attempt to
Martinsville.
bring the Hub first-class drama at
cut prices, may become a grind
house.
Louisville — Joseph S. Bohn has
opened the Arista, a new house.
Detroit — Charles Collins, formerly with the publicity department of
M. and P. Theaters in Boston, has
Gary, Ind. — Royal Amusement joined the publicity staff of United
Corp. has been chartered to operate Detroit Theaters, local Publix unit,
moving picture houses. Incorpora- under the direction of Howard
tors are LeRoy W. Anexande, Abra- Pierce.
ham B. Hyman and Florence Hyman.
Ayer, Mass. — The Strand Theater
Detroit — Phil Szczepanowski has was
tor. reopened recently by E. 0. Procsucceeded Walter Gunn as manager
of the Your Theater, operated by
the Fred De Lodder Circuit.
Lexington, Ky. — "Back to Nature"
played to 5,300 people in its first
two days, a record for this town.
Detroit- — R. G. Taylor has taken
over management of the Sheridan,
Cincinnati — "Chic" Weinberg, foreast side house, following the death
merly with Majestic, is now conof his father, Fred Taylor. R. G.
nected with Monogram here. Jack
Taylor has closed the Library, which Lawrence succeeds Weinberg at
he managed.
Majestic.

See Newsreel Houses
More Studio Expansion
Under
Way in England
A Coming Institution
{Continued from Page 1)
{Continued from Page 1)

tor of Pathe News. It is planned to
include in the programs much local
exclusive matter, presented when it
is hot, and held down to whatever
footage is justified by the subject.
Programs will be completely
changed on Saturdays, with additions of important live stuff made
as they break. Specials will be obtained by the Pathe News men on
headline stories that have a human
interest angle in which the general
public is interested but for which
there is no room in the regular
theater newsreels. It is Wondsel's
opinion that the newsreel never has
been done justice in the regular theaters, due to the necessity of holding it down to a short length and
the additional disadvantage imposed
upon it by managers who cut out
certain parts to suit their own ideas
or program convenience. For this
reason, Wondsel believes that a theater presenting exclusively newsreel
material, properly handled, will
gradually build up a regular clientele, and the amount of local news
in every fairly large city is enough
to justify newsreel theaters in every
city. Lack of courage is ascribed
by Wondsel as the reason for the
backwardness in establishing houses
of this kind, and he hopes that the
the Emexperiments to be made at for
other
bassy will show the way
similar ventures.

the cooperative plan under which
exhibitors will be asked to cooperate in making a number of pictures
themselves. Other expansion under
way includes the Julius Hagen and
Nettlefold studios. Two new production companies also have been
announced. They are Kenneth McLaglen Productions, headed by Kenneth McLaglen, Francis H. Rose and
W. J. Coleman, and Feature Films,
Ltd., with Sir Michal W. S. Bruce
and Edwin Lewis as directors.
Juvenile Matinees
Gain
Cleveland — Saturday morning
matinees for kids being given by
H. M. Addison at the State have
shot up in popularity. First program drew about 500, while last
week there was a turnout of 12,000.
Newsreel Theaters, Inc., of which
W. F. Githens is president, is prepared to open other houses itself if
the present undertaking pans out as
expected.
F. W. Wood will be managing director of the Embassy, with Lynn
McManus handling publicity, and
Helen Ryan, cashier at the house
for four years, back in the cage.
As part of the introductory campaign for the theater, a reception
was given there yesterday to Leon
Franconi, first editor of Pathe News
in this country.

THIS IS THE
VOLUME
THE INDUSTRY
CALLS THE
ENCYCLOPEDIA
OF MOTION
PICTURES
*

Covers Everything
Goes Everywhere
Out This Month
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THIS AMAZING SUCCESS RECORD
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MEANS ACTUAL CASH FOR YOU!
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4 HITS ON BWAY IN 15 DAYSI
HERE'S THE ACTUAL HIT-BY-HIT ACCOUNT WITH FULL NAMES AND DATES-

JAN. 17-Critics rave over "MASSACRE"0
holds second week!

at the Strand-and it b

JAN. 18-Critics rave over "FASHION FOLLIES OF 1934"° at
the Hollywood— and it's still running!
JAN. 31-Critics rave over "HI, NELLIE!"
it's headed for 3rd week !
FEB.

at the Strand-and

1— Once more the critics trot out their most expensive
adjectives to hail Roxy premiere of

I'
VE
GO
T
YO
UR
N
U
MBER
With JOAN BLONDELL • PAT O'BRIEN
"Never a dull moment. Bears the Warner Brothers stamp, in the sense that it
excavates in a new field — that of telephone operations ^- while maintaining that
clever, slangy, colorful comedy-drama angle of 'Smart Money,' 'Taxi' or 'Public
Enemy.' Suspense until the very end. Always entertaining and fast -moving.
Lively, snappy and original."
—Herald -Tribune

"'I've Got Your Number' will be followed this season by several trouble
shooter melodramas. Its followers certainly will not be able to surpass 'I've
— Daily Mirror
Got Your Number.'"
*Witb Glencia Farrell. Allen
Jenkins, Eugene Pallette.
Directed by RayEnright.
°A First National Picture
Vitagraph, Inc., Distributors

"Exciting comedy. Entertaining film. O'Brien creating amusement and excitement wherever he goes. Moves quickly and entertainingly from —Daily
first to News
last."
'Hilarious product. Fast and hearty."

—New

York Times

'Amusing, actionful picture . . . Entertainingly different . . . Exciting."— American

CAN YOU BEAT IT, GENTLEMEN-CAN YOU BEAT IT?

Intimate

in Character

The
Of

'Internationa! in Scope
Independent in Thought

yCL.
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NO.

Daily

Newspaper

Motion
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10 Pictures for 1934-35 Already Set by RKO

ISCHENCgZANUCK ENTERING THE LEGITIMATE FIELD
Gulf Coast Exhib Unit in Four-State Membership Drive
Campaign Embraces
Miss., Ala. and
Part of Fla.

La.,

New Orleans — Membership drive
for the new Gulf States Theater
Owners' Ass'n begins today when
a meeting of New Orleans exhibitors will be held in the Paramount
screening room. The territory served
by exchanges here has been divided into zones and captains for
each zone will meet here on Feb.
15 for conferences prior to opening

Sentiment Against Censorship
Wash., Bureau of THE FILM

DAILY

Washington— Receipt in the last few weeks, of hundreds of petitions containing
thousands of signatures protesting against any form of radio censorship, is interpreted
here as indicating increased public sentiment against censorship of all kinds, includina
the screen. This is believed to preclude the possibility of any Federal film censorship
receiving public support.

20th Century Undertaking
Presentation of Stage
Productions
West Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Presentation of stage
plays in New York and other cities
will be undertaken by 20th Century
Pictures, the Schenck-Zanuck company, as an extension of its production activities for 1934, according to
an announcement yesterday by Joseph M. Schenck, president, and
Darryl F. Zanuck, production chief
of the firm.
{Continued on Page 16)
Whether the company will finance
Political censorship of motion Code Authority Holds
the stage ventures through interpictures was the target of a verbal
Prelim Meet on Boards
mediary Broadway producers, or
barrage fired by speakers yesterwhether {Continued
it will seton up
its own proAgain
tackling
the
important
job
the
Page 16)
of
session
day at the opening
Tenth Annual Conference of the of selecting personnels of local zonNational Board of Review, held at
ing and grievance boards, considered
the Hotel Pennsylvania. Following by many as the crux of the motion
picture code, the Code Authority
preview of Warner's committee in charge of the matter
a morning
Lightning,"
the afternoon
{Continued on Page 14)
Cincinnati — Eleven theater re- "Heat
{Continued on Page 4)
openings in this territory last month
are shown by the current report of
the Film Board of Trade. Five
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
were former silent houses newly
Hollywood — Eventual adoption of
period
the
wired. Closings during
the profit-sharing plan for players,
I totaled only five.
directors and writers is predicted
The reopenings include: HippoWest Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY by Adolph Zukor, Paramount presState, Lexing- Eddie Dowling Attacks
Corbin, Ky.;
drome,
cient, here on a periodical visit. Afon Page 15)
{Continued
Hollywood — RKO has already seter stars reach the point of popuFree Radio Studio Shows
lected and set for production 10 piclarity where they actually draw big
{Continued on Page 15)
for the 1934-35 season. Five
The growing evil and menace of have tures
been
assigned
to
associate
Allied Expansion Drive
particularly
entertainment,"
"free
Starting in Two Weeks admissions to radio shows, was at- producers. First feature on the new Canton First-Run Houses
by Eddie onDowling
at yes- schedule, {Continued
tacked{Continued
"I Loved on anPageActress,"
has
16)
Page 14)
Expansion plan outlined by Allied
Adopt Uniform Admission
weeks'
n in twoSamuelto functio
Canton, 0. — Three major film
will begin
E.
Sidney
nt
Preside
time.
and
Myers
houses
here, Loew's Palace and WarF.
Abram
an
chairm
son,
ner's Alhambra, got together this
Nathan Yamins will meet today in
week
and
put into effect a uniform
New York to advance plans. Selecadmission
price scale.
Top at all
circles
film
in
again
flourishes
enthusiasm
.
si{Continued on Page 15)
tion of the six regional vice-pre
expandents authorized under the
By DON CARLE GILLETTE
sion project are expected to be made
at the meeting.
Movies at School Recess
day you can't help noticing a more

Political Censorship Denounced
At Boardof Review Conference

11 HOUSES REOPENED
IN CINCINNATI AREA

Radio Pictures Already Set
On 1 0 Films for New Season

PROFIT-SHARING PLAN
PREDICTEDJY ZUKOR

THINGS LOOK UP

by "U"
DAILY

ed
y Sign
Trac
LeeCoast
THE FILM
Bur.,
West

Hollywood — Lee Tracy has been signed
by Universal which will star him in a
newspaper story, "I'll Tell the World ,
written by Lincoln Quarberg and being
adapted
also
will by
be Dale
In it.Van Every. Pat O'Brien

film circles these
ALMOST anywhere you go inenthusiasti
c outlook on the movie situation.
cheerful spirit and a more
only a few months back, the gloom was so thick that it made a London
Where
find the atmosphere
fog look like a crisp October afternoon in the Apennines, you now
of assurance.
shot with bright beams of optimism and glimmering shafts
fighting
Those who were victims of the depression have become tts masters, the old
you think it is.
spirit is back, and once more nothing is impossible except

H

OW come all this change, is anyone heard asking?
Oh, come several things.
{Continued on Page 2)

Canton, 0. — McKinley High School
here, second largest in the U. S., has
installed modern sound equipment and
is giving half-hour movie shows to
students each noon at a cost of 25
cents for the entire semester. School
officials say the innovation is very desirable since it keeps the juveniles off
the streets and out of mischief.
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Field Force Scouf Stories

■■B

of

}

again in quantities.

Such as Samuel Goldwyn's Anna Sten in "Nana," and Clyde Elliott's "Devil Tiger,"
and that "Moulin Rouge" caravan circusing around, and the Embassy opening as an
all-Pathe News theater, and the annual "Where's Garbo" front-page guessing bee, and
that "Hi, Nellie!" stuff, and the new pep and ingenuity in current picture campaigns,
the reliable rumbles of other big b. o. bets about to come forth, and Twentieth Century
planning to add production of stage plays — and oh, lots of other things.

• Engravers •

!fCITY

"

•

THEN there's the general business picture, getting better daily.
Car loadings, steel operations and power output continuing to rise; savings bank
depositors in 18 states increase 144,583 in the past year; earnings of the first 125 bfg
corporations to report for 1933 show a gain of 331 per cent over 1932.

PHOTOENGRAVING
CALL—
(Day and Night Service)
250 W. 54th St.,
N. Y.
Tel. COlumbus
5-6741

And the stock market booming again; brokers' offices jammed as never before; and
exhibitors reasoning that, if the better performance of the ticker can bring the board
room

S

bugs back 110 per cent, why can't the theaters with better shows do the same?
Well, who said they can't or won't or aren't?

O, between

it all, the situation is decidedly more

pleasant to look upon
plate. ,

and contem-

But chiefly it's that revival of the old enthusiastic spirit in big gobs.
is the most impelling of all motivating forces in this
That enthusiasm
As long as it holds sway, the movies will keep going places.

Shanberger. Jr., Joms
New England Sticking
General Pictures Prods
To Give-Away Policies
New England will continue to
favor premiums despite code provisions which allow territories tr
abolish the practice by a 75 per cenf
vote, Nathan Yamins, Allied leader
and a member of the Code Authority, told The Film Daily yesterday
in New York.
Business in that zone is spotty
said Yamins, with best condition?
existing in the textile towns.

J. E. Williamson a Father
West Palm Beach. Fla. — John
Ernst ("Under the Sea") Williamson is the father of a grirl born this
week. Mother and child are doing
nicely in the Good Samaritan Hospital here.

IMPROVE

Fred C Shanberger, Jr., who habeen ooerating theaters in the Bait1'
more district, is now vice-presiden*
^nd general manager of Genera1
Pictures Productions, producers of
("he Goofytone Newsreel being re
'eased by Universal.

Regular Eastern Dividends
Eastman Kodak Co. has declared
the regular quarterly dividends of
75 cents on the common and $1.50
on the preferred stocks, both payMarch able
5. April 2 to stock of record

YOUR

LOBBY

COLORFUL— ATTRACTIVE

TyL-A-MATS

business.

personalities built up by the radio, "Wonder Bar" to precede its special
as well as the stars available from Easter Week playdates has been
stagre and screen, Educational will worked out by the Warner advertising and publicity forces under S.
build its 1934-35 program on comedy names, says E. W. Hammons, Charles Einfeld, and the procedure
outlined for exhibitors in a handy
president.
Personalities of national renown four-page broadside. Among the
have a ready-made audience and the material included is a synopsis of
exhibitor is assured that his exploi- the story with hints on how to play
tation of these names will bring re- hi) the dramatic values, star stills.
10 underlines for plugging, complete
sults, Hammons points out.
Among the celebrities already cooy for advance trailers, ideas on
slated for Educational's new season plugging the song hits, special press
roster are Ernest Truex. Stoopnagle stories, plans for use of the fictionand Budd. Andy Clyde, Buster Kea- ization prepared by Warners, and
ton, Bob Hope, Milton Berle, Helen other suggestions.
Morgan and others.

I

Floor Mats

WITH

Showing
French
Films
Another special showing of French
Para. Publix
43/8
3S/g 43/8 -f
5/8
rjictures arranged by John S. Tar>Drops Vaude for Duals
ernoux will be held tonight aboard
New Kansas Censor
the S. S. Chamolain at Pier 57. Foot
Youngstown, O. — After two weeks
of vaudefilm, the Park here ha?
Kansas City, Kan. — Governor of West 14th St. Program include^dropped stage shows in favor of Landon
has appointed Mrs. W. R. three features. "L'Abbe Constantin"
double features at 20 cents for
Stubbs, widow of the former Gover- directed by J. P. Paulin; "Jofroi."
adults at nights and 15 cents maby Marcel Pagnol, and
nor of this state, a member of the directed
"Mireille," musical.
tinees.
Kansas Censor board, succeeding
Jessie Hodges, resigned.
Co-operation of the Fox field force
in securing story material has been
sought by John D. Clark, in charge of
distribution, in an announcement just
made. He quotes the studio's story
needs as indicated by Winfield R.
Sheehan.

and Phone
Number!
Industry Concerns

What To Buy And
Where To Buy It

it is springtime for the movies and the

6-Week Advance Campaign
Comedy Names to Top
Educational Program
Set for national
"Wonder
Bar"on
A six-week
campaign
Taking advantage of the comedy

Ml ao SUB »**T

Am. Scat
Columbia
Con. Fm.
Con. Fm.

Though the calendar belies the statement,
ice is cracking up.
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"CAROLINA" IS HOLD-OVER HIT!
BEATS "PADDY7 IN KEY CITIES!
0

Again FOX does it ... as freezing weather and

terrific blizzards fail to slow up "Carolina"
after spectacular openings everywhere! Extended
playing time necessary. House records topple.
Watch for more great news as "Carolina" continues its great box-office march.

More hot news: After sensational openings held for SECOND
I
I

at the FOX, Philadelphia . . . HIPPODROME,

EH

WEEK

Cleveland . . . NEW,

Baltimore • Beat everything in past two years at the SAENGER,

New

Orleans . . . which shows all companies' finest product • At the ECKEL,
'■

Syracuse, beat "Paddy" and "State Fair" . . . held for SECOND
• 100 per cent bigger than "Paddy" at the ORPHEUM,

WEEK

Denver • Topped

every FOX hit . . . including "State Fair", "Paddy" at the CENTURY,
Rochester • At Shea's BUFFALO,

greater than any FOX picture . . .

50 per cent bigger than "PADDY"

• It's the biggest hit in years!

Janet GAYNOR
Lionel BARRYMORE
in

CAROLINA

00

ROBERT YOUNG
• HENRIETTA CROSMAN
RICHARD CROMWELL
•
MONA BARRIE
STEPIN FETCHIT
Directed by HENRY

Your patrons always like

FOX MOVIETONE NEWS

KING.
From "The House of Connelly"
by Paul Green
Prodded by

WINFIELD SHEEHAN

IflHH

—JXP*l
COLUMBIA AND BORDEN
IN BIG RADIO TIEUP

DAILY

Christie Finishes 11 in Three Months
Setting something of a record for short subject production, Al Christie yesterday completed his eleventh Educational short in the East within a period of
three months. The eleventh picture was a Tom Howard comedy, "The Cat
Catchers." Christie's future schedule calls for starring comedies for Milton
Berle, Lillian Roth, Stoopnagle and Budd, Ernest Truex and other stage, screen
and radio names.

A deal was completed yesterday
by George Brown, advertising, publicity and exploitation manager of
Columbia, with the Borden Co., Inc.,
whereby the film company will get
the benefit of one of the most extensive national radio tieups
through the medium of the "45 Minutes Hollywood" program sponsored
{Continued from Page 1)
by Borden every Saturday night
session
was
called to order by preover the CBS system. Special versiding officer LeRoy E. Bowman,
sions of Columbia pictures, startfield director of the Child Study Aswith "It Happened
One stars
Night,'"
sociation of America. In his adand ingincidents
involving
in
dress Bowman said:
these pictures, will be put into the
"Movies are for all people and
programs.
In addition to the broadcasting should not be controlled for, or by
arrangements, the merchandising any small section of the population
of the country. The motion picture
campaign on "It Happened One industry is incapable of exercising
Night" includes the issuance by on itself the influence that will conBorden of 75,000 posters, 250,000
trol movies in the interests of sobottle tops and several thousand
ciety. No organization of produccounter cards, with Borden repreers, matter who its president,
sentatives contacting and cooperat- may be,no can possibly do an educaing with exhibitors during the
showing of the picture.
tional job of
'Thereofis public
great
need for
theitself.
focusing
opinion and social pressure on the
movies. Censorship has a semblance
20th Century Starting Two of
social control that is false. We
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
deplore
'civic action' groups of one
Hollywood — After a lull of a narrow persuasio
n and also persons
week, following the completion of
of
only
one
sex."
"The House of Rothschild," starDr. Worth M. Tippy, executive
ring George Arliss, the Joseph M.
of the Department of the
Schenck-Darryl F. Zanuck forces secretary
are ready to start two new pictures. Church and Social Service of the
Federal Council of Churches, told
"The Firebrand" goes into produc- the members that proposals for estion Monday, stai-ring Constance
tablishing state and city boards of
Bennett and Fredric March, with
for congressional legisGregory La Cava at the megaphone, censors lationand
are constantly being brought
and a few days later Director Roy forward and
that many of them are
Del Ruth will start work on "Bull- "ill advised."
"They should be
dog Drummond Strikes Back" Ron- studied carefully by a responsible
ald Colman's first starring vehicle group such as a better films counfor 20th Century. Both productions
cil and its reasoned opinion given- to
will be released by United Artists.
legislators and to the public," he
said. "The Federal Council Committees will train young people in
motion picture appreciation. They
Coming and Going
are now studying the technique of
the motion picture and the standards of judging them. Eventually,
MARGARET SULLAVAN leaves New York over they will not knowingly go to see
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WURTZEL STARTING
SIX BYJARCH 15
West Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILy\

Hollywood — Sol Wurtzel will put
six features into production by
March 15 and in doing so will bring
together as co-stars Will Rogers
and Peggy Wood, James Dunn and
Sally Eilers, and the vaudeville
team of Mitchell and Durant.
William Conselman and Kubec
Glasmon
now are completing the
all groups that sympathize with our
adaptat
ion
of "Merry Andrew,"
philosophy. We want no censor- from the play
by Lewis Beach
ship. We want educated public which will introduce Peggy Wood
opinion that will encourage the pro- opposite Will Rogers. The producduction of fine films. It is time to
tion will go before the cameras on
March 1.
stop talking about 'the morals of
"Gold Rush of 1934," will start
the movies,' for morals change and Feb.
12 with a cast includin
movies change. The morals of yes- Claire Trevor, Harry Green, Rogerg
terday do not fit in with the moral Imhof, Jane Barnes, Suzanne Kaaviewpoint of today. We will change ren, Wini Shaw and Blanche Visagain and the movies will also cher. George Marshall will direct.
James Dunn and Sally Eilers will
change and we must bring this great
medium into adjustment to our lives appear in "Always Honest." March
5 is the starting date. Edward
and our lives into adjustment with it. Paramore is writing the screen
Speaking on the efforts of the
Three other films to be started
industry to turn out superior pic- play.
tures, John Barry of Paramount de- March 15 are: "Call It Luck," a
clared that each ticket bought at comedy in which Herbert Mundin
the box-office constitutes a vote and Pat Paterson will be starred,
by Joe Cunningham and Harry Mcwhich determines the kind of picCoy; "Charlie Chan's Courage," betures which are to be produced. He
ing adapted by Seton I. Miller, with
Walter Connolly in the role of Chan,
urged the board to take steps to en- and the tentatively titled comedy,
courage appreciation of fine pictures
Seas," with the vauand later a resolution along this line "On Thedeville High
and musical comedy favorites
was adopted. Barry listed a num- Mitchell and Durant the only playber of outstanding pictures proers yet cast. Joel Sayre, author of
duced by Paramount.
script.
"Rackety Rax" is writing the
The conference will continue today with a morning session at
which Dr. A. A. Brill, psychoanalyst
and psychiatrist, will be presiding
officer. Dr. Frederic M. Thrasher
of N. Y. University will sneak on
BOOK
THEDATE
INDUSTRY'S
"What Can Research Prove?" Marguerite E. Schwarzman, director of
The Children's Laboratories, N. Y.
University will address the mem- Today: Tenth annual conference of National
Board of Review, Hotel Pennsylvania, New
bers on "Can Research Be Related
York.
to the Social Movement for the Understanding and Utilizing the Med- Today: Meeting of Code Authority, Hotel
Astor, New York.
2 P. M.
ium of the Motion Picture?" Gretta
Palmer, editor of the women's page Feb. 11-12: First Semi-Annual Meeting of Independent Theater Owners of Arkansas,
of the "World-Telegram" will take
Marion
Hotel, Little Rock, Ark.
the topic, "A Writer's Viewpoint on
the Motion Picture." Dr. F. Dean Feb. 21 : First annual ball of Independent
New
York.Owners Ass'n, Waldorf-Astor
McClusky will speak on "The Place
Theater
ia,
of Research in Visual Education"
^nd Isabel P. Kennedy, sceretary of Feb. 26-27: Winter meeting of Visual Instruction Department, National Education Assothe Federation of Social Agencies.
ciation, Carter Hotel, Cleveland.
Pittsburgh, will address the memRelief Dance, Medinah Athletic
bers on "The Films and the Com- MarchClub,4: Film
Chicago.

Political Censorship Denounced
At Board of Review Conference

the week-end
Universal.

for California to resume work at

COLIN CLIVE takes off by plane on Sunday for the coast to appear in "The Key" for
Warners.
_
SIDNEY BERNSTEIN, London circuit operator,
arrives in New York on Feb. 13 aboard the
Conti di Savoia.
TOM HOWARD, who came up from his Fort
Lauderdale, Fla., bungalow to complete his third
Educational comedy, returns to Florida today
and will come back to New York in a week
to appear as guest on the Rudy Vallee radio
hour.
EDDIE CANTOR and DAVID
Monday for Florida.

FREEDMAN

leave

EDMUND LOWE is accompanying LILYAN
TASHMAN, his wife, on her trip to New York
to appear in "Frankie and Johnnie".

JAKE
returned

WILK, Warner story editor here
back from the coast.

has

ROY SIMMONDS, director of publicity of
Fox in Great Britain, arrives today on the
Berengaria.

a poor picture."
"Functions of the National Board"
was the subject of an address by
Wilton A. Barrett, executive secretary of the Board of Review. He
said in part:
"The board was formed to offer
protection to the American people
from the early blight of political
censorship and to evaluate the possibilities of this new art. Individuals cannot be made to think alike
about motion pictures. If they
could, it would solve the industry's
problems, but the pictures as an art
would be at a standstill. Local censor boards are ridiculous. The condemnation of one film in one state
and the passing of the same film in
another state are outstanding examples of the meaning of that
statement. The National Board of
Review must seek the unification of

Sol A. Rosenblatt will be the
munity."
chief speaker at the Nineteenth Annual Luncheon to be held tomorrow
noon at which Dr. George W. Kirchwey will be toastmaster. Other
sneakers will be Bishop Francis J.
McConnell. Elmer Rice. Terry Ramsaye and John Collier. A private
showing
of "LeSang d'un Poete"
will
be sriven
the members tonight
at the Fifth Avenue Playhouse.

March 10: Fourth Annual Dinner-Dance of the
Columbian Club of Columbia Pictures, Hotel
Waldorf-Astoria,
New York.
March 15: Annual awards banquet of the Academy of Motion Picture Arts and Sciences,
Hollywood.
April 23-26: Spring convention of Society of
Motion Picture Engineers, Chalfonte-Haddon
Hall Hotel, Atlantic City.

June 16-July 2: International Motion
Week,
Vienna.
Aug. 1-20: Second Exhibition of
graphy, Venice, Italy.
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WATCH KAY FRANCIS
IN HER THIRD GREAT
MONEY SHOW IN A ROW
FROM WARNER BROS.
Ricardo Cortez, Warner Otand,
Lyle Talbot, Ruth Donnelly. Directed by
Michael Curtiz. A First National Picture.
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cannot afford to miss.

romance, garnished with lots

dramas ever to reach
the screen . . . Gable
and Colbert were
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never better.. .see it!"

keep you away!
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"'IT HAPPENED
ONE NIGHT7... but

"Clark Gable has re-

it doesn't happen
every night that you
have a chance to

life in this brilliantly
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ceived anew lease of

and spontaneous
that you wonder

rected comedy of
love. If you miss it—

picture."

don't blame us!"

"It is superlative entertainment .. . see
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by Samuel Hopkins Adams
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'Another swell, bangup grand picture . . .
do a favor to your
audience and grab
this one off for them
...it's got everything
—names, superb acting, riotous comedy
and perfect direction"
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TIMELY TOPICS

Merchandising Campaign

Urges Hollywood to Meet
Competition from Abroad
£N GLAND
by the quality of
its pictures
is compelling
Hollywood to recognize its importance as a factor in screen
production. This does not mean
that Hollywood is losing its supremacy as the dominating center of world production, but the
challenge nevertheless is a serious one, and requires Hollywood's producers to be on their
mettle.
There is nothing for
Hollywood to do but accept this
competition in a friendly spirit,
because it is going to be of mutual benefit to the industry on
both sides of the Atlantic. They
are developing their own stars
over there and need our directors, writers and technical experts. The type of picture Hollywood and England will make
will be distinct from each other.
Through
"Henry
the Eighth"
the English got a taste of the
recognition to be won in America by pictures of truly epic
quality.
The English have the
background and physical facilities for such productions, and
in Alexander Korda they have
a producer-director who knows
from experience in Hollywood
our methods of making .pictures.
Both British Dominion and London Films companies are well
equipped
for picture production. In "Catherine the Great"
English
production
has
surpassed its previous success with
"Henry
the Eighth."
Thus
aroused, its producers are concentrating as never before.
I
am not trying to sound any
alarms, for I know the result
of this competition is going to
make
Hollywood
more
alert.
As far as 20th Century
Pictures, is concerned,
Darryl
Zanuck
and
I welcome
this
rivalry, and intend to foster it
by interchange of stars and producing personnel. Toward this
end
I have
arranged
for
some of our stars and producing experts to participate in
English
pictures
which
the
United Artists will distribute in
this country.
Thus we will
serve the double purpose of improving the quality of English
pictures shown
here, and of
spurring Hollywood on to keener effort.
— Joseph M. Schenck.
Doug Starts New Film
London (By Cable) — Douglas Fairbanks has started work in his new
picture, "Exit Don Juan", being produced by London Films for release
through
United Artists.

Blankets "Love Past 30"

•
•
• THERE WAS more to the snappy remarks of Eddie
Dowling at the AMPA luncheon than met the ear
oh, indeedy, yes, mateys
Eddie took several substantial swats
at the "free entertainment" curse
pinning his implications
right on the lapels of the radio
rajahs . and
when Eddie
swats
he makes a dent that lets his victims know he's
landed
so we venture to predict that the repercussions of
those remarks will reach Washington IF the White House
is not already advised of the dolorous situation on which Mister
Dowling touched for it so happens that Edward is persona
grata with the head tenant of that white apartment house on
Capitol Hill who lends an attentive ear to anything Ed
might happen to spill about the amusement world

• • • THE WEEKLY luncheon was by way of honoring
Eddie's show, "Big Hearted Herbert," and its estimable cast
Harry Hershfield acted as auctioneer and knocked down
the talent to the eager buyers
Anna Richardson, coauthor of the Dowling play, revealed that Ed has a yen for Pink
Sets
and she said she liked the producer because he
called her "darling," even though she is going on for 70
but aren't we all going on for 70 ?
Anna looked like 45,
and
she must have been joshing
us had the pep of a gal of 18

•

•

*

•

• • • THERE WERE neat speeches by J. C. Nugent and
Judge Samuel D. Levy of the Children's Court
the latter
giving an insight into his work that was fascinating
Mister Hershfield interspersed a wad of his good yarns . Eddie
Dowling said among other things concerning the theatrical performers "The tragedy of show business is that we
never cash the bows and plaudits we have taken through can
the
years."
that opened up the way for him to launch into
his Grand Slam at the radio free entertainment evil
and Mister Dowling intimated that the campaign against it was
being organized systematically

•
•
• WE HOPE the assembled pressageys caught the
full import of his message
for if this free entertainment
racket keeps growing
it won't be long before the public
will be so accustomed to free shows
that there won't be
much demand for pressageys
for the simple reason that
the motion picture will have dwindled to a sort of side show
something thrown in free by the national advertisers
who will control this biz the same as they now tell the
Radio Moguls where to head in
if this sounds exaggerated
recall all the other "impossible" things that have happened in our economic life in the past two years
and then
do your sneezing

•
•
• A NEAT novelty is being sent ont to exhibs by
Ned Depinet
a pocket edition of "The Lost Patrol"
which is on sale at all the Woolworth stores
The National
Stamp Exhibition opens at Rockefeller Center on Saturday. .
Charlie Einfeld has planned a whiz six-weeks pre-advance campaign on "Wonder Bar"
more about it later . .
Ricardo
Cortez paid a visit to the RKO-Radio
exchange to see his
brother, Berme Kranze, one of the company's ace salesmen
a"d so we part, dear readers
and ya don't have to
act so darned relieved sometime it's tougher for us to
write this hoosh than it is for you to read it . .
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EXHIBITORS
playing
Monarch's "Love Past Thirty"
featuring Aileen Pringle, Theodor von Eltz, Gertrude
Messinger and Phyllis Barry, are
being furnished
a wealth
of
practical tie-ups via a compact
campaign book.
The story of
the picture is being Actionized
in a forthcoming issue of "Hollywood," aFawcett publication.
As the press sheet points out,
this may be tied-in effectively
by the exhibitor.
A. L. Burt
Co., publisher of the novel, has
prepared a special book band,
with cuts of Aileen Pringle,
Theodor von Eltz and Gertrude
Messinger, carrying credits and
catchlines.
A forthcoming issue of "Psychology" magazine
carries
a story by Priscilla
Wayne,
author
Thirty" — and whoof "Love
conducts Pasta
"Lovelorn
Column"
in a midwest newspaper. A tie-up that
will insure added attraction for
the feature is a country-wide
hairdressers'
campaign
completely outlined in the current
issue
of
"Beauty posed Culture."
Stills,
especially
during
production,
are listed in the
press sheet by number, supplemented by brief outlines of their
direct possibilities to the local
merchant, while several novelties, suggest intriguing advertising at low cost.
A New
York fur studio has prepared
full-page ads in the metropolitan tabloids featuring
Miss
Pringle and Miss Messinger and
several papers have run, or have
in preparation,
features playing
up
popular
angles papers,
of the
story.
The 59 national
which have already used "Love
Past Thirty" as a syndicated
feature, offer specific avenues
for additional features.
— Freuler Film Associates.
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A MERGER
that makes the biggest
industry news in many
months! It affects you!
(See next page)
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Ramon NOVARRO-Jeanette MacDON ALD
CAT AND THE FIDDLE
usic for your box-office!
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ANALYSIS OF MOTION
Twenty-Third Installment
ARTICLE V— UNFAIR PRACTICES—PRODUCERS— (cont.)
Sec. 4. Notice to Producer,
After
Contract Expires, of Offer To
His Employee
Note: This Section 4 (including
Subdivisions (a) to (e) as analyzed
below) is suspended by the President's order pending
investigation
and report of the Administrator.
Class C employees have been defined above. They are employees
under written contract for at least
one year or at least three pictures
*vho receive not less than $250.00
a week or $2,500.00 per picture.
In respest to these Class C employees, a Producer, under certain
circumstances, is entitled to notice
of a competing offer even if it is
made after the contract of his employee has expired.
(a) When
Producer
Entitled to
Notice
A Producer is entitled to notice of a competing offer even
after his employee's contract
has expired if the following
five conditions exist:
1. The employee in question
is a Class C employee.
2. The Producer has in good
faith made an offer to his
employee to continue or renew his contract.
3. The offer was made before
the last 30 days of his employment.
4. The employee rejected the
offer.
5. The compensation last paid
to the employee was at
least $500.00 per week or
$5,000.00 per picture.
(b) Notice of Offer During Three
Month Period
The employing Producer is
entitled to notice of offers
made by other Producers during a period of three months
from the end of the first employment if the employee received previously less than
$1,000.00 a week or less than
$10,000.00 per picture.
(c) Notice of Offer During Six
Month Period
The employing Producer is
entitled to notice of offers
made by other Producers during a period of six months
from the end of the first employment if the employee received previously at least
$1,000.00 a week or at least
$10,000.00 per picture.
(d) Time of Notice
The notice to the employer
must be given on the same
day that the offer is made to
his employee.
(e) Procedure
and Rules of Notice
The notification of the Registrar and all the other procedure and rules with reference to offers shall be the
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PICTURE CODE

By LOUIS
same as in Section 3 analyzed
above, in order that the result should be that: —
1. The employer shall have a
reasonable period, not exceeding three days, to
negotiate and contract for
the services of the em-

NIZER
The analysis of Section 4 above
indicated that one of the conditions
for the right of the Producer to
notice of a competing offer is that
he himself has made an offer in good
faith which was rejected. It also
showed that under different circumstances, the Producer is entitled
to notice of offers made for three
2. ployee.
The offer of the competing months and in some cases for six
Producer shall be a firm months after the contract of his
offer for 24 hours after the employee expires. The following
time of the employer to machinery has been set up to decide
negotiate expires.
the questions of good faith and
3. The employee at all times whether the Producer falls within
shall have a free and in- the three or six month category.
dependent choice as to
(a) Code
Authority
Appoints
which offer he will accept.
Standing Committee
Sec. 5. Coercion to Prevent Offers
The Code Authority appoints
(a) Coercion by Producer
a standing committee which
It is an unfair trade practice
has full power to decide the
for any Producer to use force
good faith of any offer made
to prevent offers being made
by the employer and also to
determine whether he come?
any employee by other Producers.
within
category.the three or six month
(b) Violation of this Part by Any
One in Industry
(b) Appointment of Registrar
No Producer, Distributor or
The standing committee apExhibitor shall violate or help
the Regis-of
to violate any section of this
trarpointswithand removes
whom
notices
Part 5 which deals with offers
offers must be filed.
to employees.
(c) Review
of Registrar's
Sec. 6. Standing
Committee
and
The standing
committeeActs or
Registrar
the
Code
Authority
can reNote: This Section 6 (including
view, reverse or modify any
Subdivisions (a) to (j) as analyzed
decision of the Registrar.
below) is suspended
by the Presi(d) Information
to
Producers
Concerning Notice of Offer
dent's order pending investigation
and report of the Administrator.
The
Registrar
provides
a

LT.O.A. to Examine
S;gned by Nearly All
Names for Local Boards Code
New
England Unit Mbrs.
Personnel of the New York local
zoning and grievance boards will be
scrutinized by the I. T. O. A. board
of directors at a meeting Feb. 16
in New York. Percentage deals will
be discussed.
London
Ravesscreening
Over "Christina"
At a trade
Wednesday
night in London, M-G-M's "Queen
Christina," starring Greta Garbo,
was given one of the biggest receptions that ever greeted a showing
over there, according to a cable received at M-G-M yesterday from
Sam Eckman, Jr., general manager
in Great Britain.
"Without exaggeration," said Eckman, "it was an event in our history that transcended every other
in recent years.
Warners
of 2 Cities"
West Coast Making
Bureau of"Tale
THE FILM
DAILY

Boston — -Virtually 100 per cent of
the members of the Independent
Theater Owners of New England,
affiliated with Allied, have signed
code assents. The unit now has a
roster of 200, which is estimated as
a 100 per cent increase over a year
ago.

"M"Schaeg on J.
Postpone Hearin
Examination
of George
fer, Paramount general manager, in
connection with suit brought by
Walter Reade and Joe Plunkett
against that company charging conspiracy to suppress will
their be
feature
"M"
from distribution,
continued
March 15. The executive was examined by Attorney Saul E. Rogers
on Tuesday and the next session was
postponed in order to allow Schaefer make a trip to Florida.

Bushman to Wed Opera Star
Hollywood — "A Tale of Two
Chicago
Francis X. Bushman
Cities," the Charles Dickens novel, star of the —silent
films, has obtained
will be filmed by Warners with Les- a license to marry Carmela Ponselle,
lie Howard starred. The picture will
go in work after Howard has fin- opera star.
ished "British Agent."
Party for Roy Simmonds
Roy
Simmonds, Fox's British
Showing "City of the Future"
director, who arrives to"The City of the Future" will be publicity
day
on
the
Berengaria, will be given
shown next Thursday evening by
a
party
this
afternoon at the New
New
the
at
Hegemann
Warner
York Athletic Club.
School for Social Research.

method whereby all Producers
may find out when notices of
offers must be sent to the employer or former employer.
(e) Procedure to Prevent Delay
The Registrar also prescribes
the procedure to prevent an
employer or former employer
from unreasonably delaying
his decision, so that immediate employment can be had
by persons
who have offers
from
other Producers.
The
Registrar has power to designate a reasonable period,
which in no case shall be
more than three days, within which the competing Producer cannot close his contract. In other words, the
Registrar can give no more
than three days' time to the
employer or former employer
to negotiate with his em(f) Employer
Not Entitled to Noployee.
tice if He Has Not Registered Employee's Name
None of the provisions of this
part dealing
with negotiations for employees
applies
to employees whose names
are not registered by the employing Producer.
(g) Right to Registration
The standing committee decides whether there is a right
to register or to continue registration. This decision can
be made either on its own
motion or upon the application of any person interested,
including the employee.
(h) Notifying Registrar That
Employment Is Ended
If, for any reason, the employment of a person whose
name is registered ends, the
employer must notify the
iately.
Registrar in writing immed(i) Producer's
NotWithdraw
to Register Right
Name or to
Registered Name
Any Producer may withdraw
the name of his employee
from registration or by sending written notice to the
Registrar may waive the
right to be notified of offers,
— provided this is not done as
a result of an agreement
with the employee.
(j) Notifying
trations Producers of RegisThe Registrar provides a
proper method for notifying
Producers promptly of all
registrations, withdrawal of
registrations,
waivers or termination of employment.
(To

be Continued)
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A TITTLE" from HOLLYWOOD

By RALPH WILK
A LICE FAYE, elevated to featured
roles by Fox after her appearance in George White's "Scandals,"
will have a leading- part in "Now
I'll Tell," by Mrs. Arnold Rothstein.
Spencer Tracy will be starred. Edwin Burke will
and
* adapt
*
* direct.

Mae Clark, Douglas Dumbrille,
Ned Sparks, James Marcus, Jay
Lloyd, Larry Adler and Hattie McDaniels have been added to M-G-M's
"Operator
13," Marion
which Raoul
will direct.
DaviesWalsh
and
Gary Cooper play the leads.

*

■¥

#

Henry Stephenson has joined the
cast of Fox's "All Men are EneHenry Wadsworth has been given
a new M-G-M contract and will next
appear in "The
* Show-Off."
*
*
On their return to New York in a
few days, B. G. DeSylva, Sid Silvers, Harold Adamson and Burton
Lane, will produce a musical called
"Napoleon, Jr." They have just
finished "Bottoms
* * Up" * for Fox.
Leonard Praskins has been given
the assignment to write the screen
version of "Head of the Family,"
(tentative title), the next George
Arliss picture to be made by the
Schenck-Zanuck 20th Century pictures and released by United Artists.
"Head of the Family" is being made
from a play of the same name by
Katherine Clugston.
:£ ♦ *

More Title Changes
James Cagney's latest Warner picture, formerly known as "Blondes and
Bonds" and changed only two days ago to "Always a Gent," was altered again
yesterday to "Jimmy the Gent." Warners said this is "the final and definite
title," but they didn't say "positively."
"A Gentleman from San Francisco," another Warner film, becomes "Fog Ove>,
RKO's Katharine Hepburn picture, "Trigger," has been changed to "Spitfire."
Frisco."

ture work and now under contract
to First National. Also in the cast Studios, has been titled "Hello Proswill be a four year old replica of
Brown. The studio is now looking
Because
of pressure
for such a child and reports a flood time,
Universal
has had onto directors'
postpone
of applications, none of which have "Elizabeth
perity."
and Mary" and start
been accepted
* to *date. *
"Little Man, What Now?" immediately instead. The difficulty was
A cast of headliners is supporting occasioned by Frank Borzage's obligations at Warner Brothers and
William Powell and Kay Francis in
their new co-starring picture, "The the fact that Margaret Sullavan was
Key," for Warners. Robert Barrat, scheduled to appear in both of these
J. M. Kerrigan, Henry O'Neill, Joan pictures. The arrangement now
Wheeler, Hobart Cavanaugh and effected is to put the Borzage proArthur Treacher are among the
duction of "Little Man, What
players. Phil Regan, the "Singing Now?" in production next Monday.
Cop" of radio, who was signed a The script has been written by William Anthony McGuire and is entirecouple of weeks ago to a long-term
contract by Warners, has a promi- nextly completed.
Tuesday. Rehearsals will begin
nent role,
.
his first appearance on
*
*
*
the screen. And Colin Clive, now
appearing on the Broadway stage
Glendon Allvine, associate producer at RKO, is now supervising
with Katherine Hepburn in "The
Lake," leaves for Hollywood by air- work on the feature tentatively
plane on Sunday for a featured part titled "Arabella".
*
*
in "The Key."•
Frank Craven, popular Broadway
Andy Clyde's latest comedy, just comedian, has been added to the cast
completed
at
the
Educational

Eddie Dowling Attacks
Code Authority Holds
Free Radio Studio Shows
Prelim Meet on Boards

Busby Berkeley, who did the
{.Continued from Page 1)
dance spectacles for "Wonder Bar,"
and Myrna Kennedy, who is a mem- met yesterday afternoon at the
ber of the picture's all-star cast, will New York Athletic Club, preliminary to submitting recommendations
be married tomorrow. The newlyweds are then expected in New York when the Code Authority holds a
for a brief honeymoon which will session today at the same place.
include their presence at "Wonder
Yesterday's work was particularly focused on five boards on
Bar's" Strand Theater world prewhich
disputes centered. They are
miere, and a search for more beauties for film work.
in New York, Boston, Detroit,
* * *
Cleveland and Chicago.
Joe E. Brown's next First NaThe Code Authority's committee
tional starring picture, "Sawdust," preparing a manual covering local
a story of circus life, will enter pro- board procedure met at luncheon
duction at the company's Burbank yesterday and put the finishing
■■ouches on its report to its parent
studios on Monday. Brown's leading body.
woman wlil be Barbara Blair, recently gone over from radio to picFox N. E. Appointments
Boston — Manager Edward X. Callahan of the local Fox Exchange anBIG
nounces Jack Jennings has been appointed sales representative for New
NEWS
Hampshire and Vermont, while Jim
Kennedy will handle Cape Cod and
AS
SEEN
BY
Rhode Island.
THE PRESS
AGENT

"Cecil B. DeMille is now at odds with
Noah Webster, the point in question
being the proper pronunciation of
Cleopatra, the producer favoring a
short "a". He also says Mare Anthony
will be spelled Marc Antony." —
PARAMOUNT

(.Continued from Page 1)

terday's
P. A. luncheon in the
ParamountA.M.
grill.
"We can't afford to give our wares
away," said Dowling, speaking on
behalf of actors. He called upon
the press agents to use all their
power and influence to direct public opinion against the free entertainment provided by the radio studios.
J. C. Nugent, another speaker,
also took a healthy slam at tryouts
in radio and vaudeville as a dishonest practice that cheats the performers out of just remuneration.
Nugent said that it was a condition
that the NRA has to remedy if the
actor is to get a square deal. Dowling is one on
of whom
President
intimates
he Roosevelt's
relies for
guidance in great degree in matters
concerning the amusement field. The
after-luncheon comments on Eddie's
remarks indicated that the free entertainment evil has probably been
made a subject of White House discussion, although the speaker did
not say so.

E. F. Dardine 111
Charlotte, N. C— E. F. Dardine,
Shaff Conferring
With Richman
who has for some time operated
the Romina at Forest City and who
Miami Beach — Monroe Shaff is
is connected with the Carolina at here conferring with Harry Richman
Shelby, is critically ill. He was for on appearing in a short to be made
years manager of the local Univers- by Meyer Davis for RKO Van Beual exchange.
ren.
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TOTS";

of Warner's "Without Honor," which
co-stars James Cagney and Joan
Blondell. Craven supplants Guy
Kibbee in this role, the latter having been assigned an important part
in "Dames," musical romance with
Dick Powell and Ruby Keeler.

*

*

*

Jesse Lasky will make one of
three Fox musical films already definitely slated for the 1934-35 program. Joe Cook will be starred in
one of the others and one will be
made by Erik Charell. George White
and B. G. DeSylva may also make
musicals for next season's lineup,
depending on the success of the
musicals pictures now under way.
*
*
#
Contrary to report Cecil B. DeMille has as yet made no selection
for the role of Julius Caesar in his
next Paramount production, "Cleopatra." His interest now lies in the
direction of Cedric Hardwick, young
English actor recently knighted by
the King for his work on the London stage and screen. DeMille last
week imported Harry Wilcoxon
from England to play the Marc Anbert. thony role opposite Claudette Col-

*

*

*

First National completed production on "Hit Me Again" this week.
Joan Blondell and Warren William
have the leading roles in the film,
which was adapted for the screen
by F. Hugh Herbert and Carl Erickson from Herbert's play. The cast
of principals includes Edward Everett Horton, Frank McHugh, Clairo
Dodd, Joan Wheeler, Virginia Sale
and Leonard Carey. Robert Florey
directed and Miss BlondelFs husband, George Barnes,
was
chief
cameraman.

*

*

*

Four comedy experts joined forces
in providing the story which will
introduce Buster Keaton as star of
Educational comedies. Ernest Pagano and Ewart Adamson, ace writers at the Educational Studios,
worked together with Keaton and
Charles Lamont, who has been given
the directorial assignment, on an
elaborate comedy story which is now
ready for production. Tentatively
titled "Crowded Out," the comedy
will be placed in production as soon
as casting is completed.

SUNSHIN€
IN
THE
NEWS

Theater supply houses report spurt in
inquiries for new equipment and other
improvements.

DAY'S

THE

-am
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SHORT SHOTS from
EASTERN STUDIOS
By CHAS. ALICOATE

CTION on "The Cat
PRODU
Catchers," two-reel comedy featuring Tom Howard supported by
George Shelton and being produced
and directed for Educational release
by Al Christie at the Eastern Service studio in Astoria, was completed yesterday. Fred Sheld and
Warren Murray assisted Christie
on the production, with George
Weber doing the camera work. Arthur Jarrett and William Watson
are credited with the story.

•

Shooting on "The Passing Review" being produced by Mentone
for Universal release, will be completed today at the Fox studio. Milton Schwarzwald is directing the
short, which features Ed Sidlivan as
emcee with an array of entertainers
from radio, stage and screen. Frank
Zucker and Bergi Contner are doing
the camera work.
Chester Morris, who came east to
play the leading male role in
"Frankie and Johnnie," which Chester Erskin is to produce at the Biograph Studios, not only is keenly
enthusiastic about the story, but he
gave Erskin a few thoughts on the
script which were promptly incorporated.

with

"THE LOST

PATROL"

Victor McLaglen,
Boris Karloff,
Reginald Denny, Wallace
Ford
RKO
74 mins.
TENSE AND SUSPENSEFUL DESERT
WAR DRAMA AIDED BY GOOD PERFORMANCES AND ACE DIRECTION.
Smacking of "Beau Geste," and packing
plenty of general human interest even

"THE

BIG SHAKEDOWN"

with

Charles Farrell, Bette Davis, Ricardo
Cortez, Glenda Farrell
First National
64 mins.
VERY
STORY

MELODRAMATIC
WITH WEAK
VINCING SITUATIONS.

AND

GANGSTER
UNCON-

Adulterated and fake patent medicines
though it hasn't a woman in the cast, this
war story ranks as one of the best of its as a gyp racket, is the theme around
kind. It depicts, as an incident of the which this frail feature has been built.
World War, the fate of a British patrol lost It is far-fetched, over-acted and unbelievin the Mesopotamian desert where the beable for the most part. Farrell starts out
wildered soldiers are at the mercy of as owner of a corner drug store with
Arabian sharpshooters whom they cannot
Bette Davis as his clerk and fiancee.
see but who pop off the squad one by one Cortez, a beer racketeer, finding his busiuntil only the sergeant, Victor McLaglen,
ness a flop with repeal of prohibition, deis left. Then, coming out in the open a
cides to start in the phoney drug racket.
little too soon, the Arabs are mowed down
He coaxes Farrell to become chemist for
with a machine gun by the avenging Mc- the outfit. Their game brings them plenty
Laglen just as a rescue company arrives. It of dough and all goes fairly well until Bette
is a gripping story, more action than words, is taken to the hospital where some of the
with the tensity well maintained, and by fake drugs are used. Farrell tries to stop
deft direction the grimness of the situation the use of the adulterated stimulants on
is never allowed to descend to the point his wife, without divulging to the surgeons
where it makes an audience uncomfortable.
the basis of his objections. Their baby
dies but Bette is saved. Farrell kills
McLaglen turns in a corking performance
as the sergeant, and other outstanding roles Cortez, the remainder of the gang are
are those of Reginald Denny as a soldier convicted and all ends well. Cortez, and
of fortune, Boris Karloff as a religious Glenda Farrell, who plays his sweetheart,
fanatic and Wallace Ford as the last man stand out as the only worth while persons
killed.
in the film. Farrell and Miss Davis are
Cast: Victor McLaglen, Boris Karloff, not at their best.
Wallace Ford, Reginald Denny, J. M. KerriCast: Charles Farrell, Bette Davis, Ricargan, Billy Bevan, Alan Hale, Brandon Hurst,
do Cortez, Glenda Farrell, Allen Jenkins,
Douglas Walton, Sammy Stein, Howard
Henry O'Neill, Phillip Faversham, Robert
Wilson, Paul Hanson.
Emmet O'Connor, John Wray, George Pat
Director, John Ford; Author, Philip MacCollins, Adrian Morris, Dewey Robinson,
Donald; Adaptor, Dudley Nichols; AdditionBen Hendricks, George Cooper.
al Dialogue, Garrett Fort; Cameraman, HarDirector, John Francis Dillon; Author,
old Wenstrom; Recording Engineer, Glenn
Sam Engles; Cameraman,
Sid Hickox.
Portman; Editor, Paul Weatherwax.
Direction, Fine
Photography, Al.
Direction, Ordinary.
Photography, Good

Gertrude Niesen, popular radio
songstress, has completed work in
a two-reel Vitaphone musical com- 11 Houses Reopened
In Cincinnati Area
edy entitled "Darling Enemy:'
Among the cast of over 100 bit and
(Continued from Page 1)
support
to
d
assemble
players
extra
Miss Niesen in this short are W el- ton, Kv.; Wheelright, Wheelwright,
don Heyburn, Roscoe Ails, Bernice Ky.; Strand, Bradford, 0.; Majestic, Corning, 0., Opera House, Jef"Bunny" Lee, The Randals and Ca0.; Westland, PortsDudley Clements, Ralph San- fersonville,
pier,
mouth. 0.; Tivoli, Barbourville. W.
ford and Pat West.
•
Va.; Berwind, Berwind, W. Va.;
Iaeger, Iaeger, W. Va.; Institute,
"Snick 'n Spanish" has been se- Institute,
W. Va.
lected as the title of the recently
completed "comedy with music
Fox Changes in Charlotte
Eduwhich Al Christie produced for Leah
Charlotte, N. C. — J. J. Grady,
cational with Bob Hope and
manager of the Fox exchange, has
Ray in the featured roles. This
transferred to Cincinnati. Hertwo-reel comedy innovation is the been man
Biersdorf comes from WashingEduon
most elaborate production
ton to be the new manager of the
cational^ current• program.
exchange and S. J. Hinson is in
temporary charge of the office.
Bert Granet is preparing an original story, "Mr. America," to feature Bert Lahr for the RKO Van
Beuren Musical Comedies produced
Interesting Religious Film
by Meyer Davis. The story is a
on the annual bathing beauty
satire
planning
is
Integrity Film Corp.
contests to select• a Miss America.
to roadshow "Saint Anthony of
Padua," a nine-reel feature that
faithfully follows the life and
miracles of the great Catholic saint.
The picture, shown to the trade
and press yesterday was produced
in Italy, and carries both English
and Italian titles, with a nice musical
score of sacred music. Suitable
for Catholic or Italian neighborhoods,
although it is too deeply religious
to class as theatrical entertainment.
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Ben Blue is scheduled to start
work soon at the Brooklyn Vitaohone studio in "Daredevil O'Dare,"
his sixth two-reel comedy for Vitaphone. The script has already been
"shooting" will begin.
completed and casting
is completed
as soon as
"Daredevil O'Dare." which will be
directed by Ralph Staub, will be
in Vitaphone's series of
released
V" comedies.
"Big

Profit-Sharing Plan
Predicted by Zukor
(Continued from Page 1)

•

•

.

•

HOLD YOUR HORSES !.
WE ARE WORKING . . .
NIGHT & DAY ON THE
1934 FILM DAILY...
YEAR BOOK
ORDERS ARE PILING . .
UP BY HUNDREDS . . .
FOR THIS BOOK THAT .
WILL BE BIGGER AND .
MORE IMPORTANT . . .

business at theaters, it is impossible to determine their worth in
terms of salary, says Zukor, and
the only fair system of payment is
in proportion to the profits they
make for the company. Actors who
merely give good performances
should be paid as craftsmen if they
to a picture's
do not addhe materially
revenue,
declared.

THAN EVER BEFORE . .

Canton First-Run Houses
Adopt (Continued
Uniform
Admission
from Page 1)

FOR DISTRIBUTION . . .

three now is 35 cents nights and 25
cents matinees, including tax. Children's admission remains at a dime
anytime.
Valentine, Mozart and Strand
for adadmission
night with
upped
have ults
to 17 cents
afternoons a
dime. All three are second run
houses. McKinley and Windsor,
neighborhoods continue to grind at a
dime, with duals most of the week.

IT WILL BE READY . . .
THIS MONTH ON . . .
TIME AS USUAL . . . .

e"
n forwho"Franki
William
William Harriga
Harrigan,
appeared
on Broadway recently in "The Dark
Tower" and also has been in several *
pictures, was signed yesterday for
"Frankie and Johnnie," which Chester Erskin is to produce at the Biograph
tions. Studios for All Star Produc-

*

*

THE
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OF THE DAY

(Continued from Page 1)

duction organization to present the
plays directly in New York, are
among details not yet worked out.
Pending the completion of these details, Franklyn Underwood, eastern
scenario editor of 20th Century, has
already begun a search for unproduced play manuscripts.
Since one of the chief purposes
of the play-production policy will
be to find material suitable ultimately for motion picture presentation,
film potentialities will be an important, but not the only, factor in the
selection of plays. The purpose of
the firm will be to find manuscripts
that are equally meritorious for
stage and screen presentation.
"Close cooperation between the
theater and motion pictures," Zanuck said yesterday in speaking of
the new policy, "is inevitable, and
I should not be surprised to see
other film companies also branching
out before long into stage producing. Through films, radio and syndicated newspaper features, the
tastes of the whole nation have been
gradually brought to a similar
standard during the last few years,
and I feel sure that a successful
New York play is the safest foundation for a motion picture appealing to the entire country.
"Stage and screen are each a separate medium, and a distinct technique is necessary for each. But
both seek to entertain large blocks
of people and certai n underlying
principles of showmanship are valid
for them both. There is no doubt
in my mind ':hat each can profit by
a closer association with the other
— the stage to profit through the
addition of fresh capital, the screen
to profit through the addition of
fresh ideas, which can be tried out
on the stage without the staggering
financial risks necessary to experiments in motion pictures."

(.Continued from Page 1)

St. Louis — George Tyson, advertising and publicity chief for Central
Theaters Co., is back from Pittsburgh, where he conferred with
Variety Club representatives.

Broadwater, Neb. — A. W. Wilkinson has reopened the Isis.

Buffalo — Upward trend of theater patronage is steadily increasing the number of houses in the
St. Louis — Oscar Dane has re- Buffalo area which are modernizing
opened the Gayety with "Sins of or otherwise improving. Recent jobs
Love."
Picture
has a social hygiene include Maxine, Shea's Buffalo,
and medical theme.
Great Lakes, Artistic and Jubilee,
all of Buffalo, and Sehine's State,
Denver — J. B. Melton, owner of Rochester; Opera House, Sherburn,
the Victory and Colorado, left by and Colonial, Niagara Falls.
airplane for his regular visit to his
Florida ranch.
Buffalo — Ralph Merriman presided
at a meeting of exhibitors in Syracuse at which the code was discussed
Fort Morgan, Colo. — After a complete remodeling and redecoration but no action taken.
job, Edwin Bluck has reopened the
U. S. A. theater, closed several
Buffalo — Max W. Rowley, formyears. It gives Bluck two houses
erly RKO representative in Rocheshere.
ter,turesis innow
with Hollywood PicAlbany.
Evart, Mich. — The Lyric, closed
several weeks for extensive repairs,
Washington — Frank K. Shaffer,
has reopened.
former assistant manager of the
Capitol, Winchester, Va., has been
Youngstown,
— Feiberadmissions.
& Shea's, promoted
to manager of the New
Paramount
has 0.reduced
Top nights now is 28 cents, and Virginia at Harrisonburgh, John J.
afternoons 22 cents.
Payette,
nounces. Warner zone manager, anConcord, N. C. — The Pastime,
operated by W. E. Stuart, has been
Bennettsville, S. C. — The Carolina,
reopened. It was damaged by fire operated by H. H. Anderson, has
recently.
opened.

Sees Admission Prices
RKO Maps Big Campaign
Due for General Rise
On New Hepburn Picture

Theater admissions, generally,
will advance when exhibitors believe the public able to absorb it,
in the opinion of John R. Freuler,
president of Monarch, though such
a rise, he points out, will merely
place them at the point they stood
a year and a half ago when admissions were indiscriminately slashed.
A cross-section of theaters devoted to exhibiting motion pictures
exclusively, according to Freuler,
Al DeShetler Buried in Toledo
sets the average program at beCleveland — Funeral services were
tween 150 and 170 minutes, and reveals the volume of entertainment
held this week in Toledo for Al DeShetler, manager of the Royal, who offered cinema patrons, at a single
died following an emergency opera- show, is upwards of 100 per cent
tion for gall stones.
greater since the War.
"A slow but steady advance in
show values," says Freuler, "has
Warner's Lake Goes Dual
now established a two-and-one-half
Cleveland — Warner's Lake has hour show generally. It is no more
gone into a double feature policy.
apt to be arbitrarily revised downward than are full-length books
likely to be scrapped for short stories or that features be universally
FACTS
substituted for shorts. The public
has evidenced a definite, permanent
desire for quantity with their qualABOUT
ity, and, as the economic situation
improves, they will be found willing
FILMS
to pay fairly for what they have
become accustomed to expect.
Edmund
Breese,
now
working
in
Paramount'' "Come o n Marines",
claims the record for appearing in the
most talking pictures.

GULF STATES UNIT
IN MEMBERSHIP DRIVE

George Raft Opposite Mae West

West

Coast Bureau

of THE

FILM

D4ILY

Hollywood — George Raft will appear with Mae West in Parawiount's
"It Ain't No Sin."

the drive in Louisiana, Mississippi,
Alabama and parts of Florida.
Philip Sliman has been appointed
temporary secretary-treasurer of
the G.S.T.O.A., with Pack Duffy as
assistant.

Ten 1934-35 Films
Already
Set by RKO
(Continued from Page 1)
been assigned to Myles Connolly.
The next two, "The Tudor Wench"
and "Break of Hearts," will be supervised by Pandro Berman, and
"Three Stand Alone" and "One
Woman's Life" will have David
Lewis as associate producer.
Other stories ready for production on the new line-up, .but as yet
not assigned to producers, are
"Family Man," "Checkerboard,"
"Muscle Man," "Joan of Arc" and
"Girl Meets Boy."

Akron Prices Revised
Akron, O. — Admission prices here
took a revision this week, with
Loew's again altering, the second
time within a week. Palace and
Strand also are in the new setup,
with matinees at 30 cents for adults, tax included, and nights 40
cents, tax included. Colonial, Feiber
& Shea first-run, continues its current scale of 33 cents top at night
and 22 cents afternoons.

A tremendous national campaign
is being launched by RKO for the
special Easter week release of the Chapman Joins U. A. in Milwaukee
new Katharine Hepburn Picture,
Cleveland — Abe Chapman has re"Spitfire," formerly called "Trigsigned as booker at the local First
ger," according to Jules Levy, gen- Division exchange to become office
eral sales manager. National magfor United Artists in Milazines, promotional tieups, and nu- manager waukee.
The appointment was made
merous ticket-selling schemes will
by
U.
A.
Division Manager Jack
be employed in the drive.
Goldhar.
Howard Cullman an Author, Too
Howard S. Cullman of the Roxy
Theater is the author of an article
entitled "By Your Authority," which
appears in the Feb. 10 issue of the
magazine
"Today," edited by Raymond L. Moley.
Crosby in "She Love Me Not"

West

Coast Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

"Rio" Tops "Little Women" in Spots
Though "Little Women" still holds
the box-office record in the current
RKO lineup, "Flying Down to Rio"
has topped it in several spots, according to returns received at RKO.
The situations include Dallas, Detroit, Fort Worth, Grand Rapids,
Benton Harbor and Bay City.

Hollywood — Paramount has assigned Bing Crosby to play the lead
in the film version of "She Loves
Me Not,"
stage
hit. Dorothy DellBroadway
and Buster
Crabbe
also
are slated for roles.
Madeleine Carroll Dined in Toronto
Toronto — After being guest of
honor at a press luncheon here,
Madeleine Carroll has left for Hollywood to start work in the picture
she is to make for Fox under the
exchange arrangement with
Gaumont-British, to whom she is
under contract, and Fox.

SHOW-

REMINDER
MAN'S
Lincoln's
Birthday on Monday.
day prices and schedule.

Holi-

WE

CANNOT

TELL A LIE!

(It's Washington's Birthday Eve)
You Must Hurry And Get Your Ticket Or
You May Miss Out On The Biggest, Gayest
Party This

Industry Has Ever Staged.

Reservations Are Going Fast . . . The Waldorf-Astoria Ballroom Is Big . . . But Capacity IsCapacity.

DANCING!

ENTERTAINMENT!

MIDNIGHT

TALKIES

SUPPER!

FILMED AND SCREENED THE SAME NIGHT!

Dance Music By Famous Bands
Spectacular
Hits

Acts

From

Reigning

WE REPEAT

Broadway

HURRY

Guest Orchestras From Leading Night Clubs
Special Breakfast Show at 5:30 A. M.

TICKETS TEN DOLLARS PER PERSON
SEND RESERVATIONS TO
WM. BRANDT, CHAIRMAN

OF ENTERTAINMENT

COMMITTEE

GLOBE THEATRE, TIMES SQUARE, N. Y. C.
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Code Authority Meeting at Washington March 5

FILMS
DRIVESJN
'RACKET'
SCORES
T
ROSENBLAT
Cent
Per
20
nce
Attenda
Cold Wave Nicks Theater
Reports to Home
Office
Show Effects of Zero
Temperatures
Theater grosses generally slumped off 20 per cent yesterday as a
result of the cold spell, according to
reports reaching New York home
offices. Broadway houses were hit
along with the rest of the country
as city thermometers registered a
new low in temperatures.

U. S. FILM TALENT

Double-Standard Reformers
Chiding the "resolution-passing" type of local film reformers, a speaker at the
National Board of Review Conference told about members of a midwest better films
group who took their children to see a "family picture" they had endorsed, and
then hied themselves across the
street to see a very different type of film.

Independence of Independents
Is Proclaimed by Carl Laemmle
Massce Opens Coast Unit
For Shipment of Films

To set at rest circulated reports
about independents slated to make
some pictures for the Universal
Massce & Co. of California, a
Laemmle yesterday isbranch of the New York firm of film lineup,sued a Carl
statement branding the rumors as untrue and adding that
forwarders, has been formed with
in Los Angeles. E. J. Santie- "Universal is so independent that it
Through an offer made to Boris offices
stevan will be the coast manager. is even independent of the so-called
Petroff, for 10 years Paramount The
new move will enable shipment
stage director in New York and as- of films direct from the coast to all
His only object in issuing the
independents."
sociated with Mae West in her pic(Continued on Page 4)
tures, it was learned this week that parts of the world.
a Russian committee is en route to
Hollywood to buy American pictures,
for Stardom
Players Being Groomed
line up talent and get first-hand in- Ten Fox
formation on production a la Hollywood.
Chair Exhibit Brings
Ten Fox players are being curThe official offer to Petroff calls
rently groomed for stardom. They
12 Circuit Contracts
for his going
to Russia and intro- are: Hugh Williams, who makes
(Continued on Page 2)
Contracts
for re-seating of 12
";
his debut in "All Men Are Enemieswho
major circuit houses with the new
Stepin Fetchit; Ketti Gallian,
makes her initial appearance in type theater chair being marketed
Capitol Extending Policy
•'Marie Galante"; Alice Faye, who by the International Seat Corp. have
Of M-G-M Stars in Person
White's been signed as a result of the twoNew policy of presenting M-G-M makes her debut in "George
ap- day showing of the seat which
stars in person at the Capitol will Scandals"; Mona Barrie, who
ended yesterday at the Hotel Astor,
pears in "Carolina"; Peggy Fears,
be extended by Major Edward
by J. George Feinberg,
Pat Paterson, Rosemary Ames, Nick it was said
(Continued on Page 3)
Bowes, with Ramon Novarro com- Foran and Shirley Temple.
ing in next week for his first stage
appearance in the country. He will
appear in conjunction with "Cat and
the" Fiddle," his latest picture. Bowes
says it is planned to bring practically all M-G-M stars before the
public in person.

SOUGHTJY SOVIET

Code Authority Meeting Set
For Washington on March 5

Intelligence Going Up
Mental age of movie audiences, for
years rated as pretty low, has advanced
from 14 to 21, it was stated in one
of the papers delivered at the National
Board of Review conference which winds
up today at the Hotel Pennsylvania. But
the movies probably won't get their
due credit for putting it up.

New Ohio Ass'n Arouses
More Hope in Tax thisFight
week

By
FILM

WILLIAM
SILBERBERG
DAILY
Staff Correspondent

Washington — March 5th has been
definitely set as the date when the
Columbus — Formation
and other code auof the new state-wide exhibitor asso- motion picture
thorities will convene here at a genciation, Independent Theater Owners
eral
open
hearing,
Gen. Hugh S.
of Ohio, with affiliated circuit houses Johnson announced yesterday. All
has
ship^
member
from
d
exclude
aroused more hope of success in the problems that have arisen in conneccode administration, intion with
10 per cent state
efforts to end the
(Continued on Page 3)
d
(Continue

on Page

4)

NRA Has No Censorship
Aims, Administrator
Tells Review Board
There are scores of organized
drives against the best interests of
:ne film industry that may be classed
as "racketeer" propositions, declared Division Administrator Sol
A. Rosenblatt yesterday at the annual luncheon of the National Board
of
Review in the Hotel Pennsylvania.
"We may be thankful that most
groups are properly motivated and
are in true co-operation with the
motion
picture
all its
branches,"
he stated.
"Likein your
organization,
the Better(Continucd
Films onCouncil
Page 3)is of in-

ITOA GRANTED STAY
ON REHIRING OF MEN
Judge Finch of the Appellate
Court has granted a stay in the order issued this week by Judge Collins of the Supreme Court directing
the I.T.O.A. to employ the same
number of operators as on Aug. 23,
1933. The Appellate ruling, to remain in force until the appeal in the
(Continued

on Page

3)

2i/2 Per Cent Tax Bill
Passes Iowa Senate
A flat 2y2 per cent tax on all
amusements is provided in a general sales tax bill which has just
passed the Iowa Senate and now
goes to the House. Exhibitors are
the ground
fighting the measure on against
the
that it discriminates
theaters.
No Paper Monday
day.
In observance of Lincoln's Birthday, a legal holiday, there will be
no issue of The Film Daily on Mon-
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"Moulin Rouge" Caravan Board Personnels Yet
Stirs Up New England
To Be O'kayed By C.A.
With no local board selections

l«=THE
IBNEKSMPBl
Of HUH DOM

sssss=

Coming and Going

Providence — Arrival of the "Moulin Rouge" Caravan with its coterie definitely agreed upon, the code auof Hollywood stars created quite a
thority adjourned its meeting shortVol.LXV. No. 35
SAT., Ftb.,10, 1934
Price 5 Gents stir here yesterday. The train came
ly after 11 o'clock last night at the
here
after
stops
in
Bridgeport,
New
Editor and Publisher
JOHN W. ALICOATE
Haven and Hartford. At the Poli New York Athletic Club after a
Bridgeport, thousands mob- session at which the various nominaPublished daily except Sundays and Holidays theater,
bed the stars and several women
tions were discussed. All members
at 1650 Broadway, New York, N. Y.,
by Wid's Films and Film Folk, Inc. J. \V. were hurt in the crush. With state or their alternates were present at
Alicoate, 'President, Editor and Publisher;
motor police, the caravan rode into the meeting, at which Nathan
Donald M- Mersereau, Secretary-Treasurer
Yamins presided.
and General Manager; Arthur W. Eddy, Asso- New Haven, where it was greeted
ciate Editor; Don Carle Gillette, Managing by the mayor and a large Yale delThe nominations committee will
Editor. ' Entered as second class matter,
egation. After lunch, the stars ap- meet on Tuesday and the code auMay 21, 1918, at the post-office at New York,
thority will convene next Friday.
N. Y., under the act of March 3, 1879.
peared at Poli's, drawing capacity.
Terms (Postage free) United States outside Next stop was Hartford, appearing
J. Robert Rubin will preside.
pi Greater New York $10.00 one year; 6 again at the local Poli theater at
months, $5.00; 3 months, $3.00. Foreign, night, with thousands turned away.
$15.00. Subscriber should remit with order. Members of the caravan were feted
Address all communications to THE FILM
DAILY, 1650 Broadway, New York, N. Y., at a big dinner in the Bond Hotel
Phone, Circle 7-4736, 7-4737, 7-4738, 7-4739. with Mayor Beach of Hartford as
'Continued from Page 1)
Cable Address: Filmday, New York. Holly- official welcomer. From here the
wood, California— Ralph Wilk, 6425 Hollyducing
American
production meth—
London
6607.
caravan headed for Boston. Al Selig
Wood Blvd., Phone Granite
ods there. If the deal goes through,
Ernest W. Fredman, The Film Renter, 89-91 is handling publicity along the way.
Lichtbildbuehne,
—
Berlin
Wardour St, W. I.
he said yesterday, he will take along
Friedrichstrasse, 225. Paris— P. A. Harle, La
a cameraman, sound technicians and
Francaise, Rue de la CourCinematographie
des-Noues,
19.
script assistants. A woman now in
Hollywood is representing the Soviet
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
in
lining
tee that isthings
en n up for the commitHollywood — Plans for building a

u. s.

Film Talent
Sought by Soviet

Mono, to Build Star List

star list for Monogram's 1934-35
program are announced by Trem
Carr, production chief, with the
signing of Dixie Lee (Mrs. Bing
Crosby) to a five-picture deal, starting with "Manhattan Love Song."
Ray Walker is another intended for
Monogram's star group.

FINANCIAL
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Exchanges

Adopt Monogram

Name

Monogram franchise holders operating in San Francisco, Los Angeles, Pittsburgh, Seattle, Denver,
Portland and Salt Lake City will
henceforth be known as Monogram
Pictures Exchanges in their respective territories. The Detroit branch
will make a similar change in April.
The San Francisco and Los Angeles
exchanges, operated by Floyd St.
John, were formerly known as Cooperative Exchanges; the Pittsburgh office was known as Alexander Film Service, and the Seattle,
Denver, Portland and Salt Lake
City exchanges were known as the
Sheffield Exchange
System.

WILLIAM HAINES and his partner. JAMES
SHIELDS, and CLIFFORD FISHER, foreign theatrical agent, are among others sailing today
on the Champlain.
ARTHUR E. RUSICA, manager for Fox Film
in Chile, sails from New York today on the
Grace Liner Santa Clara.
ARTHUR W. KELLY sails March 7 for Australia and other points, planning to remain
from
New York six months.

away

WALLACE BEERY, who recently finished work
in "Viva Villa" at M-G-M, left the coast last
night in his plane for New York.
MARY
;or Palm

PICKFORD leaves New
Beach to rest.

MRS. CARLYLE BLACKWELL
fonight on the Bremen.

York tonight

sails for Europe

ADOLPH 2UK0R arrives in New York this
morning from his semi-annual survey at the
Paramount studios in Hollywood.
CARL GERHARD WALLMAN, new RKO representative for Scandinavia, sails today on the
Bremen. His first stop is Berlin, where he
will confer with Phil Reisman, then proceed to
Stockholm, his headquarters.

William
Froelich to Panama
William Froelich, formerly United
Artists manager in Porto Rico, has
been placed in charge of the com-

Gaumont-British Activity
London — GauroontrBritis
"Chu Chin Che
■ ■, n
with Anna May l
Walter Forde dirt
in
thews in "Evergrt

PHIL ROSEN sails today on the Champlain
of the French Line for England to direct a
picture for Wainright Co., new company with
which Joe Rock is identified.

"ill put
| week
[and
Mat-

New

completion.
Conrad
* "
Suss," planned as one
ambitious
pictures
ever
made
in
England, is taxing the resources
both the G-B studios at.
Bush and the Gainsborough plant in
Islington.
Evelyn Laye's "Princess
Charming"
has just been finished,
and Robert J. Flaherty is completing "Man stars
of Aran."
Among
to be developed by
G-B are Gwyneth Lloyd, Mary Clare
and Barry Mackay.

Panama office,
iu«?lpany's
Silverstone;
now succeeriinJocaU
York
-co. as American repres*

man

has

i\ew

succeeded

Para. -Hunter

Perry

Company

Paramount has organized a newcorporation known as Dominion
Theaters to operate several Virginia
houses under its partnership with
Hunter Perry. Theaters are located
ville.
in Newport News and CharlotteFrank

Mayfair
Sets Five Bookings
Walter Reade has set five pictures for early showing at the Mayfair. Three are Fox pictures,
Heather Angel and Norman Foster
in "Orient Express," George O'Brien
John J. Payette a Father
and Mary Brian in "Ever Since Eve"
Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
and Wynne Gibson and Preston FosWashington — John J. Payette,
ter in "Sleepers East." Warren WilWarner theater zone manager, is
liam in "Bedside," First National,
the father of a nine-pound boy born and First Division's "Picture
this week to Mrs. Payette in the Brides," with Dorothy Mackaill and
Garfield Hospital. The Payettes al- Regis Toomey, are the others.
ready had two.

Froelich

Bruner

at Rivoli

Frank Bruner, personal representative of Mary Pickford for the last
several months, has joined the
Rivoli as successor to James Hood
MacFarland, who joins the Radio
City Music Hall publicity staff under
George Gerhard.
RKO

Gets Stage Play

RKO has acquired film rights to
"Wednesday's
Child," produced
on
Broadway
by George
Haight
and
Henry Potter.

TASHMAN

New

Script Method

W.fst Coast Bur., THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — A new method of story
writing by voice recording on records,
exenabling the author to convey the and
act shadings of thought, speech
mood that were in his mind as he
worked put the action, has been devised
and
by Francis Faragoh. dramatist idea
scenarist, who has submitted the
to Edward H. Griffith, RKO director.
Faragoh hit on the plan while doing
the screen plav and adaptation for
"Alien Corn." He figure: it will eliminate much rehearsal time, due to author and director being in agreement
before writing of the script is started^
and consequently will mean a saving of
many dollars to studios.

N UMnef Women

Gets Writ on Betty Boop Dolls
Max Fleischer, maker of the Betty
Boop cartoons, has been granted an
injunction by Federal Judge John
M. Woolsey restraining Freundlich,
Inc., from manufacturing dolls based
on the cartoon character.
Cincy Palace Dropping Vaude
Cincinnati — Vaudeville will be
dropped at the Palace, RKO house,
after Feb. 15, circuit officials announce. A series of special films
will be presented, with stage shows
revived later if conditions warrant.

AND
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stration's efforts
eluding the Admini
to reduce working hours to a maximum of thirty-two weekly, will be
taken up at this time. Exceptions
to this maximum will still be granttime, however, John.ed after
son said. that
Instructions on the use of the new
Blue Eagles will be issued today.
This Eagle will have the type of
industry and code number attached
' to the present insignia. About 3,000,000 of these will be issued.

Chair Exhibit Brings
12 Circuit Contracts
(Continued from Page 1)

vice-president of the company. A
second two-day demonstration of the
theater equipment will be held at the
! Astor next Tuesday and Wednesday, after which Feinberg will
the country to estabswinglisharound
agencies.
dy been grantAgencies have alrea
ed to Buchanan & Adler, Chicago,
,
Illinois, Indu
hZr <-ve Michigan
,. Fannm,
Kentucky,

of
F Among the distinctive features
this all-steel chair is the fact that
to
only four bolts, those required
hold the steel bottom of the seat m
of
place, are employed. The restely.
the chair is jointed to fit securthere
Each chair is individual, and
floating comis no open arm. The
ng
fort spring principle makes seati
are open
very comfortable. Springs atio
n is
so that vermin extermin
ssary. Smoothtearsureasv, if necend
ing
make the
faces all arou
s are
of stockings unlikely. No tack
can be
anywhere employed. Chairs
with welt
obtained in any colora and
or boxing at no extr charge.
"Footlight" Beats "Diggers"
ht
Mexico City— Warner's "Footlig
more busiParade" did 20 per cent
3
ness than "Gold Diggers of 193 in
Sunits run at the Palacio Last
was the biggest in
day's attendance
e.
the history of the hous

I.T.O.A. Names Board
New
O. A.

board of directors of the I. T.
consists of the following mem-

e'lfeo Brecher, Louis F. Blumenthal, L.
Bolignino, Fred Small, Leon Rosenblatt,
Jack Shapiro, Louis Nelson,. Sam
M.
Schwartz, S. Weinberg, D. Davis,
Fleischmann, A. H. Eisenstadt S. . W.
Sanders,
R.
Landau,
William
Lawton,
David Rosenzweig, Bernard Pear, Eugene
and
Zerner, L. Meyers and H. Reisner,
members, "Chick" Lewis and
ex-officio
Dr.
L, Greenfield.

li

ROSENBLATT SCORES
'RACKET' FILM DRIVES

PHIL

M. DALY

• HAVE JUST viewed the latest models in Trailers
styled by the artisans of the National Screen Service
one for Warner's "Fashion Follies of 1934" presents
Lucille Gleason and Arthur Hoyt as ma and pa in a family skit
with ma and the kids selling pa the idea of deserting
his slippers and newspaper and takin' 'em to the naborhood
"I've
for Warner's
trailer
another
the pix
to see
theater
a mysterious
reading
Knapp
has Evalyn
Number"
Got Your
errand
mysterious
a
on
recklessly
telegram and speeding
read the mysterious telemotor cycle cops overhaul her
gram . and instead of handing her a ticket, they form an
to a theater where Evalyn was rushing to
honor escort
a preview of the pix in question then for United Artists
"Palooka," the trailer features Jimmy Durante himselt selling
in his own highly original style
the film
•

•

*

*

*

*

• AND AS prexy Herman Robbins of National Screen
• •
... these are but samples of a new technique in
explained
which will be developed with a variety of novelty
trailers
to sell the public the pix from different
presentations
using different types of sales appeal that fit in
aneles
but the New Technique
of the film
with the' atmosphere picture
s that lend themselves naturally to
will only be used on
being Variety of Appea
novelty treatment. . . . . the keynote
.. &eld of highly specialized selling is openec,
. . calling for ingenuity and resourcef ule Special Treatment Trailers diversified and
unique

THE Embassy Pathe News theater opens
• • WHEN
r the Mayor is expected to be on ha nd
Hizzone
this a.m
Wood to
in any event, he has promised manager F. C. message
s
make use of the Embassy screen to bring many of his
Emthe
making
for
field
a
up
opens
this
ic
to the publ
by having
bassy areal Community Center and Forum
ceieDs exp
^^
al inter^
^
nation
d
gnap
and
chippe
local
the
of
paint
topics
on
lves
celebs express themse
Rouge" sign on the 7th Ave wall of the Rrjoh
off the "Moulin
a ]ig-saw
and with the empty spaces it now looks like
that some mug quit before he solved it
puzzle

at his
• • • A BIG ovation was given Lionel Barrymore
score
s
Warner
...
day
first appearance at the Capitol yester
at
own"
Shaked
Big
"The
.
Broadway
wS See shows . on
"Hi, Nellie" at the Strand. and The Fashthe Mavfair
fifth
d.
ywoo
ons o 19U" in its fourth week at the Holl I will be held at
and last Festival Concert for Musicians FunGabulowitsch
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Garden tonite with
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conducting
Damro
*
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*
st Sunday over
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be
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calculable value which is evidenced
in the splendid work of the St.
Louis Better Films group. The NRA
has no desire to interest itself in
censorship of motion pictures but it
will act as in a 'liaison' capacity
between producers and consumers
for the benefit of the public and for
right
moral
standards."
Bishop
Francis
J. McConnell, another speaker, stated that the general tone of the movies has shown
a great improvement and that any
demand for type movies cannot be
changed by the "fussyness" of any
individuals
or groups.
is easyhi
to think there
is more "It
danger
things than there really is," he said..
Other speakers were Elmer Rice,
Terry Ramsaye, Frank Buck, Colleen
Moore and Tullio Carminati. Among
those at the dais were Leon Franconi, Joan
Lowell and
H. Turner. Toastmaster
Dr. J.
George
W.
Kirchwey read congratulatory telegrams from M. H. Aylesworth,
Adolph Zukor, Carl Laemmle, Harry Warner and M-G-M.

I.T.O.A. Is Granted St
In Rehiring of Opera
(Continued from Page 1)

case is heard by Judge Fine.
Feb. 16, says the I. T. O. A. neeu
not employ any more men than at
present regardless of whether they
are ordered to do so by the NRA
or anyone else pending the re-argument.

"Looking
for Touble"
Tradeshows
National trade showings in all
key cities have been arranged by
United Artists for "Looking for
Trouble,"
on Feb. 20.20th Century production,

February 10-11-12
Alan Hale

Harry Beaumont
Roy D'Arey
Henry Herzbrun

Joseph Mankiewicz
Henri Bruner
Rex Lease
Gabriel

L

John Farrow
H. Leverett

George

Amaro Garvin
Mike Mindlin

Hess
William
Tom Moore

Collier,

Jr.
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HOLLYWOOD

CIDNEY LANPIELD, who directed
° "Moulin Rouge" for 20th Century, has been assigned to direct
George Arliss in "Head of the Family."
Karen Morley has been borrowed
by RKO from M-G-M for "The
Crime Doctor," starring Otto Kruger, with John Robertson directing.
Frank Conroy and Wallis Clark also
are late cast additions.
*
*
%
RKO also has decided on Billie
Burke to play with Clive Brook in
"The Dover Road," while Henry
Stephenson and Una O'Connor have
been added to "Stingaree," Reginald Denny to "Of Human Bondage,"
and Helen Freeman to "Finishing
School."
Patricia Ellis has joined the cast
of First National's "Sawdust," starring Joe E. Brown.
Tristram Tupper has turned in
the completed script on "Derby
Day," his sixth
* for
* Monogram.
*
Sterling Holloway has started
work in his new Universal comedy,
"Heartburn." Cast also includes
Hale Hamilton, Dorothy Christy,
Gloria Shea, Charles L. Coleman and
Alene Carroll, James W. Home is
directing this Warren Doane tworeeler.

*

*

*

Additions to the cast of Monogram's "City Limits," featuring
Frank Craven, Sally Blane and Ray
Walker, include Jane Keckley, Harry
Bradley, Fern Emmett. George
Hayes, George Cleveland, Billee Van
Every and Phyllis Lee. William
Nigh is directing.

"MADAME

FOR BEAUTY"

with Larry "Buster"
Crabbe,
Ida Lupino,
Robert Armstrong, James Gleason, Roscoe
Karns, Toby Wing
Paramount
78 mins.
FAIR ENTERTAINMENT WITH ROMANCE AND COMEDY WOVEN AROUND
PHYSICAL CULTURE ANGLE.
Properly exploited, this film should draw
all classes. The incidental players include
15 perfect specimens of young manhood
and a like number of femme beauty-contest
winners from all parts of the world. Crabbe
has a part to his liking and does well,
as does Ida Lupino, as his fiancee, who
co-edits a physical culture magazine with
Crabbe. The publication's financial backers are Armstrong and Gleason. To gather
the dough, they resort to many unethical
exploitation stunts, much to the chagrin
of the editors. The young couple open
a health resort and try to run it legitimately, but Armstrong and Gleason fill the place
with playboys and high-stepping gals.
Things work out so that Crabbe finally
takes control of the resort, and Ida as his
wife. Gleason contributes some swell comedy and will keep the customers laughing.
There are some spectacular shots of the
ensemble going through physical culture
exercises in a large amphitheater on the
health resort grounds with Crabbe and
Lupino as the instructors.
Cast: Larry "Buster" Crabbe. Ida Lupino,
Toby Wing, James Gleason, Robert Armstrong, Gertrude Michael, Roscoe Karns,
Verna Hill ie, "Pop" Kenton, Frank McGlynn, Sr., Nora Cecil, Virginia Hammond,
Eddie Gribbon, Phil Dunham, Bradley Page,
Del Henderson, Tammany Young.
Director, Erie Kenton; Authors, Schuyler E. Grey, Paul R. Milton; Adaptors,
David Boehm, Maurine Watkins; Scenarists,
Frank Butter, Claude Binyon; Dialoguer,
Sam Hellman; Editor, James Smith, Cameraman, Harry Fischbeck; Recording Engineer,
Joel Butler.
Direction, Okay.
Photography, Good.

with

Fay Wray,

Saturday, Feb. 10, 193
SPY"
Nils Asther

Universal

70 mins.

PLENTY OF SUSPENSE IN DRAMA OF
WOMAN
SPY THAT SHOULD PLEASE
THE THRILL
FANS.
The action takes place principally in
Vienna, and involves a Russian woman spy
in the era of the Czarist's regime. Fay
Wray plays the part, and she first appears as a nurse in the Austrian army who
marries Nils Asther of the intelligence
service after he is wounded in an airplane
encounter. The plot unravels with many
complications and mysterious actions of a
group of people in all walks of life who
are in the secret service of both the Austrian and Russian governments. Some of
the action is not very clear and the spectator has a hard time figuring out some
of the moves and their motivation. But
along about the second half the story
gets going in earnest, and the suspense is
built up and holds you easily to the end.
Gradually the audience is let in on the
fact that the wife of the Austrian officer
is a Russian spy, that she has fallen in
love with him and detests the assignment
that has been given her. But she is
forced
ending. to go through with it to a suspenseful climax, and the usual happy Hollywood
Cast: Fay Wray, Nils Asther, Edward
Arnold, John Miljan, David Torrence, Doug
las Walton, Oscar Apfel, Vince Barnett,
Robert Ellis. Mabel Marden, Alden Chase!
Rollo Lloyd, Noah Beery.
Director, Karl Freund; Authors, Johannes
Brandt, Joseph Than, Max Kimmich; Adaptor, William Hurlburt.
Direction, Fair. Photography, Spotty.

New Ohio Assn. Arouses
Universal Proclaims
More(Continued
Hope from
in Page
Tax I) Fight
Independence
of Indies
(.Continued from Page 1)

statement, Laemmle said, is to prevent any illegitimate financing from
being done on the strength of UniProduction on "The Man From versal's name. "I'm always on the
Utah" has been postponed by Paul market for a good picture, "no matMalvern until Feb. 23. It will feater who might produce it," he deture John Wayne.
clared, "but Universal at present is
making its own pictures just as it
Frank Morgan has been signed to has done with very rare exceptions
a new contract by M-G-M.
for a quarter of a century."
mett Rogers, with the screen adaptParamount has selected "Slightly
ation done by Brian Marlow. RobMarried" as the vehicle which will
ert North is acting as associate prointroduce Joe Morrison, nationally ducer.
known to stage and radio audiences
as the singer of "The Last RoundSam Coslow and Arthur Johnston,
up," to the screen. Morrison arrived
in Hollywood this week to begin co-authors of "Thanks", "The Day
work under his new Paramount con- You Came Along", "Just One More
tract. He will appear with George Chance", "Learn to Croon", and
Burns and Gracie Allen in the piece, other hits Bing Crosby made famous, will write the music for Paraan original by J. P. McEvoy and
Claude Binyon, to be directed by mount's screen production of Earl
Norman McLeod.
Carroll's "Murder at the Vanities".
* *
*
Carl Brisson, Danish star of English musical comedy, who makes his
Jean Arthur and Allen Jenkins,
were engaged this week bv Columbia American screen debut in the film,
and Kitty Carlisle, New York stage
for supporting roles in "The Whirl- actress, are the singers. The cast
pool" in which Jack Holt is starred, also includes Jack Oakie, Toby
Wing
with Lila Lee as his leading woman.
Victor McLaglen. Mitchell
R. William Neill is directing. The and
Leisen directs.
story was written by Howard Em-

SHORT SUBJECTS

admission tax, which is one of the
main problems to be attacked by the
unit. Plans of procedure are expected to be outlined at the Feb. 15
meeting when officers are to be
elected and a constitution approved.
P. J. Wood and eight officers and
directors of the M. P. T. 0. of Ohio
have joined the new organization.
M. B. Horwitz, Nat Charnas, Henry.
Greenberger, Elmer Shard, Charles
Fine, Willis Vance, Henry Bieberson, John A. Schwalm, Sam E. Lind,
C. F. Ffister, Max Stearn, J. Real
Neth, L. F. Eick and Pete Wood
were among those who participated
in the organization
conference.

Ed Fisher with Radio Station
Edward J. Fisher, formerly with
the United Artists exploitation
staff, is director of publicity of the
new radio station, WNEW, which
opens Feb. 13.

"The Little Red Hen"
(ComiColor Cartoons)
Pat Powers
7 mim
Lively Cartoon
The second
Celebrity's series 0
colored shorts infeature
s a little vet
hen in a barnyard drama. It ii
vaguely reminiscent of the techniqu
of "Three Little Pigs," with the he*
calling upon the pig, the duck anc
the rat to help her in planting, anc
reaping the wheat crop for her lit.
tie brood of chicks so she can make
some bread. The three barnyarc
pals always have excuses when il
comes to doing any work, but thej;
are right there to help the little
hen eat the loaf of bread. Then the
heroine gives them the ha-ha as she
retires to her coop and locks the
door. Lively and interesting.
"Davy Whopper
Jones' Locker"
(Willie
Cartoon)
M-G-M
7 mins.
First-Rate

This Ub Iwerks creation is a highly entertaining bit of fantasy, very
attractively coloi-ed. Willie Whopper
and his girl friend are out fishing
on the bounding main. They hook
a monster who drags them down
through the deeps to Davy
Jones' locker. Their adventures in
escaping from Davy's clutches are
very
Okay on is splendid. diverting. Animati
"Pathe Review"
RKO

9 mins.

Views of the steel industry, the
Bavarian Alps, soap sculptors, and,
for a highlight, a classic nude dancer, comprise the subject matter of
this Review. Most interesting, and
timely, is the dancer.
Publishing Texas Epic
Dallas — "Tejas," novelized from
the historic play, "The Eyes of
Texas," romance of the early days
of this state by Al Hill and Harley
Sadler, is now appearing serially in
the "Oak Cliff Tribune," published
in Oak Cliff, local suburb. Sadler
for years has had a traveling dramatic company in Texas, while Hill
has been with various shows and is
now editing the "Tribune." The
story is understood to have interested scouts for film material.
Jack Hazzard for "Frankie"
Jack Hazzard of the stage is the
latest addition to the cast of
"Frankie and Johnnie," to be made
by
Chester Erskin at the Biograph
studios.

Banks Back on London Stage
Bostonians on Cruise
Boston
— Leslie Banks, GaumontBoston— Phil Fox of Columbia and British star,
is back here starring
Edgar Fain of Interstate sail Febin a legitimate production, "Clive
ruary 10 on the Mauretania for a of
India." He recently appeared opcruise in West Indian and South
American waters.
posite Lillian Harvey in Fox's "I
Am Suzanne."
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24 Pittsburgh Zone Theaters Reopened Last Month

STRONGjMBACK SHOWNJN METRO PICTURES NET
Give-aways Lead Complaints Filed With Code Authority
Protests of Various Kinds
Being Received at Rate
of Ten a Day
Chief among- the protests hurled
at industry practices, as indicated
'.' by letters received daily by the Code
;l Authority, is unfair competition due
J to give-aways, it was stated at the
I office of the code administrative
1 body Saturday. Complaints inforI mally filed with the Authority are
3 principally aimed at these situations. Others are in connection with
(Continued

on

Page

12)

SUBSIDIZING OF STAGE
INEVITABLE— SELWYN

Laemmle to Tell of His First 50 Years Here
On the eve of the fiftieth anniversary of his arrival in this country, Carl Laemmle
will go on the air over WEAF at 7 o'clock tonight in a talk on his 50 years in this
country. Laemmle landed in New York on St. Valentine's Day from the S. S. Necker,
and he will probably tell his radio listeners that Necker in those days didn't mean
the same
thing it does now.

$1,164,507
First Quarter
Profit Compared With
$93,911 Year Ago

Staging a strong comeback in
earning power as a result of improved conditions here and abroad
as well as reflecting overhead economies and box-office product, MetroGoldwyn Pictures made a net profit
of $1,164,507 in the 12 weeks ended
Nov. 23, first quarter of the current,
fiscal year, compared with only $30,292 in the
preceding quarter and
So-called
scientific
film
studies
in
(Continued on Page 12)
Embassy Makes Bow
general,
and
the
Motion
Picture
ReAs Pathe News House
search Council findings in particular,
Mayor LaGuardia on Saturday were assailed along with political
officially reopened the Embassy the- censors and other professional reformers at the National Board of
ater as an all-Pathe News house.
Among other celebrities present were Review's annual conference, which
(Continued on Page 8)
(Continued on Page 8)

Scientific

Film Studies Assailed

At Nat'l Board of Review Conference

NEW YORK ZONE LAGS
ON CODE SIGNATURES

Improvement in Pittsburgh Area
Is Reflected in 24 Reopenings

Indicating that the New York
metropolitan territory is lagging behind in assenting to the motion picture code is the fact that, out of
1,119 theaters in the zone, only 463
sent in unqualified compliances.
was dismantled, while in West Vir- have
ginia there were two closings and Assents from all territories totalled
seven dark theaters were disman- 7,402 Saturday, as compared with
the last previous announcement
tled.
which showed 7,147.
The reopened houses, a few of
them on part time, were: Pennsylvania: Majestic, Bentleville; Mary- Alex Schreiber to Run
land, Blawnox; Bison, Brownsville;
Own Detroit Theaters
Cadogan,
Cadogan;
Orpheum,
Detroit — Alex Schreiber, who was
(Continued on Page 8)
acting as general manager for the
combined circuit of houses operated
jointly by himself and his brother,
Jacob Schreiber, has pulled away
to take over personal charge of his
own houses, with headquarters at
an opportunity overlooked . . . screen morals and other things
the Loop. The move is due solely
By DON CARLE GILLETTE
to needs of increased personal attention
and represents no split bevision of the sponsors behind the reopening of the Embassy Theater as an
(Continued on Page 8)

A great central theater in Los
Angeles subsidized by the screen,
with unlimited opportunities given
new talent, both writing and dramatic, is predicted by Edgar Selwyn,
M-G-M director, now in New York.
Pittsburgh — Reflecting better conditions in the steel and coal regions,
The screen needs such a medium for
development of new material, he de- 24 theaters in this area reopened
clared, and eventually will find itself last month, it is shown by the
obliged to subsidize the stage in or- monthly report of the Film Board
der to save it from becoming prac- of Trade. Twenty of the houses are
in western Pennsylvania and the
tically extinct.
other four in West Virginia. In the
same period two Pennsylvania
Theater Service Union
houses closed and one dark house

Extends Deadline to Sat.

Deadline for theater circuits to
recognize the Building Service Employes Union by starting negotiations has been set back to next Saturday, after which the NRA Regional Labor Board will be asked to
act, it was said yesterday by Charles
C. Levey, secretary of the union.
To date only the Rialto, Roxy and
Randforce Circuit have begun dick(Contmued

on Page

8)

Newsreel Theaters

IF THE

all-Pathe News house turns out to be as clear and sound as it appears at present,
this event may become an important milestone in the onward march of screen entertainment.
The possibilities of the newsreel

Rainbow Seating Scheme
as an

entertainment

form

all by itself have

never been even partly explored.
Although many film men have felt and said that the material presented
Onsted,
claim to
It's called
record for
closed.

Mich.— A local
house lays
h, "K"theater name.
the Oshortest
the "K," believed to be a
brevity. The "K" has just

in news-

reels is possessed of audience interest far in excess of that indicated by the arbitrary
eight or ten minutes usually allotted the topical subject by most theaters, there has
been an inexplicable timidity about taking advantage of the opportunities in this field.
Or else film men are just unaware of a good bet.

(Continued

on Page

2)

Detroit — Varied color seating will be
applied to a theater for the first time
when the new Midway, Dearborn, opens
in about two weeks. Alternate green
and red rows of seating are used. Design was made by W. A. Gedris of Ideal
Seating Co. McArthur Theater Equipment Co. has the seating contract.
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Newsreel Theaters
... an opportunity overlooked . . . screen morals and other things
(Continued
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CARY GRANT and VIRGINIA CHERRILL, who
were married in London last week, are due
back
in New
York
this
week.

kjOWADAYS
especially, with the public at large having become so keenly interested
' ^ in current events — political, economic and social; local, national and international —
and with so much happening all the time, it seems a very simple matter in arithmetic
for any live showman to figure out that a regular comprehensive screen program of
topics of the day should attract enough people to make the venture very profitable.
If the theory is correct, every city of even moderate size could support a strictly
newsreel theater, with anywhere from 50 to 75 per cent of the program made up of

Editor and Publisher

EVELYN

Published daily except Sundays and Holidays
at 1650 Broadway, New York, N. Y.,
by Wid's Films and Film Folk, Inc. J. W.
Aliooate, President, Editor and Publisher;
Donald M. Mersereau, Secretary-Treasurer
bits gathered by the camera crew that should be stationed in each comand General Manager; Arthur W. Eddy, Asso- local interest
munity for this very purpose.
ciate Editor; Don Carle Gillette, Managing
Editor. Entered as second class matter,
Aside from spot news breaks, sports and routine events, there is a vast latitude
May 21, 1918, at the post-office at New York, in the field of human interest angles on headline stories while they are still in the
N V., under the act of March 3, 1879.
Terms (Postage free) United States outside headlines and in the public curiosity.
of Greater New York $10.00 one year; 6
Most of this stuff may have little or no national interest, but in its own territory
months, $5.00; 3 months, $3.00. Foreign, it will be as welcome as the home town newspaper.
with order.
$15.00. Subscriber should- remit
The whole idea is one to conjure with.
Address all communications to THE FILM
DAILY. 1650 Broadway, New York, N. Y.,
Phone. Tlrcle 7-4736, 7-4737, 7-4738, 7-4739.
QAID Wilton A. Barrett, executive secretary of the National Board of Review, at the
Calilc A.iaress: Filmday, New York. Hollywood. California— Ralph Wilk, 6425 Holly- *^ annual conference of this group last week:
wood Blvd., Phone Granite 6607. London —
"It is time to stop talking about 'the morals of the movies,' for morals change,
Ernest W. Fredman, The Film Renter, 89-91
Wardour St., W. I. Berlin — LichtbHdbuehne, and the movies change, and the moral viewpoint of yesterday is not the moral viewFriedrichstrasse, 225. Paris— P. A. Harle, La
of today."
Francaise, Rue de la CourA pointlot
of folks in the film industry will be glad to know that this over-due realiCinematographie
des-Noues,
19.

Hollywood

to seep in where

it had formerly encountered

impenetrable

to morals of the triple petticoat era when

•

A ND
the views
on censorship
expressed
at the Review
■** equally different in tone from the clamor of most other
The tide is turning against the professional agitators for
Selection and discrimination, by a public that is gradually
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New Orleans Bars Nudist Film
New Orleans — On action by the
district attorney, showing of the
nudist film, "Elysia," at the Wonderland, has been indefinitely postponed. Manager Henry Lazarus expressed surprise at the decision in
view of the fact that the picture
has been shown elsewhere.

resis-

1st Assent from Outside U. S.

First code assent from outside the
United States has been received by the
theCode Authority from the Juneau
ater at Juneau. Alaska. E. Paulson is
operwhich
company
of the
president
-»-■; the 490-seat
house.

Columbia

LEVY

week's

of Louisville is in New

stay.

He

is stopping

in New

York

at

yester-

is in New York from Hollyappearances. She is stayfor

Samuel

Thursday
by airplane from San
Francisco.
HARRY
ROSENQUEST, assistant to Norman
H. Moray. Vitaphone executive in charge of
shorts and trailers, has left for a business

women

trip to Toronto,
He
will be gone
NAT

Montreal, Buffalo and
about
two
weeks.

Albany.

SALAND of the Mercury Film Lab arrived on the
Coast
yesterday
from
New
York.

RAMON
NOVARRO
arrives in New York today from the Coast to appear at the Capitol
on Friday in connection with his new picture,

the un-

"The

Cat

and

the

Fiddle."

'•Frankie and Johnnie"
Starts
"Frankie and Johnnie," being made
by Chester Erskin for All-Star Productions, goes in work today at the
Biograph studios. Cast is headed
by Helen Morgan, Lilyan Tasman,
Chester Morris, Florence Reed, William Harrigan, Walter Kingsford,
Cora Witherspoon, Jack Hazzard
and Sam Wren. Victor Young and
His Orchestra and troupe of Chester
Hale Girls also will take part in the

Board conferences:

picture.
Paramount Booking Switch
Chas. Rogers Starting Two
In
a booking change at the New
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
York and Brooklyn Paramounts,
Hollywood — Charles R. Rogers "Bolero" comes in at both houses
will start two new productions for
Paramount in the next two weeks. this Friday. "Six of a Kind" is
moved back to March 2.
One- is "Canal Boy," by Forrest Halsey, Clara Beranger and Casey Rob"Found Alive" at Cameo
inson, with Dorothy Wilson and
"Found Alive," adventure film,
Douglass Montgomery, and the other
is "In Conference," being written by opens today at the Cameo. The feature was reviewed in The Film
Brian Marlovv, Agnes Christine and
Daily on Nov. 8.
Joseph Gollomb.

It's a swell idea that ought to be adopted more

widely.

TASHMAN

r

N UMne< Women
AND

LEW CODY

Directed By
1,000 for Detroit Variety Party
Detroit — With 580 reservations already in, about 1,000 are expected
to attend the first Detroit Variety
Club banquet at the Book-Cadillac
Hotel on Feb. 24. Delegations are
expected from St. Louis, Cleveland
and Columbus.

few

showings of "Nana." His itinerary includes Boston, Montreal, Buffalo, Detroit, Columbus, St. Louis, Kansas City, Louisville, Indianapolis, Cincinnati and
Cleveland.
ARTHUR LOEW will arrive in New York on

IT isn't very noticeable yet, but the musical pictures are gradually creating a wider
' appreciation of music and a demand
for more kinds of it.
Some exhibitors have started capitalizing on this by arranging weekly performances of classical programs put on by local musicians, including many who are otherwise
unemployed.

Announcement is expected to be
made Friday of some of the local
boards' personnels, following a meeting of the Code Authority which in
all probability will take place at its
new headquarters in the RKO building. The zoning and grievance
boards will begin to function as soon
as they are set up, without a general starting date for all.
Meeting of the nominations committee will be held at the New York
Athletic Club today. Executive Secretary John C. Flinn hopes to be
able to move into his new quarters
tomorrow.

a

run

•

Some Board Personnels
May Be Announced Friday

in a new

ing at the Warwick.
LYNN
FARNOL. representative

"Motive of Censors Attacked
by Rice — All Are 'Either Neurotic or Crooked
Playwright Tells Film Board of Review."— NEW YORK TIMES
"Movies Prevent Crime, Psychiatrist Tells Censors."— NEW YORK AMERICAN
"Home,
Not Film, Breeds Crime, Says Kirchwey."— HERALD-TRIBUNE.
Yes, the tide certainly is turning.

— 1V4
+
¥4

York

Goldwyn, leaves tomorrow for a ten-day tour
of mid-western cities in the interest of first

it is of special and significant interest to glimpse these headlines in the

newspapers

FRED
a

ESTELLE TAYLOR
wood for personal

•

NEW

for

JAY EMANUEL
arrived
day from the Coast.
Delmonico's.

Board's
conference
were
organized film bodies.
censorship.
being educated to better

levels, will eventually prove the best method of suppressing and discouraging
desirable type of picture and this is the only effective way to do it.

in New

shortly to appear

COLONEL
York

tance.
Pictures can't very well conform
have even discarded brassieres.

arrived

HERBERT T. SILVERBERG, film attorney in
Buffalo, returned home Sunday night after a
picture.
short
visit
to
New
Yrok.

•

zation is beginning

LAYE

days
ago
from
England.
EDMUND
LOWE, who came east last week
with his wife. LILYAN TASHMAN,
returns to

HERBERT

BRENON

Distributed in Washington,

TRIO

D. C.

PRODUCTIONS,

Inc.

KAY FRANCIS IS NOT
ONE BIT BETTER IN

IAN SHE WAS IN "MARY
STEVENS" AND "56th ST,"
, ... BECAUSE EVEN
WARNER BROS, CANNOT
IMPROVE ON PERFECTION

,*.

M

Ricordo Cortez, Warner Oland,
Lyle Talbot, Ruth Donnelly. Directed by
Michael Curtiz. A First National Picture.

With

Vitagraph, Inc., Distributors
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EXPLOITETTES

THE

Old Vintage Autos
Exploited "The Bowery"

WITH

CORKING
street ballyhoo
and newspaper
co-operation
topped the exploitation
campaign waged by Manager Melnicker for the opening of the
20th Century Production, "The
Bowery," at Loew's Grand Theater in Atlanta, Ga.
A few
days before the opening more
than twelve old-time automobiles
were obtained and paraded the
streets of the city with banners
reading: "We are on our way
to 'The
Bowery'
at Loew's
Grand."
Inasmuch as many of
these cars were relics, this parade attracted considerable attention for the feature.
In the
Atlanta Journal a Chuckle Ad
Contest was arranged
in connection with the newspaper's
want ad section.
Twenty-five
prizes were
offered
and the
newspaper played up the winners in a series of ads giving
the picture, theater and stars
a break in the copy.
Arrangements were completed whei-eby
a huge candle was lit and placed in the lobby of the theater a
day before the opening.
Large
cards announced this contest offering prizes to the persons
guessing nearest to the number
of hours and minutes the candle would burn.
This stunt
kept crowds in front of the
house with many persons putting in their guesses. The front
of the theater was decorated
with flags and huge banners 40
feet long and extending high
above the marquee.
On three
downtown
office buildings banners, 16 x 40 and 15 x 15 feet,
were used
commanding
additional attention for "The Bowery." N3wspaper co-operation
was obtained through the "Journal" for a special story on oldtime figures in which Sullivan,
Brodie and Connors were mentioned; the "American"
and
"Constitution"
devoted considerable space with stories and
cuts of the various stars in the
film.
— Loeiv's Grand, Atlanta.

Feb. 15: New state association, Independent
Theater Owners of Ohio meets to elect
officers, approve by-laws, etc., DeshlerWallick Hotel, Columbus, 0.
Feb. 21 : First annual ball of Independent
Theater
New
York.Owners Ass'.n, Waldorf-Astoria,
Feb. 24:

First annual banquet of Detroit Variety Club, Book-Cadillac
Hotel,
Detroit.
Feb. 26-27: Winter meeting of Visual Instruction Department, National Education Association, Carter Hotel, Cleveland.
March 4: Film Relief Dance, Medinah
Club, Chicago.

Athletic

■PiT'WM'

RUUEF0

Pmh

J^

THEDATE
INDUSTRY'S
BOOK
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• sensational
IT MAY be star
that on"Catherine
Great" will spring
a© new• and
the film the
horizon
in the
person of Elizabeth Bergner
the German actress who is
now appearing on the London stage
for the past 'decade
she has been recognized on the Continent
and touted by
the crits in the same bracket with Duse and Bernhardt. .
the Lunnon sharps have gone overboard in their printed raves
about her current stage appearance
and we see that
Bob Garland of the "World-Telegram"
who caught the
preview of "Catherine"
agrees with 'em
Robert
as a rule is no raver
s-o-o
we shall soon be able
to appraise the lady
when the great mass mind of America records its reactions to her first screen work
•
•
• FROM
OUR
private collection of Film Wonder
Stories for Little Tots and Adult Cynics
it was 'back in
February, 1924
First Nash released a Sol Lesser Principal pix, "When a Man's a Man"
a Harold Bell Wright
saga
and Sol sent Jack Fuld out on a 12-week campaign
to put it over in the key spots
and Mister Fuld created
near-riots and almost a sex-war by this simple device
he had cards printed reading
"When a Man's a Man He
Gives His Seat to a Lady"
and thousands of ladies and
other femmes
embarrassed
thousands
of comfortably
seated
gents in street cars and buses by shovin' the cards under their
noses
some
acted gallant
and some delivered
speeches on the Rights of the Harassed Male as they clung to
their seats
oh, there was 'ell poppin' everywhere.
as you can imagine
even the newspapers wrote learned
editorials on the subject
then the pix came along and
collected on the publicity
but what we meant by a Film
Wonder Story is this
when Mister Fuld got back to
New
York after his profitable campaign
Sol Lesser
handed him a check for 1,200 smackers as a BONUS
tut, tut
and landsakes
say you
could such
a Miracle have happened in the film biz ?
ah, dear children, we are referring to the1 Halcyon Days of Long Ago
•
•
• LUNNON NOTES
taken in the Fog by a
gent also in a Fog
as most Lunnon gents usually are
thos« delightful English censors at first turned down
Universal's cartoon, "Chicken Reel"
with the following
charming comment
"The parentage suggestion must be
deleted."
the reason being that a WHITE hen in the cartoon gives birth to a BLACK duckling!
"Little Woman"
and "Invisible Man" standin' 'em up at the Regal and Tivoli,
respectively .
and "I'm No Angel" is still SRO at the
Carleton after almost three months
Sam Eckman, Jr.,
the M-G-M chief, working hard on behalf of the "Midnight With
the Stars" charity show at the Emgeem Empire on March 15,
to aid the Film Fund
Dave Bader of Universal lunches
almost every week with John Drinkwater
Dave has been
infected with Poetry, and his condition is becoming
chronic
Joe Rock hasn't missed a tradeshow or first nite since
coming to Lunnon
he even likes the fogs
•
•
• THEY
CHOSE
Florence Reed to read Lincoln's
Gettysburg Address at the Lincoln Memorial Dinner at the
Waldorf Monday nite
Florence has been cast for the
part of Lou in "Frankie and Johnnie"
the Chester Erskin production to be made at the Biograph stude for All Star
Productions
Two of the longest streamer banners ever
made
those covering the front of the Bond building
noting installation of RCA Victor high fidelity sound in
the Embassy newsreel theayter
Bert Adler starts as
associate ed of Tower mags in two weeks

«

«

«

»

»
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TIMELY TOPIC
Concerning Educators
and Film Criticism
JT educators
IS natural should
that parents
and
concern
themselves more with the social
and ethical aspects of motion
pictures than with their value
as artistic products. Frequently
what one accepts as a technical
and artistic triumph, another rejects as suitable food for growing boys and girls. It is as if one
must view the film with two
eyes, each focused separately
upon two images, the one being
the film as an adult product,
subject to the canons by which
any good novel or stage play is
judged, and the other the film
as a juvenile product, with its
known powerful means for affecting, the thoughts and habits
and emotions of the impressionable adolescent. But while
we customarily keep the critical
right °eye 'Wide open, by which
the moral and ethical value of
the film is determined to our
satisfaction as parents and
teachers, we too often keep the
left eye, by which the artistic
value of the picture is equally
measured, tightly closed, or give
at best, a brief squint through
lazy and drooping eyelids. We
let loose fulminations and
broadsides on the baleful influence of certain films as social
products, but we are unable to
give these criticisms weight by
an equal ability to point out
flaws in the film when judged
artistically, and recommend
practical
and were
remedies. It is palliatives
believed that
we
to improve and exercise our
critical faculties in the literaiw
and dramatic judgment of the
film product, and so demonstrate
our ability as critics of both
sense and discriminating sensitiveness, our voices, where matters of the essential welfare of
boys and girls as effected by
motion pictures were concerned,
would be heard like the blast of
a trumpet instead of as a feeble
bleat.
— Annette Glick,
Educational Screen

February 13
George Fitzmaurice
Kate
Price
Howard
Dorothy Mathews

John Wray
Bretherton

%

"She was a good kid,
Sarge . . . and dance!
She was a looker too!
...We wasn't exactly
married... but if ever
a guy got a wife too
good for him, that

"The band was a-playin' . . . and there was

"My Mother... she
me
never wanted

Molly in her red hat
a-wavin' back from

to be away.. .that's
I'm here . .
why

the dock . . . an' the
last sight I ever saw

I ran away!"

'her."

was me/'

■

I
"Oh yes, they're dark.

"Stop! Stop! I implore

But the longer you're
there, the whiter they

you! I can't bear this
any longer . . . does it
mean nothing that
now, near to your

get.*. the girls all came
swimming out . . . flowers in their long hair
... I can see that gold
shimmer on their wet

death, you must live
sin all over again in

bodies as they swam
like mermaids to the
rail and climbed on

your minds."
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SCIENTIFIC STUDIES
ASSAILED AT CONFAB
(Continued from Page

tm
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wound up Saturday at the Hotel
Pennsylvania.
James M. Casey, former licenser
of public amusements in Boston, declared to
that it
was "scient'fically
impossible
separate
the influence
of movies from others, such as that
of the funny papers, which are cont itioning factors in the lives of children." He criticized
findings
of the
Motion Picture
Research
Council
for

ANALYSIS OF
MOTION PICTURE CODE
By LOUIS

Twenty-Fourth Installment
ARTICLE V— UNFAIR PRACTICES—PRODUCERS
(Continued)
Sec. 7. Wrongful
Refusal of Employee to Work
(a) Decision
of Wrongful
Refusal
he Payne Fund, published in the
The Code Authority or any
book, "Our Movie-Mad Children," as
committee appointed by it
having been made "with institutional children and delinquents who
may, after notice and hearing, find that an, employee
were not representative."
has refused, without just
The same findings were denounced
by Dr. George Kirchwey, chairman
cause, to render services under a contract of employment.
of the Review Board and himself
a noted educator.
(b) Power of Code Authority
In such a case the Code Au"It is our home-made children they
thority has the power, with
ought to write about," Dr. Kirchwey
the approval of the Adminissaid. "It is the home, not the school,
trator, to order all Producers
and still less the motion picture,
not to employ such person for
that is the character - forming
such time as the Code Authoragency. This book contains wishity decides.
ful, not scientific, conclusions."
(c) Obeyance
of Code Authority
Dr. A. A. Brill, noted psychiatrist,
Order
said "the only way humans can get
If such an order is given, it
around the instinct to do something
is an unfair trade practice :
illegal or illicit is by reading and
1. For a Producer to employ
seeing. The average citizen must
such a person.
have some outlet or escape. The
2. For a Distributor to dis
movies offer a wonderful outlet."
tribute any picture in
Indictments of the censor ranged
which that employee parfrom mild allusions to his "human
ticipated, if such picture
fallibility" to a statement by Elmer
was produced during the
Rice, playwright, that all censors
time prohibited by the
were "either neurotic or crooked."
Code Authority.
Mr. Rice added that the political
3. For an Exhibitor to excensor "must always find something
hibit a picture
in which
censorable, for his job's sake."
that employee participaity ted if such picture was
Theater Service Union
produced
during the time
Extends Deadline to Sat.
prohibited by the Code
(Continued from Page 1)
Authority.
ering with the union. Today the
(d) Hearing Before Code Authorunion will have a hearing before
the NRA Regional Labor Board on
The hearin to decide wheits charges that circuit officials atther an empgloy
h
w
tempted intimidation and coercion
ee as rong
fbullhy refuuse dto wnork raaus'
of emnloyes of the Paramount Thee ad pond ue otice nd
ater, Stapleton, S. I., where a strike
full oppor
must be
was called last Tuesday.
given to all tiunntietreys
p
ted arties
to appear.
Hertz on U. S. Leather Board
(e) Submitting
Findings to AdJohn D. Hertz, former Paramount
ministrator
finance chairman and now a partner
A transcript of the testimony
in Lehman Bros., bankers, has been
and arguments, together with
elected a director in U. S. Leather
the findings and order of the
Co.
Code Authority must be cer
tified to the Administrator.
(f) Power of Administrator
The Administrator may approve, reject or modify the
order of the Code Authority
and may conduct further investigations and hearing's.
The order of the Administrator is final.

SHOW-

MAN'S

REMINDER
Are you planning a spring style show?

Sec.8. Deliberate Violation by Producer
(a) Prohibiting
Distribution
or
Exhibition
If the Code Authority finds
that a Producer has deliberately violated any of the pro-
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24 HOUSES REOPENED
IN PITTSBURGH AREA
(Continued from Page

1)

Franklin; Grand, Greensburg; Carlton, DuBois; Photoplay, Grassflat;
NIZER
visions of this Part and such Lyceum and State, Kittanning; Savoy, Hooversville; Mather, Mather;
finding is approved by the
Crescent, Mahonington; Morris,
Administrator, the Code Au- Moirisdale;
Roscoe, Roscoe; Liberty,
thority with the approval of
the Administrator, has the Saxton; Penn, Slovan; Gable, Sharon; Grand, W. Tarentum; Liberty,
power to impose such restric- Confluence.
tions as it may consider propWest Virginia: Grand, Belington;
er upon the distribution or
exhibition of pictures pro- Cosman, Brownton; Liberty, Davis;
Temple, Wheeling.
duced by such Producer.
(b) Notice of Ruling
Notice of the ruling of the
Code Authority as approved Alex Schreiber to Run
by the Administrator shall be
Own Detroit Theaters
published in such manner as
(Continued from Page 1)
the Code Authority prescribes.
Part 6. Cartoon Producers
.ween the brothers, who were for(a) Employing
Full Time
Em- .nerly competitors. Ben Wachnanske,
former general manager, returns to
ployee of Another Producer
No cartoon Producer shall em- the Jacob Schreiber interests in his
ploy a person during sucl old post, disposing of his interest
time as he is employed fui
n the New Bijou. Ray Cloud, astime by another.
sistant general manager of the
(b) Enticing Employee
Jacob Schreiber houses, takes over
„he additional duties of booker for
No
make cartoon
any offerProducer
directly orshal"
in the Colonial, Majestic, Blackstone,
directly to an employee ii and Fine Arts theaters.
order to induce him to breach
his contract of employment.
(c) Adopting
Character Another's Cartooi Embassy Makes Bow
As Pathe News House
No
cartoon
Producer
shaF
(Continued from Page .1)
adopt a cartoon character o
another in such a way as t. Capt. Bob Bartlett, Joan Lowell,
appropriate
the creator. the good will o Leon Franconi, pioneer newsreel
editor,dent ofand
Courtland
Pathe
News. Smith, presiC. PRODUCERS— DISTRIBUTORS
Part 1. Prohibiting Picture Exhibi
ance Prior to Dramatic Perform
"Ten Years Ago This Week" will
tion
be a weekly feature on the 50If a contract granting motion pic minute program. The current sequence dramatizes the political cature rights in a dramatic or drama
reer of ex-President Wilson. Antieo-musical work forbids the exhiother highlight in the issue is an
bition of the picture prior to a cer- animated-drawing explanation of
tain date, it is an unfair trade prac- present income tax demands and the
tice for a Producer
or Distributor method of making payments. The
to permit
that
date. such exhibition prior to current program includes 20 subjects in addition to eight clips shown
Part 2. Enticing
sociated an
ProducerOutside or As- under the sub-title News Flashes.
An outside or associated Producer
ITOA Not Notified of Ruling
is one who operates his own production unit and does so in conjunction
No notification has been received
with another Producer or Distribu- by the I. T. O. A. of the ruling made
tor whose trade name appears on
the production.
over a week ago by the NRA Regional Labor Board ordering the
(a) Interfering with Relationship I. T. 0. A. to reinstate 55 members
It is an unfair trade practice of Local 306 released last August,
to intentionally interfere with
it was
said
Saturday
by attorney
the existing relations between for
the I.
T. O.
A.
an outside or associated Producer and a Producer or Distributor; or—
1. To entice an outside or asFACTS
sociated Producer away
from a Producer
or Distributor; or,

2. between
To create discord or strife
them; or,
3. To breach or attempt to
breach any existing contracts between them; or,
4. To obtain a change in
terms of an existing contract between them.
(To

be

Continued)

ABOUT

FILMS
Out of 404 features shown in Buenos
Aires last year, 301 were American and
314 were
in English dialogue.

Another
P. A. POWERS

With a
CAPTIVATING
Theme Aielody
<Says the Hen :
nx/WOWILLWELPME
„
SOW MV W4JEAT ?"

Produced by

otf'C*10*
CCARTOON
IN

UB

IWERKS

CINECOLOR

The World Famous

Fairy Tale

°- jR /jE/FJR-A II IW °~

(Says ihe Pig:
*NiOT I,- I'MMUGW
TOO FAT"

Known and Loved by Countless Millions
PRODUCED

<Says the Duck:

SNNOT I- MY FEET
ARE FLAT"

cSays Me Mouse:
*NOT I -GO ASK

IN GORGEOUS

COLORS

Like Jack and the Beanstalk "
The LITTLE RED HEN is a great

DAY B¥lu
An

NIGHT

Irresistible

Magnet

attraction
for Juveniles

A piece de resistance for Grown - ups I
tt

vHlh

f\

K3

THE BRAVE TIN SOLDIER
^^

/

CELEBRITY
723

SEVENTH

AVE., NEW

Another Famous Fantasy
With a Splendid Theme Song

PRODUCTIONS
YORK

CITY

Cable Address "CELEBRITY"

Features Reviewed in Film Daily July 3 to Feb. 10
Titlt

litlt
Revtewes
Above The Clouds-COL. 12-19-33
Ace of Aces-RKO
11-11-33
Advice To The LovelornUA
12-14-33
After
Tonight- RKO
10-26-33
Aggie
Appleby,
Maker
of
Men-RKO
10-19-33
Alice
in Wonderland-PAR
12-11-33
Almas
Encontradas-XX
..7-7-33
All of Me-PAR
2-3-34
An
Hour
with
Chekliov-AM
9-6-33
Another Language-MGM. .8-5-33
Ann Vickers-RKO
9-29-33
Arizona
to Broadway-F. 7-22-33
As Hussbands
Go-F
1-27-34
As the Devil Commands-COL
9-1-33
Avenger,
The-MOP
10-4-33
A
Woman's
Man-MOP. 1-19-34
Beauty
for Sale-MGM. . .9-13-33
Before
Dawn-RKO
10-17-33
Before
Morning-GRB . . . 10-19-33
Beloved-U
1-27-34
Berkeley Square-F
9-15-33
Best
of Enemies-F
7-17-33
Big Attraction
(Grosse
Attraktion) -BAV
7-25-33
Big Brain-RKO
8-5-33
Big
Chance,
The-GRB. .8-30-33
Big
Executive-PAR
10-19-33
Big
Shakedown-FN
2-9-34
Big Time or Bust-TOW. 1-10-34
Bitter Sweet-UA
8-25-33
Black
Beauty-MOP
8-23-33
Blarney
Kiss-PRI
8-19-33
Blind
Adventure-RKO. .10-31-33
Blonde
Bombshell-MGM,
See
Bomibshell
10-11-33
Blood
Money-UA
11-11-33
Bomben Auf Monte Carlo
XX.. 9-28-33
Bombay
Mail-U
1-6-34
Born Anew-AM
7-25-33
Bowery,
The-UA
10-7-33
Brief Moment-COL
8-31-33
Broadway
Thru
a Keyhole
UA.. 11-2-33
Broadway
to Hollywood-MGM
9-2-33
Broken Dreams-MOP. . .11-8-33
Bureau of Missing Persons-FN
9-2-33
By

Appointment

Onlv-INV
7-12-33
1-6-34
Candlelight-U
By
Carolina-F
2-3-34
Catherine
the Great-U A. .2-2-34
Chance at Heaven-RKO. 12-23-33
California
Trail-COL
7-22-33
8-19-33
Captured-WA
Carnival
Lady-GOP
11-29-33
Cascarrabias-PAR
10-31-33
Charlie
Chan's
Greatest
Case-F
10-7-33
Deceiver-MAJ. 12-9-33
Charming
7-13-33
K.H-RKO
Chevenne
12-2-33
The-MGM
Chief,
Christopher Bean-MGM. 11-22-33
11-10-33
Coach-WA
College
Conquerors of the NightAM. .8-1-33
Counsellor at Law-TJ. . .11-28-33
Convention
City-FN
12-14-33
11-18-33
Song-PAR
Cradle
Criminal At Large-HEL. 12-20-33
Cruise-U. 1-10-34
Country
Cross
Crossfire-RKO
8-1 5-33
2-1-34
Curtain at Eight-MAJ
Dance,
Girl,
Dance
INV. .10-26-33
Dance
Hall
Hostess-MAY
8-26-33
Dancing
Lady-MGM
12-2-33
Das Schicksal der Renate
Langen-XX
11-6-33
Dav of Reckoning-MGM. 11-4-33
Deluge,
The-RKO
10-7-33
9-13-33
Der Hellseher-XX
1-9 -34
Frechdachs-UFA
Der
Der Sohn
der Weissen
Berge
XX-10-28-33
Der Traumende Mund-XX 2-6-34
Design for Living-PAR. 11-17-33
Devil's in Love-F
7-28-33
Devil's
Mate-MOP
9-23-31
2-8-34
Tiger-F
Devil
Die Galavorstellung — XX
12-11-33
Die Grosse AttraktionBAV.. 7-25-33
Dinner
at Eight-MGM. .8-25-33
Disgraced! -PAR
7-17-33
Doctor
Bull-F
8-31-33
Don't Bet on Love-U
7-29-33
Double
Harness-RKO... 7-13-33
Drums
of Doom-MAF. . 10-4-33
Duck
Soud-PAR
11-17-33
East of First Avenue— COL
11-28-33
9-6-33
Millions-FR
Easy
Easy to Love-WA
1-13-34
Eat 'Em
Alive-AUS
11-4-33
Eight Girls in a Boat-PAR
1-13-34
Eisenstein in Mexico
PRI. .11-2-33

Secret

KEY TO DISTRIBUTORS
ABC— Arkay
Film
Exch.
AE — Aeolian
Pictures
AG— Agfa
ALD — Allied
Pictures
ALX — William
Alexander
AM — Amkino
AMR — American
Roumanian
Film Corp.
AEL — Arthur Lee
AST — Astor Pictures
ALT — Capt. Harold
Auten
AUS — Harold
Austin
BAV — Bavaria Film A-G
BEE— Beekman Film Corp.
BO— John
W.
Boyle
B RO — Broadway-Ho.lywood
CAP — Capitol
Film
Exchange
C HA— Chad wick
CHE— Chesterfield
COL — Columbia
COM — Compagnie
Universelle
Cinematographique
EOU — Eauitab e Pictures
EXP
— Exploitation
Pictures
F
— Fox
FA I — Faith Pictures Corp.
FAM — Foreign American Films
FD — First Division
FOR — Foremco
Pictures
FR — Freuler Film Associates
FN — First National
FX— The
Film
Exchange
GB — Gaumont-British
Title
Kevieweu
El Precio De Un BesoEl

Principe

F.. 8-1-32
Gondolero-PAR
9-13-33

Emperor
Jones-UA.
9-16-33
Enemies of Progress-XX. 1-16-34
Enughten
Thy
DaughterEXP
...;. ..12-27-33
Eskimo-MGM
11-16-33
Es Wird
Schon
Wieder
Besser-UFA
1-24-34
Ever in My Heart-WA. 10-13-33
Faithful Heart-HEL
8-15-33
Fashions of 1934-FN
1-9-34
Female-FN
11-4-33
Fiddhn'
Buckaroo-U . . . 12-20-33
Figaro
e la Sua
Gran
Uiornata-XX
10-30-33
Fighting
Code-COL
1-10-34
Fighting
Parson-ALD
8-2-3:
Fighting
Texans-MOP
..7-26-33
Film
Parade-GEN
12-20-33
Flaming
Gold-RKO
1-18-34
Flying Devils-RKO
8-26-33
Flying
Down
To
Rio-RKO
12-20-33
Fog-COL
1-6-34
Footlight
Parade-WA
9-30-33
Found
Alive-IDE
11-8-33
4 Frightened People-PAR 1-27-34
F. P. 1-F
9-16-33
Fraoulein-Falsch VerbudenXX.. 1-16-34
Frau
Lehmann's
Toechter
XX-10-28-33
From
Headquarters-FN. 11-16-33
Frontier
M arshal-F
1-31-34
Fugitive
Lovers-MGM . . . 1-3-34
Fugitive,
The-MOP
9-13-33
Fury
of the Jungle-COL. 2-8-34
Gallant
Fool-MOP
8-9-33
Gallant
Lady-UA
12-7-33
Galloping
Romeo-MOP. .11-2-33
Gambling
Ship-PAR
7-13-33
Ghoul,
The-GB
11-25-33
Gigolettes
of Paris-EQU 7-19-33
Girl Without a Room-PAR
12-7-33
Going Hollywood-MGM. 12-22-33
Golden
Harvest-PAR
11-8-33
Goodbye Again-FN
9-2-33
Good
Companions,
The-F
10-10-33
Gow-FX
12-2-33
Gun
Law-MAJ
7-13-33
Havana
Widows-FN. .. .11-25-33
Headline
Shooter-RKO. 10-21-33
He-AST
12-28-33
He Couldn't Take
It — MOP
12-13-33
Hell's Holidav-SUr
.. 7-19-33
Heroes
for
Sale-FN
7-22-33
Her
Bodyguard-PAP
8-5-33
Her First Mate-U...
9-2-33
Her Forgotten Past
MAY. .10-31-33
Her Splendid Folly
PRO.. 10-28-33
Her
Secret-IDE
12-19-33
Her
Sweetheart-MGM,
See:
Christopher Bean
11-22-33
Her Unborn Child-WIN. 10-10-33
Hell and
High
Water-PAR
12-16-33
Heute
Nacht-Eventuell-XX 7-7-33
Hi, Nellie- WA
2-1-34
Hips, Hips, Hooray-RKO 1-24-34

OFF — General Foreign Films
GEN— General Films
GRB — Arthur Greenblatt
GOL — Ken Goldsmith
GOP — Goldsmith
Productions
GRF — Garrison Films
HEL — Helber Pictures
HER— Charles B. Herrlitz
HOL — Hollywood
HOF— J. H. Hoffberg Co.
ICE — Int. Cinema Exch.
IDE— Ideal
IMP — Imperial Dist.
INA — Inter-Americas
Films
INT — Interworld Prod.
INV — Invincible Pictures
J A FA— Jafa
JE — Jewell Productions
JEW — Jewish
Talking
Pictures
JRW— J. R. Whitney
KIN — Kinematrade
KRE — Sherman S. Krellberg
LEV — Nat
Levine
MAD — Madison Pictures
MAF — Mayflower
MAJ—
MAR — Majestic
Marcy Pictures
MAY — Mayfair Pictures
MO — Monopole Pictures
MGM — Metro-Gold wyn- Mayer
Monogram
Pictures
PMOP
A R —— Paramount
PIN— Pinnacle
Title
Reviewed
Hired
Wife-PIN
2-1-34
His
Double
Life-PAR. 12-16-33
Hold
the
Press-COL... 12-1-33
Hoopla-F
12-2-33
House on 56th
Street-WA
12-2-33
I Am
Suzanne-F
1-19-34
I Have
Lived-CHE
7-19-33
Ich
Glaub
Nie
Mehr
An
Eine Frau-BAV
10-13-33
If I Were Free-RKO
12-8-33
I Loved
a Woman-FN . .9-21-33
I Love That Man-PAR. . .7-8-33
2-3-34
I'm No
Angel-PAR
10-14-33
I've Got Your
Number-WA
Important
Witness-TOW. .9-6-33
Invisible
Man-U
11-18-33
In the Money-CHE
1-6-34
Island
of Doom-AM
7-20-33
It's Great to Be Alive-F. .7-8-33
I Was a Spy-F
1-13-34
Jimmy
12-16-33
Kennel And
MurderSally-F
Case
WA. .10-28-3'
King For a Night-U
12-9-33
Kins of the Arena-U
8-23-33
La Cancion Del Dia-XX. 8-28-33
Ladies
Must
Love-U. .. 11-16-33
Lady
for a Day-COL
8-9-33
Lady
Killer-WA
12-28-33
La Cruz Y La Espada-F 2-6-34
La
Femme
Nue-XX
8-28-33
La Melodia Prohibida-F. 10-10-33
La Sombra de Pancho
Villa
COL.. 12-1-33
1-9-34
Last
Trail-F
Laughing
at Life-LEV. . 7-12-33
Laughter
Through
Tears
WOK.. 11-16-33
La Frochard et les Deux
Orphelines-XX
2-8-34
La
vuiua
Komantica-F . . . y-b-33
Le Noche
del Pecado-COL
12-29-33
Le
Sang
D'un
Poete
RIC
.11-13-33
Let's Fall in Love-COL. 1-20-34
Life in the Raw-F
10-19-33
Little Woman-RKO
11-16-33
Live and Laugh- JEW
12-8-33
Lone
Cowboy-PAR
1-27-34
L'Opera
De
Quat
Sous-WA
12-11-33
Lost
Patrol-RKO
2-9-34
Lo Tu Y Ella-F
12-11-33
Love,
Honor
and Oh. Baby!
U-10-28-33
Luegen

Auf

Ruegen-XX.

1-5-34

Lucky Dog-U
8-30-33
Lucky
Texan-MOP
1-6-34
Mad
Game-F
11-11-33
Madame
Spy-F
2-10-34
Mama-F
7-20-33
Mama
Loves
Papa-PAR 7-22-33
Man lrom Monterey-WA. 8-1 6-33
Man of the Forest-PAR. .8-25-33
Man of Two Worlds-RKO 1-13-34
Man
Man

Who
Dared-F
of Sentiment

9-9-33

CHE. .11-16-33
Man's
Castle-COL
12-28-33
Marriage
on Approval-FR
12-27-33
Mary Stevens, M.D.-WA. 7-28-33
Massacre-FN
1-18-34
Master of Men-COL
11-28-33

PO — Powers
Pictures
POL — Bud Pollard Productions
POR — Portola
Pictures
PRI — Principal Dist. Corp.

Secrets

Revitwea
9-13-33
Room-U

Blue

Hollywood-SCO
8-30-33
Sensation
Hunters-MOP. . 1-3-34
Shanghai
Madness-F
9-23-33
7-28-33
She Had to Say Yes-FN

PRO — Progressive
Pictures
PRX— Protex Dist. Corp.
REG — Regent Pictures
REM — Remington
Pictures
RIC — Edward T. Ricci
RKO— RKO-Radio
Pictures
ROY — Fanchon Royer
SCA — Scandinavian
Pictures
SCO — Lester F. Scott
SHO — Showmen's Pictures
SNO— Sidney
Snow.
SUP — Superb
Pictures
SYA —
— Syndicate
Synchro Art Pictures
SYN

of

Shepherd

of

the

Seven

Hills
9-9-33

Ship
of Wanted
Men-SHO
FAI
8-8-33
Should Ladies Behave?-MGM
12-6-33
Shriek

in the

Night.

A-ALD
7-22-33

Silent
Men-QOL
11-8-33
Sing, Sinner, Sing-MAJ. .8-12-33
Sin of Nora Moran-MAJ
12-14-33

TF — Tobis Foreign Film
TOW
— Tower Prods.
U — Universal
UA — United

of the

Sitting
Six
of
Sixteen

Artisti

UFA— Ufa
WA — Warner
Bros.
WEL— Carveth Wells
WIN — Windsor
Pictures
WK— Willis Kent
WOK— Worldkino
WW— World
Wide
XX — No
distributor
set
ZBY
Polish-American
Film— Zbyszko
Co.
Tttlt

Reviewed

Meet the Baron-MGM.
Maz-Zelle
Nitouche

. 10-28-33

PRO.. 11-18-33
Melodia de Arrabal-PAR.
.8-9-33
Midnight
Club-PAR
7-29-33
Midnight Marv-MGM ... 7-17-33
Midshipman Jack-RKO. 11-17-33
Mirages
de Paris-AU. .12-29-33
Wilady-GFF
9-13-33
Miss
Fane's
Baby
is
Stolen-PAR
1-20-34
Money
Talks-SYN
8-12-33
Moonlight
and Pretzels-U 8-23-33
Morning Glory-RKO
8-16-33
Moulin
Rouge-UA
1-10-34
Mr. Broadway-BRO
9-15-33
Mr.
Skitch-F
12-23-33
My
Lips
Betray-F
11-4-33
Myrt
and
Marge-U
1-16-34
My
Weakness-F
9-22-33
My
Woman-COL
10-17-33
Nana-U A
2-2-34
Neighbors' Wives-ROY
..9-20-33
Night
Flight-MGM
10-4-33
No
Dejes
la Puerta
Abierta,
F.. 11-13-33
No Marriage Ties-RKO.
. .8-4-33
Notorious but Nice-CHE. 8-23-33
Olsen's Big Moment-F. .. 1-9-34
One Man's Journey-RKO. 9-2-33
9-1-33
One
Sunday
Afternoon-PAR

Pretty-PAR
11-22-33
aFathoms
King-PAR
Deep- 1-24-34

MOP. .1-19-34
Skyway-MOP
10-18-33
Sleepless
Nights-REM
..7-22-33
Solitaire
Man-MGM
9-23-33
Son of a Sailor-FN
12-1-33
Son of Kong-RKO
12-30-33
Son of the Border-RKO. .8-2-32
Song
of Songs-PAR
7-22-33
S. O. S. Iceberg-U... 11-28-33
Sons of the Desert-MGM. 1-6-34
Sphinx. The-MOP
8-16-33
Smoky-F
12-23-33
Stage
Mother-MGM
9-30-33
Storm
at Davbreak-MGM
7-22-33
Straightaway-COL
1-16 34
Stranger's Return-M GM . . 7-29-33
Strawberry
Roan-U
. . . 12-6-33
Sunset
Pass-PAR
10-28-33
Sweden,
Land of the Vikings
Sweetheart

of

Chi
BO.. 1-6-34
MOP..
Take a Chance-PAR. .. 10-26-33
11-25-33
Tarzan the Fearless-PRI. 8-12-33
Terror
Abroad-PAR
7-3-33
1-31-34
This Dav and Aee-PAR .8-16-33
This Side of Heaven-MGM 8-8-33
Three-Cornered
Three
Thrill
Throne

Sigma

Moon-PAR

Thieves-A M
10-31-33
Hunter-COL
10-4-33
of the Gods-IMP12-22-33

Thunder

Over

9-20-33
Mexico-PRI

Tillie and Gus-PAR
11-11-33
Toda Una Vida-PAR 10-28-33
Tod Uber Shanghai-MO. 12-19-33
Too
Much
Harmony-PAR9-23-33
Tomorrow

at

Seven-RKO

7-12-33

One
Year
Later-ALD .. 11-16-33
Only
Yesterday-U
11-10-33
Paddy the Next Best Thing-F
8-25-33
9-9-33
Palooka-UA
2-1-34
Passion
of Joan
of Arc-KRE

Torch
Singer-PAR
10-7-33
To the Last Man-PAR. 10-26-33
Trail Drive-U
1-3-34
Trouble
Busters-M AJ
8-30-33
Tugboat
Annie-MGM
8-12-33
8-23-33
Turn
Back
the Clock-MGM

Patriots,
The-AM
Penthouse-MGM
Pilgrimage-F
Police Call-HOL
Police
Car
17-COL
Power
and the Glory,

9-25-33
9-9-33
7-17-33
8-23-33
11-6-33
8-18-33
The-F

Ulan I Dziewczyna-XX. 10-10-33
Under
Secret
Orders-PRO
12-6-33
Under
the Tonto
Rim-PAR
7-19-33
Unknown
Valley-COI
8-18-33
Vi Som
Gar
Koksvagen

Private Detective 62-WA. .7-8-33
9-21-33
Private Life of Henry VIII-UA

SCA..
10-10-33
Volga,
...12-19-33
Voltaire- Volga-KIN
WA
7-28-33

Prizefighter and the Lady

Walls
of Gold-F
Waltz
Time-GB
Wandering
Jew,
The

Public

StenographerMGM.

.114-33

MAR.. 1-10-34
Quartorze Juillet-PRX. 10-21-33
Q ueen Christina-M GM. .12-28-33
Quick,
Koenig
Der
KlownsUFA
12-11-33
Rafter
Romance-RKO
l-9r34
Rainbow
Over
BroadwayCHE
12-27-33
Rainbow
Ranch-MOP. . .10-18-33
Rangers' Code-MOP
9-20-33
Rebel, The-U
7-27-33
Riders of Destiny-MOP. 11-29-33
Right
to Romance
RKO. .11-22-33
Riot
Squad-MAY
7-26-33
Roman
Scandals-UA
12-14-33
Russia
Today-WEL
10-21-33
Rustlers' Roundup-U ...9-16-33
Rusty Rides Alone-COL. 10-10-33
Sagebrush Trail-MOP ..12-8-33
Sagebrush
Trail-MOP. .12-27-33
Sagrario-XX
1-24-34
Saison in Kairo-UFA. .12-29-33
Saturday's Millions-U . . .10-14-33
Search for Beauty-PAR. 2-1 0-34
Secret
Sinners-MAY
..12-13-33

10-21-33
9-29-33

War of the Range-FR.
JAFA.. .11-22-33
10-21-33
Way
to Love-PAR
11-11-33
Wie Sag Ich's Meinnem
Mann?-XX
1-24-34
Wenn
Die Liebe Mode Macht
West

of the Divide XX.
— MOP
.10-30-33
1-13-34

Whirlwind, The-COL
White
Face-HEL
White
Woman-PAR
Wild
Boys
of the
Wine, Women
CHA
Women
World
Worst

in

His

...7-29-33
1 1-22-33
11-18-33
Road

and SongFN.. 12-16-33
9-22-33
Life-MGM

Changes-FN
Woman
in Paris? 10-28-33
12-9-33

Wrecker,
. F ... 1. 1-25-33
.8-5-33
You Can't The-COL.
Buy Everything
M-G-M. 2-1-34
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A Little
from "Lots
— r By RALPH WILK

O

HOLLYWOOD

PRODUCTION will begin this week
at the Warner studios on "One
Man's Woman," in which Pat
O'Brien, Glenda Farrell and Claire
Dodd will have the principal roles.
3ene Towne and C. Graham Baksr
svrote the original story, which has"
been adapted by F. Hugh Herbert,
Erwin Gelsey and David Boehm.
Alan Crosland will direct. The chief
masculine role was originally intended for Richard Barthelmess,
who, however, will appear in another screen vehicle, Pat O'Brien
assuming the part of the pugilisthero.
*
*
*

11

£&>*

• The Broadway Parade o

Picture
Search for Beauty
Nana
(2nd week)
This Side of Heaven
Moulin
Rouge
Hi, Nellie (2nd week)
Devil Tiger
Madame Spy
The Big Shakedown
Forgotten
Men
(revival)
I Am Suzanne*
As H usbands
Go*
,
I Was
a Spy*
Found
Alive

Distributor Theater
Paramount
Paramount
United Artists
Music Hall
M-G-M
Capitol
United Artists
Rivoli
_.. Warner Bros
Strand
Fox
Rialto
Universal
Roxy
Warner Bros
Mayfair
Jewel Productions. . Criterion
Fox
Center
Fox
Palace
Gaumont-British. .. Little Carnegie
General Pictures. . . Cameo

♦ TWO-A-DAY-RUN
Queen

Christina

(8th week)

♦ FOREIGN

PICTURES

Hell on Earth (3rd week)
Le Frochard et Les Deux
Orphelines
(2nd week)
Le Sang d'un Poete (5th week) (revival)
Thunder Over Mexico (5th week)

♦ FUTURE
Catherine the Great (Feb. 13)
Cradle
Song*
(Feb. 14)
Mandalay
(Feb.
14)
Carolina
(Feb. 15)
Cat and the Fiddle (Feb. 16)
Bolero
(Feb. 16)
Long Lost Father
(Feb. 16)
Picture Brides (Feb. 16)
Road
to Ruin (Feb. 17)
Dark
Hazard
(Feb. 21)
Death
Takes
a Holiday
(Feb.
Six of a Kind
(Mar.
2)

♦

M-G-M

Astor

♦

Aeolian

Acme

Blue Ribbon Photo. 55th St. Playhouse
Edward T. Ricci .... 5th Ave. Playhouse
Principal
5th Ave. Playhouse

OPENINGS

Kane Richmond and Guy Usher
are the latest additions to the cast
of Columbia's next Tim McCoy action drama, "Storm at Midnight,"
which is being directed by C. C.
Coleman. Billie Seward plays op231
posite the star. Others already
signed are Alphonz Ethier, Ward
Bond, Francis MacDonald and JosSubsequent run.
eph Crehan. Harold Shumate wrote
the story in which McCoy is seen as
a telephone engineer who endangers version of the Earl Carroll stage
his life to restore communication in
Vanities."
*
*
a flood-stricken area cut off from hit, "Murder * at the
the mainland.
Donald Dillaway is an addition to
the cast of "Sawdust," First National picture starring Joe E. Brown.
"Harold Teen," the new Warner
! comedy based on the famous newspaper comic strip, has been edited
Frank Craven has joined the cast
and cut and a print shipped to New- of "Without Honor," James CagYork by air mail. Hal LeRoy plays ney's new Warner film.
*
*
*
the title role, and also in the cast
are Rochelle Hudson, Patricia Ellis,
Paul Sloan is being sought by
i Guy Kibbee, Hugh Herbert, Hobart Universal to direct one feature proCavanaugh, Chic Chandler and many
duction upon the completion of his
other players. "Harold Teen" in its present assignment, "Down to Their
screen version was directed by MurLast Yacht," a Lou Brock feature
ray Roth. The script was written musical
for RKO.
by Paul Gerrard Smith and Al Cohn.
*
*
*
*
*
*
In order to thoroughly familiarize
With the engagement of Arthur himself with the details and atmosStuart Hull, Montague Shaw and
phere surrounding the life of "David
Robert Graves, Columbia has filled
Howard
Estabrook,
Mthree important character roles for Copperfield,"
G-M scenarist,
has been
spending
"Sisters Under the Skin," now in several hours daily at the Huntingproduction under the guidance of
ton Library in Pasadena, gathering
David Burton. Elissa Landi and material
from the works of Charles
Joseph Schildkraut constitute the Dickens.
*
*
*
starring team, with Frank Morgan,
Clara Blandick, Samuel Hinds, HowClarence Brown is reported negoard Hickman and Selmer Jackson in
tiating for the purchase of a new
feature parts. "Sisters Under the seven passenger airplane, capable of
Skin," which bore the early title of
m.p.h. The M-G-M di"Sonata," was written by S. K. Lau- making rector300
is an experienced pilot and
ren and adapted for the screen by now owns a speedy four-seater.
*
*
*
Jo Swerling.
*
*
*
has comss
James K. McGuinne
pleted the first draft of his screen
Duke Ellington and his famous
aggregation of musicians will ar- play based on the Mary Roberts
rive in Hollywood this week for a Rinehart series of "Tish" stories,
which Irving Thalberg is to produce
featured spot in Paramount's film for M-G-M, with Marie Dressier as
the star.
*
*
*
Record at Fox, Detroit
Detroit — A new Fox Theater record of
Edward H. Griffith expects to com123,500 paid admissions for the week
plete the selection of his cast this
was set by Amos V Andy in person
week for "Alien Corn," which he is
with "If I Were Free" on the screen.
Previous high of 109,000 was set by Tex
to direct for RKO, with Ann HardGuinan.
ing as the star. Francis Faragoh is
writing the screen play and dialogue.

♦

United Artists
Astor
M-G-M
5fh Ave. Playhouse
First National Strand
Fox
Music Hall
M-G-M
-..Capitol
Paramount
Paramount
RKO Radio
Roxy
First Division
Mayfair
First Division
Cameo
Warner Bros
Rialto
Paramount
Paramount
Paramount
Paramount

G. T. E. Hearing Today
Wilmington, Del. — Hearing takes
place today on the petition of Daniel O. Hastings, receiver for General
Theaters Equipment, for approval of
compromising of certain claims with
the Chase Bank. Chief Justice Daniel J. Layton of the Supreme Court
will sit, due to the disqualification
of Chancellor J. O. Wolcott whose
wife owns some Chase stock.

"Played by CLARK GABLE,
CLAUDETTE COLBERT and
directed in Frank Capra's best
manner,
'It Happened One
Night'
is ace entertainment
headed
for
— Daily Variety
real box office returns."

"Moulin" Caravan in Albany
Albany — After making a big
splash in Boston on Saturday, the
"Moulin Rouge" caravan left Sunday for this city in its cross-country
jaunt. Despite freezing weather, the
entourage stirred up turnaway busifor "Moulin
at Loew's
State nessin
Boston. Rouge"
The stars
made
two broadcasts, were received by the
Lieutenant Governor of the state
and the Mayor and participated in
other activities.
ComiColor Cartoon's 100% Showing
West Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

DAI Li

Los Angeles — Beginning March 3
"Jack and the Beanstalk," a Powers
ComiColor Cartoon distributed by
Celebrity Productions, will start a
100 per cent exhibition engagement
in this area. It is booked in every
West Coast Theater in Los Angeles,
Glendale and Pasadena.
Saxe Gets Madison House
Milwaukee — Saxe Amusement
Management, Inc., operators of theaters in Milwaukee, Oshkosh, Kenosha and Janesville, has taken over
the Capitol, Madison, and will reopen the house shortly, according
to announcement by Thomas Saxe,
general manager. It was formerly
operated by Warner Bros.

r I A great cast, a grand story, a swell |
picture! ELISSA
» ' JOSEPH

LANDI

SCHILDKRAUT

and j
in I

j J "Sisters Under The Skin," with J
it / Frank Morgan. Directed by David y
,/ Burton.
J A

DAiSLY
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GIVE-AWAYS LEAD
CODE_GOMPLAINTS

NEWS

OF THE DAY

Huntsville, Mo. — Tom Reddy has
protection schedules. Approximate- taken over the Capitol.
ly 10 letters of protest are being received each day at the office. _ So
City, Kan. — George Ellis
far overbuying has been a subject is Kansas
reopening the Dunbar with RCA
of comparatively few complaints, it High
Fidelity sound equipment.
was stated.

Zirn to Appeal Para. Ruling
Attorney Samuel Zirn, representing Robert S. Levey, Paramount
bondholder and active in opposition
to various of the company's bankruptcy moves, on Saturday told The
Film Daily that he is preparing an
appeal to the U. S. Supreme Court
from the Circuit Court of Appeals'
decision refusing to remove the three
trustees. He said he expects to file
the appeal within two weeks.
Another Zirn action, aimed at the
transfer of 23 Paramount negatives
into Film Production Corp., is on
today's calendar in the Appellate
Division but is not expected to be
reached until tomorrow.

New Incorporations
NEW YORK
Lincoln Studio, Inc.,. Manhattan. Motion pictures. John Van Valkenburgh, Thomas F. Cohalan, John Stigliano. Attorney, Thomas F.
Cohalan.
Warner-Gunning Productions, Inc., Manhattan. Plays and motion pictures. Walter B.
Warner, John D. Gunning, Betty Band. Attorney, A. Aaron Raphael.
Minrose Amusement Corp., Albany. Theatrical business. David H. Conn, George Rosenbaum, Minnie Rosenbaum. Attorney, David H.
Cohn.
Benny Rubin Enterprises, Inc., Manhattan.
Theatrical and motion picture. Alfred S. Krellberg. Hilda Geier, Nathan Rothstein. Attorneys,
Krellberg
& Fitzsimons.
The Newsreel Theater, Inc., New York. Theatrical and picture business generally. W. F.
Githens. Francis C. Wood, Jr., Harold E. Wondsel. Attorneys, Cravath, DeGersdorff, Swain
& Wood.
Jereg Theaters, Inc., New York. Motion
pictures and dramatic plays. Cornelius Fliashnick, Herbert Loew, Philip Fliashnick, attorney.
The Pure in Heart Corp., Manhattan. Theatrical, pictures and vaudeville. Richard S.
Aldrich, Alfred DeLiagro, John H. Lawson. Attorneys, Cohen, Cole, Weiss
& Warton.
The Art of Musical Russia, Inc., Manhattan. Theatrical and motion picture. Alexander
Dasy, Paul Berthaud, Beatrice DeVal. Attorneys, Solinger & Solinger.

Kansas City — Robert R. Jersey
has taken over the entire interest
in Associated Film Distributors,
Inc. He formerly was a partner in
win. exchange with Marvin L. Godthe

i

STRONG COMEBACK
IN METRO PROFI
(.Continued from Page

(Continued from Page 1)

New Stage Producing Firm
A new producing firm known as
Maurice Marks & Alfred Cerf, Inc.,
has been formed with headquarters
at 1776 Broadway.
Marks has been identified with a
number of theatrical productions
during the past 15 years and was coauthor of the Joe Cook show, "Rain
or Shine." Cerf recently was associated with John Krimsky and Gifford Cochran in their presentation
of, "Maedchen in Uniform."
The new firm, according to Marks,
will be associated with several established producers in the financing
of plays next fall. Two scripts are
already under consideration, one of
which will be tried out this summer
in stock.

Tuesday, Feb. 13, 1934
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$93,911 in the first quarter of th
previous year. The net for the firs
12 weeks of this year also is onl
;lightly
underin the
year's$1,326
proJ
its reported
1933,entire
totaling
827.

Kansas City — The theater at
J
Dodge City, Kan. — The Beeson
Spanish Quota Looms
Hardtner, Kan., closed for some theater, closed for four years under
time,fulisshowhouse.
being rebuilt into a beauti- Fox control, has been reopened by
That Spain may impose a quot
an independent exhibitor.
system within the next few month
in connection with film imports int«
Chicago — Ann Aaron has been
Boston — Morey Goldstein, who re- that country is indicated in a repor
made assistant to Herb Ellisburg,
turned from a honeymoon to be as- from Consul Cecil M. P. Cross, Bar
advertising manager of Essaness
public by the Com
signed for several weeks as sales- celona, made
Theaters. She succeeds Ann Cohen.
Department.
Rumors
thai
man in Washington tei-ritory, has merce
returned to his regular duties at the such a quota system would be es«
Chicago — George Moyen is the M-G-M exchange.
tablished have been circulating in
new assistant manager of the
Spain for some years, the report
Crown, Essaness house, succeeding
Boston — Joe DiPesa, publicist for points out, but it appears that the
Walter Johnson, transferred to the
Irving.
Loew theaters, has been confined to current report is well-founded.
The
his home by illness part of this plan proposed under the quota proi
week.
gram would require every importer
Bristol, R. I.— The Pastime, ownto produce in Spain at least one|
ed by Lon Vail, has burned.
Edmore, Mich. — The Coliseum, picture, on which an expenditure!
owned and operated by Elmer Wood, of a minimum
of 250,000 pesetas
has installed sound equipment and would have to be made, for every
Five New M-G-M Films
reopened.
five foreign films imported.

Scheduled to Go in Work

West

Coast Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — With five features
currently in actual production, five
more are scheduled to go before the
cameras within the next two weeks
at the M-G-M lot.
In work at present are: "Louisiana," "Lady Mary's Lover," formerly known as "Rip Tide"; "The ShowOff," "The Hollywood Party" and
"Tarzan and His Mate." In preparation are: "Operator 13," "Coming
'Round the Mountain," "The Merry
Widow," "The Thin Man" and
"Sadie McKee." Pictures being
edited are: "Mystery of the Dead
Police," "Viva Villa,"' "Laughing
Boy" and "Men in White."
Sparks Circuit Changes
Jacksonville, Fla. — Jack Hodges
is back as house manager of Florida
theater following two years in Tampa at the Franklin and Tampa theaters. Earl Murry of Orlande is
replacing Hodges at the Franklin.
Howard Jaudon goes to the Tampa.
All are Sparks houses.
"Mandalay" Next at Strand
A change in schedules will bring
First National's "Mandalay" instead
of "Wonder Bar" into the New York
Strand following "Hi, Nellie." The
new picture opens tomorrow night.
Re-issuing Washington Short
Vitaphone's two - reel subject,
"Washington, the Man and the
Capitol," is being re-issued for bookings during the week of Washington's Birthday.
MacFarland Starts at Music Hall
James Hood MacFarland has assumed his new duties over at the
Radio City Music Hall succeeding
Joe Shea. Frank Bruner replaced
MacFarland at the Rivoli yesterday.

Intimate in Ch a ra cter
Internationa! in Scope
Independent in Thought
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15 Reopening s Last Month in Omaha

Territory

WARNERS TO INSIST ON COURT TRIAL OfERPI SUIT
Indie Producer Ass'n to Assess Members$555,000$5Already
a Reel
Spent
Keno Menace
. . . and other things
=

By JACK ALICOATE =

AS a harmless evening's diversion, the
** unimaginative game of lotto fitted
nicely into the family scheme of things.
Masking behind its modern nom-de-plumes
of Keno, Radio, Lucky and Tango, it has
developed in some locations to a positive
menace to both the community and the
theater. So lucrative have been the returns to the owners of many Keno parlors that it has been possible for them
to knock off the choicest locations on the
best "Bright Light" streets, and to pay
sweet rent for the privilege of taking
bushels of dimes and quarters from those
who can least afford it. Some cities already have the situation under control with
adequate restrictive legislation. It is a
menace to the industry that should be
stamped
out early.
IT

was

not until the industry of the

■ screen reached maturity that America
became a picture loving nation. While
for generations every town and hamlet in
Europe had its municipally subsidized opera and orchestra, it is only in comparatively recent years that many of our home
folks have turned occasionally from the
more practical things of life to the beauty
and charm of high grade music. All of
which leads us to the thought that no
theater worthy of the name can make
a mistake in giving its patrons a goodly
supply of better music. They already have
enough of the hi-ninny-ninny-and-a-hotcha-cha variety. The idea that class music
appeals to but few was recently given the
side door via a "Literary Digest" Poll of our
great middle class. The result was a decided preference for Symphony and classical music as well as the better known
operas.

•

LIAVING been a roving journalistic ob" ' server in this alluring industry ever
since the time they painted the piano on
the back drop, we can speak with at
least a modest degree of authority on the
domestic relations of the picture business
and its fourth estate. What the critics
and newspaper men and women who cover
(Continued
on Page 2)

Remaining
Officers
Are
Elected to Complete
New Slate
West Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Members of the Independent Motion Picture Producers
Ass'n will hereafter be assessed
dues on the basis of $5 a negative
reel, instead of the $50 monthly, it
was
decided presided
at the organization's
last meeting
over by Trem
Carr. This was the first meeting
with the increased membership
brought about by the addition of the
(Continued

on Page

8)

COORDINATE DEFENSES
IN AUTHORITY ACTION

Two Film Bills Filed

Wash. Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington — A resolution by the
Parents League of New York, protesting against block booking and blind
selling, has been presented by Senator
Copeland and referred to the Senate
committee
on interstate commerce.
Congressman Lambertson of Kansas
presented a petition of the W.C.T.U. of
Blue Rapids, Kas., urging support of the
Patman bill.

RKO SET TO TRY OUT
TELEVISION ON COAST
West Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Over Vitaphone-Erpi
Royalty Dispute
FILM

By N. M. MacLEOD
DAILY
Staff Correspondent

Wilmington, Del. — Further litigation in another effort to prevent its
claims against Electrical Research
Products from going back to arbitration in New York is expected
to be filed in Chancery Court here
soon by Vitaphone Corp., Warner
subsidiary. Last week's Supreme
Court ruling to the effect that there
was nothing in the record to show
(Continued

on Page

8)

A. H. BUNKJOINING
PARA. THEATER BOARD

Hollywood— With M. H. Aylesworth, J. R. McDonough, Ned E.
Depinet, B. B. Kahane and other
company officials present, RKO is
understood to be set for a television
A. H. Blank of the A. H. Blank
Although Washington reports in- test to be made Saturday in condicate that the Government will not
Enterprises, Famous Theaters partjunction
with
the
Hollywood-on-thener, is expected to be named to the
undertake handling of cases insti- Air radio broadcast. It will take
tuted against individual members of place at the Hillstreet Theater. theater advisory board of the holdthe Code Authority in the action About a dozen stars from RKO picing company during the meeting now
tures are to take part in it.
under way at Des Moines. Ralph
brought by Allied through Congress
(Continued on Page 4)
A. Kohn, Sam Dembow Jr., and Y.
Frank Freeman are in Des Moines.
On return of the executives to
Code Authority Taking Up
New Ark. Association

Votes Not to Affiliate
Little Rock, Ark. — Resolutions
pledging full cooperation and support to all code authorities, also cooperation with all other exhibitor
(Continued

on Page

8)

Free Radio Shows Friday

Written request made last Thursday by the Legitimate Theater
Code Authority for the cooperation
of the Motion Picture Code Author (Continued

on Page

8)

Theater Reopening s Last Month
Totaled 15 in Omaha Territory
Omaha — Reopening of 15 theaters
in this territory last month is shown
by the monthly report of the Omaha
Film Board of Trade. Houses inA "mai'ked increase" in gross
cluded the Strand, Blue Springs;
sales of features and shorts for the
first two months of the present year Opera House, Bronxville; Community, Campbell, and Wolcott, Davenas compared with 1933 has been
port, all Nebraska; the Community,
chalked up by RKO, Jules Levy,
general sales manager, told The Afton; Community, Clearfield; Community, Diagonal; Princess, GuttenFilm Daily yesterday. Although
berg; Casino, Melcher; Monroe.
Levy would
would
not
give
an
ac(Continued on Page 4)
(Continued on Page 4)

Marked Increase Reported
In Sales of RKO Product

(Continued

on Page

4)

National Trade Showings
For Six Warner Pictures
National tradeshows of at least
six Warner-First National pictures,
will be held March 6. Product
scheduled for preview includes
"Wonder Bar," "As the Earth
Turns," "Journal of a Crime," "Harold Teen," "Jimmy the Gent" and
"Gambling Lady." Sixteen WarnerF.-N. pictures are at present completed and awaiting release.
"All Quiet" His Greatest
Of all the pictures produced by Universal, "All Quiet on the Western
Front" gave him "the greatest satisfaction" Carl Laemmle said last night
in an interview over the NBC network
on the fiftieth anniversary of his
arrival in New York City. He recalled
that hisduced first
"Hiawatha", proin 1909,picture,
cost $1,000.
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Protest to Radio Commission
Wash. Bureau of THE

FILM

the industry want most is honest and intelligent cooperation on the part of industry executives and key men. Consideration in the shape of good center-ofhouse seats at openings and previews, so
that they can carry through their work
comfortably and with a minimum of annoyance. And, most of all, a truthful
reply to questions. Real newspaper folk
never break a confidence. What they
want least is flattery, cocktail parties and
bunk build-ups for weak pictures. Let us
remind you they are probably the toughest gang in the world to try to kid.

Martin G. Smith Slated
As New Ohio Unit Prexy
Cleveland— Martin G. Smith, until
recently president of the M. P. T. O.
of Ohio, is expected to be elected
president of the new Independent
Theater Owners of Ohio at the meeting in Columbus on Thursday. Charter of the Independent M. P. Exhibitors of Ohio, formed recently in
Columbus, will be cancelled and a
new charter issued for the I. T. O.

G.T.E. Hearing Put Off

MARKET

High

1)

Price 5 Cents

DAILY

Washington — Exhibitor leaders have
informally protested to the Federal
Radio Commission against free shows
given by radio broadcasting studios
which, they claim, offer unfair competition to theaters. President Edward
Kuykendall of the M. P. T. O. A. is
reported to be among those having
filed protests.

1/4
l/8

60 Day-Date Openings For
"It
Happened One Night"
At least 60 day-and-date openings on "It
Happened
OneClaudette
Night,"
starring
Clark
Gable and
Colbert, are expected by Columbia
for Feb. 22, with engagements running one and two weeks. Under
supervision of George Brown, in
charge of advertising and publicity,
a publicity force comprising 14 men
left New York last night to handle
the openings.
The picture opens Feb. 22 at the
Radio City Music Hall.

Confab of Authorities
Will Last Several Days
Washington Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — The general code
authority conference here next
month will run from March 5
through March 8. President Roosevelt will address the Authorities on
the final day.
A further decentralization of
NRA authority and applicability,
due to some recent adverse court
rulings involving only intrastate
business, was forseen yesterday
with the announcement of a new
NRA policy to govern local trades
and services, suggesting regional
codes for those industries falling in
that class.

Coming and Going
SIEGFRIED

RUMANN.

Broadway actor

is en-

<r.«U/te.Jt0.-the coasf by car t0 P|ay '1 Fox's
World
On."
DAVID Moves
O. SELZNIC
K is due in New York
the Coast.
from
this week
WALTER CONNOLLY leaves New York late
this week
for Hollywood.

A. W. SMITH, JR., of Warners has gone
to Washington to confer with Robert Smeltzer and John Payette.

LEO CARROLL, new M-G-M player, leaves
New
York today for the Coast.
MERLIN H. AYLESWORTH
from the coast Tuesday.
JOHN

LODGE,

leading

is expected back
man

for

Marlene

Dietrich
in Paramount's
"Scarlet Empress,"
is
en route by boat from the coast to his home
in Boston
for a vacation.
RICARDO CORTEZ and RUTH DONNELLY,
who have been vacationing in New York, have
been called back to Hollywood by First National and are now en route.
PETER COLLI, Warner manager in Cuba,
is in town for conferences with Karl MacDonald,
division
manager
for Latin
America.
SIDNEY BERNSTEIN, the London
owner, arrived in New York yesterday.

theater

RAMON NOVARRO arrived in New York
yesterday from the coast to appear at the
Capitol starting Friday, to be followed next
week week.
by CLARK GABLE, who reached town
last
DOUGLASS

MONTGOMERY,

who

gave up a

stage role for a film assignment at Universal,
Wilmington — Due to illness of
arrives on the coast this week to start work.
Chief Justice Layton of the Supreme Vitaphone Completing
HOOT GIBSON is in the east for some
Court, hearing of the petition of
Program By March 28 personal appearances.
Daniel O. Hastings, receiver for
GEORGE
KAUFMAN has left for HollyVitaphone will complete its curGeneral Theaters Equipment, for
wood on a S.
visit.
rent short subject program by
approval of the compromise agreeSOPHIE TUCKER returns to New York on
ment with Chase Bank was post- March 28, when the Brooklyn stu- Monday
from Florida and leaves March 1
dios will take a five-week recess, acponed yesterday. It may come up
ers" for Majestic.
to appear in "Husband Huntcording to Sam Sax, production for Hollywood
in two weeks.
head. Sax, accompanied by Mrs.
MARY BRIAN has returned to the coast
will sail March 17 for a trip after a flying trip to New York to see a
RKO Eastern Sales Meet toSax,Europe.
couple
of plays.
First of two regional sales meetLOU HOLTZ and HELEN VINSON are among
ings for RKO eastern branch manMust Post Labor Rules
this week's
expected
arrivals from
the coast.
agers was held yesterday at the Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Park Central with Jules Levy, genLouis
Marcus
to
California
Washington — Regulations requireral sales manager, presiding.
Salt Lake City — Mayor Louis
ing employers operating
Branch managers were addressed by approved codes to post the under
labor Marcus has left for Coronado, Cal.,
Frank Buck and Courtland Smith, provisions of those codes conspicu- to canvalesce from his recent operation. Harry David, general
president of Pathe News. The
ously in their establishments were
issued yesterday by the NRA.
meetings wind up this afternoon.
manager of Marcus' Utah and Idaho houses, has announced the proConstance Bennett with Gable
Agree on More Boards
motion of Ray Hendry to a superWest Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Agreements
visory post over the 11 Marcus theHollywood — Leon Gordon is work- number more were reached on a
aters,
with Clare Woods succeeding
of local board makeHendry at the Capitol.
ing on a screen original, "Indoups at a meeting of the Code AuChina," to star Constance Bennett
thority's committee on nominations
and Clark Gable at Metro. Miss
Maurice Ferguson a Father
yesterday at the New York Athletic
Bennett also is to be co-starred by Club. Another session
Maurice
Ferguson of the Fox New
will be held York exchange
has been passing out
20th Century in several more picat which it is ex- cigars the last few days to let the
tures with Fredric March after "The today atpected1the,o'clock
committee will complete world know he is the papa of a boy.
Firebrand." One storv already be- nominations to go to
the Code Authority meeting on Friday.
Fannying Heaslip
"Half Angel,'" by
prepared isLea.
Second Week for "Moulin Rouge"
"Moulin Rouge" starts its second
Jason Joy Joins Fox
Ferretti Joins Sperry Products
week
at the Rivoli
today.
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
is scheduled
to follow
on "Palooka"
Feb. 21.
J. J. Ferretti, formerly eastern
Holly
representative of United States Air become wood— Col. Jason S. Joy has
E. G. Gidley Is Dead
Fox scenario editor to work
Conditioning Corp., manufacturing
Athens, Ga. — E. G. Gidley, local
Kooler-Aire and Arctic-Nu-Air cool- in cooperation with Julian Johnson, theater manager for 18 years, died
head of the scenario and story deing equipment, is now associat
partment. He replace Philip Klein, last week following a heart attack.
with the Kooler-Aire division ed
of who resigned
recently.
Sperry Products Co. as sales manager in charge of theaters.
New Tax Bills in South
M-G-M Signs Charles Laughton
Harry Hart Adds House
Birmingham — A 10 per cent tax on
Charles Laughton, now in Engamusements is under consideration here,
Milwaukee— Harry Hart, operator
land, has been signed by M-G-M to
while in Mississippi the legislature has
passed a bill re-enacting the 10 per
of the Atlas, has taken over the play Louis XVI opposite Norma
cent tax in that state.
Lexington, both neighborhood houses. Shearer m "Marie Antoi
nette"
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A. H. BLANK JOINING
PARA. THEATER BOARD
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New York, word also is expected
with regard to Famous Theaters,
Paramount's new holding company,
taking over the 62 Minnesota
Amusement Co. houses. The deal
with William Hamm Jr., receiver
for the former Publix northwest
group, is said, to involve $550,000
for back rentals and notes.

PHIL M.DALY
•
•
• THAT WAS a neat article John Chapman wrote in
the Sunday "News" about bill posting
in the days when
posting was done like circus billing
and as Jawn remarks
many oletimers in the show biz think that the halcyon
days passed when posting became a lost art with the rising
generation

Coordinate Defenses
In Authority Action
(Continued from Page 1)

theater, preliminaries are now under way toward coordinating the
defense moves. Division Administrator Sol R. Rosenblatt is understood
to have recommended that the defenses be unified. The case, under
which Allied seeks to enjoin the
code's administrative body from refusing to accept qualified assents, is
on the U. S. District Court calendar for Tuesday. Attorney Edward
Levy of New Haven, M. P. T. 0. A.
general counsel and representing
Ed Knykendall, president of thu
association, in the case, was in New
York yesterday filing notice of appearance.
Opens Seat Show Room
International Seat Corp. has
opened its U-16 showroom in the
Paramount Building, where a permanent exhibit of the U-16, with
Floating Comfort, will be on display under the supervision of J.
George Feinberg, vice-president in
charge of sales.
May Call Troopers Against Beanos
Grand Rapids, Mich. — Because
some beano parlors have continued
to operate in defiance of a recent
local ban, Prosecutor Jonkman has
told police that unless the law is enforced he will ask that state troopers be called in and a grand jury
investigation started.
"Road to Ruin" for Northwest
Chicago — Al Dezel of Road Show
Pictures has closed with Minnesota
Amusement Co. to play "Road to
Ruin" over its entire circuit in the
northwestern territory.
Mortgage

NVA

15 HOUSES REOPENED
IN OMAHA TERRITORY
(Continued from Page

(Continued from Page 1)

Would
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Monroe; Royal, Panora; Portal,
Thurman; Walnut, Walnut, and
Waucoma, Wacoma, Iowa, and the
Roxy, Moline, 111.
Only five houses closed in the
same period, the Island, Grand Island, and Crescent, Wilcox, Neb.,
and the Ritz, Centerville; Moville,
Moville and Princess Reinbeck, la.

Marked Increase Reported
In Sales of RKO Product
(Continued from Page 1)

•

•

•

THERE IS one organization however that has consistently played up the big board billing
referring to MG-M
it has been the policy to post the Astor theater
shows ever since the company took the house over
for
miles in every direction
sometimes covering the big board
space as far north as Boston for the Broadway show
now
for the first time we note a pix comes into the Astor on rubber heels as far as the big sheet billing is concerned
United
Artists'
"Catherine
the Great"
opened
the result
is that
the billboards
aroundhas and
aboutthere
the town
still proclaim that Garbo in "Queen Christina" is playing the
house
but mebbe the U. A. lads figure the public come
to see Christina will stay to see Catherine
wots in a name
as long as it's a Queen?

tual estimate, it is learned that
increase amounts to about 30
cent for features, with short
ject sales slightly in advance of

the
per
subthat

figure.
N. J. Allied to Meet in Trenton
With object of being closely in
touch with the New Jersey legislative situation, next meeting of Allied Theaters of New Jersey will
probably be held at the Stacy theater, Trenton, Monday. President
Sidney E. Samuelson did not attend
the meeting of the unit in New York
yesterday owing to a severe cold.

•
•
• BE THAT as it may
they have planned a topnotch gala opening tonite for "Catherine"
with a slew of
society folks scheduled to attend
the new station WNEW
of Newark will broadcast the premiere highlights
having
the celebs speak over the mike as they arrive at the theater.

27 Vitaphone Releases Set
Vitaphone has set dates on 27
shorts to be released in the remainder of this month and through April,
it is announced by Norman H. Moray, sales executive.
"Wonder Bar" Miami Premiere

•
•
• A BREAK for "Forgotten Men" at the Criterion
starting today, 18 Hearst newspapers
throughout the
Youessay will print daily three full columns of scenes from the
pix
and so continue for 60 days
not a bad day's
work for whoever engineered the tie-up for Mister Samuel
Cummins
but why does the big sign over the theater
ballyhoo the pix as "Censored and Suppressed"
if it was
censored, how could it have been suppressed
and if it
was suppressed how could
oh, well
you get the idea.

Miami Beach, Fla. — World premiere of Warner's "Wonder Bar"
takes place Feb. 20 at the Community Beach here. Al Jolson will
probably
fly down from New York
for
the event.
New Contract for Alfred E. Green
West

Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Alfred E. Green has
signed
a new contract with WarnerFirst National.
•
•
• TWO MORE players signed by Emgeem
Leo
Carroll, who leaves for the coast to play in "Sadie McKee"
and Jean Dixon, who has appeared in various Broadway
shows
Janet Beecher will be interviewed by Radie Harris
over WOR
Janet's first screen
in "Gallant Lady" has
resulted in Darryl Zanuck recalling try
her to play in "Head of
the Family" A. W. Smith, Jr. of Warners, has been named
a member of the Mayor's staff in Syracuse

Manitowoc Bans Walkathons
Manitowoc, Wis. — An ordinance
banning athonswalkathons
and dance
has been adopted
by the marcity
council.

Bldg.

Suggestion that a ?100,000 first mortgage be taken on the N.V.A. Building,
to meet unpaid wages of employes,
back rent on the clubhouse and to provide funds for the nationwide N.V.A.
charitable activities until April when
the annual N.V.A. collection week in
the theaters usually takes place, has
been made by Henry Chesterfield, treasurer of the N.V.A. Fund, Inc., in telegrams to Will H. Hays and the heads
of the major circuits. Chesterfield believes the $100,000 mortgage could be
paid off after the collection. The
Fund committee, including Sam Dembow,
Jr., Moe Silver and Major L. E. Thompson, has urged that the club take
smaller quarters.

•
• days
J•
AND IS that lad, Buddy Rogers, goin' strong
these
four shows at the Capitol
...also playing at the Paradise Restaurant with hisandgang
for
Valentine's Day he will perform at the Empire Ballroom on
Broadway
Ernest Busch, who plays the featured German
soldier role in Aeolian's "Hell on Earth"
been signed
by H. William Fitelson, counsel for Aeolian, has
who is now in
Eur°Pe
f°r an American
concert tour to start in two
mon.ths
The initial Roxy theater broadcast was so well
received. . . .that it is being retained as a permanent Sunday
feature on WOR from 3 to 3:30 p.m

«

«

«

»

»

»

February 14
Fred Scott
Stuart Erwin
Jack Benny
Marcia Harris
Michael
Devaney
Farley
William
R. Swigart

SETS
TIGER
DEVIL
RECORD!!!!
RIALTO
Box office lines brave New York's zero
gales (see cut). Coldest weather in 16
years! Extra cops to handle pushing
crowds. Capacity business from early
morning to late at night. Thanks to
showmanship...and a box office smash.

SHIVERING
BUT
PATIENT

the details of this great campaign.
Stunts that can be used in your town. It's all
in the "Devil Tiger" pressbook and supplement. Demand it from your FOX exchange

READ

S)SW01

Asia's Fiercest Jungle Beasts
Clash in Mortal Combat
TIMES SQUARE THEATRE-FRONT
BECOMES A JUNGLE

Directed

by CLYDE

E.

ELLIOTT

director of "BRING EM BACK ALIVE
Story by James O. Spearing

Edited by Truman Talley

-AND THREE MORE FOX PICTURES
OF THE SAME BOX OFFICE STRIPE...
A Glamorous
New Personality
o>te

ixvst

fout
dttd

brings the screen a new thrill.

nce
Your audiences will welcome her dramatic brillia
trusted
but
.
.
.
men
right
the
knew
who
.. .as a girl
the wrong ones.

I BELIEVED
IN YOU

ROSEMARY AMES
• VICT
Directed
by OR JORY
JOHN BOLES

as.*8*

"The

dby

ftom

,tV»e
Viueyir' P«*dace

P

Ki«

Irving Cummrngs
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"LOTS'7
from
A LITTLEBy RALPH
WILK
HOLLYWOOD

JAY GORNEY and Sig Herzig,
J who worked together on "Moonlight and Pretzels," are writing
"Here's to Love," a musical romance, which Stanley Bergerman
will produce for Universal. They
hope their new opus will be brighter than "moonlight" and have more
twists than "pretzels."
*
*
*
Our Passing Show: Louis B.
Mayer, Irving Thalberg, C. B. De
Mille, Fay Wray, John Monk Saunders, Racquel Torres, Jack Sherrill at
opening of "Queen Christina."
Grace Hale is one of the busiest
comediennes on the coast.
She has
just finished work in "Hot Air" and
is now working in "Glamour." Her
recent pictures include "Sing and
Like It" and& "Blonde
*
%Bombshell."

by Jackie Fields and dropped
pounds doing *road * work.*

DAILY
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Grand Rapids, Mich. — Franklin
Theater has reopened with new
sound equipment and other improvements.

Marguerite Roberts, formerly with
Fox and Paramount and Bernard
Milwaukee — Livingston Lanning,
Schubert, who was with RKO, are
of Fox's Wisconsin, is rewriting the screen play for "Peck's manager covering
from an operation for apBad Boy," which Sol Lesser will
produce, with Jackie Cooper starred. pendicitis.
In the new version, the boy will be
Milwaukee — ■ Louis Orlove, man12 years old.%
%
%
ager of Saxe's Uptown, has been
Franchot Tone has been signed by named a director of the West North
Fox to play opposite Madeleine Car- Avenue Advancement Ass'n.
roll in "The World
Moves
On."
Cincinnati — Ross Spencer, formerJohn Ford will
* direct.
*
#
ly assistant booker for Paramount,
now covers Dayton territory as
salesman.
Borrowing of William Powell by
M-G-M from Warners for the lead
Bangor, Mich. — The Regent has
in 'The Thin Man," with Myrna Loy
as the feminine lead, creates a new been renamed the Sun.
screen team of more than usual inDade Enterprises Sue Over Films
terest. W. S. Van Dyke will direct.
Miami, Fla. — Suit to enjoin VitaJane Reid, who worked in "Merry
graph from supplying films to the
Wives of Reno" and "Registered
. Tiffany Thayer, author of "Thir- Flagler, Spark house, has been filed
Nurse," will marry a non-profesteen Men," "Thirteen Women,"
sional in Texas the latter part of "Three Sheet" and other best sell- by Dade Enterprises, operators of
State. • They allege that when
the month.
ers, made his debut as a motion the
contract was made with Vitagraph
picture actor last week at Para- the Sparks group operated only
mount. George Sommes, co-direct- eight theaters. Later the circuit
Alan Crosland, who directed
ing
Dorothy
Dell in "The Man Who acquired the Flagler. This means
"Massacre," is directing "One Man Broke His Heart,"
an actor
Woman," for Warner Bros. Pat of certain type and needed
stature for the the same pictures will be shown in
O'Brien, who plays a leading role in making of a street scene in the pro- the Sparks house three blocks distant before it comes to the State.
the prize-fight story, is being trained
duction, when Thayer strolled on the
set to visit some friends. The
More Big Shows for Mainstreet
author was immediately drafted
Kansas City — Success of legit muinto service, and prevailed upon to
sical productions at the Mainstreet
appear before* the* cameras.
HOLLYWOOD
*
has caused Manager Lawrence Lehman to announce additional bookings
Here and There: Emanuel Cohen,
of
this
kind, including "Student
Georgie Raft, Wesley Ruggles, Max"Cotton Club Revue," "The
well Arnow, Merritt Hurlburd, Ben- Prince,"
jamin Glazer, William LeBaron, New Yorker" and "Greenwich VilBayard Veiller at the preview of
lage Follies."
"Bolero."
*
*
*
Royalty at "Catherine" Premiere
London — Local premiere of "CathBelieve it or not — Charles Bickerine the Great" was attended by
ford has refused an offer of $100,- the Prince of Wales and other mem000 to star in one picture for Britbers of the Royal Family, the King
ish International. The fiery tm- of Greece, ex-Queen of Spain, forpered red-head who so recently
eign ambassadors and others of note.
shocked British journalists with his The picture, made by London Films
frank comments on English produc- and released by United Artists, retions has decided to produce one picceived an ovation and a long run
MOST CONVENIENT
ture in Hollywood before journeying is predicted.
across the Atlantic again.
Hotel in Hollywood
*
*
#
Wausau
Theaters Elect
$2.50 up, Single
$3.00 up, Double
Franchot Tone will be Joan CrawWausau, Wis. — George Ruder has
Special weekly and monthly rates
been named president of Wausau
ford's leading man in "Sadie Mc- Theaters Co. Other officers include:
The Plaza is near everyKee," which Clarence Brown will diJ. S. Alexander, vice-president; Ben
thing to see and do in
rect for M-G-M.
Hollywood. Ideal for busAlexander,
secretary;
W. H.assistant
Thom",
treasurer; F.
T. Welter,
Bill Gehring to Chicago
iness or pleasure.
Cincinnati - — Bill Gehring, local secretary and general manager. DiEvery room has private
rectors in addition to the officers
Fox branch manager, is reported
dressing room, bath and
are
M.
P. McCullough and A. P.
slated
for
transfer
to
branch
manshower. Beds "built for
agership of the Chicago office. J. Woodson.
rest." Every venience.
modern
conFine foods at
J. Grady, former Fox manager in
Chattanooga, succeeds Gehring here.
Academy Cuts Technicians' Dues
reasonable prices. ConvenWest Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
ient parking for your car.
Hoblitzelle on Board
Hollywood — Dues in the TechniChas. Danziger, Mgr.
Eugene Stern, Pres.
cians' Branch of the Academy of
St. Louis — Karl Hoblitzelle, southwest circuit head, has been elected M. P. Arts & Sciences have been
The "Doorway of Hospitality'
to the board of directors of Smith cut to $15 a year for active memberVine at Hollywood
Blvd
ship and $10 for associate members,
HOLLYWOOD
& Davis Mfg. Co., of which his
brother, William E. Hoblitzelle, is with
dues. initiation fee equal to a year's
president.
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Cleveland — Sam Barck, theatei
owner, was secretly married
lasi
month, it has just been announced
Minneapolis
Carl Michel ha
given up representation of Majestic
Pictures and will devote his entire!
time to managing the Tri-State In
dependent Theater Owners' circuit

!
W

::

•/.■

v
Troy, N. Y. — Palace theater will1 ta
install full-week vaudeville starting I fc i
Feb. 22. Godfrey & Linder will
book.
ing.
Covington, Ky. — Jos. J. Lee is reopening the Strand after remodel

fed
lit

!

Milan, Mich. — The Garrick has
been
Brown.sold by Harry Lush to E. E,
Territories Sold on Tyler Series
William Steiner, distributing the
six Tom Tyler features being made
by Bernard B. Ray, has sold the
following territories: New York,
Philadelphia, Washington, Buffalo,
to Hollywood Film Exchange; Ohio,
Kentucky, to Selected Pictures;
Pittsburgh, Detroit, to Monarch Pictures; New England, to Cameo Film
Attractions; Kansas City, Omaha, to
Security Pictures; Texas, to Jack
Adams; Oklahoma, Arkansas, to Allied Film Exchange. First release
is due March 1.
Tri-Ergon Suit Put Off Again
The long-pending patent suit
brought by American Tri-Ergon
Corp. against various New York independent exhibitors and distributors represented by Attorney Louis
Nizer yesterday was again postponed, this time until March 5.
Leases Memphis Theater
Atlanta — General Theater Enterprises, which has the Atlanta Theater here, has taken over the Lyceum in Memphis.
Edmund Lowe to Make Personals
Edmund Lowe leaves New York
on Friday for Philadelphia to make
personal appearance at the Earle.
The following week he will play the
Brooklyn Paramount.
Esterley Leases House
Kansas City — C. E. Esterley, formerly operator of the Sun, has
leased the Penn Valley theater, seating about 700.
Dracula Plus Frankenstein
West Coast Bur., THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood —
In addition to Bela
(Dracula) Lugosi, Universal has assigned Boris (Frankenstein) Karloff as
co-star
in "Black
Cat."

Ken

amon Novarro and Jeanette MacDonald in

"THE CAT AND THE FIDDLE"

with Frank Morgan, Charles Butterworth,
Jean Hersholt, Vivienne Segal
rf_G-M
90 mins.
ACE MUSICAL WITH EVERYTHING
ttejt NEEDS TO DRAW THE CROWDS AND
to SATISFY THEM.
Adapted
from the Broadway
stage hit,
his is top-notch entertainment of its kind,

Maynard

in

"GUN JUSTICE"

Universal

'SHADOWS
with
Mary

59 mins.

TYPICAL KEN MAYNARD ACTION
THRILLER SELLS A GOOD LINE OF EXCITEMENT AND THRILLS.
This western is done in the usual Ken

Direction, Swell.

"BEGGARS

Photography, A-l.

IN ERMINE"

with Lionel Atwill, Betty Furnes=
70 mins.
Monogram
HIGHLY UNIQUE PLOT GIVES LIONEL
INTEREST
ATWILL STRONG HUMAN
ROLE IN DRAMATIC STORY.
To state the plot baldly it may sound like
a very fantastic idea, but it has been
handled very cleverly and works out into
a most believable and convincing film.
This is due in large degree to Lionel Atwill's splendid performance. He is seen
as the head of a small independent steel
mill, on terms of good fellowship with
his workers in the mill. One of the directors of his company has a disgruntled
steel worker maim him for life by spilling
molten metal on his limbs, which are
forced to be amputated. Then the villain
elopes with his wife and child, and when
Atwill is ready to leave the hospital, he
finds that his steel mill has also been
taken from him. Nothing daunted, the
crippled man goes out as a street beggar,
and in the course of years with his business ability organizes the beggars of the
country into a powerful fraternal body
with an immense war chest. At the proper
time, with the aid of his organization and
their finances, he engineers a coup in the
market and ousts the man who ruined his
life and broke up his home. Very novel
plot that holds the interest easily.
Cast: Lionel Atwill, H. B. Walthall,
Betty Furness, Jameson Thomas, James
Bush, Astrid Allwyn, George Hayes, Stephen
Gross, Sam Godfrey, Lee Phelps, Clinton
Lyle, Sidney deGrey, Gayle Kaye, Myrtle
Stedman, Gordon DeMaine.
Director, Phil Rosen; Author, Esther
Lynd Day; Adaptor, Tristram Tupper;
Cameraman, Gilbert Warrenton.
Direction, Clever.
Photography, Good.

64 mins.

STRONG DRAMA OF POLICE WAR ON
UNDERWORLD WITH PUNCH IN CLEVER SURPRISE MURDER
CLIMAX.
The

Maynard style and has the hero putting

headquarters in working on crimes
terestingly presented in authentic

Director, Alan James; Author, Robert
Quigley; Adaptor, same; Cameraman, Ted
McCord.
Direction,

Freuler

"LOVE

Fast.

Photography, Okay.

PAST

THIRTY"64

mins.

PLEASANT LITTLE DRAMA OF SMALL
TOWN ROMANCE WILL PLEASE THE
NEIGHBORHOOD
TRADE.
Adapted from the novel of the same
name by Priscilla Wayne. A story that
should have a wide appeal to many women, for it tells in an interesting way of
the fight of the heroine who is past 30
to hold her man against the charms of a
younger girl. Aileen Pringle plays the
part of the old maid in the small town
whose sweetheart of early youth returns to
renew his courtship. She has acted as
mother to the children of her brother,
snd neglected herself in caring for them.
Her young niece starts playing for her
aunt's beau, and almost succeeds in annexing him. But the aunt awakens under
the managerial ability of a friend whom
she visits in a nearby city, and comes
back to the home town radiantly beautiful
and stepping out for the good times she
had denied herself all these years. She
•Hitshines her younger rival, and everything works out satisfactorily for alltoconher
cerned, as the young girl goes back
good susdiscarded young sweetie. Has
nense and the touches that will appeal to
the femmes.
Cast: Aileen Pringle, Theodore von
Eltz Phvllis Barry, John Marston, Robert
PenFraser Gertrude Messinger, Gaylord Pat
dleton, Virginia Sales, Ben Hall,
O'Maliey, Dot Farley, Mary Carr.
la
Director Vin Moore; Author. Priscil
uer.
Dialog
Snell;
Earle
or,
Adapt
Wayne
IrvEditor, Fred Bain; Cameraman,
same:
ing Akers.
Photography, Fair.
Direction, Good

*

*

•

methods and procedure of

up a strong brand of fights and action stuff
right through to a thrill finish. On the
death of his father, he and his adopted

K. Howard's direction,
tempo of William
rnd the interpolation
of action that no
tage musical could achieve, along with the sister come into possession of the ranch
;trong name cast and retention of the in- which contains Narrow Pass, for which
gredients that made
it a stage winner,
:ombine to make it a pushover.
Ramon rival cattle factions have fought for years,
Novarro
and Jeanette
MacDonald
have as it is needed to drive cattle through to
Jfideal roles, he as the poor but gifted the Valley. The rival gang in Ken's abParisian musician, and she as the Amersence tries to ring in a phony to substitute
ican music student
with whom
he falls
in love on sight only to walk out on her for him. But Ken discovers the imposter,
^in favor of a rich producer, Frank Morgan, imprisons him, and then rides into a mess
in order not to ruin her chances of suc- of trouble and excitement that keeps
cess. Later when Ramon loses the lead- things popping right through to the finish.
ing woman in his show on the night be- The imposter escapes, convinces the girl
fore the opening
and is faced
with a and others that he is the real heir to the
catastrophe, Jeanette comes to his rescue ranch, and the hero has his hands full tryButtering to straighten everything out. Plenty
Charles
and love has its way.
worth does a good job in the comedy end. of spirited fighting, some gun play and
Maynard's usual fine brand of horsemanCast: Ramon Novarro, Jeanette MacDon- ship.
Butterworth,
Charles
ald, Frank Morgan,
Cast: Ken Maynard, Cecilia Parker,
Jean Hersholt, Vivienne Segal, Frank ConHooper Atchley, Walter Miller, Jack RockD'AmbriAdrienne
Armetta,
Henry
,rcy,
well, Francis Ford, Fred McKaye, Bill Dyer,
i court, Joseph Cawthorn.
t Director, William
K. Howard;
Authors, Jack Richardson, Ed Coxen, Bill Gould,
:; Jerome
Kern,
Otto
Harbach;
Adaptors, Sheldon Lewis, Lafe McKee.
■ Bella and Samuel
Spewack;
Cameramen,
Harold
Rosson,
Charles
Clarke;
Editor,
Frank Hull.

OF SING
SING"
Bruce Cabot

Brian,

Columbia

detail
that gives the film an atmosphere of police
realinism. The action revolves around is
Bruce
Cabot, son of a detective, who falls in
love with the sister of the big racketeer
whom the police have been trying to get.
A lieutenant of the racketeer, ambitious
to take over the reins of power, uses this
situation for his own advantage. He has
an accomplice kill the racketeer with the
youth's stolen gun after a quarrel between
the two over the young chap's plan to
marry the girl. The frame-up is cleverly
contrived so that there seems no possible
chance for the boy to escape the death
penalty, as all the evidence is so dead
against him. Then his father, the detective, springs a sensational coup at the
climax of the trial that results in uncovering the real killer in a most unlooked for quarter. Plenty of punch and
ingenious twists in a very dramatic story.
Cast: Mary Brian, Bruce Cabot, Grant
Mitchell, Harry Woods, Claire Du Brey,
Irving Bacon, Dewey RobBradleyinson,Page,
Fred Kelsey.
Director, Phil Rosen; Authors, Katherine
Scola, Doris Malloy; Adaptor, Albert DeMond; Editor, John Rawlins; Cameraman,
Benjamin Kline.
Direction, Very Good. Photography, Okay.

"THE BIG RACE"

with Boots Mallory, John
Showmens Pictures

Darrow
66 mins.

CONSISTENT
RELIABLE
SUPREME
•

LEADS IN SIZE
LEADS IN COVERAGE
LEADS IN BACKGROUND
LEADS IN ADVERTISING
•

HANDLED RACETRACK DRAMA-ROMANCE THAT FAILS TO DEVELOP SUSPENSE OR EXCITEMENT.
left out of this

picture that would bring it up to the average rating. The story is commonplace and
the race at the finish falls flat. It is
evidently the running of a handicap cut
into the film without any attempt at
close-ups to add the necessary punch and
suspense. The story concerns John Darrow, son of a wealthy racehorse owner,
who is turned out of his home by his
father who suspects John of crooked work
at the track. Because of the publicity
John's sweetgiven his alleged misconduct,
heart, Boots Mallory, breaks their engagement. John and his faithful trainer, Paul
Hurst, decide to vindicate themselves.
They groom their remaining horse for the
big race and after many hardships enter
the racer and subsequently win the classic.
All ends well. The film has many draggy
spots, a
and a
trainer
in the

*

THE YEAR BOOK

POORLY

There has been much

•

•

*

16th EDITION IS NOW
IN WORK AND WILL BE
READY FOR DELIVERY
IN ABOUT 3 WEEKS
AND MORE USEFUL
THAN EVER BEFORE

few fairly funny comedy sequences,
weak finish. Paul Hurst as the
contributes the best performance
cast.

Cast: Boots Mallory, John Darrow, Paul
Hurst, Frankie Darrow, Phillips. Smalley,
Katherine Williams.
Director, Fred Newmeyer; Author, Hugh
Cummings; Scenarist, same; Dialoguer,
same; Editor, S. Roy Luby; Cameraman,
George Meehan; Recording Engineer, net
credited.
Direction, Poor. Photography, Fair.

*

*

*

DAJLY

E ASS'N TO TAX
MEMBERS $5 A REEL

SHORT

SUBJECT REVIEWS

And The Ants"
(Silly Symphony)
"Polynesian Follies" 25 mins. "The Grasshopper
former producers branch of the Fed- Imperial
United
Artists
8 mins.
Travelog With Music
eration of the M. P. Industry.
Steady Delight
Produced and narrated by Deane
Officers elected to complete the
This latest Walt Disney opus is
slate were: I. E. Chadwick and J. H. Dickason, this subject contains
a steady delight. Color incident and
views
of
the
Maoris,
their
country
Boyce-Smith, vice-presidents, and
punctuated by fre- tunefulness are first-rate and the
William Berke and Jack Nelson, di- and activities,
quent
bits
of
native
choral singing, appeal is universal. The fable rerectors. At the previous meeting
lated is that of the fiddling grassinstrumental music and dancing.
Trem Can* was elected president; It is interesting withal, and the
hopper who laughs at the busy ants
Ken Goldsmith and M. H. Hoffman,
while they toil in the summer. His
vice-presidents; Larry Darmour, musical touches give it something philosophy is summed up in the
of a contrast from the general run
treasurer; Nat Levine, secretary.
of travelogues.
tune "The World Owes Me A Living." He induces one of the ants
New Ark. Association
to join him in idleness, but the ant
Clark and McCullough in
quits him when the Queen Bee hapVotes Not to Affiliate
"The Devildog House"18 mins.
pens by. Winter comes and the
(Continued from Page 1 )
RKO
Good
Comedy
grasshopper, unable to find food,
organizations, but no affiliation with
either national unit for the present,
In a domestic tangle wherein Tom turns blue and is finally taken in
were passed at the first semi-annual Kennedy, a Marine, suspects his by the ants and saved from starvation. •
convention of the Independent The- wife of two-timing, while the wife,
ater Owners of Arkansas. Consti- Dorothy Granger, has like suspiCubby the Bear in
tution and by-laws, as drafted by a
cions about the husband, they hap"Croon Crazy"
committee including President T. W.
pen to both call on the same firm
(Aesop Fable)
Shai-p, Vice-President Ray Morrow of detectives, Clark and McCullough,
7 mins.
and Secretary-Treasurer J. F. Nor- to hire them for shadowing pur- RKO
poses. The husband hires one of
man, was adopted. Different secGood
tions of the code were discussed.
Forced to pinch hit at the mike
the dicks, and the wife gets the
other, with neither knowing the when several scheduled radio performers fail to show up, Cubby pro"Moulin" Caravan in Syracuse
identity of the other's client. The
ceeds to give imitations of various
Syracuse — The United Artists rest is the familiar type of Clark
McCullough nonsense, snappy and lively.
stars, accompanied by novelty in"Moulin Rouge" caravan arrived
terpolations. Amusing, tuneful and
here yesterday after stirring things funny. Bud Jamieson also is involved in the plot.
up in Albany, where it packed C.
Miniature Movie Awards
H. Buckley's Palace Theater on
Monday. Local results were equal- Otis Skinner Says Screen
Nominations close on Friday for
Replaces Stage for Good
ly big for Loew's State. G. P.
Sully is getting complimented for West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY the two annual miniature movies
his handling of the entire caravan.
Los Angeles — Modern movies are achievement awards being made by
so accurate in reproduction and have the Miniature Movies Institute & 16
such latitude that they not only mm. Film Board of Trade, which
Salt Lake Exchange Transfers
have opened new fields for the meets for lunch the third Thursday
Salt Lake City — Manager Jack drama, but with the exception of of each month at the Hotel Victoria.
Donaher of the Paramount exchange New York they have permanently
has been transferred to Minneapolis. supplanted the stage as a vehicle
C. G. Epperson succeeds him here, of dramatic expression, said Otis
and Allen Hyde, former booking Skinner in a short stopover here
this week while en route to Honomanager,
the sales takes
force. Epperson's place on lulu.
(Continued from Page 1)

Tabloid Reviews of

FOREIGN

FILMS

"TAUSEND FUER EINE NACHT" ("A
Thousand for One Night"), in German;
produced by Avanti Tonfilm; directed by
Max Mack; with Jakob Tiedtke, Johanna
Terwin, Claire Rommer, Eugen Jensen,
Willi Stettner, Trude Berliner, Harald
Paulsen, A. Gerasch. At the 79th St.
Theater.
Fairly enjoyable romance with some
agreeable singing and dancing. Good acting helps matters along. Plot concerns the
efforts of two parents to arrange a marriage for their daughter.
"DER MEISTERDETEKTIV" ("The Master Detective'i, in German; directed by
Franz Seitz; with Weiss Ferdl, Ria Waldau,
Ery Bos, Hans Stuewe, Fritz Kampers. At
the Yorkville Theater.
Romance and amateur detecting combined in an amusing comedy that is sufficiently lively and well acted to please
German film followers.

More Expansion
for Columbia
To accommodate its continually
expanding activities, Columbia has
again leased additional floor space
at 729 Seventh Ave. About 60 per
cent of the eighth floor has been
acquired for the accounting and tax
departments. The company also has
the entire ninth, tenth and eleventh
floors and most of the seventh.
Du World Gets Fejos Film
American distribution rights to
Paul Fejos' latest production, "Fantomas," have been acquired by Du
World Pictures. It is Fejos' first
film for the independent market.
Paramount Field Day
Cincinnati — With six first-runs
playing simultaneously in Cincinnati and Dayton, Paramount claims
a record for these parts.
"Two Orphans" Hold Over
"Le Frochard et Les Deux Orphelines"
is being held over at 55th St.
Playhouse.
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WARNERS TO INSIST II
ON ERPIMURT TRIAIi
(Continued from Page

1)

that the arbitration proceedings i
progress the past four years ha
broken down was said here to leav
a way open for Vitaphone to file a
amended bill of complaint, and it i
believed Vitaphone's array of legs :
talent will soon file an amendmen
to the original bill in another effor
to prove that the arbitration ha
broken down. The action may event
ually find its way back to the Su
preme Court.
Chief point at issue is whethe
Frank J. Hogan of Washington, on<
of the three arbitrators, had re
signed before Vitaphone filed its or
iginal bill of complaint. Genera
opinion among legal minds is tha
if Vitaphone can prove Hogan ha<
resigned, the state courts could as
I
sume jurisdiction in the suit.
It is revealed that the four years
of arbitration cost Erpi $450,74
and Vitaphone $105,159.

Code Authority Taking Up
Free Radio Shows Friday
(Continued from Page 1)

ity in protesting against free radio
shows to the Radio Code Authoritv
is expected to be considered by the
film Code Authority at its meeting J
Club.
understood
that Athletic'
the film
Friday Itatis the
New York
Code Authority did not act on the
legit Code's request last Thursday
because that meeting was given over
wholly to nominations for grievance
and zoning boards.
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5 Group Parleys Scheduled for Code Authorities

!

TEN-POINT PROGRAM IS OUTLINED RUT. 0. A.

0

Indie First-Run Scarcity Delays Local Board Setups
Unqualified Code Assents
Climb to Total
of 7,446
Scarcity of independent first run
operations in the key cities throughout the country is causing difficulty
■for the Code Authority committee
(preparing a tentative list of members for local zoning and grievance
boards. Affiliated circuit houses generally dominate these towns.
The committee held another meeting yesterday afternoon at the New
York Athletic Club, preparing
to
{Continued on Page 11)

IN. Y. BOARDS' SETUP
REMAINS UNSETTLED
The Code Authority's committee
on local board nominations had failed to agree upon personnel of the
; zoning and grievance boards for the
New York metropolitan area when
it adjourned late yesterday afternoon after making further progress
in selecting tentative lists. John D.
Clark served for Sidney R. Kent,
{Continued on Page 12)

Soviet Film Head Coming
To Negotiate U. S. Deals
Within three months the president of Soyuz Importkino, Soviet
film trust, will visit the United
States to arrange for purchases of
sound equipment and to make booking deals for exhibition of American
{Continued on Page 12)

Trade Papers' Ampa Program

Gerald Campbell, British Consul General, heads the list of important personages who will sit at the dais at

today's A.M.P.A. luncheon at the Hotel
Paramount grill. The program has
been arranged by trade paper members
of the organization and includes
Arthur Lyons, president of the National
Association of Artists Representatives,
Lilyan Tashman, Walter Connolly, Phil
Baker and Edmund Lowe.

Paramount- Theater Advisory Board Completed
Complete roster of Paramount's
of the M. and P. circuit, Barney
Hoblitzelle, E. V. Richards and A.
Nathanson
had been mentioned
as

theater advisory board will include Marty Mullins
Balaban and N. L. Nathanson in addition to Karl
H. Blank, the FILM DAILY learns. Balaban and
possible members.

W.B.-F.N. COMPLETE NO STYLES IN STORIES,
75% OF'33-34 LINEUP SAYS ADOLPH ZUKOR
No matter what their subject may
Hollywood ^- Making faster time- be, "good stories, well told" mean
on production than ever before, the business at the box-office, Adolph
Warner-First National studios an- Zukor said yesterday, following his
nounce that 75 per cent of the 1933- return from Coast production con34 program of 60 features has been
ferences with Emanuel Cohen, studio head. Enthusiastic over Paracompleted. Ten pictures are currently in various stages of editing,
mount's forthcoming pictures, Zuwhile four are on the sound stages.
kor particularly pointed to "Bolero,"
Remainder of the lineup is in prep- "We're Not Dressing," "The Trumaration and the same rate of output
Continued
Page Scarlet
11)
pet Blows"
and on
"The
Em{Continued on Page 6)
West Coast Bureau of THE
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Two More Regional Meets Nominate Directors
For Six Code Posts
For RKO Sales Staff
Two more regional sales meetings
will be held next week by RKO, it
was announced last night by Jules
Levy following conclusion of the
New York conference. A midwest
meeting will take place Monday and
Tuesday in Chicago, with Cresson
Smith and Walter Branson presiding. On Wednesday and Thursday Smith and J. H. Mclntyre will
{Continued on Page 12)

West Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Executive committee
of the directors' branch of the Academy has nominated the following
directors, six of whom will be elected for submission to Division Administrator Sol A. Rosenblatt for
committee members under the code:
Lloyd Bacon, Clarence Brown, David Butler, Frank Capra, John
{Continued on Page 12)

Code Authorities Conference
Divided Into Five Discussions
S5,000
See "Devil
In First
Week Tiger"
at Rialto

Washington Bureau of THE

FILM

Fair Zoning Plan Included
in Recommendations
by Brandt

A campaign for a fair zoning
plan for the New York metropolitan
territory is included in the 10-point
program outlined for the I. T. O. A.
by President William Brandt in his
annual report to his association yesfollows: terday. The year's program is as
1. Elimination of percentage demands.
2. Fairer zoning plan for New
York territory.
3. Modification of labor demands,
as inspired
by code.
{Continued on Page 6)

BRITISH-FILM CIRCUIT
STARTS UP IN CANADA
Toronto — Initial link in a proposed
Canadian circuit for the showing of
British pictures exclusively will be
inaugurated here Saturday with the
opening
of "A
Southern
starring Bebe
Daniels,
it isMaid,"
announced
by Oscar R. Hanson, president of
Allied Theaters of Canada, general
manager
of Associated
Theaters,
{Continued on Page

12)

Five Regional Meetings
Being Held by Universal

Ideas for guidance in shaping
Universal's 1934-35 program will be
obtained change
frommanagers
' thethrough
company's
exa series
of five regional
meetings this week{Continued on Page 6)

DAILY

Washington — Discussions slated
for the conference of all Code Authorities here March 5-8 have been
More than 85,000 saw "Devil
Tiger" in its first week at the Rial- tentatively divided by General Johnson into the following subjects:
to, according to Fox Film, which is
releasing the Clyde E. Elliott jungle
Group 1 — Possibilities of increaspicture. The record was made in
ing employment; wages and hours.
Group 2 — Trade practices: costs
spite of the severe cold spell. Additional key city premieres of the film and prices; protections against destructive competition: and against
are set for this week-end in about
{Continued on Page 6)
three dozen key cities.

Cantor as Sheik Next
Jacksonville — Eddie Cantor, caught
otf guard while passing through here
en route to Miami, admitted he will
play an Arabian sheik in his next Goldwyn picture, which he must finish before taking a European vacation. Ginger
Rogers and Jack Whiting may appear
with him. After a month in Miami,
Cantor returns to New York for a week's
personal appearances, then to Hollywood.
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Sales

Meets

in Summer
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Again

Early summer gatherings of sales forces for annual meetings, which several years
ago generally took place in April or May, will again be in order this year, according
to current indications. Dispositions of major distributors to push back their convention
dates is based on a desire to allow ampls time for the code machinery to begin functioning in the territories.
Paramount's

meeting

will

take

place

in

June,

George

J.

Schaefer

said

yesterday.
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Heads of Unions Note
Hess, Netter, Ed Grainger
A Slight Improvement Queried at Rembusch Trial

Trial of the conspiracy suit
brought by Frank J. Rembusch
against the major companies and
the M.P.P.D.A. was occupied in its
second day in Federal Court with
the questioning of Gabriel Hess, Ed
Grainger of Fox and Leon Netter
of Paramount, and the attempts of
plaintiff's counsel to elicit information purporting to show that the
Hays companies granted each other
special considerations in the sale of
first-run product and protection
Elliott said improved business con- which were denied to the independent exhibitor. In every instance
ditions augured well for added emMax Steuer, attorney for the deployment.
fendants, brought out that independents had obtained similar conProduction Well Advanced cessions.
The afternoon session proceeded
On Imperial's 1934 Lineup with 11 jurors after one was exProduction on the current Imcused with consent of both sides
perial lineup is well advanced, when Steuer said that one of his
says William Pizor, president, on employes was acquainted with the
his return from four weeks at the juror. The trial will continue
with
coast. "Twisted Rails," first of the eleven jurors.
eight series, of stunt melodramas,
has been completed, and the second
starts March 10. Two of the eight Rosenblatt May Sit In
three-reel westerns starring Wally
At Labor Jam Hearings
Wales also are finished, with the
third starting March 16. Other
Owing to the complexity of thesubjects completed are two of the
ater labor disputes, from the standtwo-reel action stories starring
point of the layman, Division Administrator Sol A. Rosenblatt is
Flash, the wonder dog, and six of
the 13 travelogues in natural color. understood planning to aid in their
Pizor also is making 13 one- settlement as they come before the
reel silhouettes, with "Nero" com- local NRA compliance board. The
pleted and "Napoleon at Waterloo" first case involves differences beunder way.
tween
306,
and the I. Local
T. O.
A. operators' union
No provision is made in the code,
Magna Signs Nick Grinde or so far has been contemplated by
Nick Grinde, for years an M-G-M the Code Authority, for setting up
director, has been signed by Magna a theater labor board to specialize
Pictures, headed by Meyer Davis in disputes between theaters and
and Monroe Shaff, to direct shorts labor.
being made by Magna for RKO-Van
Beuren release. Grinde arrives Monday from the coast.
Sully Gets Gold Badge with Caravan
Shaff, now in Florida, has just
Rochester, N. Y.— Twentieth Censigned Harry Richman for the fury's "Moulin Rouge" caravan arMagna star lineup, which also inrived here yesterday with G. P. Sulcludes Bert Lahr and others.
'v, in charge of the cross-country
"rek, wearing a gold badge
him the day before by Mayor given
Truex Comedy for Music Hall
Marvin of Syracus
the troupe
Ernest Truex in "Expectant if stars kicked e,up where
quite
a bit of exFather," Educational
has
citement. The program here includbeen booked for the comedy,
Radio City
an appearance at Loew's and a
Music Hall starting today. "Trimmed p-alaed receptio
n later at the Sagamore
in Fur," Educational-Mermaid com- Hotel.
edy, goes into the Roxy tomorrow,
and Stoopnagle and Budd in "The
Ticket Booth Display
Inventors" has been booked
the
entire RKO Metropolitan for
circuit
A novel and complete show room
starting Feb. 24.
consisting of a full size ticket booth,
ilcng with the company's entire line
Sten's "Trapeze"
of ticket registers displayed for
in English
An all-English version of the demonstration purposes, has been
Anna Sten picture, "Trapeze," orig- made an addition to the General
inally in_ German, opens tomorrow Register Company's headquarters in
the Loew State building.
at the Little Carnegie Playhouse.
A slight improvement in employment among their members due
mainly to reopened theaters, and
only indirectly to the NRA, is noted
currently as against a year ago today, it was stated to Film Daily
yesterday by William C. Elliott,
president of the I. A. T. S. E., and
Joseph N. Weber, president of the
American Federation of Musicians.
Weber declared that the bulk of immusicians'
position was dueprovementtoin the
legalizing
of liquor.

. "A rating. Positively swell! Don't
let anything keep you

away," is

I Modern Screen Magazine's advice
I about CLARK GABLE and
CLAUDETTE COLBERT in Frank
• Capra's "It Happened One Nighc."

A million dollar scoop! The
screen's foremost actor, JOHN
BARRYMORE
in Broadway's
greatest comedy sensation, "20th
Century," with Carole Lombard.
Based on the play by Ben Hecht
.and Charles MacArthur. A Howard
Hawks production.

J The screen's mightiest soul-stirring
, achievement, Frank Borzage's "NO
GREATER GLORY," based on the
I world famous novel by FerencMolj nar. Advance reports from Holly/ wood hail it as one of the year's
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(Continued from Page 1)

4. Co-operative buying of equipment.
5. Co-operative buying of insurance.
6. Correction and control of legislative situation.
7. Elimination of seat tax for
music.
8. Elimination of score charge.
9. Elimination of city ordinance
compelling installation of fire alarm
boxes in theaters, the boxes being
leased by the National District
Telegraph Co.
10. Campaign for increased membership.
A committee is working in cooperation with Herbert Ebenstein in
an effort to effect reductions of theater liability premiums. In discussing the New York legislative situation Senator Walters of RKO said
that upstate groups are interested
in amending the sales tax bill to include a two per cent tax on theater
admissions.

Five Regional Meetings
Being Held by Universal
end,
just
and
The

(Continued from Page

1)

following a home office session
concluded with Carl Laemmle
Carl Laemmle, Jr., presiding.
field men will be asked for suggestions on story purchases and
screen personalities, in addition to
their experiences with certain types
of pictures.
E. T. Gomersall leaves today for
Chicago to conduct a midwest meeting at the Drake Hotel, after which
he will hold a meeting on Saturday
at the Hotel Muehlbach, Kansas
City. Sis: Wittman, after a meeting
at the Pittsburgh branch on Saturday, will convene similar groups in
Washington on Sunday and in Philadelphia on Monday.
Heywood-Wakefield Cuts Loss
Boston — Net loss of HeywoodWakefield for the year ended Dec.
31 was cut to $739,762, compared
with $1,461,446 in 1932.
Variety Club Likely for Canton
Canton, 0. — Formation of a Variety Club here is under consideration. A meeting will be held soon
to discuss plans for the club.
Swanky Premiere
A swanky audience jammed the
Astor last night for the two-a-day
premiere of "Catherine the Great,"
London Films production starring Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., and Elizabeth Bergner. In addition to a host of social
celebrities, the audience included Clark
Gable, Chester Morris, Edmund Lowe,
Lilyan Tashman and others. The picture, released by United Artists, was
covered in THE FILM DAILY of Feb. 1
and Feb. 2. Advance campaign, under
supervision of Hal Home, was one of
the season's biggest and included a radio
hook-up
in the lobby for the opening.

PHIL M. 6ALY
•
•
• IT SEEMS almost unbelievable
but we saw
it with our own eyes
Hollywood has turned out a pix that
starts out portraying a group of plain home folks
follows
their daily lives through all the joys and sorrows that accrue
to millions of families throughout the nation
presents
every incident simply, realistically, RATIONALLY
sans
hokum, bunk and blah
and finishes as it started
simply, rationally

•
•
• AT LAST producers are beginning to tap the practically virgin field of Simple Human Drama
as epitomized
in the lives of our people north, east, south and west
every section of this country is loaded down with Great Stories
in the everyday lives of groups of people
and what
drama!
of the coal fields
the lumber country
the wheat farms
the cotton plantations
the fishing
village
. but Warners have turned out the fii-st perfect example of this type of Localized Drama
"As the Earth
Turns"
depicting life on New England farms as it has
never been portrayed on the screen before

•
•
• IT IS so refreshing to sit for a solid hour
...
and watch a screen that reflects images of men, women and
children being Just Themselves
with all their pettiness,
meanness
. sweetness, self-sacrifice
without any posings, posturings, phony heroics the bleakness and ruggedness of the Maine farm permeates this picture Director
Alfred Green has filled it with deft touches and delightful bits
flashes of human frailty and brave tears and heart longings that make you catch your breath and a gent who can
get so close to the human heart and portray it as it Really
Is
stands forth in our opinion as a Master and we
would like to tell you a lot about Jean Muir and Donald Woods
two newcomers who are Immense
they should be
starred in a series of these Localized Dramas of American familv life
in every section of the nation as it is to be found

•
•
• WE NOTE that Clark Gable is about to play Opposition to himself
Emgeem has booked him for personal
appearances at the Capitol starting Friday
while Mister
Gable's Columbia pix, "It Happened
One Night"
opens
today at the Music Hall
our spies inform us that the
Emgeem and Columbia publicity offices have been feverishly
working together on this situation for a week.trying to
cook something Sensational and Startling out of it
well
here is the bare announcement
so what?
• • THE FIRST of the Sullivan County hotels to divert its dance reunion profits to the Film Daily Relief Fund
will be the Momingside
at Hurley ville, N. Y.
the
guests will get together on Sunday afternoon, Feb. 25
at the Roosevelt Hotel Dave Rubinoff and his orchestra
will oblige with the dance harmonies
Ziegfeld prize beauts
will act as hostesses Martin Starr engineered this sweet
tie-up on behalf of the Fund
Howard S. Cullman of the
Roxy will deliver an address on the Sales Tax over WINS today
at 12:45 Joey Ray who was with "Ballyhoo" on the Coast
for six months, joins Louis Brock to appear in "Down to His
Last Yacht," for Radio release
Looks as if Warners' film
version of "Anthony Adverse" may be made in two parts of
10 reels each owing to its wealth of material ... a regular
feature version will be made for exhibs who do not want the
double feature for two different bookings
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5 GROUP DISCUSSIONS
ONWASHINGTONSLATE
(Continued from Page 1)

excessive prices and monopolistic
tendencies.
Group 3 — Trade practices: control of production, limitation of machine hours; restriction of expansion
of facilities; ethical practices regulating competitive relationship.
Group 4 — Code Authority Organization: code administration, including compliance and enforcement;
inequalities, inconsistencies and
over-lapping in codes; inter-industry and inter-code coordination;
financing of code administration;
use and control of the Code Eagle.
Group 5 — Operation of codes in
ities. enterprises; position of minorsmall
Members of all Code Authorities
and various trade association code
committees may file questions or
suggestions calculated to improve
the policies or procedures of the
\TRA not later than Feb. 20.

Warner — F. N. Complete
75%(Continued
of 1933-34
Lineup
from Page 1)
will be maintained, studio executives
state. The final group will be headed by "Napoleon," "British Agent,"
"DuBarry," "Doctor Monica" and
"Anthony Adverse."
Educational Gets Hawaiian Reel
Educational has acquired "Hula
Honeymoon," a reel showing the
marriage customs and ceremonies in
Hawaii, for the seventh release in
its Treasure Chest series.
Schine Circuit Promotions
Bellefontaine, 0. — Mitchel Conery
has been made manager of the
Schine theaters here, replacing Torn
Olsen, promoted to district manager, with headquarters in Piqua.
Bill Schell Transferred
Ambride, Pa. — Bill Schell, for
some time manager of Warner's
Kenyon, toPittsburgh,
has been transfen-ed
the Ambridge.

•
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February 15
John Barrymore
Leo Trainor
Howard
Higgin
William Janney
I. E. Chadwick
A.
Benjamin Listengard H. Halprin
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PARAMOUNT'S

GEORGE
with
SALLY

CAROLE
RAND

RAFT
LOMBARD

• FRANCES

• The elements that made Ravel's
exciting and popular of modern
been translated into the language
thrills in the visual interpretation —

DRAKE

"Bolero" one of the most
musical compositions have
of the screen ... There are
excitement and emotional

appeal . . . and new dances and new music to captivate your
audiences. • Bolero presents the private and public life of
the world's greatest dancer ... A romantic and adventurous
fellow who climbs to success on a ladder of women's hearts...

Directed by Wesley Ruggles, who

gave

SALLY

RAND

The Original Fan Dancer of

CHICAGO

WORLD

FAIR FAME

For the first time on the
screen, dancing

her

original fan dance.
Sensation of sensptions.

The first picture to deal wit

\h

*#K

%

The

girl

who

puts the B.O. in

"BOLERO"
)

"Sally Rand, in her sensational fan dance, proves the
fan is quicker than the eye."
Sally Rand's fan dance,
front paged into a box-office
attraction, is worth the price
Picture
alone."
of admission Motion

OFFICE

Daily

THE
DAILY
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"AS THE
with Jean

STRYK'S
MfcDATINDU
E BOO

EARTH

TURNS"

Kay Francis in

Muir, Donald Woods

Warners

73 mins.

NEW
ENGLAND DRAMA
REFRESHING IN ITS WHOLESOMENESS
HUMAN
CHARACTERIZATIONS.

loming and Going

"MANDALAY"
with

Ricardo Cortez,

Lyle Talbot, Warner

RURAL
AND
Today: New state association, Independent
Theater Owners of Ohio meets to elect
officers, approve by-laws, etc., DeshlerWallick Hotel, Columbus, 0.

This film marks a very decided
departure from the accepted standards of what
constitutes
a
Hollywood
production.

Feb. 21 : First annual ball of Independent
Theater Owners Ass'n, Waldorf-Astoria,
New York.

Gladys H. Carroll's widely
been
cleverly
transferred

Feb. 24:

and

First annual banquet of Detroit Variety Club, Book-Cadillac
Hotel,
Detroit.

Feb. 26-27: Winter meeting of Visual Instruction Department, National Education Association, Carter Hotel, Cleveland.
March 4: Film Relief Dance, Medinah
Club, Chicago.
Mar. 5-8: Conference of
Washington,
D. C.

Code

Athletic

Authorities,

March 10: Fourth Annual Dinner-Dance of the
Columbian Club of Columbia Pictures, Hotel
Waldorf-Astoria, New York.
March 15: Annual awards banquet of the Academy of Motion Picture Arts and Sciences,
Hollywood.
April 23-26: Spring convention of Society of
Motion Picture Engineers, Chalfonte-Haddon
Hall Hotel, Atlantic City.
June 16-July 2: International Motion
Week,
Vienna.
Aug. 1-20:

Picture

Second Exhibition of Cinematography, Venice, Italy.

Meet for Gulf Membership Drive
New Orleans — Meeting of the
zone captains in the membership
drive for the Gulf States Theater
Owners Ass'n has been postponed
from Feb. 15 to Feb. 21 at 1:00 P. M.
in the Paramount screening room.
Seventeen independent theaters here,
in addition to the 18 controlled byUnited, filed application with the
membership committee, consisting of
Ed Myrick, S. Higgenbotham, Philip
Sliman, H. S. McLeod, at the Feb.
9 meeting.
Bareford
on Defense
Plans
Harold S. Bareford, Warner attorney and alternate for Harry M.
Warner on the Code Authority, is
acting for members of the code's
administrative body in an effort to
coordinate their defense plans in
connection with the suit brought by
Congress theaAllied through the
ter. He conferred with Divisional
Rosenblatt in
A.
Sol
Administrator
New York Tuesday.

Sees Television by October
Television should be a commercial
factor by October, according to Leon
of
L. Lift, who is conducting a insurvey
a book,
the field to be incorporated
ed
schedul
,
ion
Televis
of
e
Romanc
"The
to be published in about six months.
Sets will sell at about $125, according
to Lift and will utilize the Zworykms
principle. The screen will be 250 lines
probably to be increased to
at first,
500
later.
.
Lift also believes that a stunt such
important
an
or
as a sporting event
public event is vitally necessary to
dramatize television in order to interest
the public, and that the early broadcasts
will be made up largely of motion
pictures.

Oland
First National

KAY
THE

read novel has
to the
screen

will prove a welcome
relief
sands of theatergoers fed up on
ficial and sophisticated
fare.

to thouthe artiit portrays graphically the reactions of two famof
hardships
ily groups to the trials and
life on the
farm.
Certain
members
of
both
families
love
the
soil, while
the

and disappointment to the various members.
A very human
document, filled with poigThis
touches.
beautiful
nant, tender and
stands out as one of a select
production
history of Hollywood

por-

that

trays a phase of American life with absolute fidelity.
We
cannot recall any film
of rural theme that touches it for vitality
Muir
Jean
incident.
and
in portraiture
looks like a future star of unique qualities,
and

Donald Woods also
freshing personality.

Cast: Jean

is a

Muir, Donald

new

and

Woods,

CAST

IS TOO

TO

MUCH

FOR

CARY GRANT and his bride, VIRGINIA
CHERRILL, arrive from abroad today on the
Paris. NORMA TALMADGE, BEN BLUMENTHAL and Miss ELLERBE WOOD, actress, are
on the same boat.

OVERCOME.

PEGGY WOOD, who is expected at the Fox
studios about the end of the month to appear

cast assigned to this picture is unable to
much out of it as far as satisfying
make
entertainment
is concerned.
On
top of

'overs, and their romance comes to fruition
after the two families have passed through
a series
of events
that brings
happiness

in the

GOOD

MISCAST

THAT

RATHER

Due to a yarn that imposes serious handiable
the very
caps from the start, even

others yearn for the life of the city. Jean
Muir
and
Donald
Woods
typify
the
soil

few

FRANCIS
STORY

POOR

65 mins.

IN

with Will Rogers in "Merry Andrew," returns
from Europe today on the Europa. JAMES
WHALE, Universal director, arrives on the same

Emily

Director, Alfred E. Green; Author, Gladys
H. Carroll; Adaptor, Ernest Pascal; Editor,
Ha.skins.
Byron
Herbert Levy; Cameraman,
Direction, Very Good. Photography, Fine.

Major companies who became signatories
to the code on Oct. 25 are officially named
to Exin a communication from the NRA They
are
ecutive Secretary John C. Flinn.
as follows: Warner Bros.. First National,
M.
Harry
by
all
Stanley Co. of America,
Warner; Fox Film, Sidney R. Kent; Universal Film Exchanges and Universal Picture Corp , Carl Laemmle; RKO Radio Pictures.
H F Keith Corp. and Radio-Albee-Ornheum
MetroLoew's,
th; Corp.
Ayleswor
H. Distribut
M. er
Corp
and Metro
ing
dwyn-May
Go'
M. Schenck;
Goldwyn-Mayer Corp., Nicholas
Paramount Productions, Emanuel Cohen;
Paramount Pictures Distributing Corp.,
George J. Schaefer ; Educational Films Corp.
of America and Educational Pictures, E. W.
Hammons. Max Fleischer studios, through
Max Fleischer, signed the code Oct. 31.

H.

HOFFBERG

has

returned

from

Cuba.

CHESTER MORRIS, after finishing "Frankie
and Johnnie" in the east, returns to Univers-I
City to co-star with Slim Summerville in "Love
Life of a Sailor" and then to star in "Practicril

Oland,

Mars."
GEORGE J. SCHAEFER leaves New York today for a two-week
vacation
in Miami.

Cortez
who

turns

Kay

over

to

Warner

runs one of those joints.

Kay
by this treatment,
of men, deciding
view

Embittered

a different
takes
for
to play them

Talall she can get. Then she meets Lyle
bot, a boozing doctor, and falls for him.
Just when it looks as though they can get
Cortez
away from it all and start life over,
back. Wherepops up again and wants Kay
a getmakes
and
she poisons him
tion. upon
away with Lyle without the least compunc-

D. A. DORAN, JR., left New
for the coast owing to the
wife.
Joker." He expects to return in
SIDNEY R. KENT plans to
Yo.k
March
4 from
Florida.
JANET

Lucien ' Littlef ield, Bcdil Rosing, Herman

, Paul
Director, Michael Curtiz; Author
n Parker,
Hervey Fox; Adaptors, Austi
Gaudio;
Charles Kenyon; Cameraman, Tony
Editor, Thomas Pratt.
Direction, Stumped.

Photography, Good.

d that the compress." He state
pensation percentage plan which he
has in mind will apply to those people, mainly stars, whose names
register at the box-office. .
Cohen will come to New York
about Easter, said the Paramount
who plans to make anpresident,
other trip to the Coast within two
months.

York yesterdiy
illness of h s
two weeks.
return to New

BEECH ER leaves tomorrow

for Holly-

wood to play in 20th Century's "Head

of the

BUSBY BERKELEY and his bride, MERN4
KENNEDY, will come to New York next month
Family."
for the premiere of First National's "Wonder
WILLIAM

, Lyle
Cast: Kay Francis, Ricardo Cortez
Donnelly,
Talbot, Warner Oland, Ruth
Rafaela
Reginald Owen, David Torrence,
Bing.
Girardot,
Ottiano Halliwell Hobbes, Etienne

Indie First-Run Scarcity
in Stories,
Delays Local Board Setups No Styles
(Continued from Page
})
Says Adolph Zukor
(Continued from Page 1)
submit its nominations at the Code
Authority meeting tomorrow.
Unqualified assents to the codf
climbed to 7,446 yesterday. The
Code Authority's manual committee
plans to meet today or tomorrow
sion. prior to the parent body's sesjust

J.

that, Kay Francis has a role that is pretty
The story has
much out of her element.
Ricardo
its locale in the Far East, where

re-

Lowry, William Janney, David Landau, Dorothy Peterson, Dorothy Appleby, Sarah
Padden, Clara Blandick, Egon Brecher,
Wally Albright, George Billings, Marilyn
David Durand, Arthur Hohl.
Knowiden,

hip with a script of R. C. Sheriff's "Trip to

PIZOR

is back from

SAMUEL
L. ROXY
Miami
yesterday.

ROTHAFEL

the coast.
returned from

Roxy Expects to Announce
New Plans in Two Weeks
Samuel
L. "Roxy" Rothafel reBar."
turned yesterday from Miami looking more healthy than he has in
years and feeling fit. While in
Florida, he and Mrs. Rothafel were
the guests of Henry L. Doherty. The
impresario has made no definite
acplans for future professional
tivities, he said, but expects to make
an announcement within the next
Although the Paratwo weeks.
mount deal is still hanging fire,
"Roxy" has several other propositions under consideration. It is
possible that he will return to
Florida for a yachting cruise before
he starts any new enterprise.

Century Houses Go Wide Range
the Century CirEight houses of and
Long Island
cuit of Brooklyn
have contracted for Western Electric Wide Range, General Sales
Manager C. W. Bunn of Electrical
Research Products announced yesFrank P. Miller Dead
terday. Houses are: Kingsway, Albemarle, Merrick, Queens, Patio,
MilP.
Frank
—
Mass.
Haverhill,
Lathe
of
Installaand Grove. week.
ler, owner and manager
Avalon begin
Marine, work
next
will
tion
LafayThe
y.
Monda
died
fayette,
um,
Orphe
ette was formerly the
where Louis B. Mayer made his
start.

New Akron Partnership
Akron, O. — Smith and Minder
operhave formed a partnershiptheto Roxy.
ate the Park, formerly
and the Portage, a neighborhood
house.

New House for Greenville, Mich.
Greenville, Mich. — Opening of a
Warners Reopen Lima House
new theater, the Gibson, is scheduled for early in March. C. H. GibLima, O. — The State, Warner
son, J. S. Gibson, Jr., and L. M. house, dark since November, is open
Quinet are backing the enterprise.
again.

Now

He'll Eat

Cincinnati— Jack Thatcher, exhibitor
of New Lexington, New Straightsville
has opened a restaurant a
and Logan,
.
Columbus

DAILY
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BRITISH-FILM CIRCUIT
STARTS UPIN CANADA
{Continued from Page 1)

ANALYSIS OF
MOTION PICTURE CODE

Ltd., and also connected with Empire
By LOUIS NIZER
Films, Ltd. Launching of a similar
8. Construction Foremen (carhouse in Montreal will follow imTtventy-fiftk Installment
mediately, with other theaters to be ARTICLE
penters)
V — UNFAIR
PRAC9. Electrical Foremen
added by gradual steps, Hanson
TICES—PRODUCERS— DISTRIB10. Electrical Workers
says. Next British film booked is
UTORS—(Cont.)
11. Floormen (electric)
"The Only Girl," with Lilian Har(b) Negotiating
for Outside
or
12. Foundrvmen
Associated
of
Parker
P.
vey. R.
Associated Producer
13. Grips
Gaffers
to
is
also
14.
which
Pictures,
Talking
No
Producer
or Distributor
supply pictures along with B. I. P.
15. Laborers
shall negotiate or make any
and other British producers, will be
offer to an outside or associ16. Lamp Operators
here this week to work out details
ated Producer within one of
17. Machinists.
in connection with the new venture.
18. Marblelizers
the following periods, depend19. Grainers
ing upon which one is earlier.
20. Furniture Finishers
1. At any time prior to 60
21. Modelers
(staff)
days before the end of an
existing contract between
22. Model-Makers
(staff)
(Continued from Page 1)
the outside or associated
23. Moulders
(metal)
Producer and any other
Cromwell, Cecil B. De Mille, Alfred
24. Operating Engineers
Producer or Distributor; or,
25. Ornamental Iron Workers
E. Green, E. H. Griffith William K.
Z.
Robert
King,
Henry
26. Painters
2.
At
any
time
prior
to
60
Howard,
27. Pattern Makers
Leonard, W. S. Van Dyke, Frank
days before the date when
Lloyd and King Vidor.
the outside or associated
28. Plasterers
29. Plumbers
Producer shall fulfill its
delivery commitment under
30. Projectionists (except process
its existing contract.
projectionists)
31. Propertymen
ARTICLE IV
32. Scenic Artists
(Continued from Page 1)
LABOR PROVISIONS
33. Set Drapers
for
s
Memphi
in
A.
PRODUCTION
confab
a
at
preside
34. Sheet-Metal Workers
the southern personnel.
Sec. 1. Hours of Employment
35. Sign Writers
The New York regional sales
36. Sprinkler Fitters.
meeting was held last night at the (a) Forty-Hour Week
37. Steam Fitters
No employee shall work more
Park Central Hotel. Speakers in- than forty hours in any one week.
38. Structural
Steel Workers
cluded Sam Jacobson of Van Beureri
39. Swing Gang (property)
(b) Employees
Who
May
Work
Mertz
Al
Sisk,
F.
Corp., Robert
Forty Hours
40. Welders
Upholsterers
Joseph Nolan, Barrett McCormick.
41.
There are 23 classes of employees
E. L. McEvoy, Lou Gaudereau and
who may work forty hours a week.
42. Laboratory Workers
Jules Levy. Also attending theW.conE They are:
Only the following classifications
ferences were Mike Poller,
1. Accountants
of Laboratory Workers are included
Branson, J. H. Mclntyre. C. R. Hal2. Accounting Machine Operators in the thirty-six hour maximum:
ligan, R. C. Cropper, H. T. Dixon.
3. Bookkeepers
1. Chemical Mixers
S C. Jacques, H. Greenblatt, N
4. Clerks
2.
Negative Assemblers
Levy R. E. Churchill, B. Pitkin
5. Firemen
3. Breaker-downs
R. S. Wolff, G. M. Lefko, R. C. Fol6.
Garage
Clerks
liard, A. A. Schubart, Leon J. Bam7. Gardeners
tants4. Negative Developers' Assisberger, Harry Gittleson, Eddie
8. Janitors
5. Negative Notchers
Home and Rutgers Neilson.
9. Librarians
6. Negative Splicers
10. Mail Clerks
7. Positive Daily Assemblers
11. Messengers.
tants8. Positive Developers' Assis12. Mimeograph
Operators
13. Porters
9. Positive Release Splicers.
14. Readers
(Continued from Page 1)
10. Printers
15. Restaurant Workers
11. Processing and Negative Polfilms in Russia, it was said yester16. Seamstresses
ishers
zova, presiday by Miss A. KuznetAn
17. Stenographers
ing
increas
12. Release Inspectors
dent of Amkino here.
18. Telephone Operators
13. Rewinders
number of American films will be
19.
Telegraph
Operators
that
now
14. Sensitometry Assistants
shown in Soviet Russia
20. Timekeepers
15. Shift Boss Printers
have been re21. Typists
diplomatic relations ova
16. Vault Clerks.
said.
sumed, Miss Kuznetz
22. Watchmen
Employees
To Whom
23. Secretaries (exclusive of ex- (d) Hours
Do Not
Apply Maximum
ecutive secretaries receiving $35. Of)
The
40
and
36
hour maximum
or more per week).
FACTS
(c) Employees Who May Work Only week does not apply to employees
on emergency, or maintenance and
Thirty-Six Hours a Week
No studio mechanic of the follow- repair work; nor to skilled workers
ABOUT
ing: classes shall work more than on continuous processes where restriction of hours would delay prothirty-six hours a week:
FILMS
duction. Nor do these maximum
1. Artists and Sculptors
2. Automotive
Mechanics
hours apply to the following classes
3. Blacksmiths
of employees :With a collection of genuine liquor
1. Executive
or Professional
Em4. Carpenters
bottles costing $8,000, Harry Frink
5. Casters
and
Mouldmakers
grossed $263,000 in the 11 years of
ployees
(staff)
prohibition by renting them at $1 a
Maximum hours do not apply to: —
day each to studios for props.
(i. Cement Finishers
A. Employees
in
executive
or
7. Chauffeurs and Truck Drivers
managerial capacities.

Nominate Directors
For Six Code Posts

Two More Regional Meets
For RKO Sales Staff

Soviet Film Head Coming
To Negotiate U. S. Deals

Thursday, Feb. 15,1934

N. Y. BOARDS' SETUP
REMAINS UNSETTLED
(Continued from Page 1)

who is in Florida, and Neil Agnew
substtiuted for George J. Schaefer.
The committee meets again this
afternoon. Tomorrow's meeting of
the Code Authority will take place
in its new quarters on the 23rd
floor of the RKO building, into
which Executive Secretary John C
Flinn moved his staff yesterday.
B. Professional
persons,
actors
(not including extras).
C. Attorneys and their assistants.
D. assistants.
Department
heads
and
their
E. Directors.
F. Doctors.
G. Managers.
H. Executives,
their
assistants
and secretaries.
I. Professional nurses.
J. Producers and their assistants.
K. Purchasing agents.
L. Unit business managers.
M. Writers.
2. Employees
in Production
Unit
The maximum hour week does not
apply to employees engaged directly
in production whose working time
must necessarily follow that of a
production unit. Such employees inA.
B.
C.

Art directors.
Assistant
directors.
clude:—
Cameramen and assistants.

D. Company wardrobe men
men) and assistants.
E. Costume designers.
F. Draftsmen.

(wo-

G. ers.
Make-up artists and hairdressH. Optical experts.
I. Positive cutters and assistants.
J. Process projectionists.
K. Script clerks.
L. Set dressers.
M. Stand-by or key-men.
N. Sound mixers.
O. Sound recorders.
P. Wardrobe fitters.
3. Employees on Location Work
The maximum hour week does not
apply to employees regardless of
classification who are assigned on
location work.
( To

Be

Continued)

$UN$HIN€
IN
THE
DAYS
NEWS

Metro earnings in first quarter of
fiscal year show sharp increase over
same period in previous year.

■

AND

SO TO BED!

II
The last forms of the 1934 Film Year Book are now
being put to bed.
This stupendous volume which covers the motion picture industry from A to Z is awaited by thousands.

(

-

This, the 16th edition will be the finest ever published.
It completely covers a great industry that has just gone thru one of
the toughest years known.
A new industry has been born.
New personnel, new locations, new
managements, new backings all
accurately recorded in this encyclopedia of Motion Pictures. Plus,
worlds of other valuable interesting
information. The book that is found
everywhere that pictures are made
or shown. Out this month, on
time as usual.
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A TITTLE" from HOLLYWOOD

By RALPH

WILK

T YNN OVERMAN, eminent Broadway and London stage star, has
been signed by Paramount for a
leading role in "Little Miss Marker," the B. P. Schulberg production
which will be directed by Alexander
Hall.
"And Let Who Will be Clever,"'
by Ogden Nash, has been bought
by RKO as a possible vehicle for
Joel McCrea and Francis Dee. Ray
Harris will do the script.
"The House of Mystery" is the
new name of the Monogram feature
formeidy called "Curse of Kali." It
is the story by Adam Hull Shirk.
Cary Grant, due back from abroad
shortly with his bride, Virginia
Cherrill, will start work immediately with Sylvia Sidney in "Thirty
Day Princess" at Paramount.

19 Added to "Murder at the Vanities"

Nineteen players have just been added to "Murder at the Vanities," being filmed
by Paramount from the Earl Carroll stage production. They include Winnie Flint,
Chicago heiress; Lona Andre, Clara Lou Sheridan, Gwenllian Gill, Colin Tapley, Jessie
Ralph, Barbara Fritchie, Charles B. Middleton, Charles McAvoy, Donald Meek, Hal
Green, Teru Shimada, Mildred Grover, Stanley Blystone, Mike Donovan, Gertruds
Michael, Gail Patrick and Diana Hunter. They join Jack Oakie, Carl Brisson, Kitty
Carlisle, Toby Wing, Victor McLaglen and Beryl Wallace. Mitchell Leisen is the director.

Warren William's next for First
National will be "Self Portrait," original by Carl El'ickson.
Roger Pryor has been signed by
Universal for "I'll Tell The World,"
which Edward Sedgwick will direct.
Edna Best will play the heroine
in Warner's

Fredric March. Cast also includes
Frank Morgan, Fay Wray, Louis
Calhern, Vince Barnett, Jay Eaton
and John Rutherford.

Ralph Murphy will direct Dorothy
Pandro Berman will be the proWilson and Douglas Montgomery
in "Canal Boy" which Charles R.
ducer of RKO's "The Gay Divorce,"
Rogers will produce for Paramount. with Ginger Roers, Fred Astaire
Production will start in two weeks. and Helen Broderick. Production
starts as soon as Astaire returns
Universal has decided on "The from London, where he is playing in
Uncertain Ladv," as the releasing the stage version.
title for "The Bachelor Wife," the
play by Harry Segall which will go
into production next week under the
Ralph Rainger and Leo Robin are
direction of Karl Freund. Cast will
writing the songs for three different
be headed by Edward Everett Hor- pictures
at once at Paramount.
ton and Genevieve Tobin.
Their current assignments are "Cosmetica," "Come On, Marines" and
"One Woman," Tiffany Thayer's "Little Miss Marker."
latest best seller, bought for filming by Paramount, will go on the
screen as a vehicle featuring
Irene Ware has been signed by
Frances Drake, newcomer.
20th
for "TheBennett
Firebrand,"
starringCentury
Constance
and

Harry Langdon and Mabel G.
Sheldon were married Monday in
Tucson. And the secret marriage
of ZaSu Pitts to Edward Woodall in
Minden, Neb., last October, became
known only this week.
Mary MacLaren, former picture
star, and A. Laurie Brazee, former
newspaper-woman have written an

Diana Wynyard has signed a new
contract with M-G-M. She is tentatively scheduled to appear in a picture with the Barrymores. Meanwhile Miss Wynyard will play op-

Canal,"
"Bachelor
story, The
original
is attractstory 's
in India.
laid
ing much attention among story
editors.

posite Clive Brook in RKO's "The

additions to Columbia's "Whirlpool."

"The Key."

John Halliday has been signed by
=,RKO for "Finishing
School."

"LOTS":

jan, Shirley Grey, Monroe Owsley,
Hale Hamilt
head the cast.on and Robert Elliott

John Miljan and Ward Bond are

Charles Ruggles has been signed
by Warners for the lead in "Friends
Maurice Chevalier is currently be- of Mr. Sweeney."
*
*
*
ing schooled in the intricacies of
Universal writing assignments inthe Vienna waltz by Madame Alberclude Ernest Pascal to adapt "Human Side," which Eddie Buzzell will
tina Rasch, who is teaching the
direct, and Cyril Hume to adapt
French star dancing steps for "The "Frailty," being prepared by Edwin
Merry Widow" at Metro.
L. Marin.
Dover

Road."

John Halliday has been added to
Agnes Christine Johnston has re- Warner's "Return of the Terror,"
turned to screen writing at Para- and "Poodles" Hanneford and Alfredo Codona, circus stars have been
mount studios, after an interlude of
for the Joe E .Brown picture,
magazine fiction work. She has been signed
'Sawdust."
signed by Charles R. Rogers to help
prepare the screen play of "In ConHerbert Mundin and Henrietta
Crosman are additions to "Odd
ference."
Thursday,'*
vehicle
at Fox.new v-"°.rner Baxter
Chesterfield has set "Twin Husbands" as the release title of the
Invincible feature formerly known
John Boles will have the male
as "Birds of a Feather."
John Millead
in Fox's picture, as yet un"Lizzie Skerrit" by Frances Matitled, featuring Claire Trevor and
rion has been purchased by Charles
Finds
Conditions
Best
in
South
Harry Green.
Para. Divides Ad Sales Territory
R. Rogers who will produce it for
New Orleans — That the south is
Paramount has divided the counParamount. Frank R. Adams will
in better condition than any other
try
for
the
purposes
of
handling
ad
adapt it.
Conway Tearle will appear in
sales. Jay Haas, formerly ad sales part of the U. S. was the opinion
expressed by Arthur Dickinson. RKO's "Stingaree."
manager
at
Los
Angeles,
has
been
ZaSu Pitts has been signed by placed in charge of the Western Hays office representative
in charge
Charles R. Rogers for "In Confer- division, and Weldon Water, in of fire protection, while here this
Drue Leyton, known previouslv as
ence," Paramount release.
charge of ad sales at the Philadel- week to look over exchanges He
*
*
*
left
Feb.
13
for
Dallas.
Freya Leigh in the cast of "The
phia exchange, is handling the
Dark Tower," has arrived in Hollywood under contract to Fox and will
Nils Asther will appear in Uni- Eastern territory.
versal's "The Humbug."
Ups
Prices
for
"Carolina"
New Orleans — With the moving ippear in "Now I'll Tell," from
in of Fox's "Carolina" for a second 'he story by Mrs. Arnold Rothstein.
week on Canal St., the Globe has
Van Beuren Gets Soviet Film
hiked prices from 15-25 to 25-40
Van Beuren Corp. has bought cents.
from Margaret Bourke White the
2,000 feet of film she took on presFilming Southern Celebs
ent-day Soviet Russia and will utilNew Orleans — "Who's Who- in
ize the material in the Vagabond
Adventure group released through New Orleans," first of a series of
RKO.
shorts dealing with important southern persons, is being produced bv
Kelly Films.

SHOW-

"Jeannette MacDonald has discovered
a new use for foreign stamps. She
fashions them into colorful lamp
shades."— M-G-M.

Gaxton and Moore at Paramount
Leases 2 Chicago Legit Houses
William Gaxton and Victor Moore,
Chicago — Samuel
P. Gerson has
leased the Harris and Selwyn thea- musical comedy stars, will appear
on
ters apparently on behalf of the I the Paramount stage for the
week
Shuberts.
| starting Friday

REMINDER
N'S
MA
Prepare

for

St.

Patrick's

Day.
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Detroit — The Davison,
house, has closed.

DAILV

East

Side

Covington, Ky. — L. B. Wilson,
proprietor of three first-runs here,
is taking an extended Florida vacation.

RCA Sues I. T. & T. Units Under Patents
Patent suits have been started by RCA against Mackay Radio & Telegraph Co. and
Federal Telegraph Co., both associated with the International Telephone & Telegraph
Co. Infringement of six U. S. patents relating to radio inventions used in communication is claimed by RCA.

general appeal he has brought the
house out of the red.

Detroit — Cameramen's Local 666
has been formed here, using jointly
the offices of Local 38 of the I. A.
T. S. E., according to John Doyle,
business agent of the stagehands.

Cincinnati — J. Juengling, of the
Paramount office, announces arrival
of a boy.

Holly Springs, Miss. — Leo Liebson is to start construction on a new
house seating 750 people. Will cost
approximately $15,000.

Bristol, Conn. — Dennis Rich, for
the past four years assistant manager of the Cameo and Bristol, Warner houses, has been named manager, succeeding Edward J. Harvey,
transferred to Danbury.

St. Petersburg, Fla. — The Alcazar
is being opened under the management of Mrs. Laura Sprague, owner.
Key West, Fla.— The
I been reopened.

Palace has

Buffalo — George A. Moeser, manager of the Hollywood Pictures Exchange, has added Sidney Stein to
his staff of salesmen.

Southington, Conn.— The Colonial,
formerly the Coleman, has been
leased by A. M. Schuman and associates for five years. He has been
operating the house for some time.

New Orleans — Hal Norfleet replaces Bill Wolfson as Orpheum
press agent here.

Lawrence, Mass. — The Colonial
has been opened by J. Sayer.

Detroit — S. K. Decker, president
of Excellent Pictures Corp., has returned from California.

ALICOATE

"Daredevil O'Dare", a Ben Blue
comedy directed by Ralph Staubj
was completed yesterday at the Vitaphone studio. Jack Henley and
plant with "Frankie and Johnny"
Cincinnati — Mrs. Elizabeth Gais- now in work as the initial picture to Dolph Singer, Vitaphone staff writsen, 78, part owner of the Center be made there since the reconstrucers who are responsible for many
theater, died last week. George
"Big V" comedy laughs, are credtion
of
the
place
into
a
modern
sound
ited with the script.
Herrlinger continues operation of
the house.
studio. The complete cast of
"Frankie and Johnny", being disSalt Lake City — Dora Maycock,
Recording on the industrial short
tributed by Chester Erskin, includes
booker at Vitagraph for many years,
and C. 0. Hauxthurst, manager of Helen Morgan, Chester Morris, for Standard Brands has been comthe Mario theater, were married last Lilyan Tashman, William Harrigan,
pleted at the Reeves Sound Recordweek.
Florence Reed, Walter Kingsford,
ing studio.
Jack Hazzard, Cora Witherspoon,
Salt Lake City — Perry Smoot has
J. Herman is a new addition to
been made assistant booker to Max Pedro Cordoba, Sam Wren, Barry
the
Vitaphone studio scenario staff.
Goldstein of the local Fox West McCollum, Frederic Worlock, Sig•
Coast office.
mund Spaeth, Victor Young and his
orchestra, Maud Ryan, Chester Hale
Jamestown, N. Y. — In a switch of
Tony Canzoneri and Sally O'Neil
posts, Irwin S. Kay is now manager girls and a bevy of Broadway beau- are rehearsing a sketch for a vauof the Winter Garden and F. M.
ties. Tony Bundsman is assisting
deville act which they will present
Westfall has moved over to the Erskin on the production with Benon a tour over one of the larger
Palace, both Warner houses under jamni Schwab as manager and Joe
circuits. Joe Rivkin of the Leo
the divisional direction of R. E.
Crabill.
Ruttenberg in charge of the cam- Morrison office negotiated the deal.
eras.
New Haven, Conn. — Walter Lloyd,
manager of the Paramount, was
tendered a testimonial dinner last
week by 150 friends and members
of the New Haven Advertising Club.
Westbrook, Me. — Plans are under
way to open a new theater here
about April 1 in competition with
Publix.
Belfast, Me. — The Opera House
will be opened by J. St. Pieer about
Feb. 20, according to present plans.
Caro, Mich. — The Temple theater
has closed.
Chicago — "Waltz Time," the
screen opera featuring Evelyn Laye,
is being held over a second week at
the World Playhouse. Dan Roche,
formerly publicity man for Pathe,
is now manager of the World Playhouse and by booking pictures of

'T'HE Biograph studio in the Bronx
is again active as a production

•

Production on the musical, "Who
is That Girl," featuring Bernice
Claire, supported by Jack Good, J.
Harold Murray, Pietro Gentili, Joe
McCauley, the Morelli singers and
the Vitaphone chorus, goes into
work today
at the "Vitaphone
studio
under
the direction
of Joe Henabery. Cliff Hess, who composes the
music and writes the lyrics for all
musicals made at the Brooklyn
plant, promises some snappy numbers for this production.

Boston — Maurice Wolf, manager
of the local M-G-M Exchange, is
taking a vacation in Florida. Henry
Wolper is in charge during his absence.

Buchanan, Mich. — The former
Princess theater has been renamed
the Hollywood.

Short Shots from Eastern Studios
By CHAS.

\h

Al Wilson has been named studio
manager of the Biograph studios
under the supervision of R. H.
Hammer, general manager.

•

Sam Corso, ace director on "Frankie and Johnny," very modestly receives congratulations from all those
at the studio for his work on the
sets being used in the production.

•

J. J. Shine, formerly assistant
William Watson and Arthur Jarrett have started work on the story comptroller at Fox Movietone and
for a musical short to be produced more recently assistant studio manand directed by Al Christie at the
ager, succeeds George Lane as stuEastern Service studio in Astoria
dio manager at the Fox 54th Street
for Educational release. Work is studio. Lane has been made head
scheduled to get under way the latcameraman of the studio.
ter part of next week.

Alliance, O.— The Ideal, formerly
owned by Smith Amusement Co., has
been dismantled. Same company
until recently operated the Columsale. bia, which was sold at receiver
s'
Louisville, O.— W. A. Smith has
leased the Owen from Haroia
Sherer, and the house is open seven
days a week with four program
changes.

Milwaukee— E. M. Dieringer, Inc.,
theatrical equipment concern, has
been incorporated by E. M. Dieringer, P. Dieringer and M. Wetzel.
Milwaukee — Pending final disposition of the Statewide Theaters
bankruptcy case, no assets of Fox
Wisconsin Co. and Wisconsin
Amusement Enterprises are to be
of, according to a Federal
disposed
court edict.
Marietta, O.— R. W. Rhodes, formerly at Loew's, Canton, is now
with the Shea interests here.
Defiance, O. — Leo Jones and Carl
M. Kahn, who have been operating
the Strand, have dissolved and Kahn
is now operating the house himself.
Boston — Harry Brown, Jr., is back
as exploitation manager at the Paramount and now handles all downtown circuit houses except the Metropolitan. Martin Glazer is his personal assistant.
North Adams, Mass. — Linden Forkey, whose brother Ken manages
the Magnet, Boston, is managing the
Richmond here for the new owner,
E. M. Loew Circuit.
New Philadelphia, O. — Judgment
for $24,162.84 and foreclosure of a
mortgage on the equipment of the
Lincoln, Dennison, is asked in a suit
filed in common pleas court here by
Columbus Mutual Life Insurance
Co. against Jacob Smith of Dennison.
Orrville, O. — F. D. Krichbaum of
Cincinnati has purchased the Grand
here.
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Public Hearings to Precede C. A. Meeting inWash'n

PLAN J0|t CONFAB ONRADIO FREE SHOWS POLICY
Improved Its Status Last Year

Organization

Saenger

Better Financial Position
Shown in Realty and
Theater Reports

Film,

Georgia Supreme Court Rules Sunday Shows Out
Atlanta — Sunday movie shows are a violation of the Georgia
portion of the proceeds is given to some charitable cause, according
down by the Georgia Supreme Court in connection with the case
local exhibitor, who was fined $50 for operating on Sunday.

New Orleans — Despite the worst
on the ground that he was donating the
banking and general conditions this
city has known in years, reports of
Saenger Realty and Saenger Theaters, both in receivership, are encouragingly favorable. Though
Saenger Realty shows an operating
loss of $18,349.76, it increased its
cash between March 2 and Sept. 30
from $13,960.15 to $51,335.47, exclusive of $35,174.94 in U. S. Treas- Elect Thompson, Blumberg
ury certificates. It also built up
To Canadian RKO Board
reserves for fixed charges and has
apparently paid off a mortgage in
Toronto — At a meeting of the
Greenville as well as interest on stockholders of RKO Canada, Ltd.,
{Continued on Page 4)
held yesterday, Major L. E. Thompson and Nate Blumberg were elected
to the board of directors to replace
B. B. Kahane and Harold B. Franklin. Attending the meeting from
New York,
in addition to Thompson
(Continued on Page 4)

laws even when a
to a ruling handed
of John Thompson,
Thompson appealed

Stage
and
Radio
Code Authorities
Will Meet

Plans designed to eliminate competition from free broadcasting
shows were set in motion yesterday
when steps were taken towards a
joint conference of committees representing the motion picture, the
legitimate theater and radio code
authorities. The
th.ea.tf-v js"""1??
qrp
campaigning
to eradicate
the policy.
No exact date for the meeting has
By N. M. MacLEOD
been fixed at present but there is a
FILM
DAILY
Staff Correspondent
Wilmington, Del. — Vitaphone possibility that the matter will be
taken up in Washington March 5
Corp., Warner subsidiary, will ap- when all code authorities meet. If
pear before the state Supreme Court
NRA on Page
administration
(Continued
4)
this morning to petition for rear- this develops
gument of the issues involved in its
$40,000,000 royalty suit against
Electrical Research Products, as
predicted exclusively in The Film
Daily early this week.
Recently
the
Supreme
Court

"net

proceeds"

to charity.

Applying Today for Reargument

In Vitaphone-Erpi Royalty Suit

AGENTS'!™ CODE
MADE PUBLIC TODAY

A code of ethics drawn up by the
National Association of Theatrical
Artists' Representatives to govern
the relations of agents, actors and
talent buyers, and which has already
been submitted for approval to the
film Code Authority, will be read to
the trade press tomorrow at the Astor at 2 o'clock.
The code covers the activity of
actors and agents in all fields iniContinued

on Page

4)

Colonel Frey is Elected
in Loew's, Inc.
Director
Isadore Frey, connected

Colonel
with the Loew legal department for
years, was elected a member of the
directors to fill
board of
company's(Continued
on Page 4)
Butterfield Going for Flesh
Detroit —
"Green Pastures," first
legitimate roadshow to play Michigan
since last fall, has been booked over
the Butterfield circuit. Butterfield also
has put in vaudeville at the Desmond,
Port Huron; Wuerth, Ypsilanti; Capitol,
Jackson, and Michigan, Ann Arbor.

UPTURN IN SPRING

(Continued

on Page

IS SEENJY ZUKOR

3)

Theater box-offices will not begin
This Session to really benefit from government
Expected
No Film Legislation
relief funds until April or May, in
the opinion of Adolph Zukor.
Theaters
Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY Three New
By that time, he says, the public
Washington — No measures antagwill have taken care of its most
Opening
in
Louisiana
onistic to the film industry are
New Orleans — New theaters necessitous expenditures and will be
likely to be enacted at the current scheduled to open in this territory
ready to spend more money on
session of Congress, judging from
shortly are: Liberty, Shreveport, S. amusements and luxuries.
a survey of the political situation N. Hardwell; Ratcliff, Vinton, and a
here. Apart from the fact that the
Administration is concentrating its house, unnamed, in Sulphur, to be Moskowitz Says Circuits
operated by the Carnahan Electrical
attention on its recovery program, interests.
(Continued

on Page

Will Live Up to the Code

4)

Johnson Order sPublic Hearings
BeforeCode Authorities ' Confab
11,375 of Pathe Shares
Repurchased by Company

Pathe has repurchased 9,030
shares of its Class A and 2,345
reshares of its common stock, itbyis the
vealed in a list made public
New York Stock Exchange covering
red
corporations who have re-acqui
l also is
stock. onUniversa
their own(Continued
Page 4)

Washington Bureau, of THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — In order to develop
constructive criticisms and suggespolicies and code adtions regarding
ministration for consideration at the
conference of Code Authorities on
March 5-8, a series of public meetings beginning Feb. 27 have been
ordered by General Hugh S. JohnManagement,on labor
son.(Continucd
Page 4) and con-

Jlarifying the position of major
circuits as regards the theater and
union,
employees'
amusement
Loew yesof 3)
Moskowit
Charles C.
(Continued
on zPage

to Business
Boston Eye
Transcript
tells about the
showman, sick in a New York hospital,
receiving a visit from a friend he
hadn'nt seen in some time.
asked
visitor.
"How the long
have
you
been
here?.
"About a week," replied the sick
man. "But that's nothing. I've been
in six hospitals since I saw you last.
"Who's doing your booking?" was the
quick comeback.
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• IT SEEMS that Max Fleischer brought an action
to restrain a manufacturer from making Betty Boop dolls
he won, and Judge Woolsey, the jurist who rendered the famous
erudite "Ulysses" verdict, put over another literary classic
in his decision he describes Betty Boop thus
•

49%
?-'
SECURITIES
53/4 +

This is News
When a dog bites a man it's not
news, but when Joe E. Brown meets a
performer with a bigger mouth than his,
and. is bitten by that performer, it's
news even if the biter happens to be a
lion. It happened in El Monte, Cal.,
this week while Brown was making
scenes for First National's "Sawdust."
The cameras recorded the attack and
the story made the A. P.

%
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• •
• JUST TO show wha t a jam wrong billing can get a
guy in
Larry "Buster" Crabbe lost his amateur athletic
standing when Paramount billed him in "King of the Jungle"
with the line
"Olympic Swimming Champion"
this,
according to the A. A. U. constituted using his amateur rep for
monetary gain
T
T
T
T
•

• IN ITS trek upstate
the "Moulin Rouge" Car3 breaki i . all sorts of house records for one night perne Caravan left for Cleveland yesterday
the official starter for the Bike Race starting
m Square Garden
Al attended the special
ider Bar" at Warners home office yesterday
the reception he got and his own enthusiasm,
the m
= r will be heard from some more on the screen
Ta Ambassador was a guest at the Washington
previe- of LJni .1 Artists' "Catherine the Great" at the RKO
Keith'; in Washington on Thursday nite

RKO Studios Preparing
I.T.O.A. ing Meet
Five Original Stories
0-. ^wc objections
With object of registering exceptions to some tentative selections to
the New York zone boards to be set
up under the Code and objecting
to his interpretation of the code theater labor wage clause as referring
to booth costs as well as to costs
per man, an I.T.O.A. special committee will confer with Divisional
Administrator Sol A. Rosenblatt in
New York the middle of next week.
The I.T.O.A. board of directors,
at a meeting yesterday made preliminary plans for the conference
through contacting Rosenblatt
via
the Code Authority
ims that the original
! was that the costs
D the code are figured
..al operator basis.
Decision Reserved in Labor Case
Decision was reserved yesterday
in Appellate Court on the appeal
from the order of Justice Collins directing the I.T.O.A. to employ the
same number of operators as on Aug.
23, 1933.

d G

RAYMOND GRIFFITH, associate producer
under Darryl F. Zanuck of 20th Century, arrives tomorrow from the coast for a week's
visit before
sailing for
England.
JEANETTE MacDONALD, M-G-M star, is en
route to New York for a holiday before starting work on "Duchess
"Merry
Widow."

of Delmonico's"

and

CRESSON SMITH, RKO division sales manager, and A. A. SHUBART, head of the conChicago.tract department, leave tomorrow night for

T

©
©
• "THE CHARACTER which was depicted combined
in appearance the childish with the sophisticated
a round
baby face with big eyes and a nose like a button
framed
in a somewhat careful coiffure
with a body of which perhaps the most noticeable characteristic is the most self-confident
little bust imaginable."
well, well, judge ole boy ole boy
ya noticed that too, ya li'l rascal!

•
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Hollywood — With six productions
now in work, five original stories
and plays are in preparation for actual shooting next month at the
RKO studios. The latter are "Alien
Corn" in which Ann Harding will
be starred; "Down to their Last
Yacht", a musical with Sidney Fox
heading the cast; a Wheeler and
Woolsey
in which comedy;
Dolores "Green
Del RioMansions"
and Joel
McCrea will be co-starred and
"Murder on the Blackboard" a
mystery-comedy-drama with Edna
May Oliver and James Gleason.
Features in production are "Finishing School", "Crime Doctor", "Of
Human Bondage", "Dover Road",
"Stingaree" and "Strictly Dyna-

IRVING MILLS, Cab Calloway's manager, and
CLIFFORD FISHER, Paris representative of
Paris.
William Morris Agency, sail today on the
Europa.
MAX

the

SCHMELING

EDGAR SELWYN
Coast.

sails tonight

leaves New

on

York today for

JEFF LAZARUS, head of the Paramount
editorial board at the Coast, will spend a
week
in New
York before
returning west.

Astor Pictures Plans New Series
In addition to its current series
of 12 three-reel Westerns entitled
"Bud 'n Ben," Astor Pictures will
produce another group of 12 similar
subjects for distribution beginning
early in May, Bob Savini stated yesterday. Ben Corbett and Jack Perrin are co-starred in the current
series. With many features being
turned out in unusual lengths, in
many instances bills do not permit
playing of a second feature, according to Savini, but three-reel subjects are needed to fill out the proLoew Closes Australian Deals
gram.
Plans for acquisition of two Australian theaters, one in Melbourne
and the other in Sydney, were m^de
by Arthur Loew, who, with Jot
Vogel, returned to the Loew office
yesterday
followingChina,
a three
months'
trip to Australia,
Japan
and
the Dutch East Indies. In Sydney
a theater seating 2,500 is being constructed, while the 1,500-seat house
in Melbourne is being rebuilt for
Loew will leave New York within
Loew's.weeks for a European trip.
three

M-G-M Signs Gloria Swanson
West Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — ■ Gloria Swanson has
been
mite."placed under contract by MG-M. Though her first picture has
not been decided upon, it may be
Elinor Glyn's "Three Weeks," with
Irving Thalberg as producer.

Third Week for "Moulin Rouge" .
Due to pickup in business, "MouDuals Back at RKO Downtown
lin Rouge" is being held a third
week at the Rivoli, putting back the
Detroit — RKO Downtown, firstrun, has returned to double features.
"Palooka" opening to Feb. 28.

the
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"WONDER

George

BAR"

with Al Jolson, Kay Francis, Dick Powell,
Dolores Del Rio, Ricardo Cortez, Guy Kibbee, Hugh
Herbert,
Ruth
Donnelly,
Fifi
D'Orsay
First National
84 mins.
DISTINCTIVE MUSICAL THAT WILL
GET THE CLASS MONEY AS WELL AS
THE MASS TRADE ANYWHERE.

with

Lombard,
Sally Rand,
Frances Drake
Paramount
83 mins.
GOOD FLASH ENTERTAINMENT WITH
RAFT IN TAILOR-MADE ROLE THAT
WILL PULL THE FEMMES ESPECIALLY.

handed down an opinion holding
that the lower court had erred in
assuming jurisdiction of Vitaphone's
action against ERPI in view of arbitration contracts entered into between the two corporations in New
York. This morning ERPI will appear before the Supreme Court and
present a final decree in line with
the court's opinion, which, if signed,
would send the matters in dispute
back to arbitration in New York.
Counsel for Vitaphone, it was authoritatively learned yesterday, will,
before presentation of the decree,
ask the court to fix a date for reargument of certain phases of the litigation. Vitaphone will contend that
it will seek to prove that the arbitration which was in progress for
four years had entirely broken
down. In view of the importance of
the case it is generally expected the
court will fix a date for reargument.
In the event reargument is allowed. ERPI will immediately ask
the court to modify the restraining
order issued against it in the lower
court, removing that part which prohibits it, pending final determination of the action, from making further efforts to bring the disputes involved back to arbitration. The
lower courts had previously refused
to modify the restraining order to
this extent.
Hugh M. Morris and George
Wharton Pepper will represent
Warners.

"THE MEANEST
with

"LONG
LOST FATHER"
with Helen Chandler

Carole

Against a stirring background of Ravel's
Bringing Al Jolson back strong, even "Bolero," which is utilized judiciously and
never overdone, an attractive and generalthough he doesn't get as much footage
ly entertaining production has been fashas his audiences may desire, and presenting
ioned. Because of its theme, dealing with
a host of marquee names in a dramatic
an ambitious dancer, played by George
musical extravaganza off the beaten path,
this production shapes up as money at the Raft, and his women partners, the picture's
appeal is likely to be stronger in the fembox-office and another outstanding achieveinine field, but this doesn't mean it hasn't
ment in the succession of Warner-First
plenty of things to interest the man as
National musical hits. Based on the inwell. Starting out as an amateur with big
ternational stage hit, a sort of Grand Hotel
ideas and an indulgent big brother to
of the night clubs, with a plot of dramatic
give him dough when he needs it, Raft
tensity and a couple of ensemble numbers
takes on one girl partner after another,
that are bigger and more spectacular than advancing his own carreer with each one
any shown before, the picture has plenty
of stuff in it to fascinate the attention and ditching them every time he comes
across a better looker. With Carole Lomand send folks home talking. Jolson. as
bard, however, it becomes a case of love,
the Wonder Bar's proprietor, chief enterbut they have an agreement against it,
tainer and kind manipulator of several
so he finally loses her, goes to war, returns
tangled destinies, is at his best since to see the successful realization of his own
"Sonny Boy" and shows that all he needs night club — but dies from his injuries.
is material to make him one of the best
Cast: George Raft, Carole Lombard, Sally
screen bets. Remainder of the cast is
Rand, Frances Drake, William Frawley, Rayequally good.
mond Milland, Gloria Shea, Gertrude
Cast: Al Jolson, Kay Francis, Dick Powell,
Michael, Del Henderson, Frank G. Dunn,
Dolores Del Rio, Ricardo Cortez, Hugh Martha Baumattre, Paul Panzer, Adolph
Herbert, Guy Kibbee, Ruth Donnelly, Fifi Milar, Anne Shaw, Phillips Smalley, John
D'Orsay, Hal LeRoy, Robert Barrat, Louise Irwin, Gregory Golubeff.
Director, Wesley Ruggles; Authors,
Fazenda, Spencer Charters, Henry O'Neill.
Director, Lloyd Bacon; Authors, Karl Carey Wilson, Kubec Glasmon, from idea
Farkas, Geza Berczeg; Adaptor, Earl Bald- by Ruth Ridenour; Adaptor, Horace Jackwin; Cameraman, Sol Polito; Music and sen; Cameraman, Leo Tover; Recording EnLyrics, Warren and Dubin; Editor, George
gineer, Earl Hayman; Editor, Hugh Bennett.
Amy.
Direction, Classy.
Photography, Fine.
Direction, Ingenious
Photography, Aces.

Apply for Reargument
In Vita.-Erpi Action
(.Continued from Page 1)

John Barrymore in

Raft in

"BOLERO"
RKO

Radio

64 mins.

JOHN BARRYMORE LOST IN RATHER
POINTLESS DRAMA THAT FAILS TO
INTEREST.
DEFINITE
ANY
BUILD

Photography,

GAL IN TOWN"
Kelton,

El Brendel,

James Gleason, "Skeets"
RKO

Gallagher
62 mins.
LIGHT FARCE WITH SNAPPY DIATIONS. LOGUE AND SOME AMUSING SITUA-

Fair.

Two Four-Star Pictures in Two Days

Western Sales Meeting
May Not Call Will Hays
In Frank Rembusch Trial
May Be Held by RKO

Fox Changes "Manhattan" Title
Title of Fox's "Manhattan Love
Soner" has been changed to "The
World is Ours."

Pitts, Pert

This is a satisfactory programmer that
provides an average of good laughs put
The theme of this film is not clearly
motivated, and it rambles rather aimless- over by a strong cast of comedians. The
story concerns the romance between ZaSu
ly and poinrlessly to a very indefinite con- Pitts and El Brendel. Although they have
clusion. It seems to lack any definite
entertainment values, and arouses no sym- been sweethearts for ten years, the courtship promises to last for another decade.
pathy for the principals. John Barrymore ZaSu is anxious to get married, but El,
works valiantly to retrieve it, but the material isso ill suited to him that he makes who is a barber, refuses to propose until
little impression with it. He has the role his one-chair shop boasts another chair.
ZaSu owns the town's dry goods store,
of a clevfer confidence man reformed
after his adventures in Australia, and set- which she sells to "Skeets" Gallagher, a
tles down in London where his charm and fast talking salesman, for a chain-store
outfit. She gets gypped and loses the store.
personality land him the managership of
Meanwhile Pert Kelton, a stranded trouper,
a fashionable and exlusive night club. His
becomes manicurist in El's shop. She
daughter is the dancing attraction there —
vamps all the town boys into getting
the daughter that he had abandoned with
manicures and increases business considher mother years before. Then a lot of
erably. Gleason buys the store from El
aimless business in which he tries to make
amends to her for his past neglect, and in a grand mix-up but all ends well. Gleason again clicks with his droll comedy and
keep her from running wild with a fast
fashionable crowd she has got into. The and makes a strong play for Pert. There
El Brendel is okey. Pert Kelton is flashy
theme is far-fetched, and the ending leaves
and ZaSu, as usual, conthe play as pointless and indefinite as it as the vamp
tributes her share of laughs.
is all the way through.
Cast: ZaSu Pitts, Pert Kelton, El BrenCast: John Barrymore, Helen Chandler,
James Gleason, "Skeets" Gallagher,
Donald Cook, Alan Mowbray, Claude King, Barneydel, Furey,
Bud Geary, Harry Holman,
Reginald Sharland, Ferdinand Gottschalk, Robert McKenzie, Arthur Hoyt.
Phyllis Barry, Tempe Piggot, Herbert BunsDirector, Russell Mack; Author, Arthur
ton.
Horman; Adaptors, Richard Schayer, RusDirector, Ernest B. Schoedsack; Author,
sell Mack, H. W. Hanemann; Dialoguers,
G. B. Stern; Adaptor, Dwight Taylor; same; Editor, James B. Morley; CameraEditor, Paul Weatherwax; Cameraman, Nick
man, J. Roy Hunt; Recording Engineer,
Musuraca.
George D. Ellis.
Fine.
Direction, Satisfactory. Photography,
Direction, Handicapped by material.

Something unusual, two pictures in two days this week received four-star rating
and almost unanimously favorable notices from the New York critics. One was "Catherine the Great," London Films production released by United Artists and being
presented two-a-day at the Astor. The second is "Carolina," with Janet Gaynor
and Lionel Barrymore, being shown at the Radio City Music Hall.

Will H. Hays may not be called
on to testify in the Frank J. Rembusch conspiracy suit against major firms and the M.P.P.D.A.,
though he is under subpoena, it was
said yesterday by Joseph P. Weed
of plaintiff's counsel after the fourth
day of trial had ended in Federal
Court and adjournment was taken
until Monday. Weed said that in
any event Hays would not be subjected to a stiff examination and
that if he produced certain papers
and contracts and conceded receipt
of certain letters he would not be
summoned.
Witnesses examined yesterday included John Williams, former First
National attorney, Felix A. Jenkins
of Fox, Sidnev Samuelson and Ivan
Abramson. Williams traced the history of the development of the First
National franchise system and the
absorption of the company by Warner Bros.

ZaSu

Plans for a western sales meeting, in addition to the ones being
held next week in Chicago and Memphis, are being considered by RKO.
Decision will depend on Jules Levy's
forthcoming trip to the coast in
connection with his semi-annual conference at the studio.
Cresson Smith will preside at next
week's confabs. The Chicago meet
takes place Monday and Tuesday
at the Drake Hotel with W. E. Branson, J. Osserman, B. J. McCarthy,
T. R. Thompson, A. N. Schmitz, L.
E. Goldhammer, A. M. Avery, L.
Elman, S. W. Fitch and A. A. Shubart among those attending. The
Memphis group will include H. McIntyre, H. M. Lyons, L. E. Harrington, R. C. Price, C. W. Allen, P. M.
Baker, G. C. Brown and R. B. Williams, with sessions Wednesday and
Thursday at the Peabody Hotel.
"Christina"

London

Sale

Big

London — Greta Garbo in M-G-M's
"Queen Christina" opened last night
at the Empire with one of the biggest advances sales ever experienced
by a picture here.

Moskowitz Says Circuits
Will (Continued
Live UpfromtoPagethe1) Code
terday said that the theaters "will
live up to the code in every respect." He made the statement
when efforts to reach Major L. E.
Thompson,
of the circuit's
committee, chairman
failed. Moskowitz
said
in part:
"The code provides that employers shall not refuse to negotiate
with representatives
of organizations of its employees.
The code
also provides for a minimum salary
and for a maximum of 40 working
hours.
The managers will live up
to the code in every respect.
They
will employ people who may or may
not be members of an organization.
Employees who are at prese
the company will not be di
whether they are members o:
ganization or not, as long
perform their duties propei*.,.
"In most cases the managers pay
as salaries an amount greater than
the code provides for, and it is their
intention to continue to do this as
long as they possibly can. The
policy has always been to increase
salaries when conditions made it
possible and when ability and
length of service warranted it."
"Catherine" Adds Performances
"Catherine the Great," playing
two-a-day at the Astor, will give
three shows today as well as tomorrow as a result of demand for seats,
United Artists announces. Same
schedule will apply next week-end.

DAILY

PLAN JOINT CONFAB
ON RADIO FREE SHOWS
(Continued from Page

A LITTLE from "LOTS"
By RALPH

1)

executives will be available to aid
in adjusting the situation.
The motion picture Code Authority, at a meeting yesterday, named
a committee comprising Charles L.
O'Reilly, Ed Kuykendall and Sidney
R. Kent to handle the matter. The
legitimate theater and radio Code
Authorities will each be asked to
name committees of three. The motion picture Code Authority acted
following a request from the legitimate theater Authority asking its
co-operation in an effort to bring
about an end of the free show practice.
In a letter to John C. Flinn, executive secretary of the film Code
Authority, Chairman Marcus Herman of the legitimate Code Authority committee on radio broadcasting, declared that the practice of
free radio shows has become so
widespread that a nation-wide report shows they are drawing an
attendance of 85,000 weekly in only
18 cities.

HOLLYWOOD
£HARLIE RUGGLES has been
signed for an important
role in "Her Master's Voice," which
B. P. Schulberg will produce for
Paramount. Soon to go into production, "Her Master's Voice," the
screen version of Clare Rummer's
current Broadway success, will have
practically the same cast as "Melody in Spring", these being Lanny
Ross, Mary Boland and Ruggles.
T
T
T
Elizabeth (Pat) Patterson and
Charles Boyer were married this
week in Yuma, Ariz.
T
T
▼

Saturday, Feb. 17, 1934

SAENGER THEATERS
IMPROVES STATUS

WILK

Aline MacMahon, who has just
finished her first starring vehicle,
"Fur Coats," will next be presented
by Warners in "Happy Family,"
from an original story and screen
play by Gene Markey and Kathryn
Scola. The film will be directed by
Alfred E. Green. Assigned to the
supporting cast are Guy Kibbee,
Allen Jenkins, Hugh Herbert, Joan
Wheeler and others.

(Continued from Page

1)

bonds in Clarksdale, and provided a
reserve for $49,630.24 unpaid rent
on the Saenger here.
Saenger Theaters shows an operating loss of $41,914.34, but it increased its cash between Jan. 27 and
Sept. 30 from $41,649.54 to $113,786.82, exclusive of $70,000 in U. S.
Treasury certificates. In addition,
it provided reserves for interest on
notes and bonds, depreciation of
property, etc.

Agents' Made
EthicsPublic
Code Today

The largest camera crane in Hollywood is now in process of construction on the Educational lot. It
(Continued from Page 1)
weighs over eight tons, but being eluding motion pictures, according to
Warner Baxter's new Fox picture made entirely of aluminum and Arthur Lyons, president of tne
duralumin, its weight is just one- Ass'n, who revealed that negotiahas been renamed "Too Many Wo- third
of what such a device would
tions for a merger with the Los
men." It formerly was "Odd Thursweigh if made of steel.
Angeles agents' organization were
pending. Among the more important provisions of the code is that
requiring the theaters booking shows
day."
(Continued from Page 1)
to prove financial responsibility or
(Continued from Page 1)
listed as buying back 136 shares of sumers have been invited to par- post bonds, the regulation prohibiting an actor to split representation
ticipate, either in person or by letMost of yesterday's meeting was preferred stock. In total re-acquired
ter, so that the coming conference as for films, stage, vaudeville, aid
devoted to consideration of nomina- stock, Transamerica, controlled by
tions to local boards as submitted by the Giannini interests, leads with a "shall have the benefit of public the pledge of the association to make
suggestions, criticisms and petitions good salaries of actors if theaters
the Authority's committee. Advices total of 1,165,558 shares.
with respect to any phase or policy failed to pay off. Lyons said he
were received from NRA headquaror administration of Codes of Fair expected that the code would e J
ters in Washington concerning the
the twin evils of overpayment aid
procedure to be followed in making
Competition." No individual code underpayment of actors.
will be under consideration, howrulings on the code.
(Continued from Page 1)
Flinn also made public last night
ever, and no suggestions or petitions with respect to a specific code
a letter from the NRA as to the and Blumberg, were 0. R. McMahon
final authority on interpretation of and A. E. Reoch. The company op- or provision thereof will be reerates theaters in Toronto, St. John, ceived.
the code. It said that a Division AdOttawa, Vancouver and Winnipeg.
Five meetings will be held, with
ministrator's ruling will be final,
employment, trade practices, code
subject only to the ultimate action
of the Administrator. Procedure
authority organization and small enfor obtaining a ruling is by filing
terprises and minorities as the subWith daily reports now indicatjects of discussion.
requests with the Division Admining a tapering off of assents to the
Those desiring to be heard must
istrator, Sol A. Rosenblatt, who will code, total of unqualified compliances
refer them to the Deputy Adminis- reached 7,496 yesterday, it was write for permission by noon on
trator (William P. Farnsworth), stated at the Code Authority office. Feb. 26 to the Administrator, Room
who, in turn, will obtain the recom- Statement shows an increase of 19 3057, Department of Commerce
Building. Requests must give a
mendations of his legal, labor and
brief statement of the criticisms,
other advisors, and submit the file over the previous day's total.
again to the Division Administrator. Maurice Emerson Joins Willoughby suggestion, petition or other matter
to be submitted.
Maurice Emerson, formerly traveling cameraman for William Pizor
and photographer of travel films
now being booked by RKO, has join(Continued from Page 1)
(Continued from Page 1)
ed the Willoughby Camera Stores
MOST CONVENIENT
an old vacancy, at the annual stockas manager of the 16mm. sound- the feeling is understood to be that
Hotel in Hollywood
holders' meeting yesterday. J. Robert Rubin presided at the session, on-film department. Emerson will various matters, including censor$2.50 up. Single
the purchase of 35mm. films
ship, which in past years have inat which the annual report was ap- handle
$3.00 up, Double
for
reduction
to
the
smaller
film
spired
adverse
bills
to
be
introduced,
proved.
Special weekly and monthly rates
and will also be in charge of sales will be adequately regulated through
David Bernstein, vice-president
rental of 16mm features and the code.
The Plaza is near everyand treasurer, told the stockholders and
shorts.
thing to see and do in
that earnings in the current quarErpi Wins California Case
Hollywood.
Ideal for buster are being maintained at about
iness
or pleasure.
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Fox Buys Two Stories
the same rate as the first quarter.
Los Angeles — Electrical Research
Every room has private
"Impersonation of a Lady," cur- Products
He also said the company is improvhas been awarded a verdict
dressing room, bath and
rent serial in "Ladies' Home Jouring and extending its radio station.
shower. Beds "built for
nay," and "Dice Woman," play by of $3,320, full amount claimed, by
Wilson and Anzonetta Collison, have the California courts against the
rest." Every venience.
modern
Fine foodsconat
Owl Theater here. Defense set up
been acquired by Fox.
by the theater was that the West6 Leads Opposite
Fairbanks
reasonable prices. ConvenFive Stories Bought by RKO
ern Electric sound system installed
ient parking for your car.
London — Douglas Fairbanks will have
Chas. Danziger, Mgr.
In a splurge of play buying, RKO in the theater was unsatisfactory.
six leading women in "Exit Don Juan,"
being produced by London Films under
Eugene Stern, Pres.
has acquired screen rights to five
direction of Alexander Korda. The
Pettijohn to Speak at Yale
shows during the past two weeks.
The "Doorway of Hospitality"
sextette includes Benita Hume, Merle
Charles
C.
Pettijohn
will
address
Oberon, Elsa Lanchester (Mrs. Charles
Vine at Hollywood
Blvd
New buys are: "False Dreams, Fare- the New Haven Bar Association
HOLLYWOOD
Laughton), Binnie Barnes, Joan Gardner
and
well," "By Your Leave," "Gay Di- the
and Diana
Napier.
Monday.
Yale Law School in New Haven
vorce," "A Coat, a Hat, a Glove"

Holding Public Hearings
11,375 of Pathe Shares
Before C. A. Conference
Repurchased by Company

Elect Thompson, Blumberg
To Canadian RKO Board

r

HOLLYWOOD

PLAZA

7,496 Code Assents In

Colonel Frey is Elected
Director in Loew's, Inc.

No Movie Legislation
Expected This Session
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to Have Charge of All RKO Activities

PERSONNELS 42 LOCALliE BOARDS ANNOUNCED
Using Present Clearance-Zoning Schedules
as Basis
20 Boards Are Still to be
Protest Against Plans May
Be Submitted to Code
Authority

The Academy
and other things
■By JACK

THERE

ALICOATE-

is unquestionably a definite place

' in this industry for the Academy of
Motion Picture Arts and Sciences. And
this regardless of civil war that recently
shook its foundations and threatened its
very existence. In the matter of recorded cooperative technical and artistic advancement, the Academy stands alone. Its
program of standardization saved millions
for the industry. It provides a common
meeting ground for those with like problems. Now that the housecleaning is
over it is not unlikely that the Academy
will become more important than ever.

KIO type of competition is more destruc' ^ five than price wars. When theater
owners cut admission prices simply because
the other fellow is doing it, the result is
deadly. It is the picture, in normal times,
and not the price that brings patrons to
the box-office. As yet no one has been
able to solve the problem of making money
by selling anything below its cost.
▼
DECENTLY,

T

T

in the Southland, we

had

'^ lunch with one of the largest buyers
of film in the country. "Film salesmen,"
he told us, "are now gentlemen and of a
higher class than formerly. However, there
is still room for improvement. Among their
objectionable qualities, and mind you we
refer to the minority, are repetition,
rudeness, egotism and bragging. Their worst
fault, however, is knocking competitors."
Personally, we were of the opinion that this
sort of elementary selling had passed on
with the depression.
T

T

T

THANKS to Mr. Goldwyn and Mr. United
■ Artists, we have two new, welcome
faces on the screens of America. Each
may have z golden future before her. We
refer respectfully to Miss Sten as "Nana"
and Miss Bergner as "Catherine." Each
has that indefinable something, other than
IT, that makes for screen popularity. The
future of the art rests even more upon new
faces than in new stories, idegs or technique.

Existing clearance and zoning
schedules will be used as a basis for
the first systems to be set up under
the motion picture code, under a
resolution adopted by the Code Authority. Protests against the various zone plans may be submitted to
the Authority.
Shortness of time before the beginning of the new selling season
prompted{Continued
the resolution,
Executive
on Page 10)

20th CENTURY LINEUP
FINISHED BY APRIL 15
West

Coast Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Finishing 20th Century's initial line-up in scheduled
time, Darryl F. Zanuck will complete "Head of the Family" by April
15, according to present plans. Half
of the total nrogram of 12 features
{Continued on Page

10)

Expanding Movie Exhibits
At Steel Pier in A. C.

Variety Club for K. C.

Kansas City — Plans for a Variety Club
here will be completed at a meeting
tomorrow following a preliminary conference last week. Charles E. Shafer of
Fox is temporary chairman. Bill Warner
and Don Davis form the quarters committee: Tommy Thompson and Frank
Hensler, membership, and Barney Joffee.
publicity.
Membership will be limited
to 100.

FOX WILL RESTRICT
ITS MUSIC ON RADIO
Broadcasting of music from three
forthcoming Fox musicals will be restricted, itwas announced Saturday
by S. R. Kent, president of Fox. The
move is an effort to prevent song
numbers from being killed by overuse before a picture is generally released. The edict applies to "George
White's Scandals," "The Follies"
and "Bottoms Up." No numbers
from these pictures will be made
(Continued on Page 10)

Sunday Performances
Assured in Kentucky

Frankfort, Ky. — Making the
fourth state to overthrow the blue
Atlantic City — Space for movie law since the first of the year, the
exhibits at the Steel Pier will be Kentucky Senate last week passed
the Sunday opening law, following
says Presiden':
year, Burlev
enlargedP. this
Frank
Gravatt.
Jarrett- its passage by the House. The Gov
(.Continued on Page 10)
ernor's signature is assured.

Aylesworth to Devote Efforts
To Financial End Exclusively
Keen Competition On
For Broadway Plays
Keen competition for produced
plays, with Paramount and Metro
providing the most spirited competion, and RKO now displaying feverish activity in acquisition of current Broadway shows, has resulted
in higher prices for Broadway plays
than in the past five years. RKO
has deals on for five current plays.

West

Coast

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — J. R. McDonough,
who last week was made president
of RKO Radio Pictures will be in
RKO activcomplete charge of alland
theaters,
ities, both production
from now on, The Film Daily
learns. Merlin H. Aylesworth, although president of the RKO holdall mating company, will turn over
administration
ters of (Continued
on Page to9) McDon-

Named — Total Membership to be 372

Personnel of 42 local boards, including clearance and zoning boards
and grievance boards for 21 cities
as provided for under the film code,
was announced yesterday by the
Code Authority. Twenty boards,
two each in ten cities, remain to Be
named. The committee on nominations which has been holding meetings daily for the past week will
continue its work today, said John
C. Flinn, executive secretary of the
Code Authority, and the Code Authority will meet again next Monday
to consider further committee recommendations.
In four territories, Charlotte, Detroit, New Orleans and Oklahoma
City the Code
Authority
and
(Continued
on Page selected
9)

GOLDSTONE RESUMING
PRODUCTION IN FALL
Phil Goldstone, who bowed out of
independent activities last fall, will
re-enter production on his return
from Europe in September, he told
The Film Daily Saturday. His
re-entry will likely be in connection with
production
(Continued
on Pagefor10) national

Code Authority Suit
Postponed to March 1
Hearing on the Congress theater
suit, seeking an injunction to restrain the Code Authority from accepting
Qualified on
assents,
(Continued
Page 10)has been
Sigmund Weltner Dies
Sigmund
pioneer
metropolitan Weltner,
exhibitor and afather
of George
Weltner, assistant to John W. Hicks,
Jr., vice-president
of Paramount
national, died Saturday
as a result Interof a
fractured skull received in a fall on the
ice. He was 72 years old and had been
a life-long
of Adolph
Zukor. Funeral servicesfriend
will be
held today.
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NEW

YORK

(QUOTATIONS

STOCK

Distributor

Theater

Cat and the Fiddle
Bolero
Carolina
Long
Lost Father
The Big Shakedown
Moulin Rouge
(2nd week)
Mandalay
Forgotten
Men
(2nd week)5'
Devil Tiger (2nd week)
As Husbands Go*
All of Me*
Road to Ruin
Trapeze

M-G-M
Paramount
Fox
RKO Radio
Warner Bros
United Artists
Warner Bros
Jewel Productions
Fox
Fox
Paramount
First Division
Protex

Capitol
Paramount
Music Hall
Roxy
Mayfair
Rivoli
Strand
Criterion
Rialto
Center
Palace
Cameo
Little Carnegie

♦ TWO-A-DAY-RUN
Catherine

the

AS OF SATURDAY)

Am.
Seat
Columbia Picts. vtc.
Con. Fm. Ind

High
63/g
25V2
5V2

Low
5%
25 V-.
5%

Net
Close
Chge.
6% +
Vi
25V2 — 1
5V2 +
14

Con. Fm. Ind. pfd..
East. Kodak
Fox Fm. "A"
......
Loew's,
Inc
Metro-Goldwyn, pfd..
Paramount ctfs
Pathe
Exch
do "A"
RKO
Warner Bros

17l/4
933,4
17
333A
24%
5%
3%
18
4i/4
73,4

165/8
92
167/8
33V8
247/8
5%
33/8
1734
4
7%

163/4
923/4
16%—
33%
24%
5%
3%—
18
4%
7%

NEW
YORK
Columbia Pets. vtc...
Technicolor

CURB
29
10

MARKET
29
29
9%
10

Trans-Lux
NEW

YORK

2%

25/8

BOND

MARKET

2%

+
+

+
+
—

i/4
13/4
Vs
V*
%
%
%
%
Vs
%

+

4Vi

+

%

—
+
—

Gen. Th. Eq. 6s40
113,4 10% 11% + 1
Gen. Th. Eq.6s40 ctfs. 103^ 10
103,4+ 3/+
Keith
A-0
6s 46.. 61 y4 61 y4 61% + i/4

Loew

6s 41ww

.... 96%

Paramount 6s 47 ctfs. 48%
Par. 5%s50
ctfs.... 48%

963/8 96%
48
48%
473,4 48%

+
+

1%
134

Warner's
6s39
.... 58% 58
583,4 + %
NEW
YORK
PRODUCE
EXCHANGE SECURITIES
Para.

Publix

5%

5%

Great

♦ FOREIGN
The Simple Tailor
La Frochard et Les Deux
Orphelines
(2nd week)

PICTURES

53,4

THEDATE
INDUSTRY'S
BOOK
Today: Allied Theater Owners of New Jersey
meeting at Stacy Theater, Trenton, N. J.
Feb. 21 : First annual ball of Independent
Theater Owners Ass'ji, Waldorf-Astoria,
New York.

*

Astor
Acme

Amkino
55th St. Playhouse

Blue Ribbon Photo.

♦ FUTURE,, OPENINGS
Shadows
of Sing Sing (Feb. 19)
Pettersson b Bendel
(Feb. 20)
Dark Hazard
( Feb. 21 )
Hips, Hips, Hooray
(Feb. 22)
It Happened
One Night
(Feb. 22)
Death Takes a Holiday
(Feb. 23)
Palooka
(Feb. 28)
Wonder
Bar (Feb. 28)
Six of a Kind
( March 2)
Mystery of Mr. X

♦

Columbia
Mayfair
Scandinavian Talk. Pic. . ,55th St. Playhouse
Warner Bros
Rialto
RKO Radio
Roxy
Columbia
Music Hall
Paramount
Paramount
United Artists
Rivoli
Warner Bros
Strand
Paramount
Paramount
M-G-M
Capitol

run.

Grand Rapids, Mich. — Culminating efforts of exhibitors to stop
beano competition, a one-man grand
jury investigation has been called
at request of Prosecutor Bartel J.
Jonkman, who recently ordered the
games stopped. City officials are
charged with being accessories before the fact in commission of offenses against gaming laws. Beano
parlors were attracting 20,000 perorder.sons weekly before Jonkman's recent

B. & K. Stock
Chicago — Removal
Katz common stock
the Chicago Stock
been approved.

Coming and Going
RALPH A. KOHN, SAM DEMBOW, Jr., and
Y-. FRANK FREEMAN have rturned to New York
from the Middle
West.
COLONEL FRED LEVY left New York yesterday for Louisville.
CLIFF EDWARDS arrives in New York tomorrow from the coast on the Grace liner Santa
Elena.
Mrs. Edwards
is with him.
GREGORY RATOFF left Chicago last week
tor New York to meet his mother, just arrived
from Russia, and bring her to Chicago to live
with relatives.
MARGARET SULLAVAN, after several delayed
departures, finally left Sunday for the coast to
start work at Universal in "Little Man, What

*

United Artists

Call Grand Jury Probe
Of Grand Rapids Beanos

EXCHANGE

Parade o

Picture

Subsequent

FINANCIAL

Monday, Feb. 19, 1934

DABI.V

day.MERLIN H. AYLESWORTH, J. R. McDONOUGH. NED DEPINET and A. H. McCAUS'-AND
of RKO are expected from the coast on Satur-

New Producing Company
San Francisco — International
Cinema, Inc., producing corporation,
hasNow?"
been incorporated here by G. P.
Regan zation
of of $500,000.
Oakland, with a capitali-

Incorporates for Camera Business
Irvington, N. Y. — Photocolor Pictures, Inc., has been incorporated
here to deal in motion picture cameras and apparatus. Incorporators
Stricken
are Henry T. Brett, New York City;
of Balaban & Edwin L. La Cross, Westfield, N. J.,
from listing on
R. Chambers, BrookExchange has and Margaret
lyn. Authorized capitalization is
$5,000.

Trustees to Press Action
For Return of 23 Films
Paramount Publix trustees indicate their intention of pressing their
court action seeking to compel return to Paramount of 23 feature
negatives held by Film Production
Corp. Denial was made that efforts
are being made to adjust the matter without going into court.
The transfer of these negatives
has been attacked by Attorney Samuel Zirn and other layers representing minority bondholders as a bank
preference violating the bond covenant.

Win Exploitation Prizes
Winners in the exploitation contest conducted among Loew theaters
in connection with 20th Century's
"The Bowery" are announced by
United Artists, as follows: Carter
Barron and Lew Brown of the Palace, Washington, first cash prize of
$50;
Lester
Pollock
Loew's,
Rochester,
second
prize of
of $25;
H.
M. Addison, Loew's State, Cleveland,
third prize of $25. Judges were
Darryl F. Zanuck, Al Lichtman and
Hal Home.

"EIGHT

GIRLS

IN

A

BOAT"

Pretty figures on the screen mean pretty figures in the
box-office ledger. Another way to lick overhead is to install Alexander Smith Carpet. Long wear,moderate cost,
appealing patterns — three good reasons why it is used
in a majority of the country's most successful theatres.

ALEXANDER

SMITH

CARPET

The
BOX OFFICE
STAR of
the Year f

ANNA
STEN
In Her Unsurpassed Screen Performance

a

TRAPEZE"
Directed by E. A. Dupont, Creator of "Variety"

AN ALL-ENGLISH VERSION OF THE PICTURE
VOTED AN OUTSTANDING HIT!
RAVES

FROM

THE PRESS.'

AVAILABLE
IMMEDIATE

"One of the best all-around screen melodramas
of the year . . . deserving of rank among the
talking
"A

pictures'

finest

achievements!"
N. Y. World-Telegram

-kifk picture!
Packs thrills . . . spectacular . . . fast-moving, peppy . . . will certainly hold your interest from
to finish!"
N. start
Y. Daily
News

"Interesting
and impressive melodrama.
. . .
Miss STEN attractive . . . providing the picture with its most
effective
performance!"
N. Y. Herald-Tribune

Wriie

-

Wire

FOR
BOOKING
-

PRO TEX PICTURES

32 East 58th Street, New

Phone

CORP.
Vork

VOIunteer 5-3320

"Atmosphere superb . . . supporting cast
but both overshadowed by the star whose pulchritude and talent continue to justify the
raves'"
N. Y. American

CASH

The

IN ON THE MOST PUBLICIZED SCREEN
DAY!
PERSONALITY OF THE

BIG-MONEY

Bet

of

(U. S. and Canadian rights exclusively controlled by Protex Pictures Corporation)
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HOLLYWOOD

£)AVID BUTLER has been assigned by Fox to direct "Will Rogers
and Peggy
Wood
in "Merry Andrew."
T
T
T
Sally Blane and Polly Ann Young,
sisters of Loretta Young, will appear
in Chesterfield's "Stolen Sweets,"
with Charles Starrett, Jameson
Thomas, Johnny Harron, Goodee
Montgomery, Tom Ricketts and Aggie Herring. Richard Thorpe is directing.
T
T
T
Frank Craven, now being featured in Monogram's "City Limits,"
has been signed by Charles R. Rogers for a part in the new Paramount
picture "In TConference."
T
T
Ferdinand Schumann-Heink, son
of the famous contralto, has been
signed for "The World Moves On,"
Fox production with Madeleine Carroll and Franchot Tone.
T
T
T
Horace and Stacy Woodard, producers of Educational's Battle For
Life series, are "seventy miles outsideterial
of California,"
gathering
for the next release
in mathis
series, which will graphically show
how "life begins" with six or seven
highly divergent types of animals.
T
T
T
Work is starting on Columbia's
"Twentieth Century," with John
Barrymore in the starring role, and
Carole Lombard playing the feminine lead. Barrymore recently returned to Hollywood after a vacation cruise on his yacht, while Director Howard Hawks has already
started to assemble a hand-picked
cast to support the principals in
this important production.
T
T
T
Ferdinand
and
Barnett
Vince
Gottschalk have been added to Paramount's "Thirty Day Princess."
T
T
T
Frank Layton is an addition to
Columbia's "Storm at Midnight,"
Tim McCoy vehicle.
T
T
T
George Pat Collins goes in the
cast of "One Man's Woman" at Warners.
T
T
T
Production is scheduled to start
Feb. 21 on "Hello Prosperity," Educational-Andy Clyde Comedy in
which Clyde will essay the role of a
"wine-taster."
Definition on Giveaways
Only "straight" or "continuity" giveaways can be abolished under the code,
according to an interpretation by Lester
5. Tobias, veteran premium company operator. Banning of the practice, as provided under the code, can occur when
75 per cent of the independent and active theaters in a territory and 75 per
cent of affiliated and active houses vote
to discontinue the practice.

PHIL

M. DALY

•
•
• A BRAND
new technique in publicity !
as
noted on the first publicity yarn sent out by N. W. Ayer & Son
on Mickey Mouse
(for they are evidently handling the
account).
at the top is a printed announcement as follows "Note to Editor:
We submit the material on this
sheet for you to judge solely on the basis of its general interest,
without relation to any advertising we may have placed in
your publication."
and if you ask us
that is a
very subtle way of directing the editor's attention to the fact
that the N. W. Ayer outfit, who place big gobs of advertising is sending in a yarn and would like a break.
•

•

• THE FIRST setback to the Moulin Rouge Caravan
with Anna Q. Nilsson sent to a Cleveland hospital with
a severe attack of sinus
she was expected to rejoin the
Caravan in Detroit last Saturday
in Cleveland the Caravan had 1,000 standees at Loew's State
with H. M. Addison, Loew's district mgr., and Art Catlin, house manager,
greeting the visiting stars
•
•
• MEMBERS OF the Fashion Group will attend the
Paramount theater next Friday eve
to witness the screen
debut of Kathleen Howard, their former prexy
who appears in "Death Takes a Holiday"
Phil Baker will also
make his first stage appearance on Broadway in more than a
year at the Paramount show
the Consul General of Mexico will occupy the state box at the Capitol with a party of 10
this eve to honor Ramon Novarro in "The Cat and the Fiddle"
Ramon also being there in person
Was Howard
S. Cullman of the Roxy theayter embarrassed ..... when he
took the Missus to a naborhood house on a busman's holiday
and the film they were showing was "I Was a Spy"
which had just played his own house
a film pressagey
named Jack Dennis in Hollywood has his neck in a plaster cast
he having been surprised to find he had broken it while
sleeping
Caption: "Pressagey Gets Unexpected Break!"
Apollo, A. C, as M-G-M Outlet
Atlantic City — The new Apollo,
now under renovation, and scheduled
to open Feb. 22 as a first-run for
M-G-M, will not be ready until some
weeks later, perhaps March 10, it
is announced by the owner, P. Mortimer Lewis. It will open as a
straight movie house, altho equipment is being installed for stage
presentations in the event the Warner theaters decide to install "flesh."

"Looking
for Trouble"
Tradeshow
"Looking for Trouble," 20th Century production with Spencer Tracy
and Jack Oakie starred, will be
tradeshown by United Artists tomorrow morning at the Astor theater.
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SHORT SHOTS from
EASTERN STUDIOS
By CHAS. AL1COATE

'"THE Ritz Brothers, vaudeville and
musical comedy trio, signed by
Educational Pictures, will be featured in the next musical comedy
which Al Christie will produce at
the Eastern Service studio in Astoria within a few weeks. A musical comedy book, with original music, is now being prepared for this
two-reeler, which will be the fourth
in Educational's series this season.
Jeannic Lang denies all rumors that
she will play vaudeville during her
present air contract (Hudnut) . She
prefers to devote all her time to rado. She will, however, be featured
in shorts to be produced by Warner
Bros, at the Brooklyn Yitaphone
studio.

Burnet Hershey has completed the
treatment of the story, "No More
West," which will feature Bert
Lahr in a two-reel short scheduled
to be put into production by the
Meyer Davis unit of Van Beuren the
first week in March. "No More
West" will be directed by Nick
Grinde, his first assignment for this
company, with work to be done at
the Biograph studio.

heard(Buddy)
of acts Rogers
"doubling,"
butWe've
Charles
urill
"quintuple" this week, playing with
his
California
Cavaliers
Loew's
Valencia
in Jamaica,
the atParadise
Restaurant, the Empire Ballroom
(for one night), a short at the
Brooklyn Vitaphone studio and a
fraternity dance at Princeton.

Synchronizing of a twelve-reel
travelogue, picturizing the country
of Greece, to be distributed by the
Drivas Picture Co., is now under
way
studio.at the Reeves Sound Recording
▼
T
T

Women Going
for "Mandalay"
Credited
to women
patronage,
better than average business was
done by "Mandalay" on its openings in Washington, Memphis and
Frank E. Stuart Back in Business Cleveland,
according to reports to
Reggie Childs is scheduled to
Detroit — Frank E. Stuart, form- the Warner home office. The Broad- make his first, band short on Feb. 26
erly with Pathe, Fox and other film
way opening at the Strand also at the Vitaphone Brooklyn studio.
companies, has returned to picture was above average.
business, affiliating with Monarch
Pictures Corp., independent exchange, as state sales representative.
Montagu Love is the latest addiMajestic, Chicago, adds "B.B.B."
tion to the cast of "Frankie and
Chicago — Majestic is installing
being directed by Chester
"B. B. B.", Hollywood m.c, and his Johnny,"
Erskin
at the Biograph plant.
Para. Product for 5th Ave.
only.
orchestra as an experiment. The
Fifth Avenue Playhouse has house has been running pictures
signed with Paramount for secondrun products until April. House is
Movie Pamphlet Published
changing three times weekly.
Millward Gets Amity Exchange
"The Eyes of the Movie," by Harry
Alan Potamkin, noted critic who died
Seattle — Amity Picture is opening
recently, has been published as one of
the series of pamphlets sponsored by the
Miriam Hopkins for Boston
a new exchange here under the
Film and Photo League and published by
Boston — Miriam Hopkins has name of Metropolitan Film ExInternational Pamphlets. The booklet
been definitely set to appear at the ward.
discusses various social aspects of motion
change, Inc., operated by D. C. MillMetropolitan next week.
pictures.

THIS IS THE SHOW

that Warner

Bros, have been building for eight

months as the high spot of this season . . . The story that has been famous
for six years as an international stage success . . . The production that departs completely from previous musical formulas, to create as distinct a
novelty as was "42nd Street" one year ago today.

.....

THESE ARE THE STARS

who set a new

record for quality and calibre

of names in a single screen production:— KAY FRANCIS, DICK POWELL, DOLORES
DEL RIO, AL JOLSON, RICARDO CORTEZ, HAL LE ROY, GUY KIBBEE, HUGH
HERBERT, RUTH DONNELLY,
Directed

by

Lloyd

Bacon,

FIFI D'ORSAY, MERNA
who

made "42nd

KENNEDY,

Street" and

ROBERT

BARRAT.

"Footlight Parade."

THESE

AllL

L

U U

II U

U

by Dubin and Warren which are being featured

daily by radio's greatest bands. ..contributing a fortune in publicity to the fame of
Wonder

Bar:— "Goin' To Heaven on a Mule"— "Don't Say Goodnight"— "Wonder

Bar"— "Vive La France"— "Why Do I Dream Those Dreams"— "Tango Del Rio"
...Staged in incredibly lavish numbers created and directed by Busby Berkeley.

^_

II I U

Iv

I II 11 I L L you can give your patrons Easter Week in a special
IllL
pre-release engagement, of which there will be a limited number, following the
advance

publicity premiere in Miami

February 20th, where

this "gorgeous

novelty" will be introduced to the American public at the Community

WARNER

Theatre by

BROS.
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Setup_of First 42 Local Code Boards Announced

fied of their selection, trade paper
{Continued from Page 1)
recommended for approval by Divi- announcements serving this pursion Administrator Sol A. RosenThe approved appointments follow:
blatt, the impartial representatives pose.
BUFFALO
who are not connected with the industry but who sit as members of
Grievance
Board — representative
national
the local boards and vote on mat- listr.hutor affiliated, Sidney Sampson, Fox ;
epresentative distributor unaffiliated, Jack L.
ters on which the industry members
Monogram;
exhibitor
affiliated,
are deadlocked and unable to reach Jerkowitz,
Villitm H. Cadoret, Rochester; exhibitor unmajority decisions. Additional im- ffi lated, J. H. Michaels, Buffalo.
Clearance
partial members will be announces
nd
Zoning
Board — representative
national
i tvibutor
affiliated,
Ted
O'Shea,
Metroat the next meeting of the Code AuJoldwyn, Mayer ; representative distributor unthority, and the boards when comffjlipted, Dave Miller, Universal;
first run
pletely organized will begin their •xhibitor affiliated, Vincent J. Mc-Faul, Sheafirst run exhibitor unaffiliated,
functions immediately. When all ap- Paramount;
Buffalo; subsequent run expointments are completed the total Charles Hayman.
hibitors unaffiliated, Sol Raives,
Rochester;
membership of the boards will num- Erwin Price, E. Aurora.
ber 372 persons and in each terriCHARLOTTE
tory the two boards will be served
Grievance Board — representative national
by one secretary. Only the secre- distributor affiliated, Frank Bryan, Warner;
taries will be paid for their services representative distributor unaffiliated, H. H.
out of funds to be raised from the Everett, Monogram; exhibitor affiliated, H. F.
Kincey, Paramount ; exhibitor unaffiliated,
industry at large.
Chas. W. Picquet, Pinehurst ; impartial memIn order to expedite the work of
ber, Paul Rousseau, secretary; Merchants'
Association. Clearance and Zoning Board —
the clearance and zoning boards, the representative
national distributor affiliated,
Code Authority has unanimously ap- Ira Furman, Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer ; represenproved the following resolution:
tative distributor unaffiliated, R. J. Ingrain,
"Whereas, Article VI, Part 1 of the Code of
Fair Competition for the Motion Picture Industry contemplated that local Clearance and Zoning Boards should be established prior to Jan, 1
of each year to set up fair, just and equitable
schedules of clearance and zoning to provide
against clearance of unreasonable length and/or
area, and
Whereas, for the year 1934, the date of
January 1st was indefinitely postponed by reason of unavoidable delay in establishing such
Clearance and Zoning Boards and
Whereas, the selling season of the industry
is but a short time orf and it is necessary to
simplify and expedite the functions of such
Boards and direct their activities and qualify
their procedure, now on motion by Mr. Bareford,
seconded by Mr. Yamins,
it is unanimously
RESOLVED: That Clearance and Zoning
Boards shall perform and discharge their duties
by receiving any and all protests from members
of the industry against any existing clearance
and zoning as to their respective theaters alleging that such clearance and zoning is unreasonable in length and/or area, and that such
Boards shall decide the issues raised by such
protests after notice and hearing to the parties
effected; and that with respect to the time of
making of decisions and the procedure thereafter, the provisions of the Code shall govern."

The film exchange territories in
which local boards have not yet been
appointed are Albany, Atlanta, Boston, Chicago, Cleveland, Milwaukee,
New York City, Philadelphia, San
Francisco
and Washington,
D. C.
In the instance of Indianapolis,
lack of available affiliated exhibitors in the zone has compelled omission of the one required for the local
grievance board, with the result that
two independents are included in its
personnel. No boards are being set
u,p for Columbus as this territory
is generally handled out of Cleveland.
The Authority's committee on
vaudeville section of the code will
meet during this week and submit
its report at the Code Authority session Feb. 26. The committee on
board nominations will meet daily
this week. The Code Authority will
file protests against its board selections but no changes will be effected
unless some emergency situation, indicating the unsuitability of a member to serve, arises.
Ed Kuykendall will preside at the
Authority's next meeting. Board
appointees will not be formally noti-

Columbia ; first run exhibitor affiliated, Montgomery Hill, Greensboro ; first run exhibitor
unaffiliated, Albert Sotille, Charleston, S. C;
subsequent run exhibitors unaffiliated, J. M.
Cregg, Charlotte, N. C. ; W. H. Hendricks,
Readville, N. C. ; impartial member, C. O.
Kuester, secretary, Charlotte Chamber of
Commerce.
CINCINNATI
Grievance Board — representative national
distributor affiliated, George Smith, Paramount ; representative distributor affiliated,
Paul Krieger, Universal ; exhibitor affiliated,
W. A. Finney, Loew's ; exhibitor unaffiliated,
John Elliott, Lexington, Ky. Clearance and
Zoning Board — representative national distributor affiliated, Maurice White, Warner ;
representative distributor unaffiliated, Allan
Moritz, Columbia; first run exhibitor affiliated. Ike Libson, RKO ; first run exhibitor
unaffiliated, J. Real Neth, Columbus ; subsequent run exhibitors unaffiliated, Frank W.
Huss. Jr., Cincinnati ; W. A. Keyes, Dayton,
Ohio.
DALLAS
Grievance Board — representative national
distributor affiliated, L. R. Bickell, Metro;
representative distributor unaffiliated, Claude
Ezell, Monogram ; exhibitor affiliated, Karl
Hoblitzelle, Interstate-Paramount ; exhibitor
unaffiliated, Roy L. Walker, Lampassus, Tex.
Clearance and Zoning Board — representative
naticral distributor affiliated, C. E. Hilgers,
Fox; representative distributor unaffiliated,
E. S. Olsmith, Universal ; first run exhibitor
affiliated, R. J. O'Donnell, Interstate-Paramount ;first run exhibitor unaffiliated, Harold
Robb, Dallas ; subsequent run exhibitors unaffiliated, Paul Scott, Dallas; L. C. Tidball,
Ft. Worth.
DENVER
Grievance Board — representative national
distributor affiliated, Earl Bell, Warner; representative distributor unaffiliated, Jack Langan, Universal ; exhibitor affiliated, L. J.
Finske, Paramount ; exhibitor unaffiliated,
Burns Ellison, Denver. Clearance and Zoning
Board — representative national distributor affiliated, Joe F. Ashby, RKO ; representative
distributor unaffiliated, Wayne Ball, Columbia ;first run exhibitor affiliated, Rick Ricketson, Fox Rocky Mountain ; first run exhibitor
unaffiliated, H. E. Huffman, Denver (Gen.
Theaters, Inc.) ; subsequent run exhibitors
unaffiliated, Harry A. Goodridge, Denver ; Ed.
J. Schulte, Casper, Wyo.
DES MOINES
Grievance Board — representative national
distributor affiliated, E. J. Tilton, Warner;
representative distributor unaffiliated, Louis
Patz, Universal ; exhibitor affiliated, H. J.
Cavanaugh, RKO Theaters ; exhibitor unaffiliated, Clif L. Niles, Ahamosa, Iowa. Clearance and Zoning Board — representative national distributor affiliated, B. J. McCarthy,
RKO ; representative
distributor unaffiliated,

Joseph Levy, Columbia; first run exhibitor
affiliated, A. H. Blank, Tri- State-Paramount ;
first run exhibitor unaffiliated, Ed Ellsworth,
X°w.a Falls; subsequent run exhibitors unaffiliated, Julius Geertz, Davenport; Abe
Frankel, Des Moines.
DETROIT

ALL RKO ACTIVITIES
UNDER MCDONOUGH

Grievance Board— representative national
distributor affiliated, Fred North Warner(.Continued from Page 1)
representative distributor unaffiliated, Sam
beplcwin, Monogram; exhibitor affiliated, Ed ough upon his return to New York
L. Leatty, Butterfield; exhibitor unaffiliated, late this week and will devote his
iv! E Knsh-ier, Detroit; impartial member,
RKO efforts to handling financial
Kenneth C. Weber, attorney. Clearanc
e and
Zoi mg Board — representative national dis- problems exclusively. Although no
tributor affiliated, Nat Levy, RKO; represen- changes in the personnel of the
tative distributor unaffiliated, Carl H. Shalit.
Columbia; first run exhibitor affiliated, Geo. story departments are contemplated,
W Trendle, Paramount; first run exhibitor it is known that McDonough will
unaffiliated, James Minter, Owasso, Mich. ; give particular attention to the final
subsequent run exhibitors unaffiliated, James acceptance of stories and plays.
C. Ritter, Detroit; Allan Johnson, Grand
Rapids, Mich.; impartial member, H. A.
Harrington,
secretary; arbitrator committee
Def. oit Board of Commerce.
affiliated. Jack Haywood, No. Richmond,
Wise. ; subsequent run exhibitors unaffiliated,
INDIANAPOLIS
O. A. Lee. Minneapolis, Fred V. Holzapfel,
Grievance Board — representative national Minneapolis.
distributor affiliated, J. Harold Stevens, ParaNEW HAVEN
mount ; representative distributor unaffiliated,
Floyd Brown, Universal ; exhibitor unafGrievance Board — representative national
filiated, I.M. Halperin; exhibitor unaffiliated, distributor affiliated, Nathan Furst, Warner ;
Chas. Olson. Clearance and Zoning Board —
representative distributor unaffiliated, E. Rorepresentative national distributor affiliated, gcvin, Columbia ; exhibitor affiliated, Geo.
Geo. Landis, Fox ; representative distributor Cruzen, Paramount ; exhibitor unaffiliated, J.
unaffiliated, Marty Solomon, Columbia; first B. Fishman, New Haven. Clearance and
run exhibitor affiliated, Jack Flex, Loew's; Zoning Board — representative national distributor affiliated, A. M. Kane, Paramount ;
first run exhibitor unaffiliated, Kenneth Collins; subsequent run exhibitors unaffiliated, representative distributor unaffiliated, Morris
M. Marcus, Ft. Wayne; A. C. Zaring, In- Joseph, Universal ; first run exhibitor affilidianapolis.
ated, I. J. Hoffman, Warner ; first run exKANSAS CITY
hibitor unaffiliated, Arthur Lockwood, Middletown; subsequent run exhibitors unaffiliGrievance Board — representative national
ated, Adolph Johnson, N. H. ; Martin Kelledistributor affiliated, Ward Scott, Fox; rep- her, Hartford.
resentative distributor unaffiliated, Bennie
NEW
ORLEANS
Benjamin, Universal; exhibitor affiliated,
Lawience Lehman, RKO; exhibitor unafGrievance Board — representative national
filiated, Jay Means, Kansas City. Clearance distributor affiliated, Guy Brown, RKO ; representative distributor unaffiliated, Houston
and Zoning Board — representative national
distributor affiliated, Ralph Libeau, Para- Duvall, Columbia ; exhibitor affiliated. Norman
mount ; representative distributor unaffiliated, Carter, Saenger ; exhibitor unaffiliated, Bert
Harry Taylor, Columbia; first run exhibitor Kiern, New Orleans ; impartial member, Heraffiliated, Elmer Rhoden, Fox Midwest; first
bert J. Schwartz, president, Maison Blanche.
run exhibitor unaffiliated, Peck Baker, Kansas
Clearance and Zoning Board — representative
national distributor affiliated, Luke S. ConCity, Kans.affiliated,
; Fred
subsequent
run exhibitors
Meyn, Kansas
City; E. unE.
nor, Warner;
distributor
unaffiliated, Paulrepresentative
Tessier, Universal;
first run
Webber, Kansas City.
"xhibitor affiliated. Rodney Toups, Loew's ;
LOS ANGELES
first run exhibitor unaffiliated, Harry McLeod, New Orleans ; subsequent run exhibiGrievance Board — representative national fors
unaffiliated. Joseph Alsina, New Orleans :
distributor affiliated, Jake Milstein, Metro ;
Joseph Barcelona. Baton Rouge ; _ impartial
representative distributor unaffiliated, Howard
member,
W.
Co. H. Alexander, president ; L.
Stubbins, Monogr.un ; exhibitor affiliated, Lou Fiebleman
Halpcr, Warner ; exhibitor unaffiliated, Ben
Berinstein, Pasadena. Clearance and Zoning
OKLAHOMA CITY
Board — representative national distributor afGrievance Board — representative national
filiated, Carroll Peacock, Paramount; repre- distributor affiliated, Otto Rode, Warner ;
sentative distributor unaffiliated, Wm. C. Rit- •epresentative distributor unaffiliated, Sol
ter, Columbia; first run exhibitor affiliated, Davis, Monogram ; exhibitor unaffiliated, R.
J;ck Sullivan, Fox West Coast; first run ex- M. Clark, Oklahoma City ; exhibitor unaffiliated, Fred Pickrel. Ponca City ; impartial
hibitor unaffiliated, Russell Rogers, Los Angeles; subsequent run exhibitors unaffiliated, member, Judge Albert C. Hunt, former Chief
Justice, Oklahoma Supreme Court. Clearance
Harry Hicks; Geo. Hanss, Los Angeles.
and Zoning Board — representative national
MEMPHIS
distributor affiliated, F. A. Higdon, Fox ;
Grievance Board — representative) national •epiesentative distributor unaffiliated, L. F.
distributor affiliated. T. W. Young, Fox; Stocker, Columbia ; first run exhibitor affiliated, Pat McGee, Paramount; first run exrepresentative distributor unaffiliated, James
hibitor unaffiliated, Ralph Talbot, Tulsa ; subRogers, Columbia; exhibitor affiliated, M. A.
run exhibitors unaffiliated, M. LowLightman, Paramount ; exhibitor unaffiliated, enstein, sequent
Oklahoma City ; W. P. Morgan,
Wm. Ruffin, Covington, Tenn. Clearance and Tulsa ;homaimpartial
member, F. C. Morey. ViceCity.
Board — representative national dis- President, Tradesman National Bank. OklaZoning tributor
affiliated, Frank Wilingham, Metro ;
repiesentative distributor unaffiliated, W. E.
OMAHA
Sipe, Universal; first run exhibitor affiliated,
Howard Waugh, Warner; first run exhibitor
Grievance Board — representative national
unaffiliated, Sidney Nutt, Hot Springs; sub- distributor affiliated, A. Mendenhall, Parasequent run exhibitors unaffiliated, T. W.
mount; representative distributor unaffiliated,
Sharp, Little Rock; A. J. Suzore, Memphis. Jerry Spandeau, Universal; exhibitor affiliated, Will Singer, RKO; exhibitor unaffiliated,
MINNEAPOLIS
Walter Creal, Omaha. Clearance and ZonGrievance Board — representative national
ing Board — ■ representative national disdistributor affiliated, Moe Levy, Fox; repretributor affiliated, _ A. M. Avery, RKO ;
sentative distributor unaffiliated, Max Stahl, representative
distributor unaffiliated, D. V.
United Artists; exhibitor affiliated, Emil
McLucas,
United Artists; first run exFrank, RKO, exhibitor unaffiliated, Jos.
hibitor affiliated, Ralph Branton, Tri-State — •
Friedman, St. Paul. Clearance and Zoning Paramount;
first run exhibitor unaffiliated, H.
Board — representative national distributor F. Kennedy, Broken Bow, Neb.; subsequent
affiliated, Leo Blank, Warner ; representative run exhibitors unaffiliated, C. E. Williams,
distributor unaffiliated, B. C. Marcus, Co- Omaha;
Sam Epstein, Omaha.
lumbia; first run exhibitor affiliated. Jno. J.
(Continued on Page 10)
Friedl,
Paramount ; first run exhibitor un-
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I "CLARK GABLE and CLAUD| ETTE COLBERT have the parts
of their lives in one of the most
I charmingly human dramas to reach
| the screen, Frank Capra's 'It
, Happened One Night.' "
— Screen Play Magazine

V'.
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Setup of First 42 Local
Code Boards Announced
rom Page 9)
(Continued f,
PITTSBURGH
national distributor affiliated, Maurice SchweitGrievance Board — representative national
zer, Paramount; representative distributor unaffiliated, Clarence D. Hill, Columbia; first
distributor affiliated, Ben Kalminson, Warners ; representative distributor unaffiliated, B. run exhibitor affiliated, Harold W. Evans,
M. Stearn, United Artists; exhibitor affiliated, Loew's ; first run exhibitor unaffiliated, Clarence Turley, St. Louis; subsequent run exM. J. Cullen, Loew's ; exhibitor unaffiliated,
hibitors unaffiliated, Fred . Wehrenberg, St.
Dr. C. E. Herman, Carnegie, Pa. Clearance and Zoning Board — representative Louis; C. H. Kaiman, St. Louis.
national distributor affiliated, J. J. Maloney,
SALT LAKE
CITY
Metro; representative distributor unaffiliated.
Grievance Board — representative national
James Alexander, Monogram; first run ex- distributor affiliated, T. J. Walsh, RKO; rephibitor affiliated, Harry M. Kalmine, Warresentative distributor unaffiliated, Irving
Schlank, United Artists; exhibitor affiliated.
ner's; first run exhibitor unaffiliated, Frank
Harris, Pittsburgh; subsequent run exhibitors
Louis Marcus — Paramount; exunaffiliated, Alex S. Moore, Pittsburgh; Jos. Harry David,
hibitor unaffiliated, C. E. Huish, Eureka,
Weiss, McKeesport,
Pa.
Utah.
PORTLAND.
OREGON
Clearance and Zoning Board — representative
Grievance Board — representative national national distributor affiliated, Chas. L. Walker,
Fox;
representative distributor unaffiliated,
distributor affiliated, C. F. Powers, Fox; representative distributor unaffiliated, Howard Jack Rue, Universal; first run exhibitor affiliated, Lou Marcus, Paramount; first run exMapes, Star Film; exhibitor affiliated. J. J.
hibitor unaffiliated, B. F. Thatcher, Logan;
Parker, United Artists; exhibitor unaffiliated,
subsequent run exhibitors unaffiliated, Jos.
Guy Matthews. The Dalles, Oregon. ClearLawrence,
Salt Lake City ; John Gillette,
ance and Zoning Board — representative
national distributor affiliated, Louis Amacher, Toole, Utah.
Metro ; representative distributor unaffiliated,
SEATTLE
James C. Beals, Columbia; first run exhibitor
Grievance Board — representative national
affiliated, Al Finkelstein, Evergreen Theaters;
distributor affiliated, Neal East, Paramount;
first run exhibitor unaffiliated, Andrew Sasso,
representative distributor unaffiliated, L. N.
Portland. Ore.; subsequent run exhibitors unWalton, Columbia.; Exhibitor affiliated, Al
affiliated, Geo. Jackson, Portland, Ore.; Wm.
Rosenberg
— Evergreen Circuit; exhibitor unCutts, Portland, Ore.
affiliated, John Hamrick, Seattle. ClearST. LOUIS
ance and Zoning Board — representative
Grievance Board — representative national national distributor affiliated, Ed. Lamb, RKO;
representative distributor unaffiliated, L. J.
distributor affiliated, B. B. Reingold, Fox;
representative distributor unaffiliated, Barney McGinley, Universal; first run exhibitor affiliated, Frank Newman, Fox West Coast —
Rosenthal, Premiere Pictures; exhibitor affiliated, Leto Hill, St. Louis Amusement Co., Evergreen ; first run exhibitor unaffiliated, J.
Warner: exhibitor unaffiliated, Louis Ansell. G. Von Herberg. Seattle ; subsequent run exSt. Louis.
hibitors unaffiliated, Geo. Endert, Seattle;
John Danz, Seattle.
Clearance and Zoning Board — representative

20th Century Lineup
Using Present Schedules
Finished by April 15
As Clearance-Zoning
Basis
(Continued from Page 1)
(Continued from Page 1)

Secretary Flinn said Saturday. The has been released by United Artists,
code provides that the schedules two others are finished and ready
must be established prior to Jan. 1 for distribution, three are in production and one ready for shooting.
of
each year, but this exception was
necessary.
Ready for release are "Looking
for Trouble" and "The House of
In production are "Born
Expanding Movie Exhibits Rothschild."
to Be Bad," "The Firebrand" and
At Steel Pier in A. C. "Bulldog
Drummond." Zanuck expects to leave for Europe May 1 for
(Continued from Page 1)
a
three
months'
vacation on the
in charge of pier exhibits, has left Continent. Upon his
return he will
for Hollywood to arrange for shipment of displays. A Mickey Mouse start
work
on
"The
Great
in which Wallace Beery Barnum,"
will be
layout is among those sought. Open- starred for the 1934-35 program.
ing of the exhibit is set for June 30.
The pier may run two houses for
Goldstone Resuming
Easter holidays.

\

I Unusual! Different! Terrific! These
I are just a few of the expressions
you'll hear around Hollywood
I about

Frank

J GREATER

Borzage's "NO

GLORY,"

based on

| Fcrenc Molnar's great novel.'

Code Authority Suit
Postponed
to March 1
(Continued from Page 1)

postponed to March 1 before Judge
Bondy in the U. S. District Court,
New York. The hearing had been
scheduled for tomorrow before Judge
Knox.

Fox Will Restrict
Its Music on Radio
(Continued from Page

I Prepare yourselves for a swell pic1 I turc when this one arrives! EL1SSA

j
«

I ' LANDI
J KRAUT

•
I

and JOSEPH
SCHILDin "Sisters Under The

, / Skin, ".with Frank Morgan. Dircc- /
/ ted by David Burton.
/A

available
opening
will be
arranged

1)

until two weeks before the
of the pictures. Then they
released only for specially
broadcasts.

Doris Kenyon Appearing in Chicago
Chicago — Doris Kenyon is appearter. ing for a week at the Chicago thea-

Production in Fall

(Continued from Page

1)

NEWS of the DAY
Indianapolis — The Granada has
been acquired by Fountain Square
Theater Co. and will be operated
by them as a de luxe house.
Boston — Publicity for the new
Coolidge Corner in Brookline is being handled by Floyd Bell.
Peabody, Mass. — Joseph Knox
formerly manager of E. M. Loew's
Music Hall, Pawtucket, is now running the Strand here, recently acquired by the same circuit.
Boston — Ernest Sheppard has
joined the local M. & P.-Publix theaters press department.

U Christie Assigned
5 More by Educational
Al Christie has been assigned five
more comedies by Educational, to be
made in the east at the rate of one
avery two weeks. The first is a
musical comedy with the Ritz Brothers, followed by a Bob Hope comedy, a Tom Howard, an Ernest
Truex and a Lillian Roth musical.

RCA Wins Patent Ruling
In suits brought by RCA and
others against Majestic Distributors,
Inc., a subsidiary of GrigsbyGrunow Co., Judge Thomas of the
U. S. District Court, Connecticut,
held that 10 of the 11 patents involved were valid and infringed by
the defendant. Patents related to
radio tubes.
Fox Directorial Assignments
West

Coast Bureau

of THE

FILM

James Tinling, just having finished "3 on a Honeymoon," will next direct a comedy tentatively titled "On
the HighandSeas"
within the
team of
roles.
Mitchell
Durant
the featured

distribution through a major comGeorge Marshall, currently
pany.are Goldstone's
interests
solely in present
financialactive
matters
not connected with the movies, but the story tentatively titled
will noxt
direct
"Always
he retains financial interests in sev- Gold,"
Eilers.
est," with
James
Dunn
and
eral independent producing companies. Men Win Exploiteer Awards
Warner
Warner home office is jubilant
over the fact that three of its theater men in the field have won top
prizes in recent exploitation contests. They are William Hendricks
of the Warner theater, Memphis,
who won a free trip to Hollywood
for his "I'm No Angel" campaign;
Howard Waugh of Memphis, winner
on "Lady for a Day," and Ken
Grimes of the Warner, Morgantown, W. Va., winner with his campaign on "Dinner at Eight."

DAILY

Hollywood — New Fox directorial
assignments include the announcement that Louis King, now completng "Murder in Trinidad," will next
direct Walter Connolly in "Charlie
March
Chan's15.Courage," scheduled for

doing
"Free
Hon"
Sally

Indiana Indorsers Meet April 13
Indianapolis — Indiana Indorsers of
Photoplays, at a meeting last week,
decided to hold the annual state convention April 13 at the Claypool
Hotel.
Bandits Get $2,500
Oakland, Cal. — After beating up Assistant Manager Owen Hartman, Maintenance Manager Ben Cullen and several others at the Roxie. two masked
bandits
opening
of the safe
and
beatforced
it withtheabout
$2,500.
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Entirely NEW!

COMING!
UNBEATABLE

NOVEL.!
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ENTERTAINMENT

CHARLEY BOWERS

1

Announces a Series of COMEDIES

Based Upon

LOWELL THOMAS
"TALL with
STORIES
LOWELL

M

THOMAS

air
the renowned author and radio news voice of the
and his dynamic personality

Backed by three Nation Wide Hook-ups
The Lowell Thomas daily broadcasts

members
Tens of thousands of "TaN Stories Club"
"Tall Stories" book
Nine editions of the
AND
The World Famous

BOWERS PROCESS
Costly Experiment
The Result of Years of Patient Research and
in
the IMPOSSIBLE
Bowers ACHIEVES
by which Charley
g Fun.
Motion Picture Photography and Side Splittin

The Exhibitors 1934 Millennium
in Box Office Values!
GREAT

ENTERTAINMENT

Backed By GREAT

EXPLOITATION

tart em off

and the rest of the show is pretty sure to

ANDY CLYDE
m "The

Super Snooper'

MANAGED MONEY
Frolics of Youth
with

Junior Coghlan
and Shirley Temple

be a success. There's no better guarantee of
a happy audience than one of EducationaVs
two-reel comedies, with big box-office star
names to put in the lights.
Father expects a baby . . . and you can
expect one of the biggest howls in years . . .
when you play

ERNEST
m "TheTRUEX
Expectant Father
with Montague

it

Love

An Al Christie Production
doming

"GOING SPANISH"
A Musical Comedy
with

BOB HOPE
and Leah Ray

Swell comedy... will get 'em from start to finish." Film
uany.
A laugh ,,riotmuni
... haswnere
timing and smartly developed
sTory . . , „.„llw^
try... scenes in
room where
expectan
fathers hang
laiiah after anothe
out are onei laugh
annth»r " /yj_ pm tQgjly

Playing

RadioCity
Music Hall

C-/■

Distributed in U. S. A. by FOX Film Corporation
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Agitators Use Block Booking as Blind — Pettijohn

NRA CREATES REVIEW BOARD FOR INDEPENDENTS

Labor Board Grants Union Scale Retroactive to Sept. 1
St.

Louis Theaters Will
Appeal Decision to
Washington

Aylesworth Discusses New Setup with Home Office Execs.
Merlin H. Aylesworth returned unexpectedly to New York from the coast yesterday
and immediately called a meeting of RKO executives to discuss recent changes in
administration of RKO and its subsidiary companies. Aylesworth expressed his confidence
in the new set-up, THE FILM DAILY learns, and predicted a year of increased profits
and a better average run of films. Aylesworth also held meetings with NBC executives
in the afternoon.

St. Louis — A decision favoring the
union and making the ruling retroactive to Sept. 1, although the code
did not become effective until Dec.
11, is announced by Dr. William G.
Patton, neutral arbiter on the NRA
Regional Labor Board, in the wage
dispute between operators and exhibitors. Under the decision, wages
' of two operators in each of 32 indeCincinnati — Partly due to the
pendent houses are raised as folMore stories of a definitely socialistic tuend in the near future are
lows:{Continued
from $60 to
$75
;__
$56.50
to
NRA
code and pai'tly to the recent
on Page 7)
cold spells, practically all theaters predicted by Verne Porter and David
in the coal fields of Kentucky and B. Hampton, literary agents who
West Virginia have reopened and have extensive dealings with film
are doing old-time business, accord- companies. Currently the demands
ing to reports reaching local ex- of producers are for romances, sochanges. The code has meant higher
ciety dramas, biographies, chiefly
wages for miners.
historical, outdoor romances, mystery and adventure yarns, stories
embracing a social viewpoint and
Denver — Opening of three towns Warners Selling Away
tales that impart a knowledge of
in this territory that have been
{Continued on Page 6)
From Canadian Circuit
without theaters for from four to
Toronto — Indicating differences
seven years, and another which has
never had sound, is cited by local with Famous Players Canadian Cir- B. B. Buchanan Joins
cuit, Warner is understood to be
exchange managers in support of
Ben Adler Signs, Inc.
their optimism over business pros- now selling three features to independent situations. The pictures are
spects this year. Cripple Creek,
Chicago — B. B. Buchanan, formerbenefiting from the mining boom, "Fashions Follies of 1934," "Convenly with Paramount Publix and Balawill have sound for the first time
become vice-presiKatz,
and "Hi, Nellie." Gener- ban & dent
tion
City"
of Benhas Adler Signs, Inc.,
when William Diller opens his Alta
CanPlayers
ally about 150 Famous
makers of signs for theaters and
adian houses play Warner product.
next month. Fred Lind is remod{Continued on Page 6)
. Buchanan had exother buildings
tensive experience covering a period
In New York yesterday, A. W.
in the construction and
Six Transfers Effected
and of 16 years
Smith, Jr.,
departments of Publix
nce
salesWarner's
manager,Canadian
asked by maintena
K.
&
B.
and
In M-G-M Foreign Staff Eastern {Continued
on Page 7)
Six M-G-M foreign department
officials are affected under changes
being made in its South American
personnel. Tom Hale, who has been
in charge of distribution in Venezuela, has been apponted supervisor
of sales in Chile and Peru. Joe
in charge of sales
Goltz, formerly
New Haven — Professional agita{Continued on Page 7)
Erpi Contract Upheld
tors are using block-booking as a
reen to hide their attempts
By Okla. District Court smoke-sc
political censorship on the
impose
to
license
tor
exhibi
the
Assents Total 7,512
Validity of
said C. C. Pettijohn,
industry,
film
ch
Resear
ical
agreement of Electruphel
Assents to the code reached a total
of the M.P.P.D.A.,
counsel
the
general
by
d
been
has
Code
Products
of 7,512 yesterday, according to
Ust
in an address before the New Haannouncement. The
Authority
Westthe
for
Court
ct
Distri
S.
U.
Thursday,
public
list, made
ven Bar Ass'n at the Yale Law
previous
approvals.
ern District of Oklahoma in an opinof 7,477
a gross
revealed
h blocky. on"Althoug
ion by Judge Edgar Vaught in a School yesterda
{Centinued
Page 6)

GOAL REGION THEATERS STORY AGENTS SEE
EXPERIENCING A BOOM
SOCIALISTIC TREND

BETTERllMKDAWN
IN ROCKY MT. AREA

Pettijohn Scores Agitators
Using Block Booking as Blind

r

{Continued

on Page

7)

Special Body to Handle
Complaints of Small
Enterprises
By
FILM

WILLIAM
SILBERBERG
DAILY
Staff Correspondent

Washington — Creation of an NRA
review advisory board designed to
observe the effect of NRA codes upon small enterprises and with adequate legal, research and clerical
assistance for investigation of complaints by small enterprises that
they are
undue hardshipssubjected
under code to
operation,
was
announced yesterday.
Five of the six appointees to the
board were suggested by Senator
{Continued
on PageSamuel
7)
Nye.
They
include
Sea-

AUTHORITYrREPARING
CODE RESULTS REPORT
A report on results of the operation of the code as it affects studio and theater labor will be filed
by the Code Authority at the Washington meeting of all Code Authorities beginning March 5. It will indicate
employmenton increases
result{Continued
Page 6)

20th Century Limiting
1934-35 Lineup to 12
Twentieth Century's program for
United Artists release in 1934-1935
will not comprise more than 12 features, it was stated by Raymond
Griffith of the Darryl Zanuck organization
yesterday onfollowing
{Continued
Page 6) his arBoard Selections Meet Favor
Between 50 and 60 wires congratulating the Code Authority on its appointments to 42 local grievance and
zoning boards were received yesterday,
it was declared at code headquarters.
Since the trade paper announcements
appeared only yesterday morning, the
telegrams apparently came from film
in New York or adindustryjacentpeople
territory.
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Hays, Zukor Scheduled to Appear in Rembusch Suit
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Bareford Sees Rosenblatt
Washington
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Washington — Harold Bareford,
Warner counsel, was among callers
at Sol A. Rosenblatt's office yesterday.
YOUR
INCOME
TAX
We assist many film executives in
preparation of their returns. Tax
experts, 20 years experience. Fees
moderate. Will call for interview.
No obligation.
International
Audit
Co.
Eric Pusinelli
67 W. 44th St.
M. H. 2-2200

I

Will H. Hays and Adolph Zukor are slated to testify today in Federal Court on the
sixth day of the trial of the Frank Rembusch suit against major companies. Yesterday
Ivan Abramson related his difficulties in selling his product to major companies.
Depositions of members of the Indianapolis Film Board of Trade also were read.

Meet Monday to Discuss
Flat 10% Commission
Is Sought for Agents
Service Employes' Strike
Meeting to vote a strike against
all local circuits has been called by
the theater and amusement employes
union, Local 118, for next Monday
at Palm Garden. Strike orders will
be issued only if mediation of the
NRA Regional Labor Board or the
National Labor Board fails to obtain recognition of the union, it was
said yesterday by Chas. C. Levey,
secretary of the union.
It is understood that Paramount,
which was to have answered yesterday through Sam Dembow, Jr., the
ruling of the NRA Regional Labor
that members of Local 118 be reinstated at the Paramount Theater,
Stapleton, S. I., has designated Maj.
Leslie Thompson, as chairman of the
circuits' labor officials, to handle
this matter. Levey said that a strike
voted last Friday night against a
local circuit comprising 20 theaters
which had threatened to cut salaries had been called off because the
circuit had postponed this action.
Levey declined to name the circuit.

Fred W. Lange Assumes
Paramount Post in Paris
Paris — Fred W. Lange, for years
managing director of Paramount's
organization in Argentine, arrives
this week to assume the duties of
general manager of distribution in
Continental Europe. He succeeds I.
Blumenthal, resigned. Gare Schwartz,
in charge of Paramount's Joinville
studio laboratory, also has resigned.

Reichblum Headquarters
Moving to Pittsburgh
Cleveland — Sam Reichblum, with
theaters in East Liverpool, O., Charleroi, Pa., and Wheeling, W. Va., is
moving his headquarters to Pittsburgh, where his offices in the Clark
Bldg. will open March 1.

Goldwyn to Visit Harvard
Samuel Goldwyn will fly to Boston tomorrow to be the luncheon
guest of Prof. George F. Dariot.
dean of the Graduate Business
School of Harvard, and to meet the
faculty of the university. They will
discuss the film industry.
Decision Soon on Vita.-Erpi Issue
Wilmington, Del. — Decision is expected shortly from the State Supreme Court on Vitaphone's application for reargument of its action
against Electrical Research Products. Counsel for Vitaphone argued
for almost three hours on Saturday
contending that the arbitration had
broken down and that its only relief would be through the Delaware
courts. Counsel for Erpi opposed
modifications of the decree ordering
the issue back to arbitration.

Agreement on a flat 10 percent
commission to be charged for bookings in all fields is being sought by
the National Ass'n of Artists' Representatives with the Actors' Betterment Ass'n and Actors' Equity
with slight success to date, it was
brought out Saturday afternoon at
a meeting at which the association's
new Code of Ethics was made public. This agreement on commissions
would be embodied in a proposed
uniform contract which is a chief
feature of the Code of Ethics.
The code, slated to be voted on
by the association membership, is
opposed by the William Morris
Agency, the largest theatrical
agency, and would scrap the agent
franchise system long established in
the Loew and RKO booking offices.
On this point the booking offices
have not yet had their say.

Letup in Foreign Quotas
Is Seen by Arthur Loew

Possibilities of the elimination
and modification of various foreign
quota laws through President Roosevelt's bargaining powers, as displayed in handling European trade
matters, is foreseen by Arthur
Loew, who recently returned to New
York after a trip to Australia, Japan, China, Dutch East Indies and
other spots in the Far East. At
present four major foreign markets
England, France, Italy and Germany, as well as provinces in other
countries, have quota restrictions.
Loew, in an interview yesterdayreported that business, film and
otherwise, in Australia is "very
good." In Japan and China, however, he said, the corner has not
been turned toward improvement.
"Dancing Lady" is doing fine business abroad, while "Queen Christina," now playing at the Empire in
London, is breaking house records
there, Loew stated.

CARY GRANT and his bride, VIRGINIA
CHERRILL, leave today for Hollywood, where
Grant is slated to start work immediately in
Paramount's
"30
Day
Princess."
MARY PICKFORD has arrived in town afte,
a short vacation
in Florida.
WALTER ABEL,
who
has returned
to N?w
York
from Chicago,
leaves
again
Thursd y
for Boston to play opposite
Miriam
Hopkins
in "Affairs of Anatol"
for Paramount.
GREGORY RATOFF, now in N=w York, goes
to Boston Thursday to appear at Keith's Memorial on the same bill with "It H-.ppened One
Night." He sails for Europe Mvch 10 to
make a picture for Gaumont-British.
N. L. NATHANSON arrived in New York
yesterday en route to Florida.

$10 a Reel Assessment
Planned by Federation
A $10 a reel negative charge plus
a small per reel positive charge is
contemplated by the Federation of
the M. P. Industry in order to
finance its activities, it was stated
yesterday by President Harry H.
Thomas, who has called a meeting
for Friday to discuss this and other
matters, including the double feature situation in Chicago and Milwaukee. The assessment, together
with the negative charge on the affiliated unit in California, is expected to bring $50,000 yearly into
the Federation and IMPDA treasuries. A new secretary also is to be
appointed to replace Alex Moss, who
resigned to join Paramount.

Aim to Have 20,000
At Warner Exhibits
Plans nearing completion for this
year's national
tradeproduct
exhibitonofMarch
Warner-First National
6 indicate an attendance of 20,000
at the half dozen features to be
shown in 35 key cities, according to
the Warner home office. Last year
more than 15,000 exhibitors and
their friends, including governors,
mayors and other local officials, saw
the
showings,
and aroused
this year's
is said
to have
evenexhibit
more
dvance interest. Warner branch
managers are contacting local
chambers of commerce for cooperation in entertaining visiting exhibiand heads of women's
and
other tors,organizations
will beclubs
invited
to the performances.

Wm. Hornbeck on European Trip
West

Coast

Bureau

of THE

FILM

Hollywood — William
who was Mack Sennett's
editor for 17 years, is
first real vacation, an
trip to Europe.

Brock to Make Halperin
West Coast Bureau of THE

DAILY

Hornbeck,
chief film
taking his
eight-week

FILM

Story
DAILY

Hollywood— "The Great American
Harem," an original by Victor and
Edward Halperin. producers, has
been bought by RKO and will be
produced by Lou Brock with Ginger
Rogers starred and William Gargan
opposite her. William Seiter will
direct.

February 20
Charles C. Moskowitz
Marian Spitzer
Col. E. A. Schiller
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AGITATORS SCORED
BY C. C. PETTIJOHN
{.Continued from Page

1)

booking is a business practice passed
upon by the courts, accepted with
proper limitations in the industry
code approved under the NRA, and
helps to keep the price of movies
to a universally popular scale," Pettijohn
withoutneeds
the
remoteststated,
idea "agitators
of the business
or business practices of a highly organized industry — professional organizers of campaigns to discover
'scientifically' what's wrong with
the movies — have joined hands with
agitators who have muscled-in on
the business to cry from the housetops that block-booking blocks the
lily white pictures which they say
the public wants."
Petti John pointed out that not
more than 20 per cent of the sales
of any distributor are made for the
entire list of pictures, and that exhibitors select only the films which
they think will make money, regardless of whether they are the
pictures that meet with social endorsement, while the so-called artistic films approved by the agitators
are usually the ones cancelled by
exhibitors.
"The racketeers within the industry who feed upon selfish interests
and litigation agitate on subjects
having to do with trade practices
have helped to build up misunderstanding and agitation outside of
the industry because it is either
profitable or they hope to make it
profitable," declared Pettijohn.

20th Century Limiting
1934-35 Lineup to 12
(Continued from Page 1)

rival in New York from the coast.
Griffith sails Friday for Europe,
where he will look at a number of
plays.
Zanuck is due in New York about
May 25. Work on the new program
will begin in August.
Boost Prices for 'Wonder Bar' Debut
Miami — Prices for the run of
First National's "Wonder Bar,"
which had its world premiere Saturday at the Community, were boosted
to 75 cents for the run. Sunday's
business broke all house records.
The picture opens in New York on
Feb. 28.
Combining

Vaude

Info.

Information on the vaudeville and
presentation labor situation derived
through a survey made by the Code
Authority will supplement data obtained
at the recent hearing on these provisions in the code, when the Code Authority's committee submits its report
to its parent body Monday at its next
session. The committee will hold another meeting tomorrow at Code Auat 2:30 o'clock.
Its reportthority
to headquarters
the Code Authority will
contain recommendations for modifications of the provisions which have been
objected to by both circuits, vaudeville
producers and agents.

"LOTS"
A LITTLE frB.omP. Schulberg
to appear
By RALPH WILK

HOLLYWOOD

opposite
Sylvia Sidney in her new Paramount
picture.
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AUTHORITY PREPARING
CODE RESULTS REPORT
(.Continued from Page 1)

ing from code requirements and also
increase in payrolls. Executive
Secretary John C. Flinn is working
thority.
on the report in behalf of the Au-

"SCHNOZZLE"
DURANTE
JJIMMY
acquired
a valet last week,
when
Edgar
Norton,
veteran
character
actor, was added to his retinue in
Trem Carr, Monogram vice presi"Strictly Dynamite."
*
*
*
The Authority's
committee
on
dent, announces two Monogram su- .-ominations
met again
yesterday
pervisorial assignments. Ben Ver- and will resume work today, further
Our Passing Show: Mae Clark,
Victor Jory, Sam Hardy and James schleiser will produce "Money Means considering membership selections
Dunn dancing to the tunes of Jack Nothing," by William Anthony Mc- for the 20 boards remaining to be
Guire, with Frances Hylan adapt- named. Denial was made at the
Martin's Uptown orchestra at the
ing, and Paul Malvern will produce
Marcell Inn, Altadema.
"Border story.
Patrol," Stuart Anthony's Code Authority's headquarters yesaviation
terday of a report that Arthur S.
Jack Vance heads a new organiDickinson of the Hays organization,
zation, the Sovereign Pictures Corp.
expert in matters of exchange fire
Casting has been completed on prevention
Jerome Storm will assist Vance in
regulations, would join
the production of two series of pic- "The Loudspeaker," next Monogram the code administrative machinery
tures, one a group of three-reel picture to go into production. Sup- to handle this phase of its activities.
porting the star, Ray Walker, will
comedies and the other action features.
be Jacqueline Wells, Charles Grapewin, Noel Frances, Spencer Char- Story Agents See
ters, Lorin Raker, Mary Carr, WilRay Walker, Monogram discovery
Socialistic Trend
bur Mack, Ruth Romaine, Larry
(Continued from Page 1)
currently to be seen in "He Couldn't Wheat, Leonard Carry, Billy ErTake It," and whose new pictures wine,
Every. Dixie Frances and Billee van some field or condition dressed in
dramatic
form, according to Porter
includes "City Limits" and "The
and
Hampton.
Loudspeaker,"
has been signed by
Attempting to account for the
Atlantic City Notes
change which has witnessed the de2 'Caravan' Members Back
cline of the gangster film, the sex
Atlantic City — Milton Russell, forMilwaukee — With Jack Mulhall
mer manager of Aldine theater, drama full of wild high jinks and
and Anna Q. Nilsson Uue to rejoin
here after having been left behind angling for house to run colored the old type western, Porter and
in Detroit on account of illness, 20th shows . . . would be first ever in At- Hampton say this can be traced to
lantic City . . . Waxman interests repeal, to a natural public desire
Century's "Moulin Rouge" caravan
arrived here yesterday. En route said to be angling for Aldine which for a new amusement diet and to
from Detroit, where the caravan goes up for sale in April, through the depression, which has made people more interested in knowledge
drummed up a new house record for a "straw man" . . . Globe theater on
the United Artists Theater, the Boardwalk will be burley house for and less interested in extravagance
summer . . . Million Dollar Pier will because they are unable to afford it.
troupe stopped in Fort Wayne, arriving six hours late due to a big cut pictures from schedule this sum- Both assert, however, that a good
storm, and made an appearance at
mer if present "thrill act" . program story, whether in or out of season,
for Hippodrome goes through . . . can always be profitable. They also
the Emboyd, jamming the house.
Steel Pier to run three theaters note a large improvement in the
NRA Considering Lottery Complaint again with pics . . . CCC camp in magazine and book publishing fields.
New Orleans — The independent- near vicinity life saver to Dave OrAllied joint complaint to Gen. Hugh loff, Colonial theater, Egg Harbor, Better Times Dawn
Johnson, claiming unfairness in as first evening shows on week-end,
abolition of lotteries before the code previously extremely weak, are now
In Rocky Mt. Area
SRO, early.
as boys have to get back to
(Continued from Page 1)
boards were in effect, was answered camp
this week. Johnson's office is reeling a building into a theater at
ported to have said the matter would
Littleton. House will be called the
F. & M. Shows for Salt Lake
be taken up through the regular
New Grand. Ross Labart has leased
channels.
Salt Lake City — Stage shows re- the Empress, Glen Rock, Wyo., and
turn here Feb. 22 at the Fanchon
& Marco Orpheum, it is announced will reopen it as soon as sound is
Cincy Mayfair Changes Hands
installed. Ray Rayburn is opening
Cincinnati — J. E. Crawford and by Eddie Diamond, manager. Jack the Arcade in Newell, S. D., for part
John R. Loofbourow have taken over Grimes, F. & M. field representative time shows.
here last week conferring with
the Mayfair from Morris Segal. was
Diamond and Albert Stetson, district
Houses reopens Saturday under di- representatives for F. & M. The New Sound Invention at Yorkville
rection of Kay Turner.
A new sound invention developed
units also will play other theaters
rado.
in Utah, Wyoming, Idaho and Colo- by Rudolf Pfenniger, "Die toenende
Small Fire at Capitol
Hansehrift," consisting of tones proA small blaze at the Capitol yesduced by hand-drawings and then
Showing
State
Nature
Film
terday noon ruined the theater's
photographed, will be shown for the
$1,500 curtain. An audience of
Grand Rapids, Mich. — "Nature's first time in America at the Yorkabout 5,000 was present, but no- Gangsters,"
ville theater starting tomorrow. The
educational film in
body was obliged to leave.
sound released by the state consersame
program will include "Die
vation
department,
dealing
with
enNew House for Swampscott
forcement of game and fish laws, blonde Chrisl" ("The Alpine ViolinHardt.
Swampscott, Mass. — Preliminary began a four-day run at the Kent Maker of Mittenwald"), with Karin
plans are being drawn for Charles on Sunday. Later, it is to be reWong of the Far East Restaurant
arranged as a silent film for school
for erection of a theater on Hum- distribution. Walter Hastings did
Warren William as Caesar
the camera work.
phrey St. here.
West Coast Bur., THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Cecil B. DcMille, after
Hal Home Laid Up
J. Real Neth Loses Father
much ado, has signed Warren William
Hal Home, director of advertising
Columbus, 0. — Father of J. Real
mount.
to play Caesar in "Cleopatra" for Paraand publicity for United Artists, is Neth, circuit operator,
died last
week.
laid up by sickness.
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LABOR BOARD RULING
RETROACTIVE TO SEPT.
(Continued from Page

Erpi Contract Upheld
By Okla. District Court
1)

suit brought by Erpi against Home
Amusement Co. for recovery of
equipment formerly installed in the
Savoy Theater, Shawnee, Okla., as
well as for recovery of Erpi's unpaid charges. The defendant contended that, as the equipment was
leased for ten years, total amount
payable should be prorated over 520
weeks, and that on this basis the
defendant was entitled to a substantial recovery from Erpi; that Erpi
could not both recover the equipment and recover the unpaid weekthe contract is unI ly charges; that
conscionable and violates the statute
against penalties. The court overruled each contention and granted
judgment in favor of Erpi, both for
delivery of the equipment and for
the full amount of money claimed
by Erpi. In two cases brought by
Erpi against Shawnee Theaters Co.
and in one against Clinton Theater
Co. in which the same issues were
involved, the court granted similar
judgments in favor of Erpi. The
theaters in all of these cases were
part of the A. B. Momand circuit.

Warners Selling Away
From Canadian Circuit
(Continued from Page

11

The Film Daily concerning the report, said "I have no comment to
make."
"Palooka" Opens Feb. 27
'Palooka," the Reliance production
released by United Artists, is scheduled to open Feb. 27 at the Rivoli.
Jimmy Durante and Lupe Velez are
starred.
U. S. Films Lead in Finland
Out of 687 films released in Finland
last year, 407 were American, it is
shown in a report from American Vice
Consul Frederick P. Latimer, Jr., to the
Department of Commerce. Germany
came next with 127. Increase in film
activity was credited partly to the reduction of 5 per cent in amusement
tax.

(Continued from Page

PHIL
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•
•
• It SEEMS that the Virginia censors are cutting up
again
give those guys a scissors to play with and they
forget it's all in fun
that Motion Pictures are really made
for harmless entertainment
and that the last thing producers are trying to do is to offend anybody to slight or
slur anything
in fact the fault that many critics find with
pix is that they try to pander to all and sundry in their conscientious effort to please
and bring the shekels to the b.o.
•

•

• BUT YOU can't make those censor gents in Richmond, Virginia, believe that
no, suh
they're still
walking around down there in ole Virginny with before-the-war
ideas on practically everything
take, f'rinstance, Warners'
"Wonder Bar"
which contains a cullud heaven scene
with Al Jolson and a host of other darkies cutting harmless
capers inside the pearly gates
it depicts the conception of
Heaven of many simple colored folks
most _ ingeniously
conceived
gorgeously
executed a genuine
novelty
number
that cannot possibly offend the pious and reverent
yet the Virginia Censors are holding the film up temporarily all hot and bothered about this scene as being
"sacrilegious."
▼
T
T
T

• IT ONLY goes to show the short-sightedness of
• •
they ought to get out and ballyhoo
censors in general
"Wonder Bar" to the cullud folks in the South
so they can
the cullud heaven
feast their eyes on the joys awaiting 'em in reconciled
to living
.... it might make the poor darkies almost
somethin'
be
in Virginia which would

Boris Morros
• ON HIS radio program tonite
• •
of the Paramount will introduce a broadcasting novelty
and a scene
mikes will be set around the theater's screen
direct from
from "Death Takes A Holiday" will be broadcast
Theater
the
in
the theater Linda Watkins is rehearsing
Sten's pix,
Anna
Guild play, "They Shall Never Die"
'em up at the Little
"Trapeze," made in England, is standin' Chamberl
his
ain
Carnegie, according to our pal, Mister
boss Leo Brecher allowed him to spend the dough for a telegram so it must be so
T
T
T
▼

• • • WITH BECOMING modesty the management of the
Embassy Newsreel theater calls out attention to fact in that
the
Mayor La Guardia admits he is a newsreel fan right sang
Etta Moten, the gal who
current Pathe News pic
"The Carioca" in Radio's "Flying Down to Rio," has been signed
bv Meyer Davis to appear in his vaude act opening in two
Lionel Atwill, starring in Monogram's "Beggars In
weeks
Ermine", will be heard over station KHJ in Hollywood on the
eve of Feb. 22

more than 30 dance
• IN THE next three days
•
•
orchestras will feature in their radio broadcasts the new song,
hit number of the
"Keep On Doing What You're Doing,"
which opens
Wheeler-Woolsey pix, "Hips Hips Hooray"
ur William McMahon is preaTthe R°xy Thursday .. /.Arth
Coventry,
paring three new features for early production
den Children". .and having
"Black Diamond," and "Forbidvouch
for it having some great
read his "Coventry," we can
Easter Ball of
screen situations never done before ...The Apr.
14, m the
the Universal Club will be held Saturday eve,
Hotel Lismore . new officers of the club are Eugene F Cox,
Charles Kirby, vice-prex Oscar Binder, treasprexy
urer Harriet Ratner, secretary arrangements for
the Easter Ball are in the capable hands of Herman Stern

«

«

«

REVIEW BOARD NAMED
BY NRA FOR INDEPT'S

WITH

1)

$66.50; $42.50 to $47.50, and $40 to
$45. Total involved in back pay,
if the ruling stands, is about $14,500.
Fred Wehrenberg, president of
the M.P.T.O., says he will appeal to
General Johnson and President
Roosevelt and the courts, if necessary. He especially objects to the
attempt to carry a code arbitration
ruling beyond Dec. 11.
Between April 16 and Aug. 19,
last, projectionists consented to the
lower rates, but at the end of the
summer season they insisted on
restoration of the higher scales. Dr.
Patton has communicated his decision to the NRA in Washington.

(Continued from Page
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bury, Clarence Darrow, Samuel C.
Henry of Washington, Fred P.
Mann, Sr., of Devil's Lake, N. D.:
W. W. Neal of Marion, N. C, and
attorney.
John F. Sinclair of New York, an
The board's functions as described in General Johnson's invitation
to them eration
will
be "to
review the with
opof codes
in connection
Section 3. Clause 2 of the Recovery Act dealing with prevention of
monopolies." They will meet prior
to the general code authority meeting here March 5th.

Six Transfers Effected
In M-G-M Foreign Staff
(Continued from Page

1)

in Peru, and George Suarez, in
charge of distribution in Chile, have
been assigned to sales promotion in
Argentina.
P. Miranda Gonzalez has been
given supervision of sales in Venezuela and Colombia. Dan Greenhouse, formerly with the M-G-M
coast studio and now temporarily in
Washington connected with the company's
exchange there,
goes astosales
Colombia to succeed
Gonzalez
manager.
Extra Shows for Novarro at Capitol
As a result of turnaway business
over the week-end at the Capitol,
with "Cat and the Fiddle" on the
screen and Ramon Novarro in person on the stage, extra shows were
put on yesterday. Novarro is out
to beat the record set by Robert
Montgomery in person last Spring.
Clark Gable, who comes in Friday,
is expected to top both predecessors'.
Buffalo Variety Club Nearly Set
Buffalo — A Buffalo branch of the
National Variety Club is expected
within two weeks. Dave Miller of
Universal, Sydney Samson of Fox,
and working
Edward onK.preliminary
O'Shea ofplans.
M-G-M
are
Farewell Party for Gehring
Cincinnati — Bill Gehring, who is
being transferred from here by Fox,
will be given a farewell party on
Saturday at the Netherland Plaza
Hotel by the Variety Club, of which
he has been president. Allan Moritz,
Columbia manager, is the new prexy.
ITOA Assent is Contingent
Members

of the I. T. O. A. will be

ready to sign assents to the code provided Divisional Administrator Sol A.
Rosenblatt, at a conference scheduled
for New York this week, assures them
that costs of operators will be figured
on an individual man basis instead of
on a booth basis. Representing the e*hibitor unit, in addition to its code
committee, will be: William L'nd-u,
and E. Zerner. The assoBernard Barr
ciation holds a regular meeting this
afternoon.

PYTHON

BUCK!

CAPTURES

The "man bites dog" story of newspaper tradition gets a new twist
in the jungle when a 30-foot python attacks and captures Frank Buck,
wrapping the man who brings 'em back alive in his death-dealing
coils. Emergencies like this, however, are all in the day's work for this
daring adventurer whose occupation is at once the most hazardous
and fascinating of any man alive, for it seems that regardless of how
.many men penetrate the unknown world Nature saves her biggest
thrills for Frank Buck.
The above drawing is one of a series by
the famous artist J. Clinton Shepherd,
sketched from an actual "frame" in the
film "Wild Cargo" There's no time for
"stills" in a world full of thrills!

FRANK

BUCK'S

Li

ILD

Van Beuren Production

Directed by Armand Denis

COMING

CARGO
R K O Radio Picture
11

SOON!
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M. P. T. O.A. Annual Meet Set for April 1 0-12 in L. A.

STUDIOS]! TO THREE MONTHS AHEAD OTSCHEDULE
Place on Local Code Boards is Demanded by I.T.O.A.
Short Shots
. . . on-a-string
= By JACK AUCOATE —
THE MAYOR of New York is its greatest
booster of NEWSREELS . . . QUEER
PEOPLE will FLOPPO just as it deserves
. . . NO director has been more consistent
over the LONG pull than HENRY king . . .
The BATTLE for the OLD roxy is a MERRY one . . . Even some INDUSTRY leaders
do not realize how IMPORTANT barrister
pettijohn is to the business . . . SAM katz
has his plans about READY . . . ROBERT
Stevenson's "No man is useless who has a
friend" goes doubled in spades in this
business . . . ERNST lubitsch has been
elected PRESIDENT of the jury for the
JUNE FILM FESTIVAL in WIEN (Vienna
to you) ... It will SOON be producer
HAROLD franklin.

NEVER more fine pictures along the BIG
street . . . CATHERINE the GREAT
is sparkling . . . BOLERO is grand entertainment .. . CAROLINA is inspirational
. . . MANDALAY is sugar at the B. 0. . . .
CAT and the FIDDLE is swell ... and
MORE of 'em TOO . . . JOHN flinn is
doing a SPLENDID job in that code KEY
spot . . . Take it from NBC that television is READY but far TOO expensive for
mass distribution ... An open air theater
in Berlin that will SEAT 25,000 people is
nearly ready . . . When the real history
of the industry is written the name of
ADOLPH zukor will blaze at the TOP . . .
He is again the colorful and DYNAMIC
fighter of old.

THE ROXY comeback is going to surprise
some of the SMART boys . . . YOUNG
doug NEVER did anything in pictures before "Catherine" . . . Col. ED schiller is
headed for his favorite Florida fishing front
. . . NO showman has more friends than
MIKE comerford . . . Those advocating
Courts instead of CODES are talking themselves right out of the picture . . . that
FLORIDA trip made us so irritable that we
have just pencilled in ANOTHER nervous
breakdown for the middle of next month
. . . Boy, polish up that driver, we FEEL
like knocking a few a mile.

Representation of 300 Theaters Claimed by
Indep't Unit
Demand will be made to Division
Administrator Sol A. Rosenblatt by
the I. T. O. A. that local boards for
the New York zone will include
members of its association, it was
decided at a meeting of the unit
yesterday. At the conference to be
held soon with Rosenblatt on labor
and other code matters, the demand
will be presented, based on the
claim that the unit is the only one
in the tei-ritory which is "truly
representative."
totals
(Continued Membership
on Page 6)

KUYKENDALL SLATED
FOR A SECOND TERM
Re-election of Ed Kuykendall as
president of the M. P. T. O A., is
expected to take place at the annual
exhibitor organization convention at
Los Angeles April 10-12. Kuykendall, who is also a member of the
(Continued

on

Page

6)

Film Offer to Lindbergh
Is Revealed by Hearst
Colonel Lindbergh's refusal of
$500,000 to make a picture under
William Randolph Hearst's Cosmopolitan banner for release by M-GM was revealed yesterday by Hearst
in an editorial defense of Lindbergh
(Continued

on

Page

6)

Cut Fares to Code Confab
Wash. Bureau, of THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — Railroads leading into
Washington will make a one-third reduction in fares for persons coming here
for the conference of Code Authorities,
March 5-8, and the preliminary public
meetings starting Feb. 27.

Major Plants to Complete
Programs Earlier
This Year
West Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — All major studios
are running from one to three
months ahead
of theiraccording
last year's
production
schedules,
to
a Film Daily survey. Warners
heads the list with production running three months in advance of releases and scheduled to finish early
in July, as against late September
last year.
RKO, which completed the 1932Protest by Fox against Warners
33 line-up last year on July 1, will
over the use of the word "Follies" finish the present schedule of 52 on
in the latter's "Fashion Follies of June 1 and will immediately go into
1934" was upheld in an arbitration
ruling yesterday by the Hays Office production of the new season's program.
Fox is winding up on May
committee on title registration. The
(Continued on Page 6)
board found that Warner did not
register the title as required, that
the use of "Follies" was in conflict
with the annual "Fox Movietone
Follies," that Warner's advertising
of the title was detrimental to Fox
interests and that the playing up of
the word (Continued
"Follies"on was
misleading
Page 6)
Boston — Under a bill introduced
in the House and slated for hearing
Bill to Admit Juveniles
this week, all children under 14
be barred from any theater
Being Framed for N. Y. C. would
The La Guardia Administration showing movies with the exception
is drafting a bill to allow children of pictures of an educational or religious nature. Thomas Dorgan and
under 16 years to attend shows in
(Continued on Page 6)
local houses which employ matrons.
The measure will be introduced in
the State Legislature by a member
A. C. Can't Take It;
of the Fusion group.

UPHOLD FOX PROTEST

OVER "FOLLIES" TITLE

MASS. BILL MAY DENY
AMUSEMENT TO KIDS

In past(Continued
years bills
similar
in naon Page
6)

All-Industry Session Planned
At MPTOA Annual Convention
With April 10-12 definitely selected as the dates for the annual
M. P. T. O. A. convention in Los Angeles, President Ed Kuykendall is
paris — All theaters here will _be
developing plans for the meetclosed tomorrow, the day of King now ing,
which will take the form of an
Albert's funeral. The late Belgian all-industry session. At a luncheon
monarch was very fond of the cine- tendered to the trade press yesterma, hisFairbanks.
favorite player being Dougday at the Algonquin, Kuykendall
las

Tom'w
House
Paris
te sto Dark
King Albert
In Tribu

(Continued on Page 61

Mayor Would Stop Film

Atlantic City — Because First National's "Convention City" shows a
mayor making the same welcome
speech to all conventions, and depicts (Continued
gold-diggers on
making
a business
Page 6)
Wm.

K. Howard Buys Play

William K. Howard, who last directed "Cat and the Fiddle" for M-G-M,
has bought "The Far Off Hills," Lennox Robinson play which was presented by the Abbey Players in New York,
and will film it on the coast. Negotiations for the sale were made by
Johnnie Walker.
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Code Boards Committee
Adolph Zukor on Stand
At Rembusch Hearing
Adjourns Until Monday
The presence of Adolph Zukor on
the witness stand and the testimony
of Grace MeCracken, former secretary of Frank J. Rembusch, that
the former Indiana exhibitor, under
medical attention since 1932, did not
know that his suit was now being
tried, were the highlights yesterday
on the seventh day of the trial of
Rembusch's Federal Court suit
against major firms. Will H. Hays,
who has been home sick since his
arrival from the coast, is expected
to testify today.
Plaintiff's counsel said that the
purpose of the testimony as to
Rembusch's
was courtroom.
to explain
his
absence condition
from the
Zukor was drawn back over the
years to his early participation in
the industry and traced the development of Paramount up to the time
the company went into the exhibition end of the business. Louis
Phillips, Paramount attorney, was
examined briefly.

Lasky Building Up
Contract Personnel
IV est Coast Bureau of THE
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Gordon S. White

With sonnel
the
New Yorkundecided,
boards' perstill definitely
the
Code Authority committee on nominations adjourned yesterday noon
until Monday, when it will meet
again just prior to a session of the
Code Authority. Board makeups for
Philadelphia and Indianapolis are
understood to have been selected for
submission to the Code Authority.
Among boards reported still hanging fire are Boston, San Francisco,
Albany and others.

Approve Ethics Code

New and revolutionary Code of
Ethics of the Nat'l Ass'n of Theatrical Artists' Representatives has
been ratified by association members
and will go into effect following approval of a uniform contract which
requires the consent of Actors'
Equity
and Actors'
Ass'nit
en commission
and Betterment
other terms,
was said yesterday by Julius Kendler, counsel for the agents' group
Ass'n. Copies of the Code have been
mailed to all bookers, film producers
and actor associations asking for
opinion on its merits, Kendler said.

FLORENCE
Chicago.

LAKE

will return Saturday from

PAUL MUNI, Warner star, returns from
abroad tomorrow on the Manhattan.
HARRY ROSENQUEST, assistant to Norman
Moray, Vitaphone sales executive, is back
from a trip to Toronto, Buffalo, Rochester,
Montreal,
Albany
and
Binghamton.
RUBY KEELER arrived in town from the
coast this week and will remain for the local
premiere
GENE

of Al Jolson's "Wonder
Bar."
RAYMOND returns to New York tomorrow from Palm Beach and wilj stay at
the Lombardy over the week-end, leaving
Monday for Hollywood.
ED KUYKENDALL
for Columbus,
Miss.

left New

York last night

Van Beuren May Make Musical Pix
Negotiations are now under way
for the production by Van BeurenMeyer Davis of one feature length
musical to be made at the Biograph
studios. It is likely that Bert Lahr
will be starred and that production
will start in June.
Seabury Declines NRA Post
Samuel Seabury, invited by General Johnson to be a member of
the NRA advisory board created to
review complaints from small busito accept.nesses, wired that he was unable

Hollywood — Altering his previous
D. A. Doran With Group Theater
policy of engaging talent for specific pictures only, Jesse L. Lasky
D. A. Doran, Jr., formerly with
has started to build up a creating Fox and Paramount, will be assoorganization of his own and will
ciated with the Group Theater in
Sam Dembow Laid Up
hereafter give term contracts to di- the stage production of "GentleSam Dembow, Jr., is confined to
rectors, players and authors. First
woman." Doran is now on the coast. his home with a severe cold.
to be signed is Keene Thompson,
writer, whose initial work for Lasky
is the collaboration on "Forbidden
Two More Philly Downtown Houses
Lips."
Philadelphia — This city's downtown section is getting two more
independent first-runs this week.
The Walnut reopens tomorrow
under management of Iz Hirst, with
a policy of pictures and tab shows.
On Saturday the Vogue resumes
operations with an Italian operatic
picture as the opener. S. E. Toth
will operate the theater.

"Moulin" Caravan in Chicago
Chicago — Twentieth Century's
"Moulin Rouge" caravan arrived
here yesterday from Milwaukee and
the stars appeared at the United
Artists Theater. In Milwaukee, L.
K. Brin, owner of the Garden, gave
a special performance for the
troupe in the Majestic, specially
opened for their appearance. House
was sold out at 75 cents.
Death House Scene Ruled Out
Albany — Scenes of a man being
strapped in an electric chair have
been ordered cut from a current
feature by Dr. George M. Wiley,
assistant state commissioner of education.

February 21

Coming and Going

2-Operator Ordinance Filed
A city ordinance requiring two
operators in a booth has been introduced in the New York Board of
Aldermen. It is now in committee.

_-

GET JET T€E
TIH IE BIG JIHCW2
I.T.O.A. MOVIE

. .

BALL

What a party this will be! The Movie Industry
On Parade. Stars ... Entertainment . . .
Dancing . . . The Gayest Event Of The Year
... A Celebration of Celebrities . . . Will
Hollywood's Face Be Pink?
IN

Don't Miss It!

PERSON

CLARKE GABLE . .
WALLACE BEERY . . . EDMUND LOWE . . .
LILYAN TASHMAN . . . AL JOLSON . . . SOPHIE TUCKER . . .
BUDDY ROGERS . . . RUDY VALLEE ... And a Hundred Others.

WASHINGTON'S BIRTHDAY
FEBRUARY 21st

EVE

AT

WALDORF-ASTORIA
TICKETS TENT DOLLARS

WILLIAM
CHAIRMAN,

HOTEL

PER PERSON

BRANDT
ENTERTAINMENT

COMMITTEE

ORDER TICKETS DIRECT FROM I.T.O.A., 341 W. 44th ST., N. Y.
MAKE
CHECKS
PAYABLE
TO SAM SCHWARTZ, TREAS.

RAGING RHINO RUNS RIOT!

The rarest of animals and most dangerous when aroused is the
armor-plated Indian Rhino. Only two are known to captivity,
both females. Frank Buck had an order to bring back alive a
male. Months of search were finally rewarded with a noble
specimen, five tons of ferocity, armored like a war tank. Plans
were laid for his capture. Fifty natives manned the steel-wire
net. Suddenly the Rhino turned and charged directly at Buck !
Had he sensed this man among the many v/as his enemy come
to rob him of his lush jungle? Once! Twice! He charged! Death
on the prong of that single brute horn ! A moment's pause and
Buck beckoned the boys to fall behind in a half circle, then he
stationed himself, a living target for the thunderous charge.
Nature always saves her biggest thrills for him and you'll see
them all in
There's no time for "stills" in a world of thrills, so this
drawing, one of a series of scenes from "Wild Cargo", was sketched
from an actual "frame" of the film by the famous artist J. Clinton
Shepherd.

FRANK

BUCK'S

Van Beuren Production

CARGO"
"WILD
RKO Radio Pictnre

Directed by Armand Denis

COMING

SOON!

THE FAN
DANCER
Only Leo can do
it! Week after
week the biggest
STAR names on
your marquee!
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"MYSTERY OF MR. X"
and "RIP TIDE"
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MAJOR STUDIOS AHEAD
ON '33-34 SCHEDULES
(Continued from Page 1)

30, against June 30 in 1933, and is
delivering for release eight more
films than were numbered on the
1932-33 schedule. Paramount is running about 15 days ahead, with present films due to be completed by the
end of June. Paramount schedule
of 65 features is the same as last
year. Columbia, which always winds
up fiscal schedules in the early fall,
will complete the 1933-34 line-up
early in August with 48 features in
release. Universal is expected to be
a month ahead of schedule. United
Artists is practically finished on this
season's program, with 20th Century, completing its initial line-up
of 12.

Wednesday, Feb. 21, 1934

MPTOA ANNUAL MEET

Labor Board Hearing Para. Case Today
Hearing will be held today before the NRA Regional Labor Board over Paramount's
answer that it would not reinstate members of the theater and amusement employes
union, Local 118, whom the Board had ordered taken back at the Paramount, Stapleton, because they had quit without just cause.
Chas. C. Levey, secretary of the union, said he plans to go to Washington next
Tuesday, after members of his union have voted on a general strike, and lay his case
before the National Labor Board. He said, too, that one of the larger circuits might
be hit by a general strike before the end of the week. He declined to name the circuit.

Place on Code Boards
Kuykendall Slated
For A Second Term
Demanded
by
I.T.O.A.
(Continued from Page 1)
(Continued from Page 1)

300 theaters, the association states.
Inclusion of I. T. O. A. members in
the boards is another condition imposed before the unit will assent to
the code.
The new executive committee,
comprising members of the board
of directors, was elected yesterday
as follows: Jack Shapiro, Leon
Rosenblatt, M. F. Fleischmann, Rudy
Sanders and Leo Brecher. Ex-officio
members are Lou Blumenthal and
Harry Brandt. New trustees are:
William Landau, Sam Schwartz and
Film Offer to Lindbergh
Sanders.
Is Revealed by Hearst Rudy
A drive is under way for a reduc(Continued from Page 1)
tion in electric rates and associated
in connection with the air mail con- companies have offered a minor cut
tract controversy. The offer, made which will not be accepted. A
by Hearst personally just after the further reduction will be sought.
famous flight to Paris, was turned
down by Lindbergh solely because
he had said he would not go into A. C. Can't Take It;
pictures. Hearst cites the incident
Mayor
Would Stop Film
(Continued from Page 1)
as proof of Lindbergh's non-mercenary motives in objecting to the of getting bankrolls out of delemail contract cancellations.
gates, Mayor Bacharach is considering action to stop further showing
of
the the
picture.
says he
Comerford Takes Over
mind
part Heabout
thedoesn't
same

Code Authority, is understood willing to resume the office in order
to continue the industry rehabilitation work in which he has prominently figured.
Under the M.P.T.O.A. constitution the election is held by its board
of directors, which will be named
at the convention. Other officers will
also be elected for the ensuing year.
In addition to the expected affiliation of the I. T. 0. of Southern
California with the M. P. T. 0. A.,
it is considered likely that the I. T.
0. of Northern California will also
join. Kuykendall yesterday stated
that although his association is not
"appealing" to units to affiliate with
it, nevertheless, it is receptive to
regional associations which regard
it as a constructive force in the
industry.

Bill to Admit Juveniles
Being Framed for N. Y. C.
(Continued from Page 1)

ture but state-wide in application
have been defeated. The Corporation Counsel of New York City, howspeeches, he says, but that goldTwo Rochester Houses digger
ever, is understood to have decided
stuff is liable to cause a lot
Under a deal just completed the of wives to keep their husbands from that a measure which only affects
M. E. Comerford circuit has taken coming to conventions here. The New York can be legally enacted
over operation of the Century and Mayor asked the city solicitor to by the Legislature.
Regent, Famous Theaters Corp. view the picture and report as to
houses, in Rochester. The Paramount what legal steps could be taken.
40 Clevelanders to Detroit Party
interests retain a 50 per cent inCleveland — A delegation of 40
terest in the houses under the agreeBritish Imports Increase
will leave here Saturday noon on
ment which runs at least six months,
British film imports in 1933 to- a private car to attend the Variety
with options providing more time.
taled 78,606,144 linear feet, against Club dinner in Detroit. J. E. FonWilliam Cadoret of the Comer- 61,752,657
in 1932 and 76,726,328 in the party.
taine, president, will officially lead
ford company is in charge of these
1931 according to figures received
two houses, plus the Comerford op- by the Department of Commerce
eration, the Capitol, as city manAmerican Consulate's Ofager. Harry Royster, who has been from ficethe
New Denver Indep't Exchange
in London. There were inDenver — Distinctive Screen Atin charge of the theaters for Famcreases
in blank and positive film,
ous, is being transferred to New but a decrease
tractions, Inc., has been incorpoin negative.
York pending a new assignment.
rated to handle Principal and Progressive and other independent picArrested for Nudist Picture
tures. Officers include Lon T. FidRebuild Lebanon House
Dothan, Ala. — Charged with vio- ler, president; Leo J. Donovan, viceLebanon, 0. — On the old Opera
lating a city ordinance, Rufus Da- presidenti and Edith Fidler, secreHouse site, the city fathers have revis, local theater manager, was
tary-treasurer. Offices have been
built a structure containing an 800- arrested for playing a nudist pic- established at 2044 Broadway.
seat theater. Bids are now being
ture. The picture was continued
received on the management.
after his arrest.
Occasional Vaude. at Denham
Denver-^-Another change of policy
Novarro to Appear in Washington
Clayton Long in Alliance, Neb.
Following his current week at the West Coast Bureau, of THE FILM DAILY at the Derihain will again bring in
Capitol, Ramon Novarro will go to
Los Angeles — Clayton Long, for- stage . shows/ when available. On
mer house manager of the local such occasions prices will be boosted
Washington to appear there in conis now manager of the to 55 cents,' against 40 cents for;
junction with "The Cat and the Fid- Paramount,
Imperial at Alliance, Neb., a Fox pictures only. Orpheuhv charges
bill.
West
Coast
house.
dle."
only 50 cents for its "••combination
Technicolor Reports Loss
Net loss of $249,396 is reported by
Technicolor for 1933, against $235,503
loss in 1932.

American Seating Cuts Loss
American Seating Co. reports net
loss of $174,007 in 1933, compared
with loss of $499,518 the previous
year.

I

"Mandalay"

Holding

Over

Kay Francis in "Mandalay," Warner release,
will Strand.
be held. 'for a second
week.-at,jthe
-

■■

n

SET FOR APRIL 10-12
(Continued from Page 1)

announced the appointment of Tony
Muto of the Hays association to
handle convention plans, including
publicity and transportation, in New
York. Muto is making his office
at the M. P. T. O. A. headquarters.
Highlight purposes of the meeting will be to review the code operations, and discuss various important
issues. The program will include
a visit to studios, with producers
cooperating to the fullest extent,
it was stated, as exhibitors have an
opportunity to witness making of
the product they will eventually
arranged.
play.
Special train rates are being
David Palfreyman, Hays office
contact man with circuits, attended
the luncheon.

Uphold Fox Protest
Over "Follies" Title
(Continued from Page 1)

and unfair. The board recommended
that Warners immediately stop
using the title in any form. Ruling
was signed by William A. Orr, R.
W. Scott.
Doidge, Robert Harris and Irene
F.

Mass. Bill Would Deny
Amusement to Kids
(Continued from Page 1)

John J. Concannon are sponsors of
the measure. Another bill in the
House would restrict the employment or exhibition of children under
15 on any stage. In addition, the
bill calling for a board of five to
supervise and regulate movies is
scheduled
on March for
13. hearing in the House
Chi. House Plans Kid Programs
Chicago — A special Saturday
morning show for children has been
instituted at the Piccadilly in coFilm Council.
operation with the Parents' Better
leg. Cyril Chadwick in Hospital
Cyril Chadwick, screen and stage
player, is in Polyclinic Hospital suffering from a fracture of his right
Clark and McCullough on Tour
Clark and McCullough have been
signed for an RKO vaude tour starting March 2 in Trenton.
Weatherbound
Snowbound at Great Neck, Charles
L. O'Reilly yesterday morning kept in
.contact with a meeting of the Code
Authority's committee on board nominations ,by frequent telephone calls to
Code j headquarters. His interest in
the proceedings' was particularly keen
as the New York board's personnel,
the subject of much wrangling, was
again
under consideration.
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Oakie and Spencer Tracy in

"LOOKING

FOR TROUBLE"

with Constance Cummings and Arline Judge
77 mins.
United Artists
, OAKIE-TRACY COMBINATION SCORES
'IN COMEDY-MELODRAMA WITH SOME
RIOTOUS HIGHSPOTS.

Couwultia

Built around the more or less far-fetched
escapades of a couple of telephone "trouble shooters," this 20th Century production is at its best when Jack Oakie is
engaged in clowning and buffoonery with
Spencer Tracy as his straight man. The
romantic sequences also have their humorous aspects. But when the action turns
to heavy melodrama, wire-tapping racketeering, safe-blowing, earthquakes, etc.,
interest takes a little recess. All in all,
however, it is pretty sure to deliver satisfaction. Oakie alone, in the best work
he has done, is enough for that. Central
characters in the conglomeration are Spencer Tracy, an ace telephone repair man,
and Jack Oakie, a wise-cracking practical
joker just in from a small burg and as-

•

• • LAST CALL for the Movie Ball!
Wednesday eve at the Waldorf-Astoria
Washington's Birthday
Eve
it will be a sellout, sure
with a capacity deadline
of MOO
the Committee has chalked up a 1.000-ticket
fale so you had better grab your ducats fast if ya gonna
be among those present
• •
• LOOKS LIKE Independent Theater Owners know
how to throw a party
every movie star in the East will
be there, practically
about 40
along with other
celebs, many of 'em will be on the stage of the Grand Ballroom
doing
you will Lowe,
see and
hear AlBankhead.
Jolson, Clark'
Gable, their
Lilyanstuff
Tashman, Edmund
Tallullah
Mae
Murray, Sophie Tucker, Gus Edwards, Paul Whiteman Helen
Morgan, Wallace Beery, Ramon Novarro, Everett Marshall,
Colleen Moore
Estelle Taylor, Chester Morris, Bert Lytell,
"Roxy", Dorothy and Lillian Gish
and a score of others
■ ■_
an all-nite racket
with a breakfast show .
with entertainment supplied from all the famous nite clubs from
Greenwich Village to Harlem
and the Midnite Show will
include the Ziegfeld Follies, Casino de Paree, Paradise and
Hollywood shows
what ya call a BUY!
in any
language
T
T
T
T

signed as Tracy's helper. The latter's
girl, Constance Cummings, gets involved
with his crooked ex-helper, and is pinched
on accidental evidence when he is murdered by another sweetie. Whereupon
Tracy, with Oakie's aid, turns things upside down until he proves her innocence,
and so to a dual wedding.
Cast: Spencer Tracy, Jack Oakie, Constance Cummings, Arline Judge, Judith
Wood, Morgan Conway, Paul Harvey, Joseph
Sauers, Franklyn Ardell.
Director, William Wellman; Author, J. R.
Bren; Adaptors and Dialoguers, Leonard
Praskins, Elmer Harris; Editor, Pete Fritch;
Cameraman, James Van Trees.
Direction, Fast.
Helen

"ROAD

• • • AFTER OPENING of "Wonder Bar" in which he
appears, Hal Le Roy plans a personal appearance tour
he will appear at the premiere at the Strand next Wednesday
Bill Robinson has been signed by Sam Sax for a Vitaphone short
Governor and Mrs. Lehman were given a
private showing
at the Executive
Mansion
of "Nana"
and
"Catherine the Great"
Pathe News caught Capt. Eddie
Rickenbacker's record flight from California to New York
flying with him were Robert Donahue and Arthur Ransom of
Pathe News
The St. Moritz will hold a canine cocktail
party Friday afternoon in honor of Dark Hazard, the greyhound
who appears in the Warner pix of the same name
"Dark
Hazard" opens at the Rialto this eve

Photography, Fine.
Foster

in

TO RUIN"

True Life Photoplays

►//

64 mins.

DRAMA OF JUVENILE DELINQUENCY
WELL HANDLED AND POINTS A MORAL
WHILE
ENTERTAINING.
The old story of young girls following
1 the primrose path is honestly and frankly
i handled, without any suggestive scenes. It
> is a frank presentation of the pitfalls of
youth, and it whitewashes none of the
characters. The results of their folly,
ignorance and carelessness are pointed
graphically for the moral. The theme follows the careers of two young girls, and
one in particular who is introduced to a
gay, fast crowd by her giddy friend. The
complicity of the girl's parents is shown
— the mother doing a little stepping on her'
own, and father also not averse to cheating. Meanwhile daughter gets into deeper
and deeper trouble, finally landing in
Juvenile Court. The finale is tragedy for
the girl in her untimely death, and the
lesson being brought home to the parents
of their criminal negligence in not protecting her from her own ignorance. Helen
Foster plays the principal role convincingly.
Cast: Helen Foster, Nell O'Day, Glen
Boles, Bobby Quirk, Paul ' Page,' Virginia
True Boardman, Richard- Tucker, Mae Busch.
Directors, Mrs. Wallace Reid, Melville
Shyer; Editor, S. Roy Luby; Cameraman,
James
Diamond.
Direction, Satisfactory. Photography, Fair.
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• CRITICS

RAVE

Clark GABLE
i Claud ette COLBERT
"It Happened

Together /«r the Fh;l Time

wilh
''■ Walter

j

j

i
,

Connolly
One

By RALPH

HOLLYWOOD

"JVTANCY
CARROLL,
and Heather
AngelOttowillKruger
head
the cast of "Forbidden Lips," being
produced by Jesse L. Lasky for Fox.
Frank Tuttle will direct the picture,
based on Benn Levy's "Springtime
for Henry."
T

t

Gary Cooper has
Paramount contract.

T

▼

signed

a new

▼

Columbia
boughtSpigelgass,
"I'll Fix It,"
original
by has
Leonard
for
Elissa Landi.
Una

Merkel,

Aubrey Smith and Arthur Hohl are
additions to 20th Century's "Bulldog
Drummond Strikes Back."

RISKIN

I "WILL PILE UP HAND'l SOME PROFITS AT THE
1 BOX-OFFICE." —BILLBOARD
I "ANOTHER
BANG-UP

SWELL,
GRAND

I|
• TURE."—HOLLYWOOD

PIC-

REPORTER

FOR REAL
RETURNS."
VARIETY

—DAILY

| "SHOULD CLEAN UP
! AT ANYBODY'S BOX—MOTIOS PICTURE
A

I OFFICE."
I FRANK CAPRA

Edward Ludwig will direct Charlie
Ruggles in "Friends of Mr. Sweeney" for Warners.

made -LADY

FUR

DAILY

Production
I DAY'

▼

Jason Joy, after a leave of several months, is back permanently
at Fox with his offices in the Writers
Building at the Westwood Studio,
where his principal duties will be
on story matters and censorship
problems.
T
T
T

▼

WILK

Karns

•

\eren pluy hy ROBERT

| "HEADED
• BOXOFFICE

A LITTLE from "LOTS

• Roscoe
t"
Nigh

From the Onmolwlirmt Magaiine
Story by Sailiael HnpHiis Adams

TV

Warner

Oland,

Universal will release the Edwin
and Edith Ellis play, "Frailty,"
under the title of "Affairs of a
Gentleman." Paul Lukas will be
starred.

▼ ▼ ▼
M. H. Hoffman will produce "The
Quitter" as his next Liberty Special.
Leila Hyams, Phillips Holmes. Jack
La Rue, Robert McWade, Hedda
Hopper and Eddie Nugent head the
cast, with Fred Newmeyer directing.

"Mystery of Mr. X" is the new
title of M-G-M's "Mystery of the
C. Dead Police."
»

The film world is agog! The air is
full

of the expectation

of great

|

things! Frank
Borzage's
"NO
GREATER
GLORY,"
based on
Ferenc
Molnar's
world
famous

|
•

CAROLE LOMBARD SALLY RAND
Paramount

Pictur

(lancer

IMMffllliF'lII

Intimate

in Character
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Of Motion
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Yates Sees Production Divided With East in 5 Years

ODE ASSENT IS INTERPRETED BY GENTJOHNSON
Aylesworth

Minimizes

RKO Head Sees New Setup
Enabling More Direct Action

Side Lines
. . . just looking on
—By JACK ALICOATE —
LJOLDING
Motion

the annual convention of the
Picture Theater Owners

of

[America in California, in April next, seems
I to add up. All the stock in trade that the
theater owner has to offer his customers
is pictures. Taking him to Los Angeles
where they think 'em, make 'em, and deliver 'em seems therefore to be excellent
judgment. Most exhibitors know far too
little of the practical side of picture production. Exhibitors from all over the country should plan now to be in Hollywood on
April 10, 11 and 12, next. Besides its entertainment value the trip should prove a
liberal education in studio methods and
production.
▼

▼

Radio Show

r

IN BUT a short time President Roosevelt
will have been in office for a year.
And what a year! Even the most optimistic
did not look for such decided improvement.
From the low ebb of the bank holidays to
the cheerful spirit of the day, in a span
of twelve months, is morale building
achievement in which every American can
share and be proud. Theaters must continue to do their part in keeping the present spirit at a high pitch. The battle is
only half won, but with such a courageous
leader it looks like nothing but sunshine
ahead.

a business for those who talk
WHAT
much but say little! Whenever we
hear pseudo executives criticizing well
made pictures we have an uncontrollable
urge to be on the throwing end of the old
Sennett custard pie act. No industry on
earth has held its head as high, nor fought
as hard and gamely to weather the depression, as this one. No industry has done
its duty more nobly or cheerfully. At no
time has this industry had more great pictures to offer the public. Under the circumstances itis nauseating to hear key
men criticize a business that gives them
bread and butter and enables them to
strut around like peacocks.

Agitation against free radio
shows as being in competition to
theater business was classed as "a
tempest in a teapot" by Merlin H.
Aylesworth yesterday in an exclusive interview with Film Daily.
He dismissed the subject as being
of minor importance by saying that
contrary to the statements issued
by certain(Continued
groups, onfree
broadPageradio
9)

Competition

It Happened in Hollywood
West Coast Bur., THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Elmer Harris is working
at Paramount on the adaptation of
"Her Master's Voice," the play by Clare
Kummer, and she in turn is working at
another studio on the adaptation of
Harris'

play,

"Happily

Opinion by NRA Head and
Counsel May End Controversy on Assents
By
FILM

WILLIAM
SILBERBERG
DAILY
Staff Correspondent

Unmarried."

Washington — An interpretation of
the effect of assent to the motion
picture code was made public late
Wednesday by NRA Administrator
Gen. Hugh S. Johnson. It bears
the signature of Johnson and Donald
R. Richberg, chief NRA counsel, and
reads as follows:
"For the information of members
the
motion picture industry with reAt the request of the NRA Regspect to the
form of
(Continued
on assent
Page 9) distribuional Labor Board, Paramount yesterday reinstated 17 members of the
theater and amusement employes
union, Local 118, at the Paramount,
Stapleton, under the same conditions as prior to their recent walkout and with no obligation to their
union,
it was said yesterday by
Radio broadcasting stations, particularly the two national networks, manager.
George Walsh, Paramount division
are planning to resist the joint atWashLast Wednesday, Chas. C. Levey,
A report emanating from
tempt of the Motion Picture and
(Continued
on Page 6)
ington yesterday said that efforts
are
being
made
to
settle
out
of
Legitimate Theater Code Authoricourt the Allied suit endeavoring to
ties to persuade them to abandon
free studio shows on the grounds No Objections Registered
the Motion Picture Code Authey afford unfair competition to
On Board Appointments enjoin thority from refusing to accept
theaters. The matter is expected to
the code.
(Continued on Page 9)
assents t tobeing
Not a single objection to local qualified
d,
der the settlemen
considereUnboard personnels announced last
acceptMonday has been made to the Code qualified compliances will be
Remainder of Lineup
ed, it was
reported.
The
case has
been postponed until
according to the Author(Continued on Page 9)
Is Set by Universal Authority,
ity's office. Twenty boards are still
awaiting
final
determination
by
the
Following completion of plans for
the remainder of the current Uni- code's administrative body, which Audio Productions, Inc.,
versal lineup of 36 features, Carl resumes deliberations on the subwhen it reconvenes Monday in
Expanding Its Activities
Laemmle, Jr., has returned to the New ject
York.
also
program
To accommodate increased activcoast. Next season's
Request(Continued
of Arthur
Lyons,
presiity in the trick photography and
with excepplotted,
on Page
9)
was definitely
(Continued
on Page 9)
animation field, Audio Productions,
on headInc., has moved its producti
Fox
quarters from the onBronx
(Continued
Page to
9) the

LABOR BOARD ORDERS
REINSTATEMENT OF 17

BROADCASTERS BUCK
CURBING OF AUDIENCES

ALLIED MAYSETTLE

SUIT OUTJF COURT

Features at $1 00,000 Less
Possible in East, Says Yates
N. Y. Allied Meets Monday
Code board nominations and the proposed state general sales tax are on the
program of the Allied Theaters of New
York meeting scheduled for Monday at
Albany. President Sidney E. Samuelson
of Allied will attend and speak.

By DON HANCOCK
In three to five years, film production will be equally divided between Hollywood and New York,
with eastern productions made by
major companies at an average of
$100,000 (Continued
less per onpicture
than the
Page 6)

Earlier Openings
With Clark Gable in person, the Capitol today opens doors at 10 A. M. and
will give five shows a day. The Music
Hall, with Gable on the screen in "It
Happened One Night," also opened at
10 A. M. yesterday. The Roxy likewise
had a 10:30 A. M. opening yesterday,
instead of the usual Friday change,
with "Hips,
Hips, Hooray."
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Columbia
Con. Fm.
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Ind
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vtc. 25%
5

Con. Fm. Ind. pfd.. 17
East. Kodak
93
133
pfd
East. Kodak
Fox Fm. "A"
I6I/2
Loew's, Inc
333/8
Metro-Goldwyn,
pfd. 24
Paramount
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Pathe
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RKO
4

Warner Bros
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Technicolor
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5%

4%
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5
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Cite Ruling on Assessment
Recent decision of Federal Judge
Randolph Bryant, Sherman, Tex., finding
that the petroleum code does not apply
to companies in that field which have
not signed the code is being cited by
Allied leaders as substantiating their
claims that exhibitors who do not assent to the code are not liable for
assessments in connection with its
financing. According to a recent statement from the Code Authority all exhibitors must share in costs of financing
the code machinery regardless of whether or not they indicate compliance with
the code.

Vs

With a total of 249 independent
houses in New Jersey currently
open, only 35 are now closed, according to the latest survey just
completed in that state. Total of
145 of the open theaters are in
northern New Jersey, while 104 are
in the southern part of the state.
Hays on Stand in Rembusch Trial
Will H. Hays was the principal
witness Wednesday at the trial of
the Rembusch conspiracy suit now in
its second week in Federal Court.
Hays was quizzed on the formation
of arbitration boards, credit committees, film boards of trade and the
development of a uniform contract.
In the afternoon Leo Brecher testified on his difficulties in getting
product for his local theaters. Trial
will be resumed today.
New Trial for Kleihege
Indianapolis — The case involving
the dynamiting of the State Theater
in Hammond in 1927 was reopened
this week when the Indiana Supreme
Court reversed the conviction of William Kleihege, former Hammond
theater operator, on a conspiracy
charge. The higher court ordered
a new trial for him. The Supreme
Court held that instructions to the
jury by the trial judge were prejudicial and unfair to Kleihege.
Weekly Luncheons for K. C. Variety
Kansas City — Newly formed
Variety Club here will hold Monday
luncheons until permanent club
rooms are obtained. Frank Hensler
is president; Arthur Cole and Clarence Schultz, vice-presidents; F. E.
Ritter, secretary; Charles E. Schafer, treasurer.
New House for Tallahassee
Tallahassee, Fla. — Plans have
been completed for a theater seating 1,000 to be built on East Colleee
Avenue and South Monroe Street. U
S. Deahl, real estate developer of
Tallahassee and Chicago, is owner
of the new property. Negotiation?
are now under way for its operation.
C. J. Vogel Improving Two Houses
West Tarentum, Pa.— C. J. Vog-el
and George Davis have leased the
Grand from William W. Clark and
will recondition it for straight film?
Voe-el also will make improvement?
in the Chester, W. Va., house in the
Liberty Amusement Co. circuit.
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May Meet Next Week
AlliedSidney
V.-P'sE.
DateToforPick
President

Samuelson and Chairman Abram F.
Myers to get together to select six
regional Allied vice-presidents is
now tentatively scheduled for next
week. Only possibilities of another
postponement is that the Washington NRA meeting on code reforms
may demand attendance of either
or both leaders.
Film Symposium Sunday
A symposium on "The Future of
the Film" will be held Sunday evening at 12 East 17th St. under the
auspices of the Film and Photo
League, with Tom Brandon presiding. Speakers will include David
Siaueiros, Nathan Adler, Meyer
Schapiro, Leon Dennen, Nicholas
Bela,
_ Evelyn Gerstein and others.
This is
the first of a series of open
discussions to be held through March
and April.

Coming and Going
CLARK GABLE arrives from Baltimore th
morning for his personal appearance eng3gt
ment at the Capitol starting today.
WILL

ROGERS

is in town

for a visit.

ROUBEN MAMOULIAN, now in New Yen
plans to return to the Coast in about a wscl

Ernest Luz Joins Music Ass'n
Ernest Luz, formerly musical d
rector for Loew Theaters, has bee'
engaged by the Music Publisher
Protective Asso. to represent th
organization at all screenings be
fore the local censor board. Lu
will check on all musical number
played in each film for the purpos
of verifying royalty payments.

Allen, Cleveland, Adds Vaude
Cleveland — Policy of the Allei
will be changed March 2 fron
straight films to unit stage show
Sparks Circuit Changes
with 12-piece orchestra. House i
Tampa, Fla.— Howard Jaudon has operated by Max Lefkowich, Mye
been promoted from the Franklin to Fine, Abe Kramer and P. E. Essick
manager of the Tampa theater. Jack
Hodtres has been transferred from K. C. Drops Municipal Theater Plar
the Tampa to Jacksonville. Earl
Kansas City — In the bid for the
Murrav has been transferred from new municipal auditorium is ai
Orlando to managership of the option for furnishing the theater ai
■Franklin. Jaudon will continue to
handle advertis
ing for all the $398,000, which the city wants eliminated temporarily for financial reaSparks theaters in Tampa.
sons. Later the city expects to ex-j
ercise
the option and have the thea-j
Hal LeRoy, Patricia Ellis in Shorts ter
finished.
Hal LeRoy will make four Vitaphone shorts at the Brooklvn studios
Fire Damages Louisville House
before returning to the West Coast
Louisville — About $3,000 damage
to begin his next Warner feature
was done this week by fire of un
nature.
probdamage at the Dixie, owned
ably come Patricia
East to Ellis
appearwill
opposite known
by Jacobson Amusement Co.
him in these two-reelers.

Henry Hathaway Gets Contract
Wr't

rnatf

Bm-eau

of TH^

FTT M

D * " '

Hollvwood— Henry Hathaway has
heen gwen a five-year contract with
feature director rating bv Paramount.

Warner Title Chantre
"Rhvthm in the Air" i? fhe now
title for Warner's "Hot Air." whir*
features Dick Powell. Pat O'Brien
Ginger Rogers and Allen Jenkins.

RKO Buys Vincent Lawrence Play
"Sour Grapes," play by Vincent
Lawrence, has been bought by RKO
as a starring vehicle for Clive Brook
Myles Connolly will produce it.
"Scandals" Music on Air March 1
Six song numbers from Fox's
"George White Scandals" will make
their air debut March 1 on the Rudy
work.
Vallee program over the NBC net-

St. Louis Cashier Robbed of $320
$320 in ca?h frmn Mrs. .To^ Pieper
a.oo«'-Loui<! ~ A >1oIduT1 man took
cashier
of the West End Lyric, the
other night.

Duals at Gavetv. St. Louis
St. Louis — A double feature policy
Cut Scale at Loew's, Louisville
at 25 cents ton
bein«r inaugurated
Louisville — Loew's has cut it? tomorrow at theis Gayety
.
to 25 cents up to 6 o'clock
scale25-40
and
at night.
The Saturday morning matinee 'Orient Express' at Mayfair Mondav
Fox's "Orient Express." with
for kids went over so well that it
is beiner repeated, with an attend- ■RTeather Ane-el and Norma
n "EWer
ance of 1,500 expected.
opens Monday night at the Mayfair"
Louis Lipstone on Vacation
Mark Greenbanm in Hospital
Chicago /s_ Louis Lipstone. proCleveland — Mark Greenbaum.
Pioneer theater owner, but retired
ducer for Balabn
^as left
for the past five years, is in Lake- tion.
for Florida for a &.twoKatz.
weeks' vacside Hospital for an operation.

February 22-23
Lew Cody
B. P. Fineman
Albert Herman
James Kirkwood
Nacio
Herb Brown
Robert
Young
G. W. Yates
Norman

Taurog
Victor
Emit C. Jensen

Fleming

Wl UUROOEfiS
^ According to Motion
Picture Herald's "Biggest Money Making
Players
questionnaire w^
UPL, ,
Players" questionnaire
exhibitors.
15,000 exhibitors.
to 15,000
Hp--':''^^Hl8r

UMMKffil
It has that "State Fair" flavor

LOUISE DRESSER
EVELYN VENABLE
KENT TAYLOR
FETCHIT
STEPIN
From the novel by
Edward Noyes Westcotl
Directed by James Cruze

^Irftm
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39 MISS. HOUSES FACE
BACK TAX ON EQUIP!

SEES PRODUCTION
DIVIDEDWITH EAST
(Continued from Page

Gulfport, Miss. — Back tax assessments on sound equipment installed by Erpi in 39 houses in Mississippi is loomSing with the approval of back assessments totaling
$165,936 on equipment in two theaters here. The state tax collector's
office said petitions for approval by
county supervisors would be filed
against 37 other theaters in the
state. Erpi's contention that equipment was under 10-year lease by
Saenger and Paramount and therefore exempt from state taxation
was ruled down by the local county
board of supervisors and notice of
appeal to circuit court here is expected.

Labor Board Orders
Reinstatement of 17

PHIL H DALY
• •
• THE AMPAS were regaled with a very interesting
talk at their Wednesday luncheon
by Paul Hollister, viceprexy of R. H. Macy & Co
recognized as an authority on
public relations
he told of the work of the store's Cinema
Shop
and of the tie-ups with motion pictures
Joan
Lowell, daredevil girl adventurer, back from a cruise to the
Caribbean
painted some glowing word pictures of the high
spots of her trip
but she registered a kick
said that
she did the sort of things that pressageys like to write about
and a lotta folks merely shrugged, and said cynically
"A darn good press agent that gal copped for herself."
T

Katharine

Hepburn

in

"SPITFIRE"

T

• •
• LATE IN April Gus Edwards will open his "Show
Window"
Broadway house for showing of new talent and
acts
Charley O'Reilly, prexy of T.O.C.C., is interested in
the Park, Newark, which the Geller interests have taken over
from Roy Leibman
"Ariana,"
with Elizabeth Bergner,
opens at the 55th St. Playhouse next week
▼

(Continued from Page 1)

secretary of Local 118, sent identical telegrams to Division Administrator Sol A. Rosenblatt and Senator Robert Wagner, chairman of
the National Labor Board, stating
that unless "employers were compelled to comply with provision of
Section
be called.7A" a general strike would

T

▼

T

• •
• A LAD named Jack Seymour, Brooklyn's latest gift
to the world of hoofers
was set for his first pix part in the
Mentone-Universal film, "Vaudeville Days"
Hal Sherman,
who is the emcee in the pix. . . . . asked Jack about his previous
accomplishments so he could frame a build-up for the introductory gag and the lad's dad, standing nearby, pipes up
"Oh, Jack is a riot in Bay Ridge, so mebbe you could
mention that.".
Clark Gable and Claudette Colbert in

Edward

"IT HAPPENED

"DARK

ONE NIGHT"

G.

Robinson

105 mins.

with Genevieve Tobin and Glenda Farrell
First National
72 mins.

REMARKABLE WORK BY HEPBURN IS
HIGHLIGHT OF GENERALLY GRIPPING
DRAMA ABOUT A MOUNTAIN GIRL.

SWELL
ENTERTAINMENT THAT
OUGHT TO PULL THE MASS CLIENTELE
INTO THEATERS ANYWHERE.

UPS AND DOWNS OF A GAMBLER WILL
PROVE OF CHIEF INTEREST TO MEN.

DRAMA

ABOUT

Although there is plenty of plot material in it, this drama for some reason never
seems to register very deeply, and because
of the nature of its gambling background,
which specializes in dog racing, its appeal
will probably be strongest among the male
mountain girl, who thinks she is fighting
trade. In a role that doesn't develop quite
a lone battle against the world, it never
as glamorously or as amusingly as some of
gets away from her. It is a curious char- dandy script and Frank Capra's direction. his past performances,
but nevertheless has
acter with a dual nature, one hard and Gable, a New York newspaperman on the
a goodly share of dramatic interest and
militant, the other tender and yearning for outs, and Claudette Colbert, the runaway humorous
touches, Edward G. Robinson does
a love which she thinks she is not good daughter of a rich man, meet in Florida
his usual good job. A gambler who is in
enough to have. Because of her eccentric just as she is trying to make her way back
the dough today and broke tomorrow, he
faith in prayer, the superstitous neighbors to the big city by bus incognito. At first
fear her as a witch and on one occasion he sees nothing in her except a big scoop, marries a country girl, Genevieve Tobin,
with the idea of leading a more useful life.
are about to drive her away, but the in- while she apparently detests Gable but is But he loses his job
in a hotel and takes
tervention of Ralph Bellamy, an engineer forced to team up with him for her own another
at a dog racing track, starts to
on a nearby dam project, helps to save convenience and protection, and because
neglect
her. There are plenty of deep human both, are nearly broke. After spending in- friend, his wife in favor of a former girl
goes a-straying again while another
nocent nights together supposedly as man
qualities in the story, and the scenes in
man cuts in on his wife, and so to a dowhich Robert Young, who unfortunately is and wife in tourist camps, they reach New
mestic denouement in which the racing
married, first awakens real love in Katha- York, where Claudette intends to become lure proves stronger
to him than his home.
rine, are just about gems. In short, it is the wife of a man she doesn't love, but What little
there is of love stuff is good,
the type of worth while picture that can her wise papa, played with fine touches by but secondary.
Walter Connolly, has taken favorably to
count on many-sided support.
Gable and real love comes to a culmination.
Cast: Edward G. Robinson, Genevieve ToCast: Kaiharine Hepburn, Robert Young,
bin, Glenda Farrell, Robert Barrat, Gordon
Cast: Clark Gable, Claudette Colbert,
Ralph Bellamy, Martha Sleeper, Sidney
Westcott,
Hobart Cavanaugh, George MeekToler, Louis Mason, Sarah Haden, Virginia Walter Connolly, Roscoe Karns, Jameson
Thomas, Alan Hale, Ward Bond, Eddie
er, Henry B. Walthall, Sidney Toler, Emma
Howell, High Ghere, Therese Wittier.
Chandler.
Dunn,
Willard Robertson, William V. Mong.
Director, John Cromwell; Author, Lulu
Director, Al Green; Author, W. R. BurDirector, Frank Capra; Author, Samuel Levy.
Vollmer; Adaptors, Jane Murfin, Lulu Vollnett; Adaptors, Ralph Block, Brown Holmes;
mer; Cameraman, Edward Cronjager; Re- Hopkins Adams; Adaptor, Robert Riskin;
cording Engineer, Clem Portman; Editor, Cameraman, Joe Walker; Recording Engi- Cameraman, Sol Polito; Editor, Herbert
neer, E.L Bernds; Editor, Gene Havlick.
George Nicholls, Jr.
Direction, Good.
Photography, Good.
Direction, Box-Office. Photography, Fine.
Direction, Aces.
Photography, Fine.

This is Katharine Hepburn's biggest field
day to date and she does a grand job of it.
From the minute she takes hold of the
audience in her characterization of the

In a lively yarn, fast-moving, plenty humorous, racy enough to be tantalizing, and
yet perfectly decorous, Clark Gable and
Claudette Colbert walk in with a swell
batch of entertainment that ought to go
big any place. It is a combination achievement, with plenty of the credit due to the

Since the opening of the new Biograph studios two months ago,
more than 50 film executives have
inspected the stages, and negotiations are now under way which may
result in two or three major companies filming a percentage of the
new season's product in the east,
said Yates.
Although the present Biograph
studios are capable of housing only
about 20 productions a year, Yates
stated that "as long as there is
brick and mortar we will enlarge
our facilities to accommodate all
who see the great economies of eastern production and will contract for
a substantial number of pictures to
be made here each year.
"Under those conditions Warners
may have their own studios here.
We'll build if they'll buy the studio
space. RKO, M-G-M., Fox, all companies can have the same. Any established producing company can
come in on the deal and have its
own studios," said Yates.
Fredric March in

with Walter Connolly
Columbia

ENGROSSING

cost of western-made product, H. J.
Yates, president of Consolidated
Film Industries and head of the
Biograph
studios, stated to FILM
Daily yesterday.

in

HAZARD"

with Robert Young and Ralph Bellamy
RKO
88 mins.

FAIRLY

1)

"DEATH

with

TAKES

A HOLIDAY"

Evelyn Venable, Sir Guy Standing,
Katharine Alexander
Paramount
78 mins.
STRONG ROMANTIC COMBINATION
OF NATURAL AND SUPERNATURAL
WITH APPEAL CHIEFLY TO CLASS
TRADE.
Very much off the beaten path of screen
entertainment, this picture presents unusual possibilities to exhibitors who handle
it right. Its theme, daring and somewhat
spooky, but in a fascinating rather than a
shocker sense, deals with a three-day "holiday" taken by the Angel of Death, portrayed with fine effectiveness by Fredric
March. Anxious to know 'why mortals
have such a desire to keep on living, he
comes to earth in the disguise of a Prince
attending a house party where only the
host is aware of his identity. The Prince
proves a very fascinating character, especially to Evelyn Venable, and they become
gripped in a romance that is replete with
suspenseful
Though
the girl's
father
begselements.
Death not
to take
her,
the girl herself is without fear and is perfectly willing to go away with the strange
Prince, so at the end of his three days he
departs with her.
Cast: Fredric March, Evelyn Venable,
Katharine Alexander, Sir Guy Standing,
Gail Patrick, Helen Westley, Kathleen Howard, Kent Taylor, Henry Travers, G. P.
Huntley,
De
Linsky.Jr., Otto Hoffman, Edward Van
Sloan, Hector Sarno, Frank Yaconelli. Anna
Director, Mitchell Leisen; Author, Alberto Casella; Adaptors, Maxwell Anderson,
Gladys
Lewis. Lehman, Walter Ferris; Cameraman,
Charles Lang; Recording Engineer, Harold
Direction, Fine.

Photography, A-l.

JL o every exhibitor in the world ... to
every patron who patiently waits ana
wonders.
JViagic words . . . jUUM
NORMA
SHEARER
in "RIP
TIDE. Alagic, because all the months
ol waiting intensify the thrill ol the
glorious attraction she has just completed.
Oinners in silks are the chosen rich ol
her romantic story . . . their lives, loves,
heart-aches . . . their drama pulsating
across continents and oceans . . . JNAanhattan, Ot. JM-oritz, the Riviera, JLondon
. . . and Morma

Shearer exceeding the

beauty and allure ol her Divorcee and
Strangers Alay Kiss lame! Proudly
Al-Cr-Al. brings back to your theatre
the Iirst .Lady ol 1 he Screen!

Sloclueecl Ly TH ALBERG
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JOHNSON CLARIFIES
FILM CODE ASSENT
(Continued from Page

A LITTLE from "LOTS"
By RALPH

HOLLYWOOD

1)

ted by the Code Authority of the
motion picture industry under the
terms of Article VI, Part 2, Section
8, of the code:
"1 — It is not the intent or purpose of.
Article 6, Part 2, Section 8, of the code
that any member of the industry assenting
to the code on the form used by the code
authority shall thereby waive or be estopped
from setting up any right which such member
of the industry may possess under general
or statutory law against any arbitrary, oppressive, injurious and unreasonable action by
any administrative official or agency under
the motion picture industry code.
"2. — It is not the intent or purpose of
such article, part or section of the code that
any member so assenting shall be precluded
or estopped from seeking amendment to or
modifications of said code.
"3. — Members of the industry not assenting to the code on the forms above mentioned
cannot be denied any of the rights and
remedies afforded by the code save only they
bewill not enjoy the right to file complaint
fore the administrative agencies, provided for
in the code.
"Upon acceptance of any of the benefits and
advantages of the code, such members of the
industry may be assessed a reasonable amount,
subject to the approval of the administrator,
defray the expenses of administering
to help
the
code but not otherwise.
"4. — While assent on the form above mentioned is necessary to enable a member of
the industry to lodge protests with clearance
and zoning boards and to make use of the facilities of the local grievance boards, nevertheless
such assent is not essential to enable any
member of the industry to interpose his defense before any such board if he so desires
in any matter affecting his interests, and
thereafter to prosecute any and all appeals,
therefrom to the same extent and in the
same manner as a member assenting on the
form above mentioned.
"5. — The statements contained herein apply
with respect to the execution, either heretofore or hereafter by any member of the
form of assent above mentioned, and all such
assents will be deemed to have been executed in the light of these statements."
Opinion here is that this nullifies previous
concepts
of code assent and was done to,
stave off some of Allied'? objections.

Remainder of Lineup
Is Set by Universal
(.Continued from Page 1)

tion of some plays and novels now
under negotiation.
Pictures to complete this season
include "Crosby Case," "Love
Birds," "Countess of Monte Cristo,"
"Glamour," "Little Man, What
Now?" "I'll Tell the World," "Uncertain Lady," "Black Cat," "I
Give My Love," "Affairs of a Gentleman," "The Humbug," "Alias the
Deacon," "Imitation of Life,"
"Practical Joker," "Human Side,"
"Love Life of a Sailor" and "One
Glamorous
Night."

No Objections Registered
On Board Appointments
(Continued from Page 1)

dent of the agents' association, that
this group's code of ethics be incorporated in the •notion picture
code has been referred to Sol A.
Rosenblatt, it was stated at code
authority headquarters.

MINIMIZES RADIO
SHOW COMPETITION

QEORGE
to
profit by O'BRIEN
the mistakeintends
made by
other film stars who avidly accepted stage proffers only to fail in their
initial appearance behind the footlights. For the past two months.
O'Brien has been rehearsing a sketch
conceived by himself and within
the next few weeks plans on inviting
a group of local newspaper critics
to a suburban theater, where he will
give _ a "tryout" performance.
O'Brien expects the reactions to
guide him in his decision to either
accept or reject a New York appearance.
▼

T

T

Hundreds of letters and telegrams
have been received at Universal, addressed to Carl Laemmle, Jr., congratulating the latter on his initiative in permitting Lee Tracy tc
resume his career on the screen
Now that Laemmle has brousrht thr
inimitable actor back in "I'll Tell
the World," and the recent agitation
concerning the star turned out to br
unwarranted, three other studio?
have put in bids for his services.
▼

T

T

Charles Vidor will direct Paramount's screen adaptation of the
stage play, "Double Door."
T

T

T

Chesterfield has started production at Universal Studios on "Stoler
Sweets," original by Karl Brown
Cast includes Sally Blane, Charlc
Starrett, Jameson Thomas anr
others. Richard Thorpe is directing
with M. A. Anderson at the camera
George R. Batcheller is supervising
T

T

T

Cast of "St. Louis Woman," now
being produced by Screencraft
Productions, Inc., for Showmens
Pictures, Inc., of which Dave Mountan is president, includes Jeannette
Loff, Johnny Mack Brown, Robert?
Gale and Earle Foxe. The picture
is being directed by Albert Ray
Betty Laidlaw and Bob Lively have

WILK

written four original numbers for
"St.
Louisabout
Woman,"
will be
released
March which
15.

(Continued from Pnar 1)

studios on 56th St. John Foster,
formerly in charge of animation and
cartoon work for Van Beuren, is in
charge of animation. Alex Gansell. formerly with Visugraphic
Pictures and Ufa, also has been
added to the staff. Another appointment is Edwin Ludig, for 14 years
with David Belasco, as musical director.
Educational
Subjects Booked
Educational's "Manhattan Lullaby," Song Hit Story starring Helen
Morgan, has been booked by RKO
for its entire metropolitan circuit
starting March 10. "What Does
1934 Hold?" has been signed by the
Roxy for the week of March 2.

1)

casts ness
tended
to help
busirather than
hindertheater
it.
"Sixty per cent of the people who
witness the broadcasts are friends
Frank R. Adams, who collaborated or relatives of the sponsors who
on the screen play of "She Made Her would not be downtown if it were
Bed," has been re-engaged by not for the broadcast. An average
Charles R. Rogers to adapt Frances of 2,500 come to the studios nightly.
Marion's story, "Lizzie Skerrit," the They leave our studios around 9
romance of a farm girl, which
Rogers
release. will produce for Paramount o'clock, without having spent a
penny, and invariably the majority of the spectators spend the re▼
▼
T
mainder of the evening at some
Joe Cunningham, gagster, has had movie house," he said.
his contract renewed by Fox.
Flexible costs and "more direct
action" are the keynotes for producT
T
T
tion this season at the RKO coast
"Love Detective," musical tworeeler, is in production at Colum- studios, he stated. "Actually our
be whatever the picbia with Archie Gottler directing. budget tureswill
call for and the number of
He also collaborated on the script. productions will be determined by
Frank Albertson, Betty Grable,
of the stories selectGloria Warner, Armand Kaliz, Red the importance
ed. J. R. McDonough will work in
Stanly and Tom Dugan are in the
cast.
close co-operation with Merian Cooper and we will save considerable
r ▼ ▼
time and money by having Mr. McCAST ASSIGNMENTS
Donough on the coast to make deCOLUMBIA— Donald
Cook
for "The
Whirlcisions, which if delayed might involve extra expenditures. I am
FOX — David Torrence for "All Msn Are
well satisfied with the new execuEnemies"; Stepin Fetchit for "Marie Galante."
MONOGRAM— Jacqueline Wells and Noel
tive set up. Last year was a markrrancis for "Loudspeaker"; Helen Flint, Hered improvement over other years for
nan Bing, George Irving and Emmett Vogan
RKO and I predict this year will be
for "Manhattan
Love Song."
M-G-M — Samuel Hinds and Douglas Dumbrille
for "Operator 13"; Ruth Channing for
'Louisiana."
pool."

PARAMOUNT —
Alison Skipworth, Frank
Graven and William Farnum for "Canal Boy";
Norman Foster, John Halliday and Grace Br-dey for "In Conference," both Charles R. Rogers
productions.
RKO— Phyllis Barry and Gilbert Emery for
"Dover Road"; Minna Gombell, Franklin Pangborn and Berton Churchill for "Strictly Dynamite"; William Gargan and Thelma Todd for
Great American
Harem."
WARNER-F. N.— Robert Emmet O'Connor,
3eorge Cooper and Etienne Girardot for 'Return of the Terror"; Helen Lowell and Frankie
Darro for "Happy Family"; Jean Muir and
Verree Teasdale for "Dr. Monica"; William
Demarest, Lee Moran, John Sheehan, Tom
Ougan, Ronnie Crosby, Harry Woods and Earl
Hodgins for "Sawdust"; Thomas Jackson for
"One Man Woman."
20TH
:( the

Audio Productions, Inc.
Expanding Its Activities

(Continued from Page

CENTURY— Ralph Morgan

for "Head

Family."

Allied May Settle
Suit Out of Court
(Continued from Page

1)

March 1 when it comes up for
hearing in the U. S. District Court,
New York. According to the Washington story, Abram F. Myers, Allied leader, and Gen. Hugh S. Johnson are conferring on the matter
and the deal is ready for closing.
At Code Authority headquarters
in New York yesterday statement
was made that "nothing was known"
of the reported settlement move.
New RKO Manager in Winnipeg
Mark Plottel has been made RKO
branch manager in Winnipeg, succeeding L. H. Watrous, resigned, it
is announced by Jules Levy, general
sales manager.

unusually
profitable."
Regarding
television Aylesworth
said "it will not be a practical reality for the general public for four
or five years. Even then television
must be used to attract people to
the theaters rather than to act as
a competitive measure. Fresh features will not be sent through the
ether, but rather trailers and other
forms of exploitation that will send
the listeners and observers to the
auditoriums of entertainment."

Broadcasters Oppose
Curbing
of Audiences
(Continued from Page 1)

go under discussion in Washington beginning March 5 at the meeting of all Code Authorities.
Broadcasters will contend that
free shows help, instead of hurt,
theater attendance. In an effort to
substantiate this claim they will assert that since most shows only
run 15 minutes or half an hour, on
an average, people drawn to the
downtown center of theaters fill out
the evening by attending regular
theaters.
"Lost Patrol" Version on Radio
A special
dramatization
of RKO's
"Lost
Patrol"
will be featured
tomorrow night in Borden's "45
Minutes in Hollywood" program
over the WABC national hookup.
Harlan Ware to Hollywood
Chicago — Harlan Ware, screen
and magazine writer, has gone to
Hollywood for a vacation and also
to write for pictures.

BUCK FACES TRUMPETING

TERRORS!

The capture of a herd of wild elephants, the building of
a great stockade to receive them and the wild and thundering charge of their hundreds of tons through the
jungle is but one of many exciting and thrilling chapters
in Frank (Bring-'Em-Back-Alive) Buck's new picture
"WILD CARGO", in which the jungle unfolds its world
of mystery to the man who is its lord. Some of the
strangest and rarest animals alive are shown in this
picture along with those exciting moments and biggest
thrills which Nature seems bent on saving for the daring
adventurer whose occupation is constantly filled with
peril and surprises.

FRANK

BUCK'S

Van Beuren Production

"WILD
RKO

Directed by Armand Denis

COMING

SOON!

CARGO"

Radio Picture

This drawing by the famous artist J. Clinton Shepherd is one of a
series of scenes from "Wild Cargo" and was inspired by an actual
"frame"
in the film. There's no time for "stills" in a world
full
of thrills!
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72 /S'/g'n Detroit Price -Boost and Protection Plan

EXTENDjJEADUNE FOR (§E ASSENTS TO[MARCH 28
Allied States Withdraws Suit Against Code Authority
VRA
Interpretation
of
Code Assents Appeases
Exhibitor Association
Satisfied with the code assents interpretation made by Gen. Johnson,
Mlied yesterday formally withdrew
its Congress theater suit against the
Code Authority seeking to enjoin it
from refusing to accept qualified
compliances. Attorney Norman
Samuelson, who, with Abram F.
Myers, was handling the case for
the plaintiff, appeared in the U. S.
District Court before Judge Knox
and explained
terms of the settle(Continued on Page 4)

NRA ORDERS 10 HOUSES
TO REESTABLISH SCALE

Radio Authority to Meet Films-Legit on Free Shows
The Radio Code Authority has agreed to hold a joint meeting with the Motion
Picture and Legitimate Theater Code Authorities on the subject of free broadcasting
shows. Plans for the meeting are being handled through the Legitimate Theater
Authority, with Marcus Heiman as chairman of its committee on the matter. It has
not as yet been decided whether the session will be held in New York or Washington,
when
all Code
Authorities
convene
March
5.

72 CONTRACT PLAYERS |READY TO OFFER BILL
ON PARAM'NT ROSTER FOR OHIO TAX REPEAL
West

Coast Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — With plans for starting 25 pictures in the next three
months, Paramount now has 72
players under contract, said to be
the"
greatest
number
in the Another
history
of any
producing
company.

Columbus — A bill for repeal of
the 10 per cent state admission tax
is ready for presentation with the
support of all film interests, according to the new Independent Theater
Owrers of Ohio, which has named
a legislative committee including
Martin G. Smith, M. B. Horwitz, F.
W. Huss, Jr., Max Stearn and P. J.
Wood. First meeting of the committee takes place here Feb. 27.
District (Continued
theater on Page
managers
met
4)

unique angle is that 32 of the players are comparative newcomers.
Emanuel Cohen, production chief,
Climaxing a series of hearings says this is due to the necessity of
and investigations of complaints building up new star material and
their services
after the
filed by President Harry Sherman of protecting (Continued
on Page 4)
Local 306, operators union, Nathan
Strauss, Jr., state director of the
Youngclaus Takes Over
NRA, yesterday handed down a de- Wally Beery, Jackie Cooper
Two Nebraska Theaters
cision compelling 10 local theaters
Columbus,
Neb. — William Youngto reestablish "within 10 days the
Set for "Treasure Island"
claus of Madison, who became naconditions that prevailed as of Aug. West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
tionally known due to his zoning
23, 1933, as regards the number of
Hollywood — Wallace Beery and
men in the booth, the booth cost Jackie Cooper will be teamed again and protection suit last year, has
(Continued
on Page 4)
acquired the leases on the Swan
byM-G-M
in "Treasure
Island."
Victor
Fleming
will direct,
with and Pawnee theaters here, formerly
operated by Cal Bard.
Hunt Stromberg supervising.
E. J. Sparks to Build

Tallahassee De Luxe House

Tallahassee, Fla. — E. J. Sparks,
Florida circuit operator, will replace
the State, recently destroyed by fire,
with an ultra-modern house seating
1,200 and equipped with stage for
vaudeville. Sparks also operates the
Ritz here.
Blast at Yonkers

House

Yonkers — While employes of the
power company were at work on transformers in the basement of the Proctor
Theater yesterday noon, accumulated
gases caused an explosion that damaged
the lobby, killed two persons and injured a number of others. No patrons
were in the theater at the time.

I

Agreement on Prices, Practices
Drawn Up by Detroit Exhibitors
9 Exhibitors Win $600
In Fox Adv'g Contest

FILM

By H.
DAILY

F. REVES
Staff Correspondent

Detroit — Seventy-one houses have
signed a new admission and protection schedule for this territory
Nine prize winners in the exhibitor advertising contest conducted by which will result in raising prices
Fox on "Fox Follies," "George for nearly every house except the
White's Scandals" and "Bottoms Up" United Artists, already charging
are announced by Charles E. Mc- slightly above the minimum rates.
Carthy, director of advertising and Action was taken through Allied
Theaters of Michigan, with a City
publicity,
as follows:
Barney Dobrans, Community Theater, North
Affairs Committee
composed of J.
Attleboro, Mass. ; Tom Schmidt, Plaza,
(Continued on Page 4)

Black-

(Continued

on

Page

4)

Additional
Granted Month's
for FilingTime
of Compliances
Period for filing assents to the
motion picture code will be extended
one month from its present deadline of Feb. 28, under an agreement reached in the settlement of
the Allied suit against the Code
Authority and which yesterday resulted in the withdrawal of the congress theater action against that
body. The extension, understood to
have been agreed upon at a recent
Washington conference between Abram F. Myers, Allied counsel, and
NEA officials, is expected to be formally(Continued
approved byon Page
the 4)Code Au-

RCA REPORflHOWS
CUTjNJIKO LOSS

Though audit of RKO operations
for 1933 is not completed, it will
show a loss of about $3,341,714 compared with loss of $10,695,503 in
1932, according
re(Continued toon the
Page annual
3)

Birmingham Calls Off
Proposed Admission Tax
Birmingham — With nearly every
theater in town threatening to close
if the proposed 10 per cent city tax
on admissions was passed, the city
commission has dropped the plan. A
general retail tax of 1 per cent will
take its place.
Gable Jams Capitol
Clark Gable in person, plus "Mystery
of Mr. X" on the screen, fetched the
best opening in two years at the Capitol yesterday. With doors scheduled to
open at 10 A.M., a line started to form
at 7 A. M. In a big spread interview
given him
gram," by
Gable, yesterday's
commenting "World-Teleon the mob
turnout to see him, said: "I can't explain it." His stage skit went over
swell,
shows and
daily.starting today he will do six
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Price 5 Cents

ed daily except Sundays and Holidays
;.50
Broadway,
New
York,
N.
Y.,
WW's Films and Film Folk, Inc.
J. W.
e, President, Editor and Publisher;
M.
Mersereau,
Secretary-Treasurer
neral Manager; Arthur W. Eddy, Asso£ditor; Don Carle Gillette, Managing
Entered as second class matter,
May 21, 1918, at the post-office at New York.
N. Y., under the act of March 3, 1879.
Terms (Postage free) United States outside
of Greater New York $10.00 one year; 6
months, $5.00; 3 months, $3.00. Foreign,
$15.00. Subscriber should remit with order.
Address all communications to THE FILM
DAILY, 1650 Broadway, New York, N. Y.,
Phone, Circle 7-4736, 7-4737, 7-4738, 7-4739.
Cable Address: Filmday, New York. Hollywood, California— Ralph Wilk, 6425 Hollywood Blvd., Phone Granite 6607. LondonErnest W. Fredman, The Film Renter, 89-91
Wardour St., W. I. Berlin — Lichtbildbuehne,
Friedrichstrasse, 225. Paris— P. A. Harle, La
Francaise, Rue de la CourCinematographie
des-Noues,
19.

NEW

Am.

Seat

YORK

STOCK

• A NICE array of talent lined up by Martin Starr
for the Reunion of the guests of the Morningside Hotel
of Hurleyville, N. Y. at the Roosevelt Sunday afternoon
Rubinoff will be on hand with his band
and thru the courtesy of the Orchestra Corp of America Eddie Peabody, Edith
Murray, Zez Confrey, Arthur Boran and Dick Lucas will entertain
Mister Starr will have a bevy of Zieggy beauts to
act as hostesses
and Lloyd Hughes and Buddy Rogers
will be there to raise the pulses of the gals
a percentage
of the gate goes to the Film Daily Relief Fund

High
6l/2

MARKET
Low
6l/4

Close
6i/4

Net
Chg.

of

• Engravers •
O • • THEY CONTINUE to pack 'em in at the Criterion
with Samuel Cummins' "Forgotten Men"
and Mister Cummins wants it known that he was the gent responsible for the
tie-up with the Hearst papers which are featuring stills
of official war films based on scenes in his pix
T
T
T
• • • AND STILL that Moulin Rouge Caravan is breaking records in its tour across the country
in Cincinnati
on Thursday the troupe received a big civic reception
and
local exhib Ike Libson was publicly thanked for bringing the
show to the burg
Elizabeth Lonergan moves from the
Webster Hotel to the Woodstock on March 1
T
T
T
• •
• ONE OF the niftiest newspaper stunts of the season
engineered by E. H. Goldstein of Majestic with
the Sunday "Mirror" featuring a series of articles confessions of a co-respondent
and the dame who tells the
yarn is the same one whose bedroom adventures form the background of Majestic's "Unknown
T
T Blonde"
▼
•

FINANCIAL

and Phone
Numbers
Industry Concerns

What To Buy And
Where To Buy It

WITH

Editor and Publisher

ALICOATE

Addresses
Recognized

•

Code Assents Up to 7,574

?f CITY "
PHOTOENGRAVING
CALL—
(Day and Night Service)

250 W.

54th St.,
Tel.

N. Y. C.

5-6741

Floor Mats •
IMPROVE YOUR LOBBY
WITH

COLORFUL— ATTRACTIVE

TyL-A-MAT$

Send for Booklet
O. W. JACKSON & CO., INC.
"The World's Largest Mat House"

225-241

WEST 34th ST., NEW
LAckawanna
4-9182

YORK

Foreign
AMERANGLO
CORPORATION

Leon Levine Opens Office

Assents to the code yesterday
Leon Levine has opened an office
Columbia Picts. vtc. 25
25
25
—
%' reached its new high of 7,574, it
at
599 Fifth Ave. to act as proCon.
Fm.
Ind
5%
4%
43,4—
V4 was stated at the Code Authority
ducers' representative and also to
Con. Fm. Ind. pfd... 163/4
16
16% —
%
office. The total will be substantialacquire
completed product for reEast. Kodak
923/4
89Vi
89Vi — 3'/4
ly swelled following receipt from
lease on the state right market.
East. Kodak
pfd.... 132
132
132
— 1
Paramount and Warner Bros, of
Fox Fm. "A"
16%
14%
15
— V/2
compliances for all of their theaters.
Loew's,
Inc
333/8
31%
31 3/4 — 1 y4
Roxy Sets Matinee Record
Paramount ctfs
5
4]4
43/4 —
y4
A record for matinee business is
Local
306
Wins
Point
Against
ITOA
Pathe Exeh
3!4
3
3% —
Vs
A
unanimous
decision
of
the
Apreported
by the Roxy for Washingdo "A"
17'/4
l6'/2
I6V2 —
y2
pellate Division yesterday upholds
ton's Birthday, when more than 14,RKO
3%
334
3% —
%
the injunction granted last week by 700 paid to get in. Screen feature
Warner Bros
7'/4
6%
6% — ' %
Supreme Court Justice Collins pend- is RKO's "Hips, Hips, Hooray."
NEW
YORK
CURB
MARKET
ing trial of the suit brought by Local
Technicolor
93A
9%
9% —
V4
Vaude Back at Oriental, Chicago
306 against the I.T.O.A. Trial of
Trans-Lux
2%
2%
2% +
Vs
the
case
is
expected
to
start
in
10
Chicago — Balaban & Katz will reNEW
YORK
BOND
MARKET
days.
store stage shows March 2 at the
.Gen. Th. Eq. 6s40. . lH/2
9%
9% — 1%
Oriental, 5,000-seat Loop house,
Tien. Th. Eq. 6s40 ctfs.
93,4
9%
9% —
V2
which has been on a straight picture
Seek to Avert Service Strike
TLoe»
6s 41ww
96i/2
96 Vi
96% —
3/4
policy the last two years. Morris
iParamount 6s47 ctfs. 46
46
46
At the request of Mrs. Eleanor Silver and Nan Elliott of the WilHerrick, chairman of the NRA
liam Morris office will book the
(Par. 5%s50
ctfs.... 45%
45%
45%—
%
Pathe 7s37
93
92
93
Regional Labor Board, circuit repre- house.
sentatives will confer with her
Warner's 6s39
57
55
55
— 1
EXCHANGE SECURITIES
Monday in an effort to avert the
N. Y. PRODUCE
Quittner at Rembusch
Trial
4% —
4%
%
Para. Publix
4%
threatened service employes' strike.
Joseph Quittner, son of the Middletown exhibitor, was on the stand
Pathe-Natan Profit
Regular Loew Common Dividend
Paris — Pathe-Natan had a net
yesterday at the trial of the Rembusch suit in Federal Court. Max
Loew's has declared regular quartprofit of about $1,000,000 the past
erly dividend of 25 cents on the com- Steuer also cross-examined Leo
year.
Trial continues Monday.
mon stock, payable March 31 to Brecher.
stock of record March 15.
Paramount Signs Stage Actress
Phorocolor Stock Issue
Sachs Made Dallas RKO Manager
Mary Morris, stage actress who
DAILY
FILM
Wash. Bureau of THE
Appointment of S. M. Sachs as scored in "Double Door," has been
Washington — Issuance of 133,681
shares of common stock at an aggregate
RKO branch manager in Dallas, suc- signed by Paramount and is now
ceeding L. E. Harrington, resigned, on her way to the coast to appear
amount not exceeding $668,405 is prois announced by Jules Levy, general in the film version.
posed by the recently formed Photocolor Pictures, Inc., Irvington, N. Y.,
sales manager.
in a registration filed with the Fedenl
Trade Commission. The company, headFirst Division Gets "Forgotten Men"
ed by Frank E. Nemec, has a color
Federation Meeting Put Off
First Division has taken over
plans to provide manageprocess andfinancing
ment,
and other services in
Meeting of the Federation of the "Forgotten Men," war film, from
Samuel Cummins for distribution in
exchange for 50 per cent of profits.
M. P. Industry scheduled for yester- the
U. S.
day was put off until Tuesday.

COIumbus

EXPORTERS— IMPORTERS
Cable: Chronophon

226 WEST 42ND STREET
NEW YORK CITY
LONDON

PARIS

IERLIN

Hand Coloring

HAND

COLORING

of POSITIVE PRINTS
528 Riverside Drive
New York City
UNiversity 4-2073

• Hotels •
PRESIDENT HOTEL
Atlantic
SEA

City's Newest
Boardwalk
Hotel
WATER
SWIMMING
POOL
MARINE
SUN
DECK
TURKISH

BATHS

Winter
Printing

Reduced

Rates

i

PRINTING
Service — Quality — Price
Modern — Economical — Accurate
BARNES PRINTING CO., Inc.
229 W. 28th Street, New York
Telephone, PEnnsylvanla 6-4740
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Robert Montgomery

SHORT

SUBJECTS

"MYSTERY

"Trimmed

In Furs"

Educational
20 mins.
Good slapstick comedy with a lot
of hilarious doings at a shooting
lodge. Here are gathered several
people, including the wife of the
owner and a pal whom he has sent
up to kill a fur coat for his wife in
order to save money at the fur shop.
The adventures of the amateur hunter are highly exciting and carry a
lot of real laughs to a wild and
wooly climax.
Has the pop appeal.
M-G-M Title Change
M-G-M
has
changed
title
"Louisianna" to "Lazy River."

of

M-G-M Acquiring Play
M-G-M is understood acquiring
"The
show. Wind and the Rain," Broadway

NIFTY

TIED

MURDER

Coming and Going
ii
ESTELLE TAYLOR has checked out of the
Warwick Hotel for Palm Beach to fill a night
club date.
writer, is in town

MAE MURRAY and JOHN VAN DRUTEN,
playwright, sailed yesterday on the Majestic
for Europe.
TOM MEIGHAN is back from abroad, arriving on the Manhattan with PAUL MUNI.
ZASU PITTS is on her way back to the coast
to start work in RKO's "Two Alone".
EDDIE UGAST, United Artists manager in
the Philippines, arrived in New York yesterday
RUBY KEELER returns to Hollywood today
to start work in Warner's "Dames."
JOHN ELDRIDGE, Broadway actor signed by
Warner, has arrived in Hollywood.
FRED WAGNER, formerly of the Fox Detroit
exchange, is in New York for a new connection.
RAOUL CLEAVER, manager of Master Arts
Productions, Detroit, Is in New York on product
deals.
SOPHIE TUCKER leaves Thursday for Philadelphia to appear at the Earle Theater. She
sails for London in April to fill dates before
going to Hollywood to make pictures.
NORMAN
South.
on

MORAY

is back

from

the the

LYNN FARNOL sails for Europe Wednesday
the Manhattan.

AL LICHTMAN
next week.

is expected from the coast

KARL KRUG left for Pittsburgh yesterday.
He will return Monday.

AND

2

Ruth Chatterton

CROOK

MYS-

TERY. CLEVER, SUSPENSEFUL AND EXCITING, PLUS A
NEAT
ROMANCE
IN.

For murder mystery fans, better entertainment than this one is hard to find. It
is so well done, iri fact, with the inclusion
of an intriguing crook angle and a delightful romance, that its appeal extends quite
beyond the main theme of the drama. Mystery revolves around the killing of several
cops by a Mr. X. A jewel crook, Robert
Montgomery, pulls a job on the same spot
as one of the killings, causing Scotland
Yard to deduce that murderer and crook

"JOURNAL

in

OF A CRIME"

with Adolphe

Tabloid Reviews of

Menjou

UNUSUAL

DRAMA AND RUTH
TERTON IS SPLENDID.
Founded on the French stage

play of

Jacques

Duval, here is grown-up and intelligent fare that should click big with
women of all classes. For it touches
on a theme of vital import to most femmes.
What to do about a rival who is stealing
your man? In this case, Ruth Chatterton
kills her rival who is about to take her
husband, Adolphe Menjou, from her. Circumstances pin the crime on a man fleeing
from the commission of another murder.
Only her husband knows that she is guilty.
The drama carries on through the next six

of Bob and has him probed, but the enterprising hero evades all traps until he personally succeeds in bringing down the murderer, whereupon he goes straight.

The diall over again with a clean slate.
rection of William Keighley is superb, and
touches.
masterful
with
filled
Cast- Ruth Chatterton, Adolphe Menjcu,

Cast: Robert Montgomery, Elizabeth Allan, Lewis Stone, Ralph Forbes, Henry Stephenson, Forrester Harvey, Ivan Simpson,
Leonard Mudie, Alec B. Francis, Charles
Irwin.

Dodd,
George Barbier, Philip Reed, Claire
Henry O'Neill, Edward McWade, Frank
Noel
Reicher Henry Kolker, Leila Bennett,
Madison, Frank Darien, Olaf Hytten, WalDouglas Dumbrille.ter Pidgeon, Clay Clement,

Director, Edgar

Selwyn;

Author,

Philip

MacDonald; Adaptors, Howard Emmett Rogers, Philip MacDonald; Additional Dialogue,
Monckton Hoffe; Cameraman, Oliver T.
Marsh; Editor, Hugh Wynn.
Direction, Grand.

Photography,

Fine.

Director, William Keighley; Author, Jacques Duval; Adaptors, F. Hugh Herbert,
Charles Kenyon; Editor, William Clemens;
Cameraman, Ernest Haller.

Torn Tyler in

BIG RACE"

with Boots Mallory, Frankie Darro and
John Darrow
Showmens
Pictures
68 mins.
RACETRACK
YARN
ALONG
FAIRLY
FAMILIAR LINES SHOULD PROVE OKAY
FOR THE
NEIGHBORHOOD
BILLS.
While the story here is along more or
less beaten lines, it has enough elements
of interest to make it fairly entertaining
stuff for the pop crowds. Accused by his
father of taking part in framing a race
by doping the horse, John Darrow takes
the mare and leaves home. He also leaves
behind a sweetheart, Boots Mallory, who
lets circumstantial evidence influence her
against him. Unable to make them believe his story, John plans to enter and
win a forthcoming big race, but lack of
working funds and other handicaps beset
him. He manages to get spotted in the
race however, when Boots realizes her
mistake and comes to his rescue by secretly paying the enrtance fee, and then he
is declared winner of the race as a result
of the first jockey being disqualified for
pulling some rough stuff on Darrow. And
so, with the clearing up of the mystery
about who doped the horse, the way is
paved for a reunion of father and son, as
well as the lovers.
Cast: Boots Mallory, John Darrow,
Frankie Darro, Phillips Smalley, Katherine
Williams.
Director, Fred Newmeyer; Author, Hugh
Cummings; Adaptor, same; Cameraman,
George Meehan; Recording Engineer, Lew
Myers; Editor, S. Roy Luby.
Direction, Okay.
Photography, Good.

Ex-

Photography,

Direction, Splendid.
cellent.

Wm.

"RIDING

RANCH
BY

WESTERN
AND

HORSE

BUILT

STALLION

55 mins.

AROUND

DUDE

USED

LURE

AS

RUSTLERS.

Fairly novel in story and developed

with

a pleasant romantic interest and the usual
number of conflicts, this one should satisfy
kid audiences in particular. Difficulties center around a ranch which has been thrown
open to the "dudes" because the owner
has become hard up through thefts of
horses from

his herds.

"THE SIMPLE TAILOR," Soviet silent;
produced by Wufku; directed by V. Vilner;
with I. Mindlin, Y. Holnzeva, M. Liarov.
At the Acme Theater.
Tragic drama dealing with persecution
of Jews in Russia under the former Czarist
regime. Though well done from a technical
standpoint, subject is too depressing for
general entertainment.
"PETTERSSON & BENDEL," in Swedish;
produced by Svensk Filmindustri; directed
by Perl-Axel Branner; with Adolf Jahr,
Sammy Friedmann, Brigit Sergelius, Isa
Quensel, Elsa Carlsson, Siguard Wallen,
Viran Rydkvist, Helge Hagerman, Manne
Gruenberger. Distributed by Scandinavian
Talking
house.

Pictures.

At

the 55th

Amusing comedy drama
music, nicely acted and
handled all around. Story
business career of a couple
young down-and-outers

St. Play-

with incidental
generally well
deals with the
of enterprising

who meet

and team

up"EIN GEWISSER HERR GRAN" ("A Certain Mr. Gran"), in German; produced by
Ufa; directed by Gerhard Lamprecht; with
Hans Albers, Karin Hardt, Albert Basserman, Olga Tschechowa, Rose Stradner. At
the 79th St. Theater.
Good spy drama, against colorful European background, with some enjoyable
romance on the side. Story has plenty
of suspenseful action and is very well acted
and directed throughout.

RCA Financial Report
Shows Cut in RKO Loss
{Continued from Page 1)

THRU"

Steiner

FAIR

FILMS

CHAT-

incidentally falls in love with the commissioner's daughter, Elizabeth Allan, whom
he quickly wins away from her dull fiancee,
Ralph Forbes. Meanwhile one of the Yard
officials, Lewis Stone, becomes suspicious

are the same man. Bob, realizing he can't
get rid of the jewel until the murderer is
caught, thrusts himself into the hunt and

FOREIGN

First National
66 mins.
PACKED WITH
FEMME
APPEAL IN

months, showing the psychological reaction
of the wife as the husband subjects her
to a more or less silent treatment. Then
when the innocent man is guillotined for
the crime she committed, she breaks down,
and starts on her way to confess to the
district attorney. Here a most unusual
twist is given the drama, that enables the
estranged wife and husband to start life

"THE

NUNNALLY JOHNSON,
from the coast.

in

OF MR. X"

with
Elizabeth Allan,
Lewis Stone,
Ralph Forbes, Henry Stephenson
M-G-M
84 mins.

"Girl Trouble"
(Bud 'N Ben Series)
Aster
30 mins.
Boisterous
Jack Perrin is featured in a comedy western with a buddy who gets
him in a jam with a couple of dames.
His pal sends Jack's photograph to
a girl he is corresponding with
through a matrimonial bureau, hoping to grab her for himself. Meanwhile Jack has his sweetie come to
town from the east to marry him.
The arrival of both girls together,
and both trying to marry him, results in a lot of hilarious and roughhouse comedy that carries the
laughs.

DAILV

The

rancher

has

port of RCA, parent company, for
1933. RCA's own statement shows
net loss of $582,094, about half the
loss in the previous year. There
was a profit in the final quarter,
however, marking the first profit
since the start of 1932. In the message to stockholders, Chairman
James G. Harbord and President
David Sarnoff express satisfaction
at the progress made by RKO. They
hope for this to continue so as to
warrant a reorganization and discontinuance of the receivership.
Comments on television indicate it
still has problems to overcome.

summoned Tyler to help find the thieves.
It is shown that a white stallion has been
luring away

the mares

and

that then the

equines were driven into a concealed valley. The foreman of the ranch is the leader
of the crooks. Tom gets a job at the ranch
and then proceeds to corral the crooks,
blocked every step of the way by foreman
and his cohorts to a fighting finish. The
development of Tom's affair with the
rancher's niece is carried right through the
story to a clinch at the end.
Cast: Tom Tyler, Ruth Hiatt, Lafe McKee, Philo McCullough, Joe Meehan and
Bud Osborne.
Director, Harry

Webb;

Author,

Carol

Shandrew; Adaptor, Rose Gordon; Dialogues Carl Krusada; Cameraman, J. Henry
Kruse; Recording Engineer, Freeman Lang;
Editor, Fred Bain.
Direction, 0. K.

Photography, Good

February 24-25
Harry D. Buckley
Richard Thorpe
Nathaniel Finston
Helen Jerome Eddy
Warren Hymer
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MORE TIME GRANTED
FOR CODE COMPLIANCE
(Continued from Page

Palestine Film at Acme
"The Dream of My People," first
English singing and talking picture
made in Palestine, with Cantor
Joseph Rosenblatt featured, opens
today at the Acme. It was made
by Palestine America Film Co., Ltd.

ALLIED WITHDRAWS

Glazer Sees Benefits from Anti-Censorship Agitation
West Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

72 Contract Players
Ready to Offer Bill
On Paramount Roster
For Ohio Tax Repeal
(Continued from Page

(Continued from Page

1)

here this week to discuss plans for
fighting the tax. Among them
were Nat Wolf, Frank Phelps, E.
H. Dannenberg, Phil Chakeres, W.
A. Finney, H. M. Addison, Nat
Holt,
others. Ike Libson, M. R. Clark and
In a wire to Will H. Hays, as a
result of a report that major houses
in Ohio would slash prices to comindependents'
tax program,
P. J.bat the
Wood
of the I.T.O.
declared

1)

CODE AUTHORITY SUIT'
(Continued from Page 1)

ment. Code Authority members
were represented by Austin C.
Keough, for George J. Schaefer;
Harold S. Bareford, for H. M. Warner. Attorneys representing Sol A.
Rosenblatt, divisional administrator,
and the Dept. of Justice also were

period of development. He lists,
among the most promising, Frances
Drake, Grace Bradley, Carl Brisson,
present.
Larry Crabbe, William Frawley, 72
Detroit Theaters
Barbara Fritchie, Ida Lupino, Helen
Mack, Joan Marsh, Ethel Merman,
Sign
Price-Boost
(Continued
from Page 1) Plan
Gertrude Michael, Joe Morrison,
C.
Ritter,
F.
A.
Wetsman, William
Lanny Ross, Evelyn Venable, Elizabeth Young and Harry Wilcoxon.
Schuttenhelm, Dow Thompson, Fred
DeLodder, Lew Wisper, and Sam
Brown. George W. Trendle sat with
NRA Orders 10 Houses
the committee representing United
Detroit Theaters.
To
Reestablish
Scale
that "even intimidating tactics of
this character will not deter us from
A minimum price of 10 cents is set by the
(Continued from Page 1)
schedule for any house, either children or
our intentions to conduct our legis- and the employees working in the adults,
at any time.
lative efforts so that the entire in- booth who were discharged in violaMidnight shows can be given only when
separate
is charged. Previews are
tion of Section 7A." Houses affected forbidden,admission
dustry will be benefited."
except trade showings, and all
by the order are: Monroe, Eagle. runs
must open at 6 A. M., not earlier. This
79th Street, Manhattan and Central applies especially to grind houses, and the
9 Exhibitors Win $600
in Manhattan; Ritz, Art and Bronx first runs opening the next week's bill early.
bills are outlawed. Double bills
Star,
Bronx, and Globe and Sanders areTriple
not allowed with any type of stage show.
in
Brooklyn.
In(Continued
Fox Adv'g
from Page Contest
1)

well, Okla.,
and Jack L. Hobby,
Inwood,
Forest Hills, N. Y., $100 each.
Richard L. Moss, United Artists Theater,
Long Beach, Cal. ; Arthur Swanke, Saenger,
Hope, Ark.; T. Y. Walker, State, Granville,
N. C. ; C. H. Richelieu, Thompson & Richelieu,
Clearfield, Pa.; Sonny Shepard, Wometco
Theater, Miami, and Louis Goodman, East
Side Theater, Detroit, $50 each.

Virginia Passes "Wonder Bar"
Richmond — First National's "Wonder Bar," which the censors held up
on account of the Negro Heaveri
scenes, has now been passed.

From the days of the Nickelodeon to
the Super De Luxe Movie Palace, General
Registers have been standard equipment
for the progressive theatre. Designed by
foremost engineers . . . manufactured by

No variation is allowed between main floor
and
balcony.
All matinees
at 6 30
o'clock.
However,
on first
runs, a close
40 and
cent
matinee to 2 o'clock is allowed on houses
with stage shows and without, respectively.
On other houses, evening prices prevail at
Sunday and holiday matinees.
The plan becomes operative when 75 per
cent of the Detroit houses have been signed
up. This is expected within about a week.

Ajuro^Axiri
n
SIMPLEX
T ICKET

skilled technicians . . . installed by expert mechanics . . . they are synonymous
with motion picture theatre progress.

CHICAGO,

1540 Broadway

AVE.

New York

ILL.

1726 SO.

VERMONT

LOS ANGELES,

ju mwj-^j****

R EG

I STERS

for 20 years — General Registers have been
protecting box office receipts.

General Register Corporation
1018 S. WABASH

AVE.
CAL.

,

DAILY

Hollywood — Current spread of agitation against censors will eventually bring results
of great benefit to the screen in assuring producers more freedom to create pictures
without many of the present hampering restrictions, says Barney Glazer, producer associated with Paramount. Fullest development of screen art depends on more freedom,
declares Glazer, who believes that when any film oversteps the bounds of decency the
force of public sentiment will provide a more effective check than censorship.

1)

thority at its next meeting', Monday.
Agreement to defer ^the assent
deadline has definitely been made,
Norman Samuelson, counsel for
Congress theater in association
with Myers, told The Fii-m Daily
yesterday. Under the settlement,
he pointed out, Allied succeeds in obtaining a clarification of the code
to the effect that exhibitors who
have signed may nevertheless bring
suit in regular courts of law in
event they differ with decisions of
the local boards or Code Authority.
This amounts to a qualified, assent,
Samuelson said, and is satisfactory
to Allied. The time extension was
agreed to in order to allow Allied
members who have been withholding their assents to now send them
to the Code Authority.
At Monday's meeting of the Code
Authority plans for financing of the
code machinery also will be considered, with the committee in charge
submitting a report.
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Fanchon & Marco in Deals for Additional Theaters

TOTAL COTE COMPLIANCjSJUMP BY NEARLY 1,500
'Star' Review System
Should be Abolished Circuits
— Jack
Cohn
Help Boost
Code
Says Film Rating Method
Assents
to
New
High
Bi
W arner oros
Misleads Public and
Mark of 9,039
Ratio of Stage Hits Jumps

. . . show their wares
■By JACK

A CTING

ALICOATE-

upon the tried and proven idea

that the best way to sell a product is
to let the customer sample it, and spurred
on, no doubt, by their successful "try it
before you buy it" campaign of last year,
the resourceful outfit of Warner Bros, b
Co., of New York, Hollywood and points
between have set aside March 6 for their
Second National Trade Exhibit of Warner
product. Six features, or probably twice
that many from the Warner workshop
awaiting display, will be shown in 35 key
cities. Based on the figures of last year
an attendance well over twenty thousand
is expected. Tie-ups have been arranged
with community, civic and public welfare
organizations as well as women's clubs.
Mayors, Governors and other high public
officials will be on hand. Pictures on display will include "Wonder Bar," "As the
Earth Turns," "Journal of a Crime," "Harold Teen," "Jimmy the Gent" and "Gambling Lady." All in all March 6 looks like
a big day for Warner Bros, for their national trade show idea has already proven
its practicability. And place another red
star on the Warner report card for progressiveness.

\A/E have just had an earful from an
* * exhibitor from the wide open spaces.
His main complaint is common, especially
from the little fellows. Somehow or other
they feel they are the forgotten men of
motion pictures. Forgotten at least most
of the year and only remembered during
the selling season. Always, they tell us,
it is the same thing. Year after year the
companies cater to them, rush them, promise them, sell them more pictures than
they can use and then forget them, until
another year. And funny thing. They
complain less about being oversold than
about being forgotten. And so what? Perhaps an official company host or hostess
to keep up contact through correspondence
with the neglected ones. At least they
must not be allowed to feel forgotten.

Hurts Theaters

Claiming that the star system
now sponsored by certain newspapers in reviewing pictures is both
unfair and misleading, Jack Cohn
declares that this method is not only
greatly affecting the business of
theaters but is also unjust to the
public.
"Too many readers have become
accustomed to look at the stars and
(Continued

on

Page

4)

MAY INVOKE NRA AID
AGAINST BEANO GAMES

Percentage of successes to failures in
the legitimate theater has risen to 1 in
3 for the current season as against 1 in
5 for the past sevetal years, according
to Harry
Lane, Actors'
Equity
statisti-as
cian. A success
is rated
by Lane
lasting ten weeks or longer.
A marked feature of the current season has been the decline of the oneset play and the small cast, Lane observed. Equity now figures dramatic
casts as having an average of 18 people
instead of 10, as in the past five years,
and multi-scened plays are the rule and
not the exception, Lane said.

Upstate Houses to Follow
Detroit Admission Boost

New total of assents Saturday was
9.039, swelled by signatures from
Warner and Paramount theaters.
Last previous announced gross was
Membership of 42 local boards an7,574.
nounced last Monday included 21
M-G-M and Loew representatives
and a similar number of Paramount
distribution and theater men.
Executive Secretary John C. Flinn
(Continued

on Page

6)

KAHANE RESIGNATION
IS REPORTED LIKELY

Grand Rapids— Impending action
of Detroit exhibitors to raise admission prices will be followed by upstate theaters, according to local
leaders, who are understood to be
Grand Rapids — In an effort to anxious to stabilize prices at least
B. B. Kahane, president of RKO
stamp out beano games and other 5 cents above present scales. In studios, who arrived last night from
forms of lotteries that are proving many cases, this will mean the dif- the coast, has come east to attend
ference between profit and loss.
serious competition to theaters, Ala meeting of the RKO board of dilied Theaters of Michigan is exrectors and, it is learned, to also
discuss
with Merlin H. Aylesworth
stand
definite
$100,000
Spent
in
Tieups
a
pected to work out
possible resignation from RKO,
on the issue
through its NRA comWithin Last Two Months his
(Continued on Page 4)
The Film Daily learns. Kahane,
Over $100,000 has been spent since
general counsel for RKO,
Jan. 1 by department stores and formerly
said to be dissatisfied with his
other national advertisers in tieups is
75% of Educat'l Lineup
Completed by March 31 with film companies, it is estimated. transfer from the presidency of
Educational will finish 75 per cent Leading the list are the nation-wide Radio Pictures to his present post.
of its current lineup by March 31. ad campaigns of fashions in cooperaActivities both at Hollywood and
tion with Sam Goldwyn and in con- Texas Court Rules Against
New York are apace with the planState Regulation of Films
nection with Anna Sten's "Nana."
ned schedule. On the coast, produc- According to Lynn Farnol, national
Dallas — Dismissal of an injunchave
already
spent
$25,tion has just been completed
on advertisers
tion against the Joy theater after
(Continued on Page 4)
(Continued on Page 6)
District Judge W. M. Taylor held
that Texas has no power to regulate entertainments through censorship or injunction has resulted in
urgent requests from women's club
leaders that the city use its authority to insure
clean entertainment by
(Continued on Page 6)
Fanchon & Marco, Inc., now has
Dressing Up
RKO Starting New Season deals pending to take over operation
With 38 on Star Lineup of four theaters, and the organization intends to expand "slowly and
Wert Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAVY
Tendency in production is now away
carefully" in the field of national
Hollywood — RKO will start the theater
from nudity
as the in"cycle"
swings
towards conservatism
dress in
pictures,
operation,
it
was
stated
to
new production season this spring
according to J. J. McCarthy, in charge
with nine stars under term contract The Film Daily by Mike Marco on
of
the
Hays
organization
advertising
and 29 stars and feature players Saturday just before leaving on a
rode. He cites various forthcoming picto Boston.
tures in support of his contention.
Eight di- tripFanchon
for short terms.
engaged rectors
&
Marco
now
has
two
and
,
under term contracts
(Continued on Page 6)

Gradual Theater Expansion
Is Aim of Fanchon & Marco

(Continued on Page 4)
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Free Dancing in Lobby
Boston — The Rivoli in Roxbury
has inaugurated free dancing in the
lobby Saturday evenings as an added inducement to patrons.
YOUR
INCOME
TAX
We assist many film executives in
preparation of their returns. Tax
experts, 20 years experience. Fees
moderate. Will call for interview.
No .obligation.
International Audit Co.
Eric Pusinelli
67 W. 44th St.
MU. 2-2200

Forgotten
Men
Carolina*
Road to Ruin

(2nd week)

Catherine

the

Great

Pettersson

&

M-G-M
Paramount
Columbia
RKO
Columbia
Warner Bros
United Artists
Warner Bros
Protex
Palestine-America
Film Co
Jewel Productions
Fox
First Division

(3rd week)*

♦ TWO-A-DAY-RUN
(2nd week)

♦ FOREIGN

DIALOGUE

♦
Astor

PICTURE

♦

Scandinavian Talk. Pic. . .55th St. Playhouse

♦ FUTURE
Orient
Palooka
David
Six of
Queen
Ninth
Bedside
Heat
Ariane

Acme
Criterion
Palace
Cameo

United Artists

Bendel

Theater
Capitol
Paramount
Music Hall
Roxy
Mayfair
Strand
Rivoli
Rialto
Little Carnegie

Express
(Feb. 27)
(Feb. 27)
Harum
(March 1)
a Kind (March 2)
Christina
( March 2) t
Guest
(March 2)
(March 6)
Lightning**
( March 1 )

OPENINGS

♦

Fox
Mayfair
United Artists
Rivoli
Fox
Music Hall
Paramount
Paramount
M-G-M
Capitol
Columbia
Roxy
Warner Bros
Mayfair
Warner Bros
Rialto
Blue Ribbon Photoplay . . . 55th St. Playhouse

Today:

Allied Theaters of New
ing in Albany.

York meet-

Feb. 26-27: Winter meeting of Visual Instruction Department, National Education Association, Carter Hotel, Cleveland.
March 4: Film Relief Dance, Medinah Athletic
Club, Chicago.
Mar. 5-8: Conference of Code Authorities
Washington,
D. C.
Mar. 6: National exhibit of new WarnerFirst National
at company's exchanges in 35 product
key cities.
March 10: Fourth Annual Dinner-Dance of the
Columbian Club of Columbia Pictures, Hotel
Waldorf-Astoria,
New York.
March 15: Annual awards banquet of the Academy of Motion Picture Arts and Sciences,
Hollywood.
June 1 6- July 2: International Motion Picture
Week,
Vienna.

Para. Theater Partners
Meeting in Jacksonville

Next Famous Theaters Corp.
meeting with its partners is sched* Subsequent run.
uled for today in Jacksonville. Sam
'''Follows Dark Hazard
Dembow, Jr., Ralph A. Kohn and Y.
■ ) t After Astor two-a-day run.
Frank Freeman will attend, with
Dembow remaining in Florida afterward for a rest. No member of the
Paramount Buys Novel
theater management board will be
Warners to Test Public
"One Way Ticket," new novel by appointed at the session as this terOn Hokum vs. Realism Ethel
Turner, has been purchased
ritory will be represented by E. V.
Dallas — In connection with the by Paramount for production on the Richards of the Saenger circuit, who
is a member of the board.
world premiere of "As the Earth current season's program.
•hg.
Turns" at the Melba on Friday, the
Warner home office advertising and
Net
y4 publicity department has entered
% into a tieup to determine whethei
the public wants hokum or realism
%
in films. The premiere will be spon
IV4
sored by the Dallas Film Guild and
%
the "Dallas News" in cooperation
1 1/4 with the local Chamber
of Com1%
merce. Four hundred guests, rep%
resenting all walks of life, have been
%
invited to the opening to render
judgment. Gladys Hasty Carroll,
author of novel, also will be on hand,
with a dinner in her honor to follow
the showing.
%
Warners plan to employ the same
%
idea on other premieres.

—

83/4 —
62'/8 +
96
+

Distributor

Mystery of Mr. X
Death Takes a Holiday
It Happened
One
Night
Hips, Hips, Hooray
Shadows ot Sing Sing
Mandalay
(2nd week)
Moulin
Rouge
(3rd week)
Dark Hazard
Trapeze
(2nd week)
Dream
of My People

DATE BOOK
THE INDUSTRY'S

Parade o

Cleve., Cincy Exhib Units
Will Continue Activities
Cleveland — All reports to the contrary notwithstanding, formation of
Independent Theater Owners of Ohio
will not affect local exhibitor associations. Both the Cleveland Motion Picture Exhibitors Ass'n and
Ohio Valley Exhibitors Ass'n will
continue to function and to handle
purely local problems.

New Deal Resume at Embassy
A comprehensive resume of President Roosevelt's first year in office
is the highlight of this week's proTheater.gram at the Embassy Pathe News
Kaplans After 2 Cleveland Houses
Cleveland — Kaplan Brothers, now
operating five subsequent run picture theaters, are negotiating for
leases on the Souther and Family.
Both houses have beenn closed.

"ROMAN

SCANDALS"

were ancient history until Eddie Cantor revived them.
Which reminds us that Alexander Smith Carpet, while
not as durable as the ancient Roman roads, runs them
a close second. One reason why it's used in the majority ofthe country's outstanding theatres.
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WORDS OF WISDOM FROM MEN WHO KNOW ADODT

Coming to Make This the Gladdest
Easter Week in All Your Born Days!
With Kay Francis, Dick Ponvell, Dolores Del Rio, Al Jolson,
Ricardo Cortex, Hal LeRoy, Guy Kibbee, Hugh Herbert, Ruth
Donnelly, Fiji D'Orsay, Louise Faxenda. Directed by Lloyd
Bacon. Numbers created and directed by Bushy Berkeley.
A First National Picture. Fitagraph, Inc. , Distributors.

DAILY

GOHN WOULD END
'STAR' REVIEW SYSTEM
(.Continued from Page 1)

neglect the review itself," says Cohn.
"This is unfair to the public and
the theater The public now glances
at the head of a review. If there
are less than four stars, the picture
is dismissed by the reader as unimportant. Many pictures now ranked
with less than four stars are highly
recommended in the body of the review as worthwhile entertainment.
But under the star system the reviews are not read. The theater suffers and the public misses excellent
entertainment. This method of rating defeats the very purpose for
which a review is written.
"I believe I voice the sentiment
of theater operators. Surely no paper will object to abolishing this
system if theater owners will cooperate and will call the attention
of the newspapers to its unfairness.
"When its detrimental effects
upon the theaters was brought to
the attention of the Chicago 'Tribune,' where this method originated,
it was gladly abolished. The same
can be done elsewhere. Theater operators should get together and insist that the star system be abolished. It is unjust, unfair, and iniurious to the motion picture thea-

Gull Association Drive
Is Starting This Week
New Orleans — With the appointment of zone captains at an enthusiastic meeting of the Gulf States
Theater Owners' Ass'n at the Jung
Hotel last week, the territory membership drive for that organization
will start in a few days. The meeting was the first G. S. T. 0. A. gettogether of exhibitors from sections
of Mississippi and Alabama as well
as Louisiana. Captains appointed
are: Joe Barcelona, Baton Rouge;
L. H. Langlois, New Roads; Claude
Hazel, Shreveport; E. A. Antony,
Pontchatoula; Sidney Harp, Donaklsonville, Thibedeaux; A. H. Yeomans, Meridian; E. W. Illings,
Ocean Springs; Arthur Lehmann,
Jackson; Salomon Bros., McComb,
Tyler, Columbia, and representatives of the Bailey and Sliman interests. Each captain will recruit
members in a 20-mile zone around
the centers where he has theaters.
The organization is for protection,
not profit, President H. S. Mceod
told the meeting. There is only one
salaried officer.
"Roman
Scandals"
Paris Benefit
Paris — In cooperation with the local United Artists office and the director of the Lord Byron theater, a
gala benefit showing of Samuel
Goldwyn's "Roman Scandals" has
been arranged for early March with
the entire proceeds being donated to
the American Hospital here.

ANALYSIS OF
MOTION PICTURE CODE
By LOUIS
Twenty-Sixth Installment
ARTICLE IV— LABOR PROVISIONS— PRODUCTION— (Cont.)
tion
4. Employees in News-Reel ProducThe maximum hour week does not
apply to employees engaged directly in news-reel production in the following classifications: —
A. Editors and subeditors.
B. Film cutters and film joiners.
C. Type setters.
4-A. Special Rule as to News-Reel
Cameramen and Soundmen
The working hours of newsreel
cameramen and soundmen shall be
limited to 320 hours in any eight
week period. The time is computed
from the moment such employees
leave their base of operation with
their equipment until their return,
but contacting and planning shall
not be counted as working hours.
Nor shall this limitation of 320
hours in any eight week period apply to those newsreel and cameramen and soundmen who make special trips of a semi-vacational nature
on trains or ships; or who shall be
assigned to duty at a summer or
winter resort for a long period of
time; or who shall be assigned on
roving or "gypsy" assignments.
5. Employees in the Production of
Animated
Motion Picture Cartoons
The maximum hour week shall not
apply to employees of producers of
animated motion picture cartoons in
theA.following
Animators.classifications: —
B. Assistant animators.
C. Cartoon photographers.
D. Story and music department
employees.
5 -A. Special Rule for Cartoon Tracers and Opaquers
The working hours of tracers and
opaquers shall be limited to 44 hours
Omaha Orders Pants on Fan Dancer
Omaha — Following protests from
Catholic priests, who ordered their
followers "under pain of grievous
sin" not to see Sally Rand, fan dancer appearing in conjunction with
"Bolero" at the Paramount, Mayor
Towl turned the matter over to the
city welfare board who promised
that the dancer would appear in
"pants" or not at all. Ralph Goldberg, city manager for Tristate Theaters, pointed out that there was
nothing immoral about the fan
dance.

Paramount Makes Title Change
"Wharf Angel" has been decided
upon as the release title for Paramount's "The Man Who Broke His
Heart," featuring Victor McLaglen
and Dorothy Dell.
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MAY INVOKE NRA AID E
(Continued from Page 1)

pliance committee. This city par
ticularly was in the grip of the beanu
NIZER
games until recently, but througl
in any one week. If there is an the efforts of exhibitors these gamb
emergency, they may work longer ling games have been reduced fro™
hours.
58 in November to 18 last week, anc
(e) Special Rule for Employees in che remaining parlors are expectec Mp
Production Unit
to be closed shortly by a one-mar
grand jury probe now under way.
Employees engaged directly in
production whose working time must
necessarily follow that of a produc- RKO Starting New Season
tion unit have been referred to
With 38 on Star Lineup
(Continued from Page 1)
above (d — 2). Special rules apply
to such employees:
eight engaged by the picture, wil
also be on the roster. The studios
1. Day Off at End of Production will also start the new schedule with
If such employees work on aL a writing staff of 17.
hourly basis or on a daily basis
Three features are now in the
with overtime compensation
they shall at the end of an} cutting rooms. They are "Success
production be given a full daj Story," "Transient Love" and "The
off without pay for each six Crime Doctor." In production are:
hours of work over the 36 hou. "Finishing School," "Strictly Dynamite," "The Dover Road," "Stingweekly average during the pro- aree" and
Human Bondage."
duction. If such employee, Prepared for"Ofearly
production are:
work on a weekly basis, thu "Alien Corn," "Down to Their Last
provision
giving
them
a
day
oh
shall not apply.
Yacht," "The Great American
Harem," "Murder on the Black2. Seventy
Off One Dollar
Day Employees Laid feature. board" and a Wheeler and Woolsey
Art directors, assistant directors, company wardrobe men
women and assistants, costume
. designers, draftsmen, make-up
artists, hair dressers, optical
experts, process projectionists,
script clerks and wardrobe fitters who receive $70.00 or less
per week (without overtimt
compensation) shall be laid oh
one full day without- pay at the
end of a production for eacl.
six hours of work over the 36
hour weekly average. Po
each six hours or fractioi
thereof which the employee ha.,
worked over the 54 hour weekly average, he shall receive onfe
full day's pay. No such employee shall work in another
studio during the time of the
lay-off.

$100,000 Spent in Tieups
Within Last Two Months
(Continued from Page

1)

000 in exploiting fashion tieups on
the picture. Best's store spent $6,000 in "line ads," Abraham &
Straus,
and
I.
J. FoxMacy's,
were Bloomingdale's
some of the local
stores cooperating in the tieup campaign. In addition to the ads considerable money was spent on window displays and beauty parlor exploitation. M-G-M's "Queen Christina" also came in for many tieups
and the expenditure of large
amounts on ad campaigns.

New Ticket Machine Model
A new ticket issuing machine,
known as the Model "C," designed
especially for small theaters, fair*,
(To Be Continued)
carnivals, has just been put out
RKO Buys 7 Plays in Three Weeks by General Register. The machine
is built so that it can be either set
Seven stage plays have been pur- flush in the counter or set on top
chased by RKO during the past of the counter and be moved at will.
three weeks for screen production It has a handsome bronze cabinet
on the 1934-35 lineup. Last week, and will give the theater owner the
protection as the more expen"By Your Leave" and "False Dreams same sive
electrically operated machine,
the
company
states.
Farewell" were acquired. It is likely that Ann Harding will be starred
Percy Phillipson, president of Genin the former. Previous buys were
eral Register, says this is the forerunner of a large number of new
"The Gay Divorcee," "And Let Who
Will Be Clever," "Wednesday's ticket issuing machines that will be
Child," "A Coat, a Hat and a Glove" of material benefit and help to theater owners both large and small.
and "Sour Grapes."

N. V. A. to Seek New Quarters
New quarters are being sought
for the N. V. A. Club, it having been
decided to lease the seven-story clubhouse in 46th St. as part of a general economy move affecting all
N. V. A. activities.

Caravan Spends Week End in St. L.
St. Louis — Arriving late Saturday
from Indianapolis, the "Moulin
Rouge" cross-country caravan of
stars made a two-day stop here. The
troupe was given a big banquet in
the exclusive Columbia Club of Indianapolis, and the stars brought
S. R. O. to Loew's Palace.
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TIMELY TOPICS

EXPLOITETTES
pine Premiere Campaign
On "Sixteen Fathoms Deep"

AN extensive publicity and exploitation campaign to put
over Monogram's "Sixteen Fathoms Deep" in its New York premiere engagement, was worked
out by Stockton Leigh, publicity
and advertising manager of the
Leo Justin,
theater;
Mayfair
the ownerand
,
manager
house
The
Reade.
operator, Walter
front, which repeatedly stopped
traffic in front of the theater,
consisted of a large diving tank
into which a professional submerged and performed; an elaborate miniature of an undersea
scene operated by an electrical
mechanism which made all the
figures move; a display of diving suits, nautical equipment,
sponges and plaques of giant
fish besides the usual display of
stills, attractive lobby panels
and compo board displays with
the billing set in relief in various colors and a 40 x 60 banner
exhibited over the marquee of
the theater which occupied a
good half of the facade of the
building. The theater also took
a considerable amount of advertising space in all the newspapers, and arranged for various
window and dealer tie-ups, the
was a
principal one of which at
the
window on Fifth Ave.
ofPacific Railroad
Southern
fices, showing a giant reproduc
Sally
tion of the principals,
O'Neil and Creighton Chaney, in
set
billing
the
full colors,
against a background of compo
board displays in various tones
of grey cut to resemble giant
waves and a profuse array of
picstills from the picture. The first
ture went over so well the
exweek that Manager Reade
tended the run an extra week.
—Mayfair, Neiv York City

and Y.
RALPH A. KOHN, SAM DEMBOW ille.
have gone to Jacksonv
FREEMAN
FRANK
manager,
JOHN W HICKS, Paramount foreign
to New York the middle of March from
returns
Europe.

j. r. Mcdonough, ned depinet, b. b.

arrived last
KAHANE and H. A. McCAUSLAND
night from the coast.
the
N D. GOLDEN of the M. P. Division in
Department of Commerce arrived in New York
Saturday on NRA matters.
WINSOR FRENCH, former movie editor of
the "Cleveland News," is going abroad tor six
months, with Harland Fend succeeding him.
ELIZABETH ALLAN is in New York en route
to England for a vacation before returning to
Hollywood to appear in M-G-M's "David Cppperfield."
production exRUSSELL HOLMAN, Paramount JEFF
LAZARUS,
ecutive at the home office, and
chairman of the editorial board at the Hollywood studios, left yesterday for the coast.

WITH

S3 1ALTO

PHIL M. DALY
• • • ON THE 23rd floor of the Radio City building the
motion picture Code Authority is quietly functioning .
having performed miracles
without any fuss or flurry
in organizing local Clearance and
since January first
in 31 cities with 12
Zoning and Grievance Boards
also a paid secretary ■;-.-■•
representatives in each city
meaning that 401 persons will carry out the Distributors and
this tremendous orExhibitors' relationship in the Code
ganization blanketing the nation will be all set to function by
March 1
T
T
T
are dining out with the
you
when
evening
THE
IN
•
•
•
or at home trypresident of the Standard Oil Company
ing to impress the janitor of the apartment house that you are
. either one of 'em is liable to spring
a Big Film Shot
"Tell me, ole pal, how is the Code Authis one on you
and wouldn't you be in a helluva
thority progressing?"
this kolyum ?
if ya hadn't read
fix
T
T
T
y
• • • TO DATE the Authorit has received over 7,500
each assent is tabulated on two special
qualified assents
one for permanent New York headquarters record
cards
total cards tabulated
the other for local Boards
weeks of organizatwo
first
the
during
00
to date, 15,9
tion more than 1,000 pieces of mail were handled daily
including over 400 Grievance Board complaints
which will be transmitted to the local Boards when they start
operation in three days 17,800 letters were mailed with
return envelopes to the complete list of exhibitors, national anda
all done by a staff of less than
independent exchanges
oh, well, John Flinn is the administrative
dozen people!
secretary which explains evexecutive
as i
e
head
ryth
n'
^
y

• TWENTY-THREE active committees of the Code
•
•
Authority have been in almost daily conferencesy must ..these
finance
include the committee on Finance (the Authorit
Disn,
Productio
—
industry
the
of
branches
three
the
itself from
on selection ot
two committees
tribution, Exhibition)
analyzed
have
names for membership on Local Boards (which
a committee on preparation oi
2,000 individual names)
conprocedure for Local Boards (has prepared a printed booklet
of both Zontaining rules and regulations governing activities on
headquara committee
ing and Grievance Boards)
(with an imthe RKO building
the officesbe inheard
ters has equipped
from local boards)
mense room for appeals to
a committee on studio labor and Hollywood activities
T
T
T
Authority are
Code
the
of
S
MEMBER
THE
•
•
•
Sidney R. Kent, George J. Schaefer.
Merlin H. Aylesworth,
Nicholas M. Schenck, Harry M. Warner, Robert H. Cochrane, W.
Nathan YaEd Kuykendall, Charles L. O'Reilly,
Ray Johnston,
and Marie Dressnon-voting members Eddie Cantor meetings
mins
include
at
served
have
who
ier alternates
Major L. E. Thompson, W. C. Michel, Neil Agnew, Austin C.
z, John D. Clark.
Keouffh, J. Robert Rubin, Charles Moskowit
all of these men have
Harold S. Bareford, Jack Cohn
working
given unstintingly of their time and energy
acose
purp
common
one
the
for
together
harmoniously
in thrashcomplishing wonders in a short space of time ...complica
ted
ing out vexatious, difficult problems of a highly
industry
T
T
T
• • • THE SUCCESS of the Code Authority will depend
uuon the smallest possible number of appeals for final judgment so every effort has been bent to organizing a decentralized functioning body in Hollywood and in 31 branch film
to be self-autonomous SUPERVISED by
centers
and
y rather than OPERATED by it
Authorit
the Code
it is anticipated that all these boards will be actively operating
and the success of the preliminary organizbv March 15
by the Authority to Sol A.s Rosening steps is wholly attributed hundreds
of labor difficultie
who has handled
blatt
and amicably settled them

Need for the Theater
to Produce the Actors
'THE

legitimate theater, motion
pictures
and
radio,
should get together to do everything possible to promote the
welfare of the entire entertainment business and not permit
any part of it to be hurt. That,
in fact, was the substance of a
letter I addressed
to General
Johnson about six months ago. I
asked for the appointment of a
liaison committee representative
of the entire industry. It is obvious that both pictures and radio need finished actors and it
is admitted that practically the
only school that can give actors
the lar
proper
the regutheater. training
A largeis number
of
their

plots are written originally for the stage, but if the decrease in production continues
dramarate many
present
at its tists
will be forced
to abandon
their calling.
The depression
hits the theater as a business
because ours is an expensive
form of entertainment and cannot compete with the movies in
of admission. The dethe price pression
hits the actor not only
economically but spiritually and
artistically, because his field of
activity is lessened and he has
to forego his particular taste
Taste and selecand selection.
tion were part of his pride as
He enters the profesan actor.
sion with the hope of achieving
a position which will allow him
to exercise a discretion and seThis can
lectivity in his work.
be illustrated by the fact that
any
actor will forego
large
financial returns for the opportunity of being in a play which
to the theater.
brings distinction
It was with this knowledge in
Guild
mind that the Theater
was able to start with the finest
casts available, though it could
pay at that
aries. Robtime
the only
actorsmall
of salhis
In
ideals and he is pauperized.
many cases this has been the
real burden he has had to bear,
person
no theater-bred
since
ever elected to go on the stage
achieve complete ecoto freedom.
merely nomic
— Frank Gillmore

F. & M. IN DEALS
FOR MORE HOUSES

from "LOTS"
A LITTLE
HOLLYWOOD
By RALPH

(Continued from Page

1)

CODE ASSENTS TOTAL
JUMPS NEARLY 1,500

WILK

(Continued from Page 1)
forthcoming co-starring musical for
Warner, by Glenda Farrell, Guy Kib- on Saturday had received no official
^/ARREN
WILLIAM
one of the
starring will
roleshavein bee, Hugh Herbert and Barbara advices concerning settlement of the
Blair. The dance ensemWarner's "Dr. Monica," with Kay "Snoony"
bles in this picture will be staged Allied suit against the Code AuthorFrancis, Verree Teasdale and Jean
ty, which meets at 2 p. m. today at
Muir. The company also has as- by Busby Berkeley, with Archie its headquarters in the RKO buildMayo assigned to direct the story
ing. Divisional Administrator Sol
signed Henry Stephenson to "The
A. Rosenblatt will be present.
Key" and Maude Eburne to "Return
of the Terror."
Marcus Heiman, chairman of the
T
T
T
The six long-term contract win- Legitimate Theatre Code Authority
Gordon Westcott has the juvenile part.
ners among the 30 contest winners committee on radio shows, on Satlead in "Sawdust," new Joe E. in Paramount's "Search for Beauty"
urday told The Film Daily that he
Brown picture for First National.
have been assigned roles in W. C. will arrange the joint meeting of
T
T
T
Fields' "You're Telling Me." Those his group as well as the Radio and
Jack Holt will next be starred in assigned
are Julian Madison, Min- Motion Picture Code Authorities for
"Black Moon" at Columbia.
neapolis; Colin Tapley, New Zea- early this week.
land; Eldred Tidbury, South Africa;
Texas Court Rules Against
Charles McAvoy, who launched Alfred Delcambre, Dallas; Gwenllian
Mae
West on the road to acting suc- Gill, Scotland, and Clara Lou Sheri- 75% of Educat'l Lineup
State Regulation of Films
dan, Dallas.
cess, is in the cast of Paramount's
(Continued from Page 1)
Completed
by March 31
(Continued on Page 6)
appointing a board of censors as- "Murder at the Vanities." He taught
provided under existing ordinances. the curvacious screen star her first
Lillian Bond will appear opposite
Buster Keaton's "The Gold Ghost,"
Karl Hoblitzelle offered all possible ditty in a Brooklyn theater, when
Mae
was
seven
years
old.
Tim
McCoy in Columbia's "High- and nearing completion are "Hello,
cooperation with the council in proway Patrol," with D. Ross Lederman Prosperity," "Born to Die," a Merv
T
T
viding better film shows by inviting
directing
maid comedy and a Frolics of Youth
Briskin. under supervision of Irving
representatives of the women to
release. In the east the musical
Ruby Keelei' and Dick Powell will
previews of attractions.
be supported
in "Dames,"
their
short, "Going Spanish," is nearing
completion
while
"The being
Big Meow"
"Queen's Affair" Opens in London
in
the cutting
rooms
preparedis
for
early
release.
London — World premiere of "The
Queen's Affair," British & Dominions production released by United
Vote Tonight on Service Strike
Artists, took place at the Plaza
Seven thousand ballots had been
Friday night and was attended by
celebrities from stage, screen and ordered in preparation for the voting tonight at Palm Garden on the
society. The picture, formerly titled
"The Queen," was directed by Her- projected general strike of the building service employees union, it was
bert Wilcox, with Anna Neagle and
Ferdinand Graavey in leading roles. said Saturday by Charles C. Levey,
secretary. Hope is still held that
the strike will be averted through
conferences with circuit executives.
Dressier-Beery to Be Re-Teamed
M-G-M is understood to be planning to team Marie Dressier and
WaFace Beery again. Inquiries are
being made for a story for the pair.

theaters where sponsors are paying
for half-hour programs broadcast
once weekly from the stage. It also
is maintaining sustaining programs
in four other theaters and intends
to extend this policy to other houses,
Marco said.
Broadcast of a half-hour program
paid for by Borden's began last
week in San Francisco, Marco said.
Borden's has been paying for broadcasts from the stage of the Paramount, Los Angeles, for the past
three weeks. Marco also stated that
several bids for the program at the
Roxy had been received.

▼

t

▼

Ann Harding Signed by M-G-M
'Vest

Coast

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — M-G-M has signed
Ann Harding to appear with Robert
Montgomery in "Biography of a
Bachelor," based on the S. N. Behrman
stage will
play,produce
"Biography."
Irving
Thalberg
it.
"Hollywood Party" Is Retitled
"The Star Spangled Banquet" is
the final title for the M-G-M musical
production formerly known as "The
Hollywood Party."
Shearer,
Laughton in "Barretts"
West
Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY

Hollywood — Norma Shearer and
Charles Laughton will have the
leads in M-G-M's "Barretts of Wimpole Street," from the stage play.
Sidney Franklin will direct.
Hal Home Improving
Hal Home, who has been seriously
ill at the Park Central Hotel, is
much improved and is expected at
his desk late this week.

NEW

YORK

Shugold Theates, Manhattan. Vaudeville and
pictjres. Emanuel Schulman, M3urice GoldSchulman.
stein and Morris Ludmerer. Attorney, Emanuel
Gentlewoman, Inc., Manhattan. Theatricals
ar:d motion pictures. Cheryl Crawford, Harold
Clurman
and Lee Strassberg. Attorneys, Albany
Se
vice Company.
Wellington Displays, Inc., Manhattan. Dramatic plays and motion pictures. Seymour Stone,
Daniel S. Weiss and Milton Vernoff. Attorneys,
Legal Albany
Service.
Lou-Har, Inc., Kings County. Theatricals and
pictures. Lillian Potashkin, Edward Collins and
Samuel
Cohen.
Attorney,
Philip F. Jacobs.
314 Flatbush Ave., Amusement Corporation.
Motion
pictures.
William
B. Walker, Simon
Emil Klein.
Gurton and Mildred M. Herman. Attorney,
N. Y. Amity Exchange, Inc., New York
County. Motion pictures. Harold Dublirer,
Helen Neugewirtz
and Evelyn Rabinowitz. Attorney, Harold Dublirer.
John A. Schultz, Inc., Manhattan. Plays,
vaudeville and motion pictures. John A.
Schultz, Alexander A. Schultz and Carolyn
Lempel.
Wolfenstein. Attorneys, Buchdahl, Males &
Triple "S" Pictures Corp., Manhattan. Industrial motion pictures. Ben Cooperman, Alv:n
I. Sender and Jessie Morrison. Attorney, Marks
& Marks.
Peerless Film Processed Corp., New York City.
Motion pictures. Albert 0. Bondy, Harry Ernest
Moyse.
R'Jbens and Jeanne Rubens. Attorney, Kern

■
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SHORT SHOTS from
EASTERN STUDIOS

N-E-W-S OF THE DAY

SpotyuwA

: By CHAS. ALICOATE

DERNICE CLAIRE has completed
D work in "Who Is That Girl,"
two-reel musical, at the Vitaphone
studio. Cy Woods, staff writer,
wrote the original operetta, while
Cliff Hess composed the music. Jo&
Henabery directed.

Denver — Max Scheubach, formerly a partner in Consolidated Theaters, is spending a vacation in San
Diego, Cal.

Percy Helton has been aded to the
cast of "Frankie and Johnnie" now
directed by Chesbeing produced and Star
Productions
ter Erskin for All
at the Biograph studios.

Walnut Creek, Cal. — Elwood P.
Miami, Fla. — Upholstered chairs
new owner of the Ramona,
have replaced the wooden seats at Laws,
has renamed it the Walnut Creek
the Biltmore, Wometco house man- theater.
House has been improved.
aged by Sharkey Shartrand.

Kansas City — Don Davis has sold
High Fidelity sound equipment to
the Penn Valley and the Dunbar
here, the new $35,000 house at
Hardtner, Kan., the Cozy in Lockformerly a wood, Mo., the Douglass in Douglass, Kan., and the Novelty, Wichita.
handling the
Charles GilSan Jose, Cal.— Willow Glen theNight" idea
ater has been leased to Harry E.
Browne.

Denver — Jack Krum,
U. A. manager, is now
Salt Lake territory for
T
T
T
mour, selling the "Bank
Pedro Sambarino, head of the to theaters.
Sambarino studios of Lima, Peru,
— The Columbia exchange
ani Buenos Aires, who recently ar- hasDenver
Ukiah, Cal. — A new theater here
been moved to the old Educarived in New York with a feature
tional quarters at 2144 Champa St. is planned by E. E. Pollock, who
[film taken among the Inca ruins of
comes
from Upper Lake.
Cuzco, Peru, has started cutting and
Denver — J. J. Goodstein, operator
editing the film in conjunction with
Suisun, Cal. — Arlington theater
the Inter-Americas Film Corp., who of three theaters in the state, has
established
a Denver office at 826 has been opened under the managewill handle the world distribution.
ment of Dillon & Warner.
Twenty-first Street.

Lynn, Mass. — - George Schwartz
Ziegler, 111.— Bill Hulsey is the now manages the Uptown, formerly
new
owner-operator
of
the
Empire.
Bill Robinson, colored dancer, is
handled by Leslie Swaebe.
the latest Broadway star to join the
St.
Louis—
The
Hollywood
TheBoston — Murray Aronson has been
ranks of Vitaphone performers, acater, owned by Charles Goldman, has
cording to Sam Sax, production chief entered
appointed sales representative for
upon
a
daily
change
policy.
First Division by Manager Carl
at the Brooklyn plant, who signed
Crawford.
the dancer for appearance in a Vita111. — L. J. Kranzfelder
phone short. Supporting Robinson hasNewman,
transferred the Illinois Theater
Dennison, O. — Mrs. L. Larrison,
Orchids" to F. H. Booton & G. F. Gloyd.
in the short, titled "Black
manager of the Lincoln, after being
and now in work, are Ernest Whitconfined to the hospital for the past
man, Dusty Fletcher, Tory Brown,
Lincoln, 111.— The Grand Theater two months, is back at the theater.
Eddie Mathews, Hattie Noel, Babe ;s dark at present.
Mathews and Muriel Rahn.
Cleveland — Mae Vincent, with
T
T
T
Coulterville, 111. — The Illinois First Division offices here since their
Robert Sisk. Herman Zohbel, Joe Theater has reopened.
opening,
has been promoted to booker and cashier.
Nolan and Bill Saal were guests of
Yorkville,
111.—
The
Yorkville
TheH. J. Yates on a visit to the Bioater has reopened under the mangraph studio last week.
Eads, Colo. — H. G. Lovett has sold
agement of La Verne Monkameier.
the Eads theater to William Benner.
T
T
r
Olney. 111.— The Elks Theater was
Peter Wiggins, Irish American
Newell, S. D. — Ray Rayburn has
tenor, has just made his screen debut reopened recently.
added the Arcade to his string of
hi "Vaudeville Days," a two-reel
houses.
Shows here one day a week
musical-variety subject produced by
Birmingham — The Norwood
Mentone Productions for release by neighborhood house, operated by Joe with portable equipment.
Universal Pictures. The subject was Steed, has gone dark.
made at the Fox studios.
Wheelwright, Ky. — The Wheel- 1
T ▼ T
Mansfield, O. — Two armed bandits wright theater will reopen in the ;
this week robbed a cashier at the near future with RCA High Fidelity
Mary Pickford, most noted of the Ohio theater of about $17 and es- sound equipment.
original Biograph stars, officially caped.
christened the modernized Biograph
New Orleans — Mona O'Rourke
Canton, 0. — G. B. Odium, until secretary- treasurer of the St.
plant last Friday. "Frankie and
Johnnie" is now being produced recently manager of the Palace, has Charles, is back on the job after illthere by Chester Erskin.
been named manager of the annual
Canton Automobile in Land O'Dance
New Orleans — Maurice F. Barr.
starting
27. Fifi D'Orsay
be
on theFeb.
entertainment
program.will vice-president Saenger Realty Corp..
5 State Censor Bills Pend
is a member of a committee which
Five censorship bills, two seeking to
establish new state boards, are now
Kansas City — Sammy Chambers, hopes
the city.
to bring mid-winter sports to
pending in state legislatures currently
formerly manager of the Fox Grand.
in session. Massachusetts has such a
Toneka, Kan., has succeeded Barney
bill under consideration and in West
Joffee as manager of the Uptown
Virginia, a measure would not only auhere.
Salt Lake City — Dave Frazer.
thorize forming of a board but also give
it jurisdiction over advertising.
of the Sheffield-Monogram
manager
The Virginia assembly has before it
Belfast, Me. — The Opera House office, and C. W. Peck, Universal
a bill seeking to abolish the state board
and also one to amend the existing state
has been reopened by J. St. Pieer.
booker, have been . laid up on account of pneumonia
statute, under which board functions, to
give it authority over advertising. In
Kansas City, Kan. — Ed Burgan is
New York state there is pending a bill
to end state censorship but allow the
Salt Lake City— W. H. Burt, forspending $10,000 on the Home theComptroller's office to assess a flat rate
ater, installing all new RCA Hisrh
tax on film instead.
of the Isis, Greenraer
Fidelity sound and making other river,manager
has taken over the Gem,
improvements.
Montpelier, Ida.
T

T

CRITICS

RAVE

Clark GABLE
cuuuieitc COLBERT
"It

T

Happened

Together Jar /In lir.t Tim,

/, ////Night"
Connolly
• Roscoe Karns

Walter

One

"GABLE

AND

COLBER

— «R££i\

"DON'T
NEVER

PLAY

LET ANYTHING
BETTER-"

KEEP

—MOniRS
"GAY
YOU

\(RELN

ENTERTAINMENT
AWAY-"
—PHOTOPLAY

FOR
MAGAZINE

«

"A SWELL ALL AROUND PERANYBODY-"
— SILVERPICTURE-"
SCREEN MAGAZINE
FECT

'<

"IF YOUUS!"
MISS
IT-DON'T
BLAME

i

—MOTION

PICTURE

"SUPERLATIVE
MENT,

SHEER

"SNAPPY,

ENTERTAIN-

t

—SCREENLAftD
ENJOYMENT!"

\

HUMOROUS
—SCREEN

FRANK

MAGAZINE

CAPRA

HOOK

AND
MAGAZINE

Production

Directed by llie m.w who

HUMAN-"

,le -LADY

l()R A DAY'

i The screen's greatest actor! Broad-

j

way's greatest comedy! The stage's
* foremost writers! JOHN BARRY| I MORE in "20th Century," with

.
I
f

; j Carole Lombard — by Ben Hecht
I
', i and Charles MacArthur. A How- »
/

ard Hawks production.

*A

BUCK

FACES

DEATH!

After months of perilous adventure in the jungle,
Frank Buck had his "WILD CARGO" ready to
bring back alive to America, when bedlam broke
loose in the thatched shelter room of the stockade
where the animals were crated and caged. Monkeys screamed! Roars and cries pierced the air!
King Cobra was loose! The hissing, spitting
demon of the crawling world in whose fangs
lurked certain death! Unarmed, his back to the
wire and picket wall, his exit blocked by the
hooded giant, coiled and ready to strike, Frank
Buck ripped off his coat and like a matador baiting an enraged bull waited for the perilous moment when he or the Cobra would strike first.
Why is it Nature saves her biggest thrills for
Buck?

The above drawing, one of a series of scenes from "Wild Cargo",
was sketched from an actual "frame" of the film by the famous
Shepherd. There's no time for "stills" in a
Clinton
artist
world J.full
of thrills!

FRANK
CARGO"
Van Beuren BUCK'S
Production "WILD
. . . RKO Radio
Picture
Directed by Armand

COMING

Denis

SOON!

^mm^^
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Intimate in Character
Internationa! in Scope
Independent in Thought
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5 CENT!

Drop in Exec Salaries Shown by Report to Senate

final date: for assenTTchanged toIarch 10
Exhibition Not Keeping Pace With Production — Franklin

Too Much Standardization,
Not Enough Individuality, Is Claim

35 Young Players Are Signed by Fox
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Fox yesterday gave contracts to 35 young players selected from hundreds as having the best potentialities. In the group are Shirley Aaronson, Lynn Bari,
Dorothy Dearing, Edith Haskins, Julie Cabanne, Iris Shunn, Anita Thompson, Ardell
Unger, Marion Weldon, Nadine Dore, Florine Dixon, Jean Allen, Anne Nagle, Jean
Chadburn, Patricia Lee, Philippa Hilber, Marbeth Wright, Esther Brodelet, Patricia
Farr, Geneva Sawyer, Elsie Larson, Irene Coleman, Mary Blackwood, Virginia Hills,
Lucille Miller, Jimmy Grant, Tex Broadus, Fred Wallace, William Stelling, Pat Gunning,
George Ford, Paul McVey, Glen Gallagher, Paul Perry and Carlie Taylor.

By HAROLD B. FRANKLIN
has come when the
showmanship must be
rekindled if motion picture theaters
are to keep pace with improved conditions. While motion picture production has made strides during the
past few hectic years, theaters,
however, have lagged behind both
physically- and in operation standards. Because of financial pressure
theaters have been allowed to deteriorate, service staffs have been
Date for the joint meeting of the
reduced to a dangerous minimum,
on account of extreme salary cuts, motion picture, radio and legitimate
theater code authorities on the sub(.Continued on Page 6)
ject of free shows in broadcasting
studios has been set as March 5, the
starting date of the four-day NRA
Washington meeting of Code Authorities. The film and legit authorities will meet in New York
Thursday to prepare their case, preliminary to the Washington session.
The 10 per cent cancellation clause
provided in the motion picture code Essaness Circuit Biz Up ;
will be retroactive to apply to film
contracts existing before Dec. 7 last Opening Sunday Noon Now
year, the effective date of the code,
Chicago — Due to marked increase
it was learned following a meeting in business, all Essaness circuit
of the Code Authority last night. houses have adopted a new policy,
Whether or not these provisions opening at noon. Twenty of the
would be retroactive has been the circuit's 24 theaters also are giving
subject of much discussion within Saturday midnight shows, which
the industry.
have been found very popular.

p HEspirittimeof

Code Authority Sets New
Deadline for Filing
Compliances
Deadline for filing assents to the
code was changed to March 10 by
the Code Authority at a meeting

yesterday at which
administrative body the
madecode's
further
progress in selecting local board
personnel. Boards agreed upon include those in Albany, Atlanta, Chicago and Cleveland.
Makeup of the boards for New
York and Boston are understood to
still be asonnelsubject
of these of
newcontroversy.
boards willPerbe
announced today.
Competition from radio dancing,
Extension of the assents deadline
carnivals and amusement parks and
(Continued on Page 7)
double features are among the subjects which will highlight the M. P.
T. O. A. convention scheduled for
at the Hotel AmbassaAprildor, 10-12
Los Angeles.
Other topics listed for discussion
are: protection against unfair and
discriminatory
taxes
on theaters
(Continued on Page 6)
Columbus — In order to acquaint
exhibitors with its platform, the
Selwyn Blames Exhibs
formed Independent Theater
For Sameness in Films newly
Owners of Ohio, of which Martin G.
Smith
is
president, will hold a series
Experimentation and diversity in
10 regional meetings next month,
film subjects are held down by ex- of
Marchon Page
1, Commodore
hibitors who prefer repetition of the as follows:
(Continued
8)
types of stories with which they are
familiar rather than take a chance
on something
new,
says
Edgar Foreign Promotions
(Continued on Page 6)

M.P.T.O.A. MAPS OUT
FILM-LEGIT-RADIO
MEETINGJNARGH 5 CONVENTION TOPICS

DECIDE CANCELLATION
CLAUSE RETROACTIVE

NRA Boston Labor Ruling
Taken to Court by Circuit

Boston — Samuel Pinanski and
Harry L. Sampson, temporary receivers for Publix Olympia theaters,
have filed petition in Suffolk Su(Continued on Page 8)

Musicians

Reciprocate

Omaha — In appreciation of the Paramount Theater's action in hiring an
orchestra of 25 in conjunction with the
current engagement of Sally Rand on
the stage, the local musician's union
placed ads in daily papers urging the
public to attend the theater in support
of "living music." The union also
postcarded its entire membership, urging
attendance.

10 REGION AUEETINGS
SET BY I.LO. OF OHIO

Announced by U. A.

Federal Trade Report Shows
Big Cut in Salaries of Execs
Meyer Davis-Van Beuren
To Produce at Biograph
Production of the Meyer DavisVan Beuren musical comedies for
turnRKO release, which have been
ed out at the Fox Movietone studio,
will hereafter take place at the Biograph Studios, due to the need for
more space, Davis announces. "No
More West," with Bert Lahr, will be
the first short to go in work there,
in about two weeks. Nick Grinde is
to direct.

Washington Bureau of THE

FILM

Several promotions in the
United Artists foreign staff were
announced yesterday by Arthur W.
Kelly. Walter Gould, former general manager
in Latin
be(Continued
on PageAmerica,
6)

DAILY

Washington — Report of the Federal Trade Commission to the Senate yesterday, covering salaries
and bonuses of officers of corporations having capital and assets of
more than $1,000,000, showed that
President Nicholas M. Schenck of
Loew's received only $59,800 in
1933, against $449,538 in 1930 and
$362,202 in 1929, while David Bernstein, vice-president of Loew's, was
com$57,200on last
Page year
7)
paid only(Continued

Kahane Denies Reports
B. B. Kahane, president of RKO
Studios, yesterday denied rumors that
he would resign on account of the recent executive re-organization of RKO
Radio Pictures. "Since the re-arrangement was my suggestion, it is ridiculous
to say that I will resign on that account," said Kahane. The RKO board
of directors will meet tomorrow or
Thursday to approve the recent changes.
Saturday.
Kahane intends to return to the coast
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200 Films Planned
Negotiating for Release
On Spanish Film Series
In England This Year
F. Z. Clemente, president, and
John Pantages Pappas, secretarytreasurer, of Latin-American Pictures, Inc., arrived in New York yesterday with a print of "Amor que
Velve," first of a series of Spanish
talkers which it is planned to distribute in the Latin-American market through a major company. Negotiations for release are now under way. Cast of the initial feature
is headed by Don Alvarado, Renee
Torres, Jose Bolollo and Julian Ri-
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Thirty-two St. Louis neighborhood houses operators, through Fred
Wehrenberg and Oscar Lehr, are appealing to Division Administrator
Sol A. Rosenblatt from an arbiter
decision on a projectionists' backpay dispute which involves $15,500.
Wehrenberg and Lehr arrived in
New York yesterday from St.
Louis and may go to Washington
to confer with Rosenblatt.
Fassio Resumes With Shamrock
Detroit — B. C. Fassio, president of
Shamrock Pictures, is taking back
the management of the corporation
with stock being turned over to him
in exchange for release of the one
completed feature, "The Fighting
Priest," with Father Coughlin. Fassio will continue the production
schedule outlined for Shamrock.
Continue

Dickstein

Washington Bureau

Bill

of THE

Hearing

FILM

DAILY

Washington — Short hearings on
the Dickstein bill to restrict foreign
talent were held yesterday morning.
Representatives of various phases
of the legitimate stage were heard,
in '33 most of them supporting the measU. S. Filmspictures
Hungary Saw— 417
Out of 721
Budapest
ure. A brief opposing the bill is
shown in Hungary last ylear, 417 expected to be filed by the film proGerman.
229
and
were American
ducers.
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Academy West
"Best"
"10 Best"
CoastNominations
Bureau of THETally
FILM with
DAILY
Hollywood — Except for "Little Women," which was released late and will be included
in the next national poll of critics, all nominations of the Academy of M. P. Arts &
Sciences for the best produced features of the year are winning pictures in THE FILM
DAILY'S nationwide "Ten Best" poll. The Academy list includes, in addition to
"Little Women," "Lady for a Day," "Cavalcade," "State Fair," "42na St," "I Am a
Fugitive," "Farewell to Arms," "She Done Him Wrong," "Henry VIII" and "Smilin'
Through." Other nominations by the Academy include: Best Performance — Katharine
Hepburn :n "Morning Glory," May Robson in "Lidy for a Day," Diana Wynyard in
"Cavalcade," Leslie Howard in "Berkeley Square, ' Charles Laughton in "Henry VIII,"
Paul Muni in "I Am a Fugitive"; Best Direction — Frank Capra, "Lady for a Day";
George Cukor, "Little Women"; Frank Lloyd, "Cavalcade"; Best Original Story — "One
Way Passage," Robert Lord; "Prize Fighter and the Lady," Frances Marion; "Rasputin
and the Empress," Charles MacArthur; Best Adaptation — "Lady for a Day," Robert
Riskin; "Little Women," Sarah Y. Mason and Victor Heerman; "State Fair," Paul
Green and Sonya Levien; Best Photography — "A Farewell to Arms," Charles Lange; "Reunion in Vienna," George J. Folsey, Jr.; "Sign of the Cross," Carl Struss; Best Art
Direction — "A Farewell to Arms," "Cavalcade," "When Ladies Meet"; Best Sound —
"A Farewell to Arms," "42nd St.," "Gold Diggers of 1933," "I Am a Fugitive." Final
awards will be made at the Academy banquet, March 16.

St. Louis Labor Decision
Being Appealed to NRA

MARKET

oing

London — Two hundred films at
an aggregate cost of $20,000,000
already are scheduled for 1934, according to a survey announced by
the U. S. Department of Commerce
representative here. Gaumont-British has the largest program, with
35 pictures costing about $6,250,000. British producers are making
plans to secure a larger share of
the film business in the colonies,
particularly British West Indies,
British Guiana, British Honduras,
Nigeria, the Gold Coast and other
places. Nigeria alone, with 20,000,000 inhabitants, has no theater
wired for sound films.
U.A. to Dicker for Soviet Release
Arthur W. Kelly, United Artists
vice president in charge of foreign
distribution, who sails shortly for
abroad, wili visit Moscow to confei
with Soviet officials on distribution
of U. A. product in that country, it
is understood.
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CRESSON
terday from

a nd

G

E. SMITH
of RKO
returned
a southern sales trip.

B. B. KAHANE
coast
Saturday.

expects to return to the

JULES LEVY will leave for the coast Saturday
via boat.
S. A. LYNCH is expected
Miami
about
March
15.

to return from

AL LICHTMAN returns to New
row from the Coast.

York tomor-

BENNY RUBIN has arrived in New York from
Friday.
^he coast to appear at the Paramount starting
ROBERT GILLHAM has returned to New
after a trip to Florida and Nassau.

Kentucky Colonels in Danger
Wash. Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington — Kentucky Colonels in and
out of the picture business will lose
their titles if a bill introduced by Representative Cannon of Wisconsin becomes a law. He is particularly aiming
at motion picture stars and other celebs
who have not earned their Kentucky
titles by services in either the army
or navy.

York

JAMES A. FITZPATRICK, who is now on
a Mediterranean picture-making trip, returns
to New
York
in about
eight weeks.
JOHN LODGE arrived in New
day from Hollywood.

York yester-

ROBERT MONTGOMERY, on completion of
his in the new Norma Shearer film, will come
east for a visit to his Westchester farm.
FANCHON ROYER, who is now in New
leaves next week for the Coast.

York,

JACK GALLAGHER, who recently arrived in
New York from the Coast, will remain here
two weeks.

Du World to Distribute
Jimmy Savo Features
DuWorld Pictures has acquired
world distribution rights to a series
of feature comedies starring Jimmy
Savo and being produced by ScreenArt Productions of California. Dr.
Eugene Frenke, who has already directed the first of the Savo comedies, will produce the remainder
of the series on a schedule calling
for one picture every three months.

percrcwf
I OR 2 PERSONS
and the
up 8th
Above
Floor $6.00
Enjoy the comforts of a
parlor and bedroom suite. . . .
All rooms equipped with
combination tub and shower
bath, and running ice water.
Ideal location — adjacent to
atre districts.
shopping,
business and the-

Droo Drive Against Lobby B. O.'s
The city has dropped its drive to
compel removal of lobby box-offices
in New York City theaters, particularly those located in the Times
Sauare area, following petition of
the I. T. 0. A. About 15 violations
had been chareed, on the grounds
that the box-offices did not show in
the original theater plans approved
by the city.

yes

SWIMMING POOL
AND GYMNASIUM
FREE
TO
GUESTS

A PERSONAL STATEMENT FROM
WARNER BROS.' EMPLOYEES
Mie, the undersigned home-office employees of Warner

Bros., having

duly previewed the picture known as "JOURNAL OF A CRIME,"
do hereby of our own free will record our sworn belief that it is one
of the most brilliant productions ever delivered by Warner Bros.' Studio.
^vnd whereas we desire to give tangible expression to our exceptional
enthusiasm for this great entertainment, therefore we do now authorize the
paid publication of this resolution as our personal recommendation
attraction to the motion picture trade.

of this

(Signed)

\JU.e?i ( QUjmAc^.

Arui/Q-IPU

OeV>.

^f^^j^^^^

> A a^

^Q (K

Jhi*Ms^

(22/L^ soL^—r

feas^-^ys&giu.

Qlg-.O^SZ
-t.

gz£^g^f

i/";-~--

^CjS^i^

/fac*£7h Ct&uzaeA..
Sworn to before me
this 23rd day of
February, 1934
^/w/m/

a^^/3^.

J^xr^u^

jf&L^s?,

(SEE RUTH CHATTERTON IN -JOURNAL OF A CRIME" AT WARNER BROS.' NATIONAL TRAOE EXHIBIT MARCH 6THI
A First National Picture. Starring Ruth Chatterton, with Adolphe Menjou,

Claire Dodd. Directed by William Keighley.
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Bijou Theatre
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Liberty Theatre
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WASH.

BUSINESS

Loew's Theatre

HARTFORD,
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Keith's Theatre
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LAPwk
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SYRACUSE,
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SENSATIONAL
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Keith's Theatre
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Palace Theatre
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YEAR'S BIGGEST
Fox Theatre

DETROIT,

HELD OVER
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Orpheum Theatre
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HELD OVER
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MICH.

Orpheum Theatre

ORLEANS,
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LINES ALL DAY
Golden Gate Theatre
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SAN FRANCISCO,

CAL.

TERRIFIC BUSINESS
Stanley Theatre

PHILADELPHIA.

IA PICTURE

with WALTER

CONNOLLY-ROSCOE

Stbry by Samuel Hopkins Adams

Screen Play by ROBERT
RISKIN
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EXHIBITION LAGGING,
SAYS H. B. FRANKLIN
(Continued from Page 1)

and management personnel has been
reduced to a low ebb.
Theater operation nourishes best
through enthusiasm and it should
be the main objective of the industry to build up theater morale, if
the greatest public interest is to be
encouraged. With the return of improved conditions everything ought
to be done to reestablish the standards of theater operation. There is,
of course, a large public support for
the big screen attractions, but not
sufficient interest for average entertainment upon which the industry depends.
With improved operation many of
the artificial devices such as
premiums, cut prices, etc., will disappear. The deterioration of standards which is apparent in such centers at Times Square in New York.
Downtown Los Angeles, and similar
communities, has created a problem
for higher grade motion picture
theaters.
. On the whole there is too much
standardization in the conduct of
motion picture theaters — too much
tinsel — and still too much exaggeration in its advertising, although recent efforts sponsored by the Hays
Organization have brought constructive thought in this respect.
There is also too much similarity in
the methods of operation.
In the case of other industries,
definite steps have been taken to
rehabilitate plants, equipment and
methods. This is particularly true
with the more progressive railroads, who are improving equipment, resulting in streamlined speed
trains, air conditioning and improved service. The automobile industry also is loading the way in advanced methods as to product as
well as sales appeal. Merchandise
is being modernized and improvec
in appearance. It is also significant
that showmanship methods are being
applied by these main industries in
their public contact — and have set
a pace in many respects for our own
industry.
The industry must be actuated by
the highest standards in theater
operation, if it is to maintain pace
with motion picture production. It
is well to point out that during the
period of depression production activities were maintained on a high
level and that there was no interference to speak of in the conduct
of production activities, nor was
there any substantial curtailment in
studio budgets. Receiverships and
bankruptcies were not resorted to
in motion picture production activF. N. Suit Again Put Off
Another adjournment now sets trial
of the Federal Government's anti-trust
case against Warner-First Nitional for
March 13, John Amen, assistant attorney general in charge of anti-trust
actions, stated yesterday. The suit is
aimed at the merger several years ago.

Plan Joint Protest on "Star" Review System
A protest against the "star system" of reviewing pictures will be lodged with the
"New York Daily News" by a group of major companies, THE FILM DAILY learns.
Firms
of the policy are expected to include Columbia, RKO and
Warner complaining
Bros.
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M.P.T.O.A. MAPS OUT I
CONVENTION TOPICS
(Continued from Page 1)

Foreign Promotions
Selwyn Blames Exhibs
Announced
by U. A.
For Sameness in Films
(Continued from Page 1)
(Continued from Page 1)

3elwyn, stage and screen producer,
In
articlearein anxious
Sunday's
"Times."
The anstudios
to try
novel
departures, but the hostile attitude
of exhibitors to unconventional
.hemes compels prolucers to adhere
„o more or less standardized prodact, Selwyn claims.
Next for Wheeler- Woolsey
W est Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Bert Wheeler ana
Robert Woolsey will co-star in
'Cockeyed Cavaliers" as their next
RKO production, it is announced by
j^ou Brock, who will produce the
jomedy. Dorothy Lee and Thelma
Todd will have the leading feminine
.oles, and Mark Sandrich will direct. Story will be written by Eddie Kaufman, Ben Holmes, and
Jrant Garrett.
M-G-M Releases Set to April 20
Release dates for M-G-M features to April 20 are: March 9,
'The Show Off"; March 16, "Lazy
River"; March 23, "Riptide"; March
JO, "Tarzan and His Mate"; April
3, "Viva Villa"; April 13, "The
Star Spangled Banquet"; April 20,
'Laughing Boy."
Start Fourth ComiColor Cartoon
IV est Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

DAI Li

Hollywood
"Puss in cartoons
Boots,"
fourth
of the— ComiColor
being produced by Celebrity, has
gone in work at the Animated Pictures Studio for April release. "The
Brave Tin Soldier" was finished last
week.
Frank Buck Articles in "Collier's"
First of 19 articles being written
by Frank Buck for "Collier's Magazine" will appear in the March 24
issue. He tells about his latest Far
East jungle adventures.
Heads NRA Research Division
Washington

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DA1L)

Washington — Leon Henderson of
the Russell Sage Foundation has
been appointed head of the NRA
Research and Planning Division.

and admissions, censorship, drastic
regulatory legislation and ordinances, modern theater construction, labor problems, public relacomes divisional manager over all
tions program for exhibitors, imCentral and South America. He
proved methods in theater operasailed Saturday for a trip around
tions, organized efforts to increase
his new territory. Edward Ugast,
who has been Philippine manager, attendance, cooperation with local
is now assistant to Tom Mulrooney, and national public groups interested in motion pictures, views on
foreign sales manager, at the home
office, and is succeeded in Manila by the code operations such as local
Charles H. Core. Sidney Albright, grievance ind zoning boards, trade
labor provisions.
formerly in China, takes over the practices,
Ben Berinstein is chairman of
general managership in Japan, succeeding Earl Kramer, resigned and :he Los Angeles arrangements committee and in charge of hotel resernow en route to the U. S. to settle
vations. Special convention trains
che estate of his father who died recently.
will leave
and New Orleans April Chicago
6.
Chi. O. H. May Be Combo Movie
New House for Greenville, Mich.
Chicago — A group of New York
capitalists are interested in a projGreenville, Mich. — Construction of
ect to take over the Chicago Civic a 308-seat house, remodeled from a
Opera House and install a combi- store, was begun last week. It will
nation of movies, opera and ballet. be called the Gibson, with Charles
Details of the project have not been and Joe Gibson and L. M. Quinet as
revealed, but it is understood that operators. Opening is scheduled for
the place will be given a distinct March 14. Herman H. Hunt of Nacontinental atmosphere, with beer
tional Theater Supply, Detroit, is
and food served inside the building equipping it.
and also on a terrace overlooking
the Chicago River.
Frank Lloyd, David Butler Re-signed
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Fox Scenarists in Chicago
Hollywood — Fox has signed new
Chicago — Gene Towne and Gra- contracts with Frank Lloyd and Daham Baker, Hollywood scenarists,
Butler, directors. Butler will
are in Chicago and it is reported next viddirect
Will Rogers and Peggy
they are to write a scenario for Fox
Wood
in
"Merry
Andrew," while
in which Joe Cook, stage comedian,
will be starred. Cook is now ap- Lloyd is preparing "Servants' Entpearing here in "Hold Your Horses."
"Carolina" Holds in Loop
'Frisco Circuits Book Cartoons
Chicago — "Carolina" proved so
San
Francisco
— Celebrity's
ComiColor
Cartoons have
been booked
by
popular at the Chicago that it has
rance."
circuits in this territory except
been moved to the Roosevelt, a block all
down
in the the
Loop.street, for a second week one. The coverage is regarded as
something of a record. First-runs
"Son of Kong," which has been
stalk" yesterday.
doing capacity business at the Cas- began showing "Jack and the Beantle, also has been held over.
Soviet Kid Film Set for Release
Trendle Makes Staff Transfers
Detroit— Shifts of assistant house
"Broken Shoes," with Nazi Germany as its locale and children commanagers by George W. Trendle,
prising most of its cast, will be remanager of United Detroit Theaters,
leased early in March by Amkino.
the local Publix unit, include Russell Chapman, from the Michigan,
DuWorld Gets Samoan Film
shifted to the United Artists, re"Bride of Samoa," produced by
placing Dean Coffin, moved to the
Fisher; D. Tanner from the Fisher Phil Brown, has been acquired fer
succeeds Chapman at the Michigan. tures.
immediate release by DuWorld PicAustrian Company Collapses
Vienna— Poor state of the German
10 More from Royer
film market is said to be largely responsible for the financial collapse
Ten more features, to be released at
the rate of one every three weeks, are
of Koppelmann & Reiter (Luxcalled for by the Fanchon Royer producFilm), renters and owners of many
tion program. Last of three pictures
important cinemas.

ities. This may account for the
high quality that was maintained in
this branch of the industry. With
few exceptions production gave a
good account of itself, and at present the industry may well be content with its production record.
Individuality must be encouraged
in showmanship if the theater is to
thrive. There is of course the
necessity for proper corporate conAustrian Production Increases
trol, but showmanship must be
Vienna
— Production in Austria
recognized if proper initiative is to
year totaled 15. features and 90
be encouraged. We must not for- last
shorts, against 10 features and 40
get that we are in show business — shorts
in 1932.
after all!

completed
"Hollywood
"Reno Flyer"is goes
into work Hoodlums."
March 25
Miss Royer leaves New York next week
on her return to the Coast to resume
production. Jack Gallagher, president
of the company, will remain in New
York two more weeks to make distribution arrangements.
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HEPORT TO SENATE
SHOWS SALARY DROP

Total salaries of Paramount-Publix in 1929.
officers and directors, totaled $4,062,700.
Radio Keith Orpheum salaries were not af
high as the rest, excepting James J. Harbord.
Harold B. Franklin received $75,000 in 1933
Columbia Pictures reported Harry Cohn
earning $145,600 salary and bonus for 1933.
Joe Brandt earned $103,916 in 1930, $66,800
Universal reported Carl Laemrnle 1928.
$132,000; 1929, $181,500; 1930, nothing, 1931
$156,000; 1932, $156,000, same in 1933. R
H. Cochrane received $65,400 in 1930 an.
$26,000 in 1933. James R. Grainger was r«
ported at $52,000 for 1933. Phil Reisman
$68,000 in 1931.
officers and directors were reporter
to Only
the Commission.
Little difficulty was experienced in gatheing the information according to the corr
to subm''
mission, only a few firms refusing
they are not in inte'
some claiming
figures,
All movie companies are be
state commerce.
lieved to have responded.
President William O. Stuber of EastmaKodak Co. was paid $90,000 last year, $115.475 in 1930 and $114,425 in 1929.

Not Attending Hearing
Owing to the fact that the motion
picture code's machinery has not yet
begun to function completely, member?
of the Code Authority will not attend
the Washington hearing to be held
starting today to give opportunity tcritics of all codes to register their
ideas. A canvass of n'tionsl exhibrtoleaders by THE FILM DAILY yesterday
indicated no disposition to participate
in the meetings as it is too early to
observe the code's operations.

DEADLINEFORASSENTS
CHANGED TO MARCH 10
(Continued from Page 1)

(Continued from Page 1)

oared with $308,923 in 1930 and
1256,521 in 1929. Arthur Loew received a total of $308,923 in 1930
with average over six year as low as
$155,500 up to the 1930 figure. J.
Robert Rubin received $88,400 every
year.
In the case of Warner Bros., the
report stated that the corporation
agreed to pay H. M. Warner, Jack
L. Warner and Albert Warner $10,000 a week for six years beginning
in 1928, and gave them 15,000
shares of stock outright and 75,000 shares in escrow to be paid out
at the rate of 15,000 shares a year.
Renraw, the personal holding company of the three Warners, reported
for 1929, $520,000; in 1930, $530,000;
in 1931, $951,916; in 1932, $496,497;
in 1933 at the present rate $280,575.
In 1933 the company assets were
listed at $169,791,058. In 1930 they
were listed at $230,185,444. Abel
! Cary Thomas was reported earning
a salary and bonus of $130,000 in
1933.
The report gave the following
salaries for Fox executives: Sidney
R. Kent, president, $67,875 in 1932,
$60,060 in 1933; Winfield Sheehan,
$44,999 in 1928, $129,747 in 1929,
$459,665 in 1930, $269,747 in 1931,
$162,014 in 1932, $250,000 in 1933;
Saul Rogers, $40,009 in 1928, $40,080 in 1929, $103,689 in 1930; W. C.
Michel, $29,250 in 1933.
MGM reported Louis B. Mayer,
Irving Thalberg, and J. Robert Rubin
receiving collectively in 1928, $1,487,242, in 1929, $2,182,123; in 1930,
$2,639,289; in 1931, $2,175,185; and
in 1932, $1,133,576.

.,

PHIL M. DALY
• •
• THE PRESSBOOK
Sweepstakes are on!
,
the producers come crashing through with gorgeous, splendiferous Pressbooks
it seems to us that the publicity dept's
of the various major companies get so hopped up with the particular lavish pressbook they are working on. .,. . . that they
forget the other companies are also dazzling the Exhibitor with
their current Special thru the medium of a resplendent pressbook
so that he may become surfeited with Splendor
and if some producer sneaked in a li'l modest book
it
would Stand Out like a lighthouse on the exhib's desk .... and
create a feeling of camaraderie in the breast of the showman
and make him say
"Come, Pal, let's you and I play
around together. These other Ritzy Mugs make me feel a poor
exhib like
ain't
in dazzled
their Class !" who can
then
hibs
to be
tell?again, mebbe most exT
T
T
• •
• FOR THOSE who respond to the Dazzle Urge
we commend three samples of De Luxe Pressbooks now palpitating in all their exotic charm on our modest desk
Warner's "Wonder Bar"
a 46-page merchandising knockout, with special advertising section
Paramount's "Death
Takes A Holiday,"
a tabbed index book on Exploitation,
Advertising, Publicity and Accessories that doesn't overlook a
thing
and United Artists' "Nana"
one of the artiest
examples of the pressbook craft ever issued
selling STEN
and nothing else but
and the ads in the special advertising section sell her in all moods and poses
all three
of 'em are certainly Standouts
but what we are wondering
is
when do the exhibs find the time to study such profuse and voluminous books in DETAIL
or do they?
in a biz that whizzes
and zips
and if the exhib
doesn't whiz and zip with it
he finds himself out in the
gutter on his ear
his head comfortably pillowed on a pile
of Fancy Pressbooks
which he can peruse at Leisure
T
T
T
• • • ON THE word of Merlin Aylesworth to this paper
Leon Leonidoff will be continued as impresario at the Radio
City Music Hall
neither the Rockefeller interests nor Mister Aylesworth have any intention of introducing a new "personality" as stage director. ..... .as M. A. stated
"It is
possible that from time to time we may engage a well known
stage director to take over a show for a week, but any permanent assignment is out of the question
Leonidoff is doing a fine job and we are well satisfied with his services."
and to show ya the Importance of that statement
please
note we left it ride Intact
without any Dots
or don't
you even notice the dots?
it's got so we don't mind 'em,
either
• •
• JUST BY way of proving this biz can turn out
real literature
you should read that li'l leaflet Vivian
Moses has prepared on Columbia's "No Greater Glory"
giving the
a scholarly
appraisal of itFerenc
Molnar's for
masterpiece
on
which
film is based
was designed
distribution
among women's
organizations
and they are yelling for
extra copies
this sort of stint comes easy to Mister Moses
with years of editorial background with some of our biggest magazine publications
why, the gent started us personally off on our alleged Writing Career yars ago
when
ed of a Street & Smith pub, he bot our very first fiction effort
and we mean Effort
and because of that False Hope
he inspired
here we are
still Struggling
so now
when we meet and he proffers his hand, we are undecided,
whether to shake it or bite it
but Viv is a nice lad, at that.
T
T
T
• •
• PIPE THAT New York theater cutout of Eddie
Cantor out front
showing Ed in "Roman Scandals"
with a sign tacked over it with big letters
"Terror of the
Jungle"
we always thot he looked like hell in that Roman
toga
but we never suspected he was a jungle beast

«

«

«

»

»

»

was due to an arrangement made
following the NRA's recent Washington ruling clarifying scope of
assents. It had originally been intended to extend the deadline to
March 28 but it was found a shorter
period would suffice. The vaudeville
committee's report on suggested
modifications of the vaudeville labor
clauses of the code was presented
and submitted to Division Administrator Sol A. Rosenblatt for study.
The committees on manual and
finance will meet today.
In event that the Code Authority does not hold a meeting of its
own at Washington next week a
session will be held in New York
soon after the Washington gathering. W. Ray Johnston will preside
as chairman.
Rembusch Hearing Continues
The busch
plaintiff's
the Remconspiracy case
suit inagainst
the
major firms, now in its third Federal Court week, is expected to be
completed by Thursday, it was said
yesterday by Jos. T. Weed, of plaintiff's counsel. All day yesterday
was consumed with the testimony of
Jos. Quittner, Middletown exhibitor. Today Hubert Woodsmall. Rembusch's former partner, and Chas.
Curzon,
testify. formerly manager of Rembusch's Rialto, Indianapolis, will
Kirkwood Back to Stage
James Kirkwood will return to the
stage in April in the leading role
of "The House of Remsen," by Nicholas Soussanin, William J. Perlman
and Marie Baumer. Soussanin also
is sponsoring the production.
"Moulin" Caravan in Kansas City
"Palooka" Opens Today

Borrows
"Alice"
West20th
CoastCentury
Bureau of
THE FILM
DAILY
Hollywood — Charlotte Henry of
"Alice in Wonderland" has been
borrowed from Paramount by 20th
Century for "Head of the Family",
next George Arliss film for United
Artists release.

February 2 7
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10 REGIONAL MEETINGS
SET BY I.T.O. OF OHIO
{Continued from Page 1)

Perry Hotel, Toledo; March 2, Hotel
Norva, Lima; March 5, Van Cleve
Hotel, Dayton; March 9, Clarendon
Hotel, Akron; March 12, Portage
Hotel, Akron; March 13, Ohio Hotel.
Youngstown; March 14, Fort Steuben
Hotel, Steubenville. Dates of the
Cincinnati, Cleveland and Columbus
sessions will be announced later.
Business Manager P. J. Wood and
various officers will address the
gatherings. The association's platform calls for: membership to include every independent exhibitor,
repeal of admission tax, abolition of
unfair percentage and preferred
playing time demands, protection of
members at grievance-zoning-clearance board meetings, fighting unfair
legislation, protection of members
in matters pertaining to sound
equipment patent litigation, and
abolition of score charge and music
tax.

Detroit Notes
Detroit — Variety Club banquet
Saturday night drew about a thousand. It was held in three ballrooms at the Book-Cadillac Hotel,
where the club has its rooms, and
all space was sold out several days
in advance.
Ven Cohn is putting in vaudeville
at Louis
the Senate,
"West has
Side joined
key house.
H. Harris
the
staff of Excellent Pictures. He Is
handling state sales.
Edward Bonnville has been transferred from the Oriole to the new
Belmont by the Sam Brown Circuit.
Sidney Hunt also is manager at the
Belmont, which has a continuous
policy. Charles T. Danke resigned
from the Imperial to take over the
Oriole post vacated by Bonnville.
and Michael J. Chargot resumes
personal operation of the Imperial.
F. J. Brown, who recently took
over the Holbrook, North End
house, has closed it for improvements.
Littman's People's theater, former
Yiddish legit house, has adopted a
policy of foreign films on five nights
a week.

ACTION IS DELAYED
ON THEATER STRIKFJ

om "LOTS"
A LITTLE frGeorge
S. Kaufman, co-author.
By RALPH WILK
HOLLYWOOD

(^OLONEL JASON JOY has been
appointed
the Fox affecting
studio contact man on matters
the
Production Code with the Association of Motion Picture Producers.
Colonel Joy will discuss all treatments of stories with the Hays Association Production Code authorities and check the completed scripts
prior to actual production.
T

▼

T

▼

T

T

Y

▼

T

T

▼

T

Alvin Wykoff, cameraman, and
John Helliott, trainer, were injured
Sunday when a lion and a Himalayan
bear attacked them while they were
making a picture.
Katherine DeMille, daughter of
Cecil B., has signed a long term
Paramount contract.
Oliver H. P. Garrett has been engaged by B. P. Schulberg to adapt
"One Way Ticket," novel by Ethel
Turner, as the next Sylvia Sidney
vehicle for Paramount.
"Repeal," Charles Francis Coe's
sensational story recently concluded
in the "Saturday Evening Post," is
to be an M-G-M starring vehicle for
Jean Harlow.
T

T

T

Busby Berkeley is conducting a
search for 150 new girls for musical
numbers in Warner's
▼ ▼ ▼ "Dames."
M-G-M has signed Jeffrey Taylor to
its roster of players. He comes
from Pomona College.
▼

▼

T

Mary Astor will have the feminine lead in First National's "Dark
Tower."
She was
suggested
by

Meeting of circuit representatives!
and Mrs. Eleanor Herrick, chair- T
Albert Rogell has been signed by man of the NRA Regional Labor
Columbia to direct "The Party's Board, to avert a possible strike of
Over," Broadway play by Daniel Ku- service employes, was put off yesterday till Wednesday. Voting on
sell. Felix Young will be the supervisor.
a general strike took place last
▼
T
T
night, but there will be no strike
after the meeting toDespite the difficulties other di- called until
morrow, Chas. C. Levey, secretary
rectors claim to be having in securing a suitable list of players for of the service union, said yesterday.
their casts, Roy Del Ruth seems to
have done exceedingly well, thanks NRA Boston Labor Ruling
to his new chief, Darryl Zanuck. For
Taken(Continued
to Court
by Circuit
his initial directorial assignment unfrom Page 1)
der the 20th Century banner. "BullStrikes Back."
Del perior Court asking instructions
Ruth dog
hasDrummond
such players
as Loretta
whether they should follow an order by the New England NRA
Young, Wai-ner Oland. Charles Butterworth, Una Merkel, Kathleen regional labor board in approvBurke, C. Aubrey Smith, J. M. Kering the union's listing of janirigan, Forrester Harvey. George
tors as engineers. Working hours
Sherwood. E. E. Clive, Billy Bevan. and wages of men in five theaters
George Rigas and Mischa Auer to are involved in the dispute. Receivers ask the court to fix the wages
support Ronald Colman.
T
T
T
and hours, or authorize petition to
Berton Churchill has joined the the Code Authority.
cast of Warner's "Friends of Mr;
Circuit Insures 161 Employees
Sweeney," while Maude Eburne and
Cecil Cunningham are additions to
Seattle — One hundred and sixty"Return of the Terror."
one employees of Evergreen State
CAST
ASSIGNMENTS
Amusement Corp. have been covered with insurance in amounts rangFOX — Ginger Rogers for "World Is Ours."
Matt Moore for "All Men are Enemies." Tit'
ing from $500 to $3,000, according
Coral for Jose Mojica's next Spanish production
to
rank,
through the adoption of a
Lo"i«
D'esser for "World
Moves
On."
group policy by that company, with
WARNER — Ann Dvorak for the feminine lea''
employees and circuit each paying
in "Friends of Mr. Sweeney," Frank Conrov
for "Return
of the Terror."
part
of the
Prudential
InPARAMOUNT — Phillips Holmes and Ner"
surancepremium.
Co. of America
issued the
▼

I. T. O. A. Board Meets Today
The I. T. O. A. board of directors
meets today, prior to a regular
meeting of the association tomorrow.
"Palooka," United Artists release
nrodueed by Reliance and stan-ing
Jimmy Durante, Lupe Velez and
Stuart Erwin, onens this morning
at the Rivoli. The picture was reviewed in The Film Daily of Feb. 1.

▼

Sparks for "In Conference."
COLUMBIA— Rita LaRoy for "The

RKO — Billv Bevan for "Stingaree."
MONOGRAM— Billy Erwin for "The

WhirlLoud-

UNIVERSAL— Dorothy Granger for "I'll Tel'
the
World."
speaker."

Kansas City — Following its weekend stay in St. Louis, the "Moulin
Rouge" cross-country caravan is
here for two days. Despite heavy
snow, the troupe of stars brought
capacity business to Loew's State
in St. Louis both Saturday and Sunday nights.

t

Paramount Regains Broadway Block
Control
of the Broadway block
pool."
including the Criterion theater ha?
reverted to Paramount under a reported deal whereby the holdingcompany has given a $175,000 oneyear mortgage to the Paramount
trustees. The property had been
offered for sale by realtors.

policy.
Capitol Bookings Set to April 20
Bookings for the Capitol up to
A.pril 20 have been set as follows:
March 2, "Queen Christina"; March
16, "The Show Off"; March 23,
"Lazy River", formerly titled
"Louisiana"; March 30, "Riptide";
April 13, "Tarzan and His Mate";
April 20, "Viva Villa."
New Toledo Theater Firm
Toledo — Papers have been filed
with the seci'etary of state chartering the River Theater Co. by John
B. Loop.
J. Kendrick, John W. Winn and Alan

Birmingham Bandits Get $1,600
Birmingham — After tieing J. C.
Discuss British Films on Radio
Greensboro House Reopens
Bryan, assistant manager, and MarOutstanding avdancements made
garet Weinberg, and cutting the
Greensboro,
C. — The remodeled
by the British film industry, as rephone wires, two bandits made off Rialto, with N.
Edwin Martenet as
with $1,600 from the Ritz the other
cently indicated by "Cathei'ine the
night.
president and Mel Morris as viceGreat" and "Henry VIII," both represident and general manager, has
leased by United Artists, will be
reopened.
discussed in a radio interview by
Franco-English Company Formed
Mabel Drew and Charles Martin over
London — A new Franco-Enelish "Doorway to Hell" Holds at Globe
station WMCA at 2 P. M. today.
company, British & Continental Film
Ralph Friendly Through at Para.
Revival
of James
Productions, Ltd., has been formed week
wayatto Hell"
is beingCagney's
held a "Doorsecond
the Globe.
Ralph Friendly, attorney associ- with M. Sam Spiegel as president.
ated
with
Root,
Clark
&
Buckner.
Jacaues
Feyder
will
direct
a
picture
"David Harum" Bucks Storm
counsel for the Paramount Publix in French and another in English
Opening at the Miller Theater, Wichitrustees, has completed his work at with Emil Jannings as star.
ta, in a blinding storm, Fox's "David
Have 4 of Best Sellers
the Paramount home office.
Harum," with Will Rogers, raised the
house gross 100 per cent, according to
Lee Newsome Moved to Austin
Fourers, asofindicated
the pastby month's
a wire yesterday from Manager H. E.
reports best-sellfrom 95
Jameyson to John D. Clark, Fox sales
book dealers in 72 cities, are among
Warners Change Policy at Orpheum
Dallas — Lee Newsome. transferchief. "The picture has produced
the
season's
acquisitions
by
Warners.
red from the Melba. is holding forth
Chicago — Two changres a week, at
more spontaneous publicity than anyThey include "Anthony Adverse," "Oil
reduced scale, will be the new policy among the University of Texas cothing
I
have
shown
in
10
years,"
Jameyfor the Lamps of China," "Dragon Murson said.
eds as publicitor of the three Austin
der Case" and "As the Earth Turns."
at Warner's Orpheum starting to- houses
morrow.
in the Hoblitzelle circuit.
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1 0 More Local Boards Named by\ Code Authority

MAJORSJBJECT TO NR/VS CANCELLATION RULING
Revision of All Codes is Proposed by Gen. Johnson
12-Point Plan Calls for
Shorter Work Hours
and Higher Pay
By
FILM

WILLIAM
SILBERBERG
DAILY
Staff Correspondent

Washington — Before any of the
NRA code critics assembled here
yesterday could voice their sentiments, General Johnson announced
a 12-point program for revision of
all existing codes, particularly with
a view to cutting work hours, increasing wages and assuring protection of small independents.
Though there was an overflow on

"Roxy" Signs for Tour of DeLuxe Theaters
Samuel L. "Roxy" Rothatel signed last night to tour the key city circuit houses
with his gang starting March 30, he told FILM DAILY. The salary is said to be
510,000 and his company will number between 40 and 50. The deal was made with
Paramount, but concerns Warner, Loew and possibly several RKO theaters. "Roxy"
has agreed to tour for at least 12 weeks with the option of accepting an additional
three months.

UNION AUTHORIZED
RKO SALES UP 25%,
DEPINET REPORTS
TO CALU STRIKE

Authority to call a general strike
on 24 hours' notice was vested in
Chas. C. Levey, secretary of the
building service employes union,
Local 118, by the union's executive
board yesterday after the membership, by a vote of 1567 to 19 on
Monday night, agreed to support a
strike. At 3 o'clock today in the
Present indications and contracts offices of the NRA Regional Labor
on hand point to a 75 per cent in- Board at 45 Broadway, circuit representatives will confer with Mrs.
crease in the production and distribution of business films during Eleanor Herrick, chairman
of the
(Continued on Page 2)
1934, Eugene Castle, president of
Castle Films, told The Film Daily
yesterday. It is possible that in- Frank Wilson Resigning
dustrial manufacturers will invest
NRA Publicity Post
approximately $800,000 through the
Castle company alone during the Washinaton Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
year. Last year Castle produced 25
Washington — Frank R. Wilson,
(Continued
on Page 2)
chief of NRA organization publicity
division and former sales manager
Reorganized M. P. Club
of the PRA Blue Eagle campaign, is
Holds Luncheon Tomorrow resigning from the NRA on March
Film Daily yesterCoincident with the complete re- 7, he told The returning
to private
day. He is
organization of the Motion Picture
after that date, he said.
industry
Club, a special luncheon and meetcomplete charge of oring is planned tomorrow at the He was in
ganizing the various volunteer Blue
club's headquarters, 1560 Broadway, Eagle organizations.
with Will H. Hays and Attorney
Louis Nizer on the program. Other
important (Continued
"names" on are
lined
Page being
2)
(Continued

on Page

10)

SEE 75%lNCREASE
IN BUSINESS FILMS

Classified
In the Federal Trade Commission's
report to the Senate
this week
on the
nquiry made into salaries of executives
and directors of large corporations the
various industries were classified und'r
i dozen headings.
Amusements,
includng movies, were listed under "Service."
■*adio came under "Communication."

RKO domestic and foreign sales
have increased in excess of 25 per
cent since Jan. 1, Ned E. Depinet
stated to Film Daily yesterday.
"Foreign receipts have shown a tremendous gain, which, aside from
the increase due to foreign exchange, are better than we have had
in atic long
time,"
he said.
"Domessales are
increasing
weekly
and
are expected to go far beyond a 25
per cent gain before the end of the
Depinetseason."
also stated that Merian
present
C. Cooper, in charge of RKO production, is now in Honolulu making preparations
certain
scenes
(Continued for
on Page
10)

of

Major companies have generally
taken exception to the NRA legal
department interpretation of the
code's 10 per cent cancellation
clause making it retroactive to apply to contracts made before Dec.
7, effective date of the code, for
product to be generally released after that date. The action crystallized when a resolution to this effect was adopted by first line companies at a Code Authority meeting
Monday night.
Universal
so far is not a partner
(Continued on Page 10)

revolviniTbTards
likely fornew york
Although no definite course has
been determined, proposal has been
made to the Code Authority to set
up revolving boards for the New
York territory owing to the com(Continued
on Page 2)
plexity
of the exhibition-distribu-

Attendance in St. Louis
10 Per Cent Over Year Ago W. B. Spike Propaganda
Theater business in the St. Louis About Ad Matter in Films

territory is between 10 and 15 per
Anonymous circulation of a bulcent better than it was a year ago,
letin among newspapers throughout
Fred Wehrenberg, exhibitor leader, the country, stating that publicity
told The Film Daily yesterday in for Coca-Cola will be included in
New York. Recent snowstorms, Warner pictures as a result of a re(Continued on Page 10)
however, temporarily reduced attendance.

Grievance and Zoning Boards
Are Set for Five More Cities
Personnel of 10 more local boards
in five key cities have been finally
approved by the Code Authority,
which now has agreed upon a total
National Screen Service Corp. re- of 52 boards. A number of non-inports a profit of $107,010.75 for the
dustry members have also been
The 10 additions
are in Alfiscal year ended Dec. 31, as com- named. (Continued
on Page 10)
pared with $94,556.47 for 1932.

National Screen Service
Nets $107,010 for 1933

Oppose Interpretation
Cancellation Clause
as Retroactive

Academy

Resuming

West Coast Bur., THE

Research
FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Activity on research projects, interrupted until plans could be
worked out with producers for financing
the program, is set for resumption b/
the Academy of M. P. Arts & Sciences
with the appointment of Samuel J. Briskin as chairman and Nathan Levinson
as vice-chairman of the Research Council. A uniform practice in reel length
(1,700 ft.), revision of standard release
print, development of a silent camera
and correction of distortion in projection
are among items on the program.
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Warners to Remake "Lost Lady"
Willa Cather's "The Lost Lady,"
Pulitzer Prize novel, made by Warners as a silent in 1925, will be remade by the company as a talker.
YOUR
INCOME
TAX
We assist many film executives in
preparation of their returns. Tax
experts, 20 years experience. Fees
moderate. Will call for inter/iew.
No obligation.
International
Audit Co.
Eric Pusinelli
67 W. 44th St.
MU. 2-2200

See 75% Increase
In Business Films

(Continued from Page 1)

(Continued from Page 1)

up for the nouncement
affair,
which
will be at
made
of anthe
club's new list of officers, which includes various important industry
personalities. The club's new directors will include, among others,
Jules Brulatour, Jack Cohn, Will H.
Hays, Carl Laemmle, Sr., Al Lichtman,
Zukor. Herbert Yates and Adolph

reels of business films, as against
100 reels already arranged for in
contracts.

The new line-up will include 25
one-reelers, 10 four-reelers and
about about 16 two-reelers. Eleven
reels of business films are now in
production on the coast under the
direction of Walter A. Rivers.
"Name" orchestras will be engaged
As a phase of the reorganization for the majority of films, with Abe
plan the club is reducing dues to Lyman and his band already under
$75 a year. A program of social the Castle banner for industrial pictures. Alois Havrilla, radio anevents will begin within two weeks
nouncer, has also been engaged by
with the schedule including cocktail
Castle for narratives, and other
hours, radio forums, talks by fam- radio personages will be used in the
ous people, formal and informal
parties and dances. A magnificent films. Castle will leave for the coast
April 1 to arrange new contracts
bar
is being
installed.
luncheon
begins
at 1 P. Tomorrow's
M. and the and supervise current productions.
meeting which follows is scheduled
Revolving Boards
to end promptly at 2:15 o'clock.

End of Dual Bill Agitation
Seen by M. P. Federation

Likely
for New York
(Continued from Page 1)

tion situation in that zone. Personnel of the two local boards has
Agitation over dual bills will die
because the film Code makes no not as yet been agreed upon and
mention of this policy, it was stated has been the subject of much disProviding the revolving
yesterday at the meeting of the Fed- personnel cussion.
plan is adopted. New
eration of the M. P. Industry in the
will be the only exception to
office of -Harry Thomas, president. York
the
general
setup procedure.
A schedule of figures to meet budget requirements has been prepared
and acknowledgment made of a
"Catherine" May Go Five Weeks
communication from the IMPDA
"Catherine the Great," with Dougpledging cooperation, it was anlas Fairbanks, Jr., and Elizabeth
nounced. Appointment of an execu- Bergner, goes into its third week
tive secretary for the Federation at the Astor today with seats sellwill be made in a few days.
ing two weeks ahead. Run may go
to five weeks, with George Arliss in
Universal Buys Two Stories
"Rothschild," another United Artists
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
release, scheduled to follow.
Hollywood— "Weather Permitting,"
original by Ferdinand Schumann"Wonder Bar" Opens at Strand
Heink, has been bought by Carl
"Wonder Bar," First National
Laemmle, Jr., who returned a few
nroduction with cast headed by Al
days ago from the east. Kurt Neu- Jolson,
Kav Francis. Dolores Del
mann is slated to direct.
"Bread Upon the Waters," Edith Rio, Dick Powell and Ricardo CorWharton's Cosmopolitan Magazine tez, opens this morning at the
story, has been acquired by Stanley Strand. Picture was reviewed in
Bergerman, Universal producer, and The Film Daily of Feb. 17.
Gladys Unger is now adapting it.
Polish Feature for Caruso Theater
Bernhard on Three-Week Tour
"The Spy," Polish talker, will have
Joseph Bernhard, general manager its American premiere Saturday at
the
Caruso theater. Majestic Film
of Warner theaters, leaves today for
Los Angeles on a three-week inspec- Distributing Corp. is handling the
tion tour of the circuit's houses. He
will visit Santa Barbara, Seattle, picture.
Spokane and Aberdeen in addition M-G-M Buys Arnold Bennett Play
to Southern California.
"Sacred
and Profane Love." Arnold Bennett
novel and play, has
"Wild Cargo" Release March 15 been acquired by M-G-M.
Release of "Wild Cargo," the
Frank Buck animal feature now
"Death Takes Holiday" Holds
being edited by Buck and Sam
Paramount's "Death Takes a HoliJacobson, Van Beuren production
day" isbeing held for a second week
supervisor, is set for release by at the New York Paramount. Stage
RKO on March 15.
show headed by Ben Bernie also
holds over.
Virginia Better Films Council
Richmond — Formation of a Better
Films Council for Virginia is expected, probably through the efforts
of Mrs. Newton Wing, former chairman of the Atlanta Better Films
Committee and now active here in
behalf of better screen fare.

Bergner Film at 55th St. March 6
Opening of "Ariane," foreignmade English picture starring Elizabeth Bergner is set for March 6 at
the 55th St. Playhouse. It follows
the two-week run of "Pettersson &
Bendel," Swedish musical romance, i

ommg

a nd

G

GEORGE R. BATCHELLER, president of
Chesterfield, and ARTHUR E. SCHWARTZ,
general
counsel,
arrive today from California.
JULIE CHAPMAN, First Division controller
has arrived back in town after being snowbound in Boston
for two days.
FRED WEHRENBERG and OSCAR LEHR went
to Washington
yesterday from
New York.
JEANETTE MacDONALD, following a sojourn
in the
east, is scheduled to leave tomorrow
for
Hollywood.

ELIZABETH ALLAN sails
in
hattan for a vacation
AL MERTZ and A. A.
have returned from
conference in Memphis. the

today on the ManEngland.
SHUBART of RKO
RKO regional sales

W. T. LIPSCOMB and BERNARD ZIMMER
authors, arrive from abroad today on the Cham-

FELIX
FEIST
and FELIX FEIST. JR. have arrived from
the coast.
plain.
JANE WYATT, Broadway player signed by
Jniversal, leaves tomorrow
for Hollywood.
KEN
MAYNARD
the middle
tobout
Spain.

is due to leave the coast
of next month
for a visit

AILEEN STANLEY returned
/esterday on the Olympic.

from

England

EUGENE

CASTLE leaves for the coast April 1.
A. E. THOMAS sails for Bermuda today for
a vacation.
DAVID SELZNICK is due in New York this
veek from the coast, under his revised plans.
Miis
C. week.
W. BUNN

of Erpi is due back from Texas

Union Authorized
To Call a Strike
(Continued from Page 1)
board, in an effort to avert the
threatened strike. Levey is asking
a closed shop, 40-hour week, and
$18 a week for ushers and $24 for
doormen, janitors and cleaners, but
declares he will compromise on the
wage demands.
New British Film Company
London — A new company with
registered capital of about $250,000
organized by Charles
is^ beingformer
O'Brien,
manager of the
Sporting Club at Cannes. A twostage studio is to be built at Blackpool, and it is planned to turn out
six pictures a year after the company is functioning completely.
Ann Little Appearing in Ohio
Canton, 0. — Ann Little of the
Betty Boop cartoons is making personal appearances in eastern Ohio
through arrangement with Max
Pictures.
Fleischer studios and Paramount
Duals at Paramount, Salt Lake
Lake
Double features
areSalt^
being
madeCitya —permanent
policy
at the Paramount, a Marcus house.
N. J. Allied Discusses Code
The code as it applies to independent
exhibitors was discussed by Allied Theaters of New Jersey at a meeting yesterday. President Sidney E. Samuelson
spoke concerning his attendance at a
session of the upstate New York Allied
group the previous day.

CREAM

OF

TODAY'S NEWS!
J_"CAT
AND them
THE in,
FIDDLE"
opening
packing
[Novarro
and engagements
Jeanette Mac
Donald's love songs captivate audiences.)
2-"MYSTERY
MR. X" rated
entertainment, winsOFunanimous
praiseswell
of New
York
critics, (Bob Montgomery's handsomest starring
role and a perfect exploitation picture.)
O

GARBO in "Secret Loves of QUEEN
CHRISTINA" continues happy box-office
career,

4

M-G-M execs in California get first glimpse
of SHEARER
Just wait!

5

in "Rip Tide". Oh boy!

VIVA VILLA! VIVA VILLA! VIVA VILLA! That's
what the whole world will be shouting, [And
Wallace Beery tops his best in it I)

BUCK LASSOS MAN-EATER!

In his great picture "Bring 'Em Back Alive" Frank Buck
gave spell-bound audiences their first sight of the jungle at
war with itself, with its thrilling fights and survival of the
strongest. In "Wild Cargo," his latest adventure, he now
shows the jungle at war with Man. Not the war of guns and
cruelty but the battle of wits between Man and his cunning
antagonists. There are thrills aplenty in this new film and
wildly exciting surprises, such as the time when Buck had
to saw off the tree limb on which a black panther perched and
another time when after trapping a tiger found that he had
to descend into the pit and lasso the man-eater. Nature, it
seems, conspired to save her biggest thrills for

FRANK

BUCK'S

"WILD

Van Beuren Production . . . . . . RKO
Directed by Armand Denis

COMING

SOON!

CARGO"
Radio Picture

The above" graphic drawing is one of a series of scenes from "Wild
Cargo", sketched from an actual "frame" of the film by the famous
artist J. Clinton Shepherd. There's no time for "stills" in a
world full of thrills!

THE
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NEWS of the DAY

MO THE

Charlottesville, Va. — After undergoing repairs necessitated by fire
damage,
the Paramount
is open
i again.
Kinsman, O. — Earl J. Smith, of
the Andover theater, Andover, has
leased the Pyam here and will reopen it about March 1.
Buffalo — Jack L. Berkowitz, manager of Standard Film Exchange,
is considering changing the name to
Monogram Film Exchange and handling that product exclusively.
Buffalo
gone to
Manager
continue

— Shea's Hippodrome has
an all-film policy which
George A. Mason says will
indefinitely.

Clark, La. — A theater will be
opened here by the Louisiana Central Lumber Co.
Boston — George Moffit, formerly
service manager at the Metropolitan, is now assistant to Lew Gordon
of the M. & P.-Publix Fenway.
Delhi, La.— J. R. Colson has
opened the Delhi.

re-

Boston — Jack Goldstein, publicity
director for RK'O theaters in New
England, is on a Bermuda vacation.
Mary Hildegarde Healey, his assistant, is handling press work in his
absence.
Chicago — Dave Natelson, assistant
manager of the Sheridan and E.
Stueber of the North Center have
switched jobs.
Chicago — Under the new vaudepicture policy of the Oriental, Nate
Piatt will be supervisor of the house
and Charles Cottle, now at the Tivoli, will be house manager. Ben
Bloomfield, former manager, has
been transferred.
Coconut Grove, Fla. — Elmer Hecht,
manager of the Grove theater, has
rearranged his building and reduced
I the seating capacity by approximately 500. The house had 1,500
seats, too much for the community.

Murphy has
—l F.couW.
neap
in
(M
ome
erais
nsel for Allied
genol
bec
r
Theate Owners of Minnesota and
the Dakotas, it is announced by
President W. A. Steffes.
Report on Operator Issue
Reiterated interpretation of Divisional
Administrator Sol A. Rosenblatt to the
effect
figured
on a that
boothoperators'
instead wages
of an areindividual
man basis under the code will be reported to the I. T. O. A. at its meeting
today, following a conference between
its committee in charge of the matter
and Rosenblatt. The exhibitor unit,
which claims that the original intent
of the operators' clause in the code
was to figure costs per man, will continue its efforts to effectuate this interpretation. Its committee intends to
meet with the Divisional Administrator
again soon, possibly in Washington.

111 M. DALY
•
•
• ONE OF the unsung heroes of the film biz
is "Red" Green, cameraman on "Are We Civilized?"
the
Raspin Production pix directed by Edwin Carewe
they
were on location and the camera was planted on the edge of an
embankment for a difficult shot
when the ground crumbled
and the camera started to topple
and Green without a
second's hesitation threw himself under it
only the shutter was broken
incidentally, this pix is being touted as
a standout
with several major companies interested in
grabbing it
has a tremendous, stirring epic theme
authored by Harold Sherman
featuring William Farnum
and Anita Louise
•
•
• AFTER ALL these years
it has occurred to
one producer to capitalize a fundamental and universal human
appeal
rooted in humanity for centuries
that colors every child's life
and lingers with 'em to old age
the Fairy Story
so we have the P. A. Powers
Celebrity Productions'
cartoons known as ComiColor
what success these new cartoon are enjoying is due not only to
the clever treatment of head cartoonist Ub Iwerks
but
to the fact that he sticks close to the actual Fairy Tale as we
all learned it in childhood
so when we see it on the
screen it is like meeting a long lost friend
it has an
immediate appeal to grownups as well as the kids
Walt
Disney set the vogue in colored cartoons
the public is
educated up to 'em
and wants more than any one producer can supply
and
the letters
from
exhibs
being
received at the exchanges support that conclusion

• •
• THEY TELL us that the equatorial quality of Mae
West's next pix, "It Ain't No Sin"
will be increased by
the hot music of Duke Ellington's orch
Paramount studio
officials stayed up nearly all nite listenin' to the weird harmonies
of the band in an impromptu concert
Fletcher Henderson and his orch commence their RKO tour in Paterson, N. J.
2-day
Blizzard weather in these parts induced Henry
King to accept two more weeks for himself and orch at the
swank Embassy club in Miami

V

T

WORDS
WISDOM.
""THE legitimate theater, motion
pictures and radio should get
together and do everything possible
to promote the welfare of the entire
entertainment business and not perpart of it. to be hurt." —
mit any GILLMORE
FRANK
"No industry in the world is as
self-conscious, as timid, as easily
bluffed as the motion picture industry."—HOWARD HALL.
"A motion picture is an artistic
creation and only motion picture
artists should have anything to say
about it until
it is in the can." —
WELFORD
BEATON.
"Directing Miss Garbo is like
a fineMAMOULIAN.
musical instrument."
—playing
ROUBEN
"As soon as companies realize
that the film industry is not like the
automobile industry there will be
better pictures. The public rapidly
is becoming fed up with a succession
of films, each a carbon copy of the
other.'— SAMUEL
GOLDWYN.
"The finest pictures are the very
features most often cancelled under
the cancellation privileges included
in block-booking by the exhibitors
who shout loudest against the alleged evils of this method of wholePETTIJOHN.
saling pictures in block." — C. C.

▼

Rivoli marquee the "LOOK" in "Palooka"
ON THE with
• • up• separately
lights
a flasher
some bright lad got
an Idea
Miss Lee Brody, exotic singer, starts an indefinite engagement tonite in the Continental Grill of the St.
Moritz
Fox Film stude announces
the arrival of a boy,
Feb. 10
Joseph Shea, 170 pounds, in the publicity ward
at home after 9 a. m. at the studio
Gabe Yorke
and staff doing well

"One reason television isn't ready
yet is that a receiving set would
cost about $300. Another reason is
that we can reach only 15 miles
around New York with our present
experimental apparatus."
—television
M. H. AYLESWORTH.
"This has been a great year for
Queens."— HELEN
HAYES.

• • • WE STARTED somethin' by stating that Boris
Morros of the Paramount would introduce a broadcasting novelty by placing mikes around the screen to broadcast a
scene in 'Death Takes a Holiday"
now comes H. B.
Ramm of the State theayter, Aiken, S. C
who claims that
his brother, Louis Ramm, pulled the stunt way back in 1927 on
the very first sound feature, "The Jazz Singer"
as publicity director for the Dipson Theaters in upstate New York,
Louis arranged a tieup with the Jamestown broadcasting station
to broadcast the Jolson show from the Winter Garden for an
entire week
his brother also believes that Louis was the
Pioneer in other Radio Records
the first to use the radio
for ballyhoos and exploitation, and the first theater man to sing
now we hope we've started somethin'
on the air
where is the guy with Facts to make a liar outa Louis' brother?

«

«

«

»

»

»

February 28
William Wellman
Irving Briskin

:

' Vrlisa <Uluir'a forma! inlroJuction to
the film I rude u ill lake place at JJanier
czJSros.' Ilaltonal cJrade faxhibtt of
OJpting U roJuc.l QtylarcL 6ik. at all
J ) a met

CDxcha n yes, where

screenings will he held of
(Oartli
other

C-Jurns,
important

J) onder

coming

cordially

invited

advance

L/ls Cy he
CAJar

releases.

and
sjou are

to attend.

will come to your screen - cytpnl 14th to claim ike rightful heritage
of her great lalenl== stardom! cstmemca
a thoroughly, cytmencan

is wailing, we believe, for such

new favorite. ^J/J/ holesome , eager, clean=

limbed, ana as natural as a day, in Qjpnng,

she is the kind of girl

whose moods and dreams and loves and thoughts we all can under=
stand and skare. £y his ckarm and her beauty destine her as successor
to the greatest native favorites of the past. ^JJjy arner CyUros. strongly
urge you to prepare to capitalize fully on her marked potentialities as
a box = office power,

in your promotion of her first starring vehicle = =

AS THE EARTH TURNS
Uli fjean ^rrluir, %JJonala
landau,

(Slara cJjlandick,

\/J oods. d>\usselt
14 others. C/rom

cJ'Cardie,

(Oinily

oLoit'ry,.

the besl-seller by ^Jladys

J*lrihur

Cstohl,

(SKasUj Lsurroll.

\JJorolhy

QLJelerson, \JJavid

^Directed by [/lifted

(D. ^freen.
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of

FEATURES
Lane

"ORIENT EXPRESS"

'MYSTERY LINER"
with

Wednesday, Feb. 28, 1934

and
Chandler

in

#
#
SHORTS
Foreign Language Films

Angel, Norman
Foster,
with Noah Beery
"THE TEXAS TORNADO"
Ralph Morgan
First Division
Monogram
62 mins.
60 mins.
Fox
72 mins.
CLEVERLY DEVELOPED MURDER MYSHAS PLENTY OF EXCITEMENT IN
ENGROSSING DRAMA ABOARD A
TERY BUILT AROUND STRUGGLE FOR TRANSCONTINENTAL TRAIN WITH
FAST ACTION DRAMA OF THE PLAINS
ESPIONAGE AND ROMANCE INVOLVED.
SECRET
OF
RADIO-OPERATED
LINER.
THAT WILL PLEASE.
With its action taking place aboard a
Built around the initial test of the
The old formula stuff is here, but a
flyer running from Ostend to Constantinople, this latest of the express train
presumably invaluable secret of shore
certain freshness and originality is given
operation via radio of an ocean liner, and dramas is a consistently absorbing story. to it by the author that lifts it out of
It moves along at a nice gait, the melothe attempts of a foreign power to get
drama maintaining a rather even tenor, the rut. It moves fast, and the fight and
control of S 505, the tube which makes and the usual collection of contrasting
gun play are thrown in profusely. Chandler
radio operation possible, the story de- personalities are ably impersonated by the is a ranger assigned to check up on a
velops into an engrossing murder mystery cast. Heather Angel, a dancer, and Norman Foster, a rich young business man,
with a surprise ending that should click meet on the train and fall in love. Their gang of rustlers, and to watch for a Chicago gangster who is coming to the town
in the pop houses. Romantic interest is romance is interrupted when Ralph Morgan,
to do some dirty work for the gang. The
cleverly interwoven. Before the ship sails apparently engaged in espionage work and
hero captures the gangster, has his partwith a full complement of passengers the finding himself about to be caught, hands
ner hold him prisoner in a cabin, then in
Heather a letter to mail, but is seen
captain is removed due to a strange illness
the gangster's clothes and with his letter
by soldiers, who arrest both. An un- of
introduction starts out to play his role.
and the inventor of S 505 nearly strangled
scrupulous crook, Roy D'Arcy, also falls
to death. A Major Pope is put aboard as into the military net, and when all three He fools the head of the rustlers into believing he is the man sent from the east,
are in jail he contrives a fake escape in
the inventor's representative. Suspicion which he plans to sacrifice Heather and and is placed in a job on the ranch of the
falls successively on officers, crew and a
Morgan for his own interests, but the plan girl's father where he can direct the gang
passenger as the voyage proceeds eventin rustling the cattle. His discovery as an
fully with murder of captain to sock fails and, with Norman coming to the impostor, the escape of the real gangster
climax.
rescue. Heather and Morgan make a getaway while Roy walks in front of a firing jnd the conviction of the girl who loves
Cast: Noah Beery, Astrid Allwyn, Corhim that he has helped murder her father
nelius Keefe, Gustav Von Seyffertitz, Edwin squad.
Cast: Heather Angel, Norman Foster, all form exciting slants that keep the acMaxwell, Ralph Lewis, Boothe Howard, John
tion hopping to the finale.
Maurice Sullivan, Gordon deMaine, Zeffie Ralph Morgan, Herbert Mundin. Una O'Connor, Irene Ware, Dorothy Burgess, Lisa
Cast: Lane Chandler, Doris Hill, Ben
Tillbury, Howard Hickman, Jerry Stewart,
Gora, William Irving, Roy DArcy, Perry Corbett, Mike Brand, Frank Glendon, Ed
George Hayes, George Cleveland, Olaf Hyt- Ivins, Fredrik Vogeding, Marc Lobell.
Hearne, Bart Carre, Wes Warner, Yal una
ten, Ray Brown, George Nash.
Director, Paul Martin; Author, Graham Canutt, Fred Burns, Pat Healy.
Director, William Nigh; Author, Edgar Greene; Adaptors, Paul Martin, Carl Hovey,
Director, Oliver Drake; Author, same;
Wallace; Adaptor, Wellyn Totman; Camera- Oscar Levant; Dialoguer, William ConselEditor, S. Roy Luby; Cameraman, James
man, Archie Stout; Recording Engineer, man; Cameraman, George Schneiderman;
Diamond.
John A. Stransky, Jr.; Editor, Carl Pierson.
Recording
Engineer, George Leverett.
Direction, Fast
Photography,
Fair.
Director, Smooth.
Photography, Fine.
Direction, Fine
Photography, Fine.

"Going Spanish"
Educational
21 mins.
Classy Musical Comedy
A very pretentious two-reel musical comedy featuring Bob Hope and
Leah Ray. Two very promising
newcomers to the screen — Bob Hope
having scored in the stage hit,
"Roberta," and Miss Ray well known
as a night club entertainer. Hope
is a real comedian, and the girl
looks like a sure bet for pictures,
for she has charm and acting ability as well as good looks. Many
scenes depict a South American village on a feast day, with the comedian having a lot of fun spoofing
the merry villagers. Three good
3i rig numbers by the lads who wrote
the hit, "Annie Doesn't Live Here
Any
Godoy'swith
Argentine
Band More."
also featured
those
catchy Latin melodies. Produced by
Al Christie with a lot of originality
and fine kidding humor that is refreshingly different from the usual
short comedy brand.
"Holland Days"
(Terry-Toon)
Educational
7 mins.
Fair Animated
In a Holland locale, main action
of this cartoon
comedy
revolves

Heather

around the making of cheese, performed with the customary burlesque methods. Then the big cylinders are loaded on a ship and dispatched to a foreign port. While
the captain is ashore, a flock of mice
descend on the cargo and make
merry until the cap returns, whereupon a battle takes place.
"Fairest Eden"
(Port O' Call)
William Pizor

9> mins.

One of the Port O'Call travel series, and very interestingly presented
photographically, and also in the
narration. It deals principally with
the life of the native population, and
shows in detail how they secure
practically everything for their
modest requirements from the coccanut palms.
"Traveling the Road"
(A Song Hit Story)
Educational
9 mins.
Pop Musical Novelty
Features Alexander Gray and the
Ritz Quartette and Milo in songs
of the hobo camps. Done with a lot
of fine atmospheric touches, showing the hoboes around a campfire in
the "jungle" singing their harmonies. Solos by Alexander Gray.
A

"LA CIUDAD DE CARTON" ("Cardboard City"), in Spanish; produced by Fox
in Hollywood; directed by Louis King; with
Antonio Moreno, Cataline Barcena, Jose
Crespo, Luis Alberni, Andre de Segurola,
Julio Villarias.
At the Teatro Variedades.
In point of cast, production and entertainment values, this belongs to the better
grade of Spanish dialogue pictures. It is
a comedy dealing with the adventures of a
young couple in the movies, the wife having been mistaken for a film actress while
suffering from amnesia, and things work
cut to the regulation happy ending.

"DIE BLONDE CHRISTL" ("The Blonde
Christine"), in German, with English titles;
produced by Bayerische Film Gessellschaft;
directed by Frank Seitz; with Karin Hardt,
Rolf VonGoth, Theodor Loos, Otto Wernicke, Gertrude De Lalsky. At the Yorkville Theater.
Romance in picturesque Bavarian Alps
setting is thoroughly entertaining despite
tragic angle in the love of an ambitious
young violin maker and a pretty blonde
whose
choice.

mother opposes her daughter's
Production qualities are excellent.

"DREAM OF MY PEOPLE"; produced
by Palestine-American Film Co.; directed
and photographed by A. J. Bloome; with
Cantor Joseph Rosenblatt. At the Acme
Theater.
Made

in Palestine and including some

songs by the noted Cantor Joseph Rosenblatt, who died over there while the picture was being completed, this production is somewhat in the nature of a travelogue. An accompanying comment in
English describes the various Holy Land
scenes, and there are dances and other
music.
Picture's
appeal is chiefly to the
Hebrew
race.

splendid voice, and that goes for all
the quartette. The railroad atmosphere is built up with a profuse
variety of shots of rushing trains
taken under all conditions and from
all angles. A real novelty that will throughout the
reel in an interesting
appeal generally. Supervised by Al
Christie and directed by William trip through Morocco. The scenes in
towns and the desert atWatson. Music and lyrics by Ger- the native mosphere
are very picturesque, with
ald Marks and Sam Lerner.
plenty of human interest touches to
lift this above the average travel
subject.
"The Owl and the Pussycat"
(Paul Lively
Terry-Toon)
"Managed Money"
Educational
7 mins.
(Frolics of Youth)
20 mins.
The cartoon adventures of a do- Educational
mestic cat who leaves the farmer to
Boy Interest
go off with a roustabout tomcat.
Meanwhile the mice run riot over
Adventures of two young school
his house, and when the cat returns lads who start out on a gold proswith a nice large family, she is welpecting expedition. Junior Coghlan
comed back with open arms. There is trying to raise the money to go
is a neat and tuneful score in popu- to military school with his pal. His
kid sister (Shirley Temple) sneaks
lar orful
rhyme words.
that "tells
in colScoredthe bystory
Philip
A. along, hiding herself in the back of
Scheib.
the flivver. They discover a chap in
the desert suffering from amnesia,
bring him back and accidentally
"Mediterranean
Blues"
help in restoring his memory. They
(Romantic Journeys)
collect the reward for finding him.
Educational
9 mins. He proves to be the head of the
Picturesque
military academy. Good juvenile
material that will appeal to the
Done in Cinecolor, with narration Lamont.
school boys. Directed by Charles
by Claude Fleming,
who appears

y<>£&;

J With your profits in mind . . . FOX

will not

allow its songs to be repeatedly plugged over the air
. . . before the pictures show at your theatre.

^ Only a restricted few broadcasts will be permitted

The Song am
Hits of 1934
from

;

. . . samples to tease the public into wanting more.

" FOX FOLLIES"
/'■Our Last Night
.
... Together"
"Baby Take a Bow"

,;"i'm Laughing"
',
■"Broadway's Gone

J. So that when "Fox Follies," "George White's
Rill

Billy" —
FROM

"BOTTOMS

Scandals" and "Bottoms Up" appear on your screen
UP"

■■• "Bottoms. Up"
"Waiting

at the

Gate

"Turn, On the Moon"
'- ."Little Did] Dream"
"I'm.Throwin' My Love

. . . their great song hits will have definite drawing
power at your box office . . . because they're new, fresh.

. Away"
FROM

GEORGE

*

; : "- V

WHITE'S

SCANiDALS''
"You Nasty Man". •
"Hold My Hand"
"Six. Women"
"Sweet and Simple"
"So Nice" '
"My Dog Loves Your
Dog" ■'■■-'

J As usual, FOX thinks of you !

the »P*
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Grievance and Zoning Boards OBJECT TO RULING
Are Set for Five More Cities
ON CANCELLATIONS

$pof-J1eul£

(.Continued fi om Page 1)

bany, Atlanta, Chicago, Cleveland
and Milwaukee. Local boards remaining to be appointed are in New
York, Boston, Philadelphia, San
Francisco and Washington.
Following are the memberships oi
the 10 new boards:

I Staggering Grosses
1 Wherever Played! ,
1
*
I
Clark GABLE

1

1 Claudette
COLBERT
Together for the First Time

|g

|

in

"It

Happened

One

8|
Walter

Night"

with

Connolly

• Roscoe Karns

From the Cosmopolitan Magazine
Story by Samuel Hopkins Adams
I

Screen play by ROBERT

opening

i history

of Radio

in the

City Music

| Hall!
| Broke

the

• Keith's,

house

record

I

Broke

house

I

the Bijou, Springfield,
Broke

I

the 2-year

the Roxy,

records

|

Syracuse,

N. Y.!

I
i

Double business
Hartford, Conn.!

'

at

|

C. '

?

at

■

Mass.!

record

Seattle,

Breaking

D.

record

|

IJ
|

Washington,
the

,
I
.»

RISK.IN

•
day

I
Biggest

at

Wash.!

I

|
I
j

at Keith's,

I

at Loew's,

i

I Triple
business
at the
1 pheum, St. Paul, Minn.!

Or-

]

1

Triple

Or-

]

I

pheum.

• Double
• Lowell,

FRANK

business

at

New

Orleans!

business

the

at Keith's,

Mass.!

CAPRA

Production

Directed by the man who
created "LADY FOR A DAY"
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ALBANY — Grievance Board, representative national distributor attiliated, R. C. Halligan,
RKO; representative distributor unattiliated,
Charles Johnson, Columbia; exhibitor attiliated,
Lou Lazar, Warners; exhibitor unattiliated. Abe
Stone ot Albany; impartial member, Shepard
Z. Baum, Albany, attorney. Clearance and
Zoning Board, representative national distributor attiliated, Ralph Pielow, M-G-M; representative distributor unattiliated, Nate Sauber,
Universal; tirst run exhibitor attiliated, Charles
W. Koener, RKO; first run exhibitor unaffiliated,
William Benton of Saratoga; subsequent run
exhibitors unaffiliated, Chas. Wilson of Troy,
Fred Mausert of Glens Falls; impartial member, Judge David
Wanger,
Albany.
ATLANTA — Grievance Board, representative
national distributor affiliated, Dave Prince,
Paramount; representative distributor unaffiliated, A. C. Bromberg, Monogram; exhibitor affiliated, Lionel Keene, Loew; exhibitor unaffiliated,
Nat M. Williams of Thomasville; impartial member, Roy LeCraw of Atlanta, State Life Insurance
Co. of Indiana. Clearance and Zoning Board,
representative national distributor affiliated, J.
H. Hamlin, Metro; representative distributor unaffiliated, W. S. Anderson, Columbia; tirst
run exhibitor affiliated, R. B. Wilby, Paramount; first run exhibitor unaffiliated, Oscar
C. Lam, Rome, Ga.; subsequent run exhibitors
unaffiliated, Mitchel Wolfson of Miami; Willis
J. Davis of Atlanta; impartial member, Alvin
G.
Maxwell of
Atlanta;Bank.
Vice-President Citizens'
& Southern
National
CHICAGO — Grievance Board, representative
national distributor affiliated, Charles Reagan,
Paramount; representative distributor unaffiliated, Irving W. Mandel, Monogram; exhibitor
affiliated, James Costen, Warner; exhibitor unaffiliated, Nate Wolf, Chicago; impartial member, Lowell B. Mason, recommended by Chicago Chamber of Commerce. Clearance and Zoning Board, representative national distributor
affiliated, Felix Mendelsohn, Metro; representative distributor unaffiliated, Henry Herbel, Universal; first run exhibitor affiliated, Walter
Immerman, Balaban & Katz; first run exhibitor
unaffiliated, Jack Rose of Chicago; subsequent
run exhibitors
unaffiliated,
Jack Miller, Aaron

saperstein;
impartial
member,
Judge
Hugo
mend,
Circuit Court.
CLEVELAND — Grievance Board, representative
national distributor affiliated, Edwin Fontaine,
Paramount; representative distributor unaffiliated, H. C. Bissell, Columbia; exhibitor affiliated, Nat Woif, Warners; exhibitor unaffiliated,
J. D. Kalafat of Cleveland; impartial member,
Judge Joseph H. Ackermann. Clearance and
Zoning Board, representative national distributor affiliated, Frank Drew, M-G-M; representative distributor unaffiliated, Nat Lefton, Monogram; first run exhibitor affiliated, Nat Holt,
RKO; first run exhibitor unaffiliated, John
Heubner, Marion, Ohio; subsequent run exhibitors unaffiliated, Martin J. Smith of Toledo,
Frank Gross of Cleveland; impartial member,
Jerome
M. Friedlander.
MILWAUKEE — Grievance Board, representative
national distributor affiliated, Sam Shurman,
Metro; representative distributor unaffiliated,
George Ross, Columbia; exhibitor affiliated,
D. E. Weshner, Warner; exhibitor unaffiliated,
Fred Meyer of Milwaukee; impartial member,
Pierce Bitker, secretary, Milwaukee Chamber
of Commerce. Clearance and Zoning Board,
representative national distributor affiliated, R.
T. Smith, Warners; representative distributor
unaffiliated, Geo. L. Levine, Universal; first run
exhibitor affiliated, H. J. Fitzgerald, Fox Midwest; first run exhibitor unaffiliated, Tom
Saxe of Madison; subsequent run exhibitors,
unaffiliated, Wm. Ainsworth of Fondulac, Geo.
Fisher of Milwaukee; impartial member, Joseph
C. Rhode.

Announcement was also made yesterday of
the selection of 10 more impartial members,
as follows: Pittsburgh — grievance board, Aaron
M. Jaffe, attorney; clearance, Samuel J. Horvitz; Portland — grievance, Judge Ashby Dickson; clearance, Bert Hanley, chairman port
commission of Portland, Ore.; Salt Lake City
— grievance, Samuel C. Powell, president
Utah Bar Ass'n ; clearance, Joseph H. Kayburn, assistant state CWA director; Denver
— erievance, J. Glen Donaldson, attached to
office of Attorney-General of Colorado; clearance, Clarence K. Gould, First National Bank
of Denver; Buffalo — grievance, Milton Guggenheimer; clearance, Dr. Peter C. Cornell.
£. W. Craver of Charlotte, S. C, was named
one of the two subsequent run unaffiliated
exhibitors on the Charlotte clearance board.
At the next Code Authority meeting, March
12, more boards will be set and the job
probably will be finished. The committee on
nominations
meets today.
Code Authority's
committee on financing
andThemanuals
met yesterday.

W. B. Spike Propaganda
RKO Sales Up 25%
About Ad Matter in Films
Depinet
Reports
(Continued from Page 1)
(Continued from Page 1)

{Continued from Page 1)

to the protest as R. H. Cochrane
did not attend the meeting owing to
illness. W. Ray Johnston, Monogram president, did not concur in
the exception.
In a formal statement on the
matter John C. Flinn, executive secretary of the Code Authority, last
night stated that he has been informed that some of the distributors have not agreed with the interIndications are that the dispute
pretation.
will be settled when a case testing
the retroactiveness of the clause
reaches the Code Authority at some
later date on appeal from a local
board. Divisional Administrator
Sol A. Rosenblatt was present at
the meeting at which the exception
was taken on the interpretation,
which was exclusively published in
The Film Daily yesterday.

Revision of All Codes
Proposed
by Johnson
(Continued from Page 1)
hand, no film representatives were
included as far as could be determined. The hearings will continue
till March 5, when the conference
of all code authorities begins.
Johnson's 12-point program follows:

1. A more uniform and equitable rule of
price stabilization where necessary to prevent
cut-throat competition, with further insurance
against prices outstripping purchasing power.
2. A more effective rule to prevent sales
below costs of production.
3. Uniformity
wages and hours in industries which are incompetitive.
4. Uniform classification of areas for the
prevailing Southern wage differential.
5. Further reduction in working hours and
further increase in hourly wages.
6.
lows. Protection against monopoly, oppression
of small enterprises and inclusion in codes of
buying regulations to protect the small felance.
7. An improved method to obtain compli-

that will be made there for "Last cent tieup, was branded yesterday
8. tion
A method
for financing code administrawithout racketeering.
Days of Pompeii." Cooper will later by S. Charles Einfeld, Warner ad9. Elimination
of inconsistent or conflicting
vertising and publicity chief, as ities.
go to Italy to make further prepprovisions
in codes.
arations for the feature.
based on unwarranted misinterpreta10. Adequate labor and consumer represention of the deal with Coca-Cola.
tation in an advisory capacity on code author"Our production set-up is better
than it has ever been in the history The tieup merely means that Coca11.authorities.
Uniform Government representation on
the
Cola
is
privileged
to
use
names
and
of RKO," said Depinet, "and we will
start the new season better pre- pictures of Warner stars in its ad12. Wider
within
groups of mechanism for use
settling
laborcodedisputes.
pared to make class A pictures than
vertising and does not call for any
ever before." Although convention plugging for the beverage company
plans have not as yet been dis- in Warner pictures, Einfeld said.
First Vitaphone Color Cartoon
cussed, Depinet said that RKO In "Heat Lightning," forthcoming
"Honeymoon
first of the
would most likely hold its conven- film based on the New York stage Vitaphone cartoonHotel,"
comedies in color,
tion in June.
play in which Coca-Cola was men- will be released shortly. It will be
tioned as an incident appropriate to one of the Merrie Melodies series.
action, the line is retained in
Quittner Cross-Examined the
Cross-examiination of Joseph accordance with the original script,
"Moulin" Caravan Ends Tour
Quittner, Middletown exhibitor, and Einfeld points out.
the testimony of Chas. Curzon, forKansas Rouge"
City — caravan
Twentieth
"Moulin
ended Century's
its tour
merly manager of Rembusch's
Northwest Allied Meets
Rialto, Indianapolis, that he could
here yesterday with a round of activities that included a big reception at
obtain neither first nor second runs
Minneapolis — Allied Theaters of
for the house were the highlights Minnesota and the Dakotas will meet
Union Station, a parade to the Meuh'bach
Hotelwhich
and appearances
at Loew's
Midland,
was jammed.
The
yesterday at the trial of the Remtoday
at
the
Radisson
Hotel,
with
troupe
of stars could not give a regular
busch conspiracy suit against the
stage
presentation
due
to
the
musicians'
major firms, now in its third Fed- the confab open to all exhibitors
union demanding a full orchestra instead
eral Court week. Today, Hubert whether members or not. Al Steffes,
of the pianist with the company. After
last night's appearance, the stars preWoodsmall, Rembusch's former part- president of the unit, and several
pared to leave today for Hollywood. Al
Selig, who accompanied the ciravan to
ner, .and Edith Tribble, Rembusch's national Allied leaders are to be
tify.
handle publicity, will head east.
ex-secretary, are scheduled to tespresent.

(Butzinq a1ftaU-e?i
o^ (Bixj (Bu&ine*»!
Audiences
of Durante
the screen,
aisles when

go wild over just a glimpse
as the new perfect lover of
and women swoon in the
they see the whole picture!

Have you seen the ad campaign
by Steig, world-famous caricaturist?

HERE'S HOW

IT CLICKED!

NEW YORK — Packed Rivoli at
opening yesterday despite zero weather
and record snowstorm !
BOSTON
Doubled gross of previous
week !
WASHINGTON— Beat previous week
30% despite blizzard !
BALTIMORE— "Heavy attendance ups
sugary gross" reports Variety!
AKRON — Biggest week since house
re-opened last summer !
BINGHAMTON-Smashes all records!
Audiences
wild with enthusiasm!
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WILLIAM CAGNEY
TODD

Directed by Benjamin Stoloff ■ Presen ted by Reliance Pictures
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The old rule in comedy

mak-

ing is dethroned. Two -reel
comedies as Educational makes
them in 1934 must have not
only all the laughs of old, but
much more besides. They have
big box-office
have romance

names;

they

and music, more

lavish settings and finer stories. It is this rare new combination of entertainment and
ticket selling values

that

makes

such pictures as "GOING SPANISH" so important for you to play and exploit.

■
■
*
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rHE SPICE

OFTHE

PROGRAM"

Distributed in U.S.A.

by

FOX Film Corporation

Setting laugh records in
first runs everywhere
ERNE

ST

TRUEX

Coming soon

in * BUSTER

THE EXPECTANT FATHER"

KEATON

in
"THE GOLD GHOST"

a^kjImJL
Intimate

in Character

Internationa! in Scope
Independent in Thought
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10% Cancellations Retroactive

46 itoaTouses sue thecover erpjjharges
Northwest Allied Votes to Refuse Code Assent
Myers,
Steff es, Yamins,
Samuelson to Appear
At Wash'n
Confab
By J. E. SMITH
FILM

DAILY

Staff

Correspondent

Minneapolis— Allied Theaters of
the Northwest at a meeting' yesterday voted unanimously to refuse to
sign the code assent. Members present who have signed will withdraw
signatures. The feeling was that the
code is drawn for producers and distributors and that theater owners
have nothing to gain by signing. It
was voted to notify Gen. Johnson
of the action, to refuse to serve on
any committee or board set up by
the Code Authority under penalty of
{Continued

on Page

8)

PROPOSE 80% TAX
ON HUGE SALARIES
Washington

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — Senator Gore yesterday offered an amendment to the
pending tax bill to assess excessive
incomes 80 per cent on all amounts
above $75,000 yearly. It is believed
the Senate will favorably pass and
adopt this amendment, which is a
result of the Federal Trade Commissalaries. sion's report to the Senate on

Sunday Shows Without Profit in Atlanta
Atlanta — Following a Supreme Court decision that Sunday movies are illegal
when they are operated under their regular management and only a portion of their
proceeds are given to charity, Atlanta theater owners and managers will continue to
remain open Sundays, it is stated, with the Scottish Rife Hospital for Crippled Children taking over the operation of the theaters for the day and using the entire
proceeds from the entertainments.

Excessive
Charges
for
Sound Parts Claimed
in Court Action

Recovery of service charges paid
by 46 New York metropolitan area
theaters to Electrical Research
Products is sought in a three-point
suit filed by the I. T. O. A. against
the equipment
and Court,
affiliates in the U.company
S. District
New York. The exhibitor unit
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Columbia Far Ahead
seeks to recover: allegedly excessive
Hollywood — Production activity at
On Current Program payments on parts and replacethe Warner-First National studios
ments, payments on equipment in
is continuing at a rate of speed that West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY excess of
its actual value and all
will bring completion of the entire
Hollywood — Having already com- service charge payments. The suit
pleted 12 features, while four others
current program three months
partly based on the Wilmington
ahead of schedule, accordnig to stu- are in work and six more being pre- is
Court decision last
dio officials. With 75 per cent of
pared, Columbia is farther ahead on U. S. District
{Continued on Page 4)
the lineup already finished, there its production schedule than it has
are now eight productions before been for many seasons. Pictures
the cameras and 11 being prepared
{Continuedinclude
on Page"Most
8)
now shooting
Prec{Continued on Page 8)

Warner Lineup 3 Months in Advance

Columbia/ U' Not Yet Lined Up
Against Cancellation Ruling
14 Mellers in Two Series
Are Planned by Sam Ef rus

E. SERVICfTsTUDIOS
FINANCING LEGITS

Eastern Service Studios is understood to have become financially interested in Broadway legitimate
show production, with object of having the stage producers later film
the plays at the Astoria plant. The
on Page
4)
company {Continued
is reported
to have
fman-

Although Fox is lined up with
other major distributors in taking
exception to Division Administrator
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Sol A. Rosenblatt's interpretation
Hollywood — Sam Efrus will pro- of the 10 per cent code cancellation
duce two series of melodramas, with clause, the company nevertheless is
making the provisions retroactive, Woman Pleads for Ushers
eight in the first and six in the sec- it was stated at Fox yesterday.
At Washington Hearing
ond. His initial subject, "The
Theater Service Strike
White Savage," will be ready for Fox's attitude is that although the Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
makes the clause reWashington — First testimony to
May 1. Efrus will_ distrib- ruling, which
troactive to apply to film contracts
Being Held in Abeyance release
ute the two
serieson on
the indepen{Continued on Page 4)
date concerning the movie industry
{Continued
Page 4)
Following a meeting with circuit
at the public hearings being held in
representatives yesterday, the theadvance of
code authorities
ater service union will hold off its
ferencethe
was offered
yesterday conby
strike pending further negotiations
Mrs. Ruth{Continued
Scott on ofPageBoston
who
4)
for recognition. Speaking for the
circuits, Major L. E. Thompson last
. . . Radio City Shows How to Sell Theater Service to Public
{Continued
on Page 8)

Don't Leave It All to the Picture
By

■

18 Years of Films-Tabs
Denver — The Rivoli, largest theater in
Denver, with 2,800 seats, has the record
of being the only theater in the U. S
that has been using pictures and a tab
show for 18 years without a shutdown.
Frank Milton, former vaude headliner,
is the present owner.

DON

CARLE

GILLETTE

====—

=

IT may be unjust to pin it on Nicholas M. Schenck's much-quoted remark to the
effect that all this industry needs is "good pictures," but the fact remains that in
the last couple of seasons, with quality of product averaging higher than ever before,
swarms of exhibitors have pleaded "not enough good pictures" as their alibi for
poor
An
had

business.
even better
quickly

and

paraphrased

more
Mr.

practicable

credo

would

{Continuedremarks
on Page
to
Schenck's

have

wit:
T)

been

provided

if someone

250 for M. P. Club Luncheon
Acceptance of invitations to attend
today's reorganization luncheon of- the
M. P. Club indicates that approximately
250 will be on hand to hear Will H
Hays and others address the gathering'.
Those present will include various important industry executives. Plans to
be discussed include radio broadcasts on
forums
and other club events.
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Don't
Leave It All to the Picture
. . . Radio City Shows How to Sell Theater Service to Public

Coming and Going
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"There is nothing the matter with this business that good showmanship will not
But nobody seems to have thought of that.
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PROGRESSIVE showmen who are interested in seeing the principle in actual application are urged to pay a few visits to the Radio City Music Hall and do a bit
of look-see there.
Stand inside the lobby or foyer or auditorium, observe how the attendants handle
and assist the patrons, take special note of the courtesy and patience of the uniformed
staff in answering even the most foolish questions, and you will know one reason why
thousands of New Yorkers are going to the Music Hall every week regardless of

T

A ND just a word about the young men

MARKET
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16
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41/2
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3%
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T

A theater so fortified not only suffers less when it gets a below average attraction, but it is geared to gross more with the big films as compared with the house
that sells nothing but its picture and consequently must start off cold with each
new screen offering.

T
YORK

T

what the program is— and why you hear exclamations of "So This is Radio City!"
from dozens of out-of-towners as they pass into the movie palace.
In frequent periods of observation at Radio City, we have never seen one of the
public treated discourteously.
Whether at the front portals or at the back, whether the visitor happens to be a
persona grata or an embryo One-Eyed Connolly, he is sure to be accorded genteel
consideration.

FINANCIAL
NEW

T

THE
cure." main thing the matter with exhibition these days is that theater managers
' obviously are depending too much on the pictures that come and go, and too
little on the potentialities of their theaters which are here all the time.
Too few of them realize that theaters, like most other enterprises, need a standing
nucleus of patronage that can be counted upon regularly irrespective of the inevitable
ups and downs of week-to-week programs, and the only way to acquire this backlog
is through the medium of some permanent qualities in the theater itself aside from
the transient attractions.

—
+

VS.
1/4

T

T

in those uniforms.

*»
When the roll call of the leading showmen of tomorrow is called, don't be
too surprised if you find among them a goodly number who made their entrance into
the business via that Radio City service staff.
Here, truly, is a bunch of young showmen-in-the making who display more promise
per foot than you are likely to find in any similar area anywhere.
Always alert, as keenly interested in the business as a bunch of oldtimers, regular
readers of trade papers, conversant with pictures and industry events, able to discuss
intelligently either audiences or stars, yet always as unassuming and well deported
as perfect gentlemen.
Whoever selected these boys and imbued them with this rare spirit of conscientiousness ought to have a professorial degree of some kind.
For what it means in terms of good will cannot be calculated on a mere dollars
and cents basis.

Chester Beecroft on Coast
Jules Levy to Conduct
RKO Meeting on Coast
For Ind'p't Production

JULES
JAMES
Monday

LEVY
leaves Saturday
for the
R. GRAINGER
returns
to New
from
a West
Indies cruise.

GILBERT MILLER
terday on the Rex.

arrived from

coast
York

abroad yes-

MEYER DAVIS opens a vaude engagement
Friday at the RKO Theater, Boston.
KAY FRANCIS, First National star, plans a
trip to London to coincide with the opening
:>f "Wonder
Bar" there this spring.
S. CHARLES EINFELD and MORT BLUMENSTOCK went to Danbury. Conn., yesterday tor
theGRADWELL
world premiere
of "Asandthe HERMAN
Earth Turns."
L. SEARS
STARR
have gone to Chicago and St. Louis, with
plans for returning to New York in one week.
WALTER

READE

has

gone

to Florida.

HOWARD S. CULLMAN leaves New York
Saturday for Florida.
WILLIAM
JAFFEE
is vacationing
in Florida.
PHIL REISMAN, RKO general foreign sales
manager,
is
expected
to
return
from
Europe
:bout March 15.

for

FRED NEWMEYER sailed for Europe yesterday on the Manhattan to direct several films
British International.

FOCION SOTO of Cine Colombia sails tody
on the Colombia
for South America.
M-G-M.
TAY GARNETT has reached Hollywood and
will prepare the script for "China

Seas" tor

JACK STEINMAN of Manhattan Playhouse
Circuit will return from
Miami
next week.

Fox Release Schedule
Set to Include May 11
Fox has moved up its releasing
schedule to include May 11. Following is the list: March 2, "David
Harum"; March 16, "George
White's Scandals"; March 30, "The
Follies"; April 13, "Bottoms Up";
April 27, "All Men Are Enemies";
May 11, "The World is Ours."

Rush Dickstein Bill

Washington

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — The Dickstein bill
to prevent importation of talent
yesterday was reporcei favorably
out of committee. It is believed a
special rule will be asked in order
to bring it up quickly before the
House.

A western sales conference of West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Previewing
French Pictures
Hollywood — Chester Beecroft has
RKO exchange managers has been
A preview
of
three
Frenchaboard
picdefinitely decided upon, with Jules arrived here with plans to produce
tures will be held
tonight
Warner's 6s39
56 53 Vi 55
+ IVi
Levy,
general
sales
manager,
leavthe
Champlain,
Pier
57,
by
arrangefor the independent market. He reN. Y. PODUCE
EXCHANGE
SECURITIES
ment between John S. Tapernoux,
ng Saturday for the coast to conPara.
Publix
4%
4%
4% +
V"
cently sold his interest in the Tam- importer, and the French Line. The
duct the confab and also confer at
Haven Studios to a New films are "Leopold Le Bien Aime,"
the studios. Harry Cohen, western Yorkpa Sun
syndicate.
Petti John in Columbus
"Ame de Clown," and a short, "Epsales manager, and the following
Columbus — C. C. Pettijohn, attend- branch managers will attend the
ing the meeting of affiliated and in- session: J. H. Ashby, N. P. Jacobs,
eron D'Or."
dependent theaters to work out plans
M. E. Corey, T. J. Walsh, G. W.
for repeal of the state admission tax, Wolf and E. A. Lamb.
said the outlook for termination of
the tax is good.
"Earth Turns" Premiere Big
Danbury, Conn. — Premiere of
Warner's "As the Earth Turns" was
A REMINDER
held at the Palace here last night
We purchase American product for Europe.
with a big turnout and many notaWe supply European product to America.
bles in the audience. S. Charles EinWe cover Europe FROM
Europe since 1923.
//
feld and Mort Blumenstock of the
Warner
home
offices
came
up
for
the
films red star
event. Because of the New Eng//
PARIS
land angle in the story, the opening
6 RUE LAMENNAIS
attracted interest for miles around.
+
W
+ 1%
+
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(fla
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of Carina Product
to be held by

WARNER BROS
QJn *J~lll ' OC'arner (Dxcnanae (^z tes
"Exhibitors can do so much more in the selling and exploiting of pictures that they have seen than with those they simply have to take for
granted . . . that they should take advantage of every opportunity to see
as many pictures as they possibly can before booking them ... It will
pay dividends". . . Take this hot tip from the February 24th issue of
"Box-Office" and see —

"Wonder Bar990
Chatterton in "Journal of a Crime990
"As the Earth Turns99*
Stanwyck in "Gambling Lady
99*

99*

99*

Cagney in "Jimmy the Gent
Hal LeRoy in "Harold Teen
I Wanar Bra*. Plelmn
I Flm National Picture
Itigrapk, lac., Distributor.

Last call for the big round-up of ace exhibitors! Tuesday's the date.
Don't let anything or anybody keep you away!
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46 ITOA HOUSES SUE
TO RECOVER ERPI FEES

FOX CANCELLATIONS
TO BE RETROACTIVE

(Continued from Page 1)

(Continued from Page 1)

made prior to Dec. 7, effective date
of the code, and pertaining to films
generally released after that date,
is incorrect, it is willing to give
exhibitors its benefits.
Neither Columbia nor Universal
last night had lined up with the
other major companies which have
taken exception to Rosenblatt's interpretation. Jack Cohn, Columbia
vice-president, stated that he had
not as yet had time to examine the
interpretation. R. H. Cochrane of
Universal was again absent from
his office yesterday owing to illness,
while James R. Grainger, in charge
of sales, is out of town. United Artists, The Film Daily was informed at its headquarters, will not join
the move as it sells pictures on an
individual basis.

14 Mellers in Two Series
Are Planned by Sam Ef rus
(Continued from Page

1)

dent market. He has established
offices at 6504 Selma Ave. Other
subjects in the initial series will be
"Flaming Timbers," "Night Wife,"
"Blonde Gypsy," "Beast of the
Sea," "The Woman Law Forgot,"
"Lulu of the South Seas" and
"Alimony
Lodge."

Mayf
air's Nine
Come
The remaining
ninetopictures

on
Mayfair's 1933-34 schedule of 12
pictures will be confined to the
straight action type of film instead of the action melodrama
which Mayfair has hitherto made.
Two of the nine, currently in work,
are expected to be ready for March
15 release. The entire schedule will
be completed Sept. 30, by present
plans.

Mono. Convention in April

Monogram will hold its annual
coiivention early in April either in
Atlantic City or Los Angeles.
Install ITOA Officers March 21
Induction of new officers of the
I. T. 0. A. is planned for March 21
at the Hotel Astor. Mayor LaGuardia and other high city officials have
accepted invitations to attend the
event, which will include a dinner
and meeting.
Meet on Buffalo Variety Club
Buffalo — A meeting for the formation of a local Variety Club was
held last night. Plans are expected
to be concluded shortly.
Six More Local Boards SetAgreement was reached by the Code
Authority's committee on nominations
yesterday on the personnel of six of the
10 local boards remaining to be set up.
They are located in Philadelphia, San
Francisco and Washington. The committee is still considering makeup of boards
for New York and Boston.
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• • • THE JUDGES have been appointed for the "Emperor Jones" essay contest which has been conducted in high
schools throughout the country
the contest has been in
progress since last September, and will end March 15
Eddie and Ralph, the pop "Sisters of the Skillet" will be the
honor guests at the after-theater gala in the Continental Grill
of the St. Moritz
T
▼
T
• •
• IT WILL probably surprise the RKO-Radio officials
to learn that the Van Cortland Roller Rink
at 241st St.
and Broadway
is using their name in promoting a gag to
make movie stars. ....... they have issued a throwaway telling
the gals to register with their casting office
to take part
in a movie that will be made at the Rink afternoons and evenings the bait is that King Vidor is seeking an inexperienced girl for the starring role of "Give Us the Right to Live"
which he will make for RKO-Radio
•
•
• AN ANNOUNCEMENT received from Charlie de
Grandcourt
his first and most ambitious production
in seven reels
mother and opus doing fine
producer
on verge of adjectival hysteria
this is one nudist feature that will get by the censors
previewed at the New
York hospital
and it's a WOW
synchronized with
squawks
if Charlie can turn 'em out this way when he
gets to Lunnon
watch out Hollywood
•
•
• BEGINNING TONITE the Casino de Paree
on the word of Billy Rose. .... will present a group of sophisticated, amazingly handsome young men
to act as dancing partners for ladies whose escorts don't wish to dance
they will wear green carnations in their lapel
and Billy
sez
"They dance swell, but see, hear and remember
nothing."
Just an Automatic Gigolo
• • • WHILE THE fuss is being carried on about the
Star System of rating pix. ..... we call the attention of all interested parties to a system that has it licked
in operation
by the "Playhouse"
smart weekly show review published
in Boston
this mag rates 'em as follows
E — excellent VG — very good
G — good
F — fair
P — poor
VP — very poor
simple, concise
and it leaves no doubt in the mind of the reader as to
just how the pix rates in the mind of the reviewer
there
never was any sense in the star system
for the most banal
picture rates at least one star
and a star has always
typified something of merit
so it just doesn't mean a thing.

T

T

T

• •
• HE DID it while confined to his bed in the Park
Central Hotel
Hal Home, we mean
he planned out a
darb front for "Palooka" at the Rivoli
that
exactly
the atmosphere of the pix
with clever quips such as caught
"A second Don Juan and twice as good as the first."
about a dozen like this
all in a clever kidding mood
Hal knocked these off while flat on his back
so wot could
the mug do standin' up ?

T

T

T

• •
• ON SUNDAY nite Walt Disney will be interviewed
over WEAF.
his first time on the air
Colleen Moore
will be the honor guest on the Rudy Vallee program tonite
A dramatization of "Spitfire." the Radio pix starring Katharine
Hepburn, will be on the Borden program Saturday eve over the
Columbia network
The Ampas will hold a business meeting at the Paramount today, to discuss among other things several changes in the constitution

«

«

«

»

»

»

summer

granting a temporary injunction against certain parts of the
Er.pi contract with exhibitors.
Plans in regard to the suit were
discussed at a meeting of the I.
T. O. A. yesterday at the Astor.
C. Milton Weisman of Weisman,
Quinn, Allen & Spett is counsel for
the association.

Eastern Service Studios
Financing
Legit Shows
(Continued from Page 1)
ced "Dodsworth," current hit with
Walter Huston under the Max
Gordon banner, and "Big Hearted
Herbert," which Eddie Dowling
produced. Other plays are under
consideration.

Woman Pleads for Ushers
At (Continued
Washington
Hearing
from Page 1)
scored the labor provisions concerning ushers. She appealed on behalf
of her brother, employed in a Boston theater, and whose case she
said was typical. Higher wage
scale for theater help was her plea.
Gene Rodemich Dead
Gene Rodemich, formerly musical
director for Van Beuren and one of
the youngest musical directors on
the radio, died late Tuesday night at
the Medical Arts Center of pneumonia. He is survived by his widow,
a son and daughter. Funeral services will be held at 11:15 A. M.
tomorrow
Larchmont. at 1883 Palmer Ave.,
Rembusch's Secretary on Stand
Testimony on the details of operation of Frank J. Rembusch's onetime motion picture interests was
given yesterday in Federal Court at
the Rembusch suit against the major
firms
Grace Tribble,
Rembusch's
formerby secretary,
the sole
witness
of the day. Miss Tribble is slated
to appear again today. Hubert Woodsmall,
partner,
is also Rembusch's
scheduled toformer
be called.

WIN FEARED HIM.... WOMEN ADORED HIM!

The most devastating personality
the world has ever known!

F R E D R | c

A R C H

DEATH TAKES A HOLIDAY
with EVELYN VENABLE — SIR GUY STANDING -KENT TAYLOR
A Paramount Picture, Directed by Mitchell Leisen
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SHORT SHOTS from
EASTERN STUDIOS
By CHAS. ALICOATE

J^UTH ETTING will start work
today in a musical short titled
"Ruth Must be Served" at the Vitaphone studio. Supporting her will
be Minor and Root, dancers, Eddie
Bruce, Arthur Donaldson, Gerald
Kent and Jackson Halliday.
Hays & Beall studios of OceanIs. I., have taken new offices
'in the RKO Palace building. Several projects with work to be done
\at the company's plant are now under way, according to Max Hayes,
[president.
T

T

T

Freddy Rich and his orchestra
complete work today in a one-reel
Vitaphone band number. The four
Eton Boys and Vera Van do their
specialties in the short, which has
been titled "Mirrors" and which
will be released in the melody masters series.
With the exception of the song
V'Give me a Heart to Sing To,"
\written by Victor Young and Ned
Washington, all music in the feature "Frankie and Johnny,' now
being produced and directed by
Chester Erskin at the Biograph stu\dio, will be melodies of the period
of about 1850, including some
famed negro spirituals.

* FEATURE and SHORT REVIEWS*
"KEEP 'EM ROLLING"
with Walter
Huston
RKO

and

Frances
Dee
70 mins.

DRAMA OF CAVALRYMAN'S LOVE
FOR HIS HORSE IS WELL DONE BUT
APPEAL MAY BE LIMITED.
A

meritorious and generally well handled subject, this military tale based on

the story "Rodney" is nevertheless likely
to find itself handicapped by a meaningless title and a theme that will appeal to
only certain sections of the big mass audience. It depicts the ups and downs of
Walter Huston, a Fort Lee cavalryman,
whose whole life revolves around his
horse, Rodney. When an officer appropriates the mount, Huston goes on a long
bender and loses his stripes, but he regains his interest and standing when the
horse is restored to him. Then comes the
war, with Rodney distinguishing himself
in France, and back in the U. S. later,
when an unsympathetic efficiency officer
condemns Rodney as too old, Huston goes
A.W.O.L. with the horse. They are caught,
however, and finally through the efforts
of Frances Dee, the commanding officer's
daughter who is in love with the military
efficiency expert, Rodney is pensioned off
and Huston is assigned to care for him.
Picture was filmed at Fort Lee and has
much
genuine
background.
Cast: Walter Huston, Frances Dee,
Minna Gombell, Frank Conroy, G. Pat
Collins, Robert Shayne, Ralph Remley.
Director, George Archainbaud; Author,
Leonard Mason; Adaptor, Albert Shelby
LeVine; Cameraman, Harold Wenstrom;
Recording Engineer, Earl A. Wolcctt; Editor, William Hamilton.
Direction, Good. Photography, Good.

"Mixed Nuts"
(Hal Roach Comedy)
M-G-M
18 mins.
Amusing Musical
When the government appropriates $2,000,000 for jobless chorines
and they are sent to Mrs. Twichett's
at the Fox studio for Uni- exclusive finishing school to be trainPicturesrelease.
ij versal
ed for other jobs, it might be expected that the windup would find
the "profs" jazz-minded and not
j Biograph Studio Notes: Chester scholastic-minded. In between are
didoes with the physiErskin, directing "Frankie and somecalamusing
instructor, and the professors of
Johnny" with over 150 in the cast art and entomology (bugology).
and with more patience than two Sleep-walking finish is funny.
ordinary men . . . Lilyan Tashman enjoying the winter weather
"Roastbeef and Movies"
with a mental picture of Califorwith George Givot
nia sun, palm trees and summer M-G-M
17 mins.
weather in mind . . . Chester MorEntertaining Musical
ris being interviewed by fan magGivot, his Greek dialect
azine editors during his lunch hour andGeorge
two stooges are introduced into
. . . Helen Morgan singing "Give the waiting room of the MasterMe A Heart To Sing To," at her
piece Film Corp. as the short opens.
best . . . Frank Cabot and Tony
an open transom they hear
Through
Bundsman assisting Erskin . . . someone saying
he will give $100,000
Joe Ruttenberg, cameraman, keep- for a good film. They rush in, proing a close check on Sam Levitt
duce four reels, two of which are
1 . . Terry Hogan holding script Albertina Rasch girl dance numbers,
Eddie Senz waxing his mustache in one a short blackout and the othei
between his duties as head makeup a brief melodramatic bit which Givot
artist . . . Jack Shalit keeping up accompanies in dialect. Windup
with his stills . . . Ben Schwab shows keepers hauling everyone off
general managing . . . Al Wilson
to asylum. Givot's dialect, the lines
checking on the sets and R. Ham- and situations are amusing and the
mer reminiscing with all old timer" lent.
dances good. Technicolor is excelvisiting the studio.

Elsie and Herman, known as
'"The Living Fountain" because
their adagio routine includes dancI ing in the center of a real water
I fountain, appear in their specialty
musDays" two-reel
fin
j ical"Vaudeville
recently produced
by Mentone

"Goofy Movies"
(No. 2)
M-G-M
Very Funny

A Little
_

10 mins.

WILK
— —
from "Lots"

By RALPH

JANET GAYNOR and Lew Ayres
J"Servants'
will be Entrance,"
seen together
Fox's
whichin Frank
Lloyd is to direct.

Accompanied by a consistently
T
T
T
funny explanatory comment by Pete
Ricardo Cortez and John Eldredge
Smith, such clips as Columbus arriving in America to a ticker tape have been assigned by First NationBroadway reception and a radio adal to "Dark Tower."
T
T
T
dress, ahilarious burlesque of trailer "ads" on coming attractions, and
Helen Twelvetrees will appear
an up - to - the-minute - wisecrackit.
ing narrative on an old silent melo- with
Spencer Tracy in "Now I'll
drama make this a first-rate one- Tell" at Fox. Alice Faye also is in
reeler.
T

T

T

"Babes in the Goods"
with Thelma Todd and Patsy Kelly
M-G-M
19 mins.
Hilarious
Packed with laughs, this Hal
Roach comedy unreels the antics of
Thelma Todd and Patsy Kelly, who
are assigned to demonstrate a new
washing machine in a department
store window as long as there are
spectators. One deadpan drunk
hangs around till the automatic curtains go down and the girls find
themselves forced to spend the night
in a bed in the window. Morning
finds the drunk still there and the
arriving owner attracted by the
crowd finally yanks the undressed
girls out of the window.

Josef Berne, who directed "Black
Dawn," has joined Universal and
will
direct an original which he is
now writing.

Charley Chase in

Sweeney."
Production has started on "Banker
Buckaroos," the third of the tworeelers which Charlie Murray and
George Sidney are making for Columbia. Jules White is directing,
with Zion Myers supervising.

"Four Parts"
M-G-M
19 mins.
Good Comedy
Breakfast finds four Charlie
Chases, a cop, conductor, hackman
and dentist, taking milk of magnesia from mama before eating. The
dentist walking on street bumps into damsel, gets acquainted, gives
her his card. She perambulating
around bumps into the other three
Chases and winds up bewildered at
office of dentist who invites her
home. The four are all in evening
clothes, impossible to tell apart.
Film is much funnier in the seeing
than telling. Several song numbers
are interwoven.
"Hi-Neighbor"
(Our Gang Comedy)
M-G-M
18 mins.
(Diverting)
Kiddies principally will enjoy this
one which relates the arrival in the
neighborhood of a snooty rich kid
with a large new fire engine auto.
The gang gathers but is refused a
ride by the rich kid who takes the
gang riding. Kids progirl ofceed the
up.to build a fire engine with
spare parts. Then follows a race
down a long hill with amusing wind-

T

T

T

James Gleason has a new Fox contract calling for all-around work.
t

▼

▼

William Wyler has completed
shooting on "Glamour" at Universal.
It features Constance Cummings and
Paul Lukas and is a B. F. Zeidman
production in which music plays an
important role.
T

T

T

Eugene Pallette and Kathryn Sergava are the latest additions to the
cast of Warner's "Friends of Mr.
T

T

T

this M-G-M oddity is a lesson for
the ladies in cooking biscuits and
roast beef given in entertaining
fashion. Opening shows reporter at
bride's home and she relating husband's sudden removal to hospital.
He drops biscuit and it sinks
through table. Bride is shown at
cooking school. Amusing scenes
show her very dumb. Windup with
hubby home after long hospital stay
shows that she has mastered the
art
of cookery.
biscuits
and roastGreat
beef."ad" for more

"Life's Last Laughs"
Dist. Not Set
6 mins.
Howling Humor from Tombstones
This is the first of a series not
yet set for release but caught accidentally in a projection room. Filming is credited to Carl Stearns
CJancy. It presents highly amusing
epitaphs actually photographed from
tombstones. All of the present collection appears to have been found in
New England, and the inscriptions
are funny enough to throw any audience into howls of laughter. For
something really novel, one of these
"Vital Victuals"
Amusing
M-G-M
10 mins. every week or so ought to prove a
good tonic to any film program as
long as the epitaphs continue as
Done in Technicolor and with ex- amusing
as the first group.
planatory comment by Pete Smith,
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N. W. ALLIED UNIT
REFUSES CODE ASSENT
{Continued from Page 1)
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Nearly Convict Wrong Men in Theater Killing
Lynn, Mass. — Positively identified by eight witnesses as the murderers of Fred
Sumner, billposter, in the recent Lynn Paramount robbery, and accused of first degree
murder with trial about to go to the jury, two Boston taxi drivers were freed yesterday on the confession of the Millen brothers, captured in New York, that they were
the killers. The men closely resembled each other. Same bandits robbed the Po!i
Palace, Worcester.

expulsion and to notify all independents in this territory of the
action.
Columbia Far Ahead
Not satisfied with the operation
On Current Program
of the association, a committee of
(Continued from Page 1)
six was named to draw up a plan
for better functioning.
ious Thing in Life." "The Whirlpool," "Twentieth Century" and the
Grace Moore picture, not yet titled.
Allied Group to Testify
By
WILLIAM
SILBERBERG
The six being prepared are "Whom
FILM
DAILY
Staff Correspondent
the Gods Destroy," "The Party's
Washington — Abram F. Myers, Over," "Black Moon," "The Hell
Sidney E. Samuelson, Nathan Ya- Cat," "Produce the Body" and
mins and W. A. Steffes are sched- "Blind Date."
uled to offer testimony before the
NRA group on code administration Protest Over Operators
and code improvement next Wed- To Be Filed in Washington
nesday at the Mayflower Hotel.
Formal protest against Division
What the subject of their testimony will be could not be learned Administrator Sol A. Rosenblatt's
last night, but this code group, interpretation of the operator
Number 4, presided over by Alvin clauses in the code is expected to
Brown, chief executive officer of the be registered by the I. T. O. A. with
NRA, concerns itself solely with the NRA in Washington during the
code administration and improve- joint meeting of all Code Authorities beginning Monday. Attorney
ment problems.
An NRA list of witnesses has C. Milton Wiseman, counsel for the
Myers, Samuelson, Yamins and association, has notified the NRA
Steffes also scheduled to appear administration that he will appear.
The I. T. 0. A. differs with RoWednesday before Group 5, the disenblatt inasmuch as it claims that
vision considering NRA's effect on
small enterprises. This division is the original intent of the operators'
holding its session at the Raleigh wage provisions was to figure costs
on an individual man basis, not on
Hotel.
a booth basis, as Rosenblatt states.
The association's code committee
Reporting
on Code at Wash'n
A report on the operation of the meets today to prepare a brief
film industry code up to the present which will be submitted in Washtime will be submitted by Execu- ington.
tive Secretary John C. Flinn to the
NRA at the joint session of all E. M. Loew Circuit
Code Authorities March 5-8 at
Adding More Theaters
Washington.
Lynn, Mass. — E. M. Loew Circuit,
At least eight persons identified
with the Code Authority will leave which is expanding more rapidly
New York on the midnight train ^han any other circuit in New England, has acquired the Uptown
Sunday for Washington, where they
will headquarter at the Hotel Roose- Theater from George Schwartz.
velt. The party is expected to inArliss Heads Episcopal Guild
clude Sidney R. Kent, J. Robert RuGeorge Arliss has been elected
bin, George J. Schaefer, Ed Kuykendall, W. Ray Johnston, Nathan Ya- ^resident of the Episcopal Actors'
Guild of America. Vice-presidents
mins, Charles
O'Reilly, Harold are Rev. Dr. Randolph Ray, Edward
S. Bareford
and L.Flinn.
Milton Royle, Otis Skinner and
The members will meet at Ro- Grant
Mitchell.
senblatt's office at 9:30 o'clock Monday morning, preliminary to going
to Joan Bennett
to the opening session in company West Daughter
Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
with the Division Administrator.
Hollywood — Joan Bennett and
Gene Markey are the parents of a
"Merry Widow" Being Speeded
daughter,
born on the mother's 24th
birthday.
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAU.X
Hollywood — M-G-M has moved up
Peter E. Murphy Dead
the production date for "The Merry
Providence — Peter E. Murphy, for
Widow" to next Monday. Jeanette
MacDonald, who will star in the 12 years manager of the Palace,
picture, has left New York and is Cranston
, died this week after an
expected here Sunday night. Miss attack of influenza.
MacDonoli's following film for MIrene Dunne, John Boles Teamed
G-M will be "Naughty Marietta."
Wr*t Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAU V
Hollywood — Irene Dunne and John
Boles will be teamed again by RKO
Assents Reach 9,088
in "Age of Innocence."
Yesterday's total on code assents
reached 9,088, as compared with 9,M-G-M Signs Stage Actress
059 the previous day. The gross will
be augmented today by compliances
M-G-M has signed Lucille Watson,
from Skouras metropolitan houses.
currently appearing in "No More
Ladies," Broadway hit.

Theater Service Strike
Being(Continued
Held fromin PageAbeyance
X)
night said that the managers reiterated their stand that they
are observing the NRA code and refuse to discharge competent employes merely because they do not
belong to the union. Charles C.
Levey, the union secretary, was
asked to present data proving his
claim that he represents 4,000 workers.

Chesterfield-Invincible
Finish Two-Thirds of List
The Chesterfield-Invincible 193334 schedule of 18 features is now
two-thirds finished and is expected
to be completed by June 1. Shooting started this week in Hollywood
on the thirteenth feature.

$13,772,504
W. E. Loss
Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY

West

Net loss of $13,772,504 is reported
by Western Electric for 1933.
Sales were only about 17 per cent
of the 1929 peak and the lowest
since 1915. Most of the company's
business^ is with telephone companies, with activity in the sound
field representing only a small part
of the total.
John C. Terry Dies in Florida
John C. Terry, newspaper comic
strip artist, brother of Paul Terry
*-pd himself
a pioneer cartoons,
in the production of animated
died
Tuesday night in Coral Gables, Fla.
Body was cremated and the remains
shipped to California yesterday. His
widow and three children survive.

WARNER-F.N. LINEUP
3 MONTHS IN ADVANCE
(Continued from Page 1)

for early shooting. Those in wor
include "Doctor Monica", with Ka
Francis and Warren William
"Happy Family," with Aline Mc
Mahon; "Sawdust", with Joe E
Brown; "The Key", with Williar
Powell;
of the Terror'
with
Mary"Return
Astor and Lyle Talbot
"One Man Woman", with Pa
O'Brien;
"Without
Honor",
wit'
James
Cagney
and Joan
Blondell
"Fog Over Frisco", with Bette Da
vis and Lyle Talbot.
In preparation are "Anthon
Adverse", "British Agent", "Darl
Tower", "Dames", "Madame Du
Barry", "Friends of Mr. Sweeney'
"Housewife", "Napoleon", "01
Doll's House", "Self-Portrait", "I
Tale of Two Cities."
Stanley Hawkins Shifted West
Stanley Hawkins, assistant t
Keith Glennon at the Eastern Ser
vice Studios, L. I., is joining Gen
eral Sound Studios, West Coas
plant operated by the same inter
ests, as studio manager. He leave
New York tomorrow. As yet n
successor has been appointed.

PLAZA

3

B. & D.
Start "Nell
Gwvnn"
London
— British
& Dominio
ns has
Gwvnn."
"Nell
on
product
started
ion
with Anna Neagle and Cedric Hardwicke in the leads under direction
of Herbert Wilcox. United Artists
will release it.

Yaffa Assigned 2 Ochs
Harmon Yaffa has been
managing director of Lee
and Gem theaters in
ton jestic
Heights.

Houses
appointed
Ochs' MaWashing-

Wonder Bar" Packs Strand
Onenine: of Warner's "Wonder
Bar" at the Strand
ay had a
line waiting half an yesterd
hour before the
doors opened at 9:30 A. M. House
reported S.R.O. from noon on.
Walter Reade Gets City Theater
Walter Reade has acquired the
City Theater in 14th St. from
bkouras Bros.

Third Week for Cagnev Revival
James Cagney in "Doorway to
Hell is being held for a third week
at
the Globe on Broadway, a Brandt
house.

i
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MOST

CONVENIENT

Hotel in Hollywood
$2.50
$3.00

up, Single
up, Double

Special weekly and monthly rates

The Plaza is near everything to see and do in
Hollywood.
Ideal for business or pleasure.
Every room has private
dressing room, bath and
shower. Beds "built for
rest." Every venience.
modern
Fine foodscon-at
reasonable prices. Convenient parking for your car.
Chas. Danziger, Mgr.
Eugene Stern, Pres.

The "Doorway of Hospitality"
Vine
at Hollywood
Blvo.
HOLLYWOOD

3

The Daily Newspaper
Of Motion Pictures
Now Sixteen Years Old

Intimate in Character
Internationa! in Scope
Independent in Thought

VOL. LXV. NO. SO
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Johnson Orders Posting of Labor Rules in 45 Days

COURT DISMISSES REMBUSCJ SUIT AGAINStjAJORS
Goldwyn Sees Alien Talent Ban Hurting Film Exports
Retaliation
by
Foreign
Countries Predicted
if Bill Passes

No Originals on Next Charles R. Rogers Lineup
West

Coast Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — All features
made
next season
by Charles
R. Rogers
for Paramount
release will be based
on plays and published
novels and not upon
original screen
stories, he told FILM
DAILY yesterday.
"The original story does not represent a financial saving to the producer," said
Rogers. "Developing an original idea is a difficult problem and calls for revisions
that increase the costs considerably. A play or novel represents usually from one to
three years' work by the author, and attempting to develop an original screen story
of the same quality in 12 to 16 weeks is a terrific strain on the writing staff and

Passage of the Dickstein bill to
restrict use of foreign talent not
only would make Hollywood "half
empty," but would arouse retaliation
from abroad and seriously affect
producers."
showing of U. S. films in other countries, it was declared yesterday by
Samuel Goldwyn. Assailing the
measure as destructive, Goldwyn declared that personalities are so rare
that they must be obtained wherever they are found. In importing Columbia Believed Against
Anna Sten and putting her into a
Ruling on Cancellations
picture, the producer pointed out, he
Although Columbia has not as
prvoided work for thousands of yet indicated any official attitude,
other persons.
it is understood that the company
will line up with the major distributors objecting to Division Administrator Sol A. Rosenblatt's interpretation finding that
(Continued
on Pagethe7) code's 10

Conspiracy Action Thrown
Out After Three Weeks
of Hearings

Federal Court Judge Coxe yesterday dismissed the long drawn out
Frank J. Rembusch conspiracy and
monopoly action against major companies and the Hays organization.
Dismissal of the suit, in which
Adolph Zukor, Will H. Hays and
other important executives had ocen
called to testify, came following a
motion by Max Steuer, counsel for
the defendants. Hearings on the
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
action were in their third week in
Hollywood — With the starting of the District Court.
six more features by March 15, MThe break came while counsel for
G-M will have 85 per cent of its
was questioning Hubert
present schedule either completed the plaintiff
(Continued on Page 7)
or in work. The films about to be
made are "Treasure Island," "David Copperfield," "Barrets of Wimpole Street," "Biography of a Bachelor," "Merry "Widow" and "Duchess
of Delaware."

Metro Lineup Nearly 85% Completed

OMAHA INDIE EXHIBS
HIT BOARD PERSONNELS

VITAPHONE-ERPI SUIT
BACK TO LOWER COURT

Star System in Reviewing Condemned

Omaha — The first important step
taken by the Independent Theater
Owners of Omaha, formed yesterday
Star system used by some newsat a meeting of 45 exhibitors from
papers in reviewing pictures was
this territory, was to vote a protest
condemned
at yesterday's meeting
against the appointment of four in- of the A.M.P.A., which unanimousdependent exhibitors in connection
(Continued
on Page 7)
ly agreed to seek steps to have the
method discontinued. President
Service Union to Ask
John C. Flinn appointed Ben Atchairman to select a comWage Revision in Code well as mittee
whose dutyon itPagewill7) be to in(Continued
Negotiations with the circuits for
wage increases for service employes
will start within ten days, Chas. C.
g serLevey, secretary of the buildin
vice employes union, Local 118,
said yesterday. Levey said he might
go to Washington Sunday to attend
(Continued

on Page

7)

FILM
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Hollywood— William Nigh is on the
way to some sort of a record for nonstop direction with his assignment to
direct "Numbers of Monte Carlo", which
is his fifth Monogram picture in six
months.

Monogram Schedule
60 Per Cent Finished

Allied Group Files Briefs
At Wash'n Code Hearing
Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington — In lieu of appearing
personally, Abram F. Myers, Sidney E. Samuelson, Al Steffes and
Nathan Yamins yesterday filed
briefs before Group 5 of the NRA
section which is hearing complaints
of the code's
effecton on
enter(Continued
Page small
7)

Soviet Film Trust Head
On Way to Buy U. S. Films

■By WILLIAM
SILBERBERG
FILM DAILY
Staff Correspondent

Washington — Revised regulations
requiring all employers under codes
Hollywood — Monogram has com- to conspicuously post the labor provisions in their establishments
pleted 17 features, 60 per cent of its
1933-34 schedule. Three more are within 45 days or be subject to a
in work and the rest of the schedule
or six months' imis expected to be completed by May fine up to $500
15.
prisonment, in accordance with the
(Continued on Page 7)
West Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

N. M.Staff
MacLEOD
FILM By
DAILY
Correspondent

Wilmington, Del. — As a result of
the State Supreme Court denying
Vitaphone's
application
for royalty
a rehearing of its
$40,000,000

Posting Labor Rules in 45 Days
Is Ordered by General Johnson

Nigh Directs 5 in 6 Months
West Coast Bur., THE

by Ampa

case against Electrical Research
Products, (Continued
recently onordered
back to
Page 2)

M. Usievitch, head of the Soviet
film trust, has left Moscow and is
expected to arrive in New York
about the middle of March to arrange for purchase of U. S. sound
equipment(Continued
and toon book
Page 2)American

Loew Not Booking "Roxy"

Impending personal appearance tour
of 'Roxy' and his gang will not include
Loew houses, it was stated yesterday
by L. K. Sidney, chief of Loew's stage
production
story
had it that activities.
he would The
play 'Roxy'
over several
of the larger circuits in addition to
Paramount, with whom he closed the
deal.

f-^2
IKNEWSRUHl
Of HIMCOM

arbitration, the litigation goes back
to the Chancery Court, where Erpi
Vol.LXV. Ho. SO Fri., Mar.. 2, 1934
Price 5 Cants will be called upon to submit proof
of its contention that arbitration
JOHN W. ALICOATE
Editor and Publisher proceedings in New York had not
broken and can be continued withPublished daily except Sundays and Holidays
out delay. Vitaphone contends that
at 1650 Broadway, New York, N. Y.,
arbitration did break down and that
by Wid's Films and Film Folk, Inc. J. W.
Alicoate, President, Editor and Publisher; its relief could be obtained only
Donald M. Mersereau, Secretary-Treasurer
and General Manager; Arthur W. Eddy, Asso- from the state courts. After hearing all evidence, Chancery Court
ciate Editor; Don Carle Gillette, Managing
Editor. Entered as second class matter, will decide whether arbitration had
May 21, 1918, at the post-office at New York, in fact broken down. It is expected
N. Y., under the act of March 3, 1879.
Terms (Postage free) United States outside
regardless
of the
court's
of Greater New York $10.00 one year; 6 that,
decision,
the case
will lower
go back
to
months, $5.00; 3 months, $3.00. Foreign, the Supreme Court on appeal.
$15.00. Subscriber should remit with order.
Address all communications to THE FILM
Litigation in the case already has
DAILY, 1650 Broadway, New York, N. Y.,
cost Erpi about $450,000 and VitaPhone, Circle 7-4736, 7-4737, 7-4738, 7-4739. phone about $105,000.
Cable Address: Filmday, New York. Hollywood, California— Ralph Wilk, 6425 Hollywood Blvd., Phone Granite 6607. London —
Ernest W. Fredman, The Film Renter, 89-91
Wardour St., W. I. Berlin — Lichtbildbuehne,
Friedrichstrasse, 225. Paris — P. A. Harle, La
Cinematographic Francaise, Rue de la Courdes-Noues, 19.
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Soviet Film Trust Head
Vitaphone-Erpi Suit
Back to Lower Court On Way to Buy U. S. Films
(Continued from Page 1)
(Continued from Page 1)
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films for exhibition in Russia, it
was said yesterday by Miss A. Kuznetzova, president of Amkino here.
At the same time Usievitch is authorized to act on several proposals
received by Amkino from American
film companies for production of
films in Russia, Miss Kuznetzova
said. One company proposes to use
Soviet actors and equipment, but
American companies will probably
be permitted to carry their own actors and equipment.

Mountain Boosts Budget
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.oming an

HERSCHEL
STUART
'ork
from Texas.

dG

has returned to New

WELFORD BEATON has arrived in New York
from the Coast and is staying at the New
York A. C.
HOWARD S. CULLMAN of the Roxy sails
tomorrow for a 10-day Bermuda
vacation.
ROWLAND BROWN is en route from the coast
to London to direct a picture for B. I. P.
STUART ERWIN
for a vacation.

is coming east this month

IRVING WATERSTREET of the Paramount
exploitation forces has been in Cincinnati
Vndling advance campaign for "Death Takes

Showmens Pictures has boosted
its budget 30 per cent for each of
WILLIAM GEHRING leaves Cincinnati tomorrow to take up his new duties as Fox
the nine pictures remaining to com- a Holiday."
plete its 1933-34 schedule of 12, manager in Chicago.
it was stated to The Film Daily
Duplications in Assents
yesterday by David J. Mountan,
With purpose of weeding out dup- president. One of the remaining Seek to Oust Politicians
lications, Executive Secretary John nine is currently in production on
Sponsoring Tax Measure
C. Flinn of the Code Authority im- the coast and the rest will be comBirmingham — Petitions of recall
pleted by September, Mountan said.
mediately starts as analysis of assents received to date. Duplications Showmens Pictures is now selling asking the resignation of the three
have occurred in some instances in 85 per cent of the American ter- city commissioners who have suggested a sales tax of 1 per cent on
ritory, he said.
where theater operators in partmerchants, including theaters, are
nership with major circuits have
sent in their compliances which "Wonder Bar" Dual Run on Coast being circulated throughout the city.
have been repeated by the circuits West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY The city commissioners had suggested a10 per cent amusement tax,
themselves. Pending completion of
Los Angeles — Warner's "Wonder
the analysis, no announcement will Bar" will be given a $2 top formal but this was defeated by theaters.
be made of the total assents.
opening at the Hollywood on March
14, after which it will play in two
6 New Gov't Shorts With Music
Boards Tentatively Set
local Warner houses simultaneously.

ael of the Boston local
and zoning boards was
;entatively decided upon yesterday
by the de Authority's committee
on nominations. Makeup of the New
York boards still remains undetermined. The committee meets again
on Friday, next week.
"Earth" Campaign in Twin Cities
"As the Earth Turns," which set
a new house record at the Palace,
Danbury, Conn., in its premiere
Thursday night, is being given an
elaborate campaign by Warners for
its opening at the Minnesota, Minneapolis, and Paramount, St. Paul,
March 16. Sam Clark, exploiteer in
the Chicago territory, has been sent
to handle the Twin Cities premieres.

Washington Bureau of THE

O'Donnell Out of Shamrock
Detroit — Joe O'Donnell is no longer connected with Shamrock Pictures, where he was sales manager.
B. C. Fassio recently regained control of the company, forcing the
resignation of the entire board of
directors, and was elected president
for
tion. another year in the reorganiza-

FILM

DAILY

Washington — Musical settings by
the U. S. Marine Band, Army Band
and Navy Band are employed in six
newx shorts made by the Department
of Agriculture and dealing with
forestry and public roads. Subjects
are "The Forest and Water," "The
Forest and Health," "Roads to
Wonderland," "The A.B.C. of Forestry," "Highway Beautification" and
"The Forest and Wealth."

Preview for "Midnight"
New Carolina House Opens
"Midnight," Chester Erskin's film
version of the Theater Guild play,
Lenoir,
N. C. — The Avon, new
will be previewed at an invitation 731-seat house,
has been opened. The
luncheon Tuesday in the Waldorfcorporation owning the new enterAstoria. The picture opens March price
Technicolor
9V4
9
9l/4 —
Vi
is composed of C. Vernon Davis
9 at the Roxy.
NEW YORK
BOND
MARKET
of Morganton, president; A. A. Bush,
Gen. Th. Eq. 6s40..
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vice-president; J. A. Marshall, secreGen. Th. Eq. 6s40 ctfs.
83/8
8 1/4 81/4 —
%
tary, and F. C. Hanks, treasurer
The
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committee
on
the
Loew
6s 41ww
95%
95% 95% +
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and general manager.
Watch & Ward Society Sued
Paramount 6s 47 ctfs. 45
44 Vi 45
+
%
code did not meet yesterday
as
Boston — Manager Edward WeinAnother date for the sesPar. By. 5Vis51
36Vi
36 Vi 36 Vi
stock of the Park has sued the New scheduled.
sion will be selected soon.
Par. 5Vis50
ctfs.... 45
45
45
5 Warner-F. N. Releases in March
England Watch and Ward Society
Pathe 7s37
94
92 Vi 92 Vi — 1 1/2
Dewey Bloom Getting Spliced
for $200,000 for defamation of charWarner-First National pictures
Warner's 6s39
55
53%
55
acter in connection with the closing
N. Y. PRODUCE
EXCHANGE SECURITIES
Toronto — Dewey Bloom of Regal set for national release in March inof
the
theater
for
a
fortnight
by
Para. Publix
5
4%
5
+
Va
Films is taking the leap in May and
clude: "Heat Lightning," "Journal of
the censors.
plans a honeymoon trip to the a Crime," "Jimmy the Gent," "WonBritish studios.
der Bar," for special Easter engageCantor Returning to Stage
RKO Circuit Books Truex Short
ments, and "Gambling Lady."
"Hell
on
Earth"
at
Cameo
After making another picture for
Ernest Truex in "Expectant Samuel Goldwyn this spring, Eddie
"Hell on Earth," the much-disFather," Educational release, has Cantor will return to the stage next
cussed international war film, has
been booked over the entire RKO
Meet Today on Radio Issue
season
in
a
comedy
drama
based
on
started
a run at the Cameo.
itan
circuit.
metropol
The question of free radio shows will
his own life and authored by David
be further discussed by the film and
legit code authorities when they meet
Freedman, according to the Sam H. "Heat Lightning" Opens Wednesday
YOUR
INCOME
TAX
at 10:30 o'clock this morning at the
Harris office.
We assist many film executives in
Warner's "Heat Lightning" opens
film body's headquarters in the RKO
building, the session scheduled for yesRialto.
the
at
Wednesda
y
preparation of their returns. Tax
Rivkin
to
Coast
for
Stage
Talent
terday having been deferred because
Fees
experience.
years
20
experts
Marcus Heiman, chairman of the Theater
Joe Rivkin of the Leo Morrison
moderate. Will call for interview.
Columbia
Title
Change
Authority's
committee, was detained in
No obligation.
office leaves tomorrow by plane for
court. Dr. Henry Moskowitz, executive
International Audit Co.
the coast, where he will spend about
secretary of the Legit Code Authority,
Columbia's "Storm at Midnight,"
Eric Pusinelli
will attend.
a month lining up talent for person- Tim McCoy vehicle, has been re67 W. 44th St.
MU. 2-2200
al appearances.
titled "Voice in the Night."

CALLS IT
HIS BEST

ROGERS
DAVID HARUM
[0

LOUISE DRESSER • EVELYN YENABLE
KENT TAYLOR • STEPIN FETCHIT
From Edward Noyes Westcott's novel. Directed by James Cruze

Produced

by Winfield Sheehan

J

Exhibitors, there is only- one
Samuel Golowyn
o

f ArmaStenin

production

Nana.

Fool-

ing your public with loreignma de, English-dubbed pictures
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* FEATURE and SHORT REVIEWS*
Will Rogers in

"DAVID

HARUM"

with Louise Dresser, Evelyn Venable, Kent
Taylor, Stepin Fetchit
Fox
83 mins.
HIGHLY ENJOYABLE COMEDY-DRAMA,
RICH IN HUMOR AND SENTIMENT,
WITH WILL ROGERS AT HIS BEST.
Through the medium of a warm and
natural characterization by Will Rogers,
and understanding direction by James
Cruze, David Harum comes to the talking screen in a manner that makes
thorough enjoyment for audiences anywhere. Though the picture is more concerned with episode than with plot, old
Harum's horse-trading hobby which interests him more than his small-town banking business, his passion for getting the
best of it in a swap, the good grace with
which he accepts an occasional bum deal,
and his way of doing good deeds where
they are deserved, not forgetting the part
he plays in bringing to a culmination the
romance of his honest young bank clerk
and a rich girl, provide a continual source
of deep delight. Evelyn Venable is a
gorgeous heroine, Kent Taylor does a fine
job as the lover, Stepin Fetchit supplies
occasional comedy, and the other players
fit nicely into the appropriate background.
Cast: Will Rogers, Louise Dresser, Evelyn
Venable, Kent Taylor, Stepin Fetchit, Noah
Beery, Roger Imhof, Frank Melton, Charles
Middleton, Sarah Padden, Lillian Stuart.
Director, James Cruze; Author, Edward
Ncyes Westcott; Adaptor, Walter Woods;
Cameraman, Hal Mohr; Recording Engineer,
W. D. Flick; Editor, Jack Murray.
Direction, Fine.
Photography, Fine.

Smashed records at Keith s, Washi
j ington; Bijou, Springfield, Mass.;
j Liberty, Seattle. CLARK GABLE
and CLAUDETTE COLBERT in
I Frank Capra's "It Happened One
1 Night," the season's outstanding
box-office draw!

Edgar Kennedy in
"Love on a Ladder"
Radio
18 mins.
A Wow
Presenting Edgar Kennedy and
Florence Lake at their funniest best
in a clever skit wherein after ten
years of married life, Florence tries
to "recapture their lost romance" of
courting days. So she sells Edgar
the idea that
to dress
up three
in hissizes
sailor's
uniform
is now
too
small for him, climb a ladder and
serenade her with his mandolin. The
developments are plenty funny, and
this team puts over one of the real
laugh numbers of the season in the
short subject field. Directed by
Sam White.

rival gang leaders are sweet on her.
—
i
By RALPH WILK
I
He
figures
they
won't
wreck
his
HOLLYWOOD
joint with the girl there. Ruth sings
several old ballads with her usual
charm. But the rival gangs are A/f-G-M has set "Sacred and Profane Love," by Arnold Bennett,
only momentarily soothed by her as the next
Joan Crawford vehicle,
voice, and wind up by turning the
Melodrama," origidump inside out. Swell burlesque and nal"Manhattan
by Arthur Caesar and Oliver H.
touches and old time atmosphere
P. Garett,
as will
Clarkproduce
Gable'sboth.
next.
very well reproduced. Directed with David
Selznick
plenty of color by Alf Goulding.
T
T
T

from "Lots"

"Holy Land"
Radio (Vagabond Adventure)
Interesting
10 mins.

Radio

JOHN BARRYMORE in "20th
Century" will have the screen's
best supporting talent. Walter
Connolly, one of the foremost
character actors, has been added
to a cast which includes CaroleLombard and Roscoe Karns. A
Howard

Hawks

Production

the play by Ben
Charles MacArthur.

Hecht

from
and t

21 mins.
Swell Burlesque
A costume burlesque, harking
back to the early '90's, with the
locale the Bowery, and Tom Kennedy the proud proprietor of the
unrefined Bowery Palace Barroom.
To celebrate the installation of electric lights in his joint, one of the
big gang leaders gives a party, but
the rival gang leader decides to
hold a party the same night. Tom
gets hold of a cabaret singer, played by Ruth Etting, to sing at the
party, as he has learned that both

Lou Brock, who in future will produce only features at RKO, is preparing his first under the new status.
It is "Down to Their Last Yacht,"
with Sidney Fox in the lead, to be
followed by Wheeler and Woolsey in j
"Cockeyed Cavaliers" and "The Great
American Harem." Lee Marcus is
now RKO comedy producer, with
Bert Gilroy assisting.

Fine travel picture of the Holy
Land, with a very interesting narration prepared by Russell Spaulding. The Vagabond Adventurer
travels from Jaffa to the seaport
T
T
T
of Galilee, and finally enters the
city of Jerusalem, and traverses the
"Virginia
Pine,
Chicago,
path taken by Christ on the way to has been signed by Warners. heiress,
Calvary. Many unusual shots selT
T
T
dom photographed are included in a
Harlan Thompson, writer, has
reel that will hold great appeal to
all churchgoers. It is a natural for been promoted to director by Paramount. He will handle B. P. Schulthe Easter holidays.
berg's "Kiss and
T
T Make-Up."
T
"Knife of the Party"
Ken Maynard has started in
(Van Buren Musical Comedy
"Doomed to Die," his eighth UniverRadio
18 mins.
sal production of the season. MayMisses
nard himself wrote the story, for
which
Nate Gatzert wrote the
A jumbled story licks this one.
It hops from one mixed situation to screenplay and dialogue. Leading
another, and gets practically no- lady is Gloria Shea.
where. A theatrical troupe is
Mort DixonT and
Allie Wrubel
stranded in a small town and they
T
T
agree to work out their hotel bill. have just joined the music-writing
This gives a chance for the various staff at Warners.
T
T
▼
players to do their specialties while
clerking, bell hopping, etc. The comEdward Ludwig, director of Monoedy boys take over the dining room,
gram's "Woman's Man," has been
and deliver a line of slapstick. They kept busy steadily since that picprovide the best laughs in the film.
He hasUniversal
just finished
Be
Features Lillian Miles, Jack Good, Ritzy" ture.for
and "Let's
has been
Shemp Howard, James Fox, Charles signed by Warners to handle
Senna, Rogers & Anthony, The Girl "Friends of Mr. Sweeney."
T
T
T
Friends, Gertrude Mudge, Leo Kennedy. Directed by Leigh Jason.
Martha Sleeper, who played the
New Universal Musical Feature
West

Coast Bureau

of THE

FILM

LhilL)

Hollywood — "Here's to Love" will
be produced as a musical feature
for Universal by Stanley Bergerman. Jay Gorney and Sig Herzog
are at work on the story and music.
Norma

"Derby Decade"
(A Musicomedy)

A Little

Shearer

Film

West Coast Bureau of THE

Completed
FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — "Riptide", starring
Norma Shearer with Robert Montgomery, Herbert Marshall and Lilyan Tashman, has been completed
at M-G-M. Edmund Goulding directed and wrote the story.

feminine
lead isin currently
Monogram's
"Broken Dreams,"
appearing
on the stage of the Mayan Theater
in "Double Door."
Cines Pittaluga Reorganizing
Rome — Cines Pittaluga is undergoing reorganization with Commendatore Paulo Giordano as the new
president. The company is expected
to again take up distribution, handling independent American, French,
German and British product.
New
Virginia Theater Firm
Roanoke, Va. — Virginia Theater
Holding
Co.,
has beenDurham,
chartered with
G. Inc.,
W. Logan,

Roxy Bookings Set to March 30
N. C, as president; Mrs. Maude E.
Bookings for the Roxy have been Longan, treasurer; E. L. Lewis, this
set to March 30, as follows: Co- city, secretary.
lumbia's "Ninth Guest," March 2;
niversal's "Midnight," March 9;
Lew Ayres' Father Buried
Fox's "Coming Out Party," March
Capt Charles, Va. — Caleb C. Eyre,
16; Fox's "Hold That Girl," March father of Lew Ayres, was buried
week in Philadelphia. He died
23, and RKO's "Two Alone," March this
at Greenback last week.
30th.

THE
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3MAHA INDIE EXHIBS
IT BOARD PERSONNELS

riS
MRCl8ALTO

D.
|. _
{Continued from Page 1)

I ivith local grievance and clearance
,' >oards. The new association expects
;;o supplant both the Allied and the
, M-P-T.O.A. units, according to Call'['Vin Bard
who of
wasthenamed
temporary chairman
organization.
Yesterday's meeting at the Hotel
Loyal was called by a committee of
■■six exhibitors named several months
••ago to represent the territory in
I drafting the motion picture code.

Must Post Labor Rules
In 45 Days, Says Johnson
{Continued from Page 1)

Executive Order of Feb. 8, were issued last night by General Johnson.
Compliance Director William H. Davis is urging all code authorities to
communicate with him at once adrising the number of application
blanks to be sent to the members
and an estimate of the number of
posters needed. Upon application
those employers requesting it will receive their official copies from NRA,
after making supplemental application to the Code Authority. Matters relative to posting these provisions will be taken up at the code
authorities conference March 5-8.
This new regulation is believed to
be
partcode
of the
NRA's new swing to
strict
enforcement.

Allied Group Files Briefs
At Wash'n
CodePageHearing
{Continued from
1)

prises. Leon Henderson, new head
of the NRA research and planning
division, is hearing the criticisms
from independents.

Service Union to Ask
Wage Revision in Code
{Continued from Page 1)

the meeting of code authorities and
ask for revision of wage scales
affecting members of his union.
Union membership rolls will be submitted to the NRA Regional Board
within the next few days, Levey
said.
Frederick Twyman on Vacation
Charlottesville, Va. — Frederick
W. Twyman, manager of two theiters and Mayor of this city, has
eft for a Caribbean cruise aboard
;he Mauretania.
Ask Picketing Injunction
Pickets representing Allied M. P.
Operators Union yesterday appeared in
front of Broadway circuit houses employing projectionists connected with
Local 306. No particular significance
appeared to be attached to the move.
Officials of Allied refused to discuss
the matter. Local 306 today will ask
the U. S. District Court of New York
for an injunction to stop the picketing,
pointing to a recent decision of Judge
Collins in the New York Supreme Court.
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• •
• WITH A DAZZLING flash of oratory. ...... an
explosion of all die-hard theories
and a thundering detonation of VICTORY that will resound through barred portals
to the ear
mind
and heart of every motion picture executive in the nation
the triumphant reorganization ofthe Motion Picture Club became an actuality
yesterday
at exactly 2 P. M
as officially announced by vice-prexy Jack Alicoate
T
T
▼
• •
• AND
TAKE IT from us
this will be no
ORDINARY re-organization
for which we offer as living
testimony the 200 members and guests who were electrified by
the unexpected plans. .... that will be put in forceful motion
immediately
A new board of directors representing the industry's leaders in accomplishment
Social functions born
out of the human interest desires of the membership
Bridge tournaments with a new twist and greater allure for
players and kibitzers alike
Ace meals at cost
and a cocktail hour where members of the much fairer sex may
join the gents
in the high art of elbow-bending
and reveal in the conviviality of clubbability
T
▼
▼
• •
• BACK OF IT ALL is a spirit of fraternalism which
was manifest in the opening speech
sincerely delivered,
by Jack Alicoate
"Let us meet in common understanding"
he said
"Let us realize the compelling significance
of this splendid turnout
It means that executives
officials
EVERYBODY
in our industry
WANTS
a
motion picture club
There has been nothing wrong with
the club that has not been wrong with every organization or
industry
everyone
and everybody
suffered during the
depression
but now we are re-born
and we constructively re-organize this fraternity
which has the potentialities of becoming the finest amusement club in the world"
Stirring words
we say
and backed up by all who have
faith in achievement
T
T
T
• •
• AND TO Louis Nizer
we salaam
for his
untiring efforts in making the re-organization a glorious possibility He told of how the lease on the club rooms has
been cancelled, and of the new rent arrangement
of the
reduction of dues from $125 to $75 a year
of the Forums
which will be resumed and broadcast
with one offer already made of $10,000 for the exclusive privilege of sending the
Forum activities out over the ether
of how the original
bondholders will receive full value for their money
and
of everything for which the industry should be proud
and
thankful
T
T
▼
• •
• TAKE THIS from Will H. Hays
"I heartily
endorse the club
When the history of this period is written, this sensible contribution will be remembered as 'saving the
sanity of the situation'. .... .We need the club
for the
solution of difficulties..
to create better understanding
We have no time for anything that does not definitely
contribute to the welfare of the industry
The re-organization is based on reason and sound judgement
Upon such
a foundation it cannot fail"
T
T
T

COURT DISMISSES
REMBUSCH ACTION
{Continued from Page 1)

Woodsmall, Rembusch's partner in
the Capitol Amusement Co. He had
been on the stand about thirty
minutes when his counsel asked for
a recess to discuss the case with
Judge Coxe in his chambers. The
plaintiff's counsel stated that he had
no further proof to offer in support
of his claims.
The original complaint filed by
Rembusch on May 14, 1930 asked
for
250. damages amounting to $2,744,-

Star Reviewing System
Is Condemned by Ampa
{Continued from Page 1)

vestigate the matter and make recommendations.
Resolutions were adopted to make
certain necessary changes in the
constitution of the organization.
Paul Benjamin submitted his report
as treasurer showing a balance of
almost $1,000 with Ampa entirely
clear of debt. It was unanimously
agreed to hold a testimonial dinnerdance at the Astor hotel the latter
part of April in honor of the then
retiring president, John Flinn.

Columbia Believed Against
Ruling on Cancellations
{Continued from Page 1)

per cent cancellation clause is retroactive to apply to contracts for
product generally released after
Dec. 7, though made prior to that
day. Universal
has not
so far
announced its intention
in the
matter
owing to the illness of R. H. Cochrane.
Estes Wins Theater Front Prize
Joe E. Estes, manager of the Tudor, New Orleans, is the winner of
$100 offered by Paramount for the
best 15-still theater front exhibit in
connection with the playing of
"Cradle Song." The contest was
carried on under the direction of
Bob Gillham.

• • • AT THE DAIS were Will H. Hays, Louis Nizer,
Eugene Zukor, Jules Brulatour, President, Lee Ochs, Herbert J.
and
Alicoate
and Jackwho
Felix
Cohn, of
Yates,
an
ideaJack
of some
theFeist
luminaries
sat
ate here's
listened
and were thrilled
Arthur Loew, Jack Leo,
Ralph Poucher, George Dembow, Harry H. Thomas, Arthur
Lee, William Brandt, Toby Gruen, William Saal, Abe Montague,
Nate Manheim, Jack Steiner, Jack Levin
and since this is
the bottom of the page
you'll have to guess the rest
but
they were THERE

March 2
Jack White

«

«

«

»

»

»

N. L. Manheim

Used in 1 out of 8
American Pictures in

"1933'sTEN BEST"
THE Ten Best Pictures of 1933
chosen in the Film Daily s poll, eight
were American productions. Of those eight,
OF

seven were photographed on Eastman "GrayBack." This is outstanding evidence of the
acceptance enjoyed by Eastman Super-Sensitive Panchromatic Negative among cameramen and producers . . . and a signal tribute
to the versatility and unfailingly high quality
of the film itself. Eastman Kodak Company,
Rochester, N. Y. (J. E. Brulatour, Inc., Distributors, New York, Chicago, Hollywood.)

EASTMAN

Super-Sensitive

Panchromatic Negative (Gray-Backed)

Intimate

in Character

International in Scope
Independent in Thought

VCL.
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Financing Code Authority Temporarily

BERMANjIVY, REISMANjOSTED IN NEWRK0 SETUP
Allied's Code Brief Asks More Indep't Representation
Directors
Confirm
All

3 Recommendations Made
Filed at
(in sMhe'mno aring
Wa reau He E LM ILY
hington
as

Bu

of TH

FI

DA

on
— More representati
Washington ts
en
nd
pe
d
l
on loca boar setfor inde
light of eight sugups is the highrac
gestions emb ed in the brief filed
by Abram F. Myers in behalf of
Allied in connection with the public
hearings on code problems held this
tions,
ed's m ntenat
ek. Amonong Alli
we
the
th
to the claico
in additi
ts ve
i- judicial power over
as
qu
code "vesec
rights of buyers and
the resp ti
sellers of film, and producer-con

Building Up Television Story Library

In anticipation of television, Verne Porter and David B. Hampton, literary agents,
are building up a library of works that they believe will be suitable for presentation
via the visible ether. The probable use of a small screen at least in the early stages
of television reproduction will militate against any spectacular productions, Porter said.
He believes that material now in movie vaults could be utilized by television.

At a board of directors meeting
of RKO Radio Pictures and subsidiary companies held yesterday,
executive appointments announced
Feb. 15 by Merlin H. Aylesworth
were confirmed. Three elections not
previously announced were also
made. They are Jules Levy, vice
president of RKO Distributing Co.,
Phil Reisman, vice president of RKO
Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington — ■ Anticipated action Export Corp., and Pandro S. Bertoward creation of a permanent man, executive producer and viceof RKO Studios. Previousnational labor board with power to president
ly announced appointments were J.
settle disputes by arbitration, aboli- R. McDonough,
president of RKO
(Continued on Page 4)
tion of company unions and recognition of majority representatives
of labor unions in collective bargaining, has been taken with the introduction ofa bill by Senator Wagner covering these points. Wagner
formerly
wasboard.
chairman
national labor
A. F.ofof the
L. will

SMALL HOUSES DELAY LABOR BOARD BILL
DETROIT PRICE PLAN
FILEDJN SENATE

Detroit — Though more than 80
all major firstrepresenting
houses,and
over half of the local
runs
(Conlinued
on Page 4)
houses, have signed the agreement
on higher admission prices, according to E. S. Kinney of Allied Theaters of Michigan, the plan is being delayed because some small
neighborhood houses object to the
"week of release" scheduled and, in
a few instances, to the prices. With
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
the return of H. M. Richey from the
Hollywood — For the first time in Northwest Allied meeting, work on back the measure, which is expected
the history of Academy awards, it
has been decided to include assistant the plan is expected to be speeded to be fought by employers.
directors for the year's best consisNew Orleans Independents
tent work. The following 18 nom- UP.
inations have been made: William
Protest Board Selections
Tummel and Perc Ikard, Fox; Revolving Personnels
(Continued on Page 4)
New
Orleans — Allied unaffiliated
Opposed by Attorneys independents
are protesting to the
Some major company attorneys Code Authority over the grievance
Independent Distributors
objecting to the proposed plan board appointments of Bert Kiern
Get 17 Films for Coast are
for revolving personnels of the New as
unaffiliated exhibitor, claiming
IV est Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
York grievance and zoning boards
Los Angeles — Independent Film on the ground that such a setup is he is affiliated with the United Circuit, and Herbert Schwartz, presiDistributors, with a local branch un- outside the provisions of the code.
dent of Maison Blanche, as imparder Stanley Simmons and one in Under the arrangements now being
tial member, asserting his company
San Francisco under Bruce Johnson, discussed an advisory board, with
owns radio station WSMB with
has acquired four Chadwick pictures,
would be or- Saengers.
personnel,
starting with Lilyan Tashman in a revolving
(Continued
on Page 4)

ASSISTANTdJRECTORS
IN ACADEMY AWARDS

"Wine, Women
(Continuedandon Song,"
Page 4) and "Eat
P. 0. Probing Propaganda
Propaganda mailed to newspapers by
anonymous persons who misquoted THE
FILM DAILY in connection with a tieup
between Warners and Coca-Cola is being
investigated by the Post Office Department, it is learned. Warners also have
sent letters to newspapers throughout
the country explaining that the tieup
merely involves use of display matter
on Warner stars in the drink firms' exploitation.

Recent Appointments
Of Executives

Code Authority Being Financed
By Members Until Budget Set
Pending actual collection of
money for financing the code machinery, members of the Code Authority are temporarily financing its
operations it was stated at the Code
Authority office yesterday. This is
understood to apply principally to
The Code
the major companies.

Authority's committee on finance
will meet in Washington next week
and continue its work on a budget
and financing plan. It is expected
to submit its recommendations at
the meeting of the administrative
body Mar. 12.

EDUGAT'L TO BOOST
PRODUCTION IN EAST

Production of Educational short
subjects in the east this season, in
addition to west coast activities, has
been so successful that a goodly
portion of the 1934-35 schedule will
be
made at eastern studios, Earle
terday.
W. Hammons told Film Daily yes"Dividing the product assures the
best possible results, making it possible to draw
on the
wealth
of tal(Continued
on Page
4)

Code Authority Powerless
ToApparently
Increaselacking
Indep't
Quota
knowledge as

to code provisions covering local
board setups, a number of exhibitors
are writing to the Code Authority in
an effort to secure additional representation for independent
exhib(Continued
on Page 4)
68 Film Bills Pending
Approximately 68 bills affecting the
industry are now pending in 21 state
legislatures currently in session. Many
of the measures are of a taxation nature.
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Where To Buy It

PHIL M. DALY
* Engravers •
•....• Hugh
• ONE
best li'ldirector
pals thisof industry
had
Weir OF theeditorial
the Towerever Publications is taking an enforced vacashe at the Doctors'
Hospital in this hamlet
Mister Weir's "Wild Money"
that ran in Satevepost will be followed by another surgical study
of the Movies
this time dissecting the film execs
and showing just how they operate
the author started
as a scenario writer for Universal
he plays up the films in
practically all his publications
the "New Movie" selling in
Woolworth's and on newsstands tops all the fan mags in circulation
only 700,000 a month
T
▼
T
• • • AT THE dinner being given by the White House
newspaper correspondents to President Roosevelt tonite at the
Willard Hotel in Washington
Al Jolson and Hal LeRoy
will be among the entertainers
J. D. Trop has moved his
Pinnacle Productions to the Paramount building
The Film
and Photo League Symposium, "Future of the Film," will be
held Sunday eve at 12 E. 17th St
Henry Hull, Jack
Arthur and Kramer & Boyle will be among the artists appearing
in the Fanchon & Marco broadcast, "Matinee Today," over WOR
Sunday
the broadcast comes direct from the studios in
the Roxy theater Majestic Pictures has purchased serial
rights to the N. Y. "Mirror's" serial, "Unknown Blonde"
T
T
T
• • • WE HAVE just been informed by Ed Hurley that
he was married last December
the 22nd
he even remembered the date
the lady is Pearl Akers of Akersville,
Ky
of the Maxwell House Coffee Akers
no relation to Shore Acres
Ed is so loyal to his wife's family that
he walks out of a restaurant if the coffee isn't Maxwell House
a pal bot his lunch the other day in a place that served
some other Java brand
and Ed was in a helluva dilemma
he STAYED
Prepare Radio Show Protest
A joint statement in opposition to
free broadcasting studio shows on
the grounds that they take jobs
away from persons in the legitimate and motion picture business
was agreed upon by representatives
of the Motion Picture and Legitmate Theater Code Authorities yesterday. It will be submitted to Radio Code Authority at a joint session in Washington Monday.

S. M. P. E. Meeting in Detroit
Detroit — A meeting of the midwest section of the S. M. P. E. will
be held here today, with an afternoon session at the Metropolitan
Motion Picture Studio, followed by a
dinner and an evening session.
Services for R. C. Richards
New Orleans — Services for R. C.
Richards, circuit operator and brother of E. V. Richards, were held here
this week. He died in a Covington
hospital, where he went six months
Chas. Levey to Appear in Wash'n ago for his health.
Chas. C. Levey, secretary of the
Another for E. M. Loew
service employes' union, will go to
Washington next week to request
Olneyville, R. I.— The Olneyville
the code authority for higher wage theater, which belonged to the Phil
Smith Circuit, has been taken ovei
scales for service help.
by the E. M. Loew Circuit.
"Wonder Bar" at Internat'l Exhibit
Strock at Metropolitan, Boston
Warner's "Wonder Bar" is
Boston — A. Clyde Strock has come
the films selected for exhibitiamong
on at
the annual exposition of the Inter- on from Minneapolis to take over
national Educational Cinematogra- the duties of house manager at the
sistant. itan. Tom Wahl is his asphic Institute of the League of Na- Metropol
tions in Venice next August.
Chicago Bans Riot Films
Chicago — All pictures of rioting
Sparks Circuit Gets "Spitfire"
RKO's "Spitfire," starring Kath- have been banned from newsreels by
arine Hepburn, has been booked by police orders. The edict applies to
the Sparks circuit for showing in its all theaters.
Florida circuit at the height of the
Vote Earlier Sunday Opening
southern season.
New Britain, Conn.— The Common
Council has voted to change the city
Lester G. Dolliver Dead
San Francisco — Lester G. Dolliver, ordinances to allow movies to open
president of Western Theater Equip- at 2 p. m. on Sundays instead of 4
ment Co., died Thursday.

p. m.
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REVIEWS

"Spanish America"

"Pettin' in the Park"
(Merrie Melody Cartoon)
Vitaphone
7 mins.
Okay
This one opens with plenty pettin' in the park by birds and beasts
and also a fat cop and his servant
girl sweetie. After a few good gags
it moves to a championship swimming match to be contested in by all
the water fowl in the colony. The
race is cleverly handled and contains
quite a few laughs.
Block and Sully in

"The Wrong Wrong Trail"

Vitaphone
10 mins.
Just Fair
A young man amateur detective,
after receiving his star and diploma,
takes as his first case the mysterious murder of the superintendent of
a lunatic asylum. At the institution
he meets the nuts and many unusual
things occur. Laughs are scattered
with none being above the average.
The finish falls flat.

FEATURES

"THE NINTH GUEST"

E. M. Newman's
Vitaphone
10 mins.
Fine
Old and new Cuba form the locale
for the opening sequences of this
film which then moves to Panama
where interesting highlights in the
city's life are depicted. Newman
delivers the narrative. The musical
score includes many Spanish vocal
numbers.

of

with Genevieve Tobin, Donald Cook
Columbia
67 mins.
MELLER OF WHOLESALE MURDERS
TOO IMPROBABLE TO IMPRESS WITH
ARTIFICIAL
PLOT.
The theme is pretty far fetched, and
neither author, director nor players are
able to make it appear in any way convincing. It carries a certain amount of
thrills and plenty of suspense, but the
looseness of the plot and poor motivation
tend to kill off any real interest in the
proceedings. Donald Cook as a reporter
and Genevieve Tobin, a singer, childhood
sweethearts, are among the eight people
invited to a dinner under rather mysterious
circumstances. As events develop, it appears all the guests know each other and
many of them are on anything but friendly
terms. A voice informs them over the
radio, apparently, that they are brought
there to play a game with the Mysterious
Ninth Guest — if they outwit him they live.
If not, they die. So one after another
the guests are done away with, till only
Cook and Tobin and another male guest
remain. He is proved by the hero to be
the Ninth Guest and the disclosures of
the
radio Voice operation is not very convincing.
Cast: Donald Cook, Genevieve Tobin,
Hardie Albright, Edward Ellis, Edwin Maxwell, Vincent Barnett, Helen Flint, Samuel
S. Hinds, Nella Walker, Sidney Bracey.
Director, Roy William Neill; Authors,
Davis, Gwen Bristow, Bruce Manning; Adaptor, Garnett Weston; Editor,
Milford; Cameraman, Benjamin
Gene
Kline.

Owen

Direction,

Fair.

Photography,

Okay.

Mickey Mouse in
"Giantland"
United Artists
8 rains.
Swell
Fertile in invention and full of
amusing situations, Mickey's adventures with a giant after climbing
Jack's famous Beanstalk is an ace
addition to the series. Especially
amusing are Mickey's antics in the
giant's mouth where he is pelted by
peas, nearly drowned by water, almost crushed in mastication.
Mickey's escape from this cell, his
chase by the giant and the flight
down the beanstalk wind up this
very entertaining subject.
Mickey

Mouse in

"Playful Pluto"
United Artists
8 mins.
Good
Very fast-moving, this subject
makes up in variety and speedy succession of incidents for a slight
lapse from the very high inventiveness of the series. Mickey is frolicking with his dog Pluto in the
yard when a cyclone comes along.
There follows some fun with a garden hose in which Pluto gets entangled, a chase into the house,
Pluto's pursuit of a flea and the
Pluto's advenhilarious
tures withhighspot,
some flypaper.

"Jolly Good Fellows" 7 mins.
Radio
Neat Cartoon
A Soglow cartoon of the Little
King, who decided to visit the royal
prison. He gets himself in wrong
when he starts to kibitz in a checker
inmates.
game played by two tough and
then
This starts a jail break,
the excitement almost tears the jail
apart, with the army, navy and air
fleets called in to subdue the prisoners. Carries the original Soglow
and t.has plenty of originality
touch,
in treatmen
Sterling

Holloway

in

"Born April First"
21 mins.
l
Universa
Fair Comedy
anSterling Holloway here plays
other timid, almost feminine type.
n
Victoria
two
with
His home life
this charmaiden aunts emphasizes
acter. How Sterling wins through
to manhood, the job and the girl is
told in diverting fashion.
Henry Armetta in
"Full Coverage"
21 mins.
Universal
Fair
After agreeing to take out a
$100,000 insurance policy to help
his wife's brother, Armetta gets into

and

SHORTS

Edmund Lowe and Victor McLaglen in

"NO MORE WOMEN"
with Sally Blane and Minna Gombell
Paramount
76 mins.
TYPICAL OF PREVIOUS LOWE-McLAGLEN ACTION COMEDIES WITH
ENOUGH IN IT TO
ENTERTAINING.

PROVE

GENERALLY

In another of their rivalry combinations,
though not as colorful and furious as their
previous efforts, Edmund Lowe and Victor
McLaglen knock out sufficient comedy,
drama and love interest to satisfy the average audience. The girl over whom they
are rivals is Sally Blane. She has come
into ownership of a salvaging tug, around
which most of the action takes place.
There's plenty of lively action, including
one very exciting bit between the two
tough lads while riding a roller coaster,
and there is a suspenseful sequence where
McLaglen risks his life to rescue Lowe
from the bottom of the sea, where the
salvaging party has been trying to recover
some sunken treasure. It's a Charles R.
Rogers production.
Cast: Edmund Lowe, Victor McLaglen,
Sally Blane, Minna Gombell, Christian Rub,
Alphonz Ethier, Tom Dugan, Harold Huber,
William Franey, J. P. McGowan, Frank
Moran.

♦

#

Mae West impersonator; Peter Higgins, tenor; Jack Seymour, hoofer;
Elsie & Herman, adagioists, and the
Chester Hale girls.
"The Toy Shoppe"
(Oswald Cartoon)
Universal

7 mins.

Here OswaldGood
is a toy maker.
When he closes up for the night the
toys awake.
Jack-in-the-box's
attempt to take away
the little dutch
doll from the dutch boy with others
joining to frustrate him makes a
thread
of entertaniing narrative for
the
animation.
"County Fair"
(Oswald Cartoon)
Universal

6 mins.

On his way Good
to the fair, Oswald
picks up a child just thrown out of
the house by his father. Child develops into fiend making trouble for
Oswald and all at the fair in an
amusing series of incidents.

"Eurythmie" ("Written")
(In French)
Dist. Not Set
15 mins.
Excellent
exerc physical
Rhythmi
d by culture
men, women
cises as practice
private
French
a
in
children
and
Director, Albert Rogell; Authors, John
school brings to the screen a new
Mikale Strong, Delmar Daves, Grant Leene in the method of conducttechniqu
BresLou
houts; Adaptors, Delmar Daves,
ly evIn practical
low; Cameramen, Theodor Sparkuhl, Harry
ing
ies such as
exercise, s.
accessor
ery gymnastic
Fish'beck; Recording Engineer, Harry Lind- light balloons, sticks, etc., are used
gren; Editor, Joseph Kane.
to give poise and grace. Musical
Direction, Good. Photography, A-l.
synchronizations has been carefully
handled. It is unusually good entertainment for this type short.
and
-in-law home
the brother
with
a fight
the insurance doctor. Arriving
("Golden Spurs")
e wifie's
becaus
wet t,
to "Eperon D'or"
drippin
a takes kin
Armett
hisg raincoa
took
(In French)
to
g
plannin
Dist.
Not
Set
39 mins.
wife
his
hears
bed,
his
poison his dog, thinks that the plot
Very Good
There is plenty here for those
d against him and thereis directe
after there are plenty wild doings.
who like horses and appreciate what
can be done with thoroughbreds in
the hands of knowing riders. In its
"Strange(No.
As 37)
It Seems"
present length the film is too long
for general consumption, but there
mins.
10
sal
ver
Uni
is a wealth of thrills and much inGood
terest throughout. Horses in trainThis Nathan-Fairbanks novelty ining,
the horse hospital showing
very
of
series
ning
cludes an entertai
for a major operation,
preparations
who
hurdles, fast and daring riding, are
brief clips including the artist
draws with hand and foot simultan- all contained in the short. It has
eously, the elephant whose trumpet chronized.
been well made and excellently synacts as a signal to end work, the
alongtrout streams of New Zealand springs
side which are thermal
Fox Midwest Transfers
where the fish can be boiled in a
Wichita,
Kan.— C. C. Murray has
few minutes, the diminutive home been transferred by Fox Midwest
other
and
midget,
Royal,
Stella
of
items.
from here to Topeka, where he will
manage the Grand. Stanley Chambers, formerly manager of the
"Vaudeville Days"
Grand, town,
now
manager of the UpKansasisCity.
21 mins.
Universal
Good
This one is an improvement over Miss. Senate Rejects Sunday Option
others in this series in that separate
Jackson, Miss. — The Senate of the
backgrounds are used for each act Legislature quickly voted down a
and Hal Sherman is a first rate proposal to legalize Sunday shows
m.c. Acts include Kay & Jimmy, in the state with local options in
swell towns of 2,500 population or more.
roller skaters; Sibly Bowan,
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ALLIED CODE BRIEF ASKS
MORE VOICE FOR INDIES

'Frolics" Ruled Out of F. N. Title
On protest of Fox, use of "Frolics" in the title
of 1934" has been ordered discontinued by a Hays
viously ordered discontinuance of "Follies" in the
"Frolics" was confusing, partly in view of previous

of First National's "Fashion Frolics
office arbitration board which presame title. Fox claimed the word
advertising.

the fol-

Coming and Going
GEORGE MIDDLETON has arrived in New
York from
Madison,
Wis.
PHIL REISMAN will arrive Tuesday
Europe
on the Berengaria.

from

ARTHUR LOEW
about March
15.

plans to leave for Europe

HOWARD
Tuesday.

will return from the coasf

DIETZ

JULES LEVY
the coast.

sails today on the Virginia for

H. WILLIAM
abroad
Thursday
for

WILL H. HAYS
Florida.

FITELSON will return from
on the Washington.
and ROY NORR

left yesterday

HARRY SQUIRES, Van Beuren cameraman, is
back from Guatemala where he filmed material
for Vagabond
Adventure shorts.
FELIPE MIER, Warner-F. N. manager in
Mexico, is in New York for conferences with
Karl MacDonald.
JOE HUMMEL, Warner's general foreign sales
manager, has arrived in Johannesburg and leaves
next week for Singapore.
ARTHUR AYLESWORTH, stage actor, leaves
for the coast in about 10 days to appear in
First National's
"Dark
Tower."
S. L. ("ROXY") ROTHAFEL sailed last night
the Olympic for a three-week trip abroad.
MADELEINE CARROLL, after making a Fox
picture, is on her way back to England.

actually received by them on July 1, 1933,
pursuant to contracts, agreements, or understandings, or modifications thereof, between
their organizations, associations or unions and
the employers; provided, however, that in all
cases where during the period between July
11, 1933, and the effective date of the Code,
contracts providing for a higher or lower rate
than that actually received on said first mentioned date have been entered into as a result of collective bargaining, the rates specified in said contracts shall be maintained. In
all cases where motion picture machine operators on July 1, 1933, were not paid in accordance with any contract between organizations, associations, or unions and the employers, the minimum wage which shall prevail during the life of the Code, or pending
a contract arrived at by collective bargaining,
shall be the minimum wage for mechanical
employees specified in the President's Emergency Reemployment Agreement.
8. That the representatives of the Administrator on the Code Authority be required
to investigate thoroughly all trade practices
in the industry and make a report and recommendations thereon within ninety days.

Independent Distributors
Get 17 Films for Coast
(Continued from Page 1)

'Em Alive," "Through the Centuries," "Wandering Jew," "White
Face," "Faithful Heart," "The Man
They Couldn't Arrest," "None So
Blind," "Sleepless Nights," "Passion
of Joan of Arc," Anna Sten in
"Bomben auf Monte Carlo," "Thirteen Steps," "Hot Money" and "The

on

JOHN COLTON,
way east.
TOM

MEIGHAN
rived in Miami.

M-G-M

writer, is on his

and BILL GAXTON

have ar-

BEN BLUE sails on the Champlain today for
appearances abroad.
NEIL AGNEW and MILTON KUSSELL have
left New York on a West Indies cruise.
DR. WM. H. VOELLER of Conquest Alliance
Co. is back from Porto Rico where he made an
extensive survey of the radio situation.
MAURICE WOLF, M-G-M Boston Manager, is
back from a southern sojourn.
JOHN ZANFT
to New York.

NEW RKO SETUP IS
OKAYED BY BOARD
(Continued from Page 1)

(.Continued from Page 1)

trolled and independent exhibitors,
Revolving Personnels
in a Code Authority and in local "U" Joins in Protesting
boards dominated by the sellers and
Cancellations Ruling
Opposed
by Attorneys
(Continued from Page 1)
producer-exhibitors," is the charge
Universal has lined up with other
that the labor provisions of the film
code are out of line with other codes major companies in registering ob- ganized to supplement the regular
jection to interpretation of Divi- local boards. The code provides for
and are not justified by the Recovsion Administrator Sol A. Rosen- the setting up of committees in adery Act. Allied also questions the
dition to those specified in the code
classification of R. H. Cochrane as
blatt of the code's 10 per cent cancellation clause. According to the provided they can serve to further
an "unaffiliated" member of the
the cancellation privileges effectuate its provisions.
Code Authority. The eight sugges- opinion
are retroactive to apply to contracts
tions follow:
1. That at least two additional independent
Dec. 7, the code's efunaffiliated exhibitors be added to the Code made before
fective date, on product generally Educational to Increase
Authority.
2. That Mr. Kuykendall be removed as an released after that date.
Production in the East
independent unaffiliated representative.
Paramount, Warner, Fox, RKO
(Continued from Page 1)
3. That two additional representatives of
the Administrator be named to the Code have formally protested to the inAuthority as contemplated by the Code, they
terpretation and Columbia is under- ent at both film centers," said Hamto have equal standing with Mr. Rosenblatt.
stood to share their attitude.
mons. "In the east we have fea4. That the local Clearance and Zoning
tured and will continue to engage
Boards be enlarged by at least two additional
stage and radio stars who otherwise
unaffiliated subsequent run exhibitors.
5. That the local Grievance Boards be lowing (enlarging the same to include the would not be available for screen
skilled workers mentioned in Section 6) :
enlarged by at least one additional unaffiliated other
From and after the effective date of the material although it is too early to
exhibitor.
Code, and during the life of the National In6. That Section 3, Part 3, Division E of
what part of our new proddustrial Recovery Act as now specified there- say just
Article V be stricken from the Code.
uct will be made in the east, it is
in, motion picture machine operators shall re7. That Section 6, Part 1, Division C of
ceive not less than the hourly rate of wages definite that we will have added acArticle IV be stricken from the Code and
that there be inserted in lieu thereof

Saturday, March 3, 1934

is on his way from the coasf

Bells."
Code
Authority Powerless
To Increase
Indep't
(Continued from
Page 1) Quota
itors. Code Authority members yesterday pointed out that the number
of members of each board, and their
classifications, are fixed by the code
itself and cannot be changed without Presidential approval after a
lengthy revision procedure. Only authority the code's administrative
body has at present is to change
personnels, not number of members,
in event sufficient reasons are presented to justify the switches.

Radio Pictures, B. B. Kahane, president of RKO studios and Ned E.
Depinet, president of RKO Distributing Corp. Following the meeting
Aylesworth announced that Kahane
will hereafter devote his entire time
to the coast studios and that McDonough will divide his time between New York and Hollywood
with headquarters here.

Assistant Directors
In
Academy Awards
(Continued from Page 1)

tivity here."
Another "Queen" Picture
London — In the series of histor-

Charles Dorian, John Water and
Bunny Dull, M-G-M; Arthur Jacobson, Sidney Brod and Charles Barton, Paramount; Dewey Starkey and
Eddie Kiley, RKO; Fred Fox and
Benjamin Silvey, United Artists;
Scott Beal, Billy Reiter and Joe McDonough, Universal; Gordon Hollingshead, Al Alborn and Frank
Shaw, Warners.
Kinematrade Gets Passion Play Film
"Crown of Thorns," Passion Play
film with versions in English, Spanish and Polish, has been acquired
for world distribution by Kinematrade.

ical queen pictures is "The Queen's
Affair," with Anna Neagle, made by
British & Dominions for United
Artists release.

K. C.'Pantages Reopening Set
Kansas City — Deal for reopening
of the Pantages by Bill Reinke and
Jack Truitt is reported set.

GREATER BOX OFFICE VALUE
of
value
office
box ant,
THE
the brilli
snow
white
light from National High
Intensity Projector Carbons
has placed them in most
n
of
the
es. large down-tow
theatr
Smaller theatres may gain
a like advantage through

the use of National Copper
Coated High Intensity A.C.
Projector carbons. These
carbons, in the new lamps
built especially for their use,
give a brilliant, snow white
light and a higher level of
screen illumination than the
low intensity D.C. arc.
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Internationa! in Scope
Independent in Thought
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Code Authority Delegation in Wash'n for Confabs

sales Inventions aTonth late Us year
Six New

Studios Planned in British Production

Washington
. . . and other things
■^By JACK ALICOATE —
TODAY,

in Washington, John Flinn, upon

' behalf of the Code Authority of the
Motion Picture Industry, will submit his
first report to Gen. Johnson at NRA headquarters. While we are not familiar with
its contents, we firmly believe that no industry has been more sincere, enthusiastic
and honest in its endeavor to cooperate
with President Roosevelt and his finely
conceived rehabilitation program. Motion
Pictures has surely done its share in giving
additional employment to many. It has
saddled itself with millions of additional
fixed expense. It has treated its minority
fairly. Best of all it has helped, as no
other force, in keeping high the morale of
our millions. During the deliberations in
Washington it can well afford to hold its
head high.
T

T

T

IN the merry whirl of things most film
' folk forget a situation so sensitive and
serious as to be the greatest economic
menace of the industry. Taxes. On this
day some 20 states are convening in legislature assembled and the startling total of
69 tax bills, directly aimed at this industry
and its box-office, must be fought. To lose
these tax fights is industry suicide. Why,
then, do so many of our executives insist
on giving dollar sign interviews or promoting the publication of telephone number
salaries and box-office receipts, when all
this does is to give ammunition to the
enemy? Leading with the chin is still
considered bad form in the manly art of
self defense.
T

T

▼

A FTER a few months of hibernation, the
*» Motion Picture Club is back with a
bang and will once again play an important part in New York's cinema social
whirl. A bar and new dance floor to the
tune of about six grand will shortly startle
the out-of-town visitors. It is not unlikely
that the Club will become the headquarters
of the A. M. P. A. and other industry outfits. An elaborate entertainment program
is planned. After all, there was never
anything wrong with the Motion Picture
Club except the depression. It is now
destined to become the foremost amusement club of the world.

More
Expansion
Under
Way with International
Market as Aim
London — Further expansion of
British production activities is indicated in plans now under way for
at least six new studios, in addition
to re-equipping of three or more existing studios with latest type apparatus. Though details of the major
new projects are being withheld for
(Continued

on

Page

6)

22 FILMS UNDER WAY
AT PARAMOUNT STUDIO
irf.ii> Coast

Bureau

of THE
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Hollywood — Twenty-two pictures
are in various stages of production
at the Paramount studio. Ten are
actually before the cameras, seven
are in preparation and five are being
edited.

Pictures in production are: "The
Ain't6) No Sin,"
Blows," "It
Trumpet (Continued
on Page

Vitaphone Completes
97 of Current Lineup

No

May Come in Handy

New Orleans — Headache powders with
the note, "Congratulations. Herewith
is something to soothe the pain certain
to result," were sent to exchange manager members of the code boards here
by an unknown wag.

FIVE NEW THEATERS
ADDED THEXAS LIST
Dallas — Addition of five new
aters in Texas is shown on the
rent bulletin of the Dallas
Board of Trade. The houses

thecurFilm
are:

State, Clarksville, Terrell & McLendon, opening in about a month;
Texan, DeKalb, W. D. Green; Plaza,
Donna, R. N. Smith, opening in
about a week; Novarro, Kerens, W.
A. Connor, and a house reported
opening in Frost.

Show Business in Texas
Called Best Since 1928

Dallas — Show business here has
Vitaphone to date has completed
97 of the 130 short subjects on its been better this past fall and win1933-34 lineup, with 37 ready for
ter than at any time since 1928, acrelease up to April 30. Of the 33
cording to Louis Charninsky, manreleases still to be made, 15 are carCapitol.
ager of Karl Hoblitzelle's
is felt along the entoons, including seven "Looney The betterment row here, which retire
amusement
"Merrie Melodies,"
Tunes" and eight Schlesinger
flects conditions in general through
on the
made by Leon
coast, the schedule at the Brooklyn the southwest. Addition of musistudio is expected to be finished by
cians at Hoblitzelle's Majestic is anthe end of March.
other sign of improved times.

ities
Stage-Film-Radio Author
Meet Wednesday on Free Shows
Saturday fixed
Joint meeting of the Code Author- | the Radio body on
session, at which
ities of the film, legitimate theater the date ofinthe
broadcasting studios
shows
and radio will take place at theth,of- free
will be discussed
P. Farnswor
fice of William
deputy administrator, in the Dept.
Representing the Motion Picture
of Commerce Building on Wednes- group will be Ed Kuykendall, Charles
from
m
(Continued on Page 6)
telegra
A
day at 5:30 p. m.

Drive

Annual Meetings Set
Yet by Distributing
Companies

With convention plans as yet unannounced by major companies, it
is expected that the annual sales
meetings will all be held at least
one month later this year than in
1933.tion will
Discussions
on RKO's
not be started
for a convenmonth.
M-G-M's annual meeting will be
taken up shortly by Felix Feist, who
returned last week from the Coast.
Universal will not announce the date
of its convention until the return of
James R. Grainger from Hollywood,
(Continued

on Page

6)

F.&M. SEEK SPONSOR
IN RADIO-STAGE TIEUP
Fanchon & Marco is continuing
to contact motor manufacturers and
other radio sponsors in an effort to
sell them the idea of assembling a
huge show whose arrival in a city
would be the signal for a virtual
convention of dealers with special
tieups and advertising and broad:asts from(Continued
the theater's
stage, it
on Page 6)

Warner Trade Showings
In 39 Cities Tomorrow
National trade-showing of six
Warner-First National pictures will
take place in 39 key cities tomorrow,
with the New York screenings to be
held at the Hollywood theater starting at 1 P. M. Pictures to be shown
are "Wonder Bar," "Journal of a
Crime," "As the Earth Turns,"
"Jimmy the Gent," "Gambling Lady"
and "Harold Teen."

American

House for Geneva

Geneva — A large movie house, financed
by American
capital,
will be American
in construction soon.
Only original
versions will be featured.

-^2
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Circuit-Union Truce
More Stock Companies
Predicted for Next Year
Declared Off by Levey
Wol.iXV, Ho. 52
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101/2 103,4 +
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95'/s 957/g +
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Paramount 6s 47 ctfs. 47
Par. By. 5'/2s51 .... 36

461/2 47
36
36

—

1/2

Par.

463/4 47

—

1/4

5'/2s50

Warner's

48

6s39

Although hut 19 stock companies
are now running in the United
States, a low for the past ten years,
many more companies are likely to
be in operation next year, an Actors'
Equity official states. He bases his
belief on the fact that the current
crop of Broadway shows is better
suited for presentation away from
New York than those of the past
several seasons and because of the
restriction in the Legitimate Theater
Code on selling film rights before
stock and the road have seen the
play.

Chicago Union Man Shot
Chicago — Emmett Quinn, righthand man to Thomas Maloy of the
operators' union, was shot in the
hand in a fracas near the union offices. He was not seriously injured.
Report is current that an attempt
was made on Maloy's life.
Syndicate Gets "Guilty Parents"
"Guilty Parents," made by Jay
Dee Kay Productions, has been acquired by the Syndicate exchange
for the Greater New York and
Northern New Jersey territory. Deal
was closed by J. D. Kendis with
U. A. All Over London
London — United Artists currently
has more representation hereabouts
than any other company. "Catherine
the Great" is playing two-a-day at
the Leicester Square, "The Queen's
Affair" is at the Plaza, "Gallant
Lady" at the Gallery. 90 London
houses are playing "Henry VIII"
and houses are showing Disney cartoons. Out of six columns of advertising in the Daily "Express,"
with 1,000,000 circulation, more than
half is on U. A. product.

Dubinsky House Bombed
St. Joseph, Mo.— The Electric theater, operated by Barney Dubinsky,
was bombed last week. Labor trouble
blamed.
West

Distributors of
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Hollywood — The abandonment this
year
by the Wampas
of "baby
star"
selections,
Paramount
announced
Saturday that six candidates for
screen stardom have been selected
from the company's studio roster
with predictions that each will be
advanced to stardom during the coming season. The actresses selected
are Dorothy Dell, Ida Lupino, Frances Drake, Helen Mack, Elizabeth
Young and Evelyn Venable. Paramount has also selected a group of
male players for stardom or feature
roles. They are Lanny Ross, Carl
Brisson, Henry Wilcoxon and Joe
Morrison.
Harrison House Reopened
Harrison, N. Y. — The Biltmore
theater has been opened by Albert
H. Green of New York. Extensive
alterations were made and sound
equipment was installed by the
Cleveland Sound Engineering Co.
House seats 900 and is of the de
luxe type.

5, 1934

Coming and Going
SIDNEY R. KENT is due back in New York
on March 10 from Florida. He will visit the
coast shortly after.
NORTON RITCHEY, special Monogram sales
representative, will return from England at the
end of the month.
E. C. JENSEN and HARRY RUBIN arrive in
New York tomorrow from Hollywood on the
Santa Maria.
S.

WILLIAM C. ELLIOTT, president of I. A. T.
E., was in New Orleans
last week.

ROY SIMMONS, publicity director for Fox in
England, arrived from the coast Friday and
will sail for London next week.
CLARK
morrow.

GABLE

will return to Hollywood to-

AL SELIG, who was out handling publicity on
the
"Moulin
in New
York. Rouge" caravan, has arrived back
ROWLAND BROWN is in New York at the
Warwick for a few days before sailing for
England.
PHILIP BARRY leaves soon for the coast to
adapt "Nancy Stair" as a Norma
hicle for M-G-M.

Shearer ve-

3 RKO Releases for March
In addition to "Keep 'Em Rolling," starring Walter Huston, RKO
releases this month will include
"Success at Any Price," formerly
"Success Story," with Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., and Colleen Moore, being released March 16, and Katharine
lease Hepburn
March 30.in "Spitfire," for re-

Musicians' Dance April 9
Second annual dinner and dance
of the Musicians' Welfare and Social League will be held April 9 at
the Hotel Astor. The affair is given
for the musicians' relief fund. Louis
Weisman is president of the League
and Burt Burtaine is in charge of
ticket arrangements. Officers of the
League are also officers of Local 802
of the musicians' union.

55'/2 551/2 55i/2

Greater N. Y.
Export House, Inc.

The truce between the circuits and
the building service employees union
has been broken by actions of circuit executives, Chas. C. Levey, secretary of the union, will charge today before the NRA Regional Labor
Board.

March
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Hollywood — Majestic has completed four features of its 1933-34
schedule of 12, and expects to get
started on the remainder as soon as
a new production manager is named.

"Henry VIII" Two-a-Day in B. A.
Buenos Aires — "Private Life of
Henry VIII," United Artists release,
opened two-a-day to a new week-day
record at the Monumental theater
last week.
Warner Title Change
Title of Warner's "Fur Coats"
has been changed to "A Woman In
Her Thirties."

Your patrons may not actually cheer if you install
Alexander Smith Carpet but they'll be delighted with
its rich colors and beautiful designs. And you'll like
its wearing qualities and moderate price. Used by the
majority of the country's
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With Adolphe Menjou —
Claire Dodd. Directed by
William

Keighley. A

First

National Picture. Vitagraph,
Inc., Distributors
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EXPLOITETTES
ex(~)NE of the most
ploitationunique
campaigns ever
accorded a premiere was put on
for the world premiere of Warner's "As the Earth Turns" at
the Melba theater, Dallas. The
theme of the campaign Avas set
up by the Warner home office
advertising and publicity department which posed the question of whether the public wants
realism or hokum in their film
fare. With the cooperation of
the Dallas Film Guild and the
the city
Dallas
matterto
it a took
and "made
this idea"News,
of civic interest. The catchphrase used was "No Bunk in
Pictures and No Bunk in Advertising." In addition, the
campaign included the following
ballyhoos: Arrangements for
Eddie Barr, critic of the Dallas
"Dispatch," to interview Jean
Muir by long distance phone,
with both ends of the conversation broadcast over Station
WRR; a 10-page tabloid, containing a condensed version of
the novel on which the picture
is based, in the Dallas "Dispatch"; Gladys Hasty Carroll,
author of the best-seller, in
town attending literary teas and
special luncheons; Dallas Film
Guild sent out 6,000 letters and
made many phone calls appealing to the recipients to support
the picture and to ask others to
support it; a special invitation
list of 400 guests, representing
a "cross-section" of Dallas opinion, invited to the premiere to
answer the question "Should
Hollywood make more pictures
like 'As the Earth Turns?'"
This campaign was duplicated
in several other pre-release engagements.
— Warner Bros.

THEDATE
INDUSTRY'S
BOOK
Today: Independent Theater Owners of Ohio
regional meeting, Van Cleve Hotel, Dayton,
Ohio.
Mar. 5-8: Conference of Code Authorities,
Washington,
D. C.
Mar. 6: National exhibit of new WarnerFirst National product at company's exchanges in 35 key cities.
March 9: Independent Theater Owners of Ohio
regional meeting, Clarendon Hofel, Zanesv iHe, O.
March 10: Fourth Annual Dinner-Dance of the
Columbian Club of Columbia Pictures, Hotel
Waldorf-Astoria,
New York.
March 12:lndependent Theater Owners of Ohio
regional meeting, Portage Hotel, Akron.
March 13: Independent Theater Owners of Ohio
regional meeting,
Ohio Hotel, Youngstown.
March 14: Independent Theater Owners of Ohio
regional meeting, Fort Steuben Hotel, Steuber.ville, O.
March 15: Annual awards banquet of the Academy of Motion Picture Arts and Sciences,
Hollywood.
Mar. 16: Annual Awards Banquet of the
Academy of Motion Picture Arts and
Sciences,
Hollywood.

the
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"Bunkless" Campaign
Puts Over "Earth Turns"

Monday, March 5, 1934

•
•
• WE HAVE no data on what pix holds the record
for bonafide national tie-ups
but we do know that Radio's
"Wild Cargo" will get off at the starting gun with 18 big merchandising and industrial co-operative alliances right in back of
it
,. and these are not just permits to use national advertisers' names as so often is the case
each and every tieup represents a very definite planned campaign by the industry
involved and we have seldom seen such intelligence and
ingenuity displayed in the co-operative stunts ........

• • • IN EACH case the prospective tie-up was carefully
thought out
a new and logical slant particularly appropriate not only to "Wild Cargo" but to the interests of the cooperating concern was planned
and it is so seldom that
an exploitation dep't hands the tie-up prospect a break in their
favor
that all these 18 concerns went for the tie-up enthusiastically and got in back of it with national campaigns representing substantial investments
so the exhib
merely takes the pressbook containing these stunts
rubs
it like Aladdin did his Magic Lamp
and, lo!
18
genii instead of one instantly appear to do his bidding
we have only one word of caution to Messrs. Bob Sisk and
Barrett McCormick of Radio who sponsored and planned this
gorgeous
they're making it too easy for the
exhib to becampaign
a Showman
•
•
• OVER IN Brooklyn the other day
a theater
shot in a comedy feature unannounced
and the laughs
came so fast and steadily that the house manager got tired
clockin' 'em
the opus is titled "Girl In the Case"
featuring that fine comic, Jimmy Savo
wonder why no
producer grabbed him long ago?
a simple, sincere note
in his comedy
he wins you at the jump-off and holds you
to the end
directed by Dr. Eugene Frenke
wonder if it's the same Doc Frenke married to Anna Sten
he certainly did one masterly directorial job
a gent who
FEELS Comedy

•
• be• confined
ONE THING
we can't
why as
color
should
to cartoons
and understand
some scenies
at
present
we're dead against color in overdoses
using it on entire sequences of features
but for the appropriate atmospheric touches
anything involving a flame
whether lighted candle, fireplace or burning skyscraper
the Hand Painted Color is smashingly effective
as demonstrated to us conclusively in our naborhood theater the
other day
the hand-colored scenes in "Little Women"
by Gustav Brock sent delighted murmurs through the audience
and anything in a pix that can do that to an audience
is certainly Worth While

EXPLOITETTES
"Moulin Rouge" Tieups
Make Splurge in Buffalo
QUTSTANDING merchant tieups with many of the city's
leading stores, were among the
highlights of the exploitation
campaign put on by C. B. Taylor, manager of the Great Lakes
theater, Buffalo, for the opening of "Moulin Rouge." Music
tie-ups, with all windows containing cut-outs, stills and sheet
music, were effected with several stores. On clothing, in connection with cut-out displays of
Franchot Tone, windows were
secured in three stores. The
leading florist used a smash display in his window. Promotional ads were put over with
the De Luxe Cleaners and the
J. N. Adams store in which
copy in their newspaper ads
mentioned "Moulin Rouge." A
tie-up with Maxwell House Coffee resulted in having more than
500 local grocery stores displaying special cards and window
streamers. Local taxi companies were enlisted and used 100
car cards announcing the opening. Radio tie-ups were effected
with Station WEBR for the use
of the radio playlet. Leading
hotel orchestras also featured
the songs in the picture on their
various programs. The outside
of the lobby contained a victrola, tnrough a tie-up with the
N. Y. Talking Machine Co., featuring songs in the picture.
Huge cut-outs of Constance
Bennett and Franchot Tone also
were on display.
— United Artists.

• •
• LOOKS LIKE a big play will be given to the threereel novelties this season
with so much agitation from
so many quarters to cut down on the supply of shorts which
swamp the market
of course the Good Shorts will always
hold their own
but the third-string junk should be
thrown in the ash can in favor of a three or four-reeler that has
some distinction
T
T
T
• •
• A NEW
mag
on the market
"Lawyers'
News Monthly"
with two of the film lads deserting us
to
put Flavin
it over the Prex Henry
("Hank")
Linet is Ed
Harold

«

«

«

»

»

»

Match 5

Edwin

Carewe

D.

Doran

A.

Renee

Houston
Branch
Jules Furthman

Carroll
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Denver — Al Gorrel, film salesman, has taken "Elysia," "Eat 'em
Alive," Edwin C. Hill shorts and
Master Art Productions, for the
Denver territory. Some of these he
will also sell in the Salt Lake district. He has established headquarters at 2075 Broadway.
Salt Lake City — National Theater
Supply, managed by 0. J. Hazen,
has obtained contract to re-equip
the Majestic, Nampa, Idaho. House
is being remodeled by Manager Herian J. Brown, with capacity increased from 800 to 1,100.
St. Louis — The Roxy on LansJowne Ave. has eliminated its weekly tickets and reduced regular admission for adults to 20 cents from
25 cents.
St. Louis — Charles Kurtzman,
manager of the Fox and St. Louis,
has been named publicity chairman
of the Mid-town Business Club to
promote interest in the midtown section.
Buffalo — Elmer Lux now is covering Rochester for the First Division. Dean Randell is doing Commerford booking for Oswego and
Waverly. Jack Zurich is again with
United Artists as a salesman in the
Rochester
district.
Lebanon, O. — J. C. Patterson,
Grand Theater, has bought a large
plot of down town realty for investment improvement.
Smithfield, N. C— The Sanders,
operated by H. P. Howell, has
opened.
Asheville, N. C— C. L. & W. Theaters, Inc., is now operating the
State.

Denmark, Wis. — • The Denmark
theater has been opened here with
E. Gary Ramsey as manager. The
house has a seating capacity of 300
and is operating with four program changes weekly.

Racine, Wis. — Recent closings include the State theater here, operated by Warners, and the Victor in
Hartland.

Clintonville, Wis.— The Grand has
Milwaukee — The Legion, neighbor- i reverted to Dr. W. H. Finney and
hood house has reopened Tinder the has reopened with A. C. Reinke as
direction of A. Zetley.
' manager.

Portland, Me. — Publix has changed"
policy here with the Maine theater
taking first-runs and the State shifting to second-runs.

Hickory, N. C. — Fire gutted the
Grand, which was owned and operated by John F. Miller.
Arabia, La. — Zank Taylor has reopened his theater here.

MISTER
CAN YOU
SPARE A
DIME?
A bed is a bed to the "downand-outer" who bums a
dime for a night in a flop
house. But just any old
seat won't do for theatre
patrons. They demand restful comfort in theatre chairs
and will go where they get it.

Hillsboro, N. C— S. S. Stevenson
of Henderson has re-opened the
Hillsboro.
Chester, S. C— The Chester theater is now in operation under the
management of J. E. Ross of St.
George, S. C.

Ask Us,
'How

10 Vitaphone Releases in March
Vitaphone will release 10 shorts
in March, as follows: "Look for the
Silver Lining," three-reel version oT
the musical, "Sally," with Dorothy
Stone, Gus Shy, Stanley Smith and
Gertrude Niessen; "Business Is a
Pleasure," musical in color; "Pugs
and Kisses," comedy with Charles
Judels; "Let's Play Post Office,"
with Jean Sargent, and "Foiled
Again," with Ben Blue, all two-reelers; and Edgar Bergen in "Pure
Feud," Isham Jones and Orchestra
with Gypsy Nina in a "Melody Masters" band number, Easy Aces in
"Isn't That Awful?" and two E. M.
Newman Musical World Journeys,
"Jerusalem" and "Siam," all onereelers.

can

I reseat
and pay
R4

for new chairs conveniently?"

American Seating Company
Makers of Dependable Seating for Theatres and Auditoriums

General Offices: Grand Rapids, Michigan
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DAILV

SALES CONVENTIONS
TO BE A MONTH LATE
(Continued from Page

A LITTLE from "LOTS
By RALPH

HOLLYWOOD

1)

where he will confer with Carl
Laemmle, Jr. Grainger is expected
to leave for the coast next week.
Fox, Warner, Paramount, Columbia,
United Artists and Monogram are
all delaying convention discussions
until 1934-35 production schedules
are set. The code situation also
figures in the delay.

pAT

FLAHERTY, former professional and baseball star, has become a busy actor. He played the
role of Corporal Pewee Martin in
'Come On, Marines" and also worked in "Baby in the Ice-Box," for
Charles R. Rogers. He is tentatively
set for parts in "Twentieth Century" and "Operator 13."
▲

22 Films Under Way
at Paramount Studio
(Continued from Page 1)

"Thirty Day Princess," "Melody in
Spring," "Murder at the Vanities,"
"We're Not Dressing," "Double
Door," "Little Miss Marker," "The
Witching Hour" and "In Conference."
Editing for release: "The Scarlet
Empress," "You're Telling Me,"
"She Made Her Bed," "Come On
Marines" and "Wharf Angel."
Preparing: "Kiss and Make-up,"
"Canal Boy," "Often a Bridegroom,"
"Grease Paint," "The Great Magoo,"
"and "52 Weeks for Florette."

F. & M. Seek Sponsor
In(Continued
Radio-Stage
Tieup
from Page 1)
was stated to The Film Daily on
Saturday by Jack Partington. Such
a show would cost between $15,000
and $20,000, according to Partington, and the theater would stand
40 per cent of the expense. He declared that while efforts to sell such
a proposition had not been successful to date, he and other F. & M.
executives had faith that some such
welding of theater and radio was
practical and would be adopted.
"Earth Turns" Sets Melba Record
Dallas — World premiere of Warner's "As the Earth Turns" at the
Melba broke all house records. The
picture was given an extensive advance campaign on a theme of "no
bunk," with the public invited to
register its reactions.
Ushers Strike for More Pay
Milwaukee — Protesting the wage
scale of 25 cents an hour for a 40hour week under the theater code,
eight ushers at the Warner theater
here have struck for a 100 per cent
increase in wages and are picketing
the house. The ushers are members
of the recently organized Ushers,
Doormens and Cashiers' union here.

Dunkers
Kansas City — At the local trade showing of "It Happened One Night," Harry
Taylor, Columbia branch manager, passed
out doughnuts and gave an exhibition
of dunking in accordance with one of
the scenes In the picture. Among those
present was Mayor Bryce B. Smith, who
joined in and gave a better exhibition
pf it than Clark Gable does in the film.
The Mayor is a baker of national prominence.

A

A

Bill Oliver of the Los Angeles
'Herald-Express" is one up on Mike
("Six-Syllable") Simmons. T'other
day Bill used the word "brachycephalic" in describing Victor McLaglen. Bill and Mike are sesquipedalians, but probably don't know it.
AAA

T'other day, a trade paper referred to a well known writer and director as the "late" Willard Mack.
Mack is very much alive and active.
▲

A

A

Billy Griffith has been signed to
play one of the featured roles in
"Operator 13." He is a member of
the New York Theater Guild and
is represented by Ralph G. Farnum.
AAA

Few of his intimates know that
the modest and unassuming RKO
director, J. Walter Ruben, was at
one time amateur lightweight champion of New York state. Ruben still
keeps in good physical condition by
ing.
working with a trainer each mornAAA

An urgent request from David O.
Selznick that he write additional
scenes for "Viva Villa," the M-G-M
super-feature production which exhibitors are anxiously awaiting, has
compelled James K. McGuinness to
temporarily abandon his "Tish" assignment for Irving Thalberg.
AAA

A freshman on the athletic roster
of University of Southern California
whose name is being withheld, was
recently given a test by M-G-M director, Sam Wood, with the result
that he has been placed under eontract to take effect when he completes his curriculum.
A recent visitor to Clarence
Brown's "Pretty Sadie McKee" set
apparently was favorably impressed
with the M-G-M director. Last week
from Elgin, 111., came a new and
shiny megaphone with the director's
initials in silver white against a
brown
background.
Ricard Wallace, who recently returned to Hollywood to direct one
picture before returning Eiast to
make one for Erpi, has leased his
New York pent house to Gladys
Cooper, English actress.
AAA

Archie Mayo will direct "Dark
Tower" for First National.

WILK

—

Marion Gering will next direct
"Her Master's Voice," with Lanny
Ross, Charlie Ruggles and Mary Boland at Paramount.
AAA

Columbia has assigned Ethil Hill
to adapt "Blind Date" and David
Boehm to adapt "Among the MissAAA

Ann

Ronnell and Cliff Fried are

writing some songs for RKO's
"Down to the Last Yacht," which
Mark Sandrich will direct.
ing."
AAA
Ross Lederman will direct Tim
McCoy in "Highway
lumbia.

Patrol" for Co-

AAA

Ray Long has written a story
around the career of William Travers Jerome, famous New York district attorney, and it will be filmed
by Fox, Robert T. Kane announces.
AAA

Wanda Tuchock has been given a
new writing and directing contract
by RKO.

AAA

Charles Lamont will direct "Lips
That Pass in the Night," Mermaid
comedy which goes in work at Educational this week. Scenes will be
made aboard the liner Empress of
Britain.
AAA

"Scram" is the title of the first
Joe Cook picture for Fox. Gene
Towne and Graham Baker went to
Chicago last week to confer with
Cook on the script.
AAA

Bert Kalmar and Harry Ruby
have been signed by RKO to do an
original story and music for the
next Wheeler-Woolsey picture.
AAA

H. N. Swanson will supervise
"Cockeyed Cavaliers," WheelerWoolsey comedy for RKO.
CAST ASSIGNMENTS
FOX: Mona Barrie, Matt Moore, Addison
Richards and John Sheehan for "Too Many
Women"; G. P. Huntley for "Now I'll Tell";
Harry Woods and Jose Mojica for "World Moves
PARAMOUNT: Sam Hardy for "Little Miss
Marker," with Adolphe Menjou, Dorothy Dell,
Jack LaRue and Lynn Overman; Arline Judge
for "Great Magoo"; Agnes de Mille for "Cleopatra"; Henry Stephenson, Lucien Littlefield
and Edward Arnold for "Thirty Day Princess."
RKO: John Boles for "Alien Corn"; Clive
Brook for "Sour Grapes"; Sidney Blackmer for
"Down to Their Last Yacht"; Frank Thomas for
"Wednesday's Child."
FIRST NATIONAL: Henry O'Neill and BarbaraOn."
Blair for "Dark Tower"; Virginia Pine for
"Dr. Monica."
20TH CENTURY: Frank Albertson for "Head
of the Family"; Emma Dunn, Halliwell Hobbs,
E. E. Clive, Kathleen Burke, George Regas, Mischa Auer, Douglas Gerrard and York Sherwood
for "Bulldog
Drummond
Strikes Back."
COLUMBIA: Walter Connolly for "Twentieth
Century"; Jean Arthur for "Most Precious Thing

M-G-M:

Ted Healy and Frances Williams for
Banquet."
Alec B. Francis and Edwin Mor-

in Life."
"Star
Spangled
UNIVERSAL:

dant for "I'll Tell

the World."
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CODEAUTHORITYGROUrf
INWASH'NFORGONFAB
(Continued from Page 1)

L.

O'Reilly and W. C. Michel, alternate for Sidney R. Kent.
Members of the Code Authori^
arrived in Washington this morning
xiom New York to participate ir
.he NRA four-day program. In ad
dition to Executive Secretary Johr
C. Flinn, the party included: J. Robertnate
Rubin,
Louis Phillips,
as alterfor George
J. Schaefer;
Ed
Kuykendall,
Charles
O'Reilly
Nathan
Yamins,
Harold L.
S. Bareford
representing H. M. Warner; M. H.
Aylesworth and W. Ray Johnston
W. C. Michel arrives tomorrow tcfu1
attend
Wednesday's
meeting.

Six New Studios Planned
In British Film Drive
(Continued from Page 1)

Photophone admits having received^
of RCA' '"'
present,forStuart
the
or eight com t
sevenJohnston
inquiries
plete new equipments, including five
for new studios. Two of the new
companies, it is learned, plan to itin
make big productions for the international market, one is to set up a
new distribution unit and another
is to make French as well as English originals. J. V. Bryson, who
leased the Whitehall Studios to London Film Co., is considering erection
of further stages in order to produce on his own behalf.
M-G-M

to Film McGraw

Story

A story by Richard Carroll and
Nat J. Ferber based on the life of
the late John J. McGraw, manager
of the New York Giants, has been
purchased by M-G-M. It is tenta
tively titled "The Coach." Some of
the baseball sequences may be made
on eastern diamonds.
Armida in Roxy Stage Show
Armida has been booked to head
line the Friday.
stage show
at the Roxy
starting
Dezel

Gets

Problem

Picture

Chicago — Al Dezel of Road Show
Pictures has acquired world distri
bution rights to "Pitfalls of Youth,"
problem picture.
"One Night" Packs 'Em in N. O.
New Orleans — Despite the coldest
weather of the year, "It Happened
One Night"
the crowds in the
street
at the stood
Orpheum.

Cutting

In

Boston — The Allfton theater is running busses from Brookline Village at
1:45 and 7:45 to transport prospective
patrons free. The newly opened Coolidge
Corner theater, independent house, lies
halfway
between Brookline Village and
the
Allston.

THE
MMMMH
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II
in SHORT SHOTS from
* EASTERN STUDIOS
By CHAS. ALICOATE

ANALYSIS OF
MOTION PICTURE CODE

^L CHRISTIE, in charge of eastBy LOUIS NIZER
ern production for Educational
13. Typists
Tiventy-Seventh
pictures, is now conducting story
Installment
ARTICLE IV— LABOR PROVIDnferences. A Coronet Comedy, in
(c) chanics
Special Rates for Studio MeSIONS—PRODUCTION— (Cont.)
'hich the Ritz Brothers will be fea- Sec.
2. Minimum Wages
ired, is the next to go into producNo employees of the following
(a) Forty Cents Per Hour
classes of studio mechanics shall be
;on at the Astoria Studios, with a
No employee of any class shall be paid less per hour than the follow'om Howard comedy to follow.
paid more than forty cents an hour.
ing rates:
1. Artists and Sculptors
(b) Fifty Cent an Hour Employees
$1.94
Mechanics
I.OO
The following clerical, office, and 2.3. Automotive
Blacksmiths
i jg 2/3
service
employees
shall be paid not
."! Cardini, card and cigarette magi5.
kin, will be featured in a short less than fifty cents an hour: —
4. Casters
Carpentersand Mouldmakers (staff) 1.16
I.'l6 2/3
2/3
6. Cement
Finishers
1. Accountants
1.16 2/3
ibject to be directed by Ralph
7. Construction Foremen
(carpen2. Accounting Machine Operators
'taub at the Vitaphone studio,
3. Bookkeepers
8.
1.33 1/3
1/3
0 i-lectncal
£TJ. ■-•-•;•;,•Foremen
h33
'ardini
is
now
displaying
his
4.
Clerks
taints at the Cafe Paree.
9.
1.16
10. Electrical
Floormen Workers
(electric) . . '.
1.00 2/3
5. File Clerks
T
T
T
11. .t'oundrymen
1.16 2/3
6. Firemen
\21.16
13. £a(]fers
Grips
1.00 2/3
7. Garage Clerks
Word comes from B. C. Fassio,
14. Laborers
60
8. Readers
,ead of Shamrock Pictures, whose
15. Lamp Operators
1.00
16. Machinists
roduction activities are centered in 9. Secretaries
1.16 2/3
17. Marbleizers,
Grainers and Fur
>etroit, that production on a series 10. Stenographers
Finishers
1 40
Telephone and Telegraph Oper- 18. Modelers (staff)
1.94
f shorts titled "Ye Olde Time II- 11. ators
19. Modelmakers
(staff)
1.25
^strated Songs" has been started, 12. Timekeepers
20.
Moulders
(metal)
1.16 2/3
/ith the first to be released soon.
21. Operating
Engineers
1.16 2/3
22. Ornamental
Iron Workers
23. Painters
24. Pattern Makers
25. Plasterers
26. Plumbers
27. Projectionists
28. Propertymen (first)
29. Propertymen (second)
30.
Artists
31. Scenic
Set Drapers
32. Sheetmetal
Workers
33. Sign Writers
34. Sprinkler Fitters
35. Steam Fitters
36. Structural Steel Workers
17. Swing
Gang
(property)
38. Upholsterers
39. Welders

1.16
1.16
1.16
1.25
1.16
1.25
1.00
90
2'.25
1.00
1.16
1.66
1.16
1.16
1.16
75
1.10
1.16

2/3
2/3
2/3

2/3

2/3
2/3
2/3
2/3
2/3
2/3

(c) chanics
Overtime Rates for Studio Me-

The Crossroads of the World for
the Smart Set of the Stage, Screen

When any of the above studio
mechanics works more than six
hours per day, he shall receive not
less than time and one-half for
overtime in excess of six hours.
These rates apply provided his work
:s rendered in the following two capacities:—
1. Emergency
or maintenance or repair work; or,
2. Work to avoid hindering, reducing or delaying production.
(d) Special Rates for Special Classes
No
employee
of the following
classes shall be paid less per hour
than the rates specified below:

1. Assistant Cutters
$1.00
2. Chauffeurs and Truck Drivers...
.83 1/3
3. Laboratory Workers of the followlowing classifications :
A. Chemical Mixers
70
B. Negative Assemblers and
Breaker-downs
81
C.
D.
E.
F.
G.
H.
I.
J.
K.
L.
M.
N.
O.
P.

Negative
Developers'
Assistants
Negative
Notchers
Negative Splicers
Positive Daily Assemblers..
Positive
Assistants Developers'
Positive Release Splicers...
Printers
Processing
and Negative
Polishers
Release Inspectors
Rewinders
Sensitometry Assistants
Shift Boss Printers
Vault Clerks
Film Loaders
(To Be Continued)

81
75
.70
.75
74
.64
81
70
70
64
81
93
81
83 1/3

WORLDS

FINEST

AREWORTHVOFTHENAME

World's finest as applied to Tecla
Culture Pearls means simply this —
that out of every hundred culture
pearls gathered from the cultivated
oyster beds of the Orient, only one
will ordinarily prove of sufficient excellence to warrant a presentation
by Tecla. Offered in exquisitely
matched necklaces, also in rings,
bracelets, earrings and other jewel
pieces set in gold or platinum and
mounted to special order if desired.
Values unsurpassed inTeclahistory.
608 FIFTH AVE. at 49th ST., NEW
(Adjacent To Rockefeller Center)

YORK

OKAY
BOB!"
World -Telegram — ...Grade A
entertainment... first rate-. .full of
humor, romance, action and suspense... Montgomery excellent...
not to be missed...
Sun — ... corking murder melodrama... most effective blend of
suspense and light comedy. ..exciting yarn...suspenseful climax...
good thriller... jolly picture...

" M\m1jam AHA,.}" Li <r*JL
upu, no**, i^t dm*.

*

Post — ...entertaining picture...
artful combination of humor,
romance, murder and Robert
Montgomery ... it will pay you
to see it... continuously interesting
...swerves neatly from a pleasant
kind of drawing-room comedy to
hair-raising thrills., .you can't go
wrong on "Mystery of Mr. X"...
American — . . . one. of the most
entertaining mystery-comedy dramas the screen has seen... full of
laughs . . . suspense is delightfully
maintained and its climactic sequences possess excitement... has
the crowds applauding...
Mirror— ...superlatively entertaining thriller ...exceptionally good
...harrowing suspense and charming humor... strong and appealing
romantic theme... tastefully produced and brilliantly acted by unusually attractive cast. . . has unusual quality of genuine romantic
charm . . . far above the usual detective thriller . . . don't miss it . . .

Times — . . . ingenious combination of excitement, fun and
romance . . .
News — . . . *** 3 Stars . . . one
of the most exciting adventures
encountered on a Broadway
screen recently. . .directed with a
great deal of skill and thoroughly
well- acted . . .
Film Daily — . . . better entertainment than this is hard to find . . .
clever, suspenseful and exciting,
plus a neat romance . . . delightful
and well-done . . .
M. P. Daily — . . . fine entertainment satisfaction with slam-bang
finish . . . unique suspense situations blended with unusually
charming romance. ..Montgomery
differently clever . . . strong supporting cast ... is packed with
necessary box-office elements, including comedy . . .
Herald-Tribune — . . . entertaining picture... deftly amusing amalgamation of melodrama and
comedy . . . smooth and finished
production . . . expert cast admirable. . . Montgomery in form and
extremely
lent fun . . . engaging . . . excelTelegraph — . . . Montgomery at
his suave and capable best . . .
cast excellent . . .

ewspt
The Daily N

Intimate in Character
Internationa! in Scope
Independent in Thought
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Warner s,Fanchon-Mar co in St. Louis Theater War

'AYROLLSJP 10-20% UNDER CODE, REPORT SHOWS
osenbjatt's Trade Practice Report Delayed389,000toWageApriEarners
l 7
Affected, Says Flinn

ime for Filing Data on
Probe is Extended
by NRA
'{askingtpii Bureau

Who's Afraid of the Big Bad Opposition?

Undaunted by the current agitation against free radio shows and against its Times
Square broadcasting playhouse in particular, the Columbia Broadcasting System is making announcement over the air inviting the public to apply for tickets to these free
performances.

of THE. FILM-DAILY

Washington — An order extending
mtil April 7 the time in which Division Administrator Sol A. Rosenblatt is to make a report of his
salary and trade practice investigation was issued yesterday by the
NRA. At the: same time the NRA
formally announced the extension by
General Johnson of the date for filing code assents to March 10.

in Memo to NRA

Washington

Bureau. of THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — Total of "389,000
wage earners in the motion picture
industry are directly affected by the
provisions of the motion picture
code," says Executive Secretary
John C. Flinn of the Code Authority in a report submitted to Gen.
Hugh S. Johnson yesterday coincident with the start of a five-day
New Orleans — Twenty-one thea- meeting of all Code Authorities.
ters have reopened since Jan. 1 in
Declaring- that the code has althis territory, a Film Daily survey
ready substantially aided in indusshows. Louisiana leads the list with
trial recovery through increased
16, lower Mississippi has two and employment and amplified payrolls
lower Alabama three. Recent re- in every branch of • the industry,
(Continued on Page 10 J
openings are: Louisiana — Wisner,
Wisner; Denham Springs, Denham

COLUMBIA ORGANIZES 21 HOUSES REOPENED
PLAY PRODUCING DEPT, IN NEW ORLEANS AREA

Columbia has organized a playproducing department under Leon
Leventhal, making the second major company to decide upon sach activities in the last few weeks. Leventhal, who is the son-in-law of the
late Joe Leblang, will try out shows
in summer stock in the East or at
the Coast and intends to offer them
Springs; Joy, Violet; George Houck's
on Broadway next season. No ex- houses in Kinder, Violet and Ville
UVest Coast Bureau
of THE FILM DAILY
act
program
has
been
set,
but
its
Platte; Claude Hazel's new suburHollywood — Though program picban house in Shreveport; the Springtures are an economic necessity at length will depend upon the suitable
hill, Springhill. Mississippi: Amusu,
present to fill the thousands of the- material available.
Bude. Alabama — Locksport, Critaters in this country, its existence
chon; Pritchard, Pritchard; Oak
London — Contending that the
can _ be made worthwhile and the
Grove, Oak Grove.
quality average raised immeasurably Nine Shorts Nominated
Judge misdirected the jury, M-G-M
by fostering the unit system of proFor Academy Awards
is applying for a stay of execution
duction, says Jesse L. Lasky, inde- West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
of the verdict pending appeal in the
Kirkpatrick Services
pendent producer at Fox. He beaward
to Princess Irena
Hollywood — Short subjects nomAre Being Held Today Youssoupofoff$125,000
lieves that by placing the blame for
who charged she was
inated for consideration in the
mediocre pictures on the shoulders awards to be made by the Academy
Funeral services for A. S. Kirk- libeled by the character of Natasha
of those who make them, instead of on March 16 are as follows:
in "Rasputin.
"
(Continued
onM-G-M
Page 9) attorneys
(.Continued on Page 9)
patrick, former Educational execuCartoons: "Building a Building"
tive, who died Sunday, will be held
(Disney); "Merry Old Soul" (Walter
S. M. P. E. Is After
Lantz-Universal), and "Three Little this afternoon at 2 o'clock at his Mrs. August Belmont
Pigs"
(Disney).
residence in Riverdale, N. J. InHeads Research Council
1,000 New Members
terment will be at Old Tappan, N.
Comedies:
"Mister
Mugg"
(WarMrs.
Hoping1 to add 1,000 new members
Belmont, the former
who was 53 years Eleanor August
ren Doane-Universal);
"Preferred J. Kirkpatrick,
Robson of the stage, has
in the next 12 months, the S. M. P.
(Continued on Page 10)
(Continued on Page 10)
E. has added 60 names to its roster
become active president of the Moin the past 30 days, bringing its
tion Picture Research Council, with
total to 650 members. An effort will
Dr. A. Lawrence Lowell becoming
be made during the current memhonorary (Continued
president. on Page
Under9) her dibership drive to interest theater
managers in becoming associate
members.
A reduction in dues has
(Continued
on Page 9)
First Woman Supervisor
A theater war is developing in

LASKY SEES UNIT PLAN
ENDING PROGRAM PIX

"RASPUfilfDECISION

PROTESTEDJY M-G-M

St. Louis Theater War Involves
Warners and Fanchon & Marco

Town of 83 Has Theater
Hayes, La. — With a population of 83,
this town is supporting a 50-seat theater which has been reopened by Felix
Hebert. House runs one night a week
and has installed sound-on-film.

Henry Hobart Planning
Production in the East

Henry Hobart and another prominent industry executive are negotiating with Eastern Service Studios
for financing on a 50-50 basis for
features to be produced at the Eastern Studios.

St. Louis with acquisition by Warner Bros., in association with Cella
& Tate, of Shubert's Rialto, which
will play the Warner-First National product formerly run by the Ambassador and Missouri. The Ambassador and Missouri,
together
(Continued on Page

10)

West Coast Bur.; THE
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DAILY

Hollywood — Jane
Murfin,
writer,
ii
announced
by RKO as the first woman
supervisor.
She was promoted by Pandro
Berman and her first assignment will
writing.
be the second Francis Lederer picture,
a South Sea story which she also is
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FINANCIAL
YORK

Am.
Seat.
Columbia Picts. vtc.
Con. Fm. Ind
Con. Fm. Ind. pfd..
East. Kodak
Fm. "A"
Fox
Loew's,
Inc
do pfd
Paramount ctts
Pathe
Exch

High
244%
'/2

Low

16'/2

6
6
—
24'/2 24i/2 +
43/4

90
5

9033,4

191/2
63,4
3%

30

YORK

YORK

PRODUCE

Publix

1933

90
32

V*

—

—
5 _
33/4
195/g
—
378
30
+.

30
CURB

7
MARKET

9Vg
2i/4

9i/8
2%

BOND

Loew 6s 41 ww .... 96
Par. By. 5i/2s51 . . . . 36
Par. 5i/2s50 ctfs
47
Warner's 6s39
56i/4
Pathe 7s37
94

N. Y.

43/4 .

90
151/g
32'/2

Recovery

'/»

MARKET

947's
35' s
46 Vi
55%
94

EXCHANGE
5

—

9V's
2V4 —

103/8
10S/„
Eq. 6s40
Th.
Gen.
Gen. Th. Eq. 6s40 ctfs.
9%
914
Keith A-0 6s46... 6 2 1/4 62

Para.

Net
Chg.

Close

16i/g 161/g —
90
90 —
315/8
43/4 151/g —
151/s

7%

Technicolor
Trans-Lux
NEW

MARKET

43%
20i/8

do "A"
RKO
Univ. Pict. pfd
Warner
Bros
NEW

6I/4
STOCK

434

3'8

103s —
93,4
62 —

}/2

—
—

~'a
%

95
35'/s
47
55%
94

4Va
-f 1

SECURITIES
4'4 —

Shown

Aggregate operating results of 10
amusement companies in 1933 showed a
deficit of $1,252,000, less than half
the loss of $2,686,000 sustained in 1932,
according to a compilation by the National City Bank. Out of 37 industries
surveyed, the bank found only nine had
deficits in 1933, against 21 in 1932.

1/4

Coming and Going

Helping Theater Grosses

Circulation of money paid through the CWA in small towns during the past two
weeks is indirectly showing itself in theater grosses, according to exhibitor reports
reaching New Yoik. In a number of instances, houses which have been dark for as
much as five years are now reopening, it is reported. In the Cincinnati territory
nine theaters have reopened in small towns with their operators generally attributing
improved conditions to CWA money.
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New Sound Device by Erpi Balaban's Denver Visit
Makes Talk More Natural
Stirs Up Rumors of Deal
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — New advancement in
sound that will result in more naturalness and better quality of
speech are announced following; a
meeting attended by major studio
sound technicians. The new device,
developed by Electrical Research
Products, and designed to eliminate
blurred sounds, is being tested on
the Warner, M-G-M, Paramount, Columbia, Fox and United Artists lot.
It is expected to go into actual production next week, and theaters
having Wide Range equipment will
not need to make any additions in
order to take advantage of this improvement, according to G. C. Pratt,
an Erpi vice-president.
Sound directors who attended the
demonstration of the device included:
E. H. Hansen, Fox; Thomas Moulton, United Artists; Major Nathan
i/g
Levinson,
Warner; Douglas Shearer and Wesley Miller, M-G-M; Gilbert Kurland,
Universal; John Liva38
gary, Columbia;
Dr. E. M. Honam,
General Service Studios.

Denver — A. J. Balaban and Marco
Wolff spent several days here last
week in conference with Harry Huffman, manager of eight local theaters.
Although Balaban said his visit was
merely in the course of a trip he is
making across the country, it has
been rumored that he might take
over the Denver and Paramount, but
neither Balaban nor Horace Bennott,
owner of the houses, would comment.

Labor Board to Question
Circuit Representatives
Major circuit representatives will
be called singly starting Thursday
to appear before the NRA Regional
Labor Board to answer charges of
intimidation of employes preferred
by Local 118, service employes
union, it was said yesterday by Ben
Golden, secretary of the NRA
Board.
It is probable
that said.
Loew's
will
be called
first, Golden

Charges made against the circuits by Chas. C. Levey, secretary
of the union, are that numerous
employes have been coerced into
Paramount Branch Transfers
resigning from the union. Levey
Three Paramount branch manag- said yesterday that the executive
ers have been shifted. Ed Ruff has board of Local 118 met Saturday
gone from the Boston exchange to night and ordered him to obtain action from the NRA Labor Board or
Portland, Me., replacing John Howard, who has been transferred to call a strike.
Indianapolis. J. H. Stevens has been
switched from Indianapolis to Bos"Wonder Bar" for Indefinite Run
ton.
Coming through its first weekend at the New York Strand with reTri-Ergon Suit Put Off Again
ceipts topping the first week-ends
American Tri-Ergon sound patents of "42nd St." and "Gold Diggers,"
copyright infringement case against Warner's "Wonder Bar" has been
a number of New York independent set for an indefinite run at the
exhibitors and distributors yester- Broadway house. With "Heat Lightday was again postponed in the Apopening tonight at the Rialpellate Division, this time to March to, therening"will
be three Warner first13. Attorney Louis Nizer represents runs on Broadway, the other being
"Bedside" at the Mayfair.
the defendants.

HENRY SHEREK, British theatrical producer I
arrives in New York today on the Berengaria. 1
which
also brings in PHIL
REISMAN.
MRS. EMIL E. SHAUER and MRS. MILDRED!
ZUKOR LOEW return to New York today from ;
a five-week
cruise on the Aquitania.
SOPHIE
TUCKER
arrives in New
York
to- 1
morrow
from
Florida and leaves Thursday
for
Philadelphia
to appear
at the Earle Theater.
DAVID
FREEDMAN,
who is writing the play I
in which
Sam
H. Harris
wlil present
Eddie
Cantor,
has returned
from
Florida.
J. D. KENDIS, after closing a deal with Melvin Hirsch of Syndicate Exchange for distribution of "Guilty Parents," leaves this week for
the coast with stopovers in Cleveland and Chicago.
NORMAN H. MORAY. Vitaphone sales manager, arrived in Chicago yesterday on his tour
of exchanges.
H. BRUCE LOCKHART, author of "British
Agent," which First National will film, is on
his way back to England after an American
lecture tour.
RANDOLPH BARTLETT, who has been supervising French productions in Paris for Forrester-Parant, has returned to New York after
an absence of nearly four years and is at
the Maryland.
GRADWELL
have
returned

L. SEARS and HERMAN STARR
to New
York
from
St. Louis.

CARL LESERMAN has returned to New
from the Middle West.
GEORGE SMITH, Paramount
cinnati, is in New York.
WM.

STEINER

AUSTIN

left

PARKER

York

manager in Cin-

Saturday

for

Hollywood.

is in town from Hollywood.

E. SCHNITZER, Columbia district manager
returned from Florida yesterday.
HARRY
wood in 10CHARNAS
days.
LOU

FRISCH

is due back from Holly-

is back

from

Florida.

E. SCHWARTZ, Master Arts president, returns from Hollywood at the end of the week.
SEEGLE
fromC. R.
London.

arrived in New

York yesterday

FRED McCONNELL of the Van Beuren Corp.
returns Saturday
from
a mid-west
sales trip.
morrow.
B. B. KAHANE will leave for the coast toGEORGE SCHAEFER, SAM DEMBOW and
Florida. FREEMAN are expected Saturday from
FRANK
Friday.
GEORGE

WHITE

"Midnight"

is expected from the coast

Luncheon

Today

A luncheon and preview of "Midnight" is being given at the Waldorf-Astoria today by Chester ErIn Pittsburgh, "Wonder Bar" skin, producer of the film, and the
opened at the Stanley to the bigWarners Sign Dolores Del Rio
Roxy,
where
it opens Friday.
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
gest first day's business since "Gold
Hollywood — Dolores Del Rio has Diggers" despite the omission of
RKO Closes Latin Deals
been placed under contract by War- the stage show for this engagement.
With the signing yesterday of
ners for three pictures a year. Her
contracts by RKO and Cine Colombia
DeSylva to Divide Films
first will be the title role in "MaFilms for disdame Du Barry," with William Die- West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY and Cuba tributionAmerican
of Radio Pictures in Cuba
terle directing from the screen play
Hollywood — B. G. DeSylva, who
and Colombia, all Latin-American
recently finished producing the new situations
by Edward Chodorov.
have been closed by RKO,
Fox musical, "Bottoms Up," will
hereafter
make
one
picture
and
one
Ned
E.
Depinet
announced. Focion
Rube Wolf Ending Roxy Run
Soto handled the deal for Cine Costage musical a year. The first lombia.
Rube Wolf, originally booked for
show, "Napoleon, Jr.," is now being
four weeks at master of ceremonies written
by DeSylva and Sid Silvers.
at the Roxy, will end his eight-week
run there on Thursday. He plans
William Kleighege Goes Free
Writ Against Allied Union
to enter radio work.
Judge Shientag of the State Supreme
Crown Point, Ind. — William KleigCourt yesterday signed an order instructhege, Hammond theater owner who
ing Allied M. P. Operators to show
cause why it should not be adjudged a
was once convicted of a plot to bomb
"Rothschild" Opens March 14
"company
union" and restrained from
Two-a-day opening of George Ar- the State in Gary in 1927 but repicketing houses employing Local 306
cently
was
granted
a
new
trial,
has
operators.
The case will be argued
this
morning.
ray.
liss in "Rothschild," 20th Century
production for United Artists, is set been freed by Judge William J. Murfor March 14 at the Astor.
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AERIAL SURVEYS,

INC.

N DANBURY-IN

DALLAS

(towns like your Main
Street and mine)

AS THE EARTH TURNS
has made good as the

FIRST BUNKLESS PICTURE!

Why "As the Earth Turns'
Is Called "Motion Picture
Without Hokum
if

Gags Eliminated for Screen
Edition of Gladys Carroll's
Novel of Maine Rund Moresi
of\
Representative Explains Selection
Dallas for World Premiere
BY SWNEY

WE TESTE

C. DAVIDSON.

$pc<:hd Regresanlativc Warner Brothers. .-.-.ishW -at iheM.Q7ZVM> -Ai-i exaggeration of eroeti<
box office.
A blatant individual m checked vest arid big cusnx stands in £r«nt of a
circus side sfcois' and give you a "spiel,'' It is mostly lies; you know it, hut
you love it. The barker knows you like tilings like sex and sensation so H*
slyly intimates tilings copeeVnmg Satim&r who discloses many thrills far 00c,
You pay your money, go in and are fooled. This is ;'hafeum." That Is one of
the seeds upon which a certain type of motion picture has prospered . . .
For the first time a deliberate attempt has he&n made to stay away Uom those
particular movie values which Hollywood injects Into pictures as a matter of
good business.

Wliettar Theatre Boors. waul

Film Stories . , . Trm to Lilt
, . - wiifMHit HMum • • »M tiki

The l>, k "Ad the Earth Turn?" is
the type of story producers buy for
pictures ss>d then proceed to change,
It hi a beautiful story and probably
the most successful book- of the year.
HoHywood loofc?d,at it and said it
could not be made in£o a pietuxe-fcecaus* it was too good.
.Many such boojts pass through the
mill of the studio story department.
So many changes are made in the
average book that by the time Hollywood is through with it the author
does not recognize his or her brainchild. This is not Hollywood's fault
entirely. The legend has grown that
the public requires a certain type of
rhriU in all pictures- Getting this

can family ever written and it is one
of -the best sellers of the year) "As
the '.Kprth Turns'* is- one of those boojes
that Hollywood changes for screen
purposes. Warner Brothers have not
changed It. We have not put any
"hokum"' into it Thus we come tothe test thai people have hmn asking j
for since th« inception of maiion pie?ture business, The question is,
whether or not the public will spend]
their money to see a good picture j
made from a good book without |
"hoke." The investment and experiment will cost $580,809, That -question
is .to be settled in Dallas' WoboKfcf
previous fanfare and us yet unknown
thrft'l into pictures is what is com- to the rest of the Nation and the rest
monly known as "hokum" and while of the motiohv picture industry, on
Holiyweod mills grind out hokum by March 2 Dallas finds itself in theposfthe y*rd movie critics strive
omon who passes judgthis demand by merciies;
ies. Warner«Broth-

of 8UIDYS HIST ¥ GMBKI,1!

i

mnmiteml story of i^assfefs wmm tafe *|

. . . Sritt|in§ Pfntywif Fams to
the Screen's Sheerest Lovers

N
PONALB

NtlJK
WOODS

-with pages of
publicity for
the "first bunkless

-with

picture" • .

ads like

this — still plugging the "bunk. less" angle
• •

With Jean Muir, Donald Woods, Russell
Hardie, Emily Lonvry, Arthur Hohl,
Dorothy Peterson, David Landau, Clara
Blandick, 14 others. From the best-seller by
Gladys Hasty Carrol. Directed by Alfred
E. Green. Vitagraph, Inc., Distributors.

teams

of clubwomen selling

the
idea "bunkless"

•

•

BROKE

and

Hi

ALL-TIME

HOUSE

RECORD

DALLAS
POPULATION

Stage Door and Jean Muir
Will Broadcast
by Telephone
.Thursday for Listening Millions

260,475

Supplement to

THE DALLAS DISPATCH
AS THE EARTH

TURNS

•

-with doubleappears.
; At S:SO j>> to. Thursday, a possible aiidiesco of more th&n
the
\ 000 pftGjsle.in. Texas^ Oklahoma. &ad Arkansas will listen to :'As
Barr)
(distance fcelepbonft eonr^s^maj^u^nsu,^ Door (Ed&ft 3,000,..
: «nd Jean Muir. : Je&»rfa|
■tafc^new picture, '
\Bartn: Turna," JidH|
■iLthe Melba
j Friday niffiit^^^
1^.
'
£er viewy

Kg

Sfe-

size window
cards like this

-with

-with broddcas

10-page

novelization in

of long-distance
telephone interview with
Jean Muir • • .

local

paper

w opening day • .

flMUTURM
R

NIGHT

BUSINESS

AT

THE

M E L B A!

WE TRIED
^TOMORROW

NIGHT at 8:30

...Tie curtain at the Palace
Theatre will rise .^ and

GALA

TONIGHT
RESERVED

Danbsry will be the -'firsts
in
the land el
to Gladys
fleet*
the aHcharacters
lasty Carrofs story ....
f "As the Earth Tarns"
...they step from the pages
of the book onto the screen
... A Symphony of New
England Hearts Beating
to the Rhythm of the Seasons
WARNER

WORLD

No

SEATS

Advance

PREMIERE

at 8:30
NOW

In Pric»*

ON

SALE

ORCHESTRA S0«
SOO BALCONY SEATS
THOT. Wl. «m) SAT. .1 till . J P.M. - ? P.M.

3Se

BROS. PRESENTS

THE WORLD

PREMIERE

at tho Motion Picture CJgssfc of J 934

C'MON TONIGHT!
Come by Shay.
Come by Sleigh

f
1EAN
MU1R
as »JEN"
DONALD
WOODSbSTAN'
OOROTHY
APPLEBY
HOT

PETERSON

THURSDAY
FRIDAY
SATURDAY
after the
PremJer#

fore-opening

•

•

•

•

and

are coming front
everywhere

Y0U'& THRUt TO THE SYMPHONY OF
NEW ENGLAND HEARTS. ..BEATING
TO THE RHYTHM OF THE SEASONS
WARNER

BROS. PRESENT

The Motion Picture Classic of 1034

1 'Ja

-wit

ads

. . . but come!
Join the great
crowds who

like this

ith full threecolumn

opening-day ads
ike this • . .

HSIHI

DOUBLED RECEIPTS OF BIGGEST PREVIOUS OPENING

T IN DANBURY
POPULATION

22,261

-w i t h every
snowbank
with giant book
pages

turned

"posted" with
one-sheets . .

by girl attentant

HKItt TUMI
QUADRUPLED AVERAGE BUSINESS— AT THE PALACE!

OR

TO

YOU

MUIR
■including Screenland's
highest tribute, the
Honor Page, awarded
by Delight
fa*
mous
editor, Evans,
in the May
issue, out March 20th

-FOR MAKING POS
SIBLE-RY THE
SIMPLE BEAUTY AND
DEEP SINCERITY OF
YOUR FIRST STARRING PERFORMANCE
. . . HOLLYWOOD'S

BUNKLESS PICTURE

THC
TURN
Sell it that way and duplicate Dallas and Danbury profits!
Get complete outline and material from these campaigns
so you can start building now for national release date,
April 14th. Order today from home -office Adv. Dept. of

WARNER

RROS.

THE
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FILM BOARD COLLECTS
86 P. C. OF CLAIMS
Out of a total of 4,609 claims
filed by major distributors with the
New York Film Board of Trade in
1933 for collection and representing
an aggregate of $777,702.52, the
amount collected totals $517,556.46
in 3,351 claims, it is shown by the
annual report of Executive Secretary Louis Nizer. Pending at the
close of the year were 697 claims,
representing an aggregate of $109,793.84. Claims abandoned totalled
',561
and represented
Eighty-six
per cent$144,352.22.
of all claims,
excluding those now pending, were
collected, states the report, which
indicates that the Film Board will
offer its facilities in connection with
arbitration proceedings in instances
where film contracts provide for arbitration.

S.M.P.E. is After
1,000 New Members
(Continued from Page

1)

been effected as a membership inducement.
S. M. P. E. will move its headquarters about April 15 to the Hotel
Pennsylvania, where nearly all its
•New York meetings are held. The
society's committee on projection
practices meets tomorrow night in
the Paramount building with Harry
Rubin presiding.

"Rasputin" Decision
Protested
by M-G-M
(Continued from Page 1)
argued that the character was purely fictitious. In the course of the
dramatic trial, the Princess said
she would sue every theater that
had shown the picture. Further exhibitions have been stopped by MG-M pending outcome of the appeal.
J. Robert Rubin, M-G-M general
counsel, yesterday issued the following statement regarding the "Rasputin" decision in London:

"We are shocked at the verdict. In presenting the picture 'Rasputin' there was no intention of portraying the Princess Irena. The
character of Natasha is a purely fictitious
one. We are advised by our London Counsel
that they feel that the Judge misdirected the
jury, and that the Appellate Court will reverse the Trial Court. They are applying
tomorrow for a stay of execution pending
an appeal.
haveexamination
every hope ofandallexpectation
a "We
careful
the facts that
and
the law by the Appellate Court will shov this
verdict to be totally erroneous."

Fox Buys Irvin Cobb Story
Irvin S. Cobb has sold an original
to Fox.

Labor Board

Made

Wash. Bureau of THE

Indep't

FILM

DAILY

Washington — Power to review the
findings of the National Labor Board
has been removed from the NRA's National Compliance Board by President
Roosevelt, thus making the Labor Board
an independent body and opening the
way for it to obtain prompt enforcement of its decisions. The President
also named five additional members to
the board, including the reappointment
of Gerard
Swope
of General
Electric.

iMpNGm
WITH

PHIL

M DALY

• •
• WHAT IS easily the most pretentious production
made in the east
since the Paramount Longisle stude
closed ....... .is now nearing completion up at the old Biograph
workshop in the Bronx
"Frankie and Johnny"
and
to Director Chester Erskin must go the credit along with
Moss Hart, his co-adaptor of capturing one of the most
colorful and picturesque periods in American historv and
transferring it to celluloid with absolute fidelity
T
T
T
• • • WE WERE amazed at the painstaking care that
has gone into every department of production
sets, costumes, the smallest props
are absolutely authentic
Director Erskin has personally prepared
technical sketches
drawn to scale of every single shot
showing everything
to appear on the set
position of camera
shooting
angle
these are mounted
on large bristol boards
along with the business and dialogue pertaining to that particular shot
just a slight idea of the painstaking preparation before Erskin started shooting they figured three
weeks to get it in the can
and they will finish Saturday
right on the button
that's Planning
• • • IT WAS the scene where Frankie (Helen Morgan)
learns that "her man" Johnny (Chester Morris) has visited the
home of her rival
and those were the days of '49 in the
border "town" of St. Louis when a woman hung onto her man
so we followed along with the motley crowd from the
nearby saloon
Frankie
trailed
mandog
to the other
woman's
home
out ascomes
Johnny,
the her
dirty
backing
away
from Frankie as she follows him to the door
she raises
her tiny pistol "You were my Man!" she whispers with a
sob, and —
doggone
that gal Helen Morgan
can
certainly thrill you with the pathos with which she drenches
her voice
what we're trying to say is that the scene "gets
you"
everybody on the set is sold
and thoroughly
steeped in the spirit and atmosphere of the picture Director Erskin has the faculty of getting his gang to work WITH
him
not for him
and that's one helluva difference
it's
what helps to make Money Pictures
and really Great
Directors
T
T
T
• • • WATCH THIS eastern production at the Biograph
stude . .. "Frankie and Johnny" is the starter . . Harry
Goetz and Chester Erskin are out to show what can be done
here in this li'l hamlet
the metropolis of the world
where everything can be had at a momen't notice _
where
there is no tradition of years to cone with
no involved red
tape
no important toes to keep from treading on
few of the Hollywood Handicaps
here a well knit and
capable staff is doing what it takes at least twice as many to
do on the Coast
that's Organization
T
T
T
• • • AND THEY are a happy gang working up there
at Biograph Frank Cavett, ass't director Anton
Bundsmann, dialog and casting director Joe Ruttenberg
and Sam Levitt, first and second cameramen Ben Schwab,
production manager
Jack Shalitt, still cameraman
Leo Zochling. film editor Eddie Senz, make-up impresario
Sally Geiger, costume designer with R. H. Hammer
as studio manager
▼
T
T
• •
• IT LOOKS like a Real Production, girls and boys
This "Frankie and Johnny"
everyone about the
studio has that indefinable something in their manner.,
a Success. . if
on
they seem to sense that they are working
you've been around studios much
you know what we mean
including Lilyan Tashman, William
and a spiffy cast
Harrison, Florence Reed, Walter Kingsford, Jack Hazzard, Cora
Witherspoon

«

«

«

»

»

FEAR WIDE EXTENSION
OF FREE RADIO SHOWS
Fear that free radio broadcasting
shows will spread to other cities
where the policy does not exist at
present is indicated in a memorandum which will be jointly presented by the Code Authorities of the
Motion Picture and Legitimate Theater at a joint meeting with the Radio Code Authority tomorrow in
Washington. The statement, which
refers to "the alarming growth of
free radio auditions in halls outside
of auditoriums actually within the
confines of the radio broadcasting
stations," shows that in excess
of 84,000 persons weekly attend
these gratis shows, which are attacked as unfair competition.

Lasky Sees Unit Plan
Ending Program Films
(Continued from

Page

1i

on the company, poor product will
gradually be discouraged. This movement already is growing rapidly,
Lasky says, and as it gathers momentum the program picture of today will vanish.

Mrs. August Belmont
Heads Research Council
(Continued from Page

1)

rection it is planned to build up a
nationwide organization to help communities in choosing the kind of
films they desire to see, to promote
the use of more educational and cultural films and to encourage more
pictures for children.
G-B Releasing Two Soon
"Madamoiselle Zaza" is the new
title of the Gaumont-British production formerlyfor
titled
"Aunt
Sally."
It is scheduled
early
release
in
America by Arthur Lee. The film
Hardy.
stars Cicely Courtneidge and Sam
Gaumont - British's "Orders is
Orders" also is being prepared for
early release here. James Gleason
and Charlotte Greenwood are
starred.
Broadway
Plays Acquired
M-G-M is reported to have acquired "The isWind
and thetoRain,"
while RKO
understood
have
added "Tobacco Road," both Broadway plays.
Ramon
Novarro
in Person at Chi.
Ramon Novarro leaves New York
tomorrow for Chicago to appear in
person at the Chicago, Paramount
house, starting Friday.
Fan

Intelligence Rises

Fan magazine readers have become
more intelligent in recent years, according to Laurence Reid. editor of "Movie
Classic" and Motion
Picture Magazine."
"Fan readers today want the stars humanized."with
says Reid,a "they
won'tofstand
f-- 'he star
halo, full
un-

»
romtcrtable virtues.'1

THE
10

CODE REPORT SHOWS
PAYROLL INCREASES
(.Continued from Page 1)

Flinn states that the average
weekly payrolls in theaters has
been raised from 10 to 15 per cent
and the hours of labor reduced. In
distribution he cited one company
which showed an increase of 83 persons and total added payroll of
$700,000 annually. His report also
indicates the progress made in effectuating the provisions of the
code.
In connection with production, as
affected by the code, more than 15,000 artists "ranking from classified
extras to writers, directors and
screen stars, are given representation in most cases equally with studio management" on standing committees appointed by the Code Authority, says the report. More than
4.000 players are engaged in vaudeville and presentation work and
come under the code, states Flinn.
A survey made in behalf of the
Code Authority indicates that more
than 700 individual exchanges are
operating in more than 40 cities, it
is stated. Theaters in active operation are figured at between 14,000
and 15,000, of which more than twothirds are in competitive zones.
Preliminary to the appointment of
local boards, nearly 2,000 names
were submitted as nominees, declares the report, which states that
some 9,000 "properly executed special forms of assents" have been received up to date.
In December and January of this
year, a typical major company studio, with five pictures in production, employed an average of 603
persons per day per picture as compared with the same studio, during
October and November, last, employing 478 persons per day per picture while seven features were in
■<"ork. These figures indicate a 20
per cent increase in employment,
p»vs the statement. The report estimates that increased percentage
of studio employment will generally
run as high as 45 per cent.
At another major studio in Hollywood, the following comparison is
™ade: The week ending June 17,
1933, 2,039 employees received in
wages $234,813.57. For the week
ending Oct. 14, 1933 (during the
period prior to the operation of the
Code provisions, but within the period of the President's Emergency
Re-emnloyment Agreement schedules) there were 3,976 employees engaged to a total payroll amount of
$327,769.49 for the week.
This was
Lambs' St. Patrick Gambol
Plans for miking the Lambs' St
Pjtrick's Day Dinner Gambol and Ball
(he biggest event in the history of the
organization were discussed at a meeting Sunday attended by George M.
Cchan. Divid Warfield. Grover A. Wfnlen. Frank Crumit. Ed Wynn, M. H.
Aylesworth. Eddie Dowling, Bert Lytell,
Diniel Frohman, and others. The b;-?
?ffair takes place March 17 at 1hWaldorf-Astoria
Hotel.

NEWS

■&&*\

DAILY

OF THE DAY

Granite City, 111.— William J. Ma- business at the two houses tremenhoney, who operates theaters here
dously since assuming charge sevand in Madison and Venice, has
eral months ago, according to
created a lot of good will as a re- George A. Delis, who is supervising
sult of the huge birthday cake, with the East Liverpool houses, along
greeting card signed by hundreds with the Palace at Canton and other
of citizens, sent by him to Presi- houses in the upper Ohio Valley.
dent Roosevelt. Acknowledgment
of the gift has been received from
Geneva, Ala. — The Arcade was destroyed by a fire which swept
the President's secretary, extending
the Chief Executive's appreciation through two buildings here recently.
to the participants in the greeting.
Kansas City — Consolidated Film
Cleveland — Herbert Greenblatt, Distributors has succeeded Associated Film Distributors at 130 W.
RKO branch manager, is taking a
Ark. days' vacation in Hot Springs, 18th St. on film row.
ten
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WARNERS, F. & M.
IN ST. LOUIS WAR
(Continued from Page 1)

with the Grand Central, will pas
to a Fanchon & Marco group comprising Harry Ai-thur, Harry Kop
lar, Marco and Snyder provided the
court ratifies a deal made with the
bondholders' committee.
This grouj
also controls the St. Louis and Fox
Warners
will open
the Rialtc
March 31 with "Wonder Bar," sup
plemented by the personal appear
ance of six stars, including Al Jol
son.
Cella & Tate, now important
realty operators, were formerly in
the circuit business. Move indicate
to
thatstay.
the Warners are in St. Louis

Akron, O.— Thor Hanschild, former manager of the Paramount,
East Liverpool, O. — George S. ElSteubenville,
has been added to the
lis, city manager of the State and
St. Louis — That Fanchon & Mar
American
theaters,
has increased publicity staff of the Palace here.
co eventually will be servicing from
40 to 50 houses in this territory is
an increase of 1,937 employees over No Pathe Produciton Plans nredicted in local film circles. The
the week ending June 17, 1933 and
There will be no change in the St. Louis Amusement Co. circuit
an increased payroll in the amount nresent
plans of Pathe Exchange, and a number of Fox West Coast
of $92,955.92 for the week.
Inc., for 1934-35, Stuart Webb told houses in this region are among the
In the larger independent studios Film Daily yesterday. In its expected acquisitions.
in Hollywood, the increased employ- agreement with RKO, the company
ment has been approximately 20 per is prevented from entering into picNine Shorts Nominated
cent in laboring divisions and to an
ture production until February,
For Academy Awards
appreciable extent in staff and of- 1936. Its greatest activity is now
fice workers.
(Continued from Pane 1)
the Bound Brook Laboratories,
Increase in theater receipts is es- v/hich handle Pathe News and Van List" (Louis Brock-RKO), and "So
timated roughly at 12 to 15 per cent. Beuren prints for RKO.
This is Harris" (Brock-RKO).
Novelties: "Krakatoa" (Educa"Rothschild"
Souvenir Booklet
"Menu" (Pete Smith-M-GWashington — With the permanA souvenir booklet on 20th Cen- M), and tional);
"The Sea" (Educational).
ency of NRA assured by the Presitury's
"Rothschild,"
starring
George
dent in his opening address to the
is being mailed by United
4,000 code authority members and Arliss
Artists to exhibitors and critics Kirkpatrick Services
delegates assembled for the opening throughout the country. The broAre Being Held Today
session, meetings from 8 o'clock last
chure contans a brief story of Roth(Continued from Page 1)
night on are being divided into the
schild, scenes from the film and production details.
old and had been ill for some time,
same five groups by the same classifications that they were at the open
also had been connected with the
forums last week, namely, em- "Spitfire" May Go 2
old Robertson-Cole, Metro and MuWeeks
at
M.
H.
ployment, at which H. S. Bareford
tual. He is survived by his widow,
RKO's "Spitfire," starring Kath- two daughters and a son.
will speak; trade practices affecting
arine Hepburn, opening Thursday at
prices and monopolistic tendencies;
trade practices affecting production; the Music Hall, is understood to be
Westland Circuit Changes
code administration and improve- booked for a two-week stay.
ment, at which W. Ray Johnston Wm. S. Hart Turns Prolific Author
Denver — Several changes have
and John C. Flinn will speak; and
been made by Westland Theaters,
William
S.
Hart
has
turned
author
NRA's effect upon small enterprises,
Overman has been proat which Ed Kuykendall, Nathan and has placed 14 short stories in Inc. Milton
moted from manager of the Kiva,
the
hands
of
his
literary
agents,
Yamins and Louis Phillips of Paramount will speak. Members of ton.
Verne Porter and David B. Hamp- Greeley, to city manager in Pueblo,
where he will supervise two houses.
code authorities will split up in orJ. A. Sanders will manage the Puebder that representatives of every
"Viva Villa" on Air
lo, while Henry Fear will manage
code authority can be at each meetthe Chief. Dave Morrison, formerly
ing as they will go on at the same
Radio
dramatization
of
M-G-M's
time. Problems brought up at last "Viva Villa" will be broadcast in the theater business, returns as
manager of the Kiva at Greeley.
week's meetings will be brought up Thursday night at 10 o'clock over a Charles Bees, former booker for
at these meetings with the respec- NBC net work on the Kraft hour.
Metro and Warners at Dallas, has
tive code authority members and
been made booker for Westland,
Writing
Marx
Brothers
Show
sneeches will be made by code auDenver headquarters, and will
thority members themselves.
Moss Hart, now on the coast, is with
act as assistant to T. B. Noble, Jr.,
writing
the
production
in
which
Sam
Motion picture code authority
general manager.
members registered are W. Ray H. Harris will present the Four
Marx
Brothers
next
fall.
Johnston, Ed Kuykendall. John
Fl;nn, Nathan Yamins and Charles
Baxter's Talker Record
E. J. Rosenberg,
Arthur
O'Reilly. They attended the after- Myers,
West Coast Bur., THE FILM DAILY
noon group sessions at Constitution Poolp anH Herbert. J. Yates
"The New Deal," the short subHollywood — Warner Baxter, now wo-kHall. R. H. Cochrane was not presing in his 42nd talker, not only Ins
ject made by Warners originally for
ent due to illness. Division Adminbeen one of the most prolific stars but
the
NRA
drive
and
remade
in spots,
has never given a performance tint
:strator Rosenblatt was also there.
The Motion Picture Laboratory closed yesterday's mass Code Auwasn't praised by both critics and public, records at the Fox studios "how.
thorities
at
Constitut
conference
ion
Ass'n members registered are:
After finishing "Stand Up and Chser"
Hall. It depicted progress since the
Stephen Eller, Alan Friedman. Her- beginnin
he will make "Too
Many Women."
g of the recovery program.
bert Huebner, C. Hurliman, Frank
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"BEDSIDE"

"WHAT'S YOUR RACKET"

ANALYSIS of
FILM CODE
Tioenty-eighth
ARTICLE

with Regis Toomey, Noel Francis
Mayfair
64 mins.
FAIR ACTION MELLER HAS GIRL
PITTING WITS AGAINST RACKETEERS.

Installment

IV — LABOR

PROVISIONS—PRODUCTION (Cont.)
for Special

' (d) Overtime
Rates
Employees
When any of the above employees
work more than thirty-six hours in
any one week, he shall receive
straight time compensation for all
overtime in excess of thirty-six
hours. These rates apply provided
his work is rendered in the following two capacities :—
or
or maintenance
1. Emergency
repair work; or,
2. Work to avoid hindering, reducing or delaying production.
(e) Substituting Weekly Wage for
Hourly Wage
For the following classifications
there may be substituted a weekly
wage instead of an hourly wage: —

1.
2.
3.
4.
|5.
:' 6.

Construction
Foremen
Electrical Foreman
Gaffer
Floormen
(electric)
Grips
Propertymen
(first)

(carpenter) . .$76.75
76.75
68.50
60.00
60-00
60.00

for "Stand-By"

be

level or if she is really a gangster's moll,
for she is apparently associating with the
racketeers most of the time. But the audience islet in on the fact that the gangsters are also after the girl, trying to get
a line on what she really is after. They
try to frame her by planting some money
in the safe of a night club proprietor.
Regis Toomey learns of the plot, gets the
girl away just in time as they are about
to close in on her as she lifts the money
from the safe. Then the usual chase,
with the cops joining in. The bandits' car
goes over the cliff, and the girl explains
everything by showing that she was after
marked bills for the theft of which her
father was wrongfully sent to jail.
Cast: Regis Toomey, Noel Francis, J.
Carroll Naish, Creighton Hale, Fred Malatesta, May Wallace, Lew Kelly, David
Callis.
Director, Fred Guiol ; Author, George E.
Regan; Adaptor, Barry Barringer; Editor,
Dan Milner; Cameraman, James S. Brown,
Jr.
Direction, Fair.
Photography, Okay.

with
First

Warren
William,
Jean
Allen Jenkins
National

Muir,
65 mins.

THEATRICALIZED DRAMA OF MEDICAL RACKETEERING OKAY FOR FANS
WHO
DON'T
MIND
IMPLAUSIBILITIES.
Far-fetched in many respects, this yarn
manages to maintain fair interest chiefly
because of its cast and background. Warren William, after having gambled away
the money given him by his sweetheart,
Jean Muir, to finish his medical studies
and get a diploma, sets himself up in
business under a different name with the
diploma of a down-and-out doc whom he
keeps supplied with dope. With Allen
Jenkins as his publicity agent and by hiring a qualified surgeon to do the real
work, William builds up a classy patronage
and gets away with it until called upon
to perform an emergency operation. Then
he is exposed, with Jean about to quit
him for good and jail staring him in the
face. On his promise to clear out, the
authorities let him go, and the girl marries him likewise on his word that he is
reformed.

Playing

Cast: Warren William, Jean Muir, Allen
Jenkins, David Landau, Kathryn Sergava,
Henry O'Neill, Donald Meek, Renee Whitney, Walter Walker, Phillip Reed, Phillip
Faversham, Louise Beavers, Earle Foxe.
Director, Robert Florey; Authors, Manuel Seff, Harvey Thew; Adaptors, Lillie
Hayward, James Whartcn; Additional Dialogue, Rian James; Cameraman, Sid Hickox;
Editor, Harold
McLennon.
►//
Direction, Good. Photography, A-l.

to sensational business at

|

J Keith's, Boston, and Syracuse;
I Palace, Cincinnati;
Fox, Detroit;
Golden
Gate,
San
Francisco;

|l

• Stanley,

I

| Wheeling.

Philadelphia;
CLARK

| CLAUDETTE

Court.

GABLE

COLBERT

i]

and

in Frank

\

Capra's"It Happened One Night."

X %

or

(e) Limitation
"Key Men"
For "stand-by" or "key men" not
; more than one man of each of the
above classifications shall be assigned to any one production unit.
(To

This one is built up with the girl
shrouded in a lot of mystery to the surprise climax. She robs the safe of a big
gangster, escapes, and is pursued. Regis
Toomey, a private detective, rescues her
from the gang leader by knocking him
cold. Then the business of the hero trying
to dope out whether the girl is on the

11

Continued)

A LITTLE from "LOTS
By RALPH

WILK

last few days include Louis King
TACK HALEY will be elevated to on "Charlie Chan's Courage" and
It Luck."
J stardom by Paramount in "Here James Tinling T on T "Call
T
Comes the Bride," Broadway play
just acquired for production by
George
Seitz has been given a
Charles R. Rogers. Ralph Murphy new long term contract by M-G-M.
will direct.
t v v
r
T
T
Charles Bickford will appear in
Lila Lee has been signed by Paramount's "Little Miss Marker."
▼ T T
Maury Cohen, producer of InvinPhilip Klein has returned to the
sible pictures, for "Together Again."
Onslow Stevens, Claude Gillingwater Fox studios to adapt Mary Roberts
and Dickie Moore also have roles in
Rinehart's "The State vs. Elinor
it, with Frank Strayer directing.
Norton,"
which Hamilton MacFadT
T
T
den
will direct.
T
T
T
W. S. Van Dyke will direct M-GM's "Manhattan Melodrama," with
"Going
Straight"
is the next
Clark Gable, William Powell and James Dunn-Sally Eilers
picture for
Fox.
Edward
Paramore
is writing
Myrna Loy. Work on "The Thin
Man" has been postponed in order the
story
and
Harry
Lachman
will
to put this one in work ahead. Story direct.
is by Arthur Caesar and Oliver H. P.
T ▼ T
Garrett.
M-G-M has signed Porter Hall for
T
T
T
Siegfried Rumann has been given a role in "The Thin Man." He last
appeared on Broadway in "Dark
a long term contract by Fox.
HOLLYWOOD

Tabloid Reviews of

FOREIGN

FILMS

"SZPIEG" ("The Spy"), in Polish; produced by Blok-Muzafilm; with Hanka Ordonowa, Boguslaw Samborski, Lena Zelichowska, Igo Sym. Distributed by Majestic.
At the Caruso Theater.

Very good spy drama and one of the
best talkers to be turned out by Polish
studios. Story, which is easily understandable to American audiences, deals with a
plot to get the plans for an invention
which would make the country safe from
invasion. Technically and in point of acting and direction, it is a creditable production.

"STRICH DURCH DIE RECHNUNG"
("Spoiling the Game"), in German; produced by Ufa; directed by Alfred Zeisler;
with Heinz Ruehmann, Tony Van Eyck,
Jacob Tiedtkee, Margarete Kupfer, Otto
Wallburg, Flokina von Platen, Fritz Kampers, Ludwig Stoessel, et al. At the 79th
St. Theater.
Good action story dealing with bicycle
racing and how a young mechanic resists
a bribe and comes in winner. Plot also
has a romantic angle, and the production
is generally well handled from the standpoint of appealing to German audiences.

T

T

T

Gene Markey and Kathryn Scola
are adapting Warner's "A Lost

T

T

I "Columbia rates bouquets for brodut-

I

iug so dynamic and artistic a film."
I — M. P. Daily. Frank Borzage's

I

| great emotional masterpiece "NO- I
GREATER GLORY," will enfold
J all in its heart-gripping spell. Based I
| on

Fcrenc

Molnar's

great

novel.

T

Christy Cabanne has been signed
toTower."
direct Monogram's "Money Means
Nothing," being adapted by Frances
T ▼ T
Hyland from the William Anthony
Lady."
Jack Cummings, supervisor of
t vof Living."
shorts at M-G-M, is back from Flor- McGuire play, t"Cost
ida. Jack Draper, traveling cameraStarting
date of will
"Lottery
Lover,"
man, has gone to Mexico City to which
Al Rockett
produce
for
photograph a subject.
Fox, is set for March 19. Lew
T
T
T
Ayres and Lilian Harvey head the
Fox directorial assignments of the cast.

One of the most lavishly mounted

t

productions of the year ! A great
story and a great cast! ELISSA !
LANDI
in "Sisters Under The J
Skin" with Frank
Morgan
and ■
/

i Joseph
Schildkraut.
Directed
David Burton.

by
. A

PREVIEW
for the entire nation -

DATE:

Thursday Night, March 8th.

TIME:

10 P. M. Eastern Standard Time

PLACE:

Coast-to-Coast network from National
Broadcasting
Studios,
New
York
Station WEAF, KrafVPhenix hour.

PROGRAM:

Thrilling radio dramatization of
M-G-M's giant attraction " VIVA
VILLA!" It is the greatest advance
plug, with nationwide coverage, for
any picture in film history!

IMPORTANT!
Get in touch with your local radio station
today. Make arrangements for a local
station announcement immediately following the "Viva Villa!" broadcast, stating that
this picture will soon come to your theatre.

■y/<<,m *f4j
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Even Perfectly Clean Films Cut by Kansas Censors

89% OFjDE FAVORS INDIES, HESS ANALYSIS SAYS
MPTOA

Tells Allied Dissenters to Quit Code Boards

As We See It
... a column of comment

Would Give Posts to Men
"Who Want the NRA

to Succeed"

Cracking down on the recent
By JACK ALICOATEA LL this spiffy-doo about foreign actors "great Allied test case" against the
Authority as a "fizzle," the M.
**and directors being sent back to their Code
P. T. O. A., in a statement issued
alma mater seems to us to be only so
much fromage. We are patriotic enough yesterday, called upon Allied leaders "in a position of hlind opposito firmly believe that La Belle America
tion to the NRA" to resign from loand her splendid opportunities should be
cal boards and the Code Authority
reserved primarily for Americans. We furto make {Continued
way for on
really
Page representa3)
ther believe that our general policy of restricted immigration is safe, sound and
sensible. However, to attempt to strictly
nationalize our screen from the standpoint
of creative art is no more possible than to
confine the efforts of all great sculptors,
writers, musicians and painters to the
boundaries of their native lands. Sad as it
may seem much of the progress of our
screen has been due to the foreign in- West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
fluence, r T
T

Roadshowing
"Rothschild"
"The
House of Rothschild,"
20th Century production starring George Arliss,
will be roadshown by United Artists. In
New York it will be shown two-a-day
at the Astor starting March
14.

PHILLY MPTO TO SUE
FOR SOUND CHARGES

'the third dish of spumoni the talk again
turned to the forgotten men of pictures.
"The cinematographer," sayeth one, "because his great contribution to the art has
never received proper industry appreciation." "The film salesman," chirped another, "because he is the industry minuteman, works day and night in all kinds of
weather and reaches the four corners of
the earth." "Right," says Old. Col. Alicoate, the sage of Harrison, "but our favorite forgotten man is the press agent.
Hold back the snicker. We know of
pictures plenty that were made successful
through the genius of the press agent.
And, we have yet to see proper credit, in
print, for a single one of these successful
exploits." Waiter, another plate of chocolate and vanilla. T
T T
THERE is a definite trend of the pro' ducers of motion pictures toward legitimate production. This is natural evolution. The surprise is that it did not
come long before this. Now that the
competitive phase has forced each to find
its own level the stage and screen should
march on, hand in hand, through the ages.
One thing is certain and that is that the
theatergoing public will not suffer. Picture
people may not always be right but they
can never be accused of doing things half
way.

"Excluding general provisions
which were not designed to benefit
any particular group in the industry, 89.5 percent of all provisions of
the code were for the benefit of independent exhibitors, distributors
and producers," according to an
analysis
prepared by Gabriel L.
day. general
Hess,
attorney of the Hays
association, and announced yester-

The Hess
analysis,
devised
to inA suit
Electrical
Re{Continued
on Page
17)
search against
Products similar
in nature
to the action by the I. T. O. A. in
New York on Feb. 28 is being planned by the M. P. T. O. of Eastern
Pennsylvania. The suit, which will
be filed within 10 days, is understood designed to seek to recover
payments on equipment in excess of
its
actual
value, all service charge
Hollywood — Five thousand persons
will be given work and a weekly payments' and allegedly excessive Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
payroll of $500,000 will be put into payments on parts and replaceWashington — A bill calling for a
circulation this week as the result ments.
flat 30-hour week was reported by
of a new production boom at the
the House Labor Committee yesterRKO studios. According to official
day despite
the opposition of Ad{Continued on Page 18)
{Continued on Page 3)

PRODUCTION BOOM
AT RKO STUDIOS

A BUNCH of the boys were whoopin'
»* it up down at the Empy Club. After

Majority of Clauses in
Code Found of Benefit
to Small Fellows

Must Vote on Premiums,
Authority Points Out

30-HOUR WEEK BILL
REPORTED TO HOUSE

Business Boom Reported
In Gulf Coast Region
New

Orleans — Reports to exchange managers who serve this
territory — Louisiana, Alabama, parts
With object of clarifying provi- of Mississippi and Florida — indicate
sions of the code as they regard
a big advance in business. Houses
premiums, members of the Code Au- that were in the red are showing
thority point out that it does not nice profits and every week sees
automatically prohibit the practice,
reopenings of spots which had been
as apparently
believed
in some
quar- closed.
{Continued
on Page
3)

Entertainment for Kansans
Threatened by Censor Acts
Kansas City — Resentment along
film row here over the scissors work
Ass'n
Nation
State Board of MoTo al
MakePoster
Its Own Sheets of thetionKansas
Pictures is at a point where
some
movie
men
go so far as
Obstructed by several major dis- to sav that unlesswill
judgment
tributors who have launched a cam- and niore tolerance better
is shown by the
paign to enforce their copyrights
censors it would not be surprising if
on posters to prevent their being re- distributors go through with their
comsold by independent poster
stop releasing
panies, the National Poster Service threat to{Continued
on Page 17)their pic{Continued on Page 3).

N. D. Allied Meet to Map
Drive for Sunday Shows
Valley City, N. D. — Discussion of
plans to bring about legalization of
Sunday Shows in North Dakota will
be the main business of the North
Dakota Allied convention at the
Rudolph Hotel here on March 11.
The unit also is expected to follow
the lead of the Minneapolis meeting in rejecting the film code. John
Piller of this city, president of the
association, will preside.
Mary Pickford at Ampa
Mary Pickford heads the list of guests
scheduled to attend the A. M. P. A.
luncheon today at the Motion Picture
Club instead of the Paramount Hotel.
Held under the auspices of the Tower
Publications and known as "Tower
Day," guests have been lined up by
Hugh Weir and Catherine McNelis of
the group of magazines. Other guests
will
Voice
Bestorinclude
and Vera
Van.of Experience, Don

oinj
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"The House of Rothschild"
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As an important, impressive and timely historical document, as well as
from the standpoint of exceptional entertainment with class merit and mass
box-office possibilities, this Joseph M. Schenck-Darryl F. Zanuck 20th Century production is one of those outstanding achievements that come along
only at intervals. It will command a lot of attention — and will get it without much trouble. Its theme, the rise of the Rothschilds in the face of
bitter persecution of their race, makes it a choice natural for interest, discussion and controversy in these days of Nazi headlines. Aside from this,
and speaking solely of entertainment and production merits, it is a distinguished piece of work, expertly directed by Alfred Werker, with George Arliss
at his best as the leading Rothschild, and the remainder of the big cast supplying a most able and colorful entourage. A delightful romance also has been
injected between Loretta Young, as the daughter of Arliss, and Robert Young,
a dashing English officer. Technicolor gives a nice touch to the final
sequence.

It's a United Artists release.

GILLETTE.

Two Governors Lined Up ITOA to Hold Meets
With Sales Managers
As M.P. Club Speakers
Speakers lined up for the Motion Picture Club forums, which
resume shortly, include: Gov. Herbert Lehman, Gov. Albert Richey,
Will Rogers and Dr. Nicholas Murray Butler. Broadcasting arrangements are being made in connection
with the forums.
Under its reorganization plan the
club will limit associate members to
150. The gymnasium has been reopened with Jim Savage in charge.
All who attended the recent reorganization luncheon are invited to
lunch at the club and within a few
days guest cards, good for two
weeks, will be issued.

Four Productions Slated
By Goldwyn for 1934-35

A series of I. T. 0. A. meetings
with distributing company sales
managers on the matter of sales
policies for 1934-35, particularly as
they concern percentage demands
and preferred playing time, is being scheduled
by and
the exhibitor
ciation for this
next weekassoin
New York, it was stated following
terday.
a board of directors' meeting yesIt was reported at the session that
the local NRA compliance board has
taken the attitude that Charles
Levey, executive secretary of the
new theater employees' union, must
provide proof of his membership
claims in behalf of his organization or be regarded only as qualified to protest to it on the matter
of specific complaints alleging violations.

Samuel Goldwyn's production
plans for 1934-35 call for four features to be distributed through
United
Artists. The list will conEast. Kodak
89Vi
89
89—1
sist of two pictures starring Anna Appealing Operator Ruling
Fox Fm. "A"
151/4
15
15'/4 +
Vs
The Appellate Division yesterday
Loew's, Inc
32
31 Vs
3144 —
y4 Sten, one Eddie Cantor, and "Bargranted leave to the I. T. O. A. to
Metro-Goldwyn,
pfd. 23
23
23+1
bary Coast," with Gary Cooper.
appeal to the Court of Appeals on
Paramount ctfs
4%
434
4% —
Vs
decision of Judge Collins in the
Eddy as Roxy M.C. the
Pathe Exch
33,4
3Vi
3J&- —
Va Wesley
New York State Supreme Court ordo "A"
1934
19
19
—
5/8
dering the exhibitor association to
Wesley Eddy, radio and vaudeRKO
334
31/2
31/2—
3/8
ville headliner, becomes master of re-hire operators discharged last
Univ. Pict. pfd
32
32
32+2
ceremonies at the Roxy starting Fall. Pending decision in the Court
Warner Bros
67/8
63^
6% —
Vs Friday, succeeding Rube Wolf.
of Appeals, the Appellate Division
NEW
YORK
CURB
MARKET
stays Collins order signed following
Technicolor
9J4
9Va
9'A +
Vs
Court Halts Allied Picketing
an action instituted by Local 306.
NEW YORK BOND
MARKET
Picketing of the Wallack and Sam The Court of Appeals is expected to
Harris theaters by Allied M. P. hear the appeal within one month.
Gen. Th. Eq. 6s40... IO1/4
95/8
10'/4 —
Vs
Keith A-0 6s46
65
64
65+3
Operators was ordered stopped by
Paramount 6s47 ctfs. 47
46
46—1
Judge Al Cohen in the New York
State Supreme Court yesterday
Par. By. 5'/2s51 . . . . 34
34
34
— l'/8
Acquire James Farrell Novel
when he condemned the signs as
Par. 5'/2s50
47
45'/2
45Vi — W2
Film rights to James Farrell's
Pathe 7s37
93
93
93
misleading and unfair. Action was
instituted by Local 306 as houses novel, "The Young Manhood of
Warner's 6s39
555/8
555/g
555/8
Studs Lonigan," have been acquired
N. Y. PRODUCE EXCHANGE SECURITIES
being picketed employs its mem- by
Wax and Ronald Bank, who
Para. Publix
4%
47/8
4% +
Vs
bers. Other similar restraining are Mopreparing
a screen treatment.
orders will be sought by the local Arrangements were
made with VanNew Para. Montreal Manager
in connection with picketing activiguard Press, publishers of the book.
ties
of
Allied
at
other
New
York
Emanuel A. Brown has been theaters.
This is the first of a number of
American novels to be adapted by
named Montreal branch manager for
Wax and Bank.
Paramount. He succeeds Ed EngNew Assignments for Simmons
lish, who has resigned.
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Michael L. Simmons,
Polly Moran at Capitol March 16
who
has just finished "Strange MisPolly Moran, in addition to Jimmy
Church-School Film Demand
tress," an original to co-star John
Barrymore and Jean Harlow for M> Durante and Lou Holtz, will be on
Cincinnati — Reflecting increased interest in visual education on the part of
G-M, is moving over to the United the stage show at the Capitol the
churches and schools, the local film row
Artists lot to do an original musical week of March 16. Screen attracis receiving an average of four or five
for Eddie Small. He will then reletters weekly inquiring about equiption will be "The Show-Off," which
ment, installation costs, etc.
turn to M-G-M, with possibly a trip follows the two-week engagement
to New York before resuming there. of "Queen Christina,"
Columbia Picts. vtc. 25

24}4
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TULLIO
to

CARMINATI

I

d G

is en route to the coas

appear
in Columbia's Grace Moore picture
JIM LOUGHBOROUGH is in Cincinnati stag

ing
lease.a compaign for "Nana,"

United Artists re

JIMMY DURANTE and POLLY MORAN leav
the coast this week for New York to appea
at the Capitol
starting
March
16.
LEO ADLER, U. A. auditor, is in Salt Lak
City this week. E. J. SMITH, district mansgei
also is visiting Salt Lake.
W. L. TENNY, general sales manager o
General Register Corp., has left New Yor
by plane for Los Angeles to reorganize Wes
Coast distribution for his company. He als
will visit San Francisco, San Diego and Seattle
B. B. KAHANE has delayed his return to th
coast until Friday.
day.
MORRIS J. KANDEL plans to sail for Europ
Saturday
on the Lafayette.
day.
NATE SPINGOLD returned from Florida Mon
GENE
JOE

RAYMOND
BRANDT

has

left for the coast yester
returned

from

a

SAMUEL GOLDWYN leaves New
week on his return to the Coast.

cruise.
York nex

BARBARA BARONDESS leaves New
morrow
returning
to Hollywood.
ing.

York to

CHESTER MORRIS plans to leave New Yorl
Sunday for the Coast following completion o
"Frankie and Johnnie," in which he is work
ROUBEN
York today

MAMOULIAN plans to leave New
for Hollywood.

JAY EMANUEL was in New
from
Philadelphia.

York yesterdai

r
HOLLYWOOD

PLAZA

MOST CONVENIENT
Hotel in Hollywood
$2.50
$3.00

up, Single
up, Double

Special weekly and monthly rates

The Plaza is near everything to see and do in
Hollywood.
Ideal for business or pleasure.
Every room has private
dressing room, bath and
shower. Beds "built for
rest." Every venience.
modern
Fine foodscon-at
reasonable prices. Convenient parking for your car.
Chas. Danziger, Mgr.
Eugene Stem, Pres.

The "Doorway of Hospitality"
Vine al Hollywood
Blvd.
HOLLYWOOD

THE
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PUBLIXN.E. CIRCUITS
BEING REVAMPED SOON

'•ALLIED DISSENTERS
v(OS ■ ARE TOLD TO VACATE
(Continued from Page 1)

tive exhibitors who are anxious to
.''make the NRA succeed.
The statement asked: "How can
we expect impartial, unbiased decisions from the members of an organization unalterably hostile and
antagonistic to the NRA code,
whose avowed purpose is to undermine, destroy and discredit the all
NRA plan of self -regulation ? "

National Poster Ass'it
To Make Its Own Sheets
(Continued from Page 1)

Association is planning to make its
own paper and sell it to independent
. exchanges throughout the country.
Starting in the Philadelphia terri;... tory the majors are understood to
have stopped selling to independent
poster firms.
Posters now being sold by major
i ' distributors are carrying imprints
warning exhibitors that they must
not sell the paper as it is leased to
, them, not sold outright.
The poster association will turn
out one and three sheets as well as
paper 11x14 and 22x28.
At first
I only block paper will be used.
The
association plans to form its own
i staff of copy writers and artists to
handle the work.

30-Hour Week Measure
Is Reported to the House
(Continued from Pane

1)

ministrator Hug:h S. Johnson and
others to an arbitrary 30-hour week.
The measure also would give labor
equal representation with business
on NRA code authorities. Action
was taken after President Roosevelt,
in opening the code authorities' conference Monday, asked for shorter
hours and higher wages. Industries
unable to cope with the requirements
would probably be granted exemptions.

THEDATE
INDUSTRY'S
BOOK
Mar. 5-8:
Conference
of
Code
Authorities.
Washington,
D. C.
March 9:
Independent Theater Owners of Ohio
regional meeting,
Clarendon
Hofel, Zanesville, O.
March 10: Fourth Annual Dinner-Dance of the
Columbian Club of Columbia Pictures, Hotel
Waldorf-Astoria,
New York.
March 12:lndependent Theater Owners of Ohio
regional meeting, Portage Hotel, Akron.
March 13:
Independent Theater Owners of Ohio
regional meeting, Ohio Hotel, Youngstown.
March 14:
Independent Theater Owners of Ohio
regional meeting, Fort Steuben Hotel, Steuber.ville, 0.
March 15: Annual awards banquet of the Academy of Motion
Picture Arts and Sciences.
Hollywood.
Mar. 16:
Annual
Awards
Banquet
of the
Academy
of
Motion
Picture
Arts
and
Sciences,
Hollywood.
March 17:
Gambol
York.

Lambs'
and

St.
Ball,

Patrick's
Day
Waldorf-Astoria,

Dinner
New

•
•
• DOWN IN Dallas, Texas
Warners held the
world premiere of "As the Earth Turns"
at the Melba theater the publicity dep't hit on the idea of setting this pix
up as antheexample
of a "bunkless"
to prove
whether
public preferred
hokum production
or realism in their films
so they got the Dallas Film Guild and the Dallas "News"
to sponsor it, in cooperation with the local Chamber of Commerce well, the breaks in all the local sheets are before us
;
and it certainly looks as if the boys sold the idea in an
impressive
way
just another example
of the Spirit of
Warner House
which seems to be
"Take a chance and
hit a Different Slant."
Charlie Einf eld's dep't is always
proceeding on that policy
if they click one out of six
it's well worth while. ...... there is nothing so fatal to
show biz as Deadly Sameness
and nobody can accuse the
Warner gang of that
•

•

• ACTING AS prexy of the Jewish Theatrical Guild
Eddie Cantor has appointed the dinner committee for
the banquet which will be given to George M. Cohan and Sam
Harris Sunday eve at the Astor Hotel
committee includes
Fred Block, chairman, Hugo Riesenfeld, William Morris, Jr.,
Jack Benny, S. L. Rothafel, Adolph Zukor Paul Block
and Bessie Mack as usual is doin' a great job as publicity
palpitator
T
T
▼
• • • A HISTORY of the Dance has been completed by
Patricia Bowman, premiere danseuse of the Ziegfeld Follies
..... Chester Erskin will appear as guest star on the Fanchon
& Marco broadcast over WOR Sunday
John Davis Lodge,
who will play opposite Marlene Dietrich in "The Scarlet Empress," will make his debut on the air tonite over WOR

T

T

T

• •
• A SERIES of comedy shorts will be made by Phil
Baker for Magna Pictures
Katharine Hepburn's
alma
mater, Bryn Mawr, was so pleased with a story in "Screenland"
about La Hepburn's college days
that they have secured
permission from Editor Delight Evans to reprint the article in
the college's weekly
The Roxy is presenting the colored
musical, "Jack and the Beanstalk" again on Friday, after receiving many requests

T

T

T

• • • TO HOUSES playing "Palooka"
United
Artists is calling attention to the fact that Friday is Jimmie
Durante's birthday
and a raft of good publicity stunts
have been specially arranged for the occasion Our Washington correspondent, William Silberberg, is getting all his dispatches joyously cockeyed these days
due to the arrival
of a son named Donald
he named the kid that to stand in
good with our ed

T

T

T

Boston — Reorganization of the
Paramount-Publix theater situation in New England is expected
soon as the result of the arrival
from New York of four representatives of the trustee committee.
The four from the home office are
W. R.
ard Lynch,
Goldenson Cloyd
and E.LaPorte,
H. Steen.LeonThe
group will make a thorough investigation of the theater situation in
Massachusetts, Maine and New
Hampshire and will gather data
which will enable the trustees to
work out a plan of reorganization.
The circuits involved in the investigation are the Olympia, New England Theaters Inc., Netoco and
Salem.

Must Vote on Premiums,
Authority
Points Out
(Continued from Page 1)
ters, but instead provides that the
policy may be eradicated in event
exhibitors in given territories vote
against it.
As soon as local grievance boards
are functioning, exhibitors may
vote on the matter and ban the
practice providing 75 per cent of
the active independent houses in a
territory
and 75houses
per cent
active affiliated
in ofthethezone
indicate a desire to eliminate it.
Preston to Manage Hartford House
Hartford, Conn. — Davis & Goldbaum have taken over the 4,000-seat
State and Lou Preston, formerly
with
Skouras Theaters, becomes
manager.
Switch Para. Branch Managers
Indianapolis- — J. H. Stevens, local
Paramount exchange manager, and
J. T. Howard, Boston manager, are
to exchange places.
Bennie Berger Adds House
Little Falls, Minn. — Bennie Berger has acquired the Lyric here.
He recently sold his houses in
Sioux Falls, S. D., and Thief River
Falls, Minn., but is understood to
be planning to take on others.
"Stolen Sweets" Release March 15
"Stolen Sweets," Chesterfield production with Sally Blane and Charles
Starrett, is set for release March 15.

• •
• A GOOD yarn from Jack Levine
head of the
Copyright Protection Bureau
he tells of a lady exhib down
south
with two houses
which are within 100 miles
of
an
exchange
center
and
for
six houses
months she hadn't
paid
a cent for film rentals at one of the
with three
changes a week, no less!
she booked for her No. 1 house
and No. 2 rode free
s'fact
which gives you a
slight idea how closely some exchange centers check up
Lunching at the Empey Club yesterday were Jules Brulatour,
Dave Bernstein, Leopold Friedman, Dave Loew, Jack Cohn, Abe
Montague,
Rube Jackter, etc., etc
the Club is gettin' back
its
old popularity
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« « « REVIEWS
Barbara Stanwyck in

"GAMBLING

LADY"

with

Joel McCrea,
Pat O'Brien, Claire
Dodd, C. Aubrey Smith
Warner Bros.
66 mins.
SWELL DRAMA OF A GAMBLING
GIRL'S
TWISTS
EST.

ROMANCE HAS PLENTY OF
TO MAINTAIN STEADY INTER-

Smartly handled in all departments, this
story of a plucky and square-shooting lady
gambler makes intriguing entertainment
that ought to give general satisfaction.
Barbara Stanwyck, left alone when her
father, a famous on-the-square gambler,
commits suicide as the way out of his difficulties with a crooked syndicate, gets romantically involved with Joel McCrea, rich
lad and son of one of her father's old
friends, C. Aubrey Smith. A happy marriage results, but a sore spot develops when
Claire Dodd, a friend of Joel, enters the
scene and resorts to wile and trickery to
break up the marriage so she can hook
Joel for herself. In a complication that
results in the killing of Pat O'Brien, Barbara's old friend, with circumstantial evidence against Joel, Claire refuses to give
the testimony in her possession to clear
Joel unless Barbara agrees to divorce him.
So Barbara agrees to the sacrifice, but
the truth is found out by the sympathetic
father-in-law and all is made right. Cast
is exceptionally good.
Cast: Barbara Stanwyck, Pat O'Brien,
Joel McCrea, C. Aubrey Smith, Claire Dodd,
Arthur Vinton, Philip Faversham, Ferdinand
Gottschalk, Robert Barrat, Robert Elliott,
Phillip Reed, Arthur Treacher, Willard
Robertson.
Director, Archie Mayo; Author, Doris
Malloy; Adaptors, Ralph Block, Doris Malloy; Cameraman, Geroge Barnes; Editor
Harold McLernon.
Direction, Smart.
Photography, Fine.

of the NEW

"HEAT LIGHTNING"

Wednesday, March 7, 1934

FEATURES

"HAROLD

"MIDNIGHT"

TEEN"

with Aline MacMahon, Ann Dvorak, Preston
Foster, Glenda
Farrell, Lyle Talbot, Ruth
Donnelly, Frank McHugh
Warner Bros.
63 mins.

with Hal LeRoy, Rochelle Hudson, Patricia
Ellis, Guy Kibbee, Hugh Herbert,
Hobart
Cavanaugh
Warner Bros.
66 mins.

GOOD ACTING AND DIRECTION ARE
CHIEF MERITS OF GAS STATION DRAMA
INVOLVING LOVE AND CROOKS.

PLEASANT SEMI-MUSICAL
SMALL-TOWN ROMANCE
COMIC STRIP CHARACTER.

Taken

from the stage play, this production makes up fairly well in characterizations and directorial handling what it
lacks in substantial plot material. The
story revolves around Aline MacMahon
who, with her sister, Ann Dvorak, runs an
auto service station on a desert highway.
An old flame, Preston Foster, and his pal,
Lyle Talbot, arrive there in flight from a
robbery. A couple of jewel-laden divorcees,
Glenda Farrell and Ruth Donnelly, also stop
there for the night. Foster tries to rekindle the spark in Aline, who is anxious
to keep her past dark from her younger
sister, who finds out anyhow after going
wrong herself with a local no-good, and
events lead up to Foster being shot down
by Aline when she catches him trying to

« « «

BASED ON
OF THE

With a serviceable story that maintains
a middle path of steady interest, several
excellent production numbers and a praiseworthy cast that capably enacts the light
romantic tale, this film which introduces
the comic strip character known to millions to the screen should prove a satisfactory grosser. It introduces also in his
first full-length picture a pleasant and
capable actor, Hal LeRoy, whose solo dance
is the standout point in the picture. Smalltown setting has Hal as a kid reporter
whose chief interest is in wedding Rochelle
Hudson, just graduating from high school.
Reorganization of the town bank to which

with

Sidney

Fox, 0. P. Heggie,
Henry
Hull
Universal
76 mins.
VERY INVOLVED AND HEAVY DRAMA
ONLY DISTINGUISHED BY FINE CAST
OF STAGE
CELEBS.
This was once a Theater Guild play,
but that fails to qualify it as being suitable material for the screen. Or perhaps
it was the manner in which it was treated.
The drama of the two girls who killed
their men, with one paying the penalty
and the other escaping scot free is the
basic idea. It is worked out in a tedious
and intricate plot that builds up interminable suspense with a lot of characters
getting jittery and the audience inclined
to get jittery with them. Most of the
action takes place in the home of the
foreman of a jury that has brought in a
verdict of guilty of first degree murder
against a woman who killed a man who
betrayed her. Then the plot gets involved
with a newspaper reporter cooking up a
scheme with one of the household to gain
admittance onso the night of the woman's
electrocution
he can record the actions
of the foreman who is on the verge of a
nervous breakdown. His one question of
the convicted woman brings out something
that the district attorney had overlooked.
Then his own daughter kills a man, and a
lot more plot to point the moral and get
her out attorney.
of the scrape with the help of the
district

steal the divorcees' jewels. Characters
are not exactly the type that will arouse Rochelle's father is in debt offers peg on
much audience sympathy, but it is a very which to hang a love conflict in person of
well done drama of its kind. Aline Mac- handsome new bank boss. Film is nicely
Mahon does a specially good job. The picgagged in spots. Musical windup is firstture has quite a number of laughs.
rate.
Cast: Aline MacMahon, Ann Dvorak,
Cast: Hal LeRoy, Rochelle Hudson, PaPreston Foster, Lyle Talbot, Glenda Fartricia Ellis, Hugh Herbert, Hobart CavaCast: Sidney Fox, 0. P. Heggie, Henry
rell, Ruth Donnelly, Frank McHugh, Edgar
naugh, Douglas Dumbrille, Eddie Tamblyn, Hull, Margaret Wycherley,
Kennedy, Theodore Newton, Willard RobLynn Overman,
Katherine Wilson, Richard Whorf, Humphertson, Jane Darewell, Murial Evans, Harry
Chic
Chandler,
Guy
Kibbee,
Clara
Blandick'
Mayo Methot, Richard Carle, Charles WilC. Bradley, James Durkin.
rey Bogart, Granville Bates, Cora WitherDirector, Mervyn LeRoy; Authors, Leon son.
spoon,
Helen
Flint.
Moffat Johnson, Henry O'Neill
Director, Murray Roth; Author, Carl Ed;
Abrams, George Abbott; Adaptors, Brown
Director, Chester Erskin; Authors, Claire
Holmes, Warren Duff; Cameraman, Sid Adaptors, Paul Gerrard Smith and Al Conn;
Cameraman, Arthur Todd.
and Paul Sifton; Adaptor, Chester Erskin.
Hickox; Editor, Howard Bretherton.
Direction, Fair. Photography,
Direction, Good
Fair.
Photography, Fine.
Direction, Judicious.
Photography, Fine.

A "LITTLE" from HOLLYWOOD

this organization but her contract
By RALPH WILK
with Universal, together with their
'TAY GARNETT, Paramount direc- extensive production plans for her,
tor currently working on "Honor prohibit her acceptance at this time.
▼ TV
Bright" at Paramount, has sold his
Clarence Brown's novel set confirst
novel,
"The
Great
Gauna,"
to
Macauley.
sisting of nine large rooms used durT ▼ T
ing filming of scenes for his curIrving Pichel, as soon as he finrent directorial assignment, M-G-M's
ishes the featured character role in "Pretty
Sadie McKee," has effecta marked saving in time, cast
"The Return of the Terror," for and edlabor.
First National, will report to
Paramount, where he has been
William Seiter will direct RKO's
signed for "Cleopatra." In all probability, he will then move to Uni- "And Let Who Will Be Clever,"
versal where, it is reported, he will which Glendon Allvine will produce.
▼ ▼ ▼
star in "Sutter's Gold."
Edward H. Griffith is one direc▼ ▼ v
tor who is firmly of the belief that
George O'Brien's recent rodeo on
the former Fox star's ranch west Hollywood has nothing to fear from
of Culver City proved to be so suc- foreign studios. Though they may
cessful that he has decided to make make progress in some directions,
it a weekly performance at which he says, foreign producers will take
his cowboys will perform all sorts a great many years to acquire the
of riding and roping tricks in true technique that enables America to
western fashion.
turn out the world's best liked pictures.
▼ ▼ v
▼ ▼ V
British International is once
Writing assignments at Universal
more beseeching Gloria Stuart to
come to London to make at least one also include Dore Schary and Lewis
feature production. Miss Stuart has Foster on "The Love Life of a Sailor," for Chester Morris and Slim
had practically a standing offer from

"LOTS

Summerville, and Milton Krims on
tion on "Little Man, What Now'"
at Univer
sal. Margaret Sullavan
the continuity of Vicki Baum's "I and
Dougla
ss Montgomery have the
Give My Love," both B. F. Zeidman chief roles.
productions. Latter will star Wynne
//.
Gibson, with Karl Freund directing.
As a tribute to her outstanding
Manners Maketh
„_,
T ▼ T the Man," an performance in Warner's "As The
original screen story with an Ox- Earth Turns," Jean Muir has been
ford University background, by John accorded the Honor Page in "ScreenMonk Saunders, has been purchased land Magazine" for the magazi
ne's
by M-G-M and will be produced May issue.
under supervision of John Considine.
a

r

-i

▼

T

Carl Laemmle, Jr., is giving Berton Churchill his big chance. Universale young production manager
announced yesterday that the veteran actor would have the starring
role in "Alias the Deacon," the stage
hit by John Hymer and LeRoy Clemens, which goes before the cameras
this week. He will play the role of
the "Deacon" in the picture, a part he
created on Broadway.
Karen DeWolf is adapting "The
Humbug" for Universal. Max Marcin wrote the story and will direct,
with Nils Asther starred.
With a skeleton cast, Frank Borzage yesterday went into produc-

▼

▼

v

▼

CAST
ASSIGNMENTS
FOX— Gustav Von Seyffertitz for "World is
Ours"; Barbara Weeks and Robert Gleckler
I'll Tell."
for "Now
PARAMOUNT — Warren Hymer and John
Kelley for "Little Miss Marker"; Judith Allen
for "Cleopatra"; John Miljan for "It Ain't

COLUMBIA— Tullio Carminati for the untitled Gr=r° Moore picture wjiich Victor Schertzinger will direct: Ethel Svkes and Vincent
Sherman for "Hiehwav Patrol"; Stuart Erwin
No Sin."
or "The Party's Over."
RKO — Kav Johnson for "Of Human Bondage";
"en Lyon for "Alien
Corn";
Gene Austin
for
Down to Their Last Yacht."
20TH CENTURY — Frank Albertson. Joseph
Cawthorn, Edward Ellis and Donald Meek for
the new George Arliss film based on "Head
of the Family."
UNIVERSAL— Alice White for "Affairs of a
Gentleman"; Joel McCrea for "Alias the
FIRST NATIONAL— Louis Calhern for "Dark
Deacon."
Tower."

19},

FOX PERSONALITIES
MAKE THIS YOUR

• With theatre business definitely
on the upswing • . . FOX is ready
with EIGHT OUTSTANDING pictures
• . • embracing the most brilliant
assemblage of box office personalities ever offered by FOX ... or

anyone

else.

• Brightest names from every
field of showdom.. • . in pictures
ablaze with every show appeal
• . • whose profit possibilities are
LIMITLESS.

• Not in any year . . . nor in any
season . . • have you had such a
parade of mighty entertainments
as FOX is releasing this spring!

THE FOX PERSONALITIES PARADE
LEW

AYRES

ROSEMARY

AMES

HEATHER

ANGEL

WARNER

BAXTER

JOHN

BOLES

CHARLES

BOYER

LIONEL

BARRYMORE

MONA

BARRIE

NIGEL

BRUCE

WALTER

CONNOLLY

HENRIETTA
JIMMY
JACK

CROSMAN

DURANTE
DURANT

JAMES

DUNN

SALLY

EILERS

PEGGY

FEARS

SYLVIA

FROOS

ALICE FAYE
STEPIN FETCHIT
CHARLES
NORMAN

FARRELL
FOSTER

sZm*

PRESTON

FOSTER

NICK FORAN
JANET GAYNOR
LILIAN HARVEY
ROCHELLE

HUDSON

ROGER

IMHOF

VICTOR

JORY

SUZANNE
FRANK

KAAREN

MITCHELL

HERBERT

MUNDIN

PAT PATERSON
WILL ROGERS
SID SILVERS
SPENCER

TRACY

SHIRLEY TEMPLE
CLAIRE TREVOR
HELEN TWELVETREES
HUGH

WILLIAMS

RUDY

VALLEE

GEORGE

WHITE

PROVEN

H0# Qtufatlfit
Everywhere it's played it has beaten her
biggest hits. And it continues to break records...delight audiences of every type and
class... pack them in the country over from
Maine

to California. If you haven't played

it yet . . . you've got a big thrill coming!

JANET

GAYNOR
LIONEL

BARRYMORE
CAROLINA
Robert Young • Richard Cromwell
Henrietta Crosman • MonaBarrie
Stepin Fetchit
From Paul Green's "The House of Connelly
Directed by Henry King
Produced by

WINFIELD

SHEKHA1

c

fc^JKfegt

%

*S2*

America's

biggest

ice

OX

male
as

star

•

America's

character

fiction

best-loved

• The millions who chuckled over the story classic demanded our
Will in the movie ... so that millions more could chortle • Picture
him (said they to FOX) as the shrewd but chivalrous . . . keen but
kindly horse trader . . . swapping wisecracks as he drives sharp
bargains . . . breeding

CM\

thoroughbreds while

he

fosters

romance

• And when he drives his prize trotter to a hairbreadth win
. . . it's laughs, thrills and heart-throbs all in a split second
• Another "State Fair" for box office!

ROGERS
DAVID HARUM
Louise Dresser • Evelyn Venoble
• Stepin Fetchit
Kent Taylor
From the novel by
Edward Noyes Westcott

s
Directed byProducedJame
by
WINFIELD

SHEEHAN

Cruze

THE SHOW OF 1,001 WONDERS
Produced with a magnificence, magnitude and
history.
in show
unapproached
imagination
beauties . . . blazing splendor . . .
Dazzling
amazing novelty... myriad surprises... laughs,
songs, drama, thrills, wonder, romance, tears
. . . and every emotion known to human kind.

WARNER BAXTER
MADGE EVANS
JOHN
BOLES

• SYLVIA
k
• JAMES

FR00S
DUNN
SHIRLEY TEMPLE

AUNT JEMIMA'
ARTHUR
BYRON • RALPH MORGAN
'SKINS" MILLER
NIGEL BRUCE
•
LUCIEN LITTLEFIELD • NICK FORAN
MITCHELL & DURANT • STEPIN FETCHIT
Produced by WINFIELD SHEEHAN
Associate Producer and Collaborator on Story and Dialogue: Lew
Director: Hamilton McFadden. Lyrics: Lew Brown. Music: Lew
and Jay Gorney.
Dances Staged by: Sammy Lee. Dialogue:
Spence.
Story Idea Suggested by: Will Rogers and Philip

Brown.
Brown
Ralph
Klein.

1,000 DAZZLING GIRLS! 5 BANDS OF MUSIC!
VOCAL CHORUS OF 500!
4,891 COSTUMES!
1,200 WILD ANIMALS!
1,000 PLAYERS!
335 SCENES!

2,730 TECHNICAL

5 Breathless Spectacles!
1. INTRODUCTION OF LOVELINESS!
2. REVIVAL OF LAUGHTER!
3. GARDEN

OF BEAUTY!

WORKERS!

5 Song Hits!

l."Our Last Night Together'
2. "Baby Take a Bow"
3. "I'm Laughing"

4. THE MAGIC TRANSFORMATION! 4. "Broadway's Gone Hill Billy"
5. MARCH OF PROSPERITY! 5. "Out of the Red"

^

--sis
/-

tf W*l*f«fflk

Richard Aldington's international best-seller ... a rapturous, impassioned, sensitive romance . . . depicting
a man . . . fettered by routine's restraints . . . restlessly,
endlessly groping for the one love that was all
loves in one. It <will bring untold glory to its cast . . .
unstinted profits to your theatre.
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WILLIAMS
H
HUG
HELEN TWELYETREES
MONA BARRIE
HERBERT MUNDIN
Story by Richard Aldington
Directed by George Fitzmaurice

Produced

by Al Rockett
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Guaranteed hit by the team
which made "Sunny Side Up":
B. G. DeSylva, David Butler.

SPENCER

TRACY

JOHN
BOLES
PAT PATERSON
HERBERT MUNDIN
HARRY

• SID SILVERS

GREEN • THELMA

TODD

Story and screen play: B. G. DeSylva, David
Butler, Sid
Silvers. Songs by Harold Adamson and Burton Lane, also
Richard A. Whiting and Gus Kahn.
Directed by DAVID

A

B. G.

DeSYLVA

BUTLER

PRODUCTION

America'
Star Team
F
America's Favorite
News to gladden every exhibitor's
heart ... a master-stroke of FOX
showmanship • . • re-joining the
greatest star team of the screen
in a great picture. Your marquee

will swell with pride!

JANET

i

GAYNOR
CHARLES
FARRELL
in

IN LOVE
WITH LIFE
(Temporary Title)

JAMES
GINGER

DUNN
ROGERS

From the story "Manhattan

KATHLEEN
PRODUCED

BY

Love Song" by

NORRIS

WINFIELD

SHEEHAN

AS AUDIENCES LIKE HIM BEST
Dashing, debonair, wealthy, romantic
. . . he has a way with women . . .
always his own way . . . and with too
many women for his own good. Faced
with a charge of MURDER ... he
has to choose between being a
gentleman . . . and exposing a lady!
And two new FOX personalities

go far toward stardom!

^P

^^^

with

ROSEMARY
AMES
ROCHELLE HUDSON
HENRIETTA CROSMAN
HERBERT
MUNDIN

where
$10

Broadway

the world-famous
Sho

• Surpassing George White's greatest
successes. More romance . . . bigger stars
. . . greater spectacle . . . more catching
melodies . . . faster fun . . . peppier dancing
. . . more dazzling girls — including a
trainload of 300 genuine George White
Scan-dolls from Broadway. With George
White, himself ... on the screen . . .
putting on his show of shows. Gentlemen,
IT'S TREMENDOUS!

GEORGE WHIT
SCAN DHLS
RUDY YALLEE • JIMMY DURANTE
ALICE FAYE • ADRIENNE AMES
GREGORY RATOFF • CLIFF EDWARDS
DIXIE DUNBAR • GERTRUDE MICHAEL
HYMER
• WARREN
CARLE
RICHARD

.„« GEORGE WHITE
Entire Production Conceived, Created and
Directed by George White
Musical Numbers direction of Harry Lachman
Story direction by Thornton
Music and Lyrics by Ray Henderson,

Freeland

Jack Yellen and Irving Caesar

Executive Producer, Robert T. Kane

."'•■■■■■■ \-- ■■■■-•

MORE

NAMES

MORE

PATRONS

THAN

THAN

YOUR

YOUR

MARQUEE

HOUSE

CAN

CAN

HANDLE
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CODE FAVORS INDIES,
HESS ANALYSIS SAYS
(Continued from Page 1)

dicate the code rights of "small enterprises and minorities," declares
tha't
of 45
partsofexamined,
26 were
for the
benefit
independents
and
25 of these granted them rights
;which they previously did not have.
A summary of the analysis says
in part:
"Of the remaining 19 Parts, sixkeen referred to general rights and
■were not designed to benefit specially any group in the Industry.
One Part was for the benefit of the
large Exhibitor and two Parts were
'for the benefit of the Distributors.
i'These two Parts granted no right to
jthe Distributors which they did not
[previously have. They merely codiIfied existing law.
[ "To translate these figures into
•percentages :
1. Excluding general provisions
which were not designed to benefit any particular group in the Industry, 89.5 percent of all provisions of the Code were for the
benefit of independent Exhibitors,
Distributors and Producers.
2. 99.9 percent of these provisions gave rights to the independent Exhibitor, Distributor and
Producer which they previously
did not have.
3. 4 percent of all of the provisions of the Code were for the
benefit of the large Distributor.
No part of this 4 percent represents the granting of a right
which the Distributor did not
previously have.
4. 2.2 percent of the provisions
of the Code were for the benefit
of the large Exhibitor.
"Even this mathematical picture
of the partiality of the Code to the
independent operator does not repeal the full protection which the
Code affords to the independents.
These figures allow equal weight to
each provision. If the importance
and quality of the provisions were
weighed, the balance in favor of
the independent operator would be
even more striking. Such provisions
fes those creating Grievance Boards
^nd Clearance and Zoning Boards,
and Ten Percent Cancellation, and
Limitation of Short Subjects in
Proportion
to Features,
involve

-£%tk

DABLY
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EVEN GLEAN PICTURES
GUT BY KAN. CENSORS
(Continued from Page 1)
Meadville, Miss. — The Amusu at ordered four of them for clubs in
Bude has been reopened by Claude Pittsburgh, Buffalo, Kansas City and tures in that state. When the distributors gave warning to this effect
and Calvin McGehee
of Meadville. Detroit.
recently, the Governor interceded
and straightened things out. But
East St. Louis, 111.— E. E. Parker
Cleveland — The Allen, only local
is now managing the Washington, independent downtown first-run, is now the Kansas Censor Board has
formerly operated by George Jack- presenting unit stage shows and a done some more of its inexplicable
12-piece symphony pit orchestra in cutting, this time on "It Happened
addition to first-run pictures. Prices One Night," which critics and public
St. Louis — Marion Ploessner, for- are 25 cents for matinees and 35 alike all over the country have
hailed as an enjoyable and clean
mer publicity assistant at the Am- cents for evenings.
piece of entertainment. According
bassador, has left town as advance
to the morality code of the Kansas
man and publicity agent for Dave
Copperfield, Utah — Edgar White- censors, however, the picture conApollon's vaude act.
head has reopened the Diana the- was slashed.
tained something "immoral." So it
ater, closed for the past three years.
Canton, O. — Lyceum Theater Co.
In
addition
to the protest of the
has been incorporated in preparation
film men, the matter has been taken
for the early reopening of the LyGeorgetown, 0. — A. H. Rosselot
ceum, dark for several years. H. H. has taken over the Auditorium, for- up editorially by newspapers here.
Reinhart and Max M. Young, opmerly owned by F. L. Crist, who
erators of the Mozart and McKinley will open the Strand, Loveland, High Fidelity for New Brandt House
theaters, are principal members of March 19th.
The Alden, new 500-seater nearthe company.
ing completion at Broadway and
Cincinnati — ■ Dorothy Dwyer has 67th Street, will be equipped with
Canton, 0. — Warner's Alhambra is tendered her resignation to RKO Photophone High Fidelity sound
equipment when it opens early in
due to go dark Holy Week for com- here after 13 years.
April. The new house is being
plete renovation.
erected on the site of some old
tenament
houses by Harry Brandt.
Chillicothe, O. — A son was born
Wilmington, O. — Forcing open a
drawer in the office of Manager Wil- recently to Mr. and Mrs. John Kailiam Nasser at the Murphy theater,
ser of the Royal theater.
General Register Chicago Changes
burglars took $109.
Chicago — General Register Corp.
Elverton, W. Va. — Elverton Coke is reorganizing its local office, with
Cleveland — Barker Dick Deutsch
& Coal Co., has opened their movie Arthur Abrams appointed district
of Smith and Setron has donated an house.
manager of the midwest section and
attractive "bull board" to the local
Sol Ehremberg in charge of theater
Variety Club, fashioned according to
sales on ticket registers.
Belleville, Mich.— The Martin thethe suggestion of Nat Holt, RKO
ater
has
been
sold
to
Mrs.
Helen
manager. National Presidistrict
John Harris at K. C. Installation
dent John Harris liked it so well he Martin by Paul Templeton.
Kansas City — John Harris of
Pittsburgh came here for the insacrifices to the large Distributor ITOA is Not Planning
stallation of officers of the local
National
Organization
and Producer of hundreds of thouVariety Club this week. Officials
include Frank C. Hensler, president;
sands of dollars. Such provisions
Plan of the I. T. 0. A. to coor- Arthur Cole and C. A. Schultz, vice
are of transcending importance in
throughactivities
exhibitor
dinate
marking new lines to which the
out the country does not mean that presidents; Frank E. Ritter, secretary, and Charles Shafer, treasurer.
asto
is being made to form a The directors
proceed
effort
an
will
largesist theoperator
are Elmer C. Rhoden,
small operator.
new national independent exhibitor
the
for
an
spokesm
"This fact is even more significant association, a
Ralph Libeau, William Warner, IrDubinsky, T. R. Thompson and
when viewed in the light of the New York unit told The Film L. J.winMcCarthy.
financial distress of the large Pro- Daily yesterday. President Harry
ducers and Distributors. Several Brandt and Charles Lewis have ac"Rio" Tops "Little Women"
cepted an invitation to speak at a
Producers and Disof the largest
tributors are in bankruptcy. All, meeting of the recently-formed In"Flying
Down to Rio" has been
dependent Theater Owners of Ohio doing 20 per cent better business
two, have sufwith the exception ofduring
the past late this month, and Pete Wood and than "Little Women" in the New
fered severe losses
other officials of that unit plan to
four years. The large operators attend an I. T. 0. A. session in York territory, according to F. R.
change. of the RKO New York exDrumm
might well have appealed for relief New York Mar. 28.
themselves. Instead, they have been
make addito interest
Finish Jewish Feature
persuaded
urged and
of
in the
tional sacrifices
Film Corp. of 630 Ninth
Quality
in- Ave. has completed
the independent operator whose comthe first of a
vestment in this business is
series of six Jewish talking pictures
paratively small. Indeed, the inde- to be produced in the East. Film, as
solmoregroup
in aother
pendent operator
yet untitled, is a comedy drama with
thanis any
vent condition
a cast including Ludwig Satz, Max
in the Industry today.
Wilner and Paula Klieder. Harry
"The above analysis disposes Brown directed. Release is set for
AS
SEEN
BY
scientifically of the theoretical state- March 30.
THE PRESS
proments that the Code does not
AGENT
exRoach Appoints Talent Scout
tect the 'little man.' A careful the
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
amination of every section of
Hollywood — A talent scout has
Code leads to the irrefutable conclusion that the Motion Picture been appointed by Hal Roach to visit
"For the east of 'You're Telling Me,'
Paramount is seeking an ostrich which
stations,
radio
,
Theaters
Little
suband
number
Code, both in the
shows,
in sawdust Instead ef
its head T.
will buryPARAMOUN
sand."—
stance of its provisions, overwhelm- school auditoriums, musical
etc., in search for new faces for
ingly concerns itself with and solves comedies.
the small operator's problems."

BIG

NEWS

Frankie
Darro, though
only 16 years
eld, hat appeared in nearly 500 pictures.

THE

DAILY
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PICTURE CODE

By LOUIS NIZER
one week shall not exceed the dis(a) "Extra Players"
tant location weekly wage,
"Extra players" are those who by
experience or ability are competent
(g) Day Off
for
News-Reel
Camerato:
men and Soundmen
If a news-reel cameraman or
1. Play group
iness parts;and
and, individual bussoundman is away from his base of
2. Otherwise appear in a picture
operation, he must be given one day
in other than atmospheric backoft' with pay for every four days of
work. Four days shall be computed
ground or crowd work.
as cumulative days; in other words, (b) Atmosphere People
twenty-four hours per day. This proAtmosphere people are not to be
vision does not apply if he is on a classified as dependent on motion
roving or "gypsy" assignment.
pictures for a livelihood. They may
Sec. 3. Provisions Regarding "Ex- be listed and called upon for occasional special qualifications which
1. Code Authority Shall Make Rules cannot be obtained from registered
The Code Authority
shall make "extra players."
rules and regulations for all casting
tras" and Producers with respect (c) Crowds
agencies
Crowds include racial groups or
location crowds where transportation
to "extras."
(a) Code Authority Appoints Stand- is not practical. Also in the same
classification are crowd assemblies
ing Committee
Distant
A standing committee shall be ap- of a public nature.
location
pointed by the Code Authority. It
Studio
daily rate Distant
hourly
when less location,
shall
be
composed
of employers, "ex- 3. Minimum Pay for "Extras"
rate
than 1 week
weekly rate
(a) "Extra Players"
tra
players"
and
the
public.
$2.25
$27.25 $161.75
1. minimum
"Extra players"
shall per
receive
(b) Duties of Standing Committee
1.94
24.00
141.75
of $7.50
day,a
1.66 2/3
20.75
121.75
The standing committee shall ingraded upward according to the
1.40
17.25
101.75
terpret the terms of any of the rules
character and importance of the
1.33 1/3
15.75
91.75
1.25
14.75
86.75
and shall
provisions
made
"extras"
performance and the personal
and
supervise
suchforrules.
The
1.16 2/3
13.75
81.75
wardrobe required.
1.10
13.25
78.00
committee shall also receive and
1.00
12.25
71.75
pass on complaints and grievances,
2. Class ceive
A "dress
.90
11.50
66.75
$15.00 perextras"
day. shall re.83 1/3
8.50
51.75
all
subject to review by the Administrator.
.75
8.00
46.75
3. If the "extra player" is re.60
6.50
37.75
quired to play a part or bit
2. Classification of "Extras"
with essential story dialogue,
The standing committee, under
* (f ) Daily Rates Not to Exceed Any
Total Weekly Wage
the supervision of the Code Authorhe
"bit player."
In shall
such become
case thea compensation
When the distant location daily
ity,the
shall following
reclassify qualifications:
"extras," based
shall
be
agreed
upon
between
upon
rate is used, the total wage for any

Twenty-Ninth
Installment
ARTICLE
IV— LABOR
PROVISIONS—PRODUCTION— (Cont.)
(f) Rates for Employees on Distant
Location
Special rates in place of the rates
above mentioned may be paid to
studio mechanics (as described in
Subdivision (c) above) and to special employees (as described in Subdivision (d) above) if:
1. They are employed on distant
location; and,
2. The special rate is stipulated
before employment begins; and,
3. All expenses are paid.
If the employees work on distant
locations less than one week of
seven days and subject to "call at
any
lows: time," the rates shall be as fol-

Has New Ticket Register
Newsreel House Plans
A new 1935 Model H All Purpose
Filed in Minneapolis Ticket
Register is being put on the
Minneapolis — Time Theaters,
Inc., has applied for license to open
a newsreel theater at 727 Hennepin
Ave. Principals sponsoring the
project are not disclosed.

market this month by General Register Corp. with an intensive sales
expansion program which calls for
complete promotion activity on the
part of its national organization.
The register is being sold at a low
Pathe Cinema Adds RCA Units
cost. The Model H is hand operParis — Pathe Cinema, largest moated and noiseless, with mechanism
tion picture producers on the Con- that is simple and easy to operate.
tinent, have contracted for five of The introduction of this machine is
the largest type RCA Photophone part of the broad, general expansion
portable recording units for studio
which the company is conand outside use. The new equip- program ducting
under the direction of Percy
ment is of more compact and light- Phillipson, president, and W. L.
er design, with an increase in over- Tenny, general sales manager.
all efficiency for its type. Pathe
Cinema have equipped more than
Operator Bill Defeated
300 theaters with Photophone reWilmington, Del. — City Council
producing apparatus to date.
will not adopt any ordinance making it compulsory for theaters to
have one operator for each projecM-G-M Wins Story Suit
tion machine and to have not less
Salt Lake City — The $300,000
damage suit brought by Mary Farr than two operators on duty in projection booths at all times. Such
Abbott, writer and recently a resian
ordinance,
after a week of condent here, against M-G-M for alsideration, came before the Council
leged violation of copyright on her for final action and was thrown into
the discard.
book,been
"Synopsis
has
dismissed ofin Annie
FederalLaurie,"
Court,
Los Angeles, according to word re- "Social Register" Release March 10
ceived here.
"Socialduction
Register,"
promade in NewColumbia
York under
Charles C. Shay Dead
the supervision and direction of Marshall Neilan, with cast headed by
Charles C. Shay, former I.A.T.S.E.
president, died Monday at the home Colleen Moore, will be released
March 10.
of his son in Forest Hills.

Hearing on Employes
A representative
Loew's at
is
scheduled
to appear oftomorrow
4:30 p.m. before the NRA Regional
Labor Board at the first of a series
of hearings at which representatives of major and minor circuits
will be called to answer charges of
intimidation of employes preferred
by Local 118, building service employes union, it was said yesterday
by Ben Golden, secretary of the
NRA Board. At the same *;ime the
request of the union for reinstatement of members discharged by the
circuits in alleged discrimination
against the union will be taken up.
Lectures on Television
Leon L. Litt, writer and lecturer
on television, is arranging a series
of lectures on television and allied
subjects during April and May. The
series will be sponsored by the Manhattan Radio Club which recently
elected Litt an honorary member.
Delbert E. Replogle, former vicepresident of the De Forest Radio &
Television Co., and Orestes Caldwell, editor of "Electronics," are
among those expected to speak.

the Producer and the player in
advance, but the minimum compensation shall be $25.00.
(b) Atmosphere People
1. Atmosphere
ceive $5.00 perpeople
day. shall re2. An "extra player" may accept
atmosphere work without losing his registration as an "extra player."
(c)1. Crowds
Players in crowds shall receive
$5.00 per day.
2. This shall not prevent the employment of large groups unspecial circumstances at a
lowerderrate.
(d) Transportation Expenses
1. Transportation to and from location shall be paid to "extra
2. "Extra players" shall also be
paid for interviews and fittings
in accordance with Order 16-A
of the Industrial Welfare Complayers."mission of the State of California.
3. If an interview of an "extra
player" is more than one and
one-half hours, he shall receive
at least one-fourth of a day's
pay even if not engaged.
4. If an interview of an "extra
player" is more than two hours,
he shall receive an additional
one-fourth of a day's pay for
traction thereof. two hours exevery additional
(To be Continued)

Production Boom
At RKO Studios
(Continued from Page 1)

figures RKO studios are at the highest peak in employment and production since 1929. Thousands of extras are being used in the four films
in production and thousands more
will be added within the next ten
days to take care of the five features
that are scheduled to start within
that time. The features in work
are "Stingaree," "Strictly Dynamite," "The Dover Road" and "Of
Human
Bondage."recently promoted
Lou Brock,
from producer of comedies to feature producer, will shortly start on
his first assignment, "Down to
Their Last Yacht." Paul Sloan will
direct. Ann Harding starts work
in "Alien Corn" next week, with
Kenneth Macgowan as associate producer. "Cockeyed Cavaliers," "The
Great
American
Harem," on
"Green
Mansions"
and "Murder
the
Blackboard"
will
all
be
put
into
work before March 20.

3rd Week for 'Happened One Night'
New Casino Policy Not Set
Columbia's "It Happened One
Policy of the Casino, to be taken Night" is being held for a third
over shortly by Haring & Blumen- week at Keith's Theater, Washington, and for the first time in the histhal and Jack Shapiro, is not yet set,
tory of the theater, a similar third
but a iscombination
of vaudeville and
films
likely.
Hartford.
week hold-over at E. M. Loew's,

Features Reviewed in Film Daily July 26 to Feb. 24
Title

Title
Reviewed
Above The Clouds-COL. 12-19-33
Ace of Aces-RKO
11-11-33
Advice To The LovelornUA
12-14-33
After
Tonight-RKO
10-26-33
Aggie
Appleby,
Maker of
Men-RKO
.
10-19-33
Alice
in Wonderland-PAR
12-11-33
Almas
Encontradas-XX
..7-7-33
All of Me-PAR
2-3-34
An
Hour
with
Chekhov-AM
9-6-33

KEY TO DISTRIBUTORS
ABC— Arkay Film Exch.
AE — Aeolian
Pictures
AC— Agfa
ALD— Allied Pictures
ALX — William Alexander
AM — Amkmo
AMR — American
Roumanian
Film Corp.
ARL — Arthur Lee
AST— Astor Pictures
AU — Capt. Harold Auten
AUS — Harold Austin
BAV — Bavaria Film A-G
BEE — Beekman Film Corp.
BO— John W.
Boyle
BRO — Broadway-Hollywood
CAP — Capitol
Film
Exchange
CHA — Chadwick
CHE — Chesterheld
COL — Columbia
COM — Compagnie
Universelle
Cinematographique
EOU — Eauitab e Pictures
EXP
— Exploitation
Pictures
F
— Fox

Another Language-MGM. .8-5-33
Ann Vickers-RKO
9-29-33
As Hussbands
Go-F
1-27-34
As the Devil Commands-COL
9-1-33
As the Earth Turns-WA.
Avenger,
The-MOP
A
Woman's
Man-MOP.

2-1 5-34
10-4-33
1-19-34
Beauty for Sale-MGM. . .9-13-33
Before
Dawn-RKO
10-17-33
Before
Morning-GRB . . . 10-19-33
Beggars in Ermine-MOP. 2-14-34
Beloved-U
1-27-34
Berkeley Square-F
9-15-33
Big Attraction
(Grosse
Attraktion) -BA V
7-25-33
8-5-33
Big Brain-RKO
The-GRB. .8-30-33
Chance,
Big
Big
Executive-PAR
10-19-33
Big Race-SHO
2-14-34
Big
Shakedown-FN
2-9-34
Big Time or Bust-TOW. 1-10-34
Bitter Sweet-UA
8-25-33
Black
Beauty-MOP
8-23-33
Blarney
Kiss-PRI
8-19-33
B'ind
Adventure-RKO . . 10-31-33
Blonde
Bombshell-MGM.
See
Bombshell
10-11-33
Blood
Money-UA
11-11-33
Bolero-PAR
2-17-34
Bomben Auf Monte Carlo
XX.. 9-28-33
1-6-34
Mail-U
Bombay
Born Anew-AM
7-25-33
Bowery,
The-UA
10-7-33
Brief Moment-COL
8-31-33
Broadway
Thru
a Keyhole
UA.. 11-2-33
Broadway
to Hollywood-MGM
9-2-33
Broken
Dreams-MOP. .. 11-8-33
Bureau of Missing Persons-FN
9-2-33

1-6-34
Candlelight-U
By
2-3-34
Carolina-F
the Great-U A. .2-2-34
Catherine
Chance at Heaven- RKO. 12-23-33
8-19-33
Captured-WA
Lady-GOP. .. .11-29-33
Carnival
10-31-33
Cascarrabias-PAR
Cat and the Fiddle-MGM. 2-14-34
Charlie
Chan's
Greatest
10-7-33
Case-F
Deceiver-MAJ. 12-9-33
Charming
12-2-33
The-MGM
Chief,
Bean-MGM. 11-22-33
Christopher
11-10-33
Coach-WA
College
Conquerors of the NightAM..8-1-33
Counsellor at Law-U. . .11-28-33
12-14-33
City-FN
Convention
11-18-33
Song-PAR
Cradle
Criminal At Large-HEL. 12-20-33
Cruise-U. 1-10-34
Country
Cross
8-15-33
Crossfire-RKO
2-1-34
Curtain at Eight-MAJ
Dance,
Girl, Dance
INV. .10-26-33
Dance
Hall
Hostess-MAY
8-26-33
Dancing
Lady-MGM
12-2-33
Dark Hazard-FN
2-23-34
Das Schicksal der Renate
Langen-XX
11-6-33
Day of Reckoning-MGM.l 1-4-33
Death Takes a Holiday-PAR.
2-23-34
Deluge,
The-RKO
10-7-33
Der Hellseher-XX
9-13-33
Der
Frechdachs-UFA
1-9-34
Der Meisterdetektiv-XX. .2-14-34
Der Sohn
der Weissen
Berge
XX-10-28-33
Der Traumende Mund-XX 2-6-34
Design for Living-PAR. 11-17-33
Devil's in Love-F
7-28-33
Devil's
Mate-MOP
9-23-33
Devil
Tiger-F
2-8-34
Die Galavorstellung — XX
12-11-33
Die Grosse AttraktionBAV.. 7-25-33
Dinner
at Eight-MGM. .8-25-33
Doctor
Bull-F
8-31-33
Don't Bet on Love-U
7-29-33
Drums
of Doom-MAF. .10-4-33
Duck
Souo-PAR
11-17-33
East of First Avenue — COL
11-28-33
Easy
Millions-FR
9-6-33
Easy to Love-WA
1-13-34
Eat
'Em
Alive-AUS
11-4-33
Eight Girls in a Boat-PAR
1-13-34

FA I — Faith Pictures Corp.
FAM — Foreign American Films
FD — First Division
F O R — Foremco
Pictures
FR — Freuler Film Associates
FN — First National
FX— The Film Exchange
GB — Gaumont-British
Title
Reviewed
Ein Gewisser Herr Gran-XX,
2-24-34
Eisenstein in Mexico
PRI.. 11 -2-33
El Precio De Un BesoEl

Principe

F.. 8-1-33
Gondolero-PAR
9-13-33

Emperor
Jones-UA
9-16-33
Enemies of Progress-XX. 1-16-34
Enjghten
Thy
DaughterEXP
12-27-33
Eskimo-MGM
11-16-33
Es Wird
Schon Wieder
Besser-UFA
1-24-34
Ever in My Heart-WA. 10-13-33
Faithful Heart-HEL
8-15-33
Fashions
of 1934-FN
1-9-34
Female-FN
11-4-33
Fiddhn'
Buckaroo-U ... 1 2-20-33
Figaro
e la Sua
Gran
, Giornata-XX
10-30-33
Fighting
Code-COL
1-10-34
Fighting
Parson-ALD
8-2-3:
Fighting Texans-MOP
..7-26-33
Film
Parade-GEN
12-20-33
Flaming
Gold-RKO
1-18-34
Flying Devils-RKO
8-26-33
Flying
Down
To
Rio-RKO
12-20-33
Fog-COL
1-6-34
Footlight
Parade-WA
9-30-33
Found
Alive-IDE
11-8-33
4 Frightened People-PAR 1-27-34
F. P. 1-F
9-16-33
Fraoulein-Falsch VerbudenXX.. 1-16-34
Frau
Lehmann's
Toechter
XX-10-28-33
From
Headquarters-FN. 11-1 6-33
Frontier
Marshal-F
1-31-34
Fugitive
Lovers-MGM .. .1-3-34
Fugitive,
The-MOP
9-13-33
of the Jungle-COL. 2-8-34
Fury
8-9-33
P
Fool-MO
Gallant
Gallant
Lady-UA
12-7-33
Galloping
Romeo-MOP. .11-2-33
Ghoul.
The-GB
11-25-33
Girl Without a Room-PAR
12-7-33
Going Hollywood-MGM. 12-22-33
Golden
Harvest-PAR
11-8-33
9-2-33
Goodbye Again-FN
Good
Companions,
The-F
10-10-33
Gow-FX
12-2-33
2-14-34
Justice-U
Gun
11-25-33
Widows-FN
Havana
Shooter-RKO .10-21-33
Headline

He-AST
He

Couldn't Tak»

"'I8"33

It— MOP
12-13-33
8-5-33
Bodyguard-P A P
9-2-33
Mate-U
First
Forgotten
Past
MAY.. 10-31-33
Her Splendid Folly
PRO. .10-28-33
12-19-33
Secret-IDE
Her
Her Sweetheart-MGM,
See:
11-22-33
—
.
Bean
her
Christop
Her Unborn Child-WIN. 10-10-33
Water-PAR
High
and
Hell
12-16-33
Heute
Nacht-Eventuell-XX 7-7-33

Her
Her
Her

2-1-34
Hi, Nellie-WA
Hips, Hips, Hooray-RKO 1-24-34

GFF — General Foreign Films
GEN — General Films
GRB — Arthur Greenblatt
GOL — Ken Goldsmith
GOP — Goldsmith
Productions
GRF — Garrison Films
HEL — Helber Pictures
HER— Charles B. Herrlitz
HOL — Hollywood
HOF— J. H. Hoffberg Co.
ICE — Int. Cinema Exch.
IDE— Ideal
IMP — Imperial Dist.
INA — Inter-Americas
Films
INT — Interworld Prod.
INV — Invincible Pictures
JAFA—
JafaProductions
JE — Jewell
JEW — Jewish
Talking
Pictures
JRW— J. R. Whitney
KIN — Kinematrade
KRE — Sherman S. Krellberg
LEV — Nat
Levine
MAD — Madison Pictures
M A F — M ayf lower
MAI — Majestic Pictures
MAR — Marcy
MAY — Mayfair Pictures
MO — Monopole Pictures
MGM — Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
MOP —— Paramount
Monogram
Pictures
PAR
PIN — Pinnacle
Title

Reviewed

Hired
Wife-PIN
2-1-34
His
Double
Life-PAR. 12-16-33
Hold
the
Press-COL... 12-1-33
Hoopla-F
12-2-33
House on 56th Street-WA
12-2-33
I Am
Suzanne-F
1-19-34
Ich
Glaub
Nie
Mehr
An
Eine Frau-BAV
10-13-33
If I Were Free-RKO
12-8-33
1 Loved
a Woman-FN . .9-21-33
I'm No Angel-PAR
10-14-33
I've Got Your Number-WA2-3-34
Important Witness-TOW. .9-6-33
Invisible
Man-U
11-18-33
In the Money-INV
1-6-34
It Happened One Night-COLt
2-23-34
I Was
Jimmy
Journal
Kennel

a Spy-F
And
Sally-F
of a Crime-FN.
Murder
Case

1-13-34
12-16-33
.2-24-34

WA. .10-28-33
King For a Night-U ... .12-9-33
Kins of the Arena-U
8-23-33
La Cancion Del Dia-XX. 8-28-33
Ladies
Must
Love-U. . .11-16-33
Lady
for a Day-COL
8-9-33
Lady
Killer-WA
12-28-33
La Cruz Y La Espada-F 2-6-34
La
Femme
Nue-X X
8-28-33
La Melodia Prohibida-F. 10-10-33
La Sombra de Pancho Villa
Last
Trail-F
Laughter
Through
La
La
Le

Frochard

COL.. 12-1-33
1-9-34
Tears

et WOK..
Ies Deux 11-16-33

Orphelines-X X
2-8-34
Vuida Romantica-F. . .9-6-33
Noche del Pecado-COL
12-29-33

Le
Sang
D'un
Poete
RIC
11-13-33
Let's Fall in Love-COL. 1-20-34
Life in the Raw-F
10-19-33
Little Woman-RKO
11-16-33
Live and Laugh-JEW
12-8-33
Lone
Cowboy-PAR
1-27-34
Looking for Trouble-UA.2-21-34
L'Opera
De
Quat
Sous-WA
12-11-33
Lost
Patrol-RKO
.
2-9-34
Lo Tu Y Ella-F
12-11-33
Love,
Honor
and Oh, Baby!
U-10-28-33
Love Past Thirty-FR
2-14-34
Luegen
Auf
Ruegen-XX . 1-5-34
Lucky Dog-U
8-30-33
Lucky
Texan-MOP
1-6-34
Mad
Game-F
11-11-33
Madame
Spy-F
2-10-34
Man trom Monterey-WA. 8-16-33
Man of the Forest-PAR. .8-25-33
Man of Two Worlds-RKO 1-13-34
Man
Man

Who
Dared-F
of Sentiment

9-9-33

Mandalay-FN
.2-15-34
Man's
Castle-COL
12-28-33
Marriage
on Approval-FR
12-27-33
Mary Stevens, M.D.-WA. 7-28-33
Massacre-FN
1-18-34
Master of Men-COL
11-28-33
2-17-34
Meanest Gal in Town-RKO.

PO — Powers
Pictures
POL— Bud Pollard Productions
POR— Portola
Pictures
PRI — Principal Dist. Corp.
PRO — Progressive
Pictures
PRX— Protex Dist. Corp.
REG — Regent Pictures
REM — Remington
Pictures
RIC— Edward T. Ricci
RKO— RKO-Radio
Pictures
ROY — Fanchon Royer
SCA — Scandinavian
Pictures
SCO— Lester F. Scott

Secrets

Title

Shanghai
Madness-F
9-23-3J
She Had to Say Yes-FN 7-28-33
9-9-33
Shepherd
of the Seven
Hills

Reviewed
. .10-28-33

PRO.. 11-18-33
Melodia de Arrabal-PAR. .8-9-33
Midnight Club-PAR
7-29-33
Midshipman
Jack-RKO. 11-17-33
Mirages
de
Paris- AU. .12-29-33
Wilady-GFF
9-13-33
Miss
Fane's
Baby
is
Stolen-PAR
1-20-34
Money
Talks-SYN
8-12-33
Moonlight
and Pretzels-U 8-23-33
Morning GIory-RKO ....8-16-33
Moulin
Rouge-UA
1-10-34
Mr. Broadway-BRO
9-15-33
Mr.
Skitch-F
12-23-33
My
Lips Betray-F
11-4-33
Myrt
and
Marge-U
1-16-34
Mystery of Mr. X-MGM .2-24-34
My
Weakness-F
9-22-33
My
Woman-COL
10-17-33
Nana-UA
2-2-34
Neighbors' Wives-ROY ..9-20-33
Night
Flight-MGM
10-4-33
No Dejes
la Puerta
Abierta
F. .11-13-33
No Marriage Ties-RKO. . .8-4-33
Notorious but Nice-CHE. 8-23-33
Olsen's Big Moment-F. .. 1-9-34
One Man's Journey-RKO. 9-1-33
9-2-33
One
Sunday
Afternoon-PAR
One
Year
Later-ALD. . 11-16-33
Only
Yesterday-U
11-10-33
8-25-33
Paddy the Next Best Thing-F
Palooka-UA
Passion
of Joan

of

9-9-33
2-1-34
Arc-KRE

Patriots,
The-AM
9-25-33
Penthouse-MGM
9-9-33
Pettersson & Bendel-SC A. 2-24-34
Police Call-HOL
8-23-33
Police
Car
17-COL
11-6-33
8-1 8-33
Power
and the Glory,
The-F
Private

9-21-33
VIII-UA

Life of Henry

Prizefighter and the

Lady

Public StenographerMGM.. 114-33
MAR.. 1-10-34
Quartorze Juillet-PRX. 10-21-33
Queen Christina-MGM. . 12-28-33
Quick,
Koenig
Der
KlownsUFA
12-11-33
Rafter
Romance-RKO
1-9-34
Rainbow
Over
BroadwayCHE
12-27-33
Rainbow
Ranch-MOP. .. 10-18-33
Rangers' Code-MOP
Rebel, The-U
Riders of Destiny-MOP.
Riding
Thru-STE
Right
to Romance

9-20-33
7-27-33
11-29-33
2-24-34

RKO. .11-22-33
Riot Squad-MAY
7-26-33
Road
to Ruin-TRU
2-21-34
Roman
Scandals-UA
12-14-33
Russia
Today-WEI
10-21-33
Rustlers' Roundup-U ...9-16-33
Rusty Rides Alone-COL. 10-10-33
Sagebrush TraU-MOP
Sagebrush
TraU-MOP.
Sagrario-XX
Saison
in Kairo-UFA.

Hollywood-SCO8-30-33

of

Sensation Hunters-MOP. . 1-3-34
2-14-34
Shadows of Sing Sing-COL.

SHO — Showmen's Pictures
SNO — Sidney
Snow.
STE — William
Steiner
SYA — Synchro Art Pictures
SYN— Syndicate
TF — Tobis Foreign Film
TOW — Tower Prods.
TRU
— True Life Photoplays
U — Universal
UA — United
Artists
UFA— Ufa
WA — Warner
Bros.
WEL— Carveth Wells
WIN — Windsor
Pictures
WK— Willis Kent
WOK— Worldkino
WW— World
Wide
XX — No
distributor
set
ZBY
Polish-American
Film— Zbyszko
Co.

Meet the Baron-MGM
Maz-Zelle
Nitouche

Revieivrn

Saturday's Millions-U. .. 10-14-33
Search for Beauty-PAR. 2-10-34
Secret Sinners-MAY ..12-13-33
9-13-33
Secret of the Blue Room-U

..12-8-33
.12-27-33
1-24-34
.12-29-33

Ship

of

Should

FA I. .8-8-33
Men-SHO

Wanted
Ladies

Behave?-MGM
12-6-33

Silent
Men-QOL..
11-8-33
Simple Tailor, The-AM . .2-24-34
Sing, Sinner, Sing-MAJ. .8-12-33
Sin of Nora
Moran-MAJ
12-14-33
Sitting
Pretty-PAR
11-22-33
Six of aFathoms
King-PAR
Sixteen
Deep- 1-24-34
MOP
1-19-34
Skyway-MOP
10-18-33
Smoky-F
12-23-33
Solitaire
Man-MGM
9-23-33
Son of a Sailor-FN
12-1-33
Son of Kong-RKO
12-30-33
Son of the Border-RKO. .8-2-3:S. O. S. Iceberg-U... 11-28-33
Sons of the Desert-MGM . 1-6-34
Sphinx. The-MOP
8-16-33
Spitfire-RKO
2-23-34
Stage
Mother-MGM
9-30-33
Straightaway-COL
1-16 34
Stranger's Return-MGM . .7-29-3?
Strawberry
Roan-U
...12-6-33
Sunset
Pass-PAR
10-28-33
Sweden,
Land of the Vikings
Sweetheart

of

Sigma

Chi
BO. .1-6-34
MOP.. 10-26-33
Take a Chance-PAR. .. 11-25-33
Tarzan the Fearless-PRI .8-12-33
Tausend Fuer Eine NachtXX
2-14-34
This Day and Age-PAR . 8-1
6-33
1-31-34
This Side of Heaven-MGM
8-8-33
Three-Cornered
Moon-PAR
Three
Thrill
Throne
Thunder

Thieves-AM
10-31-33
Hunter-COL
10-4-33
of the Gods-IMP12-22-33
Over

Mexico-PRI
9-20-33

Tillie and Gus-PAR
11-11-33
Toda Una Vida-PAR 10-28-33
Tod Uber Shanghai-MO. 12-19-33
Too
Much
Harmony-PAR
Torch
Singer-PAR
10-7-33
To the Last Man-PAR. 10-26-33
Trail Drive-U
1-3-34
Trouble
Busters-M AJ
8-30-33
Tugboat
Annie-MGM
8-12-33
8-23-33
Turn
Back
the C'.ock-MGM
Ulan I Dziewczyna-XX. 10-10-33
Under
Secret
Orders-PRO
9-2 3-3 ->
12-6-33
Unknown Valley-COL. . .8-18-33
Vi Som
Gar
Koksvagen
Volga,
Volga-KIN
Voltaire-WA

SCA.. 10-10-33
...12-19-33
7-28-33

Walls
of Gold-F
Waltz
Time-GB
Wandering
Jew,
The

10-21-33
9-29-33

JAFA. ..10-21-33
War of the Range-FR.
11-22-33
Way
to Love-PAR
11-11-33
Wie Sag Ich's Meinnem
Mann?-XX
1-24-34
Wenn
Die Liebe Mode Macht
West

1-13-34
of the Divide XX.
— MOP
.10-30-33

Whirlwind,
The-COL
White
Face-HEL
White
Woman-PAR
Wild
Boys
of the
Wine. Women
CHA
Women

in

His

...7-29-33
11-22-33
11-18-33
Road

and SongFN.. 9-22-33
12-16-33
Life-MGM12-9-33

Wonder
Bar-FN
2-17-34
World
Worst Changes-FN
Woman
in Paris? 1 0-28-33
Wrecker.
The-COL
F.. 11-28-5-33
5-33
M-G-M. 2-1-34
You
Can't Buy Everything

i ■A
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Johnson Asks 10% Blanket Cut in Work Hours

NRA REVIEW BOARD CREATED BY EXECUTIVE ORDER
Historical and Back-to-Farm Stories Now in Fan Favor
Fan-Magazine Mail Shows
Chief Interests of
Moviegoers
By ED HARRISON
Moviegoers are in a receptive
mood for a series of costume pictures dealing particularly with
American history or based on books
familiar to them and with their favorite players in leading roles, and
for more back-to-the-farm stories
such as "State Fair," an analysis of
fan mail received by several of the
leading fan publications shows. The
magazines included in the survey
were "New Movie," "Photoplay,"
"Movie Classics" and "Motion Picture Magazine,"
which have a com{Continued on Page 6)

NEW THEATER/CIRCUIT
SEERS SPOTS UPSTATE

India Doubles Import Duty on American

9 Western Penna. Houses Reopened
Pittsburgh — Improved industrial Confluence; Hippodrome, Erie;
activity in this region resulted in the Mather, Mather; Grand, Suterville;
reopening of nine theaters last Pearl, Youngwood; Strand, Orbimonth, it shown by the local Film sonia; Penn-Slovan, Slovan, and the
Board of Trade report. Houses are burgh.
Granada, formerly the Grand, Pittsthe Community,
Austin;
Liberty,

Six

British Films for the

At least six British made features
will be included in the Warner 193435 line-up if present plans of the
Warner First-National Teddington
Gloversville, N. Y. — Real-estate England studios materialize. Irving
men have been looking over sites Asher, head of British production
here and in Oneonta, Watertown for Warners, will attempt to select
and Oswego as possibilities for new at least six stories for production
theaters planned by a group headed abroad that will result in films satisfactory to the American market. In
by Myron Van Buren of this city
and said to include several other the past two years the Warner Eng(Continued
on Page 7)

Pathe Exchange Reports
$386,629 Profit in Year
Net profit of $386,629.02 is reported by Pathe Exchange, Inc., for the
year ended Dec. 30. The profit was
made possible by dividends from
DuPont film subsidiary amounting to
$637,000.
Columbia

Dissent

Official

Columbia has officially joined the
other major companies having membership in the Code Authority in objecting
to interpretation of Divisional Administrator Sol A. Rosenblatt to the effect
that the code's 10 per cent cancellation clause is retroactive to apply to
contracts made prior to Dec. 7, the
code's effective date, for product generally distributed after that date, Jack
Cohn
said yesterday.

Pictures

In an action aimed apparently at American films, the British House of Commons
at Calcutta, India, has voted to double the duty from ?20 a reel to $40 a reel on
imports of foreign pictures, according to cable advices received here. The ruling also
forbids the return of the import tax when a foreign picture is shipped out of India.
The law has resulted in instructions to American representatives of foreign exhibitors
to delay shipment of films, and is believed likely to curtail exhibition of American
films in India almost completely.

Next Warner

Program

Bv
FILM

WILLIAM SILBERBERG
DAILY
Staff Correspondent

Washington — By executive order
yesterday President Roosevelt formally created the National Recovery Review Advisory Board, designed exclusively to hear complaints of
small enterprises under codes. Formation of the board and its personnel headed by Clarence Darrow as
chairman was outlined in Film
Daily two weeks ago.
Powers
entirely
apart
and separate from
NRA
were delegated
{Continued

on Page

6)

MASTER ART TO MAKE
FEATURES ON COAST

lish studios have made 55 feature
films with few clicking for American distribution. It is known that
efforts will be concentrated on supplying the U. S. trade with a greater West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
number than ever before. Warner
Hollywood — Master Art Products
players already in England are Corp. will make a series of features
Ralph Ince, director and actor; here, it is announced. The company
Reginald Denny, Hoot Gibson and
shorts here and a like
Laura LaPlante. Other stars may also plansin 36
the east. Leo Schwartz
number
be sent abroad as the season pro- tion.
will be in charge of coast producgresses.

/ 0% Cut in Working Hours
Is Asked by Gen. Johnson
LaGuardia to Meet ITOA
On Juvenile Admissions

Group to Hear Complaints
of Indies Formally
Announced

Washington Bureau, of THE

FILM

DAILY

Omaha First-Run Group
100% Double-Featuring
Omaha

—

With the Paramount
situjoining the list, the first-run
ation here is 100 per cent doublefeature. Matinee prices also were
slashed a dime to 25 cents till 6:00

Washington — Proposal for reduction of hours in codes through an P.M.
A committee representing the I.
a blankT. O. A. will confer with Mayor Executive Order calling for
revealed
were
cut
cent
per
et
10
Legislative Compliment
the city's Corporaor
LaGuardia and either
Richmond — Virginia theater interests
tomorrow
tion Counsel
were
credited at the capitol yesterday
yesterday's
at
General Johnson
Monday at City Hall concerning the by
with having conducted themselves in
authority meeting. The reduccode
be
will
which
bill
such a manner at legislative hearings
state legislature
tions would be accompanied by ineffort to allow chilas to retain the good-will of all condrafted in an years
creases in hourly pay rates so that
of age to attend
dren under 16
cerned in moral welfare matters before the general assembly, which adThe
s.
matron
decreastheaters which have
would not be
wages
weekly
journs Saturday after approving the
ed. On opposition by the textile
state budget without taking up th^
committee will include President
indicated
Johnson
5 per cent tax on admissions.
Milton . Weis- code authority, would be allowed
proposed
and C.
l.
Brandtnse
man,
Harry cou
amusement men did not press their
The
that exemptions
fight for open Sunday.
the
where
industries
individual
in
{Continued on Page 7)
At a meeting of the organization
{Continued on Page

8)
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Trade Association Formed Would End N.Y. Censors
By Film Interests in India But Retain Tax on Films
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FINANCIAL
NEW

YORK

STOCK
High

MARKET
Low

Close

Am. Seat
5%
Columbia Picts. vtc. . 25
Con. Fm. Ind
4%

5%
55/8 243/4 24%
4y2 4%

Con. Fm. Ind. pfd... 173/8
East. Kodak
88%
Fox Fm. "A"
15
Loew's,
Inc
32%
Paramount
ctfs.
. . . 5%
Pathe
Exch
3%
do "A"
20%
RKO
3S/s
Warner
Bros
7
do pfd
20%
NEW
YORK
CURB
Technicolor
9%
Trans-Lux
2%
NEW
YORK
BOND

16% 16%
871/4 87 'A
14% H%
30% 31
4%
4%
33/8 33/8
183/4 19
33/8 33/8
63/8 63/8
20'/2 20y2
MARKET
9%
9%
2%
2%
MARKET

Gen. Th. Eq. 6s40
Gen. Th. Eq. 6s40 ctfs.
Loew
6s 41 ww
Paramount 6s47 ctfs.
Par. By. 5%s51
Par. By. 5%s51
ctfs.
Par. 5%s50 ctfs

9%
9
94%
45%
323/s
33%
443,4

Warner's 6s39
N. Y. PRODUCE
Para.

Publix

10y4
9%
94%
45%
323^
33%
45%

~
-

4%

-

9% 9
94%45% 323/8 33% 443/4 -

4%

Paramount Considering
Shorts at Coast Studio
West

Coast

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Paramount is considering production of several shorts
at its coast studio. Initial subject
will feature Bob Crosby with the
Anson Weeks orchestra.

Albany — A memorandum supporting the bill introduced by Herbert
Brownell Jr., to abolish censorship
of films, has been submitted by the
National Council on Freedom from
Censorship, unit of the American
Civil Liberties Union. The bill proposes "to retain
tax onof films
and increase
the the
revenue
the
state from such taxes." The Council, which has waged a long fight
against censors argues that the real
evil of censorship is that a false
and sentimental treatment of themes
is forced on producers.

.oming end Going
SAM

DEMBOW

returns to New

York Mon-

day from Florida.
JOHN M. CRINNION, executive vice-president of Amity Pictures, is back from a threeweek
vacation
in Miami
Beach.
RAMON NOVARRO left yesterday for Chicago to make personal appearances at the
Chicago Theater, and CLARK GABLE departed
at the same time for the coast to resume
work at M-G-M.
A. M. GOLDSTEIN, representative for General Film Products, Hollywood, is on a trip
cities.
to Kansas City, St. Louis and other midwest

Through Pullmans to MPTOA Meet
H. WILLIAM FITELSON returns today from
For accommodation of eastern abroad on the Washington.
BOB GILLHAM and BILL PINE of Paracontingents attending the M. P. T.
mount left yesterday for New Orleans. They
0. A. convention on the coast next will return
Monday.
month the Pennsylvania Railroad
New Export Company Starts
MARCO WOLFF and A. J. BALABAN arrived
Arthur Sanchez, formerly of will have through sleeping car ser- in Los Angeles yesterday.
vice from New York to Los AnRitchey Export Co., has started
LOU FRISCH and EDDIE SCHNIZTER have
geles, leaving here at 10:30 P. M. returned
Trans-Oceanic Film Export Co. with
to New York from Florida.
headquarters at 723 Seventh Ave. April 5 and with a section from
JOE SEIDER, who is now at Miami, returns
Washington at 11:10 P. M. via BalHe will handle export and import timore.
j to New York in two weeks.
business for world rights. First picGEORGE BATCHELLER and ARTHUR
tures contracted are a series of Tom
I SCHWARTZ have returned to New York from
New French Film for Carnegie
Tyler westerns.
Coast.
"Le Jure" ("The Pledge"), made ] theWILL
H. HAYS returns to New York late this
by Abel Gance, will have its Ameri- ; week from Florida.
Next for Barthelmess
can premiere Tuesday at the Little
JOHN NATHAN sails from New York on
West Coast Bureau
of THE FILM P4U^
Protex is dis- March 24 for Argentine to take charge of
Hollvwood — "The Old Doll's Carnegie tPlayhouse.
Paramount
distribution
in this territory.
ributing itin this country.
Hoiis»." Damon Runyon story, will
be the next Richard Barthelmess
Monogram Production Rush
Amity Exchange in 'Frisco
vehicle for First National. MarWest Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
San
Francisco
—
Amity
Pictures,
garet Lindsav will play opnosite
Hollywood — To meet release
- % him. with Alan Crosland direct- headed by John M. Crinnion, has
^^A six
dates, Monogram will 'complete
Net
opened an exchange here with H. pictures in the two months
Chg.
ing. Warren Duff is the adaptor.
ending
Lubfin as manager.
April.
"Money
Means
Nothing"
and
1%
Preparing Next for Will Rogers
"Numbers of Monte Carlo" are the
Vs
"Harum" Breaks Record at Eckel
West Coast Bureau
of THE FILM DAILY
Syracuse, N. Y. — Will Rogers in latest to go in work. "Loudspeaker"
Hollywood — Dudley Nichols and
and "Manhattan Love Song" are' beT,amar Trotti are preparing "Judge "David Harum" broke the week-end
ing edited,
"CityareLimits"
of while
Mystery"
ready and
for
% Priest," Irving S. Cobb story, as record at Schine's Eckel, according "House
to Gus W. Lampe, managing direc- release. Two others get under way
next
Will
Rogers
picture
for
%Vs fhe
tor.
Fox.
%
this week, followed by "Jane Eyre."

56%
55
55
EXCHANGE SECURITI
4%

Bombay — The Cinema Trade Association of India, with A. Hague
as president, has been formed here
with the object of protecting and
furthering the interests of its members All exhibitors, producers and
distributors are eligible for membership. F. H. Sidhwa is vice-president and A. A. Walter is secretary.

Vs

%

%1%
%
33/8
%
%
%
Vs

-

Chesterfield Film for Mayfair
Chesterfield's "The Quitter" opens
with a Monday night preview at the
Mayfair.
Elsie Janis at Ampa
Elsie Janis, in addition to Mary Pickford, Voice of Experience, Don Bestor
and Vera Van, is to be on hand this
noon when the A.M.P.A. inaugurates
its luncheons at the Motion Picture
Club. Today's program will be known
as "Tower
Day," under auspices of the
Tower
Publications.

Principal Gets British Film
Principal Film Exchange has acouired the American rights to "No
Funny Business,' a John Stafford
production featuring Gertrude Lawrence. Jill Esmond and Laurence
Olivier. It opens Saturday at the
Cameo.

00 -T%*

I OR 2 PERSONS
Heavy Sale for "Wonder Bar"

West Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

DAI'Y

Los Angeles — Advance sale for
$2 premiere of Warner's "Wonder
Bar" at the Hollywood on March
14 is the heaviest for any opening
at this house in the last four years,
management reports.

"Pinocchio" in Several Versions
Production of Collodi's "Pinocchio"
in several different languages for
world distribution is planned by Excelsior Milanatone Productions. The
picture is to be made in the east.
3 Weeks for 'One Night' in Hartford
Hartford, Conn. — Setting a new
record here, "It Happened One
Night" went into its third week
yesterday at Loew's. It played to
45,000 paid admissions in first two
weeks.

and the
up 8th
Above
Floor $6.00
Enjoy the comforts of a
parlor and bedroom suite. . . .
All rooms equipped with
combination tub and shower
bath, and running ice water.
Ideal location — adjacent to
shopping,
business and theatre districts.
SWIMMING POOL
AND GYMNASIUM
FREE
TO
GUESTS
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RADIO CITY
EXTENDED
ENGAGEMENT
•
STARTS THURSDAY
WITH

ROBERT YOUNG
RALPH BELLAMY
MARTHA
SLEEPER
From the play "Trigger"
by
Lula
Vollmer
DU.it.d by John Ci.mw.ll

RKO-RADIO
PICTURE
A PaiHlraS.ferman Production

Marian C. Cooper
littvll<t frtductr

QUEEN
her

by right of

blazing

genius!...

Today she reigns over Stardom! .. . Again the amazing
Hepburn . . . superb in a role
and daringly different I
completely
... as the fighting, thieving, loving
spitfire of the hills! A wildcat girl who
for their
stole men's hearts and prayed
souls! Only Hepburn would dare such a role.
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Supervised and Directed by Marshall Neilan
Associate Producer — William C. DeMille

From the play by John Emerson and Anita Loos
Special Musical Compositions by Con Conrad and Ford Dabney
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OORE
with

Pauline Frederick
Charles Winninger
Robert Benchley
Alexander Kirkland
Margaret Livingston
Ross Alexander
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FANS FAVOR FILMS
OF HISTORY, FARMS
(Continued from Page

MONGthe

fans welcome new faces, that character actors should receive more
mention in billing, that the fans like
to see their favorites in type parts
and object to their appearance in
roles calling for too much versatility, that Laurel and Hardy are the
comedy team favorites and that in
the voluminous comment on "Little
Women" as much interest was expressed in delight at having seen
the translation to the screen of a
favorite story as in the appearance
of the star.
William T. Walsh, editor of "Photoplay," notes that the gangster
film was the only realism the screen
has ever known, that fan readers
always clamor for stories of happy
marriages despite the collapse of
roHollywood's ideal that
several ofinto the
divorce courts,
mances
the public is eager to accept new
faces but that magazine editors
have much difficulty in selecting
emerging players for covers because
of the large turnover in contract
players, and that on the screen fans
are generally looking for the more
ideal aspects of life— happy family
s, pure types of love, sacrirelation
fice, etc.

Nolan Made Kahane's Aide
ry of
Joe Nolan, assistant secreta
RKO Radio Pictures, has been appointed assistant to B. B. Kahane,
president of RKO Studios. Nolan
will leave March 21 for the coast.

More Technicolor 2-Reelers
FILM

NRA REVIEW BOARD
CREATED BY ORDER
(Continued from Page

1)

bined circulation of over 2,000,000
readers. The letters also indicate
that fans prefer their musicals with
a strong romantic story, like "42nd
Street," and Without wisecracks.
Editors of all four publications
note that Margaret Sullavan, seen in
"Only Yesterday," is attracting the
most reader attention of any of the
newer players, with Madge Evans
and Jean Parker next in line. The
editors consider the interest in Miss
Sullavan unusual because she had
been seen in only one picture. The
editors also agree that movie fans
show more intelligence in their likes
and dislikes than in the past. On
this point Miss Alma Masony of
"New Movie" magazine remarks
that fans are quick to note technical
excellence and unusual photography
in a film.
Other observations gleaned by
Miss Masony from her perusal of
fan mail are: that Janet Gaynor has
Man"
"Invisible
most fans,
the
attracted
much that
attention,
that the
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Hollywood — Vitaphone has decided to
produce six more Technicolor two-reelers as soon as the original six have been
completed. Production will be at the
Warner studios here with Roy Mack,
director at the Brooklyn Vitaphone
studios, shifting to the west coast.
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• IT SEEMS that when Clark Gable made his personal appearances in Baltimore
he had to change his hotel
quarters no less than five times
as soon as the dames
old and young. .... collegiate and cluck learned he was
at a particular caravansery they registered and took over
the joint
staging near-riots on Clark's particular floor trying to get to him
so he kept movin' around the town
but the fans followed him
's funny
most stars are
tryin'
Mister Gable is runnin' away
from itto create popularity
▼
T
T
• •
• WE MEANT to tell you several days ago ...
to
look over this Educational short, "Going Spanish"
it is
worth your while
something away from the routine ruttut-tut of shorts
it MOVES
has lilting music
new and refreshing comedy style ... a light kidding spoofiness
that sparkles
and a New Team
who should be seen
in more of the type
Bob Hope and Leah Ray
Bob is
a real farceur
and Leah looks good from any angle
tush
we mean any curve
she has nothin' else but
and she can dance, and sing, and dazzle you with her
bubbling charm
•
•
• THE UPSTATE boys have been doin' things with
Fox's "David Harum"
for that is the locale of the story
Bert Albright of the State at Cortland, N. Y., secured a
24-page edition of the Homer, N. Y. "Post" in the style current
in the days of David Harum
Gus Lampe of the SchineEckel at Syracuse exhibited the original manuscript of the book.

•

•

• THERE WILL be 16 east side boys from the neighborhood where Jimmy Durante was born
as his guests at
the Rivoli Friday nite to see "Palooka"
the occasion
bein' Schnozzola's birthday
the boys represent the Eagles
Club of the Union Settlement, of which Jimmy is an honorary
member
Harold Franklin has secured the title "14th St."
from Simon & Schuster, publishers of the book and play
the latter will be used in connection with a pix to be produced
by Mister Franklin
T
T
T
• •
• UP AT Toronto
they made the Warner spring
trade exhibit part of the celebration held for the city's Centennial Year
over 1500 exhibs and guests turned out
Rita La Roy has rented an apartment in the Beverly
At
this Friday's meeting of the Catholic Actors Guild at the Astor
hotel, there will be three ex-prexies who will speak. .... Brandon Tynan, Donald Brian, Pedro De Cordoba
also Gene
Buck, an ex-vice-prexy
the occasion being Founders Day
after the meeting guests will adjourn to the Actors Dinner Club
where a special program will be given by Maida
Reade, prexy of the Twelfth Night Club

•
•
• ONE OF our dear public noted our advance tip on
Hugh Weir's new "Wild Money" series
and wants to know
what we mean by stating Mister Weir will perform "a surgical
operation on the movie execs"
well, without tipping the
author's mitt too much
the yarn centers about the home
office film magnate
past and present
first getting his
finance from the labs
then the underwriters from Wall St.
pursue our magnate
turning him from a Producer into a
Financier
and so it looks, lads and lassies
that Mister
Weir's new "Wild Money" will make a lotta movie execs wilder
than that
although he does it all very good naturedly
but ya know how touchy some of these film fellers are
when talked about in a Satevepost circulation

«
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to the board, which will act as an
independent unit, to ascertain if
monopolistic or restraint of trade
tendencies occur due to any codes,
with the final power given to it to
recommend to the President any
changes it deems necessary in individual codes. Darrow refused to
define
a monopoly. He told newsit.
papermen that there have been over
3,000 complaints already filed with to
Rules of procedure were outlined
as follows:
(1) Will hear only those cases involving approved codes and orders
already in effect; (2) Will hear
them in the order received, reserving the right to advance an urgent
case; (3)plaints
Will
those comdealinghear
withonly
monopoly
or
restraint of trade based on Title 1,
Section 3-A of the Recovery Act;
(4) Before oral hearings will be
granted, code complaint must be
filed typewritten in writing; (5) If
in the opinion of the board a case
is made, notice will be sent to the
complainant and to the Code Authority; (6) Upon final hearings, will
either approve the code as is or
recommend changes to the President to make the code conform to
Title 1, Section 3-A of the Recovery
Act.
Temporary quarters of the board
are now in the Willard Hotel, but
it is expected within the next few
days that they will be housed in a
government building. The board of
six is so constituted, Darrow said,
that it can split up so that three
hearings can be held at the same
time bers
with
two of the Board memin attendance.
Washington — A three hour discussion between members of the Motion Picture Code Authority, the
Legitimate Theater and Radio Code
Authorities for the purpose of
eliminating unfair practices between
the industries ended last night with
the passage of a joint resolution
recommending frequent joint meetings between the three governing
bodies and a tightening down on the
giving of free shows for charity
by any one of the arts in question.
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10% GUT IN HOURS
ASKED BY JOHNSON
(Continued from Page 1)

shorter hours would
work undue
hardship.
The assembled code authorities
also learned yesterday that President Roosevelt expects Congress to
extend his industrial licensing powers beyond the June 16 deadline.
Though the NRA runs to the middle
of 1935, the licensing provision was
limited to a year.
That the NRA is sympathetic to
price control provisions also was
brought out at one of the meetings.
Paul Ash at State-Lake
Chicago — Paul Ash has been booked to open at the State-Lake theater March 16 as guest conductor
The booking is regarded as a tactical
move in the fight now on between
Balaban & Katz and the State-Lake.
Steamship Installations
Two Holmes projectors are being
installed by Ruby Camera Exchange
on the S. S. Stavangerfjord and the
S. S. Bergensfjord of the Norwegian American Line.

Latins Cordial to U. S., Says Nathan
Central American countries are displaying a cordial attitude toward American talkers, without a sign of any agitation, according to John Nathan, who has been in
charge of that territory for Paramount. Business in this area is much improved as
compared with last year at this time, he declared yesterday. Nathan sails March 24
for Argentine to take charge of Paramount sales in that country.

Detroit Notes
Detroit — Burton M. Siden and Arthur D. Baehr have bought the Cooley theater from Ralph Philbrook.
Philbrook's Alden theater is now
called the Alden-Mackenzie and later
will be just the Mackenzie.
Norman Schram is now managing
the new Bijou for his father, Wesley
B. Schram, who is in Florida. Ben
Wachnanske resigned to become
general manager of the Jacob
Schreiber circuit.
Milton Schwartz has been transferred from assistant manager at
the Michigan to the State, which has
shifted to straight films, playing
dual first-runs.
Charles Curran has joined the
publicity
staff ofunder
Publix's
United
Detroit Theaters
Howard
0.
Pearce.

Sack Gets Spanish Reissues
San Antonio — Sack Amusement
Enterprises has closed a deal with
Universal to handle exclusive distribution on a series of reissued
Gene Murphy Back to Chicago
Chicago — Gene Murphy of the Spanish features. "Resurreccion"
Balaban & Katz press department
"Oriente y Occidente," both
has been called back from Cleveland and
starring Lupe Velez, have already
to handle a publicity campaign for been released with new prints and
the Oriental.
new accessories.

NEW THEATER CIRCUIT
SEEKS SPOTS UPSTATE
(Continued from Page 1)

theatrical men from this state and
Names Technical Manager Ohio. Final plans of the new cirWest Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
cuit are to be completed at a meetHollywood — Gordon S. Mitchell
ing later this month, when officers
has been appointed manager of the will be elected and application made
Technical Bureau of the Academy, for charter.
through which all activities of the
Technicians' Branch, Research CounA. C. Apollo Reopening as Movie
cil and subcommittees are coordinated. A finance committee consistAtlantic City — The newly renoing of Samuel Briskin, Carl Dreher
vated Apollo, first-run on the Boardand Nathan Levinson was appointed
walk, will open Saturday with the
to work out details of financing the
showing
"Nana."
Innine projects which were interrupted first local vitations
recently.
have been ofsent
to various
film heads here, in Philly and New
York. New Apollo, according to anCarolina License Tax Bill
nouncement by George F. Weiland
A bill providing for a license tax and P. Mortimer Lewis, Jr., presifor South Carolina theaters is now
dent and treasurer, respectively, of
under consideration by the finance the Frankland Realty, has 1,800
committee of that state's Legisla- seats. Harvey Anderson, for many
ture. Some exhibitors hope for pas- years manager of Capitol, has been
sage of the measure to replace the named
manager. Pete Corkell, now
present
admission tax, it is under- assistant manager of Strand will
stood.
replace him at Capitol.
The Texas Legislature has adThe company also announces enjourned without enacting any bills
larging of Strand, which now seats
affecting the film industry.
Souhami Quits Para. French Post
David Souhami, Paramount's general manager for France, has resigned. No successor will be appointed.

1,200.
Virginia Bans Nudist Film
Richmond — "Children of the Sun,"
nudist film, has been denied a license
by the Virginia Censor board.
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REVIEWS
Irene

Dunne

"THIS MAN

in

George
Ralph

Bellamy
76 mins.

UNCONVINCING SITUATIONS AND
OVERLOADED WITH DIALOGUE. IRENE
DUNNE KEEPS IT ALIVE.
Adapted from the stage play, "Love
Flies In the Window," this is billed as a
ccmedy-drama, but the directorial treatment is practically straight drama, with the
exception of a good light comedy characterization byVivian Tobin. As a matter of fact, it looks like a farce idea, for
that is about the only way the far fetched
situations could be put over. Irene Dunne
has the only believable part of the three
principals, and you feel little sympathy for
her as the author makes her out to be
such a spineless wife. The husband played
by Ralph Bellamy is just an ungrateful and
caddish fellow whom she should have been
glad to get rid of instead of fighting to
hold. Constance Cummings as the old
flame who comes back into the husband's
life and almost takes him away from his
wife is so exaggerated she is almost a
caricature. Then into a rather forced ending to save the impendnig divorce from
going through. It may have made fair
stage material, but under the analytical
dissection of the lens its construction
faults are too apparent.
Cast: Irene Dunne, Constance Cummings,
Ralph Bellamy, Kay Johnson, Charles Starred Vivian Tcbin, Sidney Blackmer, Louis
Mason.
Director, John Cromwell; Author, Anne
Morrison Chapin; Adaptor, Jane Murfin;
Cameraman, David Abel; Editor, William
Morgan.
Direction, Fair. Photography, Okay.

LaGuardia to Meet ITOA
On Juvenile Admissions
(Continued from Page

FEATURES
Arliss

1)

yesterday a letter was received from
Mayor LaGuardia to the effect that
he will attend its induction of officers March 21. It was the opinion of the meeting that relations
should not be resumed with RKO
as reopened negotiations toward settlement of the sales policy dispute
have not favorably materialized.
Dr. A. Lawrence Lowell and
Mrs. August Belmont of the M. P.
Research Council have been invited
to attend the next meeting Wednesday.
W. B. Releasing Spanish Film Here
Warner's Spanish version of "The
Fortune Teller," Victor Herbert
operetta, is slated for distribution
in the U. S. as well as in Latin
countries, the company has practically decided following reactions
at the preview on the coast. Picture is regarded as having appeal
for American as well as Spanish
audiences. Erico Caruso Jr., Luis
Alberni and Anita Campillo head
the cast.

with

Boris

Karloff,
Loretta
Young,
Robert Young
United Artists
88 mins.
OUTSTANDING PRODUCTION WITH
UNUSUAL INTRINSIC MERIT PLUS BIG
BOX-OFFICE
POTENTIALITIES.
Very fine justice has been done to the
Rothschild family in this 20th Century production. Whether the, picture is looked
upon as a historical document with a theme
that links it to the present-day persecution
of Jews in Germany, or strictly as entertainment, itstands out as something unusual and compelling. Much of this is
due to an intelligent script, the best of
taste in direction, a marvelous performance
by George Arliss as the humane head of
the house of Rothschild, and a dozen or
more surrounding performances that are
worthy of individual mention. The story
starts with the humble beginning of the
Rothschilds in a Vienna ghetto, where they
suffered the injustices inflicted on their
race, to their rise as powerful bankers to
whom the continually warring European
monarchs came when in need. Youthful
romance also is provided through Arliss'
daughter, Loretta Young, in love with a
British officer, Robert Young, both doing
a neat job.
Cast: George Arliss, Boris Karloff, Loretta Young, Robert Young, C. Aubrey
Smith, Reginald Owen, Alan Mowbray, Murray Kinnell, Paul Harvey, Noel Madison,
Florence Arliss, Ivan Simpson, Helen Westley, Holmes Herbert, Arthur Byron, Georges
Renavent, Gilbert Emery, Leonard Mudie,
Charles Evans.
Director, Alfred Werker; Author, Geo.
Hembert Westley; Adaptor, Nunnally Johnson; Cameraman, Peverell Marley; Editors,
Alan McNeil,
Barbara McLean.
Direction, Expert.
Photography, A-l.
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Blue

Ribbon

67 mins.
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FOREIGN

FAILS TO SCORE WITH
BETH BERGNER WASTED.

ELIZA-

A Pathe-Cinema production produced in
London and Paris. An English cast used
outside of Miss Bergner, and a very undistinguished cast at that. Percy Marmont
as the male lead seems lost and miscast.
Miss Bergner's accent is so heavy that
many of her lines are almost indistinguishable. There is no denying the power of
her histrionics, but poor direction failed
to make the most of this stellar player's
brilliant talents. As it is, she lends whatever interest and distinction the poorly
prepared script possesses. The theme is
that of a young girl of good family living
in Switzerland who goes to Paris to study
and there meets a rich and middle-aged
sophisticate who fascinates her. She falls
madly in love, and gives herself to him.
As he expresses a distaste for any virtue
in his lady loves, she pretends to be
a woman of experience. She brags of her
imaginary previous lovers in order to hold
him. The denouement has him leaving
Paris for good when he also has fallen in
love with her and cannot bear the thought
that she belongs to other men. She declares her deception, and then into the
usual clutch.
Cast: Elizabeth Bergner, Percy Marmont,
Edna Vaughan, llsa Matheson, Diana Ross,
Warwick Ward.
Director, Paul Czinner; Author, Claude
Anet
No other credits listed.
Direction,

Poor.

Photography,

Careless.

OF THE DAY

Denver — Another town in this territory that has been without a theater for two years will have movies
again when H. D. Bishop reopens the
Star at E'stancis, N. M., after remodeling and installing new equipment. The Kiva in Santa Rosa, N.
M., one of the few houses in this
territory still using discs, will install sound-on-films.
Denver — A. G. Edwards
has
signed as salesman for Fox.

re-

Denver — Capitol Amusement
Corp., former operators of the Palace, won a reversal of the District
Court decision on rent. The supreme
court decided the lower court erred
and ruled the Capitol company need
not pay the landlord, AnheuserBusch, $6,400 as balance of the rent
for a year. The court ruled that because the walls and foundation weTe
in faulty condition, the rent could
not be collected.

Fire Damages Ft. Worth House
Ft. Worth, Tex. — Fire of undetermined origin did $1,500 damage to
Deland, Fla. — Abiga Lee Hall,
the Texas theater, second-run former manager of the Joy Theater, is dead.
house operated by Earl Penix.

With

«
Medbury

Columbia
Fair

#
In The
10 mins.

A series of silent shots of Japanese life that are interesting. Medbury's job is to gag about these
scenes, which were never intended
to be kidded. It is nt
a tough assignOrieand" his chatter,
ment for Medbury
which accompanies the film, is only
so-so. Closer adherence to the purely informative with a better editing of the gags would help. Photography isfair.
"Laughing

With

Medbury

r

Among

Columbia

9 mins.
Fair
The Nordics"
Composed mainly of scenic shots,
this one affords a glimpse of Oberammergau, scene of the Passion
Play, bury
and chatter
of life
Holland.
Medand inthe
photography
are fair. Shots are of considerable
beauty,
static. but subject on the whole is
"Laughing With Medbury In South
Columbia
8 mins.
Fair
Starting at Buenos Aires, this
picture moves through the city, offering some shots
of the beautiful
America"
harbor and then into the jungle for
some nature shots and a view of a
rubber plantation. Trip is interesting and Medbury chatter is 0. K.
Photography is fair.

Lew Preston Managing
Nelson-Renner Circuit

Lew Preston has been appointed
general manager of the Nelson and
Renner circuit, operating six Brooklyn houses. He is headquartering at
the Endicott. Preston was formerSalt Lake City — Manager Bob Hill
ly with Skouras theaters.
of the Columbia branch says his
office is leading in the company's naStanley Co. Awarded Verdict
tional drive. "It Happened One
Atlantic City — The Stanley Co.
Night" is booked for an extended
run at the Orpheum.
of America has been awarded a verdict of $3,708 by Circuit Court
St. Louis — Premiere Pictures Judge Jayne in suit brought by the
Corp. has closed a deal to show company against Boardwalk Corner
Property Co. Suit was over rent
Monogram's
"Broken Dreams" fjrst- on the Virginia Theater, Stanley
run at the Missouri.
having sent two checks by mistake
for September rent to termination
St. Louis — General Air Condition- of occupancy, with defendant coning will install cooling and conditending the other check was accepted for October rent in advance.
tioning systems in the Pauline, operated by Charles Kalbfeld, and the
ler.
Omaha Orpheum Ordered Sold
Bremen, owned by Mrs. Joseph MogOmaha — Sale of the Orpheum
theater has been ordered in FedStillwater, Minn. — E. L. Peaslee,
eral Coui't following Omaha OrE. W. Lilies and Lyman Hutton have
Company's failure
meet
taken over the Auditorium.
interest pheum
payments.
A. H.to Blank
holds a lease on the house at present which does not expire until
Hancock, Minn. — A new house has
replaced the old one which .was June 1. The first mortgage holdburned down.
ers, represented by Northwestern
National Bank and' Trust Co. of
Minneapolis have a claim of $1,Clinton, Minn. — The new Clinton 070,000 and interest at 6 percent
for 8 years.
Theater has opened.
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Authorities Adopt Resolution Against Free Shows

MONOGRAM MAY CUT LINEUP FROM 36 TO 20
Contracts Almost

Set

(or

12

Features
Waking Up

Stories
authors going to waste
= By DON CARLE GILLETTE =
IT HAS long been a theory of ours that
■ one of the main drawbacks to better
quality in stories is the system under which
producers sign up all the writing talent in
sight and then pay the scribes fancy salaries week in and month out regardless of
what they turn out, if anything.
Support for this theory comes now from
a couple of live-wire author representatives,
Verne Porter and David B. Hampton, who
voice the sentiments of some of the leading writers as well as their own.
In brief, they advocate that writers be
paid fair instead of fabulous salaries; that,
if under contract, they be given work to
do regularly; that they be assigned on individual pictures in which they are particularly interested, and not made to rehash
each other's scripts whether they have a
feeling for the subjects or not, and that
no writer remain continuously in Hollywood.
t

▼

▼

THE most devastating feature of the longterm contract system is that, after a
good writer has been in Hollywood for a
spell, getting paid whether he produces or
not, he not only becomes dull in ideas but
suffers in morale and loses confidence, so
that he is afraid to go back to working on
his own and on his merit.
How much writing brains is allowed to
go to waste as a result of this state of
affairs is hard to tell, but a checkup of
the work credited to the regiment of famous writers who have been on Hollywood
pavrolls make sad reading.
Had these writers remained on the loose,
obliged to write good stuff competitively
in order to sell it, their records certainly
would have been better and the screen
would have had many better stories.

▼

CAMENESS
*■* prevalent

▼

T

and triteness have
in pictures because

been so
authors
maintained under regular salary can't help
falling into the rut of hack writing.
Inspiration thrives best, and sometimes
onlv, under pressure of necessity.
This may be the other extreme of the
theory, but sufficient advantage would result if Hollywood ended its wholesale subsidy of writers, allowed them to wander
around where they can get mental stimulation, and paid them only for the goods.

RKO
Also Considering
Eastern Production
Possibilities
Contracts for at least 12 features
to be made at the Biograph studios
will be signed within the next few
weeks by a producing company, H.
J. Yates told Film Daily yesterday.
Further consideration of producing
a number of pictures in the east by
RKO was evidenced Wednesday by
a tour of the studios by B. B. Kahane and Ned Depinet. It is likely
{Continued

on Page

8)

vast filwTprojegts
plannedjy soviets
Soviet Russia is expected to spend
$100,000,000 in theaters, including
film houses, declared John Eberson,
well known architect, yesterday, folfrom Rusreturn
lowing(Continued
his recent on
Page 4)

Harry Sherman Hails Move
ny Unions
Against Compa
on reports that

Recent Washingt
the NRA Administration will launch
a "mass attack" on "company
unions" was hailed as a step in the
right direction by President Harryin
Sherman of Local 306 yesterday
declared that "SecNew York, who
tion 7a of the Act has been consistently flaunted and its intent
(Continued on Page

4)

That investors are getting hep to the
new possibilities existing in the film
industry is indicated by five inquiries
received in the last three days by THE
FILM DAILY from investment counsels
seeking data on motion picture business.
Majority of them admitted they were
getting the information for clients who
had
biz. turned their interest to the film

INDEP'T POSTER MEN
HOLDING MEET TODAY
Representative of independent
poster companies will meet at the
Hotel Lincoln this afternoon to map
out plans to counteract move of
major companies to stop re-sale of
their paper. The National Poster
Service Association is preparing to
make its own paper.

at

Biograph

Convention is Set for
Atlantic City
in April
Reduction in the 1934-35 Monogram program to 20 features,
against original plans for 36 releases, with a view to turning out
better grade of product, is under
consideration by W. Ray Johnston,
president, who has gone to Atlantic
City to make preparations for the
Monogram convention at the Ambassador Hotel there, April 4-7.
Johnston
on Monday.will return to New York

DRAMA GUILD TO RULE
ON FILM RIGHTS ISSUE

Requests from motion picture
companies for permission to purchase film rights of plays before
Fear "Rasputin" Verdict
production will be conBroadway
Will Deter Historic Films
comsideredof five
by a Dramatists'
mittee
playwrights Guild
appointed
Verdict of a British court in
this
week
to
report
on
a
possible
awarding $126,000 damages to Irina
(Continued on Page 4)
Alexandria Youssopouf for alleged
libeling in connection with "Rasputin and The Empress" is certain to Sol Rosenblatt to Review
exercise a discouraging effect upon
St. Louis Labor Decision
producers contemplating historical
St. Louis — Division Administrator
pointed out at Mwas
it
pictures,
G-M yesterday. The company plans Sol A. Rosenblatt in Washington has
from the verdict set March 14 for review of the reto file aanfewappeal
within
days.
cent Labor Board decision against
produc- 32 local theaters in their wage scale
andPageother
With American
(Continued on
8)
dispute with operators. Fred Wehrenberg and Oscar Lehr will attend
the hearing on behalf of theater
owners, while Oscar Kleintopf will
appear for the union.

Film, Legit, Radio Authorities
Continuing Mutual Cooperation
Consolidated Film Reports
1933
$909,388 Profit inreported

Net profit of $909,388 is
by Consolidated Film Industries for
1933, compared with $862,228 in
equal to
1932. Past year's net isstock
after
21 cents on the common
requirements on the $2 cumulative
preferred.

Objection to free shows and social
affairs conducted via local, state and
national relief agencies on the
competigrounds they afford unfair
tion to regular places of amusement
is raised in a resolution adopted by
joint committees of the Motion Picture, Legitimate Theater and Raat a8)Washinges Page
Authorition
dio Code(Continued

Spurt in Radio Business

Business of National Broadcasting Co.,
had a decided upRCA subsidiary, has
turn since last fall and the system
the year, while
for
grossed $25,000,000
Columbia System took in $8,000,000,
The improveaccording to Dow-Jones.
ment is continuing, the financial service
states and today all but a small portion
vertisers.
of the air time is being paid for by ad-
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GEORGE WHITE, who has been making his
today. film "Scandals" for Fox on the coast,
first
returns to his apartment at the Warwick
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FINANCIAL

DON JACOCKS, Warner theater zone manager
for New Jersey, has gone to Florida.
on

SIDNEY HOWARD, playwright, sails today
the Vulcania for a Mediterranean cruise.

GEORGE KRASKA of the Fine Arts Theater,
Eoston, has returned to the Hub after closing
some
bookings
in New York.
BILL
LYRIS,
former St. Louis theater
manger, has been
visiting friends in that city
before
returning
to the coast, where
he is
vo king under Charles Skouras.
HAL HORNE left New York yesterday for
Florida to recover from an illness.
EERT PERKINS of the Warner field exploitation staff has left for St. Louis to handle
he roening of the Shubert Rialto with "WonNORTON V. RITCHEY returned from Europe
yesterday.
der Bar."
.'AMES R. GRAINGER leaves Saturday for a
;wing by plane around Universal mid-west and
southern exchanges. WILLIAM KRAEMER of
Grainger.
the play-date department will accompany

A LAUGH A DAY from "Harold Teen," Warner Bros' comedy with music
Ed's famous comic strip, featuring Hal LeRoy of "Wonder Bar." — Advt.

from Car

109% Coverage in Europe Allied to Continue Fight
For Monogram Releases For Changes in Film Code
One hundred per cent coverage in
the United Kingdom and Continental Europe for Monogram Pictures
is reported by Norton V. Ritchey of
the Monogram foreign department
who returned from abroad yesteron the "Washington".
Contracts
with dayPathe
Pictures Ltd. for
United

"Independent exhibitors will not
tolerate an extension of the motion

CHRIS
BUCKLEY
returns to Albany
tonight.
H. WILLIAM
FITELSON returned from Europe
yesterday.
MORRIS J. KANDEL has delayed his trip
abroad to Wednesday, when he will sail on
the Washington.
W. RAY JOHNSTON is in Atlantic City making arrangements for Monogram's
convention.

picture code
in its from
present
form,"
declares
a bulletin
Sidney
E. Polish Films to Be Shown
Samuelson as president of Allied
In 100 U. S. Communities
Am. Seat
Theaters
of New
"Moreover they will
striveJersey.
unceasingly
for
Columbia Picts. vtc.
Deals whereby Polish talkers will
Con.
Fm.
Ind
changes in the code until it has been be shown in about 100 Polish-speakCon. Fm. Ind. pfd.. I6V2 I6V4 163/s +
i/8 Kingdom distribution have been re- purged of its inquities and danging communities in the U. S. have
newed as of Feb. 1 with W. J. Gell,
ers and has been made to serve its been closed by Majestic Pictures,
E-st. Kodak
891/2 86% 89'/2 + 2 1/4
true
purpose
of
driving
out
unfair
Fox Fm. "A"
14% 14 1/4 14% +
l/4 managing director for Pathe. Auheaded by Herman Gluckman.
rora Films will distribute the en- trade practices," says the statement. Twelve features are scheduled for
Loew's,
Inc
32i/4 30% 32
+ 1
tire Monogram product in Belgium,
Metro-Goldwyn,
pfd. 22'/4 22% 22l/4 —
%
showing. One, "The Spy," is now
Paramount
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...
5Vs
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%
and a Monogram office will be open- 21 Educational Releases
playing the Caruso theater on 48th
Pcthe
Exch
3%
3%
3% +
%
ed this month at Prague by I. RoSt., where it will be held a second
nin, who will distribute the product
do "A"
.
19% 18% 19%+
%
Set for March and April week. Dave Brill is handling forin central European countries ineign films at Majestic.
Educational
has set 20 shorts for
RKO
' 3% 3% ' 3% +
1/4
Warner
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6%
63/8 6%
+
%
cluding Vienna and Berlin. ImNEW
YORK
CURB
MARKET
perator Films will distribute the release this month and in April.
films in France and Switzerland. Eight are two-reelers, including "GoTechnicolor
9%
9
9%
Philly "Wonder Bar" Debut
All other territories are covered,
ing Spanish," musical; Tom Howard Attend
Trans-Lux
2%
2%
2%
H. M. Warner, Al Jolson, S.
NEW
YORK
BOND
MARKET
according to Ritchey who was in Eu- in "The Big Meow"; Buster Keaton Charles Einfeld and Mort Blumenin "Gold Ghost," Andy Clyde in stock will go to Philadelphia today
rope three months.
Gen.
Th.
Eq. 6s40.
93^
9
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"Hello, Prosperity," and others.
Keith
A-0
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+
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for the
Warner's
"WonAnother for Hal LeRoy
der Bar"opening
at the ofStanley
tomorrow.
Buffalo Variety Club Committee
Paramount 6s47 ctfs. 44l/2 44l/2 44% — 1
Hal
LeRoy
is
slated
to
return
to
Par.
By.
5%s51 . . . 33% 33
33
+
%
— David Miller, president
Hollywood for Warner Bros, in May of Buffalo
Par. 5%s50 ctfs
45
44% 45
+
%
Solomon & Citron Move
the Buffalo Film Board of Trade
to make a feature film that may be and Universal manager, has been
Warner's 6s39
55
54
55
Solomon
& Citron, certified public
based
on
the
comic
strip
character,
N. Y. PRODUCE
EXCHANGE SECURITIES
elected chairman of the organization accountants, have moved from 42nd
"Blondy."
Para. Publix
5
4%
5
+1/4
committee of the Buffalo Tent, Na- St. to the Paramount Building.
tional Variety Club. Herbert SilReopening After Four Years
Detroit Trans-Lux Bows Out
verberg, attorney, has been elected
Detroit — After being dark four
Detroit — William A. London, own- secretary. Members of the commityears, the Empire, West Side house,
Cut Fares to Convention
tee are Jules H. Michael, Edward
er of the Gladwin Park theater, has
is being remodeled for reopening.
Special rate of a fare and one-third
K.
O'Shea,
Harry
T.
Dixon,
Murray
for
round trip between any point in
bought the Trans-Lux, also known
as the Modern, closed for two Whiteman, Isaac R. Lounsberry,
the U. S. and Los Angeles has been
George Gamble and Sidney B.
granted by the railroads for the M. P.
months. He is expected to enlarge Pfeiffer.
T. O. A. convention in Hollywood April
"U" Plans 3 Sales Meets
the
capacity
and
open
it
as
a
regu10-12. Special trains leaving Chic-go
Universal will hold three regional
lar type theater.
and New Orleans the night of April 6
sales conventions in June, James R.
will carry the eastern and southern
Grainger, told FILM DAILY yesterday.
Kelly "Trader Horn of Hollywood"
delegations. New York Central, PennThey will be in New York, Chicago and
Get $2,800 in Holdup
sylvania and Southern railroads are runArthur W. Kelly, United Artists
San Francisco. Completion of the present lineup at Universal City is expected
Madison, Wis.— About $2,800 was vice-president in charge of foreign
ning special cars which will connect
with the M.P.T.O.A. specials of th'
by May 30, when three of the new
S"u'h=rn Pacific and Rock Ishnd Lines.
stolen from Saxe's Capitol when two distribution, is "the real Trader
schedule will have been started. The
The specials arrive in Los Angeles on th3
armed bandits waylaid Bryn Grif- Horn of Hollywood," according to
company has delivered 21 pictures, eight
morning
of April 9. Rate includes a
are either editing or in work and seven
fiths, advertising director and treas- Princess Alexandra Kropotkin in an
will be started within
the month.
30-dayturn route.
limit and free choice of a reurer, in the lower hallway of the azine.
article
in
the
current
"Liberty"
Maghouse.
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Net
High
Low
Close
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5%
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NEWS OF WEEK IN PHOTO-REVIEW

'WONDER BAR'S' 2nd SMASH WEEK at
Strand, N. Y. continues to top previous Warner
musicals as Variety reports 'all-day-line'
for
WIUIiMIII«lll|l||LH
its opening at the Stanley Theatre, Pittsburgh.

'BRILLIANT

AND

SUPERB'

is trade press

plaudit for Ruth Chatterton's just- released
Journal of a Crime', now playing to first
audiences at Philadelphia's

BROADWAY
in

Mayfair's

'STANWYCK'S

GETS

THREE

Warner

hits simultaneously

OPPORTUNITY'

seen in coast

Theatre.0

DOLORES DEL RIO SIGNED for long-term
Warner contract, starting with title role in

'Bedside',0 Rialto's 'Heat Lightning',* and
'Wonder Bar'0 at Strand.

RICHEST

Boyd

'DuBarry',tale of far-famed French enchantress.

press

analysis

of 'Gambling Lady', 'a Warner ace' now en route. to exchanges*
*A Warner Bros. Picture

FINAL

FADEOUT

for 'Rhythm in the Air' with Powell, Rogers, O'Brien and

other favorites, completes next big music spectacle from Warners.

°A First National Picture

Vitagraph, Inc., Distributors

THE

DAILY

sSBfr*

VAST FILM PROJECTS
PLANNED BY SOVIETS

DRAMA GUILD TO RULE
ON FILM RIGHTS ISSUE
(Continued from Page

(Continued from Page 1)

sia. The program is understood to
call for about 10 major theaters,
he stated. Theaters planned run as
high as 3,000 and 4,000 seats, Eberson said.

Sherman Lauds Move
On (Continued
"Company
from Page Unions"
I)

systematically frustrated by the
company union." Local 306 has
pending an action against the Allied
M. P. Operators in which it seeks
to have the union dissolved on
grounds of being a "company
union."
"Particularly ill-placed is the company union
in the motion picture field," says Sherman.
"Our is not an industry of employer terrorization or of labor barons, nor one of community rioting or of coal and iron jjolice.
Rather is it an industry which in merchandising amusement requires the closest employerlabor cooperation and makes it vitally nece sary that both groups thrust the best foot forward. After twenty years experience, I can
say that employer-labor relations in this field
have been on the whole comparatively cordial,
despite the rantings of 'vict.mized' employers
and professional labor patriots.
"Labor doesn't ask that the N. R. A. wetnurse it, but it does ask that it be protected
against the necessity for fighting its own kind
in the form of an employer-controlled company union. This hope of labor through the
years now bids fair to be realized through
the outlawing of company unions by the
N.R.A., thus paving the way for actual
collective bargaining.
Labor asks no more."

Lars Moen in Moscow Institute
Lars Moen, former New York film
trade paper man, is now chief engineer at the Scientific Institute at
Moscow, according to word which
has just reached New York.
Eve
Eve
writer
joined
tact.

Bernstein With Ameranglo
Bernstein, formerly publicity
for Warner and Pathe, has
Ameranglo as fan paper con-

Felix Feist Still Laid Up
Felix F. Feist remains at home
owing to continued illness.

THE INDUSTRY'S
DATE BOOK
Today: Independent Theater Owners of Ohio
regional meeting, Clarendon Hotel, Zanesville, O.
March 10: Fourth Annual Dinner-Dance of the
Columbian Club of Columbia Pictures, Hotel
Waldorf-Astoria,
New
York.
Mar. 11: Allied Theaters of North Dakota
convention, Hotel Rudolph, Valley City,
N. D.
March 12: Independent Theater Owners of
Ohio regional meeting, Portage Hotel, Akron.
March 13: Independent Theater Owners of Ohio
regional meeting,
Ohio Hotel, Youngstown.
March 14: Independent Theater Owners of Ohio
regional meeting, Fort Steuben Hotel, Steubenville, O.
March 15: Annual awards banquet of the Academy of Motion Picture Arts and Sciences,
Hollywood.
March 17: Lambs' St. Patrick's Day Dinner
Gambol and Ball, Waldorf-Astoria, New
York.
Apr. 4-7: Monogram Pictures convention, Ambassador Hotel. Atlantic
City.
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•
•
• THE FIRST luncheon of the AMPA at the newly
reorganized Motion Picture Club was a grand success
it was Tower Day
with the luncheon sponsored by Hugh
Weir and Catherine McNelis, co-founders of the Tower Publications the guest of honor was Mary Pickford
the
lounge room was turned into a banquet hall, and was crowded
with over 100 guests
0
•
• ONE
SMART
girl
that Mary
she had
things to say
instead of the usual namby speech of femme
stars
she said that the Industry right now needs Inspiration and more of the type of pioneers that made the business what it is
also more of the Spirit of Giving than Getting she wondered if we were an Art or a Manufacturing
proposition
and it was a sad thing to her to note that "a
small group of individuals controlled the industry"
that
is wrong, she said emphatically
and has to be changed
she also made some significant remarks about eastern
production
stating that she and Louis Nizer, who sat beside her, had been discussing its possibilities
and Mary
was all for the idea
and saw no reason why New York
couldn't handle its share
•

•

• ON BEHALF of the Tower Publications Miss McNelis outlined the purposes and policies of the magazines
their underlying principle was that they had to be clean and
accurate
no scandal
few people who heard her cheerful remarks realized that she was speaking under a very great
strain as her co-founder and worker in this tremendous
publication organization had just been reported in a crisis at the
Doctors'
Hugh Weir, the publisher, has been
there
for Hospital
some time

• •
• SO THE Apostle of Clean Pictures and the Apostle
of Clean Magazines had the field
two femmes who have
done miracles in the Motion Picture
the Tower group
were there in force
Bosco Cass, editor of "Tiny Tower,"
the children's mag
Lucille Babcock, Alma Masony, Elsie
Frank and Frank McNelis of the "New Movie" staff
Mrs.
Featherstone, editor of "Home"
Frank Weaver, production manager
Mary Marshall, Home Service editor
Ruth Raphael, editor of "Serenade"
Jack Horner, editor
of "Mystery"
T
T
T
• • • ON THE dais were Ed Kuykendall, Vera Van, Bert
Adler, Dr. Cyril Taylor (Voice of Experience), Miss Pickford,
Miss McNelis, Louis Nizer and Prexy John Flinn
Louis
Nizer on behalf of the Empey Club extended a gracious welcome
sayin' the joint and all it contained was deeded to AMPA
on these Thursday luncheon occasions . . . purely a figure of
speech
but it made the word-chiselers feel good
Mister Kuykendall invited the pressageys to visit the Los Angeles convention in April
which gave prexy Flinn a chance
to call Mister KuykendalPs attention to the fact that pressageys
don't have 125 smackers in carfare kicking around loose in their
jeans Bert Adler was the gent who lined up the party
he being associated with Tower
it was Bert who
lined up so many of those Forum speakers for the Club for two
years
including our present Mayor .....

•
•
• IT IS only a Rumor ?
that Arcturus Pictures
Corp. are planning to make a feature
to cost $200,000
with F. Herrick Herrick supervising?
if it's eastern
production
it will help a lot

«

«

«

»

»

»

1)

revision
of Guild
'regulations
on the
sale
of film
rights,
it was stated
to
Film Datly yesterday by Louise
Silcox, secretary of the Guild. The
committee includes Edward Childs
nelly.
Carpenter, Morrie Ryskind, Howard
Lindsay, Owen Davis and Marc ConIt was learned that the Dramatists' Guild would probably ask the
Authors' League shortly to have its
members vote to adopt regulations
similar to those of the Guild where
the film rights of books about to be
dramatized are involved. This
would prevent the sale before production of film rights to a book on
the verge of dramatization.

Local 118 Complaints
Up for Investigation
Investigation will be made of complaints of Local 118, building service employes union, that there has
been intimidation and dismissals of
employes in Loew theaters because
of union activities, it was said yesterday by Chas. C. Moscowitz, following a conference with Ben Golden, secretary of the NRA Regional
Labor steinBoard,
which AtDavid
Bernalso attended.
a meeting,
perhaps on Saturday, Moscowitz
will confer with Chas. C. Levey, secmatters. retary of Local 118, to adjust these
Today representatives of the
Randforce and Skouras circuits will
meet with Golden to answer Local
118's charges on intimidations and
dismissals. Next Tuesday the operators of the Wallack Theater are
to appear before the Labor Board
to answer complaints of violations
of Code hours and wages.
Remodeling St. Louis Rialto
St. Louis — Before reopening the
Shubert Rialto on March 31 with
"Wonder Bar," Warners will remodel and renovate the house
throughout. With acquisition of
this house, Warners will make St.
Louis a stopping off place for their
starsNew
en route
and
York. between Hollywood

March 9
Jess Smith
Jimmy
Durante
Jerry Cohen

Bobby
Vernon
Margaret Lee

''Batting average of
20th Century retains its
high rating. Theatre
literally rocked with
laughter. Box-office all
—

Associated Publications

the way.'"
"A rowdy, funny flicker
with Tracy and Oakie
— Sidney
at their best!"

Skolsky

Daily News

"Another hit for Darryl
F. Zanuck! Tracy and
— North American
Oakie a great team.'"
Newspaper

, VI

Alliance

"The earthquake sequence isthe most thrilling
and effective ever seen!
—

Modern

Screen Magazine

"A natural! It'll please
the highbrows and have
the lowbrows doubled
—

up

with

Billboard

laughter!"

"In Tracy and Oakie a
splendid new screen
team is born. Robust
action, tangy lines,
—

Motion Picture Daily

lusty laughs!"
"One of the most excitina comedies I have
ever seen!
— Alice Tildesley
Philadelphia Public Ledger

"Tracy and Oakie are
great! It moves and
moves

— Alason Edwards

fast!'

United Press

"The team of Tracy and
Oakie should be incorporated immediately!
Can't miss beinq a hit
—

Hollywood Reporter

picture:
"So fast and funny only
an earthquake could
have topped it . . . and
—

Jack Grant

Motion Picture Magazine

it does!"
"May very well prove
20th Century's best
money maker to date.
Tracy and Oakie step
out as a bet on the nose
—

in the team

Daily Variety

class!"

ana..

EXHIBITORS

"I've seen all the 20th
Century releases to
date, and they get
better— and
W. W. bett
Troxeller! "
Wilber and Sun Theatres
Central City, Iowa.

"Excellent comedy!
Very good —

Chime in !

"Fine entertainment!
Should keep Tracy and
Oakie together . . .

"Will be splendid at— inour
Charles
Williams
traction
territory"
MPTOA,

Nebraska

team!"
a great
they'r
e Felker,
— Ray
BroadwayTheatre,

"Very good! Tracy and
Oakie at their best,
with a fine supporting
Cast!"

Council Bluffs, Iowa

"Great entertainment!"
— Ralph Goldberg

—H.Knudsen

Paramount Theatre, Omaha,

Paradise Theatre, West Allis, Wis.

indLudw
eedig!"

Neb.

John

JOSEPH M. SCHENCK

Ludwig Circuit
Milwaukee, Wis.

Spemx*. TRACY
Oach OAKIE
presents

CONSTANCE
ARLINE

JUDGE

CUMMINGS
• JUDITH

WOOD

Directed by William Wellman

A DARRYL

F. ZANUCK

Production

THE
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A LITTLE from "LOTS

"THE MOTH"
with Sally O'Neill and Paul
Marcy Pictures

By RALPH

Page
64 mins.

FAIR
MELLER
BUILT
AROUND
iSUIT OF WILLFUL HEIRESS WHO
ENTANGLED
WITH
CROOKS.

PURGETS

Starting implausibly, this film develops
with a variety of lightly entertaining action
that should make it okay in neighborhood
fhspots. Sally O'Neill lands on the front
J pages in negligee when police raid a debutante party for little apparent reason
''and is fined $250 for giving an obscene
''dance. To curb her extravagance, her
guardian tells her by a clause in her
father's will the arrest makes her dependent
en his bounty. Sally, in a huff, decides
to flee. Her guardian sends his young
and attractive aid in pursuit. Sally embarks for New Orleans and the Mardi
Gras. On the same train is a girl dancer,
being trailed by a detective. Sally and
the girl get acquainted as do the detective and Sally's pursuer. In New Orleans Sally and her pursuer get involved
in the dancer's thieving activities, and are
arrested but get clear in time for the
final clinch.
Cast: Sally O'Neill, Paul Page, Wilfred
Lucas, Fred Kelsey, Duncan Renaldo.
Director, Fred Newmeyer; Author, Joseph O'Connell; Cameraman, George Meehan; Recording Engineer, J S Westmoreland; Editor, Roy S. Luby.
Direction, Fair. Photography, Okay.

E. M. Newman's
"Spanish
America" 11 mins.
Vitaphone
Fine
One of the best of the new series
of E. M. Newman travel pictures
with musical augmentation. Shows
beautiful vistas of tropical countries, with interpolated marimba
music, dancing, native ceremonies,
a marriage in a Cenetc., including
tral American Indian tribe.

"The Golden Ghost"
Ideal
26 mins
Fine
Here is an extremely interesting
pictorial history of the country's
famous gold rushes. First scenes
show the dangers that beset the
"forty-niners" who rushed to California in caravans, on muleback,
and afoot. Discovery of the elusive
treasure ore, panning, and hydraulic
mining, end the sequence. Then
comes the famous Klondike rush of
1898 with its desolation, blizzards
and unbelievable miseries. The film
ends with the Nevada lure and the
■terrors of Death Valley. Mining
towns at the height of their prosperity, and deserted villages where
.once gold flowed like water. Editing
has been handle by Allyn Carrick
who did a swell job. Basil Ruysdael
talks the narrative in dramatic style.
All in all, this three-reeler is very
satisfactory entertainment.

HOLLYWOOD

^/"ALTER
LANG Over"is fordirecting
"The Party's
Columbia. Film is based on the Daniel
Kusell Broadway play.
T

T

T

Dorothy Tree has been put under
long-term contract by Warners. She
is now working in "Friends of Mr.
Sweeney."
Y ▼
Y
Pat Paterson and Charles Boyer,
who eloped recently, will be teamed
by Fox in "By▼ Royal
T T Command."
After a laboratory test of title
switching, Jesse L. Lasky has decided to revert to the original title
of "Springtime For Henry" from the
changed
of "Forbidden
This filmonestars
Otto KrugerLips."
and
Nancy Carroll.
V

Y

Y

Tommy Carr, son of the famous
Mary, has been added to the cast
of the new Educational-Mermaid
Comedy, tentatively titled "Breakers Ahead." ▼ T T
Fox is placing two new Spanish
pictures in production. They are
"Don Cossack," starring Jose Mojica,
and "Casanova>" with Raul Roulien.

WILK

Sidney Buchman, who adapted
"Whom the Gods Destroy" for Columbia, has been placed under longterm contract by the company.
Y

Y

Y

M-G-M has taken up contract options on Clark Gable and Robert
Young, each new agreement running one year.
T

T

T

Ray Harris is adapting "And Let
Who Will Be Clever" for RKO.
CAST

ASSIGNMENTS

FOX — Irving Pichel for "Too Many Women";
Louise Dresser for "World Moves On"; Due
Leyton
for "World
Is Ours."
COLUMBIA
— Roscoe
Karns, George E. Stone
for

"Twentieth
Century."
PARAMOUNT — Grant Mitchell and Geo-ge
Baxter for "Thirty Day Princess"; Robert W">rwick for "Cleopatra"; Sir Guy Standing, William Frawley, Henry B. Walthall, John Holiday, Richard Carle, Olive Tell, John Larkn
Ralf Harolde, Robert Littlefield and Gertrude

Michael
for "The
Witching
Hour."
WARNER-FIRST NATIONAL— Dorothy Burgess for "Friends of Mr. Sweeney"; Reginald
Owen and Victor Jory for "Madame Du Barry";
Arthur Byron and Emily Fitzroy for "Dark
Tower"; Ivan Lebedeff for "Happy Family":
Helen Lowell, Gordon Westcott, Phillip Reed
loan Wheeler,

Harry Tyler for "Old

MONOGRAM — Mary

Let Who

ploitatioii."—M. P. Daily. You'll
I sit speechless with deep emotion as
\ Frank Borzage's "NO GREATER
* GLORY" enfolds you in its magic
spell. Based on Ferenc Molnar's
I great novel.

Doll'r

Brian for "Numbers

RKO — Carlo."
Billie Burke for "And
Monte

1 "Will gel terrific word-of-mouth ex-

of
Will

House."
Be Clever."

Short Shots from Eastern Studios
By CHAS. ALICOATE

e and
CTION
PRODU
" will on
tocompleted
be "Franki
Johnnie
morrow at the Biograph studio.
Chester Erskin produced and directed the feature for All Star
Productions, with Joseph Ruttenberg in charge of the cameras.
Helen Morgan, Chester Morris,
Lilyan Tashman, Florence Reed,
William Harrigan, Walter Kingsford, Jack Hazzard, Cora Withersspoon and Sigmund Spaeth are the
principals in the cast.
T

T

T

Ruth Etting has completed work
"Ruth
at the Vitaphone studio on musical
Must Be Served," two-reel
comedy. Supporting Miss Ettinq in
the short, which was directed by
Joseph Henabery, are Minor and
Bruce, Gerald Kent. ArRoot, Eddie
thur Donaldson. Jackson Halliday
and a chorus of 24.

The Rhythm Boys have been signed to appear in the next Bert Lahr
featurette to be produced by Meyer
Davis-Van Beuren for RKO release
and scheduled to go into work Monday at the Biograph studios in the
Bronx. Nick Grinde will direct,
with Joe Nadel assisting, Monroe
Shaff supervising and Joseph Ruttenberg and Sam Levitt behind the
cameras.
T

T

More proof' of this picture's great
I pulling power! Held over at the Or] pheum, St. Paul; Orpheum, New
Orleans. Doubled business, Loew's
I Hartford. CLARK GABLE and
| CLAUDETTE COLBERT in Frank
Capra's "It Happened One Night."

r

Miss Vick Cummings, who has apand Edpeared in various
ucational shorts,Vitaphone
took a test this
week at Fox. She is being managed by Joseph Chandler.
Y

Y

Y

Harry Gribbon is now at work at
the Vitaphone studio on his fourth
two-reel comedy, "My Mummy's
Arms." Supporting the comedian in
the cast are: Shemp Howard. Russell Hicks, Louise Latimer. Sheldon
T
T
T
Leonard and Pat West. The short.
Pat Kennedy, Irish tenor formerly
Staub. will
with Ben Bernie's orchestra and being directed bv Ralph
series of
Vitaphone's
in
released
be
comradio
several
on
now appearinghas been
signed to appear "Big V" comedies.
mercials,
Y T
T
in a movie short at an eastern studio.
who will be rememFredbered asGraf,
r
T
T
the head hairdresser of the
studio and now
Astoria
unt
a
Paramo
Shooting is> about to start on
new Educational-Coronet comedy with Hudnut, has been taking time
featuring the Ritz Brothers. _ The off from his regular duties to make
and direct- up Lilyan Tashman's hair daily for
comedy will be produced
ed by Al Christie at the Eastern her appearance in "Frankie _ and
Johnnie" at the Biograph studio.
Service studios in Astoria.

I The star of a hundred plays and
pictures

in a production worthy

of his great talents!' JOHN
| BARRYMORE in "20th Century,"
| with Carole
Lombard,
Walter

j
,

i
I

»' . Connolly
and Roscoe
Karns..
Howard Hawks
Production
fromA ' »
I the Broadway smash by Ben Hecht
I

and Charles MacArthur.

#,
it
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RESOLUTION ADOPTED
AGAINST FREE SHOWS
(Continued from Page 1)

ton meeting Wednesday and announced yesterday. According to
the resolution such agencies "are
likely to defeat the purpose of their
contention by seriously disturbing
the foregoing organized industries
and units."
Another resolution passed by the
three committees provides "wholehearted endorsement" of joint meetings between the three Authorities
for purpose of discussing mutual
problems.
The Radio Code Authority met in
Washington yesterday to consider
the protests against free radio studio shows filed by the Legitimate
Theater and Film Code Authorities.
No word as to its decisions had been
received by Executive Secretary
John C. Flinn of the Motion Picture group last night.
Prior to the next Code Authority
meeting Monday committees on budget and nominations will hold sessions. At the administrative body
meeting it is expected that the 10
local boards remaining unsettled
will be determined.
Work of analyzing assents to
eliminate duplications will be completed today, when announcement
will be made of the new total.
Flinn, Ed Kuykendall, Nathan
Yamins, Louis Phillips, W. Ray
Johnston and Harold S. Bareford
returned to New York yesterday
following the Washington NRA
meetings.

ANALYSIS OF
MOTION PICTURE CODE
By LOUIS
Thirtieth Installment
ARTICLE IV— LABOR PROVISIONS— PRODUCTION— (Con t.)
4. Working
Conditions to Be Protee
vided for by Standing Commit(a) Casting Bureaus
Casting and employment interviews of women and children shall
be by women casting officials, and
men by men.
(b) Relatives Barred as "Extra
No one shall be employed as "exPlayers"
tras" or atmosphere workers, unless
an exception must be made because
of the urgency of production, who

1. A member of the immediate
of an employee of a mois: — family
tion picture company.
2. Not obliged to depend upon
"extra" work as a means of
livelihood.
3. Employed on account of personal favoritism.
(c) Eight Hour Day
A day's work in any State shall
be eight hours with overtime as provided by the existing California
Statutes.
(d) Working in Only One Picture at
a Time
No person (except when working
in a crowd) shall work in more than
one picture for the same day's pay,
B. & H. to Provide 16 MM. Titles
even though he receives overtime.
Chicago — For 16 mm. film users (e) Rotation of Work
Rotation of work shall be estabwho haven't the time or inclination
to make their own titles, Bell &
lished to such reasonable degree as
may be practicable.
Howell
service. is introducing a "Title Craft"
(f) "Extra Players" Must Register
No studio casting office shall obIdeal Finishes Three-Reeler
Ideal Pictures has completed production on "The Golden Ghost," a
Films for Venice Exposition
three-reeler dealing with American
gold rushes.
Venice — Among U. S. films entered for awards at the second InWarner Baxter's Next Is Set
ternational Exhibition of CinematoWest Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
graphic Art to be held here in AuHollywood — Cast has been completed for "Grand Canary," Warner
gust are Paramount's "Death Takes
Baxter's next at Fox. Zita Johann, a Holiday," United Artists' "House
John Halliday and Marjorie Rambeau will be the chief support. Irv- of Rothschild" or "Life of Benvening Cummings is to direct.
uto Cellini," Fox's "The World Goes
On" or another picture, Warner's
Palace Holding "One Night"
"Napoleon" or "Wonder Bar," and
Columbia's "It Happened One productions not yet set by M-G-M.
Night" is being held for a second RKO, Universal, Columbia and other
week at the RKO Palace, something
companies. Japan also will have an
rare for this Broadway second-run.
entry for the first time, and practically all other countries are to be
Embarrassing Moment
represented.
Dallas — Among those who attended
the fan-fare world premiere of Warner's
"As the Earth Turns" at the Melba here
was Gladys Hasty Carroll, author of the
novel. Vinton Sholl, manager of the
theater, introduced her from the stage.
After paying the writer a flowery
tribute, Sholl couldn't remember her
name.

Harvard Invites Al Jolson
Boston — In what may be an excellent tieup for the "Wonder Bar"
opening at the Metropolitan, Al Jolson has been invited by Harvard to
cive a talk before the famous 47
Workshop.

NIZER
tain an "extra player" from any
casting agency unless said person
is registered as an extra player.
Eachhaveregistered
player"
shall
a card of "extra
identification.
Sec. 4. Provisions Regarding "Free
Lance" Players
(a) Code
Authority Makes Rules for
Producers
The Code Authority shall provide
rules and regulations to be binding
on all Producers in respect to "free
alance"
week players
or less. who receive $150.00
(b) Code Authority Appoints Standing Committee
The Code Authority shall appoint
a standing committee representing
employers, "free lance" players and
the public to interpret the rules for
"free lance" players, to supervise
them, to receive and act on complaints and otherwise carry out the
purposes above mentioned.
(c) Review by the Administrator
The standing committee's
action
shall be subject to review by the
Administrator.
(d) mittee
Investigation by Standing Com-

Friday, Mar. 9, 1934

12-FEATURECONTRACTl'
PENDING AT BIOGRAPI
(Continued from Page 1)

that RKO will make two or three
films at Biograph. Production on
"Frankie and Johnnie" will b:
completed today by Chester Erskin.
Work on Van Beuren musicals will
start Monday.

Fear "Rasputin" Verdict
Will Deter
Historic Films
(Continued from Page 1)

ers now viewing historical subjects
with skepticism, Russian players
will lose many hours of employment
in pictures which would have ordinarly been made, it was declared.
Comment was made on the fact that
despite action of the British jury in
declaring that the roles of Natasha
and Chegodieff were based on actual
characters, Grand Duchess Marie recently referred to them as fictitious
characters.
M-G-M is planning to re-issue
"Rasputin and the Empress."
Buffalo — Nicholas Panlen, former
Russian count and now with the
Niagara Hy-Tool Co., Fort Erie, on
learning that his cousin's wife had Ai
been awarded a verdict over "Rasputin," said: "I didn't think the
Princess had much of a chance to
The standing committee, under the collect. I saw the picture in Buffalo.
supervision of the Code Authority, While I could see it was not historically correct in all particulars,
shall make a- complete investigation concerning working conditions I saw nothing in it that would deof "free lance" players.
fame her character."
(e) Rules
Promulgated by Standing
Committee
4 Feature Stars for Comedy
The standing committee shall West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Betty Compson, Robadopt
rules for "free lance" players concerning:
ert Warwick, Dorothy Sebastian and
Don Alvarado have been signed for
1. Hours of employment.
2. work.
Rotation
and distribution of an all-star cast in a two-reel comedy by E. H. Allen, vice-president in
3. Minimum salaries.
charge of production at Educational
(To be Continued)
Studios. Short is tentatively titled
"Breakers Ahead." Charles La
mont will direct.
Ft. Wayne Paper Adds Movie Space
Dual Detroit Holdovers
Fort Wayne, Ind. — Films get a
Detroit
Something unusual here,
break in the new set-up of the two films— have
moved over to new
"Journal-Gazette," afternoon daily.
houses for a second week. "Six
Harrison Carroll's syndicated column of
a Kind" went from the Fisher
now features the woman's page with
eight-column head. Reviews regu- to the State, while "It Happened
larly on first-run films and specia1 One Night" shifted from the FoxSunday magazine section. New
Triples at Butterfield House
managing editor. Frank Roberts, is
Grand Rapids, Mich. — For the
a steady movie fan.
next several weeks the Isis, Butter
field house, will play three double
Get $2,000 in Holdup
feature bills each week instead of I!
Maynard, Mass. — Week-end re- two,
Harry D. Irons, manager, has Bk
announced.
ceipts of nearly $2,000 were taken
from the People's theater by bur1
glars who cracked the safe.
Kalberer in Fort Wayne
«
Fort Wayne, Ind. — A. J. Kalberer,
New Studios for Warsaw
formerly on the west coast, is now
Warsaw, Poland — Several studios at the Paramount here.
are to be built on the outskirts of
Warsaw by a new company, Spocka
Akeijna Rinvofilm.
World's Largest Studios
Roach Studio Reopens Next Week
Yokohama
— Shochiko Films, Japan's
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM D 4ILY
biggest production enterprise, plans to
Hollywood — Hal Roach will reopen
erect the world's largest studios at
Ofuna, between here and Kamakura.
his studio about March 15 following
Work
is to start in April.
a two-week shutdown.
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is Proposed in Michigan

CODE MACHINERY COST SET AT $400,000 A YEAR
Licensing

of All Agents Ordered

Artists'
Representatives
Must Obtain
Permits
by May 1

by Commissioner

Evangelist Uses Movies as Bait

Gloucester. O. — After drawing only light attendances at his evangelistic services in the
Church of Christ, the Rev. Charles H. Richards augmented his program with movies of
wild animals in their native haunts, and now's doing S. R. O.

All theatrical agents must be
^licensed by May 1, Commissioner of
□Licenses Paul Moss told 150 memjbers of the National Association of
^Theatrical Artists' Representatives
Jat a meeting this week. Heretofore
"nearly all Broadway agents have Stebbins, Leterman, Gates
Escaped the employment agent classification by calling themselves per- Reorganize Brokerage Co.
Stebbins, Leterman & Gates, Inc.,
gonal representatives.
Moss said yesterday he would act which about a year ago turned over
pwith the Association to stamp out its brokerage business for clearance
(Continued on Page 3)
through Schiff, Terhune & Co., under a year's contract, is being reorganized with Herbert R. Ebenstein

Musicals a Cinch, Says George White

1 U. S. ROADSHOWS
ON NEW G-B LINEUP

Thirty-four features will be made
•for the 1934-35 season by Gaumont'British and its subsidiary, Gainsborough, with two of the films set
for roadshowing in America and the
possibility of two others making the
two-a-day grade, Arthur Lee stated
to Film Daily yesterday. A minimum production cost of $200,000 has
"Power,"
all pictures.
been
one ofset
the for
scheduled
roadshow films,
(Continued on Page 3)

,Agency Regulations
Submitted on Coast
'West

Coast

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Proposed regulations
submitted to agency representatives
3y the state labor bureau provides
;hat if an agency does not obtain
work for an actor in four months,
led automat shall be cancel
contract (Continued
on Page 3)
Chesterfield May Increase
Chesterfield will probably increase its
schedule next season from 9 to 12 features, it was stated to FILM DAILY yesterday by George R. Batcheller, president. Batcheller said that his franchiseholders wanted him to make more pictures, but that definite decision would
not be reached
until June.

(Continued

on Page

3)

(Continued

on

Page

4)

(Continued

on Page

3)

Express Company Offers
Lower Film Shipment Rate
Grand Rapids — Proposal by American Railway Express to carry films
from Detroit to this city and other
Michigan points at one-third under
truck rates is being investigated by
a committee of exhibitors following
a sectional meeting of Allied Theaters of Michigan here this week.
President Ray Branch, Hastings,
named a group to work with the
express agency on the matter.

State NRA for Local Problems
Proposed by Michigan Governor
Court Orders Arbitration
Before Enjoining Pickets

Costs of operating the code machinery istentatively figured at less
than $400,000 a year in the committee report which will be submitted
to the Code Authority at its next
meeting,
Monday. forProposal
is under consideration
collecting
the

"They told me I was all wrong
until
the picture,"
George revenue through the Code AuthorWhite they
said saw
to Film
Daily yesterday
ity headquarters, with Executive
in telling how he defied tradition in Secretary
John C. Flinn in charge.
making his "Scandals" for Fox in
exthe record shooting time of 24 days The percentage
(Continued toon bePageassessed
3)
and with no retakes. White declared
that it was much easier to produce a
picture than a show and said that

Spurt in Educational Films Predicted
Production of educational and
other non-theatrical films is in for a
the activity acbig increase, whenwith
celerated producers realize the
enormous revenue that is possible
from this field, according to Mrs.
Elizabeth Richey Dessez, who was
for eight years head of the educational department at Pathe and recently became assistant director of
the Motion Picture Research Council. Demand for films designed esand
clubs
pecially for churches,

Report on Code Authority
Budget to be Submitted
at Meeting Monday

Lansing, Mich. — Legislation has
been introduced here to set up a
"State NRA," which would give the
Detroit — Because the issue had state administration power over
operating wholly within the
not been taken to arbitration, the concerns
state similar to that exercised by
James
denied
Court
District
S.
U.
the Federal government over naN. Robertson, owner of the Cindertional business. Such legislation,
ella, an injunction against Sign Gov. W. A. Comstock said in a speWriters' Union pickets. This Fedcial message to the legislature,
eral Court insistence upon arbitraenforcing codes now in
tion when machinery is available is would enable
(Continued on Page 4)
believed to be a precedent here.

M.P.T.O.A. OPPOSES
FOREIGN TALENT BAN

Formal protest against the Dickstein bill to regulate importation of
foreign players has been filed by the
M. P. T. O. A. in Washington. The
industry requires new faces, the
brief contends, as well as new ideas
and talent. Passage of the bill
would also invite retaliation from
(Continued

on Page

2)

Texas Independent Unit
Meets March 26 in Dall?s
Dallas — Theater Owners Protective Ass'n of Texas, headed by Roy
L. Walker, has scheduled its annual
meeting for March 26 in Dallas.
President Ed Kuykendall of the M.
P. T. O. A. has been invited to address the gathering.
Claims Against Para. Denied
Referee Henry K. Davis has denied a
motion on the part of De Forest Phonofilm, General Talking Pictures and
American Tri-Ergon Corp. seeking damages from Paramount Publix for alleged
infringement of sound patents. Attorneys for Paramount trustees claimed
that collection was impossible owing
to the company being in bankruptcy.
De Forest and General Talking Pictures
each asked 51,000.000. while the William Fox Company did not specify any
amount.
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Celebrate Tonight

It has leaked out that the fourth annual dinner-dance of the Columbians at the
Waldorf-Astoria tonite will be An Event. The committee in charge of table arrangements has been swamped. The ducats are $15 a pair. Dinner at 7:30. The affair
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is formal. But don't let that scare you. After a few inhalers, all the guests will be
informal
and havin' a perfectly
grand time.
Won't you come?
Please do!
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M. P. T. O. A. Opposes
Propose Film Council
Foreign Talent Ban
In Place of* Censorship
(Continued from Page 1)
Grand Rapids — Organization of a

Better Films Council as a counter abroad and cause drastic reductions
move against local censorship was in revenue now derived from there,
advocated this week at a meeting it is pointed out. The brief also
of exhibitors with church, school and describes the plan as unworkable,
welfare workers. Under the plan, partly because it is impossible to
presented by Allen Johnson, director classify all players.
of Michigan Allied, the council would
Hoffberg Also in Domestic Field
determine suitability of films for
various ages and classify them by
In addition to its export busiletters. The city is being requested
ness, J. H. Hoffberg Co. is buildto withhold action on a proposed
ingness
up aon features
domestic and
distribution
shorts. busiThe
censorship bill and substitute the
company
has
five
American
features,
council in its place.
five in Spanish, and several series of
and American shorts includArranging Chi. Relief Ball Spanish
ing the Fatty Layman comedies and
Chicago — Extensive prepara- Goofy Gus cartoons.
tions are being made for the Film
Relief Dinner Dance to be given the NRA Orders Union Scale Restored
night of March 23 at Medinah AthNew Orleans — The Liberty has
letic Club. Jack Miller heads the been ordered to restore operator
executive committee for the affair. salaries to a first-run house scale
Other members are Aaron Saper- and to pay the difference between
stein, Henry Herbel, Barney Bala- this scale and what the operators
ban, Edward Silverman, Harry were actually getting from time of
Holmquist, James Coston and Louis opening, in a decision by the NRA
Reyheimer. Publicity committee compliance director here. Liberty
consists of Herb Ellisburg of Essan- had signed a salary concession coness, chairman; Laurence Stein of
tract to operate as a second-run
Warners, William Hollander of B. house and then had opened with first
& K., John Joseph of RKO, Hazel runs.
Rival houses protested.
Green of Film Daily, Cal Hermer
"Catherine" to 4-a-day Today
of "Box-Office,"
Oscar Schenk of the
'/
Americans and Al Sobler. Entertain"Catherine
the Great," United
ment committee is Will Harris,
Artists release having a two-a-day
Louis Lipstone, Frank Smith,. Leo run
at the Astor, will be shown four
B. Salkin, Billy Diamond and Harry row.
Lasker. Committee on arrangement times today and three times tomoris John Mednikow, Myrtle Collins,
RKO Signs Juvenile Star
Emma Abplanalp and Louis Abramson.
Frank Thomas, Jr., 11-year-old
star of "Wednesday's Child," has
Poster Men Meet
been signed by RKO to appear with
Plans for combatting move of John Barrymore in the picturization of the recent Broadway stage
major distributors launched to pre- hit.
vent re-selling of their posters by
independent exchanges were ad- Herbert Silverberg Loses Appendix
vanced at a meeting held by NaBuffalo — Herbert T. Silverberg,
tional Poster Service Association at
local film attorney, is in Central
the Hotel Lincoln yesterday. An- Park Clinic recuperating from an
other meeting will be held soon.
appendix
removal.
39 Skouras Houses Sign Erpi Deal
M-G-M Signs New York Actress
Ruth Madison who appeared with
Thirty-nine Skouras theaters in
the metropolitan area have signed Clark Gable in his sketch which
repair and replacement contracts played the Capitol, has been signed
with Electrical Research Products, by M-G-M. She will leave for the
Vice-President H. M. Wilcox an- coast within the next two weeks.
nounced yesterday. The total num"Riptide" Opening Moved Up
ber of Western Electric equipped
theaters that have now signed such
Opening
M-G-M's
"Riptide"
the Capitol ofhas
been moved
up at
to
contracts exceeds 2,300.
March
23.
Norma
Shearer
is
starred.
Hoblitzelle Deal Up March
22
A Paramount Publix creditors
12th WEEK ON BROADWAY
meeting is planned for March 22
to approve the Hoblitzelle-Southern
Enterprise deal. Session will be held
at office of Referee Henry K. Davis.
Adams, Detroit, Becomes First-Run
Detroit - — The Adams, owned by
Harry Balaban, has shifted to firstrun. James Kehoe is manager.
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COMMISSIONER ORDERS
LICENSING OF AGENTS
(Continued from Page

S^

DAILY

MONCthe

(Continued from Page 1)

1)

cut-throat competition and crookedness. He also said he would investigate offices which acted both as
l|buyers
and
sellers
of acts
and
*i' would probably require lawyers who
act as representatives of acts in obtaining contracts to take out employment licenses. He also took under
consideration
modification
of the
city's
employment
agency
rules
so
that theatrical agents would not be
required
to pay anengagement
act's salary
where a contracted
was
not forthcoming.
At the meeting the agents voted
Ito modify their Code of Ethics to
I permit commission-splitting among
! members only, thereby averting a
! battle with Loew, RKO and Actors'
Equity over the franchise systems
of those organizations, according to
Arthur Lyons, president. The association now has 213 members.

Two U. S. Roadshows
On
New G.-B. Lineup
(Continued from Page 1)

is budgeted at $400,000. It stars
Conrad Veidt and will be shown here
about April 1. The other big production will be "Chu Chin Chow,"
starring Anna May Wong.
Releases in the United Kingdom
have been set up to Dec. 31, 1934.
Michael Balcon, head of Gainsborough, will arrive here about March
31 to consult with Lee on coming
films.

PHIL

M. PALY

• • • WE WERE invited to cocktail with Julius Tannen
at Adreyenne's yesterday afternoon with a few score other
Broadway muggs who are used to bendin' the erudite elbow
Julius gave as the excuse for the party
"to celebrate
the return to reason of the theatrical managers and the threatened resumption of activities by your host."
ha
the
yap hasta have an oxcoose to throw a cocktail party
unheard
we didn'tinvite
go
we're
on a Milk
Dietcocktail
and here of
comes another
to attend
another
party
at Leon and Eddie's Tuesday afternoon in honor of Al Jolson what we call Study of Two Joosh
Boys Takin' Advantage T of A TScotchman
In A Tuff Spot
T
• •
• NICE
ORDER for Elmer Leterman, the big Insurancer
Billy La Hiff, maestro of the Tavern on 48th St.
has insured his 60 employees for a grand each
Elmer has done the same for the St. Moritz and Madison hotels.
T
T
T
• •
• A NICE assignment Al Sherman drew
to
write Al Jolson's biog
Disney's "Big Bad Wolf" will be
broadcast over WABC Saturday eve
Lonovis Amusement
Enterprises has been formed by Jack Shapiro and Harry Shiffman to operate the Cameo on 42nd St
Fifth Ave. Playhouse has changed its policy from foreign to American pix
Norma Shearer will do a scene from "Riptide" and be interviewed by Louella Parsons next Wednesday over the Columbia
network Armida will be at the Capitol week of March
16 along with Jimmy Durante, Polly Moran and Lou Holtz
will
Gladys Hasty Carroll, author of "As the Earth Turns,"
attend the premiere of the Broadway showing soon to be announced Frank Buck will broadcast another of his "Wild
Powers' "Jack
WJZ Tuesday eve
Cargo" adventures over
Beanstalk" ComiColor cartoon is playing a return date
andhetheRoxy
at

Agency Regulations
Submitted on Coast
(Continued from Page 1)

A LITTLE from "LOTS"

ically. Also that the agency shall
not charge a fee unless the engageBy RALPH WILK
ment for which the fee is sought is
obtained by the agency. The agency
HOLLYWOOD
"Princess O'Hara," Damon Runattorneys will report their views to
"Collier's,"
labor bureau officials March 21.
in the current
story acquired
the
yon
"Take
on
has
been
by Universal.
CTION
PRODU
Stand,"
third on the Liberty pro▼ T
T
Refuse to Mediate With Ushers
gram of eight specials for 1934-35,
d, and the film is
Duke Ellington's band has been
Milwaukee — Executive board of has been conclude
signed
now
being
edited on the Coast. Jack for
the M. P. T. O. has declined offers
RKO.to make a Headliner short
feaare
Thelma Todd
of Harry Bragarnick to mediate the La Ruetured inand
the picture, an adaptation
T
T
T
strike of ushers and doormen at the
Boris Karloff and Bela Lugosi
Warner and Wisconsin theaters. If of Earl Derr Biggers' "The Dance
will be teamed by Universal in two
Rosen directed.
further attempts at settlement fail, of Hearts." Phil
T
T
T
a strike is to be called March 14 in
more pictures, "Sucidie Club" and
Lowell Sherman will direct and "Return
all local houses.
of Frankenstein," if negotiations go through. They are now
act
in
"The
Human
Side"
for
Uni"Spitfire," "Wild Cargo" Campaigns versal.
working in "Black
Cat."
T
T
T
T
T
T
RKO will put national advertisJoe
E.
Brown,
upon
completing
Shirley
Temple,
who
has been ap"Spiting campaigns behind both
fire" and "Wild Cai-go" similar to "Sawdust" next week at First Na- lesks andpearing inFrolics
Educational's
Baby series,
Burof
Youth
tional, will sail on Saturday for the
the national campaign for "Little
now occupies first place in the ranks
Women." Robert Sisk will be in Orient with Mrs. Brown.
T
T
T
of
juvenile
players. role
She
charge of the campaigns, with BarwillHollywood's
soon be seen
in a featured
ret McCormick handling advertising
Marian Nixon will appear oppo- in
the
Fox
Follies,
and
has
just
been
copy.
site Nils Asther in Universal's "The loaned to Paramount for the title
Humbug," which Max Marcin will
make.
role in Damon Runyon's story, "Litt
t
▼
Starting At Home
tle Miss Marker."
Patricia
Ellis
has
been
borrowed
▼ ▼ T
The NRA Administration is even
Ray Smallwood, famous camera
checking up on the Code Authorities to
by Universal from First National
trick
expert,
has
been engaged at
determine if they themselves are comfor "Alias the Deacon."
plying with its labor regulations in their
the Educational Studios to handle
offices. Such a letter has been received by Executive Secretary John C.
Flinn.

CODE MACHINERY COST
IS SET ATJ400,000

T

T

T

Harry Hervey will do some additional writing for RKO's "Family
Man," starring Richard Dix.

special photographic effects for the
Mermaid Comedy tentatively titled
"Breakers Ahead."

hibitors, distributors and other participants in the code's benefits remains to be determined and plans
for administration, and enforcement must be worked out.

Making Film Musicals
Is a(Continued
Cinch,fromSays
White
Page 1)
he might produce several musical
films in the East.
He said he was convinced that
there was no mystery to film production before he went to the coast and
that out
his experience
bore
this view. with "Scandals"
"The difference between the
'Scandals' and other screen musicals is that when you see the 'Scandals', you will think you are in a
theater," White said.
"They told me to forget about
the theater in Hollywood". The film
"Scandals" has eleven song numbers,
an unusual quota for films.
White plans to present another
summer
"Scandals" on Broadway.

Stebbins, Leterman, Gates
Reorganize Brokerage Co.
(Continued from Page

1)

as president and directing head of
eastern activities, and Arthur W.
Stebbins as chairman and president
of the California subsidiary. Albert
N. Gates is vice-president, secretary
and treasurer. Stebbins has gone
west
to take charge of the coast acBroadway.
tivities. Offices will continue at 1540
New

Virginia

Theater

Firm

Lynchburg, Va. — Corcoran Pictures, Inc., has been chartered with
capital of $50,000 maximum to operate theaters, etc. Officers are L. M.
Corcoran, president; H. E. Ely, Jr.,
of Washington, vice-president; L. L.
Loving, coran,
secretary;
treasurer. Margaret E. Cor-

Coming and Going
ROBERT G. RITCHIE, manager for Jeanette
MacDonald; MR. and MRS. CLIFF EDWARDS,
and EDWARD HOPE, author of "She Loves Me
Not,"
sail tomorrow on the Lafayette for Europe.
STANYEY NEAL and MISS L. POULTER. English motion picture producers and representatives in London, have arrived at the Hotel
Warwick for a visit.
CHESTER MORRIS leaves on the Century this
afternoon for the coast.
JOHN E. FLYNN, branch manager for M-G-M
in Detroit and president of the Variety Club
there, is on a four-week vacation trip including
New York and Florida.
HOWARD DIETZ
in about a week.
on

is due back from the coast

GEORGE J. SCHAEFER returns to New
Monday after a vacation
in Florida.

York

AGNES DE MILLE, daughter of Cecil B. De
Mille, will arrive Tuesday on the Paris and
leave immediately for Hollywood to appear in
Paramount's

"Cleopatra."

Saturday, March 10, 1934]

•
with

REVIEWS
"NO FUNNY

Gertrude

MICHIGAN PROPOSES
NRA WITHIN STATER

•

BUSINESS"

Lawrence,
Laurence
Olivier
and Jill Esmond
Principal Exchange
60 mins.
WEAK BRITISH FARCE COMEDY WITH
CAPABLE CAST WASTED ON INCONSEQUENTIAL STORY
It may get by with British audiences
who are inclined to be patriotic toward
native product, but over here this kind of
light farce is likely to prove rather dull
to the average audience. Story is a very
specious affair, dealing with the desire of
a couple to get a divorce and hiring corespondents without letting each other in
on it. But the co-respondents, played by
Laurence Olivier and Jill Esmond, get together under one of those mistaken identity circumstances and develop reciprocal
romantic feelings, though each is under
the impression that the other is the
party he or she was hired to compromise.
And so matters amble along to a finale in
which the hired co-respondents bring their
love affair to a culmination, with the wife
and husband sharing in the happy finale.
Included in the proceedings are a couple
of song numbers by Gertrude Lawrence.
These are among the most enjoyable moments in the picture. F. P. I. is the
producer.
Cast: Gertrude Lawrence, Laurence
Olivier, Jill Esmond, Gibb McLaughlin, Muriel Aked and Edmund Breon.
Directors, John Stafford and Victor
Hanbury; Author, Dorothy Hope; Adaptor,
Victor Hanbury; Cameramen, W. Blakeley
and D. Langley;
Editor, Elmer McGcvern.
Direction, Slow. Photography, Okay.

(Continued from Page 1)

Ambridge, Pa. — -Milt Smith, former manager of the Warner theater
here, has been assigned to the Belmar in Pittsburgh.

Boston — -United Artists here has
named Joe Carroll assistant booker,
working under Abe Weiner.

Canton, O. — Ward Farrar, manager of Loew's, stole a march on
competition when he induced Canton
Detroit — The Midway, Detroit's
retail merchants association to stage newest house, opened recently. It
their annual spring style revue at is in Dearborn and is owned by
Miskinis, proprietor of the
his theater relieving that organiza- Joseph
Fordson Theater, and Joseph Stoia,
tion of the annual promotion.
owner of the Ford Grand.
Detroit — "The Fighting Priest",
with Father Coughlin, has been
taken over from Shamrock Pictures
by Donald Rayburn and a group of
former stockholders represented by
Joe O'Donnell, former salesmanager.
B. C. Fassio, president of Shamrock,
has taken charge of the production
work of the company again.

Detroit — Joseph Olschefsky, manager of the Buchanan Theater, and
Edward J. St. Onge, former owner
of the Jewel, have opened a theatrical brokerage office in the Film
Exchange.
Millbank, S. D.— Bonnie Benfield
has sold his Chateau to Mike DeFea.

Rochester. N. H. — The Colonial
Cincinnati — Charles Behlen, RKO
has been opened by Interstate as a salesman, lost his mother recently.
first-run.
Oxford, Mich.— The Oxford Opera
was seriously damaged by fire
Boston — Harry Goldman has ac- House
last
week.
quired New England
distribution

Increase is Predicted
In Educational Films
(Continued from Page

1)

other groups is growing rapidly and
new techniques will be developed to
pictures more interestGeorge Sidney and
in Charlie Murray make ing such
and more valuable, says Mrs.
Dessez, who considers this market
"Ten Baby Fingers" 18 mins. more vast than the theatrical marColumbia
ket. She predicts that if production
Fair Comedy
of these pictures is not undertaken
Not much to the story idea, but within the industry, outsiders will
Sidney and Murray manage to keep
possibilities are conthis skit at a fairly amusing tempo. do it. Profit
siderable, she says, because educaAction revolves around a baby betional films go on bringing in ining left at the door of these two
come for years with few salesmen
bachelors. So they go through the and little overhead. The Motion
familiar hokum of figuring out how Picture Council is especially interto care for the kid. Finally the parested in encouraging the movement.
ents turn up.
with"Broadway
the Yacht Nights"
Club Boys
Paramount
10 mins.
Good Novelty
An entertaining musical novelty
with a flashy night club background
in which there are vocal numbers
by the Yacht Club quartette, some
beautiful dancing by a feminine ensemble and pleasing orchestra support. Final number by the Yacht
Club group is an auto bit with comedy and action interpolations that
make it quite amusing.

rights
of "The Fighting Priest" and
"Elysia."

Two Amity Productions
Being Dubbed in French

A deal has been closed whereby
at least two Amity productions will
be dubbed in French for European
release, H. William Fitelson, counsel
for Amity, stated yesterday. Fitelson returned Thursday from abroad
where he signed the contracts in
Paris with Maurice Rouhier. The
deal was for cash, with Amity retaining no interest in the French
distribution. It carries an option
which may involve the sale of six
more Amity productions under the
Rio Houses to Get Wide Range
Rio de Janeiro — Western Electric same terms. While in England,
way for the reWide Range equipment is to be in- Fitelson pavedconsideratithe
on oftwo Amity pictures
stalled at the Alhambra and Copa- that had previously
been rejected by
cabana Casino here.
the British censor board. The films
are "Left Over Ladies" and "Morals
for
Women."
Easy
New Orleans
— JaeCome
Estes, — Tudor
man"Fantomas"
at Cameo Next Week
ager who won the "Cradle Song"
lobby
display
prize
offered
by
Paramount,
"Fantomas," a mystery drama dispent part of the hundred
treating the
rected by Paul Fejos which DuWorld
boys on film
row to sandwiches
and
beer.
is distributing, is slated to open at
the Cameo next week.

operation or to adjust them, if nee-'
essary, The
to state
fit strictly
local lend
condi-^ptions.
could then
its r€ I
attention to enforcing details of na-^
tional codes which are too local for L
Federal attention.
The bill is to be|*
drafted after the New York state l/l
statute.
Creation of a board of ar- j
bitration for various trades and for |
enforcement
of their
orders
by
court action is expected.
Film men view the move with
favor, believing local interpretation
of the film code under state authority would be to their advantage as
local conditions differ somewhat
from those of other states.

"Upperworld" Release April 28 jfe
Warner's "Upperworld," with
Warren William, Mary Astor
and
Ginger Rogers, has been set for release April 28. First print was previewed at the home office yesterday.
Ruth Chatterton in "Journal of a
Crime," leasedFirst
today. National, is being re-

Making Shorts in Detroit
Detroit — Allen Summers, former
Chicago booking agent, is here pro16 Vitaphone Subjects
ducing three reels in the "Ye Olde
Set for Early Release Time Illustrated Songs" series being
Sixteen Vitaphone shorts are cur- made by Shamrock Pictures. "News
rently in the cutting room being from the Daily" series will follow.
prepared for early release, it is announced by Sam Sax, production
chief. The group includes a threereeler, Lillian Roth in "Come Out
of the Past," with Weldon Heyburn
and Queenie Smith, and Miss Roth
in a two-reeler, "Story Conference,"
with the Sizzlers; also two Ben Blue
subjects, a Harry Gribbon comedy,
one with Charles Judels and George
Givot, a Ruth Etting subject, one
with Bemice Claire and J. Harold
Murray, another with Gertrude Niesen, band numbers with the Freddy
Rich and the B. A. Rolfe orchestras,
two E. M. Newman travel subjects,
and others.

PLAZA

Liberty First-Run Bookings
Budd Rogers, general sales manager of Liberty Pictures, has closed
with the Allen Theater, Cleveland,
for pre-release first runs on "Cheaters", featuring Bill Boyd, Dorothy
Mackaill and June Collyer, and
"When Strangers. Meet," in which
Richard
Cromwell and Arline Judge
are starred.

"Scandals" at Music Hall March 22
George White's "Scandals," Fox
film featuring Rudy Vallee, Alice
Faye, Jimmy Durante, Adrienne
Ames, Gregory Ratoff and others,
opens March 22 at the Music Hall.
Building Television Machine
Fort Erie. Ont.— Horton Steel
Works is building the worlds largest television machine, with a 30foot screen, for U. A. Sanabria, to
be demonstrated at the reopening of
the Century of Progress in Chicago
staiting May 1.

MOST CONVENIENT
Hotel in Hollywood
$2.50
S3.00

up, Single
up, Double

Special weekly and monthly rates

The Plaza is near everything to see and do in
Hollywood.
Ideal for business or pleasure.
Every room has private
dressing room, bath and
shower. Beds "built for
rest." Every venience.
modern
Fine foodscon-at
reasonable prices. Convenient parking for your car.
Chas. Danziger, Mgr.
Eugene Stern, Pres.

The "Doorway of Hospitality"
Vine
at Hollywood
Blvd.
HOLLYWOOD

*\ %t
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fndep't Producers Plan 130 Minimum

for '34-35

6th annual industryyear book out today

lohnson, Rosenblatt, Farley Invited to MPTOA
OUT

TO-DAY

1

Will Rogers Is Asked to
Preside at Annual
Banquet

M. P. Council Conference
First national conference luncheon of
the national board of the Motion Picture Research Council will be held
March 21 in the Ballroom of the Hotel
Roosevelt. Speakers will include Mrs.
August Belmont, Dr. Frederick Peterson
and Dr. Herbert S. Houston.

Meet

Most Eagerly Awaited of
All Film Volumes Makes
1934 Debut

By JACK HARROWER
"W/"HEN will it be out?"
That query has been fired at
us every day for weeks. From humble privates in the film ranks to captains of the industry. Every member
of The Film Daily staff hears the
question wherever he goes. The peculiar thing is that both questioner
and Filmdailyite find it unnecessary
Will Rogers has been asked to preside as toastmaster at the convenwhat "It" refers to. Only
tion banquet.
Minneapolis — Opening of three to specify
thing
be meant
new theaters and the reopening of one
Edition
of can
the Year
Book.— the 16th
10 others the past month is shown
So it affords us extreme satisfacin the current Film Board of Trade
report. Trio of new ones are the Encyclopedia
tion to appriseandyou
thatof Filmdom's
Book
Reference
Clinton, Clinton; Hancock, Hancock, goes into circulation today.
It will
(Continued on Page 8)
and Chippeway, White Earth, all
Minnesota. Reopened houses include
the Community, Clearbrook; Crystal,
Oklahoma City — Opening of sev- Lyric, Wabasso; LeRoy, and Rex,
eral new houses and reopening of
all Minnesota; Lyceum, Flaxhalf a dozen others last month, as Tower,
ton; Auditorium,
Kulm;
Iris, Mil(Continued on Page 10)
of
Board
Film
the
by
reported
in
conditions
better
reflect
Trade,
this state. New houses in operation Educational Signs Truex
{Continued on Page 10)
expectations are
Under Two-Year Contract nowCodethatAuthority
the local grievance and
Warner-F. N. Grooming
Ernest Truex, after making two
in the east zoning boards will begin to function
Fifteen for Stardom shorts for Educational
in April. The last 10 boards
signed early
been
has
experiment,
an
as
DAILY
FILM
THE
of
will probably be decided upon at the
West Coast Bureau
under
a
two-year
contract
by
E.
W.
the
of
end
Hollywood — Before the
Code Authority meeting which beshorts excluto intro- Hammons to appear in He
gins at (Continued
2 p. m. today
to act on a
new season Warners plan
will make
on Page 12)
sively for Educational.
duce about 15 new stars to the
next
the
with
season,
this
more
two
are
Majority of the players
screen.
starting in a few weeks.
(Continued on Page 10)
90% of Competitive Spots

Among outstanding figures invited by the M.P.T.O.A. to attend
its 14th annual convention in Hollywood, April 10-12, are General Hugh
S. Johnson, Sol A. Rosenblatt, Senator William G. McAdoo, Senator
Hiram Johnson, Mayor Rossi of San
Walker and PostFrancisco,
masterFrank
General James A. Farley.

13 THEATERS OPENED
IN NORTHWEST AREA

theaterIopturn
shown in oklahoma

LOCAL BOARDS START
EARLY NEXT MONTH

Minimum of 130 Planned
34-35
forents 19
ep'tsIndepend
By Ind
will produce about
Film Exchanges
Support

For 16 years the recognized Standard Reference Book of the Motion
Picture

130 features for the 1934-35 season,
a Film Daily survey shows. Monogram will produce a minimum of 20,
Detroit — An effective lever in enforcement of the agreement being Majestic 12, Showmen's Pictures 12,
negotiated to raise admission prices, Mayfair 12. Ghesterfield 9, Invincias well as to determine clearance in
ble 9, Liberty 8, Helber will handle
accordance with a set schedule, was 26, and it is estimated that about 25
disclosed last week in the form of will be produced by other independents. Figures for the indesupport from the exchanges. The
pendents are all minimum. Several
protection clauses of the agreement
next
written into the contract expect
will be (Continued
season. to increase their product
on Page 10)

Detroit Price Lift Plan

■3D

Industry. Published annually.

Covered in Code Assents

Assents to the code received by
the Code Authority cover approximately 90 per cent of competitive
spots in the country, ity. was stated
at C. A. headquarters Saturday.
Deadline for filing assents was
reached (Continued
at midnight
Saturday and
on Page 12)
Gary Stops Walkathons ^
— Under a new ordinance to
Gary, Ind.
amusements, walkathons and
control
other amusements in beer and pool parlors will be checked. The ordinance
up a board of three members who
sets wi'l
inspect all films not app^jved
also
by the National Board of Review. £
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ALINE MacMAHON, on finishing "Happy Family" at Warners in about a week, comes east
for a vacation.
GEORGE BATCHELLER returns to the coast,
on March 24.
ANN WEISS, H. M. Warner's secretary, is!
on her way back from a vacation on the
I
coast.

BIANCA STROOCK, Jay-Thorpe stylist, has
berg.
returned from a two-month stay in Hollywood
where she was the guest of Mrs. B. P. SchulARTHUR LOEW, who sails for Europe March
17 on the Conte di Savoia, will inspect all
M-G-M foreign offices and return about May 10.
GEORGE CUKOR, director, and HOWARD
ESTABROOK, scenarist, will sail for London
about April 1 to make location and process
scenes
for M-G-M's
"David
Copperfiel
HOWARD S. CULLMAN of the Roxy d."
returns
today from a ten-day vacation in Bermuda.

Six Theaters Are Added
In Portland Territory

Portland, Ore. — Six houses were
added to the active list in this territory last month. They include the
A LAUGH A DAY from "Harold Teen," Warner Bros.' comedy with music from Carl
new Mount Tabor in this city, the
•
Ed's famous comic strip, featuring Hal LeRoy of "Wonder Bar." — Advt.
Lyric, Huntington; Star, Oregon
Council, Council, Ida.; La Fay
Oldtime Comedies Doomed, City;
Warners May Distribute
New Meadow, Ida., and Liberty
New Chas. Rogers Lineup
Declares Al Christie Washougal, Wash. G. Mathews and
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
have taken over the LibOldtime
comedies, such as the D. Meyers
erty and Granada, former Fred
Hollywood — Charles R. Rogers,
who ends his association with Para- slapsticks that were successful for Mercy houses, in La Grande. Martin
mount in May or June after com- years, have outlived their day and & Stille acquired the Pantages here,
pleting his four remaining pictures, are doomed, says Al Christie, who while Fox West Coast took over
NEW YORK STOCK
MARKET
will probably have Warner Bros, as is now producing for Educational in the Paramount.
{QUOTATIONS AS OF SATURDAY)
his new distributing outlet. First the east. "The scene has shifted,
Net
High
Low
Close
Chg.
picture in his new lineup will be not only geographically, but psycho"McFadden's Flats."
logically," declares Christie, who
Nazis
Ban "Catherine"
Am. Seat
5%
5%
5Vi —
%
Berlin
— Becaus
e Elizabeth Bergcalls this a year of experimentation
Con.
Fm. Ind
4%
4%
4% %
in shorts. "More than ever before ner, who is of Jewish faith, appears
Warners Preparing 2 More we are dealing primarily with per- in it, "Catherine the Great" has
Con. Fm
Ind. pfd... 16/8
16i/8
16'/s —
%
East. Kodak
89
89
89
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
sonalities. We are not 'grinding out' been banned from further showing
Hollywood — Following completion comedies; we are 'building' them in Germany by the Reich Film
Chamber, which is under the Nazi
Fox Fm.
"A"
14%
14% ^ 14% +
%
of "Fog Over Frisco" and "Hit Me now, and I believe the system is propag
Loew's,
Inc
32%
31%
32
+
%
anda ministry. Officials of the
Again,"
and
the
start
of
shooting
film chamber said the ban was the
Paramount ctfs
5
4%
4%
on "Friends of Mr. Sweeney," the working."
outcome
demonstrations against
Warner-First National studios last
Pathe Exch
3%
3%
3%
Added to M. P. Council the pictureof outside
and in the lobby
week
began
preparations
on
"A
Lost
do "A"
19'/4
19
19
—
3/4
Stephen P. Cabot of Boston has of a theater by uniformed members
Lady," by Willa Cather, and "Oil
RKO
3%
3%
3% +
%
of
the
Nazi
film
union.
become national vice-chairman of
for
the Lamps
China,"
by Alice
Tisdale
Hobart.of The
studios
now the Motion Picture Research CounWarner
Bros
63/4
6%
6%
cil. He will serve as chairman oi
have eight pictures before the camDoris Hill in Educational Short
NEW
YORK
BOND
MARKET
eras and 12 being prepared.
land. council's activities in New Eng
the
Gen.
Th. Eq. 6s40. . 9
9
9
—
%
Doris Hill, formerly on the Para- i
mount roster, has been signed by
Keith A-0 6s 46... 62i/2
62i/2
62%
75 "Earth Turns" Pre-Releases
Educational for the feminine lead in
Loew 6s 41ww
96
96
96
+
%
Following success of the two test Beverly Jones Joins Ad Film Firm the Ritz Brothers comedy which
Al
Christie will start this week at the
Par. 5%s50 ctfs
45
443/4
4434 —
1/4 runs in Dallas and Danbury, WarBeverly Jones, formerly associated Astoria
studios.
ner's "As the Earth Turns" to date with
Fox, Pathe and Paramount as
Warner's
6s39
.... 55%
55%
55% +
%
has been booked for 75 special pre- director
and editor on shorts and
N. Y. PRODUCE
EXCHANGE SECURITIES
release engagements in key cities.
Maintenance Help Under Code
special subjects, has joined the plan
National release date is April 14.
Para. Publix
4%
4%
4%
department of Advertising Film AsEmployes of theater maintenance
sociates.
Jeanne Aubert for Vitaphone
companies who have been working
Delaware Censorship Bill
Jeanne Aubert has been signed by
48 hours weekly under the Building
Dover, Del. — ■ A censor bill now Sam Sax for a Vitaphone two-reel 'Wonder Bar' Breaks Stanley Record Code come under the regulations of
being prepared would prohibit pic- musical comedy, "Ooh, That Kiss."
the film Code and may not work
Philadelphia — Opening of War- more
tures in which a divorced player ap- Supporting cast will include the
than 40 hours weekly, accordner's
"Wonder
Bar"
at
the
Stanley
Sizzlers, Weldon Heyburn, Raymond set a new record for the house. H. division.
pears.
ing
to a ruling by the state NRA
Middleton and others. Work starts
today.
M. Warner, Al Jolson, Charlie Eining.
field and Mort Blumenstock came
THEATRE EXECUTIVES
over from New York for the openvery
AND EMPLOYEES
4 Universal Serials for 1934-35
Your income
tax return is due
Universal will make four serials
soon.
Can't we assist you as we do
for the new season. First announced
many film
NOW READY
men? Fees reasonable
Soviet Films for Cameo
inquiry means
no obligation
on
An
is "Tailspin Tommy" from Hal For"What (Oy
A DeMotherSchwieger)In-Law!"
The Cameo Theater has booked
rest's comic strip in the Daily Mirpart.
A Jewish Talking Picture Featuring
International
Audit Co.
your
ror.
Henry
McRae
will
supervise
the Amkino film, "Broken Shoes,"
Eric Pusinelli
LUDWIG
SATZ
production with Ray Taylor direct- to open March 29, and may contract
67 W 44th St.
2200
QUALITY FILM CORPORATION
for
the
entire
Soviet
product,
it
is
ing.
Ella
O'Neill
will
write
the
630 9th Ave.
New York
understood.
MU. 2screen story.
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"As the Earth Turns" njvith Jean Muir,

WARNER

Donald Woods, 20 others. From the bestseller byGladys Hasty Carroll. Directed
by Alfred E. Green. Vitagraph, Inc.,
Distributors.
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Springtime 1
When you talk about BIG pictures,
you're talking M-G-M language.
The records of 1933-34 are already
bright with 'Tugboat Annie,"
"Dinner at 8," "Dancing Lady"and
others from M-G-M, but —

Springtime brings Giant M-G-M
Attractions that dwarf everything
else in the entire industry!

The one and only company that
makes road-show calibre entertainments now presents "RIPTIDE",
"VIVA VILLAf '," TARZAN AND
HIS MATE". Talk about BIG pictures : . . they're yours for a joyous
M-G-M Springtime!
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WITH

OBERT

YOUNG

RALP

1

She's flame, piety, passion! . . . She's charm,
danger and love! ... A thousand moods live
in the storm-tossed

heart of "Trigger" —

praying, thieving, fighting hellcat of the
hills-— whose love set fire to the mountains!
. . . Who

but Hepburn would

role? Who

but Hepburn

dare such a

could play it?

\ '."..'■

From the play "Trigger"
Vollmer
Lula
by
Directed by John
Cromwell
•

RKO- RADIO
PICTURE
A Pandro S. Berman Production

Merian C. Cooper
Executive

Producer

^m

NOW
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Sixteenth Film Daily Year Book Makes Debut Today
(Continued from Page 1)

take many days, of course, to complete the distribution of this work.
For wherever there is a business or
individual intimately or remotely
identified with the motion picture
industry there you will find reposing- on his desk or locked in his cabinet a copy of the tome when the
great task of distribution has been
completed.
It's amazing- how something that
started as a Casual Annual — a mere
listing of releases of the year — back
in 1918, to be exact, has grown into
an Indispensable Institution of the
motion picture industry. In addition
to the release chart and a few odds
and ends such as "State Right Percentage Estimates" listed 16 years
ago, that was about all the Year
Book covered. The publishers, it is
true, had some sort of notion that
a little advertising revenue wouldn't
be amiss. This thought has persisted
to this present edition of 1934, it
seems. But the technique is different. In the first edition all the ads
were bunched solid in front of the
book. The present edition carries
the ads grouped in appropriate or
related sections.
The first edition of the Year Book
had a scant 180 pages. The current edition has 1,056 pages. To
look at a complete file of Year Books
for the 16 years of publication is to
graphically visualize the growth of
the industry in that time.
They Steal It
One of the most conclusive proofs
of the value of these Year Books is
in the constant requests for back
issues, all of which have been exhausted. The possessor of a complete file of Year Books has that
which is practically priceless, for it
places at his disposal for instant
reference a vast storehouse pf information covering every phase of
the industry for almost two decades.
Our Information Department receives an average of 20 calls a day
for data that can be found in the
current Year Book.
One prominent publishing authority recently described the Film Daily
Year Book as the best industry reference work that he had ever seen.
It is not merely a flashy display of
highlight facts and figures, but a
complete and comprehensive volume
of carefully compiled data useful
and necessary to the industry every
day of the year.
The 1934 Edition bids fair to go
down in film history as one of the
most important and vital of the entire series. It marks the entry of
a New Era in our industry, even as
NRA ushered in a new phase in the
economic life of our nation. So you
will find in your copy a section com1,000,000 Answers Plus
Among Film Daily Year Book-worms
is a chap who says he figured there
are 1,000,000 questions that can be
answered quickly and correctly by this
volume. This chap happens not to be
actually engaged in film biz, so he
under-estimated.
obviously

Code Cases in 1935 Year Book
A

special

heretofore

feature

compiled

of

the

the Court

1935

Film

Decisions

Daily

for the Year

prising complete copies of all the
important film Codes.
It's Indispensable
In one of our rare ambitious moments we enthusiastically started to
compile a list of the individuals and
organizations who found the Year
Book indispensable, born of the fact
that it is the only reference work
that can supply them what they
need.. Here are a few that we tabulated without beginning to cover
the list:
In the newspaper field, 500 motion picture editors have the current
volume always within reach. They
find it necessary to constantly refer
to it when writing their reviews and
articles that call for references to
the past work of stars, directors,
authors and cameramen.
The technicalities of law suits call
for exact data. The Film Daily
is the recognized and only reference
work universally quoted. Its dictum
is accepted by jurists from the Supreme Court down. There have been
scores of legal cases where the Film
Daily Year Book has become part
of the official record, and where the
evidence it contains has been the
deciding
factor in the judge's decision.
In the foreign field it is absolutely
indispensable, especially to the foreign exporter and importer. In this
one concise volume he has all the
information and data he requires
on the American industry.
A very definite asset accrues to
advertisers in the Year Book. The
occasions are legion where an ad in
the Year Book has served to identify
an individual and acted as a valuable reference when doing business
with concerns outside our industry.
Insurance companies are constantly checking on the importance and
financial status of individuals from
data contained in this reference
work.
There is no financial house in any
way identified with the industry that
does not contain the Year Book
among its library of reference books.
The Film Daily Year Book will be
found in the offices of United States
consuls in the principal cities of the
world. It is in all the main public
libraries of this country. It is in
the Library of Congress.
To mention the particular uses of
The Film Daily within the industry
would cover a complete listing of
every activity in the motion picture
world. There is no phase of film
work you can mention that does
find a reference to the publication
obligatory at one time or another.
Interesting Sections
Of particular value to exhibitors
is the section on Court Decisions of
1933 compiled by Herbert T. Siiverberg, the Buffalo film attorney. Included are decisions on the follow-

■N 8

Year

Book

will

be

a

compilation

of

Book.

ing phases : Copyright Infringement,
Exhibition Contracts, Distribution
Contracts, Labor, Anti-Trust Cases,
Transportation (props and films),
Theater Accessories and Equipment,
Patents, Civil Rights, Theater
Leases, Advertising Contracts, Theater Bankruptcy, Theater Negligence. It doesn't seem possible that
r alive to his own interany exhibito
ests could be without this volume.
comIf it gave him nothing but this
prehensive legal section, it would
be priceless to him.
A new section that has given the
editors a lot of pleasure in compiling
is the "Birthdays and Birthplaces."
It lists thousands of prominent picture personalities in every conceivable department Of the business. You
will now have no excuse for overlooking the natal day of any lad or
lassie
means ' anything to you
in
the who
industry.
Then there is the greatly enlarged
section of California and New York
telephone numbers. A handy refmosterence
daily.list that you will consult al-

important company home office
staffs. Studios throughout the coun-j
try. Associations, Clubs, Guilds, Or-i
ganizations. Exhibitor organiza- '
tions. British companies and stu-j
dios. Film Boards of Trade. Censoi
Boards.
Previewing Groups.
Codes— The full texts of the M. P
Industry Code, Laboratories, Legitimate Stage and Radio.
Legal — Decisions of general interest to the industry, with comment by
an expert legal authority. Full text
of important Wilmington decision on
sound parts.
Exploitation — Complete section of.
basic stunts covering Theater Fronts,
Lobbies, Newspapers, Window Displays, Printed Matter, Ballyhoos,
Special Stunts, Tieups. A calendar
of important holidays.
Financial — Showing the organization, financial setup, annual earnings
and latest balance sheets of motion
picture and allied companies whose
securities are listed on the various
stock exchanges.
Equipment — You can buy anything in the industry by consulting
this Buying Guide — from a tack to
an organ. List of supply dealers
throughout the country. Complete
listing of everything a theater operator requires. Alphabetically presented for ready reference — from
stripping.
Accounting Systems to Weather-

The growth of the Year Book
through the past decade has gone
hand in hand with the tremendous
Foreign — Outlook for 1934 by impopular appeal of the annual poll
for the Ten Best Pictures and the
portant New York executives. ImYear Book has become a permanent
porters and Exporters and their addresses. Summary of U. S. Departrecord of the Ten Best from year
ment of Commerce service. Survey
of World Markets. Articles on the
to year. A Few Highlights
Just to hit the highlights of the motion picture industry in EngRussia, ofCan1934 volume briefly:
land,
Germany, Soviet survey
ada.
An international
the
Production — Titles of all features
released since 1915. Meaning 19 industry by countries, this data supplied by Department of Commerce
years, in round figures 13,905 titles,
offices throughout the world. Forwith distributors and Film Daily nies.
eign branches of American compareview dates. This list goes back
further than any similar compilaAdd to these innumerable lists of
tion. Indispensable to story depart- Producers, Distributors, Exchanges,
ments in checking titles to avoid duplication. Releases of 1933 _ with Cartoons, Supply Dealers, Still Phocomplete casts and credits. Original
tographers Equipment Manufacturers Color Processes, Trailer Protitles of books and plays made into
ducers,
etc.,
etc. Then there are
pictures under titles other than the lists of publications
throughout the
originals. When used in conjunc- world. Separate lists of fan and
tion with the 13,905 titles list, al- trade publications in the United
most any book or play can be checked. An absolute check on the work States. A reference list of books
of all players who received screen on motion picture subjects. Activi-of
ties of important organizations
credit during 1932 and 1933. This
also applies to directors, authors, the industry of every description.
We may have taken up a little of
adaptors, dialoguers, film editors,
valuable time to read this. But
cameramen, recording engineers. your
think of all the time that has been
Features imported from abroad durYear Book staff to preing 1933. — List of all theaters in spent by the
Theaters
pare this volume for your comfort
and convenience. The 1934 Edition
the United States, Canada and Alaska (16,885), showing which are will speak for itself. This article is
closed, which have sound equipment, by way of a gesture to all who
and which are operated by major helped in its compilation.
circuits. List of 412 circuits with
four or more houses, showing what
Most- Used Section
houses each operates. List of U. S.
The section of the Film Daily Year
Army and Navy theaters.
Book referred to most often is the
Personnel — These listings are the
list of film titles, -which covers releases
most complete and accurate to be
of
the past 19 years, with dates of
review.
obtained anywhere.
They cover all
>
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Film Critic Attacks
Star Rating System
'THAT egotistical, misleading
and often meaningless
scheme whereby a number of
the country's motion picture reviewers mark their judgment of
the films with a varying number of stars is under fire by
producing companies who point
to the injustices which have
been accomplished under the
plan. The great vice of the
policy, it seems, comes from the
fact that it is too inflexible.
Hasty readers accept the number of stars at the head of the
column without reading through
the review which often turns an
entirely different light on the
matter. It is an arbitrary, autocratic verdict which gives no
reason or explanation for the
judgment. If more than 20
years of regular film reviewing
have taught me anything, it is
that no person can tell with certainty what another will consider a great picture. There are
some like "Cavalcade" and
"Lady For A Day" on which the
judgment may be reasonably
sure but a canvass of the reviewers shows that even in such
outstanding instances as these
there are divergent opinions.
Honest motion picture reviewing and, indeed, any other form
of honest criticism, consists, it
seems to me, in attempting to
set forth a series of facts which
will enable the reader to form
a fairly intelligent judgment of
his own. Of course, there must
be opinion, reasons and sometimes arguments. Very frequently a modest and unimportant little film offers good entertainment. Ifso, it has accomplished the purpose for
which it was created and the reviewer who does a fair job of
reporting says so and tells why.
It is obviously unjust to condemn such a picture by neglect
under the star system of rating.
At the same time a picture
which happens to please the
rapidly formed judgment of the
reviewer may be boosted far beyond its reasonable merit by an
extra star or two under this
method of passing judgment.
— Dennis R. Smith,
Canton (0.) Repository
See Defeat for Parman Bill
Wash. Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — Indications are that the
Patman bill, seeking to establish a Federal Motion Picture Commission of nine
members with power to censor and confiscate both domestic and imported
films, will not be passed by Congress,
according to film industry observers.
They feel that the Administration is
content to let the NRA code regulate
censorship matters without the necessity of additional legislation. A hearing
on the bill is scheduled for March
19.

PHIL M. DALY
• • • FEW PEOPLE in the biz realize the splendid work
being done by the Talent Departments of the major companies
, whose job is to scout for new talent and make the tests
of promising players
we dropped in on Al Altman in
charge of M-G-M's Talent Dep't for many years
and
when he got through with his li'l case history
we realized that we hadn't known anything about this important arm
of the biz, either
which in M-G-M receives the constant
supervision and guidance of Robert Rubin
for Talent
Picking has been Mister Rubin's Hobby for years

T

T

T

T

• •
• IN ADDITION
to the legitimate field
the
dep't covers radio, vaude, dramatic schools, concert artists,
night clubs, summer stock companies and eastern short subjects during 1933 interviews were given to 3,200 artists
regular auditions were given to 1,580
150 actual
tests were made and sent to the Coast
that gives you
a slight idea
V
T
V
T
•

•

• AND THIS important M-G-M outfit covers all legitimate and musical openings on Broadway
as well as
tryouts in such cities as Newark, Philly, Baltimore, Boston,
Washington
which shows you how keen the competition
is among the majors to grab off talent
they try to spot
'em before the show hits Broadway
▼
T
T
T
•

•

*

THIS INTENSIVE work has been proceeding uninter uptedly for 10 years
with the result that the members of the staff are personally acquainted with the appearance,
performances and personality of each of the 1,100 legitimate
actors whose work was considered worthy of registry on the
M-G-M
records
juveniles, ingenues, leading men and
women, comedians, character actors, etc
▼
▼
T
T
• • • SO THE Search for; Talent goes on unceasingly
the summer stock companies are a fertile and promising field
last summer 30 shows were covered
this summer coverage will be given to all the worthwhile stock
companies playing in New York State and New England
this territory has the cream of the stocks
V
T
T
T
• • • IT WILL interest a raft of girls to know that right
now M-G-M is in the market for a beautiful dame who can
really sing and act
auditions have been conducted at the
NBC studios since last November in an effort to uncover another Bing Crosby
to date 36 auditions have been given
likewise vaude is covered
also nite clubs
and the dramatic schools

V

T

T

T

« e « THE TESTS themselves are made at M-G-M with
all the meticulous care of a feature production at the company's studio
on a smaller scale, of course
particular care is paid to selection of test scripts
(about
one play in 20 provides suitable test material)
players
are coached and rehearsed painstakingly and sympathetically
they are given the material that brings out all they've
got
...every attention is paid to wardrobe, make-up and
lighting
when the test goes forward to the Coast
it's A TEST
yezzir
this dep't is doing a splendid
job
in the usual M-G-M tradition
▼
T
T
T
•

Chi. Papers, Merchants, Radio
Plugged
"Gallant the
Lady"
TN EXPLOITING
opening
of "Gallant Lady," Bill Hollander at the United Artists
Theater in Chicago put on a
swell campaign which incorporated numerous merchant tieups, a radio hook-up and plenty
of advance newspaper publicity.
Starting days in advance, all
local dailies played up the engagement with many publicity
stories, also giving considerable
space to the special art drawings gotten out in connection
with this production. An entire window, consisting of a
fashion display of gowns with
appropriate cards mentioning
that the gowns are replicas of
those worn by Ann Harding in
"Gallant Lady," was arranged
in the Marshall Field store.
Mention of the picture's engagement was played up in the
store ads used in all dailies. A
similar fashion tie-up was put
over with Mandel Bros, and the
French Line Company also used
a window display giving full
credit to the picture. The
radio tie-up was put over with
Edelweiss Beer Company
through station WMAQ. For an
entire week before and all during the run, twice
"Gallant
was
mentioned
dailyLady"
on their
programs. In addition to the
broadcast, 100 window cards and
11 x 14 stills were distributed
to the various agents selling
Edelweiss product. The Max
Factor organization distributed
50 special window cards in many
cosmetic shops in the city. A
special screening was arranged
for the Better Film Council and
the Federation
Women's
Clubs
at which theofpicture
was
heartily
endorsed.
This
endorsement was sent out to more than
3,000 members of the above organizations in and around ChiThe lobby with
of the
theater wascago.decorated
a wide
assortment of scene stills, cutouts and other accessories. A
twenty-four sheet, publicizing
"Gallant Lady" at the United
Artists' Theater, was placed
above the marquee of the Roosevelt Theater. Theater,
— United Chicago.
Artists'

•

• HAS
THIS
Talent Tone,
Dep't Madge
picked Evans,
'em!
huh
look! Emgeem Franchot
Fay Bainter, Joan Crawford, Ian Keith, Joseph Schildkraut,
Diane Sinclair, Helen Coburn, Lucile Watson Louise Henry,
Porter Hall, George Givot, Barbara Barondess, Jean Howard
just a few
dozens more

«

«

«

Milton

»

»

»

Cohen

George

W.

Harvey

'%2H
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ANALYSIS
ARTICLE

IV— LABOR PROVISIONS—Continued
(Thirty-First Installment)
Sec. 5. Increasing
the Wages
and
Lowering the Hours Provided for
in the Code
(a) Substituting Conditions of August 23, 1933 If More Favorable
Than Those in Code
The maximum hours and the minimum salaries in any locality existing as of August 23, 1933, shall be
substituted for the maximum hours
and minimum salaries of the Code
in that locality, if:
1. They are more favorable to employees than the provisions of
the Code; and,
2. They were fixed in an agreement or enforced between employers and associations of any
employees.
Sec. 6. Child Labor
No person under sixteen years of
age shall be employed in the production of motion pictures.
(a) State Law Governs
Where a State law provides a
higher minimum age, that law
shall be applicable in that State.
(b) Roles
dren or Appearances by Chil-
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OF MOTION

PICTURE CODE

By LOUIS NIZER
(b) Exceptions
C. EXHIBITION
The forty hour week shall not
tors
Part
1.
Employees
Other Than Acapply to employees who receive more
than $35.00 a week and who are em- Sec. 1. Child Labor
ployed as:
No person under sixteen years of
1. Professional persons employed
age shall be employed. If a State
in their profession.
2. Employees in a managerial or law provides a higher minimum age,
executive capacity.
that
State. provision shall control in that
3. Employees in any capacity of
ity.
distinction or sole responsibil- Sec. 2. Forty-Hour Week

wage paid to them on August 1,
1933, in cities and places having a
population of less than 15,000.
(c) Twenty-Five Cents Per Hour
Limitation
The limitation upon the twenty
per cent increase is that it does not
require the payment of more than
twenty-five cents per hour.
Sec. 4. Minimum Salaries for Cities
of More or Less than 500,000
(a) Classification of Employees
This Section applies to the following employees:
1. Ticket Sellers.
2. Doormen.
3. Cleaners.
4. Matrons.
5. Watchmen.
6. Attendants.
7. Porters.
8. Office Help.

No employee
shall work
more
4. Employees on emergency or than forty hours a week,
maintenance and repair work
whether they earn $35.00 a (a)TheExceptions
forty-hour week shall not apweek or less.
ply to employees who receive $35.00
Sec. 2. Minimum Wages
a week or more and who are em(a) $15.00 Minimum
ployed in a:
1. Managerial
capacity.
No employee shall be paid less
2. Executive capacity.
than §15.00 a week in any city over
3. Advisory capacity.
500,000 population or in the imme4. General utilitarian character or
diate trade area of such city.
emergency work whether they
(b) $14.50 Minimum
(b) Thirty Cents Per Hour Where
receive $35.00 a week or less.
No employee shall receive less
Population Less Than 500,000
Salaries
Where
than $14.50 a week in any city be- Sec. 3. Minimum
If
the population is more than
Population Is 15,000
tween 250,000 and 500,000 popula15,000 but less than 500,000, such
tion or in the immediate trade area (a) Classification of Employees
employees shall receive not less than
of such city.
This section applies to:
thirty cents per hour.
(c) $14.00 Minimum
1. Ticket Sellers.
(c) Thirty-Five Cents Per Hour
No employee shall receive less
2. Doormen.
Where Population Is More Than
than $14.00 a week in any city or
3. Ushers.
500,000
If a role is to be filled or an ap- place up to 250,000 population or in
4. Cleaners.
If the population is more than
5. Matrons.
pearance made by a child, a Produc- the immediate trade area of such
500,000, such employees shall reer may employ such child if he city or place.
6. Watchmen.
ceive not less than thirty-five cents
complies with the provisions of the Sec. 3. Child Labor
7. Attendants.
State law.
8. Porters.
per
No person under sixteen years of
B. DISTRIBUTION
Sec. hour.
5. Wages for Ushers
9. Office Help.
age shall be employed in the disSec. 1. Hours of Employment
Regularly employed ushers in cittribution of motion pictures. If, (b) Wage
Twenty
Per Cent Increase in
(a) Forty Hour Week
ies and places having a population
over 15,000 shall receive a minimum
No employee except outside sales- however, a State law provides a
men shall work more than forty higher minimum age, such proviSuch employees shall receive a of twenty-five cents per hour.
sion shall control in that State.
hours a week.
twenty per cent increase over the
{To Be Continued)

Warner-F. N. Grooming:
Fifteen for Stardom

• The Broadway Parade ©

{Continued from Page 1)

now classed as "junior stars" by the
company and all have been selected
as the result of their talents in handling minor assignments. Enrico
Caruso, Jr., heads the list of male
juvenile players. Others are Donald
Woods, John Eldridge and Philip
Faversham, son of William Faversham. The feminine players are
Lorena Layson, Barbara Blair, Geraine Grear, Renee Whitney, Maxine
Doyle, Lynn Browning, Joan Wheeler, Pauline True, Loretta Andrews,
Virginia Pine and Rickey Newell.

Theater Biz Upturn
Shown in Oklahoma
(Continued from Page

1)

are: A. B. Momand's Gem, Muskogee; J. D. Guest's Waurika and Ed
Crews' New in Waurika, and Waltine Jackson's New in Ringling. Reopenings include the Antlers, Antlers; Kaw, Kaw City; New, formerly
SaRoy, Sayre; Roxy, Picher; Savoy,
Shawnee, and Wonderland, Sallisaw.
The Warner Theater here, dark
for two years, also has been reopened with John Schoeppel as manager.

Picture
Distributor
Six of a Kind
Paramount
Spitfire
RKO Radio
Queen
Christina
(2nd week)*
M-G-M
Wonder Bar (2nd weekl
. .Warner Bros
Midnight
Universal
Palooka
(3rd week)
United Artists
Heat
Lightning
Warner Bros
Bedside
Warner Bros
It Happened One Night (2nd week)*". ..Columbia
Fashion Frolics of 1934
Warner Bros
Eskimo**
M-G-M
No Funny
Business
Principal
Forgotten
Men
(6th week)
.Jewel Prods
Ariane
Blue Ribbon Photo

♦ TWO-A-DAY-RUN
Catherine

the

Great

(4th

weekl

♦ FOREIGN
The

Spy

♦

United Artists

DIALOGUE

(2nd week)

Astor

PICTURE

Majestic

♦ FUTURE
The
Pledge
(Mar. 13)
The
Quitter
(Mar. 13)
The House of Rothschild (Mar. 14)
No More Women
(Mar. 14)
Coming Out Party (Mar. 16)
Good
Dame
(Mar. 16)
The Show Off (Mar.16)
George White's Scandals (Mar. 22)
Riptide
( Mar. 23)
Fantomast
* After Astor two-a-day
run.
** Subsequent run.
t Follows
No Funny
Business.

OPENINGS
Protex
Chesterfield
United Artists
Paramount
Fox
Paramount
M-G-M
Fox
M-G-M
- DuWorld

Theater
Paramount
Music Hall
Capitol
Strand
Roxy
Rivoli
: .Rialto
Mayfair
Palace
Center
Little Carnegie
Cameo
Criterion
55th St. Playhouse

♦
Caruso

♦
Little Carnegie
Mayfair
Astor
Rialto
Roxy
Paramount
Capitol
Music Hall
Capitol
Cameo

13 Theaters Opened
In Northwest Area
(Continued from Page

1)

nor, and Grand, Northwood, all
North Dakota, and Fairfax, Fairfax,
and Opera House, Lake Norden,
South Dakota. Closings in the same
period included the Orient, Harmony; Lyric, Houston; Century
(Princess), Janesville, and Fox,
Warroad, Minn.; Playhouse, Harrold,
and Strand, Isabel, S. D., and Allona, Maxbass, N. D.

Film Exchanges Support
Detroit Price List Plan
(Continued from Page

1)

with each theater, and any house
refusing to go along with the rest
would be unable to get product of
any major company except after all
other protection had expired. This
is believed sufficient to enforce the
agreement when the goal of 75
per cent signatures is reached. Additional assents are being received
daily, with
more than 60 per cent
already
signed.

ALIFORNIA
Here We Cornel"

THE MOST IMPORTANT DATE IN
EXHIBITOR HISTORY-APRIL IQth-12'h
Every word of this announcement
is of vital interest to the showmen of
America. On April 10th in Los
Angeles an unprecedented opportunity offers itself to theatre owners.
The FOURTEENTH ANNUAL
CONVENTION OF M.P.T.O.A.
organized under the most favorable
circumstances as regards economy
and combination of business and
pleasure, promises to be a significant event in the history of motion
pictures.
ITS PURPOSES
With greatly reduced fares, and low
expenses it has been made possible
to plan a real business convention,
together with the opportunity of a
lifetime to go behind the scenes,
learn how talking pictures are made,
and to survey coming product.

MAJOR

BEHIND THE SCENES
This is the first exhibitor convention in
Los Angeles since talking pictures and
therefore it is the first opportunity of
theatre owners personally to see and examine the actual production of the talking
pictures they will play in their own theatres
the coming season. Know the technical
processes used in manufacturing the product you sell at retail to your patrons.

CONVENTION

MEETS EXHIBITOR

Here is a real opportunity for round table
discussions between the people who make
pictures and the people who sell them to
the public, exchange of views, experiences

KEEP

TOPICS

a. Improved methods in theatre operation, to raise the standards of exhibition, theatre management and theatre
advertising.
b. Organized efforts to increase interest
in and attendance at motion picture
theatres.

AIMS

To exchange and review actual experience with the functioning of the NRA
Code for the Motion Picture Industry
a. The local Grievance and Zoning Boards
b. The trade practice provisions
c. The labor provisions
d. Discussion of how the Code can be
improved.

PRODUCER

and opinions, to bring about a better appreciation ofboth of the other fellows
troubles and problems.

c.

d.
e.
f.
g.

THIS

1. Cooperation with local and national public groups sincerely interested in motion pictures.
2. In competition with other forms of
amusement, such as radio, dancing,
carnivals, amusement parks, etc.
Protection through organization
against unfair and discriminatory taxes
on theatres and theatre admissions,
censorship, drastic regulatory legislation and ordinances.
Double features — an evil or a blessing.
Efforts to restrain cut-throat competition between theatres.
Modern theatre construction, remodeling and equipment.
Labor problems.

PAGE

FOR

h. Public relations programs for the local
exhibitor.
i. Famous speakers will address the conhibitors. vention on subjects of interest to ex-

THE FACTS
1. Name of organization: Motion Picture
Theatre Owners of America National
Headquarters: 1600 Broadway, New
York, N. Y.
2. Affair: 14th Annual Convention.
3. Place and Date: Los Angeles, April
10th to 12th, 1934.
4. Convention at: The Ambassador Hotel,
Los Angeles, Cal.
5. Minimum rates: $5.00 single, $7.00
double.
6. For hotel reservations communicate
with Ben Berenstein, Chairman, Arrangements Committee, 1914 South
Vermont Ave., Los Angeles, Cal.
7. Lowest fares ever offered due to special
convention rates. For railroad information and reservations communicate
with M. P. T, O. A. National Headquarters, 1600 Broadway, New York,
N. Y.
8. Convention Specials from Chicago
and New Orleans, arriving Monday,
9th.for return trip and route you
9. April
Arrange
want, rail or boat.
lO.Convention is for M.P.T.O.A. members, their friends and guests.
1 1. Access to the studios is assured for convention delegates and their guests.
12. Forenoons will be devoted to business
sessions, afternoons to trips through
the studios and evenings to social affairs, banquet and entertainment.
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A LITTLE from "LOTS
By RALPH

OF THE DAY

WILK

with Lasky, Gorney was unable to
Dallas — The Gem in Temple and
complete his work on the screen play the Dreamland in Denton, both op"JyJAURY COHEN,
producer
of
Invincible Pictures, has bought for "Here's" to Love" at Universal,
by the Hoblitzelle-Paschall
but later he and Hartman will write circuit, erated
have been equipped with
"Fifteen Wives," a mystery story,
by Charles S. Belden.
Belden is the music and lyrics for the Uni- RCA Victor High Fidelity sound
versal picture.
now writing the adaptation.
systems. An elaborate RCA Vicr ▼ T
t
t
▼
tor stage and orchestra sound reJoel McCrea will have the male
J. Fred Cubberly, veteran Minne- enforcement system also has been
sota
exhibitor,
is
all
smiles
these
installed
in the Worth, Fort Worth,
lead in RKO's "The Sea Girl."
T ▼ ▼
days. T'other day he made a hole- making the fourth de luxe HoblitDan Milner, who supervised the in-one on a Hollywood course.
zelle house in Texas to be so equipT
T
T.
editing, cutting and synchronization
Kubec
Glasmon
is
working
on
the
for "Are We Civilized?" which Edwin Carewe directed for Raspin Pro- adaptation of "The Lemon Drop
Denver — Star Amusement Co., forductions, has taken the print to New Kid," at Paramount. He recently
merly owner of the Valencia and
York, where the Manhattan Sym- completed his assignment at Fox, ped.
Rialto at Walsenburg, has been
phony will be recorded for the pic- where he worked on the adaptation dissolved. Several years ago the
ture. The picture will have its world of "Merry Andrew" which will star
houses were bought by Fox West
premiere in Chicago. Carewe and Will Rogers. He is also finishing his Coast.
Milner will return to Hollywood in play, "Shoe String."
T
t
r
April.
Sidney Blackmer
will appear in
▼ T
T
Denver — Frank Culp, former city
"And
Let Who
Will
Be manager for Foxwesco, has returned
Our Passing Show: John Robert- RKO's
son, Otto Kruger, Leo Morrison, Joe Clever."
Edna May Oliver also is from a leave of absence spent in
California and has been made manRivkin, Lee Chadwick, Adeline Hu- an addition to the cast.
t
t
▼
ager of the Isis, an original Wilser at preview of "The Crime Docliam Fox house. He succeeds Dan
Donald Cook has been signed by
tor."
▼ T T
McAuliffe,
who will be placed in anColumbia for "Most Precious Thing
other job.
Emil Forst, a recognized authority on translation-adaptations from in Life."
T
T
T
the German, French and Italian, did
Osgood Perkins is the latest addithe translation work for "A Kiss
tion to Warner's "Madame Du BarBefore the Mirror," "Madame Spy"
and "Mystery of the Blue Room."
t
t r
▼ T T
First National has changed the
Don Hartman, who wrote "Ro- fi*le of Joe E. Brown's new picture
mance in Manhattan," which will "Sawdust>" to "The Circus Clown."
star Francis Lederer, is so busy at Harold
Huber has replaced Gordon
Fox that he cannot accept an assign- Westcott
ry." in the cast.
ment to write the screen play for
T ▼ T
his original story. He and Jay GorLee Tracy has been given a fiveney are working on the story, music
year contract by Universal calling
and lyrics for "Redheads on Pa- for four pictures a year.
rade," which will be made by Jesse
T T ▼
L. Lasky.
To fulfill his contract
Fox has bought "She Was a
Lady,"
danghfeiof
Irvinby S.Elizabeth
Cobb. AlCobb,
Rockett
will
produce
it,
with
Helen
Twelvetrees
THE INDUSTRY'S
heading
DATE BOOK
directing. the cast and John BIystone
HOLLYWOOD

t
Today:
Independent'
Theater
Owners
of
Ohio regional meeting, Portage Hotel, Akron.
March 13: Independent Theater Owners of Ohio
regional meeting,
Ohio Hotel, Youngstown.
March 14: Independent Theater Owners of Ohio
regional meeting, Fort Steuben Hotel, Steubenville, 0.
March 16: Annual awards banquet of the Academy of Motion Picture Arts and Sciences,
Hollywood.
March 17: Lambs' St. Patrick's Day Dinner
Gambol and Ball, Waldorf-Astoria, New
York.
March 21 : Motion Picture Research Council's
First National Conference Luncheon, Hotel
Roosevelt,
New York.
March 23: Chicago Film Relief Dinner Dance.
Medina Athletic Club, Chicago.
Apr. 4-7: Monogram Pictures convention, Ambassador Hotel. Atlantic
City.
Apr. 10-12: M.P.T.O.A. annual convention,
Hotel Ambassador,
Los Angeles.
April 13: Indiana Indorsers of Photoplays annual state meeting, Hotel Claypool, Indianapolis.
April 14: Universal Club's Easter Ball, Hotel
Lismore, New York.
April 23-26: Spring convention of Society of
Motion Picture Engineers, Chalfonte-Haddon
Hall Hotel, Atlantic City.
June 16-July 2: International Motion Picture
Week,
Vienna.
Aug. 1-20: Second Exhibition of Cinematography, Venice, Italy.

t

r

Jesse L. Lasky will make John
Galsworthy's "The Apple Tree" as
his next for Fox. Frank Tuttle is to
direct.

90% of Competitive Spots
Covered in Code Assents
(Continued from Page 1)

although no official count had been
made, indications were that about
9,000 signatures had been received.
Estimate is made that at present
there are between 13,000 and 14,000
theaters actually in operation.

Local Board Operations
Starting Early in April
(Continued from Page

1)

six-point program which includes the
following matters: reports on radio
studio free shows, vaudeville labor
provisions, local boards, financing,
manual and fire prevention rules.
W. Ray Johnston will preside. In
the absence of George J. Schaefer,
Joe Unger will double for him.

Denver — Mabel Weeks, secretary
of the R. E. Griffith office, has been
transferred to their offices in Kansas City. Her sister, Clyde Holden
of San Antonio, takes over the Denver position.
Denver — J. K. Dungan, former assistant to Roy Davis, city manager
for Fox in Boulder, has gone to
Deadwood, where he will join Black
Hills Amusement Co.
Palmyra, N. Y.— The Strand, operated by Denny Vassopolous and
managed by John A. Meyer, have
arranged for installation of Photoment.
phone High Fidelity sound equipChicago — A. Von Nomikos has
contracted with RCA Victor for installation of Photophone High Fidelity apparatus in the Parkway.
Chester, S. C. — The Strand has
had new Photophone High Fidelity
sound stalled
reproducing
inby J. E. Ross,apparatus
Jr.
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1 933' s Busiest Artists Fell Under 1932 Record

ROSENBLATT NAMING BOARD ON UNION DISPUTE
White House Gets Plan for Reopenins Vaude Houses
$3,000,000 Subsidy is Asked
by Group of
Actors

Shorter Work Week Still Undetermined
Washington Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

week, with a
Washington— The question of an executive order for a shorter working
increase in wage scale so as to maintain earning power, has not yet been
compensating
decided, it was stated yesterday by General Johnson.

Federal appropriation of $3,000,000 to open dark theaters over the
country to relieve unemployment
among vaudeville actors is asked in
a plan received at the White House
this week from the Actors' Betterment Ass'n. Acknowledgment of re- M-G-M Signs to Release
ceipt of the plan was made to the U. A. Product in S. Africa
ABA by Louis McHenry Howe, the
Distribution of United Artists rePresident's secretary, who stated
leases, including Walt Disney shorts,
belaid
be
would
proposal on Page 6)
that the (Continued
in South Africa will be handled by
M-G-M under a deal just closed between Arthur W. Kelly, vice-president in charge of foreign distributives. tion for U. A., and M-G-M execu-

Legit. Theater Code Being Reopened

M-G-M SETST8 STARS
FOR 1934-35 LINEUP

M-G-M's 1934-35 program now
contaking definite shape at Coast Nichferences in which President
participating
is
olas M. Schenck
will offer 18 stars, it was indicated
Howyesterday following return of Hollyard Dietz to New York from
{Continued

on Page

4)

Four More Roadshows Set
"House of Rothschild"
On
Four more roadshows on 20th
of Rothschild,"
Century's "House
George Arliss vehicle which has its
premiere at the Astor tomorrow
night, have been set by Al Lichtman, vice-president and general
manager of United Artists. It will
Cleve31 at the Ohio, Boston;
open March the
Majestic,
land, and
April 1 at the Oneida, Utica, and
April .3 at Grauman's Chinese, Los
Angeles
Studio

Employment

West Coast Bur.. THE

FILM

Up
DAILY

employHollywood — Motion picture
ment here for January was 40.1 per
cent higher than in the same month a
y
year ago, while payroll total was 17.
to the curp-r cent higher, according the
Security
rent business summary of
Bank of Los Angeles.
First National

Resort

Expect

Theaters

ors of sumGrand Rapids— Operat
mer resort houses on the west coast
of Michigan are reported sprucing
cts of the best sumup with prospe
mer in several years. Harbor
ey, MusSprings, Charlevoix, Petosk
kegon, Frankfort, Grand Haven,
Holland and South Haven are expecting aheavier attendance at cottages and hotels this summer than
Heavy adin any year sincefor1929.
an expenditure
vertising calling
{Continued

on

Page

8)

Washington

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — Reopening of the legitimate theater code with a view
to possible modification and revision
was announced yesterday by NRA
officials, Public hearings on it are
scheduled for March 28. This was
one of the first codes to be approved
{Continued

Big

Summer

on Page

London— A
been granted by Justice Avery in
the $125,000 award to Princess Youn-Maysoupoff against Metro-Goldwy
er Ltd., in connection with Kasess." The apputin and the Empr
sal ot
peal is pending and a rever
the verdict of the lower courts is
dently expected by M-G-M
counse
confil.

Rosenblatt last night announced
that he will appoint a board to determine an operators' wage scale
for the New York metropolitan territory. The plan, made public during a meeting of the Code Authority,
by failure of repreis occasioned
sentatives of the I. T. O. A. and
Local 306 to reach an agreement,
following a series of conferences.
Rosenblatt stated he has not as
yet determined the size of the board,
both 4)exhibitors
embraceon Page
which will
{Continued

6)

Business

Mascot Pictures Plans
Program of 20 Features

200 mo¥assents

receivedjfesterday

About 200 more assents were reyesceived by the Code Authority been
terday, the compliances having
In addition to four serials, Mas- mailed before the deadline which
today.midnight Saturday. The exact
cot Pictures plans a program of 20 was
total of assents may be announced
be
will
They
5.
features for 1934-3
s of 14on ofPagethe 8)remaining
Personnel
{Continued
in four groups, including four exploitation specials to be released one
every three months starting June
Hearing
Page 6)to be re- Stanley-Erpi
western ondramas
1, eight (Continued

Slated to Start April 2

1 6 Features Was Top Figure
s in '33
t Player
ies
Bus
For
se in the numdecrea
Stay
d
ntial
A substa
M-G-M is Grante
tin" Decision
In "Raspu
stay of execution has

Appointing Committee to
mine Operators'
Deter
Wage Scales Here
Division Administrator Sol A.

ber of pictures in which the most
prolific players appeared in last
the previous
year, as compared inwith
an analysis of
year, is shown
Film Daily
1934
the
screen credits in
as m
Year Book, just out. Where
1932 Berton Churchill established a
record of 31 features in which he
received screen credit, in 1933 he
dropped to 16, the top figure for the
with on Grant
{Continued
Page 8) Mitchell,
past year,

Trial of the anti-trust suit brought
by Stanley Co. of America against
ch Products, WestElectrical Resear
ern Electric and A. T. & T., in which
the Warner interests now have a
preliminary injunction, begins April
Wilt Court,
U. S.uedDstric
on Page
4)
2 in the {Contin
Swamped
FILM DAILY offices were in a turmoil
,
requests
answer
day and
tor
day yester
person,
ining
all 'phone
, wire
bv
Book,
Year
Daily
Film
1934
the
of
copies
announcement of pubfollowing official are
being shot around
lication. Copies
can hanas fast as the augmented staff
get your ■dle them. If youa don't
.
patience
little
have
mediately,
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7 Pro<|ucers
thinking
of with
makingdynamite,
films hadsays
better
to their
knitting0 unless
they want
to play
Earl stick
Carroll, who
speaks from experience in the filming of "Murder at the Vanities" at
Paramount We
directs his remarks particularly to Sam Harris, Al Woods and Arthur
Hopkins who
r^L1V'nC* m0Vx'e
■!'ens- The film game isn,t a Personal enterprise like a stage show
Carroll
points
out, but
a new business that would break the average New York pro-

Re-election of Elliott
St. Louis Exhibs Protest
Expected at I. A. Meet
Against More Theaters
Re-election of William C. Elliott
as presdient of the I.A.T.S.E. and
M.P.O. is expected at the organization's biennial convention in Louisville June 4-9. The convention sessions will take place at the state
armory in that city while convention
headquarters will be established at
the Brown Hotel. The Executive
Board will meet the week preceding
the convention.

St. Louis — ■ Taking seriously the
report that Warners might erect a
group of theaters in this locality as
a result of the war that is looming between the major company and
the Fanchon & Marco interests
President Fred Wehrenberg of the
M.P.T.O. has written Harry M. Warner protesting against any additional building, if contemplated. The
protest was the result of an exhibitor meeting called after announcement of Warners acquiring the Shu13 Shorts Remaining
bert-Rialto. Deal of F. & M. for
On Hal Roach Lineup the Ambassador, Grand Central and
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
St. Louis theaters
awaiting court
Hollywood — Only 13 comedy shorts approval. Wehrenbiserg
points out
remain to be made on this season's that the city already is grossly
overprogram at the Hal Roach studios, seated. He plans to call on Warner
which are resuming activity in a few
when he goes east this
personal
days after a two-week recess, ac- week. ly
cording to Henry Ginsberg, vicepresident and general manager. All
units of the shorts for M-G-M re- Allied Still Holding Out
lease are well ahead of schedule.

On Assents to Film Code

WILL

H. Hays returned to New York yesterday from Florida.
LAURENCE OLIVIER and JILL ESMOND, who
have been appearing in a Broadway play sail
Friday on the Majestic for England.
WHITFORD DRAKE, Erpi exec, is on his way
back from the coast.

EMANUEL
week.

COHEN

is due east in about a

WILLIAM L. TENNEY is on his way back
to New York from the coast.
ECDIE CANTOR and party arrived in New
York from Florida yesterday.
JEAN DUVIVIER, French cinema director arrives in New York today on the Paris.
KEN MAYNARD, Universal star, leaves Hollywood on Saturday for New York and sails
March 21 on the Berengaria for a vacation
abroad.
Mrs. Maynard will accompany him.
tion.
JACK COHN has gone to Florida for a vaca-

MORRIS
tomorrow
.
from

the

KANDEL

sails on

the Washington

Middle West.

HELEN GWYNNE
Hollywood.
trom

has returned to New

York

• AL ing«SEHG
,is in Bosfon
t0 handle
openof Rothschild"
at the
Majestic theTheater.
JAMES LOUGHBOROUGH has arrived
in
Cleveland to handle the campaign on "Rothschild at the Ohio Theater there.
RICHARD
ARLEN,
accompanied
by his wife
CJBYNA
RALSTON,
and
Richard
ArlenJr
Europe.
their
nine
months
old
son,
arrive
in N«w
York tomorrow
from
the coast en route
to

e that Allied exhibitors
NEW YORK STOCK
MARKET
E. W. Hammons and Aides areIndicativ
still withholding their assents to
Net
Making Tour of Exchanges the code is the fact that the flood 450 Exhibs to Attend
High
Low
Close
Chg.
of compliances expected by the Code
Am. Seat
5%
5Vi
5% +
%
E. W. Hammons, president of
Authority following settlement of
Con. Fm. Ind
45/8
43/8
4% —
V4 Educational Pictures, accompanied
I. T. O. A. Installation
by the
Allied suit has not materialized.
Con. Fm. Ind. pfd... 163/8
15%
15% —
Va
More than 450 exhibitors are exJ.
H.
Skirball,
sales
manager,
and
East. Kodak
903/4
90
90'/i + 1 Vi
ion to handle the anpected to attend the installation dinHarvey Day, special representative In preparat
ticipated rush the Code Authority
East. Kodak
pfd... 131
131
131
+ 1
ner of the I. T. O. A. Monday night
for Terry-Toons, left last night for had added another girl to its office
Fox Fm. "A"
15'/2
15
15'/2 +
%
at the Hotel Astor, with Mayor Laa week's tour of six Fox exchanges staff.
Loew's,
Guardia in charge of the induction.
Inc
325/8
31%
323'8 +
%
in the east and mid-west. Besides
do pfd
89
89
89
— 1
A recount of assents, following C. Milton
visiting
the
exchanges
for
confereliminations of duplications, is now master. Weisman will act as toastMetro-Goldwyn,
pfd. 24
23%
24
-f 1
Dance music will be supences on the sales of Educational expected to be
completed early this
Paramount ctfs
5V4
4%
5% +
i/4
plied by Eli Danzig and his St.
pictures, Hammons will get first- week. Deadline for filing assents
Pathe
Exch
3%
3'/2
3V2 —
%
George Hotel Orchestra. Officers to
hand views of exhibitors regarding is midnight tonight.
d° "A"
19%
Brandt.
be
19%
installed include President Harry
19% +
5/8 short subjects needs before making
RKO
3%
3l/2
3l/2 —
%
final decisions as to Educational's
Univ. Pict. pfd
32
32
32
Margaret Illington Dies
line-up for the coming season.
Warner
Bros
7
6%
7
-f- %
Margaret Illington, former stage
The Fox exchanges to be visited
Norma Shearer in "Nancy Stair"
NEW
YORK
CURB
MARKET
include Boston, Buffalo, Cleveland, star and known in private life as West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Technicolor
9%
9
9'/8 —
%
Hollywood
— "Nancy Stair," the
Cincinnati, Indianapolis and Chi- the wife of Major Edward Bowes Elinor
Trans-Lux
Maccartney
Lane novel about
2'/4
2%
cago.
2y4
of the Capitol theater, died Sunday
NEW
YORK
BOND
MARKET
Scotland and Robert Burns, will be
in
St.
Francis'
Hospital
Mianr produced by Irving Thalberg as
Gen. Th. Eq. 6s40...
9%
9l/4
9%
+
l/2
Beach, after an illness of, several
a
Loew
6s 41 ww
96%
96
96 % +
Book
i/2 1934 British Year
Out
weeks. Major Bowes was at her bed- Norma Shearer vehicle for M-G-M.
Paramount 6s47 ctfs. 44%
died.
she
side
when
Philip
Barry
will
adapt
it.
44%
44%
Kinematograph Year Book for
Par. 5%s50
ctfs.... 45
443,4
45
+
l/4
"Rothschild" Advance Sale Big
1934,
published annually by KineWarner's
6s39
"Wonder Bar" Sellout
56l/4
55
56%
+
%
matograph Publications, Ltd., Lon- West Coast
Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
N. Y. PRODUCE
EXCHANGE SECURITIES
Advance
sale for George Arliss in
don, arrived yesterday from EngPara. Publix
Los Angeles — Two-dollar premier
4%
43^
4%
land. It is a comprehensive and of Warner's "Wonder Bar" at e "House of Rothschild," 20th Centhe
tury production released by United
handy volume of British film activi- Hollywood Theater tomorrow night
Chadwick
Film for Mayfair
ties for the past year, containing Friday.
has been a complete sell-out since Artists and slated for premiere tomorrow night at the Astor, is so
Chadwick's "Wine, Women and a trade directory, list of releases,
heavy
that
it has already been deIn
San Diego, Lou Metzger has arSong" is slated to open March 26 at theaters, who's who and other data.
cided to give four performances on
the Mayfair
.
ranged for a special $1 top opening Saturdays
and
on Sundays.
"Scarlet Empress" for Criterion
on Saturday, with Dick Powell, Bus- Seats are selling three
two weeks ahead.
Paramount's "Scarlet Empress"
by Berkeley, Ruth
and
starring Marlene Dietrich is under- event.
THEATRE
EXECUTIVES
Louise Fazenda slated Donnelly
to attend the
12th WEEK ON BROADWAY
AND EMPLOYEES
stood to be slated to open at the
Criterion at advanced prices in
Your income tax return is due very
William
Rusk
Dead
about four weeks.
soon. Can't we assist you as we do
many film men? Fees reasonable. An
William Rusk, first vice-president
inquiry means no obligation on your
Mrs. James Roosevelt on Council
of the I.A.T.S.E., .died recently in
part.
Mrs. James Roosevelt, mother of San Francisco, according to word
International Audit Co.
Eric Pusinelli
the President, has accepted the hon- lust received in New York. He wa?
67 W. 44th St.
MU. 2-2200
orary vice-presidency of the Motion the third official of the organization
Picture Research Council.
to pass away within a few days.
JEWEL PRODUCTIONS, 723 7th AVE., N. Y. C.

J

Forgotten

If you hired a door-to-door saleman to sell your shows you'd pick the most
impressive and convincing one you could find . . . Same thing with Trailers!
These Selling Shorts have too much influence on your business to justify
trifling with synthetic makeshifts.
Every exhibitor who's used them prefers Warner Bros.' Vitaphone Trailers
for Warner Bros. Pictures because ....
—they feature the right selling angles.
—they contain actual action clips and dialogue highlights.
—they are planned and produced by the same studio that
made the picture itself.
—and they're presented with all the smartness and novelty
that distinguished Warner Bros. Pictures.
Vitaphone Trailers sell better because they thrill while they sell. If you've been
using any other, switch to Vitaphone and note the difference at the box-office !

ARNER RROS.
BETTER MADE

BECAUSE

THEY'RE PRODUCER-MADE

Vitagraph, Inc., Distributors

THE EVIDENCE!
"Warner -First National is the only
company making their own trailers
and they are hy far the best on the
market."— 5. H. Rich, Rich Theatre,
Montpelier, Idaho
"We use Warner trailers on all their
pictures and find that they pay handsome profits." — L. E.Mahoney, New
Columbus Theatre, Columbus, N. D.
"The trailer from Warner Bros, sold
'Wild Boys of the Road' for us. I
cannot understand why every producer does not make his own trailers.
Best business on Wednesday in two
years." — J. J. Medford, Orpheum
Theatre, Oxford, N. C.

THS

ROSENBLATT NAMING
BOARD ON WAGE JAM
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(Continued from Page 1)

mington, Del. The plaintiff is seeking to broaden the scope of the injunction to prevent collection of service charges. If Stanley Co. sustains its action, brought under the
Sherman and Clayton anti-trust
laws, the temporary injunction will
be made permanent.

Awaiting Coast
Agency Names

Division Administrator Sol A. Rosenblatt is awaiting more nominations before he sets up the agency
committee at the Coast, he stated
in New York last night. No deadline for filing of nominations for
the committee, which will comprise
10 members, has been set, he said.
West

Alice Brady on L. A. Stage
Coast

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Alice Brady will appear in the Los Angeles stage production of "Biography," to be presented by Ermatinger & Wells at
the Biltmore starting April 2. Miss
Brady is being loaned by M-G-M for
this engagement.
Cantor Booked in Pittsburgh
Pittsburgh — ■ Following Warner's
"Wonder Bar," which broke all records for straight pictures at the
Stanley and is being held a second
week, the headline attraction will be
Eddie Cantor and Dave Rubinoff in
person starting March 16.
Services for Maurice Grau
Services for Maurice Grau, artists'
representative who died Saturday,
will be held at 1 P. M. today in the
West End Chapel, with burial in
Cypress Hills Cemetery.
Code O.K. With

RfAfcTO

WITH

Stanley-Erpi Hearing
Slated to Start April 2

Cameramen

Although the New York cameramen's
local is "generally satisfied" with the
cameramen's provisions of the code, it
is hoping that production activity in the
east will increase enough to allow it to
actually observe its operation, said 0.
V. Johnson,
business agent, yesterday.
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M-G-M SETS 18 STARS

(Continued from Page 1)

and operators, and did not know how
soon it will begin functioning. Taking issue with statements of the
I. T. 0. A. that the original intent
of the code was to figure operator
costs on an individual man basis instead of a booth basis, Rosenblatt
pointed out that the I. T. 0. A. contract with Allied M. P. Operators
was made on a booth cost basis. He
offered a copy of the agreement,
dated Aug. 31, 1933, as evidence.
Rosenblatt said he is still studying the report of the Code Authority's
understood tovaudeville
containcommittee,
recommendations
for modifications of the vaudeville
labor provisions of the code.

DAILY

PHIL M. OALY
• •
• IN OUR effort to discover who first used radio In
motion pix exploitation
we got a rise from Charles Reed
Jones
who makes some pretty hefty claims
to wit
he was on the air regularly at WHN
long before it
moved to Loew's State theater
dishing out picture material
he started in June, 1922
he was paid by Universal,
Hodkinson and Richard Walton Tully among
others
Charlie thinks he was the first gent to interview a picture star
over the air
he interviewed such early ones as Rod La
Rocque, Bert Lytell, Ruth Roland, Edward Earle, Ruth Renick>
Burr Macintosh
the first theme songs were handled by
Mister Jones when he was in charge of WHN
that was
when Schubel owned the station
when it was operated in
conjunction with the Ridgewood "Times" on Longisle
if
any bird can top Charlie's record for "Firsts"
shoot
or forever hold your squawks oh, yea
Charlie just
scored another "First" in a different field, so to speak
he
married Evelyn Lee Koch
also a former Majestic alumnus.
T
T
T
• • • UP AT the Biograph stude the camera lads are enthusiastic about the new camera they are using on "Frankie
and Johnnie"
a silent Debrie super parvo
it is so
compact that they can get into corners and shoot from angles
impossible with the other types that are more cumbersome and
bulky

▼

▼

▼

• •
• A COUPLE of good offers are being considered by
Louis Cline
one to produce at the Coast
Louis is
quite a picker while Eastern talent scout and test director
for a major company
he tested and recommended such
players as Mae West, Pert Kelton, Jane Wyatt, Katharine Hepburn, Grace Bradley, Margaret Sullavan
associated with
Horace Liveright, he produced "Hamlet In Modern Dress,"
"Black Boy," "An American Tragedy" and "Dracula."
T
T
T
• •
• OVER AT Eaves, the costume concern
Andy
Geoly is celebrating the 20th year the firm has been costuming
pictures here in the East
Some chiselling dame has been
representing herself over the phone as the sec of our ed
and getting passes to the pix
we hope she reads this
gets a double attack of Conscience and Embarrassment
and jabs herself with her own chisel
the meanie!
T
T
T
• • • THIS BEING his 15th anniversary in the film biz
today
Sammy Cohen, foreign publicity manager for United
Artists
will celebrate by takin' Norris Wilcox, U. A's personnel manager, to lunch
it seems that back in 1919,
Sammy was discharged from the Navy and applied for a job
at Famous
Players-Lasky
Wilcox, who was then office
manager of that concern, put Sammy to work as a shipping
clerk in the export dep't so big hearted Sammy is blowing
Norris to lunch
after 15 years !
he probably waited to
make sure it wasn't temporary
T
T
T
• • • BACK FROM the Coast
Howard Dietz is particularly enthusiastic about M-G-M's "Rip Tide," "Viva Villa,"
"Tarzan and His Mate" and "Hollywood Party"
Jules
Ziegler has won a suit from Armina Marshall on his bet that
"TheBroadway
Pursuit of Happiness" would run more than four months
on

T

T

FOR 1934-35 LINEUP
(Continued from Page \)

wood. The current list will be
augmented by a number of important names.
Names to be provided are: John
and Lionel Barrymore, Wallace
Beery, Maurice Chevalier, Jackie
Cooper, Joan Crawford, Marion Davies, Jimmy
Durante,
MarieShearer,
Dressier, Clark Gable,
Norma
Gloria Swanson, Jean Harlow, Helen
Hayes, Robert Montgomery, Ramon
Novarro, Jeanette MacDonald and
Greta Garbo.

Six Men Exploiting
"Death Takes Holiday"

Six Paramount exploitation men
are in the field handling engagements on "Death Takes a Holiday."
Territories are being covered as follows: Hal Danson, Boston, Rochester, Syracuse, Buffalo, Cleveland,
Detroit; Ed. Corcoran, New Orleans,
Atlanta, Birmingham, Washington,
Baltimore, Philadelphia; Gerald
Westergren, Dallas, Fort Worth,
Kansas City, Oklahoma City, San
Antonio, Houston, El Paso; James
Ashcraft, Chicago, St. Louis, Omaha, Des Moines, Minneapolis, St.
Paul, Milwaukee; Irving Waterstreet, Columbus, Cincinnati, Indianapolis, Pittsburgh, Louisville, Memphis; Jack Dailey, Los Angeles, San
Francisco, San Diego, Oakland, Seattle, Portland, Salt Lake City and
Denver.
Chicago Film Critic Resigns
Chicago — Hazel Flynn, for many
years motion picture critic on the
Chicago "American," writing under
the pseudonym of Rob Reel, has
resigned. Miss Flynn also wrote a
movie chatter
for the
"American" under column
her own
name
and
through it has built up a large following. She is a product of the
old Essanay studio days here and
worked with many motion picture
have since become fapeople who
mous. Miss Flynn may go to Hol"AmerHer place
ican" haslywood.
been
takenon bytheCharlotte
McCormick, who was her assistant.

T

• •
• A NEW mag dealing with all branches of the art
terpsichore . „"The Dance Observer"
is here
on the
editorial board are Paul Love, Louis Horst, Winthrop Sargeant
Natalie Messenger will handle the interview end of the
Roxy theater Sunday afternoon broadcast over WOR
The
Sarah Mildred Strauss Dancers will be an added feature of the
stage show at the Capitol starting Friday

«

«

«

»

»

»
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Spof-Jleull

TLE from "LOTS"
A LIT
HOLLYWOOD
By RALPH

For the first time in the history of
Hartford, Conn., a picture was
held for a third week! Also held for
3rd week at Keith's Boston and
Washington, D. C, Golden Gate,
San Francisco and Bijou, Springfield, Mass. CLARKE GABLE and
CLAUDETTE COLBERT in Frank
Capra's "It Happened One Night."

T

|

who sought happiness in a penthouse— but found it in an attic! J
ELISSA LANDI

in "Sisters Under s

The Skin," with Frank Morgan
and Joseph Schildlcraut. Directed J
by David Burton.
j

I The screen's foremost actor, JOHN
. BARRYMORE in Howard Hawk's

j
1

production
of "20th
Century," .
| screen play by Ben Hecht
and *
j Charles MacArthur — has the finest I
• I j supporting cast obtainable. Carole |
\t ■' Lombard,
Walter
Connolly
and t
I ' Roscoe Karns. A Broadway smash *
I I that will be even greater on the |
I screen !

WILK

Marquis Busby, magazine and film
critic, died last week.

PLAN FOR REOPENING
VAUDEVILLE HOUSES
(.Continued from Page

1)

fore President Roosevelt. One fea
ture of the plan is to open a theater here where new acts would be
Fox title changes include "Free
tried
out. Assembling of units to
Gold," retitled "Wild Gold," and
"World
Is
Ours,"
renamed
"Change
give
free
shows in hospitals and
T
T
T
other institutions and in public
In the event that Patsy Flick of
parks during the summer is also
"She Loves Me Not," now playing of Heart."
Ann Sothern has the leading role proposed. A complete schedule of
in New York, is signed for pictures,
cost the
of plan.
operation was submitted
it will be a case of "Flick for the opposite Stuart Erwin in Columbia's with
"The Party's Over." Walter Lang
Flickers."
Pardon the pun, please. vising.
is directing, with Felix Young super▼
T
T
Arthur Horman, writer, has been
Legitimate Theater Code
▼
▼
T
signed by Radio. His initial assignIs Being Reopened
ment will be to collaborate with
Pert Kelton has been given a re(Continued from Page 1)
Wandainal story.
Tuchock on an untitled orignewal of contract by RKO and is
by the NRA, it was explained, and
now working in "Great American the reconsideration is in line with
V Y ▼
Edward Ludwig, who is directing
the general intention to make modifications after experience has shown
"Friends of Mr. Sweeney," at War"Practical Joker" has gone in them to be warranted.
ner Bros., may next move over to Harem."
Universal to direct for Bennie Zeid- work at Universal with Chester Morris, Walter Woolf and Marian Nixon Mascot Pictures Plans
man. Ludwig recently directed
"Let's Be Ritzy" at Universal, for heading the cast, and Edward Laemmle directing. Story was adapted
Producer Henry Henigson.
Program of 20 Features
by Charles Logue from the William
T
V
T
(Continued from Page 1)
Anthony McGuire play.
leased one a month starting May 1,
Dore Schary, formerly with M-GM and Columbia, is collaborating
and eight action melodramas to be
with Lewis Foster on the screen
Charles Marshall has been signed released starting May 15. One of
play for "The Love Life of a Sail- by RKO to write an original, "Mur- the serials also will have a feature
version.
or," which will be made by Universder in the Clouds," which Kenneth
al.
Macgowan will produce.
y^RTHUR BLOCH and George Seaton, M-G-M scenarists, having
prepared their adaptation of "Five
Day," the Erie Hatch novel, are now
working on the screen play.

The powerful story of a woman
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▼

▼

▼

TV

David Burton will direct Elissa
Mae Clarke has been signed by
Landi and Joseph Schildkraut in
First
National for "Dqrk Tower."
"Sisters Under the Skin" at Colum▼ ▼ ▼
bia. Story is by Adele Buffington
William Wellman, who is comand Fred Niblo, Jr.
pleting "Stingaree," with Richard
V V
V
Ethel Hill is writing the original Dix and Irene Dunne, has already
been signed by RKO to direct a second picture.
story, and screen play for "Blind
Date," at Columbia. She is also the
▼
T
▼
author of "A Woman in Her ThirIrving Pichel and Aubrey Smith
ties," which Warner Bros, recently
produced, with Aline MacMahon as have been added by Cecil B. Dethe star. Miss Hill also wrote the Mille to the cast of his next Parascreen play and dialogue for "Whirlmount picture,▼ "Cleopatra."
▼ ▼
Howell. pool," in collaboration with Dorothy
Warner's "Hit Me Again," recentV V
V
ly completed comedy-successor to
Kathleen Burke has been added
"Convention City," has been retitled
to the cast of "Bulldog Drummond "Smarty."
Strikes Back." 20th Century picture
▼ ▼ ▼
starring Ronald Colman. Roy del
Ruth is directing.
Upon
completion
of "The FireT
T
T
brand," the first of a series of pictures
which
Constance
Bennett and
Willis Goldbeck is adapting "Wednesday's Child," in whichRKO will Fredric March are making for the
Joseph M. Schenck-Darryl F. Zanstar
John is Barrymore.
* Kenneth uck
20th Century Company, the two
Macgowan
the producer.
stars will begin immediate preparaT
T
T
tions for their next picture, based
Ralph G. Farnum, in association
with Henry Hotchener, has arranged on a serialized novel entitled "Half
for John Barrymore to appear on Angel." by Fanny Heaslip Lea. "The
Hind's "Hall of Fame" radio, pro- Firebrand" is being directed by
gram April 8. Barrymore will broad- Gregory La Cava. Both pictures will
cast from Hollywood over NBC.
be released by United Artists.
▼

TV

Columbia's next Tim McCoy vehicle, which bore the working title,
"Highway Patrol," has been permanently named "Hell Bent for Love."
the story is by Harold Shumate.
Lilian Bond plays opposite the star,
with Ethel Sykes, Vincent Sherman, Bradley Page, Harry C. Bradley and Guy Usher in supporting
roles. D. Ross Lederman is the director.

▼ ▼

▼

Charles R. Rogers marks the start
of
on "In Conference"
this production
week by changing
the title to
"Private Scandal." The original
story by Vera Caspary and Bruce
Manning is being made under the
direction of Harry Joe Brown for
Paramount release. Helen Mack,
ZaSu Pitts and Grace Bradley are
in the cast.

F. & M. Deal in St. Louis
Awaits Bondholder Action
Deal whereby Fanchon & Marco
and Harry Koplar would take over
operation of the Missouri, Ambassador and Grand Central Theaters
in St. Louis now awaits approval by
the bondholders of the reorganization plan submitted to them, it was
said here yesterday by Harry Arthur.

Indie Producers to Act
Against Code Violators
West Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Drastic action against
any of its members who wilfully
violate the NRA code was promised
at a meeting of the Independent Motion Picture Producers' Ass'n by
President Trem Carr. The Association will hold a reception in honor
of the delegates to the M.P.T.O.A.
convention in April.
Warners Sign Platinum Blonde
Chicago — Ethelreda Leopold, platinum blonde clothing model, has been
signed by Warners and has left for
Hollywood. Her picture in a local
daily nerattracted
the attention of Warscouts.
Radio Recess for Crosby
West Coast Bur., THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Bing Crosby will t.'ke a
six months' radio vacation starting April
15. At present busy in his next Paramount production, "We're Not Dressing," the singer plans to devote part
of the six months exclusively to films,
the rest to a vacation.

THE
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* FEATURE and SHORT REVIEWS*
Charlie

New Orleans — Kenneth T. Knob'^lock, novelist and newspaperman,
returns to film reviewing
on the
"Tribune" after a four-year absence,
replacing Mel Washburn who is on
H leave.
New Orleans — Mike Pisciotta has
given up the Laurel. Owner John
Winberry took it over.
New Orleans — Bill Shields, manager of Affiliated's exchange here,
is back with
on the
tussle
flu. job after eight days'
. Boston — Manager Tim 0 'Toole of
'Columbia reports "It Happened One
Night" has been held for the third
week at the Bijou in Springfield and
the RKO Keith here.
Milford, Conn. — J. J. Kata has
leased the Colonial, Walnut Beach,
for five years from Evelina P.
Smith. Kata also operates the State,
New Britain.
New Haven, Conn. — Mrs. Jack
Crawford is now operating the Little Theater, featuring special film
shows for children.
Devon, Conn. — Harold Tobachman
has taken over the Devon, formerly
operated by J. Corwell.
Moosup, Conn. — The Best Theater
was destroyed by fire recently.
St. Petersburg, Fla. — Circuit
Judge T. Frank Hobson denied
Luther W. Jones' petition to take
over the Alcazar theater as receiver
in a bankruptcy case.

Ruggles

"GOODBYE

in
Blackmer
66 mins.
LAUGHS
OF THE

This is practically Charlie Ruggles' picture all the way through. It was built
for laugh purposes, and all the comedy
comes on his lines and business practically. The plot is highly improbable in
many spots, but being outright farce, that
is excusable. Ruggles is serving as butler
to Sidney Blackmer, and eventually both
find themselves paying alimony to their
ex-wives. Blackmer tries to chisel on his
alimony payments, and that starts all the
mix-up. Ruggles goes to Atlantic City
for a vacation, and meets a gold digging
dame (Verree Teasdale) who takes him
for his bankroll that his boss gave him
to pay his alimony. Later he returns to
find his boss just getting married to the
gold digger. Then when Blackmer learns
she is a notorious adventuress, he plans
a little coup with the aid of a pal, a newspaper man. From here on the fun is fast
and furious, and there are plenty of laughs
to keep the picture in the class of very
lively entertainment.
Cast: Charlie Ruggles, Verree Teasdale,
Mayo Methot, Sidney Blackmer, Phyllis
Marry, Ray Walker, John Keliy, Grace Hale,
Luis Alberni.
Director, H. Bruce Humberstone; Author, Hampton Del Ruth; Adaptor, same;
Dialoguer, same.
Direction, Satisfactory.
Gocd.

FOREIGN

FILMS

"FANTOMAS"

LOVE"

with Verree Teasdale and Sidney
RKO Radio
CHARLIE RUGGLES SCORES
EASILY IN HILARIOUS FARCE
ALIMONY
RACKET.

Tabloid Reviews of

Photography,

"Bride Okay
of Samoa"
DuWorld
28 mins.

Holding to continuity in fine style,
this three-reeler gives a complete
story of the preparations for, and
the actual wedding ceremony of a
Samoan couple. Starting with the
introduction of the bride and
parents, the story shows
Toledo — Howard Feighley and W. groom's
and describes all rituals and dances
N. Skirboll, president and secretary- held in anticipation of the wedding.
treasurer of Willard Theaters, Inc.,
The making of gowns from wood
have reopened the Palace.
bark, the brewing of wine, tonsorial
and so forth. Finally
Cleveland — Leo Jones, M-G-M preparations
is shown the wedding with all its
short subject booker, had an auto- naitve glamor and riotous dancing.
mobile accident en route to Providence where he went to attend the The film is very interesting and
funeral of a relative. His car was boasts several sequences in which
smashed.
well formed native girls are the allure. It is a Phil Brown production.

DuWorld

61 mins.

FAIRLY SUSPENSEFUL FRENCH MURDER MYSTERY WITH SYNCHRONIZED
ENGLISH DIALOGUE.
There is no doubt but that this film
has lost considerable appeal in its transformation from French to English dialogue,
but the fact remains that the story is compelling and the settings lavish. The story
concerns "the killer of Paris" who is only
known to his victims and the police as
"Fantomas." He spreads terror throughout the whole of France, and as a rule
sends warning of his proposed crimes. Inspector Jove is called in to supervise the
investigation of the killings, and his manhunt is thrilling and at times very melodramatic. Persons who learn any evidence
that might point to the discovery of the
murderer, are struck down, killed by the
same mysterious person. The fiend's final
murder is staged at an automobile race
track where he pours oil across the track
of a car driven by his most feared enemy.
The denouement is well handled. Synchronization isokay with very few closeups that make the spectator conscious
of the dubbing.
Cast: Tania Fedor, Jean Gallant, Thorny
Bourdelle, Georges Rigaud, Anielka Elter,
Gaston Mcdot, Maurice Schutz, Marie
Laure, Roger Karl.
Director, Paul Fejcs; Authors, Marcel
Allain, Pierre Souvestre; Adaptors, Marcel
Picard, Michael Flick; Editors, same; Cameraman, net credited; Recording
Engineer,
Lyman Wiggin.
Direction, Okay

Photography, Gccd.

"DIE MUTTER DER KOMPAGNIE"
("The Company's Mother"), in German:
produced by Emelka; directed by Franz
Seirz; with Weiss-Ferl, Betty Bird, Paul
Heidemann, Grit Haid, Leo Peukert, Carl
Walter Mayer.
At the Yorkville Theater.
Military farce dealing mainly with the
amusing antics of a first sergeant who is
known as the "company's mother."
has some sprightly romantic interest.

Also

"DER GLUECKSZYLINDER" ("The Lucky
Top Hat"), in German; produced by Siegel
Monopol; directed by Rudolf Bernauer; with
Felix Bressart, Charlotte Anders, Oskar
Sima, Adele Sandrock, Carl Meinhard. At
the 79th St. Theater.
Fairly amusing boarding-house romance
with good performances by Felix Bressart,
Charlotte Anders and others.

No Decision on Service Help
At a meeting Saturday evening in
the office of Chas. Moscowitz of
Loew's and attended by Moscowitz,
Ben Golden, secretary of the NRA
Regional Labor Board, and Chas.
Levey, secretary of Local 118,
building service employes union,
dismissal of union employes was
gone into with no decision reached
on any individual case.
"Nell Gwynne" Finished
London — British & Dominions
have just completed production on
"Nell Gwynne" at the Boreham
Wood
rected. studios. Herbert Wilcox di-

Cleveland — James Scoville of the
Scoville Essick and Reif circuit has
returned from a seven-week trip to
Florida, where he recuperated after
a long illness.

THE INDUSTRY'S
DATE BOOK
loday: Independent Theater Owners of Ohio
regional meeting, Ohio Hotel, Youngstown.
vlarch 14: Independent Theater Owners of Ohio
regional meeting, Fort Steuben Hotel, Steubenville, 0.
vlarch 16: Annual awards banquet of the Academy of Motion Picture Arts and Sciences,
Hollywood.
March 17: Lambs' St. Patrick's Day Dinner
Gambol and Ball, Waldorf-Astoria, New
York.

Fear Auditorium Competition
St. Louis — Fearing that the new
Municipal Auditorium and Community Center may hurt theater business, a group of showmen headed
by Charles Kurtzman called on
Mayor Dickmann last week and were
advised that the administration had
no desire to enter into competition
with regular theater.
M-G-M Gets Broadway Play
"The Shining Hour," Broadway
play, has been acquired by M-G-M
at a reported price of about $47,500.

I OR 7 PERSONS
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and the
up 8th
Above
Floor $6.00
Enjoy the comforts of a
parlor and bedroom suite. . . .
All rooms equipped with
combination tub and shower
bath, and running ice water.
Ideal location — adjacent to
shopping,
business and theatre districts.
SWIMMING POOL
AND GYMNASIUM
FREE
TO
GUESTS
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200 MORE ASSENTS
RECEIVED YESTERDAY

ANALYSIS OF
MOTION PICTURE CODE

Frank McHugh, J. Carroll Naish
and Samuel Hinds also having 16
to their credit.

(Continued from Page

By LOUIS NIZER
II. If No Affiliation with American
Thirty-second
Installment
Federation of Labor
Next in line were Douglas Dumbrille, C.
ARTICLE
IV
—
LABOR
PROVIHenry Gordon, George Hayes and Lafe McIf
the employees are unorganized
SIONS—EXHIBITION
(Cont.)
Kee, 15 apiece; Robert Ellis, Raymond hatton and Harold Huber, 14 each; Wallis Clark
or the organization is not affiliated
and Arthur Hohl, 13 each; Ralph Bellamy, Sec. 6. Methods of Determining Pre- with the American Federation of
Charles Grapewin, Allan Dinehart, Arthur
vailing Wages and Hours as of Labor, and they are members of the
Hoyt, Ferdinand Gottschalk, Mischa Auer,
August 23, 1933
affiliated organization employed by
Oscar Apfel, Robert Wade, Henry Armetta,
(a) Classification of Employees
Edwin Maxwell, Guy Kibbee, Allen Jenkins,
Exhibitors in that locality, then the
Luis Alberni, Arthur Vinton, Theodore Von
This section applies to:
dispute shall be determined by:
Eltz, George E. Stone, Randolph Scott, Wil1. Bill-posters.
lard Robinson, Paul Porcasi, Frank Morgan.
1. A representative of the unor2. Carpenters.
Sterling Holloway and Victor Jory, about a
dozen each.
3. Electrical Workers.
ganized employees; or a representative appointed by the
In the feminine line, Una Merkel came
4. Engineers.
first with 14 features to her credit, against
President of the unaffiliated or5. Firemen.
17 for ZaSu Pitts the previous year. Dorothyganization; orboth; and,
Burgess had 13; Ruth Donnelly, 12; Mar6. Motion Picture Machine Oper2. A representative appointed by
garet Lindsay, Fay Wray, Glenda Farrell.
ators.
Shirley Gray, May Robson, and Blanche
the National President of the
7. Oilers.
Friderici, who d;ed last year, 11 each, and
affiliated organization; and,
8. Painters.
Betty Furness,
newcomer,
10.
3. A representative appointed by
9. Theatrical
Stage Employees.
Richard Thorpe topped the directors, with
the Exhibitors.
10 features, followed by William Wellman,
10. Theatrical Wardrobe AttenPhil Rosen and Reaves Eason, eight each;
dants.
If they cannot unanimously agree
Michael Curtiz, Henry Hathaway, Lambert
11. Other Skilled Mechanics and as to what were the existing scale
Hillyer, Alan James and D. Ross Lederman,
seven each; Roy Del Ruth and Hamilton
Artisans regularly employed by of wages and maximum hours, they
MacFadden, 6 each; William A. Seiter. ArExhibitors.
shall select an impartial person who
mand Schaefer, Mervyn LeRoy, Wilhelm
shall sit with the representatives
Dieterle, Harry Fraser, Lloyd Bacon and (b) Maximum Hours and Minimum
and determine the dispute. If they
Robert N. Bradbury,
five each.
Salary
as
of
August
23,
1933
Most prolific author was Zane Grey, with
cannot agree upon such impai-tial
13 to his credit, followed by John Francis
If the maximum hours and mini- representative,
then the administraNatteford with six, Oliver Drake with five
mum salaries of the employees above
son. tor shall appoint an impartial perand Nina Wilcox Putnam with four. Adap- mentioned on August 23, 1933, were
tors and dialoguers are led by Stuart Anthony. Jack Cunningham, Oliver Drake, John more favorable to the employees
(To be Continued)
T. Neville, Robert T. Lord, Jo Swerling, than this Code provides, then they
Tohn Natteford. Sonya Levien, Albert E. De
are to be substituted for the proviMond, Gene Markey and Jane Murfin.
sions of this Code. The wages and
Ben Kline tops the cameramen with 16 features credited to him, while M. A. Ander
hours as of August 23, 1933, refer
son and Archie J. Stout have 12 each, and to those of organizations affiliated
Harry Neuman and Sidney Hickox 10 each. with the American Federation of
In sound recording John Stransky, Jr., leads
followed by Gil- Labor in respect to the type of work
the field with 14 pictures,
bert Kurland with nine, and Edward Bernds in a particular class of theater or
each. In
seven
with
Crane
N.
and Earl
fea- in a particular location. If more
editing, Otto Meyer is down for 12 and
favorable to employees, they are
tures; Fred Bain, nine; Basil Wrangell
Rose
Loewinger,
seven
each.
adopted for that location.
(c) Determining Disputes as to the
Prevailing Maximum Hours and
Resort Theaters Expect
Minimum Salaries
HOTEL
Big Summer Business
If no prevailing scale of maximum
hours
and
minimum
salaries
(Continued from Page 1)
existed in the particular community
of $100,000 in newspapers and mag- for
a special class of employees, or
azines to attract vacationists to
Michigan is to begin within a short there is dispute as to what such
time, the state legislature having minimum salaries and maximum
hours were, then the dispute shall
enacted a bill for that purpose.
be determined as follows:

1)

20 boards were determined at tht
Code Authority meeting yesterday
Boards which are yet to be decidec
upon include New York and Phila
delphia.
Virtually the entire session wa
devoted to a discussion of nomina
tions, with the result that severa
important pending matters wen
postponed. The committees on fin,
ancing and manual will hold meet
ings today preliminary to the nex
Code Authority session on Wednes
day of next week. George J. Schae
fer will preside at the next meet
ing of the body.
Feagin Drama Students' Last Bill
As their last performance of th.
season, senior students of the Fea
gin School of Dramatic Art wil
give A. A. Milne's "The Perfect Ali
bi" on Friday and Saturday eve
nings at the 57th St. Playhouse.
3,000-Seater for Kan. Town
Kansas City — Jask Johnson, for
merly an exhibitor at Augusta, Kan.
is building a $30,000 theater, th.
Ritz, at McPherson, Kan.

M.RT.O.A.

CONVENTION
LOS
ANGELES
APRIL

10-12

AMBASSADOR

I. If Organization Affiliated with
American Federation of Labor
Gates Not in Reorganized Firm
Albert N. Gates is not included
If the employee organization is
among the officers in the reorganiza- affiliated with the American Fedtion of Stebbins, Leterman & Gates,
eration of Labor, the dispute shall
brokerage firm, with Herbert R. be decided by:
Ebenstein as president and Arthur
1. A representative appointed by
the National President of the
W. Stebbins as chairman and president of the California subsidiary. It
American Federation of Labor.
was stated in error last week that
2.
A representative appointed by
Gates would be vice-president and
the Exhibitors.
treasurer.
If they are unable to agree as to
the existing maximum hours and
minimum salaries for the class of
theater in the particular locality,
in "Mrs. Wiggs"
Henry
Miss Coast
West
Bur., THE FILM DAILY
they shall agree upon an impartial
Hollywood— "Mrs. Wiggs of the Cabthird person who shall sit with the
bage Patch," which has been waiting
first two representatives and detertwo years for a suitable "Lovey Mary, '
is back on Paramount's production
mine the dispute. If the two represchedule, with Charlotte Henry, the
sentatives cannot agree upon the
Alice of "Alice in Wonderland," slated
for the leading role.
third person, the Administrator shall
designate the third person.

LOWEST I
FARESI
EVER
OFFERED !

Visit
HOLLYWOOD]
The STUDIOS!

Most Vital
Forum
in Exhibitor's
9 Years!
ForM.P. X O.A. MEMBERS,
FRIENDS AND GUESTS
Reservations — Information

M.P.T.O.A.
National Headquarters

1600 Broadway.
New York City
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Frisco and Washington Boards Named

. WEEK PLAN
xecutive Order

Vaude Clauses May Be M
Reopening of Code Would
Open Way for Other
Revisions, Is View

M. P. Council
becomes important
=

By DON

CARLE

GILLETTE

by the

~

hail of brickbats

hurled at its series of "scientific findings" about the effects of movies on the
(youth of the land, the Payne Fund's Moi Hon Picture Research Council is embarking on an even more expansive campaign
in pursuance of its purpose.
This time, however, its efforts promise
to have more practical benefits.
For, instead of conducting microscopic
studies of selected subjects, the new aim
seems to be more directly designed to
teach

discrimination, appreciation' and selection in the matter of screen entertainment; and when this is done on a broad
scale the producers will find it to their
profit to take cognizance
of it.
DIG

names

are

being

enrolled

in

the

council's list of sponsors. The roster
already has Mrs. James Roosevelt, mother
of the President; Dr. A. Lawrence Lowell,
Mrs.

Calvin Coolidge, Mrs. August Belmont, Stephen P. Cabot, and others of
national
and
local importance.
Activities of the group will be national,
and from private knowledge of plans which
it has under way the Council could easily
become an influential and helpful factor,
instead of an irritant.
At any rate, its progress will bear watching- ▼ T T
THE
Catholic churches of the country
' likewise have embarked on a move for
better films, and here again is a large and
powerful contingent that the industry cannot ignore.
In indicting 25 per cent of the movies
as bad, however, the Catholics permit the
conclusion that
tures are okay —
in any form of
or art.

MERELY
never
lic tastes.

75 per cent of the picand that is a lot of okay
entertainment, amusement
t
r
t
calling films bad, however, will

improve

them

or advance

pub-

You can't educate an illiterate person by
just harping away at the fact that he
knows nothing.
And

a thousand

<S CENT/ r
pe

1934

COMMITTEE NAMED TO S

UNDAUNTED

Old

years of knocking

mov-

ies wouldn't do as much good as one week
devdted to educating the public in better
appreciation.

Modifications of the vaudeville
and presentation labor provisions of
the motion picture code are likely
to be obtained through Presidential
order but not through formal reopening of the code, The Film
Daily learned last night. The NRA
legal department is carefully studying the language of the document to
determine if such a course cannot
be adopted.
The principal reason militating
against reopening of the code is that
(Continued

on Page

4)

500 DEP'T STORES
HAVE CINEMA SHOPS
store "cinema shops"
ment
Depart
the country now number
out
through
about 500 and are in locations representing 80 per cent of the purchasing power of the country, Paul
(Continued

on Page

8)

United Artists Convention
May Be Held on the Coast
United Artists may hold its annual convention in Los Angeles, instead of Chicago, probably in July.

A messengerHijacked
loaded with 1934 Film
Daily Year Books was hijacked in the
corridor of *n office building yesterday
and relieved of one of the eagerly
sought volumes. But the joke's on the
highwayman. The book he took was
branded with the intended recipient's
name stamped in gold. Which explains
why one important exec will have to
get along for a few days with just a
plain unmonogrammed edition of the
Year Book.

NEW FRANCHISE UNIT
PLANS 18 FEATURES
Delivery of two features by June
1 is promised *by a new national cooperative
and up
distributingorganization
nowproducing
lining
franchise
holders under the direction of
Adolph Pollak and Emil K. Ellis,
attorney (Continued
of 1441 onBroadway.
ProPage 8)

Code Authority Group to
Study Feasibility of
Snorter Hours
Responding to President Roosevelt's request that industries generally reduce working hours to 30 a
week and simultaneously raise
wages, the Code Authority yesterday announced appointment of a
committee to survey labor conditions in the studios with purpose
of determining whether or not producers can comply with the recommendation. The move was directedly urged
upon the
Code4) Author (Continued
on Page

MASS. HOUSE REJECTS
JUVENILE FAN CURB

Boston — By a vote of 59 to 17,
the Massachusetts House of Representatives rejected the bill to prohibit children under 14 from attendDubinsky Labor Test Case
ing movies except of a religious and
Goes to National Board educational
nature. Representative
St. Louis — At the request of both Dorgan says he will file the bill
sides, the Regional Labor Board
has certified to the National Labor again.
Board in Washington the Dubinsky 27 Extended Runs to Date
case of St. Joseph. This action was
taken because Dub'nsky rejected the On "Happened One Night"
Regional Board ruling that the mat"It Happened One Night," Coter go to(Continued
arbitration,
that4) two men
lumbia picture with Clark Gable and
on Page
Claudette Colbert, has run up two
four-week engagements, five threeweek runs and 20 two-week engagements so far in its distribution career. Houses which have held the
picture for four-week runs are
Keith's, Washington, and the Bi(Continued Mass.
on Page Three-week
4)
Local board personnels for Bosjou, Springfield,
ton, San Francisco and Washington, D. C, appointed by the Code
First Vaude in 20 Years
Authority, were announced yesterGreenville, Mich. — For the first time
day. Undetermined so far are makein 20 years a vaudeville circuit is to
touch here, the Silver Family theater
ups of local boards for New York
having
made a contract with the Gus
and Philadelphia. They may be
Sun agency, Detroit, to supply programs

Code Authority Names Boards
For Boston, Frisco, Washington
Duals Break Out Again
In Milwaukee Territory

A break in exhibitor ranks in the
observance of the agreed-upon ban
in the Milon double feature bills
waukee territory is being reported
to major distributors at their New
York 'headquarters. According to
at the next Code Aureports reaching them, dual policies agreed upon
thority meeting Wednesday,
next
creeping back into existence in
(Continued on Page 8)
are
that zone.

two days a week
regular pictures.

in conjunction with
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STREIMER, United Artists district manager, sails March
26 on a Bermuda cruise.

SAM Saturday.
KRELLBERG
coast

JOSEPH BURSTYN, president of Worldkino,
gone to Cleveland.
LANNY ROSS arrives back in New York
from Hollywood tomorrow morning, having

completed the first feature, "Melody in
Spring", under his new long term Paramount
contract.
HAROLD B. FRANKLIN leaves tomorrow for
the coast.
SAM SAX, production chief of the Brooklyn
Vitaphone studio, and his wife leave Saturday
for a tour of Europe. They will visit the Holy
Land, Egypt, Paris and London, among other
stops.
EDDIE DOWLING returns to New
day from Washington.

after
premiere of Warner's "Wonder
Bar" intonight's
Los Angeles.
CASTLE

HARRY PUCK
New
York.

Rosenblatt to Confer
Fox Studios Preparing
On Studio Labor Issue
Six New Productions
West

YORK

STOCK
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Hollywood — In addition to seven
n work and three being edited, six
new pictures are being prepared at
the Fox studios. They include
"Grand
"CallRoyal
It Luck,'''
"Lottery Canary,"
Lover," "By
Command," "Always Honest" and "Charlie Chan's Courage." Those in work
are "Merry Andrew," with Will
Rogers and Peggy Wood; "World
Moves On," with Madeleine Carroll
and Franchot Tone; "Springtime
for Henry," with Otto Kruger and
N^ncy Carroll; "Wild Gold," with
T^hn Boles and Claire Trevor; "Too
Many Women," with Warner Baxter; "Now I'll Tell," with Spencer
Tracy, Helen Twelvetrees and Alice
Faye" and "Change of Heart," with
Janet Gaynor and Charles Farrell.

3 Boards for New York
Advocated by I. T. O. A.

Establishment of separate boards
for three sections in the New York
metropolitan territory was advocat....
ed by President Harry Brandt of
K PRODUCE
EXCHANGE
SECURITIES
the I. T. O. A. yesterday as the
lix
5%
5
5V8 +
%
most workable and fair plan for
handling this zone under the code.
He urged that Brooklyn, Queens and
ians to Meet in Cleveland
Long Island be incorporated into
ican Federation of Musicians one subdivision, New Jersey into
. d its annual convention in another and Manhattan and Westchester into a third. Brandt favors
d, June 18-23. Re-election of
Weber as president is anti- this plan in preference to the recipated.
volving board idea proposed for the
territory.
5'/2s50
■ 6s39

46
56%

YOUR
INCOME
TAX
We assist many film executives in
preparation of their returns. Tax
experts, 20 years experience. Fees
moderate. Will call for interview.
No obligation.
International Audit Co.
Eric Pusinelli
67 W. 44th St.
MU. 2-2200

York to-

JOSEPH BERNHARD and HARRY M. CHARNAS start back to New York from the coast

A LAUGH A DAY frcm "Harold Teen,* Warner Bros.' comedy with music frcm Carl
Ed's famous comic strip, featuring Hal LeRoy, directed by Murray Roth, — Advt

NEW

is expected back from the

has

EUGENE
tomorrow.

FINANCIAL

March 14, 1934

Fox Annual Report Today
Annual report of Fox Film will
be presented at a regular meeting of
its board of directors today. President Sidney R. Kent, who has just
returned from a Florida vacation,
will be present.

will return from

Chicago

has gone to Pittsburgh from

GREGORY RATOFF sails on the Majestic
Friday for England and on his return to New
York will appear in George White's "Scandals".
BEN ATWELL of Columbia is in Washington.
SAMUEL

GOLDWYN

and

members

of

his

A conference on production labor I staff leave New York today on their return
provisions of the code that apply to to the coast.
GEORGE BATCHELLER leaves New York
studio mechanics and sound men will
March 24 for the coast.
be held between Division AdminisED KUYKENDALL left New York last night
trator Sol A. Rosenblatt, Pat Casey,
on his return to Columbus,
Miss.
chairman of the producers' studio
NATHAN YAMINS returned to Fall River
labor committee, and representatives
of Local 52, Studio Mechanics, short- yesterday from New York.
JIMMY DURANTE and POLLY MORAN will
ly after March 15 in New York.
The studio mechanics claim that arrive in New York tomorrow on the Twentieth
Century to fulfill a week of personal appearances at the Capitol
beginning
Friday.
they are not receiving 40 hours' pay
for a 36-hour week, as intended in
the code, states President Sol
Scoppa. Sound men also have a Allied's Regional V.P.'s
complaint to the effect that wages
Being Named This Week
paid them by the various studios are
President Sidney E. Samuelson of
not uniform. The meeting will be Allied this week plans to announce
held following the return of Casey
to New York from the Coast appointment of six regional vicepresidents in line with the exhibitor
March 15.
association's expansion program.
Momentary delay is due to waiting
Decision is Reserved
for acceptances on the part of the
In Tri-Ergon Appeal appointees, selected by Samuelson
Abram F. Myers, chairman of
Appellate Division of the N. Y. and
the board.
Supreme Court yesterday reserved
policies, particularly from
decision on appeal filed by Amer- theSales
slant of percentage demands,
ican Tri-Ergon in connection with a
patents infringement suit brought were discussed by Allied Theaters of
New Jersey at its regular meeting
by a number
of New
inde- yesterday.
pendent exhibitors
and York's
distributors.
Briefs were filed by Attorney Louis
Estimate $4.50 a Share for Kodak
Nizer, representing the defendants
Wall Street forecasts of Eastman
and David A. Podell, counsel for the
Kodak earnings for 1933 place the
William Fox corporation.
net at about $4.50 a share, compared with $2.52 the previous year.
ITOA to Contact Exhib Units
In connection with the I. T. O. A.
plan to coordinate activities of unattached exhibitor units throughout
9,000 Code Assents
Assents to the code received and
the country, Charles (Chick) Lewis,
counted by the Code Authority up to
director of publicity of the associalast night approximated 9,000. Sevtion, will contact 27 organizations on
eral hundred more compliances arrived
a trip on which he will leave within yesterday's mail but were not filed.
Last of assents should come in today,
in a month. The I. T. O. A. is
with the exception of the few expected
working with units which are not
from
territorial possessions.
identified with either Ailed or the
M. P. T. O. A.

>

FOX FILM announces
that the title

"FOX FOLLIES"
has been changed to
//

STAND UP and CHEER!
• Owing to another company's unauthorized use of the
word "Follies" in a picture title, and its subsequent continued use of a similar title, FOX has decided to change its
own title of "FOX FOLLIES" to "STAND UP and CHEER!"

• FOX retains the right to use "FOX FOLLIES," or any
variation of that title for any future pictures.
• Because the other company's picture has already played
in many places under the "Follies" title, we feel the use
of "FOX FOLLIES" would be confusing to motion picture
theatre-goers, and tend to give the impression of a return
engagement rather than an entirely new picture.

• Therefore, for the protection of those exhibitors playing our picture, FOX finds it compulsory to make this
change of title.

//

DAILY

COMMITTEE NAMED
ON 30-HOUR WEEK
(Continued from Page

27 Extended Runs to Date
On "Happened
Night"
(Continued fromOne
Page 1)
runs to date are as follows: Loew's,
Hartford; Golden Gate, San Francisco; Brown, Louisville; Keith's,
Boston; 105th St., Cleveland. Twoweek engagements up to the present time are as follows : Orpheum,
New Orleans; Strand, Memphis;
Palace, Cincinnati; Padre, San
Jose; National, Stockton; Sierra,
Sacramento; Fox, Detroit; Liberty,
Seattle; Keith's, Dayton; Rialto,
Atlanta; Roxie, Oakland; Orpheum,
Salt Lake City; Capitol, Lynn;
Court, Wheeling; Chicago, Chicago;
Lafayette, Buffalo; Stanley, Philadelphia; Hippodrome, Baltimore;
Palace, New York; Palace, Columbus.
West

Develop New Camera
Coast

Bureau

of THE

RIALTO

1)

ity by Division Administrator Sol
A. Rosenblatt.
Comprising the committee are:
Harold S. Bareford of Warner
Bros., alternate fcr Harry M. Warner; George J. Schaefer of Paramount and Charles L. O'Reilly of
the T. 0. C. C. A report may be
submitted at the meeting of the
code's administrative body Wednesday, next week.
Although Rosenblatt's request
only covers production, the survey is
expected to be later extended to bear
upon exhibition and distribution.

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — A new camera that
is said to save hundreds of hours
and thousands of dollars in picture
production has been developed by
William Eglington and Harry Cunningham and their associates of the
camera department at the RKO Radio studios. The new camera enables all operations from the outside of the camera instead of from
the inside of the casing or blimp.
It weighs only 115 pounds loaded as
compared with 160 in the old style
camera. The camera is being used
for the first time in the current
RKO picture "Of Human Bondage"
and John Cromwell, director is very
enthusiastic about it.

BIG
NEWS
AS
SEEN
BY
THE PRESS
AGENT

Muriel Evans and Madge Evans, not
related to each other, are under contract to the same studio and both have
dogs named Mimi.
— M-G-M.

ML

M. DALY

•
•
• OVER AT Eastern Service Studio in Astoria
Al Christie is producing a short featuring the Ritz Brothers for
Educational in their comedy series
yesterday Al had Eddie
Roberts in a bit where as a gangster he had been handled very
rough
the script demanded that his coat be ripped to
shreds
and they had no shredded coats anywhere in the
stude
so Al gets excited
yells
"How in'ell can
I wait for a shredded suit from New York !"
and without
hesitating a second, he rips off his perfectly good coat and
slashes it with a knife
and tears off the lapels
and
when someone asked him later why he ruined his suit, Al sez
as he hitches up his coatless pants
"Aw, the suit is too
small for me, anyway.";
there's a guy who so loves his
art that he would have sacrificed his pants, too, if necessary
attaboy, Al !
•

• • AND NOW the Warner Club has organized a dramatic society
known as The Warner Club Players
they
will present dramatic offerings from time to time at the club's
social gatherings . .
in April two playlets are scheduled for
presentation
"Any Family", by Harry Delf
with the
cast including Marie Carroll, Bill Toles, Mac Fried, Ruth Home,
Sam Hertz
the other will be an adaptation from the last
scene of Warners' pix, "Ever In My Heart"
with Grace
Walsh. Ruth Goldberg. Etty Philips, Sol Reiner, Rudy Hagen,
Hy Blaustein, Steve Lower, Herbert Pornhagen, Al Trojack,
Teddy Hammer
the two playlets will be staged and directed bv Arthur Leonard
officers of this enterprising club
are Arthur Leonard, prexy
Rudy Hagen, vice-prex.
Etty Philips, secretary

•
•
• IT ONLY goes to prove that a good bill can be
greatly enhanced by the ole showmanship referring to the
nifty job done by Manager George Trilling of the hustling
Cameo on 42nd Street
he has a knockout front on "Fantomas" and "Bride of Samoa"
and a beaucoup street ballyhoo
result?
a new B.O. record for the past many
months
• •
• A VERY surprised boy was George Harvey
who forgot he had a birthday the other day
and he was
swamped with wires and phone calls congratulating him
then he discovered that the news had been carried in our Birthday Box
it seems to prove that George is a pop guy
or
that
the
B.
or mebbe both B. is a pop feature in the li'l ole paper

T

T

T

• •
• A LI'L dispute on foot between two plavwrisrhts
Hugh Stange, author of "False Dreams Farewell" which
was produced in the Little Theater
has brought suit in
Federal Court to restrain Samuel Warshawsky from claiming
that the plav was an infringement on his play, "The Fastest
Thing Afloat" we don't know the right or wroner of the
controversy but it would seem on the evidence that Sam's
play is a misnomer how can it be the fastest thing afloat
when
has launched his play and Sam's is still waiting
to hit Hugh
the runway?
▼

T
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VAUDEVILLE CLAUSES
MAY BE MODIFIED
(Continued from Page

1)

if such steps are taken, the entire
code can be subjected to criticism
and revision and it is more than
likely that the scene would be a
repetition of the codifying era in
Washington last Fall.

Dubinsky Labor Test Case
Goes to National Board
{Continued from Page

1)

be used in the booth and 13 discharged men be reinstated pending
final decision. The National Board
is expected to hold an early hearing
on this key case.
The St. Louis Board, following a
hearing yesterday, took under advisement the complaint of the I. A.
T. S. E. that three operators at the
Ritz and Roxy theaters, Blytheville,
Ark., were let out for joining the
union. Charges were denied by Mr.
and Mrs. C. W. McCutcheon, owners of the theaters.

Parley on Labor Case
Washington Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — Parties to the St.
Louis labor case, including labor
representatives, are to meet today
with Sol A. Rosenblatt to attempt
a conciliation of the dispute before
going to the National Labor Board,
it was unofficially understood here
yesterday.

Two New Texas Theaters
Dallas — W. I. Swain has opened
a 500-seat theater in Freer, new oil
town. W. F. McCoy has opened a
300-seat house in Piano and is confor it. ducting a contest to pick a name
Testifying on Admission Tax

Washington

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — John F. Kelley,
Ringling Bros, attorney, will appear today before the Senate Finance Committee to testify in opposition to certain phases of the pending revenue bill. His testimony is
expected to concern admission taxes.

T

• • • THEY HAD 11-year-old Frank M. Thomas, Jr.. as
the guest of honor at yesterday's luncheon of the Theater Club
at the Astor . . Frank has just been signed by RKO Radio
to appear in the picture version of "Wednesday's Child"
the role which the youngster created on the stage and got rave
notices from all the crits

«

«

«

»

»

»

Joseph I. Schniter
Charles Francis Relsner
Maitland Rice

IS

RAFT

stands

today as

on the screen

.

in

good

of

the

stories
greatest

. . .and
will
stars

one

of the best actors

given the opportunity
eventually
in

the

become
business

one
. . .

He has a tremendous
George

following now

. . . but nothing to whcs

Raft starring picture with Adolphe

Menjou

and Fran

-vuno
They Hitched

Their Wagons

to a STAR!

The Paramount Theatre, New York, Paramount Theatre,
Brooklyn, Newman Theatre, Kansas City and Olympia
report biggest business since "I'm No
Theatre, Miami
Angel" on GEORGE RAFT
in "Bolero"
and
in
Los Angeles, Boston, Omaha, and Syracuse the grosses

on this picture are at the season's tops!

will

rake.

have" . . . after "THE TRUMPET

Directed by Stephen

Roberts.

BLOWS",

another

Released April 13th
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BOARDS ARE NAMED
FOR 3 MORE CITIES
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Wednesday,

NEW FRANCHISE UNIT
PLANS 18 FEATURES

By RALPH WILK

HOLLYWOOD
week. The Minneapolis boards lack "CDWIN L. MARIN, who directed
*" "Bombay Mail," "Death Kiss"
impartial members.
The appointments announced yes- and several other pictures, is directterday are as follows:
ing "Affairs of a Woman," for Universal. Edmund C. Grainger is the
BOSTON: Grievance Board — representative
national distributor affiliated, Thomas B. Spry, associate producer of the picture.

Warner; representative distributor unaffiliated,
T ▼ T
Herman Rifkin, Hollywood Pictures; exhibitor
Charles Stumar, ace cameraman,
affiliated, John M. Brennan, Boston-Loew;
exhibitor unaffiliated, Martin Touhy, PawtucKet; impartial member, George R. Farnum,
is completing his work on "Uncerattorney; former Asst. U. S. Attorney.
tain Lady," which Karl Freund is
Clearance and Zoning Board — representative directing. Stumar has photographed
national distributor affiliated, R. C. Cropper, numerous Universal pictures.
R.K.O. ; representative distributor unaffiliated,
T
T
T
John Dervin, United Artists; first run exhibitor affiliated, Martin J. Mullin, Publix;
It seems to be popular to desert
first run exhibitor unaffiliated, Max Levenson, Boston; subsequent run exhibitors un- Blacks tone in favor of the screen.
affiliated, Charles Hodgdon, Wakefield, Frank John Lodge, Paramount player, has
Lydon, Boston; impartial member, Judge
closed his New York law office,
Robert Walcott.
while Samuel S. Hinds, who pracSAN FRANCISCO: Grievance Boardtised law in Pasadena for several
representative national distributor affiliated,
C. H. Muehlman, Warner Bros.; representayears,
is now giving all his time to
tive distributor unaffiliated, Barney Rose, Universal; exhibitor affiliated, Cliff Work, R.K.O. ; acting in pictures.
T
T
T
exhibitor unaffiliated, Aaron Goldberg; impartial member, A. C. Scales, Chamber of
The Westwood Theater Guild, beCommerce. Clearance and Zoning Board —
ing founded by Zeppo Marx and
representative national distributor affiliated,
G. C. Parsons, Metro; representative distribuDickson Morgan, will be equipped
tor unaffiliated, Floyd St. John, Monogram;
with a revolving turn table stage
first run exhibitor affiliated, A. M. Bowles.
Fox- West Coast ; first run exhibitor unaffil- and a double deck tier of private
iated, H. V. Harvey, Watsonville, Calif.;
subsequent run exhibitors unaffiliated, George L. A. Kuhl, Corning, Iowa; impartial member, Clyde Hulsizer, Des Moines, Iowa.
Nasser, San Francisco, Morgan Walsh, Oakland; impartial member, W. W. Chapin, PubINDIANAPOLIS: Grievance Board— reprelisher San Francisco "Argonaut."
sentative national distributor affiliated, Roy
WASHINGTON, D. C: Grievance Board Churchill, R.K.O.; impartial member, George
— representative national distributor affiliated, S. Olive, accountant. Clearance and Zoning
Robt. Smeltzer, Warner; representative dis- board — impartial member, Paul Richey, Russell Seeds Co.
tributor unaffiliated, Sam A. Galanty, Columbia; exhibitor affiliated, Carter T. Barron,
KANSAS CITY: Grievance Board — imLoew's; exhibitor unaffiliated, Herman Blum,
partial member, Thos. Finnegan, district repreBaltimore; impartial member — Edmund M.
"Collier's" Magazine. Clearance
Toland, Attorney. Clearance and Zoning and Zoningsentative
Board — impartial member, E. A.
Board — representative national distributor affil- Wilkie, furniture dealer.
iated, Rudolph Berger, Metro; representative
LOS ANGELES: Grievance Board — imdistributor unaffiliated, Sam J. Flax, Liberty
partial member, Bernard Krieselmann, rePictures; first run exhibitor affiliated, John
search engineer. Clearance and Zoning
exhibitor
run
first
J. Payette, Warner Bros.;
C. Mathes, atunaffiliated, Wm. S. Wilder, Norfolk, Va.; Board — impartial member, W.
torney. J
Lou
subsequent run exhibitors unaffiliated,
MEMPHIS:
Grievance
Board
— impartial
Baltimore;
Lusk,
Sidney
Baltimore,
Garman,
impartial members, Prof. Hector G. Spaulding, member, Max Bresler, attorney. Clearance
and Zoning Board — subsequent run exhibiGeorge Washington
University.
tor unaffiliated, Hoyt Kirkpatrick, Ft. Smith;
New members of Wards already announced
impartial member,
Frank
Sturm.
are as follows:
MINNEAPOLIS: Grievance Board— exhibrepresentaitor unaffiliated, Edward Ruben.
ATLANTA: Grievancer Board—
tive national distributo affiliated, Herbert
NEW HAVEN: Grievance Board— impartial member, Prof. Wesley A. Sturges, Yale
Lyons, R.K.O. ; exhibitor affiliated, Arthur
Lucas.
University. Clearance and Zoning Board —
CINCINNATI: Grievance Board — impartial impartial member, Geo. S. Stirling, Stoddard
Clear- & Williams, investment bankers.
member, Irwin S. Rosenbaum, attorney.exhibitor
OMAHA: Grievance Board — impartial memance and Zoning Board — first run
ber, Henry Monsky, attorney. Clearance
subunaffiliated, W. A. Keyes, Dayton, Ohio; Real
and Zoning Board — impartial member, G. F.
sequent run exhibitor unaffiliated, J.
Neth, Columbus; impartial member, Joseph Nye, city official.
Marx, Solo Manufacturing
Co.
SALT LAKE CITY: Grievance Boardimpartial member, M. A. Keyser, former
DALLAS: Grievance Board — impartial
Pres. Chamber of Commerce. Clearance and
member, S. E. Tigert. Tigert Printing Co. Zoning Board — impartial member, Joseph H.
memClearance and Zoning Board— impartial uring
Rayburn, Asst. State Director Civil Works
J. F. Lucey, Lucey Manufact
Administration.
Co. ber, Capt.
ST. LOUIS: Grievance Board — exhibitor
ce Board — impar- unaffiliated, David Nelson; impartial member.
DES MOINES: GrievanA.
Morrow. Dean Robert Burnett, Lindall Towers. Clearance
tial member. Dr. Arthur
Drake University. Clearance and Zoning
Board — impartial member, Franrun exhibitor unaffiliated, and cisZoning
Board— subsequent
R. Stout, attorney.
SEATTLE: Grievance Board — exhibitor
affiliated, Albert Rosenberg; impartial member, Judson T. Jennings, Seattle Public LiExhib Clicks on Radio
brary. Clearance and Zoning Board — impartial member, O.. J. C. Dutton, retired
l,
Rosentha
Bridgeport, Conn. — Morris
banker.
c, hit a

Attending "Rothschild" Premiere
Among leading industry executives scheduled to attend the opening of "The House of Rothschild"
at the Astor Theater tonight are
Major Albert Warner. Adolph Zukor,
S. P. Skouras, Sam Katz and Harold B. Franklin, as well as a host
of society celebrities.
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A LITTLE from "LOTS

(Continued from Page 1)

manager of Fox Poli Majesti
new high last, week when he received
80 fan mail letters. Rosenthal does a
weekly Friday night radio talk as the
''Film Chatterer".- He uses canned as
well as his own stuff and invites his
audience to write to him for informa
tion about forthcoming movies and
he
n
additio
In
screen personalities.
works in a spiel about the current attraction at his theater. The radio station donates the time.

DAILY

boxes circling the rear
chestra pit.

of the or-

(Continued from Page 1)

Hugh Herbert said to Kibbee, "I'll
buy you that lunch I owe you."
lic.
Kibbee's retort was not made pub-

duction of 18 features on the coast
at a cost of about $35,000 each is
planned for the first year. Consolidated Film Industries will handle the laboratory work, according
to Ellis.
Franchises for five years have already been acquired by Phil Meyer,
president of Helber Pictures, for
the New York territory and by the
Century Film Co. for Boston, Ellis
said. Franchise holders pay their
assessments on delivery of the first
two pictures thereby acquiring a 40
percent interest in the profits of
distribution, 20 per cent interest in
whatever profits accrue to the producing company and a voice in the
board of directors, Ellis said.
A studio has already been leased,
a producer lined up and production
is to start within ten days. Ellis
declared that many franchise deals
are now pending and would be signed in the next few days. He is
financing
company. the organization of the

500 Dep't
HaveStores
Cinema Shops

Three Factors to Govern
Code Authority Budgeting

T

T

T

The Cineglow Sound system recently completed the recording for
"A Friend tm Need," which was produced by S. S. Krellberg. Cineglow
also handled the sound on "St. Louis
Woman," made by Screencraft Pictures.
T

T

*

Jack Vance will make "State
Police" as the initial subject of his
series of thrill dramas. The story
was written by Rhea Mitchell, who
was a leading actress in silent pictures. Richard Tucker and Helen
Mann have been signed to play leads
in the picture.
T

T

T

T'other day Guy Kibbee had a
scene in which he had to stuff himself with a very complete meal, consisting of roast beef, potatoes, salad
and coffee. As lunch was announced,

(Continued from Page 1)

Hollister, vice-president of R. H.
Macy and Co., told Film Daily
yesterday.
"It is impossible to state as to
just what national expansion can
be accomplished with these fashion
tie-ups, but handled m a sane, conservative -manner they are destined
to increase considerably in value
both for the motion picture company and merchandiser," he said.
"We are considering the inauguration of a similar idea for men's fashions but there we meet with a different psychological problem. Women definitely want to make themselves look and dress like prominent movie actresses, but men, although desiring to emulate men

Three major angles will be considered as the Code Authority's
committee on budget, which met yesterday, prepares a financing plan
for the code machinery. They are:
capacity of houses, sizes of towns
in which they operate and run classification of theaters. This committee, and the manual committee which
also held a meeting yesterday, will
reportsionatWednesday,
the Codenext
Authority's
sesweek.

Allied Planning Campaign
Against High Percentages
A campaign
of resistance
cessive percentages"
is urged toby "exAllied States Ass'n in its current bulletin. A conference of leaders from
all parts of the country on this subject will probably be held sometime
next letin
month
states. in New York, the bul-

stars; will not admit it."
Cinema Shop
'natural'
for"The
all concerned.
For isthea merchandise man, the local exhibitor tie-up
means a continual animated fashion
show on the screen. For the ex"Ariane" Being Held Over
hibitor, the cinema shop dignifies
"Ar-iane," with Elizabeth Bergand adds glamor to the fashions seen
in the picture. We shall continue ner, is being held for a second week
to co-operate with the movies, but at the 55th St. Playhouse.
always without any fake pictures
or false duplicates of gowns. At
times we are glad to sponsor perSymposium on Arty Shorts
sonal appearances of stars in our
A symposium of film shorts, comstore, but aside from what pubprising subjects exhibited in the past
licity we may derive, instead of aidonly to private film societies in Paris,
London and New York, will be held
ing us, these visits detract the atMarch 31 at the New School for Social
tention of our prospective^custqmResearch under auspices of the Film
-&-" Ptt'oto
League.
Subjects
include
ers from our merchandise counters.
However just so long as we may
i
-f
ph Steiner; "Daydreams",
continue along the clean,- wholesome
by Ivor Montague; "Fall of the House
path in these tie-ups, and as long
of Usher", by Dr. Watson; 'The Coffin
as the Cinema Shops continue to
Maker", by Florey; 'Star of the Sea",
by Man Ray, and newsreels from the
sell merchandise, we shall co-operFilm & Photo League vaults. Performances will be at 7 and 9:30 P.M.
ate,"' " • '' - '.„.'»„.,,. Sa< .;'.=•- i .iW; .v.- i. '.;• es*
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REVIEWS

« of « FEATURES

"THE CRIME
with DOCTOR"

with

Otto Kruger, Karen
Morley,
Nils Asther
RKO Radio
75 mins.
INTRIGUING AND SUSPENSEFUL MURDER MYSTERY AND TRIANGLE DRAMA
SMARTLY HANDLED ALL AROUND.
Combining a rather intricate murder
mystery with a tensely developed love triangle, this drama has plenty of stuff in
it for the adult trade. Otto Kruger, famous sleuth, has lost the affection of his
wife, Karen Morley, who is deeply in love
with Nils Asther. Insane with jealousy,
Kruger contrives to hang a foolproof murder on his rival, who is duly convicted.
Though the murdered girl left a note
compromising Asther, the wife refuses to
believe him guilty and is ready to face
even death for him. Realizing how much
his wife loves the man, Kruger confesses,
. then bumps himself off.
To send audii ences home feeling better, there is an
anti-climax showing that the affair was
all just a flash-back story cooked up by
\ the crime specialist. Discreet direction
by John Robertson and a good script by
i Jane Murfin.
Cast: Otto Kruger, Karen Morley, Nils
Asther, Judith Wood, William Frawley,
Donald Crisp, J. Farrell MacDonald, Frank
Conroy, G. Pat Collins, Willie Fung, Pat
O'Malley, Wallis Clark, Samuel S. Hinds,
Fred Kelsey, Ethel Wales.
Director, John Robertson; Author, Israel
Zangwill; Adaptor, Jane Murfin; Cameraman, Lucien Androit;
Recording
Engineer,
D. A. Cutler; Editor, Wm. Hamilton.
Direction, Fine.
Photography, A-l.

« and « SHORTS

"THE QUITTER"

Charley Grapewin,
Emma
Dunn,
William
Bakewell
Chesterfield
68 mins.
PLEASING LITTLE HUMAN INTEREST
FAMILY DRAMA WITH A SMALL-TOWN
NEWSPAPER
BACKGROUND.
For the family program houses, this unassuming but well-cast and intelligently
handled small-town drama should do very
nicely. Action revolves around a family in
which the father, Charley Grapewin, tired
of the rut of publishing a country paper,
wandered off, leaving the impression he was
killed in the war. The mother, Emma
Dunn, carries on bravely, but one of the
sons, William Bakewell, the elder son,
grows up with snobbish ideas and brings
on bankruptcy by over-expanding the paper
in his efforts to make a splurge so he
can marry a rich girl. The father shows
up again, but remains in the background
with his identity concealed from his sons,
and when the big crisis comes he steps
forth and helps the family make a new
start. The characters are all very human
and acted with judicious restraint, making
the story continuously absorbing and evoking quite a bit of sympathy. Glen Boles is
good as the abused younger brother.
Cast: Charley Grapewin, Emma Dunn,
William Bakewell, Barbara Weeks, Hale
Hamilton, Glen Boles, Mary Kornman, Lafe
McKee, Aggie Herring and Jane Keckley.
Director, Richard Thorpe; Author, Robert
Ellis; Cameraman, M. A. Anderson; Recording Engineer, Pete Clark.
Direction, Fine.
Photography, Good.

"NO

GREATER

GLORY"

Columbia

117 mms.

MOVING DRAMA OF JUVENILE CONFLICTS WITH STRONG EMOTIONAL
HUMAN INTEREST APPEAL.
Through the masterful direction of
Frank Borzage and the sincere performance of George Breakston, this drama has
been lifted from the classification of strictly juvenile entertainment to a screen play
that bids well to hold the attention of
all ages. It is an adaptation of Ferenc Molnar's novel, "The Paul Street Boys," and
deals with two warring "secret societies"
of boys. The Paul Street Boys, being in
possession of a vacant lot where they may
play their games, are bullied by the Red
Shirts, a group of ruffians who covet the
playground. Breakston, a frail lad, is the
only private in the Paul Street gang, all
other members being officers and permitted
to wear uniform caps. George is the
"patsy" for everyone and in attempting
to help his group he becomes critically
ill. At the time when the two gangs
are to fight it out for the lot, George
crawls out of bed and enters the fray, but
dies as he attacks the enemy "general."
The finish has plenty sob stuff. Lois Wilson, who plays the mother of George, is
the only woman in the cast.
Cast; George Breakston, Jimmy Butler,
Jackie Searl, Frankie Darro, Donald Haines,
Rolf Ernest. Julius Molnar, Wesley Giraud.
Beaudine Anderson, Bruce Line, Samuel
Hinds, Christian Rub, Ralph Morgan, Lois
Wilson.
Director, Frank Borzage; Author, Ferenc
Molnar; Adaptor, Jo Swerling; Editor, Viola
Lawrence; Cameraman, Joseph August;
Recording Engineer, Glen Rominger.
Direction, Fine
Photography, Excellent

Leon Errol in
"Hold Your Temper" 19 mins.
Columbia
Good Comedy
Starting out like a house afire
with a contagious laughing bit that
ought to throw any audience into
spasms, this comedy lets down as it
goes along and ends without a
punch, but still remains an enjoyable affair. Leon Errol, a newlymarried business man, starts the
morning fine by enjoying a good
laugh with his wife over something
they read. Then he starts out for
the office and runs into one piece of
hard luck after another, starting
with car trouble and then being aggravated by everyone he meets during the rest of the day, returning
home and winding: up by getting into
a scrap with his wife. Dorothy
Granger is the pulchritudinous Mi*s.
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Krazy Kat in
"Tom
Thumb"
Columbia
7 mins.
Fair Cartoon
Woodland antics of a rather familiar vein comprise the contents of
this animated cartoon. Krazy and
his girl sro for a stroll in the forest,
where various kinds of animals and
bugs are cavortinar. A big villain
sneaks up and snatches Krazy's girl,
whereupon there is the usual chase
until a rescue is effected.

WORLDS

ARE WORTHY

FINEST

OF THE NAME

World's finest as applied to Tecla
Culture Pearls means simply thisthat out of every hundred cultu
pearls gathered from the cultivate
oyster beds of the Orient, only on-,
will ordinarily prove of sufficient excellence to warrant a presentation
by Tecla. Offered in exquisitely
matched necklaces, also in rings,
bracelets, earrings and other jewel
pieces set in gold or platinum and
mounted to special order if desired.
Values unsurpassed inTecla history.
O
608 FIFTH AVE. et 49th ST., NEW

YORK

( Adjacent To Rockefeller Center )
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ANALYSIS OF
MOTION PICTURE CODE

SHORT SHOTS from
EASTERN STUDIOS
=

By CHAS. ALICOATE

=

PRODUCTION on the two-reel
musical featuring Jeanne Aubert and titled "Ooh That Kiss" will
be completed Thursday at the Vitaphone studio. Supporting Miss
Aubert in' the short are The Sizzlers,
Ninon Bunyea and Dolores, Raymond Middleton, and Andre and
Dimitri, dance team at the Palais
Royale. Upon completion of "Ooh
That Kiss," Miss Aubert leaves for
Europe to star in a feature production in France.

•

Caravel Film Co., producers of
industrial films, is completing a feature length picture for Gulf Refining Co., at its Hempstead studio,
and will then begin work on a feature for So cony -Vacuum and Goodrich Rubber Co., according to Robt.
McKean, sales manager. Studio
units are in charge of Dave Pincus
and Joe Rothman.

"No More West," featuring Bert
Lahr and being produced by Meyer
Davis-Van Beuren for RKO release, will be completed tomorrow
at the Biograph studio. Supporting
Lahr in the two-reeler, which is being directed by Nick Grinde, are
Harry Shannon, Florence Auer,
Dave Abrams and his orchestra
from the Nut Club, and the Rhythm
boys. Joe Ruttenberg is in charge
of the cameras with Joe Nadel as
Production Manager.
Puck Staging 12 Units
Production of 12 stage show units
for picture and vaudeville houses is
planned by Harry Puck, who has already turned out three of them. He
left New York last night for Pittsburgh, where his Pat Rooney unit is
playing the Pitt.

By LOUIS NIZER
(e) No Strike During Dispute
Pending determination of the dispute, the employees agree not to
strike and the Exhibitors agree not
to lock out the employees.
Sec. 7. May Not Increase Duties to
Lessen Number of Employees
If there are unorganized employThe
duties of the employees specees or an organization not affiliated
ified above in Section 6 shall not be
with the American Federation of
so as to decrease the numLabor and there are not any em- increased
ber of employees employed in any
ployees in the same community who
unless this is done by muare affiliated with the American theater
tual consent.
Federation of Labor, then the dispute shall be determined by:
Sec. 8. Employees Not Classified
Any employee not classified in the
1. A representative of the unor- Code
who is regularly employed by
ganized employees or by the Exhibitors shall be paid not less
President of the unaffiliated or- than forty cents per hour.
ganization or both; and,
Sec. 9. Maximum and Minimum Sal2. A representative appointed by
aries for Musicians
Exhibitors.
Because of the professional charIf these representatives cannot
acter of their employment, the maxagree upon the existing minimum
imum hours and minimum salaries
wages and maximum hours for the for musicians shall be established by
prevailing labor agreements or pracclass of theater in the " particular tices.
community, they shall mutually designate an impartial person who shall
sit with them and determine the Sec. 10. Pledge to Arbitrate
Employers and employees in the
facts. If they cannot agree upon
such impartial person, the Admini- exhibition branch of the Motion Picture Industry, pledge themselves to
strator shall designate such person.
attempt to arbitrate all disputes.
(d) Wages and Hours Pending Determination ofDispute
Sec. 11. Power of Administrator to
Modify Decision of Dispute
Pending determination of the disThe Administrator, after such nopute, the rate of wages paid by the
tice and hearing as he specifies, may
Exhibitor and the maximum hours
then in force, shall not be changed revise or modify any determination
in favor of the Exhibitor. The ex- of a dispute under Section 6, which
fixing the prevailing maxiisting provisions of the Code in re- refers mumtohours
and minimum salaries.
spect to hours and wages shall be
(To be Continued)
binding in the meanwhile.
Thirty-Third Installment
ARTICLE
IV — LABOR
PROVISIONS—EXHIBITION (Cont.)
III. If No Employees in Community
Affiliated with American Federation of Labor

Premier Pictures Corp.
6 Los Angeles Houses
Incorporated in Colo.
Go to Popkin & Ringer
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NEWS of the DAY
Kansas City — Guy Bradford has
gone with United Artists and will
cover the Kansas territory. He formerly was with Universal.
Cincinnati — J. J. Grady of Fox has
moved his family from Chattanooga
to Cheviot, Queen City suburb.
•Lexington, Ky. — Annabelle Ward,
managing director of Phoenix
Amusement Co., is in Johns Hopkins
Hospital, Baltimore, for observation
and treatment.
Columbus, O. — A son was born
last week to Mr. and Mrs. Virgil
Jackson of Piccadilly and Gaiety
theaters.
Cleveland — Fox's "David Harum"
did about 60 per cent over average
business at the Hippodrome, while
Columbia's "It Happened One Night"
broke precedent at Keith's 105th St.
by being held a second week.
4 W. B. Features Arrive from Coast
Four Warner-First National pictures arrived this week from the
company's
for previews The
before homestudios
office executives.
pictures are "A Very Honorable
Guy," starring Joe E. Brown;
"Smarty," with Joan Blondell, Warren William, Edward Everett Horton and Frank McHugh; "Upper
World," with Warren William, Mary
Astor and Ginger Rogers, and
"Merry Wives of Reno," with Donald Woods, Margaret Lindsay and
Glenda Farrell.
Gaumont-British Philly Office
Philadelphia — Sam Rosen has been
appointed representative here for
Gaumont-British pictures by Arthur
Lee, executive vice-president. Rosen
has established headquarters at
1321 Vine St.

Writing Stavinsky Screen Yarn
A screen play based on the notoriDenver — Another attempt to proous Stavinsky scandal is being preLos Angeles — Six local houses
duce pictures in Colorado will be
pared by Mo Wax and Ronald Bank.
went under the Popkin & Ringer made, this time by Premier Pictures
Amity Opens Kansas City Office
Bros, banner last month, the Film Corp., incorporated here with 250,- It will be titled "The Boulevard
Kansas City — Amity Pictures of Board of Trade report shows. The- 000 shares of no par value, by Meraters include the Art and Lark,
Opera at Broadway Theater
New York has opened a branch here
rill E. Shoup, N. M. Driscoll and A.
under the firm name of Consolidated formerly run by Ringer Bros., and Hoffman. Directors of the new con- Swindler."
The Broadway, long dark, will reFilm Distributors, operated by W. L. the Burbank, Lyceum, Optin and
cern are W. A. Shane, G. H. Shane,
open March 31 with popular-priced
Norris and W. P. Humston, with Moon (formerly Star & Garter), Edward Fallon, Roy Carver and Al- opera put on by the Chicago Opera
Russel C. Borg as general manager. taken over from Gore Bros. Fox
len Curtis. Curtis, who directed for Co., headed by Alfred Salmagi. Top
West Coast also took over two Universal from 1911 to 1918 and will be 99 cents. Ed Hurley is handling publicity.
houses, the Carlton and Rivoli.
later for Hal Roach, Mack Sennett,
Al Christie and others, will direct
St. Louis Theater to Straight Film the productions. A studio will be
St. Louis — Notice has been posted built at once five miles east of Colorado Springs. First productions
for stage crew and chorus girls at
will be shorts, with features to get
ABOUT
the St. Louis, Fanchon & Mai-co under way probably by fall.
house, which goes to straight films
March 23, according to Manager
Charles Kurtzman. The Fox, also
operated by F. & M., dropped stage
New "Wild Cargo" Book
shows several weeks ago. Kurtzman
Simon and Schuster, book pubdenies the new policy at the St.
lishers, have just published a dollar
Louis has any connection with the edition of "Wild Cargo," written by
During 17 years as Mack Sennett's chief
pending deal whereby F. & M. and Frank Buck and Edward Anthony.
Make
tieups
on
flower
shows
for
film editor, William Hornbeck cut 1,182
Easter Week.
Harry Koplar expect to take over The current printing is timed with
pictures.
the Ambassador, Missouri and the release of RKO Van Beuren's
"Wild Cargo."
Grand Central.
West
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This BOOK Gives YOU

ALL THE ANSWERS
covering

the MOTION PICTURE
INDUSTRY
The

1934 YEAR BOOK OF MOTION PICTURES will not only
answer your every question on motion pictures but will be found
invaluable every day of the year
to EXHIBITORS, DISTRIBUTORS,
PRODUCERS. LABORATORIES,
EXCHANGES, EQUIPMENT DEALERS, MANUFACTURERS, EXPORTERS, etc.
This important volume of over
1,000 pages covering the industry
in its entirety has been published
annually for the past 15 years and
is the recognized encyclopedia of
the Motion Picture Industry and its
Branches Throughout the World.
The 16th edition is now off the
press and is being distributed free
to subscribers of the FILM DAILY.
Fill in the coupon below and receive your copy of the book NOW
along with THE FILM DAILY
SERVICE which includes the paper
daily six times a week, a Short
Subject Quarterly, and all Special
editions.

PUBLISHED

THE FILM DAILY
1650 Broadway
New York City

BY

Gentlemen:
Please enter my subscription
I enclose $10.00

(foreign

to the FILM

DAILY, and The Film
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$15.00).
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Fear of ghosts handicaps progress i
than realities.
Lay the ghost of prejudice.There's no need
for fear of the double feature bogey in
the house that plays short subjects with
big box-office names... one and tworeel ticket -selling attractions such as
Educational is furnishing in its new era
featurettes of 1934.

(&ducotlona£ U^L
^-~ have brought you such big h
names from the stage, the screen an
radio as Ernest Truex, Helen Morgai
Stoopnagle and Budd, Bob Hope and many
others that shine bright on the marquee.
Now they bring the triumphant return of
Buster Keaton in a two-reel comedy masterpiece, "The Gold Ghost."

W
Distributed in U. S. A.
by FOX Film Corporation

Intimate in Character
Internationa! in Scope
Independent in Thought

IVCL. L*V.

NO.

61

NEW

yCCI\,
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Producers Omit I.A.T.S.E. from New Union Pact

FOX SHOWS $1,410,793JR0FIT UNDER IW SETUP
Week
(Circuits See 25% Jump in Nut Under 30-Hr.
Further Improvement
is
Heavy Additional Burden
Foreseen Under Plan
to Cut Hours

Manuals Prepared for Guidance of Local Boards

Copies of the manuals prepared by the Code Authority to govern actions ot local
grievance and zoning boards will be mailed out to recently-appointed members Saturday or Monday at the latest.
Each manual
runs about 1,500-words.
First move of the local boards will be to submit nominations for secretaries to the
Code Authority, which will then make its selections. Salaries paid secretaries will
not be nationally uniform but will be based on local wage conditions.

Predicted by Kent in
Annual Report

In its first annual statement since
reorganization, Fox Film Corp. reports net profit of $1,410,793 for the
39 weeks from April 1, 1933, effective
date of the reorganization, to Dec.
30. This compares with a loss of
87,595,100 for the 40 weeks ended
Dec. 31, 1932. In making the report yesterday, President Sidney R.
Kent stated that the management
Development of the Motion Pic- feels the corporation "has successAmkino Films Coming ;
fully weathered a most critical perture Research Council into a nationiod in its(Continued
history and
looks4) forward
on Page
al organization which, through local
May Dub Some in English
committees, might provide the finanAmkino expects to receive 25 feacial backbone for production of extures including several silents for
ceptional films in the same way as
ion
this year, ac- Theater Guild subscribers support
American distribut
va,
cording to Miss A. Kuznetzo
that organization, is seen by the
of Amkino. Miss Kuz- present directors of the Council.
president netzova
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Several hundred thousand dollars j
will be added to operation costs of
major circuits if the proposed 30hour week is passed by Congress, a
Film Daily survey shows. Circuit
executives are now figuring on a 25
; per cent boost in overhead,
based
on the cut of 25 per
j cent in working hours from the
present NRA maximum of 40 hours.
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'Theater Guild7 for Motion Pictures
May Be Realized Through M. P. Council
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ON 13 WARNER FILMS
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Harry Kendrick Handling
Predicting one of the industry's
most profitable years in theater
Fox Springfield Theater
grosses and total sales of film, Budd
for
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ld, Mass. —sident
sales
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rn cit- here.
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houses, the Arion in Middle Village, tour
the Newtown, former Skouras house,
in Elmhurst, and the Rex, former
Warner house. Kantor also has the
Queensboro Theater, where he makes
his headquarters, and is out for additional houses. His organization is
called Tanor Holding Corp.
DAILY

Sam Kantor Takes Over
3 More L. I. Theaters

Renew Studio Union Agreement
With I.A.T. S. E. Not Included

Rowland and RKO Talking
West Coast Bur., THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Richard A. Rowland is
discussing production plans with RKO
studio executives. Denial was made yesterday that he is joining the company
in a production
executive capacity.

Improved Conditions Boost
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Hollywood — Basic agreement between major producers and unions
s
Canton, 0. — Turnaway busines
day for two
every Sunday is reported by Joe was renewed yester
years with the I. A. T. S. E.
Calla, manager of the Strand and
Valentine, Botzum houses. Improved
omitted from the agreement. Producers signed with I. B. E. W.
industrial conditions is credited for
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Paramount to Exploit
Dozen Potential Stars
Paramount will exploit 12 players
as embryo
stars forms
with special
trailers and other
of publicity,
during the next four months. The
of Tomorrow,"
"Stars
trailer, and
first
is
completed
will be sent to all
Paramount(Continued
houses on this
week.
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"Rothschild"

Acclaimed

George Arliss in "The House of
Rothschild," 20th Century production
released by United Artists, was acclaimed by a distinguished premiere
audience at the Astor Theater last
night. Reaction of the opening night
attendance substantiated preview reports which characterized the picture
as one of the outstanding productions
of recent years. FILM DAILY reported
and 8.reviewed the picture on March 7
and
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S. L. (ROXY) ROTHAFEL left London yes
terday for New York after discussing plans foi
a "Radio
City"
in the British capital
CARL LESERMAN has left New York en route
to Dallas.
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SOL WURTZEL is expected in New York next
week from the coast.
C. B. COCHRAN, British theatrical produce*
and associated with Fox, is coming to New
wood.
York late this month and will also visit HollyJOSEPH N.
March
28.
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"The Fountain" for Ann Harding
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That both New York City exhibitor associations favor establishment
of separate boards in three areas of
the metropolitan territory was indicated yesterday when Charles L.
O'Reilly, president of the T. O. C.
C, expressed himself as viewing
such a plan as a solution to the difficulties now confronting the Code
Authority. The I. T. O. A., prevously registered favor of a threeboard plan set up as follows: Brooklyn, Queens and Long Island; ManJersey. hattan and Westchester, and New
Personnel of the New York local
grievance and zoning boards, long
a subject of much wrangling at Code
Authority sessions, is as yet undecided.
Roxy and Embassy Lower Prices
Admission prices at the Roxy for
Saturday, Sunday and Holiday matinees will be reduced starting Saturday from 65 cents to 50 cents including tax. The Embassy newsreel theater has reduced its morning price from 25 cents to 15 cents
up to 1 o'clock.

Hollywood — "The Fountain,"
Charles Morgan novel, has been set
Mary to Address Foreign Press
by RKO as the next vehicle for Ann
A lunchepn will be tendered Mary
Harding.
Pickford on Saturday at the Sherry
Netherland Hotel by the Association
of Foreign Press Correspondents.
THE LAST DAY FOR YOUR
INCOME TAX RETURN
Miss Pickford will speak on "The
Future of the Motion Picture."
We are prepared to render you quick
service in the preparation of your return, which must be filed before midnight today. Fees reasonable. Telephone.
International Audit Co.
Eric Pusinelli
67 W. 44th St.
MU. 2-2200

McLEOD

arrived from

tfta

arrives from the coast Thurs-

ing of "No
Greater
Glory."
HELEN VINSON has arrived in New
from the coast for a vacation.

Release Dates Set
Both NYC Exhib Units
On 13 Warner Films
Favor Three-Board Plan
(.Continued from Page 1 )

MARKET

York

GEORGE BROWN goes to Washington tomorrow in connection with a White House show-

A LAUGH A DAY frcm "Harold Teen," Warner Bros.' comedy with music frcm Carl
Ed's famous comic strip, featuring Hal LeRoy, directed by Murray Roth — Advt

NEW

returns to New

terday.
MR. and MRS. RICHARD ARLEN and RICHARD ARLEN. JR., arrived from the coast yes-

WHITFORD
rived in New

FINANCIAL

WEBER

M-G-M Buys James Cain Book
James Cain's book, "The Postman
Always Rings Twice," has been sold
to M-G-M by the William Morris
Agency.

April 17; "As the Earth Turns,"
April 14; "A Modern Hero," April
21; "Upperworld," April 28; "A Very
Honorable Guy," May 5; "Merry
Wives of Reno," May 12; "A Wor.an in Her Thirties," May 19;
"Smarty," May 26; "Rhythm in the
Air," Mav 26.

York

DRAKE, Erpi vice-president, arYork from
the coast yesterday

NewAUSTIN
York. PARKER

has gone to the coast from

JACK ALICOATE left yesterday for Miami
Beach, where he will spend about a week
before proceeding to Hollywood to look things
over.
JIMMY DURANTE and POLLY
arrive in New York today to
week at the Capitol, will return
M-G-M
in
about studios.
two weeks to resume
M.

J.

KANDEL

sailed

MORAN, who
appear for a
to Hollywood
work at the

yesterday

for

Europe.

6 "Wonder Bar" Holdovers
"Wonder Bar" has been set for
holdovers in six pre-release runs
where it has opened to date. They
include the Fox, Atlanta; Warner,
Pinnacle Closes Distribution Deals Erie; Branford, Newark; Stanley,
Pinnacle Production, through its Philadelphia, and Stanley, Pittsburgh, in addition to the Strand on
president, J. D. Trop, has closed Broadway.
The Warner picture had
territorial releasing arrangements a flash $2 opening
last night at the
for "Hired Wife" and "Chloe" with Hollywood theater, Los Angeles,
Arthur Greenblatt in New York,
Gold Medal Film in Philadelphia, with house sold out a week in adExcellent Pictures in Detroit, B. N.
Judell in Chicago, St. Louis and
Milwaukee, Majestic Pictures in Cincinnati, A. C. Bromberg in Atlanta
COVERS
and Far West Exchanges in Los
EVERYTHING
Angeles and San Francisco.
Pinnacle's third feature, "PlayEach year the
things of Desire," directed by
Film Daily Year
George Melford, with Linda Watkins, Josephine Dunn, James KirkBook seems to
wood and Ford Sterling, is set for
release March
15.
improve.

"Catherine'
for Rivoli March 20
"Catherine the Great," United
Artists release, recently roadshown
at the Astor, will open its popular
price run at the Rivoli on March 20.
12th WEEK

ON

BROADWAY

Congratulations on
your very notable
achievement i n
compiling such a
valuable reference
book.

Frederic J. Haskin
answer man.)
most questionforeand
(America's

Forbotten
I JEWEL

PRODUCTIONS,

723 7th

AVE.,

1,000
Pages — Free
to
Film Daily Subscribers.
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EXPLOITETTES

TIMELY TOPICS

NG THE

Buffalo Merchants Tied Up
vith "Roman Scandals"
^/TNDOW tie-ups with the
town's leading merchants,
played an important part in the
huge exploitation campaign put
over by C. B. Taylor, manager
of Shea's Great Lakes Theater
here for the opening of "Roman
Scandals." On the music angle,
effective tie-ups were put over
with eight leading stores. Each
store used an entire window display. A few days before the
opening all stores used the ballyhoo record and carried window announcements of "Roman
Scandals" at the Great Lakes
Theater. The Eddie Cantor
games came in for considerable
display in several stores. The
space given Eddie Cantor in the
fan magazines resulted in tieups with three different news
distributing agencies. Through
Chase and Sanborn agents 1,000
cards were displayed in all
stores using their brand of coffee. The Kresge store built an
entire window on the angle "Enjoy a Roman Holiday at
Kresge's — and then see Eddie
Cantor in 'Roman Scandals' at
the Great Lakes Theater." Radio
Stations WEBW and WBEN, as
well as all the orchestras in
hotels and night clubs, plugged
the Cantor music days before
the opening. Roto breaks were
obtained in both the Buffalo
"Times" and "Courier-Express."
The "News" devoted columns of
space to special stories on Cantor. The Kensington "Times,"
"Jewish Chronicle" and South
Buffalo "Times", also played up
the engagement. Other tie-ups
put over in this outstanding
campaign were with: Lever
Bros., on Lux Soap, got out
1000 special window cards; J. N.
Adams, used a display on lipsticks, perfume bottles and
furs; Weed & Co. decorated an
entire window with alarm
clocks; Liggetts carried window
Sudisplays on make-upa boxes;
window to
tor & Co. devoted
an attractive display on harda lipBerger's carried
stickware;
and cosmetic
display.
—Shea's Great Lakes, Buffalo.

IIL M. DALY
• • • A NEAT stunt pulled by Manager W. S. Caldwell
of Loew's Valentine in Toledo to plug "Mystery of Mr. X"
... he tied up with the Toledo "News Bee" with a series of
messages that appeared thru the want ad columns for six days
before the showing a lot of sinister, mysterious stuff written cryptically all about stolen jewels, secret meeting
places, search for bandit car, etc. it so happened that the
trial of a famous kidnapper was being featured in the paper
and the Toledo police department got busy, figuring
big want ad messages were a clue to the rest of the gang
the
the newspaper editor played this up as a news story at the same
time that the theater's ad tipped the public to piece the "want
ads" together and get free ducats to the show
went over

V

▼

T

• •
• FILM FOLK are getting a kick out of the American
Music Hall these nites
where a group of actors are holding
forth in a tee-rif-fick mellerdrammer "The Drunkard — ■
or the Fallen Saved"
played dead pan
and a great
laugh tonic the theayter is a reconverted church at 145
East 52nd St.
free beer and sandwiches help to create
that certain "atmosphere"
• • • ON BEHALF of Mae West we are authorized to
deny printed gossip that she is planning to appear in the next
production of George White's "Scandals" she intends to
do nothing but make pix for Paramount her contract calls
for two a year for the next four years
•
•
• LAST NITE Arch Selwyn and Missus celebrated
their Silver Wedding anniversary at the Warwick hotel with a
and tonite Laurence Olivier and Jill Esmond,
dinner party
stars of "The Green Bay Tree," will give a dinner party at the
same hostelry they sail for Lunnon on the 16th

• SOME BRIGHT boy over at M-G-M hit on a grand
•
•
stunt for a novel three-sheet in connection with engagements of Norma Shearer's "Riptide" the poster is to be
affixed to specal racks in theater lobbies with pencils on
strings tied to side the stunt is a sort of Public Testimonial
it carries the heading, "Welcome Back, Miss
to Norma
with photos of the star in various roles
Shearer"
the
space is left below for patrons to sign their names
completed scrolls will be dispatched by theater managers to
it's the Ole Boloney but sliced with a
Hollywood
Novel Flourish, as it were

Yascha Bunchuk,
• STARTING TOMORROW
•
•
formerly orch conductor at the Capitol, will be guest conductor
be "Good
the screen offering willstage
in the Paramount pit
show
Dame," with Sylvia Sidney and Fredrie March
the
will be "Earl Carroll Beauty Parade" with Billy House as~^_
comic

Importance of Rhythm
on the Screen
A/fY ambition as a director is
to convey the rhyme and
cadence of poetry in pictorial
images. The scene in the tavern room of "Queen Christina"
is like a poem. I had a metronome on the set to maintain a
precise rhythmic relation between the music, the moods in
the scene and the mechanical interchange of camera movement.
Miss Garbo in that scene is an
artist in silence, a silence that is
rounded both pictorially and in
mood. I believe profoundly in
the esthetic and emotional satisfaction to be derived from rhythm. As a child I heard the
story of how soldiers, crossing
a bridge, have to break step, because the rhythm of their
marching would otherwise shatter the bridge. I have always
been impressed, too, with the
Latin quotation that water dripping on a stone drop by drop,
will eventually break the stone,
not because the drop is stronger, but because of the frequency
and orderliness of the rhythm.
Music that is highly rhythmic
makes you want to get out of
your seat and run and leap.
Actually, the work of direction
is merely a tremendous effort to
approximate in fact what I already see on the screen. The
work would be unbearably dull
except for the living performers in it, the conflict of their
different psychologies and varying gifts.
is all finished, as farTheas picture
I am concerned,
before it really starts. The only
trouble is nobody else sees it as
*Z. directing
I do. The process of
is partly disappointing because,
of course, one can never achieve
fully what one conceives in the
mind. Moreover, the added
problems of talking technique
have made the work much more
exacting and— Ronben
nerve-wracking.
Mamoulian

BIG
NEWS

E. H. Allen
Howard

Higgin

• • • THE GERMAN director, Felix Basch, is over on
this side signed by David S. Samuels who is negotiating to
place him with one of the majors Nadine Gae, one of the
dancers with the Gae Foster Girls at the Roxy, has made her
comedy, 'Going Spanish
l's
debut in Educationa
motion so pixMister
Howard Cullman celebrated by putting a large
gang of workers to redecorate the exterior of the house
at least Nadine told us that was the reason
George Sidney
Lorraine Eddy
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FOX NETS $1,410,793
BY REORGANIZATION
(Continued from Page

1)

with confidence to a gradual but
steady improvement in its financial
strength and earning power."
On the basis of the 2,436,409
shares of Class "A" and "B" stock
outstanding, the 1933 earnings
amount to 58 cents a share, of which
$1,080,015, or 44 cents a share, was
earned during the last quarter of
the year.
Gross revenues for the 39 weeks ended
Dee. 30, amounted to $24,288,824 compared
with $20,229,900 for the same period of
1932, an increase of $4,058,924. During the
first quarter of 1933, the period prior to reorganization, operations resulted in a loss of
$557,122.
Fox's balance sheet shows current assets of
$18,264,086, which includes cash of $5,021.932, receivables $1,691,082 and inventories
$11,123,541 against current liabilities of $3,910,292.
There are no bank loans.
Investments and advances to affiliated companies, after deducting the reserve for revaluation of $14,500,000 amount to $16,623,543.
Fixed assets, after deducting the usual reserves, stand at $10,632,050. Funded debt
comprises five-year 6 per cent convertible
debentures, $1,746,600, and subsidiary realty
companies'
bonds of $2,378,075, a total of $4.
124,675.
The net worth of the corporation as shown
by its balance sheet as December 30, 1933.
was $35,185,569 including earned surplus or
SI, 674, 354, and was represented by 2.419.759
shares of Class "A" and 16,650 shares of
Class "B" capital stock, indicating a book
value of $14.44 per share.
The figures exclude operations of Wesco
Corporation and its subsidiaries, operators of
all of Fox Film's theater interests in the
United States. Important subsidiaries of
Wesco are still in bankruptcy and under the
jurisdictionvestmentof
the courts.
Film'sdown
inin Wesco
has beenFox
written
to $1.00 and its advances to Wesco and its
principal subsidiary, Fox West Coast Theaters, are carried at the full amount with an
adequate reserve for any readjustment o(
values which may be deemed advisable upon
terminat'on of tht several bankruptcies.

Sliman Interests Add House
New Iberia, La.— The Elks Theater has been leased by the Sliman
interests, which will reopen it about
April 1. This move makes the Slimans, who also operate the Evangeline, the principal exhibitors here
and strengthens their position in
case they should petition the code
board to compel the rival Palace, an
Affiliated Theater, to release product.
Educational Comedy for Rivoli
"Going Spanish," Educational comedy with music featuring Bob Hope
and Leah Ray, has been booked for
a run at the Rivoli on the bill with
20th Century's "Looking for Trouble," which opens in a few weeks.
Fox

Convention

in May

Fox plans its annual sales convention
tentatively for May 30. Place of the
meetings has not as yet been determined.

ffjg^*

Foreign- Policy Houses Hit by Drop in German Films
Reduction of the American market for German films has lessened the market for
all foreign pictures because numerous theaters which were devoted to showing foreign
pictures have now switched to American films, it was said yesterday by John S
Tapernoux,
U. S. distributor of French films.
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SEE 25% JUMP IN NUT
UNDER 30-HR. WEEK
(Continued from Page

STUDIOS OMIT IATSE
WILL CROSS-EXAMINE FROM NEWAGREEMENT

1)

aries for a circuit of 100 theaters
ranges from $325 to $350 weekly.
Under the 30-hour plan payrolls
would raise to an average of about
$425 weekly giving the circuit an
(Continued from Page 1)
added total weekly expense of at
By WILLIAM
SILBERBERG
least
$100,000. Other results would
eration
of
Musicians
and
smaller
FILM
DAILY
Staff Correspondent
tend
to
close many smaller houses
unions.
Cameramen
are
covered
by
Washington — Hearings before the
where independent owners are now
a
separate
agreement
with
the
NRA Appeals Board for small industries will differ from those of the American Society of Cinematograph- showing a net weekly profit of less
than $100.
NRA, it was stated yesterday by
Clarence Darrow, head of the group,
Film
in that all witnesses will be subject Boom Year Predicted
to cross-examination and the board
Seen asGuild'
Possibility
By(Continued
Rogers
After Trip
Theater
will rule on evidence only. Lowell
from Page 1)
(Continued from Page 1)
.\lason of Chicago, former associate
ies he faced definite proof of afi prominent women met with Mrs.
of Darrow's, has been appointed the
board's general counsel. First hear- upturn in business. "The number August Belmont, president of the
ing before the board takes place of closed small theaters that will group, and discussed the projected
today and will be on the incandes- re-open this spring is
unbelievably plans. The aim will be to obtain
cent lamp code.
large," he said, "and because of freedom, not censorship, for the
that and the fact that the farmers movies, Mrs. Belmont said. The counParamount to Exploit
are once again able to carry on,
cil aims to cooperate with the indusDozen Potential Stars westerns and action films will again
try by forming a constructive asso(Continued from Page 1)
be in demand. Cities where liquor
ciation which shall draw in artists,
aim announces prospective stardom is legal
are doing a flourishing busi- actors, etc., to build upon and imfor Carl Brisson, Frances Drake,
ness in their hotels and local inprove the fine things that have alIda Lupino, Dorothy Dell, Helen
dustries. The business of certain
■.dck, Henry Wilcoxon, Evelyn
ready been done in the movies, she
Venable, Larry "Buster" Crabbe, merchants has improved 300 per declared. "Producers do not know
Kitty Carlisle, Ethel Merman, Lan- cent over the same period last
year." enough about the needs of the pubny Ross and Barbara Fritchie.
During his trip Rogers closed
lic," she said, "and it rests with this
deals with B. N. Judell of Chicago nationwide movement we are startand Graphic Exchange in Detroit.
"Christina" 4 Weeks at Empire
Twelve other
ing to let them know."
London — M-G-M's "Queen Chris- Rogers will selldeals are pending.
direct to first run
tina," starring Greta Garbo, has
been held a fourth week at the Em- houses in key cities to be serviced Special Treatment for Fox Musical
pire. Only two other pictures have by the state right exchanges.
Fox is withdrawing "Stand Up
had four-week runs at this house in
and Cheer" from general distributhe last five and a half years. They
tion immediately and plans to first
Ben Pollock Orchestra For Vita.
were "Broadway Melody" and
open the picture on Broadway. It
"Trader Horn."
Ben Pollock and His Orchestra will open at the Music Hall on
have been signed by Sam Sax, production chief of the Brooklyn Vita- April 5.
phone
studio, for appearance in a
"Forgotten Men" Moving Again
Vitaphone
short.
Equity Meeting March 23
"Forgotten Men" will move to its
fifth Broadway house soon when it
General meeting of the Actors'
vacates the Criterion to make way
Equity Ass'n to elect a nominating
committee to name a new slate of
Doc Elliott to Canton
for Paramount's "Scarlet Emofficers for the annual election will
press." The war film also will plan
n, 0.— Wallace "Doc"
a return run at the Park in Boston. torCanto
t, tor.
be held March 23 at the Hotel Assome time manager of theElliot
First Division is distributing it.
theater m Sandusky, will comeOhioto
Canto
manager of Warner's Alhambrna ashere.
French Film Showing on Paris
Publishing Pittsburgh Program
A
preview of French pictures will
Pittsburgh — Walt Framer, who
be held on the S. S. Paris at Pier
Mt. Vernon, O., 100% Schine
has been broadcasting motion pic57 this evening by arrangement
Mt. Vernon, O.— All movie houses between
ture news and reviews over local
John S. Tapernoux and the
stations for nine months, is now here are now under the Schine man- French Line. Program includes
agement. The Lyric is dark and the "L'Ange Gardien,"
publishing a program for a series
and some shorts.
"Plein Aux As'
of independent theaters in Pitts- Vine has been reopened.
burgh and its vicinity.

NRA APPEALS BOARD

Elmer Rogers at Casino
Elmer Rogers, formerly manager
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
at the RKO Palace, will occupy the
Hollywood — James Cagney and same capac
ity at the Casino when
Pat O'Brien will be teamed by War- vaude
it opens
Easte.r Monday with a
ville policy
ners
in
"Hey,
Sailor!"
starting
in
about 10 days.
Teaming Cagney and O'Brien

Punishment for Peekers
New Bedford, Mass. — "Elysia", nudist
film, has been banned by the mayor.
Catholic priests stated that they would
refuse absolution to those who saw the

pix.
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screen of this theatre.
We have-*
so much about your
new picturej
Tide seeing
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we look forward anxi
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TO OUR
PATRONS!
Sign your name
to this testimonial. Itwill
be sent with your
good wishes to
Norma Shearer.

A FREE SOUL

'%£/

STRANGERS
MAY KISS

DIRECTIONS:
THE
DIVORCEE

I"

SHOWMEN!

Set up 3 -sheet in
lobby, with tack card
as illustrated. Affix
pencil on string from
each side.

HERE'S A GREAT LOBBY IDEA!

And it's FREE! Get this 3-sheet from your M-G-M
Exchange today* Keep it in your lobby right up to opening
of "RIPTIDE," You can't begin too early to get your patrons
excited about this important film event!
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OF MOTION

PICTURE CODE

~

Thirty-Fourth Installment
ARTICLE IV— LABOR PROVISIONS—(Cont.)
C. EXHIBITION
Part. II. Actor Employees in Vaudeville and Presentation Motion Picture Theaters
Sec. 1. Definitions
(a) Presentation and Vaudeville
Presentation and vaudeville includes permanent and traveling companies of artists playing presentation and vaudeville theaters. It does
not include:
1. Amateur shows,
2. "rep" shows,
3. "tab" shows,
4. "tent" shows,
5. "wagon" shows,
6. "truck" shows,
7. "medicine" shows,
8. "show-boat" shows,
9. "burlesque"
shows.
(b) Traveling Companies
A traveling company
means
a
company which moves from theater
to theater irrespective of locality.
Sec. 2. Auditions
(a) Principals
It is an unfair trade practice for
an Exhibitor or independent contractor to require a performer to
work for less than the minimum
salary of this Code by engaging his
services under the guise of a public
audition or try-out.
1. Benefit Performances
This does not prohibit, however,
a performer from giving benefit
performances approved by himself
or by an organization representing
the performer.
(b) Chorus
It is an unfair trade practice for
any manager or independent conto engage a chorus to work
tra'ctor
for less than the minimum salary
of this Code under the guise of a
public audition, break-in or try-out.
1. Benefit Performances
This does not prohibit the chorus,
benefit perhowever, from giving itself
or any
formances approved by
it.
representing
organization
Sect. 3. Rehearsals
(a) Principals
Rehearsal period for principals is
limited to four weeks. Principals
must be guaranteed two consecutive weeks' pay for work following
the rehearsal period.
1. Rehearsals More Than Four
Weeks
If the rehearsal period is more
than four weeks, the principal must

Reporter Makes Awards

West Coast Bur., THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Winners in the Hollywood
Repo ter
poll
for
outstanding
work
of th; year are:
Outst nding Production, "Little Women"; Director, Frank Capra; Actor,
Crnrles Laughton; Actress, Katharine
Hepbun; Original Story, "The Power
Sturges.
and the Glory," by Preston

By LOUIS NIZER
be guaranteed pay for an additional time of a performance or presenconsecutive playing time for each
tation even though the chorus appears in only one or more numbers
extra week's rehearsal.
This does
not apply to the principals owning as an integral part of the presentheir own acts.
tation. Working time also includes
all rehearsal time except the time
(b) Chorus
to dress and undress.
If a chorus person is engaged for (d) Reporting Hour At Theater
only one week the rehearsal period
No chorus person is required to
must not be more than five days.
If a chorus person is engaged for report
a theater before 9 o'clock
in the at
morning.
two or more weeks the rehearsal (e) No Rehearsal on Day Off
period must not be more than two
On the day a chorus person is
weeks. The employment must fol- released with pay he shall not rehearse or report to the theater or
iod. low immediately the rehearsal perperform
provi1. Hours of Rehearsal
sion for aany
free service.
day does This
not include
The chorus shall not be required or apply to travelling companies.
Minimum
Wage — De Luxe Theto rehearse for more than forty 1. ater
hours a week. The rehearsal shall
The minimum
wage for chorus
be considered continuous from the
time the chorus is called on the persons in a De Luxe Theater is
per week.
first day of rehearsal until the open- $30.00
2. Minimum Wage — Travelling Co.
ing day.
The
minimum wage of a chorus
2. Additional Employment
person in a travelling company is
For each additional week of re- $35.00 per week.
hearsal there must be compensa- 3. Minimum Wage — Theaters Not
De Luxe
tion for an additional week's consecutive employment.
The minimum wage of a chorus
Sec. 4. Maximum Hours and Mini- person in theaters other than De
mum Wages
Luxe Theaters is $25.00 per week.
(a) Principals
4. Rehearsal
Time
for Additional
Chorus Persons
No maximum hours per week are
ixed for artists appearing in stage
If a theater augments the chorus
presentations and vaudeville shows.
employing additional chorus perby
The reasons that no maximum hours
l persons shall
sons, such additiona
not rehearse
more than five (5)
ire set up are:
cays.
s in the operations
Variation
(a) of
theaters.
5. Evading
Minimum
Wages
by
Commissions or Fees
Changing nature of enter(b) tainment.
It is an unfair trade practice for
exhibitor or an independent conan
are rendered by ar(c) Services
tists of unique ability who
cannot be replaced.
This creates unique conditions in
stage presentations and vaudeville
business and it is recognized that it
is impossible to fix the maximum
hours for principals.
1. Minimum
Wages — More Than
Two Years Experience
with more than
For performers
wo years' theatrical experience the
minimum wage is $40,00 per week
net.
2. Minimum Wages — Less Than Two
Years Experience
For performers with less than
two years' theatrical experience the
minimum wage is $25.00 per week
net.

3. Minimum Wages — Per Diem Basis
The minimum wages of performers employed on a per diem basis
is $7.50 per day net.
(b) Chorus
(a) Maximum Hours
No singing or dancing chorus
person shall work more than 40
hours per week.
(b) One Day Off With Pay
Every singing or dancing chorus
person shall receive one day off out
of every seven (7) with pay.
(c) Measuring Hours of Work
Working time includes the entire

tractor to engage a chorus person
under an agreement which would
recuce the net salary below the
minimum wage through the payment
of any fee or commission to any
agency orduction.by
anynotother
formwhether
of deIt does
matter
the fee is paid by the exhibitor or
by off
the independent contractor or by
the chorus person.
6. Payments During Period of LayAfter the first two weeks of consecutive employment if a lay-off is
necessary, the exhibitor or independent contractor shall pay each
chorus person not less than $3.00
per day for each day of layoff.
(a) Payments
velling Co. for Lay-Off of TraIn connection with the travelling
company, after the first two weeks
of consecutive employment, if layoff is caused on account of travelling, the exhibitor or independent
contractor
is allowed
travelling without
pay fortwo
each days'
four
weeks of employment West of the
Rockies, and one day's travelling
without pay for each four weeks of
employment East of the Rockies.
7. Substituting Maximum Hours and
Minimum Wages of Aug. 23, 1933
If on Aug. 23, 1933, any theater
paid to chorus persons more than
the minimum wage and employed
them for less than the maximum
hours, such more favorable terms
are considered to be the maximum
hours and minimum wages for such
theaters under this Code.
(To

be

Continued)
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m "LOTS"
A LITTLE froRalph
Murphy instead
By RALPH

HOLLYWOOD

JOHN ROBERTSON, who recently
J finished "Crime Doctor," has been
assigned by RKO to direct Richard
Dix in "Family Man." Lynn Riggs
adapted it from the Salisbury Field
play, and Myles Connelly is the producer.
Educational has completed "No
Sleep on the Deep," Mermaid comedy, with Betty Compson, Robert
Warwick, Dorothy Sebastian and Don
Alvarado.
Charles Lamont directed.
Only two other pictures have been
accorded this honor in history of

|

this circuit! Entire RKO Metropolitan Circuit of 40 theatres plays
CLARK GABLE and CLAUDETTE

|

COLBERT in Frank Capra's "It
Happened One Night," day and
date, Easter week, the best week
in show business!

j

Busby Berkeley has started ensemble rehearsals on Warner's
"Dames." Archie Mayo will be dialogue director. Al Dubin and Harry
Warren wrote the musical score.

J

j

Roger Pryor will be the leading
man opposite Mae West in "It Ain't
No Sin."
He replaces George Raft.
T

T

T

"Goes Marching On," an original
story by Bartlett Cormack, based on
the life of the man who used a
broomstick "gun" to walk out of the
Crown Point, Ind., jail, is being prepared for production by Paramount.
T

T

T

T

T

T

Kurt Kempler has been engaged
by Columbia Pictures to do the
screen treatment of his own story,
"Mud Turtle" which will emerge as
a starring vehicle for Jack Holt.

A powerful story, a grand cast,
gorgeous sets and ace entertainment! Soon on its way — ELISSA
LANDI in "Sisters Under The
Skin," with Frank Morgan and
Joseph Schildkraut. Directed by
David Burton.

' The star of stars in the hit of hits! '
I JOHN BARRYMORE in "20th i
8 Century," with Carole Lombard, j
» Walter Connolly. Roscoe Karns, ;
who did such outstanding work in
'
j
|
j
/

" It Happened One Night," has I
been added to the cast. A Howard i
Hawks Production from the play |
by Ben Hecht
and
Charles
MacArthur.

Gayne Whitman, famous "Chandu" of the air is recording the narrative for "Born To Die," Educational's next release in its Battle For
Life series.
T

T

SHORT SHOTS from
EASTERN STUDIOS

WILK

of Harry
Joe Brown will direct "Private Scandal" Charles R. Rogers production
for Paramount. Lew Cody, Phillips
Holmes, Helen Mack, ZaSu Pitts and
Ned Sparks head the cast.

By CHAS

ALICOATF

PRODUCTION
on the shorts
first ofto the
series of industrial
be
produced
by Mutual
Film Corp.,
headed by Joe Snitzer and Louis
Simon, starts today at the Hayes
z Beall Studio located in Oceanside,!
Long Island.
The shorts will f ea- 1
Irene Dunne's new starring veh- ture fashions and it is understood
icle for RKO Radio Pictures will be that they will be released to de- j
released under the title of "This partment stores and fashion shops i
Man Is Mine." Formerly titled throughout the country.
•
"Transient Love," it is based on the
stage play, "Love Flies In The Win"What A Mother-in-Law," alldow." by Anne Morrison Chapin.
Jeivish talking picture featuring
Ludwig Satz and completed at the
Jess Shaw, strong-man, celebrated Reeves Sound Recording studio uncollege and professonal football
der the direction of H. S. Brown, is
player, spent his first three weeks being distributed through the Quality Film Corp.
as property man at RKO Radio swat•
ting flies. Makeup worn by the actors seemed to attract the pests to
Production on the short featuring
the ranch location of "Of Human
Bondage," and it was up to Shaw to Ben Pollack and his orchestra supDoris Robbing and Minor
keep them from pestering the play- and Rootported bywill
get under way Friday
ers during the making of scenes.
at the Vitaphone studio. Joe Henabery will direct.
•
Vernon Steele will appear in
RKO's new Clive Brook pictui*e, not
Shooting on the new Educationalyet titled.
Coronet comedy featuring the Ritz
Brothers and being directed by Al
Last Spring, Benny Rubin, the Christie at the Eastern Service studio in Astoria was completed yestercomedian, who is a baseball fan, was
day. Doris Hill, Eddie Acuff, Harry
a favorite with the rookies trying
out for the Los Angeles team. This Short and Edie Roberts support the
Ritz Brothers in the short.
•
season
sent of
a "contract"
calling Benny
for a was
salary
two ham
Phil Brown will start production
sandwiches, but evidently is holding
out for mustard, a Los Angeles next week on the third of his series
">f tVvee-reel travel films. The scene
sport writer suggests.
will be Morocco.

Joe E. Brown is another enthusiastic follower of sports. He is the
sponor of Mike Frankovich, U. C.
Sam Wood will direct Jean Har- L. A. football player, who makes
low in "Age of Larceny" for M-G-M. his home with the Browns. When
T
T
T
the comedian attended the PittsParamount has bought "Prince of burgh-Notre Dame game, he spent
Darkness," by Harry Hervey, for the first half on the Notre Dame
Charles Laughton. Company also bench and the second with the Pittsburgh sideliners.
has acquired "The Notorious Sophie
Lang" and other Sophie Lang stories
by Frederick Irving Anderson, who
is here as adaptor. William Cameron Menzies will direct.
"I took test after test," said Richard Dix recently, in commenting on
T
T
T
his efforts to break into pictures.
Ruth Matteson, California girl
than one producer informed
who appeared at the Capitol in New "More
me, sarcastically, that I was too
York with Clark Gable in person, is homely,
too mannish. That was in
now under M-G-M contract.
the dim past days when movie idols
v
T
T
Ethelreda Leopold, Chicago beauty, had to be beautiful — or else."
recently signed by Warners will
be seen first in "Dames."
"I really believe that success in
▼ T andT Miriam Hop- the movies a matter of luck, good
Adolphe Menjou
kins are being sought by Charles pictures, fortunate breaks and being umble enough to take advantage
R. Rogers for the leads in "I Loved of them.," Dix added.
an Actress," which Paramount will
T
T
v
release. Humphrey Pearson is doing the screen play.
Porter Hall, Broadway player,
T T ▼
Lee Marcus completed three will appear in M-G-M's "The Thin
shorts and started a fourth at the Man," with William Powell and
Myrna Loy.
RKO studios this week.
T
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Tabloid Reviews of

FOREIGN

FILMS

"LA FUSEE" ("The Rocket"), in French;
produced by Via Films, directed by Jacques
Natanson, starring Firmin Gemier with
Marcel Geniat, Pasquali, Edith Mera, Lucien
Galas, Jeanine Crispin, William Haguet,
Simone Lencret, Louis Gauthier, Micheline
Bernard, Regine Dancourt. Distributed by
John S. Tapernoux.
Splendidly acted in the principal roles
and benefited by good photography and a
handsome production, this film's principal
appeal is to French and art theater audiences who should eat it up. Plot concerns
the head of a small town French cannery
who becomes a captain of industry and in
his engrossment loses wife, son and daughter and is finally reduced by financial
manipulations to his old
• status.
"LE SERMENT" ("The Pledge"), in
French; produced by ARCI; directed by
Abel Gance; with Line Noro, Jean Galland,
Samson Fainsiber, Gaston Dubosc, Antonin
Vtaud, Gaby Triquet. Distributed by Protex.
At the Little Carnegie Playhouse.
Rather slow melodrama dealing with a
woman's tragic love complications will appeal only to arty audiences that care for
pictorial psychological
studies.
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THE INDUSTRY'S
DATE BOOK

New

Incorporations
NEW

Today: Independent Theater Owners of Ohio
regional meeting, Ohio Hotel, Youngstown.
March 14: Independent Theater Owners of Ohio
regional meeting, Fort Steuben Hotel, Steubenville, O.
March 16: Annual awards banquet of the Academy of Motion Picture Arts and Sciences,
Hollywood.
March 17: Lambs' St. Patrick's Day Dinner
Gambol and Ball, Waldorf-Astoria, New
York.
March 19: Independent Theater Owners Ass'n
installation dinner, Hotel Astor, New York.
7:30 P. M.
March 21 : Motion Picture Research Council's
First National Conference Luncheon, Hotel
Roosevelt, New York.
March 23:
Chicago Film Relief Dinner Dance.
March 26:
Theater
Owners
Protective
Ass'n
of Texas annual
meeting,
Dallas.
Medina Athletic Club, Chicago.
Apr. 4-7: Monogram Pictures convention, Ambassador Hotel. Atlantic
City.
Apr. 10-12: M.P.T.O.A. annual convention,
Hotel Ambassador, Los Angeles.
April 13: Indiana Indorsers of Photoplays annual state meeting, Hotel Claypool, Indianapolis.
April 14: Universal Club's Easter Ball, Hotel
Lismore, New York.
April 23-26: Spring convention of Society of
Motion Picture Engineers, Chalfonte-Haddon
Hall Hotel. Atlantic City.
June 4-9: I.A.T.S.E. and M.P.O. convention,
Louisville, Ky.
March 28: Public hearings on reopened Legitimate Theater Code,
Washington.
June 1 6- July 2: International Motion Picture
W»pk
Vienna.
June 13-23: American Federation of Musicians
convention, Cleveland.
Aug. 1-20: Second Exhibition of Cinematography, Venice, Italy.

Kansas City, Mo. — "It Happened
One Night" broke all existing records at the RKO Mainstreet for
straight picture and almost equalled
the all-time record of picture plus
stage show. The last day was better than the opening.
Chicago — The Dearborn theater,
North Side neighborhood house, has
been redecorated and refurnished
completely and will reopen shortly.
Ocala, Fla. — Opening of the Dixie
theater is set for March 17. Gordon
Reap is manager.
New Orleans — Phil Sliman and
Bob Kelly have taken over the
Laurel here. Kelly, former exhibitor, film salesman and booker, will
manage, while Sliman, New Orleans representative of the Sliman
New Iberia interests, will buy.
Boston — Jack Goldstein, publicist
for RKO Theaters in New England,
is back from Bermuda.
Lawrence, Mass. — Fire caused
damage of about $13,500 at the Colonial.

Birmingham — The Mickey Mouse
Club promoted weekly at the Alabama by George Nealans, assistant
manager, has grown to where it now
has 2,000 average weekly attendance
and is growing at the rate of 100
a week.
1.

Barberton, O. — Plans are under
way to reopen the Lyric about April
Bluffton, O. — Lock Jennings and
his father, J. R. Jennings, have
leased the Star from James Sechler.
Holgate,
leased the

O. —
Palace

C. A. Ward has
from B. Disler.

Brownsville, Pa. — Theodore J.
Laskey, has taken over operation of
the Strand, until recently operated
by George Laskey, deceased.
Mt. Gilead, O.— George B. Ebeck
has leased the Rex and is maintaining a seven-day schedule with three
weekly changes.
Milwaukee, Wis. — Peerless Picture
Co. will open an exchange here
March 20 under the management
of Fred Stein of New York.

Fall River, Mass. — The Academy
has been incorporated with Timothy
Salt Lake City — Mayor Louis J. Feeney as president and Esther
Marcus, head of Marcus theaters, is C. Whalen, treasurer.
due back from California in a few
Milwaukee — An amicable settledays with 15 extra pounds. He went
ment of the threatened strike of
West to recuperate after an operaushers and doormen was effected by
tion.
C. W. Peck of the Universal ex- Charles Conway, representing the
change is back on the job after a employes, and Fred S. Meyer,
Charles Washicheck and John A.
siege of pneumonia.
representing
exhibitors.
U. A. is moving into handsome Ludwig,
new surroundings on Film Row.
Menasha, Wis. — The Orpheum has
Norman H. Moray of the Vitaphone home office is due here in a been closed indefinitely.
few days for a call on Branch ManMilwaukee — H. E. Lotz, formerly
ager Bill Gordon.
Managers of four Logan theaters with United Artists in New York,
have protested to the city commis- has been named manager of the
sion against a new ordinance, spon- local exchange. Eddie Krofta, U. A.
sored by the operators union, re- office manager here for several
years, has been named to the sales
quiring examination of all projec- division.
tionists and a $5 license fee.

55th Street Group, Inc., New York. Theatrical and screen productions. Paul J. Fowler, Samuel Seamon and Edward Grebs. Attorney, Harry Saks Hechheimer.
Rittenstein Amusement Corp.. Kings County.
All branches of motion picture business. Samuel Rottenstein, Sam Rottenstein and Rose Holik.
Attorney,
Henry
Pearlman.
Palestine American Film Co., New York.
Motion pictures and vaudeville offerings. Joseph Fox, Abraham Bloom and A. Benjamin
Friedman.
Attorney,
A. Benjamin
Friedman.
Harmon Yaffa, Inc., Manhattan. Theatricals,
motion pictures and vaudeville. Nathan E.
Percy, Lawrence S. Timan and Eunice Slonim.
Attorneys,
Timan
& Percy.
The Center Music Hall, Inc., Manhattan.
Theatricals and motion pictures. Francis T.
Christy, Andrew Jackson and Rudolph A. Travers. Attorneys, Milbank, Tweed, Hope &
Webb.
Albert H. Green, Inc., Manhattan. Theatrical and motion pictures. Albert H. Green,
Frederick Rosenberg and Fanny Skolnick. Attorney, David Suib.
Marwit Theater Corp., Manhattan. Theatrical,
motion picture and vaudeville. Louis Friedman, Florence Rosenfeld and Estelle Reiner.
Attorneys, Pompan & Price.
Film Rawstock Corp., Manhstfan. Motion
pictures. Anne Eichel, Belle G. Balatow and
June K. Rothman.
Attorney,
Nathan
Burkan.
New Faces, Inc., New York. Theatricals and
screen productions. Walter L. Keeley, L. Frank
Baron and Herbert R. Berk. Attorney, B.
Robbins.

Salt Lake City Squibs

Don Connley, U. A. salesman, was
injured in an auto accident at Livingston, Mont., and will be in the
hospital there for a couple of weeks.

SHOWMAN'S

REMINDER
Keep
your
on scales.

eye

on

candy

sales

and

Goldwyn Signs Scenic Artist
Serge Soudeikaine, scenic artist of
the Metropolitan
Opera
Co., has
been signed by Samuel Goldwyn as
technical art consultant on Tolstoy's
"Resurrection," which goes in work \
on the coast April 15 as one of the I
four productions by Goldwyn for the i
new United Artists lineup.
Rouben
Mamoulian will direct. Goldwyn left
this week for the coast.

Civic Groups Plug "Earth Turns"
Minneapolis — Warner's "As the
Earth Turns," which opens tomorrow at the Minnesota, is being plugged by various civic groups, including the Commerce Ass'n, ParentTeacher Ass'n, Better Drama
and others.
League

YORK

Sylvan Amusement Corp., Manhattan. Theatrical and motion pictures. Harry H. Levine,
Alice Levin and Jules Schlossberg. Attorney,
Harry H. Levine.
Stermont Productions, Inc., Manhattan.
Amusement enterprises. Mary C. Monahan,
Lillian Cerny and Edward J. Clarke. Attorneys,
O'Brien, Driscoll f> Raffery.

APRIL
10-12

M. P. T. O. A.
CONVENTION
LOS
ANGELES
Visit Hollywood
and the Studios!
r's
Exhibito
Most Importa
tion ntSince
1925
Conven
An Open forum on
Exhibitor's Problems
Reservations — Information
Motion Picture Theatre Owners of America
NATIONAL

HEADQUARTERS

1600 Broadway
New York City

LOWEST
RATES
EVER
OFFERED
FOR

M.P.T.O.A.

FRIENDS
AND
MEMBERS—
GUESTS!

Used in 7 out of 8
American Pictures in

"1933'sTEN BEST"
OF

THE Ten Best Pictures of 1933
chosen in the Film Daily s poll, eight

were American productions. Of those eight,
seven were photographed on Eastman "GrayBack.' This is outstanding evidence of the
acceptance enjoyed by Eastman Super-Sensitive Panchromatic Negative among cameramen and producers . . . and a signal tribute
to the versatility and unfailingly high quality
of the film itself. Eastman Kodak Company,
Rochester, N. Y. (J. E. Brulatour, Inc., Distributors, New York, Chicago, Hollywood.)

EASTMAN

Super-Sensitive

Panchromatic Negative (Gray-Backed)
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to Establish Own Exchanges in Foreign Field

"CAVA
LCADE
"
PICKE
D
BjAC
ADEM
Y
ASJES
T
FILM
Collection of Wage-Hour Data Ordered by Johnson
Labor Statistics Bureau
Making Survey Under
All Codes
By
FILM

WILLIAM
SILBERBERG
DAILY
Staff
Correspondent

Washington — Administrator Hugh
S. Johnson, on authority of an executive order of Dec. 7, yesterday
authorized the collection and compilation by the Bureau of Labor
Statistics of payrolls, numbers of
employed and man hours worked
from all industry members operating under approved codes. Forms
for the submission of the required
data have been prepared and procedure for gathering the reports has
already been determined by the
bureau, which will use its own facilities as well as other federal and
{Continued on Page

West

FILM

DAILY

Washington — Several informal
complaints have been received at
NRA review board headquarters
from the film industry, it became
known yesterday. The complaints
which so far number about 20, according to a board spokesman, are
awaiting the formal filing by the
(Continued on Page 2)

Jones, Linick & Schaefer
Acquire Majestic, Chicago

OF ACADEMY

Coast Bureau

of THE

Best

FILM

DAILY

Best Adaptation. SARAH

Y. MASON

CHARLES

Best Photography
Best

Art

Best Sound

HEERMAN

and VICTOR

LANG

Direction
HAROLD

Recording

Best Shorts
So This is Harris

C.

LEWIS

VIII)

Passage)

(Little Women)
(Farewell to Arms)

DARLING

WM.

(Farewell

(Cavalcade)
to Arms)

Three Little Pigs (Disney)
(RKO), Krakatoa
(Educational)

Penalties into State Law
act introduced in- Cullman Complains
Assembly would
On Courtesy Tickets

Seek to Write

NRA

Providence— An
to the General
write all provisions and penalties of
the NRA into the State law, making
violations of the national act punishable by the State. It has been
referred to the judiciary committee
and leaders predict little opposition.
If it goes through, violations of the
theater rulings could be brought to
task in the State irrespective of national procedure.

Complaint that the Mayfair is still
using "courtesy" tickets, admitting
persons on payment of a 15-cent
service charge, was made yesterday
by Howard S. Cullman of the Roxy
in a letter to Sol A. Rosenblatt. A
previous complaint by Cullman to
the Division Administrator a week
ago brought
reply thatto the
fair
had beentheinstructed
stopMaythe
practice,

which

violates

the

code.

Own Exchanges in Foreign Field
Likely for RKO, Says Reisman

Chicago— The Majestic, long an
important Orpheum circuit house,
been aclately playing films, has Schaefer,
quired by Jones, Linick &
RKO will likely change its entire
who also have the State-Lake and
Woods. It reopens April 1 with a foreign sales policy from statebutors to company-conright distri
new policy, probably vaude-films.
trolled exchanges during the next
few months, Phil Reisman told Film
Daily yesterday. The move is the
Not Unionizing
Ushers
of Reisman's recent trip
result
Local 118, service employes, is underabroad during which he surveyed
stood to have dropped its plan to organize ushers and will instead confine
sales conditions and the advantage
its activities to other house employees.
of direct supervision over all forThe move has been planned nationally.
eign sales. Latest move in the diexrection of company-controlled

West

Awards for '33

RALPH THEWILK
Const ByManager,
FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Best production of
1933 was Fox's "Cavalcade," the
best performances of the year were
given by Katharine Hepburn in
"Morning Glory" and Charles
Laughton in "Private Life of Henry
VIII," and the year's best job of
direction was done by Frank Lloyd
on "Cavalcade," according to the
vote of the membership of the
Academy of Motion Picture Arts
and Sciences announced last night
at the annual awards banquet in the
Hotel Ambassador. Complete list of
winners appears elsewhere on this

(Cavalcade)

(One Way

LORD

ROBERT

Best Original Story

(Henry

LLOYD

FRANK

Motion

(Morning Glory)

LAUGHTON

CHARLES

Best Performance, Actor

Best Direction

of

Academy

HEPBURN

KATHARINE

Performance, Actress

Hepburn, Laughton, Lloyd
Among Winners of

AWARDS

by the
for 1933 conferred
of awards
Hollywood— Winners
Picture Arts and Sciences were announced last night as follows:

2)

complaintsTrriving
at nra review board
Washington Bureau of THE

WINNERS

changes is the opening next week
of an RKO exchange in Japan with
S. F. Lindstrom in charge. The
RKO product has heretofore been
distributed there by the Chidori
Company. The territory has 1,669
theaters, 450 of which are wired.
that another RKO exIt is possible
change will be opened shortly in
France. Offices are already functioning in India, Australia, United
Kingdom, Mexico and Panama.

Selection of "Cavalcade"
as the
outstanding
film tallied
QContinued
on Page with
4) the repage.

EASTMAN REPORTS
100^JUMP IN NET

Net of $11,119,044, equal to $4.76
a share on the common, is reported
by Eastman Kodak Co. for 1933,
against $6,058,748 or $2.52 a share
the previous
fiscalWilliam
year, which
covered 53 weeks.
G. Stuber,
president, said that volume of business gained substantially the latter
while various econlastwereyear,
part of omies
effected.

James Cherry Supervising
Interstate Dallas House

Dallas — James Owen Cherry has
been made city manager of all local
Interstate(Continued
theaters,on itPageis 2)
announced
Stands

Fire Test

Birmingham— The $1,000,000 Alabama
Theater stood the fire test the other
day when a $3,000,000 blaze destroyed
nearly awas
block
damage
onlyaround
a few it.
holesTheater's
in the
roof. A wall between the adjoining
building was filled with water, and
this is believed to have helped save the
theater.
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PHIL M. DALY
• •
• A COMMITTEE for the Stage and Screen
headed by Gladys Cooper and Walter Huston, met with the
British Consul General, the Hon. Gerald Campbell
to consider plans for a monster benefit under the direction of the Associated British Charities
the performance will be given
at the Metropolitan Opera House on Sunday, April 15
many celebs have volunteered to entertain.*.,. . . including Dennis King, Ruth Etting, Mills Brothers, Boswell Sisters
Major Edward Bowes will be in charge of the ceremonies
Capt. Harold Auten is chairman of the entertainment committee
T
T
T
• •
• NIFTY TIEUP staged by Harry Goldberg
Warner's exploiteer in the Philly territory
on "Wonder
Bar" at the Stanley
co-operating with WIP, which had
five remote controls into local hotels
Goldberg contacted
the orchestras in each of these to play one of the song hits
from the pix
the radio station hooked 'em in one after
another in the same broadcasts
which also included preliminary announcements on the picture and on the stunt itself.
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• FIRST MAN ever to direct himself in a talking
picture that's what Al Boasberg is claiming
for in a
two reel comedy he wrote and directed for Radio he enacted a
brief scene
by a complicated system of mirrors he was able
to watch himself. work
Al calls it a Goldberg contraption
and is trying to patent it
Jimmie Fox, who appeared
in Joe Cook's "Hold Your Horses," has been signed, through
negotiations by Arthur Cozine, for "Prodigal Son"
being
completed abroad by Luis Tenker for Universal release. ......
Radio's "Wild Cargo" will have its premiere at the Music Hall
March 29
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DOUGLAS FAIRBANKS and DOUG, JR., hav
left London for a trip to Rome and Algiers.

Bartlett Cormack
Horton

James Cherry Supervising Jos. Quittner Takes Over
Globe in Atlantic City
Interstate Dallas House
(Continued from Page 1)

by R. J. O'Donnell, general manager
of the circuit. Cherry will have his
headquarters .at the Palace, where
he continues as manager, and will
have jurisdiction over the Majestic,
Melba, Old Mill, Capitol and Arcadia as well. The same plan is
employed by Interstate in other
Texas cities, but has not been effected here before. Others holding
similar posts include E. E. Collins,
Houston; Raymond Willie, San Antonio; E. M. Levy, Fort Worth; J.
P. Harrison, Waco; Louis Novey,
Austin, and John Paxton, El Paso.

Atlantic City — Joseph Quittner,
New York exhibitor, has taken over
the Globe, Boardwalk house which
used to play supers in silent days,
it is announced by Herb Copeland,
general manager of Warner interests here. Quittner plans to install
burlesque in June.
Chamberlain Brown and some tab
players are dickering with Warners
for the Earle, opposite the site of
the proposed new central terminal.
If deal falls through, the company
may reopen the Earle as a grind.

DAN GREENHOUSE, formerly on the coas
and now in the foreign department of Colurrt
bia, sailed yesterday on the Santa Lucia tc
Panama
and Bogota,
Colombia.
WILLIAM C. ELLIOTT, president of the I
A. T. S. E., returned to New York yesterday.
ED KUYKENDALL will be among those pre
ent in Washington next week to oppose th
Patman bill when it comes up for hearing.
MILTON BEECHER of the M-G-M publicit
Coast.
department left New York yesterday for th
RUSSELL HOLMAN
from
Hollywood.
HAMILTON

has arrived in New

McFADDEN

arrived

Yor

from

1

coast yesterday for a two week's vacation.
terday.
FRED WILCOX of the M-G-M coast produc
tion department returned to Hollywood yes

for

ARTHUR KOBER
New York.

SAM
Savoia

SAX
for a

left Hollywood

sails
today
vacation
tour

on
the
abroad.

this we<
Conte

EVELYN LAYE sailed on the Majestic yester
day for England.
EDDIE LEWIS of the William Morris Agenc
branch in Paris sails today on the Paris to
the other side.
JEAN MUIR is coming east within the nexi
three weeks to attend the Broadway opera
ing

of

Warner's

"As

the

Earth

Turns."

Complaints Arriving
At NRA Review Board
(Continued from Page 1)

complainants of their grievances 01
a "special form" drafted by th
board, and until those are received
it was stated, no hearing can b
ordered. The complaints apparentl;
tices.
refer to alleged monopolistic prac
S. A. Lynch Back in Two Weeks
Setting at rest reports to the ef
feet that he was leaving Paramount
statement was made yesterday tha
S. A. Lynch will return to the com
pany's home office in two weeks. Hi
is now in Florida recovering fron
an illness. Lynch is identified witl
the Publix Enterprises theater ad
visory committee.

May Make "Juarez" in English
Columbia is considering an Eng
lish version of "Juarez and Max
Paramount Opposes Use of Name
millian," which it recently producec
in Spanish
in conjunction with Mig
Determined to prevent use of its uel
C. Torres.
Payroll Data Report
name without proper authorization,
Paramount has notified Davis &
Ordered by Johnson Goldbaum,
Teich Bros. Get Newark House
operators of the State
(Continued from Page 1)
Newark, N. J. — Teich Bros. hav<
in Hartford, Conn., to discontinue
state agencies where necessary. No
acquired the Congress here. The?
"Paramount vaudeville."
publication of any reports in any advertising
Deadline has been set for Monday will take possession Monday, oper
manner which will result in the dis- and a suit will follow unless the ating the house on a straight fim
closure of the identity of informa- exhibitors comply.
policy.
tion furnished will be made.
New House for Ensley
Detroit Exchanges Reorganized
Birmingham
— N. H. Waters is to
Detroit — Charles A. Garner has
start the construction of a new thereorganized Foreign Film Distribuater at Ensley, while R. B. Wilby
tors, which he formerly operated
with Paul LeVeque, as Regal Film is planning to remodel the Franklin,
Attractions. The new office, in the dark a number of years, and reopen
giving downtown Ensley three
Film Exchange Building, will han- it,
houses.
dle foreign features.

Expedition

Returns

The Loch-Roosevelt expedition, headof "GoonaRoosevelt
Andre
ed by and
Goona"
Capt.
Eric E. Loch,
returns
tomorrow on the United Fruit liner Varagua from Central America, where pictures were made of native rites and
around a sunken galleon. The troupe
few
days.
will stop at the Hotel Montclair for a

Just as FOX won

the nationwide Film Da^fy "Critics Poll" for the year's

best picture ... and won

twcllllllillSlllfflfe first three places in Motion

Picture Herald's "Biggest Box 3ffic4i,J^Sfnes" questionnaire. Every day
brings added

prestige and pjH§! *<HllliH?'D'tors playing FOX pictures.
IllIMIIIIlIll!

'%2H
THE

DAILY

I. A. Finds No Code 'Jokers'
"Indisputable proof of the folly in
the belief that the exhibitors were successful in injecting certain jokers in the
Code has been firmly established by
practical application of the questionable
phases by progressive local organizations" says the current I.A.T.S.E. bulletin.

« « REVIEWS

suits of the recent Film Daily nationwide critics' poll of the Ten Best
Pictures in which this production
took first place by a wide margin.
Nominations on which the Academy
voted were:

Best production: "Little Women," "Lady
for a Day," "Cavalcade," "State Fair," "42nd
St.," "I Am a Fugitive," "Farewell to
Arms," "She Done Him Wrong," "Henry the
VIII"
and "Smilin' Through."
Best Performance, Actress — Katharine Hepburn in "Morning Glory," May Robson in
"Lady for a Day," Diana Wynyard in "Cavalcade; Best Performance, Actor — Leslie Howard in "Berkeley Square," Charles Laughton
in "Henry VIII," Paul Muni in "I Am a
Fugitive."
Best Direction — Frank Capra, "Lady for a
Day"; George Cukor, "Little Women"; Frank
Lloyd, "Cavalcade."
Best Original Story — '"One Way Passage,"
Robert Lord; "Prize Fighter and the Lady,"
Frances
Marion; "Rasputin and the Empress,"
Charles MacArthur.
Best Adaptation — "Lady for a Day," Robert Riskin; "Little Women," Sarah Y.
Mason and Victor Heerman; "State Fair,"
Paul Green and Sonya Levien.
Best Photography — "A Farewell to Arms,"
Charles Lange; "Reunion in Vienna," George
J.
Folsey, Jr.; "Sign of the Cross," Carl
Struss.
Best Art Direction — "A Farewell to Arms,"
"Cavalcade,"
"When
Ladies Meet."
Best Sound — -"A Farewell to Arms," "42nd
St.,'_' _ "Gold Diggers of 1933," "I Am a
Fugitive."
Assistant Director — William Tummel and
Perc Ikard, Fox; Charles Dorian, John Water
and Bunny Dull, M-G-M; Arthur Jacobson,
Sidney Brod and Charles Barton, Paramount;
Dewey Starkey and Eddie Kiley, RKO ; Fred
Fox and Benjamin Silvey, United Artists;
Scott Beal, Billy Reiter and Joe McDonough,
Universal; Gordon Hollin^shead, Al Alborn
and Frank Shaw, Warners.
Best Shorts — Cartoons: "Building- a Building" (Disney) ; "Merry Old Soul" (Walter
Lantz-Universal) , and "Three Little V>gs"
(Disney); Comedies: "Mister Mugg" (Warren Doane-Universal) ; "Preferred List"
(Louis Brock-RKO), and "So This is Harris"
(Brock-RKO); Novelties: "Krakatoa" (Educational) ;"Menu" (Pete Smith-M-G-M), and
"The Sea" (Educational).

Flinn Not to Run Again for Ampa
John C. Flinn will not be a candidate for re-election as president
of the A.M.P.A. partly owing to the
press of his duties as executive Hesec-is
retary of the Code Authority.
now completing his second term as
head of the organization, having
previously served in 1923. William
Ferguson of M-G-M seems likely to
be selected as president.

Rapf Renews M-G-M Contract

West Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Harry Rapf has
signed a three-year renewal of his
contract as M-G-M associate producer.

Indie Pix at Pier
Atlantic City — Million Dollar Pier is
planning to play a string of independent
pictures this summer.

FEATURES
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Ready Reference Directory
With

"GEORGE WHITE'S SCANDALS"

with
Rudy
Vallee,
Jimmy
Durante,
Alice
Faye,
Gregory
Ratoff,
Cliff
Edwards,
Adrienne Ames, George White

Fox
MUSICAL

M. P. Academy Selects
"Cavalcade" Best Film
{Continued from Page 1)
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REVUE

OF MARQUEE
BETS.

79 mins.

WITH

NAMES

GOOD
AS

GROUP

ITS

BEST

have been

established by film musical entertainment. The production is almost a
continuous succession of song and dance
specialties, with occasional bright comedy
spots provided chiefly by Jimmy Durante,
while a rather makeshift backstage story
bobs up every now and then but hasn't
enough guts to arouse much interest. Several of the musical
numbers
are amusing.
Cast: Rudy Vallee, Jimmy Durante, Alice
Faye, Gregory Ratoff, Adrienne Ames, CI iff
Edwards, George White, Dixie Dunbar, Gertrude Michael, Richard Carle, Warren Hymer, Tom Jackson, Armand Kaliz, William
Bailey, George Irving, Ed Le Saint, Meglin
Kiddies.
Directors, George White, Thornton Freeland, Harry Lachman; Story, George White;
Additional Dialogue, Jack Yellen; Cameramen, Lee Garmes, George Schneiderman;
Recording Engineers, A. L. Von Kirbach,
George Leverett; Music and Lyrics, Ray
Henderson, Jack Yellen, Irving Caesar;
Editor, Paul Weatherwax.
Direction, Good.

"COMING
Frances

Dee,

Photography,

Good.

OUT PARTY"

Gene

Raymond,

proves to be just mild entertainment. Her
love for a poor youth will no doubt catch
the popular fancy, and Frances Dee is
charming. It looks like considerable cutting and editing eliminated some scenes
that would have served to make the film
more coherent. Even so, the material does
not permit the director or players to get
over

any effective message, and the result is that no particular sympathy is
aroused for the poor little deb or the
worthy though humble fiddler she wants to
marry. Frances Dee is given her coming
out

party after she has seen her sweetheart depart on his way to Europe to cover
a concert tour that will keep him away a
year. Meanwhile conditions demand an
immediate marriage, but the youth departs
ignorant of this fact. Then the party,
the girl's desperation, and sudden impulse
to elope with a drunken son of the idle
rich. This muddled situation is worked
to a

more

or less satisfactory climax.

Cast: Frances Dee, Gene Raymond, Alison Skipworth, Nigel Bruce, Harry Green,
Gilbert Emery, Marjorie Gatescn, Clifford
Jones,
JessieJohn
Ralph,
Germaine
de' NeeBecky
I.
Director,
Blystone;
Authors,
Gardiner, Gladys Unger; Adaptors, Gladys
Unger,

Jesse Lasky, Jr.; Recording Engineer, George Leverett; Cameraman, John

Seitz.
Direction,

GOOD
FAMILY
ENTERTAINMENT
WITH
SPENCER TRACY SCORING IN

Fair.

Photography,

OF

Good.

STAGE

A swell job was done

AND

in talkerizing the

plenty of enjoyment out of watching Spencer Tracy wade through the title role,
with Madge Evans very nice as his love
interest, Clara Blandick serving effectively
as the mother, and Lois Wilson, Grant
Mitchell and other members of the cast
ideally fitted into the background. Story

all sorts of trouble, costs him his job, esmar-

ries him against his family's wishes, reduces him to a sandwich man, and finally
throws a couple of lucky breaks in his lap
to make for a happy ending. With the
added advantages of dialogue, the yarn
has been immensely
improved.
Cast: Spencer Tracy, Madge Evans, Lois
Wilson, Grant Mitchell, Clara Blandick,
Claude Gillingwater, Richard Tucker, Henry
Wadsworth,
Alan Edward.
Director, Charles F. Reisner; Author,
Gecrge Kelly; Adaptor, Herman J. Mankiewicz; Cameraman, James Wong Howe;
Editor, William S. Gray.
Direction,

Fine.

Photography,

Fine.

Fredric March

"GOOD

DAME"

Paramount
SIDNEY
FRAIL

AND

MARCH

COMEDY-DRAMA

OF

of

J

f f CITY "
PHOTO ENGRAVING
CALL—
(Day and Night Service)

250 W.

54th St.,
Tel.

COIumbus

N. Y. C.

5-6741

J

• Floor Mats •
IMPROVE YOUR LOBBY
WITH COLORFUL— ATTRACTIVE

TYL-A-HATS
Send for Booklet

0. W.

JACKSON

& CO., INC.

"The World's Largest Mat House"

225-241

WEST 34th ST., NEW
LAckawanna
4-9182

YORK

Foreign

J

AM ER ANGLO
CORPORATION
EXPORTERS— IMPORTERS
Cable: Chronophon
226 WEST 42ND STREET
NEW YORK CITY

in
74 mins.

WASTED

Numbers

* Engravers *

revolves around Tracy, a big-hearted braggart whose inflated talk gets him into
wife who

Phone

Industry Concerns

SIL-

George Kelly comedy hit. Whether folks
have seen it before or not, they will get

tranges him from his young

and

What To Buy And
Where To Buy It

Evans, Lois Wilson, Grant
Mitchell
M-G-M
79 mins.

Alison

The story of a society deb falling in
love with a man outside her social circle

out

"THE SHOW-OFF"

Sylvia Sidney,

Skipworth
Fox
79 mins.
MILDLY ENTERTAINING
ROMANCE
OF SOCIETY DEB HAS POP APPEAL IN
HER LOVE FOR A POOR BOY.

Addresses

Recognized

Tracy in

with Madge

TALKER VERSION
ENT HIT.

George White's idea of making a screen
musical by merely photographing his stage
revue stuff has resulted in just that, and
while it is pleasing in its way it may suffer
in the light of the zippy standards that

with

Spencer

LONDON

PARIS

IERLIN

IN

CARNIVAL

Hand Coloring

LIFE.
The

versatility of Fredric March

is again

tested, and once more he registers with a
characterization differing to a great extent
from any to which he has heretofore been
assigned, but with all his fine work and
the convincing performance of Sylvia Sidney this feature fails to click. March plays
the part of an illiterate card sharp with
a carnival. Sylvia Sidney portrays a chorine
who, because she is broke and stranded,
joins the carnival as a dancer. The couple
are thrown together continually and
through a series of mishaps, they are continually introuble. Sylvia gets discharged
from the troupe and March follows her.
They start selling
to pull their gpy
ment house and
Sylvia coming to

a non-squeak oil and try
stunt in the wrong apartMarch lands in jail with
his rescue-

Cast: Sylvia Sidney, Fredric March, Jack
LaRue, Noel Francis, Russell Hopton, Brad-

HAND COLORING
of POSITIVE PRINTS
528 Riverside Drive
New York City
UNiversity 4-2073

• Hotels •
PRESIDENT HOTEL
Atlantic City's Newest
Boardwalk
Hotel
SEA WATER SWIMMING POOL
MARINE
SUN
DECK
TURKISH

Erin

La

Fair

Rates

Bisscniere, Helen

Director, Marion Gering; Author, William Lipman; Adaptors, William R. Lipman, Vincent Lawrence, Frank Partos, Sam
Hellman; Editor, Jane Lcring; Cameraman,
Leon Shamroy; Recording Engineer, Jack
Goodrich.
Direction,

BATHS

Winter
Printing

Reduced

ley Page, Guy Usher, Kathleen Burke, Joseph J. Franz, Miami Alvarez, Walter Brennan, John Marstcn, James Crane, William
Farnum, Patricia Farley, Florence Dudley,
Jil Dennett,
Chadwick,

i

Photography,

Good.

PRINTING
Service — Quality — Price
Modern — Economical — Accurate
BARNES PRINTING CO., Inc.
229 W. 28th Street, New York
Telephone, PEnnsylvania 6-4740
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Indie Producer Ass'n to Force Code Observance

MPTOA-STUDIO DEBATE7LANNED AT COAST MEET
Four Regional Vice-Presidents Are Named
Block Booking
. . . great ballyhoo subject
= By DON CARLE GILLETTE =
IT IS a pity that so many film crusading
groups, which are apparently sincere in
intent and substantial in potentialities, have
allowed themselves to be deluded into accepting "the block booking evil" as a battle cry.
There are so many other angles and aims
that would interest the public and gain
its support in a far greater degree.
Regardless of the bad points of block
booking — and there probably are as many
as a rose has thorns — the saner exhibitors
know that it is far preferable to the bedlam that would exist without this trade
expedient.

T

T

▼

BLOCK booking has nothing whatever to
do with film quality, all bollyhooed
theories to the contrary
notwithstanding.
Producers
are trying to make
the best
pictures possible because
they know
the
: best pictures make the most money whether
block-booked or peddled from door to door.
The stage never had any block-booking
problem, yet the ratio of outstanding stage
hits for years has been far below the outstanding screen achievements, while the
percentage of legit financial failures has
topped the films by three to one — and all
this despite the greater freedom enjoyed
by the stage.

LEGIT was at its best and most prolific
when the Klaw & Erlanger empire of
theaters assured shows sufficient playing
time to encourage production of the most
worthy attractions.
Without block booking to assure them
a regular supply of product, exhibitors
would find themselves periodically obliged
to close their theaters — a condition that
would drive them willingly to the alternative of playing far worse pictures than they
now get.
Without the block-booking system, nearly
all of the country's magazines, not to mention newspapers, depending heavily on subscriptions paid in advance — though subscribers know less than exhibs about what
they're going to get — would go out of
business.
All of which leads to the suspicion that
there is more ballyhoo than bugaboo in
"block

booking."

Cole, Saperstein, Branch,
Littlefield Appointed
— Two More Later

Local Board Manuals Out
Copiesareof printed
the local
manuals,
which
in boards'
full starting
on
page 6 in this issue, go into the mails
today from the office of the Code Authority. They cover regulations governing actions of local grievance and
zoning
boards.

by Allied

Round - Table on Product
to Be Held at Exhib
Convention

A series of round-table conferences, at which exhibitors will give
Main Street's reactions to pictures,
while studio executives will tell what
they think is the matter with exhibition from
point of
view, will
be aoneproducer's
of the highlights
of the M. P. T. 0. A. convention in
Hollywood-, April 9-12. The parley
is expected to help greacly in bringing better understanding of mutual
problems and giving Hollywood a
Twenty-one stars will constitute clearer
idea of the likes and dislikes
the nucleus of Paramount's name of movie patrons.
talent in its 1934-35 program, which
Provocative results are expected
is now taking shape. Following ar- from the session, as the exhibitor
rival of Emanuel Cohen from the
(Continued on Page 2)
Coast next week, conferences on the
schedule will begin with Adolph
Zukor, Ralph A. Kohn, George J.
Schaefer, Russell Holman and other
D. W. Griffith is listed among the executives participating.
Stars who will figure importantly
working staff of 80 at The Speech
Center, which is embarked on a move !n the new season lineup are: Richard Arlen, Mary
Boland, George
to improve American speech. Among
(Continued on Page 2)
the two dozen divisions of the CenWest Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
ter is a Screen School directed by
J. Eric Cederberg.
Formal opening No Provisions Planned
Hollywood — Fox will have its en{Continued on Page 2)
tire 1933-34 line-up either completed
in work by April 15. Release
For Additional Assents or
dates have been set to July 27. Two
No provision has been contem- films on the new program are now
Tony
For B'way,
plated so far by the Code Authority in production.
WithPastor's
Old Silent
Mellers
for the reopening of a period in
Joe Laurie, Jr., vaudeville actor- which additional code assents may
producer, is planning to bring Tony
5 Houses Being Opened
Pastor's to Broadway. In a theater be filed, it was stated at its headIn Denver Territory
bearing that name and with a front
quarters Saturday. "No squawks"
with the adDenver — C. G. Diller of Denver
decorated like the famous old Bow- have been registered
ministrative body in connection with
ery playhouse, Laurie proposes to
is remodeling a building at Leadlocal
board
selections, it was de- ville and will open about May 1.
clared.
comle
vaudevil
ay
two-a-d
present Continued on Page 11)
He is also remodeling a building at
Cripple
Creek, and will open on Apr.
15.
The Unio. rinters Home and the
Grand theater at Littleton are installing Simplex sound and projection equipment. The Grand will be
opened about May 1 by Fred Lind,

Materializing Allied's new expansion plan, the association has appointed four regional vice-presidents
and two more are to be named later.
The new appointees are: Walter B.
Littlefield of Boston for the Eastern
region, Ray Branch of Hastings,
Mich., for Midwestern section;
Aaron Saperstein of Chicago for the
Central area and Col. Harry A. Cole
of Dallas for the South.
The two(Continued
vacanieson for
the NorthPage 2)

21 STARS ALREADY SET
ON NEXT PARA. LINEUP

D. W. GRIFFITH JOINS
BETTER SPEECH MOVE

ALL OF FOX PROGRAM
UNDER WAY BY APR. 15

Code Violations to be Punished
by Independent Producer Ass'n
West

Jack Warner in Town
Jack L. Warner arrived in New York
from the coast Saturday morning, in
time to see Harry M. Warner off to
Europe aboard the Conte de Savoia at
noon
Saturday.

Coast Bureau

of THE

FILM
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Hollywood — Drastic action against
any of its members who wilfully
violate the code was promised at the
last meeting of the Independent Motion Picture Producers Ass'n, conducted by Trem Carr, president.
was 11)the belief
that on it Page
Carr stated
Continued

(Continued

on Page

2)

Soviet Plans 100
Soviet Russia plans to produce 100
features, including some silents, for the
offices.
1934-35 season, according to the Amkino
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Universal Reports Loss

Net loss of $1,016,893 is reported
by Universal for the year ending
Oct. 28, compared with $1,250,283
the previous year.
Yiddish

Playhouses

Go

Film

Poor season for Yiddish legitimate attractions has resulted in preparations by
operators of numerous Yiddish playhouses
to install portable film projection apparatus and exhibit Yiddish films.
Among the theaters which have switched
or will change shortly to a film policy
are the Yiddish Art Theater, Prospect,
McKinley Square, Lyric, Hopkinson,
Amphion, all in New York; Liftman
People's, Detroit, and the Savoy, Cleveland. The seven latter houses have
booked Worldkino's "Laughter Through
Tears."

doing some
picture work.
garia.
HELEN KANE arrives tomorrow
Paula from the west coast.

on the Santa

has returned east

CHARLES PERRY, manager of the Aldine,
United Artists' house in Philadelphia, was in
New York over the week-end.
J. H. HOFFBERG will sail for Europe in two
weeks
for a tour of the continent.
AGNES DE MILLE left yesterday for Hollywood to start work at Paramount in "Cleopatra."
HOWARD S. CULLMAN of the Roxy Theater
leaves today for Washington
for a brief visit.

Two More Roadshows Set
On "House of Rothschild"

MPTOA-Studio Debate
Four Regional V. P.'s
Planned on the Coast
Appointed by Allied
(Continued from Page 1)
(.Continued from Page 1)

MARKET
SATURDAY)

MOLEY PICON is expected back in New York
next week from the coast, where she has been

NICHOLAS M. SCHENCK
from
Hollywood.

A LAUGH A DAY from "Harold Teen," Warner Bros.' comedy with music from Carl
Ed's famous comic strip, featuring Hal LeRoy, directed by Murray Roth. — Advt.

FINANCIAL

S. R. (ROXYl ROTHAFEL and MAE MURRAY
arrive in New York tomorrow on the Beren-

Two more roadshows, making
seven to date, have been set by
United Artists on "House of Rothschild," 20th Century picture starring George Arliss, according to announcement by Al Lichtman. New
two-a-day openings are the Beaux
Arts, Palm Beach, March 27, and
the State, Miami, March 24.

group is inclined to the belief that
Hollywood ignores audience problems and it is further felt that the
production center should keep a 60 Attending Mono. Meet
more careful finger on the pulse of
An attendance of about 60 is exaudiences through cooperation with
pected at Monogram's convention
ation.representative theater organiza- April 4-7
in Atlantic City. Number of specials to be made by the
company next season will be decided
at the meeting. One of the lineup
21 Stars Already Set
will be "Million Dollar Baby," by
On Next Para. Lineup Joseph
Santley. Other stories will
(Continued from Page 1)
Burns and Grade Allen, Claudette be picked with a view to tieups that
Colbert, Bing Crosby, Dorothy Dell, will "pre-sell" the exhibitor on the
W. C. Fields, Marlene Deitrich, Cary pictures.
D. W. Griffith Joins
Grant, Miriam Hopkins, Carole Lombard, Herbert Marshall, Adolphe
Weir Dies
Better Speech Move Menjou, Jack Oakie, George Raft, Hugh Hugh
Weir,
editorial director of
(Continued from Page 1)
Charles Ruggles, Sylvia Sidney and Tower Magazines and widely known
of the Center at 126 East 30th St. Mae
West.
as film and magazine writer, died
will take place March 22. Quarters
Saturday after a long illness.
include a talking picture studio, litRegge
Doran
Dies
tle theater, broadcasting room, etc.
Regge Doran, wife of D. A. DoSponsors include a host of notables
ran, Jr., now identified with the
of the theater, radio, arts and other
Group Theater, died at the Chateau
fields.
Elysee, Hollywood, Saturday, according to word received in New
York. Her husband left New York
5 Houses Being Opened
for the Coast.
In Denver Territory immediately
Mrs. Doran was formerly with
(Continued from Page 1)
Pathe and Fox West Coast Theaters
who is now remodeling the building.
MOTION of PICTURES
Wm. A. Robinson is reopening handling public relations work.
Breckrinridge, Colo. He has taken
over the theater^ renamed it the
Columbia
Signs Wm. K. Howard
Recognized
Eclipse, and will reopen about Mar. West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Reference
Everything
23.
Hollywood — Columbia has signed
Contains
About
I -'■ '■''W
Guide
of
William K. Howard for two picMotion
1
Jpi
Fox Names Two Ad Sales Managers
thePicture
Motion
tures. The first will be "World's
Industry
Pictures
Fox has named two new ad sales Fair," from a story by Robert Riskin.
managers. C. J. Rossiter has succeeded F. C. Bernard at San Francisco. Bernard has been boosted
NOW BEING
DISTRIBUTED TO
Monogram
"RedBrown,
Head" has
"Red
Head," Buys
by Vera
to a post in the Frisco branch's
SUBSCRIBERS
OF
booking department. W. C. Hall- been bought by Monogram for prowachs has become ad sales manager
THE
FILM
DAILY
duction next season. Story was
1650 Broadway
at Chicago, succeeding N. E. Kas- serialized and published in book
New York
form.
sell.

west and Coast will he filled upon
completion of a further survey of
these situations. Vice-presidents already appointed have started selection of chairman of public relations
for their respective territories.
"Allied has received numerous
requests from individuals and small
groups of independent exhibitors in
unorganized territories for Allied
charters," it was announced. "These
are being referred to the regional
vice-presidents for investigation and
recommendation."

YEAR BOOK
1934-
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awito&hsu
the negative and the positive of her photograph
and you'll have a graphic idea of the difference
between

i

past successes of this famous star and

her latest show

from Warner

Bros

the most exciting story and performance

ever

contributed to the screen for and by the exciting
star of "Burlesque/' "Illicit/' and "Night Nurse".

WITH

JOEL M'CREA
PAT O'BRIEN

Claire Dodd, C. Aubrey Smith, Phillip
Reed.

Directed

by

Archie

Mayo.

Vitagraph, Inc., Distributors.

Next sensation from the producers of "Wonder Bar/'
As The Earth Turns/' "Fashions of 1934" and "Mandalay"

WARNER

BROS.

THE
M onday, March 19, 1934

A Little
s"
om "Lot—
^^
Byfr
RALPH WILK

NEWS of the DAY

HOLLYWOOD
CHIRLEY TEMPLE, four-year-old
star who rose to attention in
Educational comedies and now blossoms forth in Fox's "Stand Up and
Cheer," has been signed to a longterm contract by the latter company and will appear in "Always
Honest,"
James
Dunn, Sally
Eilers
and with
Preston
Foster.
Clarence Geldert, George Reed,
Frank Marlow and James Burke are
additions to the cast of Columbia's
"Twentieth Century," starring John
Barrymore.

▼

▼

"The Merry Widow" is the twelfth
picture at M-G-M for which the
dances will be directed by Albertina
Rasch.

T

T

Learn how to judge an audience
by acting in or directing stage
plays if you want to become a successful writer of dialogue is the advice of Leon Gordon, who is now
writing at M-G-M. Incidentally,
Gordon is appearing nightly in
"White Cargo" at the Hollywood
Playhouse.

THE INDUSTRY'S
DATE BOOK
Today:
Independent
Theater Owners Ass'n
installation dinner, Hotel Astor, New York.
7:30 P. M.
March 2] : Motion Picture Research Council's
First National Conference Luncheon, Hotel
Roosevelt, New York.
March 23:
Chicago Film Relief Dinner Dance.
March 26:
Theater
Owners
Protective
of Texas annual
meeting,
Dallas.
Medina Athletic Club, Chicago.

Ass'n

March 28:

Public hearings on reopened Legitimate Theater Code,
Washington.
April 1-2: Tri-State exhibitor convention,
Hotel Chisca,
Memphis.
Apr. 4-7:

Monogram Pictures convention, Ambassador Hotel. Atlantic
City.

April 10-11: Gulf States Theater Owners Ass'n
convention,
Hotel
Roosevelt,
New Orleans.
Apr. 10-12: M.P.T.O.A. annual convention,
Hotel Ambassador, Los Angeles.
April 13:

Indiana Indorsers of Photoplays annual state meeting, Hotel Claypool, Indianapolis.

April 14: Universal Club's Easter Ball, Hotel
Lismore, New York.
April 23-26: Spring convention of Society of
Motion Picture Engineers, Chalfonte-Haddon
Hall Hotel, Atlantic City.
June 4-9: I.A.T.S.E. and M.P.O. convention,
Louisville, Ky.
June 16-July 2: International Motion
Week,
Vienna.

Picture

June 18-23: American Federation of Musicians
convention, Cleveland.
Aug. 1-20:

PHIL

M DALY

•
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• OVER
IN dear ole Lunnon
it looks like
Hollywood these days with Owen Moore, Ralph Ince, Mae Murray, George Harris, Jimmie Barker, Joe Rock and Fairbanks
Senior strolling along Piccadilly
The British censors
thought "Nana" was too naughty a title
,. so U. A. have
changed it to "Lady of the Boulevards"
"Duck Soup"
had a seven-week run at the Carleton
"Queen Christina"
broke all existing house records at the Emgeem Empire
........
a four-week run at a house that heretofore only held its best
pix the
for Tivoli
three weeks
"Invisible Man" had a four-week go
at

T

Fox has assigned Charles Starrett
to "Call It Luck," with "Pat" Patterson and Herbert Mundin, and
Drue Leyton has been added to
"Charlie Chan's Courage," with
Walter Connolly.

▼

l&kizEaiuj

Second Exhibition of
graphy, Venice, Italy.

• •
• THIS LAD Cab Calloway is goin' great guns in the
Fog City, and has the whole town dance conscious
Paddy Carstairs is beginning to be recognized by the Britishers
as the Noel Coward of the films
he writes a drama with
his right hand and a comedy with his left
Frank Joyce,
Hollywood's
most famous
flesh peddler, finally left Lunnon
before he departed, however, he signed up every man,
woman and child that meant anything in films and stage
including La Bergner, the greatest of 'em all
Eddie Klein
and Dave Bader are holding an AMPA luncheon of their own
every week
just two lonely Americans thinking of the
good ole days of 1928 B. C. (before crossing)
T
T
T
T
• •
• LOOKS AS if they check us up pretty close on the
other side, too
Frank Tilley of Radio Pictures, Ltd.,
questions our recent statement that the halcyon days of Billposting have passed. ....... and cites some recent statistics on
his company's paper hanging activities
to wit
for the following London premieres they used
"Bring
'Em Back Alive" — 250 24-sheets, 1500 8-sheets, and one-sheets
by the thousands
"King Kong" — ditto, besides 25,000
one-sheets in a serial tie-up with the "Daily Herald"
"Morning Glory" — ditto, and also a serial tie-up one-sheet with
the "Daily Sketch". ...... "Little Women" — 15,000 8-sheets and
25,000 one-sheets in another serial tie-up with the "Daily
Sketch"
and they've been doing this big billposting ever
since "Cimarron" on the important pix
so it looks as if
the American publicity lads are at last educating the Britishers
up to our ballyhoo standards
.
T
T
T
T
• •
• ON HIS way to Miami to handle opening of "The
House of Rothschild" at the State on March 24
Bill
Rudolph, exploiteer, sent Monroe Greenthal a wire from Savansayin' that the engine jumped the track
nah, Georgia
and held them up six hours
Bill said he was "shook up a
little"
huh
wot's a mere train wreck when there's
Home, who is on vacashe
Hal
a big opening to attend to?
in Florida
can't dodge the ole biz
with the U. A.
exploiteers stealin' the town for the twin engagements of
"Rothschild" in Miami and Palm Beach
the Joseph Quittner who is reported taking over the Globe, Atlantic City, for burhe also
lesque isthe former Torrington, Conn., showman
is interested in the Eltinge, New York, with a group that is
after another Broadway house
▼
▼
Y▼
• •
• AT THE Warwick Hotel on Saturday
they
threw a St. Patrick's Day Party for Eddie Dowling
the
Broadway
highlight was a special cocktail called "Erin"
Julius Tanwas represented by such names as Harry Hershfield, and
royalty
and society
nen, Bennie Moore, Julie Jenner
was also on hand with
Clendennin Ryan, Count and
Drew
John
Countess Gosta Morner, Samuel Barrymore Colt,
Gertrude
Prince "Mike" Romanoff
Stuy vesant,
Colt, Alan formerly
with Paramount, is doing a swell job with
Turchin,
Lyons & Lyons, agents

«

«

«

»

»

»

Sardis, Miss.— M. D. Trotter and
W. F. Carter have reopened the old
Pastime after purchasing it.
St. Louis — Chester Markert, who
was assistant to Stuart Barrie when
he presided over the organ at the
Ambassadoi', has returned to the
old home town with a band all his
own and is angling for a local engagement. He recently concluded a
tour with James Hall.
Dallas — Two more theaters of the
Hoblitzelle-Paschall Circuit have
been equipped with RCA Victor
High Fidelity sound systems. They
are the Pictorium, Vernon, managed
by E. C. Leeves, and the Queen, McAllen, managed by Shine Mason.
Denver — Betty Craig, motion picture editor$1,000,
of thewilled
Denver
"Post,"
was paid
to her
by
F. G. Bonfils, late "Post" publisher.
Several ceived
others
the "Post" also revarious on
amounts.
Denver — A managers' meeting
was held last week by Fox West
Coast at the division headquarters
here. Rick Ricketson presided.
Plans to increase business, along
with other subjects, occupied their
attention. Those present included:
Frank Culp and Gerald Whitney,
Denver; Fred Glass, Sterling; Geo.
Paper, Longmont; Ray Davis, Boulder; Ed Marquand, Ft. Collins, and
Chet Miller, Cheyenne, Wyo.
Oshkosh, Wis. — Articles of incorporation have been filed by Oshkosh
Rex Theater Co. Incorporators are
F. Turbush, H. P. Munns and E.
Turbush.
Wheelright, Ky.— Inland Steel Co.
has purchased Photophone High Fiapparatus
ater indelity
thissoundmining
town.for its theChicago — Herman Applebaum has
contracted for installation of RCA
Victor High Fidelity sound in the
Lincoln Webster.
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APPOINTMENTS
Pursuant to the provisions of the Code of
Fair Competition for the Motion Picture Industry, approved by President Roosevelt on
November. 27th, 1933, the Code Authority
of the Motion Picture Industry has appointed the following to act as members of
the Local Grievance Board and the Secretary of such Board, for the
Exchange Territory, the duration of each of
such appointments to be at the will of the
Code Authority.
1. Representative
of National Distributors
with Theater Affiliation.
Mr
,
,
(City)
(State)
Associated
with
2. Representative
of Distributors
without
Circuit Theater Affiliation.
Mr
,
(City)
(State)
Associated
with
3. Representative of Exhibitors, Affiliated.
Mr
,
(City)
(State)
Associated
with
4. Representative of Exhibitors, Unaffiliated.
Mr
,
(City) (State)
5. Impartial
Representative
of the Code
Authority.
Mr
,
(City) (State)
6. Secretary
Mr.-Miss
,
(City) (State)
The members of the Local Grievance Board
shall meet promptly after their appointment
by the Code Authority at such time and
place as shall be fixed by them.
Prior to such first meeting, each member
shall subscribe to the oath in the form attached hereto and shall forthwith transmit
such oath for filing with the Administrator,
to the Executive Secretary, Code Authority
of the Motion Picture Industry, 23rd floor,
RKO Building, Rockefeller Center, New
York City. Thereupon the members shall
by majority vote select from their number
a Chairman, determine the regular intervals
at which meetings shall be held and designate the date of the next meeting.
There shall be transmitted by the Code
Authority to the Secretary a complete and
certified list of Distributors maintaining exchanges in, and Exhibitors operating theaters served out of the
;
Exchange Territory, who have qualified to
file complaints with the Local Grievance
Board pursuant to Article VI, Part 2, Sec'
tion
8.
The jurisdiction and authority of the Local
Grievance Board and all requirements necessary to properly make any complaint to such
Board should be carefully studied by the
members of the Board and the Secretary
thereof with particular attention to Article
VI, Part 2, Section 4.
The Secretary of the Local Grievance
Board should become familiar with the provisions contained in the Code which are to
be followed in the case of appeal. (Article
VI Part 2, Section 7). The procedure for
an appeal is mandatory and must be strictly
followed by the appellant.
The Secretary shall be helpful and sufficiently informed so as to answer correctly
questions as to procedure. Constant reference to the printed text and to any instructions issued by the Code Authority will prevent mistakes and duplication of work.

OF PROCEDURE

DAILY

FOR LOCAL

Regulations appearing herewith have been issued by the Code Authority
of the Motion Picture Industry to govern activities of local Grievance Boards
and Zoning and Clearance
Boards.

of the Local Grievance Board shall not be
entitled to nor shall they be paid any compensation for their services. For attendance
at meetings, each member of the Local Grievance Board shall be paid the amount itemized
.n writing by such member and approved
by the Secretary, as having been expended
by him. for railroad fare to travel from his
place of business or residence, whichever
is
nearer, if not in the city of
,
and for necessary hotel room expense not to
exceed Five Dollars ($5.00) per day.
Sec. 2. In the case of the absence, ineligibility or incapacity of any member of
the Local Grievance Board to act at any
meeting thereof, the Chairman shall appoint
as temporary member, a member of the same
classification from the Local Clearance and
Zoning Board, provided that such member is
available to serve. In the event he is not
available, a temporary member shall be selected unanimously by the members of the
Local Grievance Board from the same general class of the absentee member. In the
event of failure to obtain a unanimous choice,
the temporary member shall be appointed by
the Code Authority. The temporary member
shall act only for the time during such meeting that such regular member is absent,
incapacitated or ineligible. If a vacancy occurs because of death or permanent ineligibility, or permanent incapacity, the
vacancy
thority. shall be filled by the Code AuAt all meetings of the Local Grievance
Board the presence of all of the members
shall be necessary to constitute a quorum
and on all matters the vote of the majority
of all the members shall be deemed to be
the action of the Local Grievance Board.
(Article VI, Part 2, Section 6b). The impartial representative of the Code Authority
shall vote only in case the vote of the other
members is evenly divided. (Article VI,
Part 2, Section 6a).
Sec. 3. At each meeting of the Local
Grievance Board the members shall select a
Chairman from their number with full voting rights, to preside at the meeting of the
Local Grievance Board and any recess thereof. The Chairmanship of the Local Grievance Board shall be rotated among the members and each member shall in turn be selected to act as Chairman.
Sec. 4. The Code Authority of the Motion Picture Industry shall appoint and fix
the compensation of the Secretary, who shall
be a person not a member of the Local
Grievance Board. The services of the Secretary may be terminated at any time by
the Code Authority. The Secretary shall
keep a record of the proceedings of all meetings of the Local Grievance Board and of
all other matters of which a record shall be
required by the Code Authority. The Secretary shall take minutes of all hearings in
such form and to such extent as the Code
Authority shall direct, and such minutes
shall be part of the record. The Secretary
of each Board shall make application to the
proper State or Municipal Authority for appointment to administer oaths, and shall at
all hearings administer the oath to all witnesses. The Secretary shall issue notices
of all meetings and shall perform such other
duties as may from time to time be designated by the Code Authority.
Sec. 5. Neither the Local Grievance
II
Board nor any member thereof or the Secretary shall make any commitment for expenORGANIZATION
ditures other than necessary hotel room exSec. 1. Meetings of the Local Grievance
pense or railroad fare as provided for in
Board shall be held in the city of
Section I hereof, without first obtaining writat such time and place as
ten approval therefor from the Code Aushall be designated by such Board. Notice thority.
of each meeting of the Local Grievance Board
Sec. 6. These rules may be amended and
shall be given to each member by the Secre- added to at any time by the Code Authority.
Sec. 7. No member of the Local Grievtary at least three (3) days prior to the
ance Board shall sit on any matter involving
date thereof, except that for a meeting
called as provided in Article V D, Part 9 his own or his company's interest. (Article
6a).
(b), forty-eight hours telegraphic notice shall VI, Part 2, Section Ill
to be given any membe given. Any notice
ber of the Local Grievance Board shall be
PROCEDURE
deemed given sufficiently and completely if
and when delivered or rhailed to such member
Local Grievance Board may receive
at his address appearing on the records of andThedetermine
only
such
matters
as are
The members
Board.
the Local Grievance

specified in a written complaint, sworn to by
the complainant, and filed in triplicate with
the Secretary who shall forthwith deliver a
correct copy thereof to each party complained
of and to each party whose interests may be
effected by the determination.

IV
HEARINGS
Sec. 1. All parties concerned in any
hearing may appear in person or by attorney. They shall be notified of the time and
place of hearing by the secretary at the
same time the secretary notifies member of
the Local Grievance Board.
The authority of the members of the
Local Grievance Board to hear complaints
is derived from and limited by the Code of
Fair Competition for the Motion Picture Industry. Members are not bound by the
technical rules of evidence but should refuse
to admit evidence which is immaterial or
irrelevant. Members are without power or
authority to make any determination which
shall be at variance with rthe provisions of
the Code of Fair Competition for the Motion
Picture Industry or any interpretation thereot by the Code Authority.
Sec- 2. In arriving at a conclusion, each
it ember should be mindful that his responsibility is as great as that of a judge sitting
in a court of law. Each member should be
actuated by principles of justice. Members
of Local Grievance Boards must be impartial.
Tkey cannot be impartial if
(a) they have any private agreements with
eitherter inparty
respecting the subject matcontroversy.

Monday, March 19, 1934
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(c) permit the parties or their attorneys to I
briefly sum up their case.
(d) adjourn the hearing to a future datelB
for good reason. Take all possible steps I
to avoid unnecessary delays to the end II
that all hearings be expedited.
(e) confer immediately at the end of the
hearing and arrive at a determination
based solely upon the evidence submitted.
Sec. 6. Members of Local Grievance
Boards are cautioned to
(a) refuse to admit evidence which is immaterial or irrelevant.
(b) refuse to consider evidence if no op-J
portunity is afforded for cross-examina-J
tion
party or , witness whose evi-j
dence ofis the
offered.
(c) postpone only lor compelling and proper |
causes a hearing already set.
(d) avoid
a decision before the close I
of the reaching
case.

V
DETERMINATION

Sec. 1.
determination
must clearly
reflect
the The
decision
of the majority
of the 1
members of the Local Grievance Board. Decisions of a Local Grievance Board wherever
possible should be unanimous and may be
publicized. There can be only one determination. Accordingly, the members should
never make a determination
which
(a) contemplates further action of any kind
by the Local Grievance Board, except
as provided in Article V-E, Part 3,3
Section 3.
(b) reserves to the members
further powers or action.
Sec. 2. The Local Grievance Board shall
not have power
to award
damages.
Sec. 3. Upon a determination directing
distributors not to enter into new contracts,
and not to deliver further pictures under
existing contracts (Article V.E, Part 3, Sec-j
tion 3) the secretary shall forthwith notify
all distributors.
(b) they have any bias or prejudice in
Sec. 4. All determinations must be in
favor of or against any of the parties. accordance with the provisions of the Code,
It shall be the duty of any member of Fair Competition for the Motion Picturel
having any bias or prejudice in favor
Industry, and in accordance with any inter-l
or against any of the parties to an- pretation
thereof by the Code Authority.
nounce such bias or prejudice prior to
Sec. 5. The determination should be cer-{
the hearing of the complaint.
tain in its terms and simple in its language.
If the bias or prejudice of a member is
should state in clear and simple language
established, such member shall be ineligible It
the determination of the Local Grievance
to sit upon the Local Grievance Board de- Board. Each determination should be so
termining the complaint
in question.
Sec. 3. Members of the Local Grievance phrased as to be possible of performance.
Each member shall sign the determination!
Board should avoid
(a) acting as conciliators. Their duties indicating whether he votes in favor thereof!
or
dissents therefrom.
are not to seek a compromise, but to
Sec. 6. Members of the Local Grievance
reach a fair decision and to make a
Board
not required to state the reasons
just disposition based solely upon the for the are
conclusions reached, but may do so
evidence.
(b) acting as an advocate or agent of any it they see fit. The members may incorporate their reasons in an opinion accomparty. Their duties are not to argue
the determination, if they or any of
or to defend but to hear and decide them so panying
desire.
solely on the basis of the evidence
Sec.
7.
Any party to a hearing desiring
submitted.
a stenographic transcript of the proceedings
(c) expressing opinions or views concern- and
testimony, may employ a competent
ing the parties or the controversy, except in the written determination stenographer approved by the Local Griev.thereof.
ance Board. In the event of appeal, such
Sec. 4. The members should so conduct transcript may be used only when certified
the hearing as not to prejudice the inter- to be correct by the Local Grievance Board.
Sec. 8. Upon the filing of a notice of
ests of either party. They should not receive and should decline to receive private appeal from any determination of a Local
communications, or other information from Grievance Board, the Secretary shall notify
any source. If any such information is re- all affected parties.
ceived or in their possession, open disclosure
thereof must be made at the hearing, and/or
before determination. Each party should be
i
granted an equal opportunity to present his
APPOINTMENTS
case.
Sec. 5. The members shall observe the
following rules.
Pursuant to the provisions of the Code of
(a) all witnesses must be sworn. The fol- Fair Competition for the Motion Picture
Industry approved by President Roosevelt
lowing form of oath shall be used ;
"Do you solemnly swear that in the on November 27th, 1933, the Code Authority
matter of the complaint of
of the Motion Picture Industry has apagainst
you will tell the truth,
pointed the following to act as members of
the whole truth and nothing but the the Local Clearance and Zoning Board and
the Secretary of such Board for the
truth in sothehelppresence
you God?"
(b) hear
of all members,
Exchange territory, the duration of each of such appointments to be
first, the witnesses of the complaining
party and then the witnesses of the de- at the will of the Code Authority.
1. Representative
of National
Distributors
fending parties. The members should
Mr with Theater , Affiliation.
permit the parties or their attorneys to
cross-examine all witnesses and present
their own witnesses in rebuttal. The
(City)
(State)
Associated
with
members may during the hearing ques2. Representative
of Distributors
without
tion all witnesses if they so desire, withCircuit Theater Affiliation.
out unduly interrupting the orderly conduct of the hearing.
(Continued on Page 10)

CLEARANCE

AND ZONING

Here comes
THE
SHOW

.
OF

1,001 SURPRISES

i_

THE
MASTER
REATION OF
MASTER
SHOWMEN
Conceived in daring .. .
dedicated to box-office, . .
a new show thrill is about
to sweep
FOX

across the na-

tion's screens ... as inspired
showmen blaze the

way to an utterly new
idea in entertainment.
Dazzling, surprising
amazing . . . resplendent
with beauties, song and
spectacle . . . and it goes
even beyond that . . • lo ex^
cite every e motion the
human

heart has "known-!

M

/
^

(Formerly

"FOX

WARNER

SONG & DANCE TUNES
of the world for 1934.

"Broadway's Gone HHIBJU^
"We're Out Of The Red"
"Stand Up And Cheer"
"This
is Our
Last Night
Together^ L^
"I'm Laughing'"
"Baby Take A Bow"

FOLLIES")

BAXTER

MADGE EVANS • SYLVIA FROOS
JOHN BOLES • JAMES DUNN
"AUNT JEMIMA "• SHIRLEY TEMPLE
ARTHUR BYRON • RALPH MORGAN
NICK FORAN- NIGEL BRUCE
MITCHELL & DURANT
and STEPIN FETCHIT
Made for your amazement
by these great showmen
Produced

by WINFIELD

SHEEHAN

ociate Producer and Collaborator on Story and Dialogue: LEW
OWN.
Director* Hamilton MacFadden. Lyrics: Lew Brown.
Music; Lew Brown and Jay Gorney. Dances Staged by: Sammy
Lee. Dialogue: Ralph Spence. Story Idea Suggested by: Will

Rogers and Philip Klein.
A

PICTURE

THE
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MANUALS
Mr

(Continued from Page

Associated
with
3. Representative
of
Affiliated.
Mr
,
Associated
with
4. Representative
of
Unaffiliated.
Mr
,

(City)
First

(State)
Run

(City)
First

6)

Exhibitors
(State)

Run

Exhibitor

(City) (State)
5. Representative
of Subsequent
Run Exhibitors Unaffiliated.
(a) Mr
,
,
(City) (State)
6. (b) Mr
,
,
(City) (State)
7. Impartial
Representative
of the Code
Authority.
Mr
,
(City) (State)
8. Secretary.
Mr.-Miss
,
,
(City) (State)
The members of the Local Clearance and
Zoning Board shall meet promptly after their
appointment by the Code Authority at such
time and place as shall be fixed by them.
Prior to such first meeting;, each member
shall subscribe to the oath in the form attached hereto and shall forthwith transmit
such oath for filing with the Administrator,
to the Executive Secretary, Code Authority
of the Motion Picture Industry, 23rd floor,
RKO Building, Rockefeller Center, New
York City. Thereupon the members shall
by majority vote, select from their number
a Chairman, determine the regular intervals at which meetings shall be held and
designate the date of the next meeting.
There shall be transmitted by the Code
Authority to the Secretary a complete and
certified list of Distributors maintaining exchanges in, and Exhibitors operating theaters served out of the
Exchange Territory, who have qualified to
file protests with the Local Clearance and
Zoning Board pursuant to Article VI, Part
2, Section 8.
The jurisdiction and authority of the Local
Clearance and Zoning Board and all requirements necessary to properly file any protest
to such Board should be carefully studied
by the members of the Board and the Secretary thereof with particular attention to
Article VI, Part 1, Section 7.
The Secretary of the Local Clearance and
Zoning Board should become familiar with
the provisions contained in the Code which
are to be followed in the case of appeal.
(Article VI, Part 1, Section 7). The procedure for an appeal is mandatory and must
be strictly followed by the appellant.
The Secretary shall be helpful and sufficiently informed so as to answer correctly
questions as to procedure. Constant reference to the printed text and to any instructions issued by the Code Authority will prevent mistakes and duplication of work.
Pursuant to a resolution adopted unanimously by the Code Authority on February
16th, 1934, a copy of which is annexed hereto the Local Clearance and Zoning Board
shall immediately after organization is completed, perform and discharge its duty by
receiving any and all protests from members
of the industry against any existing clearance
and zoning as to their respective theaters
alleging that such clearance and zoning is
unreasonable in length and /or area, and that
the Local Clearance and Zoning Board shall
decide the issues raised by such protests after notice and hearing to the parties affected.
Provisions of the Code shall govern with
respect to the time of making decisions and
the procedure thereafter. (Article VI, Part
1, Sec. 7).
The Secretary of the Local Clearance
and Zoning Board shall become familiar
with all the provisions contained in the
Code which are particularly applicable to
the duties and jurisdiction of the Local
Clearance and Zoning Board.

II
ORGANIZATION

Sec. 1. Meetings of the Local Clearance
and Zoning Board shall be held in the city
of
at such time and
place as shall be designated by such Board.
Notice of each meeting of the Local Clear-

OF PROCEDURE
ance and Zoning Board shall be given to each
member by the Secretary at least three (3)
days prior to the date thereof. Any notice
to be given any member of the Local Clearance and Zoning Board shall be deemed
given sufficiently and completely if and when
delivered or mailed to such member at his
address appearing on the records of the
Local Clearance and Zoning Board. The
members of the Local Clearance and Zoning
Board shall not be entitled to nor shall they
be paid any compensation for their services.
For attendance at meetings, each member
of the Local Clearance and Zoning Board
shall be paid the amount itemized in writing by such member and approved by the
Secretary, as having been expended by him
for railroad fare to travel from his place of
business or residence, whichever
is nearer,
if not in the city of
and
for necessary hotel room expense not to exceed Five Dollars ($5.00) per day.
Sec. 2. In the case of the absence, ineligibility or incapacity of any member of
the Local Clearance and Zoning Board to
act at any meeting thereof, the Chairman
shall appoint as temporary member, a member of the same classification from the Local
Grievance Board, provided that such member is available to serve. In the event he
is not available, a temporary member shall
be selected unanimously by the members of
the Local Clearance and Zoning Board from
the same general class of the absentee member. In the event of failure to obtain a
unanimous choice, the temporary member
shall be appointed by the Code Authority.
The temporary member shall act only for
the tima during such meeting that such
regular member shall be absent, or ineligible
or incapacitated. If a vacancy occurs because of death or permanent ineligibility or
permanent incapacity, the vacancy shall be
filled by the Code Authority.
At all meetings of the Local Clearance and
Zoning Board the presence of all of the
members shall be necessary to constitute a
luorum and on all matters the vote of the
majority of all of the members shall be
deemed to be the action of the Local Clearance and Zoning Board. (Article VI, Part 1,
Section 5). The impartial representative of
the Code Authority shall vote only in case
the vote of the other members is evenly
divided.
Sec. 3. At each meeting of the Local
Clearance and Zoning Board the members
shall select a Chairman from their number
with full voting rights, to preside at the
meeting of the Local Clearance and Zoning
Board and any recess thereof. The Chairmanship of the Local Clearance and Zoning
Board shall be rotated among the members
and each member shall in turn be selected
to act as Chairman.
Sec. 4. The Code Authority of the Motion
Picture Industry shall appoint and fix the
compensation of the Secretary, who shall be
a person not a member of the Local Clearance and Zoning Board. The services of the
Secretary may be terminated at any time
by the Code Authority. The Secretary shall
keep a record of the proceedings of all meetings of the Local Clearance and Zoning
Board and of all other matters of which a
record shall be required by the Code Authority. The Secretary shall take minutes
of all protest hearings in such form and to
such extent as the Code Authority shall direct, and such minutes shall be part of the
record. The Secretary of each Board shall
make application to the proper State or
Municipal Authority for appointment to administer oaths and shall at all hearings administer the oath to all witnesses. The Secretary shall issue notices of all meetings and
shall perform such other duties as may from
time to time be designated by the Code
Authority.
Sec. 5. Neither the Local Clearance and
Zoning Board nor any member thereof or
the Secretary shall make any commitment
for expenditures other than necessary hotel
room expense or railroad fare as provided
for in Section I hereof without first obtaining written approval therefor from the Code
Authority.
Sec. 6. These rules may be amended and
added to at any time by the Code Authority.
Sec. 7. The jurisdiction of the Local
Clearance and Zoning Board shall be limited
as specifically provided (Article VI, Part 1,
Section 9) and such Board
shall hear no

FOR LOCAL

questions other than those pertaining
Ill matters.
to clearance and zoning

strictly

PROCEDURE
The Local Clearance and Zoning Board
may receive and decide only such matters as
are specified in a wrtiten protest sworn to
by the protestant and filed in triplicate with
the Secretary, who shall forthwith deliver a
correct copy thereof to each party whose interests may be affected by the decision.

IV

PROTESTS
(ARTICLE VI, PART
SECTION 7)

BOARDS

1,

Sec. 1. All parties concerned in any protest may appear in person or by attorney.
They shall be notified of the time and place
of hearing, by the Secretary at the same time
the Secretary notifies members of the Local
Clearance
and Zoning
Board.
The authority of the members of the Local
Clearance and Zoning Board to hear protests is derived from and limited by the
Code of Fair Competition for the Motion Picture Industry. Members are not bound by
the technical rules of evidence but should
refuse to admit evidence which is immaterial
or irrelevant. Members are without power
or authority to make any decisions which
shall be at variance with provisions of the
Code of Fair Competition for the Motion
Picture Industry or any interpretation thereof by the Code Authority.
Sec. 2. In arriving at a conclusion, each
member should be mindful that his responsibility is as great as that of a judge sitting
in a court of law. Each member should be
actuated by principles of justice. Members
of Local Clearance and Zoning Boards must
be impartial. They cannot be impartial if
they have any private agreements respecting
the subject matter of the protest.
Sec. 3. The members shall so conduct
the hearing as not to prejudice the interests
of any interested party. If any information
is received or in their possession, open disclosure thereof must be made during the
hearing of any protest.
Sec. 4. The members shall observe the
following rules,
(a) all witnesses must be sworn.
The
following form of oath shall be used :
"Do
you
solemnly
swear
that in
the
matter
of
the
protest
of
you will tell the
truth, the whole truth and nothing
but the truth, so help you God?"
Sec. 5. The protestant and all parties
concerned or their attorneys shall be given
full opportunity to cross-examine all witnesses, and present their own witnesses in
rebuttal. The members may during the
hearing question the protestant and witnesses and all interested parties if they so
desire, without unduly interrupting the
orderly conduct of the hearing. The members shall remember
to
(a) permit all interested parties or their
attorneys to briefly sum up their case.
(b) adjourn the hearing to a future date
for good reason. Take all possible
steps to avoid unnecessary delays to
the end that all hearings be expedited.
(c) confer immediately at the end of the
hearing to arrive at a decision based
solely upon the evidence submitted.
Sec. 6. Members of Local Clearance and
Zoning Boards are cautioned to
(a) refuse to admit evidence which is immaterial or irrelevant.
(b) refuse to consider evidence if no opportunity is afforded for cross-examining of the witness whose evidence
is offered.
(c) postpone only for compelling and
proper causes a hearing already set.
(d) close
avoid ofreaching
the case.a decision before the

V
DECISION
Sec. 1. The decision must clearly reflect
the opinion of the majority of the members
of the Local Clearance and Zoning Board.
There can only be one decision. Accordingly, the members should never make any
decision which

:

(a) contemplates further action of any
kind by the Local Clearance and Zoning Board.
(b) reserves to the members further powers or action.
Decisions of a Local Clearance and Zoning Board wherever possible should be
unanimous and may be publicized.
Sec. 2. All decisions must be in accordance with the provisions of the Code of Fair
Competition for the Motion Picture Industry and in accordance with any interpretation thereof by the Code Authority.
Sec. 3. The decision should be certain in
its terms and simple in its language. It
should state in clear and simple language
the decision of the Local Clearance and Zoning Board. Each decision should be so
phrased as to be possible of performance.
Each member shall sign the decision indicating whether he votes in favor thereof or dissents therefrom.
Sec. 4. Members of the Local Clearance
and Zoning Boards are not required to state
the reasons for the conclusions reached, but
may do so if they see fit. The members may
incorporate their reasons in an opinion accompanying the decision if they or any of
them so desire.
Sec. 5. A protestant desiring a stenographic transcript of the proceedings and testimony may employ a competent stenographer,
approved by the Local Clearance and Zoning
Board. In the event of appeal, such transcript may be used only when certified to as
correct
Board. by the Local Clearance and Zoning
Sec. 6. Upon the filing of a notice of
appeal from any decision of a Local Clearance and Zoning Board, the Secretary shall
notify all affected parties.

VI
RESOLUTION
UNANIMOUSLY
ADOPTED
BY THE CODE
AUTHORITY ON
FEBRUARY 16th, 1934
"Whereas, Article VI, Part 1 of the Code
of Fair Competition for the Motion Picture
Industry contemplated that Local Clearance
and Zoning Boards should be established
prior to January 1st, of each year to set up
fair, just and equitable schedules of clearance and zoning to provide against clearance
of unreasonable
length and /or area, and
Whereas, for the year 1934, the date of
January 1st was indefinitely postponed by
reason of unavoidable delay in establishing
such Clearance and Zoning Boards and
Whereas, the selling season of the industry
is but a short time off and it is necessary
to simplify and expedite the functions of
such Boards and direct their activities and
qualify their procedure, now on motion by
Mr. Bareford, seconded by Mr. Yamins, it
is unanimously
RESOLVED: That Clearance and Zoning
Boards shall perform and discharge their duties by receiving any and all protests from
members of the industry against any existing
clearance and zoning as to their respective
theaters alleging that such clearance and zoning is unreasonable in length and/or area,
and that such Boards shall decide the issues
raised by such protests after notice and hearing to the parties affected ; and that with respect to the time of making of decis:ons and
the procedure thereafter, the provisions of
the

Code

shall

govern."

OATH

The undersigned hereby accepts the apoointment of the Code Authority of the Motion Picture Industry to act as a member
of the Local Grievance
\
Board for
Local Clearance and Zoning
I
the
Exchange
Territory
and hereby swears to fairly and impartially
determine, whatever issue is presented to such
Board.
L. S.
STATE
OF
( „.
On this
day of
193 before me personally came and appeared
to me known
( a3-OF
COUNTY
and
known to me to be the person described
in and who subscribed to the foregoing and
took oath to the statements by him subscribed.
(Continued (Notary
on page '11)
Public)
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ROLES OF PROCEDURE
FOR LOCAL BOARDS

• The Broadway Parade •

(Continued from Pac/e 11)

INTERPRETATION
FEB. 22

OF

Interpretation issued February 22, 1934 of
the effect of assent to the motion picture
;ode by Administrator General Hugh S.
Johnson, signed by General Johnson and
Donald R. Rxhberg. chief NRA counsel:
. "For the information of members of the
notion picture industry with respect to the
lorm of assent distributed by the Code Authority of the motion picture industry under
,:he terms of Article VI, Part 2, Section 8
'jf the code :
"1 — It is not the intent or purpose of
Article 6, Part 2, Section 8 of the code that
any member of the industry assenting to the
;ode on the form used by the code authority
.shall thereby waive or be estopped from setting up any right which such member of the
.industry may possess under general or statutory law against any arbitrary, oppressive,
injurious and unreasonable action by any
administrative official or agency under the
motion picture industry code.
"2 — It is not the intent or purpose of such
article, part or section of the code that any
.member so assenting shall be precluded or
'estopped from
fications of saidseeking
code. amendment

11

Distributor

Good
Dame
The Show-Off
Wonder Bar (3rd week)
Coming Out Party
Geo. White's
Scandals
The Quitter
Palooka
(4th week)
No More
Women
Spitfire*
Forgotten
Men
(7th week)
Ariane
(2nd week)
Death
Takes
a Holiday
Fantomas (2nd week)

Paramount
M-G-M
Warner Bros
Fox
Fox
Chesterfield
United Artists
Paramount
RKO Radio
Jewel Prods
Blue Ribbon Photo
Paramount
DuWorld

♦ TWO-A-DAY
House

"Upon acceptance of any of the benefits
and advantages of the code, such members
of the industry may be assessed a reasonable amount, subject to the approval of the
administrator,
to help
defray
the expenses

Paramount
Capitol
Strand
Roxy
Music Hall
Mayfair
Rivoli
Rialto
Palace
Criterion
55th St. Playhouse
Center
Cameo

RUN ♦

United Artists

♦ FOREIGN

DIALOGUE

Le Serment
Rubicon
. . .

Astor

PICTURES

Protex
Amkino

♦ FUTURE
Catherine the Great (Mar. 20) **
Wine, Women and Song (Mar. 20)
Bottoms
Up
(Mar. 22)
Once to Every Woman
( Mar. 22)
Come
On, Marines
(Mar. 23)
Hold That Girl (Mar. 23)
Riptide
(Mar. 23)
Broken Shoes
(Mar. 28)

♦
Little Carnegie
Cameo

OPENINGS

♦

United Artists
Chadwick
Fox
Columbia
Paramount
Fox
M-G-M
Amkino

Rivoli
Mayfair
Music Hall
Rialto
Paramount
Roxy
Capitol
Acme

I So great has been the public de| maud,

of administering the code but not otherwise.
"4 — While assent on the form above mentioned is necessary to enable a member of
the industry to lodge protests with clearance and zoning boards and to make use
of the facilities of the local grievance boards,
nevertheless such assent is not essential to
enable any member of the industry to interpose his defense before any such board if
he so desires in any matter affecting his in-

terests, and thereafter to prosecute any and
all appeals therefrom to the same extent and
in the same manner as a member assenting
on the form above mentioned.
"5 — The statements contained herein apply with respect to the execution, either heretofore or hereafter by any member of the
form of assent above mentioned, and all such
assents will be deemed to have been executed
in

the

light

of these

many

theatres are playing

I return engagements of CLARK
GABLE
and CLAUDETTE

Subsequent run.
After Astor two-a-day

to or modi-

; "3 — Members of the industry not assenting to the code on the forms above mentioned cannot be denied any of the rights
and remedies afforded by the code save only
tthey will not enjoy the right to file complaint before the administrative agencies, provided for in the code.

of Rothschild

SpotlteiOA i\

Theater

Picture

I COLBERT

"It
Capra's
in Frank i's
ten best!

| Happened

One

I fe.;

Night,"

already

statements."

Indie Ass'n to Force
Observance of Code
(Continued from Page

1)

of the organization that the code deserves a fair trial, in spite of the
increased cost of production entailed, and that the organization
would not countenance any violation
bership.
of the code on the part of its mem-

"DARK

HAZARD"

Shabby carpet is a hazard to box
office profits. Your patrons appreciate a floor-covering that is soft
underfoot and looks new even when
it isn't. That's another way of saying Alexander Smith Carpet. Used
in the majority of the country's most
successful theatres.

ALEXANDER

SMITH

CARPET

A reception for members of the
MPTOA at its convention next
month will be held by the independent organization. A committee
comprising
Wolf, Ken
smith and I. Sam
E. Chadwick
will Goldmake

| Promising

to be one of the years

| outstanding dramatic smashes,
ELISSA LANDI in "Sisters Under
I -.The Skin," with
1

Frank

Morgan

and Joseph Schildkraut, is neanng
completion. Great cast, great story

I and great entertainment. Directed
I by David

Burton.

arrangements.
Overtures on behalf of the Screen
Writers Guild to negotiate a standard contract for free-lance writers
was tabled by the organization for
consideration at the next meeting.

Tony Pastor's For B'way,
With Old Silent Mellers
(Continued from Page 1)

posed of the celebrated turns of
yesteryear in conjunciton with the
old silent film mellers such as "The
Great tends
Train
to scaleRobbery."
his houseLaurie
from in75
cents for evening performances, with
top price of $1.50 for the gallery
which he hopes to make the most
popular spot in the house by inducing Broadway celebrities and social
swells to patronize it.

i Already

a

barrage

of

praise

is

J

sweeping the continent — heralding
of Frank Borzage's

\

5 ' the greatness

GLORY," the
GREATER
|! "NO
\
'-J screen's greatest emotional triumph.
\ !
r
/i famous
Ferenc Molnar's
Based onnovel.

|
J

/
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KRAKATOA"
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Best Short Subject
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Academy of of 1933
Motion
;g^ y Novelty
Picture Arts and Sciences
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Intimate

in Character

The Daily Newspaper
Of Motion
Pictures
Now
Sixteen Years Old

Internationa! in Scope
Independent in Thought
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Chicago Taxes Exhibs $409000Aa^yfj^^^gr Cost

PATMAN BILL REJECTED AFTER

F HEARING

Circuits Fighting Boost in Newspaper Advertising Rates
Resistance Campaigns Are
Under Way in Several
Big Cities
Major circuits and independent
operators of large theaters in Boston, Washington and Chicago are
conducting a "resistance campaign"
against increases in newspaper
lineage charges which threaten to
be taken up by important papers in
other key cities, the Film Daily
learns.
One of the first papers to raise
rates for theatrical advertising was
the Boston "Herald-Traveler," which
boosted rates last September .with
{Continued

on

Page

3)

DRINKS ANDDANCING
IN NEW CASINO SETUP

Connery Likens Censorship to 18th Amendment
Washington

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — Speaking
on censorship
at yesterday's
hearing
on
the
Patman bill,
Rep, William
Connery of Massachusetts,
chairman of the House Labor Ccmmittee, unalterably opposed the measure
and compared
it to the 18th Amendment.
He cited
his former show world experience
and said there is already too much
censorship and
that the states have their own
methods
of censorship
and will take care of the
problem
of what
picture to permit.

Gulf States Convention Changes Dates
To Get Coast-Bound MPTO A Crowd

Dinner to Jos, Nolan

*

Kansas

Picking

Up

Kansas City — Business is picking up
in Western Kansas, according to Harry
Taylor, Columbia branch manager, on his
return from a series of previews for exhibitors in that territory. Crops are
the year should witness imgood, and
proved conditions, he says.

By WILLIAM
SILBERBERC
FILM _DAILY
Staff Correspondent

Washington — Congressman Patman's bill seeking to create a federal motion picture commission suffered a quick defeat yesterday in a
brief session before a Foreign and
Interstate Commerce committee that
did not appear to be in sympathy
with federal supervision. Full hearings were concluded within a twoNew Orleans — Date of the Gulf hour space, and it is not likely that
Krellberg to Finance
further hearings will be called,
Owners Ass'n con10 Features, 2 Serials States Theater
vention were changed yesterday to though there is a possibility that
Samuel Krellberg, president of
Patman's Continued
block booking
bill, which
on Page 11)
Amusement Securities Corp., said April 3-4 to permit the M.P.T.O.A.
special train delegates to the coast
yesterday on arriving from the coast to attend. All exhibitors have been
that he had arranged to finance the invited to the banquet at the Hotel
production of six melodramas, two Roosevelt, April 3, and to visit the
serials and four features with "film fair" exhibit on film row.
Ed
{Continued on Page 4)
the dog,on while
Lightning,{Continued
Page 3)in Holly-

Haring & Blumenthal and Jack
Shapiro, who will operate the Casino
to Give
More Attention
to Shorts
starting April 2, propose to open a Interstate
Theater with two-a-day vaudeville
cabaret underneath the playhouse
Dallas — Besa Belk Short, who has Educational Costs Up 15%
which will feature bargain prices
publicity director of the Mabeen
Under Code — Hammons
in cocktails and dancing during injestic, has been appointed short subBurdens imposed by the code are
termissions with hostesses provided.
ject booker for Interstate Theaters,
If the liquor license is obtained in
an office said to be increasing Educational's production
time, the cabaret, to be known as inaugurating
15 per cent, deunique in the history of circuits. costs approximately
{Continued
on Page 5)
clared President E. W. Hammons
Mrs. Short, who is the wife of Paul yesterday, following his return to
Short, manager of the Majestic, and New York from a sales contact trip
RKO Staff Tendering
leading
with
connected
has been {Continued
{Continued on Page 4)
on Page 4)

About a hundred RKO executives
and other members of the home office personnel will give a farewell
dinner at the Park Central tonight
in honor of Joseph Nolan, assistant
secretary of RKO Distributing
for
Thursday
leaveson Page
who
Corp.,
{Continued
3)

Commerce
Committee
is
Unsympathetic Toward
Federal Control

Overtaxing For Censor Cost
Stirs Up Chicago Exhibitors

LOCAL BOARDS MEET
FOR STUDTOF MANUAL

Instructions to local board' me i':joint m"c the;
purpose ly ofholdstudying,,
ings
bers tofor immediate
prepared by the Code .Aumanual
to cover their
procedure
plif .
went atfrd1
budgets
to draft thoritytentative
yesterday from Executive Secretary-:
on
Page i) will be'
Meetings
Flinn.
John C. {Continued

Paramount Sales Meeting
Is Scheduled for June
Paramount's annual sales meeting will take place the first part of
June, George J. Sehaefer, general
manager, said yesterday in New
York.
Place Fishing
has not as yet been
{Continued on Page 3)

Feist Finds Exhibitors
Amenable Toward Code

Chicago — Exhibitors here are up in
arms over the fact that Mayor Kelly,
on finding that fees from theaters
$70,225 for the year whereas
Exhibitors generally do not view totaled
of censorship was only $37,119,
the code with suspicion but view it cost
induced the council to increase the
as an "honest try" at the solution censorship appropriation by $40,000
of the industry's problems, declared rather than reduce the rates of fees
Felix F. Feist yesterday. The MG-M distribution chieftain bases charged. This money from the theaters will be used to hire inspectors
this opinion not only on personal
contact with some 300 theater men to go out and see pictures in vari{Continued
on Page i)
{Continued

on

Page

5)

New Orleans — Though a long distance
call to the home of E. V. Richards in
Bay St. Louis brought the information
that Richards, Bob Wilby and E. J.
Sparksportare
fishing
Jacksonville,
repersists
that near
the trio
met in Bay
St. Louis
over deal
the to
week-end
discuss
that
rumored
take overto Saer.ger
Theaters
bination. in a new southern circuit com-
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NRA Planning Shorts To Publicize Codes

dG

With purpose of publicizing all codes, the NRA is understood planning to arrange
for production of a series of 12 two-reel shorts. The matter is being handled by the
NRA
East. publicity department in Washington, it is reported. Work will be don,; in the
Vol.LXV,No.65
JOHN
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Code Nominating Group
T. K. Glennon to Handle
Meets Wed. Afternoon
Productions on Coast
T. Keith Glennon, vice-president
of Eastern Service Studios, leaves
today for the coast, where he will
take charge of the General Service
Studio and arrange for the production of several pictures, on which
deals has already been completed.
S. E. Hawkins will be in charge
of the
under thecompany's
direction Astoria
of Capt.plant
George
McL. Baynes,
Glennon's absence of about during
two months.

I.A.T.S.E. is Appealing
Ruling Favoring I.B.E.W.

William C. Elliott, president of
the I.A.T.S.E., said yesterday that
he had not been "authentically informed" that the major producers
had signed with the I.B.E.W. (electrical workers) and not with the
I.A.T.S.E. in renewing agreements
with studio unions for a two-year
period last week. At the same time
Elliott revealed that he had appealed to the National Labor Board to
reverse its recent ruling under
which the Board washed its hands
of the dispute between I.B.E.W.,
the studios and the I.A.T.S.E. In
a letter to the Board, Elliott characterized this ruling as "flagrantly
prejudicial" and demanded that the
I. A. be given a chance to state its
case.

ABOUT

FILMS
Ralph Staub claims the record for
directing and photographing shorts, his
score exceeding 450.

LILYAN TASHMAN and EDMUND LOWE hav=
left tor a two-week holiday in the Adirondacks.

A meeting on
of the
Code Authority's
committee
nominations
takes
place tomorrow afternoon at 2
o'clock, preliminary to a session of
the parent body the following afternoon. Makeup of local boards at New
York and Philadelphia is to be determined.
At the Code Authority session
Thursday, the subject of a budget
for financing the code will again be
taken up. John C. Flinn, executive secretary, is now preparing a
report covering Code Authority
finances during the first three
months of its operation. He is also
drafting a blank to be used in filing
protests with local boards. In event
of appeals, complete records of
cases heard by local boards will be
forwarded to the Code Authority.

Services for Hugh Weir
Funeral services for Hugh C.
Weir, editorial director of Tower
magazines who died Saturday, will
be held at 2:30 this afternoon in
the Funeral Church at Broadway
and 66th St. The body will be sent
to his home in Illinois for burial.

RUFUS LEMAIRE, manager for George Arliss
is scheduled to sail this week for England or
business.
MARJORIE
I coast due to
the

GATESON
the illness

has arrived
from
of her mother.

the

KATHARINE HEPBURN sailed Saturday on
Paris for a vacation
abroad.

Beach.
GILBERT

MILLER

has returned from

Palm

CONSTANCE CUMMINGS and her husband
BENN W. LEVY, left the coast last week for
New
York, en route to England.
E. W. HAMMONS
has
! after a trip to Boston,
cities,
by
HARVEY accompanied
DAY.

returned to New York
Buffalo
and other key
JACK
SKIRBALL
and

ARTHUR LOEW, who is now en
Europe, plans to return to New
York

route to
May
10.

SOL M. WURTZEL, Fox producer, is due in
New York on Wednesday to survey the theater
and story market. He will return to Hollywood
on March 30 with HAMILTON MacFADDEN,
who
is now
here.
RICHARD
BARTHELMESS,
on
completing
j "Old Dolls House" for First National, will come
to New
York
for a brief stay before
going
to Switzerland.
JOSEPH BERNHARD, managing director of
Warner Theaters, returned yesterday from a
trip to the company's West Coast Theaters.
ALICE REINHEART leaves New York tomorrow for Cleveland to play in "Men in White"
"The
Pursuit of Happiness"
in stock.
GROVER
JONES
sails tomorrow
for London
I on the President
Harding.
and

New Firm Called Showcraft
Showcraft Pictures has been se- day.RUTH CHATTERTON
arrives today
at the
lected as the name of the new fran|
Gotham.
chise organization which Adolph
MIRIAM
HOPKINS
will return to the coast
Hopeful of Ending N. Y. Censroship Pollak and Emil K. Ellis are form- ] Friday.
ing. Oscar Neufeld has signed to
S. A. LYNCH returned from Florida yestefFilm executives close to the legis- distribute
Showcraft in the
lative situation feel that chances of Philadelphiafor
territory.
elimination of the New York censor
Court Orders Theater
Sale
board through the Brownell bill, on
which a hearing will be held at Al- "Journal of a Crime" Set at Roxy
Mansfield,
O.
—
A
court
order
has
bany Wednesday,, is the best in
Ruth Chatterton in "Journal of a been issued for the sale of the Mayears. A number of New York offi- Crime" has been set for showing at
dison Theater for $40,000 to satisfy
cials will go to Albany to represent the Roxy next month under a book- a $48,000 note held by Guardian
the industry at the hearing, which
ing
by Howard S. Cull- Trust Co. of Cleveland. Scarab
man negotiated
with Warners.
note.
begins at 2:30 P. M.
Amusement Co. is the signer of the
"Rasputin"
Revived
by Loew
Reliable Film Export Co. Moves
"Rasputin and the Empress" is
Reliable Film Export Co. has
Fourth
being revived
Loew's
"WonderWeek
Bar" for
will"Wonder
start a Bar"
fourth
Theater
today andat also
will beZiegfeld
shown moved from 630 Ninth Ave. to larger
quarters
in
the
Leavitt
Building,
again at other houses in the Loew 130 West 46th St.
week at the New York Scrand tomorrow.
circuit.

1/4

Stardom
West

FACTS

MR. and MRS. JEAN HERSHOLT. GREGORY
LA CAVA and FLORENCE and AKTHUR i_AK£
are
among the coast arrivals at The Hote
Warwick.

Coast Bureau

for

Jean

of THE

Muir
FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Warners will star
Jean Muir in her next picture. She
has just scored in "As the Earth
Turns."
"Harum" Tops "State Fair"
Kansas City — "David Harum" outgrossedtown "State
Fair"
the an
Fox extra
Upand will be
heldat for
week by Stanley Chambers, manager.
Fox Signs Loomis Sisters
Virginia
and
Maxine
Lewis,
Broadway
musical
entertainers,
have been signed by Fox and will
report on the coast about June 1.

Table
Feb. 24th)Round
(From
Showman's

'est mm as a comeback draw.
Returning to the Criterion, after
a bang-up engagement months
ago at the Rialto, the Cummings
release clicked in big-time fashion. Its handlers did some smart
work in tying in with the Hearst
papers featuring war horror
pictures.

14th Week
ON

BROADWAY

AT CRITERION THEATRE

"Forgotten
Men"
NOW IN CLASS WITH
"3 LITTLE
PIGS"
AND
"MAE WEST

♦
JEWEL
723

PRODUCTIONS.

Seventh

Ave.,

New

INC.
York

City
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■1 DOUBLE CENSOR COST
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(Continued from Page 1)

ous theaters. Protesting the action,
President H. M. Herbel of the Film
Board of Trade said:
"The Chicago motion picture industry has
council's
been greatly overwhelmed by the
action yesterday in appropriating $40,000 additional for censorship, in view of the city
budget being reduced $5,000,000.
"Employes of our film exchanges now working for greatly reduced salaries certainly
cannot praise this action in spending $40,000
additional of this income rather than passing
it on to our business that needs this relief
so badly. We hope public opinion in Chicago
will not sanction this move and eventually
will cause it to be amended."

RKO Staff Tendering
Dinner to Jos. Nolan
{Continued from Page 1)

Hollywood to take up his new post
as assistant to B. B. Kahane, president of RKO Studios.
Heading the list of executives
who are to attend the dinner will
be J. R. McDonough, Ned E. Depinet, Major L. E. Thompson, Herman Zohbel, Nate Blumberg, Frank
Snell, Phil Reisman, Robert F. Sisk,
William C. Clark and William Mallard.
Among members of the home office personnel who are to attend are
Cresson Smith, Gordon E. Youngman. E. L. McEvoy, S. Barrett McCormick, A. J. Mertz, Bob Wolff,
M. J. Poller, A. A. Schubart, Leon
J. Bamberger, W. V. Derham, John
Dowd, Rutgers Neilson, Robert
Hawkinson, Harold Hendee, Harry
Gittleson, Lou Gaudreau, Amos
Hiatt, E. A. Home, Frank Kennedy, Milton Maier, Fred Meyers,
Lou Miller, J. P. Skelly, David
Thompson, M. Fellerman, D. P.
Canavan, William Dahler, Jack Ellis and Henry Holmes.

Paramount Sales Meeting
Is Scheduled for June
(Continued from Page

1)

selected. Business is generally
showing an improvement as compared with last year, stated Schaefer. On his recent trip to Detroit
and Chicago he noted a distinct upturn, especially in the former territory.

$UNSHIN€
IN
THE
NEWS
DAY'S
Fox Film reports $1,410,793 profit in
39 weeks under new setup, compared
with $7,595,100 loss in same period
of year before.

• • • A NEW and revolutionary plan of motion picture
photography has been developed by Director Ralph Murphy ...
which he claims gives an illusion of third dimension
he is
employing it on the filming of "Private Scandals" just started
whch Charles R. Rogers is producing for Paramount . . .
T
T
T
• •
• THE SCREEN, according to Mister Murphy
has had the third dimension in its grasp without realizing it
...... after a series of experiments he is convinced of the feasibility of his system
the director states
"It differs
from former production methods in that the audience is shown
the depth of every scene as well as the front view."
he
claims that the new method gives the effect of a third dimension without actually having it
T
T
T
• • • THE COMMITTEE of Arrangements of the AMPA
Naked Truth Dinner-Dance scheduled for the Astor Hotel on
April 29
lined up the subcommittees and started the campaign off with a bang
at a luncheon at the Empey Club
yesterday Reception Committee — Bert Adler, Harry Blair,
Arthur Eddy, Ben Atwell
Entertainment Committee — Marvin Kirsch, Arnold Van Leer, Ray Gallagher, Don Hancock,
Charles Alicoate, Harry Blair, Ed Finney, Eli Sugerman
Souvenir Program Committee — Walter Eberhardt, Ed Finney,
James Cunningham
Paul Benjamin is in charge of ticket
sales
the enthusiastic manner in which all hands are going after this affair
assures it being one of the most successful ever sponsored by the AMPA
so ya better hold the
date open
everybody who is anybody in the eastern film
biz will be there
that's a cinch
T
T
T
• • • ONE OF the most pretentious ballyhoos the town
has seen for many months
is that for plugging "Wild"
Cargo"
set to open at the Music Hall on April 29
it is a 30-foot float in the form of a ship
named the "RKOVan Beuren"
it is loaded up with some startlingly lifelike
animals of the jungle done by those experts, Messmore &
Damon
equipped with mechanical innards that keep 'em
moving
Frank Buck christened the boat at Times Square
it will ballyhoo the streets here for a week
and
then move on to Boston
T
T
T
• • • AT THE Cheese Club luncheon today at Leone's on
West 48th Street Charles Bruce Millholland, author and
lecturer, will speak on "The Suicide of Nations" other
guests will be Col. Julius Ochs Adler, Morris Gest and Nikita
Balieff
Harry Hershfield will act as master of the revels.
• •
• REUNITING
for one
evening
George
M.
Cohan and Sam H. Harris will get together after 15 years
on the occasion of the joint Testimonial Dinner to be tendered
them by the Jewish Theatrical Guild of America
Sunday
in the grand ballroom of the Astor
eve, Apr. 8
T
T
T
• • • THE OFFICERS and Directors of the I.T.O.A. will
be formally installed by no less than hizzoner Mayor LaGuardia
... at the formal Installation Banquet at the Astor on March
Harry Brandt, president;
the 1934 officers will be
19
Leo Justin and Bernard Barr, vice-presidents: Maurice Brown,
secretary; Hyman Rachmil, treasurer; Charles Oppenheimer,
director Disergeant-at-arms ; William Small, executive
Leo Brecher, Chick Lewis, Jack
rectors to be installed are
Shapiro, M. Fleischmann, Eugene Zerner, Lou Blumenthal, Louis
Nelson, A. H. Eisenstadt, L. Meyers, L. Bolognino, Sam
Schwartz, William Landau. H. Reisner, Doc Greenfield, Fred
Small, S. Weinberg, Rudy Sanders, Stanley Lawton, Leon Rosenblatt, D. Davis, D. Rosenzweig, Bernard Pear

«

«

«

»

»

»

CIRCUITS FIGHTING
NEWSPAPER AD BOOST
(Continued from Page 1)

the result that Loew's and RKO cut
advertising in that paper to a minimum. Three weeks ago the Washand "Post"
increasesingtonin"Star"
theatrical
ads.announced
The two
circuits immediately cut their advertising space in half as a protest. In Chicago, theatrical rates
for loop theaters were raised from
70 to 75 cents a line and for neighborhood theaters from 60 to 65
cents. Balaban and Katz, Warner
and RKO continued to spend the
same amount of money for their ads
but did not maintain lineage.
"The newspapers did not reduce
rates during the depression," a
major circuit director of advertising stated to Film Daily yesterday.
"In all cities ad rates for amusements are at wide variance with the
rates extended other business houses
and industries. Certain cities have
reasonable rates but many, like the
Baltimore "Sun" have always maintained high rates and have refused
to lower them regardless of economic conditions."

Krellberg to Finance
10(Continued
Features,
2 Serials
from Page 1)
wood. He brought back with him
"When Lightning Strikes," a feature produced by Burton King and
Harry Revere and including in its
cast Francis X. Bushman, Jr., Alice
Dahl, William Desmond and Lightning the dog. Distribution has not
yet been set. Krellberg expects to
return to Hollywood about May 1.
Para. Closes Brockton House
Brockton, Mass. — The Strand has
closed until further notice, according
to J. Joseph Cahill, general manager of Paramount houses here.
Thomas A. Kelley, manager, is to
become manager of the Rialto, succeeding Melvin F. Morrison, transferred to Portland as manager of
the Maine theater.
M-G-M
Gets Vicki Baum
Story
West Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — M-G-M will produce
Vicki Baum's "Mardi Gras." The
company has signed the writer under a new contract.

i

Joseph H. Seidelman Edmund
M. H. Hoffman

Goulding

-

<

^
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GULF STATES ASS'N
IS MEETING EARLIER
(Continued from Page 1)

Kuykendall and other leaders will
attend and speak. An "educational" session, with a prominent production executive, a sound expert
and a theater operator from New
York, also will be part of the convention.

Educational Costs Up 15%
Under Code — Hammons
(Continued from Page 1)

to Boston, Buffalo, Cleveland and
Cincinnati. Business pickup is
proving "very encouraging," said
Hammons.
Educational's 1934-35 program
will offer 52 two-reelers and probably 76 single reel subjects. This
schedule provides the same number
of two-reelers as currently distributed but a slight reduction in the
total number of single reels.
J. Knox Strachan Transferred
Canton, 0. - — J. Knox Strachan,
managertransferred
of Warner'stoAlhambra,
has
been
Portsmouth,
where he will have charge of the
two W. B. houses, LeRoy and Columbia. He has been succeeded here
by Wallace (Doc.) Elliot, until recently manager of the Ohio at Sandusky.

•

•
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Paramount Status Greatly Improved
Although actual re-organization plans tor Paramount's emergence from bankruptcy
are still largely shrouded in mystery, insiders in the organization are reported delighted with the progress that has been made in the company's business as conducted
by the subsidiaries
and in the rebuilding of the company's morale during the trying
bankruptcy
period.
At the time of Paramount's voluntary plunge into bankruptcy the morale of the
organization, always hitherto a matter of great pride to the company, had reached
a low ebb. Rapid shifts in executive personnel coupled with the decline in value
of company securities held by the employees had combined to undermine the morale
almost to the breaking point.
During the past year Paramount is reported to have made big recovery strides.
Production has shown a marked improvement and distribution, both domestic and
foreign, has benefitted accordingly. In the exhibition end, substantial progress has been
made in decentralizing the company's theater holdings by means of locally-operated
partnerships.
Of even greater importance to the personnel of Paramount has been the return
of confidence and the development of a revived sense of security and loyalty. Credit
for these internal changes is being given to Adolph Zukor, observers pointing out that
the president of the company has devoted much of his time during the past twelve
months to personal conferences with individuals in the organization with a view to
re-establishing
in the old days.the former "one big family" atmosphere which characterized Paramount

INTERSTATE PAYING
MORE HEED TO SHORTS
(Continued from Page 1)

Elm Street theaters since 1928, will
view all features and shorts and
see that suitable short subjects are
spotted with each feature. In establishing the new office, R. J.
O'Donnell, Interstate general man-

ager, said:
"A perfect motion picture program should be made up of balZukor himself repeatedly has praised the work of the group of executives heading
ances and contrasts. Unfortunately,
the production, distribution, theater and foreign departments — Emanuel Cohen, George
J. Schaefer, Ralph A. Kohn and John W. Hicks, Jr., respectively. All four are comin the emphasis on feature pictures,
paratively new in their posts but the results achieved under their leadership have
most theaters have booked comedies
been such as to indicate that Paramount will eventually emerge with an organization
comparable to that in existence prior to the bankruptcy action and with its financial
and cartoons as fillers without payhouso in excellent order.
ing particular attention to them.
Recently I saw a short subject of the
Mills Brothers with 'The Emperor
Studying Poster Situation Jones'
Studios to Bar Visitors
as a feature picture. This
Set to oppose the drive of major was overdoing the negro theme. OfWest Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
ten one finds a two-reel musical reHollywood — As part of an econ- distributors to prevent re-sale of
vue booked with a full-length musomy move, visitors will no longer their posters to independent exgiving an audience two
changes, President Sidney E. Sam- hoursical picture
be allowed on movie lots, accordof screened vaudeville. I
uelson of Allied is studying the
ing to a ruling of the executive comhave seen a full-length melodrama
mittee of the Ass'n of Motion Pic- situation and is expected to bring up followed by a two-reel thriller. This
ture Producers, it is announced by the subject at the board and cabinet is the sort of thing Mrs. Short's
meeting planned for Chicago or some
Louis B. Mayer, chairman. Pres- other Middle West city late next department will try to correct. The
ence of visitors not only has proved month. Enforcement of copyrights perfect picture program should be
taken as a unit with the short subannoying to actors, but often has on papers has been started by first
jects correlated to the feature picline
companies
in
the
Philadelphia
necessitated costly retakes of scenes, territory.
ture, thereby making a satisfying
it is pointed out.

EXHIBITORS,

program."
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LOCAL BOARDS MEET
FOR STUDY OF MANUAL
(.Continued from Page

1)

called by the affiliated distributor
I members
of the grievance
boards
and the independent first run mem- Operator, License Bills
bers of the zoning boards.
Filed in Rhode Island
The boards are also asked to imProvidence — A bill introduced in
mediately recommend two or more
persons, men or women, as paid the State Senate by Senator Troy
secretaries.
would prohibit projectionists from
operating more than one machine
Says the letter in part: "It is the
intention and practiced policy of during a performance and would
the Code Authority to perform its forbid the operator leaving the operating side of a motor-driven mafunctions of administration as ecochine or to engage in any other
nomically as complete efficiency per- work in
a booth.
mits and, therefore, the Code AuAnother measure would require
. thority is desirous
of obtaining
forthwith from the aforementioned persons providing entertainment in
joint meeting a memorandum of the other than buildings used exclusively used for theater purposes to sei anticipated maximum monthly financure an annual state license costing
, cial budget required by the local
boards, in addition to the salary of $25, with applicant required to post
the paid secretary.
No commit- a $5,000 bond.
ment for expenditures shall be permitted without first obtaining writFlinn Broadcasts
ten approval therefor
from
the
Information
regarding the pre' Code Authority."
liminary operations of the motion
picture code was broadcast by ExeDuals at Mainstreet
cutive Secretary John C. Flinn of
Kansas City — The Mainstreet goes the Code Authority yesterday afternoon from WINS. He took the ah
double feature this week, making
two downtown first-runs on this pol- at the request of the NRA Administration, using material afforded by
icy. Other is the Newman. Mainstreet's dualing is for one week only. his recent report to Washington.

in the

DRINKS AND DANCING
IN NEW CASINO SETUP

Labor Board Orders Employees Reinstated
Akron, 0. — Found guilty of "violating the letter and spirit of Section 7 (a) of the
Recovery Act," the Cleveland Regional Labor Board has recommended that Loews here
take back two discharged employes and five sympathy strikers. Both Ernest Austgen,
manager, and W. H. Wilson, representative of the Building Service Employees Union,
were censured for their attitude. The theater discharged three ushers and five others
were called out on strike by Wilson. Austgen maintained the theater was switching
from stage shows
to films and did not need the workers.

SAMUEL

GOLDWYN

(Continued from Page 1)

the Cafe Varieties, will open simultaneously with the theater.
Shows at the Casino will run for
four weeks. Opening bill includes
The theater management council
George Jessel, Walter O'Keefe, Gertrude Niesen, Rich Bros., Lucille
recently formed for Famous Theaters Corp. is understood slated to Page, the DeMarcos and 40 girls.
have an important say in Paramount Five production numbers are to be
production plans for 1934-35. Mem- staged by Bobby Connolly. Scale
bers of the group are seasoned show- will run from 40 to 75 cents for
men who are familiar with audi- matinees and 50 to $1.50 evenings.
ence demands in all sections of the There will be a midnight show Satcountry.
Sunday. urday night and three shows on

Para. Theater Council
To Have Say on Pictures

Merritt Takes Wilby House
Birmingham — The Galax, former
Wilby house, is now under the operation of Frank Merritt who also
operates the Empire, Royal and Capitol. A first run policy has been
instituted at the Galax.

Feist Finds Exhibitors
Amenable Toward Code
(Continued from Page 1)

during a recent trip to the field but
also on reports reaching his desk.
Exhibitors particularly look to the
local grievance boards as an instruRaft, Crosby in Person at Para.
ment to aid in the adjusting of their
George Raft and Bing Crosby, in difficulties, said Feist.
addition to Gloria Swanson, are
Business is approximately 15 per
among names scheduled for person- cent better than four years ago, asserted the M-G-M sales head. He
appearances soon
at thereturns
NewYorkal Paramount.
Rubinoff
.inds business East of the Rockies
day.
to the Times Square house this Fri- somewhat more improved than in
the coast region.
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WINNER OF FILMDOM'S HIGH
OF THE ACADEMY OF MOTIOII

Enthroned by the love of |
reigns over Stardom, quect

RKO
RADIO
PICTURE
EASTER WEEK THRUOUT
BACKED
BY
NEWSPAPER

THE NATION!

ANOTHER
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ADVERTISING

NATIONAL.
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tiundred million, today she
by right of her blazing genius !
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DIRECTED
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BERMAN

MERIAN

PRODUCTION
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Exec. Producer
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"LOTS":

A TITTLE" from HOLLYWOOD

By RALPH WILK
JUNIOR DURKIN, who played in
J "Growing Pains," in the west and
in New York, will play the leading
role in "Thirty Thousand to Go," a
comedy hy Leon Waycoff, which will
open at Leila E. Rogers Hollytown
theater March 29. Young Durkin
will be seen as a Hollywood lad who
takes some movie ideas back to Kokomo.

new picture "Often
▼ ▼ A▼ Bridegroom."
Mary Brian, who plays the feminine lead in "Numbers of Monte
Carlo," has been signed to play in
Paramount's "Private Scandals"
role.
upon completion of her Monogram

Warner Baxter to Play Pasteur
Warner Baxter will play the lead In "Humanity First," based on the life of the
eminent French scientist, Louis Pasteur, and announced tor early production by Winfield Sheehan at Fox. Helen Twelvetrees, Mona Barrie, Hugh Williams, Drue Leyton
and Siegfried Rumann also are to be in the cast.

don at the Two Guitars, a new Russian rendezvous in Hollywood.

of philosophy was coined by a film
executive 20 years ago.

Frank Borzage is -mourning the
loss of his father, Louis Borzage,
Francis Lederer is so anxious to killed in an auto accident. He was
speak on World Peace over the In- 74 years old.
ternational Easter broadcast that he
▼ TV
is planning to have the broadcast,
Ann Ronnell, sister of Sol Rosenwhich originates from Hollywood,
blatt, who is writing the score, words
pick him up in San Francisco, where and music for "Down to Their Last
he is going to play in "Autumn Yacht," admits that when she
was a little girl back in Omaha, her
Crocus."
▼ ▼ T
mother had a terrible time making
her keep up her piano practice. Now
Edmund Grainger is busy at Uni- look
at her!
versal. He is supervising "Alias the
▼ ▼ ▼
Deacon," which Kurt Neumann is
Charles Lamont has completed the
directing, and "Affairs of a Gentleman," which Edwin L. Marin is giv- direction of "No Sleep in the Deep,"
a Mermaid comedy for Educational.
ing directorial guidance.
Betty Compson, Robert Warwick,
Dorothy Sebastian and DjrJn AlvaOur Passing Show: Sam Jaffe, rado played the leads. The' comedy
John McCormick, Robert N. Lee, was written by Ernest PiCgano and
Howard Emmett Rogers, Frances Ewart Adamson.
▼ ▼ ▼
Goodrich, Dwight Taylor, Barbara
Barondess, Willard Keefe, Jimmy
"Before speaking, think first
Townsend, Ed Chodorov, Maxwell whether what you are going to say
Arnow at the Tingel-Tangel theater ; is True, Kind and Helpful; if it has
Mollie Picon, Edward Small, Drue not these three qualities, DO NOT
Leyton, Henry Lehrman, Vera Gor- SAY IT." Believe it or not, this bit

James Ellison, who has been signed by M-G-M, played opposite Billie
Burke in "The Vinegar Tree." He
also appeared in several plays at the
Pasadena Community Playhouse.

▼ T

▼

▼ ▼

▼ ▼

▼

▼

▼ ▼

▼

▼ ▼

▼

Here and There: Ben Bernie and
Al Lewis chatting at Paramount;
Billie Burke, widow of Flo Ziegfeld,
having lunch at RKO with Earl Carroll, the revue producer; Vernon
Dent and Gary Cooper's father
watching the Chicago White Sox
nose out an exhibition game from
the Los Angeles Club.

▼

Sally Blane, who plays the featured feminine lead in Monogram's
"City Limits," co-featuring Frank
Craven and Ray Walker, will appear opposite Joel McCrea in Universale "Alias the Deacon."
▼ ▼ ▼
Joe E. Brown, First National star
who recently completed "The Circus
Clown," will be starred in a six-day
bicycle race story, as yet untitled,
on his return from the three-month
vacation he is taking in the Orient
with Mrs. Brown. Earl Baldwin
wrote the original story and screen
play about the bike rider.

▼ ▼

▼

Carl Erickson has completed the

"The Last Gentleman" will be the
definite title of the picture heretofore known as "Head of the Family,"
which George Arliss is now making
for 20th Century
T ▼Pictures.
▼

script of "Self-Portrait," which will
be produced with Warren William
and an all-star cast by Warner Bros.

Norman McLeod, who is still editing "Melody in Spring," which he
directed for Paramount, is scheduled to start tomorrow with George
Burns and Gracie Allen on their

for Lake La Quinta in the Southern California
for aherweek's
vacation
before hills
starting
next

▼ ▼

A

DARRYL

F. ZANUCK
STARRING

production
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M.

▼

Kay Francis, having completed her
starring
in "Doctor
Monica"
at
the First role
National
studios,
has left

picture, "Firebird."

n d

First engagement atBoston dicks
big! Now watch for reports
from St. Louis and Toledo!

▼ ▼

SCHENCK
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Detroit— Net_ profit of $1,068.38
was made by the Detroit Variety
Club at the annual banquet two
weeks ago, according to final statement by Treasurer Carl H. Shalit.

Penna. Censor to Give Lecture Series
Philadelphia — Samuel D. Schwartz, chairman of the Pennsylvania Board of Censors,
has been appointed by Dr. Marvin Nathans, Dean of the High School Evening Extension High School, to give a series of lectures on present day talkies at the Fitzsimmons Junior High School.

home office manager. The local
branch is under the management of
Mark Goldman, sales manager, and
Leslie Dowdell, booker.

Cleveland — The baby daughter of
Myer Fine, of Associated Theaters,
Cleveland — Sid Dannenberg, in died three days after birth
charge of Warner exploitation and
publicity, is back from a vacation
Cleveland — E. A. Aaron, assistant
trip south.
to M-G-M eastern sales manager
St. Petersburg, Fla. — Laura B
Sprague, manager of the Alcazar,
Birmingham — Joe Steed has re- W. W. Rodgers, was here for a day
and made a good will tour through
opened the theater at Pratt City.
filed a $5,000 damage suit against
the territory with branch manager
United Artists for alleged breach of
Frank Drew.
contract, charging that pictures
Charlestown, W. Va. — Charles Miupon which the Alcazar had option dleberg, Capitol theater, was called
for second-run had been released to to Washington for conference reCleveland — Jack Skirball, Educaa circuit of Florida theaters.
tional sales manager, has been in
dustry. garding labor problems in film intown in conference with George
Roberts, Fox district manager; I. J.
Lynn, Mass. — Uptown Theater
Lynn, Inc., has been incorporated
Gloucester, O. — John Crawford, Schmertz, Fox branch manager, and
Harry Skirball, Educational reprewith Frank E. Prioli as president owner of the Opera House here, has sentative.
taken over the Majestic, Corney, O.
and George Swartz as treasurer.

Carson City, Mich. — F. S. Caswell
Louisville — Sam Switow has re. has bought the Dreamland from L.
turned from an extended Florida va; C. Whitney.
cation.
New Bedford, Mass. — Melvin F.
Morrison, for the past four years
manager of the Rialto, Publix house,
has been transferred to Portland,
Me., where he will be manager of
the Maine Theater for the same
firm.
Detroit — Two theater deals have
been closed by Olschefsy and St.
Onge, theater brokers. The Art,
formerly the Ritz, was sold to
Arthur D. Baehr, owner of the
Cooley, by A. J. Norris and M. Sorin. The Wolverine, west side, was
taken over by Edward Pasco of the
Campau from Frank Krueger.
Detroit — E. S. Kinney, assistant
to H. M. Richey, general manager
of Allied Theaters of Michigan, has
left town on a vacation for several
weeks.
Groversville, Ala. — Everett Tompkins will open a theater here soon.

Waltham, Mass. — The Waltham
Amusement Corp. has been incorporated with Melvin J. Druker as
president and Joseph M. Druker,
treasurer.

Waterbury, Conn. — John and
Steve Panora have bought the Garden, East Main St., from Richard
E. Halliwell and Harry X. Cashin.
Yonkers, N. Y. — The
been closed.

Cameo has

Greenfield, Mass. — Claude E. Frederick, theater manager, has filed volCleveland — Mrs. Henrietta Younguntary petition in bankruptcy, giving liabilities as $5,761 with no as- heart, Majestic office manager here,
sets.
has gone to Cincinnati to become

Akron, O. — Dick Wright, Strand
manager, is recovering after an eye
operation in Cleveland.
Memphis — Membership of the
NRA board for this region includes
Frank Sturm, banker; Max Bresler,
attorney, and Hoyt Kirkpatrick,
owner of the Hoyt theater, Fort
Smith, Ark. The first two named
will act as impartial members.
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ANALYSIS
Thirty-Fifth Installment
ARTICLE IV— LABOR PROVISIONS— (Cont.)
Sec. 5. General Provisions
(a) Where No Sunday Perform anc^s
Permitted
If in any City or place no Sunday
performances by living actors or of
particular classes of acts are given
by custom, then no performer or
chorus person who was supposed to
work in such city or placa shall be
required to perform such performance in such city or in any other
place, on that Sunday.
(b) Where Extra Performances Required
If any unit, traveling company or
artist is required to give more than
the regular number of performances
established in any particular the-i
ater, payment shall be made for the
extra performances pro rata.
Sec. 6. Chorus Transportation
(a) Payment For Transportation
Whenever the chorus is required
to travel, the transportation, including sleepers, shall be paid by the
employer whether the employer be
an exhibitor or an independent contractor.
(b) Payment
For
Transportation
When Individual Is Discharged
If notice of contract termination
is given the chorus shall be paid in
cash the cost of transportation and

OF MOTION

PICTURE CODE

By LOUIS NIZER
sleeper and baggage, back to the (b) Chorus
point of origin.
The exhibitor or independent contractor must furnish the chorus,
Sec. 7. Wardrobe
without charge, with all hats, cos(a) Principals
tumes, wigs, shoes, tights, and
The exhibitor or independent con- stockings and other necessary stage
tractor must furnish to every artist wardrobe.
in a presentation unit or traveling
company who receives less than Sec. 8. Arbitration
Arbitration of all disputes under
$50.00 per week, all hats, costumes, this
article of the Code shall be
wigs, shoes, tights and stockings,
and other necessary stage wardrobe. in accordance with the arbitration
provisions generally outlined under
This obligation to furnish wardrobe the
Code.
does not apply to what is commonly
known as a vaudeville act. In those Sec. 9. Child Labor
cases where it does apply, it must (a) Child Labor In Connection With
Exhibition
be provided without cost. In no
No person under 16 years of age
event must street clothes be supshall be employed as a principal or
plied.
Detroit Bans Sex Films
Dallas Publicity Changes
Detroit — "Damaged Lives," sex
Dallas — Walter Henshel has refilm, originally admitted and played
at the Madison, was banned this
placed Mrs. Besa Belk Short as pubweek when a display for the film
licity
director at the Majestic. Fredwas raided by Censor Lester Poteric
McFadden, Melba publicist,
ter at the Blackstone. "Road to
Ruin," another sex pix, and "Drums moves to the Palace, and the Melba
of Voodoo" also have been rejected. publicity will be in the hands of W.
W. Lewis, newly appointed manGarrison Releasing Soviet "1905"
The Soviet film, "1905," based on
ager, and Joe Linz, assistant, acGorki's novel, "Mother," will be recording to an announcement from
leased in America soon by Garrison
Film Distributors. The feature will James Owen Cherry, city manager
for Interstate theaters.
have super-imposed English titles.

chorus person in connection with exhibition of motion pictures.
(b) Special State Laws
If a state law has a higher minimum age, no person shall be employed in that state contrary to state
law.
(c) Special Roles For Children
Where a role is to be filled or an
appearance made by a child, an exhibitor or independent contractor
may use the services of such child
thority
upon
his compliance with the provisions of the state law.
Sec. 10. Complaints To Code Au(a) tractor
Violations By Independent ConIf an independent contractor violates any of the provisions under
Part II which refers to actor employees in vaudeville and presentation motion picture theaters, comAuthority.
plaints may be referred to the Code
(b) Code Authority Prescribes Rules
The Code Authority may after
notice and hearing and with the
approval of the Administrator, prescribe rules and regulations governing the relationship between exhibitors and independent contractors
guilty of any violations.
(To

be

Continued)
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Reject Patman Bill After Brief Hearing
rom Page 1)
(Continued f

was heard along with it, will come
up for hearing at a later date. This
measure is almost identical with the
old Brookhart bill. Patman contends that introduction of the two
bills is merely a project for opening the entire problem to Congressional consideration.
Among those who appeared yesterday in support of the federal regulation bill were Canon Chase,
o Mrs. Robinson Gilman and numerous other reformers including Mrs.
) Ida Wise and Chairman B. Smith
3 of the W.C.T.U.
C. C. Pettijohn, counsel for the
Motion Picture Producers
& Dis■i tributors of America, was the sole
spokesman for the industry. He rei called to the committee his efforts
some years ago to enact legislation,
such as is now law, to prevent shipi ment in interstate commerce of lewd
and salacious material under I.C.C.
, supervision and enforcement.
The
: penal provisions of this law, now in
! force, are the best methods of censorship, he said.
Attacking state and city censorship, Pettijohn cited Chicago as a
place with city censorship. He also
i assailed Patman's block booking bill,
considered at the same hearing, by
stating he was filing a brief to prove
that not more than 20 per cent of
pictures are sold in block.
The so-

00^

called "good" films, he pointed out,
are in reality "bad" for exhibitors
due to their lack of box-office value,
hence theatermen more often exercise their cancellation privilege on
worthy pictures and grab up those
that are good box-office though
rated bad by reformers.
Rep. William Connery of Massachusetts was another who spoke
against the bills. The Civil Liberties Union also expressed opposition to the censorship proposal.
Abram F. Myers of Allied, called
upon shortly after Pettijohn concluded, said he was filing a brief on
behalf of the block booking bill itself. A heated argument ensued as
one of the committee members questioned him about allegedly sending a letter to Allied members telling them not to comply with the
NRA code. Myers apparently became incensed at the question and
at Congressman Chapman, the interrogator, and order had to be
called. Myers denied sending the
letter.
Several times during the hearing
doubt seemed to be expressed among
several committee members as to
whether Congress itself had the
power to do what the bill itself intended to carry out, namely prevent
certain
people from entering theaters.
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HELEN WESTLEY. . . and a Distinguished Cast of One Hundred.
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Intimate in Character J
International In Scope |
Independent In Thought f

ETUP
Week
Heavy Additional. Burden
Foreseen Under Plan
to Cut Hours

Improvement
is
eted by Kent in
nnual Report
first annual statement since
unzation, Fox Film Corp. relet profit of $1,410,793 for the
eeks from April 1, 1933, effective
te of the reorganization, to Dec.
0. This compares with a loss of
',595,100 for the 40 weeks ended
Dee. 31, 1932. In making the report yesterday, President Sidney R.
Kent stated that the management
feels the corporation "has successfully weathered a most critical period in its history and looks forward

Several .hundred thousand dollars
will be added to operation costs of
major circuits if the proposed 30ho.ur week is passed by Congress, a
Film Daily survey shows. Circuit
executives are now figuring on a 25
per cent boost in overhead,
based on the cut of 25 per
cent in working hours from the
present NRA maximum of 40 hours.
According to one major circuit offi
cial, the average overhead in
(Conihmed

on Page

4)

(Continued on Paga A)

X WEST COAST BIZ
Release dates on 13 w>.\
First National features
set, taking care of tl
schedule to the first of
list includes: "Jim
March
17; "Won*
"Gambling Lady
istered Nur

West Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Fox West Coast circuit business is reported to be more
:han 15 per cent improved as compared with this month in 1933. Officialsimorovement.
of the outfit look for a further

(Continue

aramoiint to Exploit
Dozen Potential Stars
Paramount- will exploit 12 players
as embryo
stars forms
with special
trailers and other
of publicity,
during the next four months. The

Sam Ka
comeback r
acquired
houses, th
the Newton
in Elmhu
Warner bous
Queensboro Theater
his headquarters, an
citionai houses. His
called Tanor Holding Corp

first
trailer, and
"Stars
is completed
willofbe Tomorrow,"7
sent to all
Paramount .houses this week.
The
(Continued

on Page

4)

"Rothschild" Acclaimed

Attendance in Canton, O.

Hollywood-- Basic agreement
helurnaway business
c-en major producers and unions
was renewed
yesJgrda
wit™
a mr x
iiiiii'wiBiii'"~—''<"ilfii *•-

rni jr
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(Continued on Pago
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George Arisss In "The House of
Rothschildi''* 20th Century production
released by United Artists, was acclaimed by a distinguished premiere
audience at the Asie? Theater last
night.
Reaction of the opening night
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Ruling on Shorts Tie-In Clause Asked by Allied

REOPENED

PARTS OF MOTION PICTURE C
Jesse Lasky to Make
Fabl

One

e s

... of filmland
THERE

■By JACK

ALICOATE-

once was

a time when

people

" went to picture theaters for no other
reason than the news-reel. Competition
was keen and the news of the day, on the
screen, was crisp and timely. Marquee
lights blazed the advent of a news-reel
scoop and critics and patrons everywhere
heralded the news-reel as probably the
most valuable spoke in the cinema entertainment wheel. That was long ago.
Now one seldom hears of the news-reel.
It is neither featured nor advertised.
Papers take little cognizance of it and
exhibitors generally take it in regular stride.
A mighty giant has become a pigmy because of too much friendly and understanding co-operation. Moral: Competition
is the life of trade even with news-reels.

•

THERE was once a director of advertising
and exploitation who was well liked by
his fellow patriots, understanding in the
ways of mankind and wise to the habits
of the world. His success seemed assured
until he thought up the unholy idea of
inviting the critics, one by one, to his
projection room to see the "Greatest picture ever produced." After seeing the
"Greatest picture ever produced" six or
seven times under different titles, the
critics, male and female and one by one,
slowly came to the conclusion that perhaps they were being spoofed and thereby
became chagrined, vexed and mortified to
the complete disappointment of the director of advertising and exploitation and his
company. Moral: The greatest of commercial sins is overselling.

•

NOT so many moons ago there was a
minor executive who was efficient,
tolerant and popular in industry circles.
It came to pass that during an office
shake-up he was made a vice-president
and given a department and power. Lo
and behold, he immediately became snooty,
had to buy a complete new set of headgear, became intolerant of his former
fellow workers and a pain in the neck to
his old buddies. When the next shake-up
came along he was out, rightfully, because
he could not take it. He lost not only
his job but most of his friends. Moral:
Treat the office boy with consideration.
He may be your boss some day.

8 for

Production
on New
Schedule Already
Completed

rogram

20 Writers at Columbia
West Coast Bur., THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Columbia has boosted its
active writing staff to 20 with the addition of Herbert Asbury, Joseph Moncure March, Becky Gardiner and Joel

Production of eight features for
Sayre.
Fox release during 1934-35 is planned by Jesse L. Lasky, it was stated
by Jesse L. Lasky, Jr., in New
\ork last night. He leaves today
on his return to the Coast following a two-day visit during which he
considered story material and saw
a few shows.
First picture on the Lasky new
Detroit — A decided trend toward
year program is "Springtime for
Henry," which has been finished. vaudeville, mostly part-time, in place
Next will be "Grand Canary," with of double features is taking place
Warner Baxter, and a Casanova
here and elsewhere in the state. Loyarn will follow.
cal houses that have gone in for
some vaude include the Publix
Eastown, Senate, Eex, Adams and
Madison. Burt Silver's Family Theater in Greenville and several Butterfield circuit houses in Michigan
also have put in flesh recently.

VAUDE OUSTING DUALS
IN MICHIGAN HOUSES

DETROIT PRICE PLAN

STARTSJNSECTIONS

Detroit— With 130 out of 155 theaters in the city signed up on the
increased admission price agreement, operation of the plan is scheduled to start this week by sections,

Majestic is Jumping
To 1934-35 Program

New Hearings to be Held
Monday by Recovery
Review Board
By
FILM

WILLIAM SILBERBERC,
DAILY
Staff Correspondent

Washington — Reopening of certain provisions of the motion picture code, with hearings scheduled
for next Monday, by the National
Recovery Review Board headed by
Clarence Darrow, was announced
last night. Notices have been sent
to the Code Authority and all parties concerned, it was stated, and
hearings are to be held in the Willard Hotel here. The specific complainant was understood
(Continued
on Page S)to be one

TIGHTENING ON LABOR
IN LEGITIMATE CODE
Washington

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — A considerable
tightening of the labor and trade
practice provisions, as well as a
Majestic Pictures will not com- change in makeup of the Code Authority which would include several
12 pic(Continued on Page 8)
plete its 1933-34 schedule of instead
labor representatives as permanent
tures but will concentrate
a
on
on starting production shortly
members, is embraced in the proBurton King Considering
1934-35 schedule of 12. One more
posed(Continucd
revised codeon Pa<jc
for 10J
the legitibe
will
Production in the East feature and perhaps two Majesmade of the 1933-34 lineup.
Burton King, who returns to the
tic has already produced five pic- !Pictures on Dillinger
tures this season.
coast tomorrow after a brief New
Banned by Hays Group
York visit during which he closed
ic franchise holders met
Majest
to make six pictures, will yesterdayContinued
contracts (Continued
Park
the
afternoononPage at 11)
on Page 8)
Will H. Hays yesterday announced a decision, supported by all companies which are members of the
Hays association, banning the production, distribution
and 10;exhibition
(Continued
on Page

Allied Asks NRA for a Ruling
If Tie-In Clause is Retroactive

Warner Circuit Business
Up 10%, Says Bernhard

Allied has asked the NRA for a
ruling as to whether or not the code
clause modifying the practice of
UnImprovement in box-office business tieing in shorts is retroactive. only
der the code, distributors can
'approximating 10 per cent as compared with a year ago is indicated compel exhibitors to buy as many
have features from
by reports reaching the Warner the- shorts as they
ater department, said Joseph Bern- them. The Allied move is devised
ng his return to determine
or not8) the prowhether
ay, d followi
hard yesterd
(Continucd
on Page
011 Page 8)
(Continue

'Em
Latest
series
of enterprising
Wines
Reade
Walterof the
ballyhoos in the outside lobby of Walter
Reade's Mayfair Theater is a tieup with
a wine company whereby the first
thousand women attending "Wine, Women and Song" are given a free bottle
of wine — worth more than twice the
price of admission. Any guy intending
to buy a bottle of wine could take a
girl to the Mayfair, get his bottle, and
still be some cents to the good.
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5 Cents

JAMES CAGNEY, Warner star, is in New
York for a brief vacation. He expects to return to the Coast the latter part of the week.
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RAMON NOVARRO leaves Hollywood on Sunday for New York to sail for South America
Europe.
on a counter tour which will later include
MARIAN MARSH, now on vacation in
Switzerland after working in B.I. P. pictures in
London,
will sail shortly for Hollywood.
JIMMY SAVO is back from the coast, where
he made a picture, and will open an engagement Sunday night at the Casino
de Paree.
MAX GORDON sails March 29 on the Olympic for a vacation
abroad.
MAURICE GOODMAN sails today
Castle
Harbour
for Bermuda.
ALINE

SIDNEY
cruise.
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THE INDUSTRY'S
DATE BOOK

Owners Ass'n
Theater
nt Hotel
Independe
Today
Astor, New York.
dinner,
installation
7:30 P. M.
Council's
Research
Picture
Motion
Hotel
Today:First National
Luncheon,
Conference
i
Roosevelt, New York.
Chicago Film Relief Dinner Dance.
March 23:

Ass'n
Protective
Owners
meeting,
Dallas.
Club, Chicago.
to discuss
meet
exhibitors
Idaho
March 27:
current problems, Pocatello, Ida.
Managers'
Theater
England
New
27:
MarchGet-Together,
Hotel Brunswick,
Boston.

Marchof 26:
Texas Theater
annual
Medina Athletic

t.

who

E. SAMUELSON

the RIAN
Coast,JAMES

Attendance of 2,000
Sidney Lanfield to Direct
Is Expected by MPTOA
"Sons o'Guns" in England
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY

FINANCIAL

MacMAHON,

on

the

recently finished

work in Warner's "Happy Family," arrives
in New York this week from the coast for
a vacation.

A LAUGH A DAY from "Harold Teen," Warner Bros.' comedy with music from Car
Ed's famous comic strip, featuring Hal LeRoy, directed by Murray Roth. — Advt.

NEW

Wednesday, March 21, 1934

Attendance of 2,000 exhibitors is
Hollywood — Sidney Lanfield, now expected at the M. P. T. O. A. andirecting George Arliss in "The
nual convention at the Hotel AmLast Gentleman" for 20th Century,
bassador, Los Angeles, April 10-12,
has signed contracts to go to Lonit
was
stated
at the organization's
don &andDominion
direct "Sons
o'Guns,"
ish
musical
basedBriton New York headquarters yesterday.
Theatermen
from
the Philadelphia
the New York stage hit, for United
many of whom are afArtists release. Leonard Praskins, territory,
filiated with the M. P. T. O. of East20th Century scenarist, will make
ern Pennsylvania, anticipate a party
50
strong.
the trip with Lanfield. Jack Buchanan and Lili Damita will be starred
in the production.

Edward Esmonde Acquires
All Barry Conners Plays

Under an arrangement with the
administrator of the estate of the
late Barry Conners, playwright and
scenarist, Edward Esmonde has acquired complete rights to all the
plays, books, scenarios and other
literary works left by Conners and
is now considering offers from stage
and screen producing sources. There
are about three dozen plays in the
group. Eight were produced on
Broadway, but only one, "The
Patsy," has been filmed, while
"Strange Bedfellows" was acquired
by M-G-M and "Applesauce" is
owned by Warners. Others include
"Mad Honeymoon," "Hell's Bells,"
"Girl Trouble," "The Desperado"
and /'Unexpected Husband." When
Conners was an $18-a-week hotel
clerk, Esmonde made him his protege and financed him while he wrote
himself to success.

is on a West

has arrived in New

Indies

York from

JANE WYATT is on her way back to New
York from the coast after successful tests at
Universal. She goes west again the latter
part of April to start work in "Fanny."
MR. and. MRS. CON CONRAD have returned
from a Florida honeymoon and taken up their
residence
at The Warwick.
JESSE L. LASKY, JR., who has been in town
at the St. Moritz the past two days, leaves
today for the coast.

Chi. Squabble Continues

Chicago — Action of Mayor Kelly
in banning certain actual news pictures from the newsreels was declared illegal and unconstitutional
by Henry M. Herbel, president of
the Film Board of Trade, in an address before the Medical-Dental
Round Table.
The film people also charge bad
11 Warner Productions
faith and subterfuge on the part
Await B'way Showings of the City Hall in forcing the additional $40,000 censorship approEleven Warner-First National
priation on theaters. The city said
productions received from the coast
the money is needed to forestall a
in the last few weeks are now threatened
suit by film interests to
awaiting Broadway presentation. compel a reduction in censorship
They include "Jimmy the Gent,"
but Herbel says no such action
which opens Saturday at the Strand; fees,
has been contemplated.
"Journal of a Crime," booked for the
RKO Vacations With Pay
Roxy; "Gambling Lady," Registered Nurse," "Harold Teen," "As
RKO
Distributing Corp. emthe Earth Turns," "A Modern
ployees
who have been with the comHero," "Upperworld," "A Very
Honorable Guy," "Merry Wives of vacation
pany a year
get provided
two weeks'it
withcanpay
Reno," "Smarty" and "Rhythm in
doesn't require hiring of anyone to
replace them. Otherwise they will
get one week with pay.
.he Hipp
Air." Opera Starts April 1
Reopening of the popular price
Order Ushers Reinstated
opera policy at the Hippodrome is
Prompt reinstatement of Leon Horn
set for April 1, according to Cecil
and Max Levine, two ushers dismissed
E. Maberry, managing director of
early in January by Manhattan Playhouses, was ordered yesterday by Ben
the house. Another opera policy
Golden, secretary of the NRA Regional
Labor Board: At the same time Golden
opens March 31 at the Broadway.

3 Universal Films Set at Roxy
"Jimmy the Gent" at Strand
Three Universal pictures have
been set for the Roxy following
James Cagney in "Jimmy the
Easter. First will be "Let's Be Gent," Warner production, opens
Ritzy," with Lew Ayres, followed Saturday morning at the Strand;
by Lee Tracy in "I'll Tell the World"
and Constance Cummings and Paul following a four-week run -of "WonLukas in "Glamour."
der Bar."

advised Charles Levey, secretary of the
building service employes union, to go
before the NRA Compliance Board and
ask that the blue eagles be removed
from the circuit if Hie reinstatements
wore not made. Golden also recornmended that the two ushers receive
back pay from Jan. 23. Levey denied
yesterday
his union would not seek
to
unionize that
ushers.
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• Rafter-shaking laughter and high-tension
thrills . . . when a newly wed wife who has buried
her past discovers she forgot to burn those letters.

3 ON A
HONEYMOON
SALLY EILERS
ZAS U.PITTS
HENRIETTA CROSMAN
CHARLES STARRETT
IRENE
HERVEY
From the novel "Promenade Deck" by Ishbel Ross.
Screen play: Edward T. Lowe and
Raymond Van Sickle
Directed by James Tinling

• Deserted mining towns boom again . . . beautiful chorines turn gold-diggers, the pick- and shovel way . . . in the ruthless scramble, the
frenzied gamble of the 1934 gold stampede.

WILD
JOHN
CLAIRE
HARRY

GOLD
BOLES
TREVOR
GREEN

ROGER
IMHOF
RUTH
G I LLETTE
MONROE
OWSLEY
Story by Dudley Nichols and Lamar Trotti. Screen
play: Lester Cole and Henry Johnson.
Directed by George Marshall

VENTURE
• Scotland Yard follows a trail of blood into
the sinister shadows of Trinidad's Caroni swamp
. . . where few dare venture . . . and none return.

MURDER
IN
TRINIDAD
NIGEL BRUCE
HEATHER ANGEL
VICTOR
JORY
From the novel by John W. Vandercook
Screen play by Seton I. Miller
Directed by Louis King
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ALLIED ASKS NRA
FOR SHORTS RULING

PARTS OF FILM CODE
ARE BEING REOPENED
(Continued from

Page

Burton King Considering
Production in the East
(Continued from Page

1)

come east again with a view to making some productions here. During
his New York stay King looked over
the situation here and said pictures
could be made here just as economically as on the coast.

French and German Films
Are Gaining in Uruguay
Although American films predominate in Uruguay, German and
French product is making steady
progress in that market, according
to a report from Vice Counsel A.
W. Lippincott, Montevideo, to the
Commerce Department. American
pictures which made the greatest
successes during 1933 were all features which achieved note in the U.
S. Uruguayans are especially partial to animated cartoons. Newsreels are always well received.
Montevideo, the capital of Uruguay with a population of 500,000,
has some 93 moving picture theaters, all wired.
Henry Hull Signed by Universal
Henry Hull, currently appearing
on the stage in "Tobacco Road," has
been signed by Universal under a
five-year contract calling for two
or three pictures a year, with time
off for stage engagements
in be{~,veen
He starts work on the coast
0, with "Tobacco Road" and
Twain's "Pudd'nhead Wilson"
consideration
for his first
vehicle.

SHOWMAN'S

REMINDER
Arc your
and
colorful

fronts
and
enough
to

(Continued from Page

1)

Alexander Bisno of Chicago, whose
grievance is said to concern provisions of the code concerning theater
leases involved in receiverships.
This could not be verified, however,
and neither will the hearings confine themselves to this phase, it was
stated, as other grievances have
also been filed alleging monopolistic
practices, the single phase with
which this board concerns itself.
The full board will sit at the hearings, it was stated, and if in its
opinion changes are deemed necessary, itwill recommend such changes
to President Roosevelt direct.

posters
lively
halt passers?

•

•
• THE POOR li'l Outcasts of the Movies the
Pressageys are suddenly finding themselves an Important
Cog in the scheme of things filmatic
of course they always
were
but the trick was to make their Bosses realize it
. . of course the Bosses really should have realized it all
along
for after all is said and done
it's the Pressagey
who puts over the Blurbs that put over the Pix that get the
Dough at the ole Bee-Oh that makes it possible for the Boss
to continue bein' a Boss
instead of one of the nation's Forgotten Men and how easy folks forget ya when you are
no longer in the Dough!

T

T

T

first thing ya' know the Bosses will take notice of 'em and
get an Idea
"Let's get acquainted with these pressagey
mugs. We've had 'em on our payrolls on and off (ha." . ."on and
off" is correct!) on and off for years, and we really should
know somethin' about 'em"
this is all by way of a Plug
for the Big Shindig of the AMPA at the Astor hotel on April
21
when the Pressageys
prove that they have been
changed into Press Sageys
they've got Wise
and are
Ballyhooing Themselves
T
▼
T
• •
• FINAL CURTAIN
for one of the most loveable
f>nd widely known men in the motion picture world
Hugh
Weir
Editorial Director of the Tower
Magazines
with the public services at the Funeral Parlors at 66th St. and
Broadway yesterday
the industry has lost a sincere friend
because he was an honest critic who always built
and never tore down
the entire editorial and business staff
of the six Tower publications were there with the immediate
family and scores of prominent people in all walks of life
the honorary pallbearers were George Jean Nathan. Sherwood Anderson, James Branch Cabell, Eusrene O'Neill, Will
Irwin, George Creel, S. S. McClure, Samuel Hopkins Adams, R.
H. Cochrane, P. D. Cochrane, Howard Dietz. William Orr. Frederick Arnold Kummer, Theodore Dreiser, Edwin C. Hill, Robert
H. Davis, Verne Porter, Homer Croy, Ernest Boyd
▼
T
T
• • • DATE OF the Installation Dinner of the I.T.O.A.
was changed to tonite moved forward from last Mondav
nite at the request of Mayor La Guardia who will install
the new officers and directors
Julius Tannen will be master
of the revels
Pepper & Haines, Billie Joy and Miriam
March are among the variety acts added to the new staee
show at the Roxy which opens Friday the revue will be
headlined by the Three Scamps, Nina Olivette and Wesley Eddy.

T

Detroit Price Plan
Starts in Sections
(Continued from Page 1)

• • • IT SEEMS that the Pressageys have been ballyhooin' everything and everybody in the biz
except Themselves .. . . then they woke up one day
sat back and put
their noodles together over an AMPA private meeting
...
and hit on a Bright Idea
"Let's ballyhoo Ourselves!"
so ever since they have been working together for the Good
of All Pressageys and letting the industry know they are Alive

T

1)

visions apply to shorts bought prior
to Dec. 7, the code's effective date,
when this product is generally released after that date.
A recent NRA interpretation, involving a principle somewhat similar in nature, made retroactive the
code's
10
cent elimination
ruling. Majorpercompanies
clause.
have generally registered objections to the

the first group embracing 40 houses
in the northwest part of the city.
This group involves every house in
the territory,
considered
the city's
best
neighborhood
district.
The
move in the northwest is to serve
as a model and incentive for the few
remaining houses to sign, according to E. S. Kinney of Allied. Downtown houses probably will be last
to fall in line.

Warner Circuit Business
Up (Continued
10%, Says
Bernhard
from Page 1)
to New York from the Coast, where
he attended to matters in connection with the 14 Warner theaters
and also took a vacation.
Universal
West

Coast

Buys

Bureau

Two

of THE

Stories
FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Carl Laemmle, Jr.,
has bought "Long Live the Queen,"
novel by Saga Landin, as a 1934-35
vehicle for Gloria Stuart, and
"Transient Lady," Liberty serial by
Octavus Roy Cohen, to be placed
in work immediately with Eddie Buzzell directing. Latter story is being
started at once in place of "Human
Side,"
until Lowell Sherman
.ecoversdelayed
his voice.
"Ever Since Eve" for Mayfair
George O'Brien in "Ever Since
Eve," Fox production, opens with a
preview next Monday night at the
Mayfair.

▼

• • • OUT IN Little Rock, Arkansas
Jimmie
Thames, advertising manager of the Pulaski-Royal-Capitol theayters is billin' Mister Laughton's pix thus
"Th°
VERY Private Life of Henry VIII"
not bad
inHdently Jimmie is ravin' over those swell stills turned out bv
Columbia on "It Happened One Night" arty pictures of
Gable and Colbert on rough photo paper mounted on large
cream mats
with only a li'l card down the side giving th<»
billing about the neatest and classiest accessory material
to be found anywhere at the current writing
says Mister
Thames

«

«

«

»

»

»

Sidney
Franklin
M. Stugliti
W. S. Van Dyke
Sam
Hardy Edward Cronjager

TO

ALL

FILM

DAIL
Y
IN

SUBSCRIBERS

Albania— Argentine— Austria-Australia— Bahamas—
Belgium-Bermuda-Bolivia-Brazil-British MalayaBulgaria— Canada— Ceylon— Canal Zone— Chile—
; China— Colombia— Costa Rica— Cuba— Czechoslovakia—Denmark, Dominican
Republic— East
| Africa— Ecuador— Egypt— Estonia— Finland— FranceGermany— Greece— Guatemala— Haiti— Hawaii—
; Honduras— Hungary— India— Italy— Jamaica— JapanJava— Latvia— Mexico— Netherland— Netherland
India— New Zealand— Newfoundland— NicaraguaNorway— Palestine— Panama— Paraguay— PersiaPeru— Philippine Islands— P o Ia n d— Portugal — Pu e r t o
Rico— Rumania— Russia— Salvador— Santa Domingo—
Siam— South Africa— Spain— Sweden— SwitzerlandSyria — Turkey — United Kingdom — United
States — Uruguay — Venezuela — Yugoslavia.
YOUR'

1934
FILM DAILY
IS ON
ITS
WAY

YEAR
TO

BOOK
YOU/
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Act

in ITOA

Labor

Issue

Steps toward entorcing decision of
the Naw York NRA regional compliance
board ordering I. T. 0. A. house to reemploy operators connected with Local
305 are understood to have been taken
by the board, which has sent papers
.n '.he case to the National Compliance
6c-rd at Washington. Procedure beyc.id
point involves
the aid of the
D;pt. th's
of Justice,
it is understood.

ALLIED ASS'N PUSHING
BLOCK BOOKING BILL
Washington

Bureau

of THE

FILM

D.4I*

Washington — A concerted drive is
being launched by Allied to prevent Representative Patman's antiblock booking bill, now pending,
from being killed at this session.
The measure, introduced in Committee on Monday along with Patman's censorship bill, which was
(■■helved, is to come up for another
hearing later. Abram F. Myers, Allied counsel, who is understood to
have figured in drafting the measure, obtained permission to file a
brief on it.

100% Exhibitor Support
For Triple N. Y. Boards

Allied Theaters of New Jersey
is throwing its support in favor of
a three zone plan for the New York
metropolitan territory for the purpose of local zoning and grievance
machinery provided under the code.
With the T. O. C. C. and I. T. O. A.
taking a similar attitude, exhibitor
units in the area are 100 per cent
for the system, under which one set
of boards would handle New Jersey,
another Manhattan and Westchester and a third Long Island, Brooklyn and Queens.
Jesse Crawfords for Vita. Short
Mr. and Mrs. Jesse Crawford, organists, have been signed by Vitaphone for a one-reel short which
goes in work today at the Brooklyn
studio with Joseph Henabery directing.
"Wonder Bar" Holds in 2 Spots
Opening
to record business last
week at the Knickerbocker,
Nashand Astor, Reading, Warner's
..der Bar" has been set to hold
in both spots.

BIG
NEWS
AS SEEN
BY
THE PRESS
AGENT

"Leo Carrillo's roosting peacocks on
his hacienda gave him an idea for a
sleeping porch in a tree, which he has
built and where he sleeps most of the
time." — M-G-M.
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FEATURE and SHORT REVIEWS
"KING

OF THE

WILD

HORSES'

Columbia
60 mins.
COLORFUL WESTERN OF WILD
HORSES AND INDIANS WILL GO BIG
WITH
THE KIDS.
This one gets away from the formula
western by devoting most of the footage
to the adventures of Rex, the wild horse,
and a let of colorful action on an Indian
reservation. The work of Rex has been
very well handled, and he is the real hero
of the film. An outlaw with his gang
lays plans to steal the wild Navajo horses.
He has forged documents that give him
permission from the government to round
up the animals in order to kill off those
that are diseased. But Rex, the leader
of the herd, repeatedly frustrates the efforts of his henchmen to capture them.
Meanwhile William Janney playing the role
of Red Wolf, young Navajo chieftan, is
commanded by his father to capture Rex
and break him in order to celebrate his
coming of age. He captures the horse,
and from that moment it is a battle between the young chief and the white
renegade both for the animal which the
ether covets and the love of an Indian
girl. Highspot thrills with a horse race,
a stampede of horses, and the death of
the outlaw under the hoofs of the enraged wild stallion. Indian stuff is well
handled and colorful.
Cast: William Janney, Dorothy Appleby,
Wallace MacDonald, Harry Semels, Ford
vVest, Art Mix.
Director, Earl Haley; Author, same;
Adaptor, Fred Mytcn; Editor, Clarence
Xolster; Recording Engineer, Dean Daily;
Cameraman, Ben Kline.
Direction, Good.
Photography, Okay.

FOREIGN

FILMS

"LIEBE MUSS VERSTANDEN SEIN'
("Love Must Be Understood"), in German;
produced by Ufa; directed by Hans Steinhoff; with Rose Barsony, George Alexander,
et al. At the 79th St. Theater.
Fairly entertaining comedy drama with
some agreeable music. Plot revolves around
an inventor, and his two loves, one a mechanical doll and the other a real girl.
"SOBRE LAS OLAS" ("Over the
Waves"), in Spanish with English titles;
produced by Latino Films; directed by Ramon Peon and Rafael Sevilla; with Carmen
Guerrero, Adolfo Giron, Rene Cardona,
Joaquin Coss. At the Teatro Variedades.
A generally enjoyable Mexican made historical romance with music, dealing with
the love story of Juventino Rosas, Mexican
composer, who turned out many popular
native songs.

(Adventures

man)
"Daredevils"
of

Newsreel

Camera-

Fox
10 mins.
Good Action Stuff
In this collection showing some of
the more thrilling s.de of the newsreel cameraman's work are shots
of a brave lad wrestling a lion, an
encounter between a lion and a bull,
a bit of airplane stunting, h gh-divrg, sharpshooting with targets held
by live subjects, knife and axe.hrowing, roller skating atop the
edge of a skyscraper, walking a
y.gntrope between two skyscrapers,
and a few other exploits. Plenty
of real stuff to give audiences a few
Kicks.
"Funny
Bunnies"
(Silly Little
Symphony)
United Artists
8 mins.
Great
This is a likely entry for the best
short of 1934. While it might appear that its vogue would be more
or less limited to the Easter season
because its purely imaginative substance deals with the manufacture
and decoration of Easter eggs and
bunnies by a colorful rabbit crew,
the splendor and variety of the coloring, and the highly diverting action
lift it far above any seasonal appeal. Musical, accompaniment is
pleasing.
Bud 'N'Ben

"Arizona

in

Nights"

Para. Signs Pauline Lord

Pauline Lord, star of two Pulitzer
prize plays and one of the few remaining legitimate stage actresses who have
held out en Hollywood, signed a long
term contract with Paramount yesterday. She leaves for the Coast in about
three weeks.

TIGHTENING ON LABOR
IN LEGITIMATE CODE
(Continued from Page

1)

mate theater, public hearings on
which are to be held here March 28
For anand
employer
to aid in orj
"throwaway"
"two-for-one"
any
ticket system under which admission is obtained by presentation of
a ticket slip good for any numbe
on payment of a charge below the
box-office price is termed an unfaii;
practice. Aiding an actor to leavea cast in order to enter films is*
likewise deemed unfair. Conversely
the same applies to actors, authors,
etc., where they are employed in

Pictures
films.

on Dillinger
Banned by Hays Group
(Continued from Page 1)

of any picture concerning John Dillinger,
and his exploits.escaped
Actionbandit,
was motivated
by
the belief that such films would be
"detrimental to the best public in
terests," he stated.

Idaho Exhibitors to Meet

Pocatello, Ida. — Idaho exhibitors
Astor Pictures
30 mins. who
are members of the InterGood
mountain
Theater
Ass'n
March Owners
27 to discuss
Well-acted, this three-reel West- will meet here
ern unfolds a story of smuggling
according to anof humans across the Mexican bor- current problems,
nouncement from Beverly S. Clender by a supposed archaeologist dinnin, secretary, following a meet(called the professor) who transing last week in Salt Lake City.
ported his prizes in mummy wrappings. Bud 'N'Ben are government Voting on Sunday Movies March 26
agents assigned to halt the contraManhattan, Kans. — Prospect 01
band traffic. How they corral the another
referendum on the Sunday
smugglers is related with a variety
show
question
at the primary elecof interesting action to a sock clition March 26 has aroused keen inmax.
Romantic
interest
is
nicely
terest and one of the heaviest votes
intertwined.
in years is expected.

"Rip(Terry-Toon)
Van Winkle"
Wilby Reopens House
Educational-Fox
6 mins.
Birmingham — The Temple, acGood Animated
quired sometime ago by Wilby, has
Taking the fable of Rip Van been reopened with pictures and
vaudeville
at 25 and 35 cents.
Winkle, the Terry-Moser animating
studio has concocted a generally diverting cartoon comedy. Rip and
his dog take it on the run when
Raft to M. C. for Showmen's Ball Rip's wife abuses him. In the woods
Chicago — George Raft, screen they come across a horde of dwarfs,
star, has been named master of
ceremonies for the first annual who put on a lively show, winding
ABOUT
up with Rip being awakened by
Spring Benefit, Frolic and Supper to
raps from hiS wife's rolling pin,
which eventually bounces back on
be
Showmen's
League
of staged
Americaby attheRainbo
Gardens
the her
for a knockout.
night of May 24.
Paul Ash Comes Back Strong
Greta Nissen on London Stage
Chicago — First three days of Paul
London — Greta Nissen, who has
been making pictures for B.I. P., will Ash engagement at the State-Lake
French film company failures in the
theater proved such a big draw that
appear in a musical revue, "Why
last two years amounted to only 1.5
Aaron
Jones
has
extended
Ash's
conNot Tonight," opening early next
per cent of the total firms in busin2SS.
tract two weeks and boosted his salmonth at the Gaiety, West' End
house.
ary $250 a week.
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» » » A LITTLE from HOLLYWOOD
By RALPH WILK
Ann Harding's Next
pROBABLY
the heaviest schedule
Nsxt starring vehicle for Ann Hardon the Monogram lot is that of
ing at RKO will be "The Life of Virgie
Paul Malvern, supervisor, who comWinters," instead of Sidney Howard's
Alien Corn," which will be made later.
pletes "Numbers of Monte Carlo" toThe new picture is based on a series
i day and starts the first of two John
of short stories by Louis Bromfield.
C Wayne westerns for Lone Star Pro[ductions on Monday
and will follow the second Western by swinging ing, with story by Harold Shumate.
fcback to Monogram to make "Happy
»„
T
T signed
T
jLajiding"
from1 Stuart Anthony's
Monogram
has
Polly Ann
air service story late in April.
Young for the lead opposite John
T
T
T
Wayne in his two next Westerns,
Diana Wynyard and Clive Brook, "Blue Steel,"
by Robert N. Bradwho scored in Fox's "Cavalcade" and
bury,
and
"The
Man From Utah" by
recently made "The Dover Road" Lindsley Parsons. Robert N. Bradfor RKO, have been assigned to cobury
will
direct
his original, "Blue
star in another RKO production,
Steel,"
which
will go into production
next
week.
"Sour Grapes," from the Vincent
AAA
Lawrence stage play. Ernest Pascal is doing the script, with WorthHarry Mayo, a childhood pal of
ington Minor and George Nichols, Gary Cooper in Helena, Mo., and
Jr., slated to co-direct.
former star athlete, has a small bit
T
T
T
part in Paramount's "Murder at
Nick Copeland and A. R. Haysel the Vanities," featuring Carl Brisson,
Jack Oakie and Kitty Carlisle.
will appear in Columbia's "Hell Bent
T
T
T
jfor Love," Tim McCoy vehicle formRKO has assigned Frances Dee,
erly called "Highway Patrol."
Others in it are Lilian Bond, Ethel Reginald Owen and Holmes Herbert
Sykes, Vincenti Sherman, Bradley to "Of Human Bondage," and Mary
Page, Harry C. Bradley and Guy Boland to "Down to Their Last
Usher. D. Ross Lederman is directYacht."

LOTS » » »

"Derby Day," Monogram feature
which goes into production in April,
will be a general historical narrative covering the progress of American and English tracks from the
late Victorian era up to the present
time, but will not be founded on the
life of any one figure, according to
Tristram
Tupper, author.
T

▼

CoU44flbui if/

▼

Jo Matthews, new Columbia discovery, has arrived to appear in
"Twentieth Century." The company
also has signed Arline Judge and
Henry Travers for "The Party's
T

▼

T

Leo Carroll, Broadway actor, Isabel Jewell and Muriel Evans are adOver." ditions to M-G-M's "Manhattan
Melodrama."
Jack Mulhall is appearing in Paramount's Mae West film "It Ain't
No Sin." Harry Woods and Stuart
Holmes are other new members of
the cast. Tammany Young and Warren Hymer have been signed for
"Little
studios. Miss Marker" at the same
t

▼

T

It's impossible to top what s already been said about this great
hit! We can only say that it's still
smashing records everywhere!
CLARK GABLE and CLAUDETTE COLBERT in Frank Capra's
"It Happened One Night."

Majestic is Jumping
To 1934-35 Program
(Continued from Page 1)

Central to select a new producer.
Appointment is expected to be announced in a few days, with production slated to start soon thereafter.
The Majestic board of directors is
assembling here and will convene in
a few days when all directors are
present.
It was learned that John N.
Weber, Majestic sales manager, and
Thomas A. Kilfoil, comptroller and
assistant treasurer, had resigned.
Franchise-holders who met yesterday included Jack Berkowitz,
Buffalo; Bernard Mills, Albany;
William Shapiro, Boston; Ben Judell, Chicago; Tony Lucchese, Philadelphia; Herman Gluckman and
E. H. Goldstein. Majestic directors
expected in town within the next
day or so are Morris Segal of Cincinnati and Thomas A. Branon of
Atlanta.
Protest 4-Feature Bills in Jersey
Complaint has been made to Allied Theaters of New Jersey to the
effect that three houses in Plainfield, N. J., are occasionally offering
as many as four features on one
evening's bill. The theaters, which
are double-featuring, also stage previews of new bills, thus providing
four features as one program.
Percentage demands were discussed by the unit at a regular meeting yesterday at which Julius Charnow, vice-president, presided in the
absence of President Sidney E. Samuelson.

Third Week
for "Ariane"
"Ariane,"
with Elizabeth
Bergner,
is being held for a third week at
the 55th St. Playhouse.

] Marching with thundering strides
1 to its place beside the great achievements
of the screen!
Frank
j Borzage's

finest

picture,

"NO

| GREATER
GLORY,"
based on
Ferenc Molnar's
world
famous
j novel!
It will thrill the whole
i world with its emotional power!

-j
I
j
]
i

j Lavish sets, great cast, intriguing j
title, grand story! A powerfully .
; ' human drama of all womankind!
' j i ELISSA LANDI in "Sisters Under
' • j The Skin," with Frank Morgan
' > .ind Joseph Schildkraut.
Directed
i by D:tvid Burton.
/

f
1
i /
A
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Mks $200,000 for Movie Campaign

10% CANCELLATIONS APPLY ON FILMS SOLD SINGLY
Five RKO

Promotions Are Announced by Ned Depinet

Elevations
Result
from
New Post Assigned
to Jos. Nolan
Five promotions in the RKO Distributing Corp. organization were
announced yesterday by Ned E.
Depinet, president of the unit.
George Muchnic has been appointed
assistant secretary of the company
to succeed Joseph Nolan, who leaves
today for the coast to become assistant to B. B. Kahane, president
of RKO studios. Muchnic will assume the major part of Nolan's former duties, while Thomas Quinn has
been made head of the claim, department, established as a separate
(.Continued

on Page

4)

TENTATIVE PROGRAM
SETBYM.P.T.0.A.

War on Censorship Starts at Albany
Albany — Campaign to end censorship in this state was launched yesterday through
the medium of two measures, one a bill by Assemblyman Brownell, Jr., lo eliminate
the censor board, retrain the footage tax but reduce the fee on duplicates, and the
other a measure by Assemblyman Neustein ti permit newsreel, scientific and educational
films without censorship or fees. Another Neustein bill would take tiim matters away
from the Education
Dept. and turn them
over to the Dept. of Audit and Control.

U.A. Product Comes Under
Cancellation Clause,
Rosenblatt Rules

An attack on the code's 10 per
cent cancellation clause, described
as "inadequate," is contained in a
brief filed by Abram F. Myers, Allied board chairman and general
counsel, with the House Committee
Warner-First National will de- on foreign and domestic commerce
Appoint U. S. Delegation
liver all of its 60 announced fea- in support of the Patman bill to
To Film Congress in Rome
abolish compulsory block booking.
tures for 1933-34 release, declared
Official U. S. delegation to the In- Jack Warner in New York yester- The elimination provisions fail to
aid "an (Continued
overwhelming
of
ternational Congress on Educational
on Page majority
4)
and Instructional Cinematography
day, and on May 15 the company
to be held April 19-25 in Rome, begins production on its new seaItaly, includes Dr. Cline M. Koon
son program of at least 60 picof the Division of Education of the
tures.(Continued
No studio onshutdovvn
Page 9) is plan-

Delivering. Full 60, Says Jack Warner

(Continued

on Page

4)

Alex Aarons, Broadway Producer, Joins Goldwyn
West

Coast

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

New Type Operatic Short
Acquired by Educational

TECHNICAL AWARDS
MADE BY ACADEMY
West

Coast Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Board of Judges for
Hollywood — Alex A. Aarons,
General plan for the M.P.T.O.A.
Scientific or Technical Award by the
annual convention in Los Angeles, prominent Broadway producer, for
Academy of Motion Picture Arts
"Pagliacci," a short made by Au- and Sciences, in recognition of
April 9-12, is to hold business ses- years identified with the firm of
dio Productions, Inc., under a new
sions in the forenoon, trips through
achievements in 1932-33, announces
the studios in the afternoon and Aarons and Freedley, has joined the technique for offering opera on the certificates
of Honorable Mention
social affairs and entertainment at Samuel Goldwyn organization. screen, has been acquired by Educa- to RCA-Victor for High Fidelity
tional
for
release
through
Fox
in
the
(Continued
on Page 9)
Aarons is now here conferring with
Treasure Chest series. Directed in Recording and Reproducing System
Research Products
Goldwyn, who is preparing to start the east by William C. DeMille, with and to Electrical
(Continued on Page 4)
Lining Up Equipment
English
libretto
by
John
Erskine
Sten picture, "Re(Continued on Page 4)
For Toronto Film Studio the second Anna
sur ection," onApril 15.
J. R. Grainger Skeptical
J. R. Booth, Canadian lumber
On Costume Film Outlook
magnate who is erecting a film stuNew Orleans — Some skepticism
dio in Toronto, has arrived in New
over the financial success of the cosYork from the coast, where he made
tume film cycle was expressed by
a three-week survey of production,
James R. Grainger, Universal sales
and is now working out several deals
chief, while here on a trip around
for recording equipment. The ToAbout 500 men and women prom{.Continued on Page 4)
ronto studio is expected to open Television Advanced
(Continued
on Page 9)
inent incational
the activities
city'sattended
social and
eduthe first
By New Development national conference and luncheon of
Liiyan Tashman
Dies
London — By using ultra-short the Motion Picture Research CounFox Player Roster at Peak
Lilyan Tashman died yesterday in the
cil yesterday at the Hotel Roosewave lengths and cathode ray oscilWest Coast Bur., THE FILM DAILY
Doctors' Hospital as the result of an
velt at which the plans and purlograph at the receiving station,
illness that had afflicted her since she
Hollywood — Fox currently has 90 playposes of the organization were made
Baird Television this week sent a
ers under contract, the largest roster
underwent an operation last year. The
ever employed at the studio. Ot the
star, who was the wife of Edmund Lowe,
broadcast over a distance of seven known by Mrs. August Belmont,
group, 35 are young recruits being
miles. The cathode ray up to now president, and other speakers, and
only recently had finished work in
"Frankie and Johnnie" in the east. She
groomed for the future. Production acwas considered most suitable for a drive launched for $200,000 to
tivity includes six pictures in work,
began her theatrical career in the Ziegfour in the cutting rooms and five being
transmitting film subjects, but in run the Council for two years.
feld Follies and entered films in Paraprepared.
mount's "Garden of Allah" in 1924.
Mrs. Belmont said the objectives
this week's demonstration living fig{Continued
on
Page
9)
ures were televised.

Councils in All Cities Planned;
75% Films O.K.--Mrs. Belmont
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MARKET
Net
Chg.

High
5

Low
5

Close
5

Columbia Picts. vtc.
Con.
Fm.
Ind
Con. Fm. Ind. pfd..
East. Kodak
Fox Fm. "A"

26%
4Vi
15'/2
89
15%

26'/4
4Vi
15
87%
15

26%
4Vg
15
87%
15

Loew's,
Inc
do ptd
Metro-Goldwyn,
pfd.
Paramount ctfs
Pathe Exch
do "A"
RKO
Warner
Bros
NEW
YORK

31%
90
23
4%
3i/4
18%
33/g
6%
CURB

30% 31 '/4—
V4
90
90
+1
23
23
— 1
4%
4% —
%
3%
3'% —
V4
17% 18%—
'/4
31/4 33/s—
%
6%
6% —
V*
MARKET

Am. Seat

fe

arrived in New York yesterat the Paramount starting

HELEN

MORGAN

leaves Sunday for Los An-

Ita
&

F

geles to appear on the stage there in "MemANDRE DAVEN, production manager for Fox
Films in Europe, arrives in New York today on
the Me de France, together with a group or
French movie players including Annabella, Andre Verley, Jean Murat, Daniel Parola and
Pierre Brasseur, who are en route to Hollywood
for the French

version of Fox's "By

>
:;r

;f>.

Royal

REGINALD BERKELEY will go to France tor
a complete study on Pasteur before he starts on
Command."
the script of this story for Fox.

Jl

DAVID BARRIST returned to Philadelphia
ory."
last night after
attending
a Code Authority's
nominations
committee
meeting.
LOU METZGER sails tomorrow on the Georgic
for London, where he will make distribution
"Elysia."on a number of features, including
deals

John Hamrick Protests
Indies Oppose Goldsmith
No Agreement Reached
On N.Y. and Philly Boards As Impartial Man on Board
Nominations committee of the
Independent exhibitor objection
"Nana"
Ban— ■onAction
CensorWash.
Spokane,
of the
Code Authority, which met yester- has been raised in connection with

FINANCIAL
YORK

LAYE sail today

LOUIS BROMFIELD, in addition to Mr. and
MRS. GROVER JONES, sailed yesterday on the
President Harding for Europe.

A LAUGH A DAY from "Harold Teen," Warner Bros.' comedy with music from Carl
Ed's famous comic strip, featuring Hal LeRoy, directed by Murray Roth. — Advt.

NEW

d G

—
—
—
—

%
V4
%
1 '/4

day afternoon to consider makeup
of local boards for New York and
Philadelphia, is understood still
partly at odds over recommendations to be made toay when the parent body meets at 2 p. m. Attending the session yesterday were:
Charles L. O'Reilly, George J.
Schaefer, John D. Clark, representing Sidney R. Kent; W. Ray Johnston and David Barrist, as alternate for Nathan Yamins.
The Code Authority up to last
night had not been officially notified of the reopening of the film
industry code at Washington beginning Monday, as exclusively
printed in yesterday's Film Daily.

the proposed nomination by Division Administrator Sol A. Rosenblatt of A. N. Goldsmith as impartial member of the New York
local zoning and clearance board
Protest has been made on the
grounds that Goldsmith was formerly with RCA Photophone and is
currently president of the S.M.P.E.

censors here
in from
banning
has
brought
a wire
John"Nana"
Hamrick,
Seattle theater operator, to the
"Spokane Press", protesting against
the action and pointing out that the

picture
is being
shown where
at Hamrick's
Music Box
in Seattle,
it has
been praised as a most worthy production. He expressed the hope that
the Spokane
censor board would reconsider its decision.

Short on Maryland at Roxy
"Maryland," first in a series of
shorts depicting the beauties and industries of various states, will be
tomorrow.
the program at the Roxy starting
Working in conjunction with the on
I. T. O. A., State Senator Quinn of
New York City and his partner, C.
Technicolor
8%
8%
8% —
!/4
Milton Weisman, counsel for the
"Roxy" Not on Board
NEW YORK
BOND
MARKET
Detroit Passes "Damaged Lives"
Detroit — After being held up by
S. L. (Roxy) Rothafel, scheduled exhibitor unit, are drafting a bill
Gen. Th. Eq. 6s40..
9%
8%
83,4—
3/4
which
Quinn
will
introduce
in
the
8;
Gen. Th. Eq. 6s40 ctfs.
8%
83/8 83/8 —
% to arrive from London yesterday
the
censors,
"Damaged
reState
Legislature
seeking
to
allow
Loew 6s 41ww
98
97% 97%+
%
leased by Weldon
Pictures,Lives,"
has been
on
the
"Berengaria,"
was
not
on
children
under
16
years
of
age
to
Paramount 6s47 filed 49
49
49
.....
board, ship officials stating that attend picture shows without adults. okayed and will open April 3 at
Par. 5%s50
ctfs.. . . 483/4 47% 48'%—
Vz
"Roxy" cancelled his booking at the The move is being aided by Mayor the Adams Theater, Balaban house.
54—1
553/8 54
WarneVs 6s39
last minute.
N. Y. PRODUCE EXCHANGE SECURITIES
LaGuardia.
New U. A. London House by Sept.
Para. Publix
4%
4%
4% —
>/s
Feagin School Graduation
London — Razing of the London
William O. Brown Dead
Indianapolis Variety Club
Pavilion starts next month to make
Fourteen students will receive
Indianapolis — Local chapter of the way for the big United Artists
Chicago — William O. Brown, wide- diplomas at the graduation exercises
ly known theatrical man and former of the Feagin School of Dramatic National Variety Club has elected movie house, which is expected to be
n's League Art to be held at 3 o'clock tomorrow officers and applied for a charter. ready by September.
Showme
the this
nt ,of died
preside
week.
of America
in the 57th St. Playhouse. Lucy The chiefs are Joe Cantor, president;
Feagin will preside, with address Kenneth Collins, first vice-president;
given by John Mason Brown, and Floyd Brown, second vice-president;
guests of honor will include Tom Carl Niesse, treasurer, and Earl
RKO Western Meet Ends
BOOK
Powers, Elizabeth Patterson, Lucile Cunningham, secretary.
THEDATE
INDUSTRY'S
West Coast Bur., THE FILM DAILY
Watson and others.
Hollywood — Two-day sales conference
for RKO's western managers was conRian James Conferring on Stories
cluded yesterday. Jules Levy, who is
"Cheating Cheaters" as Talker
plans at
here discussing new .season's
Rian James, who has been signed
Kahane,
B. B.
the studio, presided
Talker rights to "Cheating Cheat- by Universal as associate producer, March 23: Chicago Film Relief Dinner Dance.
Pandro S. Berman and Louis Brock also
Marchof 26:
Ass'n
ers"
have
been
acquired
by
UniverTexasTheater
annual Owners
meeting, Protective
Dallas.
spoke, and "Strictly Dynamite," "Finishsal, which made the silent version of writer and director, is in town con' Medina Athletic Club, Chicago.
Road" were
and "Dover
ferring
with
Robert
Harris
of
the
ing School"
the stage hit. It will probably be
screened. Branch managers attending
27:
Idaho
exhibitors
meet
to discuss
home office on current material. Marchcurrent
were J. H. Ashby, N. P. Jacobs, M. E.
problems, Pocarello, Ida.
adapted by Max Marcin, original au- James
will return to the coast in a
Cory, T. J. Walsh, G. Wm. Wolf, E. A.
thor, now under contract to Uni- few weeks.
Lambs, Harry Cohen.
March 27:
New
England
Theater
Managers
versal.
Get-Together,
Hotel Brunswick,
Boston.

Drafting State Measure
On Admitting Juveniles
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A Little

NEWS of the DAY

—

San Andreas, Cal. — The San AnIreas theater has reopened.
Modesto, Cal. — Valley Amusement
Zo. has taken over the Modesto theiter and will make extensive altera:ions.
. Folsom, Cal. — G. W. Taylor is
opening a theater here.
Stockton, Cal. — Blumenfield Theater Circuit will erect a theater at
518 E. Main St. The contractor is
■G. B. Pasqualetti.
Madera, Cal. — Harvey Amusement
'Co. is opening a theater in the D.
R. Hoffman Bldg.
New Orleans — Mona O'Rourke, J.
D. Duffy and Mrs. Max Heine are
(Candidates for
retaryship here.the code board's secRoseville, Cal. —-About $18,000
worth of alterations are going1 on
at the New Roseville theater, owned
and operated by J. B. Lima and John
Peters.
Palo Alto, Cal.— Palo Alto Com| munity Players, Inc., plan to erect
j a theater.
San Francisco — Victoria Theater
Co., Inc., has been incorporated by
M. Naify. The corporation attorney
is L. S. Hamm.
Grass Valley, Cal. — Strand theater
plans another theater, to be erected
on Main Street and to be named
the Montez.
Richmond — Dominion Theaters,
I Inc., Delaware corporation, has been
j domesticated in Virginia, with prin, cipal office in Charlottesville
and
Hunter Pei-ry in charge.
Canton, O. — Max Young is reopening the State.
Tiffin, O. — Louis Isreal, owner of
both local houses, has opened the
Grand for Saturday and Sunday performances only. The Ritz operates
full time.
Canton, 0. — Joe Gossett has been
named manager of the Lyceum, recently acquired by Young & Rinehart.
Lisbon, 0. — M. J. Glick, film salesman, has leased the Grand and expects to reopen it within a week.
Cleveland — Sam Stecker of Associated Theaters, and Mrs. Stecker
are back from an extended visit in
Florida.

Paramount Filming "Rip"

West Coast Bur., THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood —
Paramount will Him
Washington Irving's classic, "Rip Van
Winkle," with W. C. Fields starred and
Lyda Roberti featured. William LeBaron
will act as producer.

• . • • A LADY who signs herself merely "Mrs. Hamilton"
writes in
"I take pleasure in informing you there is now
being formed an association of several thousand prominent women to boycott any theater that uses films with slang dialogue."
dear, dear
wonder if this kind lady realizes that
Shakespeare's writings are full of slang so is the Bible
...... that President Roosevelt uses slang
that the word
"boycott" she uses in her letter is slang employed in Ireland for the first time in the early 80's as a term of opprobrium
against a hated land agent
common usage has made it correct the same as a lot of slang in the movies today will
be accepted speech tomorrow so, dear lady
nertz to
you and all your kind
• • • TODAY'S AMPA luncheon at the Empey Club will
be a closed meeting
for reports on the Naked Truth Dinner at the Astor on Apr. 21
the Nominating Committee
will make their report With the approval of Mayor La
Guardia, the Authors' League has submitted to the Civil Works
Administration in Washington
a plan to employ writers
in assembling data to be issued in booklet form
on the
city's places of free entertainment
• •
• AT A meeting of the M.P.T.O. of Connecticut the
other day
they were discussing the Academy of M. P. Arts
and Sciences' awards
they came to the one for Best Performance by an Actor
to Charles Laughton "Huh,"
sez Arthur Lockwood, an exhib of Middletown, "any film salesman in thisandterritory
is more
ha
wot actors
they entitled
are forcedto toTHAT
be!. . award."
.
T
T
T
•

•

• SOCIETY LAD goes in for stage career
Huntington Watts his debut
scionas ofan one
of New York's
oldeststage
families
makes
impersonator,
of screen,
and
radio stars
at Loew's Ziegfeld theater on Friday
At the Empey Club yesterday the luncheonites included Eugene
Zukor, Howard Dietz, J. J. McCarthy, Martin Quigley, Charles
Rosenzweig, Eddie Alperson, Phil Reisman
T
▼
T
• •
• WE WERE just thinking. ..... .of a system for a
kolyum
the general idea of which would be
to fill
the page with a Minimum of Effort and an Economy of Words
and at the same time kid the customers into thinkto be able to figure it out
ing that they were very smart
it
would
go
like
this
E
E OUT
R
Y
..'..
WORD
SPELT V
or we could simplify it this way
Every
Word
Spelt
Out
or
mebbe even that would be too tough for some of our readers to
so we could put it like this E-v-e-r-y
figure
w-o-r-d out s-p-e-1-t
o-u-t or easier still, let it read
hell, we're back to our Old
Every word spelt out
system
c'n ya beat it?
T
T
T
Bing Crosby
• ON HIS Monday air program
• •
will devote the full time to singing the four songs in his ParaArthur Lee of Gaumontmount pix, "We're Not Dressing
British has appointed Abe Fisher as special representative in
Mo Wax and Ronald Bank have completed
the sales dep't
scandal, "The
on the Stavisky
screen play basedDe Wolf
an originalDied
Hopper will give dramatic
Twice"
Man Who
Carol" at the NaDickens' "A Christmas
readingstionalfrom
this inaugurates a series of
on Sunday eve
Theater Charles
stage
readings sponsored by Classic Pictures which will present
and screen favorites such as Robert Loraine, Harry Davenport,
Frank Ferguson, Robert LeSeur, Edwin Milton Royle

«

«

«

»

»

»

ts"
HOLLYWOOD
from "Lo

By RALPH

WILK

— —

starring Constance
and
PRODUCTION
on "The Bennett
Firebrand,"
Fredric March, has been completed
by 20th Century. United Artists will
release it late this spring.

▼

▼

T

Polly Moran will appear in two
pictures for RKO, the first to be
"Down to Their Last Yacht."
T

T

T

al. Lyle Talbot has been given a new
long-term contract by First NationT

T

T

William Wellman and John Robertson have been signed to make another picture each for RKO. Robertson will handle
"Family isMan,"
with Richard
Dix. Wellman
now
busy on "Stingaree," with his next
assignment not yet set.
T

T

T

Alfred E. Green will direct Kay
Francis in "Fire Bird" for Warners.
Ralph Block and Doris Malloy are
doing
screen version of the Lajos
Zilahy theplay.
T

T

T

Russ Brown has been given a
long-term contract by Universal.
The company also has assigned
Renee Gadd in "The Humbug" to retaken place
ill. Erin O'Brien Moore, who was
T

T

T

Ray Enright will direct dialogue
T
T
T
for Warner's "Dames."
Jacqueline Wells has been signed
to a new seven-year contract with
B. P. Schulberg, independent producer at Paramount.
T

T

T

June Brewster has been signed by
Charles R. Rogers for "Private Scanmount.dal," which he is making for ParaT

T

T

Jo Swerling has a new contract
as Columbia's ace scenarist.
T

T

T

"Many Happy Returns" is the new
title of Paramount's former "Often
a Bridegroom," with George Burns,
Gracie Allen, George Barbier, Joan
Marsh and Joe Morrison.

Joseph
Schildkraur
Carmelita
Geraghry

Henry Hobart
Bernice Claire

DAILY

CANCELLATIONS APPLY
ON FILMS SOLD SINGLY
(.Continued from

Page

Ambassador Hotel, Los Angeles, April 9-12

Appoint U. S. Delegation
To Film
Congress in Rome
(Continued from Page 1)
Department of the Interior, chairman; Paul B. Mann, chairman of
biology department, Childs High
School, New York City; Carl E. Milliken of the Hays Office; Col. Fred L.
Deveraux, vice-president of Erpi;
C. F. Hoban, director of visual education, Pennsylvania State Dep't of
Public Instruction, and Dr. W. W.
Charters, director of the Bureau of
Educational Research, Ohio State
University. The delegation has been
approved by President Roosevelt.
The Congress is being held under
the auspices of the International Institute of Educational and Instructional Cinematography. About 600
delegates from 40 countries are expected to attend.

Technical Awards
Made by Academy
(Continued from Page 1)

for Wide Range Recording and Reproducing, also Honorable Mention
to Fox, Fred Jackman and Warner
Bros, and Sidney Sanders of the
RKO studios for development and
effective use of the translucent cellulose screen in composite photography.

J. R. Grainger Skeptical
On Costume Film Outlook
1)

the company's exchanges. Grainger
said he personally didn't favor costume pictures and that he believed
their appeal in small communities
is too limited. He added that business conditions generally were steadily improving.

DEPINET ANNOUNCES
FIVE RKO PROMOTIONS
(Continued from Page 1)

1)

neighborhood and small town theto Myers,
who
contends aters,"
thataccording
elimination
of block
booking will result in extending
playing time for whatever pictures
producers turn out.

{Continued from Page

Tentative M. P. T. O. A. Convention Program

Thursday, March 22, 1934

Monday,
April 9
10:00 A.M. Registration of members, delegates and guests. Registration and Information Office on Mezzanine. Ambassador Hotel.
No convention sessions or affairs this date,
to afford arriv:ng exhibitors an opportunity
to register, get acquainted and see the city.
Important that all exhibitors and guests register, receive the Official Convention Badge,
which identifies those attending the Convention for admission to the studios on studio
trips, admits bearer to local theaters, convention sessions, luncheons, parties and all
convention
affa:rs.
4:00 P.M.
Annual
meeting of the Board
of Directors for the election of Officers and
other business.
This is an executive session
for Directors and Officers only.
Tuesday, April 10
Forenoon
10:00 A.M. Registration of members, delegates and guests.
10:30 A.M. Sharp. Convention called to
order by B. N. Berinstein. Chairman Convention Committee and President of the Independent Theater Owners of California. Opening address by B. X. Berinstein, (who will
introduce Pies. E. L. Kuykendall to preside,
then introduce the Mayor or other city official
who will give the address of welcome).
Address of Welcome to the City of Los
Angeles by the Mayor. Response on behalf
of the M.P.T.O.A. by Walter J. Vincent.
Treasurer
of the M.P.T.O.A.
Annual Report of the President — E. L.
Knvkendall. Annual Report of the Secretary
— Fred S. Meyer. Report of the Convention
Committee — B. N. Berinstein. Chairman.
Announcement of Standing Committees for
the Convention, where and when they will
meet during the Convention. These will include :
Committees
on —
(1) Affairs
Public Relations and Community
Chairman : Fred Wehrenberg,
St. Louis.
(2) Resolutions
Edward
G. Levy,
Chairman
New Haven.
(3) Grievances
Chairman : Lewen
Pizor,
Philadelphia.
(4) X.R.A. Code — Trade Practices
Chairman : Fred S. Meyer,
Milwaukee.
(5) N.R.A.
Code — Labor Provisions
Chairman : Jack Miller,
Chicago.
(6) Legislation and Taxes
Chairman:
M. A. L:ghtman.
Memphis.
(7) Credentials and Rules
Chairman : M. E. Comerford.
Scranton.
"Modern
Theater
Construction"
by Geo.
Shutz.
12:30 P.M.
Adjourn business session until
10:30 A.M. Wednesday.
Luncheon.
Afternoon
2:00 P.M.
Trips
through
the
studios.
Your
Convention
Badge
identifies you for
transportation and admission
to the studios,

at the time of the scheduled trip through
each studio only. Our own chartered busses
Evening
will leave The Ambassador promptly as announced for the studios we are to visit today.
Whatever entertanment arranged for by
Committee' on Arrangements.
Wednesday.
April 11
Forenoon
10:30 A.M. Sharp. Session called to order
by Pres. Kuykendall. '"The Theater's Lialrlity to Its Patrons" — By Edward G. Levy,
New
Haven.
Conn.
"What's the Matter with Production, from
the Point of
View ofof anlong
Exhibitor"
— by ina
prominent
exhibitor
experience
theater management.
"What's the Matter with Exhib:tion. from
the Point of View of a Producer" — by a
representative production
executive.
"Why Pictures
Improving"
— by agroup
representative from a are
nationally
organized
interested in motion pictures.
"How Pictures are Put Together" — by a
prominent
production
executive.
"Se'f Regulation in Advertising Motion
Open Forum on Motion Pictures : Production. Distribution and Exhibition.
1:00 P.M.
Adjourn until 10:30 ThursPictures"
day. — Luncheon. Afternoon
2:30 P.M.
Trips Evening
through
the
studios.
Busses will leave on schedule.
Entertainment or studio parties as arranged
by local committees.
Thursday.
April 12
Forenoon
10:30 A.M. Sharp. Session called to order by Pres. Kuykendall.
"What the Code Means to the Country
Town Exhibitor" — by a small town exhibitor.
"What
the Code
Means
to the MetroExhibitor" —from
by a a representative
un^"'''ated politan
exhibitor
large city.
Ooen Forum on Code Matters Relating
to Trade Practices — Ed Kuykendall presiding. Cut-rate compet:tion. zoning and clearance, premiums, overbuying, rejection privileges, double features, etc., etc. will be discussed from the floor. Open Forum on
Labor Matters — Jack Miller presiding. Two
operators in the booth, mimmum wage scales,
maximum hours and conditions of employment, racketeering and intimidation by labor
organizers, etc.. etc. will be discussed.
Report of Resolut:ons
Committee.
Reports of Other Convention
Committees.
Installation of Officers for the Coming
Year.
Business Session adjourn sine die.
Afternoon
2:00 P.M.
Final Evening
trips through
the studios. Busses leave on schedule.

post; Frank Alford steps from the
unit; E. J. Smith, former assistant
to Muchnic in the audit control department, succeeds him in that
statistical office to the RKO theater
department
to become
Smith's
assistant, and Joseph
Skelly,
manager
of branch operations, will add the
handling of exchange leases to his
duties.

New Type Operatic Short
Acquired
(Continued by
fromEducational
Page 1)
and scenario by Clara Beranger, the
subject blends music and drama by
employing outstanding exponents of
each, with Henry Hull doing the
pantomime as Canio, the tragic
clown, while prominent operatic
artists supply the vocal work and
a famous symphony orchestra supplies the musical accompaniment.
Recording was done with Western
Electric Wide Range system.
Raft Set for 7 Years at Para.
Under a new contract signed by
George Raft before coming east this
week, the actor will remain with
Paramount for seven more years.
After his appearance at the New
York Paramount the week of March
30, he will sail for Europe.
Censor Named in Costa Rica
Following enactments of a censor
law for Costa Rica, Joanquin Barrionuevo has been appointed censor,
according to word received in New
York yesterday. Copies of the new
regulations have been printed.
Plan M. P. Council in Richmond
Richmond — Formation of a local
unit affiliated with the Motion Picture Research Council of New York
was discussed at a meeting presided
over ater
byand Mrs.
Ward, themusic Channng
critics.

Services for Richard F. Sullivan
Funeral services for Richard F.
Sullivan, 80, stage and screen actor,
who died this week, will be held this
Charles A. Somma in Politics
Richmond — Charles A. Somma,
morning at St. Malachy's Church.
NRA Hears Service Union Cases
Capitol Show Holds Over
theater operator, is conducting _ a
Easter Bookings at Carnegie
Program at the Capitol, including
campaign as candidate for the City
Hearing of charges by Local 118,
As
Easter attractions, the Little
Council.
"The Show-Off" on the screen and service union, took place yesterday
Jimmy Durante. Polly Moran, Lou before Ben Golden, secretary of the Carnegie Playhouse has booked
"Little Women" starting today, folFred M. Mayer Dies on Coast
Holtz and Armida on the stage, will
be held for a second week starting NRA Regional Labor Board, and
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAICY
lowed by "I Am Suzanne" and
in Wonderland," along with
Hollywood — Fred M. Mayer, actor tomorrow.
will be resumed today, when a rul- a"Alice
repertoire
of Disney shorts.
and theatrical manager,
died here
ing is expected on cases involving
this week at the age of 72.
Leo Jones Leaves M-G-M
alleged discrimination, intimidation
Cleveland — Leo Jones, has resign- and discharges.
Dullzell Sees Union Test
ed as M-G-M short subject booker
to devote his time exclusively to his
Unless labor succeeds in unionizing
New Majestic Studio Setup
theaters. He is succeeded by Mason
disputed industries there is likely to b:
Florence, Arthur Lake for Vita.
One of the Majestic home office exa wholesale exodus of members from
ecutives will leave shortly for the coast
Williams,
from
the
Pittsburgh
ofFlorence
and
Arthur
Lake
have
labor unions because members will not
fice.
to reorganize the Majestic coast producfeel any obligation to pay dues when
been signed by. Vitaphone for a twotion department, it is learned in connecthe Code of their particular industry
tion with the meetings of Majestic
Scoville Rebuilding House
reel musical, "Glad to Beat You."
franchise holders held yesterday. It is
-gives all they can expect from thei'
.employers, it was said yesterday b/
Cleveland — The Ezella, owned by Cast also will include Dorothy Dare,
planned also that there shall be constant
Jim Scoville and destroyed by fire Eleanor Powell, Weldon Heyburn
supervision of production by a home
Pau\ Dullzell: executive secretary of thoffice official.
Actors' Equity Association, an A. f. of
early in the week, will be rebuilt and Jack Goode. Production starts
L. union.
immediately.
today at the Brooklyn studios.
7:30 P.M. Convention Banquet at The
Ambassador Hotel.' Distinguished speakers
of national prominence. Unusual entertainment features. Motion picture stars and
personalities as guests.
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theatre lobby!

Another advance promotion idea on the next page-

$1000
■*■
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your patrons

in the

for

SHEARER.

II

RIPTIDE" SLOGAN

CONTEST

HI

LEO'S A
SHOWMAN!
FOLLOW IN
HIS STEPS!

DETAILS

OF

CONTEST:

PRIZES: 1st— $500; 2nd— $250;
3rd— $150; 4th— $100. Contest
tor best "Riptide" slogans closes
July 4th. All entries for National Prizes must be at M-G-M
Studios by July I Ith. In case of
ties, each tying contestant will
receive the full amount of the
prize tied for.

stf&^S
m cash i

GET THIS BOOK FROM
YOUR M-G-M EXCHANGE!

Free l'Sheets!
Free Mats!
A marvelous contest idea that will get you
six days of newspaper publicity. The Contest
Campaign Book explains everything. This
^y
contest is easy to conduct and it's a clean-up!
Just ONE of the MANY M-G-M SHOWMANSHIP STUNTS FOR NORMA
SHEARER'S GREATEST!

THE
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THEATER

CHANGES

ARIZONA
Changes in Ownership
PHEONIX— Rex. transferred to R. I. Kil' transferred
leen by E. toII. C.Kaylor.
Harking TEMPLE—
by DaviessState,&
Harking.

Openings

REPORTED

BY FILM BOARDS

Stockton, transferred to P. W. Lorentzen
by A. Herrick. WARREN — Warren,
transferred to Thomas J. Watson.
ZIEGLER — Empire, transferred to Homer
Hulsey by W. C. Baker. CHICAGO—
Star & Garter, transferred to X". Barger
by Jones, Linick & Schaeffer.

Openings

PIMA — Pima (Portable Equipment), by L.
F. Long.

Closings

LINCOLN— Grand. MILFORD— Majestic.
PEORIA — Gem. PLEASANT HILL —
Eltinge.
WARREN— Warren.

Closings

TOMBSTONE— Tombstone.

ARKANSAS
Changes in Ownership

LITTLE ROCK— Prospect. Little Roxy and
New, transferred to Sanders-Wheeler Co.
by T. W. Sharp.

ARTHUR — Garden. AUGUSTA— Hoslep.
CHICAGO — Paradise. KINCAID— Kincaid. MOLIXE— Bio (dismantled); Paradise. ROCKFORD— Columbia.

INDIANA
Changes in Ownership

Openings

OF TRADE

MINNESOTA
Changes in Ownership
ST. PAUL— DeLuxe, transferred to H. M.
Jensen by J. J. Fitzgerald. STILLWATER— Auditorium, transferred to E.
W., Lineer by E. L. Peaslie.

COLORADO
Changes in Ownership

ADS — Eads, transferred to William Benner
by Ray G. Lovett.

Openings

KREMMLING— Victory, by W-E-M
ment Co.

Amuse-

Closings

3ERTHOUD— Moon.

EATON— Eaton.

CONNECTICUT
Changes in Ownership
ALTIC — Jodoin. transferred to M. Ponora
by A. Fox. DEVON — Devon, transferred
to A. Tobackman by J. Corwel. HART
FORD — State, transferred to Davis &
Goldbaum by Warner Bros. Theaters.
WALNUT BEACH— Colonial, transferred
to J. Kata by Mrs. M. Gill. WILLIMANTfC — Strand, transferred to M. Ponora
by J. Rabinowitz.

Closings

ASTHAMPTON — Strand (damaged by
fire). MOOSUP— Best (damaged by fire).

IDAHO
Openings

COI'XCIL— Council, by Clarence LaFay.
XEW MEADOW— LaFay, by Clarence
LaFay.

ILLINOIS
Changes in Ownership

DAVENPORT — Columbia.
DIAGONAL—
Diagonal.
VICTOR— Strand.

KANSAS
Changes in Ownership

ELKHART
Coop by

— Doric, transferred to Irene
W. D. Coop.

Openings

I30NNER SPRINGS— Tris. DODGE
— Beeson. bv G. P. Goodwin.

LOUISIANA
Changes in Ownership

CITY

LULTNG — Luling. transferred to W.
Cobb by G. L. Menuet.

H.

Openings
Closings

AX— Franks.

MASSACHUSETTS
Openings

MARLBORO — Princess. WESTFIELD—
Strand, by M. &- P. Theaters.

Closings

BOSTOX — Apollo (damaged by fire).
HOLYOKE — Holvoke. FAIRHAVEX—
Amercan. LAWRENCE— Colonial (damaged by fire).

MICHIGAN
Changes in Ownership

r

Box Office Receipts

HARMONY— Orient. HOUSTON— Lyric.
JANESVILLE— Century (formerly Princess). WARROAD— Fox.

Three Unit NEW1935
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NEBRASKA
Changes in Ownership

COLUMBUS — Swan and Pawnee, transferred to W. XT. Youngclaus. VALPARISO— Strand, transferred to W. C.
Scott. WINNEBAGO— Winnebago, transferred to P. J. Ashford.
PONCA — Ponca.
VALPARISO
Openings
WINNEBAGO— Winnebago.

— Strand.

Closings

MONTAGUE— Montague, bv W. H. Cobb.
SHREVEPORT— Liberty, by X. L. Harwell.
GUEYD

1934

Openings

CLEARBROOK— Community. CLINTON—
Clinton (new theater), by Henry Bornholdt. HANCOCK— Hancock (new theater), by D. E. Eby. LE ROY— Crystal.
TOWER— Rex. Closings

BOSWELL— Roxy. transferred to Boswell
Changes in Ownership
Amusement Co. CHURUBUSCO— Busco.
N'ATCHEZ — Star (formerly Hamilton),
transferred to Roger Sherer. FORT
transferred to Charles Morel by Saengcr
Theaters.
Closings
WAYNE — Indiana (formerly Broadway),
transferred to F. C. Zeib and G. O. NewHOT
SPRINGS— Best
(damaged
by fire).
Openings
ton. GARY — Broadway. transferred to
CALIFORNIA
Nick Bikos by Theater Managers, Inc. ; CLARKSDALE— Golbe, by C. J. Collier.
LAUREL— Arabian.
Gary, transferred to C. V. Young by J.
Changes in Ownership
Fusheaner. INDIANAPOLIS — Granada,
MISSOURI
BELVEDERE GARDENS— Garden, transtransferred to Fountain Square Theater
ferred to H. B. Colrey by Fletcher, Smith
Changes in Ownership
Corp.
and Stewart. FOLSOM — Folsom. transCAMDEN — Stiles. transferred to Mrs.
ferred to G. W. Taylor by William Yount.
Openings
Blanche King by J. L. Creason. CABOOL
LOS ANGELES — Arrow, transferred to CHURUBUSCO— Busco. FORT WAYNE
— Cozy (formerly Lyric), transferred to
J. S. Randall by Jacob Conn : Carlton and
— Indiana
(formerly
Broadway).
J.
B. Coverston by J. C. Matherly. JOPLIN
Rivoli, transferred to Fox West Coast by
— Paramount, transferred to Fox Midwest
R. C. Theaters ; Art and Lark, transferred GARY— Broadwav. GEXEVA— Lumberlost.
by A. F. Baker. KANSAS CITY— Circle,
Closing's
to Popkin & Ringer Bros, by Ringer Bros. ;
LADOGA— Fox (dismantled).
transferred to W. E. Searfoss by J. E.
Burbank, Lyceum. Optic, Moon, transYancey ; Sun. transferred to H. F. Pautz
IOWA
ferred to Popkin & Ringer Bros, by Gore
by C. E. Esterley & H. F. Pautz. MAYSChanges in Ownership
Bros. ST. HELENA — Liberty, transVILLE — Rex. transferred to Howard Meek
ferred to Mrs. Ellis N. Wilson by D. B. DAYTON — Dayton, transferred to Wavne
by R. J. McMurray. NOEL— Bijou,
Wilson.
Coon by Okey & Schill. DES MOINES—
transferred to Aubra Hall by O. W. BrisStar, transferred to Rudolph Elman by
Openings
tow. SPRINGFIELD — Electric, transStar Amusement Co. FARMINOTON—
CARLSBAD— Carlsbad, by Madame La Rue.
ferred to Fox Midwest Theaters by A. F.
Farmington,
transferred
to
Charles
M.
LOS ANGELES— Colonial, by W. D.
Jennings by Alton Smith. NEW LONBaker.
Fisher; Major (formerly Figureoa). by
DON— Alamo, transferred to Irving Synnes
Openings
T. L. Crown. PACIFIC GROVE— Grove.
by Eardlev Bell. OGDEX— State, trans- BETHANY— Maple, by W. I. Maple.
SAN FRANCISCO — Embassy ; Liberty,
ferred
to
F.
D.
Hill
by
W.
C.
Treeloor.
CAMDEN—
Stiles,
by Mrs. Blanche King.
by Maurice
Klein.
PELLA — Pella. transferred to O. Benson
CABOOL — Lyric, by J. B. Coverston.
Closings
MAYSVILLE
—
Rex,
by Howard Meek.
hv W. S. Bailey. WHTTIXG— Whiting,
BREA— Brea. CHINO— Woods. COLMA—
transferred to L. W. Huff by Dr. M. O.
XOEL— Bilou, by Aubra Hall.
New Colma. COVELO— Owl. LOS ANClosings
Stauch.
GELES — Colonial. MERCED — Strand.
Openings
BETHAXY — Cozy (damaged by fire).
NILES — Niles. NAPA — State. OAKLEADWOOD— Community. ST. LOUIS
LAND — Premier. MARTINEZ — Avalon. BUFFALO CEXTER— Towa. DAYTON—
Dayton.
KNOXVILLE
—
Iowa.
NEW
—Melba.
New Grand Central. STEELVILLE—
SCOTIA— Winema. SAN FRANCISCO—
SHARON—
Sharon.
Capitol.
Closings

MARSHALL— Plaza (new theater), by
Crump Taylor. TYRONZA— New, by G.
W. Sipe.

JJ

AXTIOCH — Antioch. transferred to Fred
Swanson. ARTHUR — Garden, transferred BELLEVILLE — Martin, transferred to Mr*.
Helen Martin by Paul Templeton. CARto W. H. Hoffman by Mrs. G. Thomsen.
SON CITY — Dreamland, transferred to
COLCHESTER— Princess, transferred to
F. S. Caswell by L. C. Whitney. DEErwin J. Savage by T. H. Smith. EAST
TROIT— Wolverine, transferred to EdST. LOUIS — Washington, transferred to
ward Pasco by Frank Krueger.
E. E. Parker by George Jackson. MILOpenings
FORD — Majestic, transferred to C. J.
Ritenour. HARVARD — Harvard, trans- DEARBORN — Midway (new theater), by
ferred to A. Schoen by Charles House.
Midway Theater Co. DETROIT— Empire,
by E. Owens and Heard.
NASHVILLE — transferred to T. Dickson
Closings
by E. R. Hisey. PLEASANT HILL—
Eltinge, transferred to H. F. Wall. ROCKDETROIT— Blackstone No. 2: Cozy; HolFORD — Rockford, transferred to R. G.
brook. BRIGHTON — Washington. PETERSBURG—Garden.
Nelson by Charles House.
STOCKTON—

STUART— Stuart.

WYNOT— Wynot.

NEVADA
Changes in Ownership

FALLON — Fallon, transferred to S. E.
Hagans by C. L. Evans.

NEW

HAMPSHIRE
Openings

ROCHESTER—
Colonial, by Interstate Theaters Corp.

NEW
JERSEY
Changes in Ownership
AUBUBON— Highland, transferred to Haddon Amusement Co.. Inc. BLACKWOOD
— Blackwood, transferred to David Starkman by Blackwood
Theater Co.

Two Unit NEW 1935
MODEL H ALL PURPOSE
REGISTER showing Door
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in place.

ALTBUBON— Highland, by Haddon Amusement Co., Inc.

Write Today for

NEW YORK
Changes in Ownership
CARTHAGE — State, transferred to Minrose
Corp. by F. Degre.

Closings

BUFFALO— Star. LACKAWANNA— Park.
LONG LAKE— Community: RED HOOK
—Lyceum.
ROXBURY— Roxbury.

NEW

RATON — Shuler

MEXICO
Openings
Closings
Auditorium.

LOVINGTON— Palace.

full particulars

GENERAL
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Chicago. III.
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Features Reviewed in Film Daily, Aug. 12 to Mar. 21
Title
Reviewed
Above The Clouds-COL. 12-19-33
Ace of Aces-RKO
11-11-33
Advice To The LovelornUA
12-14-33
After
Tonight-RKO
10-26-33
Aggie
Appleby,
Maker of
Men-RKO
.
10-19-33
Alice
in Wonderland-PAR
12-11-33
All of Me-PAR
2-3-34
An
Hour
with
Chekhov-AM
9-6-33
Ann Vickers-RKO
9-29-33
Ariane-BLU
3-8-34
As Hussbands
Go-F
1-27-34
As the Devil Commands-COL
9-1-33
As the Earth Turns-WA. 2-15-34
Avenger,
The-MOP
10-4-33
A Woman's Man-MOP. 1-19-34
Beauty for Sale-MGM. . .9-13-33
Bedside-FN
.
3-6-34
Before
Dawn-RKO
10-17-33
Before Morning-GRB. .. 10-19-33
Beggars in Ermine-MOP. 2-14-34
Beloved-U
1-27-34
Berkeley Square-F
9-15-33
Big Attraction
(Grosse
Attraktion)-BAV
7-25-33
Big
Chance,
The-GRB. .8-30-33
Big
Executive-PAR
10-19-33
Big Race-SHO
2-14-34
Big Shakedown-FN
2-9-34
Big Time or Bust-TOW. 1-10-34
Bitter Sweet-UA
8-25-33
Black
Beautv-MOP
8-23-33
Blarnev
Kiss-PRT
8-19-33
R'ind Adventure-RKO 10-31-33
Blende
Bombshell-MGM.
See
Bombshell
10-11-33
13'ond
Mnney-UA
11-11-3''
Bolero-PAR
2-17-34
Bomben
Auf Monte Carlo
XX.. 9-28-^3
1-6-34
10-7-3?
8-31-33
Keyhole
UA. .11-2-33
Broadway
to Hollywood-MGM
9-2-33
Broken
Dreams-MOP. .. 11-8-33
Bureau of Missing Persons-FN
9-2-33
By
Candlelight-U
1-6-34
Carolina-F
2-3-34
Catherine the Great-U A. .2-2-34
Chance at Heaven-RKO .12-23-33
Captured-WA
8-1Q-33
Carnival
Lady-GOP
11-29-33
Cascarrabias-PAR
10-31-33
Cat and the Fiddle-MGM .2-14-34
Charlie
Chan's
Greatest
Case-F
10-7-33
Charming
Deceiver-MAJ. 12-9-33
Chief,
The-MGM
12-2-33
Christopher Bean-MGM. 1 1-22-33
College
Coach-WA
11-10-33
Conquerors of the NiehtBombay
Mail-U
Bowerv.
The-UA
Brief Moment-COL
Broadway
Thru
a

Counsellor
at Law-U. AM..8-1-3'
. . 11-28-33
Convention
City-FN
12-14-33
Coming
Out
Party-F
3-17-34
Cradle
Song-PAR
11-18-33
Crime Doctor-RKO ....3-14-31
Criminal At Large-HEL. 12-20-33
Cross
Country
Cruise-U . 1-1 0-34
Prncsfire-RTTl
8-15-33
Curtain
at Eight-MAJ
2-1-34
Dance.
Girl,
Dance
TNV. .10-26-33
Dance
Hail
Hostess-MAV
R-'?fi-33

Dancing
Ladv-MGM. .. .12-2-33
Dark Hazard-FN
2-23-34
Da" SchicV"! der Renate
Lansren-XX
11-6-33
Osv of Rpckonino--MGM 11-4-33
Death Takes a Holiday-PAR.
2-23-31
Deluge.
The-RKO
1 0-7-33
Der
GluecksyHnder-XX . . 3-13-34
Der Hellseher-XX
9-13-33
Tier Frechd = chs-UFA
1-9-34
Der Meisterdetektiv-XX . .2-14-34
Der
Sohn
der Weissen
Berpe
XX-1 0-28-33
Der Traumende Mund-XX 2-6-34
Desicn for Livimr-PAR. 11-17-33
neve's
Mato-MOP
9-73.53
Devil
Tiger-F
2-8-34
Die Blonde Christl-XV . .2-2P-34
Die
Galavorstellung — XX
Die

Mutter

Der

12-11-331
Ko""'ei">

XX. .3-13-31
ninner
■»♦ V^ht-MGM..!!-"-'!
nnctor
Bi.H-F
8-31-33
riream of M" Peot>V-PA 2-?R-?*
Drums
of Tloom-MAF
m «-'i
n,,cv
Ro"i-PAR
11.17.-??
East of First Avenue — COT,
11-28-33
Fasv
Mi'h'ons-FR
0-6-33
Easy to Love-WA
1-13-34
Fat
'Em
Alive-ATTS
1 1-4-33
Eight Girls in a Boat-PAR
1-13-34

KEY TO DISTRIBUTORS
ABC— Arkay Film Exch.
AE — Aeolian
Pictures
AG— Agfa
ALD — Allied Pictures
ALX — William Alexander
AM — Amkino
AMR — American
Roumanian
Film
Corp.
ARL — Arthur Lee
AST — Astor Pictures
AU — Capt.
Harold Auten
AUS — Harold
Austin
BAV— Bavaria Film A-G
BEE — Beekman Film Corp.
BLU — Blue
Ribbon
Photoplays
BO— John
W.
Boyle
B R O — Broadway-Hollywood
CAP — Capitol
Film
Exchange
CHA— Chadwick
C H E— Columbia
Chesterfield
COT,—
COM — Compagnie
Universelle
Cinematographique
DU — DuWorld
EOU — Eauitab'e
Pictures
F— Fox
EXP
— Exploitation
Pictures
FA I— Faith Pictures Corp.
FAM — Foreign American Films
FD — FirsuDi vision
FOR — Foremco
Pictures
FR — Freuler Film Associates
FN — First National
FX — The
Film
Exchange
Title
Reviewed
Emperor
Jones-UA
9-16-33
Ein Gewisser Herr Gran-XX.
2-24-34
Eisenstein in Mexico
PRI.. 11-2-33
El Precio De Un BesoF.. 8-1-33
El Principe
Gondolero-PAR
9-13-33
Enemies of Progress-XX. 1-16-34
En'iehten
Thy
DaughterEXP
12-27-33
Eskimo-MGM
11-16-33
Es Wird
Schon
Wieder
Besser-UFA
1-24-34
Ever in My
Heart-WA . 10-13-33
Faithful
Heart-HEL
8-15-33
Fantomas-DU
3-13-34
Fashions
of 1934-FN
1-9-34
Female-FN
11-4-33
FiddMn'
Buckaroo-U. . . 12-20-33
Fiearo
e la Sua
Gran
Giornata-XX
10-30-33
Fiehting
Code-COL
1-10-34
Film
Parade-GEN
12-20-33
Flaming
Gold-RKO
1-18-34
Flvine Devils-FKO
...8-26-33
Flying
Down
To
Rio-RKO
12-20-33
Fog-COL
1-6-34
Footlight
Parade-WA
9-30-33
Found
Alive-TDE
11-8-33
4 Frightened People-PAR 1-27-34
F
P
1-F
9-16-33
Fraoulein-Falsch
VerbudenXX.. 1-16-34
Frau
Lehmann's
ToThter
XX-10-28-33
From
Headauprter=-FN.l 1-1 6-33
Frontier
Marshal-F
1-31-34
Fugitive
Lovers-MGM . . .1-3-34
Fugitive.
The-MOP
.9-13-33
Furv
of the Jungle-COL. 2-8-34
Gallant
Lady-UA
12-7-33
GaHoping
Romeo-MOP. . 1 1-2-33
r-ambHnoLadv-WA
3-7-34
George
White's
Scandals
F. .3-17-34
r.houl
The-GB
1 1-25-33
Girl Without a Room-PAR
12-7-33
Going Hollywood-MGM. 12-22-33
Golden
Harvest-PAR. ... 1 1-8-33
Goodhve
A?ain-FN
9-2-33
Goodbye Love — RKO .... 3-13-34
Good
Companions.
The-F10-10-33
Good
Dame-PAR
3-17-?"
Gow-FX
12-2-33
Gun
Tustice-U
2-14-34
Harold Teen-WA
3-7-34
Havana
Widows-FN
... 1 1-25-33
Ffeadlin"
Shooter-PlCO . 10-21-33
Heat
Lightning- WA
3-7-3*
He-AST
12-28-33
He Couldn't Taks
It — MOP
12-13-33
Her
First Mate-U
9-2-33
Her Forgotten
Past
MAY. .10-31-33
Her Splendid Fo'1"
Her Secret-TDF PRO.
... io_->o
12-19-33
ii
Her
Rwpptbeart-MGM.
Sfe :
Christooher Bean ....11-22-33
Her Unborn Child-WTN m-if>-33
Hell
and
High
Water-PAR
Hi,

NeUie-WA

12-16-33
2-1-34

GB— Gaumont-British
GFF — General Foreign Films
GEN — General Films
GRB — Arthur Greenblatt
GOL — Ken Goldsmith
GOP — Goldsmith
Productions
GRF — Garrison Films
HEL — Helber Pictures
HER — Charles B. Herrlitz
HOL — Hollywood
HOF— J. H. Hoffberg Co.
ICE — Int. Cinema Exch.
IDE— Ideal
IMP— Imperial Dist.
INA — Inter-Americas
Films
INT — Interworld Prod.
INV — Invincible Pictures
J A FA— Jafa
JE — Jewell Productions
JEW — Jewish
Talking
Pictures
JRW— J. R. Whitney
K I N — Kinema trade
KRE — Sherman S. Krellberg
LEV— Nat
Levine
MAD — Madison Pictures
MAF — Mayflower
MAJ — Majestic Pictures
MAR — Marcy
MAY — Mayfair Pictures
MO — Monopole Pictures
MGM — Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
MOP — Monogram
Pictures
PA — Palestine-American Film Co.
PAR — Paramount
Title
Rei-icced
Hips, Hips, Hooray-RKO
1-24-34
Hired
Wife-PIN
2-1-34
His Double Life-PAR. 12-16-33
Hold
the
Press-COL... 12-1-33
Hoopla-F
12-2-33
House of Rothschild-UA. .3-8-34
House on 56th Street-WA
12-2-33
I Am
Suzanne-F
1-19-34
Ich
Glaub
Nie
Mehr
An
Eine Frau-BAV
10-13-3.3
If I Were Free-RKO
12-8-33
I Loved
a Woman-FN . .9-21-33
I'm No
Angel-PAR
10-14-33
2-3-34
I've Got Your
Number-WA
Important Witness-TOW. .9-6-33
Invisible
Man-U
11-18-33
In the Money-INV
1-6-34
It Happened One Night-COL.
I Was a Spy-F
1-13-34
Jimmy
And
Sally-F
12-16-33
Journal of a Crime-FN . .2-24-34
Keep 'Em Rolling-RKO .. 3-1-34
Kennel Murder Case
WA. .10-28-33
King For a Night-U
12-9-33
King of the Arena-U ... .8-23-33
King
of Wild
Horses
COL.. 3-21-34
La Cancion Del Dia-XX. 8-28-33
Ladies
Must
Love-U. .. 1 1-16-33
Lady
Killer- WA
12-28-33
La Ciudad de Carton-F. 2-28-34
La Cruz Y La Esoada-F 2-6-34
La
Femme
Nue-XX
8-28-33
La Fusee-TAP
3-15-34
La Melodia Prohibida-F. 10-10-33
La Sombra
de Pancho
Villa
Last
Trail-F
Laughter
Through

COL.. 12-1-33
1-9-34
Tears

WOK.
Frochard et les
Deux.11-16-33
Orphelines-XX
2-8-34
La Vuida Romantica-F. . .9-6-33
Le Noche del Pecado-COL
12-29-33
La

Le
Sang
D'un
Poete
.11-13-33
Le Serment-PRX RIC
3-15-34
Let's Fall in Love-COL. 1-20-34
Life in the Raw-F
10-19-33
T.in'e
Woman-RTTO. . . .11-16-33
Live and Laugh-.TEW
12-8-33
Lone
Cowboy-PAR
1-27-34
Looking for Trouble-UA. 2-2 1-34
L'Opera
De
Quat
Sous-WA
12-11-33
Lost
Patrol-RKO
Lo Tu Y Ella-F
Love,
Honor
and

2-9-34
12-11-33
Oh. Babv!
U-l 0-28-33
Love Past Thirty-FR. .. .2-14-34
Lue<?en
Auf
Ruegen-XX . 1-5-34
Luckv Doe-U
8-30-33
Lucky
Texan-MOP
1-6-34
Mod
Game-F
11-11-33
Madame
Spy-F
2-10-34
1*"an t'om Montere"-W \ .8-16-33

K'-xi

n< <^»

T?o-oct.T> A T?

8.25.33

Worlds-RKO 1-13-34

Man

of Two

Man
Man

Who
Dared-F
of Sentiment

9-9-33

CHE.. 11-16-33
Mandalay-FN
2-15-34
Man's
Castle-COL
....12-28-33

PIN — Pinnacle
PO — Powers
Pictures
POL — Bud Pollard Productions
POR — Portola Pictures
PRI — Principal Dist. Corp.
PRO — Progressive Pictures
PRX — Protex Dist. Corp.
REG — Regent Pictures
REM — Remington
Pictures
RIC — Edward T. Ricci
SKO — RKO-Radio
Pictures
ROY — Fanchon Royer
SCA — Scandinavian
Pictures
SCO — Lester F. Scott
SHO — Showmen's Pictures
SNO — Sidney
Snow.
STE — William Steiner
SYA
—
Synchro
SYN — Syndicate Art Pictures
TAP — John
S. Tapernoux
TF — Tobis Foreign Film
TOW — Tower Prods.
TRU — True Life Photoplays
U — Universal
UA — United Artists
UFA— Ufa
WA— Warner Bros.
WEL— Carveth Wells
WIN — Windsor
Pictures
WK— Willis Kent
WOK— Worldkino
WW— World Wide
XX — No
distributor
set
ZBY
Polish-American
Film— Zbyszko
Co.

Title _
Marriage
on

Reviewed
Approval-FR
12-27-33

Massacre-FN
1-18-34
Master of Men-COL
11-28-33
2-17-34
Meanest Gal in Town-RKO,
Meet the Baron-MGM
Maz-Zelle
Nitouche

.. 10-28-33

PRO. .11-18-33
Midnight-U
3-7-34
Midshipman .Tack-RKO . 11-17-33
Mirages
de
Paris-AU. .12-29-33
Milady-GFF
9-13-33
Miss
Fane's
Baby
is
Stolen-PAR
1-20-34
Money
Talks-SYN
8-12-33
Moonlight
and Pretzels-U 8-23-33
Mornine G'orv-RKO
8-16-33
Moth.
The-MAR
3-9-34
Moulin
Rouge-UA
1-10-34
Mr. Broadway-BRO
9-15-33
Mr.
Skitch-F
12-23-33
My
Lip=
Betray-F
11-4-33
Myrt
and
Marge-U
1-16-34
Mystery Liner-MOP . . 2-28-34
Mystery of Mr. X-MGM .2-24-34
My
Weakness-F
9-22-33
My
Woman-COL
10-17-33
Nana-UA
2-2-34
Neighbors' Wives-ROY
9-20-33
Night Flight-MGM
10-4-33
Ninth Guest. The-COL ..3-3-34
No Funny Business-PRI . 3-10-34
No
Dejes la Puerta Abierta
F.. 11-13-33
No Greater GIory-COL. .3-14-34
No More Women-PAR
.3-3-34
Notorious hut Nice-CHE. 8-23-33
Olsen's Big Moment-F. . .1-9-34
One Man's Journey-RKO. 9-1-33
9-2-33
One
Sunday
Afternoon-PAR
One
Year
Later-ALD. .1.1-16-33
Onlv
Ye=terdav-U
11-1 0-33
Orient
Express-F
2-28-34
Paddy the Next Best Thing-F
Palooka-UA
Passion
of Joan
_ , ,

of

9-9-33
2-1-34
Arc-KRE
8-25-33

Patriots,
The-AM
9-25-33
Penthouse-MGM
9-9-33
Pettersson & Bendel-SC A. 2-24-34
Police Call-HOL
8-23-33
Police
Car
17-COL
11-6-33
Power
and the Glory,
The-F
8-1 8-33
Private

Life of Henry

VIII-UA
9-21-33

Prizefighter and the

Lady
Public StenographerMGM.. 114-33

MAR.. 1-10-34
Quartorze Juillet-PRX. 10-21-33
Queen Christina-MGM. .12-28-33
Quick.
Koenig
Der
KlownsUFA
12-11-33
Quitter,
The-CHE
3-14-.?<
Rafter
Rnmance-RKO
1-9-34
Rainbow
Over
BroadwayCHE
12-27-33
Rainbow Ranch-MOP. .. 10-18-33
Rangers' Code-MOP
. .9-2?)-33
Riders of Destinv-MOP. 11-29-33
Riding
Thni-STE
2-24-34
Right
to Romance
RKO.. 11-22-33
Road
to Ruin-TRU
2-21-34
Roman
Scandals-UA
12-14-33

Title
Reviewed
Russia Today-WEL. .. .10-21-33
Rustlers' Roundup-U ...9-16-33
Rusty Rides Alone-COL. 10-10-33
Sagebrush Trail-MOP ..12-8-33
Sagebrush
Trail-MOP. .12-27-33
Sagrario-XX
1-24-34
Saison in Kairo-UFA. .12-29-33
Saturday's Millions-U. . .10-14-33
Search for Beauty-PAR. 9-13-33
2-10-34
Secret Sinners-MAY ..12-13-33
Secret

of the

Secrets

Blue Room-U

Hollywood-SCO 8-30-33

of

Sensation Hunters-MOP. .1-3-34
2-14-34
Shadows
of Sing Sing-COL,
Shanghai
Shepherd
Ship

Madness-F
of the Seven

of

Should

9-23-33
9-9-33
Hills

FAI
8-8-33
Men-SHO

Wanted

Ladies Behave?-MGM

Show-Off-MGM
3-17-34
Silent Men-COL
11-8-33
Simple
Tailor, The-AM. .2-24-34
Sing, Sinner. Sing-MAJ. .8-12-33
Sin of Nora Moran-MAJ
Sitting
Pretty-PAR
11-22-33
Six of a King-PAR
1-24-34
„. .
Sixteen
Fathoms
Deep- 12-14-33
MOP. .1-19-34
Skyway-MOP
10-18-33
Smoky-F
12-23-33
Solitaire
Man-MGM
9-23-33
Son of a Sailor-FN
12-1-33
Son of Kong-RKO
12-30-33
S. O. S. Iceberg-U...l 1-28-33
Sons of the Desert-MGM. 1-6-34
Sphinx. The-MOP
8-16-33
Spitfire-RKO
2-23-34
Stage
Mother-MGM
9-30-3.3
Straightaway-COL
1-16 34
Strawberry Roan-U . . . 12-6-33
Strich
Durch
Die RechnungSunset
Sweden,

.3 6-34
Pass-PAR UFA 1 0-28-33
Land of the Vikings

Sweetheart

Chi
BO.. 1-6-34
MOP. .10-26-33
Szpieg-MA J
3-6-34
Take a Chance-PAR. .. 11-25.33
Tarzan the Fearless-PR 1 . 8-12-33
Tausend Fuer Eine Nacht-

XX

Texas

of

Siema

Tornado-FD

2-H-34

....2-28-34

This Dav and A»o-P/11),g.|i;.«
This Man is Mine-RKO ... 3-8-34
This Side of Heaven-MGM1-31-34
Three-Cornered
Three
Thrill
Throne

Moon-PAR

Thieves-AM
10-31-3?
Hunter-COL
10-4-33
of the Gods-IMP
12-22-33

Thunder

Over

Mexico-PRI

9-20-33
8-8.33
Tillie and Gus-PAR
11-11-33
Toda Una Vida-PAR 10-28-3?
Tod Uber Shanghai-MO. 12-19-33
Too
Much
Harmony-PAR
Torch
Singer-PAR
10-7-33
To the Last Man-PAR. 10-26-33
Trail Drive-U
1-3-34
Trouble
Busters-MAJ. .. .8-30-33
Tugboat
Annie-MGM
8-1
2-33
8-23-33
Turn
Back
the Clock-MGM
9-23-3?
Ulan I Dziewczvna-XX.in.10-33
Under
Secret
Orders-PRO
12-6-33
Unknown
Vallev-COI
8-18-33
Vi Som
Gar
Koksvagen
Volga,
Volga-KIN SCA..
...12-19-33
10-1 0-33
Walls
of Gold-F
10-21-33
Waltz
Time-GB
9-29-33
Wandering
Jew,
The
War of the Range-FR.
JAFA.. .11-22-33
10-21-33
Way
to Love-PAR
11-11-33
Wie Sag Ich's Meinnem
Mann?-XX
1-24-34
Wenn Die Liebe Mode Macht
West
What's
White
White
Wild

1-13-34
of the Divide XX.
— MOP
.10-30-33
Your

Racket?-MAY

Face-HEL
Woman-PAR
Boys
of the

11-22-33
11-18-33
3 6-34
Road

Wine. Women and SongFN.. 9-22-33
CHA
12-16-33
Women
in His
Life-MGM
Wonder
Bar-FN
2-17-34
12-9-33
World Changes-FN
10-28-33
You
Can't Buy Everything
Worst

Woman

in M-G-M.
Paris?

2-1-34

F.. 11-25-3$
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M. P. COUNCIL SEEKS
$200,000JNCAMPAIGN
(Continued from Page 1)

of the Council were three-fold.
First, to "eliminate the definitely
objectionable pictures from the movies"; second, to further the development of films for children, and
third, to encourage production of
educational films for use in public
and private schools and institutions.
To achieve these ends the Council will seek to form a national membership organization with separate
Councils in cities throughout the
nation. Mrs. Calvin Coolidge, honorary vice-president of the Council,
is "drawing in the Junior Leagues,
the women's clubs and other groups
and thousands of little groups interested in better movies will be
brought into the movement," Mrs.
Belmont said. Mrs. William Barclay Parsons, Jr., has been appointed chairman of the New York Council. Last night Mrs. Elizabeth
Richey Dessez, assistant director of
left to address women's
the Council,
groups
in Buffalo and Boston to
promote organizations of Councils
in those cities.
The Council is now forming a national executive board. Each city
Council will have its executive board.
In her talk, which was broadcast
over WJZ and a nationwide hookup, Mrs. Belmont said that 75 per
cent of current movie product was
approved by the Council but that a
percentage which she estimated at
or less, was "ab25 per cent,
solutelymore
unworthy from any point
of view." The Council proposes to
address itself to cutting the objectionable percentage to nothing, she
declared, and would seek the aid
of the film industry in so doing.
While disclaiming that the Council
had any idea of censorship, Mrs.
Belmont said that restraint must
be imposed on those who abuse
their liberty.
Mrs. Belmont focused her fire
principally on the alleged effect
that some motion pictures have on
children. She declared that the
Council represented every class and
group in the country, not just the
privileged or highbrow, and that all
groups and religions had a common
problem to meet.
At no time did Mrs. Belmont or
the other speakers mention block
booking. Questioned about this after the meeting, Mrs. Belmont declared that the Council had not decided whether it was for or against
block booking.
Mrs. Belmont pointed out that
producers might find a large and
profitable field in the production of
Code Doesn't Help Legit

The Legitimate Theater Code has not
increased stage production nor has it
increased employment of actors, an
Actors' Equity official declared yesterday.

ITOA Proposes Sliding Scale for Operators
Having served notice on Division Administrator Sol A. Rosenblatt that they will not
confer with his proposed arbitration board on the matter of an operators' scale for
New York if booth costs are made the basis for the plan, the I. T. 0. A. and other
independent exhibitors have proposed as a counter-plan a sliding wage scale. They
urge that the arrangement be figured on an individual operator basis and that the
sliding scale take into consideration the run of a house, its capacity and other facts.
So far Rosenblatt has not announced personnel of the arbitration board, plans tor formation of which he made public on Monday of last week.

Tentative Program
Lining Up Equipment
For Toronto Film Studio
Set
by M. P. T. 0. A.
(Continued from Page 1)
{Continued from Page 1)

about May 20, with production of
features and shorts scheduled to get
under way about June 1. While
here Booth is making his headquarters with Arthur Gottlieb at the
Du-Art Lab.

night, according to the tentative
program completed yesterday. The
convention banquet takes place the
nightdor of
Hotel.April 12 at the Ambassa-

First day's sessions will be devoted to organization affairs featuring the annual reports of offifilms designed solely for children,
cers of the M.P.T.O.A. and a discussion of improved methods in
in the same way as book publishers
had developed a lucrative part of theater management, construction
their business by concentrating on
Secondto day's
session will be devoted
a round
juvenile books. The Council will and equipment.
endeavor to convince producers of table discussion between production
the wisdom of making movies for executives and craftsmen and exhibitors operating representative
children, she said. Educational
films have not been successful, Mrs. theaters on current and future moBelmont went on. She said she betion pictures, production and marklieved that such films might be made
eting methods. Third day the session will be devoted principally to
profitable if Hollywood joined with
the makers of educational pictures. the Code, how it can be used to improve trade practices and what exMrs. Belmont and the other speakfrom the Code's
ers emphasized the tremendous im- operation hibitorsoncan expect
their own business.
portance of the movies in the life
of this and other countries. PeriodFrank Sherman
Dies
ically, Mrs. Belmont praised the
movies and movie makers. She said
Frank Sherman one of the head
"tremendous strides" had been animators for Van Beuren cartoons,
made, that the movies were "draw- died Tuesday at his home 131 Harrison St., East Orange, N. J., from
ing in men of great ability," but
added, the "good work is not going complications which set in following
day.
an injury to his knee. Funeral aron fast enough."
Mrs. James Roosevelt, mother of
rangements will be announced toPresident Roosevelt, was present at
the luncheon but left to fill another
engagement after saying that she
"had thought a great deal about
these problems and the movement
utmost approval."
hasDr.my Frederick
Peterson, former
president of the New York Neurological Society and the State Commission on Lunacy, said "the motion picture is too great a force in
education not to be utilized wholly
for the good and welfare of the

Herbert S. Houston, former pubworld."lisher of "World's Work" and chairman of the Council's committee on
information, said: "We must make
our opinion of the movies felt by
the producers. Clearly the job that
must be done can't be left entirely
picture industry."
to the motion
William H. Short, director of the
M. P. Research Council, said: "It
matters profoundly what a child
sees in the movies. Many pictures
are of the right kind now, but many
are not of the right kind."
Besides the speakers those present on the dais included Mrs. Nicholas S. Brady, Mrs. Daniel Guggenheim, F. Trubee Davison, Angelo
Patri, Cline S. Koon of the U. S.
Division of Education, Dr. Fred M.
Thrasher of New York University
William Barclay Parand Mrs.
sons, Jr.
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DELIVERING FULL 60,
SAYS JACK L. WARNER
(Continued from

Page

1)

ned this year, stated Warner.
Adaptations of popular novels will
form a large part of the new season's lineup, said the production
head, pointing out that reader interest and exploitation possibilities
were among the factors favoring
novels as screen material.
"Of the 6,000 or so manuscripts
read by our scenario departments,
both on the coast and in New York,
every year, 50 per cent are novels,
either in galley or published form,"
said Warner. "In other words, an
average of 50 novels every week
are read and reported on by our
scenario departments.
"As a specific example of the advantage of buying popular books
for the screen, I point to Anthony
Adverse', the most discussed novel
of modern times. It is estimated
that over 400,000 copies of this work
have already been sold. Allowing
a minimum of three readers to
every sold copy, we have 1,200,000
people who have read this book."
Paramount
Meeting Postponed
Referee Henry K. Davis yesterday postponed
until
April 3 meeting
a Paramount Publix
creditors
dealing
with
examinations
of officials of the bankrupt company.
Showing "Little Women" in Rome
RKO's
"Little Women"
will be
shown at the International Educa19-21. tional Convention in Rome, April

oo4^
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Above
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The 1934 Film Year Book
is now being distributed to
ers o

FILM DAILY.

The 1934 Edition eclipses
others in size, appearance
and contents. It is invaluable to everyone, in any
way connected with the
motion picture industry.
It is the Recognized Standard
Reference Book of the
Motion

Picture Industry

covering thoroughly, Production, Distribution and
Exhibition.

The Daily Newspaper
Of Motion
Pictures
Now Sixteen Years Old

Intimate in Character
Internationa! in Scope
Independent in Thought

VOL. LXV.

5 CENT/

NO. es

6 RKO

Theater Divisions Re-Aligned by Thompson

CODE AUTHORITY WILL TAKE OVER ENFORCEMENT
Anti-Triple Feature Clause May
Majors Discussing Move
Against Bigger
Programs
In order to counteract any individual or concerted move toward
the playing of three features on
smaller theater programs, executives of major companies have unofficially discussed the inclusion of
a "non triple feature" clause in new
season contracts, the Film Daily
learns. Major theater circuits heads
are also said to be concerned in
the matter. Granting that there
{Continued

on Page

7)

DISQUALIFICATIONS
REOPEN LOCAL BOARDS

Be Put in Contracts

Columbia Delivering Three Above Schedule
Columbia

is delivering three more

pictures this year than its announced

program.

Total of 52 features will be placed in distribution, although the original number was
49.

Company

will

offer between

48

and

52

features for

1934-35.

Enforcement of the provisions of
the motion picture code will be
taken over by the Code Authority
functioning through the local grievance boards, it was stated following a meeting of the Code Authority yesterday,
of instructions after
from NRAreceipt
administratry. tion at Washington. At present enforcement isleft to local NRA comProspects for the coming year
H. T. Cowling Heads
pliance boards throughout the counare "exceedingly favorable" said H.
president of Consolidated
New Gov't Film Bureau J.FilmYates,
The new
arrangement,
Industries, in his report at
{Continued
on Page 7)it is beWashington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington — H. T. Cowling, yesterday's annual stockholders
treasurer of the S.M.P.E., has been meeting. In addition to approving
report, stockholders re-elected
appointed to head a new Govern- the
ment film department which will the following directors for three
years:
H. J. Yates, R. I. Poucher,
organize and install a production
W. W. Vincent, A. D. Farwell and
unit and processing
laboratory
for
on Page 14)
W. P. Stevens.

Outlook is Exceedingly Favorable ,

Says Yates at Consolidated Meeting

Owing to several disqualifications,
the number of local boards to be
decided upon by the Code Authority
May Produce 32 for Fox Next Year
yesterday jumped back to embrace Sol Wurtzel
five key cities which are New York,
Wurtzel's program for Fox
Philadelphia, Boston, Minneapolis in Sol
1934-35 will comprise between $10,000 Radio Offer
and Portland, Ore. Indications the 18 and 20 features for the general
For M. P. Club Forums
previous day had been that boards
An offer of $10,000 for privilege
fea32
and
10
between
and
market
for only three situations, New York,
tures in Spanish, the producer told to broadcast Motion Picture Club
Philadelphia and Minneapolis, re- the Film
Daily last night in New forums is being considered by the
mained to be determined. The Code
York. Wurtzel product will be given club's board of directors, which is
Authority's nominations committee the same type of production as that
Membership rosaccept.
expected
will meet again today to further
ter now to
shows
226 members. The
made at the major Fox plant. He
consider the matter.
begins work May 1 after having committee handling the party planseason list,
ned in connection
with the inaughis current
completed {Continued
{Continued on Page 14)
on Page 14)

Denver Giveaway War
Reaches a New Peak

Denver — ■ As the latest move in
the giveaway war between Harry
Huffman and 13 other houses here,
no sooner had the latter group announced they would give away $600
every week instead of a car than
{Continued

Downtown

on Page

7)

Buffalo All Dual

Buffalo — All downtown theaters, with
exception of the Buffalo, now are running double features, the Hippodrome
being the latest to come back to an
all-picture
policy.

Administration of Code to
be Handled by C. A.
Through Boards

Theaters in Six RKO Divisions
Re- Aligned by Maj. Thompson
Sol Rosenblatt to Speak
At S.M.P.E. Convention
Division Administrator Sol A.
Rosenblatt has accepted the invitation of Dr. A. N. Goldsmith, president of the S.M.P.E., to speak at
the semi-annual banquet at the convention of the Society in Atlantic
City, April 23-26,

In order to "establish and preserve the corporate
of theaters
within the individuality"
RKO circuit,
yesterThompson
E.
Leslie
Major
day announced a re-alignment of
houses in six of the 16 RKO Theater divisions. All theaters of the
Keith-Albee-Orpheum group are
divided into eight divisions. C. B.
the N.
will head
McDonald{Continued
on Page
14) Y. Sen-

WITHDRAWINGASSENT
HELD NOT PERMISSIBLE

Replying to approximately 30 exhibitors operating in the Minneapolis territory and reported affiliated
with Allied, the Code Authority
them
yesterday took steps to inform
that there is no provision in the
code "granting permission for any
interests (Continued
which have
properly
exeon Page
7)

Ohio Exhibitors Fight
Footage Tax Measure

Cleveland— A bill offered in the
state legislature, providing a fee of
5 cents a foot on all films censored
as a substitute for the present state
admission tax, is being opposed by
exhibitors here. Such a measure,
it is claimed, would eliminate all
independent
distribution.
F. & M. Forms Sr. Louis Firm
St. Louis — Preliminary to the pending acquisition of the Ambassador, Grand
Central and Missouri theaters. Fanchoi
& Marco interests have incorporated
the F. & M. Theater of Missouri, Inc.
Incorporators
are A. F. Liepoll, Elmer
G. Samish,
Harry Greenman,
Charles
E.
Kurtzman.
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E.W. Hammons Sees Shorts Famous Theaters Holding
As Chief Musical Medium Five More Regional Meets
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cast. Kodak
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Fm.
"A"
Loew's,
Inc
Metro-Goldwyn,
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t-aramount
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NOW
To

MARKET

HOWARD

Salt Lake City, Phoenix and Minneapolis. Louis Marcus is expected to
be named a member of its theater
management council from Salt Lake
City, while Barney Balaban will
zone.
probably represent the Chicago

S. CULLMAN

PAUL
which
arrived

DE

KRUIEF,

author of the book on

the play "Yellow Jack"
at the St. Moritz.

MICHAEL L. SIMMONS
York from
the Coast.

Majestic Drops Sales Manager Post
Majestic Pictures will henceforth
operate without a sales manager, it
was said yesterday by E. H. Goldstein, executive vice-president. Goldstein said also that he expected announcement would be made today of
Majestic's new producer and when
production would be resumed.

is based, has

has arrived in New

IRVING STROUSE leaves New York Sunday for Hollywood.
JACK COHN returns to New York Mond y
from Florida.
RUFUS LeMAIRE sails on the Berengaria today from New York.
the

RIAN JAMES
Coast.

left New

York yesterday tor

ROBERT HARRIS, eastern production manager for Universal, left New Yo;k yesterday
by plane for the coast with a number rt
and books. He will fly b3C'->
of plays
scripts
by
Monday
or Tuesday.

French Film Preview
on Ship
A preview of a French feature,
"Crainquebille," and a short, "De
Wilson a Roosevelt," will be held
tonight aboard the He de France.
It is one of the trade showings arranged by John S. Tapernoux.
Hal Home

is in Washington

today to appear at a Ways and Means committee hearing on behalf of the Wagner-Lewis
Bill for unemployment
insurance.

Joins Eaves Costu-Ti"
Otto Pommer r,
for the past 30
Otto Pomme
years connected with the costuming
business, and brother of Erich
Pommer, Fox European representative, has joined the Eaves Costume
Co., and will handle the picture
production business here.

Returns Monday

STUDIO FLOOR and PENTHOUSE

BEING DISTRIBUTED

free

1934

YEAR

BOOK
of

MOTION PICTURES
Complete Reference
Guide to the Motion
Picture
Industry.
Subscription Price $10
Foreign
$15
FILM
B'way,

DAILY
New

Mike Simmons in Town with Play
Michael L. Simmons, who has been
on the coast filling writing assignments with M-G-M and United
Artists, arrived in New York yesterday to arrange for production of
his
play, return
"The Second
Mrs. Tudor."
He will
to the coast
soon to
resume writing contracts.

York

FOR RENT
Now

Buys Two Novels

"Mutiny on the Bounty" and
"Men Against the Sea." both novels by Charles Nordhoff and James
Norman Hall, have been acquired
by M-G-M.
Son to Maurice Ostrer
London — Maurice Ostrer, president of Gaumont-British Picture
Corp. of America and director of
G-B Ltd., London, became the
father of an eight-pound son yesterday.
Lasky, Jr., Rian James Doing Book
Jesse L. Lasky, Jr., and Rian
James are collaborating on "Young
Ladies in White," a novel about
nurses in training. It is expected
to be published in June.

occupied by

RCA Photophone and RCA Victor Companies
PERMANENT
1. SOUND

M-G-M

Subscribers of
THE FILM
DAILY

1650

Coming and Going

Five more regional meetings are
planned by Famous Theaters with its
operating
Additional
sessions will bepartners.
held in Chicago,
Boston,

Hal Home, director of advertisBurlesque Code Aoproved
ing and publicity for United Artists, who has been ill for the past
Ban
Wn'Hngton Bureau
of THE FILM DAILY
Appeal Virginia
— Appeal has been filed
Washington — Code for the bur- few weeks and recuperating in in Richmond
the sta e
from
the Circuit Court
Beach, is scheduled to return
'esore industry was approved yes- Miami
o the home office on Monday.
on "Road to Ruin," First
tercay bv General Johnson, to becensor banrelease.
Division
come effective Anril 2. Maximum
work week of 40 hours is set for all
^x"ept executives, press agents, aclot's and chorus members, with
->"pnimi'"'vi of $15 weekly for office
\e\r>. $25 for company and house
Tior-pgers. $35 for wardrobe heads,
(75 x 125 ft.) additional space if required
"W) for chorines and $35 for actors
with extra for overtime.

High
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THE

That the short subject will definitely be the medium for musical
entertainment in the future is the
opinion gleaned from a number of
exhibitors in various cities with
whom he spoke on his recent tour,
says E. W. Hammons, president of
Educational Pictures. "One wide
awake showman," Hammons declares, "expressed the opinion that
the entire world is more than ever
music-conscious, and today no mot'on picture program can be entirely satisfactory without some
music. There is no doubt that the
feature musical extravaganzas durng the past year have represented
•emarkable achievement in motion
oictnre entertainment. However,
exhibitors see that, as with all
vogues, the elaborate musical feature will perhaps after a time diminish in appeal, and then the musical element of the program will
have to be almost entirely supplied
by the one and two-reelers.
"This, coupled with the fact that
Educational's musical series has
been extremely successful this season, has resulted in our planning
to have a representative number of
musical shorts subjects on the new
season's program."
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1EWS OF THE WEEK IN PHOTO-REVIEW
■

100%

HOLDOVER

following

record

STANDARD
openings

this

maintained
week

at

the

by 'Wonder

Bar'

Warner

Theatre,

with

this

spectacular

Memphis

'MINNEAPOLIS

GOES

and
TO

the

coast

premiere,

Astor,

Reading-0

TOWN

with As the

Earth Turns,'' cheers Variety (left), reporting latest
key spot to top all with first Jean Muir starring film.*

NEW

FEATHER

Honorable

IN HIS CAP

Guy,' which

is A Very

Wednesday's

M. P.

Doily says is 'packed with amusing and hovel
situations . . . sweet meat for Joe E. Brown.'0

THIRD PICTURE to be completed in past week at
Warner studio is Kay Francis' 'Doctor Monica,' which
follows 'The Key' and 'Happy Family' to cutting- room

LATEST

BUY

for Warners' best-seller BUZ

list is 'Story of a Country Boy,' snatched
on first day of publication.
for screen

*A Warner Bros. Picture

°A First National Picture

BERKELEY

STARTS

rehearsal for npvelty

numbers in 'Dames,' next in royal family of Warner
musical specials scheduled for release this summer.

Vitagraph, Inc., Distributors

DAILY

TIMELY TOPICS
Mayer Says Box-OMce
Is Producer's Guide
TTHE average exhibitor has
about as much control over
the type and quality of pictures
produced as any other retailer
has on the manufacture of the
commodity he handles. Necessarily, he is the eyes and ears
of the business. He comes into
close daily contact with many
ultimate consumers in a way
that no motion picture producer
or director exiled in Hollywood
can. He stands in his lobby to
hear, or hides in his office to
avoid, the comments of his patrons. He checks up his daily
receipts and is intently aware
what sort of pictures his customers patronize and which they
honor with their absence. This
information he can send to
Hollywood, if he so desires,
through the indirect and unreliable medium of a film salesman
who calls upon him a few times
a year. He also sends it to
Hollywood unwillingly but
necessarily through the
accurate and sensitive barometer of a box-office report. No
Hollwood studio need wait for
Mr. Exhibitor to unburden himself relative to which pictures
should be emasculated and
which should take thyroid for
greater virility. The weekly intake on every production in current release gives the distribution and studio executives an
infallible guide to the public
reaction.
— Arthur L. Mayer
Another House for Richmond
Richmond — Work is to start soon
on remodeling of a building at Nineteenth and Hull St., South Richmond, for conversion into a movie
house to be operated by J. A. Arcaro
and F. Stornio, who also have a
house in Fulton.
Apollo Theater Corp. of Washington also is reported to have applied
for authority to repair the old
Strand and reopen it as a Negro
house.

FACTS
ABOUT

FILMS
Bing Crosby
receives
an average
of
260
fan letters a day.
—PARAMOUNT.
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• •
• A VERY colorful presentation
of Radio's "Wild
Cargo" in their campaign
book just issued
playing on the
"
1
title
with a die-cut
jacket in colors in the form of an ocean
freighter loaded with cages of wild animals and Frank Buck
not that Frank is in a cage
he's standin' on top of
the cages hobnobbing with a rhino and a coupla monkeys
very debonair and casual like inside the modern Noah's
Ark are to be found all sorts of printed literature with the
campaign book in two sections ......

T

T

T

• • • IF THE main idea in this eye-catching campaign
book is to make the exhib pause and consider
it will probably serve the purpose
it may even Revolutionize the biz
so that Picture Titles will be picked henceforth because
of their campaign book possibilities
which suggests some
startling ideas in striking covers
imagine, f 'rinstance
what Fox could do with their coming feature, "Bottoms
Up"
T
T
T
• • • WHAT LOOKS like an innovation is to be
found in "Pagliacci" a short feature produced by William
De Mille for Audio Productions
in which Henry Hull appears as the tragic clown of the famous opera
with a new
technique in which scenes from the opera are sung by worldfamous singers while leading stage players like Hull portray the
action in pantomime
a sort of blending of the two arts of
Music and Drama
opera singers bein' the lousy actors
that they are
not a bad idea, say we

T
•

T

• A MANUAL has been prepared by Emgeem's publicity dep't
giving all necessary info on the national "Riptide" Title Slogan Contest
with a grand in prizes offered
to the public through the theaters it's the kind of gag
with a money lure that old and young, male and female, will go
for
four cash prizes give the contestants that many
chances for any slogan they submit

▼

T

• •
• TWO
ANNOUNCEMENTS
from Warners
same mail
one states that the studio has changed the title
of "Rhythm In the Air" to "Twenty Million Sweethearts"
the other advises that title has been changed to "On the Air"
well, how about a li'l rhythm in selectin' titles between
the home ossif and the stude? or is that askin' too much?

T

T

T

• •
• AT THE I.T.O.A. banquet the other nite
Louis Nizer compared Mayor La Guardia's problems to those of
an exhib
Louis said Hizzoner is worried over receipts
working day and nite in the double feature manner . . battling for clearance agsinst a hostile Legislature "which wants
first-run ahead of the public"

T

T

Plugged
"Blood
Money"
TN ushering
in the
opening of
"Blood Money," R. H. Suits,
manager of Loew's Colonial, a
few days in advance, lined up
local newspapers with the result that the "Eagle" devoted
space to a number of special
stories, while the "Times" gave
prominence to the special cartoon gotten out on Bancroft, and
also used the cross-word puzzle,
suggested in the press sheet,
with free tickets awarded the
winners. Radio Station WEEU
pluggedture and
thestation
music from
WRAWthe picput
over a best-letter stunt which
kept the title of the picture before their air-listeners for days
during the engagement. The
stunt consisted of offering free
tickets for the best 100 word
letter of "The Best Way To
Wipe Out Racketeers." Each
nighted over
the the
winners
were requested
mentionair and
to go to the box office of the
theater where two tickets would
be waiting for them. There were
very few merchants in town
who
tie-up
with Suits'
windowdidn't
display
campaign.
The
Crystal billiard parlor used
22 x 28
cards; Dulaney's
offered a window
on Bancroft

T

•

T

Newspapers and Radio

shirts; Read's dept. store carried a splendid window on women's ware with Frances Dee
the central character; Wiener's
Clothes shop displayed men's apparel; both the Grand Store
and McCrory's displayed counters with sheet music from the
picture; the Reading bus depot also used special cards
announcing the engagement;
Pomeroy's store devoted generous space to window display
with glassware featuring both
Bancroft and Dee and the
Crystal restaurant got out 500
menu cards with the center of
the card carrying an ad on
"Blood lonial
Money"
CoTheater. at
TwoLoew's
thousand
letter-box inserts in all the leading hotels —in Loew's
the city.Colonial,
Reading, Pa.

T

• • • THE STARS of Warners' "Wonder Bar" with the
exception of Al Jolson and Kay Francis will go on the air at
Hollywood Sunday nite
Joel McCrea and Frances Dee, recently married, make their first public appearance together Moneve over
WEAFat the
on the
On thein Air"
... day On
Monday
Book"Hollywood
Cadillac Hotel
Detroitprogram
Governor Comstock of Michigan will present the Martin Quigley
award to Howard G. Sweet of the State Theater, East Lansing,
for his presentation and promotion campaign on "Queen
Christina"

«

«

«

»

»

»

Joan

Crawford

Winfield

Andrus

.■

' :»«-
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C. A. TO HANDLE
CODE ENFORCEMENT
(Continued from Page

A LITTLE from "LOTS"
By RALPH

HOLLYWOOD

1)

lieved, will give more understanding consideration to complaints filed
in connection with administration
of the code. A committee comprising Nathan Yamins, J. Robert Rubin and Major L. E. Thompson was
appointed to handle the matter and
prepare a manual of instruction for
grievance boards.
Approval was given a set of fire
by a comprevention rules drafted
mittee and okayed by the National
Board of Fire Underwriters and
the National Fire Protection Association. Arthur Dickinson of the
Hays office aided in drafting the
rules, which will be immediately
to all exchanges and distribusent
tors.
The finance committee reported
progress and will meet again Monday to develop a plan for financing
the code machinery. The committee in charge of a survey of the
Coast situation from the standpoint of raising wages and shortening working hours in production
reported some progress.
at yesterday's meeting
Present
Sidney R. Kent, George J.
were:
Schaefer, R. H. Cochrane, W. Ray
Johnston, Charles L. O'Reilly, Ed
Kuykendall, Major L. E. Thompson representing M. H. Aylesworth,
J. Robert Rubin as alternate for
Nicholas M. Schenck and Harold S.
Bareford doubling for Harry M.
Warner.
Next meeting is scheduled for
Thursday of next week. Bareford
will preside. Recount of the assents indicates that they total 8,000. Executive Secretary Flinn is
preparing an analysis by towns for
use by the budget committee.

JRVING THALBERG is lining up
a supporting cast and director
for "ThestanceGreen
Hat",be instarred
which under
ConBennett will
the M-G-M banner.
T

T

T

"Reunion" is the release title of
the next Invincible picture featuring
Onslow Stevens, Lila Lee, Dickie
Moore and Claude Gillingwater. It
replaces "Together Again," which
was formerly known as "Matinee
Women." Frank Strayer is directing with production at Mack Sennett
Studios.
T

T

T

Harry Rapf's first production
under his new long-term contract
with M-G-M will be "Any Port in
a Storm." Wallace Beery will be
starred. Harry Segall and Richard
Schayer will adapt these Guy Gilpatric for
"Saturday
stories
the screen.Evening Post"
T

T

T

T

T

T

Although scheduled previously for
production in March, "British
Agent," in which First National will
star Leslie Howard, will begin next
month instead. Mr. Howard's engagement inearlier
"Of Human
Bondage"
prevents the
starting.
Farina, who won popularity as
one of the original Our Gang Comedy kids, has been added to the cast
of Warner's
"Madame
Du Barry."
T

T

▼

Ada Cavell, New York
actress, recently signed by

stage
RKO

Amateur Cinema Increase
Seen Under New Leisure

Increased leisure through shorter
working hours will produce an increased development of amateur
Withdrawal of Assent
cinematography, it was stated yesterday to Film Da:ly by Dr. Cline
Held Not Permissible
of the Motion Picture DiKoon
M.
(Continued from Page 1)
vision of the De,pt. of the Interior,
cuted the form of assent to^ with- Washington. Dr. Koon declared
draw same upon request." An- that greater amateur activity would
nouncement was made after Execu- be of educational value to the native Secretary John C. Flinn con- tion.
ferred with Division AdministraUp-State
Theater Activities
tor, who attended yesterday's meetBuffalo — The Cazenovia has been
the matter. ing of the Authority, on
taken over by Frank Minor and Emil
Teschemacher, who also manage the
"One Night" Sets Run Record
Casino. Minor also operates Exhibitors' Poster Exchange. Joe
Currently in its fifth consecutive
open the Lancaster, Lanwill
Warda
week, "It Happened One Night,"
caster, N. Y., on Easter Sunday
has established a new long-run recRobert Alord for Keith's, Washington, it was after improvements.
berts has given up the Alberts in
stated at Columbia yesterday. The
Lancaster. The Martina circuit now
run may be extended.
in the followis operating theaters Naples,
Attica,
ing towns: Clyde,
Silver Creek, Nunda, Mt. Morris,
Washington, D. C, Satisfied
Alboon and Danville.
Complete approval of and confidence
in local board appointments made for
Washington, D. C, by the Code Authority is expressed in a communication
from the M. P. T. 0. of the District
of Columbia and read at a meeting of
the code administrative body yesterday.

WILK

, Radio, has been given two assignments. She will play in "Sour
Grapes," which will co-star Clive
Brook and Diana Wynyard, and in
"Murder en the Blackboard," which
will have James Gleason and Edna
May Oliver in the leading roles.
T

T

T

MAY BAN TRIPLE BILLS
BY CONTRACT CLAUSE
(Continued from Page

1)

will not be a sufficient number of
new films to supply triple-feature
bills, it is known that exhibitors
contemplating changing to the increased program figure on re-issues
for the third feature.
When told of the prospective

Cast of Richard Barthelmess's move, J. R. Vogel of Loew's stated
"The Old Doll's House," which First to Film Daily yesterday: "I have
National will place in production on no official knowledge of a united
Monday, has been augmented with campaign against triple- featuring,
Robert Barrat, Edward McWade but I do know that if it comes
about it will mean the eventual reand Henry O'Neill.
turn of single feature programs.
T
T
T
Ann Sothern and Robert Arm- Double-feature programs are basically wrong and are sponsored by
strong will be teamed by Columbia
in "The Hell Cat," by Adele Buf- our circuit only in situations where
fington and Fred Niblo, Jr. Albert it is necessary to meet competition.
Rogell is to direct.
If triple-features come in, they will
fall, and take with them the dual
T
T
T
Of that I am certain."
Charlie Murray and George Sid- bills.
ney start work shortly in "Hoh Denver Giveaway War
Mackerel,"
fourth ofJules
theirWhite
two-reelers
for Columbia.
wil
Reaches a New Peak
direct. Cast also includes Billy
(Continued from Page 1 )
Dooley, Bob McKenzie, Charles uu
Brody. Esther Howard and An
Huffman decided to give a car every
Clark,
week, instead of every other week.
in addition, the winner now has the
T
r
V
>ick of any model, whereas prevRobert
Greig,
Franklyn
Aide
iously the choice was limited to
and Ellalle Ruby have been aide
four models.
On the first week of
to "The Humbug," and Leila Hyciti
I ihe $600 giveaway, all 13 houses
Patricia Ellis, Joyce Compton, Do
reported an attendance spurt, in
othy
Burgess,
Dorothy
LeBain
Sarah
Padden,
Onslow
Stevens some cases as much as 35 per cent,
Phillip Reed, Murray Kinnell, Riih while the Huffman group suffered.
The giveaway situation is causing
aid Carle, and Wilfred Hari to "Affairsversal
of apictures.
Gentleman,"
both Uni- much alarm here, with no one knowing where it will stop, and the matter is expected to be one of the
first to be put to the local code
Soft Ball Competition
board when it starts.

Worries St. Louis Field

St. Louis — Competition from softball games threatens to be a serious
problem for exhibitors in this territory. Starting at George Sisler's
Northside Park, the sport has become so popular that Sisler is building additional parks in South St.
Louis and Maplewood, while George
Leaver is erecting one on Kingshighway Boulevard. The game also
has spread to East St. Louis, Collinsville and Edwardsville, 111.
Games are held day and night. Admission 10 and 15 cents.

File Appeal in Operator Case
Appeal from decision of the Appellate Division of the N. Y. State
Supreme Court ordering members
of the I.T.O.A. to re-employ Local
306 operators which they discharged
last Fall has been filed by the exhibitor unit in the Court of Appeals. The action, which will be
defended by NRA administration
counsel, attacks constitutionality of
the motion picture code, particularly
in its labor provisions.

Yiddish Policy for St. Louis House
Record Booking for Cartoon
St. Louis — Jewish Art Theater,
San Francisco — Having closed headed by Sol Goldman, has leased
practically all circuits in this area, the World Theater and will reopen
with more than 125 bookings before z A,-)ril 1 with stage attractions
the subject played its first run, and films in Yiddish.
"Jack and the Beanstalk," Powers
ComiColor cartoon, expected to pile
up more than 250 bookings within
10% Cancellations Ruling
the next three months.

Bomb
Hurled at Berlin Exhib
Berlin — David Oliver, manager of
"Harum" Setting Akron Record
the Capitol, where "Catherine the
close because of demHarum," Great" had toonstrations
Akron — Fox's "David
after one performance,
least
at
to
set
is
,
Rogers
with Will
narrowly
escaped
death this week
"Littleis Women
run of Intake
equalthe the
running when a bomb was hurled at his auto
Colonial.
at
ahead.
and severely injured the driver.

Ruling of Division Administrator Sol
A. Rosenblatt on application of the cancellation clause to product bought individual y is as follows:
"If an exhibitor bought from a compiny a number of pictures on one worksheet, on one deal, and at one time, the
exhibitor is entitled to the 10 per
cent cancellation, even though separate
contracts for each picture may be

used."

PR

VIEW
By wire from
California! Put
a flash Preview
poster in your
lobby today!
Variety says: "Irving Thalberg puts
over smash hit in his comeback production. A superb picture from every angle
for Norma Shearer. It is a triumph of
the first water in emotional requirements
and in physical charm. Placing Herbert
Marshall opposite as a jealous husband
was inspired. Robert Montgomery completes trio — giving no less an account of
his intelligent and ingratiating qualities
as the incorrigible playboy who intrudes
on the wedded life of Shearer and
Marshall. Edmund Goulding having
written and directed the piece earns
double ration of praise.
Hollywood Reporter says: " 'Riptide/
Thalberg's first since his return, a hit.
A distinct innovation which marks

Robert Monteomer

RIPTIDE
with Hertert MARSHALL

y

• Mrs. Patrick CAMPBELL

An .M.-G-JV1 Picture . . . Written and Directed by Edmund

Goulding

Norma Shearer's return after long absence, during which lady seems to have
added even more to her physical and
histrionic charms. With the flawless performances of Herbert Marshall and
Robert Montgomery added to the vivid
and impressive moods as portrayed by
its star, Norma Shearer, with its great
appeal for any type of audience, particularly the feminine contingent and the penetrating guidance of Edmund Goulding,
'Riptide' stands to make its producers
and exhibitors a barrel of money."

M-G-M's RIPTIDE
\

A FEW OF THE RAVES SENT BY THE PRESS
ALL OVER AMERICA TO HERALD THE BIGGEST
BOX-OFFICE
ATTRACTION
OF OUR
TIME!

Harrison Carroll, dramatic editor, L. A.
Herald Express and King Features Syndicate
writer says : "Norma Shearer more brilliant
than ever."
Mayme Ober Peake, Boston Globe, says: "It
is a profoundly moving picture. Great triumph
for Norma Shearer and remarkable cast."
Rob Wagner, Saturday Evening Post con*
tributor, former critic Liberty Magazine,

Walter Ramsey, Modern Screen, says:
"Norma Shearer in 'Riptide' will remind
women of the country of 'Divorcee,' 'Free
Soul,' 'Strangers May Kiss.' It is great entertainment."
Edwin
Schallert, Los Angeles Times, says:
" 'Riptide' will exert a great moving effect
upon audiences because of the emotional performance ofNorma Shearer."

editor Beverly Hills Script, says: "Irving
Thalberg production 'Riptide' is one of the
handsomest productions of the season. Norma
Shearer, Robert Montgomery, Herbert Marshall
turn in performances that should be tonic to

Louella Parsons says: " 'Riptide' will thrill
every woman. It is just the kind of picture we
need to bring back S. R. O. signs. It is a magnificent triumph for Irving Thalberg, Norma

any theatre."
Ted Smits, International News Service, says:

" 'Riptide' is a
Daily, ,says:
Ralph
Shearer, Goulding
for Thalberg
eventFilm
red letterWilh,

"Beautifully conceived and directed. Norma
Shearer gives most charming performance."
Ivan St. Johns, Photoplay Magazine, says:
"One of Norma Shearer's greatest performances. Itis great entertainment for men and

and entire cast."
Elizabeth Wilson, Silver Screen, says: "This
is the picture for which women have been

women."
John Mitchell, Tower Publications, says:
" 'Riptide' will appeal to intelligent audiences
everywhere. Irving Thalberg continues to set
the pace for fine pictures."
Churchill, New York Times, says:
Doug
" 'Riptide' will be most welcome to all Norma
Shearer fans."
Welford Beaton, Hollywood Spectator, says:
"Norma Shearer comes back to us in the most
brilliant performance of her career."

Shearer and all those associated with it."

Ruth
Waterbury, Movie Mirror, says:
waiting."
"Shearer and Montgomery make the screen's
most satisfactory co-stars. Their scenes in
'Riptide' are compounded of that gay romance
which spells box-office the world over."
Alice Tildsley, Philadelphia Public Ledger,
says: "One of the best performances Norma
Shearer has ever given and one of the best

ever given by anyone."
s a
Screenland, says: "Alway
Jimmy Fiddler, fan
and even more so after
Norma Shearer
seeing 'Riptide.' She is a great artist and it is

a great picture."

" adjectives!
ling with "Riptide
wires are esizz
Telegraph nat
in history!
oo
advance ballyh
ionwid
Greatest

BEN

BERNIE, the Old Maestro,

himself, and All his Merry Lads
will appear in "THE GREAT
MAGOO", in which the Old
Maestro, again himself, will play
a role of some

importance

.... yowssah!

iDJxl
DUKE

ELUNGTC^

attracted thousai \
The Duke and
\
CARROLL'S
hip-moving

"Ml
melo

?MamB(/

GUY LOMBARDO and His Royal
Canadians — the sweetest band
this side of heaven, and Radio's
most popular music, will attend
their old pals GEORGE BURNS &
GRACIE ALLEN in "MANY HAPPY RETURNS"
....
and may they all be yours!

AND — the world's hottest music has
he box-office in its stage appearances.
's will be heard and seen in EARL
AT THE VANITIES" and will play
r MAE WEST in "IT AIN'T NO SIN."
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THEATER CHANGES

REPORTED

OHIO
Changes in Ownership

NORTH CAROLINA
Changes in Ownership

CINCINNATI— Crescent, transferred to J.
M. Doyle by Bernard Bank ; Mayfair,
CHARLOTTE — Lincoln, transferred to Regal
Holding Co. by Ideal Amusement Co. ;
transferred to Crawford & Loofbourow by
Royal, transferred to Regal Holding Co.
M. Segal.
by Royal Amusement Co. WAKE
Openings
FOREST — Castle, transferred to B. C.
Whitaker by John M. Brewer. WARSAW
FELICITY— Opera House.
— Duphia, transferred to H. C. Cooke by
C. G. Vamlandingliam.
OKLAHOMA

Openings
GREENSBORO— Rialto (new theater), by
M. C. Morris. HILLSBORO — Cates
(new theater) by Moon Theater, Inc.
SMITHFIELD — Victory, by H. P.
Howell.

Closings
SMITHFIELD— Sander's (damaged by fire).

NORTH DAKOTA
Changes in Ownership
DE SMET— Ritz, transferred to F. Foy by
G. E. Christians. FLAXTON— Lyceum,
transferred to M. Piercy. KULM — Auditorium, transferred to E. Bradley by
Brown & Schorzman. McHENRY— Orpheum, transferred to M. F. Faytle.
MILBANK — Chateau, transferred to Mike
DeFea by B. Benfield. MILNOR— Iris,
transferred to Arnold Layton by J. W.
Jansen.

Changes in Ownership
SALLISAW— Wonderland, transferred to H.
C. Smith by E. Bugher.

Openings
ANTLERS— Antlers. KAW CITY— Kaw, by
Combs & Branch. MUSKOGEE — Gem
(new theater), by Gem Theater Muskogee,
Inc. PICHER— Roxy, by Southwestern
Theaters, Inc. RINGLING — New (new
theater), by Waltine Jackson. SALLISAW—Wonderland, by H. C. Smith.
SAYRE — New (formerly SaRoy), by
Stovall & White. SHAWNEE— Savoy, by
A. M. Wilson. WAURIKA— New (new
theater), by Ed Crews; Waurika (new
theater), by J. D. Guest.

Closings

ATOKA— Atoka (damaged by fire). BILLINGS — Roxy. GUYMON — Royal.
SA SAKW A— Liberty.

OREGON
Changes in Ownership

Openings

FAIRFAX— Fairfax. FLAXTON— Lyceum.
KULM— Auditorium. LAKE NORDEN—
Opera House. MILNOR— Iris. NORTHWOOD— Grand. WABASSO— Lyric.

Closings
HARROLD— Playhouse. ISABEL— Strand.
MAXBASS— Allona.

LA

GRANDE — Liberty and Granada, transferred to La Grande Theaters, Inc. by
Inland Theaters, Inc. MEDFORD— Holly,
transferred to Tri-State Theaters, Inc. by
Evergreen State Amusement Corp. MYRTLE POINT — Hiland, transferred to
Austin
G. Dodge
by Dodge
& Baker.
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BY FILM BOARDS
PORTLAND — Pantages, transferred to
Martin & Stille by Alex Pantages ; Paramount, transferred to Fox West Coast by
Evergreen State Amusement Co. ; Nob
Hill, transferred to Homer Lessard by
Newton & McKee.

Openings
HUNTINGTON— Lyric, by Freeman Geddes. OREGON CITY— Star, by W. A.
Long. PORTLAND— Mount Tabor (new
theater), by Mount Tabor Theaters, Inc.
WASH OUGAL— Liberty, by C. Wilson.

PENNSYLVANIA
Changes in Ownership

OF TRADE

Roberts. DAWSON— Dawson, transferred
to S. S. Duke. SAN AUGUSTINE—
Augus, transferred to W. M. Wade.
MILES — Miles (formerly Aztec), transferred to A. M. Morgan.

Openings

FREER — Swain (new theater), by W. I.
Swain. PLANO — New (new theater), by
W. F. McCoy. DAWSON— Dawson, by
S. S. Duke. MILES— Miles (formerly
Aztec), by A. M. Morgan. CLEBURNE —
New (new theater), by Roy Fuller. LONE
OAK — Lone Oak (formerly Palace), by
Door Roberts. WICHITA FALLS —
Strand. CLARKSVILLE — State (new
theater), by Terrell & McLendon. DE
KALB— Texan (new theater), by W. D.
Green. DONNA— Plaza (new theater),
by R. N. Smith. KERENS— Novarro
(new theater), by W. A. Connor.
LORAINE— Best, by J. E. Costephens.
MALONE— Queen, by Ted Nixon. EL
PASO— Palace. BRADY— Ritz (new theater), by H. Ford Taylor. COOLEDGE—
New (new theater), by J. W. Strickland
& L. Daniels. JOHNSON CITY— Blue
Bonnet, by A. W. Fawcett. MIDLOTHIAN—Crystal, SHELBY— Center.

ALTOONA — Lyric, transferred to V. F.
Scott by A. Bair. AUSTIN — Community
(formerly Austin), transferred to J. A.
Nordquist by J. Butch. BALA-CYNWYD
— Egyptian, transferred to Joseph Conway
by P. J. Lawler Estate. ANNVILLE—
Astor, transferred to William Kneller by
Pen-Ellen Theater Corp. CASTLE SHANNON— Pearl, transferred to Notopoulos &
Gribble by S. J. Schenot. GIRARD—
Denman, transferred to M. C. McCombs
by Great Lakes Theaters. JOHNSTOWN
Closings
— Ritz, transferred to Massa Insurance Co.
by George Panagatocas. JUNIATA —
Juniata, transferred to V. F. Scott by DALLAS— Bishop Ave. WEINERT— Rex.
FORT WORTH — Odeon; Texas (damC. Trivelas. NATRONA— Roxy, transferred to Sam Neman by Sam Wanetick.
aged by fire). WHITNEY— Opera House.
NORRISTOWN — Towers, transferred to
VIRGINIA
Jack Delmar by Louis Glick. PHILADELPHIA— Colonial, transferred to Penn
Openings
Amusement Co., Inc. by Samuel B. Blatt ; MARION — Regent
(formerly Marion), by
Walnut, transferred to Isadore Hirst.
Regent Theater Corp.
READING — Rajah, transferred to Newpen
Amusement Corp. TREVERTON — ForWASHINGTON
rest, transferred to Walter Rogers. WATChanges in Ownership
SONTOWN — Lyceum, transferred to
Warren M. Johnson by William L. Heiss. ODESSA — Empress, transferred to W. L.
Talkington by Bragg &
Ottestad.
WEST TARENTUM— New Grand, transSEATTLE — Rex, transferred to Sam Sax
ferred to Liberty Amusement Co. by W.
W. Clark. WHITE HAVEN — Legion,
by John Hamrick.
transferred to E. J. Clifford and P. J.
Flynn by American Legion Post No. 594.
Openings
IONE— lone, by G. E. Widger. ODESSA—
Empress, by W. L. Talkington. OROOpenings
VILLE — Oro, by Plemons & Gillespie.
AUSTIN— Community. CONFULENCE—
SOAP
LAKE — Closings
Sunset, by John Chaon.
Liberty. ERIE— Hippodrome. MATHER
Roxy.
—Mather. ORBISONIA— Strand. PHILADELPHIA — Walnut, by Isadore Hirst.
PITTSBURGH — Granada
(formerly KENNEWICK— Liberty. SEATTLE— New
Grand). READING — Rajah, by Newpen
Amusement Corp. SLOVAN — PennWEST VIRGINIA
Slovan. SUTERVILLE— Grand. TREChanges in Ownership
VERTON — Forrest, by Walter Rogers.
MT. HOPE — Royal, transferred to R. H.
YOUNGWOOD— Pearl.
Closings
Sangid by A.
Stone. &OMAR—
Omar,
transferred
to M.
Freeman
Newbold
by
ALLENTOWN— New Allen. ALTOONA—
Fleming
&
Obenchaine.
ST.
ALBANS—
Main, transferred to 0. B. Pierce by J. S.
Penn. DELTA — Firemen's. JOHNSTOWN — Penn. MANAYUNK — Dixie
& Carrye Moore.
Rose. PHILADELPHIA— Pearl. SIMPSON — Neutral. WARRIOR
RUN —
Openings
Palace.
WESTON— Palace.
MT. HOPE— Royal, by R. H. Sangid.
Closings
WELCH— Temple.

RHODE
ISLAND
Closings

PEACEDALE — Peacedale.

SOUTH CAROLINA
Openings
BUFFALO— Buffalo, by Mrs. L. D. Eaves.
CHESTER
— Strand (new theater), by J.
E.
Ross, Jr.

SOUTH DAKOTA
Openings
FAIRFAX— Fairfax.

TENNESSEE
Openings

GREENFIELD— Strand (new theater), by
G. W. Haynes. SUMMERVILLE— New
(new theater), by Russell Crawford.
OBION— Strand, by G. W. Haynes.

TEXAS
Changes in Ownership
DALLAS — Bishop Ave., transferred to
Charles Hefley. JOHNSON— Blue Bonnet, transferred to A. W. Fawcett.
LORAINE — Best, transferred to J. E.
Costephens. MALONE — Queen, transferred to Ted Nixon. LONE OAK — Lone
Oak (formerly Palace), transferred to Door

WHEELING— Temple.

WISCONSIN
Changes in Ownership
ARCADIA — Arcade, transferred to Frank
Slaby by Leo Johnson. AUGUSTA —
Opera House, transferred to E. E. Warner
by Conrad Mohr. OSSEO — Fox, transferred to Ed Gleason by Johnson & Anderson. WHITEHALL — Legion, transferred to American Legion by Earl Larson.

Openings
JANESVILLE—
Beverly, by Beverly Theater Co.

Closings

COBB— Arcadia. GOODMAN — Goodman.
GRAFTON — Opera House. MILWAUKEE— Ace. MUKEGO — Town Hall.
PLATTEVILLE— Gem.

WYOMING
Changes in Ownership

GLENROCK — Empress, transferred to Ross
Labart by Glenrock Inv. Co. PINEBLUFFS — Pastime, transferred to C. M.
Enloe by Joe Gurst.

Openings

GLENROCK— Empress,

by

Ross

Labart.
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Boles,
"Pat"
Sid Silvers,
Todd
84 mins.

DELIGHTFUL HOLLYWOOD CINDERELLA STORY WITH GOOD ROMANCE,
AMPLE COMEDY, MUSICAL NUMBERS,
DANDY
CAST.
Standing out in several respects, chiefly
its appealing story and its swell cast that
includes at least half a dozen noteworthy
performances, this Hollywood romance of
the Cinderella type makes very pleasing
entertainment for any audience. It's not
exactly a musical, but a few song numbers are spotted in it, and one of them
in particular will be highly relished. The
story revolves around "Pat" Patterson, a
likeable miss, stranded in Hollywood. A
promoter, Spencer Tracy, and his pals,
Herbert Mundin and Sid Silvers, take her
in hand, crash a studio by palming her
off as English nobility, see her skyrocket
into a success, and then make their exit
when they find she has met her true love
in her favorite screen star, John Boles.
Harry Green, as the producer, and Sid Silvers, the stooge of the promoter trio, do
fine work in the comedy end.
Cast: Spencer Tracy, John Boles, "Pat"
Patterson, Herbert Mundin, Sid Silvers,
Harry Green, Thelma Todd, Robert Emmett O'Connor, Dell Henderson, Suzanne
Kaaren,
Douglas Wood.
Director, David Butler; Authors, B. G.
De Sylva, David Butler, Sid Silvers; Music
and Lyrics, Harold Adamson, Burton Lane,
Richard A. Whiting, Gus Kahn; Cameraman, Arthur Miller; Recording Engineer,
Joseph Aiken; Editor, Irene Marra.
Direction, Smooth.
Photography,
Fine.

"The Vanishing Shadow"

with Onslow Stevens, Ada Ince, William Desmond and Walter Miller
(Serial)
Universal
16 mins.
First three episodes of this new
Universal serial unreel with much
action and intrigue and considerable
novelty in the form of a death ray
gun and a steel belt which gives its
wearer invisibility but causes him to
cast a shadow. Kids will like it.
Plot concerns attempt of Walter
Miller to get control of the newspaper which exposed his crooked
deals. Onslow Stevens, son of the
publisher whom Miller drove to
suicide, is the inventor of an invisible ray apparatus. After Stevens saves the life of Ada Ince, Barnett's daughter, she becomes leagued
with him against her father. A
frameup forces Stevens to flee the
city after he escapes his pursuers
by means of the invisible belt.
Episode ends on crash of Steven's
car into train as pursuers follow.
"The Vanishing Shadow"
(Serial)
Universal
20 mins.
Just before his car hit the train
Stevens jumped. His pursuers draw
up but flee as a motorcycle cop
draws near. Stevens is picked up
by the car of the professor who has
helped him perfect the invisible ray
apparatus and is himself the inventor of the death ray gun. From Ada

"THE CROSBY

« and « SHORTS

CASE"

with Wynne Gibson and Onslow Stevens
Universal
62 mins.
FAIRLY ENGROSSING MURDER
TERY OKAY FOR FANS WHO
THESE GUESSING CONTESTS.

13

MYSLIKE

While this yarn contains nothing to mark
it with any special distinction, the production is generally well handled and the story
provides a fair quantity of diversion for
those who take pleasure in trying to figure
out who committed the murder. Plot is
familiar in formula, with action devoted

"Goofytone News Reel
Universal
9 mins.
Fair
This subject was not well-handled.
The ideas were there but the humor
was not drawn out properly. Best
clip is of the winner of the manhole
endurance contest. Other items include biologist lecturing on ant
habits, two awful-looking gal crosscountry hikers describing the peril;
of the road and an interview with
the founders of a nudist colony.

«2r*

James Barton in

"The Pest"

chiefiy to interrogation of suspects, while
the identity of the guilty person is very
well covered up until the finish. Romance
has a little hand in the proceedings, a love
affair existing between Onslow Stevens, a

Universal
20 mins.
Fair
By having Barton do his drunk
act and being shown re-entering a
cabaret, oppoi-tunity is furnished to
introduce several standard
vaude- ;
suspect, and Wynne Gibson, who puts up
ville
turns
in
between
Barton's
fool- \
a fight for him. For comedy relief, there ery.
Those who appear include Ad- [
are the antics of Warren Hymer, in another
ler & Bradford,
adagioists; Gary1
of his typical dumb roles. Remainder of and Dickson, eccentric dancers and ;
Ted
Mack,
singer
and m.c.
Barthe cast represents a good array of able
ton's turn consists principally in annoying a couple at an adjoining
players.
This is not very funny and*.
Cast: Wynne Gibson, Onslow Stevens, table.
Warren Hymer, Skeets Gallagher, J. Farrell Barton's dishevelled appearance an is .,
general demeanor is not such as td|
MacDonald, John Wray, William Collier, recommend him to future audience v^t
Sr., Alan Dinehart, Ed Van Sloan, Harold But this is the producer's fault ani^
Huber, Harry Seymour.
not Barton's.
New York Paramount Bookings
Director, Edwin L. Marin; Authors, WarAdvance bookings of the New
ren B. Duff, Gordon Kahn; Adaptors, same;
Dialoguers, same; Cameraman, Norbert Bro- York Paramount, to follow "Come
On Marines," which opens today,
dine; Recording Engineer, Gilbert Kurland;
include
Lanny Ross in "Melody of
Editor, Robert Carlisle.
Spring," George Raft in "The
Direction, Good.
Photography, Good.
Trumpet Blows," Bing Crosby in
"We're Not Dressing" and W. C.
in "You're Telling Me." Raft
Ince, Stevens learns that the frame- Fields
also are slated to apup against him has fizzled and that and Crosby
pear
in person in April following
he is free to return to the city. He
Roxy and His Gang, who play the
gees to meet her accompanied by the house
April 6 after a week at the
professor.
Theyis encounter
Miller's Metropolitan, Boston. Gloria Swangang
and there
a battle. Windup
son also is to appear there next
shows Stevens in danger of extinc- month,
sibility. with Marlene Dietrich a postion from the death ray gun.
"The Vanishing Shadow"
(Serial)
Universal
21 mins.
Stevens escapes from the path of
the gun and manages to seize it. He
turns it on the gang who grab Ada
Ince and escape, using her as a
shield. Stevens learns where Miller's
band has hidden Ada, dons his invisible ray apparatus and rescues
her. In their flight they are shown
passing over a road in process of
being blasted as the episode closes.
"Kings Up"
(Oswald Cartoon)
Universal
7 mins.
(Good Animated)
Tuneful and excellent vocalization
combined with diverting action make
this a good animated. Subject is done
in costume with Oswald a troubadour who seeks to sing for the
queen. In the windup he marries
her after aiding the queen to get
rid of the Black Duke who coveted
her
eral. cash and was a villain in gen-

1 -
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I before! It has the stamp of true
' greatness! Frank Borzage's "NO
based on
GLORY,"
| GREATER
I Feren'c Molnar's world famous
- novel'.

Columbia took' two great stars and
made. them greater stars! Hundreds
of critics agreed on one fact —
CLARK

GABLE

andCLAUDETTE

in Frank Capra's "It

COLBERT
hetterr
Happened One Night," were never

Getting Proxies in Erpi Suit
Philadelphia — Forms authorizing
the M. P. T. 0. of Eastern Pennsylvania to act for them in the
planned suit against Electrical Research Products to recover service
charges have been sent out to exhibs.
N. E. Managers'
Get-Together
Boston — A get-together
of New !
England
theater managers will be
held next Tuesday evening at the
Brunswick Hotel under leadership of
James J. McGuinness, Harry Brown- j
ing, Gene Fox, Jack Goldstein, Joe
DiPesa and Harry Brown, Jr.
Tauber in "Blossom Time"
London — "Blossom Time" is the
title of the Schubert story in which
Edward Tauber will appear for
B.I.P.
Paul Stein will direct.
Films at Park, Boston
Boston — The Park has reopened
with straight films. Edwart Weinstock is manager, with Nat Ehrlick
as assistant manager.

I The screen's greatest star in.
screen's greatest comedy triumjj

J
I
fl|
l[ I

BARRYMORE in "2?
JOHN
Century," with Carole Lombard,
and Roscoc
Walter Connolly
Karns. Screen play by Ben Hecht

l\ '
1

>
Hawks production.
and Charles MacArthur. A HowafS"

THEATER DIVISIONS
RE-ALIGNED BY RKO

NEWS

OF THE DAY

Alliance, O.— W. J. Cuthbert has for the A. G. Constant houses here,
taken over the old Ideal, closed all is serving as manager until a successor has been named.
eea Metropolitan division of 16 the- season, and will reopen it as the
aters. The Chester, Coliseum, Ford- Rex.
ham and Hamilton in New York
Buffalo — Harry Stewart now is
Kinsman, O. — Earl J. Smith, who covering the Rochester tei-ritory for
City and Keith's, White Plains, are
added to his former list. They were operates the Andover in Andover, Hollywood
Pictures.
previously in the Russell Emde di- is reopening the Kinsman here.
McDonthe
in
vision. Other houses
Buffalo — Harry Seed, Warner
Holgate, O.— C. W. Ward has sold
ald group are the Albee, Kenmore,
branch manager, is taking a vacaMaaison and Prospect in Brooklyn; the Palace to Harold Rush.
tion in Florida.
Keith's, Flushing; Colonial, Jefferson, Palace, 81st St. and 86th St., | Buffalo — Elmer Lux has been
Sandusky, O. — Dick Crusiger,
New York City, and the Richmond made manager of the First Division
manager of Warner's Plaza, has
Hill. L. Goldberg will continue_ to Jexchange here to succeed John W. been
shifted to the Ohio, replacing
hardle the New York Junior divi- ; Holden, resigned.
Wallace
(Doc) Elliott, transferred
sion, with the addition of the EmBuffalo — Edward Berkowitz, sec- to the Alhambra, Canton.
pire and Franklin in the city. The
ond son of Jack Berkowitz, Standard
two houses were formerly in the
Films, has made his debut in the
Emde division.
Donora, Pa. — The new Princess
in the publicity department has been opened by T. R. Shanahan,
Also in the K.A.O. group are the industry
of that exchange.
newcomer to the exhibiting field.
Great Lakes, Detroit, Massachusetts and New Jers3y-Washington
East Liverpool, O. — Ralph KempWheeling, W. Va.— Capitol, Wardivisions headed by Nat Holt, David
ner house, is switching from straight
er, manager of the State, has reIdzal, C. W. Koerner and J. M.
signed. George Ellis, city manager films to unit shows and films.
Brennan, respectively. Two new
districts were created under this
Detroit Brevities
heading. They are the Rochester
Salt Lake City Notes
Salt Lake City — Prices at the
group, with J. Golden as city manDetroit- — After being closed three Stadium
have been cut from 15 and
ager, and Syracuse district, with W.
J. Tubbert as the head. These two years, the Empire, west side, form- 25 to 10 and 15.
erly
operated
by
the
Sol
Krim
cirnew groups are made up of houses
Joe Lawrence is making improvecuit, has been reopened by Eugene
formerly in the C. W. Koerner di- Poole, Clyde Heard and Elwin Owens aters. ments at the Rialto and State thevision. It is understood that due after extensive improvements.
N. H. Brower, Vitagraph division
Norman I. Ek succeeds Fred
to Koerner's satisfactory work in
the Boston territory he has been Lehmeier as manager of the RKO manager, visited Manager Bill Gordon last week before proceeding to
relieved of the out of town houses Downtown. Lehmeier returns to
Denver.
and will concentrate on the RKO Cincinnati for a new assignment.
theaters in Boston and Lowell.
O. J. Hazen, in charge of National
The Gayety, closed two years, is
The Proctor Division remains un- being reopened April 30 by Arthur Theater Supply Co. office here, on
der the direction of H. R. Emde, damage and Charles Rothstein, his return from a trip, reports improved conditions with a pickup in
with eight former Koerner houses, owners of the Avenue, with films
remodeling and reseating. Hazen
two Brennan, one McDonald and and burlesque.
McArthur Theater Equipment Co., recently closed deals to reseat the
one Goldberg theater added to the
Idaho Falls, Ida.; Majestic,
original group. The division now as a result of better business, has Gaiety,
Nampa, Ida.; State Livingston,
comprises the entire Proctor group nearly doubled office and display Mont.,
and Thorley, Cedar City,
of 21 theaters. Six houses in space.
Joseph Miskinis is managing the Utah.
Schenectady and two in Troy were
formerly in the Koerner division. Midway, which he opened a week
Mary Pickford Resumes Tour
Other additions to this group are ago in partnership with Joseph
Mary Pickford will resume her
Stoia, owner of the Grand.
Proctor's Newark and the Rivoli,
Michigan Film Library, operated
Rutherford, formerly in the Bren- by J. J. Norris, has moved to the personal appearances on March
30, opening at the Michigan Thenan division; 23rd St., N. Y. City, Donovan Bldg.
ater, Detroit, in "The Church
formerly in the McDonald group,
Mouse."
She will play the Earle
Projection Service in the
and Proctor's 125th St., formerly in FoxWarren's
Theater, Philadelphia, April 13.
Theate Bldg. has closed up.
the Goldberg division. The remainder of the Emde division takes in
Tower Completes
Series
RKO theaters in Albany, Kearny,
"Marrying Widows," last of this
Rochelle, Yonkers
and ProcMt. Vernon, the Terminal, Newark; New tor's
58th St.
season's program by Tower Productions, has been completed. Cast is
The revamped Orpheum Circuit headed by Judith Allen, Johnny
remains in three divisions without Mack Brown, Minna Gombell and
any additions. They are the Chi- Lucien LittlefieM. Joseph Simmonds,
cago division under J. A. Christie;
Tower, will shortly anElson Division covering theaters in presidentnounce of
the new schedule.
Minneapolis and St. Paul under
First Division Title Change
William Elson, and the coast division of Los Angeles and San Fran"Twin Husbands," is the new title
AS
SEEN
BY
cisco houses under Cliff Work.
THE PRESS
of the film originally called "Birds
Other divisions remaining intact of
a Feather," soon to be released
AGENT
are the Rhode Island district cover- by First Division Exchanges. Cast
ing two Providence houses under is headed by John Miljan and Shirley Grey.
Thomas Meehan; Union City divi"Jeanette
MacDonald
has
invented
sion of two houses under M. Lafaysmoked-glass goggles for dogs who visit
Butterfield Reopening
in Pontiac
ette; Midwest division with eight
theaters in Cincinnati and three in
— M-G-M.
fil'ai studios."
Pontiac, Mich. — Butterfield circuit
Dayton, under I. J. Libson, and the is reopening the Strand with straight
Radio City Theaters.
films. James Helsdon will manage it.
(.Continued from Page

I)

WURTZELMAYPRODUGE
32
FOR FOX IN '34-35
which consists of 21 features for
(.Continued from Page

1)

the general market and six Spanish
features,
on will
Aprilinclude
15. four
Wurtzel's
new
schedule
with
Lilian Harvey, among other star
names. With Hamilton MacFadden,
director, he sails on the Santa
Paula March 30 for the Coast.

H. T. Cowling Heads
New Gov't Film Bureau
(Continued

from Page

1)

National Park Service, Interior Department. He is now mapping out
[ the new
programs
under
the direction of Dr.
Earl S.
Trager,
chief
of the Naturalist Division, branch
of Education and Research of the
Interior Department. Besides making films for educational work
among
its units, the department
; will furnish
an educational natureprograms
to C.C.C.of camps
and
make a film record of President
Roosevelt's
tion Program.Emergency ConservaCowling was selected for the
because of experience. Besides
ing a leading cinematographer,
was technical director in charge

job
behe
of

production for
Kodak's
educational
film Eastman
program for
six
years, and for years photographed
and edited Paramount - Burton
Holmes
travel films.

$10,000 Radio Offer
For M. P. Club Forums
(Continued from Page 1)

ural of the new 32-foot bar, which
will be ready early next month, met
yesterday. It consists of Borris
Morros, Louis K. Sidney, Phil Reisman, Jack Cohn, Al Lichtman, Lou
Blumenthal, Si Seadler, Howard
Deitz, Charles Rosenzweig and Eddie Alperson. Members of the club
willemblems
be given
or
on membership
which their "keys"
names
are engraved.
Evelyn Laye's Next for G-B
Evelyn Laye, who sailed yesterday
on the Berengaria for England, will
start work immediately on arrival
in her next Gaumont-British picture, "Evensong."
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OMEDY. . . PRODUCTION PLUS . . . SWELL TUNES
.FAST ENTERTAINMENT .. /PAT' PATERSON
LICKS CLASSILY...SPENCER TRACY A STANDOUT!"
Iven without a single song... "Bottoms Up" would be grand
ntertainment. A story loaded with emotional punch ... a milion laughs ... a picture that will make every patron your
riend. A cast bright with appealing personalities . . . and watch
Tat" Paterson! The tunes are extra... and extra catchy. B. G.
)eSylva and David Butler add another hit to their long list !

OTTOMS
T

SPENCER TRACY
"PAT" PATERSON
JOHN BOLES
ERBERT MUNDIN
•
ARRY GREEN

• SID SILVERS
THELMA TODD

Story and screen play: B. G. DeSylva, David Butler
and Sid Silvers. Songs by Harold Adamson and
Burton Lane, also Richard A. Whiting and Gus Kahn

Made by the makers of "Sunny Side Up"
Directed by David Butler

Produced by B. G. DeSylva

DAILY

ANALYSIS
Thirty-Sixth Installment
ARTICLE III— GENERAL
PROVISIONS
Sec. 1. Rights of Employees
(a) Right to Organize and Bargain
Collectively
Employees shall have the right to
organize and bargain collectively
through representatives of their own
choosing. They shall be free from
interference of employers in designating such representatives, or in
other activities, for the purpose of
collective bargaining.
(b) Company Unions
No employee seeking employment
shall be required as a condition of
employment to join a company union
or not to join any labor organization
of his own choosing.
(c) Cmpliance
With
Maximum
Hours and Minimum Pay
Employers shall comply with maximum hours of labor and minimum
rates of pay and other conditions of
employment prescribed by the President.
Sec. 2. Monopolies and Small Enterprises
This Code is not designed to promote monopolies or to eliminate or
repress small enterprises.
ARTICLE VII— GENERAL
TRADE PROVISIONS
Part 1. Moral Standards of Motion
Pictures
(a) Pledge of Industry
The industry pledges its combined
strength to maintain right moral
standards in the production of motion pictures as a form of entertainment.
(b) Self Regulation
The industry pledges itself to
adhere
to the regulations
made
within the industry to attain this
purpose.
Part 2. Standards
of Advertising
and Publicity
(a) Pledge
The industry pledges its combined
strength to maintain 'the best standards of advertising and publicity
procedure.
(b) Self Regulation
The industry pledges itself to adhere to the regulations made within the industry to attain this purpose.
Will Recommend

Only

As the National Recovery Review
Board v/hich Clarence Darrow heads
only has the authority to recommend
changes, the hearings to start Monday
in Washington on certain provisions of
the motion picture code do not necessarily mean that revisions are to be
made, .it was pointed out by Code Authority members yesterday in New York
John C. Flinn, executive secretary of
the Code Authority, stated that he
has been officially notified of formation of the National Recovery Review
Board, but the Code Authority has not
been asked to go to Washington for the
hearings.

OF MOTION
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PICTURE CODE

By LOUJS NIZER
VIII— MISCELLANtor. If the day of the hearing is
EOUS PROVISIONS
earlier than seven days, the other
appoint its two arbitraPart 1. Exhibitor Is Distributor's party torsmust
within twenty-four hours after
Agent When He Forwards Print the mailing
of the request.
to" Another Exhibitor
(e)
Failure
to Name Arbitrators
When a distributor requests an
exhibitor to forward or deliver a
If either of the parties fails or
print to another exhibitor instead refuses to name arbitrators or if
an arbitrator named fails or reof
returning
to the distributor's
fuses to act or is unable to serve
exchange,
the itexhibitor
forwarding
the print is for that purpose only or is challenged, and others are not
considered the agent of the distrib- appointed the other party may aputor.
point such arbitrators.
Part 2. General Arbitration
Under (f) Qualifications of Arbitrator
No member of an Arbitration
the Code
Wherever arbitration is referred Board shall hear any controversy
which he has an interest, direct
to in the Code other than arbitra- in
tion under the Optional Standard or indirect.
License Agreement, the matter shall
be submitted to an Arbitration (g)If Deadlock
a majority of the arbitrators
Board.
are unable to reach a decision they
shall select an umpire who shall not
(a)Board
Composition of Arbitration
be engaged in the motion picture
Such Arbitration Board shall business.
consist of four members. Each of (h) Hearing Before Umpire
In the case of a deadlock where
the contesting parties shall appoint
two members.
an umpire has been appointed, the
hearing shall take ,place before the
(b) Notice of Arbitration
The party requesting arbitration umpire at such time and place as
shall give written notice and shall he designates. The hearing shall
name two arbitrators appointed by be before the umpire alone and the
it, stating business address and other arbitrators shall not attend
business connection of each. The the hearing.
notice shall also designate the date, (i) Selection
By Administrator of Umpire
time and place of the hearing.
(c) Time of Hearing
If a majority of the arbitrators
The date of hearing shall not be are unable to select an umpire in
earlier than seven days after the the event of a deadlock, the Administrator shall, upon request, make
sending of notice unless the notice
claims that irreparable injury will such selection.
and
Subresult unless there is a speedy de- Part 3. Non-theatrical
termination. In such a case the
Standard Film
hearing may be held earlier than (a) Film Excluded From This Code
the said seven day period.
Nothing in this Code applies to
(d) Time Within Which Other Party the following kinds of film:
Must Appoint Arbitrator
1. Film of sub-standard width.
2. Slide films.
Within five days after the mailing of the request for arbitration
3. Non-theatrical films made prithe other party shall send written
marily for educational, sciennotice naming its two arbitrators,
tific, industrial, commercial, adstating the business address and
selling and other nontheatrical vertising,
purpose.
business connection of each arbitraARTICLE

WORDS

and WISDOM

"TN the dark days of depression, the
not produce
COHN.a great picture." —
motion picture has been a great HARRY
refuse
HAYS. for humanity." — WILL H.
"The first audience of the motion
picture was pretty much an audience of the common people; the ef"The public cares nothing for
fort to establish political censorship
grood acting, good scenery or good
dialogue unless each is essential to was pretty much an effort of thr
the story."— WALTER CONNOLLY. upper classes."— WILTON A. BARRETT, National Board of Review.
"We believe here in Hollywood
"I believe that a great deal of the
that writers are more important alarmist attitude toward the motion
than either star or director, because pictures that has come up in the last
the story is the whole foundation of vear is on the whole quite unjustithe film; a weak story with the
fied." — GRETA PALMER, New
greatest cast ever assembled
canYork "World-Telegram."

4. Television of motion pictures
(b) Investigation By Code Authority of Non-theatrical
or SubStandard Film
The Code Authority shall investigate such films in order to determine whether they are unfair
competition to established motion
picture theaters. If it is found that
they are, the Code Authority shall
promulgate rules and regulations
governing such unfair competition.
Part
able 4. Provisions of Code SeparThe provisions of the Code are
separable. This means that regardless of the validity or enforceability
of any section of the Code, the remainder of it remains valid.
ARTICLE IX— MANDATORY AND
AMENDING PROVISIONS
Part 1. Rights of President
The President has the right, in
accordance with Clause 10 (b) of
the National Industrial Recovery
Act, to cancel or modify any order
or approval issued under that Act or
to cancel or modify his approval of
this Code.
Part 2. Modification of Code
(a) Code mend Authority
RecomModification May
Those provisions of the Code
which are not made mandatory
under the National Industrial Recovery Act may be modified or
eliminated if the Code Authority requests it and such request is approved by the Administrator and the
President.
(b) Supplementing the Code
It is contemplated that supplementary provisions to the Code or
additional Codes will be submitted
to the approval of the President to
prevent unfair competition and to
carry out the purposes of the National Industrial Recovery Act.
{To

be

Continued)

Billy House for Play
Billy House, .stage and screen
comedian will have the star role in
one of the productions planned by
Frederick Herendeen for next season. Herendeen, author of "All the
King's Horses," current musical production, also will do "Taxi Fare," by
Dave Stamper, with Alexander Leftwich directing, and a second musical
comedy by Harry L. Cort and
Charles H. Abramson tentatively
titled "Sunny Days."
Probing Code Violations
Immediate investigation will be made
of charges preferred by Local 118, service union, against several hundred
second and third run theaters of noncompliance with the film Code in
the matter of hours and wages of employes and if the charges are substantiated the exhibitors will have to make
prompt restitution of back pay to emtheirDAILY
blue eagles,
it w-s
stated ployes
toor lose
FILM
yesterday
by
Mrs. Anna M. Rosenberg, assistant to
Nathan Straus, Jr., state NRA compliance director.
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"Roxy" To Alternate Between N.Y. and London

circuitOee danger]! increased unionism
12 of Universal's 40 for 1934-35 Are Impairment
Alreadyo f Service
Set

J. R. Grainger Going West
Tomorrow for Confabs
at the Studios

Of the 40 features, exclusive of
a series of westerns, planned by
Universal for 1934-35, 12 have been
definitely chosen, and Robert Harris,
eastern production manager, who
flew to the coast this week, took
with him manuscripts of plays ■ and
books for additional selections.
James R. Grainger, distribution
head, leaves tomorrow for production conferences at the studios with
Carl Laemmle and Carl Laemmle,
Jr. He will stop in Chicago- and
San Francisco, returning in about
six weeks.

LABOR BOARD HAS
NO LEGAL STANDING
Washington

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — The National Labor
Board has no legal standing _ and
cannot take up a dispute for arbitration unless both sides agree to abide
by the decision, says General Johnson. (Contimted
His remarks,on made
in connecPace 3)

Kuykendall to Speak
At Three Conventions
President Ed Kuykendall of the
M. P. T. 0. A. has a speaking
schedule sending him to three unit
conventions during the next few
weeks and concluding with the M.
P. T. 0. A. annual gathering in
Los Angeles, April 10-12. First
date is at annual meeting of The(Continucd

on Page

2)

2 New Houses for R. I.
Providence — Sidney and ^Charles Makowsky will build a theater in Bristol
as a memorial to their late father, Max
Makowsky. Howe & Church of this city
are the architects. In Warren, Alonzo
Vail has about completed plans for a
new
house.

Perrijohn to Speak in Worcester on Block Booking

Chcrles C. Pettijohn, general counsel of the M.P.P.D.A., will go to Worcester on
Tuesday to speak before a gathering of prominent local groups. The subject of his
discourse will be block booking.

Feared if Labor Gets
Full Control

Threat of widespread unionism in
theaters is at present causing the
most concern among circuit executives, The Film Daily learns. Although mild pressure has been
brought to bear by some of the
lesser important organizations, circuit heads have decided to remain
on the matter for the present.
Herman Gluckman, president of quiet
Members of the Code Authority
Eyes are focused on the presents
will not be present when certain Majestic Pictures, will leave shortly labor crisis in the auto industry,
sections of the code go under fire
with theater men believing that the
Monday at hearings to be held by for the coast to organize Majestic's manufacturers will hold their
own
producing
company.
Gluckman
the National Recovery Review Board
in Washington, it was stated at the will select a coast producer and in"Suppose
all branches
(Continued
on Page of
4) our thestall a complete studio staff. He ground.
of the code's adminisheadquarters
trative body yesterday. No official said that Majestic now plans to cominvitation to attend has been explete its 1933-34 schedule.
tended to the Authority.
Majestic intends to go after
"names" for its future productions.
R. E. Peckham Takes Over Walter Huston is being sought for
initial venture of MaThree Southern Exchanges "Wild Geese,"
jestic's producing unit.
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Headed by Ralph E. Peckham,
Hollywood — Twelve noted AmerMayfair Distributing Corp., new
Chi
Exhibs
Lose
Fight
ican
will betwo-reelers
filmed in being
"Fafirm, has taken over Mayfair exmousfigures
Americans,"
changes in Atlanta, Charlotte and
On
Extra
Censor
Fees
made
by
Hal
Lyons,
Inc.
First
of
New Orleans and is selling product
Chicago — Notwithstanding a pro- the subjects, titled "Soldier and
in 10 southern states. Physical disand dealing
test from the Chicago Civil Liber- Statesman"
(Continued
on Page with
4) the life
tribution in Oklahoma has been arties
Committee
that
"censorship
of
ranged from the Square Deal Ex- newsreels might logically be extendchange, it was stated by Peckham
in New York yesterday. He has
ed to censorship of newspapers," the Prudential to Build
council
authorized
Mayor Kelly's
about 52 features for re- city
acquired
Theater in Bay shore
increase
for censorship
by
lease this season.
Product includes: a$40,000
vote of 37 to 4.
(Continued
on Page 4)
Prudential, headed by Joe Seider,
is rebuilding the Regent at Bayshore, L. I. John Eberson, architect,
drew the plans. Actual work of
reconstruction starts within two
weeks.

G. A. STILL IN DARK

ON WASH'N MEETING

MAJESTIC TO FORM
OWN PRODUCING UNIT

12 FAMOUS AMERICANS

IN SERIESJF SHORTS

"Roxy" Set As Impresario
Of New English Music Hall
Business in the South
10% Ahead of Year Ago
Atlanta — Reports reaching Film
Row indicate that theater business
in the south is generally 10 per cent
better than at this time last year.
The Florida boom has considerably
helped trade in the southeast. With
improvecotton prices up a further
ment is anticipated by exhibitors.

"Before many months it will be
'Roxy' of New York and London,"
Samuel L. Rothafel stated to Film
Daily yesterday upon his return
from England on the Manhattan. It
is definitely set that the impresario
will supervise the construction of a
in London but he rehuge theater
fused to divulge the names of the
backers of(Continued
the enterprise.
Two sites
on Page 4)

5 for Fox on Main Stem
Fox goes info the new week by fopping all distributors for represents. on
on
the Main
Stem.twoIt in
willRadio
have Cf-ur
features
on view,
ly,
"Bottoms Up" at the Music Hall and
"David Harum" at the Center, and
"Hold That Girl" at the Roxy and
"George White's Scandals" at the Palace, plus "Ever Since Eve" coming into
view.
the Mayfair with a Monday night pre-
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Business Filmers Meet
Eastern Association of Non-Theatrical Film Producers held a meeting at the Advertising Club this
week to consider an advertising1 and
publicity campaign on business films,
and also to organize their support
for the Non-Theatrical Film Code
which will shortly be presented at
Washington. President of the association is William J. Ganz.
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What To Buy And
Where To Buy It

PHIL M.DALY

• •
• IT MAY interest the studio lads to know
the
result of Warners' questionnaire to the public in conjunction with the Dallas premiere of "As the Earth Turns"
the question was
"What do you want in motion pictures?"
and over 98 per cent of the answers stated quite bluntly
that the cash customers want Realism as opposed to Hokum in
pix
but judging by a flock of hoke pix we have recently
lamped
a lotta studio lads are not much concerned about
what the cash customers want

»

v

▼

• • AS AN example of enterprise
a Fox Movietone truck was up in the Bronx within 15 minutes after the
radio announcement of an Irish Sweepstakes winner there
they found the neighborhood a mass of cheering people greeting
the gent who was more fortunate than themselves
seems
that almost everybody goes for the Sweepstakes these days
▼
▼
T
• • • FOUR SHOWINGS of "The House of Rothschild"
at the Astor today, and three on Sunday
Frank Buck spoke
before the student body of De Witt Clinton High School yesterday
Formal opening of the new bar at the Empey Club is
planned for April 14
Grippe got the best of Arthur DeBra of
the Hays office, so he had to work at home
A dramatization of Radio's "The Crime Doctor" goes on WABC this eve on
the "45 Minutes in Hollywood" program Majestic Pictures
has refused an offer from Radio for the screen rights to Isadora
Duncan's book, "My Life"
Anne Greenaway is back at the
Warwick Hotel from an engagement in a London nite club
Primo Camera will be the guest star on the Fanchon and Marco
broadcast at the Roxy tomorrow
afternoon . Nat Saland
throws a party at Mercury Lab this afternoon first anniversary will serve hot dogs left over from last party.

}

Engravers •
PHOTOENGRAVING
CALL—

(Day and Night Service)

250 W. 54th St.,
N. Y.
Tel. COIumbus 5-6741

Foreign

•

■9
AMERANGLO
CORPORATION
EXPORTERS— IMPORTERS
Cable: Chronophon

226 WEST 42ND STREET
NEW YORK CITY
LONDON

Sheehan to Make "Maximilian"

West Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

(.Continued from Page
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Hand Coloring

HAND

COLORING

UNiversity 4-2073

• Hotels •
)

1)

ater Owners Protective Ass'n of
Texas in Dallas Monday. Next
Kuykendall is due at the Tri-State
meet April 1-2 in Memphis and
April 3-4 at the New Orleans session of the Gulf States exhibitor
association. He leaves for the Coast
with the Memphis contingent.

PRESIDENT HOTEL
Atlantic
SEA

City's Newest
Boardwalk
Hotel
WATER
SWIMMING
POOL
MARINE
SUN
DECK
TURKISH
BATHS

PrinWinter
ting Rates
of

Reduced

1

Finish 7-Reel Industrial
A seven-reel industrial picture for
E. R. Squibb & Sons has been completed by Audio Productions, of
which W. A. Bach is president. The
feature employed a cast of prominent stage artists including Fuller
Mellish, C. Anthony Hughes, John
Carmody and Don Gallaher, and the
production is rated with some theatrical releases in point of story
and treatment.

Rosenzweig Deal Not Set

No deal has as yet been closed
for Charles Rosenzweig to join First
Division Pictures in a sales executive post. He was formerly general
sales manager for Columbia.

Dispute Blocks Sunday Vote
Hollywood — "Maximilian and CarManhattan, Kan. — -Because of a
lotta," historical romance of Austria's effort to create an empire in dispute, centering chiefly around the
Mexico, will be produced by Winfield registration of Kansas State ColSheehan for Fox. Story is an origlege students, the referendum on
inal by Ray Long and Frederick Sunday movies scheduled for March
Collins.
26 has been called off.

i

of POSITIVE PRINTS
528 Riverside Drive
New York City

Boards in Five Cities
Kuykendall to Speak
At Three Conventions
Remain to be Settled
Another effort to iron out differences over personnels of local
zoning and grievance boards in five
key cities was made by the Code
Authority's committee on nominations yesterday when the matter
was given further consideration.
Boards figuring in the jam are in
New York, Boston, Philadelphia,
Portland, Ore., and Minneapolis.
At yesterday's committee meeting
were: Ed Kuykendall, Charles L.
O'Reilly, Edward Grainger, representing Sidney R. Kent; Edward
Golden, alternate for W. Ray Johnston; Max L. Levenson, doubling
for Nathan Yamins, in addition to
Executive Secretary John C. Flinn.
Charles Moscowitz of Loew's and
Major
tended. L. E. Thompson also atA meeting of the Code Authority
committee on finance, assigned to
the job of preparing a budget covering costs of operating the code
machinery, will be held Wednesday.
Session had been originally planned
for Monday.

PARIS
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FEATURES

Frank Buck in

"WILD CARGO"
Richard
Arlen,
Ida Lupino,
Roscoe
Karns, Grace
Bradley, Monte
Blue,
jRKO-Van
Beuren
96 mins.
Toby Wing
SURE-FIRE BOX-OFFICE SMASH
COMParamount
70 mins.
PRISING
THRILLING
ADVENTURE,
GOOD
ENTERTAINMENT
FILLED BREATH TAKING
SUSPENSE
AND
HUWITH COMEDY, ROMANCE AND ADj MAN
INTEREST.
VENTURE, FINE CAST, COLORFUL BACKFrank Buck's latest adventure
film carGROUNDS.
j ries a much
greater and wider appeal for
This one will be okay on any bill. In all classes and
for patrons
of all ages
addition to the laughs and suspenseful than his "Bring 'Em Back Alive."
It has
situations, there is a bevy of beautiful
but one fight, and it's a thriller.
It brings
girls. Story concerns Richard Arlen, who, together
in mortal combat
a black panas "Lucky" Davis, a Marine sergeant, re- ! ther and a huge python, with the snake
turns from eight months in the Philippines j capturing
the honors.
The remainder
of
and is notified that he has been accepted ! the film concerns Buck's adventures in the
for entrance in the Officers' Training , jungles of Ceylon and environs, and shows
School. While celebrating his return and how he and his native helpers trap and
good fortune, he gets into one of his usual capture the most ferocious of wild beasts.
jams with a girl and is returned to the The film starts with the capture of two
Orient where he is put in charge of a ', huge wild elephants.
Then
follow the
detail of men and sent out to protect some i ingenious methods of trapping a score of
Time after time Buck
"children" who are threatened with cap- ; dangerous animals.
ture by Celano, a bandit. The "children" , lays himself open to bodily harm and it
turn out to be voluptous young society | is this element
of human
danger
that
girls from a fashionable school. Arlen has
stands out as one of the film's greatest
plenty of trouble keeping the Marines and assets.
The biggest thrill comes when a
the girls apart.
Has suspenseful
thrills.
huge python
pierces its sharp fangs in
Cast: Richard Arlen, Ida Lupino, Roscce Buck's arm.
The snake is dislodged only
Karns, Grace Bradley, Virginia Hammons, after Buck has shot off the python's head
Gwenllian Gill, Clara Leu Sheridan, Toby with a revolver held in the adventurer's
Much credit goes to Armahd
Wing, Lona Andre, Leo Chalzel, Pat Flah- free hand.
erty, Fuzzy Knight, Julian Madison, Ed- Denis for his direction and to the two
mund Breese, Mcnte Blue, Jean Chatburn, ; intrepid cameramen.
Director, Armand Denis; Authors, Frank
Jenifer Gray, Kay McCoy, Mary Blackwood.
Director, Henry Hathaway; Author, Buck, Edward S. Anthony; Editorial Supervisor, Sam Jacobson; Dialogue, Courtney
Philip Wylie; Adaptors, Joel Sayre, Byrcn
Morgan; Editor, James Smith; Cameraman, Ryley Cooper; Narrator, Frank Buck; Cameramen, Nicholas Cavaliere, Lercy G.
Ben Reynolds; Recording Engineer, Jack
Phelps.
Goodrich.
Direction, Fine. Photography,
Excellent.
Direction, Okay. Photography, Fine".
with

"Harold Teen" Displays
In All Liggett Stores
A national tie-up has just been
concluded between Warner Bros, and
the Liggett Stores, whereby the latter will place displays on "Harold
Teen" in every one of its 500 stores
in 200 key cities. The tieup will be
directly
exhibitors.available to "Harold Teen"

Why We Go Goofy

"HOLD THAT GIRL"
with James
Dunn,
Fox
FAIR HOKE
ACTION
COMEDY

FILM

Claire
WITH

AND EXCITEMENT
IN UNDERWORLD

PLENTY

OF

AND SOME
PLOT.

James Dunn does a wise-cracking detective role with Claire Trevor as the
smart reporter who trails him for news
scoops. Dunn falls for her but she keeps
him tagging, making him believe that she
is interested in a rich gent who is under
suspicion by the police as being the head
of an underworld gang. Finally Dunn gets
a line on the gang, wanted for some big
jewelry thefts. The girl jumps his lead,
and gets in the waiting auto where she
conceals herself on the floor of the rear
seat. She witnesses the murder of one of
the gang taken for a ride, and is herself
held as a dangerous witness who must be
disposed of. What is her surprise to discover that the head of the gang is her
rich pal. He is in love with her, and
tries to save her from the fury of his mob,
but they demand her death. Then into
a lot of excitement and a dizzy chase a~
he helps her to escape in his car, with
the gang in pursuit, and Dunn, her detective friend trailing. Good for the pop
audiences
and the younger
crowds.
Cast: James Dunn, Claire Trevor, Alan
Edwards, Gertrude Michael. John Davidson,
Robert McWade, Effie Elsler, Jay Ward.
Direction, Hamilton MacFadden; Authors,
Dudley Nichols, Lamar Trotti; Adaptors,
same; Cameraman, George Schneiderman;
Recording
Engineer, Al Protzman.
Direction, Fair
Photography, Good.

Taxi Strike Not Affecting Movie Houses

«

«

4C

"ONCE TO EVERY WOMAN"

Trevor
66 mins.

Business at Broadway box-offices has not been perceptibly affected by the
taxi strike which has virtually cleaned the cabs off New York streets, according to house managers yesterday. Most of the trade reaches these theaters by
subway or hoof.

with

Ralph Bellamy, Fay Wray, Walter
Connolly, Mary Carlisle
Columbia
70 mins.
FAIR HOSPITAL DRAMA WITH GOOD
CAST AND DIRECTION HELD DOWN BY
ROUTINE STORY.
This mixture of sick cases, operations
and romancing, all taking place in a hospital background, is just fairly entertaining
because the story lacks something big in
the way of theme or punch. Action revolves around Ralph Bellamy, a very able
young surgeon with a good future; Fay
Wray, a head nurse whose first interest is
her work and who is in love with Walter
Byron, the hospital Romeo; Mary Carlisle,
a young nurse to whom Byron transfers his
attentions, and Walter Connolly, a veteran
medico who eventually turns over his post
as chief to the more modern Bellamy. The
usual assortment of varied characters are
seen in the sickbed and operating table
scenes, and when the love affair between
Fay and Byron meets its inevitable crash,
Bellamy becomes the nurse's new and more
dependable heart interest. The performances of Connolly, Miss Wray and Bellamy
are
tion. among the chief merits of the producCast: Ralph Bellamy, Fay Wray, Walter
Connolly, Mary Carlisle, Walter Byron, J.
Farrell MacDonald, Billie Seward, Georgia
Caine, Kathrin Clare Ward, Mary Foy, Ben
Alexander. Rebecca Wassam, Leila Bennet,
Jane Darwell, Nora Cecil, Ed Le Saint.
Director, Lambert Hillyer; Author, A, J.
Cronin; Adaptor, Jc Swerling; Cameraman,
John Stumar; Recording Engineer, Vernon
Ashdown; Editor, Richard Cahccn.
Direction, Good.
Photography, Gccd.

National Labor Board
Without Legal Standing
(.Continued from Page

11

tion with the auto industry hearing,
also pointed out that the board has
no authority to hold elections and
could not take up cases for mediaand conciliation unless both
sides tion
agree.

Actors Federation to Install
Official installation of the Actors
Federation of America as an A. F.
of L. local embracing actors in
Preparing Birth Control Film
"Bud" Pollard Productions is prevaudeville, film presentation theaters, clubs, cabai:ets, minstrel
a featurewillentitled
"Birth
shows, circuses, carnivals and fairs Control,"paring which
be made
by
will be made Wednesday night at arrangement with Mrs. Margaret
the Biltmore Theater.
Sanger, president of the National
Committee on Federal Legislation
for
Birth Control. The story is
Opens Riviera Agency
based
upon a plav by Sada Cowan,
Nice, France — An agency to serve
"The State Forbids." Production
in all matters pertaining to motion will
be made in the east under the
picture production has been opened
here by Andre Dantes, formerly a direction of Pollard, with Lee Morrison as supervisor. Plans call for
director with Gaumont-Franco-Au- roadshowing
the picture throughout
bert.
the country,
with special
exploitation under George
Dalrymple.
Lilyan Tashman Buried
Following services yesterday afCameo Bill Holds Third Week
ternoon at the Universal Funeral
"Fantomas" and "Brides of Sa- Chapel, Lilyan, Tashman was buried
First Come, First Served
moa" will continue for a third week in Washington Cemetery, Brooklyn.
Requests for reservations at the annual A.M.P.A. Naked Truth Dinner are
at the Cameo. "Broken Shoes," Amstarting to roll in, and desirable tables
kino picture, opens next Thursday.
Monogram Buys Morse Story
will be assigned jn the order of receipt
of checks, it was stated yesterday by
"Ten Minute Eggs," original by
Paul Benjamin, treasurer. The event
N. Brewster Morse, has been bought
takes place the evening of April 21
Brooklyn House Closes
at the Hotel Astor.
by Monogram for production next
The Sun Theater, Brooklyn, oper- season.
ated by Irving Renner, has closed.

Bruner on Pickford Assignment
Frank Braner, who has been doing publicity for the Rivoli, has been
given a leave of absence to act as
Warner Title Change
Mary Pickford's personal representative on her coming stage engageWarner's "One-Man Woman," rements. Bruner's work at the Rivoli
cently completed, has been renamed
will be absorbed by the United
"The Personality Kid." Cast in- Artists home office staff.
cludes Pat O'Brien, Glenda Farrell,
Claire Dodd and Henry O'Neill.
Installing New Seats
Lou
Marks,
factory representative
Two Roles for Anita Louise
for Ideal Seating Co., is now installWest Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
ing new chairs in the Flatbush,
Hollywood — Anita Louise has been Brandt
house in Brooklyn and the
signed by Warners for "Madame Plaza, Mt. Vernon. Recent installaDuBarry" and by Columbia for
tions include the Lane, Stoddard and
"Most Precious Thing in Life."
Carlton, Springer & Cocalis houses.

When First National's "20 Million
Sweethearts" was just the original story
by Paul Finder Moss and Jerry Wald,
it was called "Radio Romance." After
being adapted by Warren Duff and
Harry Sauber, the title became "Hot
Air." Later it was changed to "Rhythm
in the Air," then it became "On the
Air," and finally it wound up as
"20 Million Sweethearts."
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"ROXY" FOR BOTH

CIRCUITS SEE DANGER
IN UNIONISM INCREASE

//

(Continued from Page 1)

New Orleans — Mort Singer has
arranged for the immediate installation of Photophone High Fidelity
sound in the Orpheum, former RKO
house.

HOWARD
today from
on

S. CULLMAN
Washington.

d G

oing

of the Roxy returns

RALPH E. PECKHAM leaves New
his return to Atlanta.

MR.
and MRS.
JACK
MRS.
S. J. PERELMAN
sail today
on the Roma
cruise.

York today

KIRKLAND,
MR.
and
and ARTHUR
KOBER
for a Mediterranean .

CONSTANCE CUMMINGS, BENN W. LEVY,
and SALLY BATES, English actress, sail this
noon on the He de France for England.
HELEN KANE, back from the coast, has taken
quarters
at the St. Moritz.
J. E. OTTERSON and WATTERSON ROTHHACKER have left New York for the coast.
VIRGINIA PINE. Chicago heiress who has
adopted a film career, has left the Windy City
for the coast to start work in Paramount's
"Dames."

GLADYS HASTY CARROLL, author of "As
the Earth Turns," will come to New York for
the premiere of the Warner picture next month.
ED KUYKENDALL leaves New
turning to Columbus,
Miss.
to

NATHAN
Pinehurst

the

JAMES R. GRAINGER
coast.
BILL

YAMINS of Fall River has gone
for a vacation.

PINE

leaves

for

MIRIAM HOPKINS
via airplane.
LANNY

ROSS

EMANUEL
next week.
JOHN

York today re-

B. NATHAN,

the

coast

for

today.

leaves today for the coast

leaves

COHEN

leaves tomorrow

Monday

HERE AND LONDON

A LITTLE from "LOTS

-

ater operation organize," said a theater executive yesterday to Film
Daily, "we would be prevented
from firing a discourteous usher
until given permission by the Local
with which we had filed formal
charges. Suppose we discovered
collusion and dishonesty between a
cashier and doorman, we would have
to leave them at their posts until
the local gave us permission to discharge them, and it is doubtful that
our testimony would be considered.
The fact that a doorman had not
torn an admission ticket would not
be any proof that he meant to return it to the cashier for re-sale. He
could say he found it, or give any
other excuse. We have not decided
on action, but we are studying the
situation closely."
Installs High Fidelity
Davenport, la. — The Capitol, former RKO 2,500-seater which reverted to its former operator, A. H.
Blank, has contracted for installation of Photophone High Fidelitysound equipment.

.oming an
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for Boston.

is expected from the coast
recently promoted to the

director of Paramount's orpost of managing
ganization in Argentina, sails for Buenos Aires
today
on the
Eastern
Prince.

By RALPH WILK

HOLLYWOOD
WILLIAM BEAUDINE is returning to Paramount to direct W.
C. Fields in "Grease Paint," an original story by the actor. Beaudine
also directed "Her Bodyguard" and
"Make Me a Star," at Paramount.
T

T

r

Simile — As impossible to find as
a screen night club not owned by a
gangster.
t
t
▼
Sig Herzig came to Hollywood to
enjoy a vacation, but found his holiday short-lived. He joined Universal and wrote "Here's to Love," in
collaboration with Jay Gorney. He
and Gorney had written "Moonlight
and Pretzels." Now Herzig is writing the adaptation for Earl Carroll's "Beaux Art's Ball," which
will be made by Paramount.
Lou Brock T is T allY smiles fthese
days. He talked to Rio de Janiero
via wireless and learned that officials of the South American
city

~

(Continued from Page 1)
will name a city after him. He is
are under consideration. Subsequent
the producer of "Flying Down to to the opening of the London house,
▼ T T
Roxy will plan the stage presentations, and at the same time have a
Liberty Productions will make
similar arrangement with a New
"The Mad Honeymoon," with Wil- York
movie theater for the staging
liam Nigh directing. George Waggner wrote the adaptation.
of its shows. It is likely that negotiations now under way that will return
him
to
the original Roxy on Seventh
Cecil
B.
De
Mille
made
the
bathRio."
tub famous and the bathtub made Ave. by the beginning of the new
Earl Carroll famous. De Mille and season, will be completed in three
Carroll have become good friends weeks. Roxy with his gang opens a
and we are wondering whether the Paramount theater tour in Boston
De Mille "Cleopatra" will be found March 30. "I do not know just how
using a bathtub.
many weeks I will tour," he stated
T
T
T
last night. "It all depends on other
The Cineglow system is being circumstances. I'll keep going and
used for the sound work on "Fight- play
as many
dates inas New
I can."
Roxy
his
gang open
York
at
ing for Life," which is being made and
recting.
the
Paramount
April
6.
by Sol Lesser, with Eddie Cline diT

T

T

Equipment Code in Four Weeks
"She Learned About Sailors" is
announced by Fox as the final title
Expectations are that a code covering theater equipment and supply
for "On the High Seas," which
dealers
will go into effect within
Louis King will direct. Mitchell and
four weeks. It is now embraced in
Durant are featured in it.
the wholesale code.

R. E. Peckham Takes Over 12 Famous Americans
In Series of Shorts
Three (Continued
Southern
Exchanges
(Continued from Page 1 )
from Page 1)
12 westerns from Louis Weiss divided in series starring Buddy Roosevelt and Buffalo Bill; 12 from
Mayfair, "Damaged Lives" from
Weldon and some Progressive product. Peckham has also bought 15
Showmen's Pictures features for
1934-35.

More Paramount Meetings
Several additional special meetings of Paramount Publix creditors
will be called within a few weeks
to act on other reorganization plans
involving theater partnerships. New
deals being worked out are now being made with Famous Theaters
Corp., which acquired assets of Publix Theaters. Approval of Referee
Henry K. Davis is necessary to complete agreements.

Hays Annual Meeting on Monday
Monday.
The Hays association board of directors holds its annual meeting
of Theodore Roosevelt, has been finished. Others will show Col. William F. Cody (Buffalo Bill), Sitting
Bull, Benjamin Franklin, Wright
Brothers, Thomas A. Edison, Mark
Twain, Andrew Jackson, Ulysses S.
Grant John Paul Jones, Andrew
Carnegie and P. T. Barnum. Tableau, allegory and music will be employed in the productions, which are
Wmr^Mm r^
being handled by Alex Hall.
File Wheeling
Washington

Bureau

Security Issue
of THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — Among issues filed
for registration with the Federal
Trade Commission this week under
the Securities Act was one by Capitol Theater Co. Bondholders' Protective Committee, Cleveland, calling for deposits of $480,000 first
mortgage bonds of Capitol Theater
"Forgotten Men" Closing
Co., Wheeling, W. Va. Committee
"Forgotten Men" closes tomorrow consists
of James A. Farrell, M. W.
night at the Criterion after eight
Haber and Carlton Schultz, all of
weeks. It is undecided as yet wheth- Cleveland.
er the film will move to another
Broadway theater.
Service Union Hearing Put Off
Dietrich Film at Paramount
Hearing on complaints made to
Paramount's "Scarlet Empress," the NRA Regional Labor Board by
starring Marlene Dietrich, will go Local 118, service union, against
into the Paramount theater some major circuits, has been postponed
time in May instead of opening at to Tuesday because of the press of
the Criterion at advanced prices, as work put on Ben Golden, secretary
first planned.
of the NRA Board, by the taxi
strike.
William Wellman Marries
Las Vegas, Nev. — William A.
, ITOA-Union Hearing Delayed
Wellman, director, and Dorothy CooA hearing before the NRA local
nan, young actress, were married
compliance board in connection with
here yesterday.
action of Local 306 seeking to comInstalls RCA High Fidelity
pel reinstatement of operators discharged by theaters affiliated with
Connersville, Ind. — RCA Victor
High Fidelity sound apparatus is the I. T. O. A. has been postponed
It had been schedbeing installed in the Lyric, oper- until uledTuesday.
for Thursday night.
ated by Amsted and Pearson.

MOST CONVENIENT
Hotel in Hollywood
$2.50 up, Single
$3. GO up, Double
Special weekly and monthly rates

The Plaza is near everything to see and do in
Hollywood.
Ideal for business or pleasure.
Every room has private
dressing room, bath and
shower. Beds "built for
rest." Every venience.
modern
Fine foodscon-at
reasonable prices. Convenient parking for your car.
Chas. Danziger, Mgr.

Eugene Stern, Pres.
The "Doorway of Hospitality'
Vine at Hollywood
Blvd.
HOLLYWOOD

Intimate in Character
Internationa! in Scope
Independent in Thought
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Code Hearing By ReviewBoard Called Premature

400 LITERARY MASTERPIECES FILMED INN YEARS
Exhibition-ProReser
duvatio
ctio
DivAorce
ns nfor MPTO
Fox to the Fore

. . . industry recuperating fast
—

By DON

CARLE

MOTWITHSTANDING

GILLETTE

—

the insistent out-

" bursts of the professional calamity
howlers
who for years have been trying to
make the world believe that the motion
picture business was on the brink of bankruptcy, evidence all around proves that
there's plenty of stamina and recuperative
power still left in this little old industry.
Even compared with the oldest, biggest
and most essential basic industries, the records show that casualties in the film business during the past few years were fewer
and less serious than the general average.
But the courageous manner in which the
industry as a whole carried on despite all
the depressing influences will go down on
the books as something even more noteworthy.

THE

signal action of the Warner brothers

' in steering their ship through the
storm without the aid of banker piloting
or banker fueling is now a matter of history.
Paramount's current progress in rehabilitation under the leadership of Adolph Zukor should make additional pleasant reading
in the months ahead.
And the way Sidney R. Kent diverted the
Fox company from imminent disaster to
clear sailing is the outstanding salutary
achievement of the past year.

Convention Start to
Pour In

Divorce of theater holdings by
major producer-distributor firms is
certain to figure importantly in the
open forum which will be a highlight of the M. P. T. 0. A. convention in Los Angeles April 10-12. A
number of exhibitor leader have indicated that they intend to talk on
this subject.
Other industry issues bound to
{Continued

The entire industry today is more Foxconscious than it has been at any time
in the last several years.
Such a thing does not happen as a matter of accident, it is needless to tell you.
Fox is going places again, and this is
being reflected all around — throughout the
trade, in the trade papers, in turn among
the general public — and in the fact that
on this day of this week five Main Stem
houses simultaneously are playing Fox features.

Page

3)

NO GUTS IN PRODUCT
PLANNED FOR 1934-35

ator
Seen as Educ
22 pi
Workcs
Pa
rleyFinds To
of Literary Merit Made

American

Films

Better

Port of Spain, Trinidad — That American films are much improved and that
Hollywood product does not harm children is the verdict contained in the
Trinidad censor's report for 1933. "If
the movies did not exist, crime might
increase." says the report. "The cinema
gives to the boy something to think

SELWYN BECOMES
about."

Into Films Annually

More than 400 works of literary
merit, chiefly novels, dramatic hits
and some operas, have been made
available to the masses through the
medium of the screen in the past
18 years, according to data compiled
by Robert B. Nixon, instructor in
the Radnor High School
, Wayne, Pa
The works
rangedon Page
from 3) Shakes(Contxnued

"THEATER OF AIR" FIVE M-^MPICTURES
MAY BEJOADSHOWN

Selected amateur radio talent
surrounded by several radio names
will be offered to the public at admissions ranging from 25 to 40 cents
at the Selwyn Theater, beginning
Anticipating the possibility of
Apprehension expressed in some late next month by a group com- roadshowing its next five releases,
posed of Crosby Gaige, owner of M-G-M is covering the country with
quarters that major producers, anG. Montagne special newspaner feature material
ticipating the workings of the 10 the Selwyn, Arthur
(Continued on Page 3)
per cent cancellation clause afforded
similar to that used for all two-aby the code, would reduce their proday attractions. The features regrams for 1934-35, will not be real- Reorganization Plans Set
ceiving
the special onplug
(Continued
Page are
2) "Men in
(Continued on Page 3)

For St. Louis Theaters

Sees Majors to Blame
If Triple Bills Spread

St. Louis — Under reorganization
plans for the Ambassador, Missouri
and Grand Central theaters, expected to be approved by the U. S.
Adoption of triple-feature bills is
encouraged only by major companies District Court so that the properties
who want to destroy the double fea- can be taken out of receivership,
ture policy, declares Edward Golden, Allen L. Snyder, former vice-presiMonogram sales chief. In a survey
dent of Stone & Webster Engineering Corp. and now head of a local
conducted through Monogram franchise holders, it was found that, with storage battery firm, will be printhe exception of California, only
cipal stockholder in two new cor(Continued

KJO company is more in the limelight at
' ^ this moment than the reorganized and
revivified Fox Films.

on

Find

on

Page

3)

(Continued

on

Page

2)

Puzzled byNRA Review Hearing
Before Code Has Had a Chance
Surprise at action of the National
Recovery Review Board in holding
a hearing today on various labor
provisions of the motion picture code
Outright sale of Photophone High was registered Saturday by Code
Fidelity sound apparatus is now Authority members, who, speaking
being made by RCA Victor under a unofficially, regard the move as prenew sales policy announced by E. O.
mature owing to the fact that the
has not as yet
Heyl, manager of the Photophone code machinery
division.
{Continued on Page 6)

High Fidelity Equipment
Now Being Sold Outright

Replogle Now Full Owner
Of Palm Beach Paramount
Palm Bleach, Fla. — J. Leonard
Replogle has become sole owner of
the Paramount Theater building and
grounds through purchase of twothirds interest in the property held
by Edward F. Hutton and Anthony
J. Drexel Biddle. Value of the property is set at $750,000. The theater
is famous for its diamond circle of
privately owned boxes.
Libel Suit

Is Upheld

Albany — Appellate Division has refused to dismiss the $150,000 libel action brought by Mrs. Minerva Brown of
Norwich against Paramount alleging
that her daughter's character was damaged by "An American Tragedy." In a
majority opinion, Justic Bliss discussed
sound pictures as a possible new form of
libel, saying that "such a production
may be libelous. In the hands of a
wrongdoer these devices have untold
possibilities toward producing an effective libel."
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(QUOTATIONS
Am.

STOCK

AS

Seat

Low
5

Net
Chg.

Close
5

Columbia Picts. vtc. . 26%

26%

26%

Con.
Con.
East.

4%
16'/2
89

4'/2
16
88 Vi

41/2
16%
89

151/2
323/8
90

15%
32
90
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Legal Firm Makes Changes
Mackey, Herrlich, Vatner & Breen,
legal firm, is being dissolved as of
April 1, with Richard Mackey and
former members of the staff continuing at the same offices under the
name of Mackey, Herrlich & Breen.
Ralph Vatner will not be connected
with the firm.
FOR
RADIO
and
PICTURES

AGENTS
PROTECTED

HELEN
MORGAN
M'g'f:
"MEMORY"

"BUD"

MASCHKE

CO., Los Angeles, Cal.

LICHTMAN

NICKFriday.
FORAN,
coast

sailed

Saturday

for

Bermuda.

ANDRE

DAVEN,

Fox player, arrived from the
Fox

European production ex-

I ecutive,
leaves for the coast today.
JOSEPH
M. SCHENCK
is expected
: the coast this week for New York.

to

leave

SOPHIE TUCKER, who opens a New York
engagement at the Academy of Music tomorrow, sails April 27 on the Paris for London.
! TED SHAPIRO

will accompany

her.

J. H. HOFFBERG sails April 4 on the Roosevelt for a business tour of the Continent, first

(.Continued from Page 1)
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High
5

AL

let New York yesterday on a trip
to the Middle West in the interests of "Broadway Gossip" and "American Explorer," among
other independent pictures. He will visit Pittsburgh, Cleveland, Detroit, Chicago, Milwaukee,
Kansas City and St. Louis on his 10-day trip.

Reorganization Plans Set Five M-G-M Pictures
For St. Louis Theaters
Roadshow Candidates

MARKET

ROBERT MONTGOMERY, who recently finished work in M-G-M's "Riptide," arrived in
York yesterday for a short vacation.

New

PAT GARYN

A LAUGH A DAY from "Harold Teen," Warner Bros.' comedy with music from Carl
Ed's famous comic strip, featuring Hal LeRcy of "Wcnder Bar."- — Advt.

FINANCIAL
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porations to be formed to operate the
houses. Harry Koplar and Fanchon
& Marco are tied in with Snyder.
One of the new corporations will
take up the securities of Central
Properties Corp., which originally
floated a $4,500,000 bond issue for
the Ambassador and Grand Central,
while the other will exchange bonds
and stocks for those of the St. Louis
Properties Corp., which floated an issue of $2,000,000 against the Missouri building. The Skouras brothers, who guaranteed payment of
some of the former first mortgage
bonds, will also guarantee the principal of the new bonds in an equal
amount.

City Fusion Party Backs
Fight on State Censors
Support for the Brownell and
Neustein bills at Albany to repeal
the state censorship law has been
extended by the City Fusion party
through its committee on legislation
headed by Jesse S. Raphael. In a
letter to the Ways and Means Committee, Raphael says censorship
"has utterly failed to establish any
standards of obscenity upon which
sober-minded, serious persons can
agree," and "at great expense to
the state it has set up an inefficient
bureaucracy which is not only unable to cope with the evil, if any, but
actually operates to put the seal of
governmental approval on many
pictures which otherwise might have
been condemned by public opinion."
Closes Two Story Deals
Deals for the sale of "Honeymoon
Limited," by Vida Hurst, and "Redhead," by Vera Brown, to Monogram Pictures were negotiated by
the office of Michael S. Mill.

(Continued from Page 1)

stop Madrid.
JOHN W. HICKS, JR., arrives in New York
tomorrow on the Olympic from a survey of the
company's offices in England, France and Germany. MORRIS SIMPSON, special representative of Paramount International, is also returning on the same boat.

May Lose Blue Eagle

White," "Tarzan and His Mate,"
For Labor Violation
"Riptide," "Hollywood Party" and
"Viva Villa." Decision as to roadNathan Straus, Jr., state NRA
showing the first four has not as yet compliance director, has under adbeen reached although complete camvisement a request from the NRA
paigns will be sent out for them. Regional Labor Board that the blue
"Viva Villa" has been set for the eagle be removed from a group of
two-a-days and will open a New independent houses because they
York run April 6 at the Criterion.
twice disobeyed the Board in failing
to reinstate two ushers, members of
Local
service
Ed Kuykendall Gratified
office 118,
it was
saidunion.
that At
no Straus's
further
hearings
would
be
given
the circuit
At Few Board Objections but that General Johnson,
NRA
Expressing some surprise and head, would first have to approve
gratification at the few objections any recommendation for removal of
raised against appointees to local a blue eagle.
boards, President Ed Kuykendall of
the M. P. T. O. A. and a member of
First Classic Picture Offering
the Code Authority on Saturday
As part of a program for better
pointed out that in event any board
member acts improperly, he can be
a dramatic reading of "A
tive body. by the code's administra- pictures,
Christmas Carol" was given yesterremoved
day bytional
De theater
Wolfunder
Hopper
at the Nathe auspices
of
"Dismissal from a local board
would carry the same stigma as a Classic Pictures, Inc., which will prodishonorable discharge from the
duce the Dickens story as its first
army," said Kuykendall "and cer- picture. Tomorrow night, at the
tainly no one in the industry wishes Bronxville High School, Robert LoThe
exhibitor leader described raine will give a reading from "A
this
status."
some attacks on board selections as Tale of Two Cities."
"sniping."
Palfreyman
for Gulf Convention
New Orleans — Dave Palfreyman
Nominations Committee
of the M. P. P. D. A. will be among
Meets Again Wednesday the speakers at the Gulf State Theater Owners' convention here April
The Code Authority's committee 3-4. Carl Laemmle will not attend.
on nominations will meet again Wednesday to tussle with the problem
of setting up local boards for New
York, Philadelphia, Boston, PortCode Analysis Concluded
land, Ore., and Minneapolis. Walter
Analysis of the motion picture code
Vincent will serve as alternate for
by Louis Nizer, attorney, was concluded
in the issue of March 23. Publication
Ed Kuykendall. Vincent is viceof the complete analysis in booklet form
president and treasurer of the M. P.
is now being considered.
T. O. A., which Kuykendall heads.
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400 MASTERPIECES
FILMED IN 18 YEARS

PHIL M.DALY

peare, eight of whose plays have
been screened,
to "East
Lynne,"
which
has been filmed
no less
than

DIVORCE OF EXHIBITION
SEEN AS MPTOA TOPIC

(Continued from Page 1)
(Continued from Page 1)

enter the proceedings include: right
to buy, percentage bookings, unfair
competition from radio, service
chai-ges, Particular
overseating
and picture
morals.
attention
will be
given matters of clarifying work'
ings of the
10 per cent cancellationcode's
clause.
Among reservations pouring in
for the convention are 100 from the
Southeastern I. T. 0., 15 from the
M. P. T. 0. of North and South
Carolina, 18 from Milwaukee and
25 from the I. T. 0. of Northern
California, which has adopted a
resolution urging all members to attend. Conventioneers must obtain
the special convention certificate in
order to secure the reduced railroad
rates, it was pointed out at the
M. P. T. 0. A. headquarters yesterday.

Selwyn, N. Y., Becomes
"Theater
of the Air"
(Continued from Page 1)

and Harry Levey. The idea is to
develop new radio talent. All comers will get auditions. If selected
for the shows, which will be used
as sustaining programs by radio
stations, performers will thus have
an opportunity to display their
wares and develop a following, according to Montagne. The sponsors
will also manage likely talent. A
school for acting and writing will be
run in conjunction with the theater.
The project will be known as
"Theater
Air"cities.
and isA expected
to extend ofto the
other
further
function will be the recording of
electrical transcriptions, sound' films
and programs which will be available to other stations. Other sponsors of the movement include Gus
Edwards, Channing Pollock and
Mme. Irma Swift of Hunter College.

No Cuts in Product
Planed
for 1934-1935
(Continued from Page 1)
ized, a survey of early-season plans
indicates. Tentative schedules so
far revealed for the new year show
that no first line company intends
to cut its total output as compared
with the current lists. On the contrary, preliminary arrangements
suggest that the total number of
features, both from major and independent producers, is likely to be
increased.

THE INDUSTRY'S
DATE BOOK
Today: Theater Owners Protective Ass'n of
Texas annual meeting, Baker Hotel, Dallas.
March 27: Idaho exhibitors meet to discuss
current problems, Pocatello,
March 27: New
Get-Together,

Ida.

England Theater Managers'
Hotel Brunswick, Boston.

• • «WHAT HOLLYWOOD Does to Actors
that is
the caption of a trenchant, revealing article in the British fan
mag, "Film Weekly"
by Sir Cedric Hardwicke
the famous
British screen and stage actor who is to play
Charles II in the talkie version of "Nell Gwyn"
and Sir
Cedric is very fair and sporting about it all. ...... he admits
that he speaks as a student of acting
and not as a screen
player of ripe experience
here are just a few of the telling points he makes

T

T

T

• •
• HOLLYWOOD has never failed to make an artist
into a star
yet try and name
a single artist whom
Hollywood made into a greater artist
there are many
whose acting has deteriorated in reverse proportion to their
increasing fame as stars

T

T

T

• • • THE PRESS invariably alludes to
screen performer
as so-and-so, "the stage and
admitting the difference
an actor
has mastered the intricate technique off acting, an
true meaning of the term
the term "film
other hand is purely synthetic .;. . an honorary
conferred by the freak faculties of Ballyhoo and

a stage and
screen star"
is one who
artist in the
star" on the
degree
Sex Appeal.

•
•
• ONE AFTER another fine artists from Britain and
the Continent have been attracted to Hollywood
the very
qualities that made their artistic futures seem so assured before they went
seem to have been entirely overlooked
by the High Priests of Filmdom
who have superimposed
instead qualities which in other stars have been proved good
box-office
hence your stars of the Hollywood mould
all more or less patterned alike
•

• THE ARTIST is consequently temporarily submerged if not entirely lost
beneath the carefully
cultivated star
then, instead of the bright individuality
which entitled the player to a prominent niche in the structure
of drama
we are confronted with irritatingly made-topattern movements and gestures
and performances generally which proclaim that when the actor entered the studio
portals he left his soul outside
•

•

•

• AND SO Sir Cedric sums it all up in one sentence
"Hollywood has not mastered the most elementary fact
in dramatic production, namely, that to develop an actor you
musttakes
bringtheoutHollywood
only what work
is ALREADY
THERE."
then
he
of such stars
as Emil Jannings,

five times. Twelve of Mark Twain's
works were made into pictures and
six by Charles Dickens.
Nixon, who gleaned his data from
the titles list contained in The Film
Daily Year Book, compiled the list
for the benefit of teachers and
others desiring the information for
educational activities or otherwise.
He found that the peak year for
production of literary works was
1923, when a total of 40 were made.
The average for the entire period
covered in the survey was 22 a year,
which he considers a generous quota.
Paramount led the list in number,
with about 75 to its credit, followed
by Fox with about 50, M-G-M, 25,
and United Artists, 22.
Nixon believes that producers
have barely scratched the possibilities of making box-office hits from
classics reposing on library shelves.
"Some day a very courageous producer will admit his '20-odd years'
experience in the industry has netted him very little information concerning the non-changing likes and
dislikes of old and young audiences,"
he says. "This man will also frown
upon conducting his business like a
circus. He will have sworn to adopt
a policy of well patronized commendable product. His first step in
doing this will be to consult the
teachers in close class-room contact
with pupils — his audience — and stroll
through a library to find shelves
fairly bulging with sure-fire boxoffice hits which to date have escaped the attention of his many
high-salaried literary scouts."

Sees Majors to Blame
If Triple Bills Spread
(Continued from Page 1)

three houses in Chicago and one in
New England were using triple bills,
according to Golden. On the coast,
the practice of adding a preview to
a double feature program is responsible for so much tripling, he says.

Charles Laughton, Marlene Dietrich, Elissa Landi, Diana Wynyard
and shows in each case just what Hollywood did
to them in the way of injuring their talents
subordinating the Artist to the Screen Star
i

T

T

T

• • • THE ACTORS' Dinner Club will tender Mary Pickford a testimonial dinner tonite ..... committee will include
Mr, and Mrs. Walter Huston, Antoinette Perry, Rowland Stebbins, Rachel Crothers, Bert Lytell, Helen Broderick, Sigmund
Spaeth, Frank Case, Mrs. Owen Davis, Mr. and Mrs. George Barr
Baker and Bessie Beatty prexy of the club
Eugene Lyons,
former U. P. correspondent, has returned from Moscow with
some Soviet plays
Looks like the ticket sales for.AMPA
Naked Truth dinner-dance at the Astor on April 21 will go
over the 1,000-mark
tables are being assigned in the
order of reservations received
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El Brendel

Jameson Thomas
Ray

Edward

F. Hurley

Enright

Bertram Milhauser

Alfred A. Cohn
Trevor Faulkner

MARCHES
This industry long accustomed to great
achievements of M-G-M will now see
an even greater page in the history of
this company. Sweeping everything
before them come these giant attractions:
NORMA
SHEARER, ROBERT
MONTGOMERY
in "Riptide" —
"TARZAN AND HIS MATE" starring
Johnny Weissmuller. "VIVA VILLA!"
starring WALLACE BEERY. "HOLLYWOOD PARTY" grandest of all musical comedies of the screen. CLARK
GABLE in "Men in White". MARION
DAVIES in "Operator 13" JOAN
CRAWFORD in "Sadie McKee". And
other Big Ones to follow. Leo marches on!
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•FEATURE and SHORT REVIEWS*
Menominee, Mich. — Tom Reilly,
formerly manager of Warner's
Granada, Milwaukee, has been
named manager of the circuit's
Lloyd theater here, succeeding Cyrus Lloyd. He has been succeeded
at the Granada by Mickey Kippel,
formerly of Hollywood.

Borrah Minnevitch and His
Harmonica Rascals in

"Lazy
(Screen Bones"
Song)
Paramount
10 mins.
Enjoyable
The harmonica melodies of Borrah Minnevitch and his gang, plus
some vocalizing by Reis and Dunn,
serve very nicely to augment this
New Orleans — Elizabeth Baker screen song cartoon based on the
has been promoted to shorts booker popular song, "Lazy Bones." Animated action deals with an old plug
at Fox. G. Broggi remains head
booker in charge of the entire de- racing horse with a yen for lying
in bed. The critter wins a race
partment.
when
owner
putstrack
the where
nag's bed
in the its
middle
of the
the
New Orleans — Houston Duvall, horse can see it as the runners are
Columbia exchange manager, won
the southern division bonus in his coming down the home stretch.
company's contest for the manager
who showed the most sales, collec"Screen Souvenirs"
tions, etc., within the first 10 weeks
(No. 3-9)
Paramount
10 mins.
of a 17-week period.
Chuckles
After some views of Mary PickWashington Hearing
ford, Douglas Fairbanks, Charlie
Is Called Premature Chaplin, D. W. Griffith and Lionel
Barrymore in their early days, this
(Continued from Page 1 )
dip into the old files brings forth a
started to operate anywhere
near bit showing an old-fashioned honey100 per cent.
moon, another presenting Theodore
Although the list of persons to Roosevelt speaking at Wilkes-Bai're,
appear at today's hearing had not and then one of those old-time combeen announced up to Saturday, exedy dramas, "Bessie the Needlepectations were that it would include
woman," the romance of a seamstress and a nightly Romeo.
Abram F. Myers, Allied leader.

FREE

DRINKS

J*A_

James Cagney in

"JIMMY
with
Warner

BAR

HOLLYWOOD

Bette Davis, Alice White,
Allen Jenkins

Bros.

67

mins.

ANOTHER CAGNEY SMASH PACKED
WITH LAUGHS, FAST-PACED SUSPENSEFUL ACTION AND A SWELL ROMANCE.
This is another natural for Cagney fans.
Cagney's role is another of his hard-boiled
characterizations. Picture takes its title
from appearance of culture that Jimmy
affects in his surroundings not his behavior.
Jimmy's business is to find or produce
claimants to estates that have no heirs.
When an old woman mendicant dies and
police find $200,000 in bonds sewed in
her clothing and no heirs, Jimmy learns
that a gambler wanted for murder is the
husband. A cabaret dancer, who had implicated the gambler in a sworn confession
to the police, was the sole witness. Gambler holds he shot in self-defense. Jimmy
weds the dancer to the gambler so that
she cannot testify against him, but not
before he has previously married him to
another gal so that the marriage won't
stick. Romance is interwoven in a conflict between Jimmy and a competitor in
the racket who is suave and polished. Jimmy's girl, who works for his rival, insists
he go straight throughout and in the smash
climax he does so.
Cast: James Cagney, Bette Davis,
White, Allen Jenkins. Arthur Hohl,
Reed, Ralfe Harolde, Alan Dinehart,
Lane, Mayo Methot.
Director, Michael Curtiz; Authors,

Alice
Philip
Nora
Laird

Dcyie, Ray Nazarro; Adaptor, Bertram Milhauser; Cameraman, Ira Morgan; Editor,
Tommy Richards.
Direction, Fine.
Photography, A-l.

"

r"Wonder-FUL" is what users everywhere say about Alexander Smith Carpet. One user writes, "It is unbelievable
that in eleven years no carpet replacements have been made." Long wear —
good looks — moderate prices . . . these
are the reasons why Alexander Smith
Carpet is used by the majority of the
country's most successful theatres.

ALEXANDER

SMITH

CARPET

dl

A Little
from "Lots
t
By RALPH WILK

THE GENT"

Laurel and Hardy in

WONDER

I

|

DAILY

"Dirty Work"
M-G-M
20 mins.
Plenty Funny
Stan Laurel and Oliver Hardy as
a couple of chimney sweeps — and
you can almost use your imagination
for what follows. They go to the
home of a goofy scientist, Lucien
Littlefield, who is working on a solution for restoring youth. After
the boys have provided a lot of hilarity with their chimney cleaning
business, which practically makes
blackface comedians out of them,
Hardy falls perimental
intotank the
and professor's
emerges asex-a
young baboon. It's a fine all-around
job of comedy construction.
Eugene Pallette-Walter Catlett in
"The New Dealers" 20 mins.
Paramount
Good Comedy
In the roles of operators of an
auto service station, Eugene Pallette and Walter Catlett wreck cars
right and left as they batter out
enough laughs to make this a pretty lively affair from start to finish.
There's lots of action in it, also several funny gags of the slapstick variety that will prove highly amusing to any audience.

QRACE reer
GOOD
ALL, to
whose
cadates back
the film
Edison
days, has been signed by Fox for a
role
in "Merry
Andrew,"
Rogers
and Peggy
Wood. with Will
▼
▼
T
Lyle Talbot will have one of the
.leads in Columbia's "One Night of
Love," Grace Moore picture, while
William Bakewell, Patsy Kelly and
Chic Chander are additions to "The
Party's Over" at the same studios.
T
▼
T
Dorothy Tree has joined the cast
of "Dark Tower" and Paul Hurst
and Eric Wilton are among latest
additions
"The Oldproductions.
Doll's House,"
both
First toNational
T

T

T

Georgia Caine will appear in Fox's
"Call It Luck," with Herbert Mun- i
din,
'Pat' Patterson
and Charles
Starrett.
T

T

▼

Charles Wilson and Virginia Sale
have
the Joker."
cast of Universal's
"The joined
Practical

"Wonder Bar" Holds Over
In 12 Pre-Release Dates

Pre-released in 12 situations to
date, Warner's "Wonder Bar" has
played holdover engagements in every one of them. The picture will
open simultaneously in over 200 key
city theaters over the country during Easter Week, according to an
announcement
from the company's
home
office.
11 "Harold Teen" Pre-Releases
Warner's "Harold Teen" will be
pre-released simultaneously the
week of March 31 in 11 key city
spots over the country. The dates
include the Earle, Philadelphia;
Warner, Pittsburgh; Music Box, Tacoma; Palace, Lawrence; Strand,
New Britain; Palace, Norwich;
Strand, Hartford; Cameo, Bristol;
Capitol, Willimantic; Newman, Kansas City and the Curran, Boulder.
National release date is April 7.
Named St. Louis Rialto Manager
St. Louis — Byron F. (Dinty)
Moore has been named manager for
the Shubert-Rialto, which reopens
March 31 as a Warner house. He
comes RKO.
from Columbus, where he was
with

Greater NJ'.J^
Export
House/of Inc.
Distributors
ALEXANDER SMITH
CRESTWOOD &

PREMIER
Theatre
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1934 Film Year Book just off the press and

now being distributed to all Film Daily Subscribers is
acclaimed by the industry as

GREAT' .

From all over words of praise for this important volume
are flowing in to Film Daily offices. A full year in the
making and worth its weight in gold.

Contains 1056

pages. Covers everything pertaining to production, distribution and exhibition. It is a book everyone in any
way connected with the motion picture business should
have.

And, it is given free with one year s subscription

to THE
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DAILY
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SERVICE.

THE FILM DAILY,
1650 Broadway,

The Film Daily six days each week.
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Thelies.Film Daily Short Subject Quarter-

Gentlemen:

The 1934 FILM YEAR BOOK.

Please enter my subscription to THE FILM DAILY.
I enclose check for $10.00.
Foreign $15.00.

All Special Editions.
and
Only Ten Dollars per year.

Sign the coupon today and get
in line with those who know.
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Classics Become Definite Part of Screen, Says Hays

REVIEW JOARD ORDERSJWEEPH CODE INQUIRY
Prober of Code Was
Lowell Mason, Counsel of
Review Board, Served
Industry in Past
Washington Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — An interesting
highlight of yesterday's hearing before the National Recovery Review
Board was the fact that Lowell Mason, general counsel of the Board
from Chicago, was nominated as an
impartial member of the Grievance
Board of the code in that territory.
Interestingly, the Code Authority
meeting Thursday will be to consider a successor to Mason, who
notified NRA of his resignation fol(Continued

on Page

7)

RCA REPORWrEADY
TO OFFERTELEVISION
RCA is understood to have taken
definite steps toward introducing
television on the general consumer
market. A spokesman for the comappealed to the FedpanyRadio
recently
eral
Commission for a license
to engage in television broadcasting.
The move is based on a feeling that
{Continued

on Page

7)

Seek Views of Public
On Free Radio Shows
Opinion of the radio public on
whether studio audiences should be
banned is being sought by the American Oil Co., which sponsors the appearance of Groucho and Chico
Marx Sunday nights over WABC.
In this connection it is the belief
of George Storer, new president of
WMCA, that free shows have been
overdone.

Cleveland

Run

Records

Cleveland — "It Happened One Night"
has established a local record by playing 25 days on a second run at Keith's
East 105th St. "David Harum" is on
an extended run at the Colonial, where
it is winding up its third week and still
going strong.

Impartial Nominee from Chicago

Hays Officers Re-elected

All otticers of the Hays association
were re-elected. They include: Will
H. Hays, president; Carl E. Milliken,
secretary, and Frederick L. Herron,
treasurer. Hal Roach is a new member of the board. Name of Charles
Christie is omitted. Complete list of
directors is as follows: M. H. Aylesworth, Robert H. Cochrane, Jack Cohn,
Cecil B. deMille, Earle W. Hammons,
Will H. Hays, F. L. Herron, B. B.
Kahane, Sidney R. Kent, Jesse L. Lasky,
Sol Lesser, Hal E. Roach, David Sarnoff,
Joseph M. Schenck, Nicholas M.
Schenck, Albert H. Warner, Harry M.
Warner, and Adolph Zukor.

ZONING SETUP DELAYS
ROARDS FOR NEW YORK
Storm center of the New York
local boards situation is the makeup of the zoning and clearance
board, with Code Authority members reported generally in agreement on (Continued
the personnel
on Pageof 7)the griev-

Code Authority Answers
Kicks Over Board Delays

Code Authority and Major Company Sales Managers
Summoned to Appear at Washington Hearing
Thursday Before Recovery Review Board
By WILLIAM SILBERBERG
FILM DAILY Staff Correspondent

Washington — Charges of discrimination in the selling of
pictures, restraint of trade and alleged monopolistic tendencies
of the motion picture code, coupled with testimony of Russel
Hardy, Department of Justice special assistant to the Attorney
General, and the hesitancy of Division Administrator Sol A.
Rosenblatt to appear as a witness without first consulting with
Administrator Hugh S. Johnson, which he was unable to do
during the day's hearings, featured hearings before the
National Recovery Review Board Hearings
yesterday
were adjourned until
Thursday morning, during which interval members of the Code Authority including all major company
sales managers, are to be summoned
to appear together with Rosenblatt.
Objection was made to setting
Thursday as the convening date due
Under a tieup with radio station to
a New York Code Authority
WOR, the Roxy Theater is to be
meeting
on that date, but Chairman
with a well-known
at the insistence of General
supplied gratis
sustaining
radio program which will Darrow
Counsel Lowell Mason would not
give its regular
(Continued half-hour
on Page 8)broadcast consent to any longer continuance.
Failure of the subpoenaed members

WOR SUPPLIES ROXY
SUSTAINING PROGRAM

(Continued on Page 7)
Replying to exhibitor protests Gulf Exhib Factions
to appear will not affect the Board's
expressing dissatisfaction with "slow
All Getting Together
progress" being made in setting up
New Orleans — That the Gulf
the code machinery, a statement
Fox Film to Expand
was made yesterday at Code Au- States Theater Owners' Ass'n will
exhibitors
in
this
thority headquarters pointing out truly represent
(Continued on Page 7)
British Production
(Continued

on Page

6)

London — Complete removal of the
Fox production staff from Berners
St. to much larger quarters in Newman St. is interpreted as indication
that there will be an expansion in
British production
company's
the
activities.
More ambitious pictures
"The sweep of motion picture are understood to be contemplated.
progress is making the production
of films based on major and minor
classics of literature an integral
20 Million Weekly in Eng.
London — Weekly film attendance in
part of the screen entertainment of
the future," declared Will H. Hays,
England and Ireland is approximately
president of the M.P.P.D.A., in his
20,000,000, it was stated by Simon
Rowson in an address before the Bristol
meetannual
the
at
report presented
branch of the Royal Empire Society.
ing of the organization yesterday.
In England alone it is 18,500,000 weekly, he said. Average admission price
He pointed to the contentions of rito
is equal to 18 cents in American money.
claims
priority
for
val producers
(Continued on Page 8)

Year's Progress in Films Cited
By Will Hays at Annual Meeting
Admission Tax in Britain
Reduces Attendance 21%
atLondon — Decline in cinema
tendance to the extent of 21 per
ncy entertaincent since the emerge
ment tax was imposed about two
ago was reported by T. Ormisyears
ton at a meeting of the C. E. A.
Decrease in revenue to theaters was
estimated by Ormiston at about
jj.000,000.
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NEW
Am. Seat
Columbia
Con. Fm.

YORK

Picfs.
Ind

Con. Fm. Ind.
East. Kodak
East.

STOCK

vtc.

High
43/4
273/4
5y2
16 1/2

90
5

3%

16 1/2

161/2

+

88
133l/2
15V4

+

31%
90

—

31/s
9043/4

6s

1

•
•
• ALL THE gang will be glad to know that Hal
Home is back
hitting on all 16 cylinders as of yore
the lad looks great after his layoff in Florida
Famous
Theater Corp. execs yesterday were trying to figure out why
workers of the American Display Corp. now on strike
should start to picket the Paramount theater
since that
house is not using signs made by this company
•
•
• THE OPTION on Dorothy Dell has been exercised
by Paramount on her performance in "Wharf Angel"
1/4
Dorothy
is one of Martin Starr's International Beauty Pageant
girls, she being "Miss Universe 1930"
Len Daly has taken
1/8
up his new duties in the foreign publicity dep't at United Artists
he was formerly with Paramount
Louis Hectlinger,
1/8
of the Fox studios, won the 25 berries for his suggested title of
"Wild Gold" for "Gold Diggers of 1934"
Claudette Colbert
is suing a whiskey distiller for using her picture in a newspaper
ad
Buster Keaton ii\ "The Gold Ghost," an Educational
short, will have its Eastern premiere at the Roxy on Friday
Lunching at the Empey Club yesterday were Felix Feist,
Howard
Dietz, Leopold Friedman,
Dave Loew, Bill Frankel,
Harry Buxbaum, Edward Grainger, Hal Hodes

1

4% +

18

3% ■•

18

6% +
31/4 —

YORK

Technicolor
Trans-Lux

Loew

45/s +

31/4
6 1/2

Bros
NEW

CURB

MARKET

8%
2

8%
2

NEW

YORK

BOND

Eq.

6s40..

934

934

98i/2

98
48%
48i/2
54%

41ww

Paramount 6s47 ctfs. 49%
Par. 5%s50
ctfs.. .. 49%
Warner's 6s39
N. Y. PRODUCE
Para.

2734
5V4 +

18%
31/2

634

Th.

Net

Close

Low
27%
4%
51/4

891/4
88
3H/2
1 331/2
32% 1331/2
15%
151/s

Fox Fm.
"A"
Loew's,
Inc
do pfd
Paramount ctfs
Pathe
Exch

Gen.

Chg

MARKET

•
•
• SOME INTERESTING
statistics on stage names
in pix have been compiled by M-G-M
on the current roster
of this company's leading players, more than half are graduates
of the New York stage 25 big stage names are now on
its payroll
20 of them under long term contracts
other studios account for 62 more
and there are at least
50 additional
stage
"names"
in
Hollywood
waiting for recognition from some studio

pfd..

Kodak pfd

do "A"
RKO
Warner

FRED ASTAIRE will return from Europe in
time to be in Hollywood for the start of his
next RKO picture May
15.
Wednesday.
IRENE DUNNE will return from the coast

Editor and Publisher

W. ALICOATE

Publix

8V
2

MARKET

55%
EXCHANGE
4%

4%

93/4

98%
49 +
493/8 +
55 +

%
3/f
%

SECURITIES
4%

+

Rosenzweig
StartswillApril
Charles Rosenzweig
take up2
his new duties as sales manager for
First Division on April 2, President
Harry Thomas said yesterday.
Dembow Books Frank Buck
Typifying one phase of the cooperation existing between Famous
Theaters Corp. and its partners, Sam
Dembow has arranged three personal appearances of Frank Buck coincidental with the showing of his
picture, "Wild Cargo," in Texas, his
native state. Buck opens at the Melba, Dallas, April 10, for a week, and
then the Texas at San Antonio for
a week. The tour winds up at the
Hollywood, Fort Worth, where Buck
plays four days.
Harlow,

Erwin

Get

New

West Coast Bureau of THE

"Jimmy the Gent" Holding Over
As a result of the size of week-end
business, Warner's "Jimmy the
Gent," starring- James Cagney, has
been set to hold over at the Strand.
"Gambling Lady," with Barbara
Stanwyck, will follow it.1
Booker

and

all around

thoroughly

experienced girl thoroughly familiar
with all office routine. Five years
with Warner
Bros.

Box 962
1650 Broadway

THE
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Contracts
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Hollywood — M-G-M has given new
contracts to Jean Harlow, whose
next
be "Age of Larceny," and
StuartwillErwin.

Name
Coast Research
Bureau of THE Com'tees
FILM DAILY

West

FRANK BUCK. NED DEPINET and BOB
returned from Washington yesterday.

SISK

MORT BLUMENSTOCK, director of advertising and publicity for Warner Theaters, left
Saturday
St. Louis
to open
Shubert's
there thefor end
of this
week.
From Rialto
there
Blumenstock goes to Memphis for conferences
with
Howard
Waugh,
zone
manager.
JIM LOUGHBOROUGH, United Artists exploiteer, is in Cleveland working on the roadshow campaign for "House of Rothschild,"
which
opens
March
31 at the Ohio Theater.
ALBERT PAYSON TERHUNE, author, sails
April 3 on the Monarch of Bermuda for a
week's stay in Bermuda.
FRANCES WILLIAMS returns from
today on the Champlain.

abroad

IRVING WINDISCH1 of Warner's Metropolitan
Theaters exploitation department, left Sunday
night for Buffalo to handle the campaign for
"Wonder
Bar" at Mike
Shea's Hippodrome.
JACK COHN returned to New York yesterday from Florida.
LOU DIAMOND of Paramount returns to New
York late this week from the Coast.
EMANUEL COHEN arrived in New
terday from Hollywood.

York yes-

Circuit May Lose Blue Eagle
Recommendation that the blue
eagle be removed from a local circuit has been forwarded to National Compliance Board at Washington
by the local Compliance Board, it
was stated to Film Daily yesterday
by Mrs. Anna M. Rosenberg, assistant to Nathan Straus, Jr., state
NRA compliance director.
2 M-G-M Broadway Bookings Set

Hollywood — Samuel J. Briskin,
In addition to "Viva Villa," which
chairman of the Academy's Research opens
April 6 for a two-a-day run
Council, has completed the personnel
of the various subcommittees which at the Criterion, another M-G-M picture will play an outside Broadway
are to carry on the technical program of the council. Chairmen of house when "Lazy River" opens
various committees are: J. M. Nicho- April 3 at the Mayfair.
On April 10 the Mayfair is slated
laus, Subcommittee on establishment
of a uniform reel length (1,700 ft.); to get Monogram's "Beggars in
L. C. Clark, improvement in release
print quality; S. J. Twining, revision
COVERS .
of standa/rd release print; Virgil
Miller, silent camera; Harry Ensign, Ermine."
EVERYTHING
film preservative; Douglas Shearer,
more efficient use of the 35 mm. film
area; E. H. Hansen, economies in
I have referred
recording; John Aalberg, establishto it frequently
ment of a uniform screen illumination in studio viewing rooms. Sevfor theteen
past
six-I
eral of the committees have meetyears.
ings scheduled for this week.
could hardly consider my office

Jerry Novat Leaves Paramount

Jerry Novat, head of the Paramount poster department for years,
Harris in Cleve. Publicity Post
has
and Vincent Trotta.
Cleveland — Milton Harris has head resigned
of the art department, will
been appointed publicity and adver- absorb his duties in addition to his
tising manager for Loew theaters. own. Novat is expected to join Fox.
He succeeds Ralph Ravenscroft, who
has
gone to the coast to enter proWaxman
Heads
N.V.A. Drive
duction.
At the invitation of executives of
"All Quiet" Revival in Akron
the five major circuits, A. P. WaxAkron — "All Quiet on the Western man has accepted the chairmanship
Front" will play its initial return en- of the annual N.V.A. drive which
gagement in this territory at War- starts April 27. Waxman's headquarters will be at 1,600 Broadway.
ner's Strand the week of April 20.

nished without it.
completely furIn my opinion,
the 19 34 Film
Daily Year Book
is
oneBest
of Prothe
"Ten
ductions of the

Samuel Goldwyn
1.000 Panes — Free to
Film Dailv Subscribers.

Year."
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THANKS TO OUR
ENGINEERS AND CHEMISTS
At Consolidated

the old order of

dated Park, has been set up to control
quality. Operating conditions are always
technically perfect, regulated by a costly
air-conditioning plant. Negatives are
carefully vacuum and dry cleaned after
each print is made. That is why the last
print is as good as the first and the negative in perfect condition when returned
to the producer.
Only at Consolidated Park can be
found the miraculous machines that take
negatives and raw stock at one end and
at the other deliver the completed printuntouched by human hands throughout
the entire operation.

"try, try again" has given way to scientific methods that guarantee the right results the first time and uniformity all the
time. All our "trial and error" is confined
to completely equipped research laboratories where skilled chemical and mechanical engineers constantly draw on
the wonders of modern chemistry and
machinery to improve the already fine
quality of "Certified Prints".
Guess-work and chance results have
been entirely eliminated. Elaborate machinery, Consolidated designed and
built, and used exclusively at Consoli-

SAFEGUARD

YOUR

INVESTMENT

Cut-price prints mean cut-price quality — inferior materials carelessly
processed on obsolete equipment — poor screen results.
pression of the sound and action in your
It doesn't pay to jeopardize your entire
investment for the few pennies saved on
negative. Twenty-one years' experience
cut-price prints. Make sure of good reand a loyal devotion to the highest ideals
sults. Send your productions to the screen
of service are always evident in every
on "Certified Prints." They're made by
frame of "Certified Prints."
science to provide the finest possible ex-
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W HOW

TRIM ARE STILL
TURNING THEM OUT! . .
— Jay Emanuel

Publications, Mar. 5

"Minneapolis Goes to Town for 'As The
Earth Turns'"

-Variety, Mar. 20

"The Warners have again demonstrated their courageousness in
producing 'As The Earth Turns/ a motion picture which is. ..different from anything you have ever seen... It has power and drama
like nature itself ...Jean Muir reveals. . .poignant acting ability."
—Lawrence Reid, Editor of "M. P. Magazine" and "Classic"

Barbara Stanwyck in Gambling Lady
is swell drama

. . . Has plenty of twists to maintain steady inter-

est .. . Intriguing entertainment."

— Film Daily, Mar. 7

"Ace product . . . Gives Barbara Stanwyck

the richest opportunity

she has yet had . . . Smart direction

superb performances."
— Variety Daily, Mar. 2

James

Cagney

gives something

new

and

in Jimmy

The Gent

and original • . . Novel situations evolve a

bang-up, fast-moving comedy, general in appeal to evoke laughter
from

almost

any

type

of

audience."
— Motion Picture Daily, Mar. 2

■■■ i-

Harold

Teen — featuring

Hal

LeRoy

is played, directed, and presented in all its elements to capture
the charm of adolescence . • . Holds to the universal appeal of
the comic strip ... It appeals to the eye, touches the heart and
evokes laughs in well balance proportions-"— Variety Daily, Feb- 15

.?i

Joe E. Brown in A Very Honorable Guy
is a swell comedy idea • . • Grand slam entertainment . • . Situations and gags are made to order for Brown and he handles them
at his top notch. A fine piece of theatre merchandise."
—Variety Daily

Mar. 17

"WARNERS LEAD FILM MANUFACTURERS

I

secret... Careful selec
in sure fire but artless wares... They have the
tion of ingredients turns the trick . . . Increasingly frequent success
of the Warner Brothers . . . makes inevitable multiplied imitation.
— Buffalo Times, Feb. 18
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Tim McCoy
Columbia

and Evalyn Knapp in

"SPEED WINGS"
60 mins.

Leisurely and not too exciting plot development up to a good finish makes this
one best for neighborhood spots. Billy
Bakewell balks at continuing trials to develop a speed plane that will bring the
speed trophy back to the U. S. when the
sixth of eight comrades who had dedicated
themselves to this work dies in a thrilling
crash as the story opens. He splits with
his partner, Tim McCoy, over this issue

aasae

season's outstanding hit! CLARK
1 GABLE
and
CLAUDETTE

I
I

I COLBERT in Frank Capra's "It .
• Happened One Night."

and then goes to get drunk. Returning
to the hangar, Billy almost crashes into
Evalyn Knapp's car and gives her a job as
a stenographer. Then a rival air firm steals
the partner's plans and Evalyn is suspected.
She saves Tim's life in clearing herself.
Windup is the air race which Billy enters
against his will and wins and then goes
of to save Evalyn who had been kidnapped
by the rival air firm.
Cast: Tim McCoy, Evalyn Knapp, Bill
Bakewell, Vincent Sherman, Hooper Atchley, Ben Hewlett, Jack Long.
Director, Arnold Brower; Author, Horace
McCoy; Cameraman, Al Fiegler; Film
Editor, Jack Rawlins.
Direction, Fair.
Photography, Good

« « « N«E«W«S
1 Prepare for one of the greatest
I pictures you've ever played! Prepare for a response from press and
1 public such as you've never before
1 experienced! Prepare for Frank
Borzage's "NO GREATER
1 GLORY," based on Ferenc
1 Molnar's famous novel!

Goodstein, owner of
in the state, has
at Loveland, where
his Rialto. This
Ed Schoelkopf as

Denver — Wayne Ball, Columbia
manager, is back to work after a
minor operation.

* ' of universal

appeal!

ELISSA

' I LAND I in "Sisters Under
The
* I Skin," with Frank Morgan
and
■ | Joseph Schildkraut.
Directed by
i David Burton.
f

FEATURES

UNAFRAID"

George

STORY OF POLICEWOMAN AND GIRLS
ON
EST. PAROLE HOLDS JUST FAIR INTERThis yarn revolves around the activities
of Lucile Gleason as a policewoman whose
work involves the supervision of dance
halls and the protection of the girls. Lona
Andre is one of her charges whom she
tries to interest in a new view of life by
introducing her to Skeets Gallagher, a rich
playboy who frequents the dance hall.
Lucile Gleason is also interested in helping those paroled in her care, so she establishes them in her home and thus keeps
an eye on them, although it costs her
plenty. The plot involves a gangster whose
political influence practically controls the
city. One of his former sweethearts is
one of the paroled girls, and she spills a
lot of information that eventually enables
the policewoman to put the gang leader
out of business. There is a lot of action
and considerable excitement with the stress
laid on the good work of the policewoman
striving to build up the morale and morals
of the girls. Skeets Gallagher is good.
Cast: Lucile Gleason, Skeets Gallagher,
Lona Andre, Warren Hymier, Barbara
Weeks, Laura Treadwell, Eddie Phillips, Jason Robards, Ruth Clifford, Richard Elliott, Erin LaBissoniere, Julie Kingdon,
Joyce Coad.
Director, William

J. Cowen;

Author,

Mary E. McCarthy; Adaptor, same; Cameraman, Gilbert Warrenton.
Direction, Fair. Photography, Spotty.

0»F
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Denver — Barney Shooker pulled
down the $25 prize offered for the
best two-week record by any Columbia salesman in the western division. !
Cody, Wyo. — Anna May, 17-yearold daughter of Mr. and Mrs. J. W.

«

O'Brien

with

Mary

«

«

in

"EVER SINCE

63 mins.

Cleveland— Louis Astor, Columbia Corder, owners of the) Cody theater,
home office representative spent a died suddenly last week.
day here last week as the guest of
local branch manager Holbrook C.
Cincinnati — J. E. Fontaine, ParaBissell.
mount district manager, reports
exceptional business increase in
Cleveland — The local Variety Club Ohio.
has arranged to present a cabaret
show in its club rooms every SaturCincinnati — Peter A. Klein, Cinday night.
cinnati and Cleveland film attorney,
has been commissioned a Kentucky
Denver - — Oscar Oldknow, district Colonel.
manager for the National Theater
Cincinnati — Mayfair Theater, now
Supply, spent ,a few days in Denver inspecting the local branch.
dark, reopens Easter Week.
Denver — J. J.
three theaters
bought a home
he will manage
move displaces
manager.

, Three outstanding personalities of
the screen in a throbbing romance

"WOMAN

Goldsmith Prod.

FAIR DRAMA BUILT AROUND FLYER
WHO LOSES NERVE AND INTRIGUE
FOR PLANS OF SPEED PLANE.

8 Every day, new batches of rave 1
I reviews pour into headquarters — |
■
.
I
I singing the highest praises or the

of the NEW

EVE"

Brian, Herbert
Betty Blythe
Fox

Mundin

and

72 mins.

JUST A FAIR DOMESTIC DRAMA
WITH NOT MUCH TO ITS STORY
ABOUT

GIRL MARRYING

FOR

MONEY.

In his departure from westerns, George
O'Brien did not get a very good sendoff I
as far as story is concerned, so this effort turns out to be just a so-so affair for
the less discriminating clientele. O'Brien
plays the part of a rich miner who takes
unto himself a society girl, Mary Brian,
only to find that she intentionally hooked
him for his dough. When she realizes
that she really has fallen in love with him,
however, O'Brien refuses to believe in her.
So he sails away to work off his disillusionment. In time the wife has a baby, and
so to the anticipated reconciliation. Occasional y a welcome bit of comedy is injected into the proceedings by Herbert
Mundin and one or two other members
of the cast. Story is taken from Paui
Armstrong's

"Heir

to the

Hoorah."

Cast: George O'Brien, Mary Brian, Herbert Mundin, Betty Blythe, Russell Simpson, George Meeker, Roger Imhoff.
Director, George Marshall; Author, Paul
Armstrong; Adaptors, Henry Johnson and
Stuart Anthony; Dialoguers, same; Cameraman, Arthur Miller; Recording Engineer,
Bernard Freericks.
Direction, Fair. Photography, Good.

D»A»Y »

»
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Denver— H. H. Holben of the Erpi
office and Clyde Weeks, secretary of
the R. E. Griffith Theaters, Inc.,
were married recently but kept it
a secret.
Denver — Gerald Whitney, manager of the Mayan, has been sent
to Sheridan, Wyo., by Fox, where he
will relieve Fred Bezold, who is seriously ill. Dan McAuliffe, recently
manager of the Isis here, will mansence.age the Mayan during Whitney's ab-

Carr, Ostrow Coming East Code Authority Answers
Kick Over Board Delays
For Monogram Convention
(Continued from Page 1)

Trem Carr, Monogram studio
head, is expected Saturday from the
coast to attend the Monogram convention at Atlantic City, Apr. 4-7.
Lou Ostrow will follow a few days
later. Ed Finney, Monogram publicity chief, and John Harrington,
production manager, leave New
York on Saturday for Atlantic City
to complete arrangements for the
convention. The main body of those
who will attend plan to leave New
York April 2.

that the work, immense in scope, is
going along as quickly as possible.
Procedure to be followed is outlined in the code itself and therefore is a matter of law, it was
stressed. Only several boards remain to be definitely decided upon.
Ricketson on New York Visit
Denver — Rick Ricketson, division
manager for Fox West Coast, has
gone to New York for a couple of
weeks. Harry Ashton, district manager, is staying in Denver subbing
for Rick.
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REVIEW BOARD ORDERS
SWEEPING CODE PROBE
(Continued from Page

1)

procedure, the counsel stated, but
will simply be noted by Darrow in
ifihis report to the President.
Rosenblatt was the first witness
uncalled to testify by Mason, who conducted the cross-examination before
'the board. Rosenblatt asked to make
W brief statement, claiming that he
was subpoenaed
or summoned
to
appear before the Board.
He identified himself and his capacity stating he was there in the capacity of
Government
member
of the Code
Authority.
Objection was made to
"his making a .preliminary statement,
•which Rosenblatt
claimed violated
^the spirit of the Board and its procedure. Not being permitted
to
'make the statement, he refused to
'testify at the morning session.
Russel Hardy, special assistant to the Attorney General in the anti-trust division of
the Department
of Justice, was the second
witness called.
He testified to conducting
fall investigations of the motion picture industry during his affiliation with that Department since 1914.
He was subsequently questioned
along
the line of the increase
in
numbers
in recent years of producer-owned
i theaters.
Following this he testified to sendj ing a confidential
report on the code
to
NRA.
This memo outlined items on which
the Department
had formerly received complaints, which he outlined as: (1) refusal of
producers to contract with exhibitors for pictures, (2) refusal to contract for a sufficient
number,
(3) refusal for right to have first
-showing, (4) refusal for second or subsequent
; runs until after a certain lapse of time, and
1 (5) refusal to contract for pictures unless
admission
prices specified by the producers
were maintained.
He added to this, refusal
to sell except in groups, refusal to sell except on percentage
and overbuying
on, the
part of the majors.
He claimed, after questioning, that the most valuable property right
of an exhibitor was the right to "first-run"
a picture, which power, he averred, rested
with the Grievance and Clearance and Zoning
Boards set up by the code authority.
He referred next, after questioning, to the
provision whereby distributors could refuse to
sell exhibitors who violated decisions of the
boards, and termed this a "boycott."
The Fox West Coast decrees, to which he
later alluded, removed the restraints imposed
by collusion in that situation, he said, assum- ing that the Code Authority is controlled by
the major producers, and presuming that that
body permits the practices to continue outlawed in the consent decree, it would be
subject to attack by the Federal Government,
were it not for the NRA, he said.
Following Hardy to the stand, Abram F.
Myers, Allied counsel, was called. His morning testimony concerned principally the procedure leading up to the drafting and presentation of the code to the industry, the
method of which he condemned as biased
and giving the independents no say in writing the code. Under questioning reference
was made to Rosenblatt's former connections
before becoming an NRA administrator. His
association with Nathan Burkan was tied
in with testimony that the latter was an
attorney for major producers.
Myers claimed

Testing Pin Machine Legality
Legality of pin machines, found in
various theaters throughout the country and which in some instances provide free tickets for patrons getting
high scores, will be determined April
12 when a complaint against the 77th
Street Theater on Broadway will b-in°
its operator
into Street.
the Magistrate's!
Court
on
West 54th
The summons
was served in connection with an antigambling device campaign being waged
by the New York police department.

Zach Freedman Handling "Roxy" Tour

Zach Freedman has been named general manager for S. L. (Roxy) Rothafel in connection with his personal appearance tour which opens at the Metropolitan Boston
Friday. With seven weeks actually set in, the trip may be extended to cover 12
weeks.

Mason, Code Prober,
RCA Reported Ready
Served
Films in Past
To Offer Television
(Continued from Page 1)
(Continued from Page

1)

recovery from the depression is now
an actuality and with consumer
buying power on the increase, the
psychological moment for the offering of commercial television is approaching. At present NBC has a
permit covering experimental television broadcasts, but no license
allowing
general television broadcasting.

lowing his appointment as counsel
for the Board. Years ago he served
as impartial member of film industry arbitration board in that city.

Gulf Exhib Factions
All
Getting Together
(Continued from Page 1)

ROOSEVELT CLARIFIES
NRA LABOR CLAUSE
Washington Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — Section 7A, the
NRA labor section, which has been
the subject of controversy for eight
months, is clarified by President
Roosevelt in the following statement:
"(A) Employees have the right to organize
into a group or groups.
"(B) When
groups arcorganized
they such
can group
choose or
representatives
by free choice and such representatives must
be received collectively and thereby seek to
straighten out disputes and improve conditions of employment.

"(C)caliseDiscrimination
against employees
loterritory is indicated by the fact
of their labor affiliations,
or for an\
that its present membership not other unfair or unjust reason, is barred."
New N.T.S. Manager in Salt Lake only includes circuits and unaffiliated independents, but Allied memSalt Lake City — A. R. Brake has
bers also are joining. This will Zoning Set-Up Delays
taken over management of the local
Boards for New York
branch offices of National Theater make it the first organization here
in which all groups, usually fighting
(Continued from Page 1)
Supply, succeeding O. J. Hazen. one another, get together. ExBrake formerly was in the supply
ance
board.
The problem will again
changes here are cooperating on the
business on the Pacific Coast.
convention to be held April 3-4, by be tackled by the committee of nominations when it meets tomorrow,
sending out programs in all their
Chas. Rogers Buys Play
prior to the Code Authority session
mail to exhibitors.
Gus Hill has sold talker rights to
on Thursday. Charles L. O'Reilly,
"McFadden's Flats" to Charles R.
Opens Salt Lake Supply House
W. Ray Johnston and Nathan YamRogers. The comedy was produced
Salt Lake City — Gordon Thorn- ins are reported comprising the
as a silent some years ago and ran berg has opened a theater supply
group holding out for a three-board
five weeks at the Strand.
service here.
setup to handle zoning in the New
York zone.
that no independent exhibitor participated in General Johnson during the day and that
Denial was made at the Code Auas a result he did not wish to testify until
the drafting of the final code and that no he
had first consulted with him.
thority office yesterday that any
producers were present when the code was
Lowell
Mason,
general
counsel,
then
expresented to the industry on Oct. 4, inplained to newspapermen that while the Board steps are planned to seek a ruling
from the NRA Administration as to
ferring the producers already knew the con- lacked any authority to subpoena witnesses
tents of the draft.
if these members failed to appear this would a definition of an affiliated exhibiThe question of naming of the Code Auin the board's recommendations to
thority was next alluded to, bringing from be
tor for the purposes of local board
the noted
President.
Myers the reply that to his knowledge no
other NRA codes named Authority members
in the code itself.
The question of the code's definition of an
unaffiliated producer, distributor and exhibitor
was next attacked by Counsel and Myers.
In this category, Ed Kuykendall, M.P.T.O.A.
head, and Robert Cochrane of Universal, together with Charles O'Reilly, were made the
orunt in their qualification as unaffiliated pro
ducers and exhibitors. Method of choosinr
code alternates was also attacked. Myer
claimed that the code definition of an u
affiliated member was especially designed tc
qualify Kuykendall, Cochrane and O'Reilly.
Block Booking was the next subject of attack under a line of questioning by Mason.
The
line usual arguments were heard along this

At this session,
point hearings
adjournedwith
unt'l
the
afternoon
which resumed
Myers
still on the stand. Testimony concerned
steps leading up to the signing of the codt
and to the executive order and its subsequent interpretation by Gen. Johnson.
Myers claimed that the interpretation etnas
culated an executive order which, while it
was not entirely adequate, was very wholeome and welcome.
At this point a letter was introduced into
the record from John Flinn, secretary of the
Code ofAuthority,
notice
the hearingsacknowledging
under date of receipt
March 21o'
From this point Myers claimed the code
gave producers legal power to fix admission
prices in theaters they sold pcitures to. and
also enabled them to fix play dates. Further
attacks on block booking and the claim that
as a result, exhibitors had to sluff picture
each year which they did not use, plus spiking
of the code's cancellation provisions, climaxed
his testimony under questioning.
The next witness was E. Thornton Kellev
owner of the Grant Lee Theater, Palisade*
Park, N. J., who offered testimony to the
effect that since Fox's Leona Theater wac
built in competition to him he was unabl<=
to get pictures. Lengthy testimony was
offered in this case.
Following Thornton,
Steubenville,
O., offeredWilliam
similar Biggio
testimoiro'
regarding his competition with affiliated houses
in that city.
Rosenblatt was then called as the final
witness of today's session. He interpose
remarks explaining that he could not reach

Members of the board besides Clarence Dar
row are W. W. Neal of Marion, N. C. ; W.
O. Thompson of Chicago; Fred P. Mann, Sr.,
of Devil's Lake, S. D.; John F. Sinclair o'
New York, and Samuel C. Henry of Chicago.
The latter two were absent from yesterday's
sessions.

personnels.
Schine Gets Piqua House
Piqua, 0. — Bijou Theater has been
leased by Schine Circuit.
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up 8th
Above
Floor $6.00
Enjoy the comforts of •
parlor and bedroom suite. . . .
All rooms equipped with
combination tub and shower
bath, and running ice water.
Ideal location — adjacent to
atre districts.
shopping,
business and theSWIMMING POOL
AND GYMNASIUM
FREE
TO
GUESTS
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YEAR'S FILM PROGRESS
CITED BYWILL HAYS
(.Continued from Page

1)

one of the works of Dickens and
said that among classic adaptations
planned are "David Copperfield,"
"Pride and Prejudice," "She Stoops
to Conquer," "Vanity Fair,"
"School for Scandal," "The Rivals,"
"Les Miserables," "Jane Eyre,"
"Gulliver's Travels," "Rip Van
Winkle," "Kim," "Last Days of
Pompeii," "Cyrano de Bergerac,"
"Count of Monte Cristo" and historical romances based on the lives
of Pasteur, Marie Antoinette, Joan
of Arc, Napoleon, Cellini and others.
Musicals, too, will have a new
inning, he said.
Reviewing operations of the industry for the year, Hays declared
that sound recording has progressed
both in the development of equipment and in the improvement of
operating technique. Success of the
modern motion picture is no longer dependent solely upon visual effect, he said. He also cited progress in color photography, in silent
operation of cameras of improved
design and in raw stock.
On the social side, Hays stated
that socially-minded civic leaders in
increasing numbers are accepting
responsibility for aiding the industry by constructive criticism and by
helping to raise the level of public
taste and appreciation, with schools
also taking a hand in the work. Pictures endorsed by previewing groups
as suitable for kids from 8 to 12
years old totaled 72 last year,
against 51 the year before, Hays
stated. Number of meritorious pictures, as voted upon by critics, likewise was greater than ever, he said.
Work of the Advertising Advisory Council in eliminating objectionable matter from movie ads has
been showing good results, Hays declared.
Progress of the industry, he emphasized, rests upon public interest
as well as private enterprise, and
the evidence all around shows that
motion pictures are getting better
all the time.
Deny Radio Show Admission Charge
In denying a report that the Federal Radio Commission had ruled
that radio stations must charge an
admission fee to studio audiences, a
Columbia Broadcasting System official said yesterday that he did not
believe any such ruling would be
made without first giving the chains
a hearing, because such a regulation
would require a new deal with studio unions.
RKO April Releases
RKO

release schedule for April includes "Wild Cargo," Frank Buck film;
"This Man Is Mine," starring Irene
Dunne, with Constance Cummings and
Ralph Bellamy; "Sing and Like It",
with ZaSu Pitts, Pert Kelton and Edward Everett Horton, and "The Crime
Doctor," with Otto Kruger, Karen Morley and Nils Asther.
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WOR SUPPLIES ROXY j
SUSTAINING PROGRAM |

om "LOTS'7
TTLE frtitle
A LIHOLLYWOOD
for the forthcoming
By RALPH

WILK

Burns &
Allen production he will make for
PARAMOUNT will put "The Great Paramount release. The picture has
Magoo," Ben Hecht-Gene Fowler
stage play, into production under the been in preparation as "Here Comes
the Groom." Joe Morrison, Joan
working
of "Thank Your
the studiotitleannounced.
Ben Stars,"
Bernie Marsh, Guy Lombardo and his orchestra and George Barbier are in
and his lads, Jack Oakie, Dorothy
Dell, Roscoe Karns and Alison Skip- featured roles under Ralph Murworth are in the cast. Wesley Rugphy's direction.
▼
T
T
gles is slated to direct,
r
▼
▼
Paramount has purchased "DebAl Santell will direct Ann Hardutante," an original story by Ralph
and Naylor repreing in her next production for RKO, Spence.sentedDeShon
Spence.
"The Life of Virgie Winters."
T
T
T
T

T

T

William Beaudine will direct Paramount's "Grease Paint," W. C.
Fields story, and Al Werker will direct "Fifty-two Weeks for FlorT

T

T

Director William A. Seiter has reette." turned to the RKO studios to complete preparations for the launching
in production of his next picture,
"The Great American Harem." Seiter has been in bed for the last week,
fighting the flu.
T

T

T

Paramount will release Damon
Runyon's "Little Miss Mai-ker" as
"Halfway Decent." Cast includes
Adolphe Menjou, Dorothy Dell, Lynn
Overman, Charles Bickford, Sam
Hardy and Shirley Temple.
T

T

CA5T ASSIGNMENTS
FOX — Alice Faye for the feminine lead in
"She Learned About Sailors"; Lew Ayres and
"Pat" Patterson for "Lottery Lover"; Charles
Coleman for "Always Honest"; Theodore Von
Eltz for "Change of Heart"; Rosita Moreno for
"The Cossack", Spanish production; Paul Harvery borrowed from 20th Century for "Merry
Andrew": Josef Swickard for "All Men Are
PARAMOUNT— Ray Milland for "Many Happy
Enemies." George
Returns";
Webb
for "Witching
Hour.'
MONOGRAM— Polly Ann Young for the lead
opposite John Wayne in "Man from Utah";
Eleanor Hunt for "Blue Steel", another Wayne
western.
COLUMBIA— Edgar Kennedy, Ralph Forbes,
Charles Levinson for "Twentieth Century."
WARNER— ZaSu Pitts for "Dames"; David
Landau top "Dark Tower"; Boothe Howard and
Vincent Sherman for "Old
Doll's House."
M-G-M — Lionel Barrymore, Otto Kruger, Dudley Digges, Dorothy Peterson and William V.
Mong
for "Treasure
Island."

(Continued from Page 1)

from the Roxy stage instead of the
WOR studios on April 3. "Footlight Echoes," as the sustaining program is known, has been heard regularly over WOR for two years and
comprises in its cast Jack Arthur,
Veronica Wiggins, Al and Lee Reiser, Crusaders Quartette and a woman song trio.
According to Jack Partington of
Fanchon & Marco, operators of the
Roxy, WOR will benefit from the
opportunity to obtain the reactions
of a huge visual audience to its program and the aid this may lend in
obtaining a sponsor. Partington
hailed this innovation as a new link
between stage
light
Echoes"
be furnished
theater by a
Paramount

and radio. The "Footprogram
the first
without ischarge
to toa
large radio station.
Branch

Changes

H. E. Stuckley, who has been connected with the Paramount exchange in Toronto, has been appointed booking manager at the company's Detroit branch. Letcher C.
Colman, assistant head shipper at
the Paramount Detroit exchange,
has been promoted to head shipper.

T

Shooting is about to start on
"Hello Prosperity," new EducationalAndy Clyde comedy, and preparations are under way for the production of a new Educational-Star comedy special which will star Buster
Keaton. An unusual feature of the
Clyde comedy will be a new kind of
musical presentation. Original music by Alfonse Corelli will be sung
by a chorus of 36 voices, and played
by a 22-piece orchestra. An original
story is being written by Ernest Pagano and Ewart Adamson for Keatcn's second comedy for Educational.
t
r
t
Two playwrights were assigned
duties at Universal last week. Preston Sturges will do the screen play
for "Fanny." Austin Parker will
adapt "Transient Lady."
T

T

T

Aline MacMahon's recently completed starring vehicle for Warner's
has been changed from "The Happy
Family" to "The Merry Frinks."
T
▼
T
Major Productions will make
"Broadway Virgin," the novel by
Lois Bull, as the first of a series
of six pictures to be made at the
General Service studios. Bernard
Grossman
written
the and
musicOllie
and Wallace
lyrics forhave'
the
AAA
picture.
Walter Donaldson and Gus Kahn
are writing several songs for M-GM's "Operator 13," starring Marion

T

T

YOUR

COMING

ATTRACTIONS

IN PRODUCTION

P.T.O.A. CONVENTION

T

Davies."
Charles R. Rogers has decided
upon "Many Happy Returns" as a
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Detroit Attendance Holds as 55 Houses Lift Scale

C. A. DECIDES TODAY ABOWGOING TO WASHINGTON
7 Standing Committees Named for M.P.T.O.A. Meet
Groups Are Appointed to
Function at Annual
Convention
Seven standing" committees, including Grievances, NRA Code-Trade
Practices, NRA-Labor Provisions,
Resolutions, Legislation and Taxes,
Public Relations and Community Affairs, and Credentials and Rules,
were announced yesterday to function during the M.P.T.O.A. annual
convention in Hollywood on April
9-12. The grievance committee will
undertake to deal with individual
difficulties of exhibitors, while the
{Continued

on

Page

4)

BANKRUPTCY'S END
ASKED BY PARAMOUNT

Laughton, Chevalier, Fairbanks for U. A. British Film
London — Charles Laughton, Maurice Chevalier, Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., and Merle
Oberon will appear in "Field of the Cloth of Gold," which Alexander Korda is to
produce as a million-dollar special for United Artists release. Laughton will again be
seen in the character of Henry VIII. I Frederick Lonsdale is authoring the story. Another pretentious picture planned by Korda under the London Films banner is H. G.
Wells' "Shape of Things to Come," on which the producer intends to spend eight
months.

More Details Asked on
Requests to Appear
Before Darrow

Decision as to whether or not the
Code Authority will attend the
Washington hearing called by the
National Recovery Review Board
for tomorrow will be reached today, following a special meeting
called yesterday afternoon at which
consensus of opinion was that "requests" to attend from Clarence
Darrow, board chairman, lacked sufficient details to permit action. The
{Continued last
on Page
night4) communParamount's current schedule of Code Authority
60 features will be entirely cleared
away by May 15, it was stated
yesterday by Emanuel Cohen, vicepresident in charge of production,
following his arrival from the coast.
Work on the 1934-35 program already is under way, Cohen said,
with' Cecil B. DeMille's "Cleopatra"
By WILLIAM
SILBERBERG
and the film version of Broadway's
FILM
DAILY
Staff Correspondent
"She Loves Me Not" now in work
for release next season.
Washington — Endeavoring to act
Eight {Continued
pictures onarePagecurrently
be- as a model board for all clearance
4)
and zoning and grievance boards
throughout the country, Herman
Blum of Baltimore
told the first

Para. Completing Its 60 Pictures

By May 15, Says Emanuel Cohen
Preparing Interpretation
Of Theater Leasing Clause

WASHINGTON BOARDS
LOOKED TO AS MODELS

The code provision prohibiting an
exhibitor from interfering in a theater leasing deal being negotiated
by an exhibitor with his current
landlord is being studied by a Code
Authority committee preliminary to
Though reorganization plans have preparing an interpretation of the
not been completed, petition asking clause. The committee consists of
that Paramount-Publix be discharg- Austin C. Keough, Leopold Frieded from bankruptcy has been filed
man and H. S. Bareford.
in Federal Court by Rosenberg,
Goldman & Colin, counsel for the
corporation. This is in the nature
{Continued on Page 10)
Goes Back to Lower Court
of a technicality, since under the Vitaphone-Erpi Suit
law a bankrupt corporation must
Wilmington, Del. — A replication Seating Capacity Tax
file a petition for discharge within holding
Again Heads
that the allegations in its
Substituted in S. C. Col. Cooper
Canadian
Association
a year after the petition in bank- bill of complaint are true and that
ruptcy. Date for hearing has not allegations in a plea filed by the
Columbia, S. C. — The lower house
Toronto
—
Col.
John
A. Cooper
been set.
defendant corporation are not true, of the South Carolina General Asand further declaring that it is
was
re-elected
president
and
secresembly by an overwhelming maold
the
for
submit proof, has been filed
substitute
to
jority
voted
DistribPicture
Motion
the
tary
of
2 Loew Cleveland Houses ready to {Continued
{Continued on Page 10)
on Page 10)
utors Association of Canada at a
Go on Double Features
new
meeting of the organization's Burdirectorate yesterday. G. O.
Cleveland — Following a conference
nett was re-appointed treasurer.
here between Joel Levy, Loew head
Directors named again are N. L.
booker in the U. S. and Canada, and
Nathanson, M. A. Milligan, M. H.
Division Manager H. M. Addison, a
Masters, Leo Devaney, Clair
double
feature
policy
has
been
{Continued
on Page 4)
J. P. O'Loughlin, Harry
Admission Prices Cut
Detroit — Fifty-five houses are Hague,
Paynter and A. W. Perry.
admison advanced used
operatingTrailers
By J. Real Neth Circuit now sion
in
were
prices.
Columbus — As a spring move, J. all houses
Austro-German Film Pact
to announce the fact to
24-Hour Vaudefilm Grind
Vienna — This country has signed a
Real Neth, head of the Neth The- the public, and no protest has arisen,
pact with Germany for a mutual excira
Detroit — Jacob Schreiber's Colonial is
controlling
ater
Enterprises
M.
H.
to reports reaching
change of pictures without limitations
going to a 24-hour policy, putting on an
cuit of neighborhood houses, is re- according
as to number. Austria h->s no official
extra shift of stage hands and operamanager of Allied.
ducing admission from 28 cents to Richey, general
tors. House had been playing 18 hours
censorship, the films being subject to
satisfied
police control, while severe censorship
and is the only theater here with stage
20 cents including amusement tax. Theater men have been
exists in Germany.
dee
attendanc
show
using
the continuous policy.
high
At the same time the admission for with continued
s, and two
increased admission
spite{Continued
children is reduced to 10 cents.
on Page 10)

Price Boost in Detroit Houses
Has No Effect on Attendance
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DARRYL F. ZANUCK, 20th Century producer, arrives in New York in a few weeks
route to Europe for a vacation.
BURNS and ALLEN leave New York late in
June for a vacation
in Europe.

en
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JERRY
rejoin

WALD leaves Monday for Hollywood
the Warner writing staff.

JOSEPH
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New

V

SIMMONS, president of Tower Productions, will leave Hollywood April 1 for
York to confer with Herman Gluckman

on

next
season's
production
schedule.
JULIEN DUVIVIER, French director, now at
theAL Hotel Edison, sails tomorrow on the Olympic for France. He is just back from a trip
to Canada.
JOLSON
leaves for the coast in about
three weeks.
ESTELLE TAYLOR is back at the Hotel Warwick, after finishing her engagement with a
night club.

Florida

R

SAM H. HARRIS arrives in New York on
Friday from the coast to attend the testimonial
dinner to him and George M. Cohan being given
Sunday by the Jewish Theatrical Guild at the
Astor Hotel.

fly

RUDY VALLEE, if weather permits, will fly
to Boston today for the Musicians Relief Fund
benefit in that city.

A LAUGH A DAY from "Harold Teen," Warner Bros.' comedy with music from Carl
Ed's famcus comic strip, featuring Hal LeRcy of "Wcnder Bar." — Advt.

P. A. Powers to Release
2 Steel Pier Movie Houses
Shorts Independently Are Opening Easter Week
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L^iunTurns"
for Strand
Warners have set "As the Earth
Turns" to open April 7 at the Strand,
following "Gambling Lady," which
is now set to go into| the Broadway
house next Saturday.
FOR
RADIO and
PICTURES

AGENTS
PROTECTED

HELEN
MORGAN
M'g't: "BUD'' MASCHKE
"MEMORY"

CO., Los Angeles, Cal.

Claiming that the NRA code restrictions so limit the number of
shorts that major companies can
arbitrarily sell with their features
that a considerable reduction in
shorts sales by major companies
will result, P. A. Powers told Film
Daily yesterday that for the 193435 season he will release 24 color
cartoons entirely through the independent market. Powers' company,
Celebrity Pictures, is now releasing
the "Willie Whopper" cartoon series through M-G-M.
Next season Powers will produce
12 ComiColor Fairy Story cai'toons,
six musical cartoons and six cartoon
thrillers.

Strouse to Handle Film Publicity
Irving S. Strouse and Associates
will enter the field of motion picture
relations work, it is announced.
Strouse has left for the coast to
sound out propositions. David Scheffer is in charge of movie accounts
in the east. He is assisted by Alfred L. Gabin, now with Producers
Laboratories.

George Gerhard
Quits Music Hall
George Gerhard yesterday resigned as director of publicity for
Atlantic City— Steel Pier will the Radio City Music Hall. Hazel
open two flicker houses for Easter Flynn, recently motion picture critic
of the Chicago "Evening American,"
holidays,
playing
"flesh"
one, and
will
continue
policy
this in
summer
of will join the Music Hall publicity
and work in association
three houses, with one a first run department
with James Hood Macfarland.
for Paramount, says Manager Richard Endicott. There will be three
other first run houses on 'walk,
Goring Leases Criterion
Apollo, Warner and Stanley. MilJames P. Goring, manager of the
lion Dollar Pier may try newsreel
Criterion for some years, has leased
theater.
this Broadway house from Paramount. Lease runs 10 weeks. TheChesterfield Buys Novel
ater was formerly leased to Krimsky
"Murder of Stephen Kester," by & Cochran.
Harriette Ashbrook, published by
both Coward-McCann and Tudor
Columbia Signs Stage Player
Publishing Co., has been bought by
Chesterfield. Title will be changed
Columbia
has signed
Raymond
Wolburn, who appears in the play,
to "Green Eyes."
"Pursuit
of Happiness,"
through the
William Morris
office.
Showing Charles Laughton Short
"Daydreams," an English film
with Charles Laughton in a leading
role, will be on the program of
shorts to be shown by the Film &
Photo League on Saturday at the
New School for Social Research.

WEEK
PUBLIX

CLASS

15TH
and
LAST
ON
BROADWAY,
NOW
"A"

AT
CRITERION

N.

Y.
THEATRE

Gillmore Again Nominated
Council Starts Local Campaign
Frank
Gillmore again heads the
A campaign for members in Great- slate of officers
nominated by the
er New ' York is being started immediately bythe Motion Picture Re- Actors' Equity nominating committee for presentation to the annual
search Council, it is announced following a meeting at the Cosmopol- meeting about the first of June. Paul
Dullzell also is down for treasurer.
itan Club.
Universal Adds Two Classics
Two classics, "School for Scandal"
and
Robinson,"
have
been "Swiss
added toFamily
the Universal
schedule
for next Season.

Edward Rowland Dies
West Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Los Angeles — Edward Rowland,
theatrical producer, who headed the
Chicago firm of Rowland & Clifford,
died here this week at the age of
67.

Previewing French Film
A preview of "Miquette et sa
Mere," French picture, will be held
Fourth Week
for "Ariane"
tonight aboard the Champlain at
"Ariane," starring Elizabeth BergPier 57 under auspices of John S. ner,
is being held for a fourth week
at the 55th St. Playhouse.
Tapernoux.

JEWEL

PRODUCTIONS,

INC., 723 7th AVE., N. Y.

TOMS UP
For In

SPENCER MY
"PAT" PATER
JOHN B0|ES

HERBERT MUNDIN • SpiLVERS
HARRY GREEN • THELMA T000

Packing them in and keeping them
happy at RADIO CITY MUSIC HALL
— and the critics—
"Much

better entertainment than nine-tenths of the screen

musicals in the past year." — Thornton Delehanty, N.Y. Post
"Packed with laughs. Gay spirited comedy
a great
comedy cast."
— Bland Johaneson, A/. t. Mirror

Story and screen play: B. G. D
and Sid Silvers. Songs by H

, David Butler
Adamson and

"Decidely heart-warming to local audiences."
—Richard Watts, Jr., N. Y. Herald-Tribune

Burton Lane, also Richard A.W^

g and Gus Kahn.

"Has its full share of honest humor, tuneful songs . . . thor-

Directed by Daj
PRODUCED

BY

utler
DE SYLVA

oughly entertaining." — Mordaunt Hall, N. Y. Times
"One of the special cinema delights of recent weeks . . .
thoroughly tuneful and amusing."
— William Boehnel, N. Y. World-Telegram
"Thoroughly entertaining . . . presented in a most amusing
manner."
— Kate Cameron, N. Y. Daily News

DAILY

C. A. DECIDES TODAY
ABOUT WASH'N TRIP
(Continued from Page

icated with the NRA administration
for more specific information concerning matters to come up at the
hearing.
At Monday's hearing charges of
discrimination in selling pictures,
restraint of trade and alleged monopolistic tendencies were aimed at
the code and Darrow announced he
would summon Code Authority
members as well as all major company sales managers. The Darrow
wires, received by individual members of the Code Authority yesterday, merely stated that at the
Thursday hearing at 10 a. m. in
the Hotel Willard, "practices of the
industry" will be testified to. No
summons have been issued and the
telegrams were regarded as "requests."
At yesterday's meeting were: H.
S. Bareford, for Harry M. Warner;
Walter Vincent, for Ed Kuykendall;
Louis Phillips, for George J. Schaefer; Nicholas M. Schenck, Charles
L. O'Reilly, R. H. Cochrane, Abe
Montague, Sidney R. Kent, W. Ray
Johnston and Major L. E. Thompson.

Paramount Completing
Its Program by May 15
(Continued from Page

WITH

1)

1)

fore the cameras, six being edited
and five in preparation. April will
find ten more pictures going into
production and six will get under
way in May.
Ttie eight in production are: "Half-Way
Decent," "Thirty Day Princess," "Double
Door," "It Ain't No Sin," "Many Happ>
Returns," "Private Scandal," "Cleopatra'
and "She Loves Me Not."
The six being edited are "Scarlet Empres:,"
"Trumpet Blows," "Murder at the Vanit.es,'
"We're "Not Dressing," "You're Telling Me'
and "The Witching Hour."
In preparation are "Thank Your Stars,'
"Urease Paint," "Kiss and Make Up" and
"You Belong to Me."
In April, the ten in production will b
"Ladiei Should Listen," "Pursuit of Hap
piness," "Her Master's Voice," "Here Come,
the Bride," "52 Weeks for Florette," "One
Woman," "Lizzie Skeritt," One Way Ticket,"
"Ready for Love' and "A Son Comes Home.'

"Forgotten Men" Holds in 4 Spots
In a la ' ate chanfre, "Forgotten Men,': slated to clos*. iast Sunday, has been held over art the
marking
on Broadway.th It hnthis i-'.so
week b»>en
at held
the
Europa, Phiiaaeipina, u..rJ week at
the Majestic, Brooklyn, and fourth
week at the Park, Boston.
Reviving Penncr Shorts
As a result of the radio fame achieved
by Joe Penner in recent months, Warners is re-issuing some of the comic's
Vitaphone shorts. Billed equally with
the feature, the subjects have just been
tried in several metropolitan "A"
houses, and after noting the reception
accorded them the Warner sales department decided on national return
engagements.

NRCttfhtteTO

PHIL M DALY
•

•

• BLOW
THE
Ballyhoo
Bugle!
discovered!
call us* a dirty deceiver and any other choice name
ya like if we steer you wrong in declaring that three New
Comics have hit the screen
, all in ONE pix
the same
being Educational's "Anchovy" with the Three Ritz Brothers they are the last laugh in Looniness
and the first
laugh ... and all the other laffs in between
so far as we
are concerned
there's nothing like 'em in pix
they
pull their own original brand of goofy nuttiness for 1665 feet
in this Epic of Hysteria what a relief!
to see something a mile away from the outworn gags and the frazzled
routine of the routiney screen comics
these lads are DIFFERENT another definite triumph for Eastern production and Al Christie and also Art Jarrett and William Watson who did the script
looks as if Mister Hammons has walked into Somethin'
he should do a series
letting these Ritz boys run riot
T
T
T
• •
• ONE OF the cleverest and most original lines of
newspaper ads we have seen recently
are those prepared
for Monogram's pressbook on "The Loud Speaker"
by
George Harvey's Agency
selling the wisecracking personality of Ray Walker
a half dozen different still photographs are used as a base to build these highly original ads .
these are cut down for "close-up" effect .... then pnappy dialogue put into the mouths of the players
but the dialog is
not presented in the "balloon" style cheapened by the comic
strips . done with Class the snappy dialog makes each
illustration rtand out
and the dialog line is tied up with
an appropriate sales angle
the encire conception represents
Creative Artistry of the highest order a real Idea that
snaps away from the deadly routine . . . this Harvey Workshop
does not brag about their Craftsmanship . we're doing it
for 'em
T
▼
T
• •
• TWO YOUNG film execs are in a peculiar spot
Archie Mayers and Irving Shapiro of Du-World bot a job lot of
7 one-reelers from England some time ago
they were after
a pix in which Charles Laughton appeared
when they got
the films they discovered that Mister Laughton is starred with
his wife, Elsa Lanchester, in a one-reel presentation of the
famous
American
ballad, "Frankie
and Johnnie"
the
British star recites some of the verses of the ballad now
Messrs Mayers and Shapiro realize that All Star Productions
have gone to great expense and a lot of time to produce their
feature of the same title
Laughton made his pix two years
ago
and they can't call it anything else but "Frankie and
Johnnie"
for that's what the Laughton pix is
all about very well
T
T
T
• • • WAS IT a gag that Leon & Eddie's restaurant tried
to pull ?
that cocktail party announced for Jimmie Durante
;
the M-G-M crowd was much upset about it
asserting that it was not official
Starting tomorrow, in all Radio
City Music Hall advertising
the precision dancers known
s as the "Eoxyettes" .... will be called the "Rockettes"
■ •-ior the direction of Russell Markert
Y
Y
Y
• • • FILM AND stage folks will attend a tea to be given
at the home of Fannie Hurst Sunday afternoon, April 8
for the benefit of the Authors' League Fund
will include Frances Starr, Sherwood Anderson, Octavusguests
Roy Cohen
and James Forbes Clark Robinson
has been signed by
Paramount theater as art director and produce
r Robinson
was associated with "Roxy" at the Capitol and Music Hall for
years "The House of Rothschild" begins its third week today at the Astor to capacity Fox Films announce five new
players as Screen Debs for 1934, to be groomed for stardom
Alice Faye, "Pat" Patterson, Claire Trevor, Rosemary
Ames, and Drue
Leyton
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SEVEN COMMITTEES
NAMED BY M.P.T.O.A.
(Continued from Page

Grievances — Lewen Pizor, chairman, Philalelphia; Nat M. Williams, Thomasville, Ga. :
J. H. Michael, Buffalo; H., W. Harvey, San
Francisco; Sidney Lust, Washington.
N.R.A. Code-Trade Practices — Fred S.
Meyer, chairman, Milwaukee; R. M. Clark,
Oklahoma City; R. B. Wilby, Atlanta; Edcisco. win S lverman. Chicago; George P. Aarons,
Philadelphia; Morgan A. Walsh, San FranN.R.A. Code-Labor Provisions — Jack Miller,
chairman, Chicago; George Fisher, Milwaukee; L. S. Hamm, San Francisco; Love B.
Harrell, Atlanta; Louis Ansell, St. Louis.
Legislation and Taxes — M. A. Lightman,
chairman. Memphis; M. E. Comerford, Scranton; R. B. Wilby, Atlanta; W. H. Loll.er.
Los Angeles.
Refolutions — Edward G. Levy, chairman.
New Haven; Oscar C. Lam, Rome, Ga.; Ed
M. Fay. Providence; Harry Hicks, Los Angeles; M. A. Lightman,
Memphis.
Public Relations and Community Affairs —
Fred Wehrenberg, chairman. St. Louis; Nat
M. William;, Thomasville; W. L. Ainsworth.
Fond du Lac; W. S. Butterfield. Detroit;
Sidney Lust, Washington.
Credentials and Rules — M. E. Comerford,
chairman. Scranton; Jas. J. McGuinness, Boston; Benjamin Pitts, Richmond; Charles E.
Williams, Omaha; A. F. Baker, Kansas City.

2 Loew Cleveland Houses
Go on Double Features
(Continued from Page 1)

adopted
for theeffective
Granada April
and Alhambra theaters,
6. The
Granada, first-run West Side house,
will play duals the long week-end
from Thursday to Tuesday, presenting two first-run features. From
Tuesday to Thursday, inclusive, a
single feature, playing second run
and immediately following the State,
will be shown. The Alhambra will
show duals all the time with three
complete changes of program a
week.
Alliance House Reopened
Alliance, 0. — Rex, formerly the
Ideal, dark for several months, has
been renovated and reopened by W.
J.
with subsequent
run
films.Cuthbert
Bebe and Ben in
Chicago — Bebe
husband Ben Lyon
the Chicago Theater
ing April 6.

Person at Chi.
Daniels and her
will appear at
the week start-

Gloria Swanson

«

«

«

»

»

»

i)

cade-trade practices group will handle personal problems of exhibitors
in connection with the code. Others
will handle duties as indicated by
their classification. Membership of
^he committees follows:

Pandro

Berman

Andre Beranger
William

Laidlaw,

Jr.

VS
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Two recent radio polls — one by the Scripps-Howard newspapers
and one by Radio Stars Magazine — revealed that BING CROSBY
is the favorite troubador of the air. His next picture will be

-^

WE'RE

NOT

with Carole Lombard, George
Merman

DRESSING
Burns and Gracie Allen, Ethel

and Leon Errol; directed by Norman

Taurog, music by

Gordon & Revel and released April 27th.

I f

i t

a

PARAMOUNT

PICTU

)fHE AIR TODAY!

)

Second to Bing Crosby in the Scripps-Howard and Radio Stars
Magazine radio polls, Lanny Ross's enormous air following was revealed when he received 40,000 requests for photographs from
two broadcasts on Maxwell House Hour. Ross's first picture will be

MELODY

IN

SPRING

with Charlie Ruggles, Mary Boland and Ann Sothern, directed by
Norman

i t

McLeod and released April 20th.

h

e

s

t

,

h
snow

.

n

town

April 2 — Bing Crosby will broadcast

the entire

score of "We're Not Dressing" on the Woodbury
Hour, at 8:30 P.M. Eastern Standard Time, over the
Columbia network, from the Atlantic Seaboard to
Denver.
He will be assisted
by Carole
Lombard.
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Clark
with

Gable

"MEN

Jean

and

Myrna

IN

WHITE"

Hersholt,

Otto

Loy

Elizabeth

in

M-G-M.

of FEATURES
Ken

"WHEELS

Maynard

in

OF DESTINY"

Allan,

Universal

80 mins.

GOOD OLD-FASHIONED TALE OF
WESTWARD MIGRATION ENLIVENED
BY BANDIT GANG AND INDIAN ATTACK.

Kruger

TENSE, EXPERTLY DONE DRAMA
GLORIFYING MEDICAL PROFESSION
WITH STRONG CONFLICT OF DUTY
VS. LOVE.

63 mins.

Plenty of action including an old-style
wagon train fight with the Indians comWhat lifts this production into the defibined with a pleasant romantic interest
nitely exceptional class is the direct and make this one of the better westerns.
uncompromising manner in which a wor- Ken Maynard arrives on the scene in time
thy dramatic idea has been from incep- to prevent a bandit gang from stealing
tion to conclusion. Besides supplying a
the map of a California gold claim. The
good dose of emotional entertainment, the
story arouses a good deal of sympathy for train is led by Jay Wiltsie, Ken's pal on
a previous California jaunt, in whose sister
those hard-working servants of humanity, Ken is interested. Ken joins the party,
the doctors. Clark Gable is seen as a
as does the remnants of the bandit gang.
young doctor with a bright future under When one of the bandit gang reneges on
the wing of a noted medic, admirably
a bet, the entire crew is chased out of
played by Jean Hersholr. Clark's fiancee, camp. The bandits stir up the Indians,
Myrna Loy, resents his preoccupation with
work, allowing him too little time for her. who attack the wagon train. After beating off the redskins, Ken and his men set
So there is a spat, Clark is accidentally
fire to the prairie to halt pursuit and
thrown into a scrape with a lonesome and
then effect a perilous fording of a stream.
admiring nurse, effectively portrayed by
Just as everything appears quiet the sole
Elizabeth Allan, and is responsible for
surviving bandit appears and has to be
her requiring an operation from which she
of before Ken and Dorothy Dix
does not recover. This crisis brings Myrna disposed
embrace.
to the realization of how much Clark's
Cast: Ken Maynard, Dorothy Dix, Philo
work means to him and to humanity, and
McCullough,- Frank Rice, Jay Wiltsie, Ed
a reconciliation follows.
Coxen, Fred Sale, Jr., Fred McKaye, Jack
Cast: Clark Gable, Myrna Loy, Jean
Rockwell, William Gould, Nelson McHersholt, Elizabeth Allan, Otto Kruger, Dowell.
C. Henry Gordon, Russell Hardie, WalDirector, Allan James; Author, Nate
lace Force, Henry B. Walthall, Russell
Gatzert; Cameraman, Ted McCord; ReHopton, Samuel Hinds, Frank Puglia, Leo
cording Engineer, Earl Crain; Film Editor,
Chalzel, Donald
Douglas.
Chas. Harris.
Director, Richard Boleslavsky; Author,
Direction, Good. Photography, Good.
Sidney Kingsley; Adaptor, Waldemar
Young; Cameraman, George Folsey; Editor,
Frank Sullivan.
FOREIGN FILMS
Direction, Aces
Photography, Fine.

with

Frank

"CITY LIMITS"
Craven,
Sally
Walker

Blane

and

Ray

EBZB

DAILY

"EINES PRINZEN JUNGE LIEBE" ("A
Prince's Young Love"), in German; produced by Ufa; directed by Artur Robison;
with Willy Fritsch, Trude Marlen, Gustav
Waldau, Ida Wuest, Jakob Tiedtke, Alice
Treff, Herman Speelmans, Alexander Engel,
Paul Hoerbinger.
At the 79th St. theater.
Enjoyable romantic comedy in military
background with good work by Willy
Fritsch and able supporting cast. Production qualities are above average.

67 mins.
Monogram
FARCICALLY TREATED STORY OF
NEWSPAPERMAN AND FINANCIAL INTRIGUE WITH MANY HUMOROUS MOMENTS.
Deftly directed with a light farcical
touch by William Nigh and smoothly acted,
"MELODIA
this emerges as an entertaining comedy
PROHIBIDA" ("Forbidden
with a good deal of action that should
Paradise"),
in Spanish; produced by Fox;
satisfy in the popular-priced houses. Ray directed
by Fra
nk Strayer; with Jose MoWalker, a reporter, is assigned to get the
Montenegro; Mona Maris,
jica,
Conchita
Frank
which
by
coup
financial
a
of
story
Romualdo Tirad o, Carmen Rodriguez. At
coniedades.
acquired
Craven, railroad president,
the Teatro Var
Entertaining
trol of a line. Masquerading as the asfantasy, something
in the
inis
sistant of Craven's doctor, Walker
nature of a mo dern Garden of Eden, with
his
in
vited to join Craven on a vacation
some
enjoyable singing by Jose Mojica.
private railroad car. On the trip Craven Background
is
is colorful and production
by
befriended
is
and
falls off the train
of good quality
disseme tramps. Learning of Craven's
appearance, his competitors proceed to
"CRAINQUEBILLE," in French; Based
ruin him financially, but are stopped when
France; Directed
Craven reappears after a suspenseful period. on the story by Anatole
Sally Blane, Ray by J. deBaroncelli; Distributed by John S.
Craven,
Cast: Frank
Taternoux.
^Walker, Claude Gillingwater, James Burke,
With English titles added, this capably
James Conlin, Jane Keckley, Henry Roquemore, Harry Bradley, George Hayes, George acted and well-produced version of the
famed Anatole France story should appeal
Cleveland, George Nash, Fern Emmett.
Director, William Nigh; Author, George to arty audiences. Story concerns a poor
a misWaggner; Cameraman, Jerry Ashe; Record- huckster whose arrest arising from
understanding results in his imprisonment,
ing Engineer, John A. Stransky, Jr.; Film
Editor, Jack Ogilvie.
loss of a livelihood and friends and leads
Direction, Fine
Photography, Okay.
him almost to suicide.

and SHORTS

The Three Ritz Brothers in
"Hotel Anchovy"
(Coronet Comedy)
Educational
19 mins.
A Wow
A goofy riot of laughs that will
slay 'em anywhere. The Ritz Brothers take over the running of a hotel
which the proprietress, Doris Hill, is
about to sell. She has a couple of
buyers coming in, so she hires the
Ritz boys to keep the guests from
leaving and make everything look
prosperous. And how they do it!
It is one continuous series of howls
as these boys go through their
looney antics with the guests. It's
fast, original, and filled with uproarious situations. Can't miss. Produced by Al Christie.

« « «

showing a series of odd and little
known habitants of the bottom of
the ocean. The photography is exceptionally fine, and the narrative
tells the story of the different
species in a terse and graphic manUnusual subject that will have
a widener.appeal.
"Jungle Bound"
(Port O'Call Series)
Monogram
10 mins.
Good

This journey is to the recently
excavated city of Angkor in the
Asiatic country of Gambodia. Beautiful temples and rare sculpture
comprise most of the shots with a
Siamese dance interpolated at the
end of the reel. Subject will go
in better-class neighborhoods.
Tom Howard and George Shelton in best
teresting.
Deane Dickason's narration is in"The Big Meow" 19 mins.
Educational
Fast Comedy
Aloha Wanderwell in
Carries plenty of laughs in the
"River of Death"
business of Tom Howard and George Ideal
28 mins.
Shelton who are hired by a judge to
Good Adventure
trace a gangster who is threatening
to do him bodily, injury for sending
A pictorial record of Mrs. Wanhim to jail. By mistake, the two derwell's trip to the Brazilian jungles in search of Col. Fawcett and
sleuths trail the judge's wife in- his two sons who were lost in the
stead of the gangster's moll, with wilds in 1925. With her husband,
very disastrous results to all hands.
Moves fast, and the comics have an Capt. Wanderwell Aloha flies over
the barren countryj finally making
original line of humor.;
a forced landing near a native village. There the natives stage
"Hula Honeymoon"
dances and feasts for the couple.
(Treasure Chest Series)
Educational
8 mins. There are some excellent human interest sequences and some fair
Beautiful
thrills. Picture is interesting
A very delightful and atmospheric throughout.
short of Hawaii, showing the natives in one of their ceremonial
"Maryland"
dances to celebrate the coming to
maturity of one of the lovely
(Seeing America Series)
maidens of the Island. It is very Amity
12 mins.
Fine
artistically done, with beautiful
Produced by Picture Classics, this
photography and the haunting
Hawaiian melodies.
subject embraces a very interesting
journey to the highspots in MaryBuster Keaton in
land. City and country, historic landmarks and the simple beauties of
"The Gold Ghost"
all are combined into a trip
Educational
20 mins. nature,
that is made doubly enjoyable by
Classy Comic
some intelligent narration and apA finely executed short comedy
propriate musical accompaniment.
starring Buster Keaton in the style
In short,
it's a decidedly worth
of material that he can handle to while
subject.
perfection. When his ritzy girl gives
him the air until he proves himself
Farewell Party to Hazel Flynn
a man and not jusb an idle son of
Chicago — Hazel Flynn, for many
a rich man, Buster starts out in his
car, and breaks down eventually in years motion picture critic on the
a ghost mining town on the Nevada Chicago American under the nom
desert. A new gold strike is dis- de plume of Rob Reel, was tendered
covered by a couple of old prospec- a farewell party Saturday night at
of
tors, and Buster finds himself run- the Morrison Hotel on the eve
ning the town as sheriff, he having her departure for New York. Miss
grabbed himself the badge from the
resigned from the Amersheriff's office. Filled with the de- Flynn,ican who
last week, has accepted a posilightful Keaton touches, it will go Radio tionCity.
under W. G. Van Schmuss at
over big with all his many admirers.
Directed by Charles Lamont.
Chi. Relief Party Nets $4,000
"Born to Die"
Film Relief
o— TheFriday
Chicag
(Battle for Life Series)
by the
night Dinnergiven
Dance
Educational
9 mins. motion picture interests of Chicago
Unusual
netted more than $4,000, which will
Very entertaining and absorbing be used to alleviate distress among
people.
film
presentation
of minute
sea life,

THE
10
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VITAPHONE ERPI SUIT
BACK TO LOWER COURT

ATTENDANCE NOT HIT
A LITTLE from "LOTS
By RALPH

HOLLYWOOD
(Continued from Page 1)
Paramount
in Chancery Court here by Vitaphone ""THREE
players have
drawn option renewals on their
in its royalty action against Elec- contracts.
They are Gail Patrick,
trical Research Products. The repli- Grace Bradley and Frances Drake.
cation brings back to Chancery
T
V
T
First National has started a dicCourt the suit which has been pending about 18 months and which has
tion school for younger players.
twice been before the State Supreme
T
t
v
Court. Date for hearing is to be
Will Stanton, celebrated English
fixed later.
comedian and pantomimist, makes
After Vitaphone filed its suit, said his bow as an RKO comedy star in
to involve about $40,000,000, Erpi an untitled two-reel farce just completed. He is teamed with Tom Kenfiled a plea holding the Delaware
nedy. In the supporting cast are
courts are barred from assuming
jurisdiction because arbitration co- Bud Jamieson, Virginia Howell, Fred
venants between the two companies Kelsey and Louise Beavers. George
provide that all disputes shall be Stevens directed and collaborated on
submitted to arbitration in New the story with Jack Townley and
York. Chancery Court overruled the Fred Guiol.
T
T
T
plea and assumed jurisdiction. Erpi
appealed to the Supreme Court,
"Money Means Nothing," from
which reversed the court below and William
Anthony
McGuire's
play,
held the plea was good and sufficient
in law, if proved. Modification of
5 Warner April Releases
the court's opinion later was refused
Warner-First National will reVitaphone.
lease five features in April, as folVitaphone states it is now ready
lows: Bebe Daniels in "Registered
to prove the allegations in its bill
and to prove that the arbitration Nurse" and Hal LeRoy in "Harold
proceedings had broken down after Teen," April 7; "As the Earth
having been in progress four years Turns" and Richard Barthelmess in
"A Modern Hero," April 14, and
and that therefore its only remedy Warren
William, Mary Astor and
is to sue.
Ginger Rogers in " Llpperworld,"
April 28.
Norwegian Production Increases
Production in Norway is making
headway, according to a report from
HOLLYWOOD
Acting Commercial Attache Douglas
Miller, Berlin, to the Department of
Commerce. Five Norwegian films
have been produced in the past few
months. These have been introduced
to the public by the Societe Communate, which owns all the cinemas
in Oslo.

PLAZA

MOST CONVENIENT
Hotel in Hollywood
$2. SO up, Single
$3.00 up, Double
--■■-• weekly and monthly rates

The Plaza is near everyu .1 to see and do in
ood. Ideal for business or pleasure.
-ry room has private
dressing room, bath and
shower. Beds "built for
rest." Every venience.
modern
Fine foodscon-at
■ asonable prices. ConvenLgnt parking for your car.
Chas. Danziger, Mgr.
Eugene Stern, Pres.
The "Doorway of Hospitality'
Vine at Hollywood
Blvd
HOLLYWOOD
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Film Bank for Vienna
Vienna — The question of founding a film bank here has been favorably discussed and Edward Heml,
president of the Chamber of Commerce and formerly Minister of
Commerce, has been asked to become the first active director. The
Austrian film industry expects to receive an impetus by the creation of
this bank.

IN DETR'T SCALE BOOST

WILK

"The Cost of Living," has gone into
production at Monogram. Wallace
Ford, Gloria Shea and Edgar Kennedy play the leading roles. Ben
Verschleiser is supervisor,
v
v
v
Edwin Stanley, stage and screen
character actor, has been cast in
"Thirty Thousand to! Go," a comedy
by Leon Waycoff, which will open
March 29 at Lela E. Rogers' Hollytown theater. Stanley will enact the
role of a father who sells his hardware store in Kokomo and comes to
Hollywood to crash the movies.
V

T

V

Mark Sandrich will direct "Down
to Their Last Yacht," a feature
which Lou Brock will supervise for
RKO. The cast will include Polly
Moran, Sidney Fox and Sidney
Blackmer in the leading roles.

N. D. Allied Meets June 10
Mandan, N. D. — Next meeting of
Allied Theaters of North Dakota
will be held here June 10. At the
last meeting, held March 11 in Valley City, the 75 exhibitors voted to
take up the Sunday show issue at
the fail election. Present officers,
headed by John Piller as president,
were retained for the ensuing year.
Attending Legit Code Hearing
Among legitimate theater representatives slated to appear in Washington today for the open hearing
on the reopening of legit code are
William A. Brady, Dr. Henry Moskowitz, Arthur Hopkins, Brock Pemberton, Marcus Heiman, Lee Shubert, William Klein, Frank Gillmore,
Paul Turner, Dorothy Bryant, Emily
Holt, Bela Blau, Rowland Stebbins,
Lawrence Langner and George
Haight.
/
Charlotte Impartial Member Named

Charlotte, N. C— V. Paul Rousseau, executive secretary of the
Merchants' Association, has been
named impartial member of the
grievance committee of the code authority for the Charlotte section.
Other members are: Frank Bryan,
Warner representative here, and Albert Sottille of Pastime Amusement
New Fox British Picture
Co., Charleston.
London — "Passing Shadows,"
which Fox will release, has been fin- Moore to Manage St. Louis Rialto
ished by British Lion. Edmund
St. Louis — B. S. Moore will manGwenn and Aileen Marson have the
age the Shubert-Rialto when it
leads. Leslie Hiscott directed. "Warn opens Saturday as a Warner house.
London," by Denison Clift, is now
Cleveland Business Lower
in work at the British Lion studios
Cleveland — Pre-E aster theater
with T. Hayes Hunter directing.
business here is reported lower than
Paris Music Hall Goes Movie
at the same time in 1932. No comParis — The famous Empire Music
parison can be made with 1933. beHall, closed since the Stavisky
cause all theaters were closed at
scandal, will become a movie house, this time a year ago due to union
controversy.
opening with Fox's "I Am Suzanne."
Columbia
Release Set
Herman Timberg for Roxy
Columbia's "One is Guilty," with
Herman
Timberg's
"Temptations"
will open Friday at the Roxy as the Ralph Bellamy and Shirley Grey,
will be nationally released March 31.
stage feature.

(Continued from Page 1)

smaller districts joined the original
group this week. All houses will
come in during April, Richey predicted. About 25 in the city have
so far failed to sign the agreement,
with 130 signed.

Washington Boards
Looked to as Models
(Continued from Page 1)
joint meeting of the newly appointed board' here yesterday that the
Code Authority felt the Washington boards were among the most
important boards in the country and
that their decisions would be watched and used as a model by all the
rest of the boards. The preliminary meetings held here at the Warner club rooms in the Earle Building were presided over by Blum,
who accepted appointment as temporary chairman. Nat Browne of
Warners acted as secretary. Next
meeting was scheduled for April 9,
for the grievance board. Clearance
and zoning board will meet April
10, to be presided over by Rudolph
Berger.
The boards voted a resolution of
thanks to J. J. Payette, Warner
regional manager, for permission to
use the
time
being.Earle clubrooms for the

Seating Capacity Tax
Substituted in S. C.
(Continued from Page 1)

percentage tax on admissions a new
tax based upon the seating capacity
of the theaters. This would impose
a tax of a $1 a seat in towns of
1,500 population. A further tax of
$2 a seat has been suggested for
theaters in towns of 30,000 or more.
Present law imposes a tax of 1 cent
for each 10 cents or fraction of that
amount charged as admission.
Reopening
Canton Lyceum
Canton, O. — Old Lyceum theater,
dark for several years, will reopen
March 31 under the name of the
State. It will be operated by Max
Young and H. H. Reinhart, who for
several years have operated the
Mozart and McKinley. For the present policy will be straight films.
3 Warner Holdovers
Warner's "Gambling Lady" has
been held for a second week at the
Mary Anderson Theater, Louisville,
while "Jimmy the Gent" is holding
over at the Blue Mouse, Seattle, and
"As the Earth Turns" at the Boyd,
Philadelphia.
Warners Add 4 Writers
West Coast Bur., THE

FILM

Hollywood — Scenario staff
First National was increased
week with the addition of
ingham, Frank McDonald,
and Tom Reed.

DAILY

at Warnerto 29 this
Tom BuckJoe Poland

Everything
pertaining to the motion picture
industry can be found in—
The 1934 FILM DAILY
/EAR BOOK now being
distributed to all subscribers
to THE FILM DAILY
Here is a volume which has no equal. Everything pertaining to the
motion picture industry can be found within its covers. This important
volume which runs well over 1,000 pages each year contains a complete
showman's manual of ideas which
theory, they are ideas which have
so grouped and arranged so that
exhibitor is playing, he can find

are practical. The ideas are not just
been used to satisfaction. They are
no matter what type of picture an
stunts which will help him sell his

picture to the public. The Year Book contains a complete list of theatres throughout the country, circuit or individually owned. Wired,
silent, open and closed are indicated. A list of more than thirteen thousand features released since 1915 together with review dates and distributors' names. A complete list of all features released during the
year with all data, such as players' names, directors, etc. A buying
guide that is unsurpassed, giving names and addresses of all important
equipment venders listed under products handled by them. Personnel
of all major producing and distributing companies. Addresses and
officers of important societies. Full texts of the NRA Codes of Fair
Competition for the Motion Picture, Laboratory, Legitimate Stage and
Radio Broadcasting industries. The ten best pictures of the year. A
financial section showing the financial structure of the major companies.
A foreign section which

The Recognized
Standard Reference
Book of the Motion
Picture Industry

gives you a survey of the
foreign field. These are
only a few of the many

THE FILM DAILY,
1650 Broadway,

subjects of interest
found within its covers.
THE FILM DAILY
YEAR BOOK is given

Gentlemen:

free with a year's subscription toTHE FILM
DAILY.

New York City.

Please enter my subscription to THE FILM DAILY.
I enclose check for $10.00.
Foreign $15.00.
Name
Address

City.
State.

TESTED!
RAY
WALKER
VIRGINIA
CHERRILL
GEORGE E.
STONE
W. I ., lackey
':• Pioduction

Directed bv
William Nigh

HE COULDN'T TAKE IT
'Excellent entertainment"— Variety
'Should be a strong moneymaker — Hoiiywood Reporter

Story and screen play by
Dore Schary

SALLY
O'NEIL

FATHOMS DEEP

CREIGHTON
CHANEY
Produced by
Paul Malvern
Directed by
Armand

Schaetet

Record business
Adapted by
A. B. Barringer

Screen play by Norman

New

Huston

York

Mayf

a ir

(Held Over)

JOHN
HALLIDAY
WALLACE
FORD
KITTY KELLY
MARGUERITE
DE LAMOTTE
Directed by Edward

Ludwig

Based on the Cosmopolitan Magazine Story
byAdela Rogers St. John
Supervised by
Ben Verschleiser

MAN'S
WOMAN
tr

Sure tO please"^ Hollywood Reporter
Real entertainment for any exhibitor's audience"-MofionPicrure Hero/d

Intimate in Ch aracter
International in Scope
Independent in Thought
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British Circuit of 100 Houses Nets $2,300,000

CODE AUTHORITY EXCUSjDJROM WASHTHEARING
Franklin and Selwyn Going to London on Show Deals
Sales Managers
Also to
Will Confer on Bringing
MIAMI
British Stage Hits
Appear
Later
Before
Review
Board
Toeplirz on His Own

London — Ludovico Toeplitz De Grand

to Broadway

. . . and points west

=^By

JACK ALICOATE —

\A/E'RE traveling. No particular reason
^ * except that it seemed a good idea.
Besides, Spring is in the air. So here
goes.

Col. Alicoate, "With Gun and Camera," through Florida, the Southland and
California. t
t
t
IF WHAT

goes

on

in Florida in general

' and Miami in particular can be taken at
face value, speaking strictly, of course,
from the standpoint of the screen, then pictures and the art-industry they represent
are in for a grand and glorious comeback.
Here

in Miami, with the social season already closed for oh so many days, one
must stand in line for a half hour to get
into even a shooting gallery. In spite of
all other competition, pictures here are a
panic. Yes, Welford, it looks like the
talkies are here to stay.
T
T
T
A ND what is it all about? To this
** weazened old big game hunter this
condition has significance far and away
from local conditions. It means a universal reaction back to pictures, for at
this time of the year one meets people
from everywhere in the world except
Miami, here in Miami. It means that
America and Americans are far from broke.
It means

that after a few years of depression-forced hibernation they are again de-

manding and paying for class in recreation and entertainment. Foremost, it means
that no competition on earth will hurt
pictures provided pictures keep to a high
standard. Witness. Tropical Miami and
all the resort attractions it has to offer
and picture houses still playing to SRO
constantly. r
t
r

WE

have not had a minute to be lonesome in Miami for in less than a

sailor's week-end we swam, cocktailed or
horseraced with Nate Burkan, Tommy
Meighan, Estelle Taylor, Hal Home, Amos
V Andy, Jack Cohn, Dave Loew, Norma
Talmade, Ben Hicks, Fanny Ward, Earl
Gulick, Harry Richman, Billy Gaxton,
Georgie Jessel and others of the Broadway Grenadiers. We hear there are no
picture houses in Nassau, so we are flying
over tomorrow to investigate them for
FILM
food

DAILY readers. Next stop New Orleans. The town made famous by good
and E. V. Richards.

H. B. Franklin, due back in New
York from the coast on Saturday,
is scheduled to sail April 5 for
England on the Berengaria with
Arch Selwyn, theatrical producer affiliated with Fox, to confer with C.
B. Cochran, also a Fox associate,
on the Broadway presentations of
"Escape (Continued
Me Never"on and
CowPage Noel
6)

M.P.T.O.A. TO GET
BORDER RECEPTION
When the special M.P.T.O.A.
Hollywood convention trains reach
El Paso the morning of April 8,
a local reception committee headed
by John Paxton, manager of Plaza,
will meet the delegates and treat
(Continued

on Page

6)

Ry,
who recently
year's
contract
as jointconcluded
managinghisdirector
with Alexander Korda in London Film
Productions, is planning to form his
own independent production unit. Toeplitz has had extensive film experience,
especially
on the Continent.

1000 MORE ACCOUNTS
FOR ROACH SHORTS
IV est

Coast

Bureau,

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Members of the Code Authority
yesterday were excused from attending the code hearing to be held
by the National Recovery Review
Board today in Washington, following a request
by the
administrative body that
its code';
attendance
be
deferred owing to the importance of
its meeting scheduled for today in
New York. Major company sales
managers who had been requested
by Clarence
Darrow,
of
(Continued
on Pagechairman
6)

Hollywood — Refuting stories that
the market for shorts has been
affected, Henry Ginsberg, vicepresident of the Hal Roach studios
announced that M-G-M had 1,000
more accounts for his company's
entire output of comedies than it
had this time last year.

RESEARCH COUNCIL
LAYSOFFADULTFILMS

New Orleans Code Boards
Start Operating April 9

The Motion Picture Research
Council intends to concentrate on
eliminating what it considers objectionable in films designed for
childpresent
audiences,
doesto not
the
time and
propose
lay "at
its

New Orleans — Local grievance
(Continued
on Page 6)
and zoning boards will be ready to
operate April 9 unless the Code Authority decrees otherwise, it was an- Operator Scale Reduced
Milwaukee — All local theaters
nounced by both boards after a liveare now employing operators affiliIn St. Louis Compromise
ly joint session in the Paramount
ated with the Motion Picture Pro- screening
room. Because the entire
St.
Louis — Under the compromise
Union of the ItAmerican
was not present, the
Federation jectionists'
of Labor.
is first membership
oath was deferred until April 3 at settlement between independent the.ime in local show business that all
and the operators' union, base
4 P. M., (Continued
at which ontime
boards wage aters
houses have been unionized.
Page both
7)
of men in 21 small houses
seating less than 700 will be cut from
$45 to $40. Revision starts March
26 and will continue while the code
is in effect.

All Milwaukee Theaters
Using Union Operators

$2,300,000 Profit in Year
By Provincial Cinema Group
Rosenblatt to Attend
C. A. Session Today

London — Profit of approximately
$2,300,000 for the year ended Jan.

Washington

31 is reported by Provincial Cinematograph Theaters, Ltd., third
largest British circuit, having about
100 houses. The net represented a
decrease of 10 per cent from the
previous year. Dividend of 15 per
cent on the ordinary shares is proposed, same as the year before.

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — The Code Authority
is expected to go ahead with its
regular Thursday meeting which Division Administrator Sol A. Rosenblatt said he would attend a si usual,
despite further hearings which are
the Nationtoday before
scheduled(Continucd
on Page 7)

Wampas

Winners

West Coast Bur., THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — The Wampas Baby Stars
winners are Judith Arlen, Betty Bryson, Jean Carmen, Helene Cohan, Dorothy Drake, Jean Gale, Hazel Hayes,
Ann Hovey, Lucille Lund, Lou Meredith, Gigi Parrish, Jacqueline Wells,
Katherine Williams. The alternates
selected are Jean Chatburn, Dorothy
Granger, Neoma Judge, Leone Keefe,
Mary Kornman and Irene Ware. Phil
Gersdorf was elected president of the
Wampas
over Sam W. B. Cohn.

2
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W. ALICOATE

5 Cents
RUTH CHATTERTON, now in New Yor*.
plans to return to the coast in about three
weeks.
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MR. and MRS. JEAN HERSHOLT and their
son. ALLEN, after a short stay at the Hotel
wood.
Warwick, leave today on their return to HollyLondon.
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100-Page Program for Ampa Party
A 100-page program will be
issued by the A. M. P. A. in connection with its Naked Truth Dinner
and Ball at the Hotel Astor April
21. Members of the New York Film
Board of Trade have reserved 20
tables for the party.
Plan Art Cinema Move
To provide funds for development of
a movie group after the fashion of
Little Theaters, a program of unusual
films will be given Sunday evening at
the New School for Social Research.
Bill includes Murnau's "Tabu"; Disney's
first Silly Symphony, "Skeleton Dance";
Steiner's water fantasy, "H-2-0," and
"Bugs," Soviet cartoon. Jack Skurmick
is director of the Film Project Group.

and ARCH

SELWYN

LOUISE LATIMER, Broadway player signed
Universal,
has left for the coast.

LEW BROWN, Fox producer, will arrive
from
the coast Saturday.
SOL WURTZEL and HAMILTON
DEN
leave tomorrow
for the coast

Paramount Not Resuming Considering Contract
For Free-Lance Writers
Production in France
Chg

STOCK

sailed yesterday on the

BEBE DANIELS and BEN LYON have arrived
at the Hotel Lombardy. They will make personal appearances in and around
New York.

West Coast Bureau of THE

YORK

sails Saturday for

after a vacation in New
to the coast.

HAROLD B. FRANKLIN
sail April 5 for London.

A LAUGH A DAY from "Harold Teen," Warner Bros.' comedy with music from Carl
Ed's famous comic strip, featuring Hal LeRcy of "Wonder Bar." — Advt.

NEW

MORGAN,
gone back

CLAYTON SHEEHAN
Manhattan
for Europe.

IRENE
coast.

FINANCIAL

BANKHEAD

FILM

DAI Li

DUNNE

MacFADvid boat.

arrived yesterday from

the

BEATRICE LILLIE is en route from London
to Hollywood where she will make a short
cus.
for RKO under the supervision of Lee Marcisco today.
JAMES
R. GRAINGER

arrived in San Fran-

CHARLIE EINFELD, Warner advertising and
publicity director, leaves tomorrow for the

Burbank
studios.
Paramount will continue operatHollywood — Proposed contract for
ing its Joinville studio as a plant free-lance
LOUIS K. SIDNEY, who is now in Florida,
writers submitted by
open to independents and will not Tristram Tupper and Jack Natte- returns to New York in about 10 days.
resume production on its own there, ford, representing the free-lancers
t was indicated yesterday, follow- of the Screen Writers Guild, has
.ng return of John Hicks, foreign been taken under consideration by Stronger Stories Needed
department executive, from abroad. the Independent M. P. Producers
He visited England, France, Ger- Ass'n, of which Trem Carr is presi- In Musicals, Says DeSylva
many and Czechoslovakia, surveying
Musicals of the future, if they
dent. Carr said no definite action
conditions in those countries and will be taken until the contract has
are to prove successful, must pay
contacting Paramount branches. been scanned by every member of
still more attention to story and
the group.
Morris Simpson of the auditing department returned with Hicks.
shy away from the policy of allowing songs 'to interrupt moveAl Friedlander Promoted
ment of the story, declared Buddy
New Firm Plans 8 Films
With the entrance of Charles De Sylva in New York yesterday.
He plans to produce a show on
Famous Authors Pictures Corp. Rosenzweig into First Division as Broadway.
was incorporated in Albany this general sales manager, Al Friedbeen promoted to assisweek with Jacques Kopfstein, pres- landertant tohas
President Harry H. Thomas.
ident, Mark Hyman, treasurer and
Clemente Closes Deal
Paul S. Denton, secretary, to proFrank Z. Clemente, indie Spanish
"Treasure
Hunt"
for
Cantor
duce and distribute a series of eight
who recently arfeatures via the state right market. West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAI Li picturerivedproducer
from the coast, closed a deal
Hollywood — Eddie Cantor's forthFirst production is expected to be
coming musical comedy for Samuel yesterday with Inter-Oceanic Export
Guy de Maupassant's "Bel Ami," Goldwyn has been temporarily titled Co. for distribution of "Amor Que
released under the title of "Ladies' "The Treasure Hunt." Goldwyn also Vuelve," the first of a series of six
Man." Offices have been taken at announced the signing of Ethel features. Associated with Cle723 Seventh Ave.
mente is J. Pappas Pantages, who
Merman for a featured role. She Is
scheduled to leave for New York accompanied
him from Hollywood.
In addition to the Spanish proshortly for a vacation and will reVagabonds to Discuss Movies
turn here on June 1 to begin work
gram, Clemente plans six American
"The Effect of the Movies on on the new Goldwyn attraction.
features with Spanish versions of
each. Production will be on the
Family Life" will be the subject of
a talk by Dr. Ira S. Wise, former
coast. New York offices are to be
Charlie Braun in Hospital
commissioner of Education, psycholopened shortly.
Milwaukee — Charlie Braun, forogist and author, at a meeting of
merly
manager
of
the
Crystal
and
The Vagabonds next Sunday night
in the Vagabonds Inn, 88 South Miller theaters here and now operSeventh Ave.
Code Move Not Unusual
ating the Hartford theater in Hartford, Wis., is recovering in a local
Conducting of hearings on parts of
hospital from severe injuries susthe motion picture code is not an unusual NRA procedure, as the same
tained in a recent automobile acci"Trouble"
at Rivoli April 4
dent.
treatment has been accorded several
other
industry's
codes, it was pointed
"Looking for Trouble," 20th Cenout yesterday in New York. Policy
tury production starring Spencer
of the Roosevelt Administration seems
Leonard
Hall
Quits
Radio
City
Tracy and Jack Oakie and released
to be to allow critics of the different
codes to voice their protests before
by United Artists, will have its
Leonard Hall i-esigned yesterday
they ferment
too
long.
Broadway premiere at the Rivoli on from the Radio City Music Hall
publicity staff.
April 4.

UP

goes the temperature of millions of gals, when they
glimpse you as the handsome young medico whose specialty is

heart complaints. "MEN IN
sensation, is still packing 'em
and what a picture M-G-M
GABLE with MYRNA LOY
ELIZABETH

ALLAN,

OTTO

WHITE" this year's biggest stage
in on Broadway, 8th big month,
has made of it, starring CLARK
and this cast: JEAN HERSHOLT,

KRUGER.

Directed by Richard

LEO MARCHES

ON!

Boleslavsky.

THE!

BOOK
Now

of U

Being Distributed to A

FILMDOM'S GREATEST BOOK
OF REFERENCE . . . for 16 years
the Standard . . . Is highly commended by Industry Leaders.
WILL H. HAYS
"I just have
It's always
It's

the new
good;

copy of the Year

it's better

this year

Book
than

and appreciate

it.

ever.

splendid."

ADOLPH

ZUKOR

"Your Year Book is a grand piece of work and I congratulate you upon
it.
I cannot
imagine
a single suggestion
to improve
or change
it.
It's an unabridged encyclopedia without a doubt and you do a wonderful
work

in compiling and

publishing it."

SIDNEY R. KENT
It's a marvelous piece of work and a great credit to your organization.'

MAJOR
"The

information

contained

ALBERT WARNER

in this volume

is always of great value

to

us during the year."

DAVID SARNOFF
"It is indeed a handsome volume, and
it contains will prove very

HAROLD

The 1934 YEAR BOOK OF MOTION \l
contains everything pertaining to the id
indexed and arranged to enable users t
WHEN THEY WANT TO KNOW IT.
to-day and receive this book free with
Film Daily Service.

I am sure the information which

useful."

B. FRANKLIN

"The
Film Daily Year Book is a reminder
of the magnitude
of the
motion
picture
industry.
A more
faithful
record
does
not
exist
anywhere.
"Altogether
I find the Film Daily has become the authoritative
of the industry.
In many respects it is indispensable."

record

GOES
EVERYWHERE

ssssssss
1650 BROADWAY
6425 Hollywood Blvd.

1934

TION PICTURES
ubscribers to the Film Daily
What

the

Year

Book

Contains

PRODUCTION— Complete credits on 1933 releases; list of 13,905 titles
released since 1915; serial releases since 1920; imported features; releases
by companies; original titles of books and plays made into pictures under
different titles; latest work of players, directors, writers, cameramen,
recording engineers, editors.
CODES — Full texts of NRA Codes of fair competition for the moving picture, laboratory, legitimate stage and radio broadcasting industries.
BIRTHDAYS — Names, birthdays and birthplaces of important motion picture personalities.
PERSONNEL — Officers and boards of directors of leading companies, studios,
associations, and exhibitor groups.
THEATERS — A complete list of motion picture theaters in the U. S. and
Canada indicating which are wired, silent, and closed and which are operated by major circuits. An additional list of 412 circuits which operate
four or more theaters with names of the theaters.
LEGAL — Court decisions of 1933 of general interest to the industry compiled
by a legal authority. Complete text of the Erpi-Wilmington decision regarding the open market on sound parts.
EXPLOITATION — A showman's guide to tried and proven exploitation and
publicity ideas.
FINANCIAL — Concise information on the organization, financial setup, annual earnings and latest balance sheet of companies with listed securities.
BUYING GUIDE — A comprehensive section listing everything a theater or
studio could need and the manufacturers.
LISTS — Names and addresses of producers, distributors, exchanges, supply
dealers, color processes, photographers, trailer distributors, managers and
agents, vaudeville bookers, newsreels and many others.
INDEX — In spite of the multifarious data included in the book, information
is readily available through the medium of a crjss-index. Herein the con-

IES which runs well over 1,000 pages
icture industry and is comprehensively
OUT WHAT THEY WANT TO KNOW
the coupon and mail it with your check
subscription to the Film Daily and the

And these are only a few of the many items to be found in this,
the Recognized Standard Reference Book of the Motion Picture
Industry.
THE FILM DAILY
1650 Broadway

by

tie

tents are listed many times so that anything des'red may be found instantly.
FOREIGN — An international survey of film markets compiled with the cooperation ofthe Dept. of Commerce, Motion Picture Division.
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CODE AUTH. EXCUSED
*

&&

FROM WASH'N HEARING
(Continued from Page

the Review Board, to be present
were also understood to have postponed their appearance until the
adjourned hearing is held at a later
date.
A number of independent exhibitors went to Washington last night,
however, to file protests against
some of the code's provisions at the
hearing today. An I. T. 0. A. party
including President Harry Brandt,
Lou Blumenthal, Attorney Milton
C. Wiseman and Charles Lewis
made the trip from New York.
No date has as yet been fixed for
adjourned hearing. A spokesman
for the Review Board notified Harold S. Bareford, chairman of the
ninth Code Authority meeting, that
the postponement has been granted.
An explanation why the Code Authority failed to reply to the Review Board notification of the
Washington hearing held last Monday was sent yesterday by John C.
Flinn, executive secretary, to Samuel C. Henry, secretary of that
body. It states that the communication was received at the Code Authority office at 9:30 a. m., March
26, the day of the hearing, due to
typographical error in addressing
the envelope.

M. P. Research Council
Lays Off Adult Films
(.Continued from Page

1)

hands on pictures for adults," it
was indicated yesterday by William
H. Short, director of the Council.
The research work of the Council is to be continued, Short said.
He declared that this work would
probably be carried on about five
years longer.
"Imitation

of

Life"

West Coast Bureau of THE

Postponed

FILM

DAI I.)

Hollywood — "Imitation of Life"
has been postponed until next season by Universal, and John M. Stahl
will next direct Margaret Sullavan
in "Little Man, What Now?"
'20 Million Sweethearts' Pre-Release
Warner's "20 Million Sweethearts," though not set for national
release until May 26, is to have a
special pre-release opening at a
Broadway house shortly.
Columbia Gets Wallace Smith Novel
West Coast Bureau of THE

WITH

1)

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Columbia has acquired Wallace Smith's novel, "The
Captain Hates the Sea." Lewis
Milestone has been assigned to direct.
Writer-Supervisor Deal On
Paramount is understood to be negotiating with Ben Hecht and Charles
McArthur to write originals and supervise their production on a profit-sharing basis.

mi .

RIALTO

PHIL

M. DALY

• •
O THE
DATE
is Saturday,
April 14
for the
1934 Reunion of the Motion Picture Club
from 4 in the
afternoon till 7:30 the splendiferous new bar will be baptized,
initiated and inaugurated
with a load of glamour
and
glitter befitting the occasion
screen stars will preside as
hosts and hostesses
cocktail dispensers will include Gloria
Swanson,
Hope Hampton,
George Raft, Fannie Brice, Polly
Walters, Norma Terris, Nikita Balieff and Gladys Glad
at 7 :30 the Reunion Dinner Dance will get under way
with an elaborate entertainment featuring big stage and screen
names
at midnite will be held the "Buffet Supper of the
Stars". executive committee in charge of the festivities
consists of Jack Cohn, chairman, William Ferguson, Louis K.
Sidney, Major Edward Bowes, Boris Morros, Si Seadler, William
Brandt, Ed Alperson, Arnold Van Leer
T
T
T
• •
• OVER IN Lunnon they are getting all excited
over a story
published
by theto Sunday
"Dispatch"
an
American
combine
is trying
grab British
Broadcastingthat
away
from B.B.C
the article intimates that will explain why
Harley Clarke and David Sarnoff paid recent visits to Fog City
and that Roxy's plans for a Radio City over there is
connected with the scheme
one theory is that the American interests intend to get hold of the British broadcasting
and commercialize it the same as it is on this side through their
control of Edmundson's, the great electrical combine which is
capitalized with U. S. dough
And now Billy Ferguson has
been made a Kentucky Colonel
but he heard a rumor that
there are dues attached, so he is getting ready to return his
commission as soon as he verifies it
Bill sez if it involves
dough, he is satisfied to remain a private
Vincent Trotta
has been given charge of the Poster Dep't at Pai-amount in
addition
to his Art Dep't
well, they picked the Right
Guy
T
T
T
• • • A COMMITTEE of consultants on the N.V.A. annual drive was appointed yesterday by A. P. Waxman, chairman the members are John Dowd, Oscar Doob, Sid Davidson, Alex Moss, Irene Thirer, Ed Mclnnerny, Arthur Jeffery,
Monte Proser, Bessie Mack, Morris Kinzler, Stockton Leigh,
Terry Turner, Alex Gottlieb
T
T
T
• • • A SPECIAL showing of "Little Women" at the
RKO Center theater on Monday will be attended by 1500 Catholic Sisters of the metropolitan territory
Three different
air programs featuring M-G-M's "Riptide" will be heard this
evening
one over WABC from California, the Rudy Vallee
hour on WEAF, and the Kraft Phoenix hour over WEAF. . .
After the "Wild Cargo" run at the Music Hall, Frank Buck will
appear at the Palace, Chicago, the Palace, Cleveland, and the
Melba, Dallas
from there he will go to Los Angeles
T
T
T
• •
• DENIALS seem to be in order from Paramount
they deny that they are planning to produce a film based
on the life of the outlaw, John Dillinger
also denied is
the report that "I Love An Actress" is based on the romance
of Gregory Ratoff and Eugenie Leontovich
Charles Rogers
will produce this pix for Paramount
Robert Montgomery
will occupy the State Box Friday eve at the Capitol to see himself in "Riptide"
T
T
T
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FRANKLIN AND SELWYN
ON LONDON SHOW DEAL
(Continued from Page

1)

ard's "Conversation Piece," both
now running in London. Franklin
also will arrange details in connection with Elizabeth Bergner's film
appearances over here. While on the
coast, Franklin discussed with Fox
the possible Broadway staging of
"White Horse Inn."

MPTOA Delegates to Get
Reception
at the Border
(Continued from Page 1)
them to a border show. In the twohour stopover there will be a visit
to Juarez in Old Mexico. M.P.T.O.
A. headquarters yesterday called attention again to the fact that in order to get the reduced rate railroad tickets an identification certificate must be obtained from the national organization.

31 Midwest Theaters
Install High Fidelity
Kansas City — Installation of RCA
Victor Photophone High Fidelity
sound equipment in 31 houses in
this area is reported by L. B. Mace,
Photophone representative at St.
Louis.
Houses are:
Palace, Pana, 111.; Shady Oak, Clayton,
Mo.; Roxy, Mounds, 111.; Mary Dale, Cardwell, Mo.; Academy. Ironton, Mo.; St. Louis,
Longwood and Globe, St. Louis, Homersville, Hornersville, Mo.; Gem, St. Johns,
Mo.; Liberty, Maiden, Mo.; Regal, Elvins,
Mo.; Crocker, Crocker, Mo.; Temple, Fer»
guson, Mo.; Rialto, Granite City, 111.; New
Orris, St. Genevieve, Mo.; Mansfield, Mansfield. Mo.; Marvel, Carlinville, 111.; Grand,
Hillsboro, 111. ; Palace, Johnson City, 111. ;
American, Mt. Carmel, 111.; Ellis, Olney,
Til.; Mattoon, Mattoon. 111.; Garden, Arthur.
111.; Rialto. Peoria. 111.; Orpheum and Maiestic, Springfield, 111.; Ada. Monmouth. 111.:
Park, Valley Park, Mo.; Roxy. Blytheville,
ville. Mo.
Ark.;
Roxy, Earlington, Ky. ; Regal, Wellv

Boards Satisfy St. Louis MPTO
St. Louis — A meeting of the M.
P. T. O. will be held this afternoon
in the Fox screening room to discuss the mechanics of the local
grievance and clearance and zoning
boards, personnel of which is reported to be entirely satisfactory to
exhibitors here. Fred Wehrenberg
will preside.

• • • BECAUSE HE feels he is being "typed" by Hollywood producers, Irving Pichel will come to New York this fall
to start all over again on the stage
and prove that he
can handle a wide type of roles
The American Federation
of Actors held a rally last night> at the Biltmore theater
to formally receive a charter of affiliation with the American
Federation of Labor
a host of prominent speakers participated Paul Dullzell made the presentation

«

«

«

»

»

»

Warner Baxter
Bob Sisk
Joseph Cawthorn
Arthur Caesar
J. E. Otterson

?

TH£
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Rosenblatt to Attend
C. A. Session Today
(.Continued from Page

1)

al Recovery Review Board on
monopolistic
complaints.
Who will be here today could
not be learned from the Board although it became known it was In
receipt of numerous other requests
for hearing, some of which are believed to be from New York City
exhibitors.
The Board stated it was in receipt of a telegram from Ed Kuykendall advising that due to pressure of previous business in Oklahoma he was unable to appear.
Rosenblatt declined to make any
statement regarding Judge Ben
Lindsey and studio squabble in
Hollywood, last night, before leaving for New York to attend the
Code Authority session on Thursday.
Universal

Buys Fantasy Novel

West Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

//

A LITTLE from "LOTS
By RALPH

HOLLYWOOD
TACK VANCE has changed the
J title of his first picture from
"State Police" to "Highway Patrol."
Johnny O'Brien, a newcomer, who is
under contract to Sovereign pictures, will be featured. The cast
includes Richard Tucker, Dorothy
Dix, Sojin, Philo McCullough, Kit
Guard.
T

T

T

WILK

C2otu4>PilnQ

been an Eskimo," says Durante.
"They kiss by rubbing noses. What
a lover I'd have been!"
stooges are coming into their
own. Sid Silvers, one of the first
stooges, having worked with Phil
Baker for several years, ha? an important role in "Bottoms Up," for
Fox. Benny Baker, former foil for
Lou Holtz, will be featured in Hal
Roach comedies.

A bow to Sam Briskin of ColumT
T
T
bia, who has made the annual TemAlbert Hackett and Frances
ple Israel benefit show an important Goodrich have just completed the
event in Hollywood. Sam is president of the congregation and the screen play for "The Thin Man," at
performance raises a large sum for M-G-M. They wrote the adaptations of "The Secret of Mme.
the charitable work carried on by
Blanche," "Penthouse" and "FugiTemple Israel.
tive Lovers." Before entering the
T
T
T
picture field, they co-authorized "Up
Jimmy Durante thinks that na- Pops the Devils" and "Bridal-Wise,"
ture miscast him.
"I should have Broadway stage hits.

Hollywood — "Night Life of the
Gods," best-selling fantasy, has
been bought by Carl Laemmle, Jr.,
for Universal's
1934-35 program.
New Orleans Code Boards
New Zurich Producing Company
Start Operating April 9
Zurich — A new production con(.Continued from Page 1)
cern has been formed here under the
meet together again to recommend
name of Martana Film.
appointment of a secretary, consider leases for office space and
26 Weeks for "Henry" in Paris
bids for office equipment. Present
Paris — After 17 weeks at the at the March 26 meet were: H. S.
Lord Byron Theater, "Private Life McLeod, chairman; Guy Brown,
of Henry VIII," the London Film Norman Carter, Paul Tessier, Bert
production starring Charles Laugh- Kiern. Joe Alsina. Rodney Toups,
ton and released by United Artists, Joe Barcelona, and W. H. Alexis now in its ninth week at the
ander, impartial member.
Cameo.
"Alice" at Little Carnegie
Next of the Easter season offer"Gambling Lady" Opens Tuesday
ings at the Little Carnegie will be
theOpening
Strand ofhas"Gambling
been set Lady"
back at
to "Alice in Wonderland," booked for
a week starting Saturday.
Tuesday evening.

00 /3k
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V

Above the Sth
Floor
and $6.00
up
Enjoy the comforts of •
parlor and bedroom suite. . . .
All rooms equipped with
combination tub and shower
bath, and running ice water.
Ideal location — adjacent to
business and theshopping,
atre districts.
SWIMMING POOL
AND GYMNASIUM
FREE
TO
GUESTS

% HELD FOR FIFTH
| WEEK, IT BREAKS
| ALL TIME RECORD
| FOR HOLDOVER IN
| WASHINGTON, D. C,

Code Finance Plan Awaits
Budgets of Local Boards
Pending receipt of budget estimates from local boards, matter of
preparing a financing plan for the
code machinery will not receive important impetus at today's meeting
of the Code Authority. Its committee in charge of work will meet
tomorrow.
Local board personnels for New
York, Boston, Philadelphia and
Minneapolis again were given consideration at a meeting of the committee on nominations yesterday.
Present were: Charles L. O'Reilly,
Neil Agnew for George J. Schaefer,
John D. Clark for Sidney R. Kent;
Ed Golden for W. Ray Johnston;
Walter Vincent for Ed Kuykendall;
and Max Levenson for Nathan
Yamins.

| AT KEITH'S THEATRE!

i
I Held for 5th week at
I
I
*

I

CLARK

GABLE

1 CLAUDETTEand
J

COLBERT

\| "ItFRANK
CAPRA'S
Happ
ened
in

Held For Violating Electric Code
White Plains, N. Y. — On report
of Medical Examiner A. O. Squire
that he was criminally negligent in
permitting use of electrical control
equipment for ventilators in a place
and manner forbidden by the electrical code, Manager S. J. Klein of
the Plaza, Mt. Vernon, where several persons were hurt in a fire last
December,
Grand Jury.has been held for the

One Night"

K. C. Variety Club Quarters Set
Kansas City — Clubrooms of the
local Variety Club will be opened
April 2 in the Muehlebach Hotel.
The club's most successful meeting
to date was held this week with
George S. Baker and Irvin Dodson
as Kings for a Day. Lowell Lawrance, dramatic critic of the "Journal-Post," was elected associate
member.
Interim Dividend for G-B
London — Gaumont-British, which
heretofore has made dividend payments at the end of the year's
operations only, has declared its
first interim dividend of 3 per cent
for the half-year.

Bijou, Springfield, Mass.
Loew's, Hartford, Conn.
Plaza, San Diego, Cah

I Superb cast! Superb story! Superb
I direction! Sold to millions before
I it even reaches the screen! JOHN
! BARRYMORE in "20th Century,"
3. with Carole Lombard, Walter
1 1 Connolly,

Roscoe

' I play by Ben
i MacArthur.
I '
I

Karns.

Screen

Hecht and
A Howard

Charles
Hawks

production.

i
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15 Exhibitors Testify at Hearing in Washington

CANCELLATION RULING HANDS AS RETROACTIVE
Legal Matters to be Handled by NRA
Johnson Orders Change to
Administrative
Body
Washington Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — Creation of a department to handle court cases in
the name of the Department of
Justice, with a view to more speedy
disposition of litigation that would
be possible under the limited staff
of the Justice Department, is part
of a reorganization of the NRA
planned (Continued
by General
Hugh S. Johnon Page 10)

7APP0INTMENTSMADE
BY CODEAUTHORITY
Seven appointments, including
replacements, to local boards were
decided upon by the Code Authority
at a meeting yesterday.
Selections are as follows: Minneapolis, Ed Dilley succeeds Ed Ruben on grievance board; Ed Tunstall replaces Fred V. Holzapfel on
clearance board; Emmons L. Abeles,
attorney, named impartial member
of grievance board; Andrew Ruhn
made impartial member of zoning
board.
Atlanta — Frank Miller of Au(Continued

on Page

b)

Higher Import Tax Spurs
First Film Lab for India
Doubling of the film import tax
by India will resulb shortly in the
establishment in Calcutta of the
first film laboratory in that country,
according to word received by M.
(Continued on Page

10)

Competing Headaches
Frank Buck's new animal picture.
"Wild Cargo," which opened yesterdiy
at the Music Hall, is worried that its
business may be hurt by the RinglingBarnum circus opening tomorrow at th:
Madison Square Garden. Circus in turn
is wondering it its attendance will be
nicked
by the Buck tilm.

A MORAL
Denver — Exhibs

here

who

contingent had been boosted
on anything like this:

have

Under New Setup

ON GIVE-AWAYS
been

competing

on

give-aways

up into handing out $600 a week

until one

didn't figure

Code Authority Votes to
Have Boards Comply on
Cancellation Edict

Despite protests recently filed by
virtually all major distributors
against the interpretation, the Code
Authority yesterday unanimously
"Is that all!" retorted the lady.
"It's not even worth coming down for."
voted to instruct local grievance
boards to comply with the ruling
finding
the retroactive
10 per cent
cancella-to
tion clause
to apply
film contracts made before Dec. 7,
effective ondate,
Page for
6) product
London — British production plans the code's(Continued
Ken Goldsmith Is Planning for 1934 now indicate a total of
more than 200 features costing over
Minimum of 6 for 1934-35 $20,000,000. Total for 1933 was
Ken Goldsmith Productions plan 189, the previous high mark. Biggest
a minimum of six pictures for the program for the year is that of
Gaumont-British, calling for 35
1934-35 season, according to Jack films. Several new studios are
Bellman, local distributor.
planned.
Majestic
set $1,000,000,
its 1934-35 E.productionhas
budget at
H.
Paramount Studio Nut Up $750,000 Under Code Goldstein, executive vice-president
told Film Daily yesterday. Average cost of making the majority of
Paramount's studio overhead is Shearer Film at Capitol
the 12 feature line-up will be $60,being boosted $750,000 a year by
For an Indefinite Run 000 each with "specials" taking on
requirements of the motion picture
added expense. Star names will
Norma Shearer in "Riptide," the
a feature in the new schedule
code, Emanuel Cohen told The opening today at the Capitol, will be
of films.
be
held
at
this
Broadway
house
for
Film Daily yesterday in New York.
an indefinite run. In its Wednesfor the company's
In preparation
day opening at the Boyd, Philadel- E. R. Cummings Rejoins
1934-35
program, consisting of bephia, the M-G-M picture did the Blank Circuit as Div. Mgr.
tween 60 and 65 features, two-thirds
of the stories have already been ac- biggest business for the house in
Omaha — Evert R. Cummings has
quired, Cohen said. He intends to three years. In addition to the Capremain in New York about three
itol, "Riptide" opens simultaneously rejoined A. H. Blank's Tri-State
Theaters Corp. as division manager
weeks.
today in 29 cities.
for Nebraska, and Joe Rosenfield
has been named to succeed Ralph
D. Goldberg as city manager for
the company, it is announced by
Ralph Branton, general manager.
Rosenfield's successor as manager
named.
of the Orpheum has not yet been
A lady called the Ogden theater by phone the other day and asked, "How
much are you giving away tonight?"
"Fifty dollars," came the reply.

200

British

for

Features

This Year

$1,000,000 BUDGET
IS SET BY MAJESTIC

Hearing Before Review Board
Will Be Resumed Next Monday
Kansas-Missouri Unit
In Membership Drive

By
FILM

WILLIAM
SILBERBERG
DAILY
Staff Correspondent

Washington — Echoes of the familiar "right to buy" and trade practices aired at the NRA code sesKansas City — Approval of the
sions in August resounded before
grievance and zoning and clearance the National Recovery Review Board
boards by Washington has revived
interest in the Kansas-Missouri The- hearing complaints against the present code yesterday. About 15 exater Ass'n, and the group just has
hibitor witnesses from New York
new mem- and elsewhere
instituted a campaign for
testified.
The only
bers. Comment has been invited
(Continued on Page 10)
(Continued

on Page

6)

Code

Brotherhood

New Orleans — Results of the code
boards are already apparent. Half an
hour after the first meeting of these
groups, a theater manager who never
takes a drink was observed in a fflm
row bar with two other board members.
All were discussing the code.
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THE IND
DATE BOOK
April 1-2: Tri-State exhibitor
Hotel
Chisca,
Memphis.

convention.

April 3-4: Gulf States Theater Owners Ass'n
convention,
Hotel
Roosevelt,
New Orleans.
Apr. 4-7: Monogram Pictures convention. Ambassador Hotel. Atlantic
City.
April 7:

Federation of M. P. Industry meeting, Atlantic City, N. J.
Apr. 10-12: M.P.T.O.A. annual convention,
Hotel Ambassador, Los Angeles.
April 13:
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Arrangements Completed
"Bank Nights" Are Hit
In Two Court Rulings For Mono. Budget Increase

'•*—

JOHN

mm

omg

Indiana Indorsers of Photoplays annual state meeting. Hotel Claypool, Indianapolis.

Denver — A decision by a judge
and an opinion by a county attorney in the Denver territory will
serve as a warning' to many theaters who are operating "bank
nights" and cash giveaways. County
Judge E. F. Carter of Scottsbluff,
Neb., issued a permanent injunction
against Midwest Amusement Co.
restraining it from operating bank
night under a plan which required
the public to buy tickets. The
plans under which bank night
usually operates merely calls for
the signing of a register book. It
was brought out that for the first
four weeks the buying of . a ticket
was required to participate in the
drawings at either the Egyptian or
Oriental theaters. Then the rules
were changed, but no public notice
was given. The judge ruled that
"a purely mental change of the
rules is not sufficient," and issued
the permanent injunction.
In an opinion by County Attorney Frank Moorhead of Boulder,
Colo., no lottery exists as long as
the buying of a ticket is not required. The theaters of Boulder had
been using the bank night idea for
some time, and numerous parties
had protested it was a lottery.

has completed arrangements whereby the company
will have at its disposal for 1934-35
a production budget 10 per cent
greater than that of the current
season. Four Monogram specials
for next season are slated to cost
$100,000 each.

.oming a

nd G

Monogram

Federation to Meet in A. C.
Federation of the M. P. Industry
will meet April 7 in Atlantic City
at which time announcement of the
choice for executive secretary will
be made, it was said yesterday by
President Harry Thomas. Selection
of a secretary had been held up
pending approval by some Federation directors who will be here next
week to attend the Monogram convention, Thomas said.

Protests Again on Cut-Rate Tickets
Claiming that the distribution of
managerial courtesy passes upon
which a charge of 15 cents is levied
is a "smoke screen" for the indiscriminate circulation of cut rate
admissons in violation of the NRA
Code, Howard S. Cullman of the
Roxy yesterday sent another letter
to Sol A. Rosenblatt denouncing
the practice. "If the motion picture
code is to mean anything, I believe
Klarsfeld in Para. French Post
be advisable for all theIn addition to Fred Lang, who is it would
aters to file with the regional board
now in charge of Paramount's sales a record of passes distributed in
on the Continent, Henry Klarsfeld
payment of advertising space," he
has been made director-general of wrote.
the company's French subsidiary, it
was stated yesterday by John W.
Hicks, Jr., vice-president of ParaRosenblatt SMPE Talk on Air
mount International Corp., followA
national hookup over
ing his return from Europe.
NBC has
Business in Europe is generally been arranged by the S. M. P. E.
showing improvement, said Hicks. to broadcast the address
vision Administrator Sol
He will go abroad again next sum- blatt will deliver at its which Dimer.
the RosenHotel
nual
City. banquet April 25 at A.
"halfonte-Haddon Hall, semi-anAtlantic
'Roxy' Back at Old Stand by June
Although no deal is understood
to have been definitely closed as yet,
Youngstown
Houses
Reopen
S. L. Rothafel anticipates that he
Youngs town — Reopening on Sunwill be operating the Roxy by June
day of the Hippodrome, dark sev1, taking over the big Seventh Ave.
months,forandHoly
Warner's
Park,
de luxer from its receiver. He has which eral
closed
Week, marks
made some preliminary moves to- the first time in a year that all
ward assembling a staff. In event downtown houses will be open.
the deal is culminated he will install a policy calling for elaborate
Breaks Record in 'Frisco
stage shows in addition to pictures. "Cargo"
San Francisco — RKO's "Wild
Cargo," starring Frank Buck, in its
world premiere at the Golden Gate
Texas Unit Re-Elects
Walker
theater here Wednesday, broke all
Dallas — Judge Roy L. Walker has records by the technical sum of $3.
been re-elected president of the
Theater Owners Protective Association of Texas. The association has "Wonder
Bar" Big in Indianapolis
reaffirmed its support of the M. P.
Indianapolis — Biggest opening in
T. O. A., with which it is affiliated. five years, with one exception, was
scored
Warner's
at
the by
Circle
despite "Wonder
the fact Bar"
that
Service Union Hearings Tuesday
it opened on Ash Wednesday.
Charges of discrimination prefei'red by Local 118, service union,
Cleveland Boards Meet Monday
against RKO, Madison Square GarCleveland
— Local grievance and
den and the Tivoli Theater, Brooklyn, will be heard next Tuesday by clearance boards will hold a joint
meeting Monday at 2 P.M.
the NRA Regional Labor Board.

SOL WURTZEL and HAMILTON MacFADDEN
sail from New York tonight on the Santa
Haula for California. RUTH CHANNING also
leaves for the coast on the same boat.
KATHARINE
from
Europe.

HEPBURN

is on her way

J. H. SEIDELMAN returns to
next week
from
abroad.

New

back
York

ROBERT HARRIS, eastern production man
for Universal, just back from the coast, is
expected to return to Hollywood in about a
week.
BOB
New

in

CLEMMONS
Orleans
on

of East Texas Theaters is
vacation.

JED HARRIS
Broadway
play. sails Tuesday for London to see
if he can get Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., for a
JAMES M. SKINNER of Philco Radio & Television Corp. sails today on the Monarch of
for Bermuda.

Bermuda

EDDIE CANTOR and FREDDIE KOHLMER
Coast.
leave New York within two weeks for the
JOSEPH M. SCHENCK arrives in New
Saturday
from
Hollywood.
for

DARRYL
Europe

ZANUCK
May
9.

the

SID SILVERMAN
Coast.

en

JIMMY
route

has reservations to sail

leaves New

York today for

DURANTE leaves New
to Hollywood.

CHARLES
office
today

York

York

today

C. PETTIJOHN returns to h!s
following
a trip to Worcester.

BEBE DANIELS and BEN LYON leave New
York in a tour.
few days for Chicago to open a
vaudeville
LOU DIAMOND, head of Paramount's short
subjects department, will arrive in New York
Sunday
morning from Hollywood.
NATHAN STRAUS, JR.. state NRA
ance head, has gone to Washington.

compli-

Massachusetts Bill Presented
Boston — Edward L. Logan, representing Allied Theaters of Massachusetts, appeared this week in opposition to the bill presented to the
legislative committee on mercantile
affairs by Representatives Dorgan
and Dolan urging creation of a state
board with power to censor films.
Receivers Take Wheeling House
Wheeling, W. Va. — In an ordor
handed down by Judge J. H. Brennan in the Ohio Circuit Court, Attorneys Jay T. McCamic and Carl
O. Schmidt were appointed special
receivers for the Capitol Theater
in the equity action brought by
Cleveland Trust Co.
World Playhouse Mixes Policy
Chicago — World Playhouse is inaugurating a weekly change policy.
The change was necessitated, according to Manager Dan Roche, by
the present dearth of foreign pictures. Under the new policy the
house will use both foreign and
American films. Admission price
has been materially reduced.
Nazis Bar Max Baer Film
Berlin — Because Max Baer is
M-G-M's "Prizefighter and the
in which he appears, has been
from Germany after playing two

a Jew,
Lady,"
barred
weeks.

NEWS OF THE WEEK IN PHOTO-REVIEW

NATIONAL

PRE-RELEASE

of 20

Million Sweethearts/Powell-RogersO'Brien radio musical formerly titled
'Rhythm in the Air/set for April 21st°
ANOTHER 'DAME' for cast of
'Dames,' is 'exotic' Zasu Pitts,added
this week to array of stellar names
in Warners'

next

musi-gal

show.

DOLORES DEL RIO FACES CAMERA in first starring role
for Warners as shooting starts on initial scenes of fabulous
'Du Barry'. Verree Teasdale and Osgood

Perkins are also cast.

CAGNEY

HELD OVER

in 'Jimmy the Gent' at N. Y

Strand after first week-end gross rivals 'Wonder Bar
figures

DEAL

CLOSED

this week for 50,000 window

and

critics

hail

it 'a

tornado

of

mirth.'*

displays like this

to plug 'Harold Teen,' Warners' Hal LeRoy comedy based 'WONDER BAR' HITS 5-YEAR RECORD at Circle, Indianapolis, topping every opening
on famous comic strip. Seven leading manufacturers will but one in that period. This is the sixth consecutive record scored by latest Warner Bros,
provide

day-and-date

merchandise

tieups with all showings,
*A Warner Bros. Picture

musical which stars Kay Francis, Al Jolson, Dick Powell — and those Buz Berkeley beauties.
°A First National Picture

Vitagraph, Inc, Distributors

HERE HE IS, MEN!
The star every showman

in the country

has been clamoring to play! We don't have
to sell you . . .You know he's the ace rage of
radio today! As usual Warner Bros, scooped
all others in introducing this new star
months ago— and the draw of hisVitaphone
Shorts has grown to panic proportions
in recent test engagements. Therefore . . .

'. . : ■ ■ '

In response to unanimous exhibitor
demand Warner Bros, will reissue

*%

1

Four 2-Reelers — Three
1-Reelers.

To Be Released WeekAfter- Week Starting
April 14th.
Apr.l4-f?*^>-J0E

PENNER

in "GANGWAY"

Apr.21-tf ReeD-M PENNER in "MAKING GOOD"
Apr. 28-i2 ^,/5,-JOE PENNER in "YOU NASTY MAN"
(Formerly "Here Prince")

May 5-tf /e^/)-J0E PENNER in "SERVICE STRIPES'
May l2-(2Reeh)-m PENNER in "WHERE MEN ARE
NG
-u f^/)-J0E PENNER m "A STUTTERI
t
Mayl9
May26-tf /e^/)-J0E PENNER
ROMANCE"

in "TOREADOR"

Ask any exhibitor who's played
Penner . . . He'll tell you the only
MEN"
way to bill him is equally with
or above the features

Special new paper
at your exchange!

ready

Vitagraph, Inc., Distributors

soon

DAILY

CANCELLATION RULING
STANDS RETROACTIVE

3 FOX '35 FEATURES
READYJHPRIL 30

West

(.Continued from Page 1)

to be released generally after that
date.
The Authority also unanimously
interpreted the code clause prohibiting admission price reducing
through rebates in the form of lotteries, etc. as applying to so-called
"bank nights" and "race nights."
Eight local boards have already
met and drafted budgets and nominated secretaries, it was announced.
They are located in Buffalo, Chicago,
Cincinnati, Los Angeles, Milwaukee, New Haven, San Francisco and
Washington. Executive Secretary
John C. Flinn was authorized to
formally appoint secretaries in instances where the boards unanimously agreed upon a selection.
Appointment was made of Fred
Schussler, RKO casting director, as
a member of the standing committee on extras at the Coast. He succeeds B. B. Kahane.
The standing committee on extras
has asked the Code Authority for
approval of a number of interpretations on code provisions affecting
players, including definition of a
$15 a day player and transportation
money to be furnished players in
connection with location trips. Sidney R. Kent and J. Robert Rubin
comprise the committee assigned to
the matter.
Attending
yesterday'sMajor
sessionL.
were
Sol A. Rosenblatt,
E. Thompson, Nathan Yamins,
Charles L. O'Reilly, Kent, George
J. Schaefer, W. Ray Johnston, Walter Vincent for Ed Kuykendall and
Harold S. Bareford. Next meeting
will take place April 6 with Bareford presiding.
Executive Secretary Flinn is immediately mailing out 18,000 application blanks so exhibitors may obtain copies of the code's labor provisions which they must post in
their theaters. The budget committee meets today.

7 Appointments Made
By Code Authority
(Continued from Page 1)

gusta succeeds Robert Wilby on
clearance board; Wilby succeeds
Arthur Lucas on grievance board.
Portland, Ore. — Phillip Blumauer
replaces Jackson on zoning board.
The nominations committee meets
Wednesday to further consider personnels of New York and Philadelphia boards.
Urge Copyright Bill
Wash. Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — Automatic copyright
protection in 53 countries for authors
and scenarists, in accordance with the
Rome treaty of 1928, is provided for
in a bill considered this week by the
Senate Foreign Relations Committee.
The measure would make the U. S. a
member of the International Copyright
Union. Representative Bloom of New
York was among those who appeared in
support
of the bill.
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• •
• NEXT WEDNESDAY
Ray Johnston's Monogram
outfit starts a four-day convention at Atlantic City
it
marks the fourth birthday of the organization
it is really
a joint
for it also marks Ray's 20th year in
the
biz celebration
T
T
T
• •
• THE COMPANY
will sponsor a very ambitiour,
line-up this year
it is planned to develop a number ol
real star personalities
such as Ray Walker and Dixie Lee
a big percentage of the affiliated exchanges have dropped
their own firm names
and are now operating as a Monogram exchange
which is a fine tribute to the kind of
co-operative spirit that exists between Mister Johnston and his
associates

T

T

T

• •
• IN LUNNON the American pix continue to do big
biz
"Wonder Bar" went over big at the trade show
"Footlight Parade" is doing standout biz at the Regal
"Only Yesterday" is starting to build strong, with Margaret
Sullavan forcing the Fleet Street boys into a new list of adjectives ... . Garbo's "Queen Christina" has finished five gorgeous weeks at the Empire, a record for this de luxe cinema
•

•

• WHAT A campaign is in back of "Wild Cargo"!
20 big national tieups
including Camel, Black
Flag, "Collier's," Western
Union, Railway
Express
Agency,
Dodge Motors, Woolworth
they have ballyhooed
it like
the circus
and the giant pressbook has a list of practical
accessories that has seldom been equalled on any production
Bob Sisk's boys went after this campaign in a showmanship manner
the exhib has everything at his elbow to put
it over Big
the New York and Frisco openings indicate
definitely that it is set in as a Box-office Landslide
•
•
• ON THE word of Jack Warner
no actor has
been
selected
to
play
the
title
role
of
"Anthony
Adverse"
nor has the director been selected production is expected
to begin early in the summer
but the Warners are in no
hurry
they are out to make this one of the biggest productions they have ever tackled
• •
• THOSE
SUNDAY
nites at the Casino de Paree
are nothing short of sen-say-shu-nal
seems that all the
Broadway celebs in New York congregate there
especially
the picture talent
last Sunday nite found among those
present Walter Huston, Frank Morgan, Irving Berlin, Madge
Bellamy, Jimmy Durante
T
T
T
• •
• ON TUESDAY eve the 10th "Viva Villa" starring
Wally Beery will open at the Criterion
instead of Apr. 6
as previously announced Bert Adler has been appointed by
John Flinn as chairman of the AMPA committee to act on the
Associated British Charities Benefit Performance at the
Metropolitan Opera House
Saturday, April 15
Bert's long association as former American correspondent for
the "Kinematograph Weekly" won him the assignment
Gregory La Cava will be interviewed over WOR by Radie Harris tonite. .........
•
•
• THE GENIAL presence of Tom Wiley as manager
of the Empey Club is helping to popularize the 6th floor of the
Bond Bldg, as much as anything
"Trapeze" with Anna
Sten will be at the Globe one week starting Saturday
The Free Theater in East 27th St. will produce a dramatization
of Dickens' "A Tale of Two Cities" on Tuesday eve

«

«

«

»

»

»
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Hollywood — Three features in the
Fox 1934-35 line-up will be completed by April 30 in time to be
shown at the annual sales convention which is now being arranged.
"The World Moves On," first in the
new schedule, is in work, with "By
Royal Command" and "Marie Galante" ready for April 1 production. May 1 will see the completion
of the present production line-up.
The remaining films either in work
or ready for the cameras are "Always Honest," "She Learned About
Sailors," "Grand Canary," "Lottery Lover" and "She Was a Lady."

Kansas-Missouri Unit
In
Membership Drive
(Continued from Page 1)

from all exhibitors in the territory
on the subjects of percentage sales,
score charges, censorship, free
shows, merchants' shows, privilege
of elimination, forcing of shorts
with
features, so-called
"drives"
by
film exchanges,
double bills,
premiums, block-booking and competition
of municipal auditoriums. These
matters are to be discussed at the
tion.
association's forthcoming convenIn the smaller towns throughout
Kansas and Missouri, according to
R. R. Bichele, director of the association, and recently elected secretary-treasurer of the group, the
problem of merchants .sponsoring
free shows is become acute, particularly inthat
themake
case several
of "traveling"
cuits
towns cirone
night a week.
Wheeling
Managerial
Changes
Wheeling, W. Va.— S. S. Soloman.
city manager, announces several
shifts in management of Warner
theaters. Francis X. Linn, assistant
manager of the Capitol, has been
promoted to manager of the Liberty.
He will be assisted by Russell Richards, transferred from the Court.
Tony Stern and Irvin Oschenbein,
manager and assistant manager of
the Liberty, have been moved to
the Court in the same capacity.
George Bronson, who was manager
of the Court, has been given an assignment in Hartford, Conn. P. J.
Gillian is the new assistant manager of the Capitol. Soloman still
retains the managerial post of the
Capitol in addition to being in
charge of all Warner theaters here.
The Victoria management remains
the same, with Earl Oschenbein,
formerly of the Liberty, in charge.
Board

Meetings

to be Open

New Orleans — Attempts to gag both
the grievance and zoning boards even
before the members took the oath
were defeated at the first meeting of
both boards this week. Under present
plans, board meetings will be op:n
very much in the same manner as a
court room and decisions will be publicized.

11 A.M.- -RADIO CITY

EVERYBODY LOVES A CIRCUS AND FRANK
BUCK GIVES 'EM HIPPODROME, MENAGERIE
CARGO".
IN "WILD
SHOW
SIDE
AND

o" topped the
And at the Golden Gate in San Francisco, "Wild Carg
"Little Women" record, previous all time high, by 207 admissions.
ed by armand penis RKO

RADIO

PICTURE
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Clark & McCullough in

of the NEW

SHORT
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SUBJECTS

«

«

«

«

Henry Armetta in
and that then the husband shall
break in and prove his devotion.
This produces complications be- Universal "Ceiling Whacks"
21 mins.
cause Sterling is engaged to the
Good Comedy
wife's sister. Both wife and sister
get on the game and there is a
Armetta, Herbert Corthell, their
merry mixup to the finish.
two wives and mother-in-law are
having their weekly family reunion
and brawl. Upstairs a brawny gent
"Headliners"
Ed
Sullivan's
is battling with his wife. Both complain of noise each other is making.
Universal
20 mins.
Good
Three women go out for the evening as does the hubby upstairs,
Starting in a restaurant with
who
locks
his wife on the fire esBlock & Sully working their amuscape. She gets downstairs in a
ing crossfire until Ed Sullivan walks
state
of
undress.
Then the women
in to be announced as the Daily
News columnist, the scene then come home and there is a time conswitches to a stage with Sullivan
cealing the intruder until the windacting as m.c. at a benefit. Those up when the other husband also
walks
in,
to add to the confusion.
who appear include Barbara Blane,
ace acrobatic dancer; Sid Gary and
Irene Taylor, singers, and the Ben
"Betty In Blunderland"
Pollack orchestra. Scene returns
(Betty Boop Cartoon)
to the restaurant where George Paramount
7 mins.
Givot
appears
to
reel
off
the
menu
"Heartburn"
Good Animated
in his inimitable Greek gab.
with Sterling Holloway
Betty Boop, occupied in working
Universal
21 mins.
out a jigsaw puzzle, wanders oft
"Wolf! Wolf!"
Good
into a tangent along the lines ol
(Oswald Cartoon)
Alice in Wonderland. She encounUniversal
8
mins.
Very slapstick in character, this
ters grotesque counterparts of the
Good
short holds considerable entertainfamiliar story and then is carried
Occupied with woodchopping in off by a dragon, with a friendly animent value. When Sterling's employer has a spat with his wife and the forest, Oswalk responds sevmal chasing to her rescue. Action
she departs in a huff saying she is
leads to a lively finale, ending in
eral times to the call of "Wolf!" zle.
unloved, the idea is conceived that shouted by two little lambs he is Betty waking up at her jigsaw puzSterling shall make love to the wife guarding. Then Oswald doesn't respond until the wolf has lured the
lambs into his hut and is about to
make stew of them. Oswald effects
Tabloid Reviews of
a rescue. Pleasant vocalization and
amusing lyrics are featured.

a tree trunk and proceed to make
watermelons, corn, peanuts and
'Bedlam of Beards"
other vegetables and force them
RKO Radio
18 mins. above ground. Possum, who had
been gathering in the produce as
Very Entertaining
Plenty of laughs and action in fast as it appeared, is hit by a
this subject. A bewhiskered old "pineapple" as he flees in a truck,
vegetables fly in the air, then
gent who is hard of hearing is kid- the
root in the ground and once again
napped. Clark decides to have Mc- the
earth is blooming.
Cullough make up like the missing
gent and walk around on the theory that the kidnappers will see
"Pathe Review"
him, seize him again and then Clark
(No. 14)
will learn of their hideout. Mean- RKO Radio
11 mins.
while the real kidnapper, after getGood
ting rid of his victim's wife, also
This interesting subject has Sigputs on whiskers and departs to
rifle the safe in his victim's home. mund Spaeth explaining the art of
Then the kidnapped gent escapes enjoying music, describes the multiand returns home, as does his wife, lensed eye of a flee, shows the Buckpicks up McCullough on the street. aroos singing a song and depicts
With all three beards and Clark in with many illustrations the poetry
the house a bedlam of laughs re- of action in slow motion.
sults.
"How's Chops"
(Cubby the Bear Cartoon)
RKO Radio
8 mins.
Good
A bright idea, cleverly worked
out, makes this animated cartoon
good entertainment. Cubby and
Cuddles, reading of mysterious holocaust that has swept the earth bare
of croDS, descend underground thru

Detroit Notes
Detroit — Jack Moss appointed local sales manager for Weldon Pictures, handling
"Damaged
Lives."
Office opened
in Film
Exchange.
William E. Flemion, sales manager of Excellent Pictures, back on
job after illness.
Joe Baringhaus, Warner exchange
shipper, Miller.
announces his marriage to
Martha
Embassy Talking Picture Service,
operated by R. E. Codd and A. M.
Weiner, takes over roadshow license
for Western Electric equipment.
William A. London is remodeling
the former Trans-Lux for reopening as a regular movie.
Anna Kennedy, wife of Roger
Kennedy, business agent of operators' local, died recently. She was
formerly a theater cashier here and
in Indanapolis.

NEW

IDEAS
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Worried
Over Delaware
Film Bill
A favorable committee reported
to the Delaware House of Representatives on the bill seeking to bar
pictures in which divorced persons
appear is causing exhibitors
throughout the state considerable
worry. The measure originated in
the House.
Cagney-Blondell Film Renamed
Warners have changed the title of
the James Cagney-Joan Blondell costarring vehicle from "Without
Honor" to "He Was Her Man."

FOREIGN

FILMS

"EL PRISIONERO 13" ("Prisoner No.
13"), in Spanish; produced in Mexico; directed by Fernando de Fuentes; with Alfredo del Diesrro, Adela Siqueiros, Luis G.
Barreiro, Arturo Campoamor, Antonio R.
Frausto, Alicia Bolanos; running time, 90
uting Corp.
minutes;
distributed by Cinexport DistribWell acted drama of an army officer
who accepts a bribe to release a political
prisoner and unknowingly substitutes his
long lost son for the firing-squad.
"SU ULTIMA CANCION" ("His Last
Song"), in Spanish; produced in Mexico;
directed by John H. Auer; with Alfonzo
Ortiz Tirado, Maria Luisa Zea, Rodolfo
Calvo, Victor M. Urruchua, Luis Sanchez
Tello; running time 68 minutes; distributed
by Cinexport Distributing Corp.
Story of an opera singer who saves a
girl from committing suicide only to have
her fall in love and marry someone else
just as he gets his big opportunity in
opera.
"CROWN OF THORNS," German production with synchronized English comment; produced by Neuman; directed by
Robert Wiene; with Werner Krauss, G.-egor
Chmara, Henny Porten, Asta Nielsen,
Emanuel Reicher, Alexander Gramach. At
the Yorkville Theater.
Interesting and impressive Biblical drama.
employing excellent cast of German and
Russian players, with many of the scenes
taken in Palestine.

■
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DOTLIOH
By Een Berry

Friday the postman breathed a sigh of relief. The Film
Daily Year Book of Motion Pictures had arrived. For a week I
have been pestering him after every mail to find out if my copy
had arrived. Now it is here and that is a load off the mailman's
shoulders.
This year book is a mighty handy thing to have on a motion picture reviewer's desk. It certainiy should be as handy for others having to do with any department of the motion picture industry. Between its two attractive tooled leather covers are well over a thousand pages of authentic information about motion pictures and motion picture people and companies. Statistics and all kinds of information are to be found in this volume, and there is scarcely a day
that I do not refer to it for some fact or figure.

This year it is more complete than ever, with a new department listing the names of hundreds of motion picture people and
their birthdates and birthplaces. Of course some of these people

A COLUMNIST

REVIEWS

A BOOK

(The Columnist: Ken Berry of the Portland (Me.) Evening Express — The Book: The 1934 Film Daily Year Book)
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pected. The list of 10 best for the year, and the critics voting in
the Film Daily poll is given. The choice of the 10 best for several years past is included. All pictures released during
1933 are given with complete information as to cast and production crew. Over 13,000 pictures produced since 1915 are listed
with the date of release and the name of the company which
made each. The work of actors, 'directors, dialoguers, authors,
adapters and recording engineers for 1932 and 1933, is given.
Theaters of the Country are listed with their seating capacity,
set up of motion picture companies and organizations, lists of
books and trade publications, complete texts of motion picture
and allied codes, and a hundred and one other departments are
included in this exhaustive and dependable volume. Which explains the run on the postoffice.
■
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15 EXHIBS TESTIFY
AT WASJTN HEARING
(Continued from Page 1)

TLE from "LOTS"
A LITHOLLYWOOD
By RALPH

WILK

NRA BEING TURNED
INTO LEGAL MACHINE

(Continued from Page 1)
direct, with screenplay by R. C.
Sheriff, and Margaret Sullavan or son. The shakeup will transform
non-exhibitor appearing- was Alida
Jane Wyatt will be in it.
C. Boler of the Department of
the NRA into an administrative
title in
of which
W. C. he
Fields'
Labor who protested against block 'pHE
machine. W. Averell Harriman is
Paint,"
will "Grease
star as
in charge of making the changeover.
booking as affecting children's the heavy lover, has been changed
morals. It was apparent however
Old Fashioned Way." ParMack Gordon and Harry Revel The new legal division will be unthat chairman Clarence Darrow was to "The amount
has assigned William Beauder Donald R. Richberg, NRA gennot in accord with her views of dine to direct, and Joe Morrison is have been assigned to write the
eral counsel.
the leisure time for children.
included in the cast.
music for "She Loves Me Not," Bing
Crosby's
next
Paramount
film.
A board that seemed desirous of
Higher Import Tax Spurs
getting a first hand knowledge of
the trade practices complained of,
First Film Lab for India
Eve Little, who has worked for
under the guidance of Lowell Ma- M-G-M, is appearing in "The Wrong
(Continued from Page 1)
Columbia's
production
which
bore
son, its general counsel, heard in Side of the Railroad Tracks," a comKleinerman, U. S. representative of
the
working
title
"Murder
in
the
the main testimony of New York
edy at a local theater.
Studio" has been definitely named the largest importer of American
exhibitor members
of the I.T.O.A.
"The
of .Helen
.Stanley." It films. This will enable both majors
Harry Brandt, president of I.T.O.A. was
featuresCrime
Ralph
Bellamy.
and independents to ship negatives
the rir;t witness called to the stand yesArthur Bloch and George Seaton
terday morning at opening of the hearings.
and print in India. The tax was rePrior to that,> Lowell Mason,, general
have completed the screen play for
cently raised from $20 to $40 a reel,
counsel for the Board, asked and received
but
lowering of the levy on shorts
"Student Tour," which Monta Bell
permission to insert into the record a copy
"Embarrassing Moments" will be
of Nathan Yamins' Code Authority "minor- will produce for M-G-M.
the releasing title of "The Practical and an increase on features is being
ity report." Permission was also given to
Joker," Universal picture starring considered, says Kleinerman.
include copy of the 1928 Senate hearings
Chester Morris.
before the Committee on Interstate and Foreign Commerce on the Brookhart Bill.
The second annual Paramount ten8 Vitaphone April Releases
nis tournament will be held at the
Brandt opened his testimony by alleging
Eight
Vitaphone shorts will be
that during the code conferences last sumRose Vespro, a beautiful Italian nationally released in April, accordmer division Administrator Sol A. Rosen- Los Angeles Club April 8 to 15. Valgirl,
is
one
of
the
candidates
for
uable
prizes
will
be
given
the
playblatt threatened to adjourn a certain hearing
ing to Norman H. Moray, Vitaphone
ers in the finals in the singles and Wampas Baby stardom. She start- sales chief. The two-reelers include
at which he found Attorney Jacob Schechter taking shorthand notes. From this he doubles. Sam Frey will be in charge
ed her career by singing and dancwas led into a review of his appearance of the tourney.
Lillian Roth in "Story Conference";
ing in cabarets. In the past six "Morocco
and testimony at the public hearings here
Nights," a Technicolor
during the summer and fall.
months she has appeared in "Holly- special with Fuzzy Knight; Ben
He was followed to the stand by Julius
wood
Party,"
"Flying
Down
to
Rio,"
Charnow, owner of the. Leonia Theater,
Blue in "Very Close Veins," and
Edmund Grainger, who is the as- "Meet the Baron," "Sitting Pretty" Harry
Gribbon and Shemp Howard
Palisades Park, which entered into the hearings on Monday. He attempted tQ prove by
and
is
soon
to
start
work
in
"Down
sociate producer on "Affairs of a
in "Corn On The Cop." The onehis
testimony
that
his
"run"
was
set
bac;
Gentleman"
and
"Alias
the
Deato His Last Yacht."
after Fox had turned the house back to him
reelers include Phil Spitalny in "A
con," for Universal, is making prepand that he couldn't buy pictures soon enough
arations
for
his
next
picture,
which
Big City Fantasy"; "Slackers and
to make the theater pay due to circuit theof The Jungle," an E. M.
ater competition near by.
will bemundaLowe.starring vehicle for EdBuster Keaton says that aviation Workers
Newman
subject; Edgar Bergen in
Following him Irvin Gerber, another exwill
really
have
arrived
when
a
two"Pure Feud," and The Radio Ramhibitor, offered testimony relative to "forcpassenger plane goes by with eight
ing shorts,"
which Next
he claimed
blers in "A Cabinet Meeting."
did not
remedy.
witness the
was code
Leo
high-school students in the front
Brecher, who attempted to show that the
Harry Segall, whose contract was seat.
"Cheaters" for Broadway in April
T.O.C.C. headed by Charlie O'Reilly was
in reality composed mainly of affiliated recently renewed at M-G-M, is collaborating
with
Richard
Schayer
and
"Cheaters," M. H. Hoffman-Libhouses butexhibitor
that O'Reilly
was He
termed
an
unaffiliated
in the code.
alluded
Ned Marin on the screen play and
erty production, is slated to open
William
Nigh
is
directing
"The
to O'Reilly's
on Broadway late in April, accordcuit theaters. sale of candy machines to cir- dialogue for "Any Port in a Storm,"
Mad
Honeymoon,"
for
Liberty
ing to Jack Bellman. Bill Boyd,
He was followed by Edward Frieberger, which will star Wallace Beery.
Prods. The cast is headed by Maexhibitor of Dover, N. J., who claimed tha.
Mackaill and June Collyer
rian Nixon and Neil Hamilton, with Dorothy
are
featured.
a Warner Theater competitor of his "ovei
Aileen Pringle, Kathleen Howard,
bought" in order to keep him from getting
Harry Hallenberger, veteran William Austin, Raymond Hatton,
product. He claimed that due to increases
labor costs under the code and that due to cameraman, is celebrating 16 years
Paramount
Meeting
Adjourned
Bradley Page and Don Alvarado in
the code's giving "credibility" to bloc!; of continuous service at Paramount.
supporting roles.
A meeting of Paramount Pubix
booking and "forcing shorts" plus fixing o
He
has
more
than
200
pictures
to
admission prices by distributors, condition
creditors originally scheduled for
were becoming "unbearable" for the inde- his credit.
today at the offices of Henry K.
pendent.
Next witness was Bernard S. Barr, whr
William Wyler will direct "Fan- Davis, referee, has been adjourned
attempted to show a differentiation in per
until April 13. Business concerns
for Universal,
centage demands between affiliated theaterr
Lois January's contract has been him any" new
contract. which has given Fox West Coast claims.
and independents. He, too, went into the approved by Carl Laemmle, Jr.
increased labor cost phases of the code. At
this point Gerber was recalled to the stand
and offered testimony alleging that by erroi
he received a copy of a bill intended fo
an affiliate competitor of his claiming thai
rentals for affiliates were under those charged
independents, regardless of the priority oi
the "Run." Testimony of the next witness,
A'bert Cooper, was along the same line.
Nicholas Palley, a Westchester County
exhibitor, next attempted to prove that ;
pictheater of his costing $470,000 inreceived
the county.
tures after affiliated competitors
A board member asked him why, if he knew
the market in advance, he built the theater

Chicago Stopover Host
Chicago — Jack Miller, local exhibitor
leader, will hold open house for delegates passing through here on their way
to the M.P.T.O.A. convention in Hollywood. He has offered the use of his
office as headquarters for the boys
from the east.

Universal is taking up its option
on "One More River," John Galsworthy novel. James
Whale
will

Title of "Alias the Deacon" will
be
changed releases
to "Half it.
a Sinner" when
Universal

code which he has not as yet rein the first place.
His
answer
was,
"1 of the ceived,
and cited an alleged distrust upon
had too much
money."
the part
of code.
the-, exhibitors of NRA as a
Remainder of the morning session was oc- result
of the
cupied w.th Brandt being recalled to the
He was followed by Rudolph Sanders, who
stand for questioning by Darrow and others
of the board regarding explanation of "pro- attempted to prove differences in theater
property values between independents and
tection," and other terms used in the in
affiliates in given territories. Following him.
dustry. He said all- independents were wel
coming the board's findings, stating that H. A. Cole, Allied leader of Texas, was
called upon. He complained of price d swhen the code was first proposed ail in- crimination.
dependents looked forward to it on an equal
He was followed by H. M. Richey of
footing, but instead they find themselves
worse off.
Michigan and Fred Herrington of Pittsburgh.
During the afternoon counsel was granted
Louis Blumenthal complained of designated
permission to enter as evidence the decision
play dates and percentages. He 'was followed by Milton Weisman, attorney for the in the 1932 Youngclaus case. The sess'on
group who alleged that the code set up a ended to be resumed Monday afternoon, when
"dynasty." He claimed that Sol A. Rosen- the Code Authority and sales managers are
blatt promised him a report on certain clauses expected to appear before the Board.

Remodel Milwaukee Houses
Milwaukee — Several local neighborhood houses have closed during
Holy Week for remodeling. Among
them are the former Lexington, operated by Harry Hart, which will
reopen Easter Sunday as the Franklin, and the Parkway, operated by
Harry Perlewitz, which reopens the
same day. The Radio, another
neighborhood theater operated by
Herb Perlewitz, recently reopened
after being remodeled.
Movie on Soviet Plane
Moscow — A movie theater is part of
the equipment of a giant propaganda
plane just launched. The ship has
been
christened
the Maxim
Gorky.

Used in 7 out of 8
American Pictures in

"1933'sTEN BEST"
OF

THE Ten Best Pictures of 1933
chosen in the Film Daily s poll, eight

were American productions. Of those eight,
seven were photographed on Eastman "GrayBack.'1 This is outstanding evidence of the
acceptance enjoyed by Eastman Super-Sensitive Panchromatic Negative among cameramen and producers . . . and a signal tribute
to the versatility and unfailingly high quality
of the film itself. Eastman Kodak Company,
Rochester, N. Y. (J. E. Brulatour, Inc., Distributors, New York, Chicago, Hollywood.)

EASTMAN Super-Sensitive
Panchromatic Negative (Gray-Backed)

AS PREDICTED
//

RIPTIDE" BIGGEST

MID-WEEK

OPENING

IN 3 YEARS!

The first engagement of M-G-M's history 'making hit began Wednesday at the Boyd Theatre,
Philadelphia. Watch the happy headlines in the trade press as "Riptide" crashes across the nation!

m

-

NORMA
ROBERT

SHEARER
MONTGOMERY

in "RIPTIDE"
with Herbert Marshall
Mrs. Patrick Campbell
Written and Directed by
EDMUND GOULDING
Congratulations
IRVING G. THALBERG!
you've delivered the
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PARA., WARNERS ABIDIfOY CANCELLATION EDICT
British Films Ousting U. S. Indies in 413 G-B Houses
Move Follows Improvement
in Quality of English
Productions
American made independent films
on the programs of the 413 Gaumont-British theaters in the United
K'ngdom
will the
be anew
thing
of thestarts,
past
by
the time
season
Arthur Lee stated to Film Daily
yesterday. Heretofore it has been
possible for independents to realize
from $5,000 to $10,000 on each feature booked over the G-B circuit.
"The elimination of American independent films will be gradual but
nevertheless certain," said. Lee.
"Gaumont-British
films will here(Continued

on Page

3)

RADIO STARS TO MEET
IN FREE SHOW FIGHT

Czecho Embargo on German Films Favors U. S.
Prague — Refusal of the German government to release some German actors for
German-Czechoslovakian pictures has caused the Prague government to put an embargo on importation of German pictures. This is expected to favor the purchase
of American
product.

Omaha — Sale of the Orpheum
theater building will be held April
23, according to Herbert S. Daniel,
receiver. Sale was ordered to satisfy holders of $1,070,000 bonds.
Building is now under lease to TriState Theaters Corp.
Arliss Making Radio Debut
George Arliss will make his first radio
appearance April 14 on a full hour
program over WEAF in celebration of
the first anniversary of 20th Century
Pictures.

Although Paramount and Warner-First National do not agree
with the interpretation of Division
Administrator Sol A. Rosenblatt on
the retroactiveness of the code's 10
per cent cancellation clause, both
A proposed financing plan to companies will nevertheless comply
cover costs of operating the code with the ruling, executives stated
will be submitted by a committee to yesterday. Their compliance, however, does not prejudice the prothe Code Authority at its next meettest they recently filed with the
ing Friday. The committee met
NRA,
along
with on nearly
(Continued
Page 3) all other
yesterday with all members, Sidney
R. Kent, Harold S. Bareford, Nathan Yamins and Charles L. O'Reilly, in attendance.
Kent and
J. Robert
com(Continued
on Page Rubin,
3)

Code Financing Plan Ready in Week
Classification of Films
Planned in Grand Rapids
Grand Rapids — As a move to offset censorship, Grand Rapids M. P.
Council has been formed with plans
including a system of letters classifying films in all newspaper ads.
The council will work with local
organizations and sponsor approved
films.

Music in Newsreel Ruled No Copyright Violation

Recording of musical compositions along with other background
A group of radio, stage and sounds in a newsreel does not conscreen headliners, expected to institute violation of a music copyclude Eddie Cantor, Marx Brothers,
right, according to a far-reaching
Jack Pearl, Al Jolson, Jimmy Du- decision by the Chancery Division
rante, Jack Benny and Fred Allen, of the High Court of Justice in Lonwill meet Tuesday noon at the Aldon. The opinion was in the case
gonquin to discuss action in fight of Hawkes & Son, Ltd., music pubon free audiences at broadcasts.
lishers, against Paramount Service,
Cantor and the Marxes are among Ltd.
those said to be definitely against
studio audiences.

Sale of Omaha Orpheum
Scheduled for April 23

Comply With Ruling But
Hold to Protest on
Retroactiveness

Monogram 1933-34 Lineup
Being Completed in June
West

Coast

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Fifteen dramas and
six westerns, a total of 21 pictures,
have been completed by Monogram
of its schedule of 28 for 1933out
34. Final production will get under
with 1934-35 program
way in June,
in May.
starting

Spurt in Movie Incorporations
Reflects Optimistic Outlook
Code Authority to Seek
Data on Wash'n Hearing
Information concerning purposes

of the National Recovery Review
Board hearing which has been indefinitely adjourned pending availability of the Code Authority will
be sought by Harold S. Bareford,
ity's ninth
chairman of the Author
meeting, when he confers with the
board's counsel in Washington on
Monday. Bareford will enquire just
what subjects are coming up at the
g. New date has not as yet
hearinfixed.
I been

In the states of New York and
Delaware alone, about 100 new
nrms intending to engage directly or
picture acincidentally in motion
tivities of one kind or another have
beeen formed in the first three
months of 1934. This represents
something of a high mark, and is
taken as an indication of wider optimism on the outlook. Practically
all units which in former years incorporated for theatrical or vaudeville purposes are now including
their
motion
"and
(Continued pictures"
on Page 3) in

OHIO I. T. 0. HOLDING
3 REGIONAL MEETINGS

Columbus — Three more regional
meetings of the new Independent
Theater Owners of Ohio are announced by P. J. Wood, secretary.
They will be held April 3 at the
Statler, Cleveland; April 4, Deshler Wallick, Columbus, and April 9,
Netherland-Plaza, Cincinnati. The
association is waging a fight on
percentage demands and also on
the move of distributors to force
independent
of
business. poster exchanges out

Paramount Sales Meeting
Scheduled for West Coast
Paramount will hold its annual
sales meeting at the Coast this year,
sometime between June 15 and July
Schaefer. general man1, George J.yesterday.
Instead of
ager, said
one convention
gatherings,
regional
will
be conducted.

Capitol's
Friday
M-G-M's Good
"Riptide,"
withRecord
Norma
Shearer and Robert Montgomery,
grossed the largest receipts for Good
Friday matinee in the history of the
Capitol, it was stated yesterday by
Major Edward Bowes. An extra show is
being added
today.
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COMING & GOING
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from
New
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Para. Ad Sales Shifts
James Dillie, assistant ad sales
manager for Paramount at Cincinnati, has been promoted to ad sales
manager, succeeding' Eugene Fogarty, resigned. Morris Gluck, special salesman working out of the
New York branch, has been appointed ad sales manager for this
branch. He succeeds Clayton Hendrickson, who has been switched to
the home office ad sales department.
2 New

Theaters

for Minneapolis

Minneapolis— A 1,300-seat house
is to be built immediately by Norris Creamery Co. at 50th St. and
France Ave. S. Ben Friedman will
manage it. Another new theater
is reported planned on Lowry Ave.
N. between Dupont and Emerson.
The Nile is planning to reopen and
the new newsreel theater at Eighth
and Hennepin is seeking a license.
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• • • NO AFFAIR in recent years has got off to the
grand start of the AMPA Naked Truth Dinner to be held
at the Astor Hotel on April 21
reservations are pouring in
on Paul Benjamin ticket sales are being limited to 1,500
.... and if you don't get your bid in soon
you ar-<j liable
to be out of luck
this is one time when a build-up for
ticket sales is not needed
too many important people are
interested in making the affair a Big Success
that's why
it's in the bag already
T
▼
T
• •
• FOUR MAJOR companies have sent for the script
of "Peace On Earth"
the Theater Union play now at the
44th St. theater
the play had a 16-week run at the Civic
Repertory Theater on 14th St
and moved uptown to make
way for the Union's second offering, "Stevedore"
H. L.
Jones, of Jones & Green, is sponsoring the present run
▼

T

T

• • • OVER IN COPENHAGEN, Denmark
the
Palladium Films are all steamed up over their Greenland pix,
"Palo's Wooing"
it was taken under direction of the
famous
arctic explorer, Knud
Rasmussen Betzi Beaton,
daughter of the well known writer, "K.C.B.," currently in the
Follies, is being tested by film companies. . . "Going Spanish,"
featuring Leah Ray and Bob Hope, has its Broadway opening
at the Rivoli Wednesday Irene Dunne will appear in a
dramatization
of Radio's "Stingaree"
on WEAF
Sunday
eve
The Ebenstein Corp. has moved to larger quarters in 1510
Broadway
The Sutton Players will present Sam Warshawsky's new comedy, "A Swell Job" at the Sutton theater
for the week of April 2 under direction of Gregory Deane
Jean Harlow is back at the stude after a six-months absence,
explaining that she has written a novel all by herself
if it is done into a pix, she wants to play the lead
Reserve Decision on Plagiarism
Judge Woolsey in the U. S. District Court yesterday reserved decision on a motion to dismiss filed by
Paramount and James Hagan in a
plagarism suit brought by Richard
Washburn Child in connection with
the picture, "One Sunday Afternoon." The decision is expected to
be handed down in June. Child
charges "One Sunday Afternoon" is
a plagarism of his story, "The
Avenger." Louis Phillips represented Paramount and Harry Weinberger was counsel for Hagan.

Monogram
Delegates Arriving
Among those expected to arrive
in New York today en route to the
Monogram convention at Atlantic
City April 4-7, are Trem Carr, Lou
Ostrow, J. T. Sheffield of Seattle,
Art Bromberg of Atlanta, Jack Jossey of Cleveland, Herman Rifkin of
Boston, Jack Berkowitz of Albany,
Floyd St. John, Monogram wrestern
district manager, and Howard Subbins, Monogram Los Angeles man-

ager.
Federation
to Discuss Ad Matter Murray Goodman Joins Castle Films
Murray Goodman, for the past
Method of handling advertising
accessories to conform with the ten years a director and secretary
morality clauses of the Code is of Bray Pictures, has joined Castle
Films in charge of eastern nonslated
to beof dscussed
at the ofAmi"
7 meeting
the Federation
the theatrical distribution activities. He
replaces Edward Mayer, general disM. P. Industry in Atlantic City.
tribution manager, now located at
Castle's Chicago office.
234 "Wonder Bar" Openings
National release of Warner's
Monogram Signs Wampas Baby
"Wonder Bar" takes place today,
with 234 special engagements set West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Gigi Parrish, Wamfor the week, the company announces.
pas baby star, has been signed by
Monogram and will appear first in
"Jane Eyre."
Omaha
Secretary
Selected
Omaha — Regina Molseed, secreNew U. A. Office Mgr. in Dallas
tary of the Film Board of Trade,
Dallas — George Jacobs has aswas unanimously recommended as
sumed the duties of office manager
secretary of the grievance, zoning
and
booker at the United Artists
and clearance boards at the first exchange.
joint meeting yestei'day.

returned to Fall River
York.

EDNA BEST, actress and
Marshall, sails tonight on
England.

wife of Herbert
the Bremen for

ROBERT FLOREY, Warner director, sails
Tuesday from the coast for China to shoot
scenes for "Oil for the Lamps of China."
LEW BRICE arrived from Hollywood yesterday and is at the Hotel
Warwick.
PAUL MOSS
the Coast.

has arrived in New

York from

JOHN B. NATHAN is en route to Buenos
Aires from
New
York.
AL
week

LICHTMAN returns to New
from
Bermuda.

York next

ETHEL MERMAN arrives in New York on
Tuesday from the coast after finishing work
in Paramount's
"We're
Not
Dressing."
ED FINNEY
and JOHN
HARRINGTON
leave
today
for Atlantic City to make
preparations
for the company's
April 4.

annual

convention

starting
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PARA., WARNERS ABIDE
BY CANCELLATION RULE
(Continued from Page

G-B HOUSES DROP
U. S. INDIE PRODUCT

A LITTLE from "LOTS
By RALPH

WILK

HOLLYWOOD

1)

(Continued from Page I)
"I'll Sell Anything," original byAlbert J. Cohen and Robert T. after be considered as the 'number
pARAMOUNT'S next all-star com- Shannon, has been bought by War- one' feature on the bills, with maedy feature, "Three Pair," utiljor American product as the second
ners. Joan Blondell and Pat O'Brien
izing the same cast as "Six of a are being
considered for the leads. feature. This has been brought
Kind," will go in work in May. J. P.
about by the increased quality of
T
T
T
McEvoy is writing it specially for
W. C. Fields, Alison Skipworth,
Use of the title, "The Mad Honey- British pictures."
George Burns, Gracie Allen, Charlie
moon," by Liberty Productions on a
forthcoming picture is being pro- Code Financing Plan
Ruggles and Mary Boland.
tested by Edward Esmonde, owner
T
T
T
To(Continued
Be Ready
in Week
of the copyrights to all works of
from Page 1)
Lou Ostrow has bought "Ten the late Barry Conners, whose play
Minute Eggs," original by N. Brew- by this same title was produced in prising a committee to pass on in100 New Movie Firms
terpretations made by the standing
ster Morse, for Monogram's 1934-35 New York in 1923.
committee on extras, also met yesFormed Since January program. T T T
tercay. They will file a report with
(Continued from Page 1)
CAST
ASSIGNMENTS
the Authority
Friday.
charters. At Albany alone, 10 firms
Next of Educational's Frolics of
RKO — Steffi Duna, new contract player, for
with motion picture intentions were Youth series, tentatively called "Romance in Manhattan"; Edward Everett Horchartered the past week.
"The Coupon Clipper," has been ton for "Sing and Like It"; Skeets Gallagher Sets April 6 for Hearing
written by Ewart Adamson and for "Down to Their Last Yacht."
On St. Louis Properties
PARAMOUNT— Lynne Overman, Kitty Carlisle,
Ernest
Pagano.
Amity Set in Chicago
Gertrude Michael and Warren Hymer for "She
St. Louis — Federal Judge Davis
T
T
T
Loves Me Not"; Edward Everett Horton for
Chicago — James Murtaugh and
yesterday set April 6 for hearing
"Kiss and Make-Up"; Joseph Schildkraut for
Ralph Forbes will be starred by "Cleopatra."
his associates, Jovoney, Barry and
plans on reorganization of the St.
eroy.
Charness, under the company name Monogram in "Shock," by Roy PomLouis Properties Corp., owner of
WARNER-F. N.— Margaret Lindsay for "Hey,
of Superior Pictures, will handle
Sailor!"; Ronnie Cosby, Arthur Aylesworth,
the
Ambassador, Grand Central and
Leila
Bennett
and
Hobart
Cavanaugh
foi
T
T
T
all Amity releases in this territory.
Missouri theaters, suggesting that
"Dames";
William
Davidson
and
Purnell
Pratt
The appointment was made by John
"Jane Eyre" is being placed in for "Old Doll's House"; Maynard Holmes tor meanwhile the various parties interested endeavor to agree on some
M. Crinnion, president. J. E. O'Toole, work by Monogram about the mid- "Madame DuBarry."
dle of April.
former manager for Amity here, is
mutually satisfactory plan. He
M-G-M — Lionel Barrymore for "One Hunnow in charge of the Milwaukee
▼
▼
T
dred Per Cent Pure," formerly called "Age ot
intimated he was doubtful that they
Larceny"; Zelda Sears and Helen Ware for would be successful.
and Minneapolis exchanges.
Francis Lederer will next appear "Sadie
^^^
McKee."
for RKO in the role of Joaquin
FOX — Jean Parker borrowed from M-G-M
Third ComiCuior Cartoon Opens
Murietta, colorful California bandit. for "By Royal Command"; Jessie Pringie f-. has the Paramount and is after still
more houses.
"Thecartoon
Brave inTin
third Albert Shelby Levino is author of "Merry Andrew."
color
the Soldier,"
P. A. Powers
COLUMBIA— Arthur Rankin, James P. Burthe original.
tis and Clifford Thompson for "Twentieth CenComiColor series, had its premiere
T
T
T
tury"; Ben Alexander and Paul Stanton toi
Hill, N. C— The Standard
yesterday at the Roxy. "Puss in
Laurence Weingarten has signed "Most Precious Thing in Life"; Jessie Ralph, is Chapel
under the management of J.
Boots" and "Queen of Hearts" are a new contract as M-G-M associate Luis Alberni and Henry Armetta for "One W. open
Thompson.
now in work, with "Aladdin" to producer. He has just finished
follow.
UNIVERSAL—
Night
of Love." George E. Stone and Lois Jan"Sadie McKee."
uary for "Embarrassing
Moments."
Hillsboro, N. C— S. S. Stevenson
Enlarging Capacity of Brandeis
has taken over' the Cates, formerly
operated by Moon Theater, Inc.
Omaha — Brandeis theater, operated by Mort H. Singer, is being
remodeled to add 300 more seats.
Fennimore, Wis. — Damage estimated at between $3,000 and $4,000
Stage shows will augment the film
was
suffered when fire razed the
policy after Easter.
Fenway,
operated by E. H. Breching.
ler.
Paramount Buys Two Stories
Wilmington, N. C— The Howard, r.ew equipment for an early reopen"The Case Against Mrs. Ames," owned and operated by Howard Thecurrent magazine serial, and
Kansas City — Burstein-Applebee
aters, Inc., will open in Thalia Hall
appointed parts distribuMemphis — Glen Calvert, former- have torsbeen
"Twenty Hours by Air," by Bogart April 2.
for RCA Victor.
poster clerk at the Fox exchange,
Rogers and Frank Dazey, have been
acquired by Paramount. Gary
to ad sales manAsheville, N. C— C. R. Bamford has beenager. promoted
He succeeds W. R. Scruggs,
Cooper and Claudette Colbert will is opening a new theater here.
Camden, Mo. — The Stiles, recentresigned.
be starred in the latter.
ly transferred to Mrs. Blanche King
by J. L. Creason, has reopened.
Mebane,
N.
C.
—
A.
L.
Purnell
is
Zeppo Marx Joins Coast Agency
Bellwood, Pa. — J. A. Gribble and
now operating the Carolina, formerN.
A. Notopoulos, operators of sevCabool, Mo. — The Cozy has been
Zeppo Marx of the Four Marx
ly operated by M. V. Whitsell.
eral theaters in this territory, have
Brothers will quit as an actor to
sold
by J. C. Matherly to J. B. Covacquired the State here, for several erston.
join the Orsatti & Bren agency in
It was formerly known as
Gibsonville, N. C— The Gibson- years operated by L. C. Menchio.
Hollywood.
the
Lyric.
ville theater has been taken over by
C. W. Overman from R. E. Gibb.
Sam Abend Under Knife
Donora, Pa. — New Princess has
Steelville, Mo. — The Melba has
Kansas City — Sam Abend of Film
been opened under management of been closed indefinitely.
Benson,
S.
C.
—
The
Princess
has
T.
R.
Shanahan.
Delivery r-ecently underwent an opreopened under the manageeration for appendicitis. He is re- been ment
Colchester, 111. — Erwin J. Savage
of J. B. Benton.
ported improving rapidly.
Milan, Mich. — Richard Spangle has taken over the Princess from
T.
H. Smith.
bought the Garrick from Edwin
Smithfield, N. C. — The Sanders has
E.
Brown.
Deal
was
put
through
has been reopened as the Victory
Nazi Rule Aids Soviet Films
under the management of H. P. by
troit.Oleschefsky & St. Onge of DeNazi anti-Semitism has benefited the
Howell.
Town Dark on Good Friday
Soviet film industry as a result of the

major companies, against the interpretation.
When the Code Authority on
Thursday voted its support of the
Rosenblatt ruling, executives of the
various groups voted as members of
the Authority and not as representatives of the companies with which
they are indentified, it was pointed
out yesterday, as provided by the
code.

NEWS

employment in Moscow studios of a
considerable number of German film directors who quit Germany because of
the Hitler activities, it was said yesterday by Miss A. Kuznetzova, president
of Amkino.

OF THE DAY

Wheeling, W. Va. — Projection
booth and equipment in the State
theater were destroyed by recent
fire. House is being remodeled and
Jim Velas, operator, is purchasing

Jefferson, O. — The Ames is now
operating
under three changes instead of two.
Minneapolis — Bennie

Berger

now

Fall River, Mass. — Fall River is believed to be the only town in the
U. S. A. where theaters close on Good
Friday. All five local houses are dark
on the
this Mayor.
one day a year, at the request
of

r"
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'"MELODY
with

of the NEW

IN SPRING"

Norma

Ross,
Charlie
Ruggles,
Mary
Boland, Ann
Sothern
Paramount
75 mins.

FAIR LIGHT MUSICAL FARCE WITH
COMEDY
BY RUGGLES AND
BOLAND
AS CHIEF ASSET.
There is no question about Lanny Ross'
fine tenor voice nor his good looks and
appearance, but as an actor he fails to
click. He is introduced to the screen as
a romantic young singer who charms the
femmes with lilting melodies. Lanny and
Ann Sothern fall in love at first sight but
they find a strong barrier in Charlie Rug-

Shearer and

Robert

FEATURES

Montgomery

in

"RIPTIDE"

Lanny

with Herbert Marshall, Mrs. Patrick Campbell, Skeets Gallagher and Ralph Forbes
M-G-M
90 mins.
SMART ROMANTIC
COMEDY-DRAMA
ON
SOPHISTICATED
THEME
BUT
SHREWDLY
GEARED
TO
BIG BOXOFFICE.
A

natural for the femme

trade in par

ticular, with a mass of 'em hungry to see
Norma Shearer again, to say nothing of

land where Lanny continues to sing and
yodel much to the disgust of Ruggles
and his wife, Mary Boland. There are

Bob Montgomery and a topnotch surrounding cast, this Irving Thalberg production
ought to be pretty much of a pushover. A
bow is due also to Edmund Goulding, sole
author and director, for visualizing a good
idea and working it out consistenly to a
satisfying conclusion. Norma, meeting
Herbert Marshall, a British lord, under romantic circumstances, has a glorious but
unsanctified interlude with him. Then he

plenty of mix-ups and much swell comedy
by Ruggles. All ends well with Lanny
and Ann in jail as the only escape from

marries her, and when, in his absence
abroad, she gets into a scrape with Bob,
a wastrel, Herbert flaunts her past in her

parental
ire and
Ann's
former
fiancee.
Cast: Lanny Ross. Charlie Ruggles, Mary
Boland, Ann Sothern, George Meeker, Herman Bing, Norma Mitchell, Joan Gale,
Jane Gale, June Gale, Wade Bcteler, William J. Irving, Helen Lynd, Thomas Jackson, Wilfred Hari.

face, neglects her and so causes the faithful wife to actually make a misstep. Learning he was wrong the other time, Herbert
wants Norma back, and for his shake she
tries to conceal her new escapade. But he
finds out and definitely calls everything
off, only to have a change of heart for a
fadeout reconciliation.

maker

gles, Ann's father, who besides being a
of dog biscuits, has a hobby of col-

lecting bed-posts and other curios. Lanny's
chase for Ann takes them all to Switzer-

Director, Ncrman McLecd; Author,
Frank Leon Smith, Adaptor, Benn W.
Levy; Editor, Richard Currier; Cameraman, Henry Sharp; Recording Engineer,
Harry Lindgren.

Direction,
Okay.

Satisfactory,

Photography,

Cast: Norma Shearer, Robert Montgomery, Herbert Marshall, Mrs. Patrick Campbell, Skeets Gallagher, Ralph Forbes, Lilyan
Tashman, Arthur Jarrett, Pearl Oxford,
Helen Jerome Eddy, George K. Arthur,
Baby Marilyn Spinnert, Phyllis Cochlan,
Halliwell Hcbbes, Lawrence Grant, Howard
Chaldecott.
Director, Author

1 PLAZA

2

and

Adaptor,

Edmund

Goulding; Cameraman, Ray June; Editor,
Margaret
Booth.
Direction,
Deft.
Photography, Fine.

portrayals of its child actors, this propaganda film depicting a struggle between
Communism and Fascism among Russian
youth falls short on the entertainment
side.

$2. SO up, SiingSe
$3.00 up, Double
Special weekly and monthly rates

The Plaza is near everything to see and do in
Hollywood. Ideal for business or pleasure.
Every room has private
dressing room, bath and
shower. Beds "built for
rest." Every venience.
modern
Fine foodscon-at
reasonable prices. Convenient parking for your car.
Cbas. Danziger, Mgr.
Eugene Stern, Pres.
The "Doorway

Vine

of Hospitality"

at Hollywood

HOLLYWOOD

Blvd.

on BROADWAY

"THUNDERING
with

Randolph
Crabbe

Scott,
and

Paramount
GOOD

WESTERN

ENACTING

ZANE

MANCE AND A

"THE

HERD"

Judith Allen,
Noah
Beery

57 mins.

WITH
GREY

BAD

Buster

ABLE

STORY

MAN'S

OF

UNDOING.

Handsomely photographed and wellacted, this Zane Grey story has lots of
entertainment

for kids especially.

Noah

Beery is the leader of a band of hide
thieves whose attentions to Judith Allen,
his ward, inflame his wife.
who

wants

Buster Crabbe,

to marry Judith and

take her

with him on a buffalo hunt, is left wounded by Beery.

Crabbe

sets out

to find

Beery after a passing traveler declares he
is in the vicinity, but

warns

that

on

the

outfit

MONTE

THE STUFF THE FEMMES WILL
WITH
PLENTY
OF
ROMANCE.

It may

RO-

OF

«

Universal
76 mins.
VARIATION ON CINDERELLA THEME
HAS
LIKE

CAST

COUNTESS

««

be slightly fantastic, but nevertheless it is good entertaining cinema,
and has a quality of holding the interest
through plenty of suspense. Fay Wray
has the part of an extra who through
circumstances comes to live the part she

CRISTO"

is supposed to play in the picture — the
Countess of Monte Cristo. She drives
off the set in a daze after her sweetie
has lost his job and broken their engagement, and starts out to live the part of
the Countess in her reckless mood. With
the labels on the baggage she fools the
hotel management, is put in a royal suite,
and encounters two gentlemen of fortune
whom the police are after. Paul Lukas,

the

warpath.

one
them, cf
saves
"Countess"
froma
the of
schemes
his the
rival,
they have

Beery is shot by his wife when

he tries

pretty romance together, and he sacrifices
his liberty in the end to save her from
disgrace. Winds up with a good twist
as she returns to the studio, her old

the

Indians

to send her away

are

and Judith then escapes.

She falls from her horse in the path of
the thundering buffalo herd, and is saved
by Crabbe, who
Indian
attack.
Cast: Randolph

then

helps ward

off an

Scott, Judith Allen, Noah

Hathaway;

Good

Author, Zane

Photography,

the entire adventure

ap-

Reginald

Owen, Patsy Kelly, Paul Page, Jchn Sheehan, Carmel Myers. Robert McWade, F.
Reicher, Richard Tucker, Matthew Betz,
Bobby Watson, D. Robinson, A. S. Byrcn,
Harvey Clark.
Director, Karl Freund; Author, Walter
Fleisch ; Adaptor, Karen de Wolf; Dialoguer, Gladys Linger; Cameraman, Charles

Grey; Adaptors, Jack Cunningham, Mary
Flanner, ; Cameraman,
Ben
Reynolds.
Direction,

making

pear a publicity stunt.
Cast: Fay Wray, Paul Lukas,

Beery, Raymond Hatton, Blanche Frederici,
Henry Carey, Monte Blue. Barton McLane,
Al Bridge. Dick Rush, Frank Rice, Buck
Connors, Charles McMurphy.
Director, Hehry

sweetie

Stumar.
Direction,

Good.

Gccd

Photography,

A-l.

NATIONAL
LEADERS

FOREIGN FILMS
"BROKEN
SHOES," in Russian, with
English titles; produced in Russia by
Mejrabpomfilm; directed by Margarita
Barskaya; with M. Klimov, K. Polovikova,
Akhina. Distributed by Amkino. At the
Cameo.
Interesting principally for the capable

MOST CONVENIENT
Hotel in Hollywood

Saturday, March 31, 1934

More Seats for Ensley
Birmingham — A building permit
has been issued to N. H. Waters to
remodel a location at Ensley for a
new theater. Waters operates the
Fairfield and North Birmingham
theaters. It is understood R. B.
Wilby is also planning to reopen the
Franklin in Ensley.
Detroit Boards Meet Wednesday
Detroit — First meeting of the
zoning and grievance boards is set
for Wednesday at Variety Club
headquarters in the Book-Cadillac
Hotel. Allied directors will hold a
meeting on Tuesday.
St. Louis House Lowers Scale
St. Louis — The St. Louis theater,
having eliminated stage shows, has
also slashed admission scale. The
rate to 6 P. M. will be 25 cents and
40 cents at night.

13.6 mm x 22 Inch High
Intensity Carbons
9 mm x 20 inch
High-Low Carbons
Copper Coated High
Intensity A.C. Carbons
M hese carbons provide a snow-white light and a
brilliancy of screen illumination that satisfies the most
critical patronage.

Their steady burning quality and economical
operation are equally satisfying to the projectionist.

HIGH

INTENSITY
PROJECTION
for EVERY THEATRE
LARGE

NATIONAL

CARBON
Carbon

OR

SMALL

COMPANY,

Soles Division, Cleveland, Ohio

INC.

Unit of Union Carbide fTT?i and Carbon Corporation
Branch Sales Offices:

New York
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Chicago

San Francisco
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